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Introduction
TTiis index provides subjectaccess to the Lakota Times and Indian CountrvTodav.cumulating
the annual indexes covering 1991 through 1995. The Lakota Times changed its title to Indian Countrv
Todav in October, 1992. In 1995, Indian Countrv Todav began publishing a separate Southwest
edition. This index covers the Northern Plains edition only.
Most articles written by the newspaper staff as well as wire-service news stories are indexed.
Excluded are brief obituaries, armouncements, notices, and minor sports events. The names of those
writing letters to the editor andof reporters are generallynot indexed.
The following abbreviations are used throughont the index:
An asterisk (*) at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the
story.
(L) at the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
(ED) at the end of a notation signifies an editorial.
Subject headings are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations, and
incomplete headings are soinetimes necessary. For example, NATIONAL is consistently listed as
NATL. A cross reference is made whenever necessary (e.g.: NATIONAL SEE NATL). Entries are
arranged chronologically under each subject heading:
1. Subject Headings ~ e.g.: ABERDEEN SD
2. A fourteen-digit code containing the date (month, day, and year) and pagination (section, page
and column) —e.g.:
6 = June
05 = Day
1991 = Year 6/05/1991
B = Section
04 = Page
3 = Column B043
* = Illustration
3. The headline notation - e.g.: RUSSELL NAMED ABERDEEN AREA CONTRACTS OFHCER.
SUBJECT
ABDUCTION
ABENAKI (TRIBE)
ABERDEEN SD
ABEYTA TONY
ABORTION
ABOUREZK DENISE
ABUSED WOMEN
ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
ACCIDENT BUS
ACCIDENT CAR
INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY
INDEX
YEAR 1991-95
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE KIDNAPPING
3/09/199A CQ51 GROUND RADAR USED TO LOCATE ABENAKI BURIAL SITE
11/23/1995 A02:4 TRIBAL DEPUTIES TO GUARD REFUGE DURING SHUTDOWN
1/01/1991 A081 ABERDEEN AREA EDUCATION OFFICE TO STAY OPEN
6/05/1991 B043 XRUSSELL NAMED ABERDEEN AREA CONTRACTS OFFICER
9/18/1991 AOll SELF-GOVERNANCE STUDIED BY ABERDEEN AREA
4/29/1992 A024 ABERDEEN SCHOOLS TO HEAR GIAGO ON STEREOTYPING
8/12/1992 B031 EX-ABERDEEN AREA DIRECTOR CLEARED OF CHARGES
5/19/1993 BOll COMPLAINTS AGAINST KITTO FILED WITH MEDICAL BOARDS
6/02/1993 A034 BREAKING THE 'CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE'--ABERDEEN AREA
2/10/1994 A041 XKKK CROSS BURNING SHOWS LACK OF CONCERN
2/23/1994 A044 RESIDENTS REACH OUT AFTER ABERDEEN INCIDENT (L)
9/28/1995 B013 xl75 ABERDEEN BIA STAFF TO LOSE JOBS IN CUTBACKS
10/05/1995 B051 DASCHLE SAYS ABERDEEN STAFF CUTS NOT AS DEEP AS
10/26/1995 B014 CUTS BEGIN IN ABERDEEN AREA
9/15/1993 B012 XNAVAJO ARTIST DONATES ART TO WINGS OF AMERICA
2/19/1992 A064 ABORTION FOES BID ON UNBORN BABY
3/11/1992 A023 MARTINA GREYWIND--ANTI-ABORTIONISTS "LOST THE BABY*
4/08/1992 A081 CANADIAN WOMEN DENIED ANESTHESIA DURING ABORTIONS
4/29/1992 A051 CERTIFIED NURSE RESPONDS TO ABORTIONS ARTICLE (L)
1/28/1993 A041 xSEPARATING CIVIL RIGHTS FROM PERSONAL CHOICES
1/28/1993 A072 GROUP FIGHTS FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS
9/07/1995 A041 XFREEDOM OF/CHOICE, FREEDOM TO DISAGREE
9/21/1995 A055 PRO-LIFERS SAVE LIVES (L)
10/12/1995 A051 MOTHER'S INSTINCT--TO PRESERVE LIFE (L)
5/11/1994 B012 XDENIED REQUEST FOR FEATHER CEREMONY
.7/31/1991 B055 LAKE ANDES SUED FOR RACISM^ SEXISM
10/02/1991 AOll TILLIE BLACK BEAR SALUTED
11/06/1991 A081 ABUSE.BILLS ATTACK SEXIST ATTITUDES OFFER FEDERAL
11/06/1991 B126 PROJECT MEDICINE WHEEL TO EXPLAIN ABUSE NOV 12
2/19/1992 A035 ABUSE BILL COULD CLOSE GENDER GAP
7/01/1992 AlOl CONFERENCE EXPLORES DOMESTIC ABUSE
8/26/1992 B015 FT YATES SHELTER OFFERS SAFE HAVEN
9/30/1992 A031 HOUSE PANEL APPROVES ABUSE AND RAPE BILL
10/08/1992 B061 RAPID CITY CANDLE VIGIL SET FOR OCT 8
3/03/1993 A064 OWNING UP TO GUILT IS FIRST STEP TO HEALING
3/17/1993 A071 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN INCREASING
3/24/1993 A085 TRIBES SHOULD TAKE LEGAL STEPS TO PROTECT MEMBERS
8/11/1993 A031 ACT MAKES VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN SERIOUS OFFENSE
11/03/1993 B051 WOMEN'S CIRCLE SEEKING DONATIONS FOR PROGRAM
9/08/1994 A053 MAKING SENSE OF A SENSELESS ACT
7/27/1995 C053 XWOMEN AGAINST VIOLENCE PROVIDES A SAFE HAVEN
3/02/1994 AOll PLANE CRASH CLAIMS LIVES OF ABERDEEN AREA DOCTORS
1/19/1995 A081 PILOT BLAMED FOR IHS CRASH
2/16/1995 AOll MEMORIAL SERVICE PLANNED FOR IHS PHYSICIANS
3/02/1995 AOll XIHS DOCTORS HONORED IN MEMORIAL CEREMONY
9/21/1995 B014 MEMORIAL HONORS IHS DOCTORS KILLED IN 1994
10/16/1991 B014 12 PINE RIDGE STUDENTS INJURED IN BUS CRASH
10/23/1991 B015 LONE WOLF PLEADS GUILTY TO DWI NO DRIVERS LICENSE
10/30/1991 B023 PARENTS MAY SUE BIA OVER BUS ACCIDENT
8/05/1992 A012 XA CLOSE CALL--
1/08/1992 BOll WILMA WATKINS' DEATH CREATES A VOID IN KYLE
2/19/1992 C041 GWEN MCCLOSKEY KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT FEB 7
3/04/1992 A046 SUANNE'S DEATH IS AN IMPORTANT LESSON IN LIFE (L)
3/11/1992 B133 AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT CLAIMS 2 NEAR WAGNER
3/25/1992 B043 SCENIC MAN FACES CHARGES IN FATAL CRASH
4/01/1992 B08T SCENIC ELDER IS HERO AT ACCIDENT
4/29/1992 C013 RED ELK DIES IN CAR FIRE
8/19/1992 B112 HOPIS MOURN LOSS OF FORMER LEADER
9/02/1992 A082 OLC EMPLOYEE KILLED IN AUTO WRECK
9/09/1992 B014 xOLC STAFF MOURNS LOSS OF RESPECTED CO-WORKER
9/30/1992 AOll INDIAN PEOPLE TOP LIST FOR AUTO-RELATED DEATHS
10/15/1992 BOll SPECIAL PROSECUTER INVESTIGATES WOMAN'S DEATH
11/12/1992 B031 THREE KILLED IN MULTI-CAR ACCIDENT
11/12/1992 B031 RANCHER SENTENCED FOR FATAL WRECK
11/12/1992 B031 NEBRASKA WOMAN CHARGED IN CRASH
2/11/1993 A031 ALCOHOL RELATED HIT-AND-RUN LEAVE 2 DEAD AT PINE RID
3/17/1993 B012 MISSING COUPLE FOUND DEAD
5/05/1993 BOll ROLLOVER KILLS ONE NEAR WHITE CLAY
5/12/1993 B012 OST COURT BACKLOG SLOWED WARRANT FOR AMBULANCE
7/08/1993 BOll WANBLEE MAN DIES ON OPEN RANGE ROAD
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SUBJECT
ACCIDENT CAR
ACCIDENT TRUCK
ACCIDENTS
ACLU
ACOMA (TRIBE)
ACTING
ADAMS BROCK
ADAMS EDIE
ADAMS STATE COLL
ADDICTIONS
ADOPTION
ADVERTISEMENTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/05/1994 BOll FLANDREAU WOMAN KILLED BY VEHICLE
5/04/1994 BOll ROSEBUD FATALITY REPORTED IN CAR CRASH
8/31/1995 B043 KYLE TEEN DIES IN CRASH
12/29/1995 B023 ICY ROAD CLAIMS TWO LIVES
5/29/1991 coil MINORS BEHIND STEERING WHEEL — PARENTS BEHIND BARS
11/06/1991 A113 FIFTH OF STATE'S ACCIDENTS LINKED TO ND INDIANS
9/15/1993 B055 TWO DIE IN ACCIDENT NEAR WHITE RIVER
9/14/1995 A035 BIA COP KILLED IN HELICOPTER CRASH
SEE AM CIVIL LIBERTIES
5/11/1994 AOll ACOMA PUEBLO PROPOSED AS MILITARY TELESCOPE SITE
2/19/1991 A073 INDIAN ACTORS NEEDED FOR SPRING FILM
3/27/1991 \041 INDIAN ACTORS, BE VIGILANT! (ED).
4/17/1991 A074 CANADIAN SCHOOL TO OFFER ACTING TRAINING
11/13/1991 AlOl OKLAHOMA TALENT REGISTRY--EDGE TO INDIAN PERFORMER
2/19/1992 B031 XLAKOTA FILM COMMISSION TO OPEN INDUSTRY DOORS
3/18/1992 A012 xFAME SURPRISES RODNEY GRANT
8/12/1992 B051 xPEACE PIPE AGENCY--MODELING, ACTING FIRM WANTS
8/19/1992 B084 XACTOR USES FAME TO UNIFY PEOPLE
6/09/1993 A081 KINUIT ACTOR PREDICTS 'MOHICANS' NOT THE LAST
8/25/1993 A012 OAK RE-ENACTMENTS STIR OUTRAGE
9/08/1993 A084 XBEDARD SELECTED FOR LEAD ROLE IN 'LAKOTA WOMAN'
12/15/1993 A014 NATIVE ACTORS SHINE IN TNT'S 'THE BROKEN CHAIN'
2/10/1994 B041 xFIRST AMERICAN AWARDS AGAIN PICKS ITS BEST
10/12/1994 AOll MODERN-DAY WARRIORS GIVE HOLLYWOOD A WAKE-UP CALL
1/05/1995 C014 BOOK SPOTLIGHTS MOVIE IDOLS--PAST S PRESENT
3/09/1995 coil KCATCHING UP WITH ACTOR GORDON TOOTOOSIS
3/09/1995 C014 AWARDS RECOGNIZE NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
3/09/1995 C021 XFIRST AMERICANS IN THE ARTS AWARDS A SUCCESS
3/09/1995 C021 xHOLLYWOOD UPDATE
4/27/1995 C013 XHUMBLE ADVICE ON BECOMING AN ACTOR
4/27/1995 C024 HOLLYWOOD UPDATE--REEL INDIANS
6/01/1995 coil XYOUNG ACTRESS IS UNDAUNTED BY FAME
9/07/1995 C012 XACTOR DAKOTA HOUSE--GETTING LIFE BACK ON TRACK
9/07/1995 C031 xGARY FARMER--MORE THAN JUST AN ACTOR
10/05/1995 coil XGREYEYES--THE MAN BEHIND THE ROLE
10/05/1995 C051 XACTOR ENCOURAGES YOUTH TO LOOK TO CREATOR
11/02/1995 coil XADAM BEACH--DANCING THE WORLD INSIDE OUT
11/02/1995 C054 CANADIAN ENTERTAINERS, ACTORS SHINE
12/07/1995 coil XAWARD WINNER GIVES VOICE TO NATIVE ISSUES
12/07/1995 C064 THE LATEST IN HOLLYWOOD
8/19/1992 A081 SENATOR URGES INQUIRY INTO PELTIER CASE
9/15/1993 S041 XSUPERINTENDENT ENCOURAGES SELF-DETERMINATION
11/16/1995 A071 IN SERIES WAKE, SCHOOLS CHANGE MASCOTS
4/10/1991 A091 STUDENTS TRAVEL TO GIVE TESTIMONY ON BREAKING ADDICT
12/11/1991 A031 XLAKOTA MAN 'TREATS' WORKPLACE
2/26/1992 AOll CASINO PROFITS TO AID TREATMENT CENTER
11/05/1992 S121 GAMBLING--A DIFFERENT KIND OF ADDICTION
11/05/1992 S151 CASINOS TO TEACH EMPLOYEES TO SPOT COMPULSIVE GAMBLE
11/03/1993 B082 THUNDER CHILD DIRECTOR TO LEAD PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIAT
4/24/1991 A044 DON'T SHUT OUT INDIAN CHILDREN ADOPTED OUT (L)
11/20/1991 A013 XOVERCOMING FEAR BIGGEST HURDLE IN FAMILY REUNION
3/25/1992 B051 XCLEMENS FINDS FAMILY AT CRST MEETING
6/03/1992 A051 INDIAN ADOPTEES STUDIED (L)
7/01/1992 B043 ADOPTABLE CHILDREN SEEK LOVING PARENTS
8/05/1992 A042 THANKS FOR SERIES ON ADOPTION (L)
8/26/1992 B041 xCELEBRITIES FEATURED IN COMMERCIAL--SEEK ADOPTIVE
3/24/1993 A035 SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS PARENTAL RIGHTS RULING IN ID
8/18/1993 A044 WHITE CALF ARTICLE GIVES ENCOURAGEMENT (L)
9/01/1993 AOll XFAMILY FIGHTS FOR THE RETURN OF A 'LOST BIRD'
9/01/1993 A053 PLEASE GIVE HIM BACK BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE (L)
6/08/1994 B012 THE AGONY OF WAITING FOR A HOME
6/29/1994 B034 XTWINS LOOKING FOR REAL PARENTS
8/31/1994 B012 SEARCH FOR PERMANENT HOME CONTINUES
10/19/1994 B041 ANN 8 DAN--2 CHILDREN WHO NEED A HOME
2/09/1995 AOll ADOPTED CHILD RETURNED TO BIRTH PARENTS
2/16/1995 BOll CHILDREN AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION
2/16/1995 B015 OGLALA BOY SEEKS LOVING FAMILY
4/13/1995 B043 ADOPTED OST MEMBER SEEKS FAMILY
9/07/1995 BOll NON-INDIAN PARENTS ADOPT LAKOTA CHILD
9/14/1995'B024 BOY LOOKS FOR A GOOD LAKOTA HOME
10/05/1995 A045 STUDY SHOWS ADOPTED CHILDREN AS WELL ADJUSTED (L)
9/18/1991 A053 XOLD ADVERTISEMENTS BECOME AN ISSUE AT COYOTE NATION
10/23/1991 A041 PINE RIDGE ROSEBUD WILL NOT BE FORGOTTEN IN OUR (ED)
12/18/1991 A044 SOFTWARE ADVERTISEMENT LESS THAN 'PERFECT' (L)
2/04/1992 A041 REMEMBER TO MIND OUR OWN BUSINESSES (ED)
5/06/1992 A034 SYMBOLS IN CASINO ADS NOT RIGHT SAYS BELLECOURT
6/03/1992 A015 DUBRAY TO FILE $222 MILLION SUIT FOR USE OF PHOTO
6/17/1992 A044 DANCING BILLBOARDS ABOUND AT POWWOWS (L)
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SUBJECT
ADVERTISEMENTS
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AFRICAN AMERICANS
AGARD AJ
AGARD ALJOE
AGARD RICHARD
AGED
AGLUKARK SUSAN
AGRAN LARRY
AGRICULTURE
AIDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/08/1992 ADAl OF CORPORATIONS AND COMMUNITY INTERESTS (ED)
7/08/1992.A042 HAPPY AD DROP BOXES ARE USEFUL (ED)
7/08/1992 A0A2 ALCOHOL ADS DISTASTEFUL (L)
7/15/1992 A011 NIKE APOLOGIZES FOR RACIST AD
7/29/1992 AOAl BORDERTOWN BUSINESSES MUST MAKE BETTER 'CENTS' (ED)
8/26/1992 B041 XCELEBRITIES FEATURED IN COMMERCIAL — SEEK ADOPTIVE
11/05/1992 B011 MAC AD ATTACKED--MACDONALD'S PULLS ITS AD
11/05/1992 S101 KTRIBES BET ON PROFESSIONAL FIRMS FOR AD CAMPAIGNS
11/05/1992 S13A IDAHO TRIBES SPONSORED TV ADS AGAINST BILL
2/04/1993 A034 SOMETIMES WHEN FISHING, YOU WANT TO SNAGG
4/07/1993 A044 STEREOTYPES ARE BAD SALES TACTICS FOR GOOD COMP (L)
2/02/1994 A041 LOOK FOR 'SNAP ADS,'SOON (ED)
3/09/1994 B015 LAKOTA SNAP ADS TO'LAUNCH SOON
4/06/1994 A024 LAKOTA SNAP ADS TO DEBUT APRIL 15
5/25/1994 A042 SNAP ADS (ED)
9/21/1995 A034 *LIGHTING UP FOR SITTING BULL
2/16/1995 A031 GOP SENATORS BEGIN STUDYING REPEAL OF AFFIRMATIVE AC
2/23/1995 A041 ^AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OUT OF FAVOR, BUT—WAS NEEDED
3/16/1995 A044 DEAL WITH PAIN OF DISCRIMINATION OR ENCOURAGE AF (L)
6/08/1995 A021 CONCERN VOICED ABOUT FUTURE OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
8/31/1995 B014 RAPID CITY'S SCHOOL BOARD JETTISONS AFFIRMATIVE ACTI
2/18/1993 A051 HISTORY DEMANDS END TO MASCOTS
4/07/1993 A031 BLACK GROUP PROUD TO BE 'SQUAWS'
3/09/1994 A031 NCAI, BLACK STATE LEGISLATORS JOIN FORCES
5/18/1994 A041 xHOW CAN BLACK BALL PLAYERS CONTINUE TO DISHONOR IN
11/09/1995 A043 DOCTOR EMBARRASSED BY FELLOW BLACK BASEBALL FANS (L)
7/20/1995 B084 xAJ AGARD NOMINATED TO 'WHO'S WHO'
7/28/1993 B012 TAKEN ALIVE, AGARD IN THE RUNNING FOR SRST CHAIRMAN
12/17/1992 B012 JUDGE TERMINATED BY SRST COUNCIL
1/21/1993 B013 JUDGE TO RULE ON AGARD DISPUTE
5/26/1993 B071 AGARD INDICTED FOR LARCENY
SEE ELDERLY
10/26/1994 D014 ^CANADA'S NORTHERN LIGHT SHINES SOUTH
11/06/1991 Alll PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE LARRY AGRAN TO VISIT RAPID
11/20/1991 Alll KINDIAN CLAIMS ARE PRIORITY WITH DEMO HOPEFUL AGRAN
1/21/1992 B022 LARRY AGRAN PLANS TO VISIT PINE RIDGE AREA
2/19/1992 A041 VOTE FOR AGRAN IN PRIMARY (ED)
2/19/1992 C012 KLARRY AGRAN--A MAN WITH A VISION
2/19/1992 C031 LARRY AGRAN--TIME TO MAKE AMENDS WITH INDIAN NATIONS
3/04/1992 A041 KNOT POLITICALLY CORRECT--JUST CORRECT IN HEART
4/08/1992 A041 KLARRY AGRAN AND PRESS-UNMAKING A PRESIDENT (ED)
1/21/1992 B053 ASCS ANNOUNCES DISASTER AID
9/30/1992 A031 KBIA OPPOSES AGRICULTURE BILL
10/08/1992 A061 SENATE PASSES DASCHLE'S INDIAN AG BILL
7/28/1993 B031 FLOODING FACES EMERGENCY AG MEASURES IN SD COUNTIES
11/17/1993 A081 DEPT OF ENVIRONMENT SPONSORS AG CONFERENCE IN DEC
11/24/1993 A031 KAGRICULTURE BILL SHOULD GIVE TRIBES CONTROL
12/08/1993 A065 COURTS, AGRICULTURE BILLS BECOME LAW
3/16/1994 A071 INTERTRIBAL AGRICULTURE COUNCIL PROMOTES CO-OPS
3/16/1994 B164 GRANT TO DEVELOP FARM PRODUCTS ON TRIBAL GRAZING
5/18/1994 D0.44 PUBLIC .MEETING SET FOR AGRICULTURE REGULATIONS
7/07/1994 B025 NEW FMHA PROJECT INAUGURATED
8/03/1995 B031 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL FIGHTS AGRICULTURE BILL AMENDME
8/10/1995 B062 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL OPPOSES AMENDMENT
8/31/1995 A031 INDIAN AGRICULTURE SYMPOSIUM
11/30/1995 A025 RACEHORSE WINS AG AWARD
4/10/1991 A085 PINE RIDGE STUDENTS PROVIDE INPUT AT AIDS CONFERENCE
4/17/1991 A023 AIDS PREVENTION PREPARED
5/22/1991 A021 CANADIAN COMMUNITIES SEE GROWING AIDS CONCERN
6/19/1991 C023 AIDS WORKSHOPS JUNE 26-27 AT MISSION AND IN ROSEBUD
7/10/1991 A091 NO ABORIGINAL AIDS IN CANADA
10/02/1991 A031 ROSEBUD PARTICIPATES IN NATIONAL AIDS STUDY
10/09/1991 A016 RST FOUND GUILTY OF DISCRIMINATION
10/16/1991 A051 XWHY WE DO HARD NEWS
10/16/1991 B0I1 KLIVING WITH AIDS--BETTELYOUN CASE SETTING PRECEDENT
10/16/1991 B011 AIDS NUMBERS ARE GROWING
11/20/1991 A053 KAID TRANSMITTED BY DOLLAR SIGN MENTALITY
11/20/1991 B011 BETTELYOUN REINSTATEMENT NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUING
11/27/1991 A053 xMAGIC DROPPED BALL ON PROMISCUITY
12/18/1991 B085 AIDS VICTIM WARNS RESERVATION NOT IMMUNE
4/01/1992 A013 AIDS ON RISE AMONG INDIANS
4/15/1992 A015 AIDS ALARM SOUNDED IN MONTREAL
4/29/1992 .A023 BIA SCHOOL SESSION ON AIDS, DRUG ABUSE
5/13/1992 B052 AIDS RESEARCHER FEARS 'WORLD WITHOUT INDIANS'
9/02/1992 A015 NAVAJO OFFICIAL SUGGESTS CORRALING AIDS VICTIMS
9/09/1992 A044 AIDS INSTITUTE CALLS NAVAJO DIRECTOR TO TASK (L)
10/08/1992 A081 kARTIST STRICKEN WITH AIDS WAS LOW-RISK
10/22/1992 B072 ROSEBUD DR--NOT GUILTY OF REVEALING AIDS VICTIM NAME
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SUBJECT
AIDS
AIM
AIR FORCE
AIR QUALITY
AIRC
AIRLINES
AIRPLANES
AIRPORTS
AIRSPACE
AISES
AK-CHIN RESERV
AKIHITO
ALABAMA
ALASKA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/22/1992 B07A AIDS VICTIM REFLECTS ON LIFE AND DEATH
11/26/1992 BIGA PORTIONS OF AIDS QUILT TO FINALLY REACH SD
1/07/1993 A012 xAIDS UP AMONG INDIANS
1/21/1993 A025 kTRIBAL LEADERS TACKLE AIDS
3/2A/1993 A081 STUDENTS LEARN SECRETS CAN KILL, ESPECIALLY IF AIDS
3/24/1993 A083 TESTS AND HOTLINES CAN HELP
5/12/1993 AOll XROSEBUD THREATENED WITH LOSS OF HEALTH FUNDS
5/19/1993 AOll SETTLEMENT TALKS ONGOING IN AIDS CASE
5/26/1993 B012 ^PREVENTIVE EDUCATION KEY TO STOPPING AIDS
8/18/1993 A031 MUSCOGEE-CREEK WOMAN TELLS YOUTH OF AIDS RISK
9/01/1993 A012 xWHITE EAGLE TESTS HIV POSITIVE
12/ir/1993 C064 NAVAJO DECLARE AIDS MONTH
3/16/1994 B012 ONLY 27 AIDS CASES IN ABERDEEN IHS AREA
4/20/1994 BlOl WHITE EAGLE—INSTRUMENT OF HOPE FOR THOSE WITH AIDS
7/07/1994 A031 SUN DANCE AIDS RISK ASSESSED
11/02/1994 A061 xSCHOLARSHIP FUND ESTABLISHED TO HONOR WHITE EAGLE
11/23/1994 BOll SOUTH DAKOTA REPORTS AIDS CASES INCREASE
12/15/1994 C031 LOCAL RED CROSS OFFICES OFFER AIDS TRAINING
1/05/1995 B012 XWHITE EAGLE COMES HOME TO MISSION
3/16/1995 BOll SD NATIVE WOMEN AT GREATER RISK OF ACQUIRING AIDS
4/20/1995 B041 AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT VISITS TAKINI
8/03/1995 B015 AIDS CASES DECLINE
11/02/1995 C051 KAIDS/HIV FOCUS OF ART EXHIBITION
11/30/1995 AOll ^AMERICAN INDIAN HIV/AIDS RATES DECEPTIVELY LOW
SEE AM IND MOVEMENT
SEE US AIR FORCE
11/03/1993 B071 TOHONO O'ODHAM HIRE FIRM TO TEST PLANT AIR QUALITY
2/16/T995 C063 TRIBE PASSES AIR QUALITY RESOLUTION
8/03/1995 B034 TRIBES, FMC SIGN PACT
SEE AM IND RELIEF COUN
XTHE DELTA CONNECTION
SEE ALSO ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
5/11/1994 B051 BARABOO-DELLS TO BECOME ALL-WEATHER AIRPORT
12/07/1994 B121 DO SPIRITS HAUNT DENVER'S NEW AIRPORT?
8/31/1995 A031 BUFFALO ON APPROACH TO DIA?
4/17/1991 A044 PINE RIDGE AIRSPACE BEING VIOLATED (L)
SEE ALSO SCIENCE, ENGINEERING
12/07/1994 AOll AISES HELPS SCIENCE, ENGINEERING FIRMS RECRUIT
12/22/1994 Bill GIROUX WINS ENGINEER SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
12/29/1994 B031 *USD LAUNCHES JOBS PROGRAM, HOSTS TIOSPAYE
5/11/1995 C013 XTAKINI STUDENT TO ATTEND AISES MATHEMATICS
8/10/1995 C023 SCIENCE PROGRAM BRINGS AM IND STUDENTS TO U OF IOWA
11/23/1995 AOll CONFERENCE URGES BLEND OF TECHNOLOGY & TRADITION
12/21/1995 B051 LOCAL STUDENTS ATTEND NATIONAL CONFERENCE
12/29/1995 B023 AISES RECEIVES GRANT FOR SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
12/04/1991 A065 AK-CHIN'S MUSEUM UNIQUE
2/11/1993 BlOl FOURTH ARIZONA TRIBE SIGNS GAMING COMPACT
6/01/1994 B041 AK-CHIN & HARRAH'S BREAK GROUND ON CASINO
8/17/1994 C013 BERONIO NAMED GM OF AK-CHIN
6/22/1994 A071 HOUSER SCULPTURE PRESENTED TO JAPAN EMPEROR
12/01/1993 B041 HOLIDAY POWWOW BRINGS TOGETHER DIFFERENT NATIONS
2/19/1991 A045 SPEAKING OUT FOR WARRIORS SAKE
3/12/1991 BOll SUPREME COURT--TRIBAL STATUS OF ALASKA COMMUNITIES
3/20/1991 A034 A MOVE TO GUARD ALASKANS' RIGHTS
4/10/1991 A071 ALASKA SUED FOR VALDEZ OIL SPILL
4/17/1991 A081 ALASKANS SHOW INCREASE-STILL LOSE GROUND
5/15/1991 AOll EXXON, ALASKA BORT $1.1 BILLION CIVIL SETTLEMENT
5/29/1991 A022 INDIANS VOTE TO ENFORCE BAN OF NON-NATIVE FISHING
6/05/1991 AOll 200 YEAR OLD BONES FOUND NEAR ANGOON ALASKA
7/02/1991 A024 EXXON WON'T ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT $1 BILLION OIL
7/02/1991 A065 NEW YORKER'S FIRST FRESH-COOKED MUKTUK
8/14/1991 A032 GRANT SUPPORTS ALASKA RADIOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
8/21/1991 AOll REFUGE DRILLING OPPOSED
8/28/1991 A061 FREE MEDICAL CARE MYTH LAID TO REST
9/11/1991 AOll OIL SPILL BLACKENS ALASKA NATIVES LIFESTYLES
9/11/1991 A075 ALASKA NATIVES CAN USE SEA OTTER SKINS
10/16/1991 A095 xINUPIATS SELLING OUT FOR OIL?
10/23/1991 AlOl ALASKAN NATIVES' BONES REBURIED
10/30/1991 A012 *20 YEARS LATER--ALASKA NATIVES STILL PRESS CLAIMS
11/06/1991 AOll ALASKAN CHURCHES APOLOGIZE TO INDIANS
11/20/1991 AOll COURT MUST OK SEIZURE
12/24/1991 A061 ALASKA'S OLDEST NEWSPAPER ON HOLD
1/08/1992 A031 CONGRESS EXTENDS BAN--ALASKA NATIVE CORP STOCK
2/12/1992 B031 NATIVE NEWS CELEBRATES 5 YEARS
2/12/1992 B032 ALASKA'S NATIVE LANGUAGES DISAPPEARING
3/04/1992 B061 ALASKA PUBLIC RADIO EARNS NEA GRANT
9/16/1992 A012 *ATOM BOMB TEST WASTE DUMPED NEAR INUPIAT VILLAGE
9/23/1992 A015 TUNDRA FIRE THREAT TO NUCLEAR POWER UNITS
2/16/199A AOll
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9/23/1992 A104 INS TO BEGIN CANCER STUDY IN ALASKA VILLAGES
9/23/1992 A112 ALASKAN JUSTICE SYSTEM FALLING SHORT
9/30/1992 A062 FEDS TO HANDLE TESTING S CLEANUP OF RADIATION DUMP
10/08/1992 D065 TV SHOW TAKES PULSE OF ALASKA
12/24/1992 C031 DON'T CLEAN UP CAPE THOMPSON, SCIENTISTS URGE
12/31/1992 A071 TWIN SISTERS DISCOVER HERITAGE PAYS DIVIDENDS
1/14/1993 A012 BUSH LAME DUCKS FIRE FINAL ROUND AT SOVEREIGNTY
2/04/1993 A012 xA REASON TO SMILE
2/04/1993 A012 ARCTIC SLOPE CORPORATION BALANCES PROFIT, CULTURE
2/04/1993 A071 CORPORATION SUPPORT, SUCCESSES MIXED
5/19/1993 A021 ANCHORAGE SCHOOL TO OFFER CLASSES FIGHTING PREJUDICE
5/19/1993 A031 REPORT SHOWS ALASKA NATIVES USED AS GUINEA PIGS
5/19/1993 A031 xALASKA NATIVE WOMAN SLAIN IN UNSECURED CAMPUS DORM
5/26/1993 A071 STUDY TO BEGIN IN WESTERN ALASKA
10/20/1993 AOll ALASKA VILLAGES CLOSER TO SOVEREIGNTY
11/24/1993 AOll KPRESERVATION 8 PROFITS--INUPIAQ BUSINESS
12/01/1993 A012 XINUPIAQ BALANCE PAST AND PRESENT
12/08/1993 A061 STATE BANS SUBSISTENCE FISHING
1/19/1994 A032 CLARK NAMED LIAISON OFFICER OF CHUGACH NATL FOREST
4/20/1994 A015 ALASKA NATIVE VETERANS' PENSION BILL ON THE MOVE
5/18/1994 A061 JANITOR'S RAMPAGE DESTROYS ALASKA SCHOOL
7/20/1994 A081 TRIBE TO BANISH ALASKA NATIVE TEENS TO WILDERNESS
8/03/1994 B084 STUDENTS OBTAIN MEDIA EXPERIENCE
8/24/1994 A075 JUDGE SIGNS ORDER FOR TEENS' CONDITIONAL RELEASE
8/24/1994 A081 ALASKA NATIVE CONSULTANTS PROVIDE BUSINESS ASSISTANC
8/31/1994 C014 ESKIMO OLYMPICS TRADING CARDS A BIG HIT
9/08/1994 AOll TLINGIT TEENS BANISHED TO ISLAND
9/14/1994 A024 BANISHMENT CASE COULD EXPAND ROLE OF TRIBAL COURTS
10/19/1994 A07I FILMMAKERS SPEND TIME WITH BANISHED TEENS
12/29/1994 A034 ALASKA PROSECUTOR DROPS CASE AGAINST BANISHED TEEN
2/16/1995 A032 ALASKA NATIVE ECONOMIC SUMMIT SET
2/16/1995 C051 ALASKA PUBLIC RADIO TO USE GRANTS FOR TRAINING
6/01/1995 A033 BABBITT, ALASKA NATIVES SIGN AGREEMENT
7/20/1995 A041 A QUESTION OF BALANCE? (ED)
8/24/1995. A081 ANCIENT ESKIMO GIRL'S BODY SPEAKS OF THE PAST
12/07/1995 A081 FISHING SHAREHOLDERS GET BIG DIVIDENDS IN ALASKA
12/24/1992 C061 CHIPPEWA WOMAN TO HEAD INDIAN HEALTH HOSPITAL
8/07/1991 B065 BECKY ALBERT PRESIDES AT SCOUTING SEMINAR -
7/20/1995 B082 xVICKl ALBERTS WINS IN MATHEMATICS EVENT
11/16/1994 B044 xVONNIE JO ALBERTS COMPLETES PROGRAM
8/14/1991 CQ12 ALBUQUERQUE ARTS SYMPOSIUM GEARS UP FOR AUG 19
5/13/1992 B121 ALBUQUERQUE GATHERING OF NATIONS POWWOW WINNERS
10/08/1992 D034 ALBUQUERQUE BIA WRITES OFF $5 MILLION IN LOANS
9/29/1993 A071 SIX-LANE ROAD THROUGH PETROGLYPH NATL MONUMENT
11/17/1993 B121 ACTOR GRANT JOINS CEREMONY FOR NEW CHILDRENS CENTER
12/15/1993 C051 LAW FIRM ANNOUNCES ADDITION OF ATTORNEY
5/18/1994 AOll XTRIBAL VOICES ON THE ISSUES HEARD AT ALBUQUERQUE
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
1/15/1991 S071 KNEW CLUB PROMOTES SOBRIETY, KID STYLE
2/26/1991 A021 THUNDER CHILD RECEIVES GIFT FROM AREA ARTIST
3/20/1991 A041 WHITE,MEDIA IS FINALLY GETTING POSITIVE (ED)
3/27/1991 A033 ONTARIO INDIAN BAND FIGHTS ALCOHOL PROBLEM
4/03/1991 A014 KCHEYENNE RIVER STOPS LIQUOR SALES
4/03/1991 A081 PROJECT PHOENIX REPAIRS YOUNG LIVES
4/10/1991 A051 HE WALKED THROUGH ALCOHOL HELL (L)
4/10/1991 A083 LIQUOR SALES RESUME ON CRS RESERVATION
4/17/1991 AOll ALCOHOLISM DROPS IN WARM SPRINGS
5/08/1991 A071 KYOUTH TARGETED FOR ALCOHOL-FREE SOCIETY IN FUTURE
5/08/1991 C053 SOBRIETY WALK DESIGNED TO END HILLBILLY FEUDS
5/15/1991 BOll KA JOURNEY TO HEALING
5/29/1991 A071 BUSBY, MONT., YOUTH HALFWAY HOUSE UNDERWAY
6/19/1991 coil BEING SOBER IS NOT EASY, IT TAKES COURAGE
6/26/1991 A061 KOVERCOMING A WORLD OF HURT
7/02/1991 A013 kSOBRIETY IS MESSAGE
7/17/1991 A071 GREEN GRASS RUN GREW FROM BIG FOOT RIDE VOW
7/24/1991 BOll ALCOHOL IS THE DRUG OF CHOICE FOR PINE RIDGE YOUTHS
7/31/1991 BOll KNOW IS THE TIME TO SOBER UP
7/31/1991 B055 TRIBE WANTS STATE SALES TAX TO COMBAT--BOOZE
8/07/1991 A041 ALL INDIANS PAY PRICE FOR CRIMES OF DRUNKARDS CED)
8/14/1991 A012 TREATMENT CENTER FOR THE YOUNG ONES
9/18/1991 A074 BIA, IHS OFFICIALS FOCUS ON ALCOHOL'S HAZARDS
9/18/1991 BOll KNEW DIRECTOR, FACE LIFT AT PROJECT RECOVERY
9/18/1991 B031 KSTAYING SOBER TAKES CONSTANT PRACTICE
10/02/1991 A012 kCRST MOVING TO REGULATE LIQUOR
10/02/1991 A031 KBORDER RUN DRINKING STYLE REINFORCES OLD STEREOTYPE
10/16/1991 A091 RAPID CITY GEARING UP FOR RED RIBBON CAMPAIGN WEEK
11/06/1991 A081 NAVAJO JID FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM NIX BOOTLEGGERS
11/13/1991 B014 TWO DEATHS CALLED ALCOHOL-RELATED
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11/27/1991 A074 DEATH OF PINE RIDGE TEEN INSPIRES VlDEO
12/0A/1991 A053 CHILD CARE WORKER FRUSTRATED—-THINK OF YOUR KIDS'
12/18/1991 A061 CURLEV—ALCOHOLISM NEITHER IS NOR IS NOT A DISEASE
12/18/1991 A083 ADOLESCENT RED ROAD OFFERS NEW HOPE FOR TEENS
12/24/1991 A051 ARE WE LAKOTA 8 DAKOTA ENDANGERING OUR IDENTITY? (L)
12/24/1991 A053 *H0L1DAYS ARE HAPPIER WITHOUT CHRISTMAS 'CHEER'
12/31/1991 A012 KSRST PUTS CORK IN LIQUOR SALES
1/14/1992 B055 2 PLEAD GUILTY TO LIQUOR POSSESSION
1/21/1992 A023 JUDGE WEIGHING MERITS IN SRST LIQUOR LICENSE CASE
1/28/1992 A021 LIQUOR OPERATORS WIN RELIEF FROM SIOUX COUNTY
1/28/1992 B041 *STUDENTS REACH OUT WITH VIDEO
1/28/1992 S261 *COLLINS CLIFFORD TALKS ABOUT ALCOHOLISM
2/04/1992 AG24 SRST LIQUOR LICENSE SUIT DISMISSED
2/19/1992 A014 STUDENTS MAD OVER HEADLINE
3/11/1992 A051 1 LOVE MY CHILDREN ENOUGH TO SET DOWN MY DRINK (L)
4/01/1992 A036 CROW CREEK SOBRIETY ROUNDUP SET APRIL 4
4/01/1992 A044 'DADDY'S OUT DRINKING' SAY TROUBLED CHILDREN (L)
4/01/1992 B031 AWARENESS DAYS FOCUS ON DRUG, ALCOHOL ABUSE
4/01/1992 B061 SOBRIETY RUN TO PROMOTE DRUG, ALCOHOL PREVENTION
4/08/1992 A051 IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO QUIT DRINKING (L)
4/08/1992 con KTHE PIPE HELPED CHASE ALONE REGAIN SOBRIETY
4/29/1992 A041 FIND STRENGTH--GET OUT FROM UNDER THE INFLUENCE (ED)
5/06/1992 A054 CRST RESOLVES TO DENOUNCE MALT LIQUOR NAME
5/06/1992 B053 SRST RUNNERS SUPPORT SOBRIETY
5/13/1992 A012 xWALK IN GORDON COMMEMORATES CROSS
5/20/1992 B041 KJOURNEY TO HEAL1NG--WALK FOR SOBRIETY
5/20/1992 con *L1TTLE HOOP GROWS INTO LEAD ROLE IN ALCOHOL TREAT
5/20/1992 C021 KLITTLE HOOP EMPLOYEES HONORED
5/20/1992 C024 ALCOHOL TREATMENT MEANS GOING MORE THAN HALFWAY
6/03/1992 A051 TELL TROOPS S CIVILIANS FIRST WHEN WAR DECLARED (L)
6/10/1992 B043 *THESE CHILDREN ARE MEDICINE
6/24/1992 A092 SOBRIETY WALK MOVES CHADRON IN RIGHT DIRECTION
6/24/1992 B055 CITY CONFERENCE WILL FOCUS ON DIABETES S ALCOHOLISM
7/01/1992 A015 BILL SEEKS TO CURB USE OF NAMES TO PROMOTE ALCOHOL
7/08/1992 A042 ALCOHOL ADS DISTASTEFUL (L)
7/08/1992 B081 DIABETES AND ALCOHOLISM LINKED
7/15/1992 B016 'FAR GONE' TALK BRING SOBRIETY MARCHRS TO NORRIS BAR
7/22/1992 B025 GROUP PROTESTS RE-OPENING OF BAR
8/12/1992 A014 REPORT SLAPS B1A--LACK OF INTEREST IN ALCOHOL ABUSE
8/19/1992 A051 CROW CREEK YOUTH APPLAUDED BY A FRIEND (L)
8/19/1992 A084 KYLE MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO SELLING WINE
9/02/1992 B131 FUNDING FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
9/16/1992 B022 ALCOHOLISM MEET TO FOCUS ON YOUTH
10/08/1992 BOll OST GETS $893,192 GRANT FOR WOMEN'S TREATMENT
10/08/1992 D065 $13.5 MILLION OFFERED FOR ABUSE AID
10/22/1992 A025 'HEALING JOURNEY' SET FOR MINNEAPOLIS
11/12/1992 A071 *POSTERS SHOWCASE ENGLISH'S WORK
11/26/1992 A012 KFEATHER GIVES HONOR TO RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC
11/26/1992 A014 *TH1N ELK--HEAL1NG THROUGH FEELING
12/03/1992 A031 STATE CLOSES DETOX CENTER
12/03/1992 BOll RULING ON CRST LIQUOR LICENSE DISPUTE PENDING
12/17/1992 C121 LAWSUIT AGAINST BORDER TOWN LIQUOR STORES REINSTATED
12/24/1992 A043 aePOlNTS WORTH NOTING AROUND INDIAN COUNTRY
1/07/1993 A053 *THEY UNDERSTOOD ABOUT HONOR AND RESPECT1/14/199^8064 TRIBE, FEDS PUT BITE ON PINE RIDGE BOOTLEGGER
1/21/1993 A054 A STORY OF ALCOHOL AND THE SACRED HOOP (L)
2/18/1993 A025 INDIAN POPULATION ONE-HALF TEETOTALERS
2/18/1993 A044 GEORGE TRAGEDY UNDERSCORES NEED TO REACH OUT (L)
3/03/1993 A041 CHILD ABUSE DESTROYS THE NATION C|D)
3/03/1993 B012 KEAGLE STAFFS LEAD HUNKPAPA INTO BATTLE
3/24/1993 B066 CROW CREEK HIGH DEVOTES APRIL 3 TO SOBRIETY
3/31/1993 A043 TOGETHER WE STAND AGAINST ALCOHOL (L)^
4/14/1993 A071 *NAVAJO PEACEMAKERS HELP MAKE SETTLEMENT
5/12/1993 B015 MEDICS FIND URGENT NEED FOR FAS SURVEILLANCE
5/26/1993 B031 BREAKING THE CYCLE OF ADDICTION AND ABUSE
6/30/1993 A061 OST COUNCIL PASSES RESOLUTION AGAINST SCHOOL BOARD
6/30/1993 A065 XSTANDING ROCK HONORS A HERO ROBERT SUNDANCE
7/28/1993 B034 TWENTY TRIBES HOLD SOBRIETY CONFERENCE IN MONTANA
7/28/1993 B061 CRIMINALIZATION OF ALCOHOLISM-A FEMINIST VIEW
8/11/1993 B041 PART 111--H0W FEDS CRIMINALIZE DISEASE OF ALCOHOLISM
9/01/1993 B031 *$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP WINNER CHAMPIONS SOBRIETY, ED
10/06/1993 B064 COLVILLE PLAN TRAFFIC SOBRIETY CHECKS
10/14/1993 A051 THE PRIDE OF CHOOSING ALCOHOL TOO EXPENSIVE (L)
10/14/1993 B012 LOWER BRULE SIOUX AWARDED $2.5 MILLION
11/03/1993 A044 STANDING STRONG AND SOBER ON MOTHER EARTH (L)
11/03/1993 B012 *'TY1NG ONE ON' SHOULD MEAN A RED RIBBON
12/15/1993 A053 HOW ALCOHOLISM WIPES OUT INDIAN CULTURE
12/29/1993 A015 TRIBES RECEIVE $2.2 MILLION TO FIGHT SUBSTANCE ABUSE
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12/29/1993 A083 OHIO SOBRIETY POU WOW PLANNED
12/29/1993 B012 XSACRED HILLS TREATMENT AND TRAINING CENTER TO OPEN
12/29/1993 B023 xSACRED HILLS SPEAKERS PRAISE RELEVANT TREATMENT
1/05/1994 AG31 COLVILLES SEEKING TO DECREASE ALCOHOL-RELATED DEATHS
1/12/1994 B012 NORTH MIDDLE SCHOOL PUSHES SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
2/23/1994 A012 STANDING ROCK COUNCILMAN FIGHTS FOR RIGHTS TO STORY
3/23/1994 BG33 TRIBE WILL COLLECT IG PERCENT LUXURY TAX ON LIQUOR
4/G6/1994 BG12 XCOURT RULES SUNDANCE STORY OFF LIMITS FOR RANDOM
4/G6/1994 BG71 STATE JOINS LIQUOR LICENSING LAWSUIT
5/11/1994 BG74 ZAH APPLAUDS COURT'S BAN ON ALCOHOL SALES
5/11/1994 CG12 WINNEBAGO HOOPS TOURNEY FIGHTS DRUGS, ALCOHOL
5/11/1994 CG3I ANNUAL SOBRIETY RUN ON TAP IN DENVER
6/15/1994 BG83 RUN/WALK FOR SOBRIETY
6/22/1994 BG91 SCHEDULE SET FOR CRST HEALTHY NATIONS MEETING
6/22/1994 BG92 CRAZY HORSE SOBRIETY RUN JUNE 23-25
6/29/1994 AG12 xSUPREME COURT REFUSES APPEAL--CHEYENNE RIVER VICTOR
6/29/1994 AG25 BABY BORN DRUNK--MOTHER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHILD ABUSE
6/29/1994 AG31 FAS FILM NOW AVAILABLE
7/13/1994 AG33 SOBRIETY RIDE HONORS DRUG 8 ALCOHOL-FREE LIFESTYLES
7/27/1994 BG33 RESPONSIBLE DRINKING STRESSED DURING--YOUTH SESSION
8/G3/1994 AG54 VISION OF TODAY SEEN IN 19G1
9/14/1994 AG44 ALCOHOLIC? NO PROBLEM, GOVT HAS A GOOD PLAN (L)
9/28/1994 CG15 BAD WEATHER DOESN'T STOP RIDE-WALK-RUN
lG/19/1994 BGll SOBRIETY MARCH TO HONOR CHILDREN
lG/26/1994 BGll NATIVE AMERICAN AA ASSOCIATION MEETS
11/23/1994 BGll SADD SETS VIGIL FOR DUI VICTIMS
12/G7/1994 BG23 SACRED HILLS OFFERS TREATMENT THROUGH SPIRITUALITY
12/15/1994 BG31 FRIENDSHIP HOUSE REFUTES ALLEGATIONS OF DISCRIM
12/15/1994 BG71 STUDENTS RALLY ON RED ROAD FOR SOBER HOLIDAYS
1/12/1995 BG12 NEW YEAR OBSERVED WITH RED ROAD POW WOW
1/19/1995 AG44 9 OUT OF IG TIMES, TEENS GET ALCOHOL FROM ADULTS (L)
1/19/1995 AG44 RED CLOUD STUDENTS CALL ON OST COUNCIL (L)
2/16/1995 CG31 GROUP OPPOSES LIQUOR AT CRST CASINO
3/G9/1995 AG44 HARD TIMES CALL FOR HARD CORE LESSONS (L)
3/16/1995 AG53 ALCOHOL HAS CAUSED AM INDIANS HEARTACHE (L)
3/23/1995 AGll XA DEMONSTRATION OF STRENGTH
3/23/1995 CGll XSHARING LESSONS OF LIFE
5/18/1995 AG61 DRINKING MOTHERS CRIPPLING THEIR BABIES
5/25/1995 BG13 XWHEN ALCOHOL DESTROYS FAMILIES, FLOWERING TREE HEAL
6/G8/1995 AG44 TACKLE THE ALCOHOL MESS BEFORE IT CHEWS UP ANO (ED)
6/G8/1995 BGll KIDS CAUGHT IN ALCOHOLIC HOMES CAN FIND REFUGE
6/15/1995 BGll XSUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION CAMP TO CLOSE
7/27/1995 CG14 XEARLY AMERICAN RUM TRADE PROVED 'DEADLY MEDICINE'
7/27/1995 CG21 HEALTHY NATIONS GRANTS AWARDED
7/27/1995 CG23 SPIRITUALITY 8 HEALING STRESSED IN BLACK HILLS SUBST
8/G3/1995 BG34 FT PECK TRIBE FIGHTS FOR LIQUOR VOTE
9/14/1995 BG13 NO ONE LAUGHING TODAY WHEN THE TOPIC'S SOBRIETY
9/14/1995 BG24 ANPETU LUTA OTIPI RECEIVES UN RECOGNITION
1G/G5/1995 CG51 xACTOR ENCOURAGES YOUTH TO LOOK TO CREATOR
lG/12/1995 AGll TRIBES USING JAIL, BIRTH CONTROL TO FIGHT FAS ABUSE
lG/19/1995 AG14 xSTIGMA LEADS SOME TO IGNORE ALCOHOL-CAUSED BIRTH DE
lG/19/1995 BG31 NATIONAL AA POLICIES DIFFER WITH AMERICAN INDIAN
lG/19/1995 BG51 WALK FOR SOBRIETY
lG/26/1995 AGll xCOLORADO KOOL-AID PART OF NON-BEVERAGE ALCOHOL TRA
lG/26/1995 BG51 xNEARLY IGG MARCH FOR SOBRIETY AT RED SCAFFOLD
11/G9/1995 BG31 XUSD'S RED ROAD GATHERING A HEALING EXPERIENCE
12/14/1995 BG13 HOLIDAYS 'BLAHS' RISKY FOR ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOL
12/29/1995 AG15 HOLIDAY 'CHEER' CAN BE DEADLY
12/29/1995 AG31 LANDOWNER FIGHTS EASEMENT TO YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
8/26/1992 BG51 xA KNOCKOUT-^ALI AND NEW FOUNDATION FORM WINNING
3/G9/1995 S311 XA (LOCAL) DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
4/G7/1993 BG12 JUDGE RULES FLANDREAU PETITIONS INVALID
7/31/1991 AG12 xA TRIBUTE TO GEORGE ALLEN, SR
7/31/1991 AG91 XHONESTY, TRUST EARNED RESPECT
1/28/1992 S281 xGEORGE ALLEN SR--FOUGHT THROUGH CONTROVERSY FOR PEO
6/G1/1994 BG64 xALLEN SEES HIMSELF AS 'COMMON MAN'
lG/26/1995 AG81 xNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS CANDIDATES
11/G9/1995 AG15 xALLEN TAKES HELM AS NCAI PONDERS FEDERAL REFORMS
12/G7/1995 AG41 FRESH LEADERSHIP AT NCAI (ED)
9/3G/1992 BG13 TAYLOR AND ALLEN DROP SUIT
6/G8/1995 BG66 THREE INDUCTED TO HALL OF FAME
12/31/1992 BG12 ALLIANCE WOMAN FINED FOR MURDER
5/26/1993 AG53 JUSTICE SEEMS UNEQUAL WITH THE JUDGE
11/G5/1992 BG81 xHOOP DANCER
11/3G/1994 BG14 xFOR LAKOTA TEEN, IT HELPS TO HAVE HEROES
7/13/1995 BG12 xMISS BLACK HILLS NATION
2/G2/1994 AG61 MASSACRE DEEMED A MYTH--FATE OF MONUMENT
9/21/1994 BG71 NATIVE STORYTELLER BRINGS TALES TO LIFE
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8/17/1995 C02A PETER ALSOP TO PERFORM AT LITTLE WOUND
10/05/199A A073 xMORRISON ELECTED TO ACLU NATIONAL BOARD
3/11/1992 B035 AMERICAN HORSE DANCERS COMPLETE PLAN FUND-RAISER
5/20/1992 BG92 AMERICAN HORSE DANCERS WIN CONTEST
11/16/199A BOll A SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS RESIGN AT AMERICAN HORSE
2/12/1991 BOll NEW INDIAN COLLEGE FUND ALREADY PRODUCING RESULTS
10/23/1991 A02A INDIAN COLLEGE FUND WILLED $3.6 MILLION
12/0A/1991 AOll INDIAN COLLEGE FUND ADS START
A/08/1992 A081 xISHI MOVIE BENEFITS COLLEGE FUND
5/13/1992 B09A BULL BEAR HONORED BY AICF
9/16/1992 A063 AICF GETS $395,000 FOUNDATION FUNDS
9/30/1992 B03A AICF GETS $150,000 GRANT FROM MELLON FOUNDATION
2/11/1993 A072 $3 MILLION CHALLENGE GRANT SEED MONEY FOR TRIBAL COL
A/lA/1993 BOAl XCOLLEGE FUND CLOSE TO $10 MILLION ENDOWMENT .
11/17/1993 B061 COLLEGE FUND ANNOUNCES GRANTS
12/22/1993 A031 AICF GAINS TWO NEW MEMBER COLLEGES
12/22/1993 A061 xRONALD S MCNEIL NAMED PRESIDENT OF AM IND COLL FUND
3/23/199A A071 AM IND COLLEGE FUND NAMES NEW CORPORATE AND
9/21/199A A075 COLLEGE FUND APPOINTS SHANNON FINLEY
12/07/199A B051 TRIBAL COLLEGES HELP BUILD AM IND NATIONS
7/20/1995 B061 AM IND COLLEGE FUND ANNOUNCES RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS
9/21/1995 A062 COLLEGE FUND MOVES
11/02/1995 B051 xFINLEY NAMED DIRECTOR OF INDIAN COLLEGE FUND
3/25/1992 S201 KDANCE THEATRE ENRICHED LIVES OF RAPID CITY FAMILY
3/25/1992 S2A1 xAMERICAN INDIAN DANCE THEATRE MESMERIZES
3/16/1995 A061 XCELEBRATING THE DANCE OF MANY NATIONS
12/07/1995 C061 xAMERICAN INDIAN FILM FESTIVAL RECOGNIZES GREATS
9/18/1991 A061 ELLISON RESPONDS TO EDITORIAL ON AIM AND PELTIER
A/15/1992 A053 xBLACKFEET SWALLOWS AIM-BIA MERGER--VOWS REVENGE
4/22/1992 A041 xTIME TO AIM FOR HEALING LEGACY IN INDIAN COUNTRY
5/27/1992 A012 NATIONAL AIM GROUP TO HEAR KILI RADIO DISPUTE
6/24/1992 A031 XBATTLE FOR KILI RADIO GETTING PHYSICAL
7/01/1992 A044 AIM MAY BE TARGETING WRONG GROUP (L)
2/25/1993 AOll TAKING AIM--WHAT HAPPENED IN 1973?
2/25/1993 A015 KMEANS REMINISCES
3/17/1993 A051 ONE READER'S VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE STORIES (L)
10/14/1993 A041 XREGARDLESS OF THE AIM, VIOLENCE ISN'T THE ANSWER
1/05/1994 A053 CENTER FOR THE SPIRn--ON WANNABES, BOGUS AIM (L)
3/02/1994 A041 XLOW BLOWS SCORE TECHNICAL KNOCK OUT OVER AIM
4/13/1994 A012 xBELLECOURTS TARGETED BY NEW AIM DISSIDENTS
9/08/1994 A041 HAPPY ANNIVERSARY (ED)
10/26/1994 A062 TNT CAPITALIZES ON WOUNDED KNEE 8 AIM
11/16/1994 AOll XAIM TRIBUNAL BANS BELLECOURTS FOR LIFE
11/30/1994 A042 SOMETIMES, IT'S ALL IN THE NAME (L)
9/14/1995 A013 *AIM PONDERS SOVEREIGNTY--CRUCIAL ISSUE OF 1990S
11/30/1995 A051 TRADITIONAL LAKOTA WAYS; WE SHOULD BE CAREFUL (L)
6/24/1992 A012 FAMINE RELIEF FUND--CHARITY 'GIVE BACK'
7/15/1992 A061 NEW PRESIDENT SELECTED BY LOCAL CHARITY
9/09/1992 A015 LUNDERMAN DIGS IN HARD FOR CHARITY
1/05/1994 AOll AMERICAN INDIAN RELIEF COUNCIL OF RAPID CITY SUED
1/05/1994 A014 IS HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF?
9/21/1994 A012 AIRC BOARD MEMBER QUITS, TIRED OF BEING TOKEN INDIAN
9/28/1994 AOll FORMER EMPLOYEES SPEAK OUT AGAINST AIRC
10/05/1994 A013 CITIZENS HOLD STRONG OPINIONS ABOUT AIRC
10/05/1994 A013 BROWN DEFENDS RELIEF COUNCIL
10/12/1994 A013 EMPLOYEES SPEAK OUT
10/19/1994 AOll EMPLOYEES TO SQUARE OFF WITH COUNCIL ADMINISTRATORS
11/02/1994 A012 AIRC EMPLOYEES AlR VIEWS ON MEDIATION
11/02/1994 A013 RELIEF COUNCIL PRESIDENT SAYS MEDIATION A SUCCESS
11/10/1994 AOll KAIRC INVESTIGATION DEMANDED BY PROTESTERS
11/10/1994 A013 THREE EMPLOYEES TERMINATED
11/10/1994 A014 PRESIDENT SAYS ACTIONS UNRELATED TO MEDIATION
11/10/1994 A043 GENERAL COUNCIL SUPPORTS AIRC EMPLOYEES (L)
11/23/1994 AOll ROSEBUD COUNCIL CALLS FOR AIRC INVESTIGATION
11/23/1994 A012 BROWN INVITES TRIBAL COUNCILS TO CHECK OUT RELIEF C
11/23/1994 A014 CNN TO AIR REPORT ON AIRC
12/22/1994 AOll xPICKETERS PROTEST AIRC--AGAIN
4/06/1995 A014 AM IND RELIEF COUNCIL CLOSES ITS RAPID CITY OFFICE
12/14/1995 BOll RELIEF COUNCIL UP TO OLD TRICKS? .
3/23/1995 A061 AIM WANTS GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION IN SIOUX CITY
8/17/1995 A014 SHAKOPEE'S BATTLE DRAWS AIM CRITICISM
8/14/1991 B013 WANBLEE LEGION POST RECOGNIZED BY GOV MICKELSON
9/18/1991 A103 LEGION POST 269 THANKS GOVERNOR FOR RECOGNITION
4/08/1992 B082 DISTRICT 9 LEGION POSTS ELECT OFFICERS
1/15/1991 S022 OGLALA AMBULANCE CPR MACHINES ARE STATE'S FIRST
7/10/1991 A081 XIHS AND OST HEALTH BOARD--A LAW UNTO THEMSELVES?
7/17/1991 B051 XHEALTH BOARD MEMBER KNEW 'HOW TO GET RID OF THEM'
7/24/1991 B041 XUNTIL THE NEED IS ADDRESSED INDIAN HEALTH SUFFERS
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AMERICAN HORSE KAY
AMIOTTE ARTHUR
AMIOTTE DAN
AMIOTTE GEORGE
AMIOTTE LOWELL
ANASAZI
ANDERSON AUREA
ANDERSON CRAIG
ANDERSON GRETCHEN
ANDERSON MARION
ANDERSON ROBERT
ANDREWS DAVID
ANDRUS CECIL
ANIMALS
ANNIS MELISSA
ANQUOE BUNTV
ANTELL MARY KAY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTOINE JANEEN
ANTOINE LEVI
APACHE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/31/1991 B015 XBLOOMBERG GETS BLOODIED
8/21/1991 B015 KAMBULANCE SERVICE UNDER INVESTIGATION
10/30/1991 B031 AMBULANCE.GIVEN TO OGLALA SERVICE
11/27/1991 AOAl NO MATTER WHAT, HEALTH CARE...MUST COME FIRST (ED)
11/27/1991 C025 KYLE AMBULANCE SERVICE TO SEEK 638 CONTRACT
3/11/1992 B063 AMBULANCE FACILITY BUILT AT MILK'S CAMP
4/08/1992 B024 WHITE CLAY GETS SIXTH AMBULANCE
8/12/1992 C053 RST AMBULANCE, HOSPITAL HANDLE TWO DISASTERS
8/19/1992 BOll KDONATED HOUSE TO BECOME HOME FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE
8/19/1992 B014 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE HEARING OCT 19
8/26/1992 BOll kKYLE HONORS ITS EMERGENCY STAFF
1/28/1993 B016 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE APPLIES FOR HARDSHIP, FACES
2/25/1993 A021 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE UNDER LICENSE REVIEW
5/12/1993 B012 OST COURT BACKLOG SLOWED WARRANT FOR AMBULANCE
6/09/1993 A033 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE RULED A HEALTH RISK
6/16/1993 A061 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE SERVICE IN LIMBO
6/23/1993 A025 OGLALA SIOUX COUNCIL OPENS DOOR TO DISTRICT AMBULANC
6/30/1993 B012 INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE HANGS FIRE ON AMBULANCE INVES
6/30/1993 B015 PINE RIDGE MOVES TO PUT HEALTH CARE HOUSE IN ORDER
10/06/1993 B012 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE IN DRIVERS SEAT OF AMBULANCE SER
12/07/1994 BOll AMBULANCE GETS NEW GARAGE IN EAGLE BUTTE
SEE AM
8/05/1992 B085 JOE AMERICAN HORSE NAMED TO JUVENILE JUSTICE COUNCIL
5/18/1994 B021 KENTUCKY WOMAN--HOPES FOR KEEPING KAYLA ARE DASHED
9/28/1995 B021 KENTUCKY JUDGE QUESTIONS STATE INTERFERENCE
1/12/1994 BOll AMIOTTE SHARES ARTISTIC VISION TO OPEN DAHL SERIES
5/18/1994 B032 LOCAL ARTIST, EDUCATOR TO RECEIVE HONOR DEGREE
6/01/1994 C014 AMIOTTE SWEEPS ALL-AROUND
12/04/1991 A031 KOGLALA MAY JOIN GREENPEACE VOYAGE
10/19/1994 A071 FILMMAKERS SPEND TIME WITH BANISHED TEENS
8/18/1993 B044 AMIOTTE SELECTED AS COORDINATOR OF AM IND ACTIVITIES
5/18/1994 D071 YOU CAN STILL GET YOUR KICKS ON ROUTE 66
7/27/1994 A083 ANASAZI REVENGE FOLLOWS POT THIEVES
2/05/1991 A012 x'lNDIAN HOUSE' MAY BE FORCED TO SHUT DOOR
11/06/1991 A115 'INDIAN HOUSE' GETS A GRANT FOR PROPERTY
5/13/1992 B023 EPISCOPAL BISHOP PLANS VISIT TO PINE RIDGE
8/26/1992 B044 EPISCOPAL BISHOP TO LEAVE SD
1/14/1992 A031 GOVERNOR'S PRESS AIDE LEAVES POST
4/17/1991 A041 «MALL ITEM TRIGGERS GREAT REFLECTIONS
6/01/1995 A021 BABBITT SELECTS CHIPPEWA LAWYER FOR INTERIOR JOB
12/29/1995 A054 PHOTOGRAPHER ONLY GAVE ONE SIDE TO STORY (L)
4/06/1994 A074 ANDRUS COULD STRIKE INTERIM COMPACTS FOR IDAHO
1/08/1991 A084 KEXOTIC ANIMALS TO BE PEATURED AT 'MARKETPLACE 91'
9/11/1991 A075 ALASKA NATIVES CAN USE SEA OTTER SKINS
4/27/1994 B061 RODEO UNDER ATTACK
9/07/1995 coil *CHILDREN'S BOOK TELLS TALES OF ANIMAL ORIGINS
10/26/1994 C052 A LIFETIME OF RODEO WITH FAMILY TO PROVE IT
12/11/1991 A042 WASHINGTON OFFICE OPENS (ED)
1/08/1992 A075 *ANQUOE GREETS VIP VISITORS
2/19/1992 A043 TIMES WASHINGTON BUREAU PRAISED (L)
3/18/1992 Alll *TIMES! BUREAU CHIEF WINS JOURNALISM FELLOWSHIP
8/11/1993 A031 *ANQUOE ON FAST TRACK--'POWER RUN' WITH THE PREZ
7/22/1992 B062 FT YATES WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
6/16/1993 B014 LOOKING HORSE WARNS OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS DNA STUDY
8/04/1993 B021 XCALIFORNIA HONORS ROSEBUD WOMAN
4/07/1993 BOll ANTOINE PLEADS GUILTY TO THEFT OF RUNWAY FUNDS
2/05/1991 AOll WAR--ARIZONA MOURNS APACHE MARINE WARRIOR
2/19/1991 BOll APACHES MAKE UNITS FOR FAMOUS APACHE HELICOPTER
8/28/1991 AOll APACHES SUE OBSERVATORY
10/23/1991 A102 APACHES WILL OPEN A CASINO
10/30/1991 A031 MESCALEROS COURT NUCLEAR STORAGE MARKET--PART II
11/13/1991 S074 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE OPEN CASINO
12/11/1991 C051 APACHES OFFER PROOF MOUNT GRAHAM SACRED
12/18/1991 B085 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHES OPEN SECOND CASINO
3/18/1992 A031 *APACHES PROMOTE TROPHY SPORTS
4/22/1992 A025 JUDGE RULES MT GRAHAM CONSTRUCTION CAN CONTINUE
6/17/1992 A071 APACHES TO APPEAL TELESCOPE RULING
8/05/1992 A105 CHAIRPERSON LOPEZ WINS FIRST RUNOFF ELECTION
9/09/1992 A071 xAPACHE RUN PROTESTS DESECRATION OF MT GRAHAM
9/16/1992 A12IT0NT0 APACHE LEADER ELECTED CHAIR OF IDDA
9/30/1992 A022 SCHOOL DISTRICT WANTS APACHE BOY TO CUT BRAID
11/19/1992 B045 SAN CARLOS APACHE WATER RIGHTS BILL SIGNED
1/14/1993 B041 KAPACHE WOMAN FIGHTS TO PRESERVE SACRED SITE
7/14/1993 A035 APACHES MAKE A SACRED RUN TO MOUNT GRAHAM
,7/14/1993 A075 MITHLO, 1 OF LAST APACHES HELD BY ARMY, DEAD AT 105
8/11/1993 A061 APACHE OFFENDED BY MATTEL'S INDIAN BARBIE
9/22/1993 AOll PROSECUTER CHANGES MIND ABOUT APACHE ACCUSED OF KILL
10/06/1993 A044 COUNCIL SHOWS RESPECT FOR BELIEFS NATIVE PEOPLE (L)
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APACHE
APPLE DERIK
APPROPRIATIONS
ARAGON CATHERINE
ARAPAHO
ARCHAEOLOGY
ARCHAMBAULT DAVE
ARCHAMBAULT DAVID
ARCHAMBAULT JODI
ARCHAMBAULT RUSS
ARCHAMBEAU ARNOLD
ARCHITECTURE
ARCOREN GERALDINE
ARDEN HARVEY
ARGUELLO EMIL
ARGUELLp FIDEL
ARIKARA (TRIBE)
ARIZONA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/1A/1994 A03A LEADER ACCUSED OF BUYING VOTES
9/21/1994 A012 GROUP AWAITS DECISION ON WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE AUDIT
10/05/1994 AOll SAN CARLOS CANDIDATES GEAR UP FOR ELECTION
11/10/1994 A075 11 VOTES FORCE APACHE RECOUNT
12/15/1994 A074 SAN CARLOS INAUGURATES NEW LEADERS
12/29/1994 A081 LAST LIVING APACHE TO HAVE KNOWN GERONIMO DEAD
1/12/1995 A044 APACHE TRADITIONS WILL SURVIVE (L)
2/23/1995 A043 APACHE NOT NEUTRAL ON PLANS FOR MT GRAHAM TELES (L)
3/30/1995 A053 APACHE LANGUAGE KEY TO CULTURE'S SURVIVAL
6/15/1995 A041 CAPITOL HILL CUTS IGNORE TREATY COMMITMENTS (ED)
6/23/1995 B051 kLOW RIDE ON TWO WHEELS
6/23/1995 B053 kSAN CARLOS APACHE HERITAGE ON SHOW
6/23/1995 B081 COUNSEL RESPONSE-^MANUELITO CASE 'WITHOUT MERITS'
6/23/1995 B085 WHITE MOUNTAIN SLEUTH RECOVERS LOST ARTIFACTS
10/05/1995 A015 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE EDUCATION PROGRAM AUDITED
12/14/1995 A013 kCHRISTMAS HOPES
SEE FUNDING
9/15/1993 S051 xCHIEF JUDGE NOTES CODE REVISION AS TOP PRIORITY
11/24/1993 A012 XFT BELKNAP CHIEF JUDGE SUSPENDED
9/25/1991 A015 ARAPAHOE'S HEALTH UNDERMINED BV^URANIUM POISONING
5/20/1992 A071 ^OPPONENTS OF NUCLEAR WASTE SHSkE STRATEGIES
9/16/1992 A095 ARAPAHOES MAY PURSUE MRS SITE
8/18/1993 A081 CHEYENNE, ARAPAHO REMAINS RETURNED TO TRIBES
3/16/1994 B041 XARAPAHO ELDERS LAUNCH EFFORT TO SAVE LANGUAGE
11/16/1994 A014 XBAMBI SPEAKS ARAPAHO?
11/16/1994 A014 FILM PART OF LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION PROJECT
7/27/1995 A065 REPORT CRITICAL OF ARAPAHO
9/21/1995 A063 ARAPAHOS WELCOME WOLVES TO YELLOWSTONE
10/26/1995 A061 TRIBES SAY NO TO LAND TRANSFER FOR VETERANS CEMETERY
SEE ALSO ARTIFACTS, BURIAL, REMAINS
2/05/1991 BOll DIG OPENS RiFT WITH COLVILLE TRIBE
3/27/1991 A033 CORPS CHARGED WITH DELIBERATE NEGLECT
5/15/1991 A091 KINDIAN CITY FLOURISHED THEN FADED QUIETLY AWAY
5/29/1991 AOll CATACOMBS YIELD CLUES TO LOST CULTURE
8/07/1991 A081 REMAINS UNEARTHED AT FLOOD-CONTROL SITE
8/21/1991 A035 SINAGUA POTS WILL BE EXHIBITED
2/11/1993 A071 SCIENTISTS USE RADAR TO STUDY RUIN
5/05/1993 B112 WYOMING PETROGLYPHS ARE BEING DESTROYED .
7/08/1993 A012 XHILLS FINDS MAY CONFIRM LAKOTA CREATION STORIES
7/14/1993 A071 ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOOTING ON RISE IN KENTUCKY
10/06/1993 B064 MEN FINED FOR VIOLATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
11/10/1993 B012 DIG UNCOVERS ANCIENT RESIDENCY BY PLAINS PEOPLE
1/19/1994 Bill ORGANIZATIONS JOIN FORCES TO PROTECT BURIAL 8 CEREM
4/20/1994 A086 TALLBULL NAMED TO PRESERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL
8/17/1994 B012 ICE CAVE YIELDS CLUES TO EARLY INHABITANTS
11/10/1994 B071 ^BRITISH TELEVISION CREW EXPLORES ORAL HISTORY
12/22/1994 B012 CRST RESCUES SACRED SITE FROM ROAD BUILDERS
12/29/1994 A084 GUIDE LEADS SEARCH FOR ANCIENT VILLAGES IN BC
6/08/1995 B054 USD SEEKS VOLUNTEERS FOR SISSETON ARCHAEOLOGY DIG
8/17/1995 B043 STUDENTS JOIN IN FIELD WORK
8/24/1995 A081 ANCIENT ESKIMO GIRL'S BODY SPEAKS OF THE PAST
12/07/1995 A031 SMITHSONIAN SCIENTISTS SEARCH FOR AMERICA'S ROOTS
5/01/1991 B032 KARCHAMBAULT EXCELLING AT BISMARCK STATE
9/18/1991 A012 KARCHAMBAULT HEADS AMERICAN INDIAN COLLEGE FUND
6/26/1991 A083 KARCHAMBAULT EXCELS
5/11/1994 C013 KHOOPS OPENS DOORS
3/17/1993 B012 MISSING COUPLE FOUND DEAD
3/24/1993 BOll LAKE ANDES BODY REMOVAL INVESTIGATION GOES ON
9/29/1993 A071 ARCHITECTURE FIRM DESIGNS BUILDINGS FOR RESERVATIONS
1/19/1994 A071 KIROQUOIS MUSEUM RECEIVES 1ST PLACE EXCELLENCE AWARD
3/16/1994 AOll KDESIGN AND EXCELLENCE
3/16/1994 B061 MILLE LACS BUILDING WINS DESIGN AWARDS
4/06/1994 A025 HUD CHALLENGES NATIVE ARCHITECTS S ENGINEERS
4/13/1994 B071 ARCHITECTS 8 ENGINEERS CHALLENGED—HOUSING DESIGN
5/04/1995 A081 KINDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES RECEIVE DESIGN AWARDS
9/04/1991 B031 GERALDINE ARCOREN HEADS ST FRANCIS SCHOOL BOARD
4/27/1995 B022 kMATTHEW KING'S TEACHINGS LIVE ON IN NEW BOOK
10/19/1994 B012 REWARDS RUN BOTH WAYS WHEN TEENS, ADULTS TALK
12/24/1991 A096 FIDEL ARGUELLO AWAITS SENTENCE 8 SECOND TRIAL
1/21/1992 A076 ARGUELLO DRAWS 90 YEARS IN STABBING DEATH
SEE THREE AFFIL TRIBES
2/19/1991 BOll APACHES MAKE UNITS FOR FAMOUS APACHE HELICOPTER
7/17/1991 AOll 4 ARIZONA TRIBES SEEK SUPERINTENDENTS OUSTER
8/07/1991 AOll ARIZONA SCHOOL NAMED IN CONTRACTING SCAM
8/28/1991 AOll APACHES SUE OBSERVATORY
10/09/1991 A033 ARIZONA COURT RULES PUYALLUP MEMBER OWES TAXES
10/23/1991 A102 APACHES WILL OPEN A CASINO
11/13/1991 A071 KARIZONA ROOKS TUBA CITY CHESS MATES
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ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE UNIV
ARKANSAS STATE U
ARMY
ARMY CORPS
ARNOLD ROBERT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
12/0A/1991
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
1/08/1992
l/lA/1992
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
A/01/1992
A/22/1992
5/20/1992
5/20/1992
5/27/1992
6/10/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
7/01/1992
7/08/1992
8/12/1992
8/19/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
9/23/1992
10/08/1992
11/05/1992
12/03/1992
12/03/1992
1/07/1993
l/lA/1993
2/0A/1993
2/11/1993
2/11/1993
2/18/1993
2/25/1993
3/10/1993
3/17/1993
3/17/1993
3/31/1993
A/07/1993
5/05/1993
6/23/1993
6/30/1993
7/28/1993
7/28/1993
9/15/1993
9/29/1993
10/06/1993
10/20/1993
10/27/1993
11/03/1993
11/03/1993
11/10/1993
11/10/1993
2/23/199A
6/01/199A
9/1A/199A
11/30/199A
1/05/1995
5/25/1995
5/25/1995
5/12/1993
3/30/199A
5/18/199A
12/07/199A
7/27/1995
11/10/1993
10/12/199A
3/27/1991
lO/lA/1993
lO/lA/1993
9/21/199A
2/16/1995
AOll
A081
B05A
A061
B085
B085
A071
A08A
A031
A062
A031
A061
AOll
A065
A033
A033
A012
A031
A035
A071
A063
AOll
BOAl
Bill
A082
A093
Alll
D065
A071
AOll
A082
B063
AOIA
AOll
A071
BlOl
AOIA
A021
AO 13
A02A
A051
A061
AOAA
B121
AOll
AOll
A065
BO 71
BOAl
B065
A072
A035
A035
B066
B071
S08A
S112
A071
B053
A063
AOAl
A031
AOAl
A051
B071
A081
D012
A07A
C061
AOll
A053
A033
A031
B012
A061
A031
CHESS MATCH BACK IN TUBA CITY
ARIZONA TRIBES CALL FOR TUITION WAIVERS
FEDS MAY SEIZE TRIBES' ELECTRONIC GAMBLING MACHINES
TRIBES BECOMING VITAL FORCE IN WATER MARKETING
HELICOPTERS SEARCH FOR TRAPPED FAMILIES
WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHES OPEN SECOND CASINO
PIMA^MARICOPA OPPOSE FREEWAY PLAN
ARIZONA, NAVAJO SIGN DISPUTE PACT
ARIZONA TRIBES CONTINUE VIDEO GAMBLING
5 TRIBES ASK TO JOIN SUIT AGAINST ARIZONA
HOPI-NAVAJO SQUABBLE GROUNDS TUBA CITY FLIGHTS
ARIZONA LAWMAKER WOULD OUTLAW OFFENSIVE NAMES
ARIZONA CHALLENGES CONGRESS' AUTHORITY
ARIZONA MUSEUM PLANS EXHIBIT ON 10 CULTURES
US AGENTS RAID 5 CASINOS IN ARIZONA
NCAI DENOUNCES ARIZONA CASINO RAIDS
KTRIBES MARCH ON ARIZONA CAPITOL
YAVAPAIS END STANDOFF
MCCAIN ASKS FOR GAMING TASK FORCE IN ARIZONA
APACHES TO APPEAL TELESCOPE RULING
NAVAJO NATION SHOULD OPERATE NATIONAL SITES
ARIZONA TRIBES PERMIT STATE GAMING REVIEW
ARIZONA SIGNS 2ND GAMING COMPACT
TOHONO O'ODHAM FACED WITH MINE CONTAMINATION
TWO TRIBES FIGHT OVER TAXATION RIGHTS
MOHAVE-APACHE HIT WITH FEES
21 TRIBAL LEADERS BACK MCCAIN
NAVAJOS MAY BOYCOTT FARMINGTON
NAVAJO NATION MAY BOYCOTT FARMINGTON BUSINESSES
ARIZONA APPEALS COURT DECIDES JURISDICTION ISSUE
ARIZONA AND FT MCDOWELL SIGN COMPACT
AIR FORCE BUILDS AN ADDITION FOR MISSION SCHOOL
'DEER TRIBE' MOVE BRINGS PROTESTS
TRIBES REPRESENT MULTI-MILLION-DOLLAR ASSET
SCIENTISTS USE RADAR TO STUDY RUIN
FOURTH Arizona tribe signs gaming compact
APACHE, YAQUI WIN MAJOR GAMING VICTORY
BABBITT BLASTS ARIZONA INDIAN GAMING LIMITS
SYMINGTON BAN ON ARIZONA GAMING DRAWS ANGER
ARIZONA TRIBES LAUNCH CASINO PETITION DRIVE
GAMING IS NOT A CURE ALL BUT IT'S SOMETHING (L)
ARIZONA TRIBES REJECT BABBITT COMPROMISE
BLASTING A WOULD BE INDIAN AGENT (L)
XCOOK COLLEGE AND THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL--SCISSONS ENCOU
ARIZONA MOVES AGAINST DEALERS IN FAKE ART
ARIZONA TRIBES, GOVERNOR SIGN GAMING COMPACTS
GILA RIVER TO MANAGE OWN GAMING OPERATION
KDONATED WOOL EN ROUTE TO ARIZONA
TONTO-APACHE OPENS ARIZONA'S FOURTH CASINO
TRIBAL S STATE TAXES ON RESERVATION SEMINAR HELD
COUNTIES MAINTAIN ROADS ON NAVAJO RESERVATION
SAN XAVIER DISTRICT MAY SECEDE FROM TOHONO O'ODHAM
PROSECUTOR TO ASSIST TRIBES
PUPILS USING NAVAJO WAYS FOR LEARNING
TOHONO O'ODHAM HIRE FIRM TO TEST PLANT AIR QUALITY
POLL--ARIZONANS SUPPORT GAMBLING
YUMA-BASED. TRIBE BECOMES 13TH TO SIGN COMPACT
ARIZONA TRIBAL LEADERS MEET WITH STATE LEGISLATORS
TOBACCO TAX INITIATIVE THREATENS--SOVEREIGNTY
SYSTEM OF ELECTING JUDGES IN ARIZ COUNTIES CHALLENGE
XRAISING ARIZONA'S AWARENESS
MONEY POURING IN TO ARIZONA TRIBES' CASINOS
*COMPACTS JUST LIKE TREATIES, DON'T LIKE 'EM--BREAK
ARIZONA CASINOS AN 'ODORIFEROUS GAMING MESS'
FOURD ELECTED MS INDIAN ASU
ASU TO HOLD NATL IND NURSING CONFERENCE
KFUTURE LAWYERS CARVE OUT THEIR PLACE IN HISTORY
XASU GROUP SHARES CULTURE 8 HISTORY FROM THE HEART
kArizona youth conference encourages healthy LIFESTY
BIG-NOSED MASCOT IS GONE, BUT NAME STAYS
A WHITE COLUMNIST'S FAREWELL TO ASU'S INDIAN JOE
SEE US ARMY
SEE US ARMY CORPS
CORPS CHARGED WITH DELIBERATE NEGLECT
XTRIBES WANT PLUG PULLED ON CORPS WATER CONTROL
ND TRIBES, CORPS OF ENGINEERS SIGN REPATRIATION PACT
KMNI SOSE TRIBES LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
EX-SENATE STAFFER HEADS POLICY CENTER
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AROUND HIM JOHN
ARPAN ROB
ARSENIC
ARSON
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/02/1995 BlOA BOB ARNOLD APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NATL IND POLICY
5/05/1993 B061 XAROUND HIM FINDS RESPECT FOR LAKOTA WAV AT PROCTOR
11/12/1992 AD12 »A MOMENT IN MOTION
3/12/1991 AG95 ARSENIC IN WELLS AT GRASS MOUNTAIN
SEE FIRES
1/01/1991 A02A SD ART LAW NOT ENFORCED
2/26/1991 A08A KCLAVMORE--SlLVERSMITH'S ART SENDS MESSAGE
3/12/1991 A026 RAPID CITY STUDENT'S ART WORK TO BE DISPLAYED
3/12/1991 A031 KWOUNDED KNEE EXHIBIT PAINS SOME
3/12/1991 A092 OLC ARTIST SALUTES SPIRITUAL TRADITION
4/10/1991 A023 VERY SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL APRIL 18-19
4/17/1991 C035 ART IS A PEACEFUL MEDICINE AT NEW ROSEBUD HOSPITAL
5/01/1991 A051 ARTIST LOSES HIS WORK, WARNS OTHERS OF FRAUD (L)
5/01/1991 coil ifARTIST SKETCHES GIVING NATURE OF LONEMAN SCHOOL
5/08/1991 A074 AREA STUDENTS ATTEND SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL
5/08/1991 C021 PINE RIDGE ELEMENTARY GETS ARTIST-IN-RESIDENT
6/05/1991 B022 xSUCCESSFUL ARTIST BELIEVES IN CHOICES
6/19/1991 BOll KSMITHSONIAN—FRONTIER ARTISTS PUT FALSE FRONT ON WE
6/26/1991 A025 MILO LEBEAU FEATURED IN BENEFIT ART SHOW
6/26/1991 C022 ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL COMMISSIONS ARTIST
7/31/1991 B023 kWHIRLWIND SOLDIER TOOK LAKOTA WAYS TO CAPITAL CITY
8/07/1991 BOll XGHOST DOG TO REPRESENT STATE
8/14/1991 B064 TRIBAL ARTS 90 SALES INCREASED WHILE SOME OTHER SHOW
8/14/1991 C012 ALBUQUERQUE ARTS SYMPOSIUM GEARS UP FOR AUG 19
9/04/1991 A034 *STONE SCULPTOR FEATURED ARTIST--UNITED TRIBES EXPO
9/04/1991 B035 UST POWWOW, ARTS EXPO IN BISMARCK SEPT 5 TO 28
9/11/1991 A013 HANDICAPPED ARTIST SNARES FIRST PLACE
9/11/1991 A035 ARTS MUSEUM TO OPEN IN SUMMER >92
9/11/1991 A062 aeLEGISLATION STIFFENS ART AUTHENTICITY LAWS
9/11/1991 A075 HAWKINS SWORN IN FOR BUSH COMMITTEE
9/18/1991 A103 FOOLS CROW GALLERY TO BE DEDICATED
9/18/1991 B073 NEA HELPS FUND TRIBAL ARTS '92
9/25/1991 A024 ARTIST JAUNE SMITH TO DELIVER OSCAR HOWE MEM LECTURE
10/02/1991 B021 AREA ARTISTS PARTICIPATE IN TRIBAL ARTS '91
10/09/1991 B044 AREA ARTISTS WIN AT TRIBAL ARTS '91
10/16/1991 A026 BUSH ARTISTS DEADLINES APPROACH
10/30/1991 A063 ARTHUR AMIOTTE HONORED BY BROOKINGS MUSEUM
11/13/1991 Alll ZUNI ARTIST HONORED BY GOVERNOR
11/13/1991 B031 WYOMING ARTIST GUIDING PINE RIDGE STUDENTS
11/27/1991 B071 kMASTE'KOLA ARTS COALITION DISPLAYS WARES
12/04/1991 A061 X'MOUTH PAINTING' IS NAVAJO ARTIST'S ANSWER TO HANOI
12/04/1991 B075 PINE RIDGE ARTISTS TO GET WORK PHOTOGRAPHED FOR $1
12/24/1991 AlOl ORLANDO MARKET CALLED FIASCO
1/08/1992 A075 ARTIST HERDS ALONG BUFFALO PROJECT
1/08/1992 A075 ARTISTS INVITED TO RED EARTH FESTIVAL
1/08/1992 B014 LONEMAN SCHOOL COOPERATIVE TO PROMOTE ARTISANS
1/21/1992 B035 TWO AREA RESIDENTS ON INDIAN ARTS BOARD
1/28/1992 A071 kSORROW INSPIRES 'CHILDREN OF WOUNDED KNEE' COLLECTI
1/28/1992 C031 XSPECIAL ATTRACTIONS--INDIAN ART AND FASHION SHOW
1/28/1992 C084 LOCKE APPOINTED TO ARTS COUNCIL
2/04/1992 A034 XTAKING ORDERS
2/04/1992 A115 WHITE EAGLE TO PERFORM AT ARTS AWARDS
2/12/1992 B061 KWADE PATTON OFFERS DIFFERENT ARTIST PERSPECTIVE
2/12/1992 B084 ND UNIVERSITY SERIES HONORS INDIAN WOMEN
2/12/1992 B085 NEW LOAN FUND TO SERVE ARTISTS
2/12/1992 C024 ARTISANS DEBUT AT STOCK SHOW
2/19/1992 A031 xTRIBAL ARTS CELEBRATION MARCH 20
2/19/1992 B082 INDIANS EVENTS AID SUCCESS OF STOCK SHOW
2/26/1992 B045 RED CLOUD SHOW AWARDS TOP $10,000
2/26/1992 B052 ARTIST FIGHTING MARKET OF FAKES
3/11/1992 A115 ARTS AUCTION TO SUPPORT LOCAL CASA PROGRAM
3/25/1992 S263 xPLAINS CULTURES EXPLORED THROUGH ART
4/22/1992 B063 YOUNG ARTISTS CONTEST OPEN
5/06/1992 A083 xPOTTERY WORKS ON DISPLAY
5/13/1992 B051 lAIA TO GET NEW LOOK
5/13/1992 B095 ARTISTS GATHER AT STANDING ROCK
6/03/1992 S031 KHILL CITY GALLERY FEATURES LAKOTA FINE ART
6/03/1992 S071 kBEAUDRY'S ART WINS IN 'BUFFALO TOUR'
6/03/1992 S075 RED CLOUD SHOW OPENS JUNE 7 NATIONS LARGEST OF ITS
6/03/1992 S081 XUSING SKILLS TO PRESENT CULTURAL WEALTH
6/03/1992 S162 KSEVIER--LEGENDS ARE SUBJECTS OF PASTELS
6/03/1992 S171 xSTUDENT EXHIBIT TO SHOW UNIQUE IMAGERY
6/24/1992 B051 KYOUNG ARTIST TO HIT THE 'BIG TIME'
7/15/1992 B055 LOCAL ARTIST UNVEILS PAINTING FOR UNITED WAY
7/29/1992 B045 ARTISANS ASKED TO ATTEND INDIAN CENTER MEETING
7/29/1992 BlOl NOMINEES SOUGHT FOR STATE LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWA
8/05/1992 B086 OLC RECIPIENT OF CRAZY HORSE PAINTING
8/12/1992 B035 POSTERS CELEBRATE YEAR OF THE INDIAN
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8/26/1992 A053 SANTE FE INDIAN MARKET GREAT SUCCESS
8/26/1992 B021 COLUMBUS SPOOF TO LAND AT USD
9/09/1992 BG31 ARTS GROUP TO MEET IN KYLE
9/16/1992 AD65 VERY SPECIAL ARTS MAY COME TO SOUTH DAKOTA
9/16/1992 CG12 ARTS CONFERENCE SET FOR OCT. 23
9/23/1992 AG35 kSD GRACIOUS IN WELCOMING VERY SPECIAL FESTIVAL
9/30/1992 BG12 ARTS PROGRAM TO DEVELOP ART COUNCILS
9/30/1992 B012 JOANNE BIRD INDUCTED INTO SD HALL OF FAME
9/30/1992 B031 KARTISTS SHOW TRUE COLORS AT UTTC ARTS SHOW
10/08/1992 D065 ART INSTITUTE REMOVES PIPES FROM EXHIBITION
10/29/1992 A07A ART INSTITUTE REMOVES PIPES FROM EXHIBITION
10/29/1992 BOll ARTS COUNCIL SEEKS ARTIST FOR NEW LOGO
11/12/1992 A071 9fP0STERS SHOWCASE ENGLISH'S WORK
11/12/1992 B031 CHARGING EAGLE RECEIVES AWARD
11/26/1992 A041 ARROGANCE AND IGNORANCE ON WALL ST (ED)
11/26/1992 B012XART GALLERY PROVIDES BRIDGE TO COMMUNITY
12/03/1992 B031 ARTS PROGRAM GETS FUNDS FOR PERFORMING ARTS
12/17/1992 C041 'SUBMULOC SHOW TAKES AN ANGRY LOOK AT COLUMBUS
12/17/1992 C051 XGREAT NAMES LIVE THROUGH ART IN EXHIBIT
1/07/19.93 A061 xART FOR INDIANS' SAKE--NATIVE VOICES 8 VISIONS
l/lA/1993 A061 PART II--NATIVE VOICES AND VISIONS FOR 1992
1/28/1993 A072 TOURING ART PROGRAMS SHOWCASE FASHION TRADITIONS
2/18/1993 B051 CLAIRMONT WINS ART FELLOWSHIP
2/25/1993 B114 GOES IN CENTER ELECTED TO ART BOARD
3/03/1993 A035 WILLCUTS EXHIBIT AT SIOUX MUSEUM UNTIL MARCH 31
3/03/1993 A071 «TARS SHINE AT FIRST 'TOTEM AWARDS'
3/10/1993 A071 KVERY SPECIAL ARTS ENCOURAGE REGIONAL DISABLED CHILD
3/10/1993 B031 xVISION QUEST GIVES INSPIRATION TO ARTIST
4/14/1993 BlOl AM INDIAN ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS EIGHT SCHOLARSHIPS
4/21/1993 AOll DENVER AIRPORT TO BECOME INDIAN ARTPORT
4/21/1993 A012 xMEDICAL ARTS
4/28/1993 A041 SUPPORTING THE ARTS AND CRAFTS (ED)
4/28/1993 B031 xVERY SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL GEARS UP
5/05/1993 A021 CEREMONIAL OBJECTS SOLD AS ART
5/12/1993 A041 VERY SPECIAL ARTS A SUCCESS (ED)
5/12/1993 A065 BOULDER SHOP REMOVES TOBACCO TIES FROM STORE
5/12/1993 B051 ^CHILDREN DRAWN TO VERY SPECIAL ARTS-
5/12/1993 S291 XPEOPLE WHO KNOW THE ART OF LIVING
5/19/1993 A012 xVlSION RIDER
5/26/1993 AOll xWHITE HAWK'S DREAM
5/26/1993 A044 GOVERNOR PRAISES VERY SPECIAL ARTS (L)
5/26/1993 S022 XISHNALA WECHA GALLERY EMPHASIZES 'FINE' ART
5/26/1993 S031 XGORMAN--A MASTER ARTIST IN THE SOUTHWEST
5/26/1993 S041 xMICHAEL WILLCUTS' WORK MODERN IN METHOD, TRADITIONA
5/26/1993 S051 SOUTH DAKOTA PROGRAM ASSISTS ART ORGANIZATIONS
5/26/1993 S053 INDIAN SUMMER FESTIVAL SEPT 17
5/26/1993 S071 HISTORY OF THE INDIAN ARTS & CRAFTS ACT
5/26/1993 S081 KANSAS HAS MUCH TO OFFER FOR ART SHOWS
5/26/1993 SlOl XENGLISH'S IMAGES HAVE 'THAT KIND OF STRENGTH'
5/26/1993 Sill KLAFOUNTAIN--CREATIVE ENERGY HELPS DESIGN UNFOLD
5/26/1993 S131 xSOBRIETY, SPIRITUALITY BROUGHT ARTIST SUCCESS
5/26/1993 S141 xLITTLEi THUNDER PAINTS 'MINIATURE' STYLE
5/26/1993 S151 TRIBAL COLLEGES CAN TAKE PART IN ART WORLD
5/26/1993 S171 BLACKFEET ARTIST FEATURED IN MONTANA
6/02/1993 A031 WOMEN'S HEIRS WANT BACK BLACK HAWK'S DRAWINGS
6/02/1993 B012 xENTREPRENEUR WORKSHOP PROVIDES PARENTS WITH IDEAS
6/02/1993 B036 XTWO FEATURED ARTISTS SELECTED FOR 1993 DAKOTA ARTS
6/09/1993 A063 xROBERT PENN EXHIBIT AT USD
6/16/1993 AOll XTHE SUN DANCE MURAL
6/16/1993 A025 xARTIST PAINTS MESSAGE OF SPIRITUALITY AT LWS
6/16/1993 B061 xKANSAS SHOP STRIVES TO CHANGE STEREOTYPES
6/16/1993 B121 BEAVER APPOINTED INTERIM DIRECTOR OF MUSEUM
6/23/1993 AOll ARIZONA MOVES AGAINST DEALERS IN FAKE ART
6/23/1993 B043 xDEFENDER'S WORK ON DISPLAY
6/23/1993 B044 MUSEUM OFFERS EXHIBITIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
6/30/1993 B043 XARTWORK DEPICTING TRADITIONAL VALUES WINS YOUTH NAT
6/30/1993 B043 LOCAL YOUTH LEARNING THE ARTS
6/30/1993 B084 PENN'S ART CONVEYS OLD WAYS
7/08/1993 A071 ASPEN FESTIVAL TO RAISE MUSEUM FUNDS
7/08/1993 B064 RED CLOUD SPONSORS 24TH ART SHOW
7/14/1993 A073 POW WOW ART SHOW WINNERS ANNOUNCED
7/14/1993 BOll NOMINEES SOUGHT FOR SD LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
7/14/1993 BOll GRANTS SUPPORT ARTS OUTREACH EFFORT FOR TRIBES
8/04/1993 A044 GRATEFUL FOR WINDOW ON THE WORLD (L)
8/04/1993 B012 xNATIVE AMERICAN DAYS OFFER DANCE, DESIGNS
8/04/1993 B021 xCALIFORNIA HONORS ROSEBUD WOMAN
8/04/1993 SlOl XOLD TRADITIONS INSPIRE NEW STYLE
8/04/1993 S221 xARTS .& CRAFTS CENTER BRINGS PEOPLE TO PAST 8 PRESEN
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8/11/1993 B033 ARTS COUNCIL ELECTS OFFICERS
9/01/1993 B012 xRED CLOUD EXHIBIT MAKES SHOWING AT CHADRON
9/08/1993 B024 STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OFFERS ASSISTANCE FOR ARTIS
9/08/1993 B031 xSALlSH ARTIST WANTS TO BREAK MISCONCEPTIONS WITH WO
9/15/1993 B012 xNAVAJO ARTIST DONATES ART TO WINGS OF AMERICA
9/15/1993 B026 HOWE MEMORIAL LECTURE TO BE HELD SEPT 23
9/15/1993 S191 *ART1ST'S WORK PORTRAYS HER PHILOSOPHY
9/22/1993 B052 NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBAL ARTS SHARES TRADITION, CULTUR
10/06/1993 B066 HOUSER SELECTED VICE PRES OF ARTS INSTITUTE
10/06/1993 B123 NEW HOLY<'S QUILLWORK CHOSEN FOR ARTS DISPLAY
lO/lA/1993 B022 ARTIST TAKES UP ST JOSEPH RESIDENCY
10/14/1993 B044 DAKOTAH CONNECTION SHOWS AT UNIVERSITY
10/20/1993 A065 TRADEMARK FOR ARTS AND CRAFTS
10/20/1993 B016 LAKOTA COUPLE PLAN ART CLASS
10/27/1993 AOll LEDGER BOOK ARTr-HlSTORY, HOT 8 WORTH A BUNDLE
10/27/1993 B012 K'GO--WALK ONE PATH'
11/10/1993 coil ARTISANS MOLD TALENT INTO CREATION OF SIOUX POTTERY
11/17/1993 BOll NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR GOVERNORS AWARDS
11/17/1993 B033 HERITAGE CENTER CONTINUES ARTS, HUMANITIES CELEBRATl
12/08/1993 A041 PRAIRIE EDGE STATUE PUTS HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE (ED)
12/08/1993 B012 XPRAIRIE EDGE DEDICATES STATUE TO LAKOTA NATION
1/05/1994 A074 AM IND ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS
1/12/1994 BOll AMIOTTE SHARES ARTISTIC VISION TO OPEN DAHL SERIES
1/19/1994 A071 NATIVE PERFORMERS HEAD TO ROME
1/26/1994 A071 NATIVE ART CLASSES TO BEGIN IN MANDAN
2/02/1994 B051 XPRAIRIE EDGE CONTINUES ITS WORK IN PROGRESS
2/16/1994 B041 XVIC AND HIS FRIEND, ART
2/23/1994 B043 CELEBRATE THE SPIRIT OF TRIBAL ARTS '94
3/02/1994 BOll ENTRIES SOUGHT FOR ART CONTEST
3/09/1994 A031 ART SHOW SET FOR MARCH 19
3/16/1994 B023 $10,000-PLUS OFFERED INDIAN ARTISTS IN RED CLOUD ART
3/16/1994 B151 PHOENIX HEARD MUSEUM RECEIVES COLLECTION OF WESTERN
3/16/1994 B153 THE ROOTS--AN EXHIBIT OF PAINTINGS, COLLAGES
3/23/1994 B071 FOND DU LAC COLLEGE TO HOST OJIBWE ART EXPO
3/30/1994 A074 ART AUCTION TO BENEFIT INMED
4/06/1994 C021 OSCAR HOWE SUMMER ART INSTITUTE AT USD
4/06/1994 C044 ARTS INSTITUTE TO SHOWCASE GRADUATES' WORK
4/27/1994 A031 ^AUCTION ATTRACTS ARTISTS, COLLECTORS
4/27/1994 B081 SYMPOSIUM WILL ADDRESS BOGUS NATIVE ART
5/04/1994 BOll SD ARTS COUNCIL ANNOUNCES GRANT AWARDS
5/11/1994 B065 POINTRA-CONLEY WINS FELL0WSH1P--W1LL INTERN
5/18/1994 B054 *SPEARF1SH ART SHOW
5/18/1994 D071 YOU CAN STILL GET YOUR KICKS ON ROUTE 66
5/25/1994 B041 ^POSSESSIONS OF A WARRIOR
5/25/1994 SlOl kLAKOTA CREAT10NS--US1NG HERITAGE S CULTURE
6/08/1994 B033 MORE THAN $10,000 FOR 1994 RED CLOUD INDIAN ART
6/29/1994 S051 FINEST ARTWORK DISPLAYED AT JURIED ART SHOW
6/29/1994 S062 AUCTION IS AN ART FORM FEATURING ARTISANS
7/13/1994 A053 STEREOTYPES ABSENT FROM INDIAN ART SHOW
7/13/1994 B092 LAKOTA TRADING POST SEEKS NATIVE ARTS AND CRAFTS
7/20/1994 BOll ARTISTS INVITED TO ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIR
7/20/1994 BOll SD LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
8/03/1994 AOll SfWORKS OF ART
8/10/1994 B013 DRAWING--FORCE BEHIND NEW DOWNTOWN SCULPTURE
8/17/1994 BOll WINNING ENTRIES FOR PUBLIC ARTWORK ON DISPLAY
8/31/1994 B023 NORTHERN PLAINS ARTISTS PART OF UNIQUE EXHIBITION
9/08/1994 coil KWHISPERING THUNDER GALLERY PRESENTS FINEST
9/21/1994 A074 CAPITOL HONORS SLATED FOR NEA GRANTEES
9/28/1994 B024 KNORTHERN PLAINS TRIBAL ARTS SHOW KICKS OFF
9/28/1994 B041 ROCKBOY TO RECEIVE LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
10/05/1994 B041 ^NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBAL ARTS SHOW
10/05/1994 B043 SHOW FEATURES TOP ARTISTS IN THE REGION
10/26/1994 B012 kLAKOTA ART GALLERY EVICTED FROM HILL CITY SHOP
12/07/1994 SlOl KYOUNG ARTIST BLOSSOMS FROM OLD ROOTS
12/15/1994 B012 *LAKOTA ARTISTS VISIT STEVENS HIGH
12/15/1994 B024 XLITTLE WOUND SCHOOL HONORS ITS NAMESAKE
12/22/1994 B044 MUSEUM AN OUTLET FOR MANY AM INDIAN ARTISTS
1/05/1995 A044 DEFENDING CONTEMPORARY NATIVE ART (L)
1/05/1995 B041 xSCREEN PRINTING FIRM LAUNCHED IN MANDERSON
1/05/1995 C012 ARTS BOARD SEEKS COMMENTS
1/19/1995 B032 XARTISTS TO EXHIBIT WORK IN MINNEAPOLIS
1/19/1995 B051 UO SCHOLARSHIP HONORS NEVAQUAYA
1/26/1995 B041 PROMOTING ARTS ACTIVITIES IN TRIBAL COMMUNITIES
2/09/1995 B031 AM IND ARTS COUNCIL OF DALLAS AWARDS FALL .
2/09/1995 C051 XMARIAN GOODWIN'S PAINTINGS FEATURED AT MUSEUM
2/09/1995 C051 TEETERS RECEIVES $4,500 ARTS GRANT
3/09/1995 S121 KA VETERAN OF THE ARTS--CARL GORMAN SHARES
3/16/1995 B051 1995 RED CLOUD ART SHOW ANNOUNCES AWARD AMOUNTS
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3/30/1995 A081 EXPRESSION OF SPIRIT--CONTEMPORARY AM INDIAN ART
3/30/1995 A081 THE AMERICAN INDIAN PARFLECHE
A/13/1995 B031 ARTISTS GUILD, CO-OP FOCUS OF MEETING
A/20/1995 B02A POITRA NAMED INDIAN ART EXPO DIRECTOR
A/20/1995 B02A SOUTH DAKOTANS RECOGNIZED FOR ARTISTIC CONTRIBUTIONS
a/27/1995 coil *ART FORECAST--WARM DAY TURNING HOT
A/27/1995 C031 JfANCIENT PETROGLYPHS INSPIRE NAKAI
A/27/1995 C055 LAKOTA ARTISTS TAKE WORK INTERNATIONALLY
5/18/1995 BOAl SHANNON ARTISTS DISPLAY WORKS
6/01/1995 BOAl XA MOLDING OF YOUNG MINDS
6/01/1995 C021 CATALOGUE SEEKS ART AND CRAFTS ITEMS
6/01/1995 C06A KPAINTING WITH RESPECT--KOLLER'S WORK IN RAPID CITY
7/06/1995 C061 xENCOURAGING CHILDREN WITH ART
7/13/1995 A061 PSEUDO AM INDIAN ARTIST CAUGHT IN VIOLATION OF FED
7/27/1995 A012 XQUILL ART A FAMILY LEGACY
8/03/1995 BOll xART THAT SPEAKS
8/03/1995 C036 YOUNG ARTISTS URGED TO HONOR THEIR TEACHERS
8/03/1995 C05A xBRADLEY HONORED BY WEST PUBLISHING
8/03/1995 C075 SEVENTH LAWRENCE INDIAN ARTS SHOW TO BE HELD
8/10/1995 C021 STUDENTS WIN TOP ART PRIZES
8/17/1995 A041 xSOUTHWEST 'IGNORAMUS' TRASHES INDIAN ART SCHOOL
8/31/1995 A03I AMERICAN INDIAN ART ON INTERNET
9/07/1995 C02A ARTS FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR NATIVE ORGANIZATIONS
9/07/1995 C051 xTHE BEST OF THE BEST--NORTHERN PLAINS ARTISTS
9/21/1995 A063 GALLERY POSTS 'NON-INDIAN MADE' SIGNS
9/28/1995 B061 ROSEBUD'S NELLIE MENARD TO RECEIVE 1995 LIVING IND
10/05/1995 A025 ART STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
10/05/1995 C03A ARTWORK SOUGHT FOR OLYMPIC-RELATED EXHIBIT
10/05/1995 COAl XOSBURN-BIGFEATHER--CHALLENGING PERCEPTIONS WITH ART
10/05/1995 C056 VERMONT STUDIO CENTER TO AWARD 3 RESIDENCIES
10/26/1995 B02A BLACK HILLS POW WOW ASSOC TO BEGIN MARKETING IND ART
10/26/1995 B031XARTISTS' SUCCESSES INSPIRED BY TRADITION
10/26/1995 B031 XTOP AWARD WINNERS LISTED BY CATEGORY
11/02/1995 coil XARTIST BRINGS WOMEN RECOGNITION
11/02/1995 C051 XAIDS/HIV FOCUS OF ART EXHIBITION
11/02/1995 C081 WATERCOLOR AND POETRY--ART BURGESS ROYE STYLE
11/09/1995 B071 xSCHOOL OF MINES ALUMNUS DONATES SPACE PAINTING
11/16/1995 AOAl XAN ARTIST'S MIND IS A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE
11/16/1995 B031 XROSEBUD WOMAN WORKS TO EXPAND ARTISTIC HORIZONS
12/07/1995 A013 XLOST IN THE SCENERY
1/01/1991 A012 XLAWMAKERS MOVE TO PROTECT ARTS MARKET
2/05/1991 BOll DIG OPENS RIFT WITH COLVILLE TRIBE
3/20/1991 BOll SMITHSONIAN TO RETURN INDIAN ARTIFACTS, BONES
5/01/1991 A026 BURNS PAIUTE WIN SUIT AGAINST ARTIFACT HUNTERS
6/19/1991 B025 NEBRASKA HISTORICAL SOCIETY LOSES SUIT
8/19/1991 coil TRIBAL MASKS GO HOME FOUNDATION CAN HELP
8/28/1991 A035 STOLEN ARTIFACTS RETURNED TO OMAHAS
9/09/1991 A015 XOMAHA SACRED BUFFALO HIDE BACK HOME
9/11/1991 A062 XLEGISLATION STIFFENS ART AUTHENTICITY LAWS
3/18/1992 A113 xSIOUX BLESSING PLANNED FOR SITTING BULL WEAPONS
3/25/1992 A019 ANCIENT TOMB DESTROYED BY ARTIFACT HUNTERS
9/22/1992 AOll PLUNDERER OF BURIAL MOUNDS PLEADS GUILTY
8/05/1992 A091 TIME TO CALL HISTORY HOME (ED)
10/15/1992 A0r2 XSTOLEN MASSACRE ITEMS FOUND
10/22/1992 A023 YAVAPAI REJOICE AT RETURN OF ARTIFACTS
11/19/1992 B071 XNATIVE VIEW OF THE PAST IS FOUND ON 'PATHWAYS'
12/10/1992 A071XMUSEUM CONSIDERS ARTIFACT REPATRIATION REQUEST
1/21/1993 B012 XSITTING BULL NECKLACE TO BE RETURNED
1/28/1993 A091 DISUNITY RESULTS IN DYSFUNCTION (ED)
1/28/1993 B012 GROUPS UNITE TO GET MASSACRE ITEMS FROM MUSEUM
1/28/1993 B023 LAKOTA GROUPS UNITE FOR REPATRIATION
2/09/1993 B012 XVISIT TO ARTIFACTS TOUCHES DELEGATION WITH SADNESS
2/25/1993 B015 ARTIFACT REPATRIATION MEETING SET MARCH 1
3/03/1993 B012 xHISTORIC FINDS STEER SRST TOWARD NEW CASINO SIT€
3/10/1993 A033 xUNITY IS KEY TO REPATRIATION
9/07/1993 A015 RAIDERS OF RELIGION
9/07/1993 B059 XARTIFACT VENDOR SEES NO WRONG IN SELLING
5/05/1993 B091 HARVARD RETURNS SACRED FIGURE
5/26/1993 B092 OREGON TRIBES SEEK PROTECTION OF SACRED SITES
7/08/1993 A012 xHILLS FINDS MAY CONFIRM LAKOTA CREATION STORIES
7/19/1993 A071 ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOOTING ON RISE IN KENTUCKY
10/19/1993 B012 ND TRIBES, CORPS OF ENGINEERS SIGN REPATRIATION PACT
11/10/1993 B012 DIG UNCOVERS ANCIENT RESIDENCY BY PLAINS PEOPLE
11/17/1993 B075 SOME MUSEUMS COMPLYING WITH RETURN OF RELICS
12/01/1993 A073 MUSEUMS CONSULT TRIBES ON RELIGIOUS ARTIFACTS
2/23/1999 B012 xOST REPATRIATING AND REBURYING RELATIVES
2/23/1999 B025 OST POLICY FOR NAT AM GRAVES PROTECTION S REPATRIATI
3/09/1999 A026 TRIBES, MUSEUMS LOBBY FOR MORE REPATRIATION FUNDING
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3/30/199A AOll »A CROW EXHIBIT
9/27/1999 A062 XRELICS ROBBED FROM BURIAL MOUND SUBJECT OF DEBATE
7/13/1999 BOll REPATRIATION MIDDLEMAN STIRRING CONTROVERSY
7/20/1999 AD99 COMMITTEE TO REVIEW REPATRIATION OF ARTIFACTS (L)
7/27/1999 AQ83 ANASAZI REVENGE FOLLOWS POT THIEVES
8/03/1999 C092 HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARTIFACTS FEATURED IN BOOKS
8/17/1999 B012 ICE CAVE YIELDS CLUES TO EARLY INHABITANTS
10/26/1999 D011 KNEW EXHIBIT SHOWCASES TREASURED STATE PIECES
11/02/1999 B012 WOUNDED KNEE ARTIFACTS RETURNED TO PINE RIDGE
11/23/1999 B012 kOYATE TAWICOH'AN SHOW OPENS IN PIERRE
11/23/1999 B021 kWOUNDED KNEE ARTIFACTS UNVEILED AT KYLE CEREMONY
12/07/1999 A081 LAKOTA MAN SEEKS TRIBAL REMAINS IN HASTINGS
12/07/1999 A085 ARTIFACTS FOUND DURING DIA CONSTRUCTION
12/15/1999 A061 NAVAJO MUSEUM TO HOUSE MEDICINE BUNDLES
1/05/1995 A013 ARTIFACT THEFTS STRIKE AT THE HEART OF BELIEFS
2/09/1995 AOll CRST WARNS SMITHSONIAN TO GIVE BACK SACRED OBJECTS
2/09/1995 B013 xCRST OPENS ON-LINE SERVICE
3/09/1995 A031 REPOSITORY PLANNED FOR REPATRIATION
9/13/1995 B032 NAGPRA MEETING ADDRESSES REPATRIATION
9/20/1995 BOll xGHOST SHIRT REMAINS IN SCOTLAND FOR NOW
6/23/1995 B085 WHITE MOUNTAIN SLEUTH RECOVERS LOST ARTIFACTS
7/27/1995 B011 XRETURN OF GHOST DANCE SHIRT DERAILED
8/10/1995 B069 INTERIOR SECRETARY AWARDS $2.2 MILLION IN REPATRIAT
8/17/1995 A099 WALLACE CLAN SUPPORTS INTERNATIONAL REPATRIATION (L)
9/19/1995 BOll XSCOTLAND MAY REPATRIATE 1890S GHOST DANCE SHIRT
10/12/1995 BOll XLOST BIRD'S BONNET FOUND IN OKLAHOMA
10/19/1995 A063 OSAGE WORK WITH UNIVERSITY FOR REPATRIATION
11/23/1995 AOll TRIBES STRUGGLE WITH REPATRIATION
11/23/1995 A025 REBURIAL SENSITIVE ISSUE
11/23/1995 A071 ARTIFACT THIEF CONVICTED
12/19/1995 A065 NEZ PERCE PROTEST RETURN OF ARTIFACTS TO OHIO
SEE ART CRAFTS
10/20/1993 A061 ARVISO RECOGNIZED FOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
12/11/1991 C065 ASBESTOS CLEANUP HANGS UP PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
9/08/1992 A061 NAVAJO NATIONS FIGHTS ASBESTOS DUMP
5/13/1992 A076 BOARD OF ED MEETING TO ADDRESS ASBESTOS REMOVAL
6/17/1992 B099 ASBESTOS REMOVAL TEMP CLOSES STANDING ROCK HOSPITAL
6/16/1993 BOll OLD BUILDING AT RED SHIRT DEMOLISHED
5/29/1991 A083 LOCAL WOMEN'S ADVOCATE RECEIVES STEINEM AWARD
1/12/1995 BOll LAKE ANDES WOMAN NAMED TO NURSING ADVISORY BOARD
1/07/1993 A012 XAIDS UP AMONG INDIANS
3/11/1992 BOll XFORMER KYLE WOMAN CATERS COMPASSION
7/08/1993 A071 ASPEN FESTIVAL TO RAISE MUSEUM FUNDS
SEE ALSO TRIALS ASSAULT
9/03/1991 A019 TWO ROSEBUD MEN BEATEN
8/21/1991 A031 XJUVENILE MAY BE TRIED AS ADULT AFTER CITY STABBING
9/11/1991 B015 FINE, SENTENCE TOO LITTLE SAYS VICTIM OF PUNCH
11/06/1991 B021 EAGLE NEST REPRESENTATIVE BROWN ASKED TO RESIGN
12/18/1991 B079 PARMELEE MAN PLEADS TO ASSAULT
12/29/1991 B113 PARMELEE MAN PLEADS TO ASSAULT
9/16/1992 B081 OGLALA MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
7/08/1993 B091 KIEFFE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO FEDERAL ASSAULT CHARGE
10/06/1993 B109 LONG CROW SENTENCED FOR ASSAULT WITH WEAPON
10/27/1993 B013 PRINCIPAL ACCUSED OF ASSAULTING STUDENT
8/29/1999 A035 JUDGE OVERTURNS GUILTY VERDICT IN NEB BEATING
9/28/1995 B105 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING BIA OFFICER
12/19/1995 B031 BRUGIER SENTENCED
SEE ALSO FT BELKNAP RESERV
9/15/1993 S022 HISTORY OF A VARIED LAND
7/27/1995 A033 TRIBAL INDUSTRY BAILED OUT
12/15/1993 BOll 3 CHARGED IN DEATH OF MISSION MAN
3/27/1991 A115 ASTON RECOGNIZED BY USA TODAY
2/02/1999 A091 xCHALLENGER ASTRONAUT REMEMBERED
5/18/1999 D091 xUA ALUMNUS CARRIES 'EARTH BALL' INTO SPACE
11/13/1991 AOll VERMILLION GROUP WANTS CANTON INDIANS REBURIED
10/12/1995 BOll XLOST BIRD'S BONNET FOUND IN OKLAHOMA
11/16/1999 B023 ATEWICUNYAPI SOCIETY RECEIVES $10,000 GRANT FROM UPS
3/30/1995 B013 xRAPID CITY YOUTH HONORED FOR COURAGE S BRAVERY
9/27/1995 B051 XGUIDING STEPS TO STAY ON TRACK
9/28/1995 B013 xATEYAPI SOCIETY TEAMS WITH COURTS, SCHOOLS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
9/15/1992 B013 ACTIVITIES GROUP WOULD PROVIDE ATHLETES A VOICE
6/17/1992 A063 VALENTINO NAMED FIS ATHLETE OF YEAR
7/01/1992 A076 ATHLETES COMPETE AT OLYMPIC TRIALS
12/22/1993 B055 xBRADLEY MARTINEZ VOTED OLD SPICE ATHLETE OF YEAR
3/23/1995 B092 RESEARCHERS ASSESS SUICIDE RISK AMONG INJURED
9/20/1995 B061 PHIL CASTILLO WINS GIANT STEPS AWARD
11/30/1995 B031 CAMPAIGN BEGINS FOR JIM THORPE
ASSINIBOINE (TRIBE
ASSMAN DONALD JR
ASTON BARBARA
ASTRONAUTS
ASYLUMS
ATALOA MUSEUM
ATEYAPI SOCIETY
ATHLETES
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ATKINS TONY
ATLANTA BRAVES
ATLANTA 6A
ATOLE LEONARD
ATTACK HIM PAMELA
ATTEBURV REGINA
ATTORNEY GENERAL
ATTORNEY US
ATTORNEYS
AUDISS IRVING JR
AUDISS TIM
AUGER SEKUAN
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
AUNGIE VICKY
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
AUTHORS
AUTOMOBILES
AVENDANO AMADO
AVIATION
AVIRAMA MARCOS
AWARDS
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12/14/1995 B051 KJIM THORPE'S BEGINNINGS--FROM OKLAHOMA TO OLYMPICS
12/14/1995 A065 ATKINS RECEIVES APPOINTMENT
10/30/1991 A012 XBRAVES FANS ASSAULT PROTESTORS
11/06/1991 A053 GET WITH THE PROGRAM JANE FONDA
11/27/1991 A025 ATLANTA BRAVES, BEGIN TALKS ON NAME CHANGE
4/15/1992 AOll BRAVES DON'T PLAN TO STOP THE CHOP
11/12/1992 A043 DEFEAT OF ATLANTA BRAVES A GOOD SIGN CD
11/12/1992 A046 READER IS GLAD THE REDNECKS LOST CD
4/14/1993 A085 COALITIONS UNITE IN PROTEST AT ATLANTA BRAVES OPENER
4/20/1994 A041 kA RESOUNDING 'NO' TO MASCOTS S ATLANTA IN JULY
8/03/1994 A032 MINORITY JOURNALISTS SAVOR FELLOWSHIP AT CONVENTION
7/29/1992 A021 ATOLE TO LEAD JICARILLA APACHE
1/01/1991 B025 KATTACK HIM COMPLETES BASIC ARMY TRAINING
7/13/1994 B054 OKLAHOMA SOFTBALL PLAYER ON TRACK FOR OLYMPIC BERTH
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATTORNEY GENERALS
9/04/1991 BOll kPOLICY FLOATED FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
9/15/1993 AOll US ATTORNEY GENERAL RENO LOOKS AT INDIAN COUNTRY
4/06/1995 A013 ATTORNEYS GENERAL ATTACK LOTTERY
7/02/1991 A015 xHOGEN WON'T STEP DOWN AS US ATTORNEY
7/24/1991 A031 ^NATIONAL CONGRESS STANDS UP FOR PHIL H06EN
10/23/1991 A026 COURT IS IN OUT ON US ATTORNEY CANDIDATE
10/30/1991 A085 OGLALAS SUPPORT HOGEN WITH TRIBAL RESOLUTION
12/11/1991 A013 XUS ATTORNEY MAKES TRIBAL INTRODUCTIONS
12/11/1991 A024 HOGEN LEAVES OFFICE CONFIDENT OF SYSTEM
2/19/1992 B034 SCHIEFFER OUTLINES HIS GOALS
4/14/1993 B012 xSCHIEFFER RESIGNS TO OPEN LAW FIRM
8/25/1993 B031 NEW US ATTORNEY SCHREIER RESPECTS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
SEE LAWYERS
1/19/1994 B012 REWARD OFFERED TO SOLVE MYSTERIOUS DEATH
10/14/1993 B012 xHANG TIME
6/01/1995 coil XYOUNG ACTRESS IS UNDAUNTED BY FAME
2/04/1992 B091 BROKENLEG TO TRAVEL TO SOUTH AFRICA
3/16/1995 BOll COLLEGE REMEMBERS STUDENT
5/12/1993 B075 MIS STUDENT WINS NATIONAL ESSAY CONTEST
8/11/1993 A041 XRUNNER'S HOPES LOOKING UP FOR TRIP DOWN UNDER
9/01/1993 B023 ^DISTANCE RUNNING TAKES THUNDER HAWK DOWN UNDER
10/05/1994 B065 ABORIGINAL ENFORCEMENT OFFICER VISITS AMERICA
3/23/1995 A061 AUSTRALIA'S HIGHEST COURT AFFIRMS ABORIGINE LAND RIG
4/17/1991 A081 AUSTRIANS DEMONSTRATE SUPPORT FOR US INDIANS
6/24/1992 AOll BUFFALO AUSTRIA-BOUND
2/12/1991 B013 WELCH RECEIVES LITERATURE PRIZE
2/26/1991 A095 XGLANCY WINS FIRST ANNUAL NORTH AMERICAN PROSE AWARD
10/23/1991 AlOl CHIPPEWA NAMED fNEW WRITER'
5/13/1992 B076 AUTHORS TO MEET JULY 7
8/19/1992 B114 CHIPPEWA WOMAN WRITES ABOUT BAD BOARDING SCHOOL
3/31/1993 B015 AUTHOR SEEKS WWI STORIES
6/16/1993 A071 DAKOTA AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT ROSEBUD SYMPOSIUM
6/23/1993 B044 COOK-LYNN, ORTIZ TO PRESENT AT BIG WIND CONFLUENCE
9/08/1993 AOll KINDIAN WRITERS--REAL OR IMAGINED
9/15/1993 AOll INDIAN WRITERS--THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE COULD BE
9/15/1993 B053 N SCOTT MOMADAY TO VISIT ROSEBUD
9/22/1993 B052 MOMADAY TO SPEAK AT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
9/29/1993 A044 HARJO RESPONDS TO WRITERS SERIES (1)
9/29/1993 B031 xMOMADAY AND COOK-LYNN TEACH NATIVE AM WRITERS
10/06/1993 AOll INDIAN WRITERS--GOOD, BAD, COULD BE--PART III
2/23/1994 AOll RISING FROM THE ASHES OF A HOUSE FIRE
5/04/1994 B032 AUTHOR JOYZELLE GODFREY DISCUSSES WRITERS' ETHICS
9/08/1994 B041 WRITERS' RETREAT SCHEDULED FOR SEPT 18-21
11/02/1994 BOll 'LAKOTA WOMAN' AUTHOR ARRESTED
11/30/1994 BOll KCHEYENNE AUTHOR TO LEAD USD WORKSHOP
12/07/1994 B033 XVIRGINIA DRIVING HAWK SNEVE TO RETIRE FROM CLASSROO
1/19/1995 B053 AUTHOR ORTIZ TO VISIT USD JAN 23-26
12/14/1995 B023 XROSS TO SIGN BOOKS AT WALDENBOOKS
SEE CARS
3/23/1995 AOll AM INDIAN DELEGATION SUPPORTS ZAPATISTA'S REBEL 60V
6/23/1995 B052 CHIAPAS REBEL TELLS NAVAJO HE FEARS CIVIL WAR
8/25/1993 B024 XWARD INDUCTED INTO AVIATION HALL OF FAME
9/28/1995 B035 XSTUDENTS EXPERIENCE AEROSPACE AT SDSU
12/03/1992 A061 XCOLOMBIA INDIGENOUS LEADER FEARS 'INTERNAL COMMOTIO
SEE ALSO NAMES OF AWARDS
11/17/1993 BOll NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR GOVERNORS AWARDS
12/15/1993 BOll HISTORICAL SOCIETY SEEKS NOMINATIONS FOR AWARDS
12/22/1993 A086 EAGLES AWARDS ARE ANNOUNCED
12/29/1993 A064 BLACKBIRD RECEIVES ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
2/10/1994 B041 xFIRST AMERICAN AWARDS AGAIN PICKS ITS BEST
7/20/1994 BOll SD LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
8/03/1994.B082 XLITTLE ELK RECOGNIZED IN ACADEMIC PROGRAM
10/26/1994 B026 MINORITY SMALL BUSINESS PERSON OF THE YEAR AWARD
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AWARDS
AYETAPI SOCIETY
AZTEC
AZURE DUSTIN
AZURE FIONA
AZURE TIMOTHY M
B JULIAN
BABBITT BRUCE
BABIES
BACTERIA
BAD HAND ANTON
BAD HEART BULL JAY
BAD HEART BULL LOR
BAD MOCCASIN DONAL
BAD RIVER RESERV
BAD WOUND ELGIN
BADER GINSBURG RUT
BADLANDS SD
BADMILK VIENNA
BAHA'IS FAITH
BAHE EDISON
BAILEY VONDA
BAIRD PHIL
BAKER GERARD A
BALD EAGLE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/26/1994 BG8I XO'DANIEL NAMED CITIZEN OF THE MONTH
3/09/1995 CG14 AWARDS RECOGNIZE NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
3/09/1995 C021 *FIRST AMERICANS IN THE ARTS AWARDS A SUCCESS
3/23/1995 A033 XJUNO AWARDS TO HONOR ABORIGINAL ARTISTS
3/23/1995 A061 AWARD WINNERS INCLUDE MAINE SCHOOL CHILDREN
6/01/1995 A021 KDUBRAY CITED FOR DEDICATION TO BUFFALO
11/23/1995 B051 TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS WIN RICHARDS AWARD
4/29/1992 B021 AYETAPI SOCIETY--MALE AS TRADITIONAL ROLE MODEL
3/03/1993 A031 AZTEC EXHIBIT BREAKS 700.000 ATTENDANCE MARK
9/01/1993 B051 MONTANA YOUTH PLACES IN JAPAN GRAND FINALS
3/20/1991 AOll xCROW CREEK LANDS 2ND PLACE
10/26/1994 B026 MINORITY SMALL BUSINESS PERSON OF THE YEAR AWARD
1/05/1995 C051 KJULIAN B RAPS ABOUT STAYING ON RED ROAD
12/31/1992 A015 BABBITT TO HEAD INTERIOR
1/21/1993 A012 BABBITT VOWS A 'SACRED TRUST'
1/28/1993 A012 *BABBITT VOWS TO LISTEN, WILL SIT AT MEETING WITH TR
2/11/1993 AOll BABBITT HEARS ASST SECRETARY PRESENTATIONS
2/11/1993 A015 BABBITT TAKES ON GOVERNORS OVER GAMING
2/25/1993 A021 BABBITT BLASTS ARIZONA INDIAN GAMING LIMITS
3/03/1993 A085 BABBITT VOWS TO UPHOLD FEDERAL GAMING LAWS
3/31/1993 A061 ARIZONA TRIBES REJECT BABBITT COMPROMISE
5/05/1993 B071 BABBITT OUTLINES REGULATIONS FOR WASTE DUMPS ON TRIB
6/09/1993 A015 IS BABBITT BEING FITTED FOR HIGH COURT ROBES?
2/10/1994 A071 BABBITT IN NO HURRY TO RESOLVE CASINO BID IN ALABAMA
2/16/1994 A032 BABBITT MEETS WITH WESTERN SHOSHONE
5/11/1994 A025 INTERIOR SECRETARY BABBITT IN RUNNING FOR HIGH COURT
8/10/1994 A031 INTERIOR SECRETARY TO TAG ALONG WITH HOTSHOT CREW
11/23/1994 B041 BABBITT SAYS TRIBES MAY TAKE OVER POWER DAMS
12/15/1994 A012 SANDIA PUEBLO SUES BABBITT
1/19/1995 AOll BABBITT NAMES ROESSEL TO TOP POST
2/16/1995 A012 BABBITT CONVENES CABINETWIDE WORK GROUP
4/20/1995 A024 BABBITT APPOINTS NEW DIRECTOR--AM INDIAN TRUST
6/01/1995 A021 BABBITT SELECTS CHIPPEWA LAWYER FOR INTERIOR JOB
6/01/1995 A033 BABBITT, ALASKA NATIVES SIGN AGREEMENT
8/31/1995 A031 BABBITT SAYS BIA CUTS 'FIG LEAF'
9/14/1995 A014 BABBITT TELLS CLINTON--VETO INTERIOR BILL
11/16/1995 A025 MCCAIN--BABBITT MUST EXPLAIN UNSPENT FUNDS
SEE INFANTS
1/05/1995 A015 HEALTH WORKER STRICKEN WITH 'FLESH-EATING' BACTERIA
6/08/1995 AOll KCOOL BABY
3/12/1991 A026 RAPID CITY STUDENT'S ART WORK TO BE DISPLAYED
5/25/1994 B014 BAD HEART BULL NOT RUNNING
11/10/1993 B015 DIRECTOR CHOSEN TO HEAD AREA IHS
3/16/1994 A025 CHEMICALS FROM CLOSED DUMP MAY HAVE TAINTED WATER
12/11/1991 B021 ^TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP CAME FROM BOTTOM UP
7/28/1993 A015 HIGH COURT NOMINEE ASKED TO ADDRESS SOVEREIGNTY ISSU
5/15/1991 A025 XNO MORE RECON MISSIONS UNTIL HIKERS BECOME OF AGE!
5/29/1991 B012 'TIMES' OFFERS TRAVEL TIPS WITH INDIAN PERSPECTIVE
5/29/1991 B012 XSOUTH UNIT OF BADLANDS OPENS TO BUSY SEASON
8/28/1991 A035 BADLANDS VISITATION BOOMING
7/01/1992 S131 *BADLANDS--MAKO SICA FASCINATES VISITORS
7/08/1992 A012 XLAKOTA WANT STOLEN BONES BACK
7/08/1992 A015 XLOCAL PALEONTOLOGIST HAD MANY BONES TO PICK
8/26/1992 B034 BADLANDS ASSOC ANNOUNCES PINE RIDGE BOOKLET
4/07/1993 A082 BADLANDS LOOK TO HIRE LOCAL HELP
6/02/1993 B031 BADLANDS READING COUNCIL FORMED
7/08/1993 B012 ARCHITECTS PLAN BADLANDS WESTERN GATEWAY
7/08/1993 B025 *PREHISTORIC PIG FOUND IN BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK
10/27/1993 B012 MEMORIAL PROPOSED TO HONOR VETERANS
11/03/1993 B012 MEMORIAL PROPOSED AT BADLANDS
12/01/1993 A021 UNKTEHIS' BONES LIE BURIED IN BADLANDS
8/31/1994 B012 ^BADLANDS
9/14/1994 B055 REVIEW OF FALL BADLANDS HUNT FOR OST MEMBERS
11/23/1994 B021 OST INTERPRETIVE CENTER PLANNED FOR BADLANDS
4/20/1995 AOll KA GREAT MYSTERY
5/25/1995 coil KBADLANDS--MAKO SICO FASCINATES VISITORS
6/29/1995 B014 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE OFFERS TO MANAGE BADLANDS PARK
9/14/1995 B031 BADLANDS TOURISM DOWN
11/16/1995 AOll XA HAZY SHADE OF WINTER
6/19/1991 C034 xVIENNA BADMILK COMPLETES TRAINING
10/20/1993 BOll HUNKPAPA WOMAN PICKED FOR BAHA'I NATL BOARD
2/26/1991 A071 NAVAJO 'INSTANT OFFENSE' IS A LIVING LEGEND
8/07/1991 A012 XIOWA COURT IGNORES CHILD WELFARE ACT
8/14/1991 A031 BAILEYS APPEAL IOWA CHILD CUSTODY DECISION
10/16/1991 AlOl BAILEYS CHARGE IOWA COURTS LIED IN...CUSTODY MATTER
1/05/1994 A071 BAIRD NAMED PRESIDENT OF NIEA
9/01/1993 A074 xBAKER NAMED SUPERINTENDENT OF LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLE
SEE EAGLE
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BALD EAGLE CHRIS
BALDWIN LORENZO
BALLET
BALTIMORE MD
BANDS
BANKS S BANKING
BANKS DENNIS
BANKS SHELLEY
BANUELOS ROBERT
BAPTIST CHURCH
BARABOO W1
BARBER WAYNE
BARKER RODNEY
BARLOW EARL
BARNABY MARY
BARNETT MARK
barnhArt don
BARON PEGGY
BARONA CASINO
BARRE MA
BARRON ROBIN
BARRY MARION
BARSH RUSSEL
BART CHUCK
BASEBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/08/1992 AG31
5/13/1992 A071
10/26/1995 A044
2/19/1992 B071
3/18/1992 A012
2/26/1991 A093
9/25/1991
10/02/1991
5/13/1992
7/15/1992
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
12/11/1991
5/20/1992
7/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/22/1992
11/26/1992
1/21/1993
2/11/1993
4/28/1993
9/29/1993
11/17/1993
11/17/1993
12/22/1993
1/12/1994
1/26/1994
2/16/1994
3/02/1994
3/16/1994
3/16/1994
4/06/1994
5/11/1994
5/18/1994
5/25/1994
5/25/1994
5/25/1994
6/01/1994
6/15/1994
8/10/1994
9/21/1994
10/26/1994
2/16/1995
6/29/1995
7/06/1995
7/20/1995
9/07/1995
12/07/1995
7/31/1991
1/14/1992
8/19/1992
9/29/1993
5/11/1994
11/24/1993
12/17/1992
10/06/1993
1/28/1993
9/04/1991
2/23/1995
3/30/1994
8/17/1995
8/24/1995
6/01/1995
2/04/1993
3/09/1994
9/21/1994
3/31/1993
1/08/1991
3/05/1991
6/10/1992
7/08/1992
7/22/1992
11/19/1992
12/10/1992
A081
A041
BO 11
A102
AOll
B014
B013
A061
A075
A012
A014
A031
B061
A044
A013
B091
B014
A071
AOll
A073
B015
A051
A012
A031
B041
B061
B071
A083
B051
A031
S121
S141
S151
B041
B042
B041
coil
A031
C051
A021
A013
A014
B061
AOll
A012
A085.
B114
B012
B051
coil
B051
A061
B061
A041
B031
BOll
A024
A084
C063
B012
AOll
A041
B015
A032
A081
B066
A081
A061
B031
S151
KCHEYENNE RIVER MAN CHALLENGES CRIMES ACT
KBALD EAGLE IS GRANTED FIFTH CONTINUANCE
IN SEARCH OF.A LOST NAVAJO FRIEND CD
KRODNEY GRANT IS NARRATOR FOR 'WINTER MOONS'
KNEW 'WINTER MOONS' BALLET BREATHES LIFE INTO LEGEND
BALTIMORE ELDERLY CENTER FULFILLS LONGHELD DREAM
SEE MUSIC BAND
KDESTINY ROCKERS PROMOTES 'CHANGE FOR CHILDREN'
kthe day mission band grew up
ktchs band on the roll
GROUP 'WILD ROSE' TO BLOOM ON STAGE AT FT RANDALL
MONTANA BOARD OF GOVERNORS DENIES BANK MERGER
$10 MILLION LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST BANK
KLAKOTA FUND ENDORSED WITH GRANTS TOTALING $40,000
JUDGE RULES LOAFER VS GORDON BANK CASE TO TRIAL
PAPER CHASE LEADS LOAFERS AND BANK TO SETTLEMENT
KNATIVE ACTION NETS $4 MILLION LENDING GOAL
ARE SD, NEBRASKA BANKS 'RED LINING'?
CRA REC0NS1DERED--WHAT IT IS AND IS NOT
NATIVE ACTION WRITES BOOK ON CRA FOR TRIBES
PAUL SIMON SUGGESTS BANK FOR PINE RIDGE CD
SHOULD TRIBES LET LOCAL BANKS INVEST TRUST FUNDS?
ONLY TRIBE-OWNED BANK RINGS UP EXCELLENT YEAR
NORWEST TO TAKE OVER FARMERS STATE BANK
NAVAJO NATION ERASING 'REDLINE BANKING'
LENDING AND HOUSING BlAS IN SD CHARGED BY JUSTICE
NEW RESOURCE GUIDE STRIVES TO PROMOTE MORTGAGE LEND
SISSETON-WAHPETON SIGN BANK AGREEMENT
FIRST INDIAN-OWNED BANK WAS IN OKLA (L)
SETTLEMENT REACHED WITH BANKS DISCRIMINATING AGAINST
KCRA CONFERENCE SPOTLIGHTS INDIAN COUNTRY
A LOOK AHEAD AT BENEFITS OF NEW COMMUNITY RE-INVEST
COMMUNITY RE-INVESTMENT ACT COULD BE PRIME TOOL
BLACKFEET BANK ISSUES TAX-DEFERRED, RETIREMENT
FEDERAL COMPTROLLER OF CURRENCY PAYS A VISIT
KSTOCKMEN'S bank--management of BLACKPIPE STATE BANK
MONTANA LAUNCHES BANK DISCRIMINATION' PROBE
CAN BANKS LEND IN INDIAN COUNTRY?
JUST OVER THE RESERVATION BORDER--BANKS FIND
BANKING IN INDIAN COUNTRY IS SENSITIVE BUSINESS
KCOMMUNITY RE-INVESTMENT & QUESTION OF POWER
kbank on it
COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT--A MATTER OF RESOURCES
OWNING THE BANK IS A BOOST FOR BLACKFEET
BANK ACT EXTENDED TO GAMING
KBANK MAKES HOUSING AFFORDABLE FOR UTAH & MONTANA
MILLE LACS BAND PURCHASES LOCAL BANK
OST CRITICS SAY ARAB BANK DEAL MERELY A 'SCAM'
OST COUNCIL KILLS ARAB BANK DEAL
NORWEST TO ESTABLISH MORTGAGE REP
BANK DISCRIMINATION FOUND IN TWO STATES
KMEANS/BANKS strike on 'MOHICANS' SET
DENNIS BANKS ORGANIZES SACRED RUN
CHIPPEWA WOMAN WRITES ABOUT BAD BOARDING SCHOOL
KCONGRESSIONAL HOPEFUL OFFERS SUPPORT
SEE CHURCH BAPTIST
BARABOO-DELLS TO BECOME ALL-WEATHER AIRPORT
KOGLALA ENTREPRENEUR MAY HOLD KEY TO GAMING WIN
THE BROKEN C1RCLE--T0UCH1NG ON ISSUES OF RACISM IN A
BIA OFFICIAL REPORTEDLY VIOLATED FEDERAL POLICY
KDRIVEN BY A 'LOVE BEYOND ALL OTHERS'
POLICY NEEDED TO CONTROL 'ROGUE' AG (ED)
BARNETT ASKS FOR FBI HELP IN CAPTURING STEELE
RESIGNATION ACCEPTED
HILLARY'S DREAMCATCHER RESULTS IN CONVICTION
GUILTY PLEA IN EAGLE FEATHER CASE
BARONA CASINO AWARDS SYMPHONY $200,000
KVISIT TO ARTIFACTS TOUCHES DELEGATION WITH SADNESS
NY 'SHAMAN' CHARGED FOR BIZARRE RITUAL
MARION BARRY DESERVES CREDIT, NOT CRITICISM (ED)
AUTHOR SEEKS WWl STORIES
VETERAN ASKS IF INDIANS WILL GET FAIR TREATMENT
CROW CREEK BALLFIELD WILL BENEFIT ALL AGES
KMAJOR LEAGUE TEAM MAKES PITCH FOR RC BALL PLAYER
KAT THE OL' BALL PARK
KPOLISHING UP AT THE DIAMOND
OPPOSITION FORMS TO SIOUX CITY'S BASEBALL TEAM NAME
KMOE SHEVLIN REMEMBERED
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BASHA EDDIE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/17/1992 coil SIOUX CITY 'SOOS' WILL DROP TEAM NICKNAME
3/24/1993 AG31 MASCOT PROTESTORS TO PLAY HARDBALL AT BASEBALL OPENE
8/18/1993 B031 ^PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL PLAYER KEEPS ANCESTRY ALIVE
3/23/1994 B051 *LONGER HAIR OKAY FOR LAKOTA PRO PITCHER
3/23/1994 B053 BENNETT ALREADY THINKING ABOUT LIFE AFTER BASEBAL
5/18/1994 CG31 BOB BENNETT PROMOTED
6/15/1994 BG61 *YOUNG HAVRE LEFTY PICKED PUERTO RICO TRIP
6/15/1994 BG85 BASEBALL ISSUES MINORITY REPORT
6/22/1994 BG64 UANBLEE BALL TEAM SEEKS FUNDS
6/29/1994 AG41 xBASEBALL GIANTS FROM THE RIDGE ARE LEGENDS
8/G3/1994 CG51 $1,0GG CONTRIBUTION WILL ASSIST BASEBALL TEAM
8/1G/1994 BG12 KSTEE-RIKE
8/17/1994 BG41 KHOPl UMP CALLS 'EM AS HE SEES 'EM
8/31/1994 AGll XBOYS OF SUMMER
8/31/1994 CGll *THE WAY IT WAS--
8/31/1994 CG14 PEWENOFKIT NAMED TO ALL-STARS
9/14/1994 AG41 xBASEBALL STR1KE--AT LEAST IT GIVES A BREAK FROM HEA
9/14/1994 BG51 FLAP OVER NEWS ARTICLES WRAPS UP BENNETT'S BALL SEAS
lG/19/1994 BG64 XYOUNG GUNS COMPLETE A SUCCESSFUL SEASON
12/G7/1994 AG61 MILWAUKEE BREWERS MAY GET NEW STADIUM
4/G6/1995 AGll XSICANGU IS AIMING FOR MAJOR LEAGUES
4/2G/1995 AG44 BASEBALL HERO BOB BENNETT INSPIRES FT MCDOWELL (L)
9/28/1995 AG41 kWORLD SERIES HOPEFULS WORST OF BOTH WORLDS
lG/19/1995 AG44 BASEBALL FAN DISCOURAGED BY SEASON'S STANDINGS (L)
11/G2/1995 AGll 'RACIST' SERIES CONFRONTED
12/14/1995 BG51 X1976 LAKOTA BASEBALL CHAMPS REMEMBERED
1/19/1994 AG41 BASHA MISLEADS ARIZONANS BY SUPPORTING UA TELESC (L)
1/19/1994 AG44 CANDIDATE LACKS RESPECT FOR NATIVE BELIEFS (L)
2/16/1994 AG51 BASHA DISREGARDS TRADITIONS, BELIEFS (L)
9/21/1994 AG13 BASHA TO FACE SYMINGTON IN ARIZ GUBERNATORIAL RACE
1/15/1991 AG31 KTIMES SELECTS ALL-LAKOTA GIRLS TEAM
1/15/1991 AG31 WEST RIVER CLASSIC HELD DESPITE COLD WEATHER
1/15/1991 S131 CHIEFS SHINE IN SHOOTOUT
1/15/1991 S134 RED CL0UD--C0M1NG ON
1/29/1991 AG12 *CROW CREEK CHAMPS
1/29/1991 AlGl *CH1EFTA1NS REMAIN ON TOP
1/29/1991 Alll TAKINI DEFEATS CRAZY HORSE AT CIVIC CENTER
1/29/1991 SG91 KFALCONS FALL TO WINNER IN WILD ONE
1/29/1991 SG93 RED CLOUD IG BETTER THAN THORPES
2/26/1991 AG71 NAVAJO 'INSTANT OFFENSE' IS A LIVING LEGEND
3/G5/1991 AG12 KSTATE 'A' BOUND!
3/G5/1991 AG71 *TODD COUNTY TO STATE AFTER 4G YEARS
3/12/1991 AG71 *THE FALCON FLOW TAKES TODD COUNTY
3/2G/1991 AGll kCROW CREEK LANDS 2ND PLACE
3/2G/1991 AG61 kA CLASS ACT!
3/2G/1991.AG61 RED CLOUD S ST FRANCIS MOVED IN DISTRICT SHUFFLE
3/2G/1991 AG81 ANNUAL LAKOTA ALL STAR GAME SET FOR APRIL 6
3/27/1991 AG75 ETHETE'S TEAMS, GIRLS AND BOYS, ARE CHAMPIONS
4/17/1991 BGll KALL-STAR CLASSIC IS ENTERTAINING
4/17/1991 CG14 BRADFORD MAY HANG UP HOOP GEAR NEXT SEASON
5/G1/1991 BGll *LAKOTA TIMES CITES 9TH ANNUAL ALL STARS
5/29/1991 AG71 TWO SIOUX TEAMS TRIUMPH IN NEW MEXICO
6/12/1991 CG44 TAKINI COACH WILL RETURN
9/11/1991 AG12 KIN YOUR FACE
9/18/1991 BG41 kLADY THORPES OFF AND RUNNING PAST ST FRANCIS
1G/G2/1991 AG81 kLADY THORPES CRUSH LADY MUSTANGS 83-36
1G/G9/1991 BG14 LAKOTA NATION TOURNEY INITIATES SCHOLARSHIPS
lG/23/1991 AG51 OFFICIALS ACTIONS DECR1ED--G1RLS B-BALL FRACAS (L)
1G/3G/1991 AG73 KLADY FALCONS STRONG AT SEASON END
11/13/1991 AG61 kLAKOTA CROWN GOES TO RED CLOUD
11/27/1991 BGll KCRUSADERS DEFEAT THORPES FOR 14A TITLE
11/27/1991 BG21 KST FRANCIS FINISHES SEASON
11/27/1991 BG23 KLADY FALCONS FALL TO GREGORY IN DISTRICT 13A
12/11/1991 AG12 KGOOD GO, CRUSADERS!
12/11/1991 AG41 LAKOTA NATION TOURNAMENT LOOKED FORWARD TO (ED)
12/11/1991 AG81 NEW YOUTH BASKETBALL LEAGUE NEEDS COMMUNITY HELP
12/11/1991 CGll KDREAMS DON'T ALWAYS COME TRUE
12/11/1991 CG12 RED CLOUD OPENS WITH WIN OVER LENNOX
12/11/1991 CG22 RED CLOUD ADVANCES TO CHAMPIONSHIP
12/24/1991 BGll kCUSTER JUST TOO G00D--AGA1N!
12/24/1991 BG41 kBIG CROW, JANIS & RICHARDS CHOSEN FOR CLASS A TEAM
1/G8/1992 AG91 KWARRIOR RALLY STUNS COMETS OF RAPID CITY
1/G8/1992 AG93 kWHITE RIVER TIGERS STOP LITTLE WOUND
1/G8/1992 AG95 CHIEFTAINS RIP THORPES 83-57
1/21/1992 AG12 kFALCONS HIP MUSTANGS
1/21/1992 AG75 ROSEBUD 'SHOOT-OUT' IN MISSION JAN 25
1/21/1992 AlGl MUSTANGS TAKE TODD COUNTY TO LIMIT BUT FALL 89-82
1/21/1992 A1G4 kRED CLOUD BY 1 IN A WILD ONE AT LEAD, 68-67
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2/0A/1992 A031 SISSETON PARENTS PROTEST TEAM CUTS AS DISCRIMINATION
2/0A/1992 A071 XCRUSADERS REIGN IN OFF AN' RUNNIN* MUSTANGS
2/0A/1992 A075 SIOUX YMCA CO-ED TOURNEY SET FOR FEB 8
2/0A/1992 A081 xMARTY BRAVES SPEED TO TOURNAMENT VICTORY
2/12/1992 BOll XWOYUONIHAN--ALL LAKOTA GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM SELECT
2/19/1992 BOll XFALCONS VETO DOUBLE-A PIERRE GOVERNORS
2/19/1992 BOll kCHIEFTAINS OUT-QUICK CRUSADERS
2/26/1992 A085 KDUPREE SOPHOMORE LIKES TO PLAY ON DEFENSE
3/0A/1992 BOll KCLASS A ALL THE WAY! ,
3/04/1992 BOll PINE RIDGE DOWNS LWS 73-67
3/04/1992 B013 XRED CLOUD TO REGIONALS
3/04/1992 B021 kFALCONS FLY TO 13A TITLE
3/04/1992 B021 xFALCONS EVADE ST FRANCIS 73-70
3/18/1992 BOll KCHIEFTAINS PUT ON A CLASS ACT
3/18/1992 B024 KPEP RALLY
3/18/1992 B054 MARTY FALLS TO STICKNEY
3/18/1992 B065 WASHINGTON TOURNAMENT DRAWS TOP COMPETITION
3/25/1992 A071 OLD RIVALRY DUMPED FOR NEW BALL HOGS
3/25/1992 A071 KTIMES TEAM TAKES SECOND IN CITY
4/15/1992 BOll kLAKOTA ALL STAR GAME
4/29/1992 B015 ^CHRISTIAN ACADEMY SPORTS NEW BASKETBALL PROGRAM
5/13/1992 B033 SLATED TOUR MAY HELP BALL TEAM
5/20/1992 BOll kALL LAKOTA '92
6/10/1992 B034 DENVER NUGGETS MEMBERS TO ATTEND BASKETBALL CLINIC
6/10/1992 B061 KSTEPPING OFF THE COURT
6/17/1992 A065 MARTY COLLEGE TO HOST BASKETBALL ALL STARS
7/01/1992 A076 HOOPS CLINIC MAKES WORK SEEM EASY
7/08/1992 A083 XDIVISION 1 BALL SAME OLD GAME TO SMALL TOWN GIRL
7/08/1992 A083 AREA HOOPSTERS TAKE STATE TITLE
7/15/1992 A081 kKIDS MAKE STRIDES IN THRILLERS' CAMP
9/09/1992 A012 xBACK ON THE COURT
9/16/1992 Alll KLADY CRUSADERS RIDE OVER HILL CITY
9/23/1992 A081 COACH GETS CLEAN SLATE
10/08/1992 DOll NEZ PERCE MEMBERS PROTEST NON-INDIAN COACH
11/12/1992 A013 TOURNEY THREATENS TO LEAVE RAPID CITY
11/12/1992 B061 LADY 'SADERS WIN LAKOTA NATION TITLE
12/10/1992 B041 kSTOPPED SHORT-LADY CRUSADERS FALL TO WHITE RIVER
12/17/1992 B012 LAKOTA INVITE TO STAY IN RAPID CITY
12/24/1992 A042 LADY THORPES WERE OUTSTANDING, SAY FANS (L)
12/24/1992 A043 kPOINTS WORTH NOTING AROUND INDIAN COUNTRY
12/24/1992 coil KFOUR IN A kOW
12/31/1992 B031 RECONCILIATION AND ROUNDBALL--A STORY LINE OF
12/31/1992 B035 RICHARDS, STRAIN, CARLOW MAKE CLASS A ALL-STATE
1/07/1993 B031 xCRUSADERS WIN AT WEST RIVER CLASSIC
1/07/1993 B035 RACISM REARS HEAD ON HIGH SCHOOL COURT
1/28/1993 A044 OPEN LETTER--SFIS CANCELS GAMES WITH THORPES (L)
1/28/1993 A051 LAKOTA BASKETBALL NEEDS SHOT IN ARM, NOT HEAD (L)
2/04/1993 B041 KTROPHY CHASE
2/04/1993 B051 KIND COUNTRY TODAY SELECTS ALL-LAKOTA GIRLS TEAM
2/18/1993 C012 kTHORPES FALL IN THRILLER OPENER
2/25/1993 B063 KSHOOTING STAR--ASU'S RYNELDI BECENTI TAKES HER GAM
3/03/1993 A013 kSUNSET SHOTS
3/03/1993 B061 OUSTED COACH FILES CHARGES OF DISCRIMINATION
3/03/1993 B062 kCRAZY HORSE FALLS IN FIRST ROUND
3/03/1993 B062 FALCONS HOLD OFF GREGORY, FALL TO WINNER
3/03/1993 B063 ST FRANCIS TAKES HARD KNOCK WITH HEADS UP
3/03/1993 B065 KCRUSADERS TOP THORPES IN DISTRICT 14B FINALS
3/03/1993 B071 kBALANCED ATTACK PUTS SOLEN ON BASKETBALL MAP
3/03/1993 B073 KQUICK HANDS GIVE STANDING ROCK EDGE
3/17/1993 A041 ITS HOW THEY PLAY THE GAME (ED)
3/17/1993 B041 KFINE FINISH
3/17/1993 BOSr STANDING ROCK HEADS TO STATE
3/17/1993 B054 SIOUX END SEASON IN REGION LOSS TO TULARE
3/24/1993 B041 STANDING ROCK AT STATE
3/31/1993 B072 NATIONAL BASKETBALL TOURNEY APRIL 21
3/31/1993 B073 CHERRY CREEK BASKETBALL TOURNEY RESULTS LISTED
4/07/1993 B061 kEIGHT MAKE ALL-STATE
4/07/1993 B065 STONE CHILD HOOPSTERS CAPTURE TWO TROPHIES
4/14/1993 B085 WINNING COACH IS NO MATCH FOR INTERNAL FEUDS
4/28/1993 B051 kLAKOTA ALL-STARS ROCK ROOSEVELT GYM
5/12/1993 coil KBOYS ALL-LAKOTA '93 SELECTED
5/19/1993 B082 kMIS TEAM PLAYS IN IDAHO
6/02/1993 A071 THRILLERS SCHEDULE CAMPS FOR ST FRANCIS, EAGLE BUTTE
7/08/1993 B051 C-EB BOYS NET SUMMER ATTENDANCE MARK
7/08/1993 B052 THRILLERS BRING CAMP TO ST FRANCIS
7/28/1993 B033 COED AND MEN'S COURT TOURNAMENT
9/22/1993 B041 kPINE RIDGE COACH OLD NUMBER RETIRED, CAREER BEGINNI
11/10/1993 B041 KROSEBUD TEAMS BID FOR CHAMPS
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BASKETBALL 11/10/1993 B041 SUANNE BIG CROW BOYS S GIRLS CLUB OFFERS CHANCE TO
11/10/1993 B0A3 IITH ANNUAL WOMEN'S LAKOTA NATION INVITATIONAL
11/17/1993 A051 GIRLS LAKOTA NATION TOURNAMENT SHINES (L)
11/17/1993 B015 BASKETBALL GIVE-AWAY MAY CLASH WITH RULES
11/2A/1993 B041 KRED CLOUD LADY CRUSADERS, WINNER WARRIORS ADVANCE
12/08/1993 SOAl MORE THAN JUST A BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
12/08/1993 S084 MISCOMMUNICATION ON GIVEAWAY RESOLVED
12/08/1993 S121 1993 BOYS BASKETBALL SEASON
12/08/1993 S281 1977-78 BASKETBALL SEASON
12/15/1993 A041 FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE--LAKOTA INVITATIONAL (ED)
12/15/1993 A051 PROUD OF THE SHOW 'LADY SADERS' (L)
12/22/1993 B041 xMUSTANGS CLAIM INVITATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
12/22/1993 B041 KINVITATIONAL PROVIDES EXCITEMENT, ENTERTAINMENT
12/22/1993 B041 kRED TEAM WINS 3RD ANNUAL GIRLS ALL-STAR GAME
12/29/1993 A044 LAKOTA NATION INVITATIONAL, JOB WELL DONE (L)
12/29/1993 B091 36CARLOW AND STRAIN SELECTED FOR CLASS A ALL-STATE TE
1/05/1994 B034 SPIRIT OF SU AWARDS ANNOUNCED
1/12/1994 B041 XLITTLE WOUND DOWNS RED CLOUD
1/12/1994 B051 BRAVES TAKE THREE FROM CHIEFTAINS
1/26/1994 B041 *TOP PLAYERS MAKE CUT FOR ALL-LAKOTA TEAM
1/26/1994 B053 CHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE BEATS ST FRANCIS
1/26/1994 B053 BRAVES LOSE TO MOBRIDGE 72-46
2/16/1994 A071 kCEB BRAVES TAME MUSTANGS
2/16/1994 A071 JACKSON HEADS TO FREE THROW COMPETITION
2/16/1994 A072 CHEYENNE RIVER HONORS BRAVES OF THE PAST
2/23/1994 A081 CHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE BRAVES NET VICTORY
2/23/1994 A083 TWO LANCE MEMORIAL TOURNEY SET
3/02/1994 B061 *RED CLOUD CLINCHES DISTRICT 14A TITLE
3/02/1994 B064 *CEB CAPTURES 12A CROWN, WHITE RIVER TAKES llA
3/09/1994 A044 CEB FANS SCOLDED FOR LACK OF SPORTSMANSHIP (L)
3/09/1994 coil KRED CLOUD EARNS TRIP TO STATE A
3/09/1994 C016 TAKINI IS 16B CHAMPION
3/09/1994 C012 kWINDOW ROCK, ST MICHAEL WIN ARIZONA STATE TITLES
3/09/1994 C021 ZEPHIER MEMORIAL HOOPS TOURNEY SET
3/09/1994 C021 STANDING ROCK PLACES SECOND IN DISTRICT IIB
3/09/1994 C022 BRAVES HEAD TO STATE A
3/09/1994 C022 KRAPID CHRISTIAN NIPS CRAZY HORSE
3/09/1994 C023 kLAMONT HONORED FOR ACADEMICS, ATHLETICS
3/09/1994 C031 COLLEGES CLASH AT SINTE GLESKA
3/09/1994 C032 TIOSPA ZINA LOSES CLOSE DISTRICT GAME
3/09/1994 C032 PRISON TOURNAMENT PLANNED FOR MARCH 25-27 IN WYOMING
3/16/1994 A061 TAKINI WINS BERTH AT STATE TOURNAMENT
3/16/1994 A061 KCHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE SNAGS EIGHTH IN CLASS A
3/16/1994 A061 SALISH-KOOIENAI SEEK AID FOR TEAMS
3/16/1994 A063 KRED CLOUD NETS FOURTH IN STATE TOURNEY
3/16/1994 A063 FRIDAY SHOOTOUTS LIVELY
3/16/1994 A064 AREA PLAYERS SELECTED TO STATE A-TEAM
3/23/1994 A051 CEB FAN'S CALL CRITICS HYPOCRITICAL CD
3/23/1994 B041 kTAKINI NABS 7TH AT 1ST STATE B TOURNAMENT
3/23/1994 B041 NIAA BASKETBALL TOURNEY WILL BE STORMIN' IN
3/30/1994 B051 CEB COACH'S HOME VANDALIZED AFTER TOURNEY
3/30/1994 B051 kDUNSEITH SURPRISES NORTH DAKOTA HOOPS EXPERTS
3/30/1994 B051 kHOBBS NAMED BIG WEST'S BEST
3/30/1994 B054 CLASSIC TEAMS PICKED
3/30/1994 B061 UNITED TRIBES, SINTE GLESKA WIN
4/06/1994 B051 KROUBIDEAUX WINS TOP AWARD
4/06/1994 B053 THUNDERBIRDS FLYING HIGH IN MONTANA HOOPS
4/13/1994 B041 kLAKOTA NATION CLASSIC A REAL CLASSIC
4/20/1994 B041 KA NOTCH ABOVE THE REST
5/04/1994 B046 NIAA CROWNS CHAMP
5/11/1994 C012 WINNEBAGO HOOPS TOURNEY FIGHTS DRUGS, ALCOHOL
5/11/1994 C013 KHOOPS OPENS DOORS
5/25/1994 coil KMICHELLE RED WILLOW--BORN TO SUCCEED
5/25/1994 C031 FT WASHAKIE STAR SIGNS TO PLAY FOR DICKINSON
5/25/1994 C034 TOPS TOURNEY
6/01/1994 coil kALL-LAKOTA TEAM HAS SPEED, HEIGHT & DESIRE
6/01/1994 C032 THREE-ON-THREE COMING TO RAPID
6/08/1994 B072 COACHES, TEAMS RECEIVE HONORS
6/15/1994 B073 KTWO SISSETON STUDENTS EXCEL AT RAINY RIVER
6/22/1994 B061 kMOOT NELSON'S ATHLETIC CAREER RECALLED
7/13/1994 B042 KBEST KIND OF SUMMER SCHOOL
7/27/1994 A081 UNM BASKETBALL STANDOUT SAYS DREAMS CAN COME TRUE
.8/17/1994 B043 LAKESIDE QUALIFIES FOR BOULDER TOURNEY
9/21/1994 B061 KKYLE TEAM A 3-0N-3 RUNNER-UP IN HOOPS
10/12/1994 B044 MALONE SHOWS HIS HERITAGE
10/19/1994 B012 DAYS INN MAY BE TARGET OF BOYCOTT
11/10/1994 coil kTODD COUNTY CLINCHES LAKOTA NATION TOURNAMENT
11/10/1994 C041 PINE RIDGE TEAMS FALL IN WEST RIVER CLASSIC
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11/23/1994 coil KINDIAN COUNTRY SCHOOLS KNOCKED OUT OF B RACE
11/23/1994 CG21 XSH00TIN6 HOOPS AGAINST THE SOLDIERS
11/30/1994 BG51 kGREGORY ENDS RED CLOUD CRUSADE 45-41
11/3G/1994 BG51 ALL INDIAN NATIONS CLASSIC SET FOR DEC 27-29
11/3G/1994 BG51 XOUR LADY OF LOURDES CLAIMS QUAD STATES
12/22/1994 AG14 XZEROIN' IN
12/22/1994 CGll xMUSTANGS REPEAT AS LAKOTA CHAMPS
12/29/1994 BG51 *LAKOTA'S FINEST 15
12/29/1994 BG51 xWHITES PREVAIL AT SUANNE BIG CROW
12/29/1994 BG55 TWO NAMED TO ALL-RUSHMORE
1/12/1995 BG41 xSERIES EVENS WITH RED CLOUD WIN
1/12/1995 B041 XSKYHAWKS THROW THE LONGHORNS
1/19/1995 CGll XTHORPES THROW A SCARE INTO MUSTANGS
1/19/1995 CGll THORPES FALL SHORT IN SNOWBALL CLASSIC BID
1/26/1995 CG31 XNICC OFF TO A GREAT START
2/G2/1995 BG51 XSKYHAWKS STUN SECOND-RANKED MUSTANGS
2/G9/1995 B064 MARTY RULES AT ALL-INDIAN TOURNEY
2/16/1995 BG61 XBRAVES GO TO 13-3
2/16/1995 BG61 INDIAN COUNTRY SCHOOLS RANKED IN POLL
2/23/1995 BG71 xTHORPES FINISH SEASON ON HIGH NOTE
3/G2/1995 AG41 INVISIBLE RACE LEFT IN THE DARK (ED)
3/G2/1995 BG71 xCRUSADERS CONQUER MUSTANGS, DISTRICT 14
3/G2/1995 BG71 CHEYENNE EAGLE BUTTE RULES IN 12-A
3/G2/1995 BG72 BURKE HOLDS OFF ST FRANCIS IN 13-A
3/G2/1995 BG75 CROW CREEK FALLS SHORT IN IG-A BID
3/G2/1995 BG81 WHITE RIVER MASTERS IN 11-A
3/G2/1995 BG81 CRUSADERS WRAP UP ON WINNING NOTE
3/G9/1995 BG71 xBRAVES UPEND WHITE RIVER FOR TOURNEY BIRTH
3/G9/1995 BG73 WALL DASHES CRAZY HORSE'S PLAY-OFF HOPES
3/G9/1995 BG72 xRED CLOUD BLOWS OUT BURKE IN SECOND HALF
3/G9/1995 S291 WINDOW ROCK FIGHTING SCOUTS, LADY SCOUTS TAKE HOME
3/16/1995 AG12 XWE ARE THE CHAMPIONS
3/16/1995 BlGl xRED CLOUD RULES IN CLASS A
3/16/1995 BlGl XCHEYENNE-^EAGLE BUTTE FAILED IN QUEST FOR STATE TITL
3/16/1995 Bill XTAKINI SURVIVES WALL ASSAULT, 5G-48
3/23/1995 BG44 SKYHAWKS CLINCH CLASS B CONSOLATION CHAMPIONSHIP
3/23/1995 BG51 xTHE LITTLE HUSKERS
3/3G/1995 BG81 x'95 ALL-LAKOTA GIRLS--HOT SHOOTING BALL HANDLERS
3/3G/1995 BG82 XINDIAN BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION BURNS UP CIVIC CENTER
3/3G/1995 BG81 ALL-WEST TOURNEY SCHEDULED
3/3G/1995 BG94 xBAGLEY ENDS RED LAKE'S STREAK
3/3G/1995 BG93 HARDIN'S LONG WAIT IS OVER
4/G6/1995 BG51 xLOGG. AND LEBEAU ARE ALL-STATERS
4/2G/1995 BG35 HOOPS FOR EDUCATION RAISES FUNDS FOR CHILDREN
4/2G/1995 BG61 xSOUTH DAKOTA WINS 115-lGG IN OVERTIME THRILLER
4/2G/1995 BG62 RED CLOUD SKIPPER HONORED BY PEERS
4/27/1995 BG71 xALL LAKOTA CLASS A BOYS TEAM NAMED
4/27/1995 BG71 WIHS STANDOUTS RECOGNIZED
4/27/1995 BG72 ALL-WEST TOURNEY WAS SOMETHING TO 'CROW' ABOUT
4/27/1995 BG73 BELCOURT TOPS BOYS ALL-WEST
4/27/1995 BG83 DR BASKETBALL
5/G4/1995 CGll XALL-LAKOTA 'B' TEAM ARE GOOD CITIZEN-ATHLETES
5/11/1995 CGll XOST COUNCIL HONORS RED CLOUD PLAYERS S COACHES
6/G8/1995 BG61 NORTH S SOUTH DAKOTA ALL-STARS TO COLLIDE JUNE 13
6/23/1995 BG31 NORTH DAKOTA VICTORIOUS IN BASKETBALL SHOWDOWN
6/23/1995 BG34 XPINE RIDGE FINISHES 2ND IN GIRLS STATE AAU TOURN
7/2G/1995 AGll xBULLS COACH CHALLENGES OGLALA YOUTH
7/2G/1995 AG61 xHOOP DREAMS AND LESSONS LEARNED
7/2G/1995 AG61 XCHICAGO BULLS COACH GIVES STUDENTS A FEW TIPS
7/2G/1995 AG65 THE BULLS' BIGGEST FAN--
lG/19/1995 BG61 XRED CLOUD REIGNS DOWN ON LAKOTA COUNTRY
lG/19/1995 BG71 xGIRLS' ALL-INDIAN HIGHLIGHTS
lG/19/1995 BG71 BOYS' BASKETBALL TOURNEY BACK IN BISMARCK
11/23/1995 BG31 xRED CLOUD FALLS TO LENNOX IN STATE A TOURNEY
11/3G/1995 BG31 xRED CLOUD NABS FIFTH IN STATE
11/3G/1995 BG31 CRUSADERS 'SHOW AND PROVE' THEIR EXCELLENCE
11/3G/1995 BG31 YELLOW ROBE WINS OFFICIALS' HONOR
12/G7/1995 BGll FLANDREAU COUNCIL ASKS FOR INVESTIGATION OF BASKETBA
12/14/1995 AGll GIRLS' TEAM PUT THROUGH GENDER CHECK
12/14/1995 SG21 'THE TOURNAMENT' COMES HOME AGAIN
12/14/1995 SG31 XFORMER STAR STILL INVOLVED WITH LNI
12/14/1995 SG71 xCOACH OF 1994 TOURNAMENT CHAMPS SET TO DEFEND
12/14/1995 S121 XSTUDENTS TO RECEIVE LNI SCHOLARSHIPS
12/21/1995 BG81 XLITTLE WOUND WINS THIRD STRAIGHT
12/21/1995 BlGl Xl995 FEATURES TOUGH COMPETITION FOR GIRLS' TEAM
12/29/1995 BG51 NBA TEAM TO CHANGE NAME
11/G6/1991 AG12 BATES S CO WILL PAY FOR BLEEDING SIOUX LEAN BEEF
1G/G6/1993 AG72 NATIVE AMER DAY CELEBRATION SCHEDULED OCT 8 BATESLAN
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10/19/1994 A071 XSHOSHONE-BANNOCK GROUP SUPPORTS REPUBLICAN
3/09/1995 A063 IDAHO GOVERNOR VOWS TO IMPROVE RESERVATION LIFE
5/11/1994 B012 KPINE RIDGE STUDENTS TAKE TO THE AIRWAVES
8/24/1994 A021 PAGEANT CONTESTANT TO PROCEED WITH DANCE PLANS
9/14/1994 AOll MISS SOUTH DAKOTA MOCKS NATIVE AMERICA^ GROUP SAYS
9/28/1994 B013 CONTROVERSY COULD HURT INTEREST IN NATIVE ISSUES
7/28/1993 A041 KA NATIVE SON'S LOOK AT THE WIZARD OF OZ AND TOTO
12/29/1994 A061 XPROFESSOR URGES SD STUDENTS TO EXPLORE PSYCHOLOGY
11/10/1994 BG71 XBRITISH TELEVISION CREW EXPLORES ORAL HISTORY
11/02/1995 coil XADAM BEACH--DANCING THE WORLD INSIDE OUT
3/25/1992 S271 xRAPID CITY WOMAN STRINGS SUCCESS FROM BEADS
6/03/1992 S121 kBEADING CARPENTRY BLEND IN CREATIVITY
6/23/1993 B051 xBEADING IS SACRED TO POTAWATOMI CRAFTSMAN
7/13/1995 B024 FORT UNION UNVEILS BEAD EXHIBIT
7/20/1995 A041 kBOYS WILL BE BOYS
5/15/1991 A041 CHARGING ADMISSION TO BEAR BUTTE IS WRONG (L)
7/02/1991 A155 SOVEREIGNTY MEETING AT BEAR BUTTE
7/10/1991 A035 GOVERNOR RECEPTIVE TO CHANGES AT BEAR BUTTE
7/17/1991 A044 AUSTRALIA'S AYERS ROCK COMPARED TO BEAR BUTTE (L)
7/24/1991 A012 xTRIBAL LEADERS SEPARATE FROM BEAR BUTTE GROUP
8/28/1991 A043 RETURN OF BEAR BUTTE STEP TOWARD RECONCILIATION (L)
7/01/1992 A081 BEAR BUTTE GATHERING JULY 11
1/19/1994 AOll KFROM NEAR AND FAR
6/22/1994 B023 xTRIBES FIGHT TO KEEP PIPELINE AWAY FROM BEAR BUTTE
6/29/1994 AOll XNEW AGE ASSAULT ON BEAR BUTTE DECRIED
6/29/1994 A023 'DECLARATION OF WAR' ON BEAR BUTTE DESECRATION
11/23/1994 B012 xSTATE SEEKS ADVICE ON BEAR BUTTE PLAN
2/09/1995 AOll ^SPIRITUAL SUNRISE
3/30/1995 B053 TRIBES CONSIDER LAND NEAR BEAR BUTTE, BLACK HILLS
11/06/1991 A095 'VISIONARY AWARD' TO BEAR CLAW
12/24/1992 A051 PRIDE--WE SHOULD BE PROUD OF SCOTT BEAR DON'T WALK
12/24/1992 B081 xBEAR DON'T WALK BECOMES UM'S 27TH RHODES SCHOLAR
1/21/1993 B076 BEAR DON'T WALKS GO TO INAUGURATION
12/07/1994 A063 XBEAR KING APPOINTED TO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
6/09/1993 B051 LAKOTA STUDENT RECEIVES INVITE TO NATL JR HONOR SOC
1/21/1993 B012 KROSEBUD YOUTH TAKE PART IN INAUGURAL
7/24/1991 A044 BEAR SOLDIER BINGO EMPLOYEE TELLS IT LIKE IT IS (L)
11/13/1991 S033 BEAR SOLDIER BINGO GREW FROM $300 INVESTMENT
8/10/1995 B024 xBEAR SOLDIER CLEANS UP PARK S ROUNDS UP STRAY DOGS
9/23/1992 B121 AUTHOR AND ADOPTED SON OF DEWEY BEARD DIES
12/11/1991 B022 ROSEBUD WOMAN DENIES EMBEZZLEMENT
2/04/1992 B162 BEARDT PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
3/16/1994 B081 ST CROIX CHIPPEWA APPOINT BEARHART DIRECTOR OF
3/30/1995 B024 BEARSHEART RUNS FOR MOBRIDGE SCHOOL BOARD
10/16/1991 A032 WILLIAM A BEARSHIELD IS HONORED
3/23/1994 A024 YOUTH FOUND MURDERED; NO MOTIVE FOR CRIME
5/04/1994 A033 OKLAHOMA HATE CRIME MOVES FORWARD IN COURT
5/11/1994 A061 KJUST LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO LISTEN
10/05/1995 C063 xAUTHOR TRACES BIG FOOT'S STEPS TO WOUNDED KNEE
7/21/1993 B064 WOLF POINT WOMAN KILLED AT UTECH
6/03/1992 S071 xBEAUDRY'S ART WINS IN 'BUFFALO TOUR'
9/18/1991 B024 xBEAUVAIS NAMED 1991 TRIO ACHIEVER
11/10/1993 BOll BEAUVAIS ACCEPTS DEANSHIP AT SGU
6/16/1993 B121 BEAVER APPOINTED INTERIM DIRECTOR OF MUSEUM
2/25/1993 B063 xSHOOTING STAR--ASU'S RYNELDI BECENTI TAKES HER GAM
1/26/1995 coil MARTIN WARDEN IS OFFICER OF THE YEAR
9/08/1993 A084 xBEDARD SELECTED FOR LEAD ROLE IN 'LAKOTA WOMAN'
6/01/1994 A053 BOURLAND BACKS BEDDOW FOR GOVERNOR
6/01/1994 B064 xCONCILIATION IMPORTANT, BEDDOW SAYS
6/15/1994 A041 JIM BEDDOW IS THE MAN TO LEAD THIS STATE (ED)
8/03/1994 B013 BEDDOW URGES MORE EFFORTS IN RECONCILIATION
10/05/1994 A044 BEDDOW HAS.INTEGRITY, JANKLOW IS OLD NEWS (L)
10/12/1994 A051 JIM BEDDOW IS RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB (L)
10/19/1994 A044 ELECTION WILL BE A TALE OF TWO CANDIDATES (L)
10/26/1994 D061 *R-E-S-P-E-C-T--ROBBY BEE RAPS TO THE TUNE
1/05/1995 C021 xFATHER S SON HONORED FOR MUSICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
8/24/1994 AOll TOM BEE ROCKIN' TOWARD 50
1/05/1995 C021 XFATHER 8 SON HONORED FOR MUSICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
SEE ALSO MALT LIQUOR, LIQUOR TRAFFIC
4/29/1992 A012 XDEAD DAKOTA BEER ALIVE, WELL
4/29/1992 A023 IN OTHER ACTION ON THE PRODUCT
12/22/1994 B091 xTHE VOICE OF INDIAN RODEO
3/04/1992 A051 FORMER INTERIM NCAI HEAD ASKS TO CLEAR RECORD (L)
8/18/1993 A013 APACHE WOMAN PREACHES USE OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
6/15/1994 B062 BEGAY LEADS STANFORD TO NCAA GOLF TITLE
7/27/1994 B045 BEGAY WINS ALBUQUERQUE TITLE
6/09/1993 B024 LOWER BRULE BUS DRIVER MAKES HEROIC STOP
5/18/1994 A074 ELDERS BACK BEITELSPACHER OVER ECHOHAWK
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/13/1992 B031 OLYMPIC TRIALS MAY GIVE RUNNER SOME EXPOSURE
A/06/199A A032 BELCOURT DOCTOR'S STAY IN THE HANDS OF IHS
6/08/1999 BOll 'NATIVE VIEW' TO AIR ON PRAIRIE PUBLIC TELEVISION
6/05/1991 A012 DEVILS LAKE TRIBE ELECTS JUDGE BELGARDE
3/25/1992 AlOl kHEART OF EARTH HELPED LISA SURVIVE
5/08/1991 S191 SfBELLE ISLE--A NORTH DAKOTA COUNTRY STORE WITH FLARE
9/13/1999 A012 xBELLECOURTS TARGETED BY NEW AIM DISSIDENTS
6/08/1999 A023 xNATL LEADER HAMMERS HOME THE MASCOT ISSUE
11/16/1999 AOll XAIM TRIBUNAL BANS BELLECOURTS FOR LIFE
6/10/1992 A061 MUSEUM KEEPS BLOOD-SPLATTERED SAIL IN DISPLAY
1/19/1993 A071 ACTIVIST TO RECEIVE CIVIL RIGHTS HERO AWARD
11/16/1999 AOll XAIM TRIBUNAL BANS BELLECOURTS FOR LIFE
6/08/1999 A019 NAVAJO COUNCILMAN ALLEGES VENDETTAS
12/07/1995 A013 xLOST IN THE SCENERY
2/02/1995 A012 xINNOVATIVE CROW PROGRAM RECEIVES RECOGNITION
10/05/1995 B053 xWINGS NAMES BENDS NEW NORTHWEST COORDINATOR
11/16/1999 B121 BENJAMIN NAMED VICE PRESIDENT AT HINCKLEY
6/05/1991 C029 *BOB BENNETT--DREAMING OF THE BIG LEAGUES
11/06/1991 A115 KRAPID CITY'S BOB BENNETT OLYMPIC HOPEFUL
6/10/1992 B066 kMAJOR LEAGUE TEAM MAKES PITCH FOR RC BALL PLAYER
1/19/1999 A032 ROSEBUD TRIBAL COUNCIL CANCELS LAND LEASES
3/23/1999 B051 kLONGER HAIR OKAY FOR LAKOTA PRO PITCHER
3/23/1999 B053 BENNETT ALREADY THINKING ABOUT LIFE AFTER BASEBAL
5/18/1999 C031 BOB BENNETT PROMOTED
9/19/1999 B051 FLAP OVER NEWS ARTICLES WRAPS UP BENNETT'S BALL SEAS
9/06/1995 AOll KSICANGU IS AIMING FOR MAJOR LEAGUES
9/20/1995 A099 BASEBALL HERO BOB BENNETT INSPIRES FT MCDOWELL (L)
11/02/1995 A051 kLAKOTA MINOR LEAGUE BALLPLAYER CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE
1/15/1991 S121 MARTIN GOLD LABEL IS BENNETT COUNTY GAIN
9/09/1991 B015 BENNETT COUNTY INDIAN PARENTS DEMAND ACTION
9/11/1991 BOll KBUSING BACK, BOARD EYES OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
10/23/1991 B015 IHS OFFICIALS BENNETT COUNTY TALK HEALTH CARE
10/30/1991 B032 BENNETT SCHOOL'S FUNDS MAY BE SHORT $295,500
3/11/1992 BOll *PASS CREEK TO STUDY BENNETT-IHS PROPOSAL
9/08/1992 C019 XSHERMAN WOULD VOICE INDIAN CONCERN ON BENNETT
11/19/1992 B091 BENNETT COUNTY SCHOOLS PLAN CULTURAL EVENTS
3/31/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY CRIES FOUL OVER LAND PUT INTO TRUST
9/19/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TABLE TRUST LAND RES
9/21/1993 A053 WHERE IS EQUAL PROTECTION IN BENNETT COUNTY
6/23/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY COMMISSIONERS PROTEST LAND TRANSFERS
6/23/1993 B012 KING ELECTED TO SCHOOL BOARD
7/28/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY PROJECT CLOSER TO REALITY
9/01/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OBJECT TO RETURNING TRI
1/05/1999 B012 KEEPING KIDS IN SCHOOL IS PROJECT'S GOAL
3/09/1999 B095 TEACHERS LEARN CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN CLASSROOM
5/18/1999 B012 *A GOOD TIME HAD BY ALL--BENNETT COUNTY POW WOW
6/01/1999 C091 SITTING BEAR HURDLES MANY OBSTACLES TO GRADUATE
10/19/1999 A019 HOMECOMING CEREMONIES SLAMMED BY PROTESTERS
10/26/1999 C071 KCHEERLEADERS FIND HOMECOMING NOTHING TO CHEER ABOUT
11/02/1999 A051 BENNETT COUNTY STUDENT SUPPORTS CORONATION (L)
11/10/1999 A099 TRIMBLErSISTERS GIVE THANKS FOR SUPPORT (L)
11/16/1999 A051 BENNETT COUNTY HOMECOMING FALLOUT (L)
12/07/1999 A099 FURTHER COMMENT ON BENNETT COUNTY HOMECOMING (L)
12/15/1999 A092 BENNETT COUNTY SHOULD SET EXAMPLE (L)
12/29/1999 B091 BENNETT BOARD SNUBS COMMENT ON 'CEREMONY'
12/29/1999 B091 PROJECT YUOWANCA SEEKS TO KEEP KIDS IN SCHOOL
2/23/1995 A091 BENNETT COUNTY SHOULD ACT NOW TO END RACISM (ED)
2/23/1995 BOll BENNETT COUNTY CONSIDERS HOMECOMING CEREMONY
9/19/1995 A091 IT'S STILL OFFENSIVE (ED)
9/19/1995 A091 KLET'S KEEP THE 'REDSKINS' WHITE
9/19/1995 A059 BENNETT COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD INSENSITIVE (L)
9/19/1995 BOll ^PROTESTERS CHARGE RACISM IN HOMECOMING SKIT
9/21/1995 A093 SCHOOL BOARD WARNS BENNETT SCHOOL--BOYCOTT LIKE (L)
10/12/1995 A093 BENNETT COUNTY'S ADULT ROLE MODELS ALLOW RACISM (L)
10/12/1995 A099 WHAT KIND OF COMMUNITY IS THIS? (L)
10/19/1995 BOll KMASCOT HISTORY RECALLED
6/22/1999 BOll KEYSTONE WOMAN CHARGED IN DEATH
2/19/1992 C063 TIMES DRAWS ARTIST INTEREST
3/25/1992 S271 xRAPID CITY WOMAN STRINGS SUCCESS FROM BEADS
5/25/1995 A071 NATIVE SPEAKER TEACHES LANGUAGE TO THE YOUNG
2/19/1991 AOll KLAKOTA MOTHER MOURNS SON KILLED IN GULF GROUND ACTI
3/12/1991 AOll 300 PAY RESPECTS
1/19/1999 B091 NEW PARTNER BRINGS DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE TO LAW
8/19/1991 C029 kNON-NATIVE GIVES CLEAR VOICE TO NATIVE ALASKANS
10/27/1993 A051 BREAKING THE BERING STRAIT BARRIER (L)
1/21/1992 A091 BERKELEY DUMPS COLUMBUS DAY OVERBOARD
11/16/1995 A091 BERKHOUT'S MIND IS MADE UP, DON'T CONFUSE HIM (ED)
1/08/1992 A075 ARTIST HERDS ALONG BUFFALO PROJECT
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BERNARD DELVINA
BERONIO JANET
BEST LYLE
BETHEA SHAWN
BETTEtYOUN CHARLES
BETTELYOUN GEORGE
BETTELYOUN WILLIAM
BETTELYOUNS
BETWEEN LODGES WIL
BHSU
DATE PAPER NOTATION
BIA
BIBLE
BICYCLING
BIG BATS
BIG BOY MARIE JEAN
BIG CHILD TERRANCE
BIG CROW GERALD
BIG CROW LEATRICE
9/04/1991 AG93 REMAINS OF ALLEGED MURDER VICTIM FOUND IN SISSETON
5/20/1992 B093 DREAMS TELL THE STORY OF MURDERED WOMAN
8/17/1994 C013 BERONIO NAMED GM OF AK-CHIN
5/04/1994 B073 xDR BEST HONORED AT CONFERENCE
10/06/1993 B012 kOGLALA WOMAN FINDS MAN OF DREAMS--HER FATHER
4/27/1994 BOll OST REPRESENTATIVE SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
11/20/1991 B051 KGEORGE BETTELYOUN IN MOUNT MARTY HOMECOMING
6/10/1992 B036 GEORGE BETTELYOUN GRADUATES FROM MMC
9/22/1993 B041 XPINE RIDGE COACH OLD NUMBER RETIRED, CAREER BEGINNI
10/16/1991 BOll KLIVING WITH AIDS--BETTELYOUN CASE SETTING PRECEDENT
11/20/1991 BOll BETTELYOUN REINSTATEMENT NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUING
10/22/1992 B074 AIDS VICTIM REFLECTS ON LIFE AND DEATH
5/19/1993 AOll SETTLEMENT TALKS ONGOING IN AIDS CASE
7/27/1994 AOll JUDGE DISMISSES HIV DISCRIMINATION CASE
4/01/1992 B066 WANBLEE COUPLE SENTENCED FOR ILLEGAL LIQUORS
7/22/1992 BOll kFAITHFUL CUSTOMERS HELPED IVAN'S GROW
2/04/1992 BOll ^BETWEEN L0D6ES--USE EXISTING RESOURCES
2/12/1992 A012 KSTEELE, BETWEEN LODGES TAKE PRIMARY
3/04/1992 A041 DON'T VOTE JUST FOR ONE MAN (ED)
3/04/1992 coil KOST PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--BETWEEN LODGES...
12/22/1993 B012 xTWO HATS IN OST PRESIDENTIAL RING
2/10/1994 A012 BETWEEN LODGES S STEELE TO FACE OFF--OST PRESIDENT
2/23/1994 A041 BETWEEN LODGES/LONE HILL BEST FOR OST (ED)
3/02/1994 A051 WILBUR BETWEEN LODGES SUPPORTED FOR OST PRESIDEN (L)
3/09/1994 AOll XBETWEEN LODGES & LONE HILL VICTORIOUS
4/06/1994 A061 APRIL 12 INAUGURATION SET FOR OGLALA LEADER
4/20/1994 A013 xLEADER OF THE PEOPLE
4/20/1994 A041 LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
4/20/1994 B012 WILBUR BETWEEN LODGES SWORN IN
5/18/1994 BOll BETWEEN LODGES CALLS FOR BEEFED-UP LAW ENFORCEMENT
6/01/1994 A013 PRO-CASINO FORCES SEEK TOTAL RECALL
8/03/1994 S031 KNEW OGLALA PRESIDENT SPEAKS LANGUAGE OF THE PEOPLE
5/11/1995 A014 KIMPEACHMENT MOVEMENT TARGETS BETWEEN LODGES ADMIN
5/11/1995 A044 DISTRICTS IGNORED BY BETWEEN LODGES (L)
5/18/1995 A033 CASINO BUY-OUT PLAN FUELS RECALL DRIVE AT PINE RIDGE
6/15/1995 A044 WILBUR BETWEEN LODGES SHOULD CONTINUE TO LEAD (L)
12/07/1995 A053 INDIAN WAR VETERANS SUPPORT BETWEEN LODGES (L)
3/11/1992 A115 KUNIVERSITY MARKS TRIO DAY
4/15/1992 B046 BHSU GRANT WILL TRAIN TEACHERS
4/21/1993 A044 BHSU STUDENT GIVES VALUABLE LESSON (L)
4/21/1993 B023 CAR WASH FOR SUANNE BIG CROW CENTER
4/28/1993 B023 BHSU TO PARTICIPATE IN FOOD PROGRAM
5/12/1993 B074 kLAKOTA OMNICYE RECEIVES AWARD AT BHSU
5/19/1993 B061 xBHSU INDIAN CLUB RECEIVES AWARD
10/27/1993 B023 NEW AISES CHAPTER FORMED IN SPEARFISH
2/10/1994 B031 BLACK HILLS STATE UNIV ANNOUNCES ITS HONORS LISTS
4/06/1994 C071 BLACK HILLS STATE UNIVERSITY SET FOR LAKOTA POW WOW
5/04/1994 B032 BLACK HILLS STATE UNIVERSITY HONORS 1993-94 STUDENTS
5/04/1994 B061 xRUN HONORS KEVIN WHIRLWIND
12/22/1994 B012 BHSU STUDENT CLAIMS SHE'S BEING HARASSED
4/20/1995 B021 BLACK HILLS STATE CELEBRATES IND AWARENESS WEEK
SEE US BUR OF INDIANS
BIBLE MAY CLARIFY UNDERSTANDING (L)
SEE CYCLING
5/08/1991 SlOl KBIG BAT'S--TAKING ALL ASPECTS OF RUNNING INTO CONSI
6/05/1991 C031 KHURDLE AFTER HURDLE BIG BOY MAKES THE GRADE
9/07/1995 AOll KROSEBUD HAT DANCE
6/05/1991 B031 GERALD BIG CROW HEADS PARK BOARD
3/04/1992 C015 GERALD 'JUMP' BIG CROW--20 YEARS IN GOVERNMENT
3/10/1993 B012 'CHICK' BIG CROW AMONG JEFFERSON AWARD RECIPIENTS
6/23/1993 A044 SPECIAL PEOPLE DESERVE RECOGNITION (L)
6/23/1993 B015 BIG CROW RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD
12/03/1992 B012 xTURQUOISE BEAUTY
9/11/1991 BOll KSETH BIG CROW FIGHTS FOR COURT ADVOCATE PROGRAM
2/02/1994 A044 INJUSTICE DONE TO COUNCIL MEMBER (L)
12/24/1991 B041 xBIG CROW, JANIS S RICHARDS CHOSEN FOR CLASS A TEAM
2/12/1992 A015 XAREA COMMUNITY MOURNS BIG CROW
2/12/1992 A044 KA TRIBUTE TO SUANNE BIG CROW
2/19/1992 A013 KSUANNE--A SALUTE OF LOVE
2/19/1992 A043 SUANNE BIG CROW LEFT GUIDEPOSTS TO LIFE (L)
2/19/1992 B041 KA SALUTE OF LOVE
2/26/1992 A044 SUANNE BIG CROW--A ROSE ONCE GREW (L)
2/26/1992 BOll xDOCUMENTARY PLANNED TO SHARE SUANNE'S GOALS
3/04/1992 A043 CHEYENNE COUNCILMAN HONORS SUANNE (L)
3/04/1992 A046 SUANNE'S DEATH IS AN IMPORTANT LESSON IN LIFE (L)
3/11/1992 A071 ^MEMORIAL BIRTHDAY TRIBUTE TO SUANNE BIG CROW
3/25/1992 A044 HELP MAKE SUANNE'S DREAM A REALITY (L)
3/25/1992 B015 YOUTH WEEKEND MVP TROPHY NAMED FOR SUANNE
12/14/1995 A041
BIG CROW MARNELLE
BIG CROW SETH
BIG CROW SUANNE
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BIG CROW SUANNE
BIG CROW TEDDY
BIG CROW WALTER
BIG CROW WILLIAM
BIG EAGLE DUANE
BIG ELK ROBERT
BIG FOOT
BIG FOOT MEMORIAL
BIG HAIR FLORA
BIG HAWK SAM
BIG PIPE MARIE
BIGELOW LARA JO
BIGFOOT
BIGHORN CANYON
BIGHORN SHEEP
BILLINGSLEY KEN
BINGO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/25/1992 B0A4 SUANNE HAS JOB, IT'S JUST NOT HERE
A/15/1992 AOAA A PRISON SALUTE TO SUANNE'S LEGACY (L)
A/29/1992 C012 *BIG CROW RECIPIENT OF SDEA CIVIL RIGHTS AWARD
6/17/1992, BOH KHAMMERING AWAY--VOLUNTEERS BUILD TRIBUTE
7/22/1992 BG66 BIG CROW BENEFIT SLATED FOR AUG 2
8/12/1992 AGAl ^TURNING GRIEF INTO A GIFT FOR THE FUTURE
8/12/1992 A1G5 BALLAD ABOUT BIG CROW WILL DEBUT AT MUSIC ALIVE
8/19/1992 BGll KSUANNE REMEMBERED
8/26/1992 BG56 NEW FACILITIES COMMEMORATE TWO PINE RIDGE ATHLETIC
9/G9/1992 BGAI xVIDEO TELLS STORY OF SUANNE
lG/22/1992 BG12 xLOCAL OFFICER SECURES RAPID CITY HONOR FOR SUANNE
2/18/1993 CG12 *CEREMONY MARKS ANNIVERSARY OF SUANNE'S DEATH
A/21/1993 BG23 CAR WASH FOR SUANNE BIG CROW CENTER
8/11/1993 BG12 XYOUTH CENTER BECOMES OFFICIAL
1/05/199A B03A SPIRIT OF SU AWARDS ANNOUNCED
3/23/199A BGAA RICH EARNS 'SPIRIT OF SU' AWARD
8/G3/199A S2G1 KTO THE CHILDREN OF PINE RIDGE
8/2A/199A BGll BIG CROW SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS ANNOUNCED
1G/26/199A BG71 SUANNE BIG CROW CLUB'S STAFF MEMBERS HEAD BACK
6/29/1995 AG13 XNATIONAL ED ASSOC HONORS MANKILLER, BIG CROW
9/G8/199A BGAI AREA STUDENT RECIPIENT OF PRESIDENT'S SCHOLARSHIP
A/G3/1991 AGll *TERO MOTION FAILS APPEAL IS PROMISED
1/26/199A BGll WOLF CREEK STUDENT WINS GEOGRAPHY BEE
A/15/1992 BG31 xBIG EAGLE--GIVE GOVT BACK TO THE PEOPLE
A/22/1992 AG71 XCROW CREEK TRIBE ELECTS BIG EAGLE
A/29/1992 BG52 CROW CREEK'S CHAIRMAN CALLS FOR NEW AUDITS
5/13/1992 BlGl XBIG EAGLE TAKES HOLD OF CROW CREEK REINS
12/2A/1992 BG12 KBIG EAGLE CALLS FOR GREAT SIOUX NATION SHOWDOWN
1/26/1995 BGll ^CHAIRMAN RESPONDS TO DISSENTERS
5/11/1995 BG12 *SIOUX NATION SAYS LET'S HAVE A 'PARTY'
lG/19/1995 BG51 CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN WILL NOT RUN
6/G3/1992 SG51 kBIG ELKr-MOLDING CLAY WITH SPIRIT OF ITS OWN
l/Gl/1991 AG15 KPHOTO OFFERING FULFILLS BIG FOOT'S DREAM
2/1G/199A AGAA INPUT SOUGHT ON BIGFOOT WALK (L)
1G/26/199A BG12 KBIGFOOT STATUE DONATED TO OST
1G/G5/1995 CG63 *AUTHOR TRACES BIG FOOT'S STEPS TO WOUNDED KNEE
SEE ALSO WOUNDED KNEE
1/G8/1991 AGll AMENDING THE SACRED HOOP
1/08/1991 AGAA A LETTER TO RUSSELL (L)
1/G8/1991 AGA5 RIDERS PUT ASIDE PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT (L)
1/G8/1991 AG51 A JOURNAL ENTRY FROM THE RIDE (L)
1/G8/1991 AG83 SINTE GLESKA STUDENTS TO EDIT MEMORIAL RIDE VIDEO
12/31/1991 AGAA 199G BIG FOOT RIDE FILM RIDES OFF WITH HONORS (L)
l/lA/1992 BG21 kLAKOTA PERSPECTIVE--'WIPING OF TEARS' DESERVES FILM
8/12/1992 AGll BIG FOOT RIDE VIDEO ELIGIBLE FOR OSCAR
11/G5/1992 BG12 BIG FOOT RIDERS WILL TAKE THE TRAIL AGAIN
6/29/199A CG2A BIG FOOT RIDERS HEAD NORTH
12/22/199A BGll RIDE TO MARK WOUNDED KNEE
12/29/199A AG72 BIG FOOT RIDERS, ELDERS & MEDICAL STAFF HONORED
1/12/1995 BG12 *TRADITION PASSES ON TO SEVENTH GENERATION
3/G9/199A CG21 MONTANArRUNNERS IN SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
2/25/1993 B1G3 XSTUDENTS OF THE MONTH
8/11/1993 BGAI PART III--HOW FEDS CRIMINALIZE DISEASE OF ALCOHOLISM
2/26/1991 A112 STANDING ROCK ELDER HELPING DEPENDENT YOUTHS
9/18/1991 BG21 ARE BIGFOOT REPORTS FOR REAL?
9/21/199A BGA2 PINE RIDGE NATIVE GETS TOP PARK POST
SEE SHEEP
5/18/1995 BG7A.BILLINGSLEY RESIGNS, JOINS STANDING ROCK GAMING DEP
1/15/1991 AGll SHUTDOWN OF WISCONSIN WINNEBAGO TRIBE ENDS
1/15/1991 AG6A TRIBE STARTS BINGO HALL
7/2A/1991 AGAA BEAR SOLDIER BINGO EMPLOYEE TELLS IT LIKE IT IS (L)
7/31/1991 AGll FACTIONS BATTLING OVER WINNEBAGO BINGO
9/25/1991 AG3A BINGO LEGISLATION APPEARS DEAD UNLESS WOULD RAISE RE
11/13/1991 SG33 BEAR SOLDIER BINGO GREW FROM $3GG INVESTMENT
11/13/1991 SG71 JfPOTAWATOMIS RETURN TO MENOMONEE VALLEY
11/13/1991 SG91 IS IT COLD OUTSiDE?--PLAY BINGO ON TELEVISION
1/21/1992 AG9A PROSECUTOR VOWS TO BLOCK OPERATION OF BINGO PARLOR
1/28/1992 AG61 COEUR D'ALENE TO BUILD BINGO HALL
A/Gl/1992 AG7A KICKAPOO RE-OPEN BINGO--CASINO ON COSTLY HOLD
6/1G/1992 BG7A BINGO HALL, RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE OPENS
9/G2/1992 AlGl CREEK CASINO LOSES MONEY TO CASINO SHIPS
9/23/1992 BGIA ROSEBUD COMMUNITY BINGO HALL COULD BECOME CASINO
11/G5/I992 S291 KBINGO BECOMES A 'DISAPPEARING ACT'
11/G5/1992 S3A1 MOHAWK OPEN A NEW BINGO BUSINESS
2/11/1993 BG96 CHEROKEES TO BUILD MORE BINGO HALLS
8/GA/1993 AG31 STUDY FINDS BINGO BOOSTS LOCAL ECONOMY
3/G9/199A AG81 GAMING COMMISSION ORDERS 2 BINGO HALLS CLOSED
5/G4/199A AG12 xBINGO!
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BINGO
BIRD BROTHER
BIRD JACKIE
BIRD JOANNE
BIRD MICHAEL E
BIRD WILLIAM
BIRKELAND CLAY
BIRRER SUNNY
BIRTH CONTROL
BISMARCK ND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
BISON
BISSONETTE JENNILE
BISSONETTE MERCEDE
BLACK BEAR BEN JR
BLACK BEAR CLIFFOR
BLACK BEAR LARRY
BLACK BEAR TILLIE
7/13/199A C081 COMPANY SEEKS PROTECTION FROM LOCAL PROSECUTORS
8/10/199A AOAA GAMING PROFITS SHOULD FUND SWIMMING POOL (L)
9/28/1994 BOll SISSETON-WAHPETON REBUILDING BINGO HALL
7/20/1995 BG91 BINGO BARRICADES GO UP IN NEW YORK
8/03/1995 A061 SENECA BINGO HALL REOPENS
1/21/1992 A081 KSPIRITUAL ORPHANS PEDDLE RELIGION IN GREAT ROUND
3/25/1992 S031 kFORTY-NINE SONGS SUSTAIN POWWOW SPIRIT YEAR AROUND
9/30/1992 B012 JOANNE BIRD INDUCTED INTO SD HALL OF FAME
2/02/1995 A081 BIRD NAMED TO PUBLIC HEALTH BOARD
2/18/1993 S081 KWILLIAM BIRD NAMED HONORARY CHIEF
12/24/1992 B093 XBIRKELAND ON QUARTER HORSE JUDGING TEAM
5/25/1994 C035 IN TOP 10
SEE ALSO STERILIZATION
2/11/1993 B012 PINE RIDGE COUNCIL PROMOTES CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MINOR
6/30/1993 B081 BIRTH CONTROL SHOTS SAFE, SAYS NURSE
8/04/1993 A051 THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DEPO-PROVERA STORY (L)
8/04/1993 A053 ^EXPLANATION OF DR COYOTE'S CONSTIPATION
9/04/1991 B035 UST POWWOW, ARTS EXPO IN BISMARCK SEPT 5 TO 28
3/31/1993 A084 BISMARCK STUDENTS SUBJECTED TO RACIAL SLURS
7/28/1993 B016 PILOT PROGRAM WILL BRING INDIAN CULTURE TO CLASS IN
10/06/1993 A072 FED INQUIRY LOOKS AT BISMARCK SCHOOLS IND DISCRIMINA
4/20/1994 A061 CROSS CULTURAL AWARENESS CONFERENCE SET
6/29/1995 B051 AM INDIAN RELIGIOUS LEADERS GATHER IN BISMARCK
SEE BUFFALO
5/11/1995 C013 XBISSONETTE TAKES 1ST AT SCIENCE S ENGINEERING FAIR
1/08/1991 AOll RAPID CITY GIRL MISSING, CAR FOUND BURNED
8/14/1991 BOll KROSEBUD ELECTION 91--BEN BLACK BEAR JR COMM IS VITA
12/18/1991 B012 BLACK BEAR NAMED BUECHEL MUSEUM DIRECTOR
2/18/1993 A012 xBRRRRRRRR!
12/15/1993 C012 *TIS THE SEASON
8/11/1993 A053 PRISONER SEEKS SUPPORT (L)
1/08/1991 A081 CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED FOR REVOCATION OF MASSACRE MEDALS
10/02/1991 AOll TILLIE BLACK BEAR SALUTED
8/10/1994 B031 BLACK BEAR SPEAKS AT SEVERAL CONFERENCES
7/01/1992 AlOl BLACK CLOUD EARNS WATER CLASSIFICATION
8/28/1991 A043 BLACK ELK'S VISION LIVES IN BANCROFT NEB (L)
9/08/1993 B012 XBLESSING CEREMONY SETS TONE FOR 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
10/14/1993 A061 kTHEATER PRODUCTION OF 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
3/09/1994 A071 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS' PLAY SET FOR MAY 12
5/18/1994 B024 k'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
2/09/1995 coil PLAY DRAWS GOOD RESPONSE IN LA
11/16/1995 B054 BLACK ELK DESCRIBES CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LAKOTA
8/31/1995 B012 xMARROW TRANSPLANT ONLY HOPE FOR BABY
9/28/1995 B052 BONE MARROW DRIVE SUCCESSFUL
5/05/1993 BOll ROLLOVER KILLS ONE NEAR WHITE CLAY
9/18/1991 A044 READER DEFENDS GHOST HORSE AND BLACK ELK (L)
8/25/1993 A015 ELDER GROUP MISREPRESENTS THE SIOUX NATIONS
8/12/1992 B072 KBULLED OVER
10/12/1994 coil XLOOK OUT BELOW!
5/26/1993 A081 XCHARITY IN OWNERSHIP DISPUTE OVER PICTOGRAPHS
6/02/1993 A031 WOMEN'S HEIRS WANT BACK BLACK HAWK'S DRAWINGS
1/01/1991 A051 THIS IS THE GENERATION TO RIGHT THE WRONG (L)
1/15/1991 A043 THE ABC'S OF AMERICA'S ADVENTURE
1/22/1991 A031 HILLS STOCK SHOW AND RODEO TO HONOR NATIVE AMERICANS
2/05/1991 AOll MEETING BRINGS TRIBES CLOSER ON HILLS ISSUE
2/05/1991 A041 MEETING BRINGS TRIBES CLOSER ON BLACK HILLS (ED)
2/19/1991 A041 UNITY WILL MAKE US ONE NATION (ED)
2/26/1991 AOll KSIOUX TRIBES CHALLENGED TO DEVELOP UNITED FRONT
2/26/1991 A022 MEDIA BARRED FROM UST 'HILLS' MEETING
2/26/1991 A041 IS THERE FREEDOM OF PRESS IN INDIAN COUNTRY (ED)
4/10/1991 A014 XPROPOSALS PUT OST HEAD OF LOBBY EFFORTS
4/10/1991 A046 GREY EAGLES' OPEN LETTER TO MARTINEZ (L)
4/10/1991 A074 xFIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES OF BLACK HILLS NAT'L FOREST
4/17/1991 A012 KBLACK HILLS CLAIM LOSES BACKER
4/17/1991 A041 SUPPORT ERODES-INDIANS UNITE! (ED)
4/24/1991 A041 STANDING UP FOR THE PEOPLE (ED)
5/01/1991 A016 XBLACK HILLS CLAIM GETS NEW BOOST
5/01/1991 A045 JOHNSON CAN'T DECIDE WHAT'S GOOD FOR SIOUX (L)
5/01/1991 A053 GARBAGE AND BLACK HILLS ISSUE SEEM LOST
5/08/1991 AOll RECONCILIATION COUNCIL BACKS SIOUX CLAIMS PLAN
5/08/1991 A033 RECONCILIATION BACKS SIOUX CLAIMS PLAN
5/08/1991 A041 LET SIOUX LAND CLAIM BE HEARD BY CONGRESS (ED)
5/08/1991 A053 REALITY FAVORS LOCAL EFFORT ON LAND CLAIM
5/15/1991 A015 GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL DRAWS FIRE
5/15/1991 A041 VOTE HERE ON HILLS CLAIM (ED)
5/15/1991 A045 LET'S GET JOHNSON OUT OF CONGRESS (L)
5/15/1991 A053 MICKELSON RESPONDS TO INOUYE PROPOSAL
5/22/1991 A041 READER URGED TO BE PART OF SURVEY (ED)
BLACK CLOUD ED
BLACK ELK
BLACK ELK JOURNEY
BLACK ELK MIKIYELA
BLACK ELK WALLACE
BLACK FEATHER ANT
BLACK FEATHER LEO
BLACK HAWK
BLACK HILLS SD
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BLACK HILLS SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/22/1991 BOll kPUBLIC OPINION ON THE BLACK HILLS CLAIM ISSUE
5/29/1991 A012 HILLS PEACE CAMP OPENS
5/29/1991 A043 OFFICIAL 'CAVALRY CHARGE' CONDEMNED (L)
5/29/1991 A04A REP JOHNSON TELLS READER TO GET FACTS STRAIGHT (L)
6/05/1991 AOll BLACK HILLS NOT UNIQUE SO MINING WILL EXPAND
6/12/1991 AG82 POET WANTS TOURISTS TO UNDERSTAND BLACK HILLS HISTOR
6/26/1991 BG12 K'COME DANCE WITH US' THEME OF BLACK HILLS POWWOW
6/26/1991 BG15 xMISS BLACK HILLS NATION TO WEAR NEW CROWN
6/26/1991 BG51 *PLACES TO VISIT IN THE HILLS
7/G2/1991 Alll SURVEY RESULTS--88X WANT THE RETURN OF LAND
7/G2/1991 Alll PEOPLE VOICE THEIR OPINION ON HILLS ISSUE
7/1G/1991 AG12 JfPRESIDENT GETS GIFTS, REMINDER OF HILLS CLAIM
7/1G/1991 AG71 xBIG BANG BOOM!
7/17/1991 AG44 CORRUPT NATION SHOULD RETURN BLACK HILLS (L)
7/24/1991 AG43 SD INMATES TO SPONSOR BLACK HILLS SYMPOSIUM (L)
8/21/1991 AG51 WITHOUT THE HILLS, THERE IS NO HOOP (L)
8/28/1991 AG43 SELL THE BLACK HILLS--GET A LIFE (L)
8/28/1991 AG52 xPRESIDENTS AND POODLES, HOW PATRIOTIC
9/G4/1991 AG51 WILKERSON DOESN'T UNDERSTAND (L)
9/11/1991 AG15 TRIBES PROPOSE MORATORIUM ON OPEN PIT MINING
9/18/1991 AG41 WILKERSON--INDIANS STILL IN PROGRESSIVE ROAD (L)
9/25/1991 AG15 FLANDREAU BUYS 127 ACRES OF BLACK HILLS LAND
lG/23/1991 AG31 BLACK HILLS/WHITE JUSTICE--BLACK HILLS WHAT JUSTICE?
1G/3G/1991 AG12 SURPLUS LAND COULD BE FOOTHOLD IN HILLS ISSUE
1G/3G/1991 A1G4 SIOUX CRITICAL OF 'CLAIM' BOOK
11/13/1991 Alll IDAHO WOMAN NEW FOREST DIRECTOR
12/G4/199I AG51 WHITE PEOPLE STILL USE HILLS FOR PROFIT (L)
12/24/1991 AG84 *SIOUX MUST UNITE IF HILLS CLAIM TO HAVE A CHANCE
1/14/1992 BG42 SIOUX KEEP BLACK HILLS ALIVE
2/G4/1992 AGll BLACK HILLS ACCOUNT MORE THAN $3GG MILLION
2/26/1992 AG12 *SALWAY STEVENS TRY END RUN
4/G1/1992 AG81 kSIOUX WANT HILLS LAND, DISAGREE ON HOW TO GET IT
4/G1/1992 AG85 THE HILLS CLAIM IN BRIEF
4/15/1992 AG53 kTRUST FUNDS SHOULD BE MANAGED BY LAKOTA PEOPLE
4/22/1992 AG51 BLACK HILLS ARE SACRED (L)
5/2G/1992 AG12 TRIBES LEFT OUT OF HILLS TIMBER HARVEST MONEY
7/G1/1992 SG31 BLACK HILLS POWWOW CONTINUES STRONG TRADITION
7/G1/1992 SG54 AAA RANKS BLACK HILLS THE PLACE TO TRAVEL
7/15/1992 AG12 WACIPI DRAWS RECORD CROWD ^
7/22/1992 AG13 SIOUX MOVE ON BLACK HILLS LAND CLAIM
7/22/1992 BG31 PLANNERS PLEASED WITH BLACK HILLS POWWOW
7/29/1992 AG35 *SACRED HERITAGE MAY PLACE MOUNTAIN UNDER PROTECTION
9/16/1992 AG42 MARTIN WOMAN WANTS HER BLACK HILLS MONEY, NOW (L)
11/19/1992 AG44 A REBUTTAL TO SHELDON WADE'S LETTER (L)
11/19/1992 AG44 WADE SPEAKS ILL OF WRONG GOVERNMENT (L)
1/21/1993 SG21 SPECIAL EVENTS SCHEDULED FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
1/28/1993 AG15 CONTROVERSY HINDERS HILLS BILL PROGRESS
2/G4/1993 AG14 *BLACK HILLS MONEY NOT PART OF TRUST PROPOSAL
2/G4/1993 AG53 KVIEWING THE HISTORY, FUTURE OF TRUST FUNDS
2/11/1993 AG31 TREATY COUNCIL NIXES PROPOSAL FOR COMMISSION
2/25/1993 AG41 VIEWS' OF INDIAN BUSINESSES S BUSINESS OF BLACK (ED)
3/17/1993 S251 KBLACK' HILLS POW WOW ADDS ATTRACTIONS
5/G5/1993 BG12 NATL FOREST SERVICE WORKS TO PROTECT SACRED, RELIGIO
6/16/1993 AG61 NEW BLACK HILLS BILL IS IN PLANNING STAGES
7/G8/1993 AG12 KHILLS FINDS MAY CONFIRM LAKOTA CREATION STORIES
7/14/1993 AG73 POW WOW ART SHOW WINNERS ANNOUNCED
7/14/1993 BG41 xAROUND THE DRUMBEAT
8/11/1993 AG14 STEVENS STILL PUSHING BLACK HILLS SETTLEMENT
9/15/1993 AG12 ^CHANGES AT RUSHMORE DESECRATING PAHA SAPA
9/15/1993 AG12 OPPOSITION TO HILLS RETURN CHANGING
9/15/1993 BG12 HBO PREMIERES LAKOTA'S FIGHT FOR THE HILLS
9/22/1993 BG64 BLACK HILLS POW WOW NAMED IN TOP IGG EVENTS
9/29/1993 BG12 ^CONGRESSIONAL HOPEFUL OFFERS SUPPORT
11/G3/1993 BG15 COUNTIES PROFIT FROM DISPUTED HILLS LANDS
11/G3/1993 BG91 TWO BLACK HILLS PROGRAMS AMONG JTPA AWARD WINNERS
ll/lG/1993 AG13 KNATURE'S CAMOUFLAGE
12/15/1993 AGll INSTITUTIONAL RACISM FOCUS OF HEARING
12/22/1993 AG41 BLACK HILLS CLAIM S PHIL STEVENS' CHARITIES (ED)
3/23/1994 AGll *BLACK HILLS LAND CLAIM STILL SITTING IN LIMBO
3/23/1994 AG31 CHRONOLOGY OF A RIP OFF--THE HISTORY OF BLACK HILLS
3/3G/1994 AG61 kCHRONOLOGY OF A RIP OFF--HISTORY OF BLACK HILLS
4/G6/1994 AG44 AS LONG AS THE GRASS GROWS--NO RETURN OF HILLS (L)
4/27/1994 AG14 kHEART OF THE NATION
4/27/1994 AG44 COMMENTS ON BLACK HILLS RETURN ARE DISRESPECTFUL (L)
5/25/1994 BG12 SIOUX TRIBES' STRATEGY SESSION WELL ATTENDED
6/29/1994 BG12 *SIOUX TRIBES WANT UNCLE SAM TO PAY BACK RENT
6/29/1994 SG12 *TIME FOR A JOURNEY TO THE SACRED PAHA SAPA
6/29/1994 SG51 FINEST ARTWORK DISPLAYED AT JURIED ART SHOW
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BLACK HILLS SD 6/29/1994 S062 AUCTION IS AN ART FORM FEATURING ARTISANS
6/29/1994 S182 xPOW WOWING OUTDOORS
7/07/1994 AG71 xCROWDS GATHER FOR NATIVE HERITAGE FESTIVAL
7/13/1994 AG44 NO TITLE? THEN BLACK HILLS LAND CLAIM HAS NO (L)
7/13/1994 AG71 xBLACK HILLS POW WOW A MAJOR SUCCESS
7/13/1994 BG14 NO CONSENSUS ON BLACK HILLS
7/2G/1994 BGll ARTISTS INVITED TO ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIR
7/2G/1994 BG12 BOARD HAPPY WITH POW WOW TURNOUT
8/G3/1994 S271 LAKOTA STILL NOT SOLD ON BLACK HILLS SETTLEMENT
8/1G/1994 AG44 MARIE KING STILL DOESN'T GET THE POINT (L)
9/G8/1994 A044 BLACK HILLS SHOULD BE RETURNED (L)
9/21/1994 B051 XUNITED NATIONS OFFICIAL HEARS BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
11/23/1994 B031 BLACK HILLS NATL FOREST REVISION
1/19/1995 AG12 PORTION OF BLACK HILLS MAY BE RETURNED
2/16/1995 AG12 xLEADERS, ELDERS UPSET OVER DUNBAR RESORT
2/16/1995 AG41 KEVIN COSTNERS 'DANCES WITH DOLLARS' RESORT (ED)
3/23/1995 AG24 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE OPPOSES DUNBAR LAND EXCHA
3/3G/1995 BG53 TRIBES CONSIDER LAND NEAR BEAR BUTTE, BLACK HILLS
4/2G/1995 AG15 XCARTER CENTER OFFERS HAND IN BLACK HILLS LAND CLAIM
4/2G/1995 BG12 ATTACK ON LAND TRADE CONTINUES
4/27/1995 AG61 CRITICS CITE COSTNER LAND GRAB
5/G4/1995 AGll XDAN COSTNER DIGS IN S DEFENDS DUNBAR PROJECT
5/04/1995 AG14 LAND TRANSFER OPPOSITION GROWS
5/G4/1995 AG51 FROM CUSTER TO COSTNER--THE GOLD DIGGERS AFTER (L)
5/25/1995 AG14 KPRAYERS OFFERED TO HALT COSTNERS' MEGA-PROJECT
5/25/1995 BG34 RESPONSE SOUR TO COSTNER LAND SWAP
6/15/1995 AG41 kBLACK HILLS SETTLEMENT REMAINS AN OPEN BOOK
6/23/1995 BGll *PAHA SAPA
6/29/1995 BGll COSTNER LAND SWAP ATTACKED BY DAKOTA AREA TRIBAL
6/29/1995 soil LOTS TO SEE S DO AT 1995 BLACK HILLS POWWOW
7/G6/1995 BGll XTRIBES OFFERED LAND ACCESS NEXT TO DUNBAR RESORT
7/13/1995 AG43 ANOTHER 'NO' VOTE FOR DUNBAR RESORT (L)
7/2G/1995 BG21 K1995 BLACK HILLS POW WOW PROMOTES CROSS-CULTURAL
7/2G/1995 BG31 KPAHA SAPA--A PEOPLES' GATHERING
7/27/1995 AG44 IF COSTNERS BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME (L)
8/17/1995 BGll KBOURLAND MODIFIES STANCE ON DUNBAR RESORT
8/31/1995 BGll xGOLD QUESTION ENTERS DUNBAR RESORT DEBATE
1G/G5/1995 AG12 *EYE OF THE NEEDLE
1G/G5/1995 AG23 COSTNERS WIN LAND SWEEP
lG/26/1995 BG24 BLACK HILLS POW WOW ASSOC TO BEGIN MARKETING IND ART
11/3G/1995 AG13 xNOVEMBER SUNRISE
SEE BHSU
7/G6/1995 CG64 xBLACK THUNDER—ROCKING INTO THE MAINSTREAM
12/29/1993 AG64 BLACKBIRD RECEIVES ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
3/3G/1994 BGll INMATES FACE CHARGES IN DEATH OF RAPID CITY MAN
ll/lG/1994 AG21 xINMATE CONVICTED OF KILLING BLACKCROW
5/G4/1994 AG12 xFAMILY SAYS MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE WOULD BE SLAP
3/27/1991 AG31 BLACKFEET, UNOCAL REACH AGREEMENT FOR OIL RECOVERY
7/17/1991 AG31 BLACKFEET COUNCILMAN PROPOSES LAND SWAP TO CHECK ERO
8/G7/1991 AG53 XPARK-BUSTER AVAILABLE--FOR HIGHER FEE
8/G7/1991 A141 BLACKFEET 'REAL' SPIRITUAL CAMP BEGINS AUG 8
8/21/1991 AG61 xBLACKFEET PLANNING CEREMONY FOR REBURIAL OF REMAINS
9/G4/1991 A1G2 xBLACKFEET IN A STRUGGLE TO PROTECT HOLY GROUND
11/13/1991 Alll KREMAINS OF BLACKFEET ANCESTORS
12/G4/1991 AG65 BLACKFEET HUNTING PERMITS SUSPENDED
1/G8/1992 AG31 BLACKFEET TAX CASE FILED IN SUPREME COURT
8/G5/1992 AG81 KCOMPANY TOLD TO PARK IT
2/11/1993 BG91 ONLY TRIBE-OWNED BANK RINGS UP EXCELLENT YEAR
3/1G/1993 AG85 EUROPEAN 'GREENS' GIVE BLACKFEET LEADER CLOUT WITH
1G/2G/1993 AGll ELOUISE COBELL DELIVERS SCARCE COMMODITY--HOPE
1/G5/1994 AG12 MONTANA INDIAN GAMBLING SUIT DISMISSED
5/25/1994 AG51 EXPANDING ENROLLMENT BAD IDEA FOR BLACKFEET (L)
7/13/1994 AG81 BLACKFEET TRIBE TO OPEN REGIONAL RECYCLING CENTER
9/21/1994 CGll OWNING THE BANK IS A BOOST FOR BLACKFEET
11/3G/1995 AG61 BLACKFEET TAX CHALLENGED IN MONTANA
7/27/1995 BG12 WINNEBAGO CHAIR'S CLAIM OF SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY REJECT
4/13/1994 AG12 SUPREME COURT JUSTICE BLACKMUN--STEPS DOWN
4/13/1994 AG34 A SAMPLING OF OPINIONS BY JUSTICE HARRY BLACKMUN
2/26/1991 AG35 xOGLALA MOTHER SENT 3 TO GULF, HAS NO HOME
11/17/1993 BG21 XCAREGIVERS EARN CDA CREDENTIALS
3/3G/1994 AGll TURTLE MOUNTAIN COUNCIL ASKS FOR REMOVAL OF IHS
4/G6/1994 AG32 BELCOURT DOCTOR'S STAY IN THE HANDS OF IHS
4/20/1994 AG31 TURTLE MOUNTAIN COUNCIL ASKS FOR EXTENDED LEAVE OF
2/19/1991 AG14 CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN SUES GROUP FOR APOLOGY
3/G5/1991 AG44 CHAIRMAN OWES CROW CREEK THE APOLOGY! (L)
1G/G2/1991 AG12 xCOURT REINSTATES CROW CREEK THREE
4/15/1992 AG31 xCROW CREEK CHAIRMAN WELCOMES INVESTIGATION
4/14/1993 BG85 WINNING COACH IS NO MATCH FOR INTERNAL FEUDS
BLACK HILLS STATE
BLACK THUNDER BRIA
BLACKBIRD ELMER
BLACKCROU AUSTIN
BLACKCROW TIMOTHY
BLACKFEET CTRIBE)
BLACKHAWK JOHN
BLACKMUN HARRY
BLACKSMITH DOLORES
BLAINE BARBARA
BLAINE JAMES
BLAINE NELSON JR
BLAINE SILAS
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BLAINE SILAS
BLAINE SILAS JR
BLAKE MICHAEL
BLANKETS
BLEWETT NELLI
BLIND
BLOOMBERG JASON
BLUE ARM NORMAN
BLUE BIRD DEANNE
BLUE DENNIS
BLUE HORSE PIERRE
BLUE THUNDER HARRY
BLUE THUNDER MABEL
BLUESTONE SMITH L
BOARD OF REGENTS
BOARDING SCHOOLS
BOENSCH SARAH
BOENSCH SUSAN
BOLDT GEORGE
BOMB THREATS
BOMBINGS
BONDS
BONES
BONITO WESLEY
BOOHER BARBARA
BOOKS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/14/1995
10/19/1994
2/12/1992
12/11/1991
3/30/1994
6/29/1994
1/05/1995
10/30/1991
7/31/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
11/13/1991
12/04/1991
4/27/1994
6/26/1991
9/14/1995
6/10/1992
12/07/1994
11/05/1992
7/20/1995
2/04/1992
3/04/1992
8/19/1992
6/23/1993
8/18/1993
8/03/1994
8/10/1994
10/05/1994
8/31/1995
7/13/1995
7/08/1993
11/23/1994
8/21/1991
4/27/1995
4/27/1995
5/04/1995
5/04/1995
5/04/1995
5/11/1995
11/12/1992
9/21/1994
8/31/1995
9/07/1995
6/05/1991
10/09/1991
10/23/1991
12/04/1991
4/08/1992
5/18/1994
10/05/1995
1/01/1991
1/21/1993
1/01/1991
1/15/1991
1/15/1991
2/05/1991
3/20/1991
5/08/1991
5/15/1991
5/29/1991
6/19/1991
7/31/1991
7/31/1991
7/31/1991
8/14/1991
8/21/1991
8/21/1991
9/04/1991
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
S071
B012
A031
C051
B071
B073
BOll
BO 14
B015
B015
B071
BOll
B031
A082
C022
B031
A064
B021
B092
BOll
B041
A044
B114
A053
Sill
C051
C012
B021
A041
B022
B014
A071
AO 11
AOll
A044
A013
A065
B031
A041
A012
coil
AOll
A031
AOll
A016
AlOl
A015
B083
A071
A015
BOll
A071
BO 15
A041
S164
B015
A084
B024
B023
AOll
A053
A031
B041
B041
C024
A044
B061
A051
B041
AOll
B031
A031
A072
XCOACH OF 1994 TOURNAMENT CHAMPS SET TO DEFEND
DAYS INN MAY BE TARGET OF BOYCOTT
BLAKE^ GIAGO TO LECTURE AT HARVARD
NAVAJO WOOL BLANKET COMPANY SUCCESSFUL^ $59 EACH
KHOPI TRAILS
POOLEY APPRECIATES SHEEP IN NEW BUSINESS
THREE NOMINATED TO ACADEMIES
WHITE LANCE PROGRAM HELPS VISUALLY IMPAIRED ELDERLY
KBLOOMBERG GETS BLOODIED
FINE, SENTENCE TOO LITTLE SAYS VICTIM OF PUNCH
BLOOMBERG COMPLETES EMS MANAGEMENT CLASS
XBLOOMBERG FIGHTS EVICTION
OGLALA FIRE CHIEF WINS NATIONAL AWARD
KBLOOMBERG NOMINATED FOR HEALTH HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
ALEX JOHNSON HOTEL COMMISSIONS ARTIST
BATESLAND WOMAN DOES SUMMER RESEARCH
BLUE IS CHOSEN FOR DC DELEGATION
ROSEBUD TRIBAL MEMBER IMPRISONED IN PUERTO RICO
CATHOLIC CHURCH HONORS LAKOTA CATECHIST
KPARADE S PARASOL
SEE SMITH LOUISE BLUES
SEE REGENTS
SEE ALSO MISSION SCHOOLS
XBOARDING SCHOOL DISMANTLED FAMILIES S CULTURES
BOARDING SCHOOL STORY WAS AN EDUCATION (L)
CHIPPEWA WOMAN WRITES ABOUT BAD BOARDING SCHOOL
A MEMORY REVISITED OF BOARDING SCHOOL DAYS (L)
CHEMEWA INDIAN SCHOOL OFFERS WIDE VARIETY
ANNOUNCING INTERMOUNTAIN INTER-TRIBAL SCHOOL REUNION
CHEMAWA OFFERS MANY OPTIONS TO STUDENTS
BOARDING SCHOOLS LIKENED TO CONCENTRATION CAMPS
*FALL--A TIME TO CRY
XFORMER SOUTH DAKOTAN WINS MISS RODEO TITLE
XSUSAN BOENSCH WINS MISS RODEO COLORADO
TRIBES SEEK PERMISSION TO PROBE JUDGE'S MENTAL HEALT
'TIMES' BOMB THREAT A HOAX
SEE ALSO EXPLOSIONS
TERROR STRIKES IN THE HEARTLAND
TRAITOR BOMBED OKLAHOMA CITY (L)
^MEMORIAL BALLOONS
CHEROKEE-ARAPAHO VOLUNTEERS RESPOND TO OKLAHOMA CITY
KREMEMBERING OKLAHOMA CITY
JtPATRIOTISM, THE LAST REFUGE
OST SECURES LOAN TO PAY OFF LOAN
BOND ISSUANCE IS OFTEN OVERLOOKED BY TRIBES
DACTS INITIATIVE SUPPORTED .
MILLIONS SOUGHT FOR DAKOTA SCHOOLS
SEE ALSO FOSSILS, REMAINS
200 YEAR OLD BONES FOUND NEAR ANGOON ALASKA
CRST GROUP WANTS BONES
ALASKAN.NATIVES' BONES REBURIED
BONESnO BE BURIED--DICKSON MOUNDS EXHIBIT
EFFORT UNDERWAY TO IDENTIFY SKULL IN PIERRE YARD
BONES DON'T PROVE NATIVE BURIAL SITE
WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE EDUCATION PROGRAM AUDITED
KBOOHER DRAWS STRENGTH FROM WISDOM OF ELDERS
BOOHER NAMED COORDINATOR—NEW PARK SERVICE POSITION
KAUTHOR NEEDS RESEARCH SKILLS BEFORE ATTACKING
^TEACHING AND LEARNING ABOUT IGNORANCE
A REVIEW OF 'TRIBAL GOVERNMENT'
POETS, PROSE SOUGHT FOR PUBLICATION
BOOK FAIR AT STEPHAN SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 4
CHEROKEE HISTORY TRACED FROM TRIBES TO WANNABEES
'HORSES' AND 'HAY CAMP' CONTEMPORARY, HISTORIC VIEWS
WISDOM OF 'LITTLE TREE' WINS ABBY AWARD
XAN OPINION OF 'THE INDIAN LAWYER'
XMISSIONARY IS SUBJECT OF 'UNDER TWO HEAVENS'
XBOOKS ON LAKOTA RELIGION LEND SOME PERSPECTIVE
XUNBELIEVABLE TALE OF MISGUIDED CHRISTIAN ETHICS
KNON-NATIVE GIVES CLEAR VOICE TO NATIVE ALASKANS
'CUT AND PASTE' LAKOTA GIVES DREAMWALKER AWAY (L)
XCULTURAL CLASH REVERBERATES 'FROM THE RIVER'S EDGE'
DREAMWALKER SAYS BOOK IS FICTION (L)
THE TRICKSTERS AND MR COLUMBUS
'LITTLE TREE' BESTSELLER BEING LABELED A HOAX
ED LAZARUS AUTOGRAPH SESSION OCT 23
BLACK HILLS/WHITE JUSTICE--BLACK HILLS WHAT JUSTICE?
DIRECTORY GIVES ACCESS TO INDIAN RESOURCES
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BOOKS
BOOMER HOLLY
BOOT CAMPS
BOOTH MARK
BOOTH SHEILA
BORDEAUX EVA
BORDEAUX KEN
BORDEAUX LIONEL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/1991 AI04 SIOUX CRITICAL OF 'CLAIM' BOOK
11/06/1991 A071 TEXTS LAG BEHIND SURGING INTEREST IN LANGUAGES
12/04/1991 B025 AUTHOR OF 'INDIAN GIVERS' DUE IN KYLE
12/04/1991 B071 NEW LIGHT ON WOUNDED KNEE
12/11/1991 A062 BOOK GIVES CLEARER PICTURE OF GIFTS
12/24/1991 A081 xPERSEVERANCE OF LAKOTA WOMEN SALUTED
12/31/1991 A053 'CRAZY HORSE' BOOK LEAVES QUESTIONS UNANSWERED (L)
1/21/1992 A071 NEW INDIAN REFERENCE WORK AVAILABLE
1/28/1992 B045 XMEDICINE ROOT DIST WANTS STOP SALES OF LAZARUS BOOK
2/12/1992 C041 K'NATIVE ROOTS' NURTURES TRUE HISTORY
3/04/1992 B071 xDAVE STRAIN SCORES WITH BOOKS NOT BASKETS
3/25/1992 B022 xBOOKS ON 'PARENTING THE TRADITIONAL WAY' IN MAKING
4/22/1992 A053 READER SUGGESTS OTHER BOOKS (L)
6/10/1992 A081 AUTHOR CLAIMS PELTIER RENEGED ON BOOK DEAL
6/17/1992 A051 SELF-EXAMINING 'EHANAMANI' IMPRESSES WITH HUMORO (L)
7/29/1992 B071 x'AMONG THE DOG EATERS' POEMS OPEN DOOR TO HEALING
8/12/1992 A012 EDUCATORS DEMAND HISTORY BE REWRITTEN--NEA PASSES
8/12/1992 A014 xCITY TEXTBOOK DISTRACTS VIEW OF INDIAN HISTORY
8/12/1992 B061 BOOK BANNED AT CUSTER BATTLEFIELD MUSEUM STORE
8/26/1992 B034 BADLANDS ASSOC ANNOUNCES PINE RIDGE BOOKLET
9/02/1992 A051 CUSTER BATTLEFIELD MUSEUM SHOULDN'T REPEAT HIST (L)
9/23/1992 BOll 'MITAKUYE OYASIN' TRANSLATED INTO GERMAN
10/29/1992 A081 XAMERICAN HOLOCAUST--LIBERATING 'REALM OF THE ETC
11/05/1992 B051 COOKBOOK DOMESTICATES WILD GAME FOR TABLE
12/17/1992 B051 THE BROKEN CIRCLE--TOUCHING ON ISSUES OF RACISM IN A
2/25/1993 Bill 'THE LAST WOLF' OFFERS WOLF CLAN PARALLELS WITH LAKO
3/17/1993 S061 XCOLOR OF POW WOW CAPTURED IN KEEPSAKE BOOK
4/14/1993 A014 XAUTHOR GIVES MASSACRE SURVIVOR LINK TO HER PAST
4/28/1993 B073 INNOCENT IGNORANCE CAN BE ERADICATED
5/05/1993 B125 BIOGRAPHY OF BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL TO BE PUBLISHED
6/23/1993 A064 11-YEAR-OLD'S BOOK TO BE PUBLISHED
8/04/1993 A041 xBOOK LACKS LAKOTA VIEW
10/27/1993 B053 xBOOK EXPLORES THE LOSS OF RESOURCES BY TRIBES
11/17/1993 B081 THE LAST WARRIOR--PETER MACDONALD
11/17/1993 B084 'BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL. AN AMERICAN WARRIOR'
11/17/1993 B084 LEARNING FROM EAGLE, LIVING WITH COYOTE
12/01/1993 B012 HISTORY BOOKS NEGLECT WARRIOR VICTORY
12/22/1993 B061 x'CIRCLE OF NATIONS' BRINGS INDIGENOUS VISION
2/10/1994 B051 'MEAN SPIRIT' PORTRAYS ENDURING SPIRIT OF OSAGE
2/23/1994 A012 STANDING ROCK COUNCILMAN FIGHTS FOR RIGHTS TO STORY
3/09/1994 C041 xSOMETHING'S LOST IN TRANSLATION OF BOOK FOOLS CROW
4/06/1994 B012 xCOURT RULES SUNDANCE STORY OFF LIMITS FOR RANDOM
4/06/1994 C031 BOOK DEALS WITH STRUGGLES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
5/11/1994 B032 BOOK PROVIDES VIEW ON GRAVE ROBBING
8/03/1994 C042 HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARTIFACTS FEATURED IN BOOKS
9/14/1994 A071 kVISION QUEST--A PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY
11/23/1994 AOll AUTHOR MEETS GOD IN BEST-SELLING BOOK
12/07/1994 A042 'VISION QUEST' BOOK WORTH GIVING (L)
12/15/1994 B021 XPHOTOGRAPHER-PRIEST DISCUSSES 'VISION QUEST'
1/05/1995 C014 BOOK SPOTLIGHTS MOVIE IDOLS--PAST S PRESENT
2/09/1995 C082 BOOK ENLIGHTENS CHILDREN ABOUT HOPI LIFESTYLE
3/09/1995 C034 BOOK REVEALS 14 RECOVERY STORIES
3/23/1995 C061 k14 AM INDIANS SHARE STORIES OF HARDSHIP
4/13/1995 A041 xPUEBLO'S BANISHMENT OF WRITER JUSTIFIED
4/27/1995 B022 xMATTHEW KING'S TEACHINGS LIVE ON IN NEW BOOK
6/01/1995 C014 BRAINE TREKS THE POW WOW HIGHWAY
6/15/1995 B051 xNEW BOOK PROFILES DULL KNIFE FAMILY OF PINE RIDGE
7/27/1995 C014 xEARLY AMERICAN RUM TRADE PROVED 'DEADLY MEDICINE'
8/03/1995 C014 NATIVE MUSIC GUIDE AIDS IN EXTENSIVE MARKETING
8/17/1995 B071 XPRAIRIE EDGE HOSTS SIGNING
9/07/1995 coil XCHILDREN'S BOOK TELLS TALES OF ANIMAL ORIGINS
9/07/1995 C071 xYOUNG BEAR BOOK MISSES THE MARK
10/05/1995 C063 xAUTHOR TRACES BIG FOOT'S STEPS TO WOUNDED KNEE
11/02/1995 C041 x'WINTER OF THE HOLY IRON' SHOWS STORYTELLING STRENG
12/07/1995 A022 CUSTER GIVEN TOO MUCH EMPHASIS
12/07/1995 C076 PEOPLE SOUGHT TO CONTRIBUTE IDEAS FOR BOOK
6/08/1995 B014 xOLC INSTRUCTOR WINS $30,000 SCHOLARSHIP
8/24/1995 B045 SOUTH DAKOTA RECEIVES BOOT CAMP FUNDING
2/11/1993 B044 xBOOTH COMPLETES BASIC TRAINING
5/19/1993 B065 SHEILA BOOTH NATIONALLY AWARDED FOR MATHEMATICS
9/28/1995 B065 RED CLOUD TAPS BORDEAUX
9/04/1991 A043 BORDEAUX--LETTER DOES NOT MERIT RESPONSE (L)
5/01/1991 AOll BORDEAUX--INDIAN UNIVERSITY NEEDED
9/18/1991 A012 KA NEW LOOK AT RECONCILIATION MOVEMENT
10/16/1991 A024 BORDEAUX URGES SDIEA TO BREAK FROM MOLD
11/13/1991 A084 xBORDEAUX URGES ALLIANCE BETWEEN ACADEMIA S COUNCIL
11/27/1991 B045 EDUCATION CONFERENCE CHAIRS SET
12/24/1991 B112 LIONEL BORDEAUX BRIEFS ST FRANCIS SCHOOL BOARD
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BORDEAUX LIONEL
BORDEAUX MARK
BORDEAUX MINERVA
BORDEAUX MINNIE
BORDEAUX NATASHA
BORDEAUX RICHARD
BORDER PATROLS
BOSNIA
BOUCHA HENRY
BOURLAND GREGG
BOURNE JOSEPH
BOWEN DENNIS
BOUEN-RAVMOND KARE
BOUKER JOHN
BOWLES ERSKINE
BOWLING
BOWMAN ARLENE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/0A/1992 A012 *IT'S A UNIVERSITY
A/22/1992 A031 PRESS GROUP TO HONOR BORDEAUX
7/08/1992 A024 ^BORDEAUX GETS HIGH HONOR FROM NEA
11/19/1992 BQ8A KLAKOTA NATION TOURNEY TO 'ROAST' LIONEL BORDEAUX
2/18/1993 BG12 *BORDEAUX, DOUVILLE HONORED FOR SERVICE TO SGU
5/19/1993 BG53 BORDEAUX, WHITE EAGLE HONORED BY SD HALL OF FAME
5/19/1993 BG7A ^BORDEAUX STRESSES COLLEGE INPUT ON HEALTH CARE REFO
2/26/1992 BGll SFIS—BORDEAUX CONTRACT NOT RENEWED
3/25/1992 BGAl SFIS PARENTS SET SHOWDOWN WITH BOARD
7/15/1992 BGIA ROSEBUD COURT LEAVES ST FRANCIS BOARD INTACT
lG/lA/1993 BGll RAPID CITY REGIONAL NURSE HONORED
1/01/1991 AG8A BORDEAUX SELECTED AS INDIAN EMPLOYEE OF MONTH
12/21/1995 BG53 KUSD STUDENT RECEIVES CASE INTERNSHIP
4/17/1991 C021 TODD COUNTY HIRES ANOTHER BORDEAUX IN HIGHER ED
5/13/1992 BGll XBORDEAUX SAYS TAX HIKE WOULD BENEFIT ALL
8/1G/1994 AG14 TOHONO O'ODHAM BORDER--MILITARY AIDS TRIBAL
12/21/1995 AG41 WHO SHOULD GO OVER TO BOSNIA?
12/21/1995 AG44 SUPPORT FOR THE US MISSION IN BOSNIA (L)
9/28/1995 BG61 OJIBWE HOCKEY STAR HENRY BOUCHA HONORED
4/10/19,91 AG31 KCRST MEMBERS ROCK CHAIRMAN'S ADM BOAT
5/G1/1991 A031 TRIBE-CITY COALITION PROPOSED BY CRST CHAIRMAN
5/G1/1991 BG33 BOURLAND CALLS FOR REFORM IN FUNDING PROCESS
7/1G/1991 AlGl EQUITY NOT DUAL TAXATION IS CRST CHAIRMAN'S GOAL
1G/G9/1991 AG34 JfBOURLAND CHARGES CONSPIRACY IN TAX NEGOTIATIONS
12/18/1991 AG41 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX CHAIRMAN BOURLAND EXEMPL (ED)
2/G4/1992 AG64 TRIBAL TRUST FUNDS MEETING RESULTS
4/29/1992 AG53 KINCREASING THE POWERS OF THE DISTRICTS
5/2G/1992 AGll BOURLAND TESTIFIES--HEARING AGAINST CRAZY HORSE BREW
6/G3/1992 AG12 BOURLAND CLAIMS POINT MISSED IN 'SUE' SAGA
7/22/1992 AG31 JUDGE ORDERS CRST TO STOP LIQUOR ORDINANCES
7/22/1992 AG5I kTRI-COUNTY WATER--CRST CHAIRMAN WANTS CONTROL
9/G2/1992 AG95 BOURLAND FAMILY TAKEN INTO HOSTAGE DRAMA
11/G5/1992 AG12 BOURLAND QUITS UST OVER GAG OF INFORMATION
11/12/1992 AG53 KNAMING OF LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLEFIELD MARKS NEW AGE
11/12/1992 BG12 BOURLAND ASKS FOR FULL UST DISCLOSURE
11/19/1992 AG31 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBAL COUNCIL VOTE PULL OUT OF
11/19/1992 AG53 KCRST PULLS FROM UNITED SIOUX TRIBES
11/19/1992 AG53 KHATS OFF TO CHAIRMAN BOURLAND
1/G7/1993 AG53 KREVIEWING 1992 AT CHEYENNE RIVER
2/G4/1993 AG53 *VIEWING THE HISTORY, FUTURE OF TRUST FUNDS
2/11/1993 BG55 NEISS, BOURLAND AND LECOMPTE SELECTED OUTSTANDING
5/26/1993 AG51 ^CHAIRMAN INTRODUCES HIS NEW ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
7/G8/1993 AG53 KUSE DILIGENCE, GRIT AGAINST RACISM
8/25/1993 AG53 *YOUNG OVERCOMER MADE ME STRONGER
9/15/1993 AG52 UST ATTACKS INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY AND CRST CHAIRMAN
9/15/1993 AG52 *TIME FOR ACTION ON UNITED SIOUX TRIBES
1/12/1994 AG53 *NAT AM GRAVES PROTECTION 8 REPATRIATION ACT GOOD
1/19/1994 AG53 ^CHAIRMAN'S iREPORT--CRST FINANCIALLY, ECONOMICALLY
3/G2/1994 AG53 kCHAIRMAN GREGG BOURLAND WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
3/23/1994 AG41 LAKOTA PEOPLE TO LOSE A GOOD LEADER (ED)
6/01/1994 A053 BOURLAND BACKS BEDDOW FOR GOVERNOR
6/22/1994 AG24 BOURLAND MAY RUN FOR CRST CHAIR
6/22/1994 A053 *JIMMY CARTER PROJECT BRINGS EXCITEMENT
7/20/1994 A051 xBOURLAND EXPLAINS HOW TEAM APPROACH WORKS
7/27/1994 A042 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBAL CHAIRMAN SAYS THANK (L)
8/17/1994 A061 DUCHENEAUX AND BOURLAND FACE OFF
8/31/1994 A053 kBOURLAND BACKS LAKOTA LANGUAGE & CULTURE CODE
10/05/1994 A053 XRUMOR CONTROL NEEDED AT CHEYENNE RIVER
10/12/1994 B012 XCRST GEARING UP FOR NOVEMBER ELECTIONS
11/10/1994 AOll BOURLAND RETAINS CRST PRESIDENCY
12/15/1994 B012 xBOURLAND MARKS 2ND TERM AT CHEYENNE RIVER
4/13/1995 A053 xINDIAN COUNTRY MUST EDUCATE CONGRESS
7/13/1995 A051 *IF AM INDIANS DON'T GET ON THE INTERNET, THE RACIST
8/17/1995 BOll XBOURLAND MODIFIES STANCE ON DUNBAR RESORT
10/26/1995 A081 ^NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS CANDIDATES
11/16/1995 A051 TIME TO DRAFT GREGG BOURLAND FOR US SENATE (L)
4/24/1991 A012 *WHO IS THIS GUY?
1/19/1995 A065 COURT RESCHEDULES CONTEMPT HEARING
2/02/1995 A03I SENECA NATION LEADERS IMPEACH PRESIDENT
2/09/1995 A061 VIOLENCE ERUPTS IN SENECA NATION PRESIDENTIAL DISPUT
2/16/1995 A032 SENECA FACTIONS DIVIDED OVER LEADER
4/06/1995 A012 HE SAID--BOWEN SAYS HE IS ELECTED LEADER
4/13/1995 AOll BIA BACKS BOWEN AS SENECA NATION PRESIDENT
5/22/1991 B031 SUBSTANCE ABUSE COORDINATOR ADDED
8/25/1993 A053 xYOUNG OVERCOMER MADE ME STRONGER
5/19/1993 A036 SBA HAS NEW LEADER
2/23/1995 B082 BOWLING TOURNEY SITES SELECTED
11/12/1992 B021 XNAVAJO'S PICTURES TELL A TALE OF TWO WORLDS
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BOXING
BOYCOTTS
BOYD JOHN S WAYNE
BOYD LOREE
BOYD WAYNE
BOYLAN VIRGINIA
BOYS & GIRLS CLUB
BOYS CLUB
BRADFORD ROL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/15/1991 S132 AREA BOYS WIN AT AMATEUR BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS
2/26/1991 AlOl XWHITESELL MAY HANG 'EM UP AFTER 30
4/03/1991 AG31 KCOACH WAS MAN 'WHO GAVE HIS ALL'
6/12/1991 AG26 VIRGIL HILL POINTING TOWARD HEARNS REMATCH
6/26/1991 AG36 BOXER EYES OLYMPICS
9/18/1991 A1G3 xKENAL MARINE WINS FEATHERWEIGHT TITLE
1G/G2/1991 AG31 xBRADLEY MARTINEZ ADDS TO...BOXING HONORS
1/21/1992 A1G4 kBOXER STRIDES INTO HIS OWN
2/26/1992 AG76 FIRST NEIL WHITESELL TOURNEY MARCH 7-8
3/25/1992 AG76 MARTINEZ TUNING UP FOR OLYMPIC TRIALS
6/G3/1992 A115 CITY NAMES MARTINEZ TOP INDEPENDENT ATHLETE
7/29/1992 BG25 USA BOXING TO MEET IN PIERRE
9/3G/1992 AG92 xWANBLEE BOXERS GET SET
1G/G8/1992 DG14 VIRGIL HILL RECLAIMS WORLD BOXING LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT
12/17/1992 CG25 YOUNG BOXERS TAKE TITLES
1/14/1993 AG12 *CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
1/14/1993 BG51 XFIGHTER FOLLOWS FATHER'S LEAD
1/28/1993 BG41 XAREA BOXERS LEARN THE ROPES
1/28/1993 BG46 WANBLEE BOXERS QUALIFY FOR NATL TOURNAMENT
2/18/1993 CG15 XCORTES TAKES SILVER GLOVES
3/31/1993 BG71 WEST RIVER GOLDEN GLOVE TOURNEY RESULTS
5/12/1993 CG31 ^REGIONAL BOXERS PUT ON A SHOW
6/16/1993 BGll xMARTINEZ TO BOX AT US OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
6/16/1993 BG74 kLAKOTA MAN BOXES FORMER TOP CONTENDERS IN RUSSIA
7/G8/1993 BG51 3 LAKOTA BOXING CLUBS GO TO NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
7/21/1993 BG45 kSTILL IN THE RING--THE POLITICAL RING THAT IS
1G/G6/1993 BG81 KFORMER SD GOLDEN GLOVES TITLIST REACHING NEW HEIGHT
11/G3/1993 B115 BOXING SMOKER TO BE HELD IN RAPID CITY NOV 6
ll/lG/1993 BG61 ONLY VOTES CAN PACK THE PUNCH FOR MARTINEZ
11/17/1993 BG41 xFROM BOXING RING TO WINNERS CIRCLE
12/15/1993 BG51 xLOOK WHO'S STEPPING INTO THE RING
12/22/1993 BG55 *BRADLEY MARTINEZ VOTED OLD SPICE ATHLETE OF YEAR
3/16/1994 AG62 RAPID CITY NATIVE BOXES AT OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER
3/23/1994 BG43 MARTINEZ COPS GOLDEN TITLE
3/3G/1994 BG64 BOXER AVENGES EARLIER LOSS
4/2G/1994 BG44 NIAA TITLES IN BOXING ON THE LINE
5/G4/1994 BG41 KPINE RIDGE BOXER HAS GOD IN HIS CORNER
5/G4/1994 BG51 HUNKPAPA BOXING CLUB FINDS SUCCESS
7/13/1994 BG42 VIRGIL HILL IN BISMARCK BATTLE
8/17/1994 BG41 ^MCLAUGHLIN'S CHASING HAWK COMPETES IN BOXING FINALS
12/29/1994 AG44 HORACE TIONA--A TRUE SIOUX WARRIOR (L)
2/16/1995 BG61 RAPID CITY BOXER NAMED TO SELECT TEAM
3/G2/1995 BG71 MARTINEZ DECISIONS RUSSIAN BOXER
3/3G/1995 BG91 SEVEN ADVANCE TO OMAHA REGIONAL
4/27/1995 BG81 KWANBLEE FIGHTER WINS REGIONAL BOUTS
5/G4/1995 CG14 NELSON TOP JUNIOR AT MANDERSON SMOKER
8/17/1995 AG61 KHIPP SEEKS HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE
2/19/1992 CG12 BOYCOTT ON AGAINST MISSION BUSINESSES
4/G1/1992 CGll XBORDER TOWNS TARGETED--BOYCOTT BY CROSS DEFENSE
8/25/1993 BG12 INDIANS CALL FOR ECONOMIC BOYCOTT AGAINST MCLAUGHLIN
9/G1/1993 AG41 BOYCOTT CAN SERVE PEOPLE AS ECONOMIC EQUALIZER (ED)
6/29/1995 AG73 NATIONAL BOYCOTT OF ARIZONA ICE TEA
7/2G/1995 AG44 CALL TO BOYCOTT SPONSORS OF TEAMS USING MASCOTS (L)
1G/G2/1991 BGll XROSEBUD CASINO STILL WAITING FOR COMPACT
lG/16/1991 BG24 ROSEBUD CASINO--A WAY OF PROFIT
lG/19/1994 AG71 FILMMAKERS SPEND TIME WITH BANISHED TEENS
1/21/1993 BG12 BOYD CLEARED OF WRONGDOING
9/22/1993 AG62 CAPITOL HILL VET TO FIGHT FOR RIGHTS OF TRIBAL PEOPL
ll/lG/1993 SG81 XBOYLAN JOINS GAMING> LAW PRACTICE GROUP
8/11/1993 BG12 XYOUTH CENTER BECOMES OFFICIAL
ll/lG/1993 BG41 SUANNE BIG CROW BOYS 8 GIRLS CLUB OFFERS CHANCE TO
12/15/1993 CG33 CHEYENNE STAGE POW WOW
8/G3/1994 CG51 $1,GGG CONTRIBUTION WILL ASSIST BASEBALL TEAM
lG/26/1994 BG71 SUANNE BIG CROW CLUB'S STAFF MEMBERS HEAD BACK
1/26/1995 BG53 2ND ANNUAL BOYS S GIRLS CLUB YOUTH POW WOW SUCCESS
1/26/1995 BG65 CLUB HOLDS FIRST CHRISTMAS STORE
1G/G5/1995 AG24 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CLUB STARTS FOOD BANK
12/21/1995 BG31 PINE RIDGE BOYS' 8 GIRLS' CLUB CELEBRATE
3/25/1992 AG84 xBARELY A TEEN, BOY OF YEAR HAS FUTURE PLANNED
4/G1/1992 AG62 BOYS CLUB MEMBERS TEST PHYSICAL FITNESS
7/22/1992 BG35 BOYS CLUB ANNOUNCES 'RECORDS' CHAMPIONS
7/29/1992 BG45 BOYS CLUB ANNOUNCES ONE-DAY SUMMER CLOSURE
11/G5/1992 BG12 FIRST INDIAN BOYS, GIRLS CLUB STARTING UP
12/17/1992 B093 SAC AND FOX OPEN 1ST RESERV CHARTER BOYS GIRLS CLUB
3/1G/1993 BG33 *FT YATES WORKS TO GET BOYS, GIRLS CLUB
3/1G/1993 BG56 BOYS CLUB NAMES SEASON CHAMPS
4/17/1991 CG14 BRADFORD MAY HANG UP HOOP GEAR NEXT SEASON
lG/23/1991 AG34 COACH BRADFORD DEFENDS SELF AND SQUAD
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BRADLEY BILL
BRADLEY DAVID P
BRAFFORD CAROL
BRAIDING
BRAINE MONICA
BRAINE SUSAN
BRANDO MARLON
BRANDON UNIVERSITY
BRAVE CROW FAMILY
BRAVE DYLAN
BRAVE EAGLE OSCAR
BRAVE HEART BASIL
BRAVE HEART LORRAI
BRAVE MISTY
BRAVO SAMUEL
BRAZIL
BREAD CHRISTOPHER
BREAD PHILLIP
BREAST FEEDING
BREAST IMPLANT
BREAULT JOSEPH
BREWER ALMA
BREWER ALVINA
BREWER ANTHONY
BREWER BARTON
BREWER BRENT .
BREWER DELBERT
BREWER JOHN
BREWER KELLEE
BREWER LISA
BREWER PENNY
BREWER SCOTT
BREYER STEPHEN
BRIBERY
BRIDGEPORT CT
BRIDGES
BRIGHAM CITY UT
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV
BRINGS PLENTY CAND
BRINGS PLENTY JJ
BRITISH COLUMBIA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/06/1991 Aa95 BRADLEY--TIME FOR BLUNT TALK
8/03/1995 C05A xBRADLEY HONORED BY WEST PUBLISHING
8/05/1992 A08A CURATOR FILES PROTEST FOR RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
8/03/1994 S261 xHORSE-HAIR BRAIDING BINDS LONG WOLF GENERATIONS
7/28/1993 AOll xSTUDENT STANDS ALONE IN FIGHT AGAINST MASCOTS
3/02/1994 B041 AMERICAN INDIAN RADIO ON SATELLITE HIRES NEW MANAGER
6/01/1995 C0I4 BRAINE TREKS THE POW WOW HIGHWAY
8/03/1995 C075 BRAINE HIRED AS CEO OF ALASKA RADIO STATION
5/13/1992 B051 BRANDO WANTS HIS NAME REMOVED FROM COLUMBUS FILM
5/18/1994.B032 LOCAL ARTIST^ EDUCATOR TO RECEIVE HONOR DEGREE
1/26/1995 B053 kFAMILY TRADITION CONTINUES STRONG
11/23/1994 B082 TRAVELING IN THE UNIVERSE
3/30/1995 BOll RETRIAL ORDERED IN COLORADO RAPE CASE
4/13/1995 A044 OSCAR BRAVE EAGLE WRONGLY ACCUSED (L)
4/20/1995 A044 REPORTER--WRONG ON ALLEGATIONS AGAINST BRAVE EAG CD
2/26/1991 A014 PINE RIDGE SCHOOL BOARD WOULD OUST BRAVE HEART
11/09/1995 A012 FOR 44 YEARS. BASIL BRAVE HEART KEPT QUIET
6/10/1992 B035 xBRAVE HEART PROMOTED
1/28/1992 B055 kMISTY BRAVE HONORED AS EDUCATION PIONEER
5/12/1993 B015 BRAVE BRINGS TEACHER TV TO LITTLE WOUND
11/24/1993 B061 LITTLE WOUND INSTRUCTOR FEATURED ON TEACHER TV
2/10/1994 B031 xTEACHER HELPS STUDENTS CRUISE ELECTRONIC SUPERHIGHW
2/10/1994 B034 ^BEARING UP UNDER AN OBJECT LESSON
11/10/1994 B051 KMISTY BRAVE. LITTLE WOUND TEACHER. CHOSEN FOR NATIO
4/03/1991 A063 BRAVO TO ATTEND WRESTLING TRAINING ^
12/10/1992 A034 BRAZILIAN SHOT IN DISPUTE OVER TIMBER
8/25/1993 A026 71 AND TWO UNBORN ARE SLAIN IN BRAZIL
9/01/1993 A024 NO EVIDENCE FOUND OF BRAZIL MASSACRE
9/01/1993 A051 JUSTICE SOUGHT FOR YANOMAMI BROTHERS (L)
10/14/1993 B061 YANOMAMI MASSACRE PART OF LARGER GENOCIDE
6/03/1992 A012 GROUP PROTESTS VERDICT OF BREAD'S DEATH
10/20/1993 A061 *BREAD NAMED COMMUNITY RELATIONS SPECIALIST—MUSEUM
11/12/1992 BOll VIDEO SAYS BREAST-FED BABY IS A HAPPY BABY
4/14/1993 B061 xROSEBUD WIC PROMOTES BREASTFEEDING
6/10/1992 A053 *IF YOU'VE GOT THE DOUGH. YOU CAN BUY ANYTHING
8/21/1991 BOll XUNDERSTAFFING SAPS PINE RIDGE MEDICAL STAFF
10/30/1991 A042 HOORAY TO ALMA BREWER (ED)
10/30/1991 BOll XWOLF CREEK MOTEL--BREWER BRINGS VISION TO LIGHT
4/20/1995 B042 PINE RIDGE DORM MANAGER RECEIVES SPECIAL AWARD
10/16/1991 A082 xANTHONY BREWER ON BHSU VARSITY
6/12/1991 A072 RAPID CITY POET CITED FOR HIS WORK
2/10/1994 B021 xGRADUATE WANTS TO TEACH OTHERS
6/08/1995 B045 BRENT BREWER AMONG DAKOTA WESLEYAN GRADS
7/29/1992 A025 DELBERT BREWER NAMED PINE RIDGE BIA SUPER
8/12/1992 C015 BREWER WANTS TO END KILI DISPUTE
3/30/1995 B031 BIA'S BREWER NAMED ABERDEEN DIRECTOR
5/04/1995 B013 BREWER 'FRESH MEAT' FOR BIA'S DETRACTORS
8/31/1995 BOll XBIA'S BREWER TAKES HEAVY FLAK
9/21/1995 A014 OUTSPOKEN BIA DIRECTOR DEMOTED
10/05/1995 BOll XTRIBES RALLY TO RESCUE BREWER FROM BIA DEMOTION
8/21/1991 coil XRED CLOUD TEACHERS BRUSH UP ON HEALTH FOR SUMMER FU
9/09/1992 A121 XNEW MISS PINE RIDGE IS CROWNED
6/09/1993 B054 KELLEE BREWER TO COMPETE IN SD PAGEANT
7/29/1992 coil xHEROINES
9/30/1992 A012 XTOOTING HER OWN HORN
10/12/1994 B045 XBREWER PART OF BHSU FUTURE
5/18/1994 A012 CLINTON CHOOSES BREYER
8/03/1994 A061 SENATE APPROVES BREYER
5/25/1994 B012 BIA OFFICIAL INDICTED ON BRIBERY CHARGES .
11/23/1995 A021 PEQUOT CASINO SEEN AS ANSWER TO CITY'S PROBLEMS
12/07/1995 AOll BRIDGEPORT BID FOR GAMING IS DENIED
3/27/1991 A092 FORT YATES BRIDGE IS BACK ON TRACK
4/03/1991 A061 MISSOURI BRIDGE WOULD LINK FOUR STATE HIGHWAYS
3/25/1992 A091 KICKAPOOS WIN BRIDGE BATTLE
9/22/1993 B082 SD RECEIVES $2.1 MILLION TO REBUILD HIGHWAYS AND BRI
8/03/1994 B013 'RED SHIRT THRUWAY' HEARS COMPLETION
8/03/1994 C051 ANNOUNCING INTERMOUNTAIN INTER-TRIBAL SCHOOL REUNION
4/27/1994 B031 BYU'S 'LAMANITE GENERATION' TO PERFORM IN RAPID
7/07/1994 B035 x7TH GRADER RECEIVES HIGH HONOR FROM MIDDLE SCHOOL
11/10/1994 B071 XADMIRED STUDENT ARRESTED AFTER HARASSMENT INCIDENT
7/15/1992 A031 xGUARDIANS CHARGED--BEATING DROWNING DEATH OF CHILD
9/30/1992 A065 PACT MAY SPEED BC LAND CLAIMS
10/06/1993 B041 xFIRST NATIONS FIGHT FOREST DESTRUCTION
10/20/1993 A012 xDIPPIN' FOR SALMON
10/12/1994 C051 BRITISH COLUMBIA PREMIER SAYS CASINOS "OUT OF STEP'
12/29/1994 A084 GUIDE LEADS SEARCH FOR ANCIENT VILLAGES IN BC
5/11/1995 A061 TRIBE PROTESTS ARRESTS IN KAMLOOPS
9/07/1995 A012 SHOTS FIRED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA OVER SUN DANCE
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BRITT CHANDRA
BROADCASTING
BROER ROGER
BROKAW TOM
BROKEN ROPE CHRIS
BROKEN ROPE KATHY
BROKENLEG MARTIN
BRONCHO PACE
BROOKS GARTH
BROTHER OF ALL CAR
BROUGHT PLENTY LIL
BROUGHT PLENTY TOM
BROWN BEAR SIDNEY
BROWN BRIAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/23/1993 BO<iA
1/01/1991
2/26/1991
A/lG/1991
A/17/1991
5/08/1991
7/17/1991
8/07/1991
8/1A/1991
10/16/1991
11/20/1991
12/2A/1991
1/21/1992
2/12/1992
3/0A/1992
3/0A/1992
3/18/1992
A/29/1992
5/06/1992
5/20/1992
5/27/1992
12/10/1992
5/05/1993
6/30/1993
7/21/1993
7/21/1993
7/28/1993
9/01/1993
9/15/1993
9/29/1993
1/26/199A
2/16/199A
3/02/199A
3/09/199A
A/13/199A
A/13/199A
5/11/199A
5/11/199A
7/27/199A
8/10/199A
10/19/199A
H/23/199A
12/07/199A
12/22/199A
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/23/1995
3/02/1995
3/09/1995
3/16/1995
A/13/1995
5/18/1995
6/08/1995
7/13/1995
8/03/1995
11/09/1995
12/21/1995
3/10/1993
5/19/1993
7/21/1993
9/16/1992
2/0A/1992
12/2A/1992
6/15/199A
6/10/1992
7/08/1992
1/19/1995
A/lA/1993
5/0A/1995
11/23/1995
3/17/1993
7/15/1992
10/05/199A
11/02/199A
11/10/199A
A08A
A031
A091
B013
A062
A07A
B02A
A032
A016
A011
AOll
B021
B031
B061
C015
AOll
B0A3
A022
A012
A012
A06A
B125
B012
A0A1
A0A1
A0A1
A012
A071
B063
A072
B016
B0A1
A012
B082
B08A
B011
S061
B062
B011
AOll
B071
AOll
A035
A0AA
B021
B032
C051
AOll
A0A1
S251
AOll
B03A
A06A
B011
A061
C075
A051
A062
B031
A015
A012
B011
B091
B096
B083
BD53
B035
B0AA
B10A
B071
A071
B025
A061
A013
A013
A01A
CU STUDENT WINS NATIONAL MEDICAL FELLOWSHIP
SEE ALSO TELEVISION, NAMES OF RADIO AND TV STATIONS
KJICARILLA APACHE RADIO GOES ON THE AIR
KlLl RADIO CELEBRATES EIGHTH BIRTHDAY
KlLl RADIO TO BROADCAST CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION PROG
RADIO HOST ACCUSED OF RACIST VIEWS
MARTIN RADIO STATION SHOULD AIR BY MID-JUNE
MARTIN STATION FINISHES STATE PUBLIC NETWORK
KlLl GRANT TO ENHANCE PROGRAMMING
GRANT SUPPORTS ALASKA RADIOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
khunkpapa radio to reach the people
HARDIN RADIO STATION SOLD
BROADCASTERS WIN RADIO GRANTS
PATRICIA CATCHES HEADS KlLl BOARD
NATIVE NEWS CELEBRATES 5 YEARS
ALASKA PUBLIC RADIO EARNS NEA GRANT
KKILI CELEBRATES 9 YEARS
DC RADIO STATION WON'T SAY 'REDSKINS'
KANSAS CITY RADIO SHOW FOCUSES ON NATIVE AMERICAN
KELO-TV FUNDS BROADCAST SCHOLARSHIP
*K1L1 PROTESTORS REJECT MEDIATION PROPOSAL
NATIONAL AIM GROUP TO HEAR KlLl RADIO DISPUTE
CHICAGO COMMUNITY FIGHTS TO CLEAR AIRWAVES OF RACISM
NATL NATIVE NEWS WINS AWARD--$100,000 MACARTHUR GRAN
XKOLA AIR WAVES CLOSER TO REALITY
PUTTING OUT THE CALL FOR A LITTLE DECORUM (ED)
XA TRUMPED-UP CONVERSATION ON LOW-BROW RADIO SHOW
ERRING IN THE AIRING OF DOUBTFUL 'NEWS' (ED)
XWAPATO SAYS FCC LAUGHS OFF TRUMP RADIO COMMENTS
LITTLE EAGLE AWARDED $500/000 FOR RADIO STATION
PUBLIC BROADCASTING CORP FUNDS MOHAWK RADIO PLAN
XFIFE LEAVES NATIVE NEWS
OPPORTUNITIES OPEN FOR TV PRODUCTIONS
AMERICAN INDIAN RADIO ON SATELLITE HIRES NEW MANAGER
ALL SYSTEMS GO FOR STANDING ROCK RADIO STATION
NEW RADIO STATION TO BE LAUNCHED
AMERICAN INDIAN RADIO ON SATELLITE
KAEN TO HIRE MANAGER
KMHA AIRWAVES BRIDGE FLOOD WATERS
KILL TO AIR NATIONAL CALL-IN PROGRAM
KMHA TO BE BACK ON AIR, REVISES PROGRAMMING
PEYOTE BILL PROMPTS OFFENSIVE HUMOR
NETWORK AIRING DAILY SATELLITE FEEDS OF INDIAN PROG
XAIRING COMPLAINTS
RADIO STATION TO AIR 'BUFFALO SOUL'
INDIAN COUNTRY COMMUNICATIONS WILL FEEL AXE (L)
XPUBLIC BROADCASTING CUTS THREATEN RESERVATION RADIO
XRADIO PRODUCER SUCCEEDS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
ALASKA PUBLIC RADIO TO USE GRANTS FOR TRAINING
STATION TRIES TO RIGHT WRONGS WITH TRIBES
XWE'RE NOT YOUR INDIANS ANYMORE
XCOMMUNICATION ENTERPRISES GET THE WORD OUT
XPRESSLER'S INQUIRY OF PBS STAFF BACKFIRES IN TIME
NEW RADIO STATION TO BEGIN BROADCASTING
FBI PROBE RESULTS IN DEAD AIR ON TRIBAL RADIO
PINE RIDGE KILl RADIO CITED AS SUCCESS STORY
XTALK RADIO A BIG HIT ON NATIVE AIRWAVES
BRAINE HIRED AS CEO OF ALASKA RADIO STATION
SAN FRANCISCO TALK RADIO HOST ETHNICALLY BLIND (L)
NATIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP MEETS, EXPANDS
XVISION QUEST GIVES INSPIRATION TO ARTIST
BROKAW CALLS FOR RECONCILIATION IN REAL WORLD
XCAN DUNK
XLAKOTA WOMAN NEEDS $30,000 FOR OPERATION
BROKENLEG TO TRAVEL TO SOUTH AFRICA
xBROKENLEG joins board of directors at CHILDREN'S HO
TOP COWGIRL AND COWBOY
ZEPHIER TO CREATE PIECE FOR COUNTRY/WESTERN STAR
GARTH BROOKS HITS KlLI AIRWAVES
COUPLE LIVING TRADITIONALLY IN MODERN LAKOTA SOCIETY
BROUGHT PLENTY SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
BROUGHT PLENTY RECOGNIZED FOR PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT
XTOM BROUGHT PLENTY'S SPIRIT TRIUMPHS
ALLEN MAN BECOMES WINTER'S LATEST VICTIM
NEW PRESIDENT SELECTED BY LOCAL CHARITY
BROWN DEFENDS RELIEF COUNCIL
RELIEF COUNCIL PRESIDENT SAYS MEDIATION A SUCCESS
PRESIDENT SAYS ACTIONS UNRELATED TO MEDIATION
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BROWN BRIAN
BROWN BULL MELISSA
BROWN BULL OLIVER
BROWN DANIEL
BROWN EDDIE
BROWN FRED JR
BROWN GALEN
BROWN GATEMOUTH
BROWN JESSE
BROWN MIKE
BROWN RONALD
BROWN RUTH
BROWN THUNDER JOE
BROWN TIM
BROWNOTTER JANET
BRUBAKER JAMES
BRUCE DANIEL L
BRUCE DONALD G
BRUGIER DEB
BRUGIER RICHARD F
BRUGUIER LEONARD
BRUGUIER RUBY
BRUISEDHEAD IVAN
BUCHWALD ART
BUCKMAN WILBUR
BUCKTOOTH KAREN
BUDGET
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/23/199A
7/08/1993
5/22/1991
6/15/1995
7/10/1991
7/31/1991
7/31/1991
9/18/1991
11/26/1992
7/28/1993
8/12/1992
3/12/1991
A/15/1992
A/22/1992
11/17/1993
2/23/199A
1G/G5/199A
1G/12/199A
11/G6/1991
11/13/1991
11/27/1991
8/18/1993
8/25/1993
l/lA/1992
9/G8/199A
11/13/1991
5/22/1991
5/15/1991
12/1A/1995
9/15/1993
3/17/1993
3/2A/1993
1G/26/199A
2/23/199A
lG/12/1995
2/16/1995
A/G6/1995
2/26/1991
3/27/1991
A/2A/1991
5/G1/1991
2/GA/1992
2/GA/1992
2/GA/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
3/GA/1992
3/11/1992
3/11/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
A/Gl/1992
A/G8/1992
A/22/1992
5/2G/1992
5/2G/1992
6/1G/1992
9/G2/1992
9/G9/1992
A/21/1993
7/1A/1993
7/28/1993
8/11/1993
2/1G/199A
2/16/199A
2/23/199A
2/23/199A
A/13/199A
7/2G/199A
9/G8/199A
2/G9/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
3/G9/1995
5/18/1995
5/25/1995
AG12 BROWN INVITES TRIBAL COUNCILS TO CHECK OUT RELIEF C
AGll XCOOLING THEIR HEELS
CG33 BROWN BULL AND CLIFFORD PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO LARCENY
AGIA KLEECH LAKE LEADERS INDICTED FOR CONSPIRACY
AOAl XEDDIE BROWN--NOW IS THE TIME FOR CHANGE AT THE TOP
AGAl TIRED OF BUREAUCRATIC BALONEY (ED)
AGA3 PUBLICIST SHAW DEFENDS BROWN'S ACTIONS (L)
AG51 TIRED OF BALONEY--EDDIE BROWN GETS INVITATION (L)
BG65 BROWN MAY RETURN TO UNIVERSITY
BG51 KDEPARTING BROWN REFLECTS ON HARMFUL MYTHS
CGll XFRED BROWN JR HONORED WITH $A6,GGG
AG31 KWOUNDED KNEE EXHIBIT PAINS SOME
AG65 GATEMOUTH BROWN TO PLAY WEDNESDAY
BG71 KBROWN BRINGS HIS MUSIC TO RAPID CITY
BG71 DEER, BROWN TO ADDRESS CONVENTION
BG6A BROWN PLEDGES QUICK ACTION ON REVIEW OF NUCLEAR MED
BG51 x'93 INFR RODEO ACTION
AG7A COMMERCE SECRETARY TO ADDRESS MINORITY BUSINESS
BG21 EAGLE NEST REPRESENTATIVE BROWN ASKED TO RESIGN
AG51 WILSON, BROWN DOING THEIR JOBS FOR THE PEOPLE (L)
AGA6 LET INCIDENT REST (L)
BG41 XBROWN THUNDER ORDAINED IN EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHUR
BGll BROWN HIRED AS TALENT SEARCH COUNSELOR
BG31 XTWO CHILD CARE WORKERS HONORED
BG21 XDOCTORS RELOCATE TO SERVE RAPID CITY INDIAN COMMON
BG15 BRUCE SENTENCED FOR MISSION GAS 'N' GET THEFT
AG12 xIHS SUED FOR DISCRIMINATION
A112 PRESENTATION STUDENT NAMED MINORITY FELLOW
BG31 BRUGIER SENTENCED
BG13 DAKOTA PHD HONORED BY ACHIEVEMENT
BG12 MISSING COUPLE FOUND DEAD
BGll LAKE ANDES BODY REMOVAL INVESTIGATION GOES ON
CG13 x'DOG THAT STEER
AG53 BUCHWALD POKES FUN AT CASINOS
CG3A WILBUR BUCKMAN SAW EARLY DAYS OF RODEO
AG32 SENECA FACTIONS DIVIDED OVER LEADER
AG13 SHE SAID--BUCKTOOTH CLAIMS LEADERSHIP
SEE ALSO FUNDING
AG31 BUSH BUDGET FALLS SHORT OF NEEDS
AG53 INDIAN BUDGET GAMES ARE PLAYED IN BAD FAITH
CG31 FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
CG29 FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
AG12 XTASK FORCE REWORKS BUDGETING PROCESS
AG13 ^EDUCATION, HEALTH CUTS SUBSTANTIAL
AG31 TRIBES' LOBBYING SKILLS WILL BE NEEDED
AG61 BUSH'S BUDGET SOME EDUCATION INCREASES ACTUALLY LOST
AG65 BUSH PROPOSES JTPA CUTBACKS
AG75 INDIAN HOUSING VIRTUALLY IGNORED
AG12 BUSH HOUSING PLAN BETRAYS TRUST
AG15 TRIBES PROTEST BUDGET CUTS
AG53 ^PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS INDIFFERENT TO TRIBES
AGll SELECTrCOMMITTEE VOWS TO PROTECT BUDGETARY GAINS
AG12 XSTATE EDUCATORS FIGHT TO RESTORE 'IMPACT AID'
AG12 RESERVATION ROADS ON BUSH 'HIT LIST'
AG15 XBROWN DEFENDS BUDGET
AG15 HOUSE PANEL DISPUTES IHS PLAN
AG61 BUDGET SHORTFALL THREATENS SCHOOLS FUNDED BY BIA
AG6A FIRST BUDGET HEARING 'HISTORIC
AG13 BALANCED BUDGET MAY HURT IMPACT AID, HOUSING
AGll FEDERAL PROGRAM FUNDING CONTINUES DOWNWARD SPIRAL
AG31 HOUSE RECOMMENDS BUDGET INCREASE FOR IHS
AG61 PROGNOSIS MAY IMPROVE ON IHS BUDGET REQUEST
AG14 NATL CONGRESS ACCUSES BIA OF 'OLD GUARD TACTICS'
AG61 FEDERAL SPENDING DOWN FOR TRIBES
AGIA CLINTON BUDGET PLAN SQUEAKS BY CONGRESS
AGll XPRESIDENT'S BUDGET TAKES DEEP BITE OUT OF ECONOMIC
AG12 x$247 MILLION SLASHED FROM IHS BUDGET
AGll NATIVE HOUSING ESCAPES CLINTON BUDGET AXE
AG6A KJOB TRAINING A LOSER IN LABOR BUDGET
AG51 KPUTTING THE PEOPLE FIRST? PRESIDENT'S BUDGET BITTER
AG35 TRIBES INVITED TO BUDGET MEETING
AG51 KTHE BUCKS DON'T STOP AT THE COUNCIL-OF-TWELVE
AG12 XCLINTON 1996 BUDGET BOOSTS TRIBAL PROGRAMS
AG25 CLINTON BUDGET WOULD BOOST INDIAN HOUSING .
AG81 BIA BUDGET A WINNER, BUT NOT A SURE THING
AG81 HOUSE PANEL APPROVES INDIAN PROGRAM CUTS
AG21 ON THE BLOCk--SCORES OF PROGRAMS, AGENCIES
AGll GOP TARGET--$1.5 BILLION IN BIA CUTS
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BUECHEL MUSEUM
BUFFALO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/25/1995 A021 PRESIDENT VOWS VETO, BIA MILLIONS STILL AT STAKE
6/08/1995 AGIl HOUSE REPUBLICANS SLASH TRIBAL PROGRAMS
6/08/1995 A031 SENATE PASSES BALANCED BUDGET PLAN
6/15/1995 A02A CLINTON VETOES 1995 BUDGET CUTS
6/23/1995 A021 XTRIBES CHALLENGE IMPACT AID CUTS
7/13/1995 AOll BIA FACES ANNUAL $214 MILLION CUTS
7/27/1995 A013 EDUCATION OFFICE SPARED BUDGET AXE
8/03/1995 A021 XBIA TAKES APPROPRIATIONS HIT
8/31/1995 AOll ^TREATIES ABROGATED BY CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
9/07/1995 A113 INDIAN NATIONS CONVENE IN DC
9/14/1995 A014 BABBITT TELLS CLINTON--VETO INTERIOR BILL
9/14/1995 A013 TRIBES CONVERGE ON CAPITOL TO STOP BUDGET CUTS
9/28/1995 A012 CLINTON VOWS BUDGET VETO
12/21/1995 A013 INTERIOR BUDGET APPROVED
12/18/1991 B012 BLACK BEAR NAMED BUECHEL MUSEUM DIRECTOR
6/19/1991 B031 TRIBE OUTRAGED BY BUFFALO SHOOTINGS
8/07/1991 A081 XKICKAPOO BUFFALO, FOUNDATION FOR A DREAM
10/23/1991 A024 CHEYENNE RIVER GIVES BUFFALO ROOM TO ROAM
10/23/1991 A075 BUFFALO BUTCHERING WORKSHOP OCT 28-29
12/04/1991 A065 WAYWARD BISON MAY BE DOOMED
12/18/1991 AOll BUFFALO AID TO HELP HERDS
1/08/1992 A075 ARTIST HERDS ALONG BUFFALO PROJECT
1/08/1992 B042 TRIBE STARTS BUFFALO HERD
2/04/1992 A121 FORT PECK BISON RANCHING ON BACK BURNER
2/12/1992 A081 CLARIFICATION
2/12/1992 B081 BUFFALO WORKSHOP FEB 25-27
4/08/1992 B031 JfTATANKA--QUEST FOR CULTURAL SURVIVAL
5/06/1992 B024 WORKSHOP TO SHOW TRADITIONAL BUTCHERING
6/03/1992 BOll xBUFFALO CALF EUROPE-BOUND FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM
6/24/1992 AOll BUFFALO AUSTRIA-BOUND
7/29/1992 A031 KBUFFALO BREATHE NEW LIFE INTO CULTURE
9/02/1992 C014 BUFFALO--GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH
10/08/1992 A012 xGOING SOUTH FOR THE WINTER
11/05/1992 B012 XBUFFALO TRIAL
11/19/1992 B012 COOPERATIVE FOUNDED TO BRING BACK BUFFALO
1/07/1993 A031 DONOR FEELS BUFFALOED BY STALLED SWAN SONG
1/14/1993 B031 DUBRAY RESERVED ABOUT BUFFALO SLAUGHTER HOUSE
1/21/1993 A044 EX-MEMBER OF BUFFALO TOUR TELLS HER SIDE (L)
3/10/1993 AOll XA PRAYER FOR BUFFALO'S RETURN
3/17/1993 A041 xIN THE SPIRIT OF THE BUFFALO
6/30/1993 A071 TRIBES WANT GOVERNMENT TO BRING BACK BUFFALO
7/21/1993 A071 INTERTRIBAL BISON CO-OP MOVES TO RAPID CITY
9/15/1993 S182 XBUFFALO RETURN TO HOMELAND
10/27/1993 AOll xMIDDLE EASTERN BUSINESS MAN ACCUSED OF EXPLOITING
10/27/1993 B041 xBUFFALO GATHERING AT SLIM BUTTES
11/03/1993 B025 XIN THE OLD WAY
1/26/1994 AOll XNAVAJO NATION COUNCIL CALLS FOR REMOVAL OF TIPIS
3/30/1994 A071 BUFFALO SKULL DONATED TO INMATES
5/11/1994 S054 XRETURN OF THE BUFFALO NATION
5/25/1994 S051 INTERTRIBAL BISON CO-OP ENTERS TANNERY PARTNERSHIP
7/20/1994 A044 BUFFALO CALF'S DEATH A MISTAKE (L)
7/20/1994 B035 BISON IN MIDDLE OF DENVER
9/08/1994 B012 xSACRED SIGN--BIRTH OF ALBINO BUFFALO CALF
9/08/1994 B041 SWIFT BIRD STUDENTS IN BUFFALO BUSINESS
9/14/1994 A021 GROUP PROPOSES SAVING YELLOWSTONE BISON
9/14/1994 B054 EVENTS TO ACCOMPANY FALL BUFFALO ROUNDUP
9/21/1994 A071 WHITE BUFFALO CALF OWNER HIRES ATTORNEY TO PREVENT
9/28/1994 A041 xWHITE BUFFALO--A SYMBOL OF HOPE FOR LAKOTA PEOPLE
10/26/1994 A051 WHITE BUFFALO A SIGN FOR CHRISTIANS TOO (L)
11/02/1994 AOll XVOLUNTEERS ROUND UP 300 BUFFALO
11/10/1994 B012 STUDENTS VISIT WHITE BUFFALO CALF
11/30/1994 A013 XWHITE BEEFALO CALF
11/30/1994 A013 WHITE BUFFALO CALVES BRED FOR PROFIT
12/07/1994 A071 TRIBES SEEK CONTROL OVER NATIONAL BISON RANGE
1/12/1995 A031 YELLOWSTONE BISON MEET COMES TO SD
1/12/1995 A032 WYOMING SHOOT CHALLENGED
1/12/1995 A034 MORE THAN 100 BISON KILLED IN YELLOWSTONE
2/09/1995 B081 STUDENTS FIND MORE THAN BUFFALO MEAT
2/16/1995 A065 MORE BISON KILLED, COUNT HEARING 300
2/16/1995 B041 CRST TO RECEIVE YELLOWSTONE BISON
2/23/1995 B025 ITBC PROPOSES SOLUTION TO BISON PROBLEM
3/09/1995 A053 XA DAY OF PROGRESSIVE RACISM & PREJUDICE HAS DAWNED
3/16/1995 BOll XTATANKA
3/23/1995 B021 XVIDEO USED TO EDUCATE CHILDREN IS INACCURATE
4/13/1995 A061 WINNEBAGO'S BISON HERD NOT JUST ANOTHER 'HOME ON THE
4/13/1995 BOll ROSEBUD, OGLALA TO EXPLORE JOINT BUFFALO SOCIETY
5/04/1995 A061 DEBATE LOOMS IN MONTANA ON PROPOSED BISON RANGE
5/04/1995 B013 BISON COOPERATIVE SEEKS TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S SUPPORT
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BUFFALO
BUFFALO BOY HERBER
BUFFALO HIDE
BUFFALO SOLDIERS
BULL BEAR HAZEL
BULL BEAR MARIA
BULL BEAR ROYAL
BULMAN KAREN
BURCHETT LONI RYE
BURDICK qUENTIN
BUREAU OF INDIANS
BUREAU OF LAND MAN
BURG JIM
BURGLARIES
BURIAL
5/11/1995
5/18/1995
6/01/1995
6/29/1995
8/17/1995
8/24/1995
8/31/1995
9/07/1995
9/28/1995
9/28/1995
10/12/1995
11/02/1995
11/09/1995
11/09/1995
11/30/1995
6/22/1994
9/04/1991
5/04/1994
3/11/1992
5/13/1992
11/20/1991
1/28/1992
3/25/1992
12/07/1995
9/16/1992
9/30/1992
6/01/1994
1/07/1993
2/12/1991
2/26/1991
4/03/1991
4/17/1991
8/21/1991
9/04/1991
9/04/1991
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
12/31/1991
1/14/1992
1/21/1992
3/18/1992
4/01/1992
6/17/1992
8/12/1992
9/02/1992
5/05/1993
5/26/1993
7/21/1993
9/01/1993
9/29/1993
10/06/1993
1/12/1994
3/09/1994
3/09/1994
3/16/1994
4/27/1994
7/07/1994
7/13/1994
8/03/1994
9/08/1994
9/14/1994
10/19/1994
4/13/1995
4/13/1995
4/20/1995
5/11/1995
5/25/1995
8/03/1995
11/23/1995
10/19/1994
7/27/1994
2/12/1992
BURNETTE LYNN SR
BURNETTE MARSHALL
BURNETTE SHARON
B051
B074
A021
B043
AO 11
AOll
A031
AlOl
AOll
B105
coil
B013
B013
B014
A014
B012
A015
A051
A012
B094
BOll
SlOl
A081
A013
A051
A043
B061
A033
A014
AOll
A062
A012
A061
AO12
AO 61
AOll
A031
A081
AOll
Alll
A093
B014
A095
AOll
B022
B041
B042
BlOl
A083
B042
AOll
A084
AOll
A063
A053
A042
C051
B163
A062
A034
A033
BOll
C024
BOll
A031
BOll
B014
A044
B064
A021
A071
A025
A012
B041
coil
CHEYENNE RIVER WINS GRANT FOR MOBILE SLAUGHTER HOUSE
FRED DUBRAY WINS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR BISON
XDUBRAY CITED FOR DEDICATION TO BUFFALO
ESTIMATED 50,000 VISIT WHITE BUFFALO
XMADE IN THE SHADE
DENVER COMPANY ACCUSED OF EXPLOITATION
BUFFALO ON APPROACH TO DIA?
RACISM FLARES AT MONTANA MEETING ON BISON RANGE
*FAM1LY PORTRAIT
TATANKA GATHERING SET FOR OCT 17
BISON AUCTION TO AID AREA TRIBES
TRIBES WANT YELLOWSTONE BISON
KBISON HERDS THRIVE AS TRIBES REBUILD HERITAGE
CO-OP PLEASED WITH AUCTION
KBISON CO-OP BOARD CLEARS 2 OFFICIALS
*D-DAY, KOREAN WAR VETERAN FOUGHT THE HARD FIGHT
KOMAHA SACRED BUFFALO HIDE BACK HOME
GLORIFICATION OF BUFFALO SOLDIERS RAISES RACIAL DIV
XFINAL TOUCHES
BULL BEAR HONORED BY AlCF
XBULL BEAR--ELDERS MUST SHARE WISDOM
KAT 80 BULL BEAR PLANS FOR THE CHILDREN'S FUTURE
KAREN BULMAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION IN CITY'S APRIL 14
FOSTER MOTHER BITTER OVER KENTUCKY CUSTODY DECISION
SENATOR BURDICK REMEMBERED
A TRIBUTE TO SEN QUENTIN BURDICK (L)
SEE US BUR OF INDIANS
SEE US BUR OF LAND
KBURG RESPECTS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
FIVE ARRESTED IN BURGLARY AND FIRE
SEE ALSO REMAINS, BONES, CEMETERIES
BURIAL COSTS AIRED AT COUNTY MEETING
XSHANNON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TURN DEAF EARS ON BURl
OST MAY HIKE LAND-USER FEES TO COVER BURIALS
KDICKSON MOUNDS PROTESTERS GO FREE
kblackfeet planning ceremony for reburial of remains
XREPATR1AT10N--THE FIRST RETURN
XHOMECOMING WITH THE SPIRIT WIND
DICKSON MOUNDS DECISION COMING UP AFTER AGREEMENT
WHO IS BURIED IN CUSTER'S GRAVE?
CHIEF GALL'S GRAVE OPENED, REMAINS INTACT
VERMILLION GROUP WANTS CANTON INDIANS REBURIED
KREMAINS OF BLACKFEET ANCESTORS
SAN JOSE CONSTRUCTION UNCOVERS OHLONE BURIAL
INDIGENT BURIAL INCREASE LOST IN BIA CONFUSION
COMANCHE ANCESTORS GIVEN A SACRED REST
LUJAN APPOINTS GRAVES PROTECTION PANEL
DICKSON MOUNDS CLOSES WITH VIGIL
FOES OF HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ON GRAVES PETITION
JONATHAN HAAS NAMED TO GRAVES PROTECTION REVIEW COMM
^MEMORIAL BEGINS HEALING PROCESS
GRAVE' ROBBERS STRICKEN WITH FEDERAL INDICTMENTS
OREGON TRIBES SEEK PROTECTION OF SACRED SITES
WAL-MART CONSIDERS PLAN TO RESPECT BURIAL SITE
XBURIAL GROUNDS TO GET DUMPED ON
HIGHER POWER TAKES OVER MINNESOTA BURIAL MOUND
EASTERN WATER AUTHORITY WILL SEARCH FOR GRAVES
XNAT AM GRAVES PROTECTION S REPATRIATION ACT GOOD
NATIVES AMONG IMPORTANT BURIALS (L)
GROUND RADAR USED TO LOCATE ABENAKI BURIAL SITE
CASINOS FUND CULTURAL PRESERVATION, WINNEBAGO
XRELICS ROBBED FROM BURIAL MOUND SUBJECT OF DEBATE
VANDALS DIG INTO BURIAL SITES
NONPROFIT GROUP SUES TO PROTECT BURIAL MOUNDS
COURT AFFIRMS STATE'S POWER TO PROTECT BURIAL MOUNDS
AMES LAND DEVELOPERS LOSE REIMBURSEMENT BID
STATE COMPILING DATA ON OLDER BURIAL SITES
SPECIALIST CALLED IN TO HANDLE RE-INTERMENT OF BONE
YANKTONS MOURN ANCESTORS' REMAINS
OPPOSITION GROWING TO LONG WOLF REPATRIATION
WE'RE NOT DINOSAURS, MR PRESIDENT (L)
THREE INDICTED ON GRAVE THEFT CHARGES
LONG WOLF REBURIAL QUESTION PUT TO OGLALA ELDERS
RELATIVES PONDER FATE OF REMAINS OF OJIBWA RELATIVES
REBURIAL SENSITIVE ISSUE
BURNETTE MEMORIAL TO ALSO HONOR FEMALE VETS
KTWILIGHT ANGLER
KBURNETTE UNGAGGED--FORMER SECRETARY TALKS
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BURNS CONRAD
BURNS PAIUTE
BURQUE SHEENA
BURRAGE MICHAEL
BURSHEIM DEVON
BUSBY MT
BUSES
BUSH FOUNDATION
BUSH FRED
BUSH GEORGE
BUSHMAN JOHN
BUSHYHEAD YVONNE
BUSINESS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/13/1995 A023 MONTANA SENATOR ACCUSED OF ANTI-INDIAN REMARKS
5/01/1991 A026 BURNS PAIUTE WIN SUIT AGAINST ARTIFACT HUNTERS
11/13/1991 B072 *RED LAKE MISS IS FIRST NATIVE PRINCESS
5/18/199A AG15 MICHAEL BURRAGE CONFIRMED AS FEDERAL JUDGE
6/03/1992 B051 BURSHEIM STRODE THE STRAIGHT PATH
6/15/199A B073 kTWO SISSETON STUDENTS EXCEL AT RAINY RIVER
11/09/1995 A071 SCHOOL DISPUTE FUELED BY MISTRUST
10/05/1995 B031 *NEW WHEELS--HELPING THE HANDICAPPED
7/15/1992 B053 BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS RECEIVES GRANT
8/05/1992 B052 BUSH FOUNDATION ANNOUNCES GRANTS
4/28/1993 B034 LOWER BRULE RECEIVES LAW LIBRARY GRANT
6/09/1993 B032 xCORNEL PEWEWARDY SELECTED FOR BUSH FOUNDATION PROG
9/29/1993 B045 FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE
8/03/1995 C054 RAPID CITY ARTS COUNCIL GETS BUSH GRANT
4/15/1992 A071 xFRED BUSH NAMED OLC EXTENSION TUTOR
2/19/1991 AOll BUSH WOULD SLASH INDIAN HOUSING AND HEALTH
2/26/1991 A031 BUSH BUDGET FALLS SHORT OF NEEDS
3/27/1991 A044 BUSH ACKNOWLEDGES 'INDIAN COUNTRY* ERROR (L)
4/24/1991 A012 xBUSH-TRIBAL MEETING IS SYMBOLIC
5/01/1991 A043 BUSH WELCOMES NCAI BRIEFING (L)
6/19/1991 AOll BUSH AFFIRMS AUTONOMY
7/02/1991 A053 xTRIBAL OFFICIALS BLEW CHANCE IN CONFERENCE WITH BUS
7/10/1991 A012 *PRESIDENT GETS GIFTS, REMINDER OF HILLS CLAIM
10/09/1991 A016 BUSH SHOULD SIGN DURO FIX
11/20/1991 A012 BUSH OPPOSES SRST COMPENSATION BILL
12/11/1991 A044 BUSH GETS WORD ON LESS EXPENSIVE 'TIMES' (L)
1/14/1992 A053 ^PRESIDENT SHOULD STEP DOWN FOR DEMOCRATS' PLATFORM
2/12/1992 A065 BUSH PROPOSES JTPA CUTBACKS
3/11/1992 AOll BUSH CITES NATIVE LEGACY IN DECLARATION
3/11/1992 A053 kPRESIDENTIAL POLITICS INDIFFERENT TO TRIBES
4/22/1992 A071 BUSH THREATENS DASCHLE BILL
4/22/1992 A074 PRESIDENT HONORS TEEN CONNECTIONS
5/20/1992 A015 BUSH ASKED TO INCLUDE INDIANS IN URBAN AGENDA
6/03/1992 A061 BUSH PLAYS 'BAIT 8 SWITCH* GAME WITH BIA GRANTS
6/17/1992 B061 BUSH RECEIVES REPORT ON INDIAN EDUCATION
6/24/1992 A102 BUSH VETOES SISSETON-WAHPETON BILL
9/16/1992 A053 REAGAN, BUSH PERPETUATE STEREOTYPE WITH REMARKS (L)
10/22/1992 A013 BUSH CAMPAIGN TARGETS INDIAN VOTE
10/29/1992 A033 KONEIDA CRITICIZE BUSH'S 'CHOP'
10/29/1992 A034 TAX BILL SENT TO WHITE HOUSE
11/05/1992 AOll BUSH SIGNS LAW THAT PROMOTES NATIVE LANGUAGE
11/05/1992 A012 XCLINTON BURNS BUSH
12/03/1992 A044 GEORGE BUSH BELITTLED INDIAN DIGNITY (L)
1/14/1993 A012 BUSH LAME DUCKS FIRE FINAL ROUND AT SOVEREIGNTY
5/11/1995 A031 JOHN BUSHMAN NAMED LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT FOR INDIAN
9/28/1995 B071 BUSHYHEAD TAKES OVER AS PRESIDENT OF NEB IND COMMON
1/08/1991 A015 WAGNER SHOE VENTURE COLLIDES WITH REDI-FUND
1/15/1991 A015 REDI-FUND TURN DOWN NEW FOOTWEAR VENTURE
2/12/1991 A053 *BIA MUST PROVE COMMITMENT TO BUY INDIAN ACT
2/19/1991 BOll APACHES MAKE UNITS FOR FAMOUS APACHE HELICOPTER
2/26/1991 A114 CROW CREEK TRIBE LOOKS AT TAPE PLANT
3/05/1991 A082 FORT YATES WELCOMES TACO JOHN'S MANAGERS
3/27/1991 A024 NAVAJOS PLAN SECOND PLANT--MAKE CAR PARTS
3/27/1991 A053 THE PROBLEM OF BRINGING BUSINESSES TO RESERVATIONS
4/24/1991 A073 ^BUSINESSMEN NEED TRIBAL COURT REFORM
5/08/1991 S-21 KGEO-SEIS HELICOPTERS INC
5/08/1991 S041 KRHYTHMS OF SOAR SOUND SUCCESS
5/08/1991 S051 kLAKOTA TERRITORY TRADING POST A BARGAIN HUNTERS DE
5/08/1991 S061 *VALANDRAS--THE HARD LESSONS OF RUNNING A BUSINESS
5/08/1991 S091 *PINKY'S--A TEAM OF WOMEN WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY
5/08/1991 SlOl *BIG BAT'S--TAKING ALL ASPECTS OF RUNNING INTO CONSI
5/08/1991 S121 *YELLOWBIRD'S--A SUCCESS STORY AT PINE RIDGE
5/08/1991 S151 *SOMETHING DIFFERENT AT SIOUX SEWN
5/08/1991 S161 *SIOUX POTTERY—A COMPANY WITH QUALITY RATHER THAN
5/08/1991 S191 XMATULA'S--CUSTOMERS COME FIRST
5/22/1991 coil SIOUX NATION CENTER HAS NEW LOOK FOR ITS CUSTOMERS
5/29/1991 A012 XWINNEBAGOS LAUNCH DRUG COMPANY
8/14/1991 A051 READER ADVOCATES ZONE ENTERPRISE FOR RESERVATION (L)
8/28/1991 A035 NON-INDIANS SHOULD STUDY THE LAW
9/25/1991 A083 kPICURIS ACQUIRE SUBSIDIZED STAKE IN HOTEL
9/25/1991 B074 MINORITY BUSINESS WEEK IN WASHINGTON BEGINNING SEPT
10/02/1991 B021 KVALANDRA RECOGNIZED FOR BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
10/09/1991 B041 SRST WANT TO REGULATE RESERVATION BUSINESSES
10/16/1991 A071 JfMORGAN CO HIRES FRIENDS TO MAKE WESTERN ITEMS
10/30/1991 BOll *WOLF CREEK MOTEL--BREWER BRINGS VISION TO LIGHT
11/06/1991 A012 BATES 8 CO WILL PAY FOR BLEEDING SIOUX LEAN BEEF
11/27/1991 A071 STANDING ROCK REVISES BUSINESS LICENSE ORDINANCE
12/11/1991 A012 XHIGH STANDARDS HELP SANTEE BUSINESS VENTURE
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BUSINESS 12/18/1991 B071 kSDSU DOCTORAL CANDIDATE PROFILES RESERVATION ENTREP
12/31/1991 A021 TAX WOES PLAGUE 0N0NDA6A BUSINESSES
1/08/1992 BOAA CROW CREEK WOMAN HITS IT BIG WITH BUSINESS
l/lA/1992 AG85 ATHAPASKAN CHOSEN BUSINESSMAN OF THE YEAR
2/04/1992 A041 REMEMBER TO MIND OUR OWN BUSINESSES (ED)
2/04/1992 B161 ROSEBUD FIRM PLUGS INTO HEWLETT
2/19/1992 C012 BOYCOTT ON AGAINST MISSION BUSINESSES
2/26/1992 A012 KlOWA TRIBE SAVED MISSOURI TOWN
3/04/1992 A071 KVISION FOR BUSINESS FlRMS BEHIND BUCKSKIN CURTAIN
3/11/1992 A041 COUPONS CLIP CONSUMER COSTS (ED)
3/11/1992 A115 UST CREDIT CONFERENCE IN HURON MARCH 18-20
3/11/1992 B026 COON CHEVROLET CL0SED--C1V1L SUITS ARE FILED
3/25/1992 S261 BUSINESS SUPPORTERS INVITED TO INDIAN MUSEUM CAMPAIG
4/01/1992 B031 FREE CODA SEMINARS SET FOR BELCOURT 8 FT TOTTEN
4/01/1992 C011 KBORDER TOWNS TARGETED--BOYCOTT BY CROSS DEFENSE
, 4/01/1992 C023 PINE RIDGE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT--$150,000 GRANT
4/08/1992 A025 CANDY COMPANY MAKES APOLOGY TO STUDENTS
4/29/1992 S021 *PETER HOMER--SBA'S LINK TO COMMUNITIES
4/29/1992 S032 KDRAPEAUX GAMBLED ON OWN HIS OWN ADVICE 8 WON
4/29/1992 S051 INDIAN TRADE ASSOCIATIONS GROW
4/29/1992 S071 KBUSINESS ADVOCATES CAN HELP PRIME ECONOMIC PUMP
. 4/29/1992 S102 MONTANA'S INDIAN BUSINESSES JOIN FOR SURVIVAL
4/29/1992 S121 UPSTREAM PRODUCTIONS INC CELEBRATES 10 YEARS
4/29/1992 S131 VOICE AND DATA COMPANY FOUNDED
4/29/1992 S141 *F1RST COMPUTER CONCEPTS RIDING HIGH
6/03/1992 A061 BUSH PLAYS 'BAIT 8 SWITCH' GAME WITH BIA GRANTS
7/01/1992 A083 GIBSON TO HEAD SBA PROGRAM
7/15/1992 B011 KOGLALA GETS SLICE OF PIZZA BUSINESS
7/15/1992 B016 SGU TO GET FOUR-YEAR BUSINESS DEGREE
7/22/1992 B011 *FA1THFUL CUSTOMERS HELPED IVAN'S GROW
7/22/1992 B031 BUSINESS PROVIDES CULTURAL LINK
7/29/1992 A011 ENTERPRISE ZONE PLAN IGNORES RESERVATIONS
7/29/1992 A041 BORDERTOWN BUSINESSES MUST MAKE BETTER 'CENTS' (ED)
8/12/1992 A031 SENATE PANEL APPROVES 'BUY INDIAN' AMENDMENTS
9/02/1992 A044 SUPPORT BUSINESSES THAT SUPPORT WORKERS (L)
9/09/1992 A122 PUEBLO MALL TO OPEN IN 1994
9/16/1992 A046 INDIAN-OWNED CANVAS MANUFACTURE SOUGHT (L)
9/16/1992 B081 DENVER EPA CITES BUSINESSES, BIA FOR VIOLATIONS
9/23/1992 B121 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED
10/29/1992 A041 BUY INDIAN (ED)
10/29/1992 A043 READER HAS NO FAITH IN THE LAKOTA (L)
10/29/1992 B011 FOOTWEAR COMPANY OPENS ITS DOORS
11/05/1992 A071 NAVAJO NATION MAY BOYCOTT FARMINGTON BUSINESSES
11/05/1992 B091 INDIAN BUSINESSES TO MEET
12/10/1992 B012 KFIRE DESTROYS SHEDEED'S
12/31/1992 A071 TWIN SISTERS DISCOVER HERITAGE PAYS DIVIDENDS
1/07/1993 A011 SMALL FIRM WINS $5 MILLION CONTRACT
1/14/1993 A031 *RAP1D CITY CHAMBER LACKS NATIVE VOICES
1/14/1993 A031 VOICES READY TO SPEAK
1/14/1993 B031 DUBRAY RESERVED ABOUT BUFFALO SLAUGHTER HOUSE
1/21/1993 A012 SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES DEBUNK MYTH
2/04/1993 A011 TRIBES REPRESENT MULTI-MILLION-DOLLAR ASSET
2/04/1993 A012 ARCTIC SLOPE CORPORATION BALANCES PROFIT, CULTURE
2/04/1993 B012 PINE RIDGE WEAVING TEXTILE DEAL
2/11/1993 B051 TRIBAL CHAIRMEN INVITED TO 'BUSINESS DAY'
2/11/1993 B093 kDAKOTA BOOT AND MOCCASIN SPLITS AT SEAMS
2/11/1993 B093 TRENTON FACTORY MAKES TRADITIONAL QUILTS
2/11/1993 B101 knew HEALTH SUPPLIER HOPES TO MEND RESERVATION NEED
2/18/1993 B015 KSTATES BUSINESS DAY A NO SHOW
3/03/1993 B044 XCOLLEEN'S GARDENS REAPS ORGANIC SUCCESS
4/07/1993 A053 KSMALL BUSINESS MAKES BIG DEALS
4/14/1993 A011 kMONTANA TRIBE DROPS ECONOMIC HAMMER
4/21/1993 B012 *TEXT1LE PLANT PACKS UP, FOLDS ON OST DEAL
4/21/1993 B014 BOOTMAKER TAKES STEPS TOWARD OST
5/12/1993 A081 US WEST CALLS FOR MORE INDIAN-OWNED BUSINESSES
5/12/1993 S241 kTECHNOLOGY OPENS WORLD TO TURTLE MOUNTAIN
5/12/1993 S251 xEVEN A SMALL BUSINESS CAN MAKE IT BIG
5/12/1993 S271KS0N BUILDS UP FAMILY BUSINESS
5/12/1993 S275 KBUSINESSWOMAN EXPANDS HER HORIZONS
5/12/1993 S283 HOME-GROWN BUSINESSES
5/19/1993 B011 SRST BIDS FOR PERCENT OF FOOD COMPANY
5/19/1993 B012 ROSEBUD TRIBE DISBANDS GALAXY ELECTRONICS PROJECT
5/19/1993 B051 KSICANGU ENTERPRISE CENTER RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
6/02/1993 B012 ^ENTREPRENEUR WORKSHOP PROVIDES PARENTS WITH IDEAS
6/09/1993 B011 HOWARD VALANDRA MAKES NATIONAL BUSINESS MAGAZINE
6/16/1993 A041 WHERE,DOES THE BUCK STOP IN INDIAN COUNTRY? (ED)
6/16/1993 A051 TRIBAL MEMBERS NEED A PROFIT MOTIVATION (L)
6/16/1993 B061 KKANSAS SHOP STRIVES TO CHANGE STEREOTYPES
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6/16/1993 B064 TRUSLER HONORED FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS
6/16/1993 B124 INTERTRIBAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT TO BE STUDIED
6/23/1993 B012 INDIAN-OWNED BUSINESS TO OPEN AT GORDON JUNCTION
7/1A/1993 AOIA K'AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE'
7/21/1993 A053 RACIAL STEREOTYPES BAD FOR BUSINESS
7/28/1993 A065 SMALL BUSINESS LOANS AVAILABLE AGAIN
8/04/1993 BG15 FLOWER AND PAWN SHOP BLOOMS ON PINE RIDGE
8/04/1993 S051 XWELL-SOWN SEEDS REAP A UNIQUE SHOPPING CENTER
8/04/1993 S061 XHOME-GROWN BUSINESSES ADD FLAVOR OF SUCCESS
8/11/1993 A041 TURTLE MOUNTAIN LEADS THE WAY TO SELF-DETERMIN (ED)
8/18/1993 B011 NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR SMALL BUSINESS HONOREE
8/25/1993 B045 MINORITY ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT WEEK BRINGS WORKSHOP
9/08/1993 A031 xSEN PRESSLER PLANS SMALL BUSINESS HELP FOR RESERVAT
9/08/1993 A051 BUSINESS OWNER FIGHTS LOSING BATTLE AGAINST BUY- (L)
9/08/1993 B011 SRST SIGNS CONTRACT WITH CLOVERDALE FOOD SERVICES
9/08/1993 B011 ROSEBUD, PINE RIDGE, EAGLE BUTTE ADDED TO DEVELOPMEN
9/08/1993 B035 BUSINESS PINE RIDGE REJECTED RISES AGAIN IN SHO-BAN
9/15/1993 S131 KDETERMINATION IS KEY TO BUSINESSES' SUCCESS
9/22/1993 B025 WHAT YOU SEW, YOU SHALL REAP
9/29/1993 B074 MISSION BUSINESSES HONORED
10/06/1993 B054 ONONDAGA PULL ELECTRIC PLUG ON LOCAL-OWNED BUSINESS
10/14/1993 B011 BIG BAT'S TAKES SMALL BUSINESS REGIONAL HONORS
10/14/1993 B044 DAKOTAH CONNECTION SHOWS AT UNIVERSITY
10/20/1993 A061 ARVISO RECOGNIZED FOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
11/03/1993 A011 KWAS IT POLICY OR PREJUDICE?
11/03/1993 A034 NAVAJO COUNCIL QUESTIONS OIL AND GAS CORPORATION
11/10/1993 C011 *ONLY AUTHENTIC QUALITY WELCOME IN TIPI SHOP
11/10/1993 C011 ARTISANS MOLD TALENT INTO CREATION OF SIOUX POTTERY
11/10/1993 C022 SINTE GLESKA ESTABLISHES TRIBAL MANAGEMENT
11/24/1993 A011 KPRESERVATION S PROFITS--INUPIAQ BUSINESS
12/01/1993 A061 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL APPROVES TRIBAL OIL S GAS CO
1/19/1994 A073 LAFRAMBOISE JOINS THE MCPETERS COMPANY
1/19/1994 B041 KA WELCOME MAT--BUSINESSES JOIN IN RUG-MAKING
1/26/1994 B011 INTERNSHIP TO TEACH TRIBAL MANAGEMENT
2/02/1994 B061 xLONG-TIME OELRICHS BUSINESS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
2/16/1994 B042 RETAIL GROUP WILL AWARD A BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP
2/16/1994 B051 XMISSION BUSINESS MAKES IT TO PIERRE
2/23/1994 B051 HILL CITY BUSINESS LEADERS DONATE LAND FOR MUSEUM
2/23/1994 B051 BUSINESSMAN PROVES THAT SUCCESS IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
3/16/1994 B061 HOW DOES COLLEEN'S GARDEN GROW?
3/16/1994 B061 WORKSHOP TO PROBE INDIAN SELF-EMPLOYMENT
3/30/1994 B074 XWHY SHOULD SMALL BUSINESSES HAVE RETIREMENT PLANS?
4/13/1994 A074 ONONDAGA NATION BUSINESS BLOCKADE ENTERS 2ND YEAR
4/20/1994 A064 INDIAN CHAMBER PLANS TO HOST 3RD ANNUAL TRADE SHOW
5/04/1994 B012 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE CAMPAIGN WINS AWARD
5/04/1994 B121 SMALL BUSINESS ENTREPRENEURS HONORED
5/25/1994 A061 CONSULTANT WHEELS DEALS FOR ONEIDA NATION
5/25/1994 S021 WOLF POINT MAN LAUNCHES NEW MONTANA TIPI FIRM
5/25/1994 S051 INTERTRIBAL BISON CO-OP ENTERS TANNERY PARTNERSHIP
5/25/1994 S061 SMALL BUSINESS ASSOC HONORS OUTSTANDING NATIVE AM
5/25/1994 S071 XELSIE MEEKS WINS HONORS FOR LAKOTA FUND
5/25/1994 S071 NAVAJO NATION IS TAKING CONTROL OF ITS RESOURCES
5/25/1994 S081 xKNIGHTS LEATHER CREATIONS--A BOOMING BUSINESS
5/25/1994 S091 MESCOM A NATIVE BUSINESS TODAY
5/25/1994 S101 XLAKOTA CREATIONS--USING HERITAGE S CULTURE
5/25/1994 Sill COLLEEN'S GARDENS--LOOKING TO MOTHER EARTH
6/15/1994 A041 xINDIAN BUSINESSES MUST HIRE THEIR OWN
7/13/1994 A051 BUREAUCRATS DON'T KNOW THE LAW OF THE LAND
7/27/1994 B061 KIRA LECOMPTE RUNNER-UP IN BUSINESS WOMEN COMPET
8/03/1994 S091 LAKOTA FUND LENDS NEEDED HELP TO OGLALA BUSINESS
8/03/1994 S093 INDIAN-OWNED BUSINESSES BRING JOBS TO PINE RIDGE
8/03/1994 Sill x'BIG BAT' BUILDING STRONG BUSINESS FOUNDATION
8/17/1994 A044 PINE RIDGE AGENCY ABIDES BY BUY INDIAN ACT (L)
8/17/1994 C011 CASINOS GIVE TRIBE OPTION TO DIVERSIFY THEIR BUSINES
8/24/1994 A081 ALASKA NATIVE CONSULTANTS PROVIDE BUSINESS ASSISTANC
9/08/1994 C011 XWHISPERING THUNDER GALLERY PRESENTS FINEST
9/14/1994 B011 JOBS WORKSHOP AT THE LOWER BRULE'S CONVENTION CENT
9/21/1994 C021 KWATAKNUK RESORT SPELLS SUCCESS FOR SALISH & KOOTENA
10/12/1994 A074 COMMERCE SECRETARY TO ADDRESS MINORITY BUSINESS
10/26/1994 B026 MINORITY SMALL BUSINESS PERSON OF THE YEAR AWARD
11/10/1994 C053 XPINE RIDGE BIG BAT'S TO CELEBRATE REOPENING
12/07/1994 B101 COLLEEN'S GARDENS FINDS BUSINESS S CULTURAL ED MIX
12/22/1994 B064 JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT ENTREPRENEURS TO START BUSINESS
12/22/1994 B121 TRIBE'S BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OFFICE HELPS ENTREPRENEU
1/05/1995 B041 xSCREEN PRINTING FIRM LAUNCHED IN MANDERSON
1/05/1995 B043 MINORITY BUSINESS GROUP TARGETS AID TO SMALL BUSINES
1/05/1995 B043 BUSINESS SOLUTIONS FOR MINORITY-OWNED FIRMS
2/02/1995 A013 ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPS BUSINESS NEXT TO BATTLE SITE
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BUSING
BUTCHER SAM
BUTTERFIELD NANCY
BYINGTON FAMILY
BYINGTON JIM
BYINGTON JIM S MAR
BYRD ROGER
CADUE STEVE
CAGEY SAM
CAHILL SEDONIA
CALHOFF HERBERT JR
CALHOUN CINDY
CALICO SD
CALIFORNIA
CAMBRIDGE CHARLES
CAMP COURAGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/02/1995 BOAl KYLE TO BE HOME OF LAKOTA FUND BUSINESS INCUBATOR
3/02/1995 BlOl KNEW PROGRAM WILL ENCOURAGE MICRO-BUSINESS
3/02/1995 B102 NEW THREAT TO MINORITY BUSINESSES
3/23/1995 B015 MALL WILL PROVIDE RETAIL AND BUSINESS SPACE
3/23/1995 B071 kLAKOTA SPRINGS TO TACKLE BIG NAMES IN PREMIUM
A/27/1995 C051 COOL RUNNINGS--ONE OF A KIND MUSIC STORE
5/0A/1995 A081 kFROM PINE RIDGE TO HIGH FINANCE
5/11/1995 A061 ALASKA RECALL LAW WOULD IMPACT NATIVE CORPORATIONS
6/15/1995 BOll KBROTHERS LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED
7/13/1995 B013 INUPIAT ESKIMO FIRM PLANS RAPID CITY OFFICE
8/17/1995 B023 ROSEBUD EYES TRADE CORRIDOR FROM CANADA TO MEXICO
8/2A/1995 A024 SBA OPENS BUSINESS INFORMATION CENTERS IN OREGON
10/05/1995 B026 RON VALANDRA HONORED BY SBA OFFICE
10/19/1995 A026 BUSINESS LEADERS FORM ASSOCIATION
BOll INDIAN HEALTH BOARD LAUNCHING NEW FOR-PROFIT BUSINES
11/02/1995 B05A NEW ENTERPRISES SHATTER GLASS CEILING FOR INDIGENOUS
11/09/1995 B021 LAKOTA FUND REWARDED FOR BUSINESS LOANS
11/09/1995 B023 OIL BUSINESS A BIG CHANGE FOR FORMER EDUCATOR
11/30/1995 BOll KCAR DEALERS COLLIDE OVER OWNERSHIP OF LAKOTA
12/1A/1995 AOll KMONUMENT BUSINESS FAILS IN ITS PROMISE
12/21/1995 A062 SEAFIRST FOUNDATION FUNDS NETWORK
11/20/1991 BOll RST BUSINESS LICENSE DECISION A 'VICTORY'
8/1A/1991 BOll LACREEK DISTRICT PARENTS DRAFT RESOLUTION FOR BIA SC
9/04/1991 B015 BENNETT COUNTY INDIAN PARENTS DEMAND ACTION
.9/11/1991 BOll KBUSING BACK, BOARD EYES OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
12/24/1991 B014 kTODD COUNTY BUSING PROBLEMS CONTINUE
1/21/1992 B013 KTCSD WILL BUS STUDENTS TO NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
3/04/1992 B062 TV MAKES BUS RIDE SEEM SHORTER
7/15/1992 B055 CITY BUS SERVICE TO UNITE PEOPLE AND OPPORTUNITIES
12/17/1992 coil BUTCHER PLACES IN THE NATL JUNIOR OLYMPICS
12/14/1995 B054 RUNNER EARNS HONORS AT SIPI
7/29/1992 A051 IN DEFENSE OF A TRUE INDIAN ADVOCATE (L)
11/10/1994 B021 BYINGTONS MAY CAMP OUT IN TIPI
7/22/1992 BOll kPRIDE IN PRINTING LED TO CAREER OF CLASSY WORK
7/22/1992 B023 BYINGTONS BELIEVE WE CAN ALL GET ALONG
2/23/1994 B012 KOST REPATRIATING AND REBURYING RELATIVES
10/08/1992 A021 KICKAPOO CHAIRMAN WILL NOT ENTER ELECTION RACE
2/25/1993 A066 LUMMI NATION LEADER DIES
3/03/1993 A031 kLUMMI MOURN LEADER'S PASSING
3/10/1993 A051 READER PRAISES LAVATTA, CAGEY (L)
1/21/1992 A081 KSPIRITUAL ORPHANS PEDDLE RELIGION IN GREAT ROUND
8/28/1991 A016 INVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN TRENCH DEATH
6/08/1995 B041 KCALHOUN WINS TOP SPOT IN SPEECH EVENT
7/24/1991 B014 KOLDTIME CIRCUS COMING TO CALICO AUG 5
2/12/1991 A031 CALIFORNIA APPEAL PROVES CONFUSING
11/13/1991 S051 CASINO RAIDS OUTRAGEOUS--INVADES SOVEREIGNTY
11/20/1991 A031 CALIFORNIA TRIBES RUSH TO FILE COMPACT REQUESTS
12/18/19.91 A093 JUDGE RULES FOR CALIFORNIA TRIBES
12/31/1991 A091 CALIFORNIA BAY WAS HOME TO LOST OHLONES
12/31/1991 A093 SAN JOSE CONSTRUCTION UNCOVERS OHLONE BURIAL
2/19/1992 A071 CALIFORNIA TRIBE READY TO CHARGE 'BAD FAITH'
7/01/1992 A015 QUAKE SHAKES INDIAN COMMUNITY
9/23/1992 Alll HOOPA TRIBE TAKES A SISTER
1/07/1993 B062 CAMPO BAND CLOSER TO LANDFILL, RECYCLING
1/28/1993 A062 CHEMEHUEVIS OPPOSE WASTE DUMP
2/11/1993 A072 TRIBAL LANDFILL PROJECT UNDER FIRE
3/17/1993 A044 BE CAREFUL OF CALIFORNIA INJUSTICE SYSTEM (L)
7/28/1993 B073 CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR AGREES TO MEET WITH TRIBES ON GA
8/04/1993 B021 XCALIFORNIA HONORS ROSEBUD WOMAN
10/14/1993 A071 OPINION AWARDS SALMON CATCH TO CALIFORNIA TRIBES
11/03/1993 B062 500 FIREFIGHTERS BATTLE BLAZES IN CALIFORNIA
11/10/1993 A034 SAN DIEGO COUNTY FAILS TO STOP CAMPO TRIBE LANDFILL
11/10/1993 S051 XCALIFORNIA PLAYS KEY ROLE IN GAMING BATTLE
11/10/1993 S115 COURT FAVORS EXPANDED GAMING IN CALIFORNIA
4/20/1994 AOll TIMBISHA SHOSHONE FIGHT FOR LAND
6/15/1994 C012 XCASINO OPENING ON THE WAY TO SUCCESS
8/03/1994 A071 CALIFORNIA POW WOW SET FOR SEPTEMBER
9/14/1994 coil XGROUNDBREAKING HELD FOR SPOTLIGHT 29 CASINO
9/21/1994 B071 CALIFORNIA TRIBE FIGHTS FOR SACRED BURIAL GROUND
10/26/1994 AOll PROTESTERS ARRESTED FOR .BLOCKADING SEWAGE DUMP
11/30/1994 AOll FEDERAL COURT SIDES WITH STATE ON GAMING COMPACT
4/27/1995 A013 CALIFORNIA TRIBES MAY OFFER SLOT MACHINES
6/08/1995 A021 CONCERN VOICED ABOUT FUTURE OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
7/13/1995 AOll LANDLESS CALIFORNIA TRIBE MAY GET A HOME
12/29/1995 AOll TRIBES BARRED FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT MEETING
5/13/1992 B052 AIDS RESEARCHER FEARS 'WORLD WITHOUT INDIANS'
4/17/1991 coil BLACK HILLS YOUTH CAMP UNDISCOURAGED BY FUNDS SHORTA
5/08/1991 C051 CAMP COURAGE TAKES HEART AT GIFT FOR $5000
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CAMPBELL BEN NIGHT
CAMPBELL MARLENE
CAMPBELL SOLOMON
CAMPING
CAMPOBASSO MELISSA
CAMPS
CANADA
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6/26/1991 B071 KCAMP COURAGE ARMS YOUTH WITH SPIRITUALITY OF LAKOTA
9/18/1991 B013 XLESSONS LEARNED AT CAMP COURAGE
7/22/1992 B051 ^LEARNING TO WALK IN THE LAKOTA WAY
8/05/1992 A012 «A CLOSE CALL--
8/05/1992 A053 *WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT FOR LAKOTA YOUTH CAMP
9/16/1992 A045 CAMP COURAGE STAFF PRAISED (L)
11/27/1991 B045 NIGHTHORSE-CAMPBELL NAMED ROSE PARADE GRAND MARSHAL
12/11/1991 A053 XBUT WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY
4/22/1992 A012 kREP BEN CAMPBELL SEEKS SENATE SEAT
8/19/1992 AOll BEN CAMPBELL WINS PRIMARY
10/29/1992 A071 *NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL--A POLITICIAN WHO LISTENS
11/2S/1992 B061 xNlGHTHORSE CAMPBELL GETS HERO'S WELCOME
5/05/1993 B125 BIOGRAPHY OF BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL TO BE PUBLISHED
7/08/1993 A012 xSEN NIGHTHORSE STALKS REDSKINS
8/11/1993 AOll XCOLORADO SENATOR TAKES TIME OUT AT STURGIS RALLY
8/18/1993 B012 XCAMPBELL DISCUSSES ISSUES OF TODAY
11/10/1993 A014 XNlGHTHORSE CAMPBELL ACCUSED OF SIDING WITH RANCHERS
11/17/1993 B084 'BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL, AN AMERICAN WARRIOR'
12/29/1994 A013 XCAMPBELL VOWS TO STAY SEATED ON IND AFFAIRS PANEL
1/19/1995 A053 INDIAN GAMING HARDLY A PANACEA
2/23/1995 AOll xCAMPBELL PUSHES PRIVATE FINANCING FOR HOME OWNERSHI
3/09/1995 AOll XCAMPBELL JUMPS SHIP
3/16/1995 A043 READER LAUDS SEN CAMPBELL FOR PARTY CHANGE (L)
3/23/1995 A043 TIME WILL TELL ON CAMPBELL'S SWITCHEROO CD
3/30/1995 A041 CAMPBELL'S CORRECT IN OUR BOOK (ED)
3/30/1995 A044 TIME TO RESIGN, SEN CAMPBELL CD
4/13/1995 A015 SEN CAMPBELL MAY SIT ON HELSINKI COMMISSION
10/19/1995 A012 XBEN NIGHTHORSE,CAMPBELL LANDS APPROPRIATIONS
11/16/1995 A051 NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL SHOULD ACCEPT RESPONSIBILTY CD
5/26/1993 B071 MARLENE CAMPBELL NAMED TO EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
11/17/1993 B015 DAKOTA WOMAN TRAVELS TO LITHUANIA
5/11/1995 A061 XSUNDAY RACING
6/26/1991 B043 COLEMAN CAMPSITES FOR.NEW CAMPERS
7/21/1993 A073 xINDIAN COUNTRY INTERN HEADS TO WASHINGTON
SEE ALSO BOOT CAMPS, NAMES OF CAMPS
1/29/1991 A034 OST REQUESTS PERMIT FOR SUMMER CAMP
3/05/1991 A013 YOUTH CAMP IS UNDER FIRE .
3/20/1991 A045 VALUE OF CULTURE CAMP EXPLAINED (L)
5/01/1991 C025 OLC RECEIVES AWARDS FOR SUMMER CAMP VIDEO
5/22/1991 BOl BRAINERD INDIAN SCHOOL SPIRIT LIVES ON IN YOUTH CAMP
5/29/1991 A012 HILLS PEACE CAMP OPENS
6/26/1991 A044 MEMBERS SAY NOT AFFILIATED 'PEACE CAMP' (L)
8/07/1991 A035 BUFFALO VISIONS CAMP SERVED NEEDY YOUTHS
8/07/1991 A141 BLACKFEET 'REAL' SPIRITUAL CAMP BEGINS AUG 8
9/04/1991 B015 WRONG YOUTH CAMP BLAMED FOR LOST FUNDS
4/08/1992 B061 SUMMER CAMPS AVAILABLE FOR INDIAN YOUTHS
7/15/1992 A081 xKIDS MAKE STRIDES IN THRILLERS' CAMP
7/08/1993 B051 C-EB BOYS NET SUMMER ATTENDANCE MARK
7/08/1993 B052 THRILLERS BRING CAMP TO ST FRANCIS
2/10/1994 BOll SCIENCE CAMP WINS $80,000 FOR SUMMER
7/20/1994 B031 xEAGLES VISIT WINGS RUNNING, CULTURE CAMP
8/03/1994 B041 xFLANDREAU CAMP PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR CULTURAL
8/10/1994 C021 STANFORD'S ENGINEERING SCHOOL HOSTS SUMMER CAMP
12/15/1994 BOll CULTURE CAMPS TO TAP INTEREST IN TRADITIONS
3/23/1995 C022 SUMMER SCIENCE CAMP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS NEARS
4/06/1995 B024 TOURIST CAMP PROPOSAL WILL PROMOTE CULTURE
4/20/1995 B041 SUMMER SCIENCE CAMP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS
6/15/1995 BOll XSUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION CAMP TO CLOSE
5/22/1991 A021 CANADIAN COMMUNITIES SEE GROWING AIDS CONCERN
7/10/1991 A091 NO ABORIGINAL AIDS IN CANADA
8/07/1991 A121 XDO CANADIAN INDIANS NEED SELF-GOVERNMENT?
8/28/1991 A035 ONTARIO RECOGNIZES SOVEREIGNTY RIGHT
12/11/1991 A012 XTAX FORUM DRAWS CANADIAN, AMERICAN NATIVES TOGETHER
12/24/1991 A012 xCANADIAN ESKIMOS WIN FIFTH OF CANADA
12/31/1991 A051 'NUNAVUT' IS A PLEASANT PROMISE LAND FOR INUIT (L)
1/08/1992 A075 JOURNALISTS FORM CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
4/08/1992 A081 CANADIAN WOMEN DENIED ANESTHESIA DURING ABORTIONS
6/10/1992 A041 xTREATY PROBLEMS KNOW NO BORDERS
6/17/1992 A074 XCANADIANS BARGAINING STRONGER TO SOLVE CONSTITUTION
6/24/1992 Alll CANADIAN WOMEN WORRY ABOUT CHANGES
3/31/1993 A071 CANADA CALLS OUT MOUNTIES AGAINST NATIVE GAMBLING
5/12/1993 B031 X21 EARN BACHELOR'S DEGREES AFTER LONG STRUGGLE
7/28/1993 A065 CANADA HOSTS EARTH SUMMIT
5/25/1994 B061 xCANADA'S SIOUX TRYING TO FIT IN DESPITE DYING CULTU
3/23/1995 A033 XJUNO AWARDS TO HONOR ABORIGINAL ARTISTS
4/20/1995 A071 xCANADA HONORS ITS NATIVE SONGWRITERS, VOCAL ARTISTS
4/27/1995 C082 ABORIGINAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS--A CELEBRATION
11/02/1995 C054 CANADIAN ENTERTAINERS, ACTORS SHINE
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CANDIDATES
CANIM LAKE (BAND)
CANINO THOMAS
CANOEING
CANTON SD
CAPOEMAN GUY •
CAPOEMAN-BALLER PE
CARDINAL TANTOO
CARDUELL MICHAEL
CARIBOU
CARLISLE SCHOOL
CARLOS PAUL
CARLOU ARTA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/17/1991 A076 IHS TO STUDY CANCER FACTORS
11/27/1991 B045 CANCER HITS ALL-TIME HIGH FOR NORTH DAKOTA NATIVES
2/26/1992 A074 CANCER SOCIETY NEEDS WIGS
7/29/1992 B045 4-H CLUB TO HOST BENEFIT FOR KIDS' CANCER HOSPITAL
7/29/1992 C041 SMOKING PUTS LUNG CANCER IN LEAD FOR INDIANS
9/23/1992 A104 IHS TO BEGIN CANCER STUDY IN ALASKA VILLAGES
9/23/1992 B041 RACISM POVERTY CONTRIBUTE TO HIGH CANCER DEATH
10/08/1992 D041 CANCER RESEARCH CENTER AWARDED $6 MILLION
11/26/1992 B031 CANCER RATE IS HIGH AMONG POOR PEOPLE
10/27/1993 A071 CANCER EDUCATOR DEAD AT AGE 45
8/17/1994 A051 MOTHER ASKS READERS TO PRAY WITH HER (L)
9/14/1994 B012 JfCANCER STUDY WANTS ANSWER TO LAKOTA MYSTERY
12/15/1994 B014 CERVICAL CANCER DEATH RATE 4 TIMES AVERAGE
7/27/1995 C045 ROSEBUD WELL WOMEN'S CLINIC TO HELP IN EARLY CANCER
10/05/1995 B021 xCERVICAL CANCER REPORT INDICATES PAP TESTS WORK
3/27/1991 A061 KJOBS, HOUSING, NUTRITION TOP PRIORITIES FOR CARLYLE
3/27/1991 A061 KINDIAN CENTER, HIGHER PAYING JOBS, LARSON GOALS
3/27/1991 A061 xHOUSING, EDUCATION, TOURISM MCLAUGHLIN TARGETS
3/27/1991 A065 xSCHOOL CANDIDATES AGREE BOARD NOT REPRESENTATIVE
11/06/1991 Alll PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE LARRY AGRAN TO VISIT RAPID
11/20/1991 A012 *ARTIST-POLITICIAN FROM OKLAHOMA BIDS FOR SENATE
11/20/1991 Alll KINDIAN CLAIMS ARE PRIORITY WITH DEMO HOPEFUL AGRAN
1/08/1992 A031 kCANDIDATE KERREY ADMITS HE HAS MUCH TO LEARN
1/21/1992 A041 TAKE TIME TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT HAT (ED)
1/21/1992 B022 LARRY AGRAN PLANS TO VISIT PINE RIDGE AREA
2/19/1992 A034 OST CANDIDATES CAN CAMPAIGN IN THE TIMES
2/19/1992 A064 LACK OF FUNDS KEEPS OSAGE OFF SD BALLOT
2/19/1992 C012 *LARRY AGRAN--A MAN WITH A VISION
2/19/1992 C031 LARRY AGRAN--TIME TO MAKE AMENDS WITH INDIAN NATIONS
2/26/1992 A035 CANDIDATES CLASH
3/04/1992 A031 ^CAMPAIGN RUN
4/01/1992 A051 'I HAVE A LEGISLATIVE DREAM' (L)
4/08/1992 A041 KLARRY AGRAN AND PRESS-UNMAKING A PRESIDENT (ED)
4/15/1992 B071 HASKELL RUNS FOR RE-ELECTION TO STATE SENATE
4/22/1992 AO12 KREP BEN CAMPBELL SEEKS SENATE SEAT
4/22/1992 A073 DISTRICT 27 CANDIDATES FILE PETITIONS
5/27/1992 A091 KWOMAN SEEKS LEGISLATIVE SEAT
6/03/1992 A061 ^CANDIDATES CAMPAIGN FOR CONGRESS
6/17/1992 B012 KDOWN-TO-EARTH CANDIDATE PICKS UP PINE RIDGE TRASH
6/17/1992 B051 JfCANDIDATES PREPARE FOR NOV 3 ELECTION RACES
7/22/1992 A012 CLINTON TO FIGHT FOR INDIAN RIGHTS
8/19/1992 A062 A RIGHT TO YOUR OWN OPINION (L)
9/09/1992 A015 3fADA DEER ASKS SUPPORT FROM TRIBES
9/09/1992 A041 INDIAN VOTE, INDIAN VOICE (ED)
10/15/1992 B012 *DASCHLE'S VOTING RECORD SHOWS HIS CONCERNS
10/15/1992 B014 kHAAR NOT FAMILIAR WITH SOME INDIAN ISSUES
3/17/1993 B013 KCANDIDATES VIE FOR SEATS ON APRIL 13 BALLOT
9/29/1993 B012 KCONGRESSIONAL HOPEFUL OFFERS SUPPORT
10/14/1993 AOll XECHOHAWK JOINS RACE FOR IDAHO GOVERNOR
2/16/1994 B031 REVIEWING GOVERNOR'S RACE 'WAR CHESTS'
4/20/1994 B081 *MARY MORIN ANNOUNCES RUN FOR DISTRICT 24
6/01/1994 B061 *BURG RESPECTS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
6/01/1994 B061 KVAN NORMAN WILL FIGHT FOR TRIBES
6/01/1994 B064 KCONCILIATION IMPORTANT, BEDDOW SAYS
6/01/1994 B064 KALLEN SEES HIMSELF AS 'COMMON MAN'
7/20/1994 BOll CANDIDATES INVITED TO FORT RANDALL FORUM
9/08/1994 AOll XECHOHAWK'S BID FOR GOVERNOR PROMISING
9/21/1994 B012 *DISTRICT 33 CANDIDATE ROSALIE LITTLE THUNDER
10/19/1994 B021 RECORD NUMBER OF AM IND CANDIDATES RUNNING
10/19/1994 B021 kSTATE SENATE DISTRICT 27 RACE
10/19/1994 B022 STEPHAN COURNOYER JR SEEKS HOUSE DISTRICT 25 SEAT
10/26/1994 B021 xCONROY SEEKS HOUSE SEAT
10/26/1994 B024 KEMERY LOOKS TO SIXTH TERM
5/12/1993 B031 x21 EARN BACHELOR'S DEGREES AFTER LONG STRUGGLE
11/05/1992 B051 COOKBOOK DOMESTICATES WILD GAME FOR TABLE
8/03/1994 A081 YOUTH LAUNCH CANOE JOURNEY TO BRING ISSUES TO LIGHT
11/13/1991 AOll VERMILLION GROUP WANTS CANTON INDIANS REBURIED
12/07/1994 SI01 XYOUNG ARTIST BLOSSOMS FROM OLD ROOTS
4/06/1994 AOll KQUINAULT NATION ELECTS CAPOEMAN-BALLER 1ST WOMAN
12/07/1994 S031 KQUINAULT LEADER NURTURED FOR TOP POST
9/07/1995 A052 KQUINAULT PRESIDENT PREDICTS DISASTER
12/07/1995 con KAWARD WINNER GIVES VOICE TO NATIVE ISSUES
9/08/1994 A036 QUINAULT EARNS NATIONAL PLANNING CERTIFICATION
10/30/1991 A092 US ENERGY POLICIES THREATEN YUKON CARIBOU
2/04/1992 B041 kBOARDING SCHOOL DISMANTLED FAMILIES S CULTURES
3/04/1992 A043 CARLISLE SCHOOL NOW ARMY WAR COLLEGE (L)
1/05/1995 C041 KROCK GUITARIST INVOLVED WITH EVOLVING
6/17/1992 B021 kCARLOW EARNS NATL RECOGNITION FOR SERVICE
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CARLOW MICHELLE
CARLOU MIKE
CARLSON MICHAEL
CARLYLE KEITH
CARNIVAL
CAROFF PATRICK
CARPENTRY
CARS
CARTER FORREST
CARTER JIMMY
CARTOONS
CASEY TOM
CASINOS
CASTILLO PHILLIP
CASTLE ROCK ID
CATAWBA (TRIBE)
CATCHES PATRICIA
CATCHES PETE SR
CATCHES TESSIE
CATHOLIC CHURCH
CATiS
CATTLE
CAVENDER CHRIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/29/1993
5/19/1993
1/12/199A
5/11/1995
3/27/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
10/02/1991
5/25/1995
6/29/1995
8/10/1995
3/27/1991
10/30/1991
1/08/1992
3/11/1992
3/25/1992
6/10/1992
11/12/1992
3/17/1993
11/2A/1993
8/03/199A
11/I6/199A
12/15/199A
6/29/1995
10/09/1991
6/22/199A
7/13/199A
7/20/199A
7/27/199A
A/20/1995
2/19/1991
3/20/1991
7/2A/1991
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
6/2A/1992
7/01/1992
9/02/1992
6/09/1993
8/11/1993
10/26/199A
5/13/1992
5/27/1992
1/21/1993
6/30/1993
5/25/199A
A/06/1995
A/20/1995
9/30/1992
3/17/1993
7/21/1993
7/28/1993
12/15/199A
1/21/1992
7/2A/1991
8/1A/1991
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
10/22/1992
12/08/1993
7/29/1992
10/16/1991
7/08/1992
9/15/1993
11/27/1991
1/28/1992
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
3/11/1992
3/25/1992
10/22/1992
12/15/1993
3/16/1995
9/07/1995
B091 KCARLOW AND STRAIN SELECTED FOR CLASS A ALL-STATE TE
B081 XMIKE CARLOU SIGNS ON AT CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
B051 KCARLOU NAMED MOST VALUABLE OFFENSIVE AT CHADRON
A061 KSUNDAY RACING
A061 KJOBS, HOUSING, NUTRITION TOP PRIORITIES FOR CARLYLE
A015 KCARLYLE AND MCLAUGHLIN RUNOFF APRIL 23
AOAl LET'S VOTE AGAIN FOR MAYOR CARLYLE (ED)
S061 RAPID CITY CARNIVAL SUPPORTS DROPOUT PREVENTION
BOll K'RUFF* ROAD AHEAD
B021 HE'D WALK 1,000 MILES FOR A RED HORSE
BOll HIKER FINISHES 1,000 MILE WALK FOR YOUTH
SEE CONSTRUCTION
SEE ALSO MOTOR VEHICLES, ACCIDENT CAR
A02A NAVAJOS PLAN SECOND PLANT--MAKE CAR PARTS
B032 VERLEAN ICE EXPERIENCES 'AS IS' IN BUYING A CAR
AO13 CAR TAX TARNISHES NEW YEAR'S DREAM
B026 COON CHEVROLET CL0SED--C1V1L SUITS ARE FILED
S091 'INDIAN CARS NEVER DIE'
BOll KROAD OVERKILL
B032 STATE PROMOTES BUCKLING UP
S521 INDIAN CARS NEVER DIE
C031 KTYON EARNS TECH AWARD, HONORED BY COON'S MOTORS
S123 KAUTO BUSINESS SHIFTING INTO HIGH GEAR
B104 KTHUNDERBIRD GIVE-AWAY
coil CHIPPEWA PUTTING CASINO PROFITS TO WORK IN AUTO PART
S071 INDIAN CARS NEVER DIE
AOll 'LITTLE TREE' BESTSELLER BEING LABELED A HOAX
A053 KJIMMY CARTER PROJECT BRINGS EXCITEMENT
B012 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY BRINGS JIMMY CARTER
AOll sfFORMER PRESIDENT KICKS OFF EAGLE BUTTE PROJECT
A061 KCARTERS, VOLUNTEERS GO ON HOME BUILDING BLITZ
A015 XCARTER CENTER OFFERS HAND IN BLACK HILLS LAND CLAIM
A071 'PETER PAN' MAKES INDIANS LOOK BAD
A0A5 'PETER PAN' REVIEW GOES TO COLLEGE (L)
A071 *CAMPUS CARTOON CREATES A STlR WITH IDAHO TRIBE
C063 TIMES DRAWS ARTIST INTEREST
A061 HOPIS ANGRY OVER PORTRAYAL IN COMICS
B051 KYOUNG ARTIST TO HIT THE 'BIG TIME'
BOll MARVEL PAYS A VISIT TO CROW CREEK
C051 X'BUDS ON THE REZ' DEBUTS
A0A2 GOOD LUCK, MARTY (ED)
A041 KRACIST CARTOONS--WE ARE NOT AMUSED
A051 'FALSE FACE' CARTOON MOCKED NAl'AJO PEOPLE (L)
A013 KlLl STAT1C--PR0TEST0RS CALL FOR NEW MANAGEMENT
AOAl RACISM IN ANY FORM MUST COME TO A HALT (ED)
SEE GAMBLING, NAMES OF CASINOS
B043 ACOMA MAN RUNS INTO SUCCESS AND SHARES IT
B061 CASTILLO NAMED OUTREACH PROGRAM COORDINATOR BY WlNGS
coil XPROGRAM SEEKS TO DISCOVER NEXT BILLY MILLS
B051 WINGS RUNNER NOMINATED FOR AWARD
B061 PHIL CASTILLO WINS GIANT STEPS AWARD
A033 ^CULTURES JOIN TO SAVE SACRED SITE
A082 SOUTH CAROLINA TRIBES SETTLE FOR $50 MILLION
A071 SOUTH CAROLINA'S CATAWBA TRIBE SETTLES WITH STATE
AOll CATAWBA LAND CLAIMS PUT PRESSURE ON CONGRESS
A081 CATAWBA AIM TO RENOVATE HOUSING WITH FED'S HELP
B021 PATRICIA CATCHES HEADS KlLl BOARD
BOll kelder pete catches shares wisdom
A051 HOLDEN GIVES CLARIFICATION OF PETE CATCHES SR (L)
A031 KPETE CATCHES SR HONORED DURING KING OBSERVANCE
S201 KPETE CATCHES--HARDEST TASK TO PUT PIPE ASIDE
A012 KWITH SAGE AND FEATHERS
A013 KPETE CATCHES--RESPECTED HOLY MAN OF THE LAKOTA
coil KHEROINES
SEE CHURCH CATHOLIC
AO14 KWATCH CATS!
A012 *CAT NAP
AOll KMAGGIE ON A MISSION
coil xBRRRR
C042 INDIAN'cattlemen WILL MEET FEB 7
A012 WRONG CRITTERS LASSOED
B015 INDIAN CATTLEMEN'S ASSOC TO MEET MARCH 14 iN RAPID
B043 INDIAN CATTLEMEN TO MEET ON MARCH 14
A084 XCATTLEMEN OPPOSE FERRET RELEASE
B031 AMERICAN INDIAN LIVESTOCK ASSOC TO MEET
A013 CATTLE IMPOUNDED IN NAVAJO LAND DISPUTE
B061 PROFESSOR SAYS AM INDIANS HAVE BEEN OBLITERATED
Alll *A DAKOTA PERSPECTIVE ON MINNESOTA HISTORY
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CAVENDER CHRIS
CAVES
CAYLOR PATRICIA
CEMETERIES
CENSUS-US
DATE PAPER NOTATION
CENTERS
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOO
10/12/1995 B071 ALL-DAKOTA ADMIN NOW RUNS SISSETON-WAHPETON COLLEGE
8/17/1994 AG14 *LIFE ON ICE
8/17/1994 B012 ICE CAVE YIELDS CLUES TO EARLY INHABITANTS
4/01/1992 A066 XTIMES REPORTER WINS GOLDEN APPLE
SEE ALSO BURIAL
1/29/1991 A035 PROTESTORS MEET, OFFER PRAYERS AT LANDFILL SITE
1/21/1992 A095 COMANCHE ANCESTORS GIVEN A SACRED REST
11/10/1993 A071 TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR HEADSTONES ANNOUNCED
9/21/1994 B071 CALIFORNIA TRIBE FIGHTS FOR SACRED BURIAL GROUND
10/26/1994 BOll CEMETERY IN FT THOMPSON VANDALIZED
11/02/1994 A081 FEDS TO HONOR NATIVES AT CONGRESSIONAL CEMETERY
3/30/1995 BOll: KVANDALS STRIKE PINE RIDGE CEMETERY
10/26/1995 A061 TRIBES SAY NO TO LAND TRANSFER FOR VETERANS CEMETERY
1/29/1991 A015 CENSUS DECLINE MAY HURT TRIBES
2/05/1991 AOll FAULTY HEAD COUNT COSTS TRIBE TWICE
2/12/1991 A014 CENSUS UPDATE--STATE URBAN INDIAN POP GROWING
2/12/1991 A041 1990 CENSUS FIGURES NEED HARD LOOK (ED)
2/26/1991 A091 CENSUS NUMBERS SOAR IN IDENTITY OF NATIVE AMERICANS
3/12/1991 A041 KBIG INCREASES IN 1990 CENSUS NOT NECESSARILY GOOD
3/12/1991 A061 *REGIONAL OFFICIAL EXPLAINS THE '90 CENSUS PROCESSES
3/12/1991 B012 CENSUS FINDS MANY CLAIMING NEW IDENTITY
5/29/1991 A053 THOUSANDS MORE CLAIM INDIAN ROOTS
7/02/1991 A074 OST CONDUCTS CENSUS TO PROTECT FUNDING
7/17/1991 A015 KOST CENSUS COULD SHRINK COUNCIL SIZE
8/12/1992 A012 1990 CENSUS SHOWS INDIANS STILL HIGH IN UNEMPLOYMENT
12/03/1992 A012 CENSUS FIGURES MISLEADING--NAVAJO CLAIM TO BE LARGES
2/11/1993 A012 TEN YRS LATER--SHANNON STILL POOREST COUNTY IN NATI
12/22/1994 AOll CENSUS" MULTI-RACIAL CATEGORY CIRCULATING AMONG TRIB
1/12/1995 A021 1970S BABY BOOM RECORDED ON SOUTH DAKOTA
4/27/1995 A033 CENSUS ADVISORY COMMITTEES FOR MINORITIES NAMED
SEE COMMUNITY CENTERS
6/15/1995 B021 CENTRAL, STEVENS GRADUATES HONORED
9/28/1995 B023 KTOUGH NEW ATTENDANCE POLICY TARGETS TARDY STUDENTS
11/16/1995 BOll JfCENTRAL HIGH SCHOLARS DEFY STEREOTYPES
11/23/1995 B054 SCHOOL BOARD OKAYS LANGUAGE CLASSES
12/04/1991 B045 MARSHALL TO HELP WYOMING COLLEGE WITH INDIAN STUDIES
4/10/1991 A044 NATIVE WOMEN PLEAD FOR HELP WITH CEREMONY (L)
5/08/1991 A046 IS IT REALLY ALL IN THE BLOOD? (L)
3/25/1992 A031 TOURISTS BARRED FROM ATTENDING HOPI RELIGIOUS CEREMO
8/12/1992 A081 SINCERE DOUBTS--"TOURISM" DIMINISHES LAKOTA CEREMONI
12/24/1992 A071 OGLALA LEAVE HOTEL OVER INTERRUPTION OF CEREMONY
12/24/1992 B053 KCRAZY HORSE SCHOOL STUDENTS, COMMUNITY REMEMBER
3/31/1993 A044 AN APOLOGY TO "^HE LAKOTA PEOPLE (L)
4/07/1993 B091 NEW AGE BELIEVERS FLOCK TO MISUSE TRIBAL CEREMONIES
5/05/1993 A021 CEREMONIAL OBJECTS SOLD AS ART
5/05/1993 B112 DARTMOUTH ENDS CONTROVERSIAL PIPE CEREMONY
8/18/1993 A071 ELDERS NEED TO BE AWARE OF CEREMONIES (L)
9/29/1993 AOll HIGHER POWER TAKES OVER MINNESOTA BURIAL MOUND
11/17/1993 A044 TRIBAL TRADITIONS DON"T MAKE THE INDIAN (L)
6/08/1994 A041 LAK0TA-7TH CAVALRY CEREMONY WILL HONOR GENOCID (ED)
11/02/1994 A081 FEDS TO HONOR NATIVES AT CONGRESSIONAL CEMETERY
2/16/1995 A041 *WANAMAKER EXPEDITION--A GLIMPSE AT A FORGOTTEN
8/24/1995 A023 *WIPING THE TEARS
4/17/1991 C021 KCHADRON NATIVE AMERICAN CENTER-AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
6/24/1992 A092 SOBRIETY WALK MOVES CHADRON IN RIGHT DIRECTION
3/09/1995 B043 CHADRON QUILT FESTIVAL PLANNED FOR MAY
8/12/1992 C036 STUDENTS ATTEND CSC REGISTRATION
8/12/1992 C043 AREA STUDENTS GRADUATE FROM CHADRON STATE
10/22/1992 A031 ELDER SPEAKS AT CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
5/19/1993 B081 kMIKE CARLOW SIGNS ON AT CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
9/01/1993 B012 kRED CLOUD EXHIBIT MAKES SHOWING AT CHADRON
1/12/1994 B051 XCARLOW NAMED MOST VALUABLE OFFENSIVE AT CHADRON
2/10/1994 B061 SD STUDENTS EARN HONORS AT CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
5/18/1994 B081 THREE GRADUATE FROM CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
8/10/1994 C031 XTRIMBLE SPEAKS AT CHADRON STATE COMMENCEMENT
5/25/1995 B051 CHADRON STATE HONORS GRADUATES
8/12/1992 B072 SIOUX RUNNER TAKES MEDAL IN OLYMPICS
1/14/1993 A031 *RAPID CITY CHAMBER LACKS NATIVE VOICES
1/14/1993 A031 VOICES READY TO SPEAK
3/10/1993 BOll CHAMBER SPONSORS CULTURAL SEMINAR
3/24/1993 B015 ^CULTURAL SEMINAR A SUCCESS
6/30/1993 BOll xGIAGO SELECTED TO SERVE ON BOARD OF RAPID CITY CHAM
12/15/1993 B025 xOGLALA WOMAN NAMED HEAD OF INDIAN CHAMBER
6/01/1995 A041 ^CHAMBER TURNS TAIL WHEN RIGHT WING ROARS
1/05/1995 BOll XCHANKU TO SEE DUTY IN ICELAND
5/15/1991 A091 *INDIAN CITY FLOURISHED THEN FADED QUIETLY AWAY
8/04/1993 A031 MENOMINEE WINS KELLOGG FELLOWSHIP
7/14/1993 B034 CHAPUT NAMED A TRUSTEE AT NATL CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
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CEREMONIES
CHADRON CENTER
CHADRON NE
CHADRON STATE COLL
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CHAOKLA MOUNDS
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SUBJECT
CHARGING CROW DORI
CHARGING CROW JAME
CHARGING EAGLE STE
CHARGING STEPHANIE
CHARITIES
CHASE ALONE GEORGE
CHASE JOANNE
CHASING HAWK JASON
CHASING HIS HORSE
CHASING HORSE JOSE
CHASING HORSE NATH
CHAVERS DEAN
CHAVIS CHRIS
CHECOTS DON
CHEE BRIAN
CHEHAWA IND SCHOOL
CHEMEHUEVI (TRIBE)
CHEMICAL DEPENDENC
CHEMICALS
CHEMISTRY
CHEROKEE
CHESS
CHEYENNE (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/08/1995 B044 ^CHARGING CROW RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR
2/26/1992 BG51 POST 269 HONORS CHARGING CROW
11/12/1992 BQ31 CHARGING EAGLE RECEIVES AWARD
A/G3/1991 AG65 TAKINI TEACHERS RECEIVE AWARDS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CHARITIES
1I/G6/1991 AG95 ROSENBERG FUND AIDS CHILDREN
2/GA/1992 B161 CASINO COINS AID CHARITIES
6/24/1992 AG12 FAMINE RELIEF FUND--CHARITY 'GIVE BACK'
7/G8/I992 AG71 xCHARITY BEGINS AT HOME--GOES OVERSEAS
3/24/1993 BG15 THE TROUBLE WITH CHARITY
1/G5/1994 AGII AMERICAN INDIAN RELIEF COUNCIL OF RAPID CITY SUED
1/19/1994 AG41 CHECK OUT CHARITIES BEFORE YOU FIND FRAUD (ED)
lG/12/1994 AG12 CHARITIES FAIL TO MEET COUNCIL'S STANDARDS
11/16/1994 AG71 XRUNNING STRONG DISPUTES MINN 'WATCHDOG' REPORT
12/14/1995 BGll RELIEF COUNCIL UP TO OLD TRICKS?
4/G8/1992 CGll TODAY'S CHILDREN CAN LEARN FROM 'GOOD OLD DAYS'
4/G8/1992 CGll «THE PIPE HELPED CHASE ALONE REGAIN SOBRIETY
3/16/1994 AG81 NCAI CHOOSES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
8/17/1994 BG41 xMCLAUGHLIN'S CHASING HAWK COMPETES IN BOXING FINALS
12/22/1993 B122 x'DANCES WITH WOLVES' ACTOR FILMS VIDEO
2/1G/1994 AG3I XCHASING HORSE SUGGESTS USE OF TRADITIONAL SYSTEM
8/19/1992 BG84 KACTOR USES FAME TO UNIFY PEOPLE
1G/G8/I992 BG12 x'DANCES' STAR USES FAME TO PROMOTE POSITIVE IMAGES
6/G5/199I AG51 DEAN CHAVERS REFLECTS ON PROGRESS OF DECADE
lG/27/1993 AG53 DR DEAN CHAVERS IS PART OF PROBLEM (L)
3/3G/1994 AG51 KA QUARTER OF A CENTURY LATER, COLUMNIST STILL
12/G7/1995 AG51 XDESPITE CRITICISM, CHAVERS MAINTAINS ED IN CRISIS
9/G2/1992 AG51 LUMBEE GOES TO MAT OVER WRESTLER'S HONOR (L)
11/23/1995 BG54 CHECOTS TO SERVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS BOARD
12/G7/1994 BG44 NAVAJO TO RUN IN USATF FINALS
8/18/1993 Sill CHEMAWA INDIAN SCHOOL OFFERS WIDE VARIETY
8/1G/1994 CG12 CHEMAWA OFFERS MANY OPTIONS TO STUDENTS
1/28/1993 AG62 CHEMEHUEVIS OPPOSE WASTE DUMP
SEE ALCOHOL, DRUGS
lG/19/1994 AG71 CHEMICAL SPILL IN HEALTH CENTER MAKES 9 ILL
8/1G/1995 CGll MINORITY STUDENTS EARN BETTER LIVING THRU CHEMISTRY
5/G8/1991 BG24 CHEROKEE HISTORY TRACED FROM TRIBES TO WANNABEES
5/29/1991 BG42 ^VILLAGE RECREATES LIVING HISTORY OF CHEROKEE LIFE
6/19/1991 AG25 MANKILLER RETURNS AS CHIEF FOR CHEROKEE NATION
6/26/1991 AG25 kMANKILLER OFFICIAL WINNER OF THE CHEROKEE NATION
8/21/1991 AG32 CHEROKEES ISSUE OWN VISA CARD
12/11/1991 AG41 3fMANKILLER--A CODE OF ETHICS IMPORTANT
1/14/1992 AG12 xELDERS DRAW BEAD ON DEER TRIBE
3/11/1992 AG12 K'REAL SEX' OFFENDS CHEROKEES--TRIBE DEMANDS APOLOGY
4/G8/1992 AGll HBO CUTS CHEROKEE REFERENCE IN 'REAL SEX'
4/G8/1992 AG53 K'REAL SEX' SHAMAN MAKES QUICK BUCK WITH FAKE SEX
8/19/1992 AG85 CHEROKEE LEADERS RETURN TO ONE-TIME SEAT OF NATION
11/19/1992 BG52 MANKILLER--POSITIVE PEOPLE ARE REBUILDING TRIBE
1/G7/1993 AG3I CHEROKEE TURN TO COURT TO LOOSEN GAMING IMPASSE
1/21/1993 AG43 VISITOR APPALLED AT EASTERN CHEROKEE TACTICS (L)
2/11/1993 BG96 CHEROKEES TO BUILD MORE BINGO HALLS
5/26/1993 AG44 AN OPEN LETTER TO GOVERNOR OF GEORGIA (L)
6/G9/1993 AG64 CHEROKEE CHIEF HOSPITALIZED
8/18/1993 AG86 JOB CORPS BUILDS NEW CENTER ON CHEROKEE LAND
12/22/1993 AG53 A THREAT TO SOVEREIGNTY--ILLEGAL INDIAN ALIENS
1/26/1994 AG51 ENROLLED OR NOT, GREEN STILL SAYS SHE'S CHEROKEE (L)
5/25/1994 AG51 DROPPING SEXISM S PUTTING WOMEN IN POWER
8/17/1994 CG13 CHEROKEE, GOVERNOR REACH GAMING ACCORD
9/21/1994 BlGl EASTERN BAND OF CHEROKEE ENTERTAINING VISITORS
12/15/1994 AG51 xWARD CHURCHILL FINDS A HOME WITH UNITED KEETOOWAH
2/G2/1995 BG44 SOME DOUBT PAYOFFS AS LEGALIZED GAMBLING OPENS
5/G4/1995 AG65 CHEROKEE-ARAPAHO VOLUNTEERS RESPOND TO OKLAHOMA CITY
6/G1/1995 AG44 CHEROKEE PRINCESS LINE NO JOKE TO IOWA WOMAN (L)
6/G8/1995 BG83 kMANKILLER URGES INDIANS TO WORK FOR COMMON GOOD
7/G6/1995 AG3I SEVERE ALLEGATIONS ARISE IN RECENT CHEROKEE ELECTION
7/27/1995 A065 CHEROKEE PETITION SEEKS REFORM
8/24/1995 AOll EASTERN CHEROKEE CHIEF TARGET OF IMPEACHMENT
8/31/1995 A031 CHEROKEE NATION ELECTION
10/05/1995 A034 CHEROKEE CANDIDATE LOSES RE-ELECTION BID
10/12/1995 A021 CHEROKEE, UNIVERSITY JOIN VISION EFFORT
10/26/1995 AOll EASTERN CHEROKEE CHIEF CLEANS HOUSE
10/26/1995 A016 FORMER CHEROKEE CHIEF IMPEACHED
11/30/1995 A051 CONFUSED ABOUT MASCOT ISSUE & EASTERN CHEROKEE (L)
11/13/1991 A071 XARIZONA ROOKS TUBA CITY CHESS MATES
11/27/1991 AOll CHESS MATCH BACK IN TUBA CITY
4/22/1992 B041 AREA STUDENT ON CHESS TEAM
3/05/1991 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNES WANT OWN HIGH SCHOOL
3/27/1991 A053 NORTHERN CHEYENNE LOOKS AT IRA FROM ACROSS OCEAN
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CHEYENNE (TRIBE)
CHEYENNE RIVER RES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/03/1991 B015 CHEYENNE SEEK PART OF ROYALTIES
6/12/1991 AG36 CHEYENNE TO REVISE CONSTITUTION
8/07/1991 A103 NORTHERN CHEYENNE WORK ON CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
8/07/1991 A142 NORTHERN CHEYENNES SEEK SUPPORT FOR OWN HIGH SCHOOL
9/18/1991 AOll INDIAN SISTERHOOD NETWORK OF THREE NATIONS
11/06/1991 A026 NORTHERN CHEYENNE PLAN VETS DAY EVENTS
6/17/1992 A021 CHEYENNE PASS LANDMARK ABUSE LAW
9/02/1992 B131 CHEYENNE SEX CODES PASSED
9/23/1992 A045 CHEYENNE CALLS FOR UNITY (L)
10/08/1992 A012 XNATIVE ACTION NETS $4 MILLION LENDING GOAL
10/08/1992 D061 NEW NORTHERN CHEYENNE COUNCIL SWORN IN
10/22/1992 A071 CHEYENNE FIGHTING FOR HIGH SCHOOL
11/26/1992 B061 KNIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL GETS HERO'S WELCOME
5/05/1993 A031 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CHOOSE DIGNITY OVER 'SQUAW HILL'
5/12/1993 A086 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CLOSER TO GAINING LOCAL SCHOOL
8/18/1993 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNE STRUGGLE FOR HIGH SCHOOL
8/18/1993 A081 CHEYENNE, ARAPAHO REMAINS RETURNED TO TRIBES
10/14/1993 A071 REMAINS OF DULL KNIFE'S BAND MAKE FINAL JOURNEY HOME
11/17/1993 AOll ^NORTHERN CHEYENNE GET NOD TO BUILD PUBLIC HIGH SCHO
11/24/1993 A015 A GRISLY MASSACRE TROPHY IS RETURNED
11/24/1993 A031 INTERIOR SIGNS WATER COMPACT WITH NORTHERN CHEYENNE
12/08/1993 A065 CHEYENNE REMEMBER MASSACRE
12/15/1993 C033 CHEYENNE STAGE POW WOW
4/06/1994 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNE TREASURER SUSPENDED
5/04/1994 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNE TREASURER BOOTED
6/08/1994 A023 NORTHERN CHEYENNE READY FOR THEIR 1ST HIGH SCHOOL
6/29/1994 A014 NORTHERN CHEYENNE POW WOW CELEBRATES WATER AGREEMENT
7/07/1994 A021 GOVERNOR, TRIBE SIGN WATER COMPACT
9/21/1994 A032 ARSON FIRE BURNS 62,000 NORTHERN CHEYENNE ACRES
10/26/1994 AOll CROW, NORTHERN CHEYENNE SETTLE DISPUTE
12/22/1994 Bill NORTHERN CHEYENNE TO BUILD NEW HEADQUARTERS
4/06/1995 A051 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CONSTITUTION UNDER REVIEW (L)
4/06/1995 A071 NORTHERN CHEYENNE TO TRAVEL DOWN 'HEALING PATH'
4/06/1995 A071 $3.1 MILLION TRIBAL OFFICE TO BE BUILT IN LAME DEER
8/24/1995 A085 MONTANA NEGOTIATES WATER COMPACT WITH N CHEYENNE
10/05/1995 A024 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CLUB STARTS FOOD BANK
10/26/1995 A061 TRIBES SAY NO TO LAND TRANSFER FOR VETERANS CEMETERY
1/15/1991 A064 FOOD DRIVE STARTED AT VIRGINIA
1/15/1991 A065 $25,000 DONATED FOR GIRLS' HOME
2/05/1991 A031 CRST CHAIRMAN PLANS TWO'SATELLITE CENTERS
3/12/1991 A093 VICE-CHAIRMAN OF CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE RESIGNS
4/03/1991 A014 kCHEYENNE RIVER STOPS LIQUOR SALES
4/10/1991 A031 KCRST MEMBERS ROCK CHAIRMAN'S ADM BOAT
4/10/1991 A083 LIQUOR SALES RESUME ON CRS RESERVATION
5/01/1991 A031 TRIBE-CITY COALITION PROPOSED BY CRST CHAIRMAN
5/01/1991 B033 BOURLAND CALLS FOR REFORM IN FUNDING PROCESS
5/22/1991 B031 HIGH COURT RULES AGAINST CRST IN CUSTODY OF COLEMAN
5/29/1991 A081 CRST CREATES COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT
7/10/1991 AlOl EQUITY NOT DUAL TAXATION IS CRST CHAIRMAN'S GOAL
8/07/1991 A105 CRST LOOKS TO TAKE CONTRACTS FROM BIA
8/21/1991 coil CR LAKOTA NURSING PROGRAM HAS NEW HOME
9/11/1991 B041 CRST-STATE GETTING CLOSE ON TAX PACT
9/25/1991 B046 CRST WILL HEAR ELDERS AND YOUTHS
10/09/1991 A016 CRST GROUP WANTS BONES
10/09/1991 B043 CHEYENNE RIVER, YANKTON GET EPA GRANTS
10/23/1991 A024 CHEYENNE RIVER GIVES BUFFALO ROOM TO ROAM
10/30/1991 A044 BLOOD QUANTUM IS DIMINISHING (L)
10/30/1991 A061 CONTEST TO NAME NEW LAPLANT SCHOOL
11/27/1991 A014 COURT REVERSES CRST HUNTING CASE
12/04/1991 A071 *PAST YEAR EXCITING, POSITIVE FOR CRST
12/04/1991 B042 TRIBAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY ON CORPS LANDS VINDICATE
12/18/1991 A041 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX CHAIRMAN BOURLAND EXEMPL (ED)
12/18/1991 A093 CRST CHAIRMAN URGES TRIBAL MEMBERS SHOW APPRECIATION
1/14/1992 B034 CRST CHAIRMAN'S REPORT--TRIBAL NATL ELECTIONS ON SAM
2/12/1992 A082 kCHAIRMAN'S REPORT--WHAT ABOUT CHARITY SMOKERS AND
2/12/1992 B081 CRST TO HOST ELECTION SEMINAR
3/04/1992 A012 XCHEYENNE RIVER CENSORS STEVENS
3/25/1992 A053 CRST CHAIRMAN'S REPORT, BOURLAND EXAMINES CONSTITUTI
3/25/1992 B051 XCLEMENS FINDS FAMILY AT CRST MEETING
4/01/1992 B061 APPEALS COURT DENIES REHEARING
4/15/1992 A024 CRST SUES STATE OVER GAMING PLANS
4/22/1992 A012 STATE MUM ON CRST SUIT
4/22/1992 B041 UI LAW PROFESSOR NAMED TO CRST COURT
4/29/1992 A031 COURT DENIES STATE MOTION ON CRST LICENSING
5/06/1992 A054 CRST RESOLVES TO DENOUNCE MALT LIQUOR NAME
5/06/1992 B051 SUPREME COURT DENIES MOTION TO STOP TRIBAL GAME
5/13/1992 A012 *GOVERNOR CALLS GAMING ACT UNCONSTITUTIONAL
5/20/1992 A012 xHILL CITY AND CRST WORK TOGETHER TO SAVE 'SUE'
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5/27/1992 A044 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS SUGGESTED (L)
6/03/1992 BG41 CRST GEARS UP FOR JUNE 9 PRIMARY ELECTION
6/17/1992 AOAA CRST TO VOTE JUNE 23 ON TRIBAL CONSTITUTION (L)
6/17/1992 B036 CHEYENNE RIVER PRIMARY RESULTS
7/01/1992 A053 kOUR CONSTITUTION--TIME TO MAKE A STAND
7/08/1992 A012 CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES STRENGTHEN CRST
7/08/1992 A015 ELECTION DATE CHANGE COULD AID VOTER INFLUENCE
7/15/1992 A041 KA GOVERNMENT FOR THE PEOPLE
7/15/1992 A053 xCRST CHAIRMAN TELLS THEIR SIDE OF 'SUE* ISSUE
7/22/1992 A031 JUDGE ORDERS CRST TO STOP LIQUOR ORDINANCES
7/22/1992 A051 xTRI-COUNTY UATER--CRST CHAIRMAN WANTS CONTROL
8/05/1992 B014 CRST VOTES TO RECONSIDER 8 AMENDMENTS
8/05/1992 B014 CHEYENNE RIVER TRIBE DECLARES DRUG-FREE WEEK
8/05/1992 B022 TAX AMENDMENT DOESN'T PASS BIA
8/12/1992 coil KCRST COUNCIL GIVES GREEN LIGHT TO HIGHWAY AGREEMENT
9/02/1992 A012 XCRST TIRES OF PLAYING GAMES OVER GAMBLING
9/16/1992 B013 xCHEYENNE RIVER MAY DUMP CASINO FOR GARBAGE SITE
10/08/1992 AOll SUPREME COURT TO HEAR CRST JURISDICTION CASE
10/08/1992 A044 GIVE 'EM HECK, MR VAN NORMAN (L)
10/08/1992 BOll KVOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE FOR CRST ELECTIONS OCT
10/08/1992 B061 CRST GETS TWO GRANTS
10/15/1992 B03A CRST GROUP FILES SUIT OVER AMENDMENTS
11/12/1992 B072 WEATHER HINDERS VOTER TURNOUT AT CRST POLLS
11/19/1992 A031 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBAL COUNCIL VOTE PULL OUT OF
12/03/1992 BOll RULING ON CRST LIQUOR LICENSE DISPUTE PENDING
12/10/1992 BOll JUDGE DENIES MOTION IN CRST LIQUOR DISPUTE
12/31/1992 A053 XREVIEWING 1992 AT CHEYENNE RIVER
1/07/1993 A053 xREVIEWING 1992 AT CHEYENNE RIVER
l/lA/1993 AOII GAMING DECISION SENDS STATE TO NEGOTIATIONS
2/11/1993 A012 *JUDGE RULES INSTITUTE DOESN'T OWN FOSSIL--CRST TO
2/18/1993 AOll SO SENATE CONSIDERS TAX BILL
3/03/1993 A014 *CRST IN DUEL WITH STATE AT HIGH COURT
3/03/1993 B032 GOVERNOR SAYS CHEYENNE RIVER--GOOD HOME FOR FOSSIL
3/10/1993 A02A COURT JUSTICES PONDER CHEYENNE RIVER CASE
A/07/1993 A053 KSMALL BUSINESS MAKES BIG DEALS
A/28/1993 A013 CRST SEEKS CUSTODY OF SUE IN TRIBAL COURT
5/26/1993 A081 xCHARITY IN OWNERSHIP DISPUTE OVER PICTOGRAPHS
6/16/1993 A015 HIGH COURT BLOCKS CRST
6/23/1993 A012 POLICE REFERENDUM BID STALLED AT CHEYENNE RIVER
6/23/1993 B081 TREE PLANTING PROJECT GIVES BACK TO GRANDMOTHER EART
6/30/1993 AOAA BOARD DIDN'T ACT ON A MERE TECHNICALITY (L)
7/21/1993 A061 AN OPEN LETTER TO CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX (L)
8/0A/1993 AOAA 'SUE' MOVE SEEN AS WARNING SIGNAL (L)
8/18/1993 A0A2 CRST CHAIRMAN APPLAUDED (L)
8/25/1993 AOll MAJOR VICTORY FOR GAMING TRIBES--BLOW TO CHEYENNE RI
9/01/1993 AOll KCRST FILES CHARGES AGAINST SKYE
9/08/1993 A05A DUPREE TRASH DECISION ONE FOR THE DUMPSTER (L)
9/15/1993 B0A3 XCHEYENNE RIVER BATTLES STATE OVER MOTOR VEHICLE TAX
9/22/1993 A053 XAMERICAN INDIAN POST EDITOR SHOWS HONOR IN RESIGNAT
10/20/1993 A053 xBIG GAME HUNTING RESTORED--RETURN OF HARVEST CARDS
11/10/1993 A065 VA REACHES AGREEMENT WITH CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE
11/2A/1993 A053 ^DISTRICTS TO BENEFIT FROM CASINO
12/08/1993 A012 xCHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX WIN FEDERAL LIQUOR CASE
12/15/1993 B012 CRST RANCHERS UP IN ARMS ABOUT COUNCIL LEASE MOVE
1/05/1994 B012 CHEYENNE RIVER RANCHERS FILE INJUNCTIONS
1/19/1994 A053 ^CHAIRMAN'S REPORT--CRST FINANCIALLY, ECONOMICALLY
1/26/1994 A053 XCRST TO FOOT COST OF PHONE BILL FOR ELDERS
2/16/1994 BOll CHEYENNE RIVER RANCHERS GETTING NATL SUPPORT
3/02/1994 A053 kCHAIRMAN GREGG BOURLAND WON'T SEEK RE-ELECTION
3/16/1994 A031 XCHEYENNE RIVER COUNCIL PLANS TO ISSUE TRIBAL LICENS
3/23/1994 B033 TRIBE WILL COLLECT 10 PERCENT LUXURY TAX ON LIQUOR
3/30/1994 A051 XCHEYENNE RIVER WILL OPEN CASINO SOON
4/06/1994 A054 OO'HENUMPA CHIEF PUFFING EYES RETURNS (L)
4/13/1994 B012 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE MAY BE FIRST TO MANAGE
5/11/1994 A053 xCHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX. CHAIRMAN WRITES ON RUMOR CONTR
6/15/1994 coil TRIBE DIDN'T COMPROMISE SOVEREIGNTY IN COMPACT
6/22/1994 A024 BOURLAND MAY RUN FOR CRST CHAIR
6/22/1994 A044 IT'S RIGHT FOR CRST TO HONOR WHITE BULL (L)
6/22/1994 A053 KJIMMY CARTER PROJECT BRINGS EXCITEMENT
6/22/1994 B091 SCHEDULE SET FOR CRST HEALTHY NATIONS MEETING
6/29/1994 A012 JfSUPREME COURT REFUSES APPEAL--CHEYENNE RIVER VICTOR
7/07/1994 A053 CRST COUNCILMAN REVIEWS PAST YEAR
7/07/1994 B053 POLITICAL HOPEFULS FILE CRST PETITIONS
7/13/1994 A033 TRIBAL COURT DISMISSES 'SUE' CASE
7/20/1994 A044 EDUCATION REFORM NEEDED THROUGHOUT CHEYENNE RIVER (L
7/20/1994 A051 xBOURLAND EXPLAINS HOW TEAM APPROACH WORKS
7/20/1994 B014 kCRST MAY APPEAL 'SUE' SUIT DECISION
7/27/1994 A042 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBAL CHAIRMAN SAYS THANK (L)
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CHIEF DAVE
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CHILD ABUSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/27/1994
8/03/1994
8/03/1994
8/10/1994
8/24/1994
8/31/1994
9/14/1994
9/21/1994
9/28/1994
10/05/1994
10/05/1994
10/12/1994
10/12/1994
10/19/1994
10/26/1994
11/16/1994
.11/16/1994
12/15/1994
12/22/1994
1/12/1995
1/12/1995
2/02/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/23/1995
2/23/1995
3/02/1995
3/23/1995
5/11/1995
5/18/1995
6/15/1995
6/29/1995
8/24/1995
9/14/1995
10/05/1995
11/30/1995
12/07/1995
12/07/1994
1/12/1995
3/23/1995
3/30/1995
6/23/1995
12/10/1992
8/03/1994
10/05/1994
11/16/1994
11/23/1994
1/12/1995
4/27/1995
6/23/1995
7/13/1994
7/24/1991
7/31/1991
8/21/1991
10/30/1991
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
9/30/1992
9/30/1992
1/01/1991
1/08/1991
1/22/1991
4/10/1991
4/24/1991
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/08/1991
5/22/1991
7/31/1991
10/09/1991
A053 CHEYENNE RIVER READIES LAKOTA LANGUAGE POLICY (L)
A044 CHEYENNE RIVER COMMITTEE GETS REPATRIATION GRANT (L)
A051 KNO FEDERAL INCOME TAX AT CHEYENNE RIVER
C012 HEARINGS SCHEDULED FOR CRST CULTURE CODE
A051 TRIBAL JUSTICE PREVAILED IN EAGLE BUTTE CASE (L)
A053 xBOURLAND BACKS LAKOTA LANGUAGE & CULTURE CODE
A031 CRST PRAIRIE DOG PROGRAM IN JEOPARDY
BOll CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE TO DEDICATE NEW LAW ENFOR
B012 MEDICAL VOLUNTEERS 'BLITZ* CRST
A053 KRUMOR CONTROL NEEDED AT CHEYENNE RIVER
BOll CHEYENNE RIVER TERO WINS NATIONAL AWARD
BOll HEALTHY NATIONS PROJECT MOVES INTO SECOND PHASE
B012 KCRST DEDICATES NEW FACILITY
A051 XCHEYENNE RIVER COUNCIL MADE RIGHT DECISION ON HUNT
B034 CHEYENNE RIVER COUNCIL SEEKS LOWER RENTS
B012 TRIBE LOSES HUNTING CASE IN FEDERAL COURT
BlOl CRST TO MANAGE ITS OWN CASINO
B012 XBOURLAND MARKS 2ND TERM AT CHEYENNE RIVER
B012 CRST RESCUES SACRED SITE FROM ROAD BUILDERS
A051 LAKOTA LANGUAGE LESSONS LAUDED (L)
A053 READERS QUESTION LAKOTA LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT (L)
B012 JURISDICTION ISSUES CLOUD CRST TELEPHONE BUYOUTS
AOll CRST WARNS SMITHSONIAN TO GIVE BACK SACRED OBJECTS
B013 XCRST OPENS ON-LINE SERVICE
BOll XHEALTH BLITZ TREATS CRST MEMBERS
B041 CRST TO RECEIVE YELLOWSTONE BISON
B045 CRST DISTRICTS TO ELECT BOARD MEMBERS
B043 CRST DECLARES DISASTER, ASKS FOR RELIEF
C031 GROUP OPPOSES LIQUOR AT CRST CASINO
A051 XCHEYENNE RIVER MAY ADOPT NEW ELECTIONS POLICY
B013 XANCESTORS RETURNED HOME TO CRST
A021 CRST WINS IN MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE CASE
A024 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE OPPOSES DUNBAR LAND EXCHA
B051 CHEYENNE RIVER WINS GRANT FOR MOBILE SLAUGHTER HOUSE
BOll CHEYENNE RIVER BACKS PARK AT WOUNDED KNEE
B014 GUILTY PLEA MAKES HISTORY
Alll XCHEYENNE RIVER S10UX--TR1BAL MEMBERS WITH NOWHERE
B014 GENERAL VISITS EAGLE BUTTE
B031 GROUP FUNDS YOUTH PROJECT
B051 THREE AREA SCHOOLS GET EDUCATION PROJECT GRANTS
B051 XCHEYENNE RIVER CRISIS HOTLINE GIVES CALLERS HOPE
A044 STANDING ROCK DOESN'T RECOGNIZE SUCCESS STORIES (L)
SEE ALSO MEXICO
A063 CALL FOR PEACE IN CHIAPAS RAISES HOPE, SKEPTICISM
A071 CHIAPAS CEASE-FIRE OBSERVED IN MEXICO
AOll AM INDIAN DELEGATION SUPPORTS ZAPATISTA'S REBEL GOV
AOll AM INDIAN DELEGATION TO CHIAPAS W1TNESS--BRUTAL1TY
B052 CHIAPAS REBEL TELLS NAVAJO HE FEARS CIVIL WAR
A064 CHICAGO COMMUNITY FIGHTS TO CLEAR AIRWAVES OF RACISM
A061 APPEALS COURT SAYS NO TO STATE GAS TAXES
A074 CHICKASAW TO TAKE OVER HEALTH FACILITY
A053 IS RETURN OF CHICKASAW PART OF WHITE BUFFALO PRO (L)
B061 CHICKASAW TRIBE TAKES OVER INDIAN HEALTH FACILITY
A015 CHICKASAW TAX CASE TO BE HEARD BY SUPREME COURT
AOll HIGH COURT TO HEAR CHICKASAW TAX CASE
A013 HIGH COURT SPLITS CHICKASAW TAX CASE
B031 XDAVE CHIEF FEATURED IN WASHINGTON POST
A033 CONGRESS ASKED TO REPAIR CHIEF JOSEPH'S GRAVESlTE
A024 XNEZ PERCE TRAIL MARKED AS LEGACY
A064 NEZ PERCE WANT CHIEF'S PIPE BACK
A051 XTHE SAGA OF CHIEF JOSEPH'S PIPE
A044 CHIEF JOSEPH LOST IN 'JEOPARDY' (L)
B071 HISTORIANS DOUBT PARTS OF CHIEF SEATTLE'S SPEECH
B076 SEATTLE'S SPEECH INSPIRES MUSICAL
B061 XSEATTLE'S SPEECH ECHOES INTO 20TH CENTURY
B061 SEATTLE'S SPEECH MADE STRONG: CALL FOR JUSTICE
A015 xACCUSED ABUSER WINS ACQUITTAL
A032 CHILD PROTECTION BOOKS AVAILABLE
B014 SFIS ADOPTS NEW EMPLOYEE POLICY
A091 KlLl RADIO TO BROADCAST CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION PROG
A021 XCHILDREN MARCH TO HELP OTHERS
A012 XREMEMBER THE CHILDREN
B021 XPINE RIDGE AREA PARADES TO PREVENT ABUSE
C031 SUFFERING CALLED ONLY SURE THING IN CHILD ABUSE STAT
coil XCHILDREN ARE SACRED PLANTING OF TREES WINDS UP EVEN
B021 XSTUDENTS VOICE THEIR OPINIONS ON CHILD ABUSE
B053 OST GETS A GRANT TO FIGHT CHILD ABUSE
A051 CROW AGENCY IHS FAILS TO REPORT RAPE AND ABUSE (L)
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11/20/1991 AlOl ^ADVOCATES SPEAK FOR CHILDREN
2/26/1992 AQSl CHILD ABUSE FUELS TENSIONS IN MCLAUGHLIN
3/QA/1992 AG32 FORT PECK RALLIES FOR NEAR-FROZEN TOT
3/QA/1992 BD71 *THREE INDIAN ADVOCATES JOIN CASA
3/11/1992 A115 ARTS AUCTION TO SUPPORT LOCAL CASA PROGRAM
4/29/1992 A071 kABUSE VICTIMS MUST FIND COURAGE 'TO TELL'
4/29/1992 A071 NEW ABUSE VIDEO UNVEILED
4/29/1992 A071 KABUSE SMOTHERS THE TRUTH
4/29/1992 A074 JfCHILD ABUSE--TALK ABOUT IT
4/29/1992 A082 MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT ABUSE
5/13/1992 A051 CASA BOARD THANKS THOSE WHO CARED (L)
5/13/1992 BG14 OUR LADY SCHOOL STUDENTS TELL ABOUT CHILD ABUSE
6/17/1992 AG21 CHEYENNE PASS LANDMARK ABUSE LAW
7/15/1992 AG31 KGUARDIANS CHARGED--BEATING DROWNING DEATH OF CHILD
1/G7/1993 AG36 DEATH OF CHILD RESULTS IN ARREST OF YOUNG COUPLE
1/14/1993 AG41 BRINGING SHAME ON THE PEOPLE (ED)
1/14/1993 BG64 COUPLE FACES MORE CHARGES IN DEATH OF 2-YR-OLD
1/28/1993 BGll COUPLE CHARGED WITH MURDER IN CHILD'S DEATH
2/18/1993 BG52 CASA OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS NAMED
3/G3/1993 AG41 CHILD ABUSE DESTROYS THE NATION (ED)
3/G3/1993 BG51 CASA--ONE VOICE CAN CHANGE A CHILD'S LIFE
3/1G/1993 AGll CHILD ABUSE STATISTICS CAN BE MISLEADING
3/1G/1993 AG14 RELEARNING THE CARE OF THE 'SACRED BEINGS'
3/1G/1993 AG36 THE HEART-WRENCHING HEADLINES OF ABUSE
3/17/1993 AG44 TRADITIONAL PATH CAN CURB ABUSE (L)
4/14/1993 AG41 xFROM CHILD ABUSE GROWS THE TRAGEDY OF MORE ABUSE
4/21/1993 BG65 STATE URGES CHILD ABUSE AWARENESS
5/12/1993 AGll xBLACK ROBES^ BLACK MEMORIES
5/26/1993 AG15 xBISHOP URGES ABUSE VICTIMS TO COME FORWARD
5/26/1993 BG81 xCASA GAINS TWO NEW VOLUNTEERS
6/G9/1993 AG51 MEMORIES OF ABUSE AT CHURCH'S HANDS
7/28/1993 BGll STONEMAN GETS 15G YEARS JAIL FOR BABY DEATH
11/G3/1993 AGll FEDS CHARGED WITH IGNORING SEXUAL ABUSE
ll/lG/1993 AG51 DISBELIEVING OUR CHILDREN (L)
12/G1/1993 AGll FROM HELL TO HAVEN--A CHILDREN'S STORY
12/G8/1993 AGll kFROM HELL TO HAVEN--A CHILDREN'S STORY
1/19/1994 BG25 KPARENTS FACE ABUSE CHARGES FOR CHILD LEFT IN CAR
2/23/1994 BG12 RAPID CITY TEACHER ACCUSED OF ABUSE
2/23/1994 BG13 ABUSE INCIDENTS ALLEGEDLY OCCURRED IN 2-WEEK PERIOD
3/3G/1994 B153 PINE RIDGE DESIGNATES APRIL AS CHILD ABUSE AWARENESS
5/11/1994 AGll SENATOR INTRODUCES BILL TO GIVE TEETH TO CHILD ABUSE
5/18/1994 AG44 NO POWER IN EXPRESSING ANGER TO CHILDREN (L)
6/G8/1994 AGll xIHS. BIA OPPOSE CHILD ABUSE BILL
6/29/1994 AG25 BABY BORN DRUNK; MOTHER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHILD ABUSE
9/G8/1994 AG53 MAKING SENSE OF A SENSELESS ACT
4/G6/1995 AG41 MAKE A DIFFERENCE, SAVE A CHILD (ED)
4/27/1995 AGll CONGRESS REAUTHORIZES CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION LAW
4/27/1995 BG32 CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH OBSERVED
5/G4/1995 BG12 xESCAPING ABUSE
5/G4/1995 BG21 xBLACK HILLS CHILDREN'S SOCIETY HELPS CHILDREN ROBBE
5/G4/1995 BG24 MOLESTERS CRIPPLE OUR FUTURE
5/G4/1995 BG21 REPORT--CHILD ABUSE, NEGLECT, A MAJOR PUBLIC HEALTH
5/G4/1995 BG22 882 CHILDREN RESCUED IN 1994
6/G8/1995 BG71 FORT PECK GETS GRANT FOR VICTIMS
SEE ALSO DAY CARE
6/23/1995 BG23 FBI TO CHECK FINGERPRINTS FOR TRIBES' CHILD CARE
8/G3/1995 BG93 SISSETON-WAHPETON, SDSU JOIN FORCES IN NEW PROJECT
12/14/1995 BG31 SHIELDS-KIRKIE RECOGNIZED FOR CHILD CARE WORK
2/G5/1991 AGll FT YATES CUSTODY CONFLICT IS RESOLVED
8/14/1991 AG31 BAILEYS APPEAL IOWA CHILD CUSTODY DECISION
lG/16/1991 AlGl BAILEYS CHARGE IOWA COURTS LIED IN...CUSTODY MATTER
6/24/1992 AG53 CONFLICT OF INTEREST ALLEGED IN CHILD CUSTODY (L)
7/22/1992 BG14 ROSEBUD TO SEEK CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
7/29/1992 AG14 7-YEAR-OLD SNATCHED IN CUSTODY CASE
8/19/1992 BG31 *SWST LOCKED IN CUSTODY BATTLE OVER 7-YEAR-OLD
9/G9/1992 BGll xSlSSETON WOMAN FIGHTS ON FOR CHILD
4/21/1993 BG31 kUS CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL TO REVIEW NEB CUSTODY CASES
8/G4/1993 AG63 FRONTIER CHILD CUSTODY BATTLE SHOWCASED IN DESERT TH
9/G1/1993 AGll *FAMILY FIGHTS FOR THE RETURN OF A 'LOST BIRD'
9/G1/1993 AG53 PLEASE GIVE HIM BACK BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE (L)
1G/G6/1993 AG14 COURT CODES LIMIT ACCESS IN FT BERTHOLD CUSTODY BATT
5/18/1994 BG21 KENTUCKY WOMAN--HOPES FOR KEEPING KAYLA ARE DASHED
6/22/1994 BG81 MONEY NEEDED TO APPEAL CUSTODY RULING
7/G7/1994 AG31 OST FIGHTING APPEAL IN CUSTODY CASE
7/13/1994 AG44 PSYCHOLOGIST COMMENTS ON CASEY'S CUSTODY (L)
1/12/1995 BG32 NEW SISSETON-WAHPETON COUNCIL TACKLES CUSTODY CASE
9/28/1995 BG21 KENTUCKY JUDGE QUESTIONS STATE INTERFERENCE
lG/26/1995 BGll xBROWN STONE GOAL--KEEP FAMILIES TOGETHER
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12/07/1995 A013 FOSTER MOTHER BITTER OVER KENTUCKY CUSTODY DECISION
12/1A/1995 BOll KCOURT DECISION SERVES AS MODEL
12/29/1995 A053 CUSTODY OF YOUNG GIRL IS NOT ABOUT RACE (L)
9/25/1991 AOll JUDGE RULES ON CHILD SUPPORT
11/20/1991 AOll COURT MUST OK SEIZURE
9/02/1992 BOll STATE MAY APPEAL CHILD SUPPORT RULING
6/30/1993 A02A DRIVERS LICENSE LAW GOES INTO EFFECT JULY 1
11/17/1993 A086 DRIVER'S LICENSES RESTRICTED FOR THOSE OWING CHILD
1/19/1994 A012 KNEW MEXICO & NAVAJO NATION UNITE TO LOCATE DEADBEAT
1/26/1994 A044 WRITER WRONG IN ASSUMING GOOD NEWS (L)
10/19/1994 A051 RUNAWAY FATHERS SHOULD BE FORCED TO CARE FOR THE CD
5/01/1991 A046 LA LAW EPISODE WAS WRONG (L)
8/07/1991 A012 KIOWA COURT IGNORES CHILD WELFARE ACT
1/08/1992 A075 UCLA TO HOST INDIAN CHILD WELFARE MEET
3/17/1993 A084 BIA'S PLAN TO REPROGRAM FUNDS WILL PAY FOR SHORTFALL
9/29/1993 AOll RULING MAY 'GUT' INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT
2/09/1995 AOll ADOPTED CHILD RETURNED TO BIRTH PARENTS
3/30/1995 B042 STATES TAKE INTEREST IN ICWA
5/04/1995 A024 CONGRESSWOMAN ATTACKS INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT
9/14/1995 A051 OST COULD DO MORE TO ENFORCE CHILD WELFARE ACT (L)
9/21/1995 Alll AM BAR ASSOC PUBLISHES NEW BOOK ON IND CHILD WELFARE
9/28/1995 B021 KENTUCKY JUDGE QUESTIONS STATE INTERFERENCE
11/09/1995 B012 KSENATE BILL STOPS OFF-RESERVATION ENFORCEMENT
12/14/1995 BOll XCOURT DECISION SERVES AS MODEL
SEE ALSO YOUTH
3/12/1991 B014 $104,000 GRANT WILL SERVE DISABLED CHILDREN
5/15/1991 AOll CHILD ADVOCATES UPSET BY SLURS OF COUNTY MEMBER
6/12/1991 A015 NAMESAKE SOCIETY AIDS 10 'LOST' CHILDREN
8/21/1991 A031 US WEST FUNDS WILL HELP KIDS SURVIVE TV
9/25/1991 A081 kDESTINY ROCKERS PROMOTES 'CHANGE FOR CHILDREN'
10/02/1991 S021 KCHILDREN'S VILLAGE--DEDICATION & LOVE OF COUPLE
11/06/1991 A095 ROSENBERG FUND AIDS CHILDREN
11/13/1991 A095 GRANT WILL HELP CHILDREN AT MISSION
11/27/1991 coil CHILDREN COULD BENEFIT FROM ROLLING DOCTORS
12/04/1991 A053 CHILD CARE WORKER FRUSTRATED-^"THINK OF YOUR KIDS'
12/04/1991 A065 'FLOWERING TIPI SPIRIT' TO BE SHARED
12/18/1991 AOll BIA GIVES 'BEARS' TO CHILDREN
12/18/1991 A126 KIWANIS HELP CHILDREN
12/31/1991 A024 CHILDRENS WELFARE TOPS PUBLIC SAFETY MEETING
1/14/1992 B031 KTWO CHILD CARE WORKERS HONORED
1/28/1992 C082 AREA MERCHANTS HELP CHILDREN
2/26/1992 A074 ^CHILDREN MEET OUR EXPECTATIONS
3/11/1992 A061 CHILDREN NEED SPIRITUALITY IN TEACHINGS
3/25/1992 B032 xCELEBRATING CHILDREN
4/08/1992 B023 KILI CELEBRATES MONTH OF CHILD
4/08/1992 B065 ROSEBUD TRIBE SETS WEEK OF THE CHILD
4/15/1992 A071 KYOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM REACTIVATED
4/22/1992 A073 AREA POINT OF LIGHT SHINES FOR CHILDREN
6/03/1992 BOll xBUFFALO CALF EUROPE-BOUND FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM
6/10/1992 B043 xTHESE CHILDREN ARE MEDICINE
6/17/1992 A051 OUR CHILDREN ARE BEING 'FARMED OUT' CD
6/17/1992 B143 CHILDREN CALLED TRIBES MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE
8/12/1992 A031 KlHS COMMITS TO CHILDREN, CAN'T SAVE RURAL IN-PATIEN
9/02/1992 C041 COOKTALK--KEEPING KIDS SAFE IN THE KITCHEN
10/08/1992 C042 SUSAN MASTEN--CHILDREN, FAMILIES
1/14/1993 B066 VALANDRA NAMED TO CHILD CARE TASK FORCE
3/03/1993 A063 REDUCING CHILD STRESS IN MODERN WORLD
3/10/1993 A014 RELEARNING THE CARE OF THE 'SACRED BEINGS'
4/07/1993 B081 kTAKING FLIGHT--FOCUS ON TAKOJA
4/21/1993 B093 KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS MUST HAVE ALL IMMUNIZATIONS
5/05/1993 B051 PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL ADDS CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLASS
5/19/1993 B062 CHILDREN REFLECT ON CULTURE, POW WOWS
6/02/1993 AOll XSPECIAL HONORS FOR AN UNCI--DEDICATION RECOGNIZES
6/16/1993 B012 xWINTERS HONORED FOR 10 YEARS SERVICE
8/18/1993 A051 CHRISTIAN RELIEF CENTER HELPS WITH HEART S LUNG CD
9/22/1993 BOll NEBRASKA CHILD CARE PROVIDERS TO GET $250,000
10/14/1993 B031 GROUP FOCUSING ON CHILD FUNDS FOR TRIBES
10/14/1993 B035 CHILD CARE FOOD PROGRAM AVAILABLE THROUGH STATE
10/14/1993 B051 NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN'S CHOIR SEEKS 60 SINGERS
10/20/1993 B012 KCHILDREN'S VISION MAKES AN EYE OPENING EXHIBIT
11/03/1993 B082 PUBLIC HEARING SET ON NEW CHILD CARE REGULATIONS
11/17/1993 B121 ACTOR GRANT JOINS CEREMONY FOR NEW CHILDRENS CENTER
3/16/1994 B081 MINNESOTA CASINOS DONATE $2,001 TO KIDS OF ST JUDE'S
4/06/1994 BOll PARENTS' BICKERING OVER BUCKS LEAVES CHILDREN OUT
8/17/1994 coil CASINOS GIVE TRIBE OPTION TO DIVERSIFY THEIR BUSINES
8/24/1994 B023 INDIAN CHILD WELFARE FUNDS TO BENEFIT RAPID CITY
8/31/1994 A044 IN THE SQUABBLING--REMEMBER THE CHILDREN (L)
8/31/1994 B012 SEARCH FOR PERMANENT HOME CONTINUES
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CHILDREN
CHILDREN DISABLED
CHILDRENS HOME SOC
10/19/1994 BGAl ANN S DAN--2 CHILDREN WHO NEED A HOME
11/16/1994 B121 'WARM HEARTS TO COLD HANDS' MEANS NEW OUTERWEAR
12/22/1994 BG21 EDUCATION FOR ALL WORKS FOR CHILDREN WITHOUT HOMES
12/29/1994 BG12 kGRANT TO IMPROVE SERVICES TO CHILDREN
2/G2/1995 BG44 ^PROJECT GRANT
2/G9/1995 BG33 $1GG,GGG GRANT AWARDED FOR INDIAN STUDY
3/23/1995 AG61 NARRAGANSETT NAMED CHILD SUPPORT LIAISON
3/23/1995 BG31 GRANT AWARDED TO ESTABLISH NAT AM FAMILY RESOURCE
3/3G/1995 AG44 WHERE DO KIDS GET THOSE IDEAS? (L)
4/13/1995 AG61 LITTLE HOOP ADDRESSES NEEDS OF YOUNG CHILDREN
4/27/1995 BG32 CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH OBSERVED
5/11/1995 BG31 BLACK HILLS CHILDREN'S SOCIETY USES CULTURE TO COMBA
6/G8/1995 BGll VIETNAM VETERANS WALK FOR THE CHILDREN
7/G6/1995 DG14 DO WE TEACH HISTORY OR FICTION TO OUR CHILDREN' (L)
7/2G/1995 AG14 CHILDREN LOSERS IN EDUCATION CUTBACKS
8/24/1995 BG21 BIA BUDGET CUTS CLOSE CHILDREN'S SHELTER DOORS
8/31/1995 AG53 CHANGES NEEDED FOR CHILDREN LEFT IN THE BALANCE (L)
lG/12/1995 AG54 ^CHILDREN NEED LOVE^ NOT NEGLECT
11/G9/1995 BG21 STANDING ROCK CASINO FUNDS GROUP HOME
12/21/1995 AG41 KCHRISTMAS, A TIME FOR CHILDHOOD INNOCENCE
7/31/1991 A1G4 PRESCHOOLERS SOUGHT FOR SPECIAL PROGRAM
8/19/1992 CG33 TODD COUNTY DISTRICT OFFERS SPECIAL SERVICES
9/16/1992 AG65 VERY SPECIAL ARTS MAY COME TO SOUTH DAKOTA
12/24/1992 BG96 XBROKENLEG JOINS BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT CHILDREN'S HO
3/1G/1993 AG71 JfVERY SPECIAL ARTS ENCOURAGE REGIONAL DISABLED CHILD
4/28/1993 BG31 *VERY SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL GEARS UP
5/12/1993 AG41 VERY SPECIAL ARTS A SUCCESS (ED)
5/12/1993 BG51 ^CHILDREN DRAWN TO VERY SPECIAL ARTS
5/26/1993 AGI2 SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS IHS CHILDREN'S CASE
1/19/1994 BGll CHILD FIND ADDRESSES SPECIAL EDUCATION NEED
1/26/1994 BG24 FOOD LABELS HELP CHILDREN
4/G6/1994 BG81 MEETINGS TO ADDRESS CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES
2/G9/1995 BGll kMIRACLE OF LOVE SAVES CHILD FROM LIFE IN COMA
12/G1/1993 AGII FROM HELL TO HAVEN--A CHILDREN'S STORY
3/G9/1994 BGll CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY FOCUSES ON NEW CAMPAIGN
5/G4/1995 BG21 *BLACK HILLS CHILDREN'S SOCIETY HELPS CHILDREN ROBBE
5/II/1995 BG31 BLACK HILLS CHILDREN'S SOCIETY USES CULTURE TO COMBA
9/14/1994 AG51 ILLINOIS COACH COMES TO SEE THE LIGHT
3/G9/1995 S3GI kHEALTH CARE IHS SERVICE UNIT FIGHTS POOR HEALTH
6/12/1991 AGll 1991 PEACE RUN UNPRECEDENTED EVENT
1/G5/1995 BG12 xWAKAN WICOHAN
12/G4/1991 AG65 MESCALEROS RE-ELECT WENDELL CHINO
8/31/1995 AG32 CHINO SPARKS ECONOMIC SUMMIT
9/14/1995 AG51 APACHE--POISONED FOR PROSPERITY'S SAKE? (L)
SEE ALSO OJIBWA
4/24/1991 AG14 JUDGE RULES CHIPPEWAS CAN GATHER BIRD FEATHERS
5/G8/1991 AG12 JfTREATY TEMPER TANTRUMS
5/G8/1991 AG26 COOL WEATHER CUTS INTO SPEARFISHING
6/12/1991 AG12 *A MAN CALLED ROGER
6/12/1991 BG13 *FORCEFUL EFFORT AFFECTED INDIANS THROUGHOUT THE US
8/14/1991 CG12 GOVT WON'T APPEAL FEDERAL RULING ON CHIPPEWA
12/18/1991 AGll RED LAKE CONSIDERS CASINO
4/G8/1992 AG36 WISCONSIN BAND OF CHIPPEWA TO START SPEARFISHING
5/13/1992 BG51 CHIPPEWA CASINO MAY OPEN
7/15/1992 AG53 ROGER WHERE ARE YOU?
9/16/1992 A121 CHIPPEWA TO VOTE ON CASINO PROPOSAL
1/G7/1993 AG71 STICKY ISSUE OF ENROLLMENT--SAULT STE MARIE CHIPPEWA
1/G7/1993 BG61 ST CROIX BAND SUES CASINO MANAGERS
1/21/1993 BG71 XPEMBINA BAND MEMBER SEEKS SPLIT FROM TURTLE MT
2/18/1993 AG71 TREATY RIGHTS SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED AS GIVEAWAY
4/28/1993 AG51 OPEN LETTER ON CONSTITUTION FOR LEECH LAKE CHIP (L)
6/G2/1993 AG73 NATIVE 'OLYMPIC TEAM BENEFITS--$5G,0GG RED LAKE GRA
11/17/1993 AG63 WISCONSIN TRIBE RETALIATES AGAINST CO WELCOMING MINE
12/15/1993 B071 ST CROIX CHIPPEWA OPEN GROUP HOME
1/12/1994 AG31 WISCONSIN CHIPPEWA HOPE TO OPEN CASINO AT HUDSON
3/16/1994 BG81 ST CROIX CHIPPEWA APPOINT BEARHART DIRECTOR OF
6/G8/1994 AG53 BIA DID NOT 'CREATE' THE SOKAOGON CHIPPEWA (L)
6/22/1994 AGll PROTECTING MOTHER EARTH--CHIPPEWA PROTEST EXXON
12/15/1994 CGll CHIPPEWA PUTTING CASINO PROFITS TO WORK IN AUTO PART
12/29/1994 AGll 6 WISCONSIN CHIPPEWA BANDS ASK TO INTERVENE
5/11/1995 BG64 SUPREME COURT BACKS CHIPPEWA BANDS
6/G1/1995 AG12 *A REVOLUTION FOR THE CHIPPEWA
7/27/1995 AG65 CHIPPEWA PROTECT WATERSHED
8/G3/1995 BG15 RECONCILIATION SOUGHT
8/1G/1995 AGll ^PROTESTERS DEMAND THE PROTECTION OF WOLF RIVER
8/14/1991 AG44 NON-INDIAN PIPE CARRIER DEFENDS CHIPPS (L)
7/14/1993 AGll NON-INDIAN SUN DANCERS BRING OHIO INDIAN PROTEST
8/14/1991 AG44 NON-INDIAN PIPE CARRIER DEFENDS CHIPPS (L)
CHILDS H WENDELL
CHINLE AZ
CHINMOY SRI
CHINN GERMAINE
CHINO WENDELL
CHIPPEWA
CHIPPS CHARLES
CHIPPS GODFREY
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CHITIMACHA RESERV,
CHOCTAW
CHOIR
CHRISTENSEN LANCE
CHRISTIANITY
CHRISTMAS
CHRONIC FATIGUE
CHRYSLER FIRST FIN
CHU6ACH NATL FORES
CHURCH
CHURCH BAPTIST
CHURCH CATHOLIC
CHURCH EPISCOPAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/09/1992
5/08/1991
10/29/1992
6/23/1993
7/28/1993
12/29/1993
1/19/199A
7/13/199A
10/19/199A
12/29/1994
2/16/1995
6/23/1995
A022
A081
A014
A031
A015
A064
BUS
C012
AOll
AOll
C054
B062
2/05/1991 A086
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
12/24/1991
1/08/1992
1/08/1992
1/08/1992
12/10/1992
12/24/1992
12/24/1992
12/22/1993
12/22/1993
12/22/1993
12/22/1993
1/12/1994
1/19/1994
12/15/1994
12/22/1994
12/22/1994
12/29/1994
1/26/1995
3/23/1995
12/14/1995
12/14/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
3/31/1993
2/19/1991
1/19/1994
10/09/1991
8/12/1992
6/09/1993
7/28/1993
7/21/1993
2/05/1991
7/24/1991
7/31/1991
11/27/1991
10/08/1992
11/05/1992
11/05/1992
2/11/1993
4/28/1993
5/12/1993
5/26/1993
6/02/1993
7/14/1993
8/18/1993
9/01/1993
9/29/1993
10/06/1993
6/15/1994
7/27/1994
11/23/1994
12/15/1994
1/05/1995
11/09/1995
2/05/1991
3/05/1991
5/01/1991
5/15/1991
A093
A126
B015
B085
B041
A053
A074
B042
B063
A012
A045
AOll
A041
A044
B033
A044
B023
AOll
AO 51
Bin
B012
B065
A051
A013
B013
A041
A081
B031
A051
B043
A032
B014
A104
A051
B102
B062
A086
A053
A031
B045
AO16
B092
B114
B041
B045
AOll
AO 15
A053
B034
A061
B012
A041
AOll
B012
BOll
A044
A041
A051
B035
A084
A015
con
C013
HUNDREDS GATHER TO HELP CLEAN UP CHITIMACHA AFTER
CHOCTAUS REJECT $30 MILLION DUMPSITE PLAN
BUSH VETOES RECOGNITION OF JENA CHOCTAW
JENA CHOCTAW RECOGNITION BILL PASSES HURDLE
STATE SUPPORTS JENA TRIBE'S EFFORT TO BE RECOGNIZED
CHOCTAWS BREAK GROUND FOR CASINO
MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAW REQUEST DONATIONS OF RESEARCH MA
CHOCTAW CASINO 0PENS--4TH SET FOR VICKSBURG
JENA CHOCTAW RECOGNITION IMMINENT
MOWA BAND DENIED FEDERAL RECOGNITION
INDIAN VILLAGE WON'T REOPEN IN SPRING
SEX INDICTMENT SHADES CHOCTAW ELECTION
SEE MUSIC CHOIR
CHRISTENSEN SELECTED YOUNG CATHOLIC LEADER
SEE RELIGION
CRST CHAIRMAN URGES TRIBAL MEMBERS SHOW APPRECIATION
KIWANIS HELP CHILDREN
OST COURT WORKERS TO TREAT AREAS ELDERLY
PELTIER DONATIONS CRITICIZED
XCHRISTMAS AT KYLE
KHOLIDAY GREED REFLECTS CORRUPT AMERICAN WAY
POLICE GIVE TOYS TO CHILDREN
NEW JERSEY MAN PLAYS SANTA FOR CRSR CHILDREN
TODD COUNTY STUDENTS SELL ITEMS FOR CHRISTMAS
KCHRISTMAS--A STROLL DOWN MEMORY LANE
CHILD QUESTIONS SANTA CLAUS S CHILDREN OF SOMALIA (L
KOPRYLAND!
^CELEBRATING CHRISTMAS THE LAKOTA WAY
CHRISTMAS AND THE TRADITION OF GIVING (L)
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS--IN PORCUPINE
IS HOLIDAY REALLY HONORING CHRIST? (L)
PINE RIDGE VILLAGE ANNOUNCES CHRISTMAS DECORATING WI
*DECKIN' THE HALLS
XCOYOTE NATION CHRISTMAS SURE NOT LIKE MOVIE VERSION
ST CROIX SPONSORS 'PRESENTS FOR THE PRECIOUS' DRIVE
kKIDS greet CLAUS
CLUB HOLDS FIRST CHRISTMAS STORE
STILL NO REPLY ON QUESTION ABOUT CHRISTMAS BONUS (L)
KCHRISTMAS HOPES
HOLIDAYS 'BLAHS' RISKY FOR ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOL
KCHRISTMAS, A TIME FOR CHILDHOOD INNOCENCE
CHRISTMAS TOYS 8 CANDY DELIVERED TO RESERVATIONS
GROUP HELPS FLOWERING TREE CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
BE AWARE OF CHRONIC FATIGUE VIRUS (L)
CHRYSLER FIRST HEARING FEB 28 AT PINE RIDGE
CLARK NAMED LIAISON OFFICER OF CHUGACH NATL FOREST
RECONCILIATION--AREA CHURCHES TO SHARE SPIRITUALITY
CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE TO FEATURE MOHAWK
MEMORIES OF ABUSE AT CHURCH'S HANDS
ASSOC OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES PLANS STATEWIDE RECONCIL
FORT PECK HOMES GET A FACE LIFT
CHRISTENSEN SELECTED YOUNG CATHOLIC LEADER
MICHIGAN CATHOLIC CHURCH INCORPS INDIAN TRADITIONS
^MISSIONARY IS SUBJECT OF 'UNDER TWO HEAVENS'
BISHOPS WOULD REDRESS INDIAN INJUSTICE
PRIESTS FACE ABUSE CHARGES
CATHOLIC CHURCH HONORS LAKOTA CATECHIST
EXAMINING THE POPE AND THE 'NEW WORLD'
KCATHOLIC CHURCH HIRES DECORY AS BRIDGE TO PEOPLE
XJESUIT WORLD LEADER TO VISIT RED CLOUD
XBLACK ROBES, BLACK MEMORIES
KBISHOP URGES ABUSE VICTIMS TO COME FORWARD
READER COMMENTS ON 'BLACK ROBES'
CHAPUT NAMED A TRUSTEE AT NATL CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
PAPAL REVOCATION WOULD RECOGNIZE HISTORIC WRONGS CD
KHER MANY HORSES TAKES VOWS
KCATHOLIC PRIEST'S COLUMN BELITTLES INDIAN SPIRITUAL
ANCIENT PAPAL DECREES LIVE ON
FATHER STAN HONORED FOR IMPROVING CULTURAL RELATIONS
GRANT BENEFITS KYLE CHURCH BUILDING PROJECT
MEMORIES OF A RECOVERING CATHOLIC (L)
KCATHOLIC CHURCH CAN'T ERASE SINS OF THE PAST
A DEFENDING CATHOLIC'S VIEW (L)
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES EXPANDS SCHEDULE
ABUSE SHELTER BECOMES AGENCY OF EPISCOPAL FOUNDATION
SOCIETY REGAINS SHELTER BUT FACES EVICTION
^EVICTION NOTICE--WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN SHELTER
FBI ENTERS SHELTER DISPUTE
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CHURCH EPISCOPAL
CHURCH LUTHERAN
CHURCH MENNONITE
CHURCH METHODIST
CHURCH PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH RICHARD M
CHURCH UCC
CHURCHILL WARD
CIA
CIGARETTES
CIMINO AN6ELINE
CIRCUS
CISNEROS ANTHONY
CISNEROS HENRY
CITIBANK
CITIES S TOWNS
CIVIL RIGHTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/29/1991 coil WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN SOCIETY TO MOVE JULY 1
6/12/1991 A0A4 EPISCOPAL CHURCH WILL SUPPORT DIALOGUE ON ISSUES (L)
7/31/1991 A033 EPISCOPALIANS OPEN CONVENTION WITH NAT AM TRADITIONS
1/D8/1992 BGll kWINTER CHASER CHOSEN AS EPISCOPAL LAY PASTOR
5/13/1992 BG23 EPISCOPAL BISHOP PLANS VISIT TO PINE RIDGE
8/26/1992 BG44 EPISCOPAL BISHOP TO LEAVE SD
2/18/1993 BGll NEW PROGRAM OFFERS THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
7/21/1993 BG12 xTWO BULLS TO LEAVE ST MATTHEWS
4/G6/1994 CG62 'PATHS CROSSING VI' SET FOR PINE RIDGE
6/15/1994 BG12 KPINE RIDGE CHURCH OFFERS REWARD—VANDALISM
6/22/1994 BGll INDIAN BISHOP CONSECRATED
3/3G/1995 BGll xVANDALS STRIKE PINE RIDGE CEMETERY
8/18/1993 BQ41 XBROWN THUNDER ORDAINED IN EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHUR
6/17/1992 BG21 KYANKTON SHARES MENNONITE VISION
7/13/1994 AG21 OKLAHOMA JOURNALIST NAMED TO NEW POST
7/20/1995 AG24 NATIVE AMERICAN CHURCHES IN SOUTHEAST LAUNCH NEW DRU
12/21/1995 AG71 CENTER GAINS ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEE
7/21/1993 BG25 xFRANK JANDREAU TO PASTOR ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
2/04/1992 BG93 KlHS PHARMACIST WINS SURGEON GENERAL'S MEDAL
6/29/1995 BG51 AM INDIAN RELIGIOUS LEADERS GATHER IN BISMARCK
1G/G6/1993 AGll INDIAN WRITERS--GOOD> BAD, COULD BE^-PART III
12/08/1993 AG53 SUZAN HARJO--CHURCHILL HAS COME OUT OF HIS CLOSET
12/15/1993 AG44 CRITICS CALL OUT RADICAL AIMSTER ACTIVIST (L)
12/22/1993 AG44 COLORADO NEWSPAPER SIDES WITH WARD (L)
12/22/1993 AG53 A THREAT TO SOVEREIGNTY--ILLEGAL INDIAN ALIENS
1/05/1994 AG53 CENTER FOR THE SPIRIT--ON WANNABES, BOGUS AIM (L)
12/15/1994 AG51 xWARD CHURCHILL FINDS A HOME WITH UNITED KEETOOWAH
SEE US CIA
9/18/1991 AG81 XCIGARETTES FROM JUNE RAID TO BE RETURNED
12/24/1991 AGll MERCHANTS SMOLDERING OVER TAX-FREE SMOKES
10/06/1993 BG54 ONONDAGA PULL ELECTRIC PLUG ON LOCAL-OWNED BUSINESS
4/06/1994 A013 NEW YORK TRIES TO 'SMOKE OUT' NON-INDIAN CIGARETTE
6/15/1994 A031 NEW YORK WINS CIGARETTE TAX CASE
9/08/1994 C024 ONONDAGA DAMAGE CIGARETTE BUYER'S VAN
2/16/1995 C054 WASHINGTON STATE WANTS TO END CIGARETTE SALES DISPUT
3/27/1991 Alll XLAKOTA CITED FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICE
7/24/1991 B014 xOLDTIME CIRCUS COMING TO CALICO AUG 5
4/28/1993 B041 NEBRASKA COUPLE STUNG FOR FOOD STAMP VIOLATIONS
7/27/1994 B013 CISNEROS PLEDGES HOMES FOR PINE RIDGE
11/16/1994 A081 CISNEROS HONORS CALENDAR CONTEST WINNERS
6/12/1991 A012 XCITIBANK DONATES $500,000 TO SGC
3/31/1993 B051 SINTE GLESKA UNIV, CITIBANK PROJECT
5/18/1994 AOll WHITE HOUSE HEARS URBAN NEEDS
6/15/1994 AOll URBAN INDIANS WANT RECOGNITION, FUNDING
10/05/1994 A071 URBAN INDIANS TALK WITH ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS
11/16/1994 AOll URBAN INDIANS TALK TO CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
4/20/1995 A024 MAY 8 WHITE HOUSE MEETING SCHEDULED FOR URBAN INDIAN
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
1/08/1991 A031 NATIONAL COLLEGE AID POLICY WON'T AFFECT SD INDIANS
1/29/1991, A053 xPEACEFUL PROTEST--AN IMPORTANT FREEDOM
4/10/1991 AOll WELFARE WOMEN BATTLE FOR RIGHTS
9/04/1991 A053 CIVIL RIGHTS CULTURE TO BE EXPLORED
9/25/1991 B081 FEDS EARN BAD MARKS IN INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS
11/20/1991 BOll BETTELYOUN REINSTATEMENT NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUING
11/20/1991 B014 XLEE TO TESTIFY FOR JURISDICTION ON CIVIL RIGHTS CAS
11/27/1991 A012 CIVIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT COULD BE DAMAGING
4/15/1992 A015 WHITE HOUSE JUDGES COURT BILL
7/29/1992 C023 13 SELECTED FOR CIVIL RIGHTS COMMITTEE
8/05/1992 A105 SANDIA PUEBLO MEMBERS FILE CIVIL RIGHTS SUIT
8/19/1992 A062 A RIGHT TO YOUR OWN OPINION (L)
10/08/1992 C041 MONTANA HUMAN RIGHTS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED
10/22/1992 A071 MANKILLER WINS NATIONAL HONOR
11/26/1992 B065 RIGHTS FUND TO SHARE $100,000 PRIZE
12/10/1992 A034 UNITED NATIONS HEAR TESTIMONY OF INDIGENOUS NATIONS
12/17/1992 A031 NARF DIRECTOR ECHOHAWK--TRIBES FACING RIGHTS CRISIS
12/17/1992 A053 USA CAN'T POINT FINGER ON HUMAN RIGHTS
1/14/1993 A071 ACTIVIST TO RECEIVE CIVIL RIGHTS HERO AWARD
1/28/1993 A041 xSEPARATING CIVIL RIGHTS FROM PERSONAL CHOICES
1/28/1993 A062 xADVOCATE OF INDIAN RIGHTS DIES
3/31/1993 A051 PRAISE FOR THOSE WHO SEEK CHANGE (L)
3/31/1993 A075 SIPI STUDENTS SAY CIVIL S RELIG RIGHTS VIOLATED
4/14/1993 BOll PARENTS CALL IN CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE
4/21/1993 A053 WHERE IS EQUAL PROTECTION IN BENNETT COUNTY
4/21/1993 A085 RACE RELATIONS UNDER STUDY IN NEBRASKA
4/21/1993 B031 XUS CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL TO REVIEW NEB CUSTODY CASES
5/05/1993 AOll xRACE RELATIONS IN WEST NEBRASKA GET FED HEARING
6/23/1993 A031 COMMISSIONER CHARGES OFFICERS WITH DISCRIMINATION
11/03/1993 B075 11 APPOINTED TO CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL IN NEBRASKA
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CIVIL RIGHTS
CLAIRMONT JESS
CLARK BOB
CLARK FRED P
CLARK JOHN
CLARK KRISTA
CLARK-JACKSON SUSA
CLARK-PRICE MARGAR
CLARKE IDA
CLARKE THEDA
CLAUS TOM
CLAYMORE CHARLES
CLAYMORE DAVID
CLEAVENGER AARON
CLELAND SOPHIA
CLEMENS NYOKA
CLEVELAND INDIANS
CLEVELAND MICK
CLIFFORD CARL
CLIFFORD CHARLES
CLIFFORD COLLEEN
CLIFFORD COLLINS
CLIFFORD MARVIN
CLIFFORD REUBEN
CLIFFORD TOKALA
CLINICS
CLINTON BILL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/01/1993
12/01/1993
12/15/1993
A/06/1994
5/25/1994
7/20/1995
2/18/1993
1/14/1992
1/19/1994
10/05/1994
2/18/1993
10/12/1994
5/15/1991
8/05/1992
8/28/1991
8/12/1992
8/28/1991
2/26/1991
6/15/1994
5/13/1992
5/27/1992
6/10/1992
8/19/1992
12/03/1992
3/25/1992
5/22/1991
5/04/1994
5/11/1995
1/07/1993
3/23/1995
3/17/1993
5/26/1993
1/28/1992
5/04/1994
5/22/1991
5/01/1991
6/10/1992
7/22/1992
7/29/1992
9/02/1992
9/30/1992
10/08/1992
10/15/1992
11/05/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
12/03/1992
12/10/1992
12/10/1992
12/17/1992
12/24/1992
12/24/1992
1/14/1993
1/21/1993
1/28/1993
2/25/1993
3/10/1993
3/17/1993
3/31/1993
4/07/1993
4/14/1993
5/05/1993
5/12/1993
6/16/1993
7/08/1993
7/21/1993
8/11/1993
8/11/1993
8/11/1993
8/25/1993
9/29/1993
10/06/1993
10/06/1993
10/20/1993
3/16/1994
3/23/1994
4/06/1994
A051
B061
AOll
A013
A073
AOll
B051
A085
A032
B065
B052
A041
A074
B035
BOll
A104
AOll
A084
B061
A061
AOll
A061
A061
A065
B051
AOll
A013
B061
A012
C051
B012
B075
S261
B023
C033
A025
A084
AO 12
B091
B131
A012
D081
B014
A012
A032
A032
A012
A071
A073
A012
AOll
A074
AO 44
A012
A012
A023
A053
A014
AOll
A061
A012
A014
A075
A041
A071
B031
AO 14
A031
A035
A053
A053
A031
B123
A053
AOll
A014
A044
DANN SISTERS' UNDYING SPIRIT COMMENDABLE (L)
KDEFENSE OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS PROTECTS EVERYONE
INSTITUTIONAL RACISM FOCUS OF HEARING
XCIVIL RIGHTS BOARD INFORMED ABOUT CONSPIRACY
ACLU FILES COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL SEARCH
COPS WHO STUFFED INDIAN MEN IN TRUNK FOUND LIABLE
CLAIRMONT WINS ART FELLOWSHIP
ATHAPASKAN CHOSEN BUSINESSMAN OF THE YEAR
CLARK NAMED LIAISON OFFICER OF CHUGACH NATL FOREST
ABORIGINAL ENFORCEMENT OFFICER VISITS AMERICA
DAKOTA PLAINS LEGAL SERVICES PICKS NEW DIRECTOR
CONFLICT OF INTEREST A TOUGH CALL (ED)
EDITOR STRESSES IMPORTANCE OF INDIAN PRIDE
IDA CLARKE REUNION PLANNED FOR AUG 9
kclarke bests ihs, wins back pay
CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE TO FEATURE MOHAWK
EAGLE BUTTE MAN SENTENCED
KCLAYMORE--SILVERSMITH*S ART SENDS MESSAGE
KYOUNG HAVRE LEFTY PICKED PUERTO RICO TRIP
XCOMPROMISE OFFERED IN GRAD DISPUTE
LAKOTA GIRL TO WEAR TRADITIONAL DRESS UNDER GOWN
SENIOR WEARS A BUCKSKIN, FEATHERS
CLELAND--EVERY ONE OF US MUST LEARN OUR HISTORY
CLELAND SEEKS INVESTIGATION IN SCHOOLS' PORTRAYAL OF
KCLEMENS FINDS FAMILY AT CRST MEETING
CLEVELAND INDIANS SALUTE NATIVE AMERICAN
KMEANS ACCUSED OF SELLING OUT FOR $35,000
50 MARCH AGAINST WAHOO AT CLEVELAND INDIANS OPENER
KHEAVE HO!
XSCHOOL CROSS GUARD HOLDS HIS OWN
*ALLEY-OOP!
USD'S FINANCIAL OFFICER WANTS TO HELP STUDENTS
XCOLLINS CLIFFORD TALKS ABOUT ALCOHOLISM
KMARVIN CLIFFORD'S PRESENTATION HELPS FOCUS ATTENTIO
BROWN BULL AND CLIFFORD PLEAD NOT GUILTY TO LARCENY
TOKALA CLIFFORD--TRUTH OF BATTLE MUST BE TOLD
XMANDERSON STUDENT RATES HIGH ON TEST
SEE HEALTH CARE
CLINTON TO FIGHT FOR INDIAN RIGHTS
*CLINTON VOWS TO CHANGE AMERICA--PUTTING PEOPLE FIRS
NAVAJO HEAD BACKS CLINTON.
XCLINTON COURTS INDIAN VOTE
TRIBAL OFFICIALS FORM NATIVE AMERICANS FOR CLINTON
xSEN SIMON CAMPAIGNS FOR CLINTON
XCLINTON BURNS BUSH
NEW ADMINISTRATION TRANSITION SPECULATION GROWS
KINDIAN COUNTRY HOPEFUL FOR CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
XCLINTON TRANSITION INCLUDES INDIANS
CLINTON TRANSITION TEAM OPENS DOOR FOR TRIBES
CLINTON INCLUSION POLICY--MORE THAN CAMPAIGN PROMISE
CLINTON CALLS ON ZAH, MANKILLER
CLINTON INCLUDING TRIBES IN INAUGURATION
TRIBAL LEADERS OFFER PRIORITIES TO CLINTON
A CHALLENGE--WHAT DOES INDIAN COUNTRY WANT (L)
XHIGH HOPES FOR INDIANS SPARK CLINTON FESTIVITIES
XINDIAN PARTICIPATION AT INAUGURATION IS ALL-TIME HI
CLINTON ECONOMIC PLAN FAVORS SCHOOLS, ROADS
RUN-DOWN INDIAN SCHOOLS SHOULD BE PART OF CLINTON IN
ifCLINTON BACKS SUMMER JOBS
SENATE STALLS CLINTON STIMULUS PLAN
LUMMI NATION, WHITE HOUSE BEGIN DIALOGUE
CLINTON CALLS FOR BIA BUDGET INCREASES
KPRESIDENT DRAGS HIS FEET ON INDIAN DESK
TRIBES PART OF CLINTON'S NATL ENTERPRISE PLAN
KCAN CLINTON RESTORE HARMONY TO NAVAJO BY PARDON?
CLINTON SIGNS SUMMER JOBS BILL
LAKOTA FUND BACKS CLINTON PROPOSAL
CLINTON BUDGET PLAN SQUEAKS BY CONGRESS
KANQUOE ON FAST TRACK--'POWER RUN' WITH THE PREZ
PRESIDENT CLINTON BACKS GAMING
XAPPOINT MORE INDIANS, MR. PRESIDENT
INCREASING DIVERSITY--CHANGING FACE OF FED WORKFORCE
CLINTON HEALTH PLAN SUPPORTED--SOME QUESTIONS UNANSW
MEETING SITES ON CLINTON'S HEALTH PLAN
KMOVE OVER BILLY--GIVE HILLARY RESPECT SHE DESERVES
CLINTON FULFILLS PROMISE, INVITES TRIBAL LEADERS
KAGENDA SET FOR CLINTON MEETING
CLEAN BACKYARDS BEFORE CLINTON SUMMIT (L)
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CLINTON BILL
CLINTON HILLARY
CLOTHING
CLOWN CRAIG
CLUBS
COAL
COATS
COBELL ELOUISE
COCA-COLA
CODE TALKING
CODY KAY
COEUR D'ALENE RES
COFFEY WALLACE
COFFINS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/27/199A AOIl XCLINTON SUMMIT AGENDA SET
5/04/1999 AGll ^PRESIDENT PROMISES HOPE
5/04/1994 A051 READER CALLS UPON PRESIDENT TO HELP RIGHT WRONGS (L)
5/04/1994 A071 ECHOHAWK FUNDRAISER FEATURES CLINTON
6/08/1994 A012 *CLINTON SENDS ASSISTANT TO MEET WITH SIOUX TRIBES
6/15/1994 A031 CLINTON MAY SEND AIDE TO MEET WITH TRIBES
7/07/1994 A025 CLINTON MAY NAME OSETEK TO NAVAJO-HOPI COMMISSION
7/20/1994 A033 WOMEN TRIBAL LEADERS INVITED TO WHITE HOUSE
9/21/1994 A064 PRESIDENT CLINTON SIGNS CRIME BILL
9/21/1994 A075 CLINTON HEALTH BILL DECLARED DEAD
9/28/1994 A012 xTRIBE INCLUDED IN CLINTON BANKING PLAN
10/05/1994 AOll PEYOTE BILL AWAITS CLINTON'S SIGNATURE TO BECOME LAW
10/05/1994 A071 URBAN INDIANS TALK WITH ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS
11/16/1994 AOll UNRECOGNIZED TRIBES FINALLY GET GOVT ATTENTION
11/16/1994 AOll URBAN INDIANS TALK TO CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
11/30/1994 A051 *PRESIDENT CLINTON'S NOT THE ONLY TARGET
12/07/1994 Bill GROUP SEEKS TO TAP INTO $400 MILLION CLINTON PROG
1/26/1995 A012 xWHITE HOUSE, LEADERS DISCUSS DEVELOPMENT
2/09/1995 A012 kCLINTON 1996 BUDGET BOOSTS TRIBAL PROGRAMS
3/09/1995 S041 ^MEETING OF NATIONS
4/13/1995 A013 xTRIBAL LEADERS TO MEET AGAIN AT WHITE HOUSE
4/20/1995 A044 WE'RE NOT DINOSAURS, MR PRESIDENT (L)
5/25/1995 A021 PRESIDENT VOWS VETO, BIA MILLIONS STILL AT STAKE
6/01/1995 A033 CLINTON TO PROTECT SACRED SITES
6/15/1995 A024 CLINTON VETOES 1995 BUDGET CUTS
7/13/1995 A031 CLINTON, CONGRESS RESOLVE DIFFERENCES IN SPENDING
7/27/1995 A021 CLINTON TO NAME TRUST FUND CZAR
8/17/1995 C014 CLINTON--CHILDREN CAN PRAY IN SCHOOL
9/14/1995 A014 BABBITT TELLS CLINTON--VETO INTERIOR BILL
9/28/1995 A012 CLINTON VOWS BUDGET VETO
9/28/1995 A031 CLINTON SUPPORTS CROW CREEK
9/09/1992 A035 HILLARY CLINTON TO JOIN NAVAJO NATION FAIR
3/17/1993 AOll HILLARY HOSTING HEALTH SUMMIT
3/24/1993 A012 KFIRST LADY VOWS HEALTH AID
4/21/1993 A065 FIRST LADY SAYS IHS CLINICS MAY BE OPENED TO PUBLIC
6/16/1993 A053 KPREZ HILLARY WEARS THE FIRST FAMILY SKIRT
2/23/1994 A013 KLEADERS TALK HEALTH WITH HILLARY
5/25/1994 A051 xANGUS BULLNECK BELLOWS ON ABOUT 'PRES HILLARY'
8/03/1994 A012 xFIRST LADY MEETS WITH WOMEN TRIBAL LEADERS
12/22/1994 AOll XWOMEN TRIBAL LEADERS MEET WITH HILLARY CLINTON
8/17/1995 A024 HILLARY'S DREAMCATCHER RESULTS IN CONVICTION
1/28/1992 C031 XSPECIAL ATTRACTIONS--INDIAN ART AND FASHION SHOW
2/12/1992 A012 xIN VOGUE
5/06/1992 AOll LAKOTA STUDENT FIGHTS TO WEAR TRADITIONAL DRESS
5/13/1992 A061 xCOMPROMISE OFFERED IN GRAD DISPUTE
5/13/1992 A074 xGIVE AWAY
5/27/1992 AOll LAKOTA GIRL TO WEAR TRADITIONAL DRESS UNDER GOWN
6/10/1992 A061 SENIOR WEARS A BUCKSKIN, FEATHERS
7/22/1992 BOll xMUSEUM EXHIBITS LAKOTA 'MARK OF DISTINCTION'
11/05/1992 S241 XARTIST'S APPAREL HAS GAMING APPEAL
1/28/1993 A072 TOURING ART PROGRAMS SHOWCASE FASHION TRADITIONS
5/26/1993 S121 xA FASHION SHOW OF ART, CULTURE AND HISTORY
11/17/1993 B071 NAVAJO TO PROVIDE CLOTHES FOR 46,000 STUDENTS
3/30/1994 A044 MORNING STAR OUTREACH REACHES OUT (L)
11/30/1994 B023 XWARM FEELINGS
2/26/1992 A085 XDUPREE SOPHOMORE LIKES TO PLAY ON DEFENSE
12/10/1992 B061 VO-TECH REACTIVATES NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB
9/29/1993 B012 xFEMALE EDUCATORS' CLUB CHANGES OFFENSIVE NAME
10/14/1993 B041 NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
5/11/1994 B094 TESTIMONY IN CROW COAL SUIT ENDS
10/26/1995 B024 TOURISTS LAUNCH COAT DRIVE AFTER VISITING PINE RIDGE
10/20/1993 AOll ELOUISE COBELL DELIVERS SCARCE COMMODITY--HOPE
8/18/1993 B012 XCOCA-COLA RENEGES ON SPONSORING OGLALA NATION POW W
9/01/1993 A043 COKE APOLOGIZES TO OGLALA NATION (L)
SEE ALSO LANGUAGE
3/09/1995 SlOl XWORDS OF WEAPONS--CODETALKER FINDS 'FORBIDDEN' LANG
5/18/1995 BOll XCONGRESS HONORS LAKOTA CODE TALKERS
5/01/1991 coil XARTIST SKETCHES GIVING NATURE OF LONEMAN SCHOOL
5/12/1993 B036 JUSTICE DEPT MAY BACK COEUR D'ALENE IN LAKE CLAIM
11/30/1994 A031 FEDS SAY TRIBE'S LOTTERY IDEA ON TRACK
12/15/1994 A074 COEUR D'ALENE TRIBE MAY OPEN 1ST JUVENILE DETENTION
3/09/1995 A013 TRIBE STARTS NATIONAL LOTTERY
3/23/1995 A012 ANTI-INDIAN GAMING FORCES ARE MOBILIZING
3/30/1995 A015 COEUR D'ALENE TO SHARE LOTTERY PROFITS
4/06/1995 A013 ATTORNEYS GENERAL ATTACK LOTTERY
6/08/1995 A024 COEUR D'ALENE LOTTERY PLAN BRINGS LAWSUIT
10/26/1995 A081 xNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS CANDIDATES
3/27/1991 A023 UNUSUAL COFFIN FIRM NEEDS NAME
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COLEMAN CHILDREN
COLLEGE STUDENTS
COLLEGES/UNIV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/22/1991 B03I
1/08/1991
2/05/1991
2/05/1991
2/12/1991
2/12/1991
2/12/1991
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
12/0A/1991
12/11/1991
2/04/1992
3/04/1992
3/25/1992
5/13/1992
7/29/1992
8/19/1992
8/26/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
9/23/1992
12/10/1992
2/11/1993
2/11/1993
3/31/1993
4/07/1993
4/14/1993
4/14/1993
4/14/1993
4/21/1993
5/12/1993
5/19/1993
5/26/1993
6/02/1993
6/23/1993
8/04/1993
8/04/1993
8/11/1993
8/11/1993
9/01/1993
9/29/1993
10/06/1993
10/14/1993
10/14/1993
11/10/1993
11/17/1993
12/22/1993
12/29/1993
1/05/1994
1/19/1994
1/19/1994
3/23/1994
4/13/1994
4/20/1994
5/25/1994
6/08/1994
6/29/1994
7/20/1994
7/27/1994
10/19/1994
11/10/1994
11/30/1994
12/07/1994
12/07/1994
12/15/1994
12/15/1994
1/12/1995
2/02/1995
2/09/1995
5/11/1995
7/20/1995
A031
A081
B021
BOll
B015
B015
B025
Alll
B043
B015
A012
A032
AOll
A031
A112
A032
B015
B051
BlOl
coil
AOll
B062
B131
B132
A104
A041
A033
A072
B042
AOll
B041
B041
B053
A071
S121
B074
S151
A065
A012
A031
A041
AOll
A062
B035
B071
B066
B031
B055
C023
A063
AO 31
A014
AOll
A073
B051
A064
B012
B031
B031
A051
B024
A071
A014
B012
A041
A031
B051
B053
AOll
A034
AOll
B031
A051
AOll
B061
HIGH COURT RULES AGAINST CRST IN CUSTODY OF COLEMAN
SEE STUDENTS COLLEGE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
NATIONAL COLLEGE AID POLICY WON'T AFFECT SD INDIANS
SWCC AWARDED GRANTS FOR LIBRARY, VOC-ED
UNIV OF OKLAHOMA OFFERS TUITION WAVER
NEW INDIAN COLLEGE FUND ALREADY PRODUCING RESULTS
RAIN PROJECT RECRUITS NURSES FOR UND
UCLA ESTABLISHES INDIAN FELLOWSHIPS
UNIVERSITY DROPS INDIAN NICKNAME
OLC ENROLLMENT SETS SPRING RECORD
SWCC ENROLLMENT UP BY 15 PERCENT
LACREEK COLLEGE CENTER GETS MUCH NEEDED SPACE
US WEST INVESTS $2 MILLION IN TRIBAL COLLEGES
*SURVIVAL RITUALS CAN EASE THE COLLEGE TRANSITION
INDIAN COLLEGE FUND ADS START
^NEBRASKA COLLEGE FORGING EXPANSION PLANS
ELDER--PLEA FOR DONATIONS FOR FT BERTHOLD COMM COLL
REGENTS NAMED, NO INDIANS SERVE
COLLEGES TO PURSUE STATE FUNDING EFFORTS
lAIA TO GET NEW LOOK
SATELLITE COULD LINK TRIBAL COLLEGES
«A LOOK AT WOMEN LEADERS IN INDIAN EDUCATION
SD TRIBAL COLLEGE TUITION BILL ON MOVE IN LEGISLATOR
MASSACHUSETTS ACADEMY RECRUITS GRAD STUDENTS
COLLEGES DISCOURAGE MINORITIES
ARIZONA INDIAN STUDENTS MAY GET COLLEGE TUITION
SENATE AMENDMENT ALLOWS NEW FUNDING FOR PREACCREDIT
*NOT-SO-HIDDEN SIGNS OF HOPE AMONG THE PEOPLE
KFOND DU LAC FACES ENROLLMENT EXAM
$3 MILLION CHALLENGE GRANT SEED MONEY FOR TRIBAL COL
^LEGISLATIVE WRAP UP
DELORIA CALLS FOR TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE IN TRIBAL CO
ACCREDITATION, UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHT AIHEC
KCOLLEGE FUND CLOSE TO $10 MILLION ENDOWMENT
TRIBAL COLLEGES PENALIZED FOR SUCCESS, SAYS PRES
JOHN TIPPECONNIC--BIA, TRIBAL COLLEGES SAME AGENDA
*TURTLE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
KBORDEAUX STRESSES COLLEGE INPUT ON HEALTH CARE REFO
TRIBAL COLLEGES CAN TAKE PART IN ART WORLD
SDSU AND TRIBAL COLLEGES MEET TO ESTABLISH RELATIONS
STUDENTS PROTEST CLOSURE OF MONTANA COLLEGE OFFICE
TRIBAL COLLEGES TO GET $5 MILLION IN COMPUTER EQUIP
LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
TRIBAL COLLEGES PETITION FOR FACILITY FUNDING
COLLEGES CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY OF AIHEC
UTTC APPROVED FOR DEGREE GRANTING
TRIBAL COLLEGES, SDSU EXPLORE JOINT VENTURE
HOUSER SELECTED VICE PRES OF ARTS INSTITUTE
TRIBAL COLLEGES, SDSU EXPLORE JOINT PROJECTS
KELLOGG GIVES $25,000 GRANT TO ESTABLISH COLLECTION
GAMING REVENUES FUND NEW COLLEGE CONSTRUCTION
XAIHEC ELECTS PEREZ PRESIDENT
AICF GAINS TWO NEW MEMBER COLLEGES
KHIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING FACES CUTS
INDIAN COLLEGES AIM FOR LAND GRANT STATUS
FOND DU LAC COMMUNITY COLLEGE ORIGINATES TELECOURSE
SDSU, TRIBAL COLLEGE DISCUSS JOINT PROJECTS
KSD GOVERNOR SIGNS LAW TO FUND TRIBAL COLLEGES
kFLANDREAU offers higher ED COURSES
XBATTLEFIELD IS IN THE MIND FOR--COLLEGE BOWL
SISSETON-WAHPETON COMM COLLEGE HOLDS 12TH ANNUAL
*NATIVE STUDENT DROP OUT RATES--NOT JUST HIGH SCHOOL
TRIBAL COLLEGE ASSOC TO HOST LEGISLATIVE WORKSHOP
BET ON CASINO MANAGEMENT AS SMART CAREER PATH
REPORT SLAMS COSTS OF ADMIN IN HIGHER ED PROGS
XHUGHES GRANT TO FUND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
^AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS NEED HIGHER ED OPP
CAMPUS NEWSPAPER EDITOR EXPELLED
TRIBAL COLLEGES HELP BUILD AM IND NATIONS
AMERICAN INDIAN DISTANCE LEARNING NETWORK
IOWA REGENTS DENY PLAN TO INCREASE ENROLLMENT
KRICHARDSON LOOKING INTO lAIA COMPLAINTS
HIGHER EDUCATION GRANTS AT RISK--AGAIN
^PROPERTY TAX RELIEF FACES LONG, HARD ROAD
AM INDIAN CULTURAL SURVIVAL IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHE
MORE INDIANS ENROLLING IN COLLEGE
AM IND COLLEGE FUND ANNOUNCES RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS
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COLLEGES/UNIV
COLLINS GLORIA
COLLINS HENRY
COLOMBE SIDNEY
COLOMBE SYD
COLOMBIA
COLON CHRISTOBOL
COLORADO
COLORADO STATE U
COLUMBIA MD
COLUMBUS CHRISTOPH
COLUMBUS DAY
COLVILLE (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/21/1995
10/19/1995
10/26/1995
11/02/1995
11/23/199A
7/01/1992
7/22/1992
8/05/1992
12/03/1992
12/17/1992
11/13/1991
10/23/1991
9/09/1992
10/29/1992
11/05/1992
A/21/1993
6/02/1993
6/23/1993
8/11/1993
9/08/1993
10/06/1993
11/17/1993
12/15/1993
A/07/1993
11/03/1993
11/17/1993
3/09/199A
5/26/1993
1/08/1991
A/03/1991
A/17/1991
5/01/1991
8/1A/1991
9/18/1991
10/02/1991
10/23/1991
11/06/1991
11/06/1991
11/13/1991
11/27/1991
1/08/1992
5/13/1992
6/10/1992
7/01/1992
8/26/1992
9/02/1992
9/16/1992
9/16/1992
9/16/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
,10/08/1992
10/15/1992
10/15/1992
10/15/1992
10/22/1992
10/22/1992
10/29/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
12/17/1992
5/05/1993
3/09/1995
9/11/1991
10/09/1991
1/21/1992
9/16/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
lO/lA/1993
9/21/199A
2/05/1991
8/0A/1993
10/06/1993
A063
A051
AOll
BO 12
B071
A121
A012
C012
A061
AOAA
AlOA
AOll
A025
A071
S3A1
A053
A071
A02A
AOll
A066
B06A
B08A
B025
B09A
B071
B065
A072
A025
A0A3
AOAl
AOll
A0A6
A012
A012
BOAl
AOll
A095
A095
AlOA
B0A5
A053
B051
AO 61
A051
B021
B132
AOll
coil
C012
AOAl
AOAA
A051
AO 53
C013
C055
AOll
A012
A071
AO 53
A071
A081
AOAl
AOAA
COAl
A075
AOAA
AO 33
A086
A091
AOAl
Bill
C061
A035
A081
BOll
A013
B06A
TRIBAL COLLEGE JOURNAL MOVES TO COLORADO
TRIBAL COLLEGES ARE MORE THAN JUST BEST HOPE FOR YO
XBLESSINGS FOR THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION
KBLESSING MARKS $12 MILLION GIFT TO COLLEGES
KEMERY AND COLLINS RECOGNIZED AS ACHIEVERS
KTHE SOUND OF HARRY'S DRUMS
xA PRAYER
KCOLOMBE RETURNS HOME TO RODEO
KCOLOMBIA INDIGENOUS LEADER FEARS 'INTERNAL COMMOTIO
AVIRAMA INTERVIEW WAS ONLY TIP OF ICEBERG (L)
CHRISTOBOL COLON IS PARADE MARSHAL
POOR MANAGEMENT CAUSES DENVER CLINIC CLOSURE
UTES OPEN COLORADO'S FIRST INDIAN CASINO
XNIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL--A POLITICIAN WHO LISTENS
UTE MOUNTAIN CASINO BRINGS COLO NEWEST GAMING
ARVADA HIGH SCHOOL--A NAME RIGHTLY CHANGED
REDSKINS MASCOT BOOSTERS WANT SCHOOL BOARD RECALLED
GROUP PROTESTS SALE OF SACRED ITEMS IN COLORADO
^COLORADO SENATOR TAKES TIME OUT AT STURGIS RALLY
SOUTHERN UTE MAN TO REPATRIATE 8.000 YR OLD FIND
MEN FINED FOR VIOLATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
'BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL. AN AMERICAN WARRIOR'
KOGLALA WOMAN NAMED HEAD OF INDIAN CHAMBER
TODAY PUBLISHER TO SPEAK AT COLORADO STATE
COLORADO STATE EXCEEDS MINORITY GRADUATION GOALS
COLO UNIV CERT PACT ADDRESSES LACK OF INDIAN SCIENTI
CSU ENROLLMENT UP OVER LAST YEAR
COLUMBIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISCARDS MASCOT
COLUMBUS HELPED BEGIN DEMISE OF WEST
XDEFENDERS OF COLUMBUS ENLIST THE POPE
QUEEN ISABELLA MAY BE CANONIZED
QUOTE ON COLUMBUS SHARED (L)
EDUCATION GROUP TAKES HARD LOOK AT COLUMBUS
XCOLUMBUS HAD IT BACKWARDS
THE TRICKSTERS AND MR COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS NO HERO TO NATIVE PEOPLE
COLUMBUS 3ASHED AZTEC HONORED
COLUMBUS EXHIBIT SHOWS CONFLICTS
WOMEN RELIGIOUS COMMIT TO REVISION
BISHOPS WOULD REDRESS INDIAN INJUSTICE
REMEMBER THE PAST. THEN DON'T REPEAT IT
BRANDO WANTS HIS NAME REMOVED FROM COLUMBUS FILM
MUSEUM KEEPS BLOOD-SPLATTERED SAIL IN DISPLAY
COWBOYS KEEP MESSIN' UP
COLUMBUS SPOOF TO LAND AT USD
KPUEBLOS STILL 'SURVIVING COLUMBUS'
OST CALLS THE WORLD TO WITNESS OCT 12
KTHEATRE SINKS COLUMBUS MYTHS
UNIVERSITY FOCUSES ON PROMOTING CULTURE
KSTEPPING OFF THE PATH OF 500 DESTRUCTIVE YEARS
NOT TO PRAISE BUT TO BURY COLUMBUS (L)
WHY DO WE (BOTHER TO) CELEBRATE COLUMBUS DAY?
MORE THAN A TOKEN LESSON IN VALUES
*MYTHS THAT NURTURE. MYTHS THAT KILL ^
PRAY FOR THE WORLD--ELIMINATE THE GREED
CAPITOL RALLY--'WE HAVE SURVIVED COLUMBUS'
KCOLUMBUS DAY DIES IN DENVER
HASKELL SPONSORS 'RETHINKING COLUMBUS'
COYOTE SAYS 1992 POLITICIANS AS DIRTY AS COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS ARRESTED BOUND OVER FOR GENOCIDE TRIAL
KAMERICAN HOLOCAUST--LIBERATING 'REALM OF THE ETC
KDON'T FEEL GUILTY. JUST DO THE RIGHT THING
DENVER COVERAGE ON TARGET (L)
'SUBMULOC SHOW TAKES AN ANGRY LOOK AT COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS NAME TAKEN OFF MOUNT GRAHAM TELESCOPE
COLUMBUS' ACHIEVEMENTS MISREPRESENTED (L)
SEE ALSO NATIVE AMER DAY
TRIBES URGE BOYCOTTS OF BIG FUNDERS
DAY OF MOURNING IN OHIO OCT 12
BERKELEY DUMPS COLUMBUS DAY OVERBOARD
SALE AWAY. COLUMBUS (ED)
OST COMMEMORATES 500 YEARS WITH EVENTS
1992 ALLIANCE PROMOTES NATIVE VIEWS
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS RALLY AGAINST RACISM
COLUMBUS DAY PARADE CANCELLED ONCE AGAIN
DIG OPENS RIFT WITH COLVILLE TRIBE
COLVILLE TRIBES DEMAND DAM COMPENSATION
COLVILLE PLAN TRAFFIC SOBRIETY CHECKS
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COLVILLE (TRIBE)
COLVIN RANDY
COMANCHE
COMMERCE
COMMERCIALIZATION
COMMODITIES
COMMUNICATION
COMMUNITY CENTERS
COMPTON HARRY
COMPUTERS
CONCERTS
CONCORDIA COLLEGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/05/199A
6/08/199A
11/30/1999
3/09/1995
7/20/1995
12/19/1995
8/19/1992
1/21/1992
8/26/1992
7/29/1991
7/31/1991
8/07/1991
8/21/1991
6/03/1992
3/17/1993
5/05/1993
5/05/1993
12/22/1993
7/13/1999
9/15/1992
10/22/1992
3/10/1993
6/23/1993
8/11/1993
9/08/1993
11/17/1993
3/09/1999
7/20/1999
8/29/1999
9/06/1995
8/03/1995
8/10/1995
11/17/1993
2/26/1991
3/27/1991
9/29/1991
9/15/1992
9/15/1992
5/06/1992
3/17/1993
3/29/1993
5/11/1999
8/03/1999
1/05/1995
1/05/1995
1/12/1995
3/02/1995
6/08/1995
9/21/1995
9/27/1999
3/12/1991
2/09/1992
3/09/1992
9/29/1992
6/17/1992
9/09/1992
1/19/1993
5/12/1993
8/09/1993
8/18/1993
8/18/1993
2/10/1999
2/23/1999
9/13/1999
6/15/1999
6/15/1999
6/15/1999
8/03/1999
8/10/1999
9/19/1999
12/22/1999
3/16/1995
10/05/1995
A031
A039
A081
A031
B099
A065
B031
AO 9 5
A091
A012
A012
A012
A053
A015
S921
A019
A021
A099
A091
C023
BOll
B023
A071
B033
B026
B095
BOll
A013
A099
BOll
A031
B069
Ab76
A093
A071
A076
A071
coil
C015
B012
BOll
S091
S201
A019
B091
A053
B091
B092
BO 13
B083
A095
B161
A031
S191
B196
B035
B061
B012
A03r
S021
S023
B031
B051
B071
B091
B091
B091
C012
A029
B093
A061
B091
BOll
3/09/1999 A069
COLVILLES SEEKING TO DECREASE ALCOHOL-RELATED DEATHS
CASINO OPENS WITH EAGER EMPLOYEES..SMALL CROWD
COLVILLE WANT SETTLEMENT DISTRIBUTED EQUALLY
REPOSITORY PLANNED FOR REPATRIATION
XDEBRA ROSENBAUM NEW CONFEDERATED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ATKINS RECEIVES APPOINTMENT
*SWST LOCKED IN CUSTODY BATTLE OVER 7-YEAR-OLD
COMANCHE ANCESTORS GIVEN A SACRED REST
XCOMANCHE MUSICIAN WANTS TO DISPEL MYTH
SEE BUSINESS
XAFTER THE SWEAT--CAVIAR, WINE 8 CHEESE
KFALSE PROPHETS WILL SUFFER
KOH SHINNAH--PROPHET FOR PROFIT
XDR COYOTE SELLS 'SPIRITS' FOR REVENOOO
DUBRAY TO FILE $222 MILLION SUIT FOR USE OF PHOTO
POW WOW GOERS MUST BEWARE OF NON-INDIAN PROFITEERS
XRETAILERS PUT A PRICE ON CULTURE
CEREMONIAL OBJECTS SOLD AS ART
CHRISTMAS AND THE TRADITION OF GIVING (L)
GET 'EM WHILE THEY'RE HOT-^-TRAIL OF TEARS EARRI (ED)
COMMODITIES STILL VITAL IN PINE RIDGE
KPINE RIDGE COMMODITY PROGRAM EARNS FED CONTRACT
DIRECTOR EXPLAINS COMMODITY PROGRAM
BARRIERS TO FEDERAL FOOD PROGRAMS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
OST COMMODITY SCHEDULES FOR AUGUST
OST COMMODITY SCHEDULE FOR SEPTEMBER
OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE COMMODITY NOV DIST SCHEDULE
COMMODITY PROGRAM UNDERGOES CHANGES
COMMODITY PROGRAM GETS RADICAL FACELIFT
AVIS LITTLE EAGLE ON TARGET WITH COMMODITIES (L)
XCONFERENCE ON COMMODITY
HOUSE CANS COMMODITIES
CASINO CHEFS RECOGNIZED
SEE ALSO BROADCASTING
COMMUNICATION PROGRAM OFFERED IN ARIZONA
BALTIMORE ELDERLY CENTER FULFILLS LONGHELD DREAM
APRIL 6 POWWOW FUNDRAISER FOR RAPID CITY CENTER
LAKOTA HOMES GETS A CENTER
XCENTER COULD PROVIDE HEART. UNITY
KOMPA OYATE CENTER TEACHES CLIENTS
HOUSING PROJECT TO HELP COMMUNITY
kLAKOTA HOMES STILL SEARCHING FOR CENTER AID
COMMUNITY CENTER MAY BECOME REALITY
KRAISING ROOF ON CENTER BUILDS COMMUNITY SPIRIT
XTO THE CHILDREN OF PINE RIDGE
AICH CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY
BIG APPLE COMMUNITY HOUSE TO SERVE URBAN INDIAN POP
KRAPID CITY DESERVES SPECIAL INDIAN CENTER SCHOOL
afLAKOTA HOMES OYATE CENTER TO BECOME REALITY
NEW COMMUNITY CENTERS SLATED FOR MILLE LACS BAND
RIVAL LAKOTA HOMES FACTIONS KEEP COMMUNITY CENTER'S
XCOMPTON. DECORY RECEIVE BIA HONORS
SEE ALSO NETWORK
NEW TECHNOLOGY COMES TO TAKINI
ROSEBUD FIRM PLUGS INTO HEWLETT
IOWA HAS CLEARINGHOUSE ON INDIAN DEFENSE ISSUES
XFIRST COMPUTER CONCEPTS RIDING HIGH
COMPUTER HELPS STUDENTS LEARN DAKOTA LANGUAGE
TAKINI BOOTS UP ITS COMPUTER NUMBERS
US DEPT OF ENERGY LOANS COMPUTER EQUIP TO MARTY IND
XPINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT AIMS HIGH
TRIBAL COLLEGES TO GET $5 MILLION IN COMPUTER EQUIP
PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS COMBINING CULTURE &
ELEMENTARY TO.PUBLISH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER
XTEACHER HELPS STUDENTS CRUISE ELECTRONIC SUPERHIGHW
BUSINESSMAN PROVES THAT SUCCESS IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
INTEL DONATES COMPUTER GEAR TO ENGINEERING SOCIETY
NATIVE AMERICAN COMPUTER NETWORK LAUNCHED
HOW TO USE INDIANNET COMPUTER SYSTEM
WILL THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY BYPASS TRIBES?
XSTUDENTS GAIN EXPERIENCE ON SUPERCOMPUTER
ONEIDA TO CREATE COMPUTER COMPANY
TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD GROWING IN LEAPS AND BOUNDS
NAVAJO FIGHTING BOARD'S PLAN TO BUY COMPUTERS
^COMPUTER LAB PRIDE OF WINNEBAGO SCHOOL
*OST DISTRICTS ADOPT COMPUTER ACCOUNTING
SEE MUSIC CONCERTS
TRI-COLLEGE NATIVE AMERICAN WEEK SET
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CONCORDIA COLLEGE
CONDON ANDREW SR
CONDON KERWIN
CONFERENCES
CONGRESS
CONNECTICUT
CdNNERS LEISHA
CONNORS ANDREW
CONOCO INC
CONROY CHARLES
CONROY FAMILY
CONROY JOAN ANN
CONROY TOM
CONSERVATION
CONSTITUTIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/16/1994 A082 NATIVE AMERICAN WEEK CELEBRATIONS AT CONCORDIA COLL
10/16/1991 A035 CONDON MEMORIAL HEADSTONE DEDICATED
2/12/1991 A024 TWO AREA STUDENTS SELECTED FOR PRESIDENTIAL LEADERS
2/12/1991 A076 RUN AFTER SPEAKS AT NATIONAL STUDENT CONFERENCE
2/19/1991 B022 THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES ENDORSES INDIAN ED CONF
3/12/1991 A094 STUDENTS PLANNING YOUTH CONFERENCE
5/15/1991 B014 SUMMIT CONFERENCE SET FOR JUNE 1-5
5/29/1991 A012 xSIOUX PLAN TRADITIONAL GOVERNMENT
6/12/1991 A031 INTERNATIONAL SIOUX FORM 3 COMMISSIONS
6/26/1991 A012 TRIBES UNITE TO CONSOLIDATE LAND BASE
7/10/1991 AQ81 KWORLD'S POOREST GET CLEAR PRIORITY AT SUNDSVALL
9/11/1991 A075 SPIRITUALITY-WELLNESS CONFERENCE SET
9/25/1991 AG31 xWHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE CAN SET NEW ED STANDARDS
10/23/1991 A031 US WEST EFFORT BUILDS ANOTHER BRIDGE TO INDIANS
10/23/1991 B022 GRANT SEEKERS CONFERENCE OCT 30
10/23/1991 B022 NIEA CONFERENCE IN OMAHA OCT 26
11/06/1991 A026 AISES CONFERENCE TO BRIDGE TWO WORLDS
11/20/1991 B016 SGC TO HOST FUNDRAISING CONFERENCE
11/20/1991 B035 NIEA CONFERENCE IN RAPID CITY IN 96
12/04/1991 A053 XNCAI AGENDA SEEMS LIVELY
1/28/1992 A012 EDUCATION CONFERENCE A SUCCESS
3/25/1992 A091 ifSTATE CONFERENCE LEARNING EXP FOR LAKOTA YOUTH
4/22/1992 B031 K1992 INDIAN YOUTH 2000--OYATE TECA LEADERSHIP NOW
5/06/1992 A081 INTEGRATION CONFERENCE SCHEDULED THIS WEEKEND
5/20/1992 B092 YANKTON HOSTS UNIFICATION SUMMIT JUNE 8
6/24/1992 B053 NATIONAL HEALTH CONFERENCE SET FOR AUGUST 15-19
7/08/1992 A023 EDMONTON HOSTS 'HEALING OUR SPIRIT'
10/08/1992 C041 MONTANA HUMAN RIGHTS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED
10/08/1992 C064 NATIVE VOICES SOUND OFF IN SEMINARS NATIONWIDE
10/08/1992 D065 CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON HERITAGE
11/05/1992 B091 KATERI SEMINAR PLANNED IN RAPID CITY
11/19/1992 A061 SIOUX NATION STRATEGY MEETING DEC 8 AND 9
12/24/1992 A071 OGLALA LEAVE HOTEL OVER INTERRUPTION OF CEREMONY
3/03/1993 B033 CONFERENCE TO TARGET 'WARRIORS WITH WISDOM'
6/02/1993 A031 TRIBES UNITE IN FIGHT TO PROTECT MOTHER EARTH
6/09/1993 B012 LAKOTA SUMMIT TO DISCUSS ISSUES OF TODAY
6/16/1993 B012 UNIFICATION ACCORD AGREEMENT CONSIDERED AT TRIBAL SU
6/30/1993 A065 PROTECTING GAMING BENEFITS SUBJECT OF NATL CONFERENC
7/14/1993 A031 INTERNATIONAL INDIAN COUNCIL PLANNED
9/22/1993 A024 KINT'L INDIAN COUNCIL AFFORDS DIVERSE NATIONS DIALOG
10/06/1993 A063 NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY HIGHLIGHT OF N PLAINS HISTOR
10/14/1993 B024 SPEAKERS INVITED TO 'CONSIDER THE CENTURY' AT SDSU
12/15/1993 C041 INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANT SET FOR EDUCATION CONFERENC
3/09/1994 A064 UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON WIDE
3/16/1994 A041 XWHO WOULD WANT TO GO TO A MINORITY CONFERENCE IN...
5/11/1994 A014 TALKS WITH TRIBES CONTINUE
5/11/1994 A061 XJUST LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO LISTEN
5/18/1994 AOll KTRIBAL VOICES ON THE ISSUES HEARD AT ALBUQUERQUE
5/18/1994 D021 NORTHERN CHEYENNE OFFICIAL SAYS NO ONE LISTENED
5/25/1994 B012 SIOUX TRIBES' STRATEGY SESSION WELL ATTENDED
6/08/1995 A021 XJUSTICE HOLDS SECOND 'LISTENING' CONFERENCE
11/23/1995 AOll CONFERENCE URGES BLEND OF TECHNOLOGY & TRADITION
SEE US CONGRESS
1/29/1991 A071 XLAKOTA WAYS SHARED WITH CONNECTICUT STUDENTS
5/22/1991 A025 CONNECTICUT WILL COOPERATE WITH PEQUOTS ON CASINO FO
12/24/1992 B031 CONNECTICUT SUES FAMINE RELIEF FUND
9/08/1993 A061 CONNECTICUT TRIBE OPENS 2ND CASINO--ONE OF LARGEST
10/06/1993 A034 MASHANTUCKET PEQUOT POWWOW A HIT
6/01/1994 B041 FOXWOODS CASINO EXPANDS WITH MORE SLOTS
9/08/1994 B091 'REAL INDIANS' IN A CONNECTICUT COURT
10/12/1994 C075 OPPOSITION ARISES TO PAUGUSSETT CASINO PLANS
4/20/1995 A062 CONNECTICUT THREATENS CASINO TOLLS
9/29/1993 B042 CONNERS NAMED TO INDIAN PROGRAM AT DARTMOUTH
10/23/1991 AlOl CHIPPEWA NAMED 'NEW WRITER'
11/16/1995 B071 CONOCO FUEL DELIVERIES MUST DETOUR FLATHEAD RESERV
6/23/1993 B086 CONROY STILL ON SHANNON BOARD
12/24/1991 A013 xCHRISTMAS SPIRIT SHINING THROUGH HARDSHIPS OF WAR
11/10/1993 AOll XTIOSPAYE LIVES ON IN CONROY FAMILY VET MEMORIAL
10/26/1994 B021 xCONROY SEEKS HOUSE SEAT
5/05/1993 A075 OST COUNCIL HONORS ELDER WHO SERVED ON 1ST COUNCIL
1/01/1991 B031 TRIBES EXPLORE UTILITY CONSERVATION
1/21/1992 B053 ASCS ANNOUNCES DISASTER AID
1/26/1995 coil MARTIN WARDEN IS OFFICER OF THE YEAR
6/12/1991 A036 CHEYENNE TO REVISE CONSTITUTION
7/24/1991 A041 CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE MUST COME FROM WITHIN (ED)
8/07/1991 A103 NORTHERN CHEYENNE WORK ON CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
3/11/1992 A024 FIRST AMENDMENT ADVISORY PANEL SET
5/27/1992 A044 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS SUGGESTED (L)
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CONSTITUTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
CONTAMINATION
CONTRACTORS
CONVENIENCE STORES
COOK COLLEGE
COOK DARRELL
COOK LORFTTA
COOK TOM S LORETTA
COOK VIRGIL JR
COOK-LYNN ELIZABET
COOKING
COON CHEVROLET
COOPERATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/17/1992 A07A KCANADIANS BARGAINING STRONGER TO SOLVE CONSTITUTION
7/01/1992 A053 kOUR CONSTITUTION--TIME TO MAKE A STAND
7/08/1992 A012 CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES STRENGTHEN CRST
7/15/1992 A041 XA GOVERNMENT FOR THE PEOPLE
8/05/1992 BOIA CRST VOTES TO RECONSIDER 8 AMENDMENTS
7/08/1993 A041 XCONSIDERING UN-CONSTITUTIONAL IDEAS
11/03/1993 A072 HOPIS TO HOLD FED ELECTION TO AMEND CONSTITUTION
6/22/1994 A051 KMESSING WITH CONSTITUTION WILL CAUSE BREAKDOWN
5/15/1991 C014 TRIBE SHUTS DOWN OST CONSTRUCTION
6/19/1991 coil BURNED SUBCONTRACTOR BLAMES VAL-U
9/25/1991 B081 CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON NEW LAW CENTER
10/16/1991 B021 HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION WORKERS DISPUTE CONTINUES
11/06/1991 A066 FACILITIES CONSULTATIONS SET DEC 4-12
1/08/1992 B044 CROW CREEK WOMAN HITS IT BIG WITH BUSINESS
2/04/1992 B05I HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING CONTRACT TO BE REVIEWED
3/18/1992 B015 ROSEBUD HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING UNITS STILL ON HOLD
4/01/1992 B031 NAVAJO STUDENT-MOTHER BUILDING TO HELP OTHERS
4/22/1992 A033 ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES--PUBLIC WORKS BILL VITAL
7/08/1993 A086 WAGE DISPUTE STALLS HOSPITAL CONSTRUC ON CROW RES
5/11/1994 S073 LCM BUILDS STRONG JOB FOUNDATIONS
11/02/1994 A021 NAVAJO BUILDING MORATORIUM LIFTED
12/07/1994 B121 XTWO WIN AWARDS FOR SAF£LV WORKING 1,000 HOURS
3/16/1995 B041 CONSTRUCTION SEASON WILL BE BIG AT WINNEBAGO
6/29/1995 A031 PRESSLER CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF BIA CONSTRUCTION
7/10/1991 A012 GROS VENTRE FEAR GOLD MINE CONTAMINATION
6/30/1993 B012 GAS PLUMES FOUND IN BATESLAND
12/01/1993 A014 CIVIL LAWSUIT OF MAJOR PROPORTIONS TO BE TRIED IN TR
11/23/1995 A025 CONTAMINATION REPORTED DOWN
10/29/1992 A013 LEADING BIA CONTRACTOR CONTROLLED BY NON-INDIANS
11/05/1992 A014 BLAZE CONTRACTS BALLOONING AS TROUBLE GROWS
12/07/1994 B091 AM INDIAN CONTRACTORS RECOGNIZED AT DEDICATION
8/03/1995 C071 XBUILDING A DREAM--CONTRACTOR LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
5/15/1991 A012 XRAPID VALLEY STORE RESULT OF FOUR-YEAR STRUGGLE
12/17/1992 A012 FOOD STAMPS CUT FROM CONVENIENCE STORES
1/21/1993 B012 XROSEBUD MINI MART GETS FACE LIFT
4/07/1993 A053 XSMALL BUSINESS MAKES BIG DEALS
1/05/1994 A031 NAVAJO TRIBAL OFFICIALS ORDER THRIFTWAY STORES CLOSE
6/01/1994 A015 xNAVAJO THRIFTWAY TRIAL SET
12/07/1994 BI23 HO-CHUNK OPENS CONVENIENCE STORE
5/05/1993 B121 XCOOK COLLEGE AND THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL--SCISSONS ENCOU
10/20/1993 B012 YANKTON MAN TO HEAD COLLEGE
9/21/1994 B042 PINE RIDGE NATIVE GETS TOP PARK POST
6/03/1992 S081 xUSING SKILLS TO PRESENT CULTURAL WEALTH
4/17/1991 C021 XCHADRON NATIVE AMERICAN CENTER-AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
11/20/1991 A031 XKILLING SPARKS SUPPORT TO CHANGE SYSTEM
8/21/1991 B061 XCULTURAL CLASH REVERBERATES 'FROM THE RIVER'S EDGE'
10/08/1992 C013 XMYTHS THAT NURTURE, MYTHS THAT KILL
12/10/1992 A051 READER RESPONDS TO REVIEW (L)
6/23/1993 B044 COOK-LYNN, ORTIZ TO PRESENT AT BIG WIND CONFLUENCE
9/29/1993 B031 XMOMADAY AND COOK-LYNN TEACH NATIVE AM WRITERS
12/22/1994 Bill COOK-LYNN HONORED AT USD
10/12/1995 B071 xNATIVE WRITERS ATTEND RETREAT AT SDSU
8/28/1991 A035 INDIAN YOUTHS TO PUBLISH COOKBOOK
8/28/1991 B044 WAYS TO FIX FOOD THAT WILL BE GOOD FOR HEALTH
9/02/1992 coil XCOOKING NATIVE FOODS IN A MODERN WAY
9/02/1992 coil POTAWATOMI COOK PREPARES FOODS TRADITIONAL WAY
9/02/1992 C022 xFT TOTTEN COMMODITY COOK-OFF A SUCCESS
9/02/1992 C026 VERSATILE BURRITO IS HUMBLE NO MORE
9/02/1992 C033 BASIC LAKOTA TRADITIONAL FOODS FROM UNCI
9/02/1992 C041 COOKTALK--KEEPING KIDS SAFE IN THE KITCHEN
11/05/1992 B051 COOKBOOK DOMESTICATES WILD GAME FOR TABLE
7/27/1994 B052 AREA COOKS ATTEND FOOD SERVICE WORKSHOP
5/25/1995 B091 COOKS AT STANDING ROCK SPICE UP COMMODITY FARE
3/11/1992 B026 COON CHEVROLET CLOSED--CIVIL SUITS ARE FILED
8/14/1991 coil SUMMIT CHARTS NEW COURSE OF COOPERATION
10/02/1991 A053 xFORUM IS OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN
10/30/1991 A044 WE MUST ALL LEARN TO WORK COOPERATIVELY (L)
11/06/1991 A061 XGIAGO—WE NEED TO PULL TOGETHER
12/04/1991 BO11XRST--BETTERMENT THROUGH UNITY AND EDUCATION
1/28/1992 A073 LEGISLATIVE REPORT--SPIRIT OF COOPERATION IS DEVELOP
2/12/1992 A012 XCOOPERATION KEY TO JURISDICTION ISSUE
4/22/1992 A041 xTIME TO AIM FOR HEALING LEGACY IN INDIAN COUNTRY
5/20/1992 A044 TRIBAL LICENSING CALLS FOR COOPERATION CD
5/20/1992 B092 YANKTON HOSTS UNIFICATION SUMMIT JUNE 8
7/08/1992 A023 EDMONTON HOSTS 'HEALING OUR SPIRIT'
7/15/1992 A044 PRAISING COOPERATION, HEALING EDITORIAL (L)
9/23/1992 A041 WORK IT OUT, TRADITIONALLY (ED)
2/02/1994 A053 LANDMARK EDUCATION HELPS MOLD WAYS OF THINKING (L)
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COOPERATION
COPE TIMOTHY J
CORDIER JOY
CORDRY AUDREY L
CORSON COUNTY SD
CORTES ALBERT JR
COSTNER DAN
COSTNER KEVIN
COSTUMES
COTTIER BILLI JEAN
COTTIER FAYELYNN
COTTIER NICHOLE
COULL DENNIS
COUNCIL BLUFFS lA
COUNSELING
COURNOYER JIM
COURNOYER STEPHAN
COURNOYER STEVE
COURNOYER STEVEN J
COURTEREILLE JANIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/20/1994 A053 xONE ORGANIZATION NEEDED TO REPRESENT TRIBES
11/16/1994 AQ53 INDIAN NATIONS SHOULD USE POLITICAL MUSCLE (L)
1/26/1995 AG51 SCORCHED EARTH LITTERED WITH BODIES OF THE MEEK (L)
9/07/1995 AG41 INDIANS AGAINST INDIANS (ED)
11/G2/1995 CG61 XSKYHAWK ENCOURAGES PEOPLE TO UNITE S SHOW STRENGTH
2/23/1994 BG51 COPE APPOINTED CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
5/13/1992 BG23 xCORDIER GRADUATES FROM SDSU
5/G4/1994 BG34 XCORDRY TO RUN FOR STATE SENATE
lG/19/1994 BG21 KSTATE SENATE DISTRICT 27 RACE
1G/G9/1991 AG53 THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO CORSON COUNTY JUVENILE CRIME
1/21/1992 A1G4 xBOXER STRIDES INTO HIS OWN
1/14/1993 AG12 kCHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
1/14/1993 BG51 xFIGHTER FOLLOWS FATHER'S LEAD
2/18/1993 CG15 KCORTES TAKES SILVER GLOVES
4/13/1995 AG53 DAN COSTNER CRITICIZES CASINO 'MEDIA HYPE' (L)
5/G4/1995 AGll KDAN COSTNER DIGS IN S DEFENDS DUNBAR PROJECT
5/G4/1995 AG51 FROM CUSTER TO COSTNER--THE GOLD DIGGERS AFTER (L)
5/G4/1995 AG51 DONATED 'DANCES WITH WOLVES' DOLLARS A DROP IN (L)
7/27/1995 AG44 IF COSTNERS BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME (L)
1G/G5/1995 AG23 COSTNERS WIN LAND SWEEP
11/G6/1991 AG95 DENVER CENTER HONORS COSTNER
8/26/1992 AG15 xCOSTNER WILL DANCE WITH HISTORY OF 5GG INDIAN NATIO
9/23/1992 AG15 xCOSTNER DEFENDS PROJECT
1G/G8/1992 AG44 '5GG NATIONS' MEANT TO REFLECT DIVERSITY (L)
1/28/1993 BGll COSTNER LOOKS AT EPISODE ON WOUNDED KNEE
2/25/1993 AG41 VIEWS OF INDIAN BUSINESSES S BUSINESS OF BLACK (ED)
1/12/1995 AG21 COSTNER BANKROLLS '5GG NATIONS' SERIES
2/16/1995 AG12 XLEADERS, ELDERS UPSET OVER DUNBAR RESORT
2/16/1995 AG41 KEVIN COSTNERS 'DANCES WITH DOLLARS' RESORT (ED)
3/16/1995 AG44 READER IS SHOCKED BY COSTNER'S INSENSITIVITY (L)
3/23/1995 AG44 COSTNER SHOULD PLAY SHERIDAN IN NEXT FILM (L)
4/2G/1995 AG51 PERHAPS KEVIN COSTNER SHOULD PLAY GEN SHERIDAN (L)
4/27/1995 AG61 CRITICS CITE COSTNER LAND GRAB
5/25/1995 AG14 *PRAYERS OFFERED TO HALT COSTNERS' MEGA-PROJECT
5/25/1995 BG34 RESPONSE SOUR TO COSTNER LAND SWAP
6/29/1995 BGll COSTNER LAND SWAP ATTACKED BY DAKOTA AREA TRIBAL
7/G6/1995 BGll kTRIBES OFFERED LAND ACCESS NEXT TO DUNBAR RESORT
7/13/1995 AG43 ANOTHER 'NO' VOTE FOR DUNBAR RESORT (L)
1G/G5/1995 AG23 COSTNERS WIN LAND SWEEP
7/31/1991 A114 kELK TOOTH DRESS ORIGINATED IN THE 1800'S,
3/17/1993 S551 kTOBACCO LID DEALER OFFERS 'NO MORE LIP'
ll/lG/1993 AG44 A BAD COSTUME DAY (L)
6/29/1994 S221 ^WINTER'S WORK MEANS NEW FINERY FOR SUMMER'S POW WOW
lG/19/1995 BG24 COTTIER CITED FOR SCHOLARSHIP
11/16/1994 BGll KYLE RESIDENTS FEATURED IN PEOPLE MAGAZINE
4/21/1993 BG95 PINE RIDGE, COTTIER SHINE IN SCHOLASTIC CONTEST
7/28/1993 BlGl COULL TO CO-CHAIR COMMITTEE ON INDIAN/WHITE RELATION
8/12/1992 AG81 LETTERS OT LUJAN--PLEADING COUNCIL BLUFFS CASE
lG/29/1992 AG24 CASINO BACKERS CROSSING FINGERS FOR DECISION
lG/23/1991 AG83 CRISIS TEAM HELPS STUDENTS FACE 4 DEATHS
11/G6/1991 AG66 'ME' BOARD GAME AID TO RECOVERY
12/G4/1991 AG44 SUICIDE—CRISIS CONSELING NO QUICK FIX (L)
12/18/1991 AG83 ADOLESCENT RED ROAD OFFERS NEW HOPE FOR TEENS
4/G1/1992 AG31 MOTHER SPEAKS TO HELP OTHERS
4/G1/1992 AG31 RECOGNIZING SIGNS SAVES LIVES
4/G1/1992 AG35 CENTRAL HIGH RUNS COUNTER TO NATL SUICIDE PATTERN
4/22/1992 AG74 PRESIDENT HONORS TEEN CONNECTIONS
4/29/1992 AG74 KCHILD ABUSE--TALK ABOUT IT
5/G6/1992 CG15 HOUSING PROJECT TO HELP COMMUNITY
5/2G/1992 CGII kLITTLE HOOP GROWS INTO LEAD ROLE IN ALCOHOL TREAT
5/2G/1992 CG24 ALCOHOL TREATMENT MEANS GOING MORE THAN HALFWAY
1/26/1994 BG12 ^RETIRING COUNSELOR GETS PUNS, PLANTS 8 PRAISE
11/23/1994 BG26 TAKINI COUNSELORS SELECTED FOR ASSOCIATION OFFICES
12/G7/1994 BG24 MISSION--TO HEAL OUR PEOPLE
12/22/1994 Bill xSMITH JOINS USD PROGRAMS
9/14/1995 BG31 COUNSELING COURSE OFFERED
9/21/1994 BG12 xHEALTH BOARD RESOLVES TO OUST JIM COURNOYER
12/29/1995 BG23 kSIOUX SAN DIRECTOR UNDERGOES SURGERY
lG/19/1994 BG22 STEPHAN COURNOYER JR SEEKS HOUSE DISTRICT 25 SEAT
9/11/1991 AG71 COURNOYER RE-ELECTED BY YANKTONAIS
1/G7/1993 AG15 COURNOYER DEMANDS RETURN TO POST
1/14/1993 BGll BIA REFERS COURNOYER SUSPENSION TO TRIBAL FORUM
2/18/1993 AG13 *COURNOYER TO FIGHT REMOVAL FROM OFFICE
2/25/1993 BG12 NORWEST LOAN CALLED 'NULL & VOID' PAYMENTS CONTINUE
2/25/1993 BG12 MINUTES SHOW COURNOYER IN MILLION DOLLAR CONTRADICTI
3/G3/1993 AGll *YANKTON CHAIRMAN REINSTATED
3/1G/1993 BGll YST OFFICIALS BACK AT FULL STRENGTH
9/15/1993 BG24 RUNNING BEAR IN SEARCH OF FAMILY FROM THE AREA
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COURTS
COUSHATTA (TRIBE)
COUSTEAU JACQUES
COWBOYS
COVHIS LAURA
CPR
CRAFTS
CRAWFORD BRIAN
CRAWLER COLLEEN
CRAZY BULL CHERYL
CRAZY HORSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE ALSO TRIBAL COURTS, SUPREME COURT
3/27/1991 A012 OJIBWA COURT "CHAOTIC'^-NATIVE AID PACKAGE UNVEILED
9/11/1991 BOll XSETH BIG CROW FIGHTS FOR COURT ADVOCATE PROGRAM
11/20/1991 AlOl ^ADVOCATES SPEAK FOR CHILDREN
11/27/1991 BOBS US DISTRICT COURT DOCKET
2/26/1992 AOAl kSD JUSTICE OFTEN NOT BLIND TO RACE
9/23/1992 A112 ALASKAN JUSTICE SYSTEM FALLING SHORT
7/08/1993 A041 WE COULD USE MORE FRIENDS OF THE COURT (ED)
11/10/1993 AOAA INDIAN COUNTRY COURTS CAN DO IT BETTER (L)
12/22/1993 B015 xCOURT RULES SUE-A-SAUR BELONGS WITH WILLIAMS
1/12/199A AOAl TRIBES SHOULD SPEND MONEY FOR INDIAN PRISONERS (ED)
6/15/1994 A034 COURT INSISTS COMPANIES EXHAUST TRIBAL REMEDIES
12/07/1994 A041 CAMERAS IN THE COURTROOM (ED)
6/08/1995 A021 ATTORNEY GENERAL RENO DETAILS PLAN FOR MAGISTRATE
11/30/1995 A041 XSTATE SHOOTS SELF IN FOOT ON COURT CHALLENGE
10/12/1994 C052 COUSHATTA TRIBAL CASINO TO EMPLOY 1,500
6/17/1992 B143 xLEADERS MEET WITH COUSTEAU AT EARTH SUMMIT
2/18/1993 S031 KHOBERT POURIER--A LEGENDARY COWBOY MEMORIALIZED
10/26/1994 A041 XINDIANS WERE SKILLED HORSEMEN, NOT 'COWBOYS'
7/06/1995 B031 kHOLLOWAY NAMED BEST ALL-AROUND COWBOY
3/16/1994 A031 MONEY AT ROOT OF TRIBAL FEUD
3/16/1994 A032 CHAIRWOMAN ATTEMPTS TO BLOCK PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPE
1/15/1991 S022 OGLALA AMBULANCE CPR MACHINES ARE STATE'S FIRST
12/04/1991 B032 WOLF CREEK STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT LIFESAVING
1/01/1991 A012 ^LAWMAKERS MOVE TO PROTECT ARTS MARKET
1/01/1991 A024 SD ART LAW NOT ENFORCED
9/11/1991 A075 ALASKA NATIVES CAN USE SEA OTTER SKINS
10/16/1991 A074 'LIVING TRADITION' SCHEDULED IN NORMAN
1/08/1992 B014 LONEMAN SCHOOL COOPERATIVE TO PROMOTE ARTISANS
4/01/1992 A043 RAPID CITY CRAFTSPEOPLE, BEWARE OF RIPOFFS (L)
8/12/1992 B075 NATIVE AMER CRAFTS CULTURE HIGHLIGHTED AT CENTRAL ST
8/26/1992 A053 SANTE FE INDIAN MARKET GREAT SUCCESS
4/28/1993 A041 SUPPORTING THE ARTS AND CRAFTS (ED)
5/26/1993 S071 HISTORY OF THE INDIAN ARTS S CRAFTS ACT
6/02/1993 B012 XENTREPRENEUR WORKSHOP PROVIDES PARENTS WITH IDEAS
6/23/1993 AOll ARIZONA MOVES AGAINST DEALERS IN FAKE ART
6/23/1993 B045 IITH ANNUAL SUMMER SALES EXHIBITION SCHEDULED
9/22/1993 B052 NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBAL ARTS SHARES TRADITION, CULTUR
10/20/1993 A065 TRADEMARK FOR ARTS AND CRAFTS
11/10/1993 coil XONLY AUTHENTIC QUALITY WELCOME IN TIPI SHOP
2/02/1994 B051 xPRAIRIE EDGE CONTINUES ITS WORK IN PROGRESS
7/13/1994 B092 LAKOTA TRADING POST SEEKS NATIVE ARTS AND CRAFTS
8/31/1994 B023 NORTHERN PLAINS ARTISTS PART OF UNIQUE EXHIBITION
12/07/1994 B093 xCHRISTMAS CRAFT SHOPPING
1/05/1995 C012 ARTS BOARD SEEKS COMMENTS
3/09/1995 C071 SIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM EXHIBITS CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION
3/09/1995 S151 LIMITATION FAR FROM FLATTERY TO NAVAJO ARTISANS
6/01/1995 C021 CATALOGUE SEEKS ART AND CRAFTS ITEMS
7/13/1995 A061 PSEUDO AM INDIAN ARTIST CAUGHT IN VIOLATION OF FED
5/11/1994 B113 XCRAWFORD PERFORMS AT VERMILLION
10/05/1994 B052 ALBERTA WOMAN QUALIFIES FOR 2 EVENTS IN INFR
7/31/1991 B054 RECONCILIATION PUBLICATION IS ANNOUNCED
12/29/1994 A063 xGRANT TO SINTE GLESKA UNIV PROVIDES $50,000
4/24/1991 B015 CRAZY HORSE PROGRESS BRINGS PUBLICITY TO STATE
5/22/1991 BOll KCRAZY HORSE OPEN EYES TO BLACK HILLS
6/19/1991 B025 RUTH ZIOLKOWSKI HONORED BY TECH
6/26/1991 B012 *A DRAMATIC NIGHT BLAST--CRAZY HORSE MT CARVING
6/26/1991 B031 xCRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL SHOWCASES CULTURE, HERITAGE
8/28/1991 A041 XMAN ON MOUNTAIN HAS NAME
9/18/1991 A041 PIPE OF CRAZY HORSE BELONGS WITH HIS PEOPLE (ED)
10/02/1991 A015 'CRAZY HORSE' ARRESTED IN IDAHO
10/09/1991 A044 CHIPPS ASKS SUPPORT ON CRAZY HORSE'S PIPE (L)
11/06/1991 A045 WHY DOES CRAZY HORSE'S FINGER POINT? (L)
11/27/1991 B045 GARDENER LEAVES $230,000 GIFT
12/24/1991 A041 LAKOTA DESERVE BIGGER VOICE--CRAZY HORSE MT (ED)
12/31/1991 A053 'CRAZY HORSE' BOOK LEAVES QUESTIONS UNANSWERED (L)
1/08/1992 A041 REMEMBER FOUNDATION OF CRAZY HORSE MOUNTAIN (ED)
3/11/1992 B042 WESTERNERS SUPPORT PORTER RESEARCH ON CRAZY HORSE
4/15/1992 A012 xCRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR
4/15/1992 A012 OGLALA FIND CRAZY HORSE BRAND HARD TO SWALLOW
4/22/1992 A015 BIG GUNS AIMED AT CRAZY HORSE BRAND NAME
4/29/1992 A012 XN0VELL0--'I AM OUTRAGED'
4/29/1992 A012 FIRE TURNED UP UNDER CRAZY HORSE BREW
5/06/1992 A024 BATTLE CONTINUES OVER CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR
5/06/1992 A051 CRAZY HORSE M0UNTA1N--SHADES OF MT RUSHMORE (L)
5/06/1992 A051 CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR IGNITES FIERY LETTER (L)
5/06/1992 A051 PRESSLER—DEFAMATION OF HERO INSULT TO LAKOTA (L)
5/06/1992 A051 LAKOTA OYATE--CRAZY HORSE REJECTED WAYS OF WHITE (L)
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5/06/1992 ADSl MICKELSON--NEW MALT LIQUOR SENDS WRONG MESSAGE (L)
5/06/1992 A051 ALCOHOL IS LELA SECA--DON'T USE CRAZY HORSE NAME (L)
5/06/1992 A054 CRST RESOLVES TO DENOUNCE MALT LIQUOR NAME
5/06/1992 A05A DASCHLE--LIQUOR BELITTLES LEGACY OF LAKOTA (L)
5/13/1992 A015 HOUSE PANEL SET SIGHTS ON "CRAZY HORSE"
5/13/1992 A065 *1N THE FOOTSTEPS OF CRAZY HORSE
5/13/1992 B025 ANNUAL CRAZY HORSE TRIBUTE FEATURES RODEO S ART SHOW
5/20/1992 AOll BOURLAND TESTIFIES—HEARING AGAINST CRAZY HORSE BREW
5/20/1992 A064 VENDOR YANKS "CRAZY HORSE" BREW (L)
5/20/1992 A071 MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE PLANNED FOR TWO LEGENDS
5/27/1992 A013 OGLALA INVITE HORNELL BREWING TO PINE RIDGE
6/03/1992 AOll CRAZY HORSE BEER CO WILL COME TO PINE RIDGE
6/17/1992 A051 LET THE MOUNTAIN SPIRITS SPEAK OUT (L)
6/24/1992 AOll PROTESTORS TARGET CRAZY HORSE BREW
7/01/1992 A015 BILL SEEKS TO CURB USE OF NAMES TO PROMOTE ALCOHOL
7/01/1992 Sill XFACE SLOWLY EMERGES FROM CRAZY HORSE MOUNTAIN
7/08/1992 A043 SELL BEER, NO TRADE (L)
7/08/1992 A044 BEER--ENOUGH HAS BEEN TAKEN (L)
7/08/1992 A071 CRAZY HORSE LABEL BAN SURVIVES VOTE
7/22/1992 AOll PINE RIDGE MEETING WITH HORNELL ON HOLD
8/05/1992 A012 XCRAZY HORSE MALT BREW CLOSER TO EXTERMINATION
8/05/1992 B086 OLC RECIPIENT OF CRAZY HORSE PAINTING
9/09/1992 A012 NEGOTIATIONS WOBBLE BETWEEN TRIBE, BREWER
9/16/1992 AOll SENATE APPROVES BAN ON MALT LIQUOR NAME
9/30/1992 AOll SENATE-HOUSE COMMITTEE BACKS BAN ON CRAZY HORSE
10/15/1992 AOll BUSH SIGNS CRAZY HORSE BREW LAW
10/29/1992 B082 TOURNAMENT SCHOLARSHIP DONATED BY MEMORIAL FUND
11/12/1992 A044 ONE VOICE CAN HELP MOVE COMPANIES (L)
12/03/1992 B015 FUND DRIVE UNDERWAY FOR CULTURAL CENTER AT CRAZY HOR
1/28/1993 AOll CRAZY HORSE MARKETER GOES TO COURT
3/31/1993 A071 HEIRS MOVE TO SAFEGUARD CRAZY HORSE NAME
4/14/1993 AOll XJUDGE RULES IN FAVOR OF CRAZY HORSE BEER
4/28/1993 B024 CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL RELEASES VIDEO
5/12/1993 B092 US WEST CONTRIBUTES $50,000 TO CRAZY HORSE BUILDING
5/19/1993 A044 TELL THE HISTORY OF CRAZY HORSE CD
5/26/1993 B062 CRAZY HORSE STAMPEDE GEARS UP
6/09/1993 A033 OST MEMBERS DOUBT VALIDITY OF CRAZY HORSE PIPE
6/23/1993 A032 NATIVE COMMUNITY TO BOYCOTT CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR
8/11/1993 A062 XWASHINGTON RETHINKING ITS BAN ON "CRAZY HORSE" BEER
9/01/1993 A061 SILENCE ENDS AS DESCENDANTS JUST SAY NO!
9/08/1993 A044 BEER BRINGS SHAME UPON CRAZY HORSE AND ALL HE (L)
10/14/1993 A024 WHITE EAGLE TO PERFORM AT CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL
11/03/1993 B021 CRAZY HORSE SCHOLARSHIPS TOP $133,550
11/24/1993 B031 KMILD WEATHER SPEEDS CARVING AT CRAZY HORSE
3/16/1994 A044 EXPLOITING THE CRAZY HORSE NAME (L)
3/23/1994 A051 LAWYER SAYS BATTLE TO SAVE INTEGRITY OF CRAZY H (L)
5/25/1994 A061 XLAKOTA PLEASED WITH BAN ON SALE OF CRAZY HORSE
5/25/1994 B081 OPEN HOUSE TO FEATURE WEEKEND OF EVENTS
5/25/1994 B081 NATURE HELPS KEEP EMERGING FACE AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
6/01/1994 C033 VOLKSMARCH SET
6/08/1994 B061 KTHRILLS AND SPILLS AT CRAZY HORSE STAMPEDE
6/15/1994 B071 xVOLKSMARCH
6/22/1994 B092 CRAZY HORSE SOBRIETY RUN JUNE 23-25
7/13/1994 A033 SOBRIETY RIDE HONORS DRUG 8 ALCOHOL-FREE LIFESTYLES
9/28/1994 B044 XCRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL WEDDING
2/02/1995 AOll CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR CASE BACK IN TRIAL COURT
2/16/1995 A044 JANE FONDA--DON"T DIRTY CRAZY HORSE"S NAME (L)
4/13/1995 A025 CALIFORNIANS OPPOSE SALE OF CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR
5/11/1995 BOll XW1NTER"S PROGRESS
5/25/1995 B093 CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL SETS OPEN HOUSE MAY 27 TO 29
6/23/1995 A013 XCRAZY HORSE MOVIE OFFENDS OGLALA CULTURAL COMM
6/23/1995 A034 CRAZY HORSE COURT PAPERS FAKE
6/23/1995 A044 CRAZY HORSE"S STORY INTELLECTUAL S CULTURAL PROP (L)
6/29/1995 A073 NATIONAL BOYCOTT OF ARIZONA ICE TEA
7/13/1995 A051 "POW WOW HIGHWAY" AUTHOR RESPONDS TO CRITICISM
7/27/1995 A051 DAVID SEALS HITS MOTHER LODE WITH CRAZY HORSE (L)
7/27/1995 A052 WRITER DID NOT ENDORSE CRAZY HORSE PROJECT (L)
7/27/1995 B026 "CRAZY HORSE" ACTORS SOUGHT
7/27/1995 B063 400 EXTRAS NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION OF "CRAZY HORSE"
8/03/1995 A044 CRAZY HORSE MOVIE CONTROVERSY TICKS OFF OGLALA (L)
8/10/1995 BOll XCRAZY HORSE, TAKE ONE
8/10/1995 B012 OST COURT GRANTS 1NJUNCT10N--CRAZY HORSE MOVIE CASE
8/10/1995 B013 XMALT LIQUOR TRADEMARK REJECTED AS "OFFENSIVE"
9/07/1995 C061 XMONITORING OF TNT"S "CRAZY HORSE" CONTINUES
9/21/1995 AOll X"CRAZY HORSE" DEBATE SIMMERS
9/21/1995 A093 CITY ELDERS PROTEST MAKING OF "CRAZY HORSE"
9/28/1995 AOll xPlCKETS DEMAND TNT HALT FILMING OF "CRAZY HORSE"
9/28/1995 A014 RED CLOUD"S DESCENDANTS THREATEN FILM WITH LAWSUIT
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9/28/1995 A054 SKYHAWK RETRACTS ENDORSEMENT OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
9/28/1995 BlOl xFILM PRODUCERS COULD HAVE AVOIDED DISPUTE
9/28/1995 BlOl *SALLI NEWMAN, FILM PRODUCER, ANSWERS CRITICS
9/28/1995 BlOl OLIVER RED CLOUD ASKS PUBLIC TO HELP STOP FILM
10/05/1995 A011 XTURNER NETWORK PRODUCERS MEET WITH RED CLOUD
10/05/1995 A021 MINNESOTA JUDGE ENDORSES BAN ON CRAZY HORSE BEER
10/05/1995 A0A3 CRAZY HORSE DESCENDANTS SAY THEY WERE IGNORED (L)
10/05/1995 A054 FILM'S DOLLAR SIGNS PENETRATE HEART OF LAKOTA (L)
10/05/1995 C011 KGREYEYES--THE MAN BEHIND THE ROLE
10/05/1995 C012 KGEIOGAMAH AIRS VIEWS ON CONTROVERSY
10/05/1995 C021 kSKYHAWK RELINQUISHES MOVIE ROLE
10/05/1995 C034 KREACTION--WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT MAKING MOVIE
10/12/1995 A013 PETITIONS' AIM--STOP CRAZY HORSE FILMS
10/12/1995 B023 EXTRA ALLEGES NEGLIGENCE ON SET OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
10/19/1995 A041 INTERNET COMMENT (ED)
10/19/1995 A043 DON'F SELL OUT CRAZY HORSE FOR 30 PIECES OF SILV (L)
12/14/1995 A013 ^MINNESOTA BANS BEER
12/29/1995 A041 MINNESOTA'S EXTRAVAGANT SENSITIVITY (ED)
12/29/1995 B061 SCHOLARSHIPS TOP 1,000 .
2/26/1992 B042 CRAZY HORSE STUDENTS WIN TICKETS TO SESAME STREET SH
5/20/1992 C033 CRAZY HORSE HONORS STUDENTS
8/12/1992 S151 KCRAZY HORSE SCHOOL'S BILINGUAL PROGRAM BOOSTS
9/09/1992 B031 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL TRIES 4-DAY WEEK
10/29/1992 B081 CRAZY HORSE CHANGES FOCUS OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
10/29/1992 B086 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL INTIATES WORK PROGRAM
11/05/1992 B101 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL TO VOTE ON 4-DAY WEEK
11/26/1992 B051 KCRAZY HORSE STUDENTS COLLECT, USE FUNDS TO REPAINT
11/26/1992 B053 CHS TO PARTICIPATE IN JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT
12/17/1992 B023 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL HONOR ROLL
12/24/1992 B053 KCRAZY HORSE SCHOOL STUDENTS, COMMUNITY REMEMBER
2/25/1993 BlOl CRAZY HORSE HONOR ROLL ACHIEVERS
2/25/1993 Bill CRAZY HORSE STAFF GIVES CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
4/14/1993 B062 CRAZY HORSE EDUCATORS JUDGE ODYSSEY OF MIND
5/05/1993 B036 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL GETS MATH, SCIENCE GRANT
5/05/1993 B061 CHS HONOR ROLL LISTED
5/12/1993 B074 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL RECEIVES $99,190 BILINGUAL GRANT
11/17/1993 B025 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL CARNIVAL A SUCCESS
5/04/1994 BI01 'HIGHER' EDUCATION FOR CRAZY HORSE STUDENTS
3/23/1995 C022 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL BILINGUAL PROGRAM PROMOTES LAKOTA
6/08/1995 B041 CRAZY HORSE BILINGUAL AWARD WINNERS ANNOUNCED
6/29/1995 B071 KCAPITOL VISIT
10/16/1991 A042 SHADES OF MARK TWAIN (ED)
10/15/1992 A051 TO BEGIN AND END--IS NOT TO BE
8/21/1991 A032 CHEROKEES ISSUE OWN VISA CARD
5/18/1994 B091 SYCUAN CASINO EMPLOYEES FOIL CREDIT CARD FORGERS
10/09/1991 A011 CREE CHIEF ASKS NEW YORK TO DROP ELECTRICAL CONTRACT
11/27/1991 B041KCREE PR WINS POWER PLAY
4/15/1992 A024 CUOMO SUES STATE OVER GAMING PLANS
7/21/1993 A031 kTRIBAL COALITION DAMS HYDRO QUEBEC PROJECT
12/07/1994 B092 CANADIAN NATIVE GROUPS SCORE VICTORY OVER MASSIVE
6/01/1995 A084 kELDER'S VISION TIES PAST AND PRESENT
9/04/1991 A011 FORMER?CHIEF OF CREEK NATION DIES AUG 29
SEE ALSO PRISONERS
1/15/1991 S031 COURT DOCKET
1/22/1991 B051 SOUTH DAKOTA COURT DOCKET
5/01/1991 C023 GHOST BEAR SENTENCED IN PINE RIDGE DRUG CASE
8/07/1991 A016 KSTABBING CLAIMS ONE LIFE
8/07/1991 A041 ALL INDIANS PAY PRICE FOR CRIMES OF DRUNKARDS (ED)
8/07/1991 A103 KNO-ACCOUNT CHECK MAN MAKES MOST WANTED
8/21/1991 A031 KJUVENILE MAY BE TRIED AS ADULT AFTER CITY STABBING
8/28/1991 A011 EAGLE BUTTE MAN SENTENCED ,
9/04/1991 A033 TONY RIOS HEARING POSTPONED
9/18/1991 A016 KONEIDA YOUTH SLAIN BY DAHMER
10/09/1991 B031 SOUTH DAKOTA COURT DOCKET
11/13/1991 A015 KMOTHER SAYS JUDGE'S DECISION IS BIASED
11/13/1991 B015 BRUCE SENTENCED FOR MISSION GAS 'N' GET THEFT
11/27/1991 B045 4 OR MORE LURED TO DEATH IN OREGON
11/27/1991 B055 US DISTRICT COURT DOCKET
12/11/1991 B041 FT THOMPSON MEN CHARGED WITH OCTOBER ASSAULT
12/24/1991 A096 FIDEL ARGUELLO AWAITS SENTENCE S SECOND TRIAL
12/24/1991 A105 RIOS FACES FOUR FELONY CHARGES
1/08/1992 A013 kTONY RIOS FACES FOUR FELONY TRIALS
1/14/1992 B055 2 PLEAD GUILTY TO LIQUOR POSSESSION
2/04/1992 A125 3 CHARGED IN WASTE DUMPING
3/11/1992 A121 IMPROVED PARENTING SKILLS MAY HELP CUT YOUTH CRIME
3/25/1992 A032 CRIME BILL FAILS IN SENATE
3/25/1992 B026 COURT DOCKET--TAMARA NEISS SENTENCED FOR CHILD'S DEA
4/15/1992 A064 3 MEN GUILTY IN NOV 1 BRAVE MURDER
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A/22/1992 B0A6 COURT DOCKET
11/19/1992 BOll SCENIC MAN IN FATAL CRASH JAILED EARLY
11/19/1992 BOll RAPID CITY WOMAN ACCUSED OF HIDING CHILD APPEARS
11/19/1992 B012 kKAYTON FACING LONG TERM IN PRISON
12/03/1992 B012 xKAYTON SENTENCED TO 25 YEARS
1/21/1993 A031 PRESSLER JOINS JUDICIARY WITH INDIAN AGENDA
3/2A/1993 B061 COURT DOCKET
7/28/1993 B061 CRIMINALIZATION OF ALCOHOLISM--A FEMINIST VIEW
8/11/1993 BOAl PART III--HOW FEDS CRIMINALIZE DISEASE OF ALCOHOLISM
8/18/1993 AOAA WE NEED TO THINK TWICE ON PRISON ISSUE (L)
9/01/1993 B023 NEW HOLY SENTENCED TO 16 MONTHS IN PRISON
11/03/1993 B082 FORGET POLITICS, PROSECUTE CRIMES, URGES ONE NAVAJO
11/17/1993 AOll HOUSE ADDRESSES RISE IN JUVENILE CRIMES
11/17/1993 A015 BILL PROVIDES GREATER ACCESS TO FEDERAL ANTI-CRIME
1/05/1994 BOll SISSETON TEACHER SENTENCED FOR SELLING MARIJUANA
1/12/1994 A041 TRIBES SHOULD SPEND MONEY FOR INDIAN PRISONERS (ED)
1/19/1994 B025 XPARENTS FACE ABUSE CHARGES FOR CHILD LEFT IN CAR
2/16/1994 A015 XSISSETON-WAHPETON CENTER OF SURPLUS SUPPLY SCANDAL
3/02/1994 A014 xCRIME BILL MAY HURT TRIBES
3/02/1994 A031 GRAND JURY INDICTS TWO NAVAJO OFFICIALS
3/09/1994 A031 CLINTON 'THREE-STRIKE' CRIME BILL UNVEILED
3/09/1994 B012 xTHREE YOUNGSTERS HONORED FOR HEROISM
4/13/1994 A044 TRIBES FACE HARSHER PENALTIES UNDER CLINTON'S (L)
4/13/1994 B015 STEELE APPEALS EXTRADITION ORDER
5/25/1994 A064 ACCUSED KILLERS BOUND OVER
6/15/1994 A014 UNSOLVED NAVAJO MURDERS, SEX CRIMES STAGGERING
6/15/1994 A061 MOTHER OF BLUDGEONED SON NOT OPTIMISTIC
8/03/1994 A031 CONGRESS DECIDES ON $30 BILLION CRIME BILL
8/24/1994 A012 CRIME BILL PASSES
8/24/1994 A075 JUDGE SIGNS ORDER FOR TEENS' CONDITIONAL RELEASE
8/24/1994 B021 INDICTMENTS INCLUDE ALLEGED THEFT OF OLC FUNDS
8/31/1994 AOll SENATE APPROVES CRIME BILL
8/31/1994 A071 TALKER GUILTY OF FEDERAL BRIBERY CHARGES
9/08/1994 AOll TLINGIT TEENS BANISHED TO ISLAND
9/08/1994 A044 WHITE COLLAR CRIME RAMPANT ON RESERVATIONS (L)
9/08/1994 A061 SILENT WITNESS PROGRAM FOR SALT RIVER POLICE
9/14/1994 AOll KCRIME BILL FUNDING MAY LEAVE TRIBES IN THE COLD
9/14/1994 A024 BANISHMENT CASE COULD EXPAND ROLE OF TRIBAL COURTS
9/21/1994 A064 PRESIDENT CLINTON SIGNS CRIME BILL
9/21/1994 B021 KINDICTED BUSINESSMAN POINTS FINGER AT FORMER TRIBAL
10/12/1994 AOll ATTORNEYS FIGHT FOR MACDONALD DISMISSALS
10/12/1994 A044 CRIME BILL PROTECTS THE LITTLE PEOPLE (L)
11/10/1994 B045 CRIME BILL COPS COMING SOON
1/26/1995 A064 JUDGE RULES BOUNDARY CHANGE WON'T VOID CONVICTION
1/26/1995 A064 PANEL APPROVES HATE CRIME BILL
3/09/1995 A041 USING PEOPLE OF COLOR TO CAMOUFLAGE WHITE CRIME (ED)
5/11/1995 B121 COPS CITE CRIME RATE HIKE AT FOXWOODS CASINO
5/25/1995 A051 NEW CRIME BILL WON'T DO MUCH FOR LAKOTA MAN (L)
6/23/1995 B023 FBI TO CHECK FINGERPRINTS FOR TRIBES' CHILD CARE
7/13/1995 BOll DREAMER FACES 20 YEARS FOR 1994 OGLALA ARSON
8/03/1995 B015 STEELE TRIAL DELAYED
8/10/1995 B031 COURTS RULE ON SCHOOL THEFT
9/07/1995 AOll GRAND JURY INDICTS WHITE EARTH OFFICIALS
9/07/1995 AlOl BANISHED YOUTH NOW VICTIM OF CRIME
12/29/1995 AOll GAMING COMPANY PLEADS GUILTY TO FEDERAL COURT
SEE ALSO JUVENILE JUSTICE
3/27/1991 A013 WOULD-BE-CHIEF SLAPPED ON WRIST
6/26/1991 A041 100 YEARS OF A DUAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (ED)
6/24/1992 AlOl SHOOTING BRINGS INVESTIGATION OF NEB JUSTICE SYSTEM
7/22/1992 A044 BLIND JUSTICE KEEPS AN EYE ON SKIN COLOR (L)
1/07/1993 A041 A QUESTION OF JUDICIAL INJUSTICE (ED)
2/04/1993 B025 US NOT NEGLIGENT IN WHITE RIVER HANGING DEATH
2/18/1993 AOll ZAH CRITICIZES SENTENCE DISPARITY IN RANCH CASE
5/26/1993 A053 JUSTICE SEEMS UNEQUAL WITH THE JUDGE
6/16/1993 A053 CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM DISCRIMINATES UNJUSTLY
7/08/1993 A053 AN OPEN LETTER TO SOUTH DAKOTA'S GOVERNOR (L)
8/04/1993 B051 TWISTED HISTORY DECLARES WOMEN A 'THREAT'
8/18/1993 B051 PART IV--FEDERAL INVASION OF TRIBAL JUSTICE
10/27/1993 A035 PROSECUTOR TO ASSIST TRIBES
10/27/1993 B061 *MR FUNMAKER'S FIRE--ONE MAN WHO STOOD UP
1/12/1994 A031 SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS STEELE RAPE CONVICTION
2/02/1994 A044 FAIR TRIAL SOUGHT IN LAROCHE CASE (L)
2/23/1994 A041 *'THREE STRIKES AND YOU'RE OUT' IS FINE, BUT
3/09/1994 B012 SENTENCING UNFAIRNESS UPSETS CROW CREEK VICTIM'S FAM
3/16/1994 A051 READER MISSES THE POINT (L)
3/23/1994 AOll JUDICIARY COMMITTEE PASSES '3 STRIKES' ANTI-CRIME
3/30/1994 A031 HOUSE CANNOT AGREE ON CRIME BILL
4/06/1994 B085 SPECIAL STUDY TEAM MAPS CORRECTIONS IMPROVEMENT
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8/2A/199A A035 JUDGE OVERTURNS GUILTY VERDICT IN NEB BEATING
8/24/1994 BOll SOUTH DAKOTA JUSTICE SYSTEM'S TREATMENT OF NATIVES
10/12/1994 AG44 CLOSET RACISM AT BOTTOM OF POOR PENAL SYSTEM (L)
10/19/1994 AOll KZAH SEEKS JUSTICE FOR MACDONALD
12/07/1994 B012 FORMER SIOUX CITY MAYOR 'SENTENCED' TO PINE RIDGE
1/12/1995 A031 FEDERAL PROSECUTOR FOCUSES ON RESERVATION CRIME
4/27/1995 A051 SIMPLY STATED, JAILS DON'T WORK FOR THE PEOPLE (L)
6/23/1995 A041 *IT'S A CRIME TO OVERLOOK OUR TRADITIONAL JUSTICE
6/08/1995 A051 *SHAKOPEE CHAIRMAN CHARGES NEWSPAPER DISTORTS REALIT
8/10/1995 A051 CROOKS RESPONDS TO 'VICIOUS TONE' OF COLUMN (L)
12/29/1995 A031 kCROOKS ANNOUNCES RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
SEE RUNNING, TRACK ATHLETICS
9/01/1993 A033 CROSS PLEADS IN CHILD'S DEATH
2/12/1992 A032 TASK FORCE TO ENSURE FAIRNESS IN CROSS PROBE
2/26/1992 A015 CROSS DEATH RULED AS 'NO WRONGDOING'
4/01/1992 coil KBORDER TOWNS TARGETED--BOYCOTT BY CROSS DEFENSE
5/13/1992 A012 KWALK IN GORDON COMMEMORATES CROSS
6/01/1995 A031 FLATHEAD CASE RAISES SEPARATION OF POWER ISSUE
11/03/1993 AOll KWAS IT POLICY OR PREJUDICE?
11/30/1994 B043 NATASHA KAYE CROSS NAMED MISS OGLALA
2/19/1991 BOll LAWSUIT FILED SEEKING RECOVERY OF $447,000 CROW TRIB
5/08/1991 AOll SESAME STREET WILL FILM ON CROW RESERVATION
5/08/1991 A026 EX-CROW OFFICIALS MUST STAY IN PRISON
6/19/1991 A012 CROWS WORK OVERTIME ON HOUSING MESS
6/26/1991 A026 SESAME STREET TO VISIT CROWS
7/31/1991 A015 HOUSING FIRINGS TOPIC ON STREET IN CROW LAND
8/14/1991 A071 KCROW CHAIRWOMAN TO STAY IN JOB FRUSTRATED WITH
8/14/1991 A084 CROW COAL DEAL ON HOLD--TOO FEW VOTED
10/23/1991 A102 EX-CROW LEADER'S APPEAL DATE SET IN DEC
1/28/1992 S271 CROW TRIBE PROCLAIMS 'YEAR OF ELDERS AND WOMEN'
5/27/1992 AOll CROW ELECTION DISPUTE SETTLED
6/24/1992 AOll CROWS TOSS STATE LOTTERY OFF RESERVATION
8/05/1992 B055 KCROW TRIBE HOSTS 'TEEPEE CAPITOL OF THE WORLD'
12/10/1992 A044 CROW SICK AND TIRED OF BEING HARASSED (L)
3/17/1993 S611 XBLACK WHISTLE SINGERS CARRY ON CROW TRADITION
4/07/1993 A071 XTHE ATOLL THRIVES ON CROW WORDS, ISLAND BEAT
4/14/1993 A071 CROW TRIBE SIGNS SECOND MONTANA GAMING COMPACT
6/16/1993 A031 CROW HOUSING AUTHORITY AND COMMUNITIES--BATTLE DRUG
7/08/1993 A071 KCOMMUNICATION GAP CAUSES CONTROVERSY--CROW RESERV
7/08/1993 A086 WAGE DISPUTE STALLS HOSPITAL CONSTRUC ON CROW RES
8/18/1993 A031 STAGE SET FOR CROW CLAIM
9/01/1993 A062 *TIPI CAPITOL POW WOW SETS ATTENDANCE RECORD
9/29/1993 AOll EXPOSURE OF 'LITTLE PEOPLE' UPSETS CROW NATION
10/14/1993 A071 MEASURE FAILS TO STRIP ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS
11/10/1993 A024 TENTATIVE AGREEMENT REACHED IN CROW BOUNDARY DISPUTE
11/17/1993 A014 1868 TREATY RIGHTS MAY BE FORSAKEN
11/17/1993 B072 CROW JOIN OPPOSITION TO ELECTRIC PLANT
12/01/1993 A031 kCROW SUN DANCE CHIEF TRAVELS TO SPIRIT WORLD
12/22/1993 AOll BORDER DISPUTE SETTLED BETWEEN CROW TRIBE 8 INTERIOR
12/29/1993 AOll LITTLE BIG HORN PROJECT OPPOSED BY TRIBES
1/12/1994 A064 *NOMEE,,STAVES OFF ANOTHER OVERTHROW ATTEMPT
2/10/1994 B061 MONTANA UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS CROW CASINO
3/16/1994 A071 'WARRIOR CHIEFS' SCREENED AT SUNDANCE FESTIVAL
3/30/1994 AOll XA CROW EXHIBIT
3/30/1994 A071 CROW TRIBE DISPUTES RULING ON VIDEO GAMING MACHINES
4/13/1994 A082 CROW CULTURE FOCUS OF MONTANA PRESENTATIONS
4/20/1994 AOll CROW GAMING OFFICIALS CANCELLING DEAL WITH WIS CASiM
4/27/1994 A031 LAWSUIT FILED TO DELAY CROW BORDER SETTLEMENT
5/11/1994 A034 FOUR VIE FOR CROW TRIBAL CHAIR
5/11/1994 B094 TESTIMONY IN CROW COAL SUIT ENDS
5/25/1994 AOll OPPONENTS CHARGE POLITICAL PURGE ON CROW RESERVATION
5/25/1994 A012 NOMEE WINS RE-ELECTION
6/01/1994 AOll PRETTY EAGLE, LAST OF CROW WAR CHIEFS, TO COME HOME
6/29/1994 A013 FBI RAIDS LITTLE BIGHORN CASINO
6/29/1994 coil CROW EDUCATOR WANTS TO LURE FISHING DOLLARS
7/07/1994 AOll WHO'S IN CHARGE? SECOND VOTE OUSTS CROW CHAIRMAN
8/31/1994 A061 xTIPIS, TIPIS EVERYWHERE--CROW FAIR
10/26/1994 AOll CROW, NORTHERN CHEYENNE SETTLE DISPUTE
11/10/1994 AOll CROW 1868 TREATY ABROGATED
12/07/1994 A015 INTERIOR SETTLES $85 MILLION IN CROW LAND, MINERALS
2/02/1995 A012 xiNNOVATIVE CROW PROGRAM RECEIVES RECOGNITION
2/02/1995 A012 CROW PURSUE LITTLE BIGHORN TOURIST ATTRACTION
3/02/1995 BlOl XNEW PROGRAM WILL ENCOURAGE MICRO-BUSINESS
4/13/1995 B091 JUDGE SHOOTS DOWN TRIBE'S EFFORT TO HAVE SLOT MACHIN
10/19/1995 A061 COURT DENIED CROW BID TO SAVE BIA JOBS
11/30/1995 A031 CROW OFFICIAL RAPS RACICOT FOR RESERV LAND TRADES
1/15/1991 A064 TRIBE STARTS BINGO HALL
2/19/1991 A014 CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN SUES GROUP FOR APOLOGY
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2/26/1991 AHA CROW CREEK TRIBE LOOKS AT TAPE PLANT
3/05/1991 AGAA CHAIRMAN OWES CROW CREEK THE APOLOGY! (L)
A/10/1991 A08A CROW CREEK BETS CASINO BENEFITS TRIBE
5/01/1991 A012 KTHREE COUNCILMEN OUSTED AT CROW CREEK
5/22/1991 AOAA 'REST OF STORY' ON CROW CREEK OUSTER (L)
5/22/1991 B03A NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS SEATED BY CROW CREEK SIOUX
6/05/1991 AOAA CROW CREEK VOTERS URGED TO TURN OUT (L)
6/12/1991 A0A3 CROW CREEK PROBLEMS BEGAN WITH COUNCILS SELF INT (L)
6/12/1991 COAl CROW CREEK WINS STATE TRACK RELAY
8/21/1991 A012 FBI PROBE UNDERWAY ON CROW CREEK
8/28/1991 A081 CROW CREEK TRIBAL FARM HOPING TO TURN PROFIT
8/28/1991 A085 CCST COUNCIL MEMBERS REINSTATED FOR PRESENT
10/02/1991 A012 KCOURT REINSTATES CROW CREEK THREE
11/20/1991 A036 OUSTED CROW CREEK COUNCILMEN TO RETURN
2/0A/1992 AOll LAWSUIT CHALLENGES CROW CREEK TRIBAL OFFICIALS
3/11/1992 B13A HEAD START RECRUITING STARTS AT CROW CREEK
A/01/1992 B083 CCST PRIMARY ELECTION RESULTS
A/15/1992 A031 XCROW CREEK CHAIRMAN WELCOMES INVESTIGATION
A/15/1992 B031 »BIG EAGLE--GIVE GOVT BACK TO THE PEOPLE
A/15/1992 B031 KSAZUE--SEPARATION OF POWERS NEEDED
A/22/1992 A071 xCROW CREEK TRIBE ELECTS BIG EAGLE
A/29/1992 B052 CROW CREEK'S CHAIRMAN CALLS FOR NEW AUDITS
5/13/1992 BlOl KBIG EAGLE TAKES HOLD OF CROW CREEK REINS
7/15/1992 B023 CROW CREEK YOUTH'S SUICIDE MAY CALL HELP FOR OTHERS
7/22/1992 B025 GROUP PROTESTS RE-OPENING OF BAR
8/05/1992 BOIA CROW CREEK COUNCIL RESCINDS ON-SALE LICENSE
8/19/1992 A051 CROW CREEK YOUTH APPLAUDED BY A FRIEND (L)
9/02/1992 BOIA CROW CREEK COMMUNITY THROWS LIFELINE TO TEENS
9/23/1992 AlOA PUBLIC INPUT NEEDED FOR DAM PROBLEM
10/08/1992 A025 BIG BEND SETTLEMENT TASK FORCE MEETS
10/22/1992 A053 BLOWING THE DUST OFF 20-YR-OLD CROW CREEK LAW (L)
11/26/1992 A012 CROW CREEK DEMANDS UST RESTRUCTURE, SKYE RESIGN
2/0A/1993 B032 DAKOTA AMUSEMENT DONATES GAMES
2/18/1993 S081 xWILLIAM BIRD NAMED HONORARY CHIEF
3/17/1993 BOH CROW CREEK CASINO HAND IS TWO OF KIND
A/lA/1993 B091 STUDENTS UNITE TO PROTEST CLOSING OF YOUTH CENTER
5/05/1993 AOAA EX-CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN SHOWS HIS CARDS CD
9/01/1993 A062 CROW CREEK COUNCIL THINKS TWICE ABOUT CASINO BONUS
9/08/1993 A061 CROW CREEK SIOUX WANT. COMPENSATION FOR LAND
9/08/1993 A063 LIST OF SEVERAL IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED BY CROW CREEK
10/20/1993 BOH HEAD START OFFERING ADULT, CHILDREN FOOD PLAN AT CRO
12/08/1993 BOIA CROW CREEK SEEKS TRUST FUND, LANDS
12/29/1993 B012 DUAL STANDARD ALLEGED FOLLOWING GRAND JURY RULING
5/H/199A AOAA BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW CROW CREEK OFFICIALS (L)
5/25/199A B015 CROW CREEK TO AX DEAL WITH CASINO MANAGERS
12/29/199A A051 MESSAGE TO CROW CREEK--DON'T STASH THE TRASH (L)
12/29/199A B021 XOFFICIALS TARGET OF NEPOTISM, MALFEASANCE CHARGES
12/29/199A B025 CROW CREEK CENTER CATERS TO DISABLED
12/29/199A B025 CROW CREEK COUNCIL ANSWERS CRITICISM
12/29/199A B0A5 YELLOWHAMMER FILES SUIT OVER LODE STAR CONTRACT
12/29/199A B161 GARBAGE OPTIONS BEING WEIGHED BY TRIBAL OFFICIALS
12/29/199A B165 CROW CREEK FARM BOUNDING BACK
1/12/1995 A051 CROW CREEK MUST FIGHT TRASH PLAN (L)
1/26/1995 BOH CROW CREEK PLANS RESORT
1/26/1995 BOH xCHAIRMAN RESPONDS TO DISSENTERS
2/23/1995 A046 CROW CREEK WON'T SELL OUT FOR TRASH (L)
3/02/1995 BOH YELLOWHAMMER ASKS CROW CREEK FOR MORE THAN $3 MILLIO
6/06/1995 B016 STATE EYING CROW CREEK RESORT PROPOSAL
5/25/1995 A064 OAHE AREA LAND STOLEN IN 1966 (L)
5/25/1995 B091 CROW CREEK, CASINO FIRM FACE SETTLEMENT DEADLINE
6/23/1995 B012 BUGS THREATEN WATER SUPPLIES
7/06/1995 BOH FEDERAL JUDGE'S RULING MEANS YELLOWHAMMER, CROW CRE
8/10/1995 BOH K$27.5 MILLION OWED TO CROW CREEK SIOUX
8/10/1995 B016 XSTATE LIMITS ACCESS TO RESERVATION CORPS LAND
8/31/1995 B021 CROW CREEK STILL JOUSTING WITH YELLOWHAMMER FIRM
9/28/1995 A031 CLINTON SUPPORTS CROW CREEK
10/19/1995 B051 CROW CREEK CHAIRMAN WILL NOT RUN
11/23/1995 A056 READER'S 1932 FILM, SHOT AT CROW CREEK, INTEREST (L)
2/19/1992 A016 STUDENTS MAD OVER HEADLINE
3/11/1992 B061 CROW CREEK WILL HOST INDIAN AWARENESS WEEK
5/13/1992 B091 STUDENTS WASH CARS TO GET TRIP ON ROAD
6/10/1992 B071 TRIBAL COUNCIL ASSUMES DUTIES OF SCHOOL BOARD
9/30/1992 coil XCROW CREEK STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE
12/17/1992 C012 xCROW CREEK REFUSES TO PLAY THORPES
3/26/1993 B066 CROW CREEK HIGH DEVOTES APRIL 3 TO SOBRIETY
6/16/1993 B085 WINNING COACH IS NO MATCH FOR INTERNAL FEUDS
5/19/1993 B063 CCHS TO GRADUATE 17
11/10/1996 B012 STUDENTS VISIT WHITE BUFFALO CALF
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5/0A/1994 A051 LOOKING FOR LEONARD CROW DOG (L)
8/25/1993 AG15 LAKOTAS WANT INPUT IN MOVIE
11/17/1993 AOIA WOUNDED KNEE •73--A LAKOTA WOMAN'S STORY
4/29/1992 C015 xGENEVIEVE CROW WINS NATL MATHEMATICS AWARD
8/24/1995 BQ32 CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL DONATES. PEWS
1/15/1991 Sill KWORDS FROM CHILDHOOD INSPIRE ADULT QUEST
11/06/1991 BGll CUDMORE RESIGNS FROM OLC
5/18/1994 BGll DEATH OF INFANT SPARKS FEDERAL PROBE
9/G2/1992 BG63 GOVERNOR OPENS HERITAGE EXHIBIT
9/16/1992 CGll SD HERITAGE CENTER SHOWS HISTORY
1G/G8/1992 DG65 CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON HERITAGE
11/17/1993 BG33 HERITAGE CENTER CONTINUES ARTS, HUMANITIES CELEBRATI
lG/26/1994 DGll KNEW EXHIBIT SHOWCASES TREASURED STATE PIECES
11/23/1994 BG12 kOYATE TAWICOH'AN SHOW OPENS IN PIERRE
1/01/1991 AG41 kROCKY MOUNTAIN ED SHOULD WALK MILE IN OUR MOCCASINS
l/Gl/1991 AG71 ST JOHN FIGHT AGAINST NEGATIVE STEREOTYPING
1/15/1991 AG41 XTEACHING AND LEARNING ABOUT IGNORANCE
1/15/1991 AG46 USA TODAY ARTICLE TRUTHFUL (L)
3/05/1991 AG43 COSTNER BOUGHT MYTHS
3/20/1991 A072 K'GOOD MEDICINE' TO POLISH UP INDIAN IMAGE
4/10/1991 A041 KCOLUMNISTS SHOULD 'DANCE WITH FACTS'!
4/10/1991 A053 kC'MON MR VALENTINE APOLOGIZE TO INDIANS NOW! (L)
4/17/1991 C014 CONSULTANT SUGGESTS--BUILD ON UNIQUE LAKOTA IMAGE
5/01/1991 A041 TABLOID ARTICLE IS PURE TRASH (ED)
5/01/1991 A074 NEGATIVITY ANGERS RESIDENTS
5/15/1991 A074 EDITOR STRESSES IMPORTANCE OF INDIAN PRIDE
5/29/1991 A031 KGROUP MEETS—DEALING WITH OUTSIDE MEDIA DISCUSSED
5/29/1991 A041 KWHY ISN'T POSITIVE 'NEWS'?
5/29/1991 A044 MEDIA GUILTY OF SUBTLE MISCHARACTERIZATION (L)
6/19/1991 A041 WHO BENEFITS FROM BEING 'IN'? (ED)
7/10/1991 A053 KTRUTH BE TOLD, POSITIVE SPIRITS REIGNS
8/07/1991 A041 ALL INDIANS PAY PRICE FOR CRIMES OF DRUNKARDS (ED)
8/21/1991 A053 KTRASHY ALTAR ENFORCES 'DIRTY INDIAN'
10/16/1991 A044 WHITE AMERICA 'SEES' INDIANS IN 19TH CENTURY
10/30/1991 A041 kTALK RADIO--IGNORANCE ADDS INSULT TO INJURY
11/13/1991 A044 AN OGLALA RESIDENT DEFENDS THE PEOPLE (L)
11/20/1991 A044 HONESTY IS THE PRICE OF SELF-DETERMINATION (L)
12/04/1991 A045 GOOD OL' BOYS NEVER WHIPPED ANYONE (L)
12/18/1991 B081 kFILMMAKERS BETTER AT AVOIDING 'TONTO IMAGE'
1/08/1992 A053 GIVING A LESSON IN EMPATHY
3/04/1992 A061 A HUMAN RIGHTS CRISIS--INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
7/01/1992 A012 kCONFERENCE EXAMINES MEDIA'S PORTRAYAL OF IND ISSUES
9/30/1992 A041 kSTOP THE PRESSES--HALT ONE-SIDED REPORTS
9/30/1992 A053 KWALKING A MILE IN OTHER'S MOCCASINS
10/08/1992 C083 FOR TEACHERS--WHAT NOT TO TEACH
10/22/1992 A072 KPRODUCERS ATTACK 'HOLLYWOOD INDIAN'
11/05/1992 Bill KENOUGH MOHICANS--MOVIE BRINGS BACK STEREOTYPES
11/12/1992 A044 ONE VOICE CAN HELP MOVE COMPANIES (L)
11/19/1992 A061 'LAST OF MOHICANS' ATTACKS INDIANS' DIGNITY
12/10/1992 S181 KTHE STRUGGLE OF UNLEARNING 'INDIAN' STEREOTYPES
12/24/1992 A043 KPOINTS WORTH NOTING AROUND INDIAN COUNTRY
1/07/1993 A053 kTHEY ^UNDERSTOOD ABOUT HONOR AND RESPECT
1/14/1993 B012 KFILMMAKERS FOCUS ON IMAGES OF THE PEOPLE
1/21/1993 A043 VISITOR APPALLED AT EASTERN CHEROKEE TACTICS (L)
2/04/1993 A044 TNT BLASTED FOR POOR PROGRAMMING CHOICES (L)
2/04/1993 A044 TURN OF THE CENTURY TEXTS MISLED CHILDREN (L)
3/31/1993 AOll KDOCUMENTARY PLANS TO FILL IN WHAT HISTORY BOOKS
4/28/1993 A031 LESSONS IN LIFE--ARTICLES OFFEND INDIAN COUNTRY
4/28/1993 A044 WRITER COULD LEARN FROM THOSE HE RIDICULED (L)
4/28/1993 A044 CORNELIUS LETTER REVEALS OLD THINKING (L)
7/08/1993 A044 FIRST PEOPLE SHOULD BE RESPECTED (L)
8/25/1993 A012 KEXHIBIT EXPOSES STEREOTYPES
8/25/1993 A051 SELLING SYMBOLS THAT REPRESENT A CULTURE (L)
9/15/1993 A041 KA LESSON FOR THE MEDIA COVERING INDIAN NATIONS
9/15/1993 A044 INDIANS SHOULD STAND ON THEIR OWN TWO FEET (L)
9/22/1993 A044 TV STILL HIGH ON STEREOTYPES (L)
9/29/1993 A044 OWEN DISPLAYS BLATANT IGNORANCE (L)
9/29/1993 A051 WISCONSIN LETTER A STUDY IN IGNORANCE (L)
10/14/1993 A051 READER ANSWERS 'BIGOTED' CHARGES POINT BY POINT (L)
11/10/1993 A044 A BAD COSTUME DAY (L)
11/24/1993 A044 'S' WORD PROMOTES OFFENSIVE STEREOTYPES (L)
12/08/1993 A041 KFROM 'MYSTIC WARRIOR' TO 'DANCES'--A GIANT LEAP
2/10/1994 A061 RE-EDUCATION WILL IMPROVE PORTRAYAL OF NAT AMS
2/10/1994 B043 kEXHIBITION PUTS RACISM UNDER PUBLIC SCRUTINY
3/30/1994 A041 kWHITE CASINO MANAGERS' ANTICS HELP SPREAD MISCONCEP
5/25/1994 A041 kLOSS OF RESPECT FOR SELF S OTHERS IS THE REAL
6/22/1994 A044 EDUCATING IGNORANT PEOPLE WHO PERPETUATE (L)
7/27/1994 A041 kREDNECK REVIVAL A SAD FACT OF LIFE IN THE 1990S
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7/27/199A A053 DEMEANING STEREOTYPES STOPPED FOR BLACKS--BUT TODAY
8/31/1994 A021 GROUP CRITICAL OF SNAPPLE LABEL
9/21/1994 A041 KUELCOME TO THE MUSEUM OF AMERICAN STEREOTYPES
10/12/1994 AOll MODERN-DAY WARRIORS GIVE HOLLYWOOD A WAKE-UP CALL
11/16/1994 AG41 KIT'S A NEW KIND OF INDIAN UP ON THE SILVER SCREEN
12/29/1994 A041 KJOURNALISTS SHOULD DO THEIR RESEARCH BEFORE REPORT
2/16/1995 A053 *TRUE HISTORY WON'T BE FOUND ON STATE'S 'HYSTERICAL'
3/16/1995 B061 PROFESSOR SAYS AM INDIANS HAVE BEEN OBLITERATED
3/23/1995 B021 KVIDEO USED TO EDUCATE CHILDREN IS INACCURATE
4/06/1995 A041 DISINFORMATION HARD TO COMBAT
4/13/1995 A041 XPUEBLO'S BANISHMENT OF WRITER JUSTIFIED
7/06/1995 D031 KMASS MEDIA IMAGES CREATE STEREOTYPES, FALSE IMPr?ESS
8/24/1995 A041 xNORTH DAKOTA EDITOR BLIND TO NATIVE PLIGHT
8/24/1995 A051 MOVIE REVIEWERS FORGOT DISNEY MAKES FAIRY TALES (L)
8/24/1995 A061 KAMERICANIZING OF POCAHONTAS--MISCONCEPTIONS
8/31/1995 A021 *STEREOTYPES CONTINUE IN FILM, OTHER MEDIA
10/05/1995 C071 ROSE-COLORED LENS--STEREOTYPES TAINT HOLLYWOOD
10/12/1995 A054 SOCIAL SENSITIVITY—TIME FOR NO MORE EXCUSES (L)
10/26/1995 AOll GALLUP FILM FESTIVAL EXAMINES RACISM OF SPORTS
12/07/1995 C064 xREFLECTIONS ON IMAGES OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY
12/14/1995 A044 CONTINUING EDUCATION TEACHER OUT OF LINE (L)
12/29/1995 A051 ABOUT NAMES AND THINGS THAT ARE SACRED
1/01/1991 A085 KCULTURAL PROGRAM FORMED AT YANKTON CENTER
1/08/1991 A043 COLUMBUS HELPED BEGIN DEMISE OF WEST
1/22/1991 B015 LARGE DISPLAY OF CULTURE AT PIERRE'S HERITAGE CENTER
3/20/1991 A053 INDIAN YOUTH OF TODAY LIVE IN TWO WORLDS
3/20/1991 B014 GROUP ARGUES FOR CULTURAL CENTER
5/22/1991 A041 kEXAMINE THE DIFFERENCES
6/26/1991 B063 HART RANCH SPONSORS NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL DAYS
7/10/1991 A104 CULTURAL TEACHER TRAINING COMPLETED
7/17/1991 A053 kHELP NEEDED FOR PERMANENT INDIAN MONTH
7/31/1991 A061 KSHARING SPIRITUALITY FOR MORE THAN NECESSITIES
8/07/1991 A061 KMUSEUM WILL PUT CULTURAL HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE
9/18/1991 A044 MORE ARTICLES ON CULTURE, LAND ARE SUPPORTED (L)
9/25/1991 A042 OFFICIALS NEED RE-EDUCATION ON INDIAN CULTURE (L)
10/09/1991 A031 OKLAHOMA 'YEAR OF THE INDIAN' TRIBUTE TO CULTURE
11/27/1991 A071 HOUSE PANEL OKS STUDY FOR OKLAHOMA CITY CENTER
12/11/1991 BOll KLIVING SICANGU CULTURE SCORES IN SWEDEN
12/24/1991 AOll BROADCASTERS WIN RADIO GRANTS
12/24/1991 A051 ARE WE LAKOTA S DAKOTA ENDANGERING OUR IDENTITY? (L)
1/08/1992 A075 PIPE CARRIER TO BLESS NATIONAL CEREMONY
1/14/1992 A053 KIN GOD'S HOUSE THERE ARE MANY LANGUAGES
1/28/1992 C084 MOBRlDGE STARTS CULTURE PROGRAMS
2/12/1992 B083 GRANT BRINGS INDIAN CULTURES INTO SCHOOLS
2/19/1992 C012 INDIAN LITERATURE--BELONGS IN CLASSROOMS
3/11/1992 A125 K'SEEDS OF CHANGE' SHOWS CULTURE EXCHANGE
3/11/1992 B041 CROW CREEK WILL HOST INDIAN AWARENESS WEEK
3/18/1992 A125 FT LARAMIE CELEBRATION AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL
3/25/1992 A061 HE SAID--TEAM MASCOT NAMES ARE NOT TRIBES WORST PRO
3/25/1992 A063 SHE SAID--COLUMNIST SPEAKS FROM IGNORANCE NEED TO UN
3/25/1992 S263 kPLAINS CULTURES EXPLORED THROUGH ART
4/08/1992 AG81 VOIGHT--LOSE NATIVE HERITAGE, 'WE DESTROY OURSELVES'
4/15/1992 AG41 KIN THE HEAT OF US POST, INDIANS REFUSE TO MELT
4/22/1992 AG65 ARIZONA MUSEUM PLANS EXHIBIT ON IG CULTURES
4/29/1992 AG24 ABERDEEN SCHOOLS TO HEAR GIAGO ON STEREOTYPING
4/29/1992 BG23 KNURSING CONFERENCE OFFERS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
4/29/1992 BG31 kKICKAPOO SCHOOL BUILDS BASICS WITH CULTURAL VIEW
5/13/1992 AG71 kTEACHERS NEED TO BE SENSITIVE, RESPECTFUL
6/1G/1992 AG31 kFRENCH TO FEAST LAKOTA STYLE
6/1G/1992 AG62 DANES ROCK TO INDIAN BEAT
7/29/1992 AG31 kBUFFALO BREATHE NEW LIFE INTO CULTURE
8/19/1992 AG61 CLELAND--EVERY ONE OF US MUST LEARN OUR HISTORY
8/26/1992 BG44 CULTURAL PRESENTERS NEEDED FOR INDIAN ED WEEK
9/16/1992 AG53 COLUMNIST'S MESSAGE--ADAPT OR DISAPPEAR
9/16/1992 CG12 UNIVERSITY FOCUSES ON PROMOTING CULTURE
9/23/1992 B122 US WEST EARMARKS $1.2 MILL FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCAT
9/3G/1992 AG44 'ADAPT OR DISAPPEAR' COLUMN CRITICIZED (L)
9/3G/1992 AG44 CHEYENNE RIVER MAN OFFENDED BY HAMBLIN (L)
IG/G8/1992 CGll kNATIVE GIFTS ENDURE BEYOND COLUMBUS MYTH
1G/G8/1992 CG75 CONCERTS CELEBRATE DIVERSITY
IG/G8/1992 DG65 LIBRARY PROMOTES CULTURAL DIVERSITY
lG/29/1992 AG53 SOME WORDS ABOUT LAWYER1N6 ACROSS 2 CULTURES
11/G5/1992 AG44 WRITER SCOLDED FOR HIS PATRONIZING POST-SCRIPT (L)
11/26/1992 BG12 LAKOTA DISCUSS EXPLOITATION OF RELIGION
12/G3/1992 BG15 FUND DRIVE UNDERWAY FOR CULTURAL CENTER AT CRAZY HOR
12/24/1992 AG41 AN OPEN LETTER TO TED TURNER (ED)
3/G3/1993 AG53 kWHEN AN INDIAN FELLA BECOMES JUST A PAWN
3/17/1993 AG72 kWALKING THE SACRED ROAD BETWEEN EDUCATION & TRIBAL
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3/17/1993 SA51 TRYING TO STOP THE MUSIC
3/2A/1993 B031 COUNCIL FUNDS STATEWIDE HUMANITIES PROJECTS
A/07/1993 AGll DELORIA CALLS FOR TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE IN TRIBAL CO
A/07/1993 B026 GIAGO TO SPEAK AT UNIV OF MAINE'S CULTURAL AWARENESS
A/1A/1993 A0A3 TOM TOM BEATING, POW WOW DANCING ARE DEAD (L)
A/28/1993 AOAl ^TURNING TO TRADITIONS COULD BE LAST HOPE
5/05/1993 AOIA *RETA1LERS PUT A PRICE ON CULTURE
5/12/1993 S021 MANY CULTURES PASSED THIS CROSSROAD
5/12/1993 S301 kHERE THE PAST S PRESENT WILL MEET THE FUTURE
6/02/1993 B031 ARTS COUNCIL SEEKS INPUT ON RURAL CULTURAL TOURISM
7/1A/1993 A065 PROPOSAL TO CLOSE COLLEGE MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM NIXE
7/28/1993 A065 $1.A MILLION AWARDED FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
7/28/1993 B016 PILOT PROGRAM WILL BRING INDIAN CULTURE TO CLASS IN
7/28/1993 B0A6 ST JOSEPHS INDIAN SCHOOL TO HOST CULTURAL EXCHANGE F
8/18/1993 A071 LAKOTA NATION WILL MAKE IT DESPITE DIFFICULTIES (L)
10/27/1993 B051 CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT FUND GRANT RECIPIENTS ANNOUNCED
10/27/1993 B051 VIDEO COLLECTION SHOWCASES FIRST PEOPLES
12/08/1993 B012 XFIFTH-GRADERS LEARN FROM STAR QUILT DIAMONDS
12/15/1993 A053 HOW ALCOHOLISM WIPES OUT INDIAN CULTURE
1/05/199A AOAl KTHE EVOLUTION OF 'INDIAN TIME*
1/05/199A A053 kCOYOTE IS PRIVY TO THE OUTHOUSE DILEMMA
1/26/199A AOAA TIME HAS A PLACE IN MODERN SOCIETY (L)
3/02/199A B071 xDOUGLAS HOSTS ROCKYFORD IN CULTURAL EXCHANGE
3/09/199A A06A UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON WIDE
3/09/199A A06A TRl-COLLEGE NATIVE AMERICAN WEEK SET
3/09/199A B025 CULTURAL CEREMONIES SET FOR FT YATES IN MARCH
3/09/199A B0A5 TEACHERS LEARN CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN CLASSROOM
3/16/199A BOAl XARAPAHO ELDERS LAUNCH EFFORT TO SAVE LANGUAGE
3/16/199A B051 READER FEELS NATIVE CULTURE, SPIRITUALITY ALIVE
3/30/199A B065 CULTURE KEY TO WORLD GAMES
A/13/199A A082 CROW CULTURE FOCUS OF MONTANA PRESENTATIONS
A/20/1994 A061 CROSS CULTURAL AWARENESS CONFERENCE SET
4/20/1994 BlOl TRIBAL RESEARCH CENTER TO OFFER ADVANCED STUDY
5/11/1994 B081 OKLAHOMA STUDENTS.ENJOYING A SURGE IN TRIBAL SPIRIT
5/11/1994 Bill AM HISTORY INCOMPLETE WITHOUT NATIVE PERSPECTIVE
5/25/1994 A041 *LOSS OF RESPECT FOR SELF & OTHERS IS THE REAL
5/25/1994 B061 kCANADA'S SIOUX TRYING TO FIT IN DESPITE DYING CULTU
9/08/1994 B051 TWO HASKELL STUDENTS ON A MAJIC BUS TOUR
9/08/19.94 coil CONFEDERATED SALISH & KOOTENAl OPEN CULTURAL CENTER
9/28/1994 A044 TEACHER OF TRADITIONAL WAYS SEEKS HELP (L)
9/28/1994 B013 CONTROVERSY COULD HURT INTEREST IN NATIVE ISSUES
10/26/1994 A044 STUDENTS DON'T APPRECIATE MISUSE OF CULTURE (L)
11/16/1994 A042 SOAR LIKE AN EAGLE (L)
11/23/1994 B021 OST INTERPRETIVE CENTER PLANNED FOR BADLANDS
12/07/1994 A074 *ASU GROUP SHARES CULTURE 8 HISTORY FROM THE HEART
12/15/1994 BOll CULTURE CAMPS TO TAP INTEREST IN TRADITIONS
2/09/1995 A051 AM INDIAN CULTURAL SURVIVAL IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHE
2/09/1995 B013 xCRST OPENS ON-LINE SERVICE
3/09/1995 S091 KREPLANTING THE WAY OF THE DINE'
4/20/1995 A041 XTOO BAD BUT IKTOMl'S ROLE FILLED BY LAWYERS S
5/18/1995 A091 *ELDER FIGHTS FOR RETURN OF CULTURE
5/18/1995 B044 kKNOLLWOOD HOLDS CULTURAL AWARENESS DAY
6/23/1995 B053 xSAN CARLOS APACHE HERITAGE ON SHOW
8/03/1995 C051 XFROM MUSIC TO F1LM> DUNN WORKS TO EMPOWER NATIVE
9/07/1995 A041 INDIANS AGAINST INDIANS (ED)
9/07/1995 A044 BLOOD QUANTUM DRIVES PEOPLE APART (L)
9/07/1995 A051 OPPRESSION FOUGHT BEST WITH WEAPONS OF TRADITION
9/07/1995 Alll *A DAKOTA PERSPECTIVE ON MINNESOTA HISTORY
9/28/1995 B052 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS SEEK INDIAN CULTURE VOLUNTEERS
10/19/1995 B031 NATIONAL AA POLICIES DIFFER WITH AMERICAN INDIAN
11/30/1995 A054 YOUTH URGES AMERICAN INDIAN YOUTH TO SHOUT! (L)
11/30/1995 A054 DAKOTA NEED TO SUPPORT GATHERING OF KINSHIP (L)
12/07/1995 C041 *HEART OF THE BEAST THEATRE EXPLORES ANCESTORS, CULT
12/21/1995 B071 STANDING ROCK HOSTS NEARLY 100 STUDENTS
3/27/1991 A093 NEW INSTITUTE WILL FOSTER DAKOTA STUDIES
5/06/1992 B031 CELEBRATION TO HONOR DAKOTAS
8/12/1992 S131 TIOSPA ZINA RISES FROM BATTLE FOR CULTURAL LEARNING
1/29/1991 A071 kLAKOTA WAYS SHARED WITH CONNECTICUT STUDENTS
3/05/1991 A012 SWEDES, LAKOTA STUDY IN A CULTURAL EXCHANGE
3/27/1991 A095 ^UNDERSTANDING LAKOTA CULTURE COULD IMPROVE CARE
4/03/1991 A046 BITTERNESS ANGER ARE THE REAL ENEMY (L)
4/10/1991 A081 LAKOTA CULTURE TO BE STUDIED BY TEACHERS
4/17/1991 C014 CONSULTANT SUGGESTS--BU1LD ON UNIQUE LAKOTA IMAGE
5/22/1991 A014 YAQUl WOMAN TEACHING LAKOTA SPIRITUALITY
5/29/1991 A012 JfSlOUX PLAN TRADITIONAL GOVERNMENT
5/29/1991 A041 LAKOTA ROLE MODELS NEEDED (ED)
6/19/1991 A043 NON-INDIAN CALLS FOR RESPECT OF LAKOTA CULTURE (L)
6/19/1991 A046 LAKOTA VIRTUE IS RESPECT; DON'T LOSE IT (L)
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6/26/1991 B071 *CAMP COURAGE ARMS YOUTH WITH SPIRITUALITY OF LAKOTA
7/02/1991 AG12 LAKOTA RITUALS BEING SOLD
7/10/1991 AG4A IT'S TIME LAKOTA SHARE KNOWLEDGE, TRUTH, HONOR (L)
7/1G/1991 AG61 LAKOTA MUST TAKE BACK HEALTH CARE (L)
7/17/1991 BG3A BROTHERHOOD DAYS—LEARNING EXP AS WELL AS A POWWOW
7/24/1991 AG46 TOURIST APPRECIATES LAKOTA CULTURE (L)
7/24/1991 AG51 PLEASE NON-LAKOTAS DON'T STEAL MY BLOOD (L)
7/31/1991 AG61 WE NEED TO PROTECT OUR SACRED LAKOTA WAYS
7/31/1991 BG34 XSCHOOL OF MINES' PROGRAM SHOWS LAKOTA WAY OF LIFE
8/21/1991 AG44 SWAP OF CULTURAL VALUES FOR SERVICES SUGGESTED (L)
8/28/1991 AG51 TRIP TO RESERVATION REVEALS REAL LAKOTA PEOPLE (L)
9/G4/1991 AG51 WILKERSON DOESN'T UNDERSTAND (L)
9/11/1991 AG41 ONLY WE CAN HELP OUR YOUTH (ED)
9/11/1991 AG53 WHERE IS FAMOUS LAKOTA GENEROSITY (L)
11/13/1991 AG94 ^LEADERSHIP MUST RESPECT LAKOTA HERITAGE
11/2G/1991 BGll KBULL BEAR—ELDERS MUST SHARE WISDOM
11/27/1991 CGll XLACK OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE EMBARRASSES YOUNG LAKOT
12/31/1991 AG51 CULTURAL REVIVAL ISN'T ANTI-AMERICAN MOVE (L)
12/31/1991 AG94 XLAKOTA WARRIOR CARED
3/11/1992 BG61 TEACHERS BEING INVITED TO EXPLORE MANY CULTURES
3/25/1992 BG22 XBOOKS ON 'PARENTING THE TRADITIONAL WAY' IN MAKING
3/25/1992 BG54 CROW CREEK SENIORS SIGN UP WITH MARINES
4/G8/1992 BG64 SD PRIME TIME EXPLORE HEALING SIOUX NATION
4/22/1992 AG83 XSPIRIT OF HILLS MUSEUM REFLECTS LAKOTA CULTURE
7/22/1992 BG51 ^LEARNING TO WALK IN THE LAKOTA WAY
7/29/1992 AG53 XA PLAN FOR AMERICAN INDIAN NATIONHOOD
8/12/1992 SG41 xTRANSITIONAL HEAD START GEARED FOR CULTURE, LANGUAG
1G/G8/1992 AG42 ARTICLE MIXES TRADITIONS (L)
12/G3/1992 AG42 OYATE MUST BE MASTERS OF DESTINY (L)
12/31/1992 AG41 STARTING THE NEW YEAR OUT RIGHT (ED)
5/G5/1993 BG61 XAROUND HIM FINDS RESPECT FOR LAKOTA WAY AT PROCTOR
6/G9/1993 BG12 LAKOTA SUMMIT TO DISCUSS ISSUES OF TODAY
6/16/1993 AG71 DAKOTA AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT ROSEBUD SYMPOSIUM
12/22/1993 AG51 STATUE DOESN'T CAPTURE TRUE SPIRIT (L)
1/26/1994 AG31 XLAKOTA CULTURE EMPHASIS OF TOUR BY DR CHUCK ROSS
3/G9/1994 AG53 LETTER QUESTIONS MEANING OF SPIRITUALITY (L)
8/1G/1994 BG21 XJTPA SPONSORS CULTURAL WORKSHOP FOR COMMUNITY
8/1G/1994 CG12 HEARINGS SCHEDULED FOR CRST CULTURE CODE
1/12/1995 BG34 TRANSCRIPT OF PIPE KEEPER'S SPEECH
1/19/1995 BG44 COUPLE LIVING TRADITIONALLY IN MODERN LAKOTA SOCIETY
1/26/1995 AG55 TRADITIONAL WAYS ARE A STRENGTH YOUNG CAN LEARN (L)
9/28/1995 BG52 SCHOOL OF MINES LAUNCHES LAKOTA MULTIMEDIA PROGRAM
8/G7/1991 AG35 MARY PAT CUNEY CITED IN WISCONSIN
3/18/1992 Alll CHUCK CUNY STEPS DOWN AT RED CLOUD
12/22/1994 BG74 CHEYENNE RIVER'S MIKE CUNY NAMED TO MARKSMAN
12/G8/1993 BG45 xCUNY QUALIFIES FOR NFL GATORADE PUNT, PASS AND KICK
8/G3/1994 SlGl xCUNY TABLE CAFE SERVES UP WARM COMPANY
1/G8/1992 AG34 XCUOMO CREATES INDIAN OFFICE
4/15/1992 AG24 CUOMO SUES STATE OVER GAMING PLANS
4/21/1993 AG65 CUOMO SIGNS THE FIRST ONEIDA CASINO COMPACT
11/26/1992 AG12 xKAW WAS STEP FROM PRESIDENCY
SEE LITTLE BIGHORN
5/29/1991 AG53 *RX FOR INDIAN COUNTRY--A DOSE OF UNITY
6/19/1991 AG53 RENAME BATTLEFIELD, CUSTER WAS A LOSER (L)
lG/16/1991 AG31 WHO IS BURIED IN CUSTER'S GRAVE?
6/1G/1992 AG12 xCUSTER TAKES ANOTHER STAND
8/G5/1992 AG41 SOME HISTORY BEST LEFT BEHIND (ED)
6/23/1993 AG12 GROUP CALLS FOR LAST STAND OF REENACTMENT
7/14/1993 AG44 'CUSTER' STATE PARK HONORS AN ENEMY (L)
ll/lG/1994 AG44 MOVIE MAKERS, DENVER POST NEED A HISTORY LESSON (L)
12/G7/1994 AG53 'LAKOTA WOMAN' GOT IT WRONG (L)
12/07/1995 AG22 CUSTER GIVEN TOO MUCH EMPHASIS
SEE ALSO MOTORCYCLES
4/15/1992 BG13 CYCLE GROUP TO ROLL THROUGH PINE RIDGE
9/14/1994 BG54 EVENTS TO ACCOMPANY FALL BUFFALO ROUNDUP
11/02/1994 B121 XCHIPPEWA RUNNER MAKES SWITCH TO RACING ON WHEELS
6/23/1995 B051 XLOW RIDE ON TWO WHEELS
8/24/1995 A013 xON THE ROAD AGAIN
6/26/1991 A014 ELDERS' CHALLENGE COULD NULLIFY STATE WATER COMPACT
7/02/1991 A024 DAHLE OUSTER FAILS FIRST TRY
9/18/1991 A016 XONEIDA YOUTH SLAIN BY DAHMER
9/14/1995 AlOl XGATHERING KINSHIP
11/30/1995 A054 DAKOTA NEED TO SUPPORT GATHERING OF KINSHIP (L)
8/31/1995 A014 xANGRY MEMBERS STOP TRIBAL BUSINESS
11/16/1994 BlOl SISSETON-WAHPETON TRIBE BREAKS GROUND ON NEW CASINO
8/11/1993 BOll MANY ATTEND DAKOTA SIOUX CASINO GRAND OPENING
8/11/1993 B012 CALL FOR AUDIT BRINGS ROUSSEAU'S SUSPENSION
10/19/1995 B014 DEVILS LAKE CASINO STAFF FACE CHARGES
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DAKOTA TERR CHAIR
DAKOTA WES
DAKOTA WESLEYAN U
DAKOTA WEST BOOKS
DAKTRONICS INC
DALLAS TX
DAMS
DAMS-MT
DAMS-ND
DAMS-SD
DANA JOSEPH
DANCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE TRIBAL LEADERS
7/31/1991 A031 *MISSIONARV IS SUBJECT OF 'UNDER TWO HEAVENS'
7/31/1991 BOAl XUNBELIEVABLE TALE OF MISGUIDED CHRISTIAN ETHICS
1/26/199A BOll INTERNSHIP TO TEACH TRIBAL MANAGEMENT
2/10/199A B021 kGRADUATE WANTS TO TEACH OTHERS
4/13/1994 BOll DAKOTA WESLEYAN POW WOW CANCELED
5/18/1994 B031 OLC GRADUATE NEW RECRUITER AT DWU
6/01/1994 C031 SZABO HONORED
8/31/1994 B031 WESLEYAN STUDENTS TO COMBINE SPORTS, STUDY
3/04/1992 B071 KDAVE STRAIN SCORES WITH BOOKS NOT BASKETS
7/07/1994 B041 COMPANY ESTABLISHES ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIPS AT SDSU
8/10/1994 coil DAKTRONICS ESTABLISHES ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
4/20/1995 B034 DAKTRONICS FUNDS SDSU SCHOLARSHIP
9/07/1995 AOll LEGAL HELP DISAPPEARING FOR URBAN INDIAN FAMILIES
7/21/1993 A031 kTRIBAL COALITION DAMS HYDRO QUEBEC PROJECT
8/04/1993 A013 COLVILLE TRIBES DEMAND DAM COMPENSATION
9/08/1993 A061 CROW CREEK SIOUX WANT COMPENSATION FOR LAND
10/27/1993 A031 ZAH ATTENDS CEREMONY FOR DAM RECONSTRUCTION
5/11/1994 S201 KIN A PLACE CALLED ELBOWOODS
6/29/1994 A014 NORTHERN CHEYENNE POW WOW CELEBRATES WATER AGREEMENT
6/29/1994 A044 ERASING THE HOMELAND AND HISTORY OF A PEOPLE (L)
6/29/1994 A061 LAWSUIT FILED TO MAKE FEDS KEEP PROMISE
11/23/1994 B041 BABBITT SAYS TRIBES MAY TAKE OVER POWER DAMS
11/30/1994 A08r COLVILLE WANT SETTLEMENT DISTRIBUTED EQUALLY
10/26/1995 B014 WATER AWARD GOES TO ROSEBUD
7/10/L991 A034 CONFEDERATED TRIBES PREPARE TO OWN DAM
11/06/1991 A012 SRST COULD BE PAID $90 MILLION--C0NGRESS HUNTS FOR
11/20/1991 A012 BUSH OPPOSES SRST COMPENSATION BILL
9/23/1992 A104 PUBLIC INPUT NEEDED FOR DAM PROBLEM
10/08/1992 A025 BiG BEND SETTLEMENT TASK FORCE MEETS
5/25/1994 A061 CUSTOMS AGENTS SEIZE BOY'S EAGLE FEATHER
SEE ALSO SUN DANCE, POWWOW
4/03/1991 A064 KDANCE GROUP PERFORMS AT ILLINOIS
5/22/1991 A025 HOPIS STOP INDIAN-STYLE DANCE OF SMOKIS
10/09/1991 AOir 'MAID OF MIST' DANCE DRAMA PREMIERES OCT 18
1/08/1992 AlOl KINTO •92--LAUGHTER, THE BEST MEDICINE
1/14/1992 B054 PINE RIDGE DANCE CELEBRATES SOBRIETY
3/11/1992 A115 HOOP DANCE ACADEMY GETS OLYMPIC INVITATION
3/11/1992 B035 AMERICAN HORSE DANCERS COMPLETE PLAN FUND-RAISER
3/25/1992 B03i:OLC DANCE CLUB TOURING SWEDEN
3/25/1992 S021 KORIGIN OF POWWOW--MUSIC, HONORING AND DANCING
3/25/1992 S071 kTO REALLY ENJOY POWWOWS, UNDERSTAND DIFFERENCES
3/25/1992 SlOl KFOURTH GENERATION RED BOW DANCER TO DEBUT THIS YEAR
3/25/1992 S171 kSURVIVAL AND PRIDE HEART OF A POWWOW
3/25/1992 S201 KDANCE THEATRE ENRICHED LIVES OF RAPID CITY FAMILY
3/25/1992 S241 KAMERICAN INDIAN DANCE THEATRE MESMERIZES
3/25/1992 S272 HOOP DANCING ADDED TO BLACK HILLS POWWOW
3/25/1992 S341 KMAORIS, AZTEC AND WEST AFRICANS GUEST TO TIINOWIT
3/25/1992 S381 TRADITIONAL DANCES STEM FROM LEGEND, NATURE AND FUN
5/20/1992 A033 TWO YOUNG HOOP DANCERS TO PERFORM AT EXPO 92
5/20/1992 BG92 AMERICAN HORSE DANCERS WIN CONTEST
8/12/1992 BG41 kDANCE'^PRIDE
9/G9/1992 BG35 DANCER TO INSTRUCT ST FRANCIS STUDENTS
11/26/1992 BGll GUEYMI OF PANAMA TO VISIT LITTLE EAGLE
12/1G/1992 BG23 AUSTRALIAN DANCE TROUPE TO PERFORM
12/17/1992 BG71 AUSTRALIAN DANCE TROUPE BROADENS CULTURAL GARDEN ON
3/17/1993 S291 KOGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE DANCERS
3/17/1993 S451 TRYING TO STOP THE MUSIC
3/17/1993 S471 TRADITIONAL DANCES STEM FROM LEGEND, NATURE S FUN
3/31/1993 BG34 KCHILDREN DANCE TO A DIFFERENT TUNE
4/14/1993 BG71 kRAPID CITY DANCERS WIN REGIONAL DANCE COMPETITION
4/21/1993 B1G4 PIPESTEM RETAINS DANCE TITLE .
5/26/1993 AG53 KCOYOTE DANCE LEAVES 'EM YOWLING
8/G4/1993 AG63 MORE THAN $5G.,GGG TO BE AWARDED-.-WORLD DANCE CHAMP
8/G4/1993 BG12 KNATIVE AMERICAN DAYS OFFER DANCE, DESIGNS
9/G1/1993 BGll KMEANS PLACES IN 'I LOVE DANCE' COMPETITION
1G/2G/1993 AG44 JINGLE DRESS DANCE CONCERNS READER (L)
12/15/1993 BG31 DANCE CLUB BRINGS TRADITIONAL RHYTHM TO BONESTEEL
12/22/1993 BG51 kMAGAZINES FEATURE-'LITTLE WINGS'
3/16/1994 BG33 DANCE INSTITUTE'S EVENT OF THE YEAR WILL HONOR
4/G6/1994 AG13 KRHYTHM AND ROOTS
4/G6/1994 CGll DANCE GROUP TO VISIT JAPAN
4/G6/1994 CGll DANCE GROUP TO PERFORM AT SMITHSONIAN
4/27/1994 BG31 BYU'S 'LAMANITE GENERATION' TO PERFORM IN RAPID
5/G4/1994 BG41 KTURNER LOST 'GOODWILL' AT OWN GAMES
8/24/1994 AGll KJINGLE BELLES
8/24/1994 AG21 PAGEANT CONTESTANT TO PROCEED WITH DANCE PLANS
9/14/1994 AGll MISS SOUTH DAKOTA MOCKS NATIVE AMERICA, GROUP SAYS
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DANCES WITH WOLVES
DANIELS MICHAEL
DANIELS MISTY
DANN CARRIE
DANN CARRIE & MARY
DANN CLIFFORD
DANN FAMILY
DANN TIM
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
DARTS
DASCHLE TOM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/28/199A
9/28/I99A
10/19/199A
11/30/199A
12/07/1994
1/19/1995
2/23/1995
3/02/1995
3/16/1995
3/23/1995
3/23/1995
4/27/1995
6/01/1995
6/29/1995
12/14/1995
1/01/1991
1/01/1991
1/01/1991
2/05/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
3/05/1991
3/05/1991
3/27/1991
4/10/1991
4/10/1991
4/10/1991
4/17/1991
4/17/1991
4/17/1991
4/24/1991
4/24/1991
4/24/1991
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/15/1991
6/05/1991
6/26/1991
8/14/1991
12/18/1991
10/08/1992
11/05/1992
6/29/1994
3/05/1991
3/12/1991
3/12/1991
7/10/1991
7/17/1991
10/20/1993
3/02/1994
3/09/1994
5/04/1994
2/19/1992
5/19/1993
5/26/1993
6/02/1993
11/26/1992
11/09/1995
5/05/1993
9/29/1993
6/22/1994
12/22/1994
7/20/1995
2/19/1992
1/08/1991
1/29/1991
2/26/1991
3/12/1991
3/20/1991
4/24/1991
9/18/1991
11/27/1991
4/15/1992
4/22/1992
5/06/1992
10/08/1992
AOll
BO 13
A033
B014
A081
BOll
A066
BOll
A061
S031
S131
C084
A061
SlOl
B032
A041
A053
A061
A046
A013
AO 41
A043
A051
A013
A041
A055
AO 61
A043
A064
A064
A041
A061
BOll
A045
A046
A061
A071
A051
A046
B062
C012
A044
B012
BlOl
S161
AOll
AOll
A012
A012
A044
A073
BlOl
B051
A061
AO 12
A074
A085
A086
A013
A062
B112
B042
B044
A061
B081
B015
A053
S042
A041
A044
A051
B015
A075
A081
B025
A071
A054
A061
KTRUE COLORS
CONTROVERSY COULD HURT INTEREST IN NATIVE ISSUES
GOURD DANCING ONE OF MANY HIGHLIGHTS--INFR POW WOW
*FOR LAKOTA TEEN, IT HELPS TO HAVE HEROES
POW WOW KICKS OFF 31ST CONSECUTIVE SEASON
KSHARING CULTURE
GOODEAGLES LEAVE FLANDREAU SCHOOL TO DANCE
AMERICAN IND DANCE THEATRE MAKES STOP IN RAPID
^CELEBRATING THE DANCE OF MANY NATIONS
SOUTHERN STRAIGHT TRADITIONAL A GENTLEMAN'S DANCE
HEYOKA RESURRECTED FOR BLACK HILLS POW WOW
xDANCE INSTRUCTOR AWARDED CHOREOGRAPHER'S FELLOWSHIP
KA POW WOW'S JOURNEY
KNATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC AND DANCE ENTERTAIN
XVANESSA SHORTBULL DANCES IN 'NUTCRACKER'
kROCKY mountain ED SHOULD WALK MILE IN OUR MOCCASINS
'DANCES WITH WOLVES' BRINGS UNDERSTANDING (L)
x'DANCES' MAY HAVE TURNED THE TIDE
GERMAN WAITS FOR 'DANCES' (L)
X'DANCES' WINS 12 OSCAR NOMINATIONS
K'DANCES' SUCCESS MAY HAVE DOWN SIDE
COSTNER BOUGHT MYTHS
'DANCES' TAUGHT MIGHTY LESSONS (L)
X'DANCES' SWEEPS 7 OF 12 AWARDS
XCOLUMNISTS SHOULD 'DANCE WITH FACTS'!
'DANCES' CAN BENEFIT TRIBES
xPUBLIC OPINION--LESSONS FROM 'DANCES WITH WOLVES'
WAS 'DANCES' REAL OR WAS READER DUPED? (L>
CRITICS SAY 'DANCES' FILMED WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHI
GOVERNMENT POLITICS UNDERMINE POTENTIAL
XCASH IN BUT DON'T DISGRACE THE PEOPLE
CRITICS SAY COSTNER IS DANCING WITH MYTHS
DANCES STAR DAZZLES OKLAHOMA EXPO
SEND VALENTINE TO RESERVATIONS (L)
VALENTINE PROMOTES PREJUDICE AND ANGER (L)
MEANS TOLD STUDENTS 'DANCES' DISGUSTS HIM
RESERVATION PAINTED WITH HEAVY BRUSH
'WOLVES' BROUGHT OUT TRUTH (L)
'DANCES' INSPIRES POEM FOR INDIANS (L)
'DANCES WITH TOURIST'--MOVES INTO HIGH GEAR
XSCHOLARSHIPS ARE LEGACY OF 'WOLVES'
'DANCES' WAS SUCCESSFUL FOR AWARENESS OFFERED (L)
X'DANCES' STAR USES FAME TO PROMOTE POSITIVE IMAGES
XLEADER CHARGE CREDITS FILM WITH RAISING SELF-ESTEEM
x'DANCES WITH WOLVES' SET IS A TASTE OF HOLLYWOOD
MEMORIAL SERVICE PLANNED FOR GULF VICTIM
300 PAY RESPECTS
XWIPING AWAY THE TEARS
XPRESIDENT GETS GIFTS, REMINDER OF HILLS CLAIM
MISTY DANIELS' GIFTS TO PRES. A FAMILY AFFAIR (L)
DANN SISTERS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL AWARD
YOU'RE STEALING MY LAND--THE LONG STORY OF THE DANN
LAND THEFT, STORY OF LIFE FOR FIRST AMERICANS
XUS GOVERNMENT ANSWERS HUMAN RIGHTS COMPLAINT
WRONG CRITTERS LASSOED
NEVADA DEMONSTRATIONS PLANNED IN SUPPORT OF CLIFFORD
DEMONSTRATORS MARCH IN SUPPORT OF CLIFFORD DANN
DANN FILES APPEAL OF 9-MONTH SENTENCE
xBLM TAKES DANN HORSES
NEVADA LAND DISPUTE LITERALLY HEATS UP
DARTMOUTH ENDS CONTROVERSIAL PIPE CEREMONY
CONNERS NAMED TO INDIAN PROGRAM AT DARTMOUTH
CHIPPEWA STUDENT TO LEAD DARTMOUTH STUDENT ASSEMBLY
DARTMOUTH MOVES TO HEAL WOUND WITH CONNECTICUT TRIBE
XROGERS GETS DARTMOUTH AWARD
XDART CHAMPS HAIL FROM PRAIRIE HILLS
DASCHLE HOPES RECONCILIATION WILL RIGHT WRONGS
DASCHLE DEFENDED AS PROVEN FRIEND (L)
X'DANCES WITH DASCHLE' WERE BUM STEER
DASCHLE RESPONDS TO GIAGO (L)
DASCHLE DEFENDED FROM GIAGO ATTACK (L)
DASCHLE SETS WOUNDED KNEE DEVELOPMENTAL MEETING
XROBERT MOORE NAMED TO DASCHLE STAFF
PTSD BILL OFFERS SPECIFIC AID FOR INDIAN VETERANS
LOWER BRULE IS HOST TO SENATE HEARING
BUSH THREATENS DASCHLE BILL
DASCHLE--LIQUOR BELITTLES LEGACY OF LAKOTA (L)
SENATE PASSES DASCHLE'S INDIAN AG BILL
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DASCHLE TOM
DATISH PATRICIA
DAVENPORT JARROD
DAVIDS BRENT M
DAVIDSON ART
DAVILA MICHAEL
DAVIS CASSADORE
DAVIS DON
DAVIS DOREEN
DAVIS GARY
DAWSON LUCILLE
DAY CARE
DE NOMIE JIM
DEADUOOD SD
DEAF
DEATH PENALTY
DEATH VALLEY CA
DEATHS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/15/1992 B012 ^DASCHLE'S VOTING RECORD SHOWS HIS CONCERNS
10/22/1992 AOAl xDASCHLE. JOHNSON NEED TO OPEN THEIR HEARTS, MIND
10/29/1992 AOAA SEN TOM DASCHLE STANDS ON HIS RECORD (L)
10/29/1992 A051 DASCHLE'S LOYALTY QUESTIONED (L)
7/08/1993 A081 DUBRAY GOES TO WASHINGTON
9/01/1993 A04A BEWARE OF ROBO-SENATOR'S ANSWERS (L)
9/08/1993 A054 kDASCHLE'S TRUST EXEMPTION WINS BIG IN QUIET WAY
9/29/1993 A031 DASCHLE HAILED FOR FAS WORK
11/03/1993 B015 COUNTIES PROFIT FROM DISPUTED HILLS LANDS
1/19/1994 B012 KDASCHLE--CUT BACK THE IHS BUREAUCRACY
1/26/1994 B012 xSENATOR ADDRESSES HEALTH, GAMING, GRAZING
2/10/1994 AOll kLAWMAKERS WAGE WAR ON FAS
3/30/1994 A031 MAJORITY LEADER RACE UNDERWAY
5/04/1994 B013 kDASCHLE PROMISES TO PATCH THINGS UP
7/07/1994 A012 DASCHLE SIDES WITH RElD
3/23/1995 B031 JOHNSON, DASCHLE ANNOUNCE $7.7 MILLION GRANT FOR KOU
6/29/1995 B071 KCAPITOL VISIT
8/17/1995 B031 DASCHLE, PRESSLER BACK SCIENCE CENTER OVER TRIBES
8/17/1995 coil *A 'CLOSE UP' VIEW
9/21/1995 A062 DASCHLE OFFERS TRIBAL AMENDMENT
10/05/1995 B051 DASCHLE SAYS ABERDEEN STAFF CUTS NOT AS DEEP AS
10/23/1991 A016 'TICKET TO RIDE' ON THE GOOD RED ROAD
7/14/1993 B033 XLOCAL BOY SELECTED FOR SACRED RUN
8/11/1993 A041 XRUNNER'S HOPES LOOKING UP FOR TRIP DOWN UNDER
4/06/1994 B023 INNOVATIVE INVENTIONS PROPEL MUSIC CAREER
4/06/1994 C031 BOOK DEALS WITH STRUGGLES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
3/12/1991 AOll 300 PAY RESPECTS
3/12/1991 A012 XLAST HOUR CLAIMS WYOMING WARRIOR
1/14/1993 B041 XAPACHE WOMAN FIGHTS TO PRESERVE SACRED SITE
3/11/1992 ,A123 DON DAVIS NAMED INTERIM IHS DIRECTOR
6/02/1993 B034 TAKINI TEACHER WINS FELLOWSHIP
11/23/1994 B026 TAKINI COUNSELORS SELECTED FOR ASSOCIATION OFFICES
10/05/1994 A012 KWHOSE CHILD IS IT? RUSSELL MEANS 8 HIS WIFE'S EX
3/23/1995 A061 NARRAGANSETT NAMED CHILD SUPPORT LIAISON
SEE ALSO CHILD CARE
7/24/1991 B034 LITTLE WOUND GRANT FUNDS DAY-CARE
11/19/1992 B012 XLWS DAYCARE LEADS WAY IN REDUCING DROPOUT RATE
1/14/1993 B061 SFIS REVAMPING TO INCLUDE OUTCOME-BASED ED, DAY CARE
9/22/1993 BOll NEBRASKA CHILD CARE PROVIDERS TO GET $250,000
11/03/1993 B082 PUBLIC HEARING SET ON NEW CHILD CARE REGULATIONS
11/17/1993 B021 XCAREGIVERS EARN CDA CREDENTIALS
2/16/1995 B043 DAY CARE OPENS ON PINE RIDGE
4/13/1995 A012 XBUGGY BUDDIES
4/13/1995 BOll XBUSTING BUBBLES
5/18/1995 B043 LITTLE WOUND STAFF GRADUATE
8/24/1995 A023 HO-CHUNK NATION BREAKS GROUND FOR DAY CARE FACILITY
11/10/1994 C051 AISES NAMED DE NOMIE DEPUTY DIRECTOR
11/13/1991 S041 DEADWOOD PRESERVATION GAINS FROM RECORD RECEIPTS
11/13/1991 S043 PEOPLE SHOULD BE PROUD OF DEADWOOD RENOVATIONS
12/17/1992 B064 LAKOTA FILM COMMISSION SPONSORS FIRST FESTIVAL
7/14/1993 A031 TRIBES ;EYE DEADWOOD REFERENDUM
7/01/1992 B041 RED HAND HOPES TO SERVICE NATIVE DEAF COMMUNITY
7/15/1992 B055 RED HAND ELECTS OFFICERS, CIRCULATES STATE SURVEY
3/31/1993 A044 POLICY-MAKERS SHOULD HEED NEEDS OF DEAF (L)
4/14/1993 A044 DEAF PEOPLE NEED TO KNOW INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE (L)
4/14/1993 A051 REITH'S LETTER HELPED IN UNDERSTANDING DEAFNESS (L)
9/01/1993 A044 DEAF ORGANIZATION TO BE FORMED (L)
9/22/1993 A044 MORE ON ORGANIZATION FOR,THE DEAF (L)
10/06/1993 A051 READER WANTS INFORMATION ON DEAF NATIVE AMER SD (L)
7/02/1991 A033 DEATH PENALTY AMENDMENT A VICTORY FOR SOVEREIGNTY
8/28/1991 A053 TRIBES MUST SPEAK ON CRIME BILL--SOVEREIGNTY
1/14/1993 A054 HANGING--NOT THE FIRST
5/11/1995 AOll CALIFORNIA DESERT PROTECTION ACT PUTS SHOSHONE BACK
10/23/1991 A083 CRISIS TEAM HELPS STUDENTS FACE 4 DEATHS
10/23/1991 A084 WIND RIVER MOURNS LOSS OF OUR TEENS
1/28/1992 A066.DEATH OF EAGLE BUTTE MAN UNDER INVESTIGATION
2/19/1992 B041 xA SALUTE OF LOVE
3/25/1992 A095 AUTOPSY SHOWS LAMONT DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES
6/03/1992 A012 GROUP PROTESTS VERDICT OF BREAD'S DEATH
8/12/1992 C051 MAN CHARGED IN INFANTS DEATH
11/19/1992 BOll MISSING KYLE COUPLE FOUND DEAD NOV 10
12/24/1992 B041 xFORMER EMPLOYEE QUESTIONS DEATH BY EXPOSURE
1/14/1993 A054 HANGING--NOT THE FIRST
2/11/1993 A031 ALCOHOL RELATED HIT-AND-RUN LEAVE 2 DEAD AT PINE RID
3/17/1993 B025 ALLEN MAN BECOMES WINTER'S LATEST VICTIM
3/24/1993 BOll LAKE ANDES BODY REMOVAL INVESTIGATION GOES ON
3/24/1993 B012 FOUR DEATHS COULD BE TIP OF LYSOL CASELOADS
6/02/1993 AOll FATAL ILLNESS INFECTING THE SOUTHWEST WITH FEAR
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DEATHS
DECKER CHARLES
DECLARATION OF IND
DECORA JOHN
DECORA LORELEI
DECORY DONI
DECORY KEVIN
DECORY LEROY
DECORY PHYLLIS
DECOTEAU CHYREL
DECOTEAU EMIL SR
DECOTEAU JODY
DEER
DEER ADA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/16/1993 A065 MYSTERY ILLNESS CONTINUES TO STALK NAVAJO COUNTRY
10/14/1993 A015 NAVAJO ACTIVIST FOUND DEAD IN HIS VEHICLE
10/20/1993 A071 CALL FOR INVESTIGATION OF NAVAJO ACTIVIST'S DEATH
10/20/1993 A071 NAVAJO ENVIRONMENTALIST LEROY JACKSON LAID TO REST
10/27/1993 A071 CANCER EDUCATOR DEAD AT AGE 45
11/10/1993 A024 FAMILY S FRIENDS QUESTION METHADONE IN JACKSON'S DEA
12/08/1993 A013 KPETE CATCHES--RESPECTED HOLY MAN OF THE LAKOTA
12/22/1993 A031 JACKSON'S AUTOPSY REPORT IS PUZZLING
1/19/1994 B012 REWARD OFFERED TO SOLVE MYSTERIOUS DEATH
2/10/1994 A034 BOTTLE WITH METHADONE RESIDUE FOUND IN VAN
2/10/1994 A075 NEW MEXICO WOMAN IS IITH TO DIE FROM HANTAVIRUS
3/02/1994 B031 XEVA NICHOLS JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
3/09/1994 A072 STUDY WILL HELP IHS REDUCE FATAL INJURIES
4/20/1994 A031 RED CLOUD'S BROTHER RYAN JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
4/20/1994 A071 XMIKE MANSFIELD JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
5/18/1994 BOll DEATH OF INFANT SPARKS FEDERAL PROBE
6/29/1994 AOll KJAIME LYNN JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
7/07/1994 B051 XLUCAS JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
8/03/1994 BOll ACTIVIST BEA SWANSON DIES OF CANCER AT 65
12/29/1994 A081 LAST LIVING APACHE TO HAVE KNOWN GERONIMO DEAD
12/29/1994 A081 GREAT-GRANDSON OF CHIEF STANDING BEAR DIES
1/12/1995 B012 KDEATH PROMPTS RENEWED CONCERN
1/19/1995 B031 EXPOSURE CONFIRMED IN DEATH
1/26/1995 A061 TRIBAL ELDER STATESMAN WHITMAN DEAD AT 81
2/16/1995 A052 PEGGY NAGEL WAS SPARKLING FORCE
3/16/1995 BOll COLLEGE REMEMBERS STUDENT
8/03/1995 B015 DEATH ACCIDENTAL
8/31/1995 A043 RICHARD KITTO'S DEATH A LOSS FOR NEBRASKA (L)
10/12/1995 A013 xROSE ROBINSON, PIONEER OF INDIAN PRESS, DIES
10/19/1995 B015 YOUNG BULL BEAR DIES IN CUSTODY
11/03/1993 B015 xIHS VIOLATED STANDARDS IN HEPATITIS CASE
5/15/1991 A044 READER WANTS APOLOGY FROM FOUNDING FATHERS (L)
12/15/1993 A064 JOHN D DECORA--TOO EARLY GONE
4/28/1993 B012 XNURSE WINS $100,000 FOUNDATION AWARD
5/05/1993 B056 DECORY WINS MISS INDIAN UTAH STATE
9/28/1995 B105 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING BIA OFFICER
4/27/1994 B083 xCOMPTON, DECORY RECEIVE BIA HONORS
2/11/1993 B041 KCATHOLIC CHURCH HIRES DECORY AS BRIDGE TO PEOPLE
6/03/1992 S121 XBEADING CARPENTRY BLEND IN CREATIVITY
10/20/1993 B031 SEARCH ON FOR SUSPECT IN TURTLE MTN-AREA KILLING
1/05/1994 BOll FLANDREAU WOMAN KILLED BY VEHICLE
12/03/1992 B015 RAPID CITY'S EXCESS DEER MAY GO TO PINE RIDGE
12/10/1992 A085 COUNCIL EXTENDS DEER STAY
1/21/1993 A042 THE DEER HUNTERS (ED)
11/03/1993 B115 LAST CHANCE FOR DEER LICENSE
11/30/1995 B015 xNUGENT WILL DONATE DEER MEAT TO ELDERS
12/14/1995 B012 KDEER FROM ILLINOIS
12/18/1991 A034 MENOMINEE THROWS IN HAT FOR CONGRESSIONAL RACE
12/24/1991 A041 xDEER SEEKS CONGRESSIONAL SEAT TO REWRITE HISTORY
5/13/1992 B076 MENONIMEE RUNNING FOR CONGRESS
9/09/1992 A015 xADA DEER ASKS SUPPORT FROM TRIBES
9/09/1992 A041 INDIAN VOTE, INDIAN VOICE (ED)
9/16/1992 A034 xADA DEER WINS PRIMARY
3/31/1993 A014 xADA DEER FRONT RUNNER FOR INTERIOR
5/12/1993 A013 XADMINISTRATION OFFICIALLY PICKS DEER FOR POST
6/30/1993 A053 xSUPPORT ADA DEER OVER WASHINGTON LONGKNIVES
7/21/1993 AOll XSTANDING OVATION FOR DEER
7/21/1993 A042 WITH THE COMING OF DEER (ED)
8/18/1993 A012 xDEER ENCOUNTERS 1ST MAJOR POLITICAL STORM
9/01/1993 A013 PINE RIDGE TO HOST ADA DEER ROUNDTABLE
9/01/1993 A031 ADA DEER WAITS ON ONEIDA DECISION ISSUE FOR 45 DAYS
9/08/1993 AOll xTRIBES, CONGRESS, FOUNDATIONS, ADA DEER ADD HOPE
9/08/1993 A014 DEER CALLS FOR HELP IN BIA SHAKE-UP
9/08/1993 A041 xDEER EXPRESS IS LEAVING STATION, HEADED RIGHT
9/22/1993 A031 xONEIDAS PROTEST DEER DECISION
9/29/1993 A031 DEER SIDESTEPS ONEIDA LEADERSHIP DILEMMA
11/17/1993 B071 DEER, BROWN TO ADDRESS CONVENTION
12/01/1993 AOll XDEER BACKS ONEIDA CHIEF
2/23/1994 A033 DEER BACKS HALBRITTER
9/14/1994 A013 DEER--BIA EXEMPT FROM FEDERAL STAFF REDUCTIONS
9/21/1994 A042 ADA DEER LAUDS NEW NEWSPAPER (L)
11/02/1994 A015 xRAPID CITY TO HOST BIA ECONOMIC SUMMIT
1/19/1995 A014 KPUEBLO GIVE DEER 'NO CONFIDENCE* VOTE
1/19/1995 A041 DEER IS 'DAMNED IF SHE DOES 8 DAMNED IF SHE (ED)
1/26/1995 A031 DEER SAYS BIA AREA OFFICES WILL CLOSE
3/30/1995 A051 *NOT SO FAST WITH THOSE 'DUMP ADA DEER' PRONOUNCEMEN
4/27/1995 A061 ADA DEER ADDRESSES UNITED NATIONS PANEL
5/25/1995 AOll DEER DEFLECTS SHAKOPEE PLAN TO LOOSEN ENROLLMENT REQ
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DEER ADA
DEER TRIBE
DEFENDER ED
DELACRUZ JOE
DELAWARE (TRIBE)
DELORES ELAINE
DELORIA VINE JR
DELORME EUGENE L
DELORME RON
DEMERY EJ
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
DEMONSTRATIONS
DENMARK
DENNY DANIEL
DENTAL HYGIENE
DENVER CO.
DENVER IND CENTER
DENVER IND HEALTH
DEPRESSION
DEROSIERS GABE
DETROIT MI
DEUTSCH PATRICK
DEVILS LAKE (TRIBE
DEVILS TOWER WY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/28/1995 A054 xCONGRESS DOESN'T SAY IT, BUT TERMINATION IS GOAL
1/1A/1992 A012 xELDERS DRAW BEAD ON DEER TRIBE
l/lA/1993 AOIA 'DEER TRIBE' MOVE BRINGS PROTESTS
1/1A/1993 AOAl KAPPLY A LITTLE SKEPTICISM WITH PHONY 'INDIANS'
6/23/1993 .BOAS kDEFENDER'S WORK ON DISPLAY
10/27/1993 B012 K'GO--WALK ONE PATH'
3/17/1993 AOll DELACRUZ RESIGNS
5/11/199A AOll KQUINAULT NATION ORDERS DELACRUZ'S GRANDSONS FROM
11/03/1993 B075 COURT DECISION PAVES WAY FOR OKLAHOMA GAMING
12/15/199A AOAA EASTERN DELAWARES SEEK HELP FROM WESTERN NATIONS (L)
6/15/199A B012 xDELORES WORKS TO DISPEL STlGMAS—CHILDREN'S SERV
9/30/1992 AOAA ELDER TAKES OFFENSE TO REDSKINS DEFENSE (L)
A/07/1993 AOll DELORIA CALLS FOR TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE IN TRIBAL CO
2/23/199A AOll RISING FROM THE ASHES OF A HOUSE FIRE
8/2A/1995 BOIA DELORIA SEEKS SUPPORT ON COURT BRIEF
1/19/199A A062 DELORME NAMED NEW INMED DIRECTOR
1/21/1993 B071 KPEMBINA BAND MEMBER SEEKS SPLIT FROM TURTLE MT
6/23/1995 B031 DEMERY WINS INDIAN MEMORIAL GOLF CLASSIC
7/15/1992 AOll INDIAN PRESENCE WILL BE FELT AT DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIO
7/22/1992 A015 DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION--GET OUT THE INDIAN VOTE
T7/22/1992 A03A XECHOHAWK ADDRESSES CONVENTION
7/22/1992 AOAA ECHOHAWK HAS A DREAM
7/29/1992 B091 DEMOCRATS TAKE MIDDLE ROAD IN PLATFORM
7/29/1992 B091 kCLINTON VOWS TO CHANGE AMERICA--PUTTING PEOPLE FIRS
11/12/1992 B012 SOUTH DAKOTA TRIBES TURN OUT FOR DEMOCRATS
7/07/199A B012 KDEMOCRATS GIVE TRIBES SUPPORT
8/31/199A BOAS CONNECTICUT TRIBE GIVES MONEY TO IOWA DEMOCRATS
10/19/199A B012 DEMOCRATS LAUNCH 'INDIAN VOTE' REGISTRATION DRIVE
11/02/199A BOll DEMOCRATS REGISTER 2,000 INDIAN VOTERS
1/29/1991 A053 *PEACEFUL PROTEST--AN IMPORTANT FREEDOM
10/15/1992 A012 XCOLUMBUS DAY DIES IN DENVER
5/26/1993 A085 DEMONSTRATORS MARCH IN SUPPORT OF CLIFFORD DANN
7/08/1993 B012 ^DISTRICT CHAIRMEN PROTEST COUNCIL ACTION
3/16/199A A031 MONEY AT ROOT OF TRIBAL FEUD
6/10/1992 A062 DANES ROCK TO INDIAN BEAT
3/30/1995 B035 STEPHANIE KING ATTENDS WORLD YOUTH CONFERENCE
6/03/1992 AOll SANTEE SIOUX CHAIRMAN RESIGNS
6/15/1994 B034 JANIS CHOSEN FOR LONG-TERM TRAINING IN DENTAL
8/10/1995 B073 XEAGLE FEATHER AWARDED TO DENTAL HYGIENIST
3/25/1992 S272 DENVER MARCH POWWOW MARKS BEGINNING OF SEASON
4/01/1992 BOll KNATION GATHERS AT DENVER
2/25/1993 B114 GOES IN CENTER ELECTED TO ART BOARD
3/03/1993 A031 AZTEC EXHIBIT BREAKS 700,000 ATTENDANCE MARK
3/17/1993.S601 DENVER MARCH FIRST MAJOR POW WOW
4/21/1993 AOll DENVER AIRPORT TO BECOME INDIAN ARTPORT
5/05/1993 A041 JfDENVER POST STILL DOESN'T GET IT
9/08/1993 B012 XBLESSING CEREMONY SETS TONE FOR 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
3/02/1994 B053 INDIAN COUNTRY TOURISM 2000 CONFERENCE IN DENVER
7/13/1994 A053 STEREOTYPES ABSENT FROM INDIAN ART SHOW
7/20/1994 B035 BISON IN MIDDLE OF DENVER
9/21/1994 A081 COLUMBUS DAY PARADE CANCELLED ONCE AGAIN
12/07/1994 A085 ARTIFACTS FOUND DURING DIA CONSTRUCTION
12/07/1994 B121 DO SPIRITS HAUNT DENVER'S NEW AIRPORT?
8/24/1995 A031 NEW DENVER PARK TO HONOR PLAINS TRIBES
11/30/1995 A051 TRADITIONAL LAKOTA WAYS; WE SHOULD BE CAREFUL (L)
11/06/1991 A095 DENVER CENTER HONORS.COSTNER
10/23/1991 AOll POOR MANAGEMENT CAUSES DENVER CLINIC CLOSURE
11/02/1994 A051 XUNCLE SAMMY 8 THE TALE OF THE HOOVER HOGS
12/14/1995 B013 HOLIDAYS 'BLAHS' RISKY FOR ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOL
7/29/1992 A081 xDRUMMER SHARES DREAMS IN SONGS
8/24/1994 A032 CASINO APPROVED IN DETROIT'S GREEKTOWN
9/14/1994 C013 WHAT'S NEXT WITH DETROIT CASINO ISSUE
6/15/1994 B073 xTWO SISSETON STUDENTS EXCEL AT RAINY RIVER
see; also ft TOTTEN RESERV
2/19/1991 B0250YATE HO SELECTED AS NAME FOR DEVIL LAKE NEWSPAPER
6/05/1991 A012 DEVILS LAKE TRIBE ELECTS JUDGE BELGARDE
11/10/1993 S151 DEVILS LAKE SIOUX MAKE GAMING EXPANSION PLANS
12/15/1993 C031 TRIBE WANTS BIA OFF RESERVATION
3/16/1994 B164 GRANT TO DEVELOP FARM PRODUCTS ON;TRIBAL GRAZING
5/11/1995 B053 WHITE WINS DEVIL'S LAKE ELECTION
8/24/1995 B015 DEVILS LAKE ROAD WORK APPROVED
8/10/1994 AOll NATIONAL PARK SERVICE REVIEWS DEVILS TOWER POLICY
. 8/31/1994 B012 GREY EAGLES TO OPPOSE DEVILS TOWER CLIMBING
, 9/14/1994 B012 LAKOTA ADAMANT--NO CLIMBING ON MAHTO TIPI
9/14/1994 B012 DEVILS TOWER'TO BURN
1/12/1995 A014 XDEVIL'S ADVOCATE
3/16/1995 A024 BAN ON CLIMBING DEVILS TOWER VOLUNTARY
7/27/1995 B021 xROCK CLIMBING BAN TERMED SUCCESSFUL
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SUBJECT
DEWITT DARLENE
DIABETES
DICKSON MOUNDS
DIET
DILLON HERMAN SR
DINE'
DINOSAURS
DISABILITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/25/1992
7/31/1991
8/28/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
3/18/1992
6/2A/1992
7/08/1992
7/29/1992
9/16/1992
11/05/1992
11/12/1992
12/10/1992
3/10/1993
9/22/1993
11/17/1993
11/23/199A
11/23/199A
7/27/1995
12/07/1995
4/17/1991
10/16/1991
12/04/1991
4/01/1992
4/08/1992
10/05/1994
7/08/1992
12/07/1995
8/24/1995
AO81
A122
B041
B024
AOll
A116
B055
B081
C034
BOll
B041
B012
A054
A081
B014
B064
B051
B051
coil
A013
A012
AOll
A015
B022
A061
A073
A053
A013
A122
5/20/1992
5/27/1992
5/27/1992
5/27/1992
6/17/1992
7/01/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
11/05/1992
12/03/1992
12/17/1992
12/24/1992
1/07/1993
1/21/1993
1/28/1993
2/11/1993
3/03/1993
4/14/1993
4/28/1993
5/19/1993
8/04/1993
12/01/1993
12/22/1993
7/13/1994
7/20/1994
10/26/1994
10/26/1994
8/24/1995
8/24/1995
3/12/1991
4/10/1991
8/07/1991
9/23/1992
12/03/1992
12/31/1992
2/11/1993
6/09/1993
12/15/1993
1/05/1994
2/16/1994
7/27/1994
9/21/1994
9/28/1994
1/12/1995
3/09/1995
3/16/1995
A012
AOll
A041
A044
AOll
AO 12
AO 15
A053
A012
A082
AOll
A081
BOll
A062
A044
AO 12
B032
A041
Abl3
B043
A044
A021
BO 15
A033
B014
A031
D012
BOll
B015
B014
A023
A081
A035
BOll
B023
B034
B051
B054
A025
B045
B022
BOll
B012
A071
S361
B051
KDARLENE DEWITT SEEKS SEAT ON RC COMMON COUNCIL
KKATHV FRENCH TO COORDINATE DIABETES PROGRAMS
EXAMS AVAIL--PART OF RESEARCH PREVENTING DIABETIC EY
DIABETES AND INDIANS--80 PERCENT ARE AFFECTED
INDIANS WARNED ABOUT DIABETES
ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR 'DIABETES ALERT'
CITY CONFERENCE WILL FOCUS ON DIABETES S ALCOHOLISM
DIABETES AND ALCOHOLISM LINKED
KCAN DIABETES BE PREVENTED?
XLAKOTA WOMAN NEEDS $30,000 FOR OPERATION
EXERCISE CAN HELP BALANCE DIABETICS
WORKSHOPS EXAMINE NURSIKG HOMES, DIABETES
STORY AIDS DIABETES PATIENT (L)
CULTURAL HURDLES SET BACK HEALTH CARE RESEARCH
MOTHER INVESTIGATED FOR USING TRADION TO HEAL CHILD
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR DIABETES TESTS
DIABETES HITS HARD IN INDIAN COUNTRY
KLIVING WITH DIABETES MEANS MAKING ADJUSTMENTS
XDIABETICS USE EXERCISE TO CONTROL DISEASE
NIBBLING THE SECRET TO HOLIDAY HEALTH FOR DIABETICS
KDICKSON MOUNDS PROTESTERS GO FREE
DICKSON MOUNDS DECISION COMING UP AFTER AGREEMENT
BONES TO BE BURIED--DICKSON MOUNDS EXHIBIT
DICKSON MOUNDS CLOSES WITH VIGIL
DICKSON MOUNDS CLOSED WITH PIPE CEREMONY
KOPENING OF THE DICKSON MOUNDS
XMEDIA IMAGE OF WOMANS HARD TO SWALLOW
NIBBLING THE SECRET TO HOLIDAY HEALTH FOR DIABETICS
HERMAN DILLON WEIGHS IN AS NEW PUYALLUP CHAIRMAN
SEE NAVAJO
SEE ALSO FOSSILS
*HILL CITY AND CRST WORK TOGETHER TO SAVE 'SUE'
T REX 'SUE' GOES TO FEDERAL COURT
KFEDERALOSAURUS REX RIDES AGAIN
PROFESSOR BACKS SEIZURE OF T REX SUE (L)
SUE-A-SAUR GOES BEFORE GRAND JURY
JUDGE SEEKS SAFE PLACE FOR SUE
SUE WILL STAY PUT
*CRST CHAIRMAN TELLS THEIR SIDE OF 'SUE' ISSUE
FEDERAL JUDGE RULES THAT 'SUE' STAYS PUT
'SUE' SAGA COMES CLOSER TO CONCLUSION
RANCHER CLAIMS SMALL VICTORY IN SUE STRUGGLE
GOVT ACCUSED OF LYING TO SEIZE T-REX FOSSIL,
JUDGE GIVES DEADLINE IN DINOSAUR LAWSUIT
GRAND JURY CALLS 9 TO APPEAR IN 'SUE' CASE
TRIBAL MEMBER HOPES BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING (L)
KJUDGE RULES INSTITUTE DOESN'T OWN FOSSIL--CRST TO
GOVERNOR SAYS CHEYENNE RIVER--GOOD HOME FOR FOSSIL
A DIFFERENT VIEW OF BET REFERENDUM, PANAMA TRIP (ED)
CRST SEEKS CUSTODY OF SUE IN TRIBAL COURT
UPDATE ON 'SUE' SUITORS
'SUE' MOVE SEEN AS WARNING SIGNAL (L)
UNKTEHIS' BONES LIE BURIED IN BADLANDS
KCOURT RULES SUE-A-SAUR BELONGS WITH WILLIAMS
TRIBAL COURT DISMISSES 'SUE' CASE
*CRST MAY APPEAL 'SUE' SUIT DECISION
COURT LETS 'SUE' DECISION STAND
A 'JURASSIC JOURNEY'
XSUE READY TO TRAVEL THE WORLD
SUE SAGA CHRONOLOGY
SEE ALSO CHILDREN DISABLED
$104,000 GRANT WILL SERVE DISABLED CHILDREN
VERY SPECIAL ARTS FESTIVAL APRIL 18rl9
FAS BABIES MAY GET SOCIAL SECURITY PAY
XSD GRACIOUS IN WELCOMING VERY SPECIAL FESTIVAL
SRCC GETS VOC-ED GRANT FOR DISABLED
DAKOTA LINK TO HELP HANDICAP WITH EQUIPMENT
KPROGRAM PAIRS FRIENDS WITH BLACK HILLS WORKSHOP RES
SD UNIV AFFILIATED PROGRAM RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD
NAT'L DISABLED VETERANS WINTER SPORTS CLINIC APRIL 1
NAT AMERICANS MAY NOT BENEFIT FROM DISABILITIES ACT
GRAND CASINO PREPARING FOR CHARITY TOURNAMENT
'QUAD SQUAD' ATTACKS OBSTACLES FOR DISABLED
DAKOTALINK--REACHING OUT TO SOUTH DAKOTANS WITH LIM
OST PASSES ADA RESOLUTION
RIGHTS UNDER ADA NOT ALWAYS REACHING AM INDIANS
^EDUCATIONAL LAUNDRY IMPRESSES JOB TRAINING SKILLS
QUAD SQUAD RECEIVES $11,000 GRANT
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DISABILITY
DISASTER
DISASTER RELIEF
DISCRIMINATION
DISEASES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/16/1995 B071 GULF WAR VETS MAY-RECEIVE DISABILITY COMPENSATION
A/13/1995 B02A xJANKLOU HONORS 'QUAD SQUAD*
5/04/1995 B071 BROUGHT PLENTY RECOGNIZED FOR PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT
10/12/1995 BG66 DAKOTALINK OPENS SHOP IN FORT MEADE
11/23/1995 A071 *TOM, BROUGHT PLENTY'S SPIRIT TRIUMPHS
7/21/1993 BQ62 SHANNON COUNTY QUALIFIES FOR AID
8/04/1993 A082 DISASTER BILL READY FOR FULL SENATE CONSIDERATION
8/11/1993 B031 DISASTER UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS EXPANDED
11/10/1993 A053 SAVE MONEY FOR DISASTER, DEFICIT, NOT PRESIDENT (L)
3/30/1994 BOll DISASTER DECLARED
8/24/1994 A015 KMCCAIN MOVES TO INCREASE FEMA'S TRIBAL ASSISTANCE
10/19/1994 B034 EMERGENCY FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR DROUGHT VICTIMS IN WES
2/16/1995 B043 CRST DECLARES DISASTER, ASKS FOR RELIEF
SEE ALSO RACE RELATIONS, CIVIL RIGHTS
1/01/1991 A061 DISCRIMINATION ALIVE AND WELL IN RAPID CITY (L)
2/12/1991 A046 READER ASKS 'WHY DO WHITES FEAR DARK SKIN?' (L)
2/26/1991 A044 CAR DEAL TURNS SOUR ON PREJUDICE (L)
4/10/1991 A014 STANDING ROCK WOMAN OUSTED--SHE'S NOT OGLALA
4/10/1991 A041 WHY IS TRIBE DISCRIMINATING (ED)
4/17/1991 A041 XSMALL ITEM TRIGGERS GREAT REFLECTIONS
5/15/1991 A044 READER WANTS APOLOGY FROM FOUNDING FATHERS (L)
5/22/1991 A012 XIHS SUED FOR DISCRIMINATION
6/19/1991 A046 LAKOTA VIRTUE IS RESPECT; DON'T LOSE IT (L)
7/24/1991 A012 ^SURVIVING AND SUCCEEDING IN URBAN SETTING
7/31/1991 B055 LAKE ANDES SUED FOR RACISM, SEXISM
8/14/1991 AOll JURY RULES IN FAVOR OF CITY IN DISCRIMINATION CASE
9/11/1991 A051 DEPT OF CORRECTIONS PROMOTES UNFAIR HIRING PRACTICES
9/11/1991 B015 xROUBIDEAUX RESIGNS; CHARGES SEX DISCRIMINATION AT
9/25/1991 BOll WORKERS ACCUSE HACKETT-KURTZ CO OF UNFAIRNESS
10/09/1991 A016 RST FOUND GUILTY OF DISCRIMINATION
11/06/1991 A014 ^DISCRIMINATION CHARGES FILED AGAINST VA HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 B091 XRACISM AND BIGOTRY ARE CANCEROUS
12/24/1991 A012 RACE SLURS TRIGGER KC CHIEFS SUIT
12/31/1991 A012 *YMCA ACCUSED OF AGE DISCRIMINATION
12/31/1991 A051 CARRYING MANY RACES A HEAVY BURDEN TO SHOULDER (L)
1/08/1992 A043 MORE YMCA DISCRIMINATION OUTLINED (L)
2/04/1992 A031 SISSETON PARENTS PROTEST TEAM CUTS AS DISCRIMINATION
2/26/1992 A041 kSD JUSTICE OFTEN NOT BLIND TO RACE
4/15/1992 A044 APOLOGY FROM BATTLE CREEK STATION (L)
7/29/1992 A061 FOR LAKOTA WELFARE OF PEOPLE FIRST, GENEROSITY A MUS
8/05/1992 A084 CURATOR FILES PROTEST FOR RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
9/23/1992 B041 RACISM POVERTY CONTRIBUTE TO HIGH CANCER DEATH
10/22/1992 AOll WISCONSIN ATTORNEY RULES MASCOTS DISCRIMINATORY
1/07/1993 A041 A QUESTION OF JUDICIAL INJUSTICE (ED)
3/03/1993 A044 INDIANS NEED NOT APPLY IN NEBRASKA TOWNS (L)
6/16/1993 A053 CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM DISCRIMINATES UNJUSTLY
10/06/1993 A072 FED INQUIRY LOOKS AT BISMARCK SCHOOLS IND DISCRIMINA
10/20/1993 B012 PARENTS CHARGE DISCRIMINATION. BY WAUBAY SUPERINTENDA
11/17/1993 AOll LENDING AND HOUSING BIAS IN SD CHARGED BY JUSTICE
11/24/1993 B013 FEDERAL JUSTICE--BANKS, LANDLORDS PENALIZED
12/01/1993 A044 FIRST i^MERICANS MUST DEFINE DISCRIMINATION (L)
1/12/1994 AOll LEWIS!, 'KIRKEBY 8 HALL DISPUTE ALLEGATIONS OF DISCRIM
1/19/1994 AOll COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE DISCRIMINATION IN MILITARY
1/26/1994 A012 SETTLEMENT REACHED WITH BANKS DISCRIMINATING AGAINST
3/23/1994 A062 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS CLEARED OF DISCRIMINATION CHARGES
5/18/1994 A031 MONTANA LAUNCHES BANK DISCRIMINATION PROBE
6/22/1994 A034 JUSTICE CRACKS DOWN ON LANDLORDS
7/27/1994 AOll JUDGE DISMISSES HIV DISCRIMINATION CASE
8/31/1994 A051 XCOYOTE GETS CHARGED WITH SEX DISCRIMINATION
9/08/1994 BOll JUSTICE SUES TRAILER COURT
10/05/1994 B012 INVESTIGATORS PROBE RAPID CITY DISCRIMINATION
11/10/1994 BOll CHARGE FILED AGAINST SIOUX SAN HOSPITAL
11/30/1994 A051 RODEO CONTESTANTS SAY IT'S TIME TO END DIS (L)
12/07/1994 B114 JUSTICE QUERIED ON DISCRIMINATION LAW ENFORCEMENT
12/15/1994 B031 FRIENDSHIP HOUSE REFUTES ALLEGATIONS OF DISCRIM
5/25/1995 B014 STUDENTS CONFIRM BIAS AT SOME LOCAL MOTELS
10/12/1995 A064 EPA SETTLES DISCRIMINATION SUIT
12/07/1995 AOll BANK DISCRIMINATION FOUND IN TWO STATES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF DISEASES
6/02/1993 AOll FATAL ILLNESS INFECTING THE SOUTHWEST WITH FEAR
6/09/1993 AOll RODENTS MAY BE CARRIER OF MYSTERY ILLNESS
6/09/1993 A031.MYSTERY ILLNESS--HANTAVIRUS LOGISTICS
6/16/1993 A065 MYSTERY ILLNESS CONTINUES TO STALK NAVAJO COUNTRY
6/23/1993 A032 MYSTERY DISEASE SHOULD NOT MEAN RACIAL QUARANTINE
6/30/1993 A012 $6 MILLION APPROVED FOR 'MYSTERY ILLNESS'
6/30/1993 A053 A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE MYSTERY ILLNESS
7/08/1993 A074 FEAR OF ILLNESS CAUSES FRUSTRATION, RUMORS
7/08/1993 B013 IHS WARNS OF TICK DISEASES
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DISEASES
DISNEY
DIXON JULIE
DOBBINS MAUREEN
DOCTORS
DOCUMENTARIES
DOE
DOGS
DOLE BOB
DOLL DON
DOLLS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/11/1993 BOll SRST WARNED OF INFECTED FLEAS
8/18/1993 A051 CHRISTIAN RELIEF CENTER HELPS WITH HEART & LUNG (L)
9/22/1993 A031 FORT TOTTEN BOY LATEST VICTIM OF HANTAVIRUS
9/22/1993 A034 WHAT TO WATCH FOR AND TIPS ON AVOIDING HANTAVIRUS
9/22/1993 A053 ^FINDINGS ARE JUST FINDINGS^ NOT TRUTH
10/14/1993 B034 POSSIBILITY OF DISEASE REMAINS IN FLOOD WAKE
10/27/1993 A065 IHS HANTAVIRUS VIDEOTAPE AVAILABLE
11/03/1993 A041 xNEWSPAPER FLU STRIKES NATION'S MASS MEDIA
11/03/1993 B012 1ST RECORD OF FATAL VIRUS FOUND IN 1991 SD CASE
12/01/1993 A051 SERVING COUNTRY NOT DISEASE--SHOULDN'T BE LABELED (L
3/16/1994 B043 VA SAYS MORE AID AVAILABLE FOR AGENT ORANGE
4/13/1994 BOll RARE KIDNEY DISEASE STRIKES GORDON BOY
12/11/1991 B031 XFOUR AREA RESIDENTS SELECTED TO RIDE AT EURO DISNEY
3/09/1995 C045 WALT DISNEY WORLD SEEKING TALENT
8/10/1995 A044 FLORIDIAN POINTS OUT DISNEY DECEPTION (L)
12/29/1994 A061 PINE RIDGE DOCTOR HONORED BY ALMA MATER
11/27/1991 A012 XGOBBLERS, BEAK TO BEAK
4/10/1991 A086 PINE RIDGE SURGICAL UNIT HAS REOPENED
8/14/1991 C012 MORE INDIAN DOCTORS NEEDED TO IMPROVE HEALTH
9/25/1991 AOll CO-OP MEDICAL ROTATION SET
9/25/1991 B071 LUGER TO BEGIN DERMATOLOGY CLINICS
11/06/1991 B014 RITCHIE 'BURNS OUT' AT PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 coil CHILDREN COULD BENEFIT FROM ROLLING DOCTORS
1/14/1992 A033 xDR MEDICINE EARNS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
2/12/1992 C015 IHS RECRUITERS HIRING STAFF FOR PINE RIDGE HOSP
5/20/1992 A086 SECOND NAVAJO WOMAN DENTIST TAKES UP DRILL
6/17/1992 A032 URBAN HEALTH CLINIC GETS NEW PHYSICIAN
7/01/1992 B036 DOCTORS REUNION JULY 10
8/26/1992 AlOl xPHYSICIANS DISCUSS THE USE OF 'INDIAN MEDICINE'
1/28/1993 A036 DOCTOR REMOVED FROM TORT CLAIM
3/10/1993 A0T3 EDUCATION WITH A FOOT IN TWO WORLDS
4/14/1993 B064 DOCTOR ROTATION PROGRAM BEGINS AT PINE RIDGE
5/12/1993 B092 DOCTOR WITHOUT LICENSE^ IHS AREA DIRECTOR BOTH UNDER
5/12/1993 S201 xDOCTORS BRING THEIR MEDICINE HOME TO THE PEOPLE
5/19/1993 BOll COMPLAINTS AGAINST KITTO FILED WITH MEDICAL BOARDS
7/08/1993 B063 FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENT ON ROTATION AT PINE RIDGE
8/25/1993 B051 PINE RIDGE HOSP TO HOST MEDICAL RESIDENTS FROM INDIA
9/01/1993 A071 SITE NAMED FOR 1ST NATIVE PHYSICIAN CALLED LANDMARK
9/15/1993 B056 RETIRED DOC STILL GOING STRONG
10/06/1993 B124 THREE DOCTORS FINISH ROTATION IN PINE RIDGE
10/27/1993 BOll MEDICAL RESIDENTS SERVE IN PINE RIDGE
11/17/1993 B061 DR TAKES TO THE AIR TO MAKE HIS ROUNDS
3/02/1994 AOll PLANE CRASH CLAIMS LIVES OF ABERDEEN AREA DOCTORS
4/06/1994 A032 BELCOURT DOCTOR'S STAY IN THE HANDS OF IHS
4/20/1994 A031 TURTLE MOUNTAIN COUNCIL ASKS FOR EXTENDED LEAVE OF
7/07/1994 BOll PINE RIDGE PROGRAM BRINGS IN DOCTORS
9/08/1994 B021 ^DOCTORS RELOCATE TO SERVE RAPID CITY INDIAN COMMON
10/26/1994 C051 kDOCTOR PUTS INFR ON LIST OF SPORTING EVENTS
12/29/1994 A061 PINE RIDGE DOCTOR HONORED BY ALMA MATER
2/16/1995 AOll MEMORIAL SERVICE PLANNED FOR IHS PHYSICIANS
2/23/1995 B015 PHYSICIANS GIVE HEALTH BOARD ULTIMATUM
2/23/1995 B033 BOARD CHAIRMAN RESPONDS TO DOCTORS' LETTER
3/02/1995 AOll KIHS DOCTORS HONORED IN MEMORIAL CEREMONY
3/09/1995 S311 XA (LOCAL) DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
3/23/1995 B031 MEDICAL RESIDENTS TO WORK AT PINE RIDGE
5/04/1995 A061 FEDERAL PROBE FINDS MANY IHS DOCTORS HAVE RECORDS
7/20/1995 A021 KAULEY RESIGNS PHYSICIANS ASSOCIATION
9/21/1995 B014 MEMORIAL HONORS IHS DOCTORS KILLED IN 1994
SEE MOVIES
SEE US DEPT OF EDUCAT
1/14/1992 B014 PINE RIDGE 'OFFICER' HAS A BARK AND BITE
1/21/1993 A012 XSUNKA WANAGI (GHOST DOG)
6/02/1993 B034 FREE RABIES CLINIC SET FOR PINE RIDGE AREA
12/15/1993 AOll KSCHNAUZER SANTA
3/23/1994 AOll xBOSOM BUDDIES
9/28/1995 B064 DEATH PROMPTS STRONGER FLANDREAU DOG LAW
2/16/1995 A031 GOP SENATORS BEGIN STUDYING REPEAL OF AFFIRMATIVE AC
9/14/1994 A071 JfVISION QUEST--A PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY
11/16/1994 B035 CROWD OF 2,200 SEE DON DOLL'S PHOTOGRAPHY
12/15/1994 B021 *PHOTOGRAPHER-PRIEST DISCUSSES 'VISION QUEST'
7/06/1995 C072 *PORTRAITS OF CONTEMPORARY LEADERS COMING TO RAPID
SEE ALSO KINDS OF DOLLS
2/19/1992 B021 XDANBURY MINT DOLL AD QUESTIONED
7/01/1992 S051 KSIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM TO FEATURE DOLLS
9/02/1992 B131 DOLLS NEED POSITIVE IMAGES
3/31/1993 A071 XDOLLMAKERS PLAY GAMES WITH SITTING BULL NAME
5/05/1993 A014 kRETAILERS PUT A PRICE ON CULTURE
8/11/1993 A061 APACHE OFFENDED BY MATTEL'S INDIAN BARBIE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/25/1993 A013 NEWLY RELEASED NATIVE AMERICAN BARBIE WEARS MIXED TR
5/ll/199<i AOIA *TEACHER'S AIDES
5/11/199A S15I XDOLLMAKING TURNS INTO A CLASS ACT
12/29/199A A012 kISN'T SHE A DOLL!
1/19/199A A02A SENATOR MEETS WITH INDIAN WOMEN ON BILL FOR BIA
8/14/1991 A053 xSTANDS IN THE MUD GET STUCK IN LOVE TRIANGLE
9/11/1991 B045 MISSION ABUSE SHELTER IN NEW QUARTERS
10/09/1991 B022 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE MONTH OBSERVED
10/30/1991 B041 ^DOMESTIC VIOLENCE--HEALING IS THE KEY
11/06/1991 A081 ABUSE BILLS ATTACK SEXIST ATTITUDES OFFER FEDERAL
11/06/1991 B126 PROJECT MEDICINE WHEEL TO EXPLAIN ABUSE NOV 12
12/24/1991 A051 ARE WE LAKOTA 8 DAKOTA ENDANGERING OUR IDENTITY? (L)
,2/19/1992 A035 ABUSE BILL COULD CLOSE GENDER GAP
6/24/1992 A044 TENDER HEARTS NOT REACHING OUT TO VICTIMS (L)
6/24/1992 AdSl TWO SIDES TO TENDER HEARTS (L)
6/24/1992 A053 BLASTING TENDER HEARTS HURTS WOMEN (L)
6/24/1992 A053 CONFLICT OF INTEREST ALLEGED IN CHILD CUSTODY (L)
7/01/1992 AlOl CONFERENCE EXPLORES DOMESTIC ABUSE
9/30/1992 A025 CANDLELIGHT VIGIL PLANNED FOR OCT 5
9/30/1992 B033 DOMESTIC DISPUTE LEADS TO DEATH
3/24/1993 A085 TRIBES SHOULD TAKE LEGAL STEPS TO PROTECT MEMBERS
4/14/1993 A071 xNAVAJO PEACEMAKERS HELP MAKE SETTLEMENT
5/19/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK DOMESTIC ABUSE PROGRAM TO ADD ON
8/11/1993 A031 ACT MAKES VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN SERIOUS OFFENSE
3/16/1994 A051 IT'S A CRIME FOR TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS TO CONSIDER POL
4/20/1994 BOll RECRUITS SOUGHT FOR EFFORT AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
12/07/1994 B033 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SHELTER OPENS AT STANDING ROCK
12/07/1994 B051 JARESKE NAMED VISTA VOLUNTEER
12/22/1994 B061 FUTURE TEACHERS DONATE TV TO FAMILY VIOLENCE CENTER
6/23/1995 BOll xEXPLORING CAUSES S CURES OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
7/27/1995 C053 xWOMEN AGAINST VIOLENCE PROVIDES A SAFE HAVEN
8/24/1995 AlOl xCOOPERATION KEY TO SOLVING FAMILY VIOLENCE
10/12/1995 B021 14 TRIBES RECEIVE GRANTS TO PREVENT DOMESTIC VIOLENC
11/30/1995 B021 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE REPORTED INCREASING IN SD
11/30/1995, B051 PINE RIDGE POLICE OFFICERS CITED FOR BRAVERY
12/07/1995 A084 BATTERED WOMEN SEEK HELP AS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RISES
12/07/1995 C051 'MUST SEE' VIDEO LOOKS AT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
12/22/1993 B102 ND SENATOR BLASTS BIA OVER SCHOOL
3/05/1991 A043 COSTNER BOUGHT MYTHS
10/06/1993 AOll INDIAN WRITERS--GOOD, BAD, COULD BE--PART III
10/27/1993 A05I DISPUTES DORRIS'S fWANNABE' LABEL (L)
10/02/1991 AOll REYNOLD DORRIS OF 'BROKEN CORD' DIES
10/12/1994 A012 DORSEY 8^WHITNEY SUED FOR OlOOM
2/18/1993 B012 ^BORDEAUX, DOUVILLE HONORED FOR SERVICE TO SGU
5/25/1994 A034 LABOR FILLS NATIVE POST
9/18/1991 A016 KONEIDA YOUTH SLAIN BY DAHMER
SEE MILITARY SERVICES
4/10/1991 A026 'FOOL HISTORY' READERS THEATRE AT SGC APRIL 16
8/21/1991 A065 XORIGINAL 'TRICKSTER' PLAY PRESENTED IN MONTANA
10/09/1991 AOll 'MAID OF MIST' DANCE DRAMA PREMIERES OCT 18
12/24/1991 A081 KGHOSTai OF CHRISTMAS PAST
2/04/1992 A121 MOMADAY'S FIRST PLAY DEBUTS FEB 7
7/08/1992 A023 CHILDRENS THEATRE PRESENTS LEGEND OF TRICKSTER
9/16/1992 coil KTHEATRE SINKS COLUMBUS MYTHS
10/08/1992 D074 'VOICES OF THE WIND PEOPLE' TELLS KAW HISTORY
10/22/1992 B031 kA 'GOLD MEDAL' PLAY .
12/03/1992 A075 PLAY OFFERS HUMOROUS HISTORY OF CONTINENT
1/14/1993 A061 PART II--NATIVE VOICES AND VISIONS FOR 1992
5/26/1993 B082 NATIVE AMERICANS SOUGHT FOR 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS' PROD
5/26/1993 S051 SOUTH DAKOTA PROGRAM ASSISTS ART ORGANIZATIONS
8/04/1993 A063 FRONTIER CHILD CUSTODY BATTLE SHOWCASED IN DESERT TH
9/08/1993 B012 xBLESSING CEREMONY SETS TONE FOR 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
10/14/1993 A061 xTHEATER PRODUCTION OF 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
3/09/1994 A071 'BLACK ELK SPEAKS' PLAY SET FOR MAY 12
3/16/1994 B161XAUTH0R PRESENTS WORLD PREMIERE PLAY
5/18/1994 B024 *'BLACK ELK SPEAKS'
2/09/1995 coil PLAY DRAWS GOOD RESPONSE IN LA
12/07/1995 C041 KHEART OF THE BEAST THEATRE EXPLORES ANCESTORS, CULT
9/08/1993 A033 YANKTON ELECTS NEW TOP MAN
5/11/1995 A051 kYANKTON CHAIRMAN GOES TO WASHINGTON, BUT
7/20/1995 B051 DRAPEAU SEEKS ANOTHER TERM AS CHAIRMAN
9/21/1995 B035 DRAPEAU WINS RE-ELECTION
4/29/1992 S032 KDRAPEAUX GAMBLED ON OWN HIS OWN ADVICE 8 WON
5/08/1991 C033 OST, COUNCIL OUSTS AL DREAMER AS DISTRICT CHAIRMAN
9/22/1993 B014 SOUP KITCHEN OFF TO A GOOD START
10/27/1993 BOll DREAMER SELECTED DISTRICT CHAIRMAN
5/18/1995 B024 *ARSON INDICTMENT CHARGES PINE RIDGE MAN SET FIRE
7/13/1995 BOll DREAMER FACES 20 YEARS FOR 1994 OGLALA ARSON
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DRIVING HAWK SNEVE
DROPOUTS
3/17/1993 S4A1 KNOW TO MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE--DREAM CATCHER
8/21/1991 AOAA 'CUT AND PASTE' LAKOTA GIVES DREAMWALKER AWAY (L)
9/09/1991 A051 DREAMWALKER SAYS BOOK IS FICTION (L)
2/23/1995 B013 ^ANCESTORS RETURNED HOME TO CRST
1/01/1991 B035 KEAGLE BUTTE GIRLS--APPEAR IN HALL OF FAME BOWL GAME
11/10/1993 B053 STUDENTS USE MUSIC TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES
5/29/1991 coil MINORS BEHIND STEERING WHEELS-PARENTS BEHIND BARS
2/19/1992 C052 COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE SEMINAR MARCH 6
10/06/1993 B069 COLVILLE PLAN TRAFFIC SOBRIETY CHECKS
12/15/1993 coil SAFE WINTER DRIVING IS NO ACCIDENT
6/30/1993 A029 DRIVERS LICENSE LAW GOES INTO EFFECT JULY 1
6/30/1993 B019 TRIBAL ID CARDS TOO EASY TO FORGE SAYS LAW ENFORCEME
11/17/1993 A086 DRIVER'S LICENSES RESTRICTED FOR THOSE OWING CHILD
SEE SNEVE VIRGINIA DRIVING HAWK
10/02/1991 S061 RAPID CITY CARNIVAL SUPPORTS DROPOUT PREVENTION
12/09/1991 BOll PINE RIDGE MARKSMEN TAKE AIM ON DROPOUTS
1/08/1992 A081 DROPOUTS PERSIST IN INDIAN COUNTRY
1/21/1992 A069 «FEW SURPRISES APPEAR IN AREA EDUCATION SURVEY
9/08/1992 A079 FIGURES SHOCK UW UNIVERSITY ADVOCATES
9/29/1992 A032 PEPSI ADOPTS PROJECT 2000
10/08/1992 B012 EDUCATORS DISPUTE DROPOUT FIGURES
11/19/1992 B012 KLWS DAYCARE LEADS WAY IN REDUCING DROPOUT RATE
10/06/1993 B035 STATE DROPOUT FIGURES MAY NOT REFLECT REALITY
10/19/1993 A053 *IT'S TIME TO ACT ON SCHOOL DROPOUT RATE
1/05/1999 B012 KEEPING KIDS IN SCHOOL IS PROJECT'S GOAL
1/19/1999 B031 KFATHERHOOD PROGRAM BEGINS ITS SEARCH FOR MENTORS
3/09/1999 B031 GARCIA--CULTURAL DIFFERENCE ACCOUNTS FOR DROP OUT
6/08/1999 A051 *NATIVE STUDENT DROP OUT RATES--NOT JUST HIGH SCHOOL
6/29/1992 B023 11 COUNTIES REQUESTING DISASTER AID
10/19/1999 B039 EMERGENCY FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR DROUGHT VICTIMS IN WES
SEE ALSO PHARMACEUTICALS, MARIJUANA
2/26/1991 A021 THUNDER CHILD RECEIVES GIFT FROM AREA ARTIST
9/03/1991 A081 PROJECT PHOENIX REPAIRS YOUNG LIVES
9/17/1991 AOll ALCOHOLISM DROPS IN WARM SPRINGS
5/15/1991 C051 SFIS BOARD ADOPTS DRUG FREE POLICY
5/29/1991 C019 RED CLOUD CITED AS DRUG-FREE SCHOOL
7/29/1991 BOll ALCOHOL IS THE DRUG OF CHOICE FOR PINE RIDGE YOUTHS
8/19/1991 A012 TREATMENT CENTER FOR THE YOUNG ONES
10/16/1991 A091 RAPID CITY GEARING UP FOR RED RIBBON CAMPAIGN WEEK
11/27/1991 B095 DRUG DEPENDENCY RESEARCH FUNDED
12/18/1991 A083 ADOLESCENT RED ROAD OFFERS NEW HOPE FOR TEENS
1/28/1992 B091 XSTUDENTS REACH OUT WITH VIDEO
2/19/1992 B082 PROJECT CHARLIE MEETING FEB 20 AT CLEGHORN GYM
9/01/1992 B031 AWARENESS DAYS FOCUS ON DRUG, ALCOHOL ABUSE
9/01/1992 B061 SOBRIETY RUN TO PROMOTE DRUG, ALCOHOL PREVENTION
9/15/1992 A051 DRUG DEALERS HURT THEIR PEOPLE (L)
9/29/1992 A023 BIA SCHOOL SESSION ON AIDS, DRUG ABUSE
9/29/1992 A091 FIND STRENGTH--GET OUT FROM UNDER THE INFLUENCE (ED)
9/29/1992 C013 IN HISTORIC MOVE, MONEY ARRESTED ON PINE RIDGE
6/03/1992 B031 PINE RIDGE POLICE GET $262 FOR SHARE IN DRUG BUST
6/17/1992 B015 MARTY SCHOOL STAFF PASSES NEW DRUG TESTS
8/05/1992 B019 CHEYENNE RIVER TRIBE DECLARES DRUG-FREE WEEK
9/02/1992 B131 FUNDING FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
10/08/1992 D065 $13.5 MILLION OFFERED FOR ABUSE AID
10/22/1992 B012 RED RIBBONS TIE COMMUNITIES TO FIGHT AGAINST DRUGS
11/05/1992 A051 ANTI-DRUG BOARD WAGES WAR ON THE LOCAL LEVEL (L)
11/26/1992 A019 *THIN ELK--HEALING THROUGH FEELING
1/07/1993 A053 KTHEY UNDERSTOOD ABOUT HONOR AND RESPECT
1/21/1993 A031 HELP FOR 'HUFFERS' ONLY GAME IN TOWN
3/03/1993 A041 CHILD ABUSE DESTROYS THE NATION (ED)
3/29/1993 B012 FOUR DEATHS COULD BE TIP OF LYSOL CASELOADS
3/31/1993 B035 TAKINI DRUG PLAN MERITS A LOOK
9/28/1993 B093 DRUG MONEY PRESENTED TO OST POLICE
5/26/1993 B031 BREAKING THE CYCLE OF ADDICTION AND ABUSE
6/16/1993 A031 CROW HOUSING AUTHORITY AND COMMUNITIES--BATTLE DRUG
6/30/1993 A061 OST COUNCIL PASSES RESOLUTION AGAINST SCHOOL BOARD
7/08/1993 B079 FUNDS SOUGHT FOR DRUG ELIMINATION PROGRAM
11/03/1993 B012 k'TYING ONE ON' SHOULD MEAN A RED RIBBON
12/15/1993 BOll LOWER BRULE HONORS ITS DRUG-FREE STUDENTS
12/29/1993 A015 TRIBES RECEIVE $2.2 MILLION TO FIGHT SUBSTANCE ABUSE
12/29/1993 B012 3fSACRED HILLS TREATMENT AND TRAINING CENTER TO OPEN
12/29/1993 B023 *SACRED HILLS SPEAKERS PRAISE RELEVANT TREATMENT
1/12/1999 A039 kTARAHUMARAS BATTLE LOGGING, DRUGS
1/12/1999 B012 NORTH MIDDLE SCHOOL PUSHES SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
3/02/1999 BOll DRUG CHARGES AGAINST RAPID CITY MAN DROPPED
7/13/1999 A033 SOBRIETY RIDE HONORS DRUG & ALCOHOL-FREE LIFESTYLES
7/13/1999 coil CASINOS ADOPTING, CONSIDERING DRUG-TESTING POLICY
8/03/1999 A031 NORTHERN PLAINS GROUP RECEIVES GRANT
DROUGHT
DRUGS
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EAGLE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/12/1994 BOll PARADE TO BE HELD IN RAPID CITY
10/12/1994 BG23 POURIER TAKES REINS AS ACTING DIRECTOR OF SACRED HIL
12/07/1994 B023 SACRED HILLS OFFERS TREATMENT THROUGH SPIRITUALITY
2/02/1995 A012 ^INNOVATIVE CROW PROGRAM RECEIVES RECOGNITION
3/23/1995 coil xSHARING LESSONS OF LIFE
6/15/1995 BOll XSUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION CAMP TO CLOSE
7/20/1995 A024 NATIVE AMERICAN CHURCHES IN SOUTHEAST LAUNCH NEW DRU
7/27/1995 C021 HEALTHY NATIONS GRANTS AWARDED
7/27/1995 C023 SPIRITUALITY & HEALING STRESSED IN BLACK HILLS SUBST
9/14/1995 B024 ANPETU LUTA OTIPI RECEIVES UN RECOGNITION
11/02/1995 B013 XPROJECT TAKOJA WALK FOR DRUG-FREE
12/29/1995 A031 LANDOWNER FIGHTS EASEMENT TO YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
7/01/1992 A121 XTHE SOUND OF HARRY'S DRUMS
7/29/1992 A081 XDRUMMER SHARES DREAMS IN SONGS
9/23/1992 AOII GROUP CALLS FOR DRUMMING OCT 12
10/29/1992 A012 XWAKINYAN TECA SING WITH THEIR HEARTS
1/21/1993 S041 XEAGLE MOUNTAIN SINGERS—UNIQUE SOUND
3/17/1993 S271 xEAGLE MOUNTAIN SINGERS--DIFFERENT SOUND
3/17/1993 S371 xDRUM MAKING—THE SOUND OF HONOR
7/21/1993 A051 SEXISM ISN'T TRADITIONAL (L)
3/23/1995 S351 DRUM GROUPS PROVE ON TAPE--NOT JUST FOR POW WOWS
10/23/1991 B015 LONE WOLF PLEADS GUILTY TO DWI NO DRIVERS LICENSE
10/30/1991 A091 MADD RED RIBBON KICKOFF SET NOV 1
2/11/1993 A031 ALCOHOL RELATED HIT-AND-RUN LEAVE 2 DEAD AT PINE RID
3/02/1994 B015 YOUTH GROUP DEDICATES MONTH TO VICTIM OF DRUNK
12/15/1994 B071 STUDENTS RALLY ON RED ROAD FOR SOBER HOLIDAYS
2/02/1995 B015 xJANIS RECOGNIZED FOR SOBERING POEM
SEE TRIBAL LEADERS
7/08/1993 A081 DUBRAY GOES TO WASHINGTON
8/18/1993 AOIIXDUBRAY'S DEBUT
6/03/1992 A015 DUBRAY TO FILE $222 MILLION SUIT FOR USE OF PHOTO
6/10/1992 B014 ETERNITY DUBRAY CASE UNDERWAY
9/30/1992 C012 xBAND DENIES WRONGDOING IN ETERNITY DUBRAY CASE
3/16/1994 B012 xALBUM COVER CASE COULD LOSE DUBRAYS MILLIONS
5/18/1995 B074 FRED DUBRAY WINS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR BISON
6/01/1995 A021 kDUBRAY CITED FOR DEDICATION TO BUFFALO
11/09/1995 B013 XBISON HERDS THRIVE AS TRIBES REBUILD HERITAGE
11/30/1995 A014 xBISON COtOP BOARD CLEARS 2 OFFICIALS
11/06/1991 BOll KDUBRAY--WE ARE EXAMPLES FOR OUR YOUTH
12/29/1995 BOll xDUBRAY HONORED
6/29/1994 A061 xDUCHENEAUX EXPERIENCES LIFE ON BOTH SIDES
9/08/1994 B044 TIMBER LAKE STUDENT WILL APPEAR IN SD PUBLIC TV SERI
8/17/1994 A061 DUCHENEAUX AND BOURLAND FACE OFF
10/12/1994 B012 KCRST GEARING UP FOR NOVEMBER ELECTIONS
5/25/1994 A013 xRAlNY DAY DUCKS
1/07/1993 B103 FUNERAL HELD FOR BIA OFFICER WHO SHOT 4 IN BAR
10/20/1993 .B012 YANKTON MAN TO HEAD COLLEGE
10/26/1995 AOll EASTERN CHEROKEE CHIEF CLEANS HOUSE
11/27/1991 B045 GARDENER LEAVES $230,000 GIFT
10/14/1993 A071 REMAINS OF DULL KNIFE'S BAND MAKE FINAL JOURNEY HOME
6/15/1995 B051 *NEW BOOK PROFILES DULL KNIFE FAMILY OF PINE RIDGE
11/26/1992 AOll PLANS!UNVEILED FOR DULUTH INDIAN SCHOOL
SEE LANDFILLS
9/08/1994 B051 TWO HASKELL STUDENTS ON A MAJIC BUS TOUR
11/17/1993 B061 DR TAKES TO THE AIR TO MAKE HIS ROUNDS
8/03/1995 C051 XFROM MUSIC TO FILM, DUNN WORKS TO EMPOWER NATIVE
7/27/1995 A052 WRITER DID NOT ENDORSE CRAZY HORSE PROJECT (L)
12/24/1992 BO14 xMOTHER WANTS ANSWERS TO DAUGHTER'S DEATH
4/10/1991 A035 NCAI ASKS TRIBAL OFFICIALS FOR TESTIMONY AGAINST DUR
4/17/1991 A081 DURO HEARINGS ARE UNDERWAY
10/02/1991 A051 SELECT COMMITTEE IGNORES TRIBAL UNITY (L)
10/02/1991 A061 DURO FIX HITS UNEXPECTED SNAG
10/09/1991 A016 BUSH SHOULD SIGN DURO FIX
10/16/1991 A012 PRESIDENT BUSH SIGNS TEMPORARY DURO FIX
10/23/1991 A012 DURO DECISION OVERTURNED--MAYBE
11/06/1991 A012 SOVEREIGNTY PREVAILS--DURO CASE OVERTURNED
12/08/1993 B021 KPARADE OF HOMES
11/23/1994 AOll AUTHOR MEETS GOD IN BEST-SELLING BOOK
2/16/1995 B031 BEST-SELLING AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT MOTHER BUTLER CENTER
SEE ALSO FEATHERS .
3/12/1991 A043 SPIRITUAL TRADITION GOES ON TRIAL
5/01/1991 AOll TAIL SENTENCED FOR SMUGGLING FEATHERS
9/04/1991 A106 LAKOTA MAN HARASSED OVER FEATHERS
10/23/1991 AlOl RELIGIOUS RIGHTS BILL OPPOSED
3/25/1992 S461 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
4/29/1992 B031 XDRIFTWOOD EAGLE INSPIRES STUDENTS TO THINK
12/03/1992 A071 COURT DECISION REAFFIRMS EAGLE FEATHER LAW
2/18/1993 A012 TRIBES REPEAT CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
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EAGLE CHASING DAVT
EAGLE FEATHER ISAD
EAGLE HAWK CHRIS
EAGLE HEART MATTHE
EAGLE JAY
EAGLE STAR NONA
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EAGLESHIELD MARY
EARTH DAY
EARTHQUAKES
EASTER
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EASTERN MICH UNIV
EASTERN MONT COLL
EASTMAN-JANSEN DEA
EATON LYNDA
ECHO HAWK WALTER
ECHOHAWK JOHN
ECHOHAWK LARRY
ECHOHAWK ROGER C
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/I7/I993 A0I2 FEDS RAID OGLALA CRAFTSMAN
3/17/1993 S23I WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
1/19/1994 B061 BROTHERS CLAIM ENTRAPMENT ON EAGLE VIOLATIONS
1/26/1994 AOll XCROW EAGLE FEATHER DECISION MAY AFFECT RELIGIOUS
2/02/1994 AGll XWANBLI GLESKA
2/02/1994 A012 HUGS BROTHERS FOUND GUILTY--RELIG FREEDOM THREATENED
7/20/1994 AG32 BALD EAGLE BACK FROM EDGE OF EXTINCTION
7/20/1994 B031 xEAGLES VISIT WINGS RUNNING, CULTURE CAMP
3/23/1995 S091 FEDS CRACK DOWN ON EAGLE FEATHER MARKET
6/01/1995 A051 ONCE UPON A TIME AT THE IDAHO DEAD EAGLE REPOSITOR
7/06/1995 A051 THERE'S MORE TO THE HOPI EAGLE STORY (L)
4/27/1995 C051 kGOSPEL SINGER SPREADS MESSAGE THAT SAVED HIM
I/0I/1991 B035 KEAGLE BUTTE GIRLS--APPEAR IN HALL OF FAME BOWL GAME
9/25/1991 BOBl CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON NEW LAW CENTER
1/28/1992 A066 DEATH OF EAGLE BUTTE MAN UNDER INVESTIGATION
4/08/1992 A053 IHS THREATENS CLOSURE OF EAGLE BUTTE HOSPITAL
8/12/1992 C033 EAGLE BUTTE SCHOOLS TO OPEN REGISTRATION
9/30/1992 BOll EAGLE BUTTE MAYOR ASKED TO RESIGN
10/22/1992 B031 EAGLE BUTTE ATTORNEY CALLS MAYOR'S FIRING ILLEGAL
6/02/1993 A071 THRILLERS SCHEDULE CAMPS FOR ST FRANCIS, EAGLE BUTTE
6/23/1993 BOll EAGLE BUTTE TO HAVE NEW GROCERY STORE
9/01/1993 BOll EAGLE BUTTE TO HOLD LABOR DAY CELEBRATION
3/02/1994 B021 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY INTERNATIONAL ATTACKS HOUSING
7/13/1994 B012 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY BRINGS JIMMY CARTER
7/13/1994 B043 BULLS AND MORE AT EAGLE BUTTE
7/20/1994 AOll kFORMER PRESIDENT KICKS OFF EAGLE BUTTE PROJECT
7/20/1994 A041 HAMMERING HOME A REAL SUCCESS STORY (ED)
7/27/1994 A061 XCARTERS, VOLUNTEERS GO ON HOME BUILDING BLITZ
12/07/1994 BOll AMBULANCE GETS NEW GARAGE IN EAGLE BUTTE
12/07/1994 B061 KNEW DIALYSIS CLINIC TO OPEN IN EAGLE BUTTE
12/07/1994 B091 NEW SUPER 8 TO SERVE EAGLE BUTTE VISITORS
2/16/1995 C023 TEMPORARY CASINO MAY OPEN IN EAGLE BUTTE
5/25/1995 B092 SINTE GLESKA, EAGLE BUTTE AMONG GRANT RECIPIENTS
6/03/1992 A012 kSIBLING RIVALRY
5/04/1994 BOll ROSEBUD FATALITY REPORTED IN CAR CRASH
5/25/1994 C0I3 kEAGLE HAWK ENJOYS THE LONG 3,000M STEEPLECHASE
10/26/1995 B014 COURT BUILDING DEDICATED
7/15/1992 BOll KHEROIC 13-YEAR-OLD HELP FAMILY--FT THOMPSON TORNADO
1/07/1993 A036 DEATH OF CHILD RESULTS IN ARREST OF YOUNG COUPLE
7/28/1993 BOll STONEMAN GETS 150 YEARS JAIL FOR BABY DEATH
9/23/1992 A012 KUPHILL BATTLE
6/17/1992 B035 WAKPALA SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER GUILTY OF ABUSE
10/05/1994 C013 EAGLEMAN PLACES IN CROSS COUNTRY
8/14/1991 B043 MARY EAGLESHIELD AT YOUNG LEADERS MEETING IN CAPITOL
5/01/1991 AOll AN ALTERNATIVE EARTH DAY IN THE CAPITOL
5/08/1991 B016 STUDENTS OBSERVE EARTHDAY 1991
4/22/1992 A085 RAPID CITY PLANS EARTH DAY ACTIVITY
4/21/1993 AOll EARTH DAY PLANTS NATIVE WAY, WISDOM
4/28/1993 A085 kEARTH DAY CELEBRATED BY WINNEBAGO NATION
4/20/1995 B043 CRST STUDENT'S EARTH DAY POSTER WINS NATL RECOGNITIO
7/01/1992 A015 QUAKE SHAKES INDIAN COMMUNITY
2/10/1994 A082 NAVAJO RED CROSS AIDS EARTHQUAKE VICTIMS
4/29/1992 C014 BUNNIES, EGGS S BIKES MAKE EASTER HUNT A HIT
4/07/1993 A041 KHEARING A MESSAGE FROM A GENEROUS MAGPIE
SEE CHEROKEE
2/19/1991 B025 UNIVERSITY DROPS INDIAN NICKNAME
12/15/1994 A031 EASTERN MICHIGAN FIGHTING FOR OLD LOGO
6/23/1993 A012 STUDENTS PROTEST CLOSURE OF MONTANA COLLEGE OFFICE
7/14/1993 A065 PROPOSAL TO CLOSE COLLEGE MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM NIXE
8/25/1993 A044 FORMER STUDENT REMEMBERS GOOD AT EAST MONTANA CO (L)
11/20/1991 A013 KOVERCOMING FEAR BIGGEST HURDLE IN FAMILY REUNION
7/28/1993 A065 EATON APPOINTED TO INDIAN COMMISSION
10/02/1991 A061 KECHO HAWK--LOOPHOLES IN RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
10/16/1991 A061 KECHO HAWK--INDIAN RELIGION 'MINER'S CANARY'
12/17/1992 A031 NARF DIRECTOR ECHOHAWK--TRIBES FACING RIGHTS CRISIS
7/22/1992 A034 kECHOHAWK ADDRESSES CONVENTION
7/22/1992 A044 ECHOHAWK HAS A DREAM
8/05/1992 A012 KECHOHAWK SIDES WITH STATE AGAINST TRIBES
10/14/1993 AOll KECHOHAWK JOINS RACE FOR IDAHO GOVERNOR
5/04/1994 A071 ECHOHAWK FUNDRAISER FEATURES CLINTON
5/11/1994 A031 ECHOHAWK FILES IITH AMENDMENT DEFENSE
5/18/1994 A074 ELDERS BACK BEITELSPACHER OVER ECHOHAWK
6/15/1994 A021 kECHOHAWK WINS, COULD BE NATION'S 1ST NATIVE GOVERNO
9/08/1994 AOll kECHOHAWK'S BID FOR GOVERNOR PROMISING
10/19/1994 A071 kSHOSHONE-BANNOCK GROUP SUPPORTS REPUBLICAN
1I/I6/I994 A021 KECHOHAWK LOSES GUBERNATORIAL BID
6/23/1995 B014 ECHOHAWK TO SPEAK AT OLC CEREMONIES
5/1I/I994 B032 BOOK PROVIDES VIEW ON GRAVE ROBBING
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3/25/1992 A083 BILL ECHTERLING SEEKS RETURN TO SCHOOL BOARD
10/02/1991 BOll KBIA SUPER BELIEVES IN OPEN DOOR POLICY
3/31/1993 A082 OGLALA TRIBAL MEMBER COULD BE 1ST INDIAN US MARSHAL
2/16/1994 B014 KECOFFEY CHOSEN AS US MARSHAL
3/23/1994 B012 xECOFFEY SWORN IN AS FEDERAL MARSHAL
1/15/1991 S041 THE WORST IS OVER FOR TRIBES
2/05/1991 A053 A VIEW THROUGH THE PAST YEAR'S COLUMNS
3/05/1991 A053 xOPPORTUNITY KNOCKETH^ WHO WILL ANSWER THE DOOR?
1/08/1992 A053 xHOLlDAY GREED REFLECTS CORRUPT AMERICAN WAY
4/01/1992 C012 *LUNDERMAN--FEDERAL POLICY S SOCIAL DISPARITY
5/20/1992 A044 LA BLOOD MONEY SHOULD INCLUDE TRIBES (L>
,7/01/1992 A025 LUJAN SAYS GAMING IMPROVES ECONOMICS
8/19/1992 BlQl TRIBAL MEMBERS FACE HARDSHIP IN URBAN TEXAS
4/07/1993 A014 43 REPUBLICANS THREATEN JOBS
5/12/1993 B012 xKENNEDY CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON ECONOMICS 8 ED
3/02/1994 A044 WHEN DOES REFORM TOWARD NATIVE PEOPLES BEGIN? (L)
10/12/1994. A041 KlNDIAN ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS STILL LARGELY IGNORED
1/26/1995 A041 XCITIES FIGHT AIR BASE CLOSURE WHILE THEY IGNORE
6/15/1995 AOll XDOLLAR IMPACT OF TRIBES GREATER THAN AIR BASE
6/29/1995 A014 MEANS TESTING MAY BE WAVE OF THE FUTURE
1/08/1991 A015 WAGNER SHOE VENTURE COLLIDES WITH REDI-FUND
1/15/1991 A015 REDI-FUND TURN DOWN NEW FOOTWEAR VENTURE
. 1/15/1991 A041 REDI-FUND BECOMES WHITEY-FUND AGAIN (ED)
1/15/1991 S121 MARTIN GOLD LABEL IS BENNETT COUNTY GAIN
3/12/1991 A053 XTOURISM--A LABORATORY FOR COOPERATION
3/27/1991 A033 ONTARIO UNVEILS PACKAGE TO AID NATIVE COMMUNITIES
3/27/1991 A053 THE PROBLEM OF BRINGING BUSINESSES TO RESERVATIONS
3/27/1991 A091 TOURISM SEMINAR SET MARCH 27 AT PINE RIDGE
J 4/17/1991 C023 FROM THE PRESIDENTS' DESK
5/01/1991 A041 WHERE ARE THOSE REPORTS? (ED)
5/08/1991 S171 KTHREE TRIBAL COMPANIES WORKING TOGETHER FOR ECONOMI
5/22/1991 A041 EX^MAYOR URGES 'COALITION OF SUPPORT' (L)
7/02/1991 A081 xCOUNTRIES EXPLORE SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
11/06/1991 A091 NEW COMMISSIONER DRAFTS ECONOMIC PLAN
12/11/1991 AOll BIA TO AID NEW MEXICO PLANNING
12/11/1991 A012 XHIGH STANDARDS HELP SANTEE BUSINESS VENTURE
12/11/1991 B013 XLAKOTA FUND ENDORSED WITH GRANTS TOTALING $40,000
1/08/1992 A034 TRIBES COULD USE A LITTLE CREDIT
1/14/1992 A085 ONEIDA NATION MAY BUY MORE LAND
3/04/1992 A071 xVISION FOR BUSINESS FIRMS BEHIND BUCKSKIN CURTAIN
3/25/1992 A034 INVESTMENT, EMPLOYMENT BILL IS DOWN BUT NOT OUT
3/25/1992 A053 TRIBAL ECONOMIES--TECHNOLOGY WITH A HUMAN FACE
4/01/1992 AOll PUBLIC WORKS BILL HAS $250 MILLION
4/01/1992 B041 XYANKTON CASINO RINGS UP POSITIVE CHANGE
4/01/1992 C023 PINE RIDGE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT--$150,000 GRANT
4/22/1992 A033 ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES--PUBLIC WORKS BILL VITAL
4/29/1992 A031 UNITED SIOUX! TRIBES MEET
4/29/1992 S071 ^BUSINESS ADVOCATES CAN HELP PRIME ECONOMIC PUMP
5/13/1992 B051 xND HIRES GAYTON AS BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRAT
5/20/1992 A015 BUSH ASKED TO INCLUDE INDIANS IN URBAN AGENDA
6/10/1992 A013 BALANCED BUDGET MAY HURT IMPACT AID, HOUSING
7/08/1992 A071 URBAN'AID BILL LEAVES OUT TRIBES
7/29/1992 BlOl INOUYE AND MCCAIN TESTIFY FOR NAVAJO ECONOMIC PROPOS
8/05/1992 A013 OVERSEAS INVESTORS PROMOTED FOR TRIBES
8/05/1992 A032 KEMP BLASTS SENATE ENTERPRISE ZONE PROPOSAL
8/05/1992 A041 kNOTES FROM INDIAN (AND OTHER) COUNTRIES
8/05/1992 A051 BIA TASK FORCE CRITICIZED
8/19/1992 A031 INDIAN PLAN MAY BE ADDED TO SENATE URBAN AID BILL
9/02/1992 A041 TRIBES, TAKE HOME CASINO WINNINGS WHILE AHEAD (ED)
9/16/1992 A121 TONTO APACHE LEADER ELECTED CHAIR OF IDDA
9/23/1992 A012 LACK OF GRANT FUNDS TO TRIBES SPARK $8 MILLION IDEA
9/23/1992 B121 BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED
9/30/1992 A013 TAX PLAN WILL BOOST ECONOMIES
9/30/1992 B014 ROSEBUD INITIATES DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR TRIBAL ECONOM
10/08/1992 A031 CRA RECONSIDERED--WHAT IT IS AND IS NOT
10/22/1992 B061 NATIVE ACTION WRITES BOOK ON CRA FOR TRIBES
11/05/1992 A041 THE GOLDEN GOOSE COULD BE PLUCKED (ED)
11/05/1992 B091 INDIAN BUSINESSES TO MEET
11/26/1992 A081 LAKOTA FUND PLANS CELEBRATION DEC 6
12/03/1992 B033 SD SEEKS COMMUNITY OF THE YEAR APPLICATIONS
12/10/1992 B012 LOCAL CONTROL FINALIZED AT LAKOTA FUND
1/21/1993 A012 SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES DEBUNK MYTH
1/28/1993 AOll TAX INCENTIVE PLAN INTRODUCED
2/25/1993 A023 CLINTON ECONOMIC PLAN FAVORS SCHOOLS, ROADS
3/03/1993 B015 kOST LOOKS AT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
3/03/1993 B041 XPINE RIDGE SLOWLY OVERCOMING HURDLES
3/31/1993 AOll SENATE STALLS CLINTON STIMULUS PLAN
4/14/1993 B012 xFINANCIAL INVESTMENT--A MONEY TREE IN TRIBAL FUTURE
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4/14/1993 B015 DEVELOPMENT "FROM OUTSIDE IN' HAS ROLE TO PLAY
4/28/1993 AOll BIA SCHOOLS AMONG WOUNDED IN DEATH OF CLINTON'S STIM
5/12/1993 A075 TRIBES PART OF CLINTON'S NATL ENTERPRISE PLAN
5/12/1993 S211 JfTURTLE MOUNTAIN PROFITS FROM BUYING INDIAN
5/12/1993 S301 kHERE THE PAST S PRESENT WILL MEET THE FUTURE
5/26/1993 A073 ARIZONA SENATOR WANTS TRIBES IN OVERSEAS INVESTMENT
6/02/1993 AG41 KFOUR-YEAR TERMS OFFER STABILITY, ECONOMIC GOOD FORT
6/16/1993 B124 INTERTRIBAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT TO BE STUDIED
7/08/1993 A084 INDIAN COUNTRY COULD REAP BENEFITS OF TAX INCENTIVES
7/21/1993 B031 LAKOTA FUND BACKS CLINTON PROPOSAL
8/04/1993 S174 A GROWING PARK
8/18/1993 B04?; CONSULTANTS HIRED TO DIRECT OYATE TRAIL
8/25/1993 B04^ MINORITY ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT WEEK BRINGS WORKSHOP
9/01/1993 A013 PINE RIDGE TO HOST ADA DEER ROUNDTABLE
9/08/1993 BOll ROSEBUD, PINE RIDGE, EAGLE BUTTE ADDED TO DEVELOPMEN
9/29/1993 B051 NORTHROP SUPPORT OF NATIVE AM BUSINESSES HONORED
10/20/1993 A041 INDIAN CASINOS ARE BUILT ON FOUNDATION OF SAND (ED)
10/20/1993 B016 ROSEBUD ENTERPRISES HONORED NATIONALLY
11/10/1993 coil SHAKOPEE DAKOTA FIND SURE BET FOR EC GROWTH
12/08/1993 A051 DIPPING INTO 'BIG BROTHER'S' POCKET (L)
12/08/1993 A082 xFIRST NATIONS SETS FORTH PLAN FOR ECONOMIC DEV
12/22/1993 C041 TRIBAL LEADERS--GAMING BEST BET FOR ECONOMIC AID
12/29/1993 A053 KA MARSHALL AID PLAN NEEDED FOR INDIAN COUNTRY
1/05/1994 BOll DIRECTOR REFLECTS ON DEVELOPMENT
1/19/1994 A012 STUDY PROVES GAMING SPURS RURAL GROWTH
2/02/1994 B061 WINNEBAGO NATION BOOSTS WISCONSIN ECONOMIC STATUS
2/10/1994 AOll *PRESIDENT'S BUDGET TAKES DEEP BITE OUT OF ECONOMIC
2/16/1994 A031 JfCRA CONFERENCE SPOTLIGHTS INDIAN COUNTRY
2/16/1994 B043 AGENCY AWARDS CONTRACTS TO ASSIST NATIVE CENTERS
3/02/1994 B041 CASINOS FUND EDUCATION AND LAND PURCHASES
3/02/1994 B053 SWINOMISH TRIBE CREATES NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES
3/09/1994 C051 TRIBALLY OWNED MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN MONTANA
3/16/1994 B163 NATIONAL POLICY CONFERENCE TARGETS TOURISM, ECONOMIC
4/06/1994 A083 FEDERAL COMPTROLLER OF CURRENCY PAYS A VISIT
4/13/1994 B071 XEDUCATION, COOPERATION KEYS--COMMUNITY RE-INVEST
4/13/1994 B094 TOPIC OF RAPID CITY WORKSHOP--SELF-SUFFICIENCY
4/20/1994 AOll TURTLE MT CHIPPEWA, FT TOTTEN SIOUX JOIN FORCES
4/27/1994 A012 ECONOMIC RACISM SUBJECT OF FT RANDALL CASINO HEARING
4/27/1994 B081 *COMMUNITY RE-INVESTMENT AS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
5/11/1994 A041 *TRIBES SHOULDN'T GET TOO COSY WITH CASINO CASH
5/25/1994 B07I OYATE TRAIL ASSOCIATION ORGANIZES
6/01/1994 B041 kCOMMUNITY RE-INVESTMENT & QUESTION OF POWER
6/15/1994 B051 TLINGIT, HAIDA TRIBES RECEIVE ALASKA BANK GRANT
7/13/1994 A051 BUREAUCRATS DON'T KNOW THE LAW OF THE LAND
8/03/1994 S081 ECONOMIC IMPACT OVERFLOWS RESERVATION BORDERS
8/10/1994 B041 MOHAWK UNVEILS PLANS FOR BASE
9/21/1994 AOll TRIBES, WHITE HOUSE WORK ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
9/21/1994 coil BOND ISSUANCE IS OFTEN OVERLOOKED BY TRIBES
9/21/1994 CO15 FINANCES AVAILABLE TO TRIBES FOR STRATEGIC BUSINESS
9/21/1994 C024 FINANCE TASK FORCE IS 6 MONTH GOAL FOR CERT
9/21/1994 C041 EAGLE STAFF FUND ENCOURAGES TRIBES TO CAPITALIZE
9/28/1994 A012 xTRIBE INCLUDED IN CLINTON BANKING PLAN
9/28/1994 BOll LAKOTA FUND SERVES AS MODEL FOR NEW LAW
11/02/1994 A015 *RAPID CITY TO HOST BIA ECONOMIC SUMMIT
11/10/1994 B012 INDIAN COUNTRY ECONOMIC SUMMIT MARKED BY SUSPICION
11/10/1994 B024 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE MAPPING RESERVATIONS
12/07/1994 Bill GROUP SEEKS TO TAP INTO $400 MILLION CLINTON PROG
12/22/1994 Bill NORTHERN CHEYENNE TO BUILD NEW HEADQUARTERS
12/22/1994 B112 ECONOMY THRIVING IN SHADOW OF FT RANDALL CASINO
12/22/1994 B114 kBUSINESS BOOMS, BANK OPENS ON LOWER BRULE RESERV
1/12/1995 A081 EAGLE STAFF FUND SURPASSES MILLION-DOLLAR MARK
1/19/1995 B061 TRIBAL ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY A GIFT
I/I9/1995 B065 INVESTING IN AMERICAN INDIAN DEVELOPMENT
1/26/1995 A012 kWHITE HOUSE, LEADERS DISCUSS DEVELOPMENT
2/02/1995 B041 KYLE TO BE HOME OF LAKOTA FUND BUSINESS INCUBATOR
2/16/1995 A032 ALASKA NATIVE ECONOMIC SUMMIT SET
3/02/1995 A043 POOREST COUNTIES IN NATION NEED HELPING HAND (L)
3/02/1995 Bill PHILIP MORRIS GRANTS $300,000 TO FIRST NATIONS
3/09/1995 A063 IDAHO GOVERNOR VOWS TO IMPROVE RESERVATION LIFE
3/09/1995 S141 kFINDING JOBS FOR THE NATION
4/06/1995 B014 TRIBAL TOURISM AS MEANS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
6/08/1995 B081 MODERATE-TO-HIGH INCOME INDIANS MAY BE HELPED BY
6/29/1995 A032 LOAN OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRIBES EXPANDED
8/10/1995 BOll »$27.5 MILLION OWED TO CROW CREEK SIOUX
8/31/1995 A032 CHINO SPARKS ECONOMIC SUMMIT
11/02/1995 A015 TRIBES WITH LAND NEED NOT BE POOR
11/02/1995 B054 NEW ENTERPRISES SHATTER GLASS CEILING FOR INDIGENOUS
12/07/1995 A061 NEW STUDY DOCUMENTS SUCCESS OF INDIAN CASINO
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12/1A/1995 AD51 THE CHOICE--ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OR JURISDICTION
12/21/1995 A062 SEAFIRST FOUNDATION FUNDS NETWORK
12/21/1995 B063 RESERVATIONS MAKE GOOD TARGET FOR PRIVATIZATION
9/23/1992 Alll ECUADOR GIVES BACK FOREST LAND
6/29/199<> A025 BABY BORN DRUNK--MOTHER PLEADS GUILTY TO CHILD ABUSE
12/22/1993 AOAl SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM GOV EDGAR OF ILLINOIS (L)
12/22/1999 A099 GREETINGS TO INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY READERS (L)
7/20/1995 AG31 ILLINOIS GOVERNOR SENDS BACK BILL
8/10/1995 A099 ILLINOIS GOVERNOR SENDS BEST WISHES (L)
7/27/1999 AD71 *EDMO'S CAREER ILLUSTRATES COMMITMENT
3/02/1999 A089 EDMO ELECTED TO NATIONAL EDUCATION POST
10/29/1992 B082 STORYTELLER COMING TO ARENA
11/26/1992 B091 ^STORYTELLER SAYS DEEPER SACREDNESS PART OF HIS WORK
3/09/1999 A086 STORYTELLING IN MARCH
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS, STUDENTS
1/29/1991 S032 BRIGHT EYES AND A SHINING EXAMPLE
. 2/05/1991 A091 ^DEMOCRATIC SCHOOL SUCCEEDS--PUPILS MAKE DECISIONS
2/19/1991 B022 THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES ENDORSES INDIAN ED CONF
2/26/1991 AI16 CONTRACT TO CONTINUE.EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
3/20/1991 A081 CONFERENCE FOCUS IS ON INDIAN STUDIES
3/27/1991 A115 MONTANA, WYOMING HIGH SCHOOLS--TECH PROJECT
3/27/1991 A115 UTTC WILL SHARE $2.3 MILLION GRANT
9/17/1991 C021 TODD COUNTY HIRES ANOTHER BORDEAUX IN HIGHER ED
5/01/1991 C022 OST OKAYS EDUCATION TASK FORCE
5/08/1991 A023 INDIAN STUDIES INTEGRAL TO CURRICULUM
5/08/1991 A099 EDUCATION MAY ANSWER CRITICS (L)
5/15/1991 A091 BIA REORGANIZATION TASK FORCE--FOCUS ON EDUCATION
6/05/1991 A016 TASK FORCE MAKES BIA STUDY REPORT
6/12/1991 A012 XCITIBANK DONATES $500,000 TO SGC
6/26/1991 A029 INDIAN EDUCATION TASK FORCES TO BE ORGANIZED
7/29/1991 AOll NATIONS AT RISK TASK FORCE FINDS DANGER OF EXTINCTIO
8/19/1991 A012 EDUCATION GROUP TAKES HARD LOOK AT COLUMBUS
8/19/1991 A053 PUSHING A CULTURE OF SELF-PITY?
8/21/1991 coil RAPID CITY SCHOOLS OFFER SPECIAL HELP
8/21/1991 C091 PABLO GARCIA SELECTED AS DIRECTOR OF--EDUCATION PROG
8/28/1991 BOll *RST CODE PUTS 'LAKOTA' BACK IN EDUCATION
9/11/1991 A091 ONLY WE CAN HELP OUR.YOUTH (ED)
9/11/1991 Ad91 kLETTERS WELCOME, IGNORANCE IS NOT
9/11/1991 A099 EDUCATION IS THE KEY, IT'S LOOKING GOOD (L)
9/11/1991 A096 WHERE'S THE BEEF IN EDUCATION? (L)
.9/18/1991 A012 KCOLUMBUS HAD IT BACKWARDS
9/18/1991 A012 KARCHAMBAULT HEADS AMERICAN INDIAN COLLEGE FUND
9/18/1991 B024 xBEAUVAIS NAMED 1991 TRIO ACHIEVER
9/25/1991 A031 kWHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE CAN SET NEW ED STANDARDS
10/02/1991 A034 KINDIAN ED DIRECTOR WANTS TO UPGRADE TUTOR PROGRAM
10/16/1991 A024 BORDEAUX URGES SDIEA TO BREAK FROM MOLD
10/16/1991 A044 WE NEED TO BE REALISTIC WITH OUR CHILDREN (L)
10/23/1991 A084 DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS TO GET NATIONAL FOCUS
10/23/1991 A091 EDUCATION KEY TO REWARD
10/23/1991 B022 NIEA CONFERENCE IN OMAHA OCT 26
10/30/1991 A012 REPORTS, RAISE HOPE FOR EDUCATION CHANGE
11/06/1991 A061 KA NEW VOICE AMONG THE OFFICIAL VIEWS
11/06/1991 A076 GRANT WILL ESTABLISH ACADEMY FOR THE GIFTED
11/13/1991 A031 KHARD WORK EVIDENT AT CORE OF NIEA WORKSHOPS
11/13/1991 A035 KMAGNET SCHOOL PROMOTES WHOLE PERSON LEARNING
11/13/1991 A036 ^NATIONAL INDIAN UNIVERSITY NEEDS GUIDANCE
11/13/1991 A081 WORKAHOLICS, PROCESS ADDICTS AFFECT EDUCATION
11/13/1991 A084 KBORDEAUX URGES ALLIANCE BETWEEN ACADEMIA & COUNCIL
11/13/1991 A095 GRANT WILL HELP CHILDREN AT MISSION
11/20/1991 B035 NIEA CONFERENCE IN RAPID CITY IN 96
11/27/1991 A024 TOUGH ADVOCATES NEEDED FOR CHILDREN
11/27/1991 A061 GRASSROOTS EDUCATORS NEED CHANCE TO SHARE TOO
11/27/1991 B045 EDUCATION CONFERENCE CHAIRS SET
11/27/1991 B075 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS TO ASK FOR NEARLY $200,000
11/27/1991 B091 KRACISM AND BIGOTRY ARE CANCEROUS
12/04/1991 BOll *RST--BETTERMENT THROUGH UNITY AND EDUCATION
12/18/1991 A051 SPORTS ARE GOOD--DON'T FORGET EDUCATION (L)
12/24/1991 A091 XEDUCATORS HONE MESSAGE TO NATION
12/24/1991 B014 PINE RIDGE EDUCATION GETS SHOT IN ARM
12/24/1991 B035 *SGC SEEKING COMPENSATION FOR EDUCTATING NON-INDIANS
12/24/1991 B071 WORKSHOP AIRS.INDIAN EDUCATION GOALS, MISSION
12/24/1991 B112 LIONEL BORDEAUX BRIEFS ST FRANCIS SCHOOL BOARD
1/08/1992 A044 EDUCATION SYSTEM FAILS AT INDIAN HISTORY (L)
1/08/1992 A081 DROPOUTS PERSIST IN INDIAN COUNTRY
1/14/1992 A013 'WHITE HOUSE' DELEGATES CARRY EXPECTATIONS, FEAR
1/14/1992 A024 'OLDTIMERS' DESERVE CREDIT FOR CONFERENCE
1/21/1992 A064 xFEW SURPRISES APPEAR IN AREA EDUCATION SURVEY
1/28/1992 A012 EDUCATION CONFERENCE A SUCCESS
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1/28/1992 A063 WHY DO WE HAVE INDIAN EDUCATION?
1/28/1992 B055 XMISTV BRAVE HONORED AS EDUCATION PIONEER
2/04/1992 A013 xEDUCATION, HEALTH CUTS SUBSTANTIAL
2/04/1992 A063 HEALTH CARE STILL TOP PRIORITY ISSUE
2/12/1992 A061 BUSH'S BUDGET SOME EDUCATION INCREASES ACTUALLY LOST
2/12/1992 BQ83 GRANT BRINGS INDIAN CULTURES INTO SCHOOLS
2/26/1992 B034 UPS FOUNDATION GIVES $45,000 FOR EDUCATION
2/26/1992 B041 AISES GETS $20,000 GRANT FROM AT8T TO AID STUDENTS
3/11/1992 A015 TRIBES PROTEST BUDGET CUTS
3/11/1992 A061 CHILDREN NEED SPIRITUALITY IN TEACHINGS
3/11/1992 A115 NAVAJO PRESIDENT WANTS DEPT OF EDUCATION
3/18/1992 A041 LESSONS SCHOOLS CAN LEARN (ED)
3/18/19V2 B035 RST ED COMMITTEE WILL SCREEN SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES
3/25/1992 A012 *STATE EDUCATORS FIGHT TO RESTORE 'IMPACT AID'
4/01/1992 B065 TITLE V JOHNSON O'MALLY EDUCATORS TO MEET
4/22/1992 A081 xSUMMER ACADEMY OFFERING NEW HELP FOR INDIAN STUDENT
4/29/1992 B031 xKICKAPOO SCHOOL BUILDS BASICS WITH CULTURAL VIEW
4/29/1992 C012 XBIG CROW RECIPIENT OF SDEA CIVIL RIGHTS AWARD
5/06/1992 A081 INTEGRATION CONFERENCE SCHEDULED THIS WEEKEND
5/13/1992 A041 kTEACH THE CHILDREN WELL--END THE RACISM
5/13/1992 A066 BIA SCHEDULES ITS EDUCATION CONSULTATIONS
5/13/1992 A071 *TEACHERS NEED TO BE SENSITIVE, RESPECTFUL
5/13/1992 BOll KLEADER CHARGE CARRIES HER KNOWLEDGE HOME
5/13/1992 B095 TAKINI TO HOST EDUCATION FORUM
5/20/1992 A081 xPATS ON THE BACK ENCOURAGE STUDENTS
5/27/1992 B014 BIA EMPLOYEES TO PICKET AGAINST EDUCATION CUTS
6/03/1992 A064 HASKELL, KU SIGN HISTORICAL AGREEMENT FOR EDUCATION
6/03/1992 B045 SGU EDUCATION FORUM JUNE 11
6/10/1992 B051 xGARCIA MOVES TO IMPROVE EDUCATION
6/17/1992 B061 BUSH RECEIVES REPORT ON INDIAN EDUCATION
6/17/1992 B061 WHITE HOUSE REPORT OFFERS EDUCATION IDEAS
6/24/1992 B074 GED PROGRAM CELEBRATES lOTH GRADUATION
7/15/1992 B051 *SUMMER ACADEMY FILLS SKILL VOIDS
7/22/1992 B013 OST STUDIES EDUCATION, JURISDICTION, LAND ISSUES
8/05/1992 A015 IMPACT AID FUNDS RESTORED
8/05/1992 A036 TIPPECONNIC NAMED DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS
8/05/1992 AlOl JOHNSON O'MALLEY SETS BOARD ELECTION
8/12/1992 A012 EDUCATORS DEMAND HISTORY BE REWRITTEN--NEA PASSES
8/12/1992 A014 *CITY TEXTBOOK DISTRACTS VIEW OF INDIAN HISTORY
8/12/1992 S081 K73-YEAR OLD COLLEGE GRADUATE STRESSES IMPORTANCE OF
8/12/1992 SlOl XGARCIA STRINGS LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS
8/26/1992 B044 CULTURAL PRESENTERS NEEDED FOR INDIAN ED WEEK
9/09/1992 A044 CANCELLED CLASSES MOCK EDUCATION (L)
9/09/1992 A074 AREA STUDENTS ATTEND INMED SUMMER SESSIONS
9/09/1992 B044 CLASS HELPS PARENTS GET INVOLVED IN CHILD'S ED
9/16/1992 B024 FIVE ELECTED TO RAPID CITY JOM BOARD OF ED
9/23/1992 A043 kTHEM NEW PROGRAMS TAKE EDJAMACATIN'
9/23/1992 B122 US WEST EARMARKS $1.2 MILL FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCAT
9/30/1992 A026 NEGOTIATIONS WITH NOTRE DAME CONTINUING
9/30/1992 B091 NIEA STRONG IN FIGHT FOR IMPACT AID
10/08/1992 C051 MEMORIES OF RACISM LIVE LONG
10/08/1992 C083 FOR TEACHERS--WHAT NOT TO TEACH
10/22/1992 AOll SENECA NATION BOYCOTTS SCHOOLS
10/29/1992 A083 MONTANA UNIVERSITY NETS GRANT
10/29/1992 B085 NICC GETS GRANTS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION
11/05/1992 B092 LITTLE WOUND JOINS GIFTED STUDENT STUDY
11/26/1992 A041 xWHEN TV EDUCATION REPLACES REAL LEARNING
12/03/1992 BOll WHITEBIRD ELECTED NACIE CHAIRMAN
12/10/1992 A044 WENDELL CHINO, EDDIE BROWN DENOUNCE INSPECTOR GE (L)
12/10/1992 B065 TECHNICAL COLLEGE STUDENT EARNS NIEA'S TOP HONOR
1/14/1993 B012 PORCUPINE SCHOOL LOSES ACCREDITATION
1/14/1993 B061 SFIS REVAMPING TO INCLUDE OUTCOME-BASED ED, DAY CARE
1/21/1993 B012 KROSS RECEIVES EDUCATION AWARD
1/28/1993 B013 LEADERSHIP COURSES CAN HELP PARENTS' ROLE IN EDUCATI
3/03/1993 A053 A TEXTBOOK THAT'S NEVER BEHIND THE TIMES
3/03/1993 B033 CONFERENCE TO TARGET 'WARRIORS WITH WISDOM'
3/17/1993 A072 ^WALKING THE SACRED ROAD BETWEEN EDUCATION S TRIBAL
3/31/1993 A042 OTHER JOURNEYS (ED)
4/14/1993 BOll PARENT LEADERSHIP COURSES PLANNED .
4/14/1993 B041 ACCREDITATION, UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHT AIHEC
4/14/1993 B062 CRAZY HORSE EDUCATORS JUDGE ODYSSEY OF MIND
4/21/1993 A071 JOHN TIPPECONNIC--BIA, TRIBAL COLLEGES SAME AGENDA
4/28/1993 BOll NIE COURSE SET FOR JUNE
4/28/1993 B012 *RAPID CITY SCHOOLS TUTORING PROGRAM TARGETED
5/12/1993 B012 ^KENNEDY CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON ECONOMICS & ED
5/12/1993 S061 KEDUCATION--THE BEST RESOURCE OF THE PEOPLE
5/26/1993 A061 RACISM IS AGE OLD DISEASE PLAGUING MANKIND
7/14/1993 A044 ANTIDOTE TO IGNORANCE--EDUCATION (L)
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7/28/1993 BOll YOUNG CHILD ED CHAPTER SOUGHT FOR RESERVATIONS
7/28/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY PROJECT CLOSER TO REALITY
7/28/1993 B016 GROUP VOWS TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN EDUCATION
: 8/04/1993 S083 GOOD GRADES EXPECTED FOR EDUCATION PROJECTS
8/04/1993 S201 LEARNING CULTURE IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN
8/18/1993 S031 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS WARM UP FOR ANNUAL ED WACIPI
8/18/1993 SCSI KAM IND MAGNET SCHOOL SHOWS POSITIVE GROWTH, POTENTI
8/18/1993 S121 FLAGSTAFF OFFERED SUMMER PROGRAM
9/15/1993 SG81 ^COMMUNITY COUNCIL TAKES ACTIVE ROLE IN EDUCATION
9/22/1993 BG31 xRAPID CITY SCHOOLS TAKING STEPS TO HELP INDIAN STUD
9/22/1993 BG61 SCHOOLS' INDIAN ED DIRECTOR PROMISES BEST, SEEKS SU
9/29/1993 BG12 xFEMALE EDUCATORS' CLUB CHANGES OFFENSIVE NAME
1G/G6/1993 BG54 HASKELL COLLEGE ED PROGRAM EARNS ACCREDITATION
lG/14/1993 AG53 KIT'S TIME TO ACT ON SCHOOL DROPOUT RATE
1G/2G/1993 AG65 LEARNING STYLES TO AID STUDENTS
10/27/1993 AG53 kDEBT, LOW FUNDING, DILAPIDATED BUILDINGS HINDER ED
10/27/1993 A073 STUDY FINDS TRIBES UNHAPPY WITH IMPACT AID CONSULTIN
11/03/1993 A061 EDUCATING THE GOVT ABOUT THE MEANING OF LOCAL CONTRO
11/03/1993 B066 PUPILS USING NAVAJO WAYS FOR LEARNING
12/15/1993 C041 INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANT SET FOR EDUCATION CONFERENC
1/05/1994 A071 BAIRD NAMED PRESIDENT OF NIEA
1/05/1994 B012 KEEPING KIDS IN SCHOOL IS PROJECT'S GOAL
2/02/1994 B012 KCATCHING A DREAM--TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS
3/02/1994 A034 FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM BARELY ALIVE
3/02/1994 A053 kTRIBES, SCHOOLS MUST WORK TOGETHER
3/02/1994 A084 EDMO ELECTED TO NATIONAL EDUCATION POST
3/02/1994 B041 CASINOS FUND EDUCATION AND LAND PURCHASES
3/09/1994 B031 GARCIA--CULTURAL DIFFERENCE ACCOUNTS FOR DROP OUT
3/09/1994 B045 SDSU TO OFFER EDUCATION GRANTS
3/16/1994 B022 kUNIVERSITY OF SD'S PATTY WELLS RECEIVES REGIONAL
3/23/1994 B021 RAPID CITY SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER SAYS NO TO GRANT
4/06/1994 BOll PARENTS' BICKERING OVER BUCKS LEAVES CHILDREN OUT
4/20/1994 B083 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES CURRICULUM CONFERENCE
5/11/1994 B082 MENOMINEE GET GRANT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
5/11/1994 C041 RUN FUNDS SCHOOL MATERIALS
5/11/1994 S161 KFOCUS ON EDUCATION BRINGS CLEARER FUTURE
5/18/1994 DOll SCHOLARSHIP FUND ANNOUNCES AWARD--IN EDUCATION
5/25/1994 B012 LACK OF CANDIDATES LEAVES COMMITTEE DISAPPOINTED
5/25/1994 B014 BAD HEART BULL NOT RUNNING
6/01/1994 B012 TITLE V WANTS SCHOOL DISTRICT TO COMMIT MORE
6/01/1994 B013 GROUP DECIDES TO TRY IT AGAIN
6/15/1994 B012 KDELORES WORKS TO DISPEL STIGMAS--CHILDREN'S SERV
6/29/1994 A075 PARENTS NEEDED FOR LAKOTA PARENT SUMMER ACADEMY
7/07/1994 A041 TRIBAL SCHOOLS BOUND BY HYPOCRITICAL SYSTEM (ED)
7/20/1994 A044 EDUCATION REFORM NEEDED THROUGHOUT CHEYENNE RIVER (L
8/31/1994 A053 THERE'S MORE TO THE STORY ABOUT BIA (L)
9/21/1994 B041 KNEVER TOO OLD TO LEARN OR IMPROVE
10/05/1994 B032 KFIFTY DEGREES ISSUED BY SINTE GLESKA UNIVERSITY
11/10/1994 BOll NATIONAL EDUCATION FORUM SLATED HERE
11/10/1994 B012 PARENTS STRUGGLE WITH QUESTION OF NON-INDIAN PARTIC
11/16/1994 B041 kKIYUKAN WINS STATE AND NATIONAL AWARDS
11/23/1994 B041 EDUCATION HIGH, INCOME LOW FOR SIOUX
12/15/1994 A053 KCOYOTE SAYS THE CANNED BEANS APPROACH DOESN'T WORK
12/15/1994 A082 CDC STUDY SHOWS HIGH HEALTH COST OF POOR EDUCATION
12/29/1994 B041 PROJECT YUOWANCA SEEKS TO KEEP KIDS IN SCHOOL
1/05/1995 B012 KPOSTER TO AID EDUCATION
1/05/1995 B013 KEDUCATION--INDIAN STUDENTS MISSING THE BOAT
1/19/1995 BOll KSCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT SAYS OFFICE OF IND ED
1/19/1995 B012 KOPPOSITION TO PERDUE'S COMMENTS RING STRONG
1/26/1995 B014 SCHOOL OFFICIALS AWARE OF NATIVE EDUCATION PROBLEMS
2/02/1995 A051 LOCAL SCHOOLS REALLY NEED INDIAN ED MONEY (L)
2/02/1995 A053 CUTTING INDIAN EDUCATION WOULD BE ILLEGAL (L)
2/02/1995 A051 PERDUE SHOULD SHOW JUST A LITTLE RESPECT (L)
2/02/1995 BOll PARENTS, EDUCATORS VOICE CONCERNS ABOUT TITLE V
2/02/1995 B013 COMMUNITY RALLIES TO SUPPORT INDIAN EDUCATION
2/09/1995 A041 KCONGRESS' POOR HISTORY OF PROBLEM SOLVING SPELLS
2/09/1995 A053 KA POSITION PAPER ON INDIAN EDUCATION
2/16/1995 A051 PERDUE'S STAND DISTURBING (L)
3/02/1995 A053 LET'S PUT OUR MINDS TOGETHER—CHILDREN'S EDUC CD
3/02/1995 A081 GOP BUDGET HATCHET FALLS ON ADULT ED
3/02/1995 BOll PARENT COMMITTEE WANTS MCCOY REMOVED AS LIAISON
3/09/1995 S342 kNATION EMPHASIZES EDUCATION AS KEY TO SELF-SUFFICIE
3/09/1995 S371 KTHE LANGUAGE OF LEARNING
3/09/1995 S391 KDINE' EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY HELPS TO BRIDGE CULTURAL
3/16/1995 A053 KWISDOM AS KNOWLEDGE--CULTURALLY & RELEVANTLY APPLIE
3/16/1995 B032 COMMITTEE MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS TO SCHOOL BOARD
. 3/23/1995 BOll WINNEBAGO PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM RESTRUCTURES CURRICUL
3/23/1995 C021 JOHNSON RALLIES FOR SUPPORT OF FEDERAL AID
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3/23/1995 C05A AIR FORCE ROTC HELPS PROVIDE EDUCATION
3/30/1995 AGAA ADULTS SHOULD TEACH THEIR CHILDREN WELL (L)
A/06/1995 A021 NATIONAL INDIAN EDUCATORS TO MEET IN RAPID CITY
A/20/1995 A062 MARLEY NAMED TO POLICY BOARD
A/27/1995 B012 ELECTION SET FOR RC INDIAN ED ADVISORY BOARD
5/11/1995 B02A KINDIAN EDUCATION OFFICIALS HONOR 6 AREA RESIDENTS
5/11/1995 BOAl JOHNSON O'MALLEY FUND CRITICIZED FOR $17,000 SURPLUS
5/18/1995 B063 RAPP--TRIBES SHOULD COOPERATE, BOOT BIA
6/29/1995 A031 ED SIMERMEYER NAMED INDIAN EDUCATION DIRECTOR
7/20/1995 AOIA CHILDREN LOSERS IN EDUCATION CUTBACKS
7/27/1995 A013 EDUCATION OFFICE SPARED BUDGET AXE
&/10/1995 AOAl EDUCATION KEY TO PULLING MINORITIES FROM POVERT (ED)
8/17/1995 coil GRANTS DISTRIBUTED TO HELP STUDENTS ACQUIRE JOB SKIL
8/17/1995 C031 PROPOSAL CUTS COULD AFFECT ALL AREAS OF EDUCATION
8/2A/1995 A061 JfAMERICANIZING OF POCAHONTAS--MISCONCEPTIONS
8/31/1995 A031 INSTITUTE GETS GRANT
8/31/1995 BOIA RAPID CITY'S SCHOOL BOARD JETTISONS AFFIRMATIVE ACTI
8/31/1995 B023 xCOALITION PONDERS CUTBACKS IN BIA EDUCATION SUPPORT
9/28/1995 AOAA US BALANCING BUDGET ON BACKS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN (L)
10/05/1995 A015 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE EDUCATION PROGRAM AUDITED
10/05/1995 A054 XLESSONS I LEARNED IN DC
10/05/1995 B051 THREE AREA SCHOOLS GET EDUCATION PROJECT GRANTS
10/19/1995 A051 TRIBAL COLLEGES ARE MORE THAN JUST BEST HOPE FOR YO
10/26/1995 BOll kINDIAN EDUCATION WEEK OBSERVED IN RAPID CITY
11/02/1995 AOll FROM CAPITOL HILL TO PRAIRIE, INDIAN ED SUFFERING
11/09/1995 B022 THREE ELECTED TO JOHNSON O'MALLEY BOARD
11/16/1995 A061 NATL IND ED ASSOC RESPONDS TO ACCUSATIONS
11/23/1995 A031 XGIPP NAMED INDIAN EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR
12/07/1995 A051 *DESPITE CRITICISM, CHAVERS MAINTAINS ED IN CRISIS
12/1A/1995 A061 HONOREE'S EDUCATION WAS HISTORIC
12/1A/1995 A081 *GREAT-GRANDFATHER'S CLASSROOM--STILL THE BEST WAY
12/1A/1995 B032 WHITE HAT WRITING LAKOTA LANGUAGE MANUSCRIPT
1/01/1991 A081 ABERDEEN AREA EDUCATION OFFICE TO STAY OPEN
A/22/1992 BOAS COACH TO SERVE ON EDUCATION PANEL
8/12/1992 C052 SPECIAL NEEDS SERVICES AVAILABLE
12/31/1992 A015 COMPLAINTS INVESTIGATED AGAINST SPECIAL SERVICES CO
5/26/1993 B071 MARLENE CAMPBELL NAMED TO EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
7/08/1993 B085 STATE BOARD REPEALS REQUIREMENT FOR SOME SPECIAL ED
8/25/1993 B053 STANDING ROCK COLLEGE RECEIVES GRANT TO TRAIN TEACHE
10/06/1993 A072 FED INQUIRY LOOKS AT BISMARCK SCHOOLS IND DISCRIMINA
10/06/1993 BOll OLC SINTE GLESKA JOIN USD IN TRAINING
1/19/1994 BOll CHILD FIND ADDRESSES SPECIAL EDUCATION NEED
4/20/1994 BOll OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE TO OFFER TRAINING
5/26/1993 BOll LOWER BRULE VOCATIONAL PROGRAM EXPANDING
8/25/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK BRINGS TRUCK DRIVING SCHOOL TO RESERVA
9/22/1993 B073 WESTERN DAKOTA ENROLLS RECORD 750
7/31/1991 B034 XSCHOOL OF MINES' PROGRAM SHOWS LAKOTA WAY OF LIFE
2/26/1991 A093 BALTIMORE ELDERLY CENTER FULFILLS LONGHELD DREAM
1/28/1992 S311 XELDERLY NEEDS, THIS NATION'S 'BERLIN WALL'
2/26/1992 A035 BILL FOR ELDERLY SERVICES ON HOLD
4/08/1992 A085 ELDERS LOST IN CARE PLAN
5/13/1992 B071 kJANE B GREY--A SPOKESWOMAN FOR THE AGING
6/03/1992 A044 SON WORKING TO 'LIBERATE' HIS MOTHER (L)
7/29/1992 A061 FORGOTTEN LEGACY--INDIAN ELDERS, TEAM FOR THE FUTURE
8/12/1992 B041 GILA RIVER MAY PURCHASE CLOSED NURSING HOME
2/11/1993 BOll 504 PROGRAM HELPS ELDERLY REPAIR HOMES
6/09/1993 B013 ROSEBUD SHOWCASES CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE ELDERLY
7/28/1993 B105 SENIOR CITIZEN DAY TO BE HELD AT KMART
9/15/1993 S161 KSENIOR CITIZEN, YOUTH FACILITY TO CREATE OPPORTUNIT
1/26/1994 A053 xCRST TO FOOT COST OF PHONE BILL FOR ELDERS
9/21/1994 BOll DAKOTALINK--REACHING OUT TO SOUTH DAKOTANS WITH LIM
11/10/1994 C051 XKYLE ELDERLY HOUSING TO OPEN NEXT SPRING
12/29/1994 B025 CROW CREEK CENTER CATERS TO DISABLED
2/02/1995 A021 XPINE RIDGE HOUSING PROJECT DRAWS ATTENTION OF PEARL
3/23/1995 B031 ELDERLY HOUSING WORK NEAR COMPLETION
4/20/1995 A031 NCAI PRESIDENT NAMED 1995 DELEGATE TO WHITE HOUSE
6/01/1995 A041 TREATIES AND CONTRACTS (ED)
6/29/1995 A106 KYLE SENIORS PROJECT OPEN, APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN
7/27/1995 C051 NEW MEXICO STUDY SHOWS ELDER CARE A FAMILY PRIORITY
9/21/1995 A051 NEW MEXICO IN VANGUARD OF ELDER CARE
11/23/1995 BOll KELDERLY TAKE RAPID CITY IND HEALTH BOARD TO TASK
12/29/1995 BOll xDUBRAY HONORED
1/28/1992 A051 LISTEN TO DON'T BELITTLE ELDERS (L)
1/28/1992 S022 xNELLIE RED OWL MOURNS LOSS OF 'INDIAN WAY'
1/28/1992 S033 xMANY-TALENTED JAMES HOLY EAGLE JOINED SPIRIT WORLD
1/28/1992 S041 XMUTCHLER--101 YEAR OLD SURVIVED FIRE AND FLOOD
1/28/1992 S061 XWALK BY WHITE BUFFALO--'THE ROAD IS TOUGH'
1/28/1992 S074 XMADONNA SWAN--A LAKOTA WOMAN'S STORY
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ELDERS 1/28/1992 S081 KSUSIE GRASS-LEADING A COLORFUL LIFE FOR EIGHT DECAD
1/28/1992 SI01 *AT 80 BULL BEAR PLANS FOR THE CHILDREN'S FUTURE
1/28/1992 Sill *MOOT NELSON--SPORTS WAS STEADY IN HIS LIFE
1/28/1992 SlAl *MATT AND NELLIEt-50 YEARS OF NO SECRETS
1/28/1992 S161 KOLLIE FLYING HORSE--STORYTELLERS THEME RESPECT ONE
1/28/1992 S201 KPETE CATCHES--HARDEST TASK TO PUT PIPE ASIDE
1/28/1992 S221 kENOS POOR BEAR LED LIKE CHIEFS OF OLD
1/28/1992 S2A1 xFRANK FOOLS CROW A TRIBUTE
1/28/1992 S241 kHAVE A GOOD HEART., VALERIE NEISS HAND
1/28/1992 S261 xCOLLINS CLIFFORD TALKS ABOUT ALCOHOLISM
1/28/1992 S271 CROW TRIBE PROCLAIMS 'YEAR OF ELDERS AND WOMEN'
1/28/1992 S281 KGEORGE ALLEN SR--FOUGHT THROUGH CONTROVERSY FOR PEO
1/28/1992 S301 xROGER JOURDAIN LOOKED BEYOND TRIBAL POLITICS
2/04/1992 B073 TRADITIONAL ELDERS FORUMS CONTINUE ON FEB 586
3/11/1992 B131 XPOSTER HONORS SICANGU ELDERS
4/22/1992 A061 TRADITIONAL ELDERS OFFER COURT AN ALTERNATIVE
6/17/1992 B046 BLACK HILLS GATHERING UNITES ELDERS WORLDWIDE
7/01/1992 BOll XFOSTER GRANDPARENTS PROGRAM GEARS UP FOR 20TH ANNIV
7/29/1992 A061 FORGOTTEN LEGACY--INDIAN ELDERS, TEAM FOR THE FUTURE
7/29/1992 BlOl NOMINEES SOUGHT FOR STATE LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWA
8/05/1992 AlOl ELDERLY WILL HELP TRANSLATE MNI WICONI
9/23/1992 A112 ELDERS MEET TO FORM NATIONAL AGENDA
9/30/1992 AlOl xPOWWOW HONORS ELDERS
10/08/1992 C042 SUSAN MASTEN--CHILDREN, FAMILIES
11/26/1992 B014 FOSTER GRANDPARENTS PLAN HONORING CEREMONY
12/03/1992 A024 KYLE ELDERS VISIT CALIFORNIA
12/10/1992 B012 GRANDPARENTS HONORED AT ANNIVERSARY
12/24/1992 A012 XCHRISTMAS--A STROLL DOWN MEMORY LANE
1/14/1993 A012 ELDERS QUESTION HEALTH BOARD NO-PROFIT STATUS
2/18/1993 B041 ELDERS VOICE CONCERN OVER HIRING OF DRIVERS
2/18/1993 S031 xHOBERT POURIER--A LEGENDARY COWBOY MEMORIALIZED
2/18/1993 S081 XWILLIAM BIRD NAMED HONORARY CHIEF
2/18/1993 SIOIKCENTENARIAN ATTRIBUTES LONG LIFE TO FAITH
2/18/1993 Sill XPOSTER SERIES PAYS TRIBUTE TO LAKOTA UNCI
2/18/1993 S121 XMEDICINE POOT ELDERLY
2/18/1993 S141 XCECILIA MONTGOMERY PROVIDES A STRONG VOICE
2/18/1993 S181 XRAMONA GREANY--GRANDDAUGHTER OF OMAHA CHIEFS
2/18/1993 S211 KROBERT STEAD REMEMBERED--STRONG MEDICINE
6/09/1993 AG53 xELDERS DON'T NEED THEM PUT-DOWN WORDS
7/14/1993 BOll NOMINEES SOUGHT FOR SD LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
8/25/1993 A015 ELDER GROUP, MISREPRESENTS THE SIOUX NATIONS
9/22/1993 A051 lONG-TERM CARE--WILL ELDERS SURVIVE HEALTH REFORM (L
9/22/1993 B012 xMONTGOMERY NOTED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
9/22/1993 B065 MATT AND NELLIE TWO BULLS RECEIVE SD LIVING INDIAN
11/03/1993 A053 TRIBAL LEADERS, ARE YOU LISTENING TO YOUR ELDERS?
11/10/1993 B091 ^STANDING ROCK ELDER HONORED BY GOVERNOR
11/10/1993 BlOl MONTANA GOVERNOR HONORS CROW ELDER
11/24/1993 A053 '94 ELDER CONFERENCE--HIGHLY-CHARGED POL AGENDA
12/15/1993 C015 ELDERS MUST TAKE CARE IN THE COLD
5/18/1994 B012 FESTIVITIES SET TO HONOR ROSEBUD ELDERS
6/22/1994 B081 ROSEBUD SURVEY SET
6/29/1994 coil ELDERS'HONOR PEAK RUNNERS
7/20/1994 BOll SD LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
9/14/1994 BOll ELDERS NEEDED AT TAKINI
12/15/1994 B031 KBLANCHE MUTCHLER DAY
1/26/1995 A055 TRADITIONAL WAYS ARE A STRENGTH YOUNG CAN LEARN (L)
3/23/1995 B031 ELDERS TO HAVE NEW CENTER AT WINNEBAGO
3/23/1995 S331 ELDERS REMINISCE ABOUT OLD POW WOW DAYS
5/04/1995 A044 ELDERS STILL HOLD THE KEY WISDOM (L)
5/18/1995 B012 ^MOTHER'S DAY SURPRISE
6/01/1995 A084 xELDER'S VISION TIES PAST AND PRESENT
6/01/1995 BOll KMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS--SICANGU ELDER'S EXPERIEN
8/03/1995 A091 xYANKTON ELDERLY CELEBRATE--WITH CAUTION
8/03/1995 AlOl xYOUNG HOLD THE FUTURE--ELDERS HOLD THE WISDOM
8/03/1995 C036 YOUNG ARTISTS URGED TO HONOR THEIR TEACHERS
9/21/1995 A093 CITY ELDERS PROTEST MAKING OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
10/12/1995 B023 NORTH DAKOTA ELDERS BENEFIT FROM CASINO OPERATIONS
10/26/1995 A014 SAN DIEGO SUMMIT SET FOR OCTOBER 29
12/14/1995 A061 HONOREE'S EDUCATION WAS HISTORIC
12/21/1995 BOll KRESIDENTS NEED GIFT OF TIME
12/21/1995 B024 xELDERS SAY THEY NEED MORE COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
12/21/1995 B034 GROUP VOWS NOT TO LET TRAGEDY REPEAT ITSELF
SEE LEGISLATIVE DISTRI
3/12/1991 A012 ILLEGAL CONTRIBUTIONS BRING RAP ON KNUCKLES
4/03/1991 A022 FIVE MEMBERS OF OKLAHOMA TRIBAL ELECTION BOARD COULD
5/15/1991 B013 INDIAN-WHITE RELATIONS GROUP ELECTION JUNE 13
1/08/1992 BOll FIVE-WAY RACE POSSIBLE FOR OST PRESIDENT
1/14/1992 B034 CRST CHAIRMAN'S REPORT—TRIBAL NATL ELECTIONS ON SAM
ELECTION DISTRICTS
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2/12/1992 B081 CRST TO HOST ELECTION SEMINAR
3/0A/1992 A061 ALIGNING TRIBAL, FEDERAL ELECTIONS WILL BE POWERFUL
5/13/1992 A05A xISSUES FOR CAMPAIGNING IN THE '90S
5/27/1992 AOll CROW ELECTION DISPUTE SETTLED
6/10/1992 BOll EDUCATORS RALLY VOTERS TO TODD COUNTY POLLS
6/10/1992 B071 HAGEN, LUCAS ADVANCE TO GENERAL ELECTION
7/08/1992 A015 ELECTION DATE CHANGE COULD AID VOTER INFLUENCE
7/29/1992 A044 TIME TO GET SERIOUS ABOUT ELECTIONS (L)
10/15/1992 A041 REGISTER TO VOTE IN NEXT ELECTION (ED)
10/15/1992 A053 INDIAN PEOPLE MUST GET INVOLVED IN ELECTION
11/12/1992 B012 SOUTH DAKOTA TRIBES TURN OUT FOR DEMOCRATS
11/03/1993 A072 GILA RIVER TRIBE APPROVES VOTING POLLS FOR CHILDREN
11/03/1993 A072 HOPIS TO HOLD FED ELECTION TO AMEND CONSTITUTION
11/17/1993 B121 HOPI DECIDING ON NEW DATE FOR ELECTIONS
1/26/1994 A054 EAGLE NEST MUST VOTE FOR KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY (L)
2/10/1994 A082 ELECTION CHANGED TO GENERAL ELECTION DATE
5/11/1994 A041 TRIBAL, NATIONAL ELECTIONS SHOULD COINCIDE (ED)
5/25/1994 A012 NOMEE WINS RE-ELECTION
8/17/1994 A041 TRIBAL ELECTIONS IN FULL SWING (ED)
11/10/1994 A013 TURTLE MOUNTAIN TURNS 'JIGGERS' OUT
11/10/1994 A075 11 VOTES FORCE APACHE RECOUNT
6/08/1995 A012 BIA ORDERS NEW ELECTIONS FOR SHAKOPEE COMMUNITY
6/08/1995 A021 LAWSUIT FILED OVER UTE TRIBAL ELECTION
6/23/1995 A013 UTE ELECTION CONTROVERSY DIVIDES TRIBE
6/23/1995 B062 SEX INDICTMENT SHADES CHOCTAW ELECTION
7/06/1995 A031 SEVERE ALLEGATIONS ARISE IN RECENT CHEROKEE ELECTION
7/27/1995 A065 HO-CHUNK RUNOFF VOTE
7/27/1995 A065 CHEROKEE PETITION SEEKS REFORM
8/24/1995 A024 SAC AND FOX NATION TO HOLD ELECTION
10/05/1995 A034 CHEROKEE CANDIDATE LOSES RE-ELECTION BID
10/19/1995 AOll PEQUOTS--MONEY AT THE ROOT OF ALL POLITICS
10/19/1995 A014 '94 WINNEBAGO ELECTION PROBED
11/16/1995 A051 COYOTE SAYS--SOMETIMES LOTTERY'S BETTER THAN AN ELEC
11/16/1995 A061 ELECTIONS, TAXES S ENROLLMENT PLAGUE SAGINAW
11/23/1995 A033 COUNCIL RE-ELECTED AT PRAIRIE ISLAND COMMUNITY
11/30/1995 A031 ELECTION FRAUD ALLEGATIONS INVESTIGATED AT FT BERTH
12/14/1995 A031 BALLOT TAMPERING CHARGES DENIED
9/21/1994 A013 BASHA TO FACE SYMINGTON IN ARIZ GUBERNATORIAL RACE
10/05/1994 AOll SAN CARLOS CANDIDATES GEAR UP FOR ELECTION
4/01/1992 B083 CCST PRIMARY ELECTION RESULTS
4/15/1992 B031 3fBIG EAGLE--GIVE GOVT BACK TO THE PEOPLE
4/15/1992 B031 KSAZUE--SEPARATION OF POWERS NEEDED
8/19/1992 AOll BEN CAMPBELL WINS PRIMARY
10/08/1992 BOll KVOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE FOR CRST ELECTIONS OCT
11/12/1992 B072 WEATHER HINDERS VOTER TURNOUT AT CRST POLLS
3/23/1994 BOll CRST PRIMARY DATE CHANGED
6/15/1994 BOll CRST ELECTION UPDATE
7/07/1994 B053 POLITICAL HOPEFULS FILE CRST PETITIONS
8/17/1994 A061 DUCHENEAUX AND BOURLAND FACE OFF
10/12/1994 B012 kCRST GEARING UP FOR NOVEMBER ELECTIONS
11/10/1994 AOll BOURLAND RETAINS CRST PRESIDENCY
11/16/1994 A021 XECHOHAWK LOSES GUBERNATORIAL BID
7/22/1992 B063 LOWER BRULE SETS DATES FOR COUNCIL ELECTIONS
9/16/1992 A064 LOWER BRULE TRIBE RE-ELECTS JANDREAU
2/23/1994 A064 NAVAJO BEGIN RACE FOR TRIBAL PRESIDENT
6/01/1994 A013 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION FINDS 5 CANDIDATES LACKING
8/17/1994 A014 ZAH, HALE WIN NAVAJO PRIMARY
9/18/1991 BOll KTAPIO RE-ELECTED AT PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
11/20/1991 A041 WHY NOT A WOMAN FOR OST PRESIDENT? (ED)
1/14/1992 A041 ELECTION TIME HERE AGAIN--SPEAK TO THE PEOPLE (ED)
1/14/1992 A076 WAKPAMNI ELECTION TIMELINE ANNOUNCED
1/14/1992 B014 SIX-WAY RACE FOR CHAIRMAN FACES VOTERS IN OGLALA
2/04/1992 A044 DON'T FORGET THE COUNCIL AFTER THE VOTE (L)
2/04/1992 BOll XBETWEEN LODGES--USE EXISTING RESOURCES
2/04/1992 BOll KRED SHIRT--TRIBAL INVENTORY IS NEEDED
2/04/1992 BOll kWILSON--ATTRACT INDUSTRY, EMPLOY VETS
2/04/1992 BOll XKING--YOUNG AND OLD NEED HELP
2/04/1992 BOll xFIRE THUNDER--YOUTH, BUILDINGS A PRIORITY
2/04/1992 B013 STEELE--DECLINES TO BE INTERVIEWED
2/04/1992 B051 TRIBAL STUDY DISCOURAGES FUTURE OFFICERS
2/12/1992 A012 XSTEELE, BETWEEN LODGES TAKE PRIMARY
2/19/1992 A031 IT'S OFFICIAL! OST MARCH 10 BALLOT SET
2/19/1992 A034 OST CANDIDATES CAN CAMPAIGN IN THE TIMES
3/04/1992 A041 DON'T VOTE JUST FOR ONE MAN (ED)
3/04/1992 A044 OST GENERAL--ELECT SPIRITUAL-BASED PEOPLE (L)
3/04/1992 coil KOST PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--BETWEEN LODGES...
3/04/1992 coil *OST PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--STEELE...
3/04/1992 con *OST VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--LONE HILL...
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3/04/1992 coil KOST VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--JANIS...
3/04/1992 C015 GERALD 'JUMP* BIG CROW--20 YEARS IN GOVERNMENT
4/01/1992 ,C023 PETITIONS CIRCULATED FOR OST OFFICERS
8/19/1992 A044 UNETHICAL POLITICS DIVIDE COMMUNITY (L)
12/08/1993 A024 PINE RIDGE ELECTION RESULTS
12/22/1993 B012 *TWO HATS IN OST PRESIDENTIAL RING
12/29/1993 BOll OST MEMBERS ANNOUNCE FOR CANDIDACY
1/05/1994 B015 OST SET FOR LARGEST ELECTION IN TRIBAL HISTORY
2/02/1994 B012 KCANDIDATES FORUM-OST PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS
2/10/1994 A012 BETWEEN LODGES 8 STEELE TO FACE OFF--OST PRESIDENT
2/23/1994 A013 KOST ELECTION NOT WITHOUT CONTROVERSY
2/23/1994 A041 BETWEEN LODGES/LONE HILL BEST FOR OST (ED)
2/23/1994 A053 POLITICIANS ADD TO READER'S GRIPES (L)
3/02/1994 A041 THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGING—CAST A VOTE (ED)
3/09/1994 AOll KBETWEEN LODGES 8 LONE HILL VICTORIOUS
3/23/1994 BOll KOFFICIAL OST POLL TALLIES
NUTRITION TOP PRIORITIES FOR CARLYLE3/27/1991 A061 kINDIAN CENTER^ HIGHER PAYING JOBS, LARSON GOALS
VyWyMV: *Ji?y?ifi%PMCATION, TOURISM MCLAUGHLIN TARGETS4/17/1991 A015 KCARLYLE AND MCLAUGHLIN RUNOFF APRIL 23
4/17/1991 A041 LET'S VOTE AGAIN FOR MAYOR CARLYLE (ED)
3/25/1992 A081 kDARLENE DEWITT SEEKS SEAT ON RC COMMON COUNCIL
3/25/1992 A081 KAREN BULMAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION IN CITY'S APRIL 14
3/25/1992 A083 BILL ECHTERLING SEEKS RETURN TO SCHOOL BOARD4/29/1992 B021 TWO DEFEATED CANDIDATES NOT DISCOUR&
6/10/1992 B051 SMALL NUMBER OF VOTERS SELECT REPUBLICANS
8/05/1992 AlOl JOHNSON O'MALLEY SETS BOARD ELECTION
3/03/1993 A051 ELDERS--HEALTH BOARD PULLED PALACE COUP
8/07/1991 A131 RST ELECTION DRAWS RECORD CANDIDATES
8/14/1991 BOll KROSEBUD ELECTION 91--BEN BLACK BEAR JR COMM IS VITA
8/14/1991 BOll KRONALD VALANDRA-WOULD STABILIZE TRIBAL GOVT
I2H new-thinking atmosphere8/14/1991 BOll kRALPH MORAN--PROMISES PROGRESS IN SECOND TERM
8/14/1991 B025 LUNDERMAN REFUSES TO BE INTERVIEWED
8/21/1991 BOll RST PRIMARY BRINGS FEDERAL PRESENCE
8/28/1991 A012 KRST--LUNDERMAN VS VALANDRA
9/18/1991 A083 RST PRIMARY RESULTS CALLED FINAL
9/25/1991 BOll KCOURT DATE PUTS ROSEBUD GEN ELECTION IN DOUBT
10/02/1991 AOll ROSEBUD ELECTION WILL GO FORWARD OCT 24
10/02/1991 A012 KCAMPAIGN CONFUSION
10/30/1991 A015 KLUNDERMAN WILL TAKE RST SEAT IN DECEMBER
6/10/1992 A043 ROSEBUD TRIBE URGED GET OUT AND VOTE (L)
9/01/1993 AOll ROSEBUD PRIMARY GOES TO KINDLE, MORAN
10/06/1993 B012KSTATE SENATOR--MORE CAN BE DONE AT HOME
11/03/1993 A012 KKINDLE ELECTED RST PRESIDENT
7/13/1995 BOll ELECTIONS SET FOR 3 TRIBES
7/27/1995 B015 WILLIAM KINDLE SEEKS RE-ELECTION AT ROSEBUD
8/24/1995 BOll MCKENZIE CHALLENGED ON ROSEBUD RESIDENCY
9/07/1995 B021 ROSEBUD PRIMARY SETS SCENE FOR POSSIBLE CHANGES
11/02/1995 BOll KINDLE WINS TOP ROSEBUD COUNCIL RACE
4/08/1992 A066 kVALANDRA SEEKS RE-ELECTION BUT DISTRICT 27
4/08/1992 A066 FLANDREAU CHAIRMAN RUNS FOR STATE HOUSE
4/22/1992 A032 KPETERSON FUNDS FOR DISTRICT 28-A
4/22/1992 A073 DISTRICT 27 CANDIDATES FILE PETITIONS
5/06/1992 B022 VAN NORMAN TO RUN FOR HOUSE SEAT
4/06/1994 A041 WHICH CANDIDATE IS BEST FOR TRIBES' (ED)
6/01/1994 A041 HAVE A SAY--GET OUT AND VOTE (ED)
^25^ JIM BEDDOW IS THE MAN TO LEAD THIS STATE (ED)11/02/1994 A041 A UNITED INDIAN VOTE CAN BE CRUCIAL (ED)
11/02/1994 B021 ELECTIONS 1994
11/10/1994 AOll KJANKLOW PREVAILS
^DESPITE REGISTRATION DRIVE, VOTER TURNOUT LOW
10/02/1991 A022 SRST ELECTION RESULTS ARE IN
CANDIDATES FILE FOR STANDING ROCK SLOTS
BOl'i taken alive takes reins—standing rock picks council
VOTING STILL COUNTS AT STANDING ROCK (L)
7/13/1995 BOll ELECTIONS SET FOR 3 TRIBES
B013 STANDING ROCK VOTERS OUST TWO INCUMBENTS
^2^^ LACK OF VOTERS MAKES SISSETON WAHPETON ELECTION NOT
iiSii
7/20/1995 A024 TURTLE MOUNTAIN ELECTIONS CALLED OFF
12/14/1995 A031 TURTLE MOUNTAIN ELECTION VALID
^2!5 *KERRY BID DRAWS SUPPORT IN INDIAN COUNTRYA034 MENOMINEE THROWS IN HAT FOR CONGRESSIONAL RACE
time to choose the right hat (ED)
2/19/1992 A04I VOTE FOR AGRAN IN PRIMARY (ED)
2/19/1992 A051 DEBATE DISAPPOINTING TO CANDIDATE (L)
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2/19/1992 A053 PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE TOOK TIME TO VISIT, LEARN (L)
2/26/1992 A035 CANDIDATES CLASH
3/04/1992 A041 KNOT POLITICALLY CORRECT--JUST CORRECT IN HEART
4/08/1992 A041 KLARRY AGRAN AND PRESS-UNMAKING A PRESIDENT (ED)
4/08/1992 A084 HANEY ENTERS SENATE RACE
4/22/1992 A012 KREP BEN CAMPBELL SEEKS SENATE SEAT
6/03/1992 A061 KCANDIDATES CAMPAIGN FOR CONGRESS
7/29/1992 B091 KCLINTON VOWS TO CHANGE AMERICA--PUTTING PEOPLE FIRS
9/09/1992 A015 KADA DEER ASKS SUPPORT FROM TRIBES
9/23/1992 Alll TEEN ELECTION SPECIAL CANNED
10/08/1992 D081 TRIBAL OFFICIALS FORM NATIVE AMERICANS FOR CLINTON
10/22/1992 A013 BUSH CAMPAIGN TARGETS INDIAN VOTE
11/05/1992 A012 KCLINTON BURNS BUSH
12/03/1992 A041 KTHIS ADMINISTRATION CAN BE BEGINNING OF SOMETHING N
12/10/1992 A012 KMONTANA INDIAN VOTE HAD CLOUT
11/16/1994 AOll REPUBLICANS SWEEP CONGRESS
1/05/1995 A051 THE REPUBLICAN REVOLUTION & WHAT IT MEANS
7/08/1993 B023 CANDIDATES CERTIFIED FOR YST ELECTIONS
7/13/1995 BOll ELECTIONS SET FOR 3 TRIBES
7/20/1995 B051 DRAPEAU SEEKS ANOTHER TERM AS CHAIRMAN
9/21/1995 B035 DRAPEAU WINS RE-ELECTION
SEE ALSO ENERGY
1/01/1991 B031 TRIBES EXPLORE UTILITY CONSERVATION
10/09/1991 AOll CREE CHIEF ASKS NEW YORK TO DROP ELECTRICAL CONTRACT
11/27/1991 B041 KCREE PR WINS POWER PLAY
12/04/1991 A031 ALTERNATIVE PARADE FOCUSES ON HYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECT
4/15/1992 B022 VANDALS CUT POWER AT SHARPS CORNER
6/10/1992 B073 NEW ELECTRIC LINE CONSTRUCTION BEGINS
8/18/1993 B014 STATE SELECTS ROGERS FOR ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
11/17/1993 B072 CROW JOIN OPPOSITION TO ELECTRIC PLANT
4/20/1994 A044 RESIDENTS QUESTION $300 ELECTRIC BILLS (L)
5/04/1994 A044 TRI-COUNTY ELECTRIC DIDN'T JUST PULL THE PLUG (L)
6/29/1994 A071 kTRIBES CLAIM BARRIERS TO HYDRO POWER
9/14/1994 AOll MISSOURI RIVER POWER BID LOST
3/09/1995 BOll MNI-SOSE WANTS WAPA TO NEGOTIATE POWER PRICES
4/13/1995 .B071 KPOST CARDS CALL FOR PROTEST
4/13/1995 B074 ALLOCATION OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER A MAJOR ISSUE
4/27/1995 A071 TUSCARORA TRIBE 'POWERLESS' IN FEUD WITH UTILITY
6/23/1995 BOll TRIBES COULD GET SHORT-CHANGED IN MAJOR MISSOURI RIV
11/09/1995 B021 TRIBES TO TAP WAPA POWER
11/23/1995 B015 LACREEK ELECTRIC CUSTOMERS GET BREAK ON RATES
5/11/1994 S071 KTRIBE PLUGS INTO ELECTRONICS
5/26/1993 BOll ELK TO SHARE STANDING ROCK'S WILDLIFE RESERVE
12/08/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK TEEN REPORTED MISSING
1/05/1994 B015 KSEARCH CONTINUES FOR MISSING 15-YEAR-OLD
3/09/1994 A044 FAMILY URGES RELATIVE TO COME HOME (L)
4/20/1994 B012 KSTANDING ROCK BOY'S BODY RECOVERED FROM RIVER
8/28/1991 A041 PAST TIME FOR TIRADES TO CEASE (ED)
9/18/1991 A041 KJUSTICE FOR EVERYONE, MR ELLISON
9/18/1991 A061 ELLISON RESPONDS TO EDITORIAL ON AIM AND PELTIER
4/17/1991 A044 PINE RIDGE AIRSPACE BEING VIOLATED (L)
10/22/1992 B036 ELLSWORTH CONDUCTS AN AUCTION
11/12/1992 B031 AIR BASE HONORS NATIVE AMERICANS
11/26/1992 B012 AIR FORCE BASE NATIVE AMERICAN EVENT SUCCESSFUL
8/04/1993 B012 BOMBERS CHANGE COURSE TO AVOID DISRUPTING CEREMONIES
5/18/1994 B033 MILITARY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT ON SALE AT ELLSWORTH
6/15/1995 AOll KDOLLAR IMPACT OF TRIBES GREATER THAN AIR BASE
2/19/1992 C053 kELWOOD IS CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT 27
4/10/1991 A084 COLORADO MAN CHARGED IN MARTY EMBEZZLEMENT
4/17/1991 A025 EX-CROW CHAIRMAN SURRENDERS
5/08/1991 A026 EX-CROW OFFICIALS MUST STAY IN PRISON
6/05/1991 B033 OST MEMBER PLEADS GUILTY IN RENT THEFT
11/20/1991 B055 THREE FLANDREAU RESIDENTS INDICTED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
12/11/1991 B022 ROSEBUD WOMAN DENIES EMBEZZLEMENT
1/14/1992 B031 2 SENTENCED IN EMBEZZLEMENT CASE
2/04/1992 B162 BEARDT PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
3/11/1992 A021 'ROCKY' MACDONALD GUILTY OF THEFT AND EMBEZZLEMENT
4/15/1992 B021 3 SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
5/06/1992 A012 kTHREE CONVICTED IN SIOUX LEAN BEEF RIPOFF
7/22/1992 B062 FT YATES WOMAN PLEADS GUILTY TO EMBEZZLEMENT
9/02/1992 BOll STANDING ROCK DISTRICT TREASURER INDICTED
9/30/1992 BOll EX-COUNCILMAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO EMBEZZLEMENT
4/07/1993 BOll ANTOINE PLEADS GUILTY TO THEFT OF RUNWAY FUNDS
4/14/1993 B104 BROUGHT PLENTY SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
8/18/1993 BOll VERMILLION SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
8/10/1994 BOll TWISS CHARGED WITH EMBEZZLEMENT
12/07/1994 A015 FORMER APACHE CHAIRMAN PLEADS GUILTY
12/07/1994 BOll FORMER YANKTON OFFICIAL ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
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10/19/1995 BG14 DEVILS LAKE CASINO STAFF FACE CHARGES
8/12/1992 C053 RST AMBULANCE, H'OSPITAL HANDLE TWO DISASTERS
8/19/1992 BGll xDONATED HOUSE TO BECOME HOME FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE
8/26/1992 BGll *KYLE HONORS ITS EMERGENCY STAFF
11/G5/1992 BG12 EMERGENCY STAFF LEARNS TO COPE WITH THE HORRORS
5/G5/1993 BG65 XTEN PARTICIPATE IN MEDICAL INITIAL RESPONDER COURSE
1G/G6/1993.BG12 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE IN DRIVERS SEAT OF AMBULANCE SER
12/29/1994 BGI2 kYOUNG VOLUNTEERS STAFF SEARCH S RESCUE UNIT
7/27/1995 AG65 911 SERVICE DEBATED
9/G7/1995 BGll SIOUX SAN TO CUT EMERGENCY SERVICES
SEE DISASTER RELIEF
1G/26/199A BG24 xEMERY LOOKS TO SIXTH TERM
11/23/I99A B071 xEMERY AND COLLINS RECOGNIZED AS ACHIEVERS
2/19/1991 AG35 AID AVAILABLE FOR UNEMPLOYED FARM/RANCH STUDENTS
3/12/1991 BG31 TRIBAL MEMBERS MAY FIND WORK REBUILDING KUWAIT
A/17/1991 AGll HIGH COURT UPHOLDS PREFERENCE
8/G7/1991 AG81 RED TAPE SEVERED IN JOBS PROGRAMS?
9/GA/1991 BG3A OUTREACH PROGRAM OFFERS EMPLOYMENT AID
9/11/1991 AG51 DEPT OF CORRECTIONS PROMOTES UNFAIR HIRING PRACTICES
IG/G2/1991 AG53 FORMER IHS EMPLOYEE AIRS GRIEVANCES (L)
12/GA/1991 AG15 JOBS BILL PROVIDES $1 BILLION FOR ROADS
12/24/1991 AG72 KMINING^-MINERAL WEALTH COULD MEAN JOBS
12/24/1991 AIGA IHS MEDICAL WAREHOUSE COULD MEAN 3G NEW JOBS
12/31/1991 AG51 SOME FORGET TO HIRE THE VET (L)
1/21/1992 AG13 JTPA FUNDS ENDANGERED
2/12/1992 AG65 BUSH PROPOSES JTPA CUTBACKS
2/26/1992 AG24 SIMON ASKS LABOR DEPT TO RETHINK INDIAN JTPA PROGRAM
2/26/1992 AG35 BILL FOR ELDERLY SERVICES ON HOLD
2/26/1992 AG51 A DISAPPOINTING JOB SEARCH (L)
3/18/1992 AG24 JTPA GRANTEES/ NOT LABOR, CAN BEST DETERMINE NEEDS
3/25/1992 AG34 INVESTMENT, EMPLOYMENT BILL IS DOWN BUT NOT OUT
4/GI/1992 AGll PUBLIC WORKS BILL HAS $25G MILLION
4/22/1992 AG33 ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES—PUBLIC WORKS BILL VITAL
4/22/1992 AG65 MINNESOTA CASINO NEEDS 6GG WORKERS
6/17/1992 AG21 LEADERS BACK LOCAL JTPA CONTROL
7/G1/I992 BG41 SPIEGEL STORE PLANS TO HIRE NATIVE AMERICANS
7/22/1992 BG61 JOB PROGRAM ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
8/G5/1992 BG46 INDIAN EMPLOYMENT GRANTS AWARDED
9/G2/1992 CG71 XCITY PROGRAM WORKS ON JOB SUSTAINMENT/SUPPORT
9/16/1992 AG61 INDIAN JTPA LAW STRENGTHENED
9/16/1992 AG91 NATURAL GAS STATION BOOSTS FT PECK ECONOMY
1G/G8/1992 DG53 ClA WANTS TO RECRUIT MORE NATIVE AMERICANS
1G/22/I992 BG12 BEAR SOLDIER DISTRICT WINS VETS PROGRAM
1G/29/I992 BG86 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL INTIATES WORK PROGRAM
2/G4/I993 AGll RESTRICTIONS ON INDIAN JTPA GRANTEES PLANNED
2/11/1993 BG51 TODD COUNTY SCHOOL PLANS CAREER FAIR FOR STUDENTS
3/1G/1993 BG12 XCENTER PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT SKILLS
3/17/1993 AG14 KCLINTON BACKS SUMMER JOBS
3/17/1993 BG12 STUDENTS PLANT DREAMS OF A CAREER HARVEST
3/24/1993 AG51 ACADEMICS AND INDIANS (L)
3/24/1993 AG51 A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE (L)
4/G7/1993AG14 43 REPUBLICANS THREATEN JOBS
4/G7/I993 AG82 BADLANDS LOOK TO HIRE LOCAL HELP
6/16/1993 AG61 SUMMER JOB PROSPECTS ARE CRUMBLING
7/G8/1993 AG71 CLINTON SIGNS SUMMER JOBS BILL
7/21/1993 BG33 CONGRESS ADDS 52G YOUTH JOBS
8/G4/1993 S2G4 ^TRAINING NOT JUST FOR JOBS--FOR A LIFETIME
8/II/1993 AG71 PROGRAM TRAINS UNEMPLOYED FOR OCCUPATIONS IN HIGH DE
8/25/1993 BG51 PROGRAM PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT TRAINING FOR RESERVATION
9/15/1993 BGll GRAND RIVER PROJECT OFFERS YOUTH EMPLOYMENT TRAINING
9/22/1993 AG21 LABOR WITHDRAWS INDIAN PROGRAM 'REDIRECTION*
9/29/1993 AG53 INCREASING DIVERSITY—CHANGING FACE OF FED WORKFORCE
II/G3/1993 BG91 TWO BLACK HILLS PROGRAMS AMONG JTPA AWARD WINNERS
ll/lG/1993 AG53 SAVE MONEY FOR DISASTER, DEFICIT, NOT PRESIDENT (L)
12/22/1993 AG12 xEMPLOYMENT RISES DRAMATICALLY ON RESERVATIONS
12/22/1993 CGIl CASINO SKYROCKETS WINNEBAGO EMPLOYMENT
1/12/1994 AG12 JOBS MAY GO AT BIA
1/12/1994 AG13 IHS TO ABSORB STAFF CUTS
1/19/1994 BG12 »IHS BELT TIGHTENING SQUEEZES IG POSITIONS
2/1G/1994 AG44 READER AMUSED BY JOB ADVERTISEMENT (L)
2/16/1994 BG12 SIOUX SAN STAFF CUTS SPARK CONTROVERSY
2/23/1994 AG64 xJOB TRAINING A LOSER IN LABOR BUDGET
3/23/1994 AG84 GOVT WATCHDOG REPORTS LABOR, TRIBES SUFFER POOR
4/G6/I994 AG31 TLINGIT-HAIDA TO ENTER BUDGET PLAN
4/27/1994 BGI2 PINE RIDGE MAN SAYS WATER PIPELINE CONTRACTOR ALL WE
5/11/1994 AG53 OST RURAL WATER SUPPLY DIRECTOR ANSWERS ARTICLE (L)
5/11/1994 BGll PROGRAM REVIEW FINDS STANDING ROCK VIOLATIONS
5/18/1994 BG31 WANDA STANDING BEAR HONORED
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5/25/1994 A013 JOHNSON TRIES TO BOOST PARK EMPLOYMENT
6/15/1994 A034 COURT INSISTS COMPANIES EXHAUST TRIBAL REMEDIES
6/15/1994 A041 XINDIAN BUSINESSES MUST HIRE THEIR OWN
7/20/1994 AQ71 BET ON CASINO MANAGEMENT AS SMART CAREER PATH
8/10/1994 B051 125 NAVAJO FIND EMPLOYMENT ON PRE-'SCRUBBER'
8/17/1994 BG13 $2.9 MILLION IN GRANTS AWARDED
9/21/1994 C012 KCAREER LEARNING CENTER GIVES RAPID CITIANS A HAND
10/05/1994 BOll CHEYENNE RIVER TERO WINS NATIONAL AWARD
11/23/1994 A014 JOBS PROGRAM BENEFITS THOSE ONLY ON RESERVATION
1/05/1995 A034 GUYANA CRACKS DOWN ON EXPLOITATION
1/12/1995 AOll EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING COULD BE TARGETS IN NEW CONGRES
3/02/1995 A085 SUMMER YOUTH JOBS TARGETED BY GOP
3/09/1995 S361 kEDUCATIONAL LAUNDRY IMPRESSES JOB TRAINING SKILLS
6/01/1995 A021 JOB GRANTS TO GO DIRECT TO TRIBES
6/29/1995 B031 10 SINGLE PARENTS TO GRADUATE FROM JOBS
7/20/1995 A021 SENATE APPROVES DIRECT TRIBAL JOBS FUNDING
8/03/1995 A051 EAGLE SPIRIT'S FLIGHT HINDERED (L)
8/17/1995 coil GRANTS DISTRIBUTED TO HELP STUDENTS ACQUIRE JOB SKIL
10/12/1994 coil kENDSLEY SIX YEARS STRONG AT INFR
11/27/1991 C032 PINE RIDGE FAMILIES LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
9/23/1992 A015 TUNDRA FIRE THREAT TO NUCLEAR POWER UNITS
2/18/1993 A074 SECRETARY PLEDGES TO SUPPORT TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
3/03/1993 B012 XCOLD SNAP AT SRST FUELS HEAT PRICE CRISIS
7/08/1993 A071 xCOMMUNICATION GAP CAUSES CONTROVERSY—CROW RESERV
11/10/1993 S141 GRAND CASINO HINCKLEY WINS AWARDS
2/16/1994 B031 ROSEBUD GETS MORE ENERGY AID
2/23/1994 A074 ASSISTANCE TO BE AVAILABLE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
3/30/1994 A031 ENERGY GRANTS NOW AVAILABLE
3/30/1994 A051 CLINTON FUEL ASSISTANCE CUTS NEED EXPOSURE (L)
5/11/1994 B051 DOE ANNOUNCES $5 MILLION GRANT PROGRAM ,
6/22/1994 AOll OST PUSHES FOR SHARE OF FEDERAL HYDROPOWER
12/07/1994 BOll LOWER BRULE LOOKS TO ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
12/29/1995 B013 ENERGY ASSISTANCE COMES THROUGH BEFORE SHUTDOWN
7/20/1995 A065 THE BULLS' BIGGEST FAN--
7/07/1994 B041 COMPANY ESTABLISHES ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIPS AT SDSU
8/10/1994 C021 STANFORD'S ENGINEERING SCHOOL HOSTS SUMMER CAMP
12/07/1994 B063 MONTANA SCHOOLS TEAM FOR FUTURE AM IND SCIENTISTS
3/30/1995 A081 ENGINEERING RECEIVES $690,590 FROM SLOAN
4/20/1995 B034 DAKTRONICS FUNDS SDSU SCHOLARSHIP
11/02/1995 B053 xENGINEERING STUDENTS HOST SCIENCE, MATH WORKSHOP
11/16/1995 BOll xCOLLEGES TEAM UP TO GIVE AM IND STUDENTS BOOST
SEE GREAT BRITAIN
11/12/1992 A071 XPOSTERS SHOWCASE ENGLISH'S WORK
5/26/1993 SlOl xENGLISH'S IMAGES HAVE 'THAT KIND OF STRENGTH'
11/23/1995 AOll KMANY ROADS, ONE DIRECTION
2/25/1993 Bill 'THE LAST WOLF' OFFERS WOLF CLAN PARALLELS WITH LAKO
SEE TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP
10/02/1991 BOll KENTERPRISE EYAPAHA--FOR THE COMMUNITY
12/24/1991 A061 XMANDERSON NEWSPAPER F0LDS--5TH FAILURE IN A DECADE
5/13/1992 B015 SPECIAL EDITION OF ENTERPRISE EYEPAHA HITS STREETS
6/24/1992 B051 BADD NEWS--A REFRESHING LOOK AT ENTERTAINMENT
SEE ALSO US ENV PROT AGENCY
1/08/1991 A031 EIGHT TRIBES FUNDED FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS
4/24/1991 C014 GOOD ROAD COALITION GREENPEACE AGAINST ROSEBUD LANDF
5/29/1991 A081 CRST CREATES COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT
6/05/1991 A081 XHOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE—IT IS OUR PROBLEM
7/10/1991 A012 GROS VENTRE FEAR GOLD MINE CONTAMINATION
7/24/1991 A033 LOGGING NOT TOURISM IS MEDICINE WHEEL AGENDA
7/31/1991 A105 STONE CHILD JULY INSTITUTE FOCUSED ON ENVIRONMENT
7/31/1991 B013 KDUMP CLEANUP COMPLETED AT PINE RIDGE
11/13/1991 A012 NATIVE PHILOSOPHY CAN OVERCOME ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM
12/31/1991 A053 xHOTTEST RELIGIOUS WAR OF CENTURY GETS STILL HOTTER
4/01/1992 A051 CRST FORMS ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE CD
6/03/1992 B014 SOLID WASTE FORUM--LANDFILLS MUST BE IN COMPLIANCE
1/07/1993 B063 THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES ADOPT ENVIRONMENT LAWS
2/11/1993 A071 PIMA-MARICOPA AND ENV GROUP COME TO TERMS--LANDFILL
8/04/1993 A031 SENATE PASSES INDIAN ENVIRONMENTAL BILL
8/18/1993 A031 NAVAJO WANT BETTER PROTECTION LAWS FOR TREES
10/14/1993 A015 NAVAJO ACTIVIST FOUND DEAD IN HIS VEHICLE
10/20/1993 A071 CALL FOR INVESTIGATION OF NAVAJO ACTIVIST'S DEATH
10/20/1993 A071 NAVAJO ENVIRONMENTALIST LEROY JACKSON LAID TO REST
11/10/1993 A033 xSTUDENTS MAKING GROUND IN FIGHT AGAINST TRAFFICWAY
11/24/1993 A044 DINE' CARE--BIA DOESN'T SPEAK ON OUR BEHALF (L)
12/01/1993 B042 CARE PUSHES ACTIVIST'S WISH
12/01/1993 B061 xDEFENSE OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS PROTECTS EVERYONE
12/08/1993 A061 xBILL PROVIDES TRIBAL PROGRAMS FLEXIBILITY
12/22/1993 A034 $1.1 MILLION AWARDED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
1/19/1994 A033 US FISH S WILDLIFE RESPONDS TO JACKSON'S LAST LETTER
ENRIGHT GARY
ENROLLMENT
ENTERPRISE EYAPAHA
ENTERTAINMENT
ENVIRON PROTECTION
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ENVIRON PROTECTION 2/23/199A
3/02/199A
3/30/199A
5/18/199A
6/22/1994
7/20/1994
8/24/1994
10/05/1994
11/23/1994
12/15/1994
1/05/1995
5/11/1995
5/25/1995
6/01/1995
7/27/1995
8/03/1995
8/10/1995
8/24/1995
8/31/1995
9/07/1995
9/14/1995
10/05/1995
11/02/1995
11/02/1995
1/08/1991
2/05/1991
7/17/1991
8/21/1991
10/16/1991
12/18/1991
1/21/1992
1/28/1992
2/12/1992
4/22/1992
6/03/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
8/26/1992
10/08/1992
12/17/1992
4/14/1993
4/21/1993
4/28/1993
5/05/1993
5/05/1993
6/02/1993
6/30/1993
7/21/1993
7/28/1993
7/28/1993
10/06/1993
11/17/1993
12/01/1993
3/02/1994
3/09/1994
3/16/1994
5/11/1994
12/15/1994
12/29/1994
11/23/1994
A051 TIME FOR A NEW SHERIFF (L)
B051 TULALIP'S TERRY WILLIAMS WINS APPOINTMENTS -
A032 ARIZONA TRIBAL SAWMILL TO CLOSE, AT LEAST TEMPORARIL
B051 EPA RECOGNIZES TWO AREA TRIBAL MEMBERS
AOll PROTECTING MOTHER EARTH--CHIPPEWA PROTEST EXXON
A041 3EINDIGEN0US CULTURE COULD BE FINAL HOPE FOR SURVIVAL
A021 LOGGING DISPUTE RAISES CULTURAL, FOREST MANAGEMENT
B065 ABORIGINAL ENFORCEMENT OFFICER VISITS AMERICA
BOll TRIBES, STATE ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
A022 ENVIRONMENT NETWORK CONTINUES TO GROW
B022 OST, STATE SIGN ENVIRONMENTAL PACT
A064 INDIGO GIRLS EMBARKING ON BENEFIT CONCERT TOUR
A061 XSHARING CULTURE 8 STAGE WITH INDIGO GIRLS
A033 BABBITT, ALASKA NATIVES SIGN AGREEMENT
A021 HAUDENOSAUNEE NATIONS 8 UN BEGIN HISTORIC ENVIRONMEN
B031 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL FIGHTS AGRICULTURE BILL AMENDME
AOll *PROTESTERS DEMAND THE PROTECTION OF WOLF RIVER
AG21 MOHAWK ENVIRONMENTALISTS CALL EPA PROPOSAL RACIST
A031 MENOMINEE OPPOSED
AG62 HONOR EARTH TOUR TARGETS $2GG,GGG FOR ENVIRONMENT
BG41 OMAHA ENVIRONMENTAL CODE ATTACKED
AG23 environmental GROUPS WANT TO 'UNPLUG* OCT 13
BG12 ENVIRONMENTAL '7TH GENERATION' AMENDMENT BACKED
CG41 XINDIGO GIRLS RELEASE BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE
AG43 COLUMBUS HELPED BEGIN DEMISE OF WEST
AG53 A VIEW THROUGH THE PAST YEAR'S COLUMNS
AG73 LAKE TRAVERSE STUDENTS STUDY ENVIRONMENT
AGll NAVAJOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
AG33 ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM CHARGE LODGED--SOUTHWEST TRIBES
AG53 'NEW INDIANS' FACE OLD ENVIRONMENTAL FIGHT
AG44 LEARN TO WALK GENTLY OVER THE EARTH (L)
AG75 ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK WORKS TO DEVELOP LINK
CG45 SD LEG REPORT--HOUSE EXAMINING TAX, ENVIRON BILLS
AG61 TRIBES DENOUNCE INTEREST IN NUCLEAR WASTES
AG41 RESPECT THE EARTH OR ALL IS A WASTE (ED)
B143 KLEADERS MEET WITH COUSTEAU AT EARTH SUMMIT
B146 CONFERENCE AIRS CONCERNS ON EARTH AND SOVEREIGNTY
AG71 XELDER BLAMES DEATH OF ENVIRONMENT ON DENIAL
CG55 PRAY FOR THE WORLD--ELIMINATE THE GREED
BG93 THREE COUNTRIES UNITE FOR ECOLOGY PROJECT
AG61 WHITEWASHING NATIVE ENVIRONMENTALISM
BG51 PART II--THE NATL TRIBAL ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL
BGll JOANN TALL RECIPIENT OF $6G,GGG AWARD
AG71 SENATE APPROVES PLAN FOR INDIAN EPA OFFICE
AG74 ISLETA PUEBLO RECEIVES ENVIRONMENT RECOGNITION
AG31 TRIBES UNITE IN FIGHT TO PROTECT MOTHER EARTH
BG75 WEEK-LONG YOUTH ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING SCHEDULED
AG13 MERCURY LEVELS DOWN IN GREAT LAKES CATCHES
AG65 CANADA HOSTS EARTH SUMMIT
BG12 XOLC STUDENTS MEET NATURAL RESOURCES IN HOME SETTING
BG61 ^OKLAHOMA STUDENTS WORK ON REAL-LIFE ENVIRON PROBLEM
AG81 DEPTtOF ENVIRONMENT SPONSORS AG CONFERENCE IN DEC
BG51 KROAD PROJECT THREATENS HASKELL WETLANDS
AG64 NAVAJO MAN SAYS ENVIRONMENT'SECOND TO MOST AMERICANS
AG32 ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM PLAGUES. MEXICAN BORDER
BG33 GOVERNOR REQUESTS NOMINATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
BG82 MENOMINEE GET GRANT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
AOll MERCURY POISONING REAL THREAT TO MINNESOTANS
BQ12 KOGLALA PARKS AUTHORITY WORKING TO TRANSFORM AREA
AOll XHOT SPRINGS MAN SEES MAYAN OPPRESSION IN CENTRAL
SEE US ENV PROT AGENCY
SEE CHURCH EPISCOPAL
SEE INUIT
A084 KEXOTIC ANIMALS TO BE FEATURED AT 'MARKETPLACE 91'
S061 KHOMECOMING PORTRAYAL OF NATIVE AMS SOON TO CHANGE
B015 ESTELLINE STUDENTS SEEKING MASCOT CHANGE
A071 ESTELLINE RESIDENTS CIRCULATE PETITION OPPOSING CHAN
A031 PROBE ONGOING IN MEDICINAL DEATH OF MASSACRE SURVIVO
A014 XAUTHOR GIVES MASSACRE SURVIVOR LINK TO HER PAST
C051 KIN THE PUBLIC EYE
B043 kARTWORK DEPICTING TRADITIONAL VALUES WINS YOUTH NAT
A125 YANKTON SIOUX MAY BUILD ETHANOL PLANT
A075 ETHETE'S TEAMS, GIRLS AND BOYS, ARE CHAMPIONS
A052 EACH ONE MUST SEEK OWN ROOTS (L)
B012 CENSUS FINDS MANY CLAIMING NEW IDENTITY
A053 INDIAN YOUTH OF TODAY LIVE IN TWO WORLDS
A053 ATTENTION WANNABEES--LEAVE INDIANS ALONE!
A061 INDIANS MUST DISCOVER THE WARRIOR INSIDE
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ENVIRONMENT
ENYEART DAVID
EPA
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
ESKIMOS
ESSERT STEVE
ESTELLINE SD
ESTEP MARY JO .
ESTES CAROLE
ESTES TOMA
ETHANOL
ETHETE WY
ETHNIC IDENTITY
1/08/1991
12/08/1993
1/12/1994
3/02/1994
3/24/1993
4/14/1993
12/15/1993
6/30/1993
7/01/1992
3/27/1991
2/05/1991
3/12/1991
3/20/1991
4/03/1991
4/10/1991
• hui.
SUBJECT
ETHNIC IDENTITY
ETHNIC STUDIES
ETZKORN LUCY
EVEHEMA DAN
EVENSON JAY
EVICTION
EXCHANGE STUDJENTS
EXECUTIONS
EXHIBITS
EXINDINE POSIE
EXPLOSIONS
EXXON CORP
EYE CARE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/29/1991 A053 THOUSANDS MORE CLAIM INDIAN ROOTS
7/10/1991 AdSl RELIGION UNDERLYING COURSE OF NAT AM INCREASES (L)
11/13/1991 A053 KPALE MOON ASKS, 'ARE YOU A REAL INDIAN?'
11/27/1991 A051 INDIAN IN ME GIVES ME PRIDE (L)
4/15/1992 A041 KIN THE HEAT OF US POST, INDIANS REFUSE TO MELT
4/15/1992 A051 TRIBES MUST MAINTAIN IDENTITY (L)
4/29/1992 AG13 kPALE MOON GETS THE BOOT, CAN'T PROVE SHE'S INDIAN
6/24/1992 AG41 USURPING OF INDIAN IDENTITY IS REVOLTING (L)
8/G5/1992 AG51 WHAT IS AN 'INDIAN'? I AM AN INDIAN CD
4/28/1993 BG73 INNOCENT IGNORANCE CAN BE ERADICATED
9/15/1993 AG61 A PROPOSED PLAN TO WHAT MAKES AN INDIAN
lG/14/1993 AG44 DISCUSS IDENTITY, BUT NOT THIS WAY (L)
lG/27/1993 AG44 HIGHWATER'S VOICE NOT REAL (L)
lG/27/1993 AG44 WALTZING WITH GENERIC WANNABES (L)
lG/27/1993 AG5I DISPUTES DORRIS'S 'WANNABE' LABEL (L)
12/G8/1993 AG53 SUZAN HARJO--CHURCHILL HAS COME OUT OF HIS CLOSET
1/G5/1994 AG44 TRUE NATIVE AMERICANS ARE INDIAN (L)
1/G5/1994 AG53 CENTER FOR THE SPIRIT--ON WANNABES, BOGUS AIM CD
1/19/1994 AG51 CULTURAL IDENTITY DESTROYED WHEN ALL CALLED NATIV (L
2/1G/1994 AG5I READERS GIVE OPPOSING VIEWS ON INDIANNESS (L)
4/G6/1994 BG61 THERE'S MORE TO INDIAN-NESS THAN BLOOD QUANTUMS (L)
5/11/1994 CG42 UNIV OF ALASKA PROFESSOR NOT NATIVE
5/25/1994 AG44 BEING INDIAN HAS LITTLE TO DO WITH SKIN COLOR CD
7/G7/1994 AG21 HAWAIIANS' STATUS NOW SUBJECT TO REVISION
8/17/1994 AG44 ETHICALLY DIVERSE SOCIETY MAKES WORLD GO 'ROUND (L)
lG/12/1994 AG51 XTHE OLD MAN AND THE TRIBAL ROLLS COMMITTEE
12/22/1994 AGll CENSUS' MULTI-RACIAL CATEGORY CIRCULATING AMONG TRiB
2/G9/1995 AG51 AM INDIAN CULTURAL SURVIVAL IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHE
4/27/1995 CGll kHBO PUTS NEW TWIST ON FAIRY TALES
9/G7/1995 AG44 BLOOD QUANTUM DRIVES PEOPLE APART (D
1G/G5/1995 AG54 MIXED BLOOD, MIXED MESSAGES (L)
11/G9/1995 AG45 A WAY OF LIFE (L)
12/G7/1994 AG85 COLLEGE STUDENTS USE E-MAIL TO DEMAND ETHNIC STUDIES
1/22/1991 BG16 TAKINI SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER RESIGNS
9/14/1995 AGll KHOPI ELDER FIGHTS CHANGE IN VILLAGE
3/3G/1995 BGll MOTHER CALLS FOR REMOVAL OF SCHOOL LIAISON OFFICER
11/13/1991 BGli KBLOOMBERG FIGHTS EVICTION
lG/27/1993 BG12 xRIOS FACES HOUSING EVICTION
lG/26/1994 BG12 KLAKOTA ART GALLERY EVICTED FROM HILL CITY SHOP
4/2G/1995 BGll FAMILY SERVED EVICTION NOTICE BY COMMUNITY
6/29/1995 AG31 SENECA NATION TO EVICT 21 SALAMANCA CITY RESIDENTS
1G/G5/1995 BG24 29 FAMILIES FACING EVICTION IN LAKOTA HOMES SHAKEUP
SEE STUDENTS EXCHANGE
6/26/1991 AG41, IGG YEARS OF A DUAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (ED)
1/21/1992 AG83 OGLALA TO OPEN EXHIBITION WITH A PRAYER
6/G3/1992 S171 xSTUDENT EXHIBIT TO SHOW UNIQUE IMAGERY
11/19/1992 BG71 KNATIVE VIEW OF THE PAST IS FOUND ON 'PATHWAYS'
12/17/1992 CG41 'SUBMULOC SHOW TAKES AN ANGRY LOOK AT COLUMBUS
12/17/1992 CG51 xGREAT NAMES LIVE THROUGH ART IN EXHIBIT
1/28/1993 AG24 MUSEUM MAY EXHIBIT MANIFEST DESTINY DISPLAY
5/G5/1993 B116 MINNESOTA ZOO, COMMUNITY CREATE INDIAN EXHIBIT
5/19/1993 AG12 KVISION RIDER
8/25/1993 AG12 ^EXHIBIT EXPOSES STEREOTYPES
1G/2G/1993 BG12 xCHILDREN'S VISION MAKES AN EYE OPENING EXHIBIT
11/G3/1993 BG81 KWAKIUTL POTLACH EXHIBIT OPENS AT NATL MUSEUM
lG/26/1994 DGll KNEW EXHIBIT SHOWCASES TREASURED STATE PIECES
ll/lG/1994 AG81 KA NEW BEGINNING FOR GEORGE GUSTAV HEYE CENTER
11/16/1994 BG35 CROWD OF 2,2GG SEE DON DOLL'S PHOTOGRAPHY
11/23/1994 BG12 KOYATE TAWICOH'AN SHOW OPENS IN PIERRE
12/15/1994 AG87 SRC EXHIBIT TO HONOR SITTING BULL
7/G6/1995 CG31 KHEARD MUSEUM FAMILY EXHIBIT GETS A FACE-LIFT
7/G6/1995 CG72 KPORTRAITS OF CONTEMPORARY LEADERS COMING TO RAPID
11/G2/1995 CG51 KAIDS/HIV FOCUS OF ART EXHIBITION
11/G2/1995 CG81 KSOUTHWEST MUSEUM EXHIBITION--INTEGRATION OF HORSES
1/12/1994 AGll KUP A TREE
SEE ALSO BOMBINGS
12/22/1994 BG12 TOXIC BLAST FORCES WINNEBAGO EVACUATION
3/2G/1991 AG34 A MOVE TO GUARD ALASKANS' RIGHTS
4/1G/1991 AG71 ALASKA SUED FOR VALDEZ OIL SPILL
5/15/1991 AGll EXXON, ALASKA BORT $1.1 BILLION CIVIL SETTLEMENT
7/G2/1991 AG24 EXXON WON'T ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT $1 BILLION OIL
9/11/1991 AGll OIL SPILL BLACKENS ALASKA NATIVES LIFESTYLES
lG/23/1991 AlGl EXXON-VALDEZ SETTLEMENT OK'D
6/22/1994 AGll PROTECTING MOTHER EARTH--CHIPPEWA PROTEST EXXON
8/1G/1995 AGll KPROTESTERS DEMAND THE PROTECTION OF WOLF RIVER
8/04/1993 AG83 SECOND 'EYES ON THE FUTURE' SEES 4,GGG WITH NEW
9/28/1995 BG64 SIOUX SAN EYE CLINIC OPENS
lG/12/1995 AG21 CHEROKEE, UNIVERSITY JOIN VISION EFFORT
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EYE CARE
FAIRBANKS JUDE
FAIRBANKS MICHAEL
FAIRS
FAMILY
10/12/1995
10/06/1993
5/01/1991
8/21/1991
7/29/1992
8/05/1992
8/05/1992
8/05/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/19/1992
8/19/1992
6/02/1993
8/0A/1993
8/18/1993
9/01/1993
9/01/1993
6/10/199A
8/17/199A
8/31/199A
8/10/1995
8/17/1995
8/2A/1995
9/07/1995
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
10/09/1991
11/20/1991
8/26/1992
10/08/1992
10/15/1992
7/08/1993
7/08/1993
lO/lA/1993
11/03/1993
11/10/1993
1/19/199A
2/10/199A
3/30/199A
6/29/199A
7/13/199A
11/02/199A
2/09/1995
3/23/1995
5/0A/1995
5/25/1995
10/12/1995
10/26/1995
6/03/1992
6/2A/1992
7/01/1992
7/08/1992
7/15/1992
12/2A/1992
7/10/1991
9/07/1995
FAMILY VIOLENCE
FAMINE RELIEF FUND
FANNING DANIEL
FARMER GARY
FARMERS HOME AD
FARMING
FARNSUORTH BRENDA
FARRIS GARY
FASHION
8/28/1991
A/22/1992
3/17/1993
8/0A/1993
8/0A/1993
8/18/1993
9/29/1993
12/29/199A
3/09/1995
5/25/1995
10/20/1993
3/03/1993
3/10/1993
1/21/1993
1/28/1993
A/07/1993
5/26/1993
BOll
B086
coil
A013
B0A5
B055
coil
C012
B031
B075
A012
B091
B03A
B012
AOll
AOll
A062
AOAl
B051
A061
B061
B012
AOAl
BOAl
B021
B021
B02A
B026
A081
A013
B021
C0A2
A0A3
AOll
A013
B031
B072
A025
A02A
AO AA
B012
B03A
B081
A05I
B033
B031
B032
B013
coil
BOll
AD15
A012
A031
A071
A061
B031
AOll
C031
A081
B0A2
A021
BO 33
S191
B0A2
B073
B165
S2A1
BO 92
BOll
B051
A061
S061
A072
A053
S121
KEYE CAMERA TAKES A PEEK INSIDE
kFAIRBANKS chosen 'PLAYER OF THE WEEK'
KPINE RIDGE BIA SUPERINTENDENT REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE
kWHEEEE"
CENTRAL'states FAIR ADD INDIAN EVENTS FOR FIRST TIME
*CROW TRIBE HOSTS 'TEEPEE CAPITOL OF THE WORLD'
CULTURE HIGHLIGHTED ON AUG 1A^15
MIDWAY OFFERS SPECIALS AT THE FAIR
NAVAJO NATION GEARS UP FOR ENTERTAINING FAIR
NATIVE AMER CRAFTS CULTURE HIGHLIGHTED AT CENTRAL ST
KCENTRAL STATES FAIR
*FACES AT THE FAIR
CENTRAL STATES FAIR SET FOR AUG 6-15
KNATIVE AMERICAN DAYS OFFER DANCE, DESIGNS
KDUBRAY'S DEBUT
XSTAR GAZING AT CROW FAIR
KTIPI CAPITOL POW WOW SETS ATTENDANCE RECORD
INDIANS ARE BEING TOLERATED NOT WELCOMED (ED)
*A DAY AT THE FAIR
KTIPIS, TIPIS EVERYWHERE--CROW FAIR
WWII VETS TO BE HONORED AT FAIR
KOGLALA NATION FAIR 8 RODEO ATTRACTS YOUNG S OLD
TAKING THE FUN OUT OF THE FAIR WITH A FEE (ED)
ifWAKTE GLI—VICTORY DANCE
BECKY'S DAD FAR AWAY BUT SHE MAKES PLANS
FAMILIES MAY BE IN TROUBLE
AID OFFERED FAMILIES OF GULF WARRIORS
LEGISLATION TO SUPPORT GULF FAMILIES
KPRESERVING INDIAN FAMILY HISTORY BRIDGES CULTURES
^OVERCOMING FEAR BIGGEST HURDLE IN FAMILY REUNION
MEDIATOR PROGRAM KEEPS SRST FAMILIES OUT OF COURT
SUSAN MASTEN--CHILDREN, FAMILIES
PARENTS THANKED FOR RIGHT THINKING (L)
LAKOTA DAUGHTER SEEKS ENROLLMENT
SISTER, BROTHERS REUNITE AFTER 40 YEARS
DEADLINE APPROACHES FOR NEBRASKA FAMILY FUNDS
KIN DAYS GONE BY--FAMILY PORTRAIT
OFFICE FOR WOMEN S FAMILIES IN THE BIA?
SENATOR MEETS WITH INDIAN WOMEN ON BILL FOR BIA
PARENTS CAUSE OF MORAL BREAKDOWN (L)
LOST BIRD--3G-YEAR QUEST FOR MISSING DAUGHTERS
KTWINS LOOKING FOR REAL PARENTS
KCALIFORNIA WOMAN SEEKS MOTHER
KUNCLE SAMMY & THE TALE OF THE HOOVER HOGS
$100,000 GRANT AWARDED FOR INDIAN STUDY
GRANT AWARDED TO ESTABLISH NAT AM FAMILY RESOURCE
MAY SUMMIT TO ADDRESS AMERICAN INDIAN FAMILIES
KWHEN ALCOHOL DESTROYS FAMILIES, FLOWERING TREE HEAL
APACHE RODEO QUEEN SAYS SPORT NEEDS FAMILY IMAGE
KBROWN STONE GOAL--KEEP FAMILIES TOGETHER
SEE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MYERS' $500,000 CAN'T BE FOUND ON ROSEBUD
FAMINE RELIEF FUND--CHARITY 'GIVE BACK'
FAMINE RELIEF FUND--THE SEEDS OF CONTROVERSY
KCHARITY BEGINS AT HOME--GOES OVERSEAS
NEW PRESIDENT SELECTED BY LOCAL CHARITY
CONNECTICUT SUES FAMINE RELIEF FUND
RHODE ISLAND OFFICIAL RAPPED FOR INDIAN SLUR
KGARY FARMER--MORE THAN JUST AN ACTOR
SEE US FARMERS HOME AD
SEE ALSO AGRICULTURE
CROW CREEK TRIBAL FARM HOPING TO TURN PROFIT
SIOUX COUNTY FARMERS CAN GET DISASTER LOANS
FARMERS SOUGHT FOR FMHA PANEL
FMHA FUNDING FOR MINORITIES AVAILABLE
KGILA RIVER REVIVES A BOUNTIFUL HARVEST
HARD-HIT STANDING ROCK FARMERS CAN GET RELIEF LOANS
COLLEGE GETS GRANT TO AID DISADVANTAGED
CROW CREEK FARM BOUNDING BACK
XFARM SHIPS 'NAVAJO PRIDE' AROUND THE NATION
$3 MILLION IN FARM LOAN GUARANTEES STILL UNUSED
FARNSWORTH TO TAKE OVER PUBLIC TV POST
INMED GOES UNDER AUDITOR'S KNIFE--DIRECTOR SUSPENDED
KFARRIS RESIGNS AS AUDIT CONTINUES
KFASHION DESIGNER FINDS MARKET FOR INDIAN CREATIONS
TOURING ART PROGRAMS SHOWCASE FASHION TRADITIONS
KPEOPLE JUST DRAG OTHERS DOWN TO RAISE OWN HIND LEG
KA FASHION SHOW OF ART, CULTURE AND HISTORY
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SUBJECT
FASHION
FAST HORSE CHARLES
FAST HORSE ELIZABE
FAST HORSE LETICIA
FAST HORSE LYNETTE
FAST WOLF CALVIN
FATHERS
FAUBUSH LONNIE
FBI
FEATHERS
FEDERAL AGENCIES
FEED MY PEOPLE
FERGUSON GINA S UI
FERRETS
FESTIVALS
FETAL ALCOHOL SYND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/08/1994 BG21 XSTYLIN' MAINSTREAM LAKOTA FASHIONS ON CRAZY HORSE
10/26/1994 CG14 WESTERN FASHIONS PART OF INFR STYLE SHOW
11/02/1994 B081 FASHION SHOW DISPLAYS VARIETY OF WESTERN WEAR
1/26/1995 C061 XLOCAL DESIGNER KNOWN FOR CUSTOM WESTERN WEAR
3/20/1991 A071 FAST HORSE SPEARHEADS SPIRITUAL SEMINAR
1/28/1992 S061 KWALK BY WHITE BUFFALO--'THE ROAD IS TOUGH'
6/10/1992 A012 x88 WINTERS
1/15/1991 S025 FAST HORSE NOMINATED TO US ACHIEVEMENT ACADEMY
2/12/1991 A024 TWO AREA STUDENTS SELECTED FOR PRESIDENTIAL LEADERS
10/09/1991 A071 FAST WOLF'S WRITE IN DEFENSE OF FAMILY NAME
4/14/1993 B081 FAST WOLF BRINGS LAKOTA TONGUE FROM GRAVEYARD
4/29/1992 B021 AYETAPI SOCIETY--MALE AS TRADITIONAL ROLE MODEL
12/24/1992 B031 XGROUP GETS $53^000 GRANT
6/15/1995 A051 xFATHER'S DAY A TIME TO RECOGNIZE POSITIVE ROLE MODE
3/11/1992 A116 FAWBUSH GETS 241 MONTH JAIL SENTENCE
SEE US FBI
4/24/1991 A014 JUDGE RULES CHIPPEWAS CAN GATHER BIRD FEATHERS
4/24/1991 A023 DEFENDANT IS ELATED AS TREATY RIGHTS UPHELD
5/01/1991 AOll TAIL SENTENCED FOR SMUGGLING FEATHERS
8/14/1991 C012 GOVT WON'T APPEAL FEDERAL RULING ON CHIPPEWA
9/04/1991 A106 LAKOTA MAN HARASSED OVER FEATHERS
10/23/1991 AlOl RELIGIOUS RIGHTS BILL OPPOSED
3/25/1992 S461 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
11/26/1992 A012 KFEATHER GIVES HONOR TO RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC
12/03/1992 A071 COURT DECISION REAFFIRMS EAGLE FEATHER LAW
1/07/1993 BOll lO-YEAR-OLD GETS FEATHER FOR WOUNDED KNEE RIDE
3/17/1993 A012 *CONVINCING TURKEY FEATHERS
3/17/1993 A012 FEDS RAID OGLALA CRAFTSMAN
3/17/1993 A034 EVEN EXPERTS CAN BE FOOLED
3/17/1993 S231 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
3/02/1994 A044 NATIVE TAXPAYER DECRIES EAGLE FEATHER ENTRAPMENT (L)
5/18/1994 A044 CEREMONY BAN ANOTHER WALL FACED BY LAKOTA (L)
5/25/1994 A061 CUSTOMS AGENTS SEIZE BOY'S EAGLE FEATHER
6/29/1994 S151 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
7/20/1994 AOll WINNEBAGO MAN HASSLED BY LAW OVER EAGLE FEATHER
7/20/1994 B012 CRACKDOWN SOUGHT ON EAGLE FEATHER TRADE
11710/1994 A061 UTAH WILDLIFE DEPT CHARGED WITH RUFFLING EAGLE FEATH
3/23/1995 S091 FEDS CRACK DOWN ON EAGLE FEATHER MARKET
8/17/1995 A024 HILLARY'S DREAMCATCHER RESULTS IN CONVICTION
8/24/1995 A084 GUILTY PLEA IN EAGLE FEATHER CASE
9/07/1995 A105 WANNABE CONVICTED OF SELLING EAGLE FEATHERS
SEE GOVT AGENCIES
2/12/1991 A051 FEED BACK ABOUT FEED MY PEOPLE (L)
10/29/1992 B044 xFERGUSONS NOMINATED FOR ROYALTY
1/21/1992 B055 TRIBE SUPPORTS FERRET RELEASE
3/25/1992 A084 KCATTLEMEN OPPOSE FERRET RELEASE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FESTIVALS
5/29/1991 B012 xRED EARTH FESTIVAL FOR WORLD
9/11/1991 A031 SIOUX CITY CULTURAL FESTIVAL DESIGNED TO CHANGE ATTI
11/13/1991 B071 NEBRASKA INDIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE FALL FESTIVAL
12/04/1991 B055 BOARD PLANS MAGIC FOR WILLOW TREES
2/19/1992 C026 WILLOW TREE FESTIVAL FUND DRIVE IS SET
8/05/1992 A026 WILLOW TREE FESTIVAL GEARS UP
9/02/1992 B064 MILWAUKEE READY FOR INDIAN SUMMER
9/23/1992 A035 XSD GRACIOUS IN WELCOMING VERY SPECIAL FESTIVAL
5/26/1993 S053 INDIAN SUMMER FESTIVAL SEPT 17
7/08/1993 A071 ASPEN FESTIVAL TO RAISE MUSEUM FUNDS
1/19/1994 A071 NATIVE PERFORMERS HEAD TO ROME
7/07/1994 A071 KCROWDS GATHER FOR NATIVE HERITAGE FESTIVAL
5/11/1995 A021 DREAMSPEAKERS FESTIVAL SET FOR MAY 31-JUNE 4
7/06/1995 AOll kGETTIN' DOWN AT THE HERITAGE FESTIVAL
10/05/1995 C031 xFIRST IOWA NATIVE FILM^ VIDEO FESTIVAL
3/20/1991 AOll K'DANCES' STAR HEADS EFFORT TO AID INFANTS
5/08/1991 A053 RESEARCH TOOLS NEEDED TO DEAL WITH EASE (L)
8/07/1991 A081 FAS BABIES MAY GET SOCIAL SECURITY PAY
9/18/1991 A074 BIA, IHS OFFICIALS FOCUS ON ALCOHOL'S HAZARDS
12/11/1991 B044 FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME CALL-IN TOPIC FOR DEC 17
12/31/1991 A022 xSTATE EXPERTS WARN OF FETAL ALCOHOL PROBLEMS
1/14/1992 A031 *FAS AFFECTED MAY 'TALK THE TALK' DON'T 'WALK THE WA
1/28/1992 A035 ABC TO AIR FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME DRAMA FEB 3
2/12/1992 A075 NETWORK FORMED TO COMBAT FAS
3/18/1992 A034 MOTHERS PLEAD FOR FAS LEGISLATION
5/27/1992 A034 REP MILLER--$20 MILLION FOR FAS
9/02/1992 AG61 FAS CONFERENCE EXPLORES WAYS TO REDUCE SYNDROME
10/08/1992 D041 NAVAJO WOMAN WORKS TO WARN ABOUT FAS
12/31/1992 B015 JUDGES ADDRESS ISSUES OF FAS
5/12/1993 A022 NUMBER OF CHILDREN WITH FAS TRIPLES IN 13 YEARS
5/12/1993 B015 MEDICS FIND URGENT NEED FOR FAS SURVEILLANCE
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FETAL ALCOHOL SVND
FIFE GARY D
FIGHTS
FILLSPIPE EDUINA
FILM INDUSTRY
FILMS
FINANCE
FINLEY SRARON
FINN HAROLD
FINNEY JOAN
FIRE ARCHIE
FIRE THUNDER ANNA
FIRE THUNDER C
FIRE THUNDER RUDY
FIREARMS
FIREFIGHTERS
FIRES
FIRES-AK
FIRES-CA
FIRES-CO
FIRES-MT
FlRES-NE
FIRES-OK
FIRES-OR
FIRES-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/29/1993
10/27/1993
12/01/1993
2/10/199A
6/29/199A
11/16/1994
12/29/1994
3/02/1995
5/18/1995
10/12/1995
10/19/1995
1/26/1994
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
4/13/1995
A031
A024
B014
AOll
A031
B021
A072
B021
A061
AOll
A014
A072
A044
A074
B041
7/24/1991
9/18/1991
3/04/1992
3/11/1992
4/15/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
11/26/1992
2/16/1994
9/21/1994
12/29/1994
12/07/1995
9/21/1994
11/02/1995
8/24/1994
6/15/1995
7/24/1991
1/21/1992
1/21/1992
4/15/1992
4/29/1992
4/29/1992
12/01/1993
8/28/1991
10/09/1991
10/23/1991
10/02/1991
2/04/1992
8/03/1994
11/03/1993
1/14/1992
3/25/1992
7/01/1992
11/03/1993
8/10/1994
8/10/1994
8/10/1994
4/20/1995
12/14/1995
12/14/1995
9/23/1992
11/03/1993
2/23/1994
8/28/1991
9/21/1994
12/10/1992
11/30/1994
8/12/1992
1/22/1991
3/12/1991
4/10/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
11/27/1991
4/01/1992
4/15/1992
4/22/1992
10/08/1992
10/29/1992
B021
A016
B052
All 5
A031
A041
B012
A045
B043
CO 15
A041
BOll
A075
B051
A032
A014
A015
A015
A033
A012
AO 51
A051
A053
A012
A051
A043
B016
BOll
S123
B053
B032
B012
B041
B062
A031
A032
A031
A073
A044
B031
A015
B062
AOll
A035
AO32
B012
A021
B081
A026
A092
A074
AO 31
B015
A091
B032
C022
A061
B024
B043
B015
BOll
DASCHLE HAILED FOR FAS WORK
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME PROGRAM RECEIVES $2.6 MILL
CONFERENCE WILL FOCUS ON; WORKING WITH FAS/E
XLAWMAKERS WAGE WAR ON FAS
FAS FILM NOW AVAILABLE
MITAKUYE OYASIN PROJECT ADDRESSES FETAL ALCOHOL SYND
EFFORT TO PREVENT FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME AWARDED
TROUBLED TEENS LIVING VICTIMS OF FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDR
DRINKING MOTHERS CRIPPLING THEIR BABIES
TRIBES USING JAIL> BIRTH CONTROL TO FIGHT FAS ABUSE
KSTIGMA LEADS SOME TO IGNORE ALCOHOL-CAUSED BIRTH DE
KFIFE LEAVES NATIVE NEWS
SFIS COACH--POSITIVE OUTWEIGHS NEGATIVE (L)
ST FRANCIS BOARD UPHOLDS EXPULSION
KFILLSPIPE CHOSEN FOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
SEE MOVIES
SEE MOVIES
OST CASH FLOW PROBLEM IS SAID TO BE EASING UP
TRUST FUNDS TO BE SETTLED
ELECTRIC CO-OP EARNS A PEARL
UST CREDIT CONFERENCE IN HURON MARCH 18-20
KCROW CREEK CHAIRMAN WELCOMES INVESTIGATION
WHAT IS UST HIDING FROM THE PEOPLE? (ED)
BOURLAND ASKS FOR FULL UST DISCLOSURE
YST BUSINESS COMMITTEE SHOULD SHOW STATEMENTS CD
*THE 10-POINT FINANCIAL CHECK-UP
FINANCES AVAILABLE TO TRIBES FOR STRATEGIC BUSINESS
STANDING ROCK'S ECONOMIC FUTURE (ED)
KAGENCY TACKLES JOB NOBODY WANTS
COLLEGE FUND APPOINTS SHANNON FINLEY
KFINLEY NAMED DIRECTOR OF INDIAN COLLEGE FUND
STATE SENATOR PLEADS GUILTY TO TAKING TRIBAL FUNDS
XLEECH LAKE LEADERS INDICTED FOR CONSPIRACY
KICKAPOO GIVE KANSAS GOVERNOR INDIAN NAME
^KANSAS' FINNEY SIGNS A KICKAPOO COMPACT
LEGISLATURE AND GOVERNOR SCRIMMAGE OVER CASINO
kKANSAS governor issues CHALLENGE
FINNEY'S SPEECH GOOD NEWS FOR INDIAN COUNTRY (L)
FINNEY GETS PAT ON BACK FROM CHOCTAW TRIBE (L)
WE MAY MISS GOV FINNEY MORE THAN WE KNOW
KIS LAME DEER SOCIETY OF EUROPE REAL
MRS FIRE RESPONDS TO LETTER AGAINST HUSB ARCHIE (L)
LAME DEER DESCENDANTS HAVE DOCUMENTS (L)
FIRE THUNDER 'SPIRIT OF DAKOTA' 1991 NOMINEE
*FIRE THUNDER--YOUTH, BUILDINGS A PRIORITY
XAUTO BUSINESS SHIFTING INTO HIGH GEAR
SCHOOLS GETTING NEW SIGNS OF TIMES REGARDING FIREARM
*FIREFIGHTERS PRACTICE RESCUE PROCEDURES
WANBLEE FIREFIGHTERS PASS FIRST TEST
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS LOOK FOR RECRUITS, PLAN MARCH
500 FIREFIGHTERS BATTLE BLAZES IN CALIFORNIA
CREWS^ ON FIRE LINE AS DIVERSE AS AMERICA
WILDFIRES KEEP CREWS MOVING
interior secretary to tag along with hotshOt crew
BIA TARGETS FIRE DANGERS IN RESERVATION BUILDINGS
COMMON SENSE PART OF FIRE CONTROL (L)
MCLAUGHLIN MAN SENTENCED IN ARSON CASE
TUNDRA FIRE THREAT TO NUCLEAR POWER UNITS
500 FIREFIGHTERS BATTLE BLAZES IN CALIFORNIA
RISING FROM THE ASHES OF A HOUSE FIRE
MONTANA FIRE CREW EARNS $110,000
ARSON FIRE BURNS 62,000 NORTHERN CHEYENNE ACRES
XFIRE DESTROYS SHEDEED'S
ARAPAHO OFFICER CITED FOR VALOR
KLAMATH STRUGGLE TO PROTECT SACRED SITES FROM FIRE
ROSEBUD WOMAN DIES IN HOUSE FIRE
OGLALA VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT SAVES SCOTT FAMILY HOME
KFIFTEEN HUNDRED ACRES OF BLACK HILLS NAT'L FOREST
PINE RIDGE FIRE MAN-MADE
MOWED LAWNS AND PRAIRIE DOGS HELP FOIL ARSONISTS
RURAL KEYSTONE FAMILY NEEDS CLOTHING
oglalA home catches fire
SECOND HOUSE FIRE IN 10 DAYS IS SUSPICIOUS
KIT WAS TOO QUIET
MCLAUGHLIN WOMAN CHARGED IN GRASS FIRE
FIRE DESTROYS HOUSE OF PINE RIDGE FAMILY
TWO BULLS LOSE HOME IN BLAZE
GRASS FIRE BURNS NEAR PORCUPINE
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FIRST AMENDMENT
FIRST NATIONS DEV
FISH WILBERT
FISHER ART
FISHER BARRY
FISHER COY
FISHER LAN6BURN
FISHER TERRY
FISHING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/26/1992 A081 SHELTER SOUGHT BY PARMELEE FAMILY
12/03/1992 B024 PINE RIDGE FAMILY LOSES EVERYTHING IN HOUSE FIRE
12/31/1992 BOll HELP NEEDED FOR FIRE VICTIMS
6/09/1993 B024 LOWER BRULE BUS DRIVER MAKES HEROIC STOP
8/11/1993 A071 XHOUSE EXPLOSION KILLS ONE--TWO SEVERELY BURNED
12/15/1993 BG12 *STARLITE BLAZE--FIRE INVESTIGATORS CONSIDERING ARSO
7/27/1994 AOll ARSON SUSPECTED IN TWO OGLALA FIRES
10/05/1994 B012 XBURNED MISSION SCHOOL BRINGS MIXED MEMORIES
5/18/1995 B024 XARSON INDICTMENT CHARGES PINE RiDGE MAN SET FIRE
7/13/1995 BOll DREAMER FACES 20 YEARS FOR 1994 OGLALA ARSON
11/16/1995 BO14 KMANDERSON FIRE
11/30/1995 1024 FATAL FIRE STILL UNDER INVESTIGATION
12/01/1993 A041 xlST AMERICANS LAST AMERICAN WITH 1ST AMENDMENT RIGH
12/08/1993 A082 xFIRST NATIONS SETS FORTH PLAN FOR ECONOMIC DEV
1/12/1995 A081 EAGLE STAFF FUND SURPASSES MILLION-DOLLAR MARK
1/19/1995 B061 TRIBAL ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY A GIFT
1/19/1995 B061 FIRST NATIONS FUNDS HOUSING PROGRAMS
8/07/1991 A141 BLACKFEET 'REAL* SPIRITUAL CAMP BEGINS AUG 8
6/12/1991 C024 KART FISHER RECEIVES GRAD SCHOLARSHIP
7/29/1992 C045 xFISHER EARNS EDUCATION DEGREE
10/26/1995 B024 TOURISTS LAUNCH COAT DRIVE AFTER VISITING PINE RIDGE
10/26/1995 C012 xFISHER'S GOAL--A BAREBACK COMEBACK
5/25/1994 B041 XPOSSESSIONS OF A WARRIOR
9/23/1992 A085 xFISHER ON TOP FOR GPIRA ROUND-UP
1/15/1991 A074 YAKIMA STILL STANDS GROUND FOR FISHING SITE
4/17/1991 A081 AUSTRlANS DEMONSTRATE SUPPORT FOR US INDIANS
5/08/1991 A012 XTREATY TEMPER TANTRUMS
5/08/1991 A026 COOL WEATHER CUTS INTO SPEARFISHING
5/29/1991 A022 INDIANS VOTE TO ENFORCE BAN OF NON-NATIVE FISHING
7/24/1991 A035 xLUNKER WORTH $5^000 TO MONTANA LAD
8/14/1991 A071 FISH GAME MANAGEMENT CAN YIELD BIG DIVIDENDS
11/06/1991 A034 LOWER BRULE GAME AND FISH AGREEMENT RESTORED
11/06/1991 B125 YANKTON SIOUX. STATE SETTLE FISH GAME ISSUES
11/13/1991 B062 TRIBE FIGHTS TO HAVE AUTHORITY RECOGNIZED
11/20/1991 A012 JUDGE BATTEY SIDES WITH LOWER BRULE ISSUES INJUNCTIO
12/04/1991 B042 TRIBAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY ON CORPS LANDS VINDICATE
4/01/1992 B061 APPEALS COURT DENIES REHEARING
4/08/1992 A036 WISCONSIN BAND OF CHIPPEWA TO START SPEARFISHING
4/29/1992 A031 COURT DENIES STATE MOTION ON CRST LICENSING
5/06/1992 A012 XSPEARFISHING PROTEST
5/06/1992 B051 SUPREME COURT DENIES MOTION TO STOP TRIBAL GAME
6/03/1992 B055 PILC GRADUATES GET FISHING EQUIPMENT
6/17/1992 A063 GOVERNOR'S CUP GETS KIDS FISHING TACKLE
7/15/1992 B014 xLOWER BRULE GEARS UP FOR JURISDICTION SHOWDOWN
10/08/1992 B081 SMALL LAKES TO BE STOCKED WITH WALLEYE
2/18/1993 A071 TREATY RIGHTS SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED AS GIVEAWAY
3/10/1993 A074 MILLE LACS ACCEPT COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT ON FISHING
3/24/1993 A075 TRIBES. LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS LOOK TO UNITY FOR FISH
4/21/1993 A081 MILLE LACS BAND EAGER PUSH FOR UNLIMITED HUNTING
5/05/1993 B112 SENATE SET TO CONSIDER REVISED MILLE LACS BILL
6/30/1993 B071 LOWER BRULE'S COURT BATTLE CONTINUES
7/21/1993 A013 MERCURY LEVELS DOWN IN GREAT LAKES CATCHES
8/04/1993 AOll xWASHINGTON STATE SHRINKING TIDELAND RIGHTS
10/06/1993 B051 XDRYING THE NETS
10/14/1993 A082 FISH AND WILDLIFE BILL ON THE MOVE
10/20/1993 B031 TRIBES. OREGON DISPUTE SALMON POLICY
12/08/1993 A061 STATE BANS SUBSISTENCE FISHING
6/08/1994 B073 UTES TRY TO LURE FISHERMEN
6/15/1994 B061 xQN THE FLY
6/29/1994 coil CROW EDUCATOR WANTS TO LURE FISHING DOLLARS
7/27/1994 B041 xTWILIGHT ANGLER
8/31/1994 C021 JUDGE RULES MILLE LACS BAND RETAINS HUNTING
9/21/1994 C041 STRUGGLE FOR FISHING RIGHTS ESCALATES AT LYLE PT. WA
9/28/1994 A051 IT'S ELECTRICITY TURBINES THAT KILL NORTHWEST SALMON
10/05/1994 B071 NEZ PERCE TO ISSUE LICENSES TO NON-INDIANS
11/16/1994 B012 TRIBE LOSES HUNTING CASE IN FEDERAL COURT
12/07/1994 B041 xLOCH ORMAN MONSTER?
12/07/1994 S041 xPRIDE RETURNS THROUGH QUINAULT ENTERPRISE
12/07/1994 S051 xFROM LAND S SEA--THE NATION HARVESTS ITS RESOURCES
12/22/1994 A071 OFFICIALS REVIEWING MILLE LACS BAND'S SPEARING PLANS
12/29/1994 A013 WASHINGTON TRIBES' RIGHTS TO PRIVATE TIDELANDS
1/05/1995 A034 NEZ PERCE. IDAHO REACH ACCORD ON FISHING
2/02/1995 AOll MiLLE LACS BAND ASSERTING 1837 TREATY RIGHTS
2/16/1995 C063 STATE CLOSES CRAB FISHERY EARLY
3/02/1995 A051 TREATY RIGHTS CAUSE WASHINGTON STATE CITIZENS TO (L)
5/11/1995 A061 TRIBE PROTESTS ARRESTS IN KAMLOOPS
6/15/1995 A061 XWISCONSIN SPEARFISHING STRUGGLE CHRONICLED
6/29/1995 A021 NORTHWEST TRIBES SIGN FISHING ACCESS AGREEMENT
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FITZGERALD CAROL
FLAGSTAFF AZ
FLANDREAU RESERV
FLANDREAU SANTEE
FLANDREAU SCHOOL
FLANDREAU SD
FLATHEAD RESERV
FLOODS
FLORIDA
FLORIDA STATE UNIV
FLOWERING TREE
FLU
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/2A/1995 A09I PUYALLUP PROSPER THANKS TO COURT FIGHT OVER FISH
9/07/1995 AlGl FRASER FISH FIGHT CENTERS ON SOCKEYES
12/07/1995 A081 FISHING SHAREHOLDERS GET BIG DIVIDENDS IN ALASKA
5/27/1992 A091 kWOMAN SEEKS LEGISLATIVE SEAT Alaska
8/18/1993 SI21 FLAGSTAFF OFFERED SUMMER PROGRAM
4/10/1991 AOll FLANDREAU CASINO PROFITS SPLIT UP
5/08/1991 A026 TRIBE SUES ITS FORMER PRESIDENT
7/31/1991 A012 KA TRIBUTE TO GEORGE ALLEN, SR
7/31/1991 A091 *HONESTY, TRUST EARNED RESPECT
8/21/1991 B051 EXPANSION PLANS SET FOR ROYAL RIVER CASINO
4/08/1992 A036 BIA--FLANDREAU GAMING PAYMENTS NOT AUTHORIZED
5/20/1992 A031 PETITIONERS AGAINST FST OFFICIALS WANT RECALL6/03/1992 A012 *FLANDREAU'S CHAIRMAN OUSTED kiii.«ll
6/03/1992 A025 SCHUMACHER WANTS TRIBE INVOLVED
7/01/1992 A035 FLANDREAU DECISION COULD TAKE WEEKS
9/16/1992 B012 JUDGE FRUSTRATED BY DELAYS IN FLANDREAU SUIT
9/30/1992 B013 TAYLOR AND ALLEN DROP SUIT
11/12/1992 BOll JUDGE RULES FINAL SAY IN FST ELECTION SUIT
12/10/1992 A061 FLANDREAU SLOWLY MOVES TOWARD CASINO EXPANSION
12/10/1992 BOll FLANDREAU PLANS PORK CONFINEMENT OPERATION
1/07/1993 A044 FLANDREAU RESIDENTS TELL THEIR SIDE OF STORY (L)
SEE SANTEE (TRIBE)
1/15/1991 A061 KZEPHIER HONORED
2/26/1991 All4 FLANDREAU INDIAN SCHOOL CAREER DAY SET MARCH 28
8/28/1991 B061 FLANDREAU SCHOOL BUILDS ON ITS HIST TRADITIONS
4/22/1992 B041 AREA STUDENT ON CHESS TEAM
4/29/1992 B051 FLANDREAU SCHOOL OFFERS CAREER FAIR
7/14/1993 A031 FLANDREAU INDIAN SCHOOL SETS OPENING DATE SEPT 7
8/18/1993 B044 FLANDREAU INDIAN SCHOOL OFFERS WIDE VARIETY OF CLASS
12/15/1993 B023 FLANDREAU SCHOOL NAMES HONOR ROLL
11/30/1994 B021 FLANDREAU SANTEE SEEK RETURN OF SCHOOL LANDS
2/02/1995 A044 MAN FINDS FRIENDS-AND A WIFE-AT FLANDREAU (L)
5/25/1995 B051 FLANDREAU TO GRADUATE 73 SENIORS
8/10/1995 coil FLANDREAU STUDENTS EARN MT MARTY COLLEGE CREDIT
8/24/1995 B065 FLANDREAU UPBEAT FOR 1995-1996
12/07/1995 BOll FLANDREAU COUNCIL ASKS FOR INVESTIGATION OF BASKETBA
2/19/1991 A024 NO WINNERS IN FLANDREAU CASINO CONTROVERSY YET
9/11/1991 A012 FLANDREAU CHAIRMAN LEE TAYLOR SENTENCED
11/20/1991 B055 THREE FLANDREAU RESIDENTS INDICTED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
1/28/1992 C086 FLANDREAU VETS' PROMOTION TO BUY TWO VANS
7/14/1993 B026 FLANDREAU GOLF TOURNEY CANCELLED
4/13/1994 B012 XFLANDREAU OFFERS HIGHER ED COURSES
12/15/1994 B021 FLANDREAU FEELS REPERCUSSIONS FROM VIDEO LOTTERY
8/24/1995 B014 FLANDREAU CLINIC OPENS luiiuky
9/28/1995 B064 DEATH PROMPTS STRONGER FLANDREAU DOG LAW
SEE ALSO SALISH-KOOTENAI
4/21/1993 AOll MONTANA BENDS TO PRESSURE FROM TRIBES
4/13/1995 B091 USERS OF YELLOWSTONE PIPELINE TO BYPASS RESERVATION
6/01/1995 A031 FLATHEAD CASE RAISES SEPARATION OF POWER ISSUE
11/16/1995 B071 CONOCO FUEL DELIVERIES MUST DETOUR FLATHEAD RESERV
5/22/1991 A031 WHITEv RIVER RESIDENTS EVACUATED THREE TIMES
5/22/1991 C016 LITTLE^WHITE GIVES 200 FOLKS A 'SCARE'
6/05/1991 A012 KSPRING STORMS SPARK MEMORIES OF '72
6/05/1991 A061 KFLOOD ETCHED IN MEMORIES
6/05/1991 A072 KROLL CALL OF FLOOD VICTIMS
6/03/1992 A091 *MEMORIES OF 1972 FLOOD LINGER TODAY
6/03/1992 A091 XSTORMS SPARK MEMORIES OF 1972 RAPID CITY FLOOD
6/03/1992 A096 ADDRESS CHANGE SAVES FAMILY
6/17/1992 A012 KSWEET HOUR OF SONG--20 YEAR FLOOD MEMORIAL
6/17/1992 B051 *OUT OF DISASTER--20 YEARS LATER
3/17/1993 A071 FLOOD WATERS RAVAGE HAVASUPAI RESERVATION
7/21/1993 A013 FLOOD TIDES--TRIBES SUFFER MAJOR LOSSES
WASHING LAKE TRAVERSE FAMILIES OUT OF HOMES
flooding faces emergency AG MEASURES IN SD COUNTIES
8/04/1993 A082 DISASTER BILL READY FOR FULL SENATE CONSIDERATION
8/04/1993 B013 SISSETON DRENCHED IN FLOOD WATERS
10/14/1993 B034 POSSIBILITY OF DISEASE REMAINS IN FLOOD WAKE
10/20/1993 B021 PARK SERVICE TO FUND REPAIR OF FLOOD SITES
5/04/1995 B043 IS FLOODING CAUSE OF ILLNESSES?
STREET GANG MARKS MEMORY OF 1972 FLOOD
8/24/1995 B015 DEVILS LAKE ROAD WORK APPROVED
PACIFIC NORTHWEST FLOODS & STORMS IMPACT TRIBES
9/02/1992 A012 HURRICANE ANDREW SLAMS FLORIDA, LOUISIANA TRIBES
3/17/1993 S401 FLORIDA FIASCO STRANDS DANCERS AND SINGERS
10/12/1994 C051 FLORIDIANS OPPOSE CASINOS
TOLERANCE FOR RACISM' CONDONES INDIAN MASCOTS
12/21/1995 B031 GROUP HELPS FLOWERING TREE CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
1/08/1992 A102 DOCTORS WARN OF FLU OUTBREAK
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FLYING BY JOE
FLYING HORSE JOSEP
FLYINGHORSE JOHN
FLYINGHORSE JOHN L
FMHA
FOLEY THOMAS J
FOLIO ACID
FOLLOWS JOELLE
FOND DU LAC COLLEG
FONDA JANE
FONTANA WILLIAM
FOOD
FOOD PROGRAM
FOOD STAMPS
FOOLS CROW FRANK
FOOTBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/08/1991 A035 SONGS OF A DIFFERENT FLUTE
6/19/1991 AG51 FLUTIST'S MUSIC FINE, RHETORIC IS APPALLING (L)
7/15/1992 AG91 FLUTIST--ORAL HISTORY TELLS HIM HE IS LAKOTA
2/11/1993 B1G3 LAKOTA FLUTE PLAYER RECEIVES BEN BLACK ELK AWARD
8/11/1993 BG83 FLUTE-MAKER KEEPS NOTES FLOWING
1G/26/199A DG31 xROBERT MIRABEL WOWS THE WORLD WITH MUSIC
1/G5/1995 CG52 *R CARLOS NAKAI COLLABORATES ON STAGE
6/G1/1995 CGAl XTHE NEW SOUND OF ROBERT MIRABAL
12/G7/1995 CG81 xTHE BLUES TRAIL THROUGH THE EYES OF TOM WARE
12/G7/1995 CG84 NAKAI PASSES TWO-MILLION SALES MARK
9/1A/199A AG13 xA JOURNEY THROUGH INDIAN COUNTRY
12/07/1994 BG12 xDISCOVERED IN TRUNK IN VIRGINIA, PIPE RETURNED
11/13/1991 BG23 LAKOTA HOROSCOPE MAKES DEBUT
7/22/1992 BG31 BUSINESS PROVIDES CULTURAL LINK
5/25/1995 AG51 WAKPALA MARINE REMEMBERS HIS UNCLE'S LAST MEMORIAL
SEE US FARMERS HOME AD
7/27/1995 AG15 FORMER MINN PROSECUTOR COULD BE SEATED ON NIGC
11/23/1994 BG61 FOLIC ACID CAN HELP PREVENT BIRTH DEFECTS
8/03/1994 B034 XWOMAN TO COMPETE FOR MISS TEEN ALL-AMERICAN
2/11/1993 A033 XFOND DU LAC FACES ENROLLMENT EXAM
1/19/1994 A073 FOND DU LAC COMMUNITY COLLEGE ORIGINATES TELECOURSE
1/19/1994 A074 FOND DU LAC TO RECEIVE BOOKS
3/23/1994 B071 FOND DU LAC COLLEGE TO HOST OJIBWE ART EXPO
8/03/1994 C021 HIGHER ED BOARD APPROVES FOND DU LAC AS COLLEGE
11/06/1991 A053 GET WITH THE PROGRAM JANE FONDA
2/16/1995 A044 JANE FONDA--DON'T DIRTY CRAZY HORSE'S NAME (L)
9/29/1993 A071 EX-SECURITY CHIEF FACES PRISON TERM
10/27/1993 A031 FORMER FT MCDOWELL CONSULTANT INDICTED
SEE ALSO COOKING, COMMODITIES, PRODUCE
1/15/1991 A064 FOOD DRIVE STARTED AT VIRGINIA
8/28/1991 B044 WAYS TO FIX FOOD THAT WILL BE GOOD FOR HEALTH
9/18/1991 B013 XWAR SURPLUS FOOD TO BE DISTRIBUTED
11/13/1991 A041 XHOW INDIAN TACO CAME TO SIOUXLAND
11/27/1991 A033 THANKSGIVING WITH NATIVE AMERICAN FLAVOR
12/18/1991 AOll SURPLUS FOOD STILL COMING
1/28/1992 A035 COMMODITY FOOD LABELING IS UNDERWAY
2/12/1992 B063 xHOT STUFF
4/01/1992 C016 SURPLUS FOODS DESTINED FOR PINE RIDGE
4/08/1992 A044 READER FOUND CHURCH RESPONSE UNCHARITABLE (L)
9/02/1992 C033 BASIC LAKOTA TRADITIONAL FOODS FROM UNCI
11/19/1992 BOll 100 POUND POTATO BAG GIVEAWAY NOV 21
12/17/1992 A012 FOOD STAMPS CUT FROM CONVENIENCE STORES
12/24/1992 B012 xSOUP KITCHEN OPENS IN PORCUPINE
12/24/1992 B051 REPORT FROM OGLALA SIOUX FOOD BANK
1/14/1993 B063 POTATOES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
4/28/1993 B023 BHSU TO PARTICIPATE IN FOOD PROGRAM
5/19/1993 BOll SRST BIDS FOR PERCENT OF FOOD COMPANY
8/25/1993 B041 FREE AND REDUCED PRICE MEALS OFFERED SCHOOL CHILDREN
9/08/1993 BOll SRST SIGNS CONTRACT WITH CLOVERDALE FOOD SERVICES
9/22/1993 B014 SOUP KITCHEN OFF TO A GOOD START
10/20/1993 BOll HEAD START OFFERING ADULT, CHILDREN FOOD PLAN AT CRO
12/08/1993 BOll OAK RIDGE BOYS TOUR TO BENEFIT LOCAL NEEDY
8/03/1994 S271 ALL WELCOME TO THE TABLE
10/12/1994 C054 TURTLE LAKE CASINO PATRONS DONATE 10 TONS OF FOOD
12/15/1994 B071 CALIFORNIA GIVES TOYS AND FOOD TO RESERVATIONS
2/16/1995 C013 SYCUAN CARAVAN FOOD TO SISTER TRIBE IN BAJA
4/13/1995 B033 PONCAS HOLD FIRST TRADITIONAL DINNER DANCE
10/02/1991 B026 OST EARLY CHILDHOOD TO SPONSOR FOOD PROGRAM
10/09/1991 BOll OST SETS OCT COMMODITY SCHEDULE
7/21/1993 BOll SUMMER MEALS SERVED TO KIDS
10/14/1993 B035 CHILD CARE FOOD PROGRAM AVAILABLE THROUGH STATE
7/20/1994 A013 COMMODITY PROGRAM GETS RADICAL FACELIFT
8/03/1994 C061 FREE OR REDUCED PRICE MEALS FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN
10/05/1995 A024 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CLUB STARTS FOOD BANK
11/09/1995 B071 RURAL AMERICA INITIATIVES ANNOUNCES FOOD PROGRAM
9/02/1992 C032 BUSH SIGNS FOOD STAMP BILL
12/17/1992 A012 FOOD STAMPS CUT FROM CONVENIENCE STORES
4/28/1993 B041 NEBRASKA COUPLE STUNG FOR FOOD STAMP VIOLATIONS
6/09/1993 AOll XFOOD STAMP RULES CREATING DISAGREEMENT
6/23/1993 A071 BARRIERS TO FEDERAL FOOD PROGRAMS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
3/16/1995 A013 HOUSE PANEL TIGHTENS FOOD STAMP ELIGIBILITY
5/11/1995 AOll AGRICULTURE DEPT LISTS INDIAN FOOD STAMP PARTICIPATI
8/03/1995 A031 HOUSE CANS COMMODITIES
8/14/1991 C036 FRANK FOOLS CROW'S HEADDRESS GIVEN TO SDSU MUSEUM
1/28/1992 S241 xFRANK FOOLS CROW A TRIBUTE
4/10/1991 A095 SON OF OGLALA WOMAN PLAYS FOOTBALL IN SPAIN
9/18/1991 B041 XCRUSADERS CONQUER LITTLE WOUND
9/18/1991 B045 PINE RIDGE OUT DUELS BENNETT COUNTY
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/25/1991 AOAl kPIGSKIN MASCOTS--A SEAiSONAL INSULT
10/02/1991 A081 XST FRANCIS CHRISTENS FIELD WITH 52-6 WIN
10/16/1991 A082 xANTHONY BREWER ON BHSU VARSITY
10/23/1991.A03A COACH BRADFORD DEFENDS SELF AND SQUAD
10/30/1991 A071 KCRUSADERS FALL 26-8 TO THORPES
11/13/1991 A074 KMOMENTUM SWINGS AGAINST THORPE GRIDDERS
12/04/1991 C021 BRADFORD CLEARED--SFIS MUST PUT HOUSE IN ORDER
12/11/1991 B034 AREA PLAYERS ON ALL-STATE FOOTBALL TEAM
6/03/1992 A115 kFORMER THORPE FINDS SUCCESS IN ARIZONA
7/29/1992 AOll 'REDSKINS' MAY MOVE TO VIRGINIA
9/02/1992 B056 CROW. CREEK GETS NEW HOME TURF
9/16/1992 AlOl XCRUSADERS MARCH OVER MUSTANGS, 27-8
9/30/1992 A083 XHOMECOMING VICTORY GIVES MUSTANGS REASON TO CELEBRA
1/07/1993 B036 xTRUEBLOOD HELPS DWU WIN FIRST CONFERENCE TITLE
5/19/1993 B081 XMIKE CARLOW SIGNS ON AT CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
9/15/1993 BOll RODRIGUEZ MAKES YELLOW JACKETS DEFENSIVE TEAM
12/08/1993 B045 XCUNY QUALIFIES FOR NFL GATORADE PUNT, PASS AND KICK
7/13/1994 B045 EAGLE BUTTE GRAD HEADS DOWN UNDER
8/31/1994 C014 'DOWN UNDER BOYS' TRAVEL TO NEW ZEALAND
10/12/1994 B045 xBREWER PART OF BHSU FUTURE
10/26/1994 AOll MARYLAND BLOCKS WASHINGTON STADIUM
11/10/1994 C031 WARRIORS ROLL OVER BRAVES IN FINAL GAME
11/10/1994 C045 WEST RIVER NAMES ALL-CONFERENCE PLAYERS
11/16/1994 A043 THROUGH EYES OF AN EASTERNER, FOOTBALL CD
11/16/1994 B061 XCHITWINS CONCLUDE FOOTBALL SEASON
1/05/1995 B071 xOORANG INDIANS--ONE OF THE 1ST NFL TEAMS
1/12/1995 B051 XALL-CONFERENCE TEAM
10/12/1995 B051 XPINE RIDGE HOMECOMING SUCCESSFUL IN MANY WAYS
10/26/1995 B061 CRUSADERS STOPPED BY BENNETT COUNTY
1/19/1995 B032 XARTISTS TO EXHIBIT WORK IN MINNEAPOLIS
3/30/1994 A012 xMANKILLER NAMED TO FORD FOUNDATION BOARD
7/24/1991 B026 XRAPID CITY MAN CITED BY NAVY
4/17/1991 AOll FORECLOSURE FRIGHTENS URBAN INDIANS
SEE US FOREST SERVICE
2/10/1994 A071 FORESTRY MANAGEMENT SHOULD BE CONTROLLED BY TRIBES
4/13/1994 A051 DINE CARE STANDING STRONG BEHIND NAVAJO FORESTS (L)
10/05/1994 B061 MENOMINEE TRIBAL ENTERPRISES AWARDED $272,000
12/07/1994 S051 xFROM LAND & SEA--THE NATION HARVESTS ITS RESOURCES
SEE FT
6/03/1992 A012 BOURLAND CLAIMS POINT MISSED IN 'SUE' SAGA
6/03/1992 A044 OPEN LETTER fO CRST MEMBERS ABOUT 'SUE' CD
6/17/1.992 AOll SUE-A-SAUR GOES BEFORE GRAND JURY
,7/08/1992 A012 xLAKOTA WANT STOLEN BONES BACK
7/08/1992 A015 xLOCAL PALEONTOLOGIST HAD MANY BONES TO PICK
7/08/1992 A032 OST HAS NO ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS
7/15/1992 A015 SUE WILL STAY PUT
7/15/1992 A053 xCRST CHAIRMAN TELLS THEIR SIDE OF 'SUE' ISSUE
8/12/1992 A105 FOSSILS TO BE DISCUSSED AUG 25-26
9/02/1992 A012 xFOSSIL PROFITS CALLED FOOLS GOLD FOR TRIBES
12/24/1992 A081 GOVT ACCUSED OF LYING TO SEIZE T-REX FOSSIL
6/09/1993 A071 FBIVBONE HUNT PAYS HILL CITY A SECOND VISIT
7/08/1993 B025 xPREHISTORIC PIG FOUND IN BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK
12/01/1993 AOll FOSSIL HUNTERS INDICTED FOR ALLEGED THEFT ON INDIAN
1/19/1995 B031 CASE AGAINST FOSSIL HUNTERS BEGINS
10/19/1995 A034 WORLD'S EARLIEST KNOWN FROG FOUND ON NAVAJO RES
12/15/1993 B071 ST CROIX CHIPPEWA OPEN GROUP HOME
1/12/1994 B012 XCHILDREN'S VILLAGE HEARS IITH YEAR
3/16/1994 BOll FOSTER PARENT SEMINARS
5/11/1994 S171 XCASEY, TRIBE MAKE COOPERATION A FAMILY AFFAIR
12/07/1995 A013 FOSTER MOTHER BITTER OVER KENTUCKY CUSTODY DECISION
10/22/1992 B072 ROSEBUD DR--NOT GUILTY OF REVEALING AIDS VICTIM NAME
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FOUNDATIONS
4/14/1993 A053 PHILANTHROPY'S FEAR OF DIFFERENCE
8/18/1993 B044 ZIMIGA TO ASSIST IN FOUNDATION OUTREACH PROJECT
11/16/1994 B023 ATEWICUNYAPI SOCIETY RECEIVES $10,000 GRANT FROM UPS
11/10/1993 S181 xFOUR BEARS CASINO AND LODGE
12/07/1994 B061 CASINO HELPING TRIBE TO MEET PAYROLL
11/02/1995 A021 NORTH DAKOTA CASINO OBJECT OF $36 MILLION DAMAGE
11/24/1993 coil XOGLALA ENTREPRENEUR MAY HOLD KEY TO GAMING WIN
12/08/1993 A053 250 CELEBRATE FOUR WINDS GROUNDBREAKING
7/29/1992 B045 4-H CLUB TO HOST BENEFIT FOR KID'S CANCER HOSPITAL
3/03/1993 B033 REORGANIZATION TOPIC AT RECENT 4-H MEETING
3/24/1993 B064 RED CLOUD 4-H CLUB ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
4/21/1993 B106 BOOTS AND SPURS MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
8/04/1993 B043 xPINE RIDGE HORSE QUIZ BOWL WINNERS ANNOUNCED
1/12/1994 BOll WANBLEE WOMAN GIVEN STATE HONOR
5/12/1993 B071 FOURD ELECTED MS INDIAN ASU
12/17/1992 A031 4-YR-OLD GETS FIRST TASTE OF FOOD
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/23/1993 A051 INDIAN'S PERSPECTIVE OF THE JULY <iTH HOLIDAY (L)
9/14/1994 C025 KNEW TRAINING S DEVELOPING MANAGER AT ST CROIX
9/0B/1994 B021 XDOCTORS RELOCATE TO SERVE RAPID CITY INDIAN COMMON
5/04/1994 BG31 xDECADE IN COURT
5/11/1995 B121 COPS CITE CRIME RATE HIKE AT FOXWOODS CAiSINO
5/11/1995 B122 PEQUOT COURT PROBES CASINO EMPLOYEES' AT-HOME CARD
7/27/1995 AG61 STAR'S 'LUCK' A BAD DEAL
12/21/1995 AG51 MASHANTUCKET PEQUOTS SET GAMING EXAMPLE (L)
12/11/1991 BG31 XFOUR AREA RESIDENTS SELECTED TO RIDE AT EURO DISNEY
6/1G/1992 AG31 xFRENCH TO FEAST LAKOTA STYLE
8/25/1993 BG12 xEXCHANGE PROGRAM STRENGTHENS FRENCH CONNECTION
4/13/1995 AG31 KFRENCH SOCIETY SEEKS IDENTITY OF AM INDIAN SOLDIER
4/27/1995 CG55 LAKOTA ARTISTS TAKE WORK INTERNATIONALLY
8/19/1992 CG32 FRANK TO SPEAK AT SGU GRADUATION
5/G4/1995 AG85 NISQUALLY LEADER CHARGES GOP OUT TO ELIMINATE AM IND
2/G5/1991 AGll MACDONALD FOUND GUILTY ONCE AGAIN
2/12/1991 AGll MACDONALD GETS 45G-DAY JAIL SENTENCE FOR FRAUD
2/12/1991 AG14 OST COUNCIL STIRS PROTEST TRYING TO ELIMINATE SCAMS
3/2G/1991 AGll TAYLOR INDICTED FOR FRAUD
5/G1/1991 AG51 ARTIST LOSES HIS WORK^ WARNS OTHERS OF FRAUD (L)
7/G2/1991 AG12 LAKOTA RITUALS BEING SOLD
8/G7/1991 AGll ARIZONA SCHOOL NAMED IN CONTRACTING SCAM
8/21/1991 AG12 xGROSS ABUSES STILL PLAGUE IHS
9/G4/1991 A1G2 MACDONALD ORDERED TO REPAY NAVAJOS
1/14/1993 AG41 kAPPLY A LITTLE SKEPTICISM WITH PHONY 'INDIANS'
2/18/1993 AGll ZAH CRITICIZES SENTENCE DISPARITY IN RANCH CASE
9/15/1993 BG12 SEVEN INDICTED FOR WELFARE FRAUD. CRACKDOWN BEGINS
1G/G6/1993 AG51 WOODEN WANNABE DRIVES WEDGES AMONG PEOPLE
1G/2G/1993 AG51 CAN 'INDIANNESS' BE DEFINED? (L)
5/18/1994 BG91 SYCUAN CASINO EMPLOYEES FOIL CREDIT CARD FORGERS
6/23/1995 AG34 CRAZY HORSE COURT PAPERS FAKE
11/3G/1995 AG31 ELECTION FRAUD ALLEGATIONS INVESTIGATED AT FT BERTH
6/24/1992 AG76 FRAZER WATER CONTAMINATED
11/23/1995 BG31 FRAZIER WINS GOLF TOURNAMENT
3/16/1995 AG21 RALLY TO HONOR KIMBERLY FRAZIER
3/16/1995 BG12 SIOUX CITY WOMAN'S DEATH QUESTIONED
3/23/1995 AG61 AIM WANTS GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION IN SIOUX CITY
7/24/1991 BG36 xFRAZIER RETURNS WITH 82ND AIRBORNE TROOPS
9/29/1993 BG53 NAFTA IGNORES NATIVE PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENTS
1G/2G/1993 AG14 NAFTA MAY CLIP NATIVE TREATY RIGHTS
1/26/1994 AG61 CONGRESSMEN NEED TO INTERVENE IN BLOODSHED
2/16/1994 AG61 NAFTA STREAMLINES NAVAJO HAY SALES; WATER TROUBLES
12/G7/1994 B121 MINORITY BUSINESS TO TAP INTO MEXICAN MARKETS
12/18/1991 AG12 xLAKOTA TIMES OPENS WASHINGTON BUREAU
12/24/1991 AG64 FREEDOM FORUM GRANTS $25G.GGG TO USD
3/11/1992 AG24 FIRST AMENDMENT ADVISORY PANEL SET
4/22/1992 BG55 FREEDOM FORUM AND NCAA TO AID JR SPORT WRITERS
8/26/1992 AG34 FREEDOM FORUM INVESTS $2GG.GGG IN LAKOTA TIMES
9/29/1993 BG43 GUTIERREZ SELECTED FOR PACIFIC POST
2/1G/1994 AG35 GIAGO TO SPEAK AT FREEDOM FORUM
9/28/1994 AGll xMANKILLER RECEIVES 'FREE SPIRIT' AWARD
8/G3/1994 BG82 KFREEMAN NAMED IN WHO'S WHO AMONG HIGH SCHOOL STUDEN
1G/G2/1991 AG15 'CRAZY HORSE' ARRESTED IN IDAHO
7/31/1991 A122 xKATHY FRENCH TO COORDINATE DIABETES PROGRAMS
12/18/1991 BG15 MARK FRESQUEZ WINS LOCAL GEOGRAPHY BEE
1/21/1993 BG82 xFRESQUEZ WINS GEOGRAPHY BEE
7/24/1991 AG35 kLUNKER WORTH $5.GGG TO MONTANA LAD
6/29/1994 CGll CROW EDUCATOR WANTS TO LURE FISHING DOLLARS
lG/19/1995 AG34 WORLD'S EARLIEST KNOWN FROG FOUND ON NAVAJO RES
7/21/1993 BGll FORT BELKNAP COLLEGE RECEIVES ACCREDITATION
9/15/1993 AG71 FT BELKNAP COLLEGE'S VICTORY DANCE SEPT 25
9/15/1993 SG81 XFORT BELKNAP COLLEGE EARNS ACCREDITATION
4/13/1994 BG82 NEW RADIO STATION TO BE LAUNCHED
12/14/1995 AG65 FT BELKNAP COLLEGE WILL PARTICIPATE IN SAFEFUTURES
SEE ALSO GROS VENTRE. ASSINIBOINE (TRIBE)
1/G7/1993 AG12 FT BELKNAP MEMBERS BLAST MINING EXPANSIONIST
1/G7/1993 BGI2 xFT BELKNAP JUDGE HAS SEEN TRAGIC TO COMICAL
9/15/1993 SG21 KlNTRODUCING THE FORT BELKNAP PEOPLE
9/15/1993 SG21 KSYMBOL OF LIFE
9/15/1993 SG22 HISTORY OF A VARIED LAND
9/15/1993 SG31 xA BORN LEADER. CHAIRMAN FORESEES THE FUTURE
9/15/1993 SG41 xSUPERINTENDENT ENCOURAGES SELF-DETERMINATION
9/15/1993 SG51 xCHIEF JUDGE NOTES CODE REVISION AS TOP PRIORITY
9/15/1993 SG61 xDIRECTOR PLANS AHEAD FOR GROWING COMMUNITY
9/15/1993 SG81 XCOMMUNITY COUNCIL TAKES ACTIVE ROLE IN EDUCATION
9/15/1993 Sill FORT BELKNAP TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
9/15/1993 S131 XDETERMINATION IS KEY TO BUSINESSES' SUCCESS
9/15/1993 S151 XTOURISM.SHOWCASES A UNIQUE WAY OF LIFE
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/15/1993 S161 JtSENIOR CITIZEN, YOUTH FACILITY TO CREATE OPPORTUNIT
9/15/1993 S171 XNEW MEDICAL CENTERS TO GIVE SENSE OF OWNERSHIP
9/15/1993 S182 ^BUFFALO RETURN TO HOMELAND
9/15/1993 S191 *ARTIST'S WORK PORTRAYS HER PHILOSOPHY
11/29/1993 A012 xFT BELKNAP CHIEF JUDGE SUSPENDED
5/11/1999 B061 XINDIAN HEALTH SERVICE OFFICIALS INSPECT FT BELKNAP
5/11/1999 B071 KFT BELKNAP HONORS WORLD WAR II VETERANS
6/08/1999 A061 XBIA BLAMED FOR POOR ROADS IN FT BELKNAP
2/02/1995 B091 FT BELKNAP HOUSING AUTHORITY CHOSEN TO CHAIR UNITED
2/09/1992 A112 ELDER--PLEA FOR DONATIONS FOR FT BERTHOLD COMM COLL
7/28/1993 A063 GILLIS TO START AS COMMUNITY COLLEGE HEAD
SEE ALSO THREE AFFIL TRIBES
9/29/1991 B022 STANDING ROCK FORT BERTHOLD AMENDS SOUGHT
5/22/1991 A016 TWO FIRED IN DISPUTE WITH TRIBE
6/12/1991 A031 ND TRIBE'S MEDIA DECISION 'NOT QUICK ONE'
1/19/1993 B012 FT BERTHOLD OFFICIALS TAKE $20,000 BONUSES-WOMAN SUE
1/21/1993 A053 FT BERTHOLD PEOPLE SHOULD VOICE DISSATISFACTION
2/18/1993 BOll FT BERTHOLD CASINO CLOSER TO REALITY
3/03/1993 A099 BEWARE OF A FOX IN $199 MILLION HENHOUSE (L)
5/26/1993 A099 FORT BERTHOLD MEMBER ADDRESSES CHAIRMAN (L)
10/06/1993 A019 COURT CODES LIMIT ACCESS IN FT BERTHOLD CUSTODY BATT
11/10/1993 S181 KFOUR BEARS CASINO AND LODGE
11/10/1993 S193 KON THE THRESHOLD OF PROSPERITY—FOUR BEARS
2/10/1999 A083 FT BERTHOLD HOUSING AUTHORITY RECEIVES GRANT
2/16/1999 AOll FT BERTHOLD 8 STANDING ROCK TRIBES GET CONGRESSIONAL
5/11/1999 S021 XCHAIRMAN DRIVEN BY TRIBAL NEEDS
5/11/1999 S031 KCASINO COMES UP A WINNER FOR PEOPLE'S ESTEEM
5/11/1999 S051 XCATTLE PROGRAM LENDS HOPE TO RANCHERS
5/11/1999 S061 KDIALYSIS CENTER LETS COMMUNITY CARE FOR ITS OWN
5/11/1999 S061 KMHA AIRWAVES BRIDGE FLOOD WATERS
5/11/1999 S161 KFOCUS ON EDUCATION BRINGS CLEARER FUTURE
5/11/1999 S201 XIN A PLACE CALLED ELBOWOODS
6/15/1999 A039 COURT INSISTS COMPANIES EXHAUST TRIBAL REMEDIES
6/15/1999 B081 BERTHOLD READIES FOR INDIGENOUS GAMES
6/29/1999 C022 FORT BERTHOLD TAPS FUTURE LEADERS
11/16/1995 A015 FORT BERTHOLD '99 ELECTIONS IN COURT
3/02/1999 A039 EPA ORDERS STEPS TO ENSURE SAFE DRINKING WATER
3/09/1999 A071 FORT HALL TEEN HELD IN RESERVATION SLAYING
8/10/1999 A061 STATE TROOPERS CAN TICKET TRIBE ON RESERVATION
9/21/1999 A082 FT HALL DRIVER APPEALS TO IDAHO SUPREME COURT
8/03/1995 B039 TRIBES, FMC SIGN PACT
9/18/1991 A091 FORT LARAMIE TREATY OF 1868 WORKSHOP SET
3/18/1992 A125 FT LARAMIE CELEBRATION AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL
9/02/1992 B072 HERITAGE DAYS AT FT LARAMIE FEATURE TREATY SPEECHES
12/01/1993 B096 NAVAJO TEACHER PROGRAM GETS NATIONAL AWARD
9/20/1999 B035 FT LEWIS STUDENTS ELECT THEIR 1ST AMERICAN INDIAN
9/20/1995 B092 xRED CLOUD GRADUATE HONORS FT LEWIS COLLEGE STAFF
5/27/1992 A012 xTRIBES MARCH ON ARIZONA CAPITOL
6/10/1992 A031 YAVAPAIS END STANDOFF
9/02/1992 A093 MOHAVE-APACHE HIT WITH FEES
9/30/1992 A109 FBI INVESTIGATION CALLED FOR MCDOWELL GAMING
12/03/1992 A082 ARIZONA AND FT MCDOWELL SIGN COMPACT
10/27/1993 A031 FORMER FT MCDOWELL CONSULTANT INDICTED
11/10/1993 S091 X'THE FORT' HOLDS PROMISE FOR COMMUNITY'S GROWTH
9/06/1999 B0l2 7TH CAVALRY ASSOCIATION TO HONOR WARRIORS
11/27/1991 B051 FORT MOHAVE SEEK $9 MILLION FROM ARIZONA FOR ROAD
7/31/1991 A053 KWETSIT--A KEY TO POLITICAL SALVATION IN FORT PECK?
1/28/1992 A012 FT PECK TRIBES SEEK NEW DISTRICTING
1/28/1992 A066 FT PECK CHAIRMAN JOINS MONTANA BOARD
2/09/1992 A121 FORT PECK BISON RANCHING ON BACK BURNER
2/12/1992 A081 CLARIFICATION
3/09/1992 A032 FORT PECK RALLIES FOR NEAR-FROZEN TOT
3/25/1992 A039 FT PECK TRIBES FIGHT TO MAINTAIN TAX INJUNCTION
7/01/1992 A081 ASSINIBOINE AND SIOUX TRIBES GRANTED $3.1 MILLION
7/15/1992 A085 COACH HONORED FOR YEARS OF DEDICATION
8/19/1992 B031 FT PECK WATER CONTAMINATION UNDER CONTROL SAYS EPA
9/16/1992 A091 NATURAL GAS STATION BOOSTS FT PECK ECONOMY
9/30/1992 A026 FT PECK TRIBE SIGNS FOR $10 MILLION CASINO
10/08/1992 A075 ROSEBUD CASINO PROPOSAL GOES NORTH
1/07/1993 B015 FT PECK TRIBES PUT HOLD ON SD CONTRACT
6/23/1993 B035 FORT PECK FORMER TRIBAL CHAIRMAN DIES
7/21/1993 B062 FORT PECK HOMES GET A FACE LIFT
3/09/1999 A072 FT PECK TRIBES SIGN NATURAL GAS AGREEMENT
6/22/1999 AOll SANTEE S FT PECK WANT DISTRIBUTION OF"DOCKET 79-A
9/08/1999 A012 FORT PECK DECLARES STATE OF EMERGENCY
6/08/1995 B071 FORT PECK GETS GRANT FOR VICTIMS
8/03/1995 B039 FT PECK TRIBE,FIGHTS FOR LIQUOR VOTE
7/10/1991 A106 FORT RANDALL CASINO DOING GOOD BUSINESS
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12/24/1991 AOll CASINO SAID TO CUT JOBLESS RATE
1/14/1992 AOll YANKTON SIOUX PLAN CASINO COMPLEX ADDITION
4/01/1992 B041 xYANKTON CASINO RINGS UP POSITIVE CHANGE
6/10/1992 B074 BINGO HALL, RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE OPENS
7/15/1992 A065 CASINO EMPLOYEES HELP TORNADO VICTIMS
7/15/1992 A102 GROUP 'WILD ROSE* TO BLOOM ON STAGE AT FT RANDALL
8/05/1992 B082 '605 ROCK LEGENDS TO PLAY AT CASINO
9/02/1992 B034 WILLIAMS AND REE TO BE AT FORT RANDALL CASINO
10/08/1992 BlOl YST TAKES OVER CASINO OPERATION
11/05/1992 S141 kYANKTON CASINO'S PROFITS HELP COMMUNITY
12/10/1992 B012 xSCAM CHARGES THREATEN CASINO
12/17/1992 B041 GRAND JURY TAKES UP CASINO INVESTIGATION
2/11/1993 B012 REMOVAL AFOOT AT YANKTON AS CASINO FACT-FINDERS
2/18/1993 B012 xYANKTON OFFERS 'UNIVERSITY WITHIN A CASINO'
2/25/1993 B012 NORWEST LOAN CALLED 'NULL & VOID' PAYMENTS CONTINUE
2/25/1993 B012 MINUTES SHOW COURNOYER IN MILLION DOLLAR CONTRADICTI
4/21/1993 BOll YANKTON DONATES FUNDS TO POWWOW IN HOT SPRINGS
7/20/1994 BOll CANDIDATES INVITED TO FORT RANDALL FORUM
12/22/1994 B112 ECONOMY THRIVING IN SHADOW OF FT RANDALL CASINO
8/03/1995 A012 KCASINO NOW COUNTY'S BIGGEST EMPLOYER
8/03/1995 A121 XYANKTON RESERVATION HITS ECONOMIC JACKPOT
10/26/1995 B054 FT RANDALL CASINO OFFERING COLLEGE STUDENTS INTERN
6/09/1993 BOll HORSE LOVERS TO GATHER JUNE 16-18
7/14/1993 B013 HORSE CELEBRATION RIDES AGAIN
7/28/1993 AOll KPRAIRIE HOT TUBS
6/08/1995 B054 USD SEEKS VOLUNTEERS FOR SISSETON ARCHAEOLOGY DIG
6/24/1992 BOll KTORNADO LEAVES $4.5 MILLION IN DAMAGES
6/24/1992 B032 xDESTRUCTIVE TWISTER TURNS MYSTERY AND MIRACLES
7/15/1992 BOll *HEROIC 13-YEAR-OLD HELP FAMILY--FT THOMPSON TORNADO
8/17/1994 B042 xFORT THOMPSON YOUNG GUNS IN TUSCALOOSA TOURNAMENT
10/26/1994 BOll CEMETERY IN FT THOMPSON VANDALIZED
5/25/1995 BOll x'RUFF' ROAD AHEAD
8/24/1995 B021 BIA BUDGET CUTS CLOSE CHILDREN'S SHELTER DOORS
SEE ALSO DEVILS LAKE (TRIBE)
7/29/1992 BlOl YANKTON CLEARED OF 'SHAKE DOWN' INVESTIGATION
9/02/1992 C022 *FT TOTTEN COMMODITY COOK-OFF A SUCCESS
9/22/1993 A031 FORT TOTTEN BOY LATEST VICTIM OF HANTAVIRUS
4/20/1994 AOll TURTLE MT CHIPPEWA, FT TOTTEN SIOUX JOIN FORCES
4/13/1995 A061 LITTLE HOOP ADDRESSES NEEDS OF YOUNG CHILDREN
7/13/1995 B024 FORT UNION UNVEILS BEAD EXHIBIT
2/05/1991 AOll FT YATES CUSTODY CONFLICT IS RESOLVED
3/05/1991 A082 FORT YATES WELCOMES TACO JOHN'S MANAGERS
4/03/1991 A061 MISSOURI BRIDGE WOULD LINK FOUR STATE HIGHWAYS
8/28/1991 B062 LAW INTERN GIVES FT YATES LEGAL AID BOOST
12/31/1991 A075 xND GOVERNOR HONORS FORT YATES WOMAN
1/28/1992 A021 LIQUOR OPERATORS WIN RELIEF FROM SIOUX COUNTY
5/06/1992 B033 VA COUNSELOR COMES TO FT YATES
6/17/1992 B041 FORT YATES ELECTS SCHOOL BOARD
8/26/1992 B015 FT YATES SHELTER OFFERS SAFE HAVEN
9/09/1992 B064 FORT YATES VET REP AT TRIBAL OFFICE
11/05/1992 B091 FORT YATES VETS COUNSELOR VISITS
11/19/1992 B034 THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES USE $149.2 MIL FOR HOSPITAL
3/10/1993 B033 XFT YATES WORKS TO GET BOYS, GIRLS CLUB
4/07/1993 B012 KHAMPTON STUDENTS COME HOME TO STANDING ROCK
5/05/1993 B054 XFORT YATES STUDENTS ATTEND SCIENCE FAIR
6/16/1993 B043 FORT YATES PUBLIC SCHOOL HONOR ROLL
6/23/1993 B024 XFORT YATES EMPLOYEES HONORED
5/04/1994 B021 MEDICAL STUDENTS TO TRAIN AT HOSPITAL
7/13/1994 coil KPRAIRIE KNIGHTS A BIG SUCCESS
4/27/1995 B041 KMEDICAL STUDENTS TO TRAIN AT FT YATES IHS HOSPITAL
5/25/1995 B091 FORT YATES TRIBAL SUMMIT SET
3/30/1994 B064 BOXER AVENGES EARLIER LOSS
8/04/1993 SlOl KOLD TRADITIONS INSPIRE NEW STYLE
5/01/1991 B033 BOURLAND CALLS FOR REFORM IN FUNDING PROCESS
6/26/1991 A024 STAND TAKEN ON GA CUTS
7/02/1991 A012 HOUSE APPROPRIATED $14 MILLION IN TRIBAL PROJECTS
7/02/1991 A073 RESERVATION ROAD FUNDING INCREASED
7/02/1991 A074 OST CONDUCTS CENSUS TO PROTECT FUNDING
7/24/1991 A031 IMPACT AID SURVIVES BUSH BUDGET REQUEST
.1/21/1992 A013 JTPA FUNDS ENDANGERED
3/04/1992 C034 PRESSLER OPPOSES SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOL AID CUTS
3/25/1992 B015 COLLEGES TO PURSUE STATE FUNDING EFFORTS
5/20/1992 A061 BUDGET SHORTFALL THREATENS SCHOOLS FUNDED BY BIA
7/29/1992 coil FUNDING APPROVED FOR MAJOR WATER PROJECTS
9/02/1992 AOll FEDERAL PROGRAM FUNDING CONTINUES DOWNWARD SPIRAL
9/23/1992 A104 SENATE AMENDMENT ALLOWS NEW FUNDING FOR PREACCREDIT
11/19/1992 B015 UNSIGNED FORMS COST RAPID CITY SCHOOLS $40,000
11/26/1992 A051 REGARDING THE NATL INDIAN POLICY RESEARCH CENTER (L)
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3/17/1993A08ABIA'SPLANTOREPROGRAMFUNDSWILLPAYFORSHORTFALL
A/1A/1993B053TRIBALCOLLEGESPENALIZEDFORSUCCESS,SAYSPRES
A/28/1993AOllBIASCHOOLSAMONGWOUNDEDINDEATHOFCLINTON'SSTIM
7/08/1993BG32BILLINCLUDESFUNDSFORSOUTHDAKOTATRIBES
10/27/1993ADIASENATEFILIBUSTERHOLDSUPINTERIORAPPROPRIATIONS
11/03/1993A023FILIBUSTERHOLDSUPINTERIORAPPROPRIATIONS
12/08/1993B021FUND-RAISINGWORKSHOPSET
A/06/199AB0A1WHILESOUTHDAKOTASCHOOLSSTRUGGLE,THEFEDSFIDDLE
6/29/199AA031INTERIORBILLSETSTRIBALFUNDSriuuLt
8/2A/199AA053SfWHATDOESFEDERALMONEYREALLYBUY'
2/23/1995B011JtSCHOOLBOARDVOTESFORTITLEIXFUNDING
3/09/1995A0A31995-96APPROPRIATIONSBILLGUTSINDIANPROJECTS(L) 3/09/1995A081HOUSEPANELAPPROVESINDIANPROGRAMCUTS
3/16/1995A033KMCCAINPROMISESFIGHTFORPROGRAMS
JSSl'""eE 3/30/1995B011SENPRESSLERFIGHTSTOKEEPIMPACTAID
4/06/1995A013DACTSPLANHEADSTOCAPITOLHILL
4/13/1995A024INDIANAFFAIRSPANELASKSFORBUDGETINCREASE
4/20/1995A012CONGRESSHAMSITUPWHILESLASHINGTRIBALPROGRAMS
5/11/1995B041JOHNSONO'MALLEYFUNDCRITICIZEDFOR$17^00SURPLUS 5/18/1995A021MCCAINVOWSBLOCKGRANTSWILLGOTOTRIBES
6/29/1995A014MEANSTESTINGMAYBEWAVEOFTHEFUTURE
7/06/1995B012OSTGETSPROGRAMFUNDSINLUMPSUM
7/27/1995A065LEADERSREVIEWIHSCUTS
8/03/1995A034INDIANLEGALSERVICE'SWINGSCLIPPEDBACK
8/10/1995AOllWELFAREREFORMINCLUDESTRIBES
8/10/1995AOllCONTRACTWITHAMERICAVIOLATES'FIRSTCONTRACTS'
8/17/1995AOllJfPARKSFAVOREDASSENATEGUTSBIA
8/17/1995B031DASCHLE,PRESSLERBACKSCIENCECENTEROVERTRIBES
8/17/1995C031PROPOSALCUTSCOULDAFFECTALLAREASOFEDUCATION
8/24/1995AOllGOPCUTSCOULDSHUTBIASCHOOLS
8/24/1995A014BIALOSESBUDGETBATTLE
8/24/1995A081CONGRESSFORCESBIAREORGANIZATION
8/31/1995AOllXTREATIESABROGATEDBYCONGRESSIONALBUDGET
8/31/1995A041BUFFALOSLAUGHTER,PARTTI(ED)
8/31/1995B011*BIA'SBREWERTAKESHEAVYFLAK
9/07/1995A031MILLIONSSOUGHTFORDAKOTASCHOOLS
9/07/1995A052KQUINAULTPRESIDENTPREDICTSDISASTER
9/07/1995A113INDIANNATIONSCONVENEINDC
9/07/1995B023BUDGETSCISSORS--THEMOSTUSEDTOOL
9/21/1995A014TREATIESVOIDED,PROTESTERSSAY
9/21/1995A041WHEREWERETHEY?(ED)
9/21/1995A063LUMMIOFFICIALSCALLFORPROTEST
9/28/1995A051SENATEACTUALLYSPAREDBIAPROGRAMS
9/28/1995f054kCONGRESSDOESN'TSAYIT,BUTTERMINATIONISGOAL
10/12/1995A054KINDIANPROGRAMSWILLBESLAINUNDERGORTON'SLEAD
10/19/1995A012*BENNIGHTHORSECAMPBELLLANDSAPPROPRIATIONS
10/19/1995A051THEANSWERTOTRIBALBUDGETCUTS(L)
10/26/1995A053OPENQUESTIONSFORMEMBERSOFCONGRESS(L)
CAPITOLHILLTOPRAIRIE,INDIANEDSUFFERING
11/02/1995A021AMINDMENTALHEALTHPROGSSTRESSEDBYBUDGETCUTS
11/09/1995B012JfSENATEBILLSTOPSOFF-RESERVATIONENFORCEMENT
*DESPITECRITICISM,CHAVERSMAINTAINSEDINCRISIS
12/29/1995B013ENERGYASSISTANCECOMESTHROUGHBEFORESHUTDOWN
10/27/1993B061JeMRFUNMAKER'SFIRE--ONEMANWHOSTOODUP
7/24/1991A053THEjLATEJAYFURLONGWILLBEHONOREDONAUG10(L) 12/17/1992B074FYTENAPPOINTEDASCHIEFJUSTICECLERK
9/21/1994A074CAPITOLHONORSSLATEDFORNEAGRANTEES
12/11/1991A013NCAIELECTSNEWLEADERSHIP
4/20/1995A031NCAIPRESIDENTNAMED1995DELEGATETOWHITEHOUSE
10/16/1991A081CHIEFGALL'SGRAVEOPENED,REMAINSINTACT
10/27/1993AOll*MIDDLEEASTERNBUSINESSMANACCUSEDOFEXPLOITING
5/18/1994D071YOUCANSTILLGETYOURKICKSONROUTE66
7/07/1994A081RETHAGAMBAROCOMMITTEDTOCULTURALINHERITANCE
7/07/1994A081RETHAGAMBAROCOMMITTEDTOCULTURALINHERITANCE
9/08/1994A072ENTREPRENEUR'SRELATIONSHIPSOURSWITHSTATE
SEEALSOBINGO,LOTTERY,NAMESOFCASINOS
1/22/1991B011TRIBALPLANNERRESIGNS
2/19/1991A024NOWINNERSINFLANDREAUCASINOCONTROVERSYYET
2/19/1991B021SANTEESIOUXGETFIRSTGOAHEADFORTRIBALCASINO
2/26/1991A024JUDGEENGBERGEXTENDSCASINODEADLINEUNTILMARCH
2/26/1991A091NORTHWESTTRIBESPLANNINGBETONGAMINGTOBRINGREV
3/12/1991A023FLANDREAUCASINOSOLDTORAPIDCITYFIRM
4/10/1991A011FLANDREAUCASINOPROFITSSPLITUP
4/10/1991A084CROWCREEKBETSCASINOBENEFITSTRIBE
4/24/1991A011SANTEESIOUXSEEKYESFORCASINO
5/01/1991A034CONNECTICUTTRIBEGETSNOD--CANSTARTCASINO
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5/08/1991 A026 TRIBE SUES ITS FORMER PRESIDENT
5/08/1991 A07A NOT ALL EXPERTS AGREE PEQUOf VICTORY ONE OF SOVEREIG
5/22/1991 AOll WINNEBAGO TRIBE LOOKS TO REOPEN UINN-A-BINGO HALL
5/22/1991 A025 CONNECTICUT WILL COOPERATE WITH PEQUOTS ON CASINO FO
5/29/1991 A074 TRIBES TALK ABOUT GAMBLING
6/12/1991 AOAl XDON'T SELL OUT FOR FEW SLOTS
6/12/1991 A053 AN ESSAY ON THE NEW WIGWAM CASINO
6/19/1991 AOll BLUFFS CASINO GOING AHEAD
6/19/1991 A012 kMICKELSON REFUSES GAMING REQUEST OF LOWER BRULE TRI
6/19/1991 A026 ROYAL RIVER CASINO LOOKING TO EXPAND
6/19/1991 B031 YANKTON SIOUX CASINO COULD OPEN THIS WEEK
6/26/1991 A012 XGOVERNOR'S SINCERITY QUESTIONED
6/26/1991 A053 CHARITY GAMBLING NEEDS OVERSIGHT
7/02/1991 A053 ^SOVEREIGNTY AT STAKE WITH LOWER BRULE ISSUE
7/10/1991 A106 FORT RANDALL CASINO DOING GOOD BUSINESS
7/31/1991 AOll 2,000 WANT CASINO JOBS IN CONNECTICUT
8/14/1991 coil MORE TRIBES PUTTING BETS ON GAMBLING OPERATIONS
8/21/1991 A012 FEDS PLAN CRACKDOWN ON GAMBLING
8/28/1991 A051 HOW MUCH INPUT DID TRIBES HAVE IN GAMING (L)
9/18/1991 AOll PRAIRIE EDGE GAMING WILL MANAGE OMAHA CASINO
9/18/1991 A012 XELDERS OPPOSE LOWER BRULE CASINO
9/25/1991 A034 BINGO LEGISLATION APPEARS DEAD UNLESS WOULD RAISE RE
10/02/1991 BOll XHOGEN SQUASHES ILLEGAL GAMBLING EFFORTS
10/02/1991 BOll XROSEBUD CASINO STILL WAITING FOR COMPACT
10/16/1991 A041 GAMBLING--A MEANS OF SURVIVAL FOR TRIBES (ED)
10/16/1991 B024 ROSEBUD CASINO--A WAY OF PROFIT
10/23/1991 A053 INDIAN GAMING ISN'T ALL MADE OUT TO BE
10/23/1991 A053 TRIBAL ATTORNEY CLARIFIES ERROR IN TIMES ARTICLE
10/23/1991 A102 APACHES WILL OPEN A CASINO
10/30/1991 A094 TRIBAL-STATE GAMING COMPACTS PASS
11/06/1991 A031 'GOLDEN BUFFALO' GAMING HEADED FOR LOWER BRULE
11/13/1991 AOll KANSAS CITY MAYOR OFFERS URBAN ALTERNATIVE CASINO
11/13/1991 A106 SOME NAVAJOS EYE GAMBLING TO RAISE MONEY
11/13/1991 S021 XROYAL RIVER CASINO IS RAGING SUCCESS
11/13/1991 S041 DEADWOOD PRESERVATION GAINS FROM RECORD RECEIPTS
11/13/1991 S041 APPLICANTS SWAMP WHITE EARTH CASINO
11/13/1991 S043 PEOPLE SHOULD BE PROUD OF DEADWOOD RENOVATIONS
11/13/1991 S051 CASINO RAIDS OUTRAGEOUS—INVADES SOVEREIGNTY
11/13/1991 S061 XJACKPOT JUNCTION--NEW 'BUFFALO' FOR THE TRIBES
11/13/1991 S074 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE OPEN CASINO
11/13/1991 S081 INDIAN GAMING--IT'S LEGAL, IT'S DESIRABLE
11/13/1991 S093 INDUSTRY FUNDS STUDY ON GAMING EFFECTS
11/20/1991 AG12 XSIOUX TRIBES MAY SUE STATE OVER GAMING
11/20/1991 A031 NEW GAMING REGS COULD IMPEDE TRIBES WITHOUT COMPACTS
11/20/1991 A031 CALIFORNIA TRIBES RUSH TO FILE COMPACT REQUESTS
11/20/1991 A094 GAMING REPORT IS INCONCLUSIVE
11/27/1991 A041 XGAMING IS ANOTHER WAY OF SURVIVAL
11/27/1991 B053 LAWSUIT FILED TO MAINTAIN GAMING ON RESERVATIONS
11/27/1991 B054 FEDS MAY SEIZE TRIBES' ELECTRONIC GAMBLING MACHINES
12/04/1991 A012 XSANTEES LOOK TO LUJAN FOR BACKING
12/04/1991 A015 ELDERS SAY 'NO CASINO'
12/04/1991 A024 SANTEES LIVE IN ISOLATION, DEPENDENCY
12/18/1991 AOll RED LAKE CONSIDERS CASINO
12/18/1991 A012 TRIBES UNIFORM IN CRITICISM OF GAMING COMMISSION
12/18/1991 A015 LOWER BRULE ELDER PROTESTERS ARRESTED
12/18/1991 A093 JUDGE RULES FOR CALIFORNIA TRIBES
12/18/1991 B085 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHES OPEN SECOND CASINO
12/24/1991 A012 xLUJAN REJECTS SANTEE'S CASINO BID
12/24/1991 A014 LOWER BRULE AND GOVERNOR CLASH OVER MOVING CASINO
12/24/1991 A043 LAROSE'S ACTION DISAPPOINTS SOME SANTEE MEMBERS (L)
12/24/1991 A071 YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT SUE FOR GAMING RIGHTS
12/31/1991 A012 WINNEBAGO CHAIRMAN DEFENDS CASINO DECISION
12/31/1991 A072 SANTEE-STATE AT ODDS OVER POKER
1/08/1992 A012 SANTEE MEMBERS SUE FOR SHARE OF GAMING POT
1/08/1992 A044 WINNEBAGO CHAIRMAN SPEAKS OUT ABOUT CASINO (L)
1/14/1992 AOll YANKTON SIOUX PLAN CASINO COMPLEX ADDITION
1/14/1992 AOll SENATOR SEEKS HOLD ON GAMING
1/14/1992 A033 CHAIRMAN SAYS 'BUFFALO' WILL GRAZE DESPITE OPPOSITIO
1/21/1992 A015 XKANSAS' FINNEY SIGNS A KICKAPOO COMPACT
1/21/1992 A033 LEGISLATURE AND GOVERNOR SCRIMMAGE OVER CASINO
1/21/1992 A031 CASINO PROFITS TO FUND MILLE LACS PROJECTS
1/21/1992 A043 GAMING--ANOTHER EYE SORE FOR THE TRIBE (L)
1/28/1992 A012 TRIBES SAY THEY POLICE GAMBLING
1/28/1992 A031 ARIZONA TRIBES CONTINUE VIDEO GAMBLING
1/28/1992 A034 KICKAPOOS MOVE ON CASINO IN SPITE OF PROPOSED LEGISL
1/28/1992 A041 xRANTING WILLIAM SAFIRE FUELS SLOW BURN
1/28/1992 A062 5 TRIBES ASK TO JOIN SUIT AGAINST ARIZONA
2/04/1992 A014 xWISCONSIN FEUD ERUPTS IN GUNFIRE
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2/0A/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
2/19/1992
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
3/0A/1992
3/0A/1992
3/0A/1992
3/11/1992
3/11/1992
3/11/1992
3/11/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/08/1992
A/08/1992
A/08/r992
A/08/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/22/1992
A/22/1992
A/22/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
5/06/1992
5/06/1992
5/06/1992
5/06/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/13/1992
5/20/1992
5/20/1992
5/20/1992
5/20/1992
5/20/1992
5/27/1992
5/27/1992
6/03/1992
6/03/1992
6/03/1992
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
6/10/1992
6/10/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/2A/1992
B161
AOll
A015
A032
AOAl
AOAA
A053
A053
A061
A075
A082
C0A5
A053
A071
A071
AOll
A015
A053
AOll
AOll
AOIA
A012
A015
A021
A023
A012
A051
AOll
A051
A07A
BOAl
A033
A036
A053
B021
AOll
AO12
A02A
A02A
AOAl
A081
AO 12
A031'
A065
AOll
A031
A063
A015
A015
A03A
A03A
AOll
A012
A015
A025
A051
B051
B051
A015
A033
A033
AOAl
A051
A012
A015
A015
A031
AO 61
B0A3
AOll
A031
A061
A012
A015
A035
A053
B031
A012
CASINO COINS AID CHARITIES
CASINOS CUT WELFARE ROLLS
TRIBES FIGHTING ORGANIZED CRIME GAMING IMAGE
GAMING, TAXATION BILL AGREEMENTS UNDER SCRUTINY
PER CAPITA PAVMNTS NOT GOOD USE OF GAMING PROFTS (ED
BASIC ISSUES OUTLINED IN SANTEE SUIT (L)
GAMBLING OFFERS ESCAPE FROM POVERTY
SANTEE SUIT NOT MEANT TO THREATEN TRIBE
XKICKAPOOS ARE 'SACRIFICIAL LAMB' IN KANSAS POLITICS
SANTEE SIOUX CLAIM MONEY NOT PAYMENTS, LIFESTYLES GR
XCHAIRMANS REPORT--WHAT ABOUT CHARITY SMOKERS AND
REPRESENTATIVES SAY VIDEO LOTTERY SHOULD REACH VOTE
kCOYOTE'S prediction on GAMING--JEALOUSY
TINY SAC S FOX TRIBE WANTS SLICE OF GAMBLING PIE
CALIFORNIA TRIBE READY TO CHARGE 'BAD FAITH'
CASINO PROFITS TO AID TREATMENT CENTER
TRIBES PROTEST KANSAS SENATE SHOOTS DOWN GAMBLING
XTRIBES ARE AN ASSET, NOT A LIABILITY
GOLDEN BUFFALO OPENS
SANTEE WON'T GIVE UP ON CASINO EFFORTS
KICKAPOOS TAKE BEATING IN KANSAS
KYST PROPOSES JOINT CASINO PROJECT TO ROSEBUD TRIBE
HOPE—COMMISSION NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR GAMING ACT
LUJAN ESTABLISHES BIA GAMING OFFICE
FINNEY, KICKAPOO REWORK GAMBLING COMPACT
FBI SAYS NO CRIME IN GAMING
LET THE INDIANS ALONE ON GAMING (L)
ARIZONA CHALLENGES CONGRESS' AUTHORITY
NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF GAMING (L)
KICKAPOO RE-OPEN BINGO--CASINO ON COSTLY HOLD
KYANKTON CASINO RINGS UP POSITIVE CHANGE
OMAHAS SEEK TO REPLACE SANTEE SIOUX IN CASINO PLAN
BIA--FLANDREAU GAMING PAYMENTS NOT AUTHORIZED
RST CHAIRMAN--SOUTH DAKOTA 'HOSTILE' LAST FRONTIER
CASINO'S LUCKY STREAK SPURS EXPANSION
TRIBES LOSE LATEST GAMING ROUND
XKANSAS GOVERNOR ISSUES CHALLENGE
GAMING DISPUTE--RST HEADED FOR COURT
CRST SUES STATE OVER GAMING PLANS
DON'T GAMBLE SOVEREIGNTY (ED)
OUSTED WINNE3AG0 CASINO MANAGER COULD GET MILLIONS
STATE MUM ON CRST SUIT
FORT PECK TRIBES SIGN COMPACT
MINNESOTA CASINO NEEDS 600 WORKERS
FEDS ADDED TO FLANDREAU SUIT
UNITED SIOUX TRIBES MEET
RST FILES LAWSUIT AGAINST STATE ON GAMING
LUJAN REVERSES GAMING SUPPORT
STANDING ROCK TRIBE PUSHES FOR CASINO
BLACK HILLS TREATY MEETING FOCUSES ON WATER RIGHTS,
SYMBOLS IN CASINO ADS NOT RIGHT SAYS BELLECOURT
CASINO TO DROP SYMBOLS
^GOVERNOR CALLS GAMING ACT UNCONSTITUTIONAL
NATIONAL PR CAMPAIGN WAGED AGAINST GAMING
SHAKOPEES SUING GAMING COMMISSION
MICKELSON NOT PLAYING STRAIGHT (L)
CHIPPEWA CASINO MAY OPEN
WASHINGTON ATTORNEY CALLS GAMING SUITS FRUITLESS
STATES CAN LOSE CONTROL OF GAMING COMPACTS
US AGENTS RAID 5 CASINOS IN ARIZONA
NCAI DENOUNCES ARIZONA CASINO RAIDS
KINDIAN GAMING IS GOOD BET FOR STATES
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CASINO (L)
KTRIBES MARCH ON ARIZONA CAPITOL
KICKAPOO SEEK TO BYPASS STATE
7 TRIBES SUE GAMING PANEL
THIRD SUIT FILED AGAINST GAMING COMMISSION
CHAIR QUESTIONS OFFICIAL'S DECISION
COUNCIL VOTES ON AGREEMENT WITH GAMING COMPANY
SENATE VOTES TO CURB SPORTS BETTING
YAVAPAIS END STANDOFF
BAND WILL USE GAMING MONEY TO BACK BOND
NEVADA RESORTS TARGET TRIBES
GAMING BOARD REACTS TO SUITS
MCCAIN ASKS FOR GAMING TASK FORCE IN ARIZONA
INDIAN GAMBLIN6--NEW DEAL OR OLD HAND?
GOV MICKELSON DRAWS LINE ON CASINO EXPANSION
GAMING THREATENED BY NEVADA
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6/24/1992 A014 OKLAHOMA TRIBES TRY GAMBLING LUCK IN KANSAS
6/24/1992 B071 TALKS STALL OVER CASINO
7/01/1992 AG25 LUJAN SAYS GAMING IMPROVES ECONOMICS
7/08/1992 AOll ARIZONA TRIBES PERMIT STATE GAMING REVIEW
7/08/1992 A013 NEVADA INVESTS HEAVILY IN CONGRESS
7/08/1992 A044 GOLDEN BUFFALO CASINO SETS GOOD EXAMPLE (L)
7/15/1992 A012 KANSAS COURT SHOOTS DOWN TRIBE'S GAMING COMPACTS
7/15/1992 A023 OKLAHOMA TRIBES WANT PART OF KANSAS GAMING ACTION
7/15/1992 BOll GOLDEN BUFFALO LIVING UP TO ITS NAME AT LOWER BRULE
7/15/1992 B014 SRST HASHES OUT GAMING COMPACT
7/22/1992 B061 CASINO HEARING SET
7/29/1992 AOll IOWA GOVERNOR WINNEBAGOS AGAIN REJECT OHIYE CASINO
7/29/1992 A022 POTAWATOMI TO FILE SUIT FOR GAMING COMPACT
8/05/1992 AOll BROWN> OMAHA TRIBE MEET AGAIN OVER CASINO
8/05/1992 A012 xECHOHAWK SIDES WITH STATE AGAINST TRIBES
8/05/1992 A031 ND TRIBES TO EXPAND GAMBLING OPERATIONS
8/05/1992 A105 SANDIA PUEBLO MEMBERS FILE CIVIL RIGHTS SUIT
8/05/1992 B081 YANKTON MEMBERS GRADUATE FROM GAMING PROGRAM
8/12/1992 A081 LETTERS TO LUJAN--PLEADING COUNCIL BLUFFS CASE
8/12/1992 B041 ARIZONA SIGNS 2ND GAMING COMPACT
8/12/1992 C015 SRST. STATE SIGN GAMING COMPACT
8/26/1992 A015 KICKAPOO WANT CASINO IN WICHITA
9/02/1992 A012 ifCRST TIRES OF PLAYING GAMES OVER GAMBLING
9/02/1992 A041 TRIBES. TAKE HOME CASINO WINNINGS WHILE AHEAD (ED)
9/02/1992 A093 MOHAVE-APACHE HIT WITH FEES
9/02/1992 AlOl CREEK CASINO LOSES MONEY TO CASINO SHIPS
9/02/1992 B093 LARGE JACKPOTS AT LOWER BRULE
9/09/1992 A012 PUSH TO REOPEN GAMING ACT BEGINS
9/09/1992 A025 UTES OPEN COLORADO'S FIRST INDIAN CASINO
9/09/1992 BOll ROSEBUD WANTS A PlECE OF THE GAMBLING ACTION
9/09/1992 B014 STANDING ROCK GAMING GOES DOUBLE OR NOTHING
9/16/1992 A015 OKLAHOMA TRIBE LOSES GAMING SUIT IN COURT
9/16/1992 A091 KICKAPOO AND POTAWATOMI SUE KANSAS
9/16/1992 A121 CHIPPEWA TO VOTE ON CASINO PROPOSAL
9/16/1992 A123 YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT TRIBE OPENS CASINO
9/16/1992 B013 XCHEYENNE RIVER MAY DUMP CASINO FOR GARBAGE SITE
9/23/1992 A041 XHEY NEVADA. PLACE YOUR BETS ON INDIANS
9/23/1992 A045 CRST ATTORNEY CLARIFIES THE RECORD (L)
9/23/1992 B014 ROSEBUD COMMUNITY BINGO HALL COULD BECOME CASINO
9/30/1992 AG12 TRIBES LAUNCH COUNTERATTACK
9/30/1992 A026 FT PECK TRIBE SIGNS FOR $10 MILLION CASINO
9/30/1992 A104 FBI INVESTIGATION CALLED FOR MCDOWELL GAMING
10/08/1992 A012 INDIAN GAMING BIG TARGET--NEVADA SPENDS THOUSANDS
10/08/1992 A075 ROSEBUD CASINO PROPOSAL GOES NORTH
10/08/1992 A081 KICKAPOO. POTAWATOMI FILE SUIT AGAINST KANSAS OVER
10/08/1992 BOll LAWYERS TO MEET AT GAMING SEMINAR
10/08/1992 D051 WINNEBAGOS DEMAND AMENDED GAMING COMPACT
10/15/1992 A013 BILL COULD DESTROY GAMING
10/15/1992 A053 XHOAGLAND'S BILL A GAMBLE ON GAMING WARS
10/29/1992 A024 CASINO BACKERS CROSSING FINGERS FOR DECISION
10/29/1992 A061 OMAHA MEMBERS RALLY AGAINST REP HOAGLAND
11/05/1992 A041 THE GOLDEN GOOSE COULD BE PLUCKED (ED)
11/05/1992 A044 THE TWO SIDES TO A ONE-SIDED STORY (L)
11/05/1992 S021 WINNER'S CIRCLE--GAMING IN INDIAN COUNTRY
11/05/1992 S021 KNON-INDIAN COMMUNITIES WIN TOO WITH GAMING
11/05/1992 S051 KA CONVERSATION WITH TONY HOPE
11/05/1992 S091 KOFFER MORE--AND THEY WILL COME
11/05/1992 S121 GAMBLING--A DIFFERENT KIND OF ADDICTION
11/05/1992 S131 KNIGA SUPPORT IDAHO TRIBES IN CASINO BAN
11/05/1992 S134 IDAHO TRIBES SPONSORED TV ADS AGAINST BILL
11/05/1992 S141 XYANKTON CASINO'S PROFITS HELP COMMUNITY
11/05/1992 S151 CASINOS TO TEACH EMPLOYEES TO SPOT COMPULSIVE GAMBLE
11/05/1992 S171 OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL. STATE. AND TRIBAL ISSUES, POLIC
11/05/1992 S201 INDIAN GAMING IN THE US
11/05/1992 S221 KGAMES OF CHANCE AN INDIAN TRADITION
11/05/1992 S241 xARTIST'S APPAREL HAS GAMING APPEAL
11/05/1992 S251 xTRIBES MEET IN WAR COUNCIL TO THWART CHANGES
11/05/1992 S261 SRST SIGNS GAMING COMPACTS WITH TWO STATES
11/05/1992 S294 ANTI-GAMING FORCES OUTSPEND TRIBES.
11/05/1992 S311 TRIBAL PROFILES ON INDIAN GAMING
11/05/1992 S331 NORTH DAKOTA SIGNS COMPACTS
11/05/1992 S341 UTE MOUNTAIN CASINO BRINGS COLO NEWEST GAMING
11/12/1992 A075 SRST CANCEL CONTRACT WITH GAMING COMPANY
11/19/1992 AOll COURT DATE APPROACHES FOR KANSAS TRIBES OVER GAMING
11/19/1992 A012 COALITION WAGES EXPENSIVE WAR AGAINST INDIAN GAMING
11/26/1992 A044 SEN HOAGLAND BELIEVES INDIANS INCAPABLE (L)
11/26/1992 A081 ROSEBUD CASINO AWAITS COMPACT
11/26/1992 B112 NEVADA WORRIED BY PALM SPRINGS CASINO
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12/03/1992 AG53 xGAMBLING CALLED 'DIRTY SIN' BY MORALIST
12/03/1992 A082 ARIZONA AND FT MCDOWELL SIGN COMPACT
12/10/1992 AOAl ANOTHER LOOK AT PER CAPITA PAYMENTS (ED)
12/10/1992 AOAA READER QUESTIONS WHY GAMING NOW REPLACES HUNTING (L)
12/10/1992 B012 FLANDREAU 'PER CAPITA' SUIT MOVING FORWARD
12/17/1992 A015 TRIBES GAME FOR A BATTLE
12/17/1992 A021 ^GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL COULD BLOW ROOF OFF SD GAMING
12/17/1992 A053 xWHERE THE RIP-OFF MEANS REVENOO
12/17/1992 BOll GAMING IS A GO ON ROSEBUD
12/24/1992 A013 TRIBES LOSE $12 MILLION ON CASINO CONTRACTS
12/24/1992 A025 xTHIEF RIVER CASINO ON THE ROLL
12/24/1992 C104 SOUTHERN UTES TO OPEN SMALL CASINO 8 TRAINING CENTER
12/31/1992 A012 INTERIOR—NO TRUST LAND FOR GAMING
1/07/1993 AOll TURTLE MOUNTAIN TRIBE OPENS CASINO
1/07/1993 A012 SILETZ TRIBE TAKES LUJAN TO COURT
1/07/1993 A013 FLANDREAU FREEZE PUTS CHILL ON ELDERS
1/07/1993 A031 CHEROKEE TURN TO COURT TO LOOSEN GAMING IMPASSE
1/07/1993 B015 FT PECK TRIBES PUT HOLD ON SD CONTRACT
1/07/1993 B061 ST CROIX BAND SUES CASINO MANAGERS
1/14/1993 AOll GAMING DECISION SENDS STATE TO NEGOTIATIONS
1/21/1993 B012 BOYD CLEARED OF WRONGDOING
1/28/1993 B012 SEESAW RIDE CONTINUES OVER CASINO
2/11/1993 A012 POLL SHOWS PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR GAMING
2/11/1993 A015 BABBITT TAKES ON GOVERNORS OVER GAMING
2/11/1993 B014 GOVERNOR SIGNS OFF ON ROSEBUD TRIBE CASINO
2/11/1993 BlOl FOURTH ARIZONA TRIBE SIGNS GAMING COMPACT
2/18/1993 Aai2 NEVADA CASINOS CALL A TRUCE IN WAR WITH TRIBES
2/18/1993 A014 APACHE, YAQUI WIN MAJOR GAMING VICTORY
2/18/1993 A031 GAMING DUEL UNFOLDS IN KANSAS
2/18/1993 BOll FT BERTHOLD CASINO CLOSER TO REALITY
2/18/1993 B051 TURTLE MOUNTAIN BAND SIGNS LETTER OF INTENT
2/25/1993 A021 BABBITT BLASTS ARIZONA INDIAN GAMING LIMITS
2/25/1993 A031 KANSAS LEGISLATORS CALL FOUL FEDERAL JUDGE RULING
2/25/1993 A041 VIEWS OF INDIAN BUSINESSES 8 BUSINESS OF BLACK (ED)
3/G3/1993 AG13 XGAMING BATTLE STILL ON TABLE IN KANSAS
3/G3/1993 AG41 xNO GAMES WITH SOVEREIGNTY
3/G3/1993 AG81 FINANCIAL TROUBLE AT TREASURE ISLAND
3/G3/1993 AG85 BABBITT VOWS TO UPHOLD FEDERAL GAMING LAWS
3/G3/1993 BG12 XHISTORIC FINDS STEER SRST TOWARD NEW CASINO SITE
3/G3/1993 BG23 LUNDERMAN STRIKES IT BIG AT DEADWOOD
3/1G/1993 AG13 SYMINGTON BAN ON ARIZONA GAMING DRAWS ANGER
3/1G/1993 AG15 WHAT'S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS GOOD FOR THE GANDER
3/1G/1993 AG41 TRIBES MUST RIDE GIFT HORSE COSTNER BILL RODE (ED)
3/17/1993 AG12 GAMING--TO BE OR NOT TO BE
3/17/1993 AG13 KANSAS GAMING COMPACTS WALK STATE TIGHTROPE
3/17/1993 AG24 ARIZONA TRIBES LAUNCH CASINO PETITION DRIVE
3/17/1993 AG51 GAMING IS NOT A CURE ALL BUT IT'S SOMETHING (L)
3/17/1993 BGll CROW CREEK CASINO HAND IS TWO OF KIND
3/17/1993 BGll STANDING ROCK INKS SD CASINO DEAL
3/17/1993 BG71 LOTTERY 8 POLICY TURN RENEW NEBRASKA GAMING DEBATE
3/24/1993 AGll TRIBES,; StATES HEADED FOR CLASH
3/24/1993 AGll COURT RULE SOUGHT FOR KANSAS CASINOS
3/24/1993 AG53 BATTLING RACISM, FIGHTING FOR GAMING
3/24/1993 AG61 POLICY OF MEDIATION, NEGOTIATION STILL BEST BET FOR
3/31/1993 AG53 WHAT'S GOOD FOR THE GAMING GOOSE IS GOOD FOR
3/31/1993 AG61 ARIZONA TRIBES REJECT BABBITT COMPROMISE
3/31/1993 AG71 CANADA CALLS OUT MOUNTIES AGAINST NATIVE GAMBLING
4/G7/1993 AG14 GLOVES COME OFF BETWEEN STATES, TRIBES
4/G7/1993 AG65 GAMING COMPACTS HELD UP IN KANSAS SENATE
4/14/1993 AG41 A DIFFERENT VIEW OF BET REFERENDUM, PANAMA TRIP (ED)
4/14/1993 AG44 WHAT ARE GOVERNORS WHINING ABOUT? (L)
4/14/1993 AG71 CROW TRIBE SIGNS SECOND MONTANA GAMING COMPACT
4/14/1993 AG71 HARRAH'S ESTABLISHES DIVISION FOR TRIBAL GAMING DEV
4/14/1993 BG12 SOUTH DAKOTA TRIBES FORM GAMING COALITION
4/21/1993 A065 CUOMO SIGNS THE FIRST ONEIDA CASINO COMPACT
4/21/1993 A081 DISTRICT JUDGE GIVES KANSAS TRIBES NEW HOPE IN LAWSU
4/21/1993 BOll NORTH DAKOTA TRIBE SETS SIGHTS ON HORSERACING
4/28/1993 AOll HILL TO LEAD.NIGA
4/28/1993 A013 FEDS PULL PLUG ON MONTANA VIDEO GAMING
4/28/1993 A031 BIA—NO MORE MONEY FOR CASINOS
4/28/1993 A031 STUDY SHOWS PUBLIC IN FAVOR OF INDIAN GAMING
4/28/1993 A053 XSLIPPIN' THE NOOSE AROUND THE GAMING NECK
5/05/1993 A014 xMILLIONAIRE TRUMP SUES OVER GAMING
5/05/1993 A041 TRIBES BEWARE—STATE HYENAS SALIVATING OVER GAM (ED)
5/05/1993 A053 xINDIAN GAMING COMES UNDER FIRE AGAIN
5/05/1993 B012 STANDING ROCK PICKS SITE, CANCELS DEVELOPER--CASINO
5/12/1993 A013 INOUYE URGES NEGOTIATION IN GAMING BATTLE
5/12/1993 S211 KHITTING THE JACKPOT
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5/19/1993 A053 ARE THERE REAL ALTERNATIVES TO CASINOS?
5/19/1993 B015 OGLALA SELECTS CASINO COMPANY
5/26/1993 A012 POLITICIANS TWO-STEP WITH TRIBES
5/26/1993 A02A LAWMAKERS INTRODUCE NEW GAMING BILLS
5/26/1993 A033 LAWMAKERS WANT ADDITIONAL INFO ON INDIAN GAMING
5/26/1993 AOAl KSTATE GAMING COMPACTS PUT FOX IN CHARGE
5/26/1993 A071 MILWAUKEE SCHOOL REAPS $3.98 MILLION IN FIRST YEAR
5/26/1993 B012 FST MAY PAY OUT $700,000 TO OFF-RESERVATION MEMBERS
5/26/1993 B015 ROSEBUD CASINO BREAKS GROUND
6/02/1993 A014 NEW JERSEY, NEVADA RAISE GAMING STAKE
6/02/1993 AOAA POLICIES CONTINUE TO KEEP PEOPLE POOR (L)
6/09/1993 A013 TRIBES SCORE IN NEBRASKA GAMING
6/09/1993 A071 'NO STOPPING' ONEIDAS AS INTERIOR APPROVES COMPACT
6/16/1993 AOll 'THE DONALD' TRIES TO TRUMP TRIBES
6/16/1993 A014 PROPOSED GAMING CHANGES
6/23/1993 A021 KANSAS SUPREME COURT TO HEAR GAMING CASE
6/23/1993 A053 kCOYOTE NATION TAKES GAMBLING TO THE SKIES
6/23/1993 A075 WESTERN GOVERNORS MEET WITH SENATORS ON GAMING
6/30/1993 AOll ARIZONA TRIBES, GOVERNOR SIGN GAMING COMPACTS
6/30/1993 A091 xWATCH OUT TRIBES! HUNGRY GAMING VULTURES CIRCLING
6/30/1993 A065 PROTECTING GAMING BENEFITS SUBJECT OF NATL CONFERENC
6/30/1993 A073 HOUSE ASKED TO LEAVE GAMING AS IS
7/08/1993 AOll XTRUMP, DJ RIDICULE INDIAN MARRIAGES
7/08/1993 A015 ARE GAMING TRIBES GETTING THE RUN AROUND?
7/08/1993 A091 XCONSIDERING UN-CONSTITUTIONAL IDEAS
7/14/1993 A031 TRIBES EYE DEADWOOD REFERENDUM
7/14/1993 A051 STATE MUST DEAL FAIRLY WITH TRIBES IN SD
7/14/1993 A061 INOUYE DEFENDS GAMING STANCE
7/21/1993 A031 OGLALA TO INK LONG-AWAITED STATE GAMING COMPACT
7/21/1993 A041 xA TRUMPED-UP CONVERSATION ON LOW-BROW RADIO SHOW
7/21/1993 BOll DAKOTA SEEKS GAMING CHANGES
7/28/1993 A034 SISSETON-WAHPETON CASINO A GO DESPITE OBJECTIONS OF
7/28/1993 A053 xSTORY OF BONES GETS TO HEART OF THE GAME
7/28/1993 A065 GILA RIVER TO MANAGE OWN GAMING OPERATION
7/28/1993 A065 CASINO IS A SOURCE OF PRIDE IN NORTH DAKOTA
7/28/1993 A071 SALISH-KOOTENAI SAY GAMING TALKS GO NOWHERE
7/28/1993 Ad71 SENECA GAMBLING FOES SHUT DOWN TRIBE GAS STATION
7/28/1993 B073 CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR AGREES TO MEET WITH TRIBES ON GA
8/04/1993 AG53 TRUMP'S GILDED TOWER SHOULD BE TRANSPLANTED
8/04/1993 A071 XYANKTON BLAZES TRAIL TO DC IN DEFENSE OF CASINO
8/04/1993 A071 INDIAN GAMING GAINING CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT
8/11/1993 A035 PRESIDENT CLINTON BACKS GAMING
8/11/1993 A054 STATE GAMING FEARS EMIT 'STENCH OF HYPOCRISY'
8/18/1993 A012 xDEER ENCOUNTERS 1ST MAJOR POLITICAL STORM
8/18/1993 A041 TRIBES MUST NOT LEAVE BET LIMIT TO CHANCE (ED)
8/18/1993 A054 KANSAS MAYOR ENCOURAGES INOUYE (L)
8/18/1993 A081 NEGOTIATING TEAM FAILS TO REACH AGREEMENT
8/25/1993 AOll MAJOR VICTORY FOR GAMING TRIBES--BLOW TO CHEYENNE RI
8/25/1993 A041 OGLALA SIOUX CASINO DEAL IS A DEAD MAN'S HAND (ED)
8/25/1993 A061 xTRUMP HIRES BIG GUNS TO FIGHT INDIAN GAMING
9/01/1993 A031 GOVERNORS FIRM ON SCOPE OF INDIAN GAMING
9/01/1993 A041 xJOGGING THE MIND OF REALISTIC REPORTING
9/01/1993 A051 SISSETON-WAHPETON MEMBER WANTS ANSWERS (L)
9/01/1993 A053 PEEKING OUT FROM THE CLOAK OF PATERNALISM (L)
9/08/1993 A041 COSTNER BILL TWO-STEP CAME DOWN ON VALANDRA TOE (ED)
9/08/1993 A061 CONNECTICUT TRIBE OPENS 2ND CASINO--ONE OF LARGEST
9/15/1993 A031 xNIGA DIRECTOR URGES TRIBES TO UNIFY FOR GAMING
9/15/1993 B041 MILLE LACS BAND OF OJIBWE OPENS GAMING FUNDED SCHOOL
9/15/1993 B041 TONTO-APACHE OPENS ARIZONA'S FOURTH CASINO
9/22/1993 A041 TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY--NO PRICE TAG--COSTNER BILL (ED)
9/22/1993 A041 XLYONS AND ZAH BELIEVE GAMING ACT INVITES STATE JURI
9/29/1993 A072 JUDGE RULES AGAINST SEMINOLES
9/29/1993 BOll PRAIRIE EDGE CASINO TO CLOSE AFTER OCT 1
10/14/1993 A012 xMOGUL SEES MOB IN INDIAN GAMING
10/20/1993 A012 xTRUMP SLAMS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
10/20/1993 A041 INDIAN CASINOS ARE BUILT ON FOUNDATION OF SAND (ED)
10/27/1993 A013 GAMING AMENDMENTS DUE FOR INTRODUCTION NEXT MONTH
10/27/1993 A073 TRIBAL LEADERS HEAR GAMING WARNINGS
10/27/1993 B061 xMR FUNMAKER'S FIRE--ONE MAN WHO STOOD UP
11/03/1993 B061 NAVAJO COUNCIL TABLES GAMING RESOLUTION
11/03/1993 B075 COURT DECISION PAVES WAY FOR OKLAHOMA GAMING
11/10/1993 A044 STANDING STRONG 8 SOBER ON MOTHER EARTH (L)
11/10/1993 A053 TRUMPED-UP ASSAULT ON INDIAN GAMING
11/10/1993 A053 GAMBLING REMARKS BY 'THE.DONALD' HAVE RACIST RING
11/10/1993 C024 MONTANA TRIBES FILE GAMING SUIT AGAINST STATE
11/10/1993 C024 CASINO MAY BENEFIT NEBRASKA BORDER TOWN
11/10/1993 S021 LEONARD PRESCOTT--A VISION OF PROSPERITY
11/10/1993 S021 INTRODUCING WINNER'S CIRCLE '93
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11/10/1993 SOAl K'THE FORT" HOLDS PROMISE FOR COMMUNITY'S GROWTH
11/10/1993 S051 ^CALIFORNIA PLAYS KEY ROLE IN GAMING BATTLE
11/10/1993 S081 KBOYLAN JOINS GAMING^ LAW PRACTICE GROUP
11/10/1993 S08A TOHONO O'ODHAM NATION OPENS CASINO
11/10/1993 S084 POLL—ARIZONANS SUPPORT GAMBLING
11/10/1993 SlOl GET THE FACTS, NOT THE SIZZLE
11/10/1993 S115 COURT FAVORS EXPANDED GAMING IN CALIFORNIA
11/10/1993 S112 YUMA-BASED TRIBE BECOMES 13TH TO SIGN COMPACT
11/10/1993 S141 APPEALS COURT ALLOWS OKLAHOMA TRIBES TO OPERATE ELEC
11/10/1993 S151 DEVILS LAKE SIOUX MAKE GAMING EXPANSION PLANS
11/10/1993 S161 $20 MILLION GOLDEN NICKEL EXPANSION
11/10/1993 S161 SYCUAN CELEBRATES lOTH ANNIVERSARY
11/10/1993 S193 *0N THE THRESHOLD OF PROSPERITY--FOUR BEARS
11/10/1993 S201 GAMING WRONGLY ATTACKED BY 'THE TRUMP'
11/10/1993 S223 COUNTIES SHOW DROP IN WELFARE
11/17/1993 AOAl KSIMPLE TRUTHS IN SIMPLE PLEASURES
11/17/1993 A053 KTHE DONALD LAYS A LOSING WAGER
11/17/1993 A06A GAMING VOTED DOWN
11/24/1993 A014 FORMER CASINO WORKERS NABBED IN GAMING HUNT
11/24/1993 A053 xDISTRICTS TO BENEFIT FROM CASINO
11/24/1993 BOll FLANDREAU UP FOR BIGGER SHARE OF ITS GAMING POT
11/24/1993 coil KPINE RIDGE FUTURE FEATURE?
11/24/1993 coil KOGLALA ENTREPRENEUR MAY HOLD KEY TO GAMING WIN
12/01/1993 A031 SEN INOUYE SAYS GAMING ACT REVISION CLOSE TO RESOLUT
12/01/1993 A053 WE MAY MISS GOV FINNEY MORE THAN WE KNOW
12/01/1993 B041 NAVAJO MOVE TOWARD LEGALIZING GAMBLING
12/08/1993 A051 SUPPORTIVE PERSPECTIVE ON GAMING APPRECIATED (L)
12/08/1993 A053 250 CELEBRATE FOUR WINDS GROUNDBREAKING
12/15/1993 AOll GAMING NEGOTIATIONS REACH IMPASSE
12/15/1993 A012 NEW GAMING COMMISSION LEADERSHIP EXPECTED
12/15/1993 C031 OMAHA ANNOUNCE BENEFIT CHECKS
12/22/1993 A012 ^EMPLOYMENT RISES DRAMATICALLY ON RESERVATIONS
12/22/1993 A071 INTERIOR PROBE SAYS TRIBES LOSING GAMING REVENUE
12/22/1993 coll xSTANDING ROCK HOPES TO COUNT COUP 8 PROFITS
12/22/1993 coil CASINO SKYROCKETS WINNEBAGO EMPLOYMENT
12/22/1993 C031 OMAHA, WINNEBAGO PROFIT FROM CASINO EARNINGS
12/22/1993 C041 TRIBAL LEADERS--GAMING BEST BET FOR ECONOMIC AID
12/29/1993 A064 CHOCTAWS BREAK GROUND FOR CASINO
1/05/1994 AO12 MONTANA INDIAN GAMBLING SUIT DISMISSED
1/05/1994 A051 SIGNS OF INDIAN GAMING IN JEOPARDY
1/05/1994 B012 NORTHERN PLAINS GAMING ALLIANCE CALCULATES NUMBERS
1/12/1994 A031 WISCONSIN CHIPPEWA HOPE TO OPEN CASINO AT HUDSON
1/19/1994 A012 STUDY PROVES GAMING SPURS RURAL GROWTH
1/19/1994 A063 CASINO COURSES ARE PLANNED
1/26/1994 B012 TWO OGLALA DISTRICTS REJECT GAMING COMPACT
1/26/1994 B012 xSENATOR ADDRESSES HEALTH, GAMING, GRAZING
2/02/1994 A012 xKANSAS COURT RULES INDIAN GAMING OUT OF ITS JURIS
2/02/1994 BOll WAKPAMNI JOINS CASINO OPPOSITION
2/10/1994 AOll KANSAS LEGISLATORS CONTINUE TO STALL TRIBAL GAMING
2/10/1994 A071 BABBITT IN NO HURRY TO RESOLVE CASINO BID IN ALABAMA
2/10/1994 A082 NAVAJO GAMING PLANS ARE BEING FORMALIZED
2/10/1994 B061 MONTANA UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS CROW CASINO
2/16/1994 A031 SAC-FOX CHAIRWOMAN SAYS GAMING WOULD BE A BIG BOOST
2/16/1994 B045 GRAND CASINO PREPARING FOR CHARITY TOURNAMENT
2/16/1994 B055 MOHAWK BREAKING GROUND FOR CASINO
2/23/1994 A053 BUCHWALD POKES FUN AT CASINOS
2/23/1994 A071 ARIZONA TRIBAL LEADERS MEET WITH STATE LEGISLATORS
2/23/1994 A075 COMMISSION THREATENS WITH FINES, JAIL TIME
3/02/1994 A012 NAME CHANGE IN THE WIND FOR OGLALA TRIBAL CASINO
3/02/1994 A084 KRAFT MEETS WITH WAMPANOAG ABOUT CASINO
3/02/1994 B041 CASINOS FUND EDUCATION AND LAND PURCHASES
3/09/1994 A051 XCASINO MANAGERS, TRIBAL LEADERS TEARING DOWN GAMING
3/16/1994 A013 INOUYE SAYS GAMING BILL BY JUNE
3/16/1994 A033 TRIBES TO BUILD CASINOS AT LAKE CHELAN, ELMER CITY
3/16/1994 B081 ST CROIX CHIPPEWA APPOINT BEARHART DIRECTOR OF
3/16/1994 B163 CASINOS FUND CULTURAL PRESERVATION, WINNEBAGO
3/23/1994 A081 CUSTOMERS LINE UP AS CASINO OPENS AGAINST STATE'S
3/23/1994 B012 STANDING ROCK APPROVES CASINO PROFIT SHARING
3/30/1994 AOll KPROPOSED GAMING TAX MAY AFFECT TRIBES
3/30/1994 A032 WINNEBAGO TRIBE LOBBIES AGAINST STATE GAMING BILL
3/30/1994 A041 xWHITE CASINO MANAGERS' ANTICS HELP SPREAD MISCONCEP
3/30/1994 A051 KCHEYENNE RIVER WILL OPEN CASINO SOON
3/30/1994 A071 CROW TRIBE DISPUTES RULING ON VIDEO GAMING MACHINES
4/06/1994 A021 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY WILL FOCUS ON GAMING
4/13/1994 B092 WINNEBAGO OPPOSE PLANNED TAX ON CASINOS
4/20/1994 AOll CROW GAMING OFFICIALS CANCELLING DEAL WITH WIS CASIN
4/20/1994 B031 GAMING HEARING SET FOR APRIL 22
4/27/1994 AOll TRIBES, STATES CLASH OVER GAMING; LAWMAKERS RALLY
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a/27/1994 A012 ECONOMIC RACISM SUBJECT OF FT RANDALL CASINO HEARING
A/27/199A AOll LUMMI NATION PUTS END TO CASINO RIP-OFF
A/27/199A A071 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE RECEIVES APPROVAL TO CONSTRUCT
A/27/199A A073 NAVAJO GAMING ACT STALLS
A/27/199A BOAS SISSETON-UAHPETON TO ENTER CASINO BUSINESS
5/0A/199A AG13 GAMBLING TAX REJECTED FOR WELFARE REFORM
5/GA/199A AG82 kZAH CAUTIONS COUNCIL ABOUT GAMING
5/GA/199A BG21 OMAHA TRIBE LEASES LAND FOR RIVERBOAT GAMBLING
5/GA/199A CGll TRIBES LOSING MILLIONS TO UNFAIR MANAGEMENT FIRMS
5/GA/199A CGll LAC VIEUX GETTING USED TO REPEATED EXPANSIONS
5/GA/199A CG12 GRAND CASINO CHANGING LIVES OF MILLE LACS PEOPLE
5/GA/199A CGI2 kBIGGER
5/GA/199A CG12 XTRIBAL GAMING OFFICIALS SPEND YEAR FIGHTING
5/G4/1994 CG13 SENATE HEARING PROBES GAMING
5/G4/1994 CG31 GAMING LEADERS APPEAR ON LARRY KING SHOW
5/G4/1994 CG41 NATIVE PEOPLE DOING MORE THAN FAIR SHARE
5/11/1994 AG13 NAVAJO GAMING RULES TABLED
5/11/1994 AG31 GOVERNMENT ARGUES FOR SHUTTING DOWN SPOKANE CASINO
5/11/1994 AG31 ECHOHAWK FILES IITH AMENDMENT DEFENSE
5/11/1994 AG41 xTRIBES SHOULDN'T GET TOO COSY WITH CASINO CASH
5/11/1994 BG51 XGRAND CASINO OFFERS GAMES FOR KIDS TOO IN HINCKLEY
5/11/1994 BG51 kSTANDING ROCK CASINO
5/11/1994 BG91 SAULT STE MARIE TO OPEN 3 MORE CASINOS
5/11/1994 CG44 ATTORNEY SAYS COURT DECISION WOULD SETTLE GAMING
5/11/1994 SG31 XCASINO COMES UP A WINNER FOR PEOPLE'S ESTEEM
5/18/1994 AG21 ^ATTORNEY SAYS KANSAS COMPACT TALKS AT DEAD END
5/18/1994 BG12 PEOPLE TO DECIDE FATE OF PRAIRIE WIND
5/18/1994 BG12 HUNDREDS FLOCK FOR JOBS AT ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE CASIN
5/25/1994 AGll ^LEGISLATION WON'T BE HELD UP BY STALLED TALKS
5/25/1994 AG51 kANGUS BULLNECK BELLOWS ON ABOUT 'PRES HILLARY'
5/25/1994 AG71 SPOKANE SLOT MACHINES CAN KEEP RUNNING
5/25/1994 BG15 CROW CREEK TO AX DEAL WITH CASINO MANAGERS
6/01/1994 AG12 MANAGEMENT COMPANY KICKED OUT OF IOWA CASINO
6/01/1994 A013 PRO-CASINO FORCES SEEK TOTAL RECALL
6/01/1994 A043 TRIBE PUT CART BEFORE HORSES^ NOW THE PEOPLE PAY (L)
6/01/1994 A044 PROPOSED PRAIRIE WINDS CASINO BROUGHT HOPE (L)
6/01/1994 A051 GO GAMING! NOT! (L)
6/01/1994 B041 AK-CHIN S HARRAH'S BREAK GROUND ON CASINO
6/01/1994 B041 FOXWOODS CASINO EXPANDS WITH MORE SLOTS
6/08/1994 A034 CASINO OPENS WITH EAGER EMPLOYEES, SMALL CROWD
6/08/1994 B012 XTURNKEY GAMING PRESSES AHEAD WITH PRAIRIE WIND
6/15/1994 AOll OST VOTE BACKS CASINO
6/15/1994 A014 XA GOOD SIGN
6/15/1994 A044 PINE RIDGE RESIDENTS WARNED OF GAMING PITFALLS (L)
6/15/1994 A053 kHILLARY THROWS A BLANKET ON GAMING
6/15/1994 coil COURT SYSTEM, POLICE BUILT AROUND PEQUOT CASINO
6/15/1994 coil TRIBE DIDN'T COMPROMISE SOVEREIGNTY IN COMPACT
6/15/1994 coil AGREEMENT WITH NEW BEDFORD COULD BE REACHED
6/15/1994 coil TRIBES SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO RUN OWN CASINOS
6/15/1994 C012 kCASINO OPENING ON THE WAY TO SUCCESS
6/15/1994 C014 OPENING WEEKEND DRAWS $13 MILLION
6/15/1994 C021 CASINO HOLDS GOLF PROMOTION
6/15/1994 C021 GAMING ON THE GULF, LAS VEGAS STYLE
6/15/1994 C024 SENATE COMMITTEE TOLD INDIAN GAMING A BENEFIT
6/15/1994 C031 TRIBES REMAIN COMMITTED, ABLE TO REGULATE GAMBLING
6/15/1994 C032 STATES STALL GAMING NEGOTIATIONS
6/22/1994 A031 GAMING BILL DUE SOON
6/22/1994 BOll PINE RIDGE CASINO AWAITS GO-AHEAD
6/29/1994 A013 FBI RAIDS LITTLE BIGHORN CASINO
6/29/1994 A014 GAMING BILL SEEKS SOLUTIONS
6/29/1994 A041 RULES OF THE GAME (ED)
6/29/1994 A054 A LAKOTA WARRIOR OPINION (L)
6/29/1994 B013 STATE COURT RULING ONLY A 'MAYBE' BONANZA FOR GAMING
7/07/1994 AOll THREATS OF VIOLENCE IN POLITICAL FEUDING SHUTS DOWN
7/13/1994 AOll LEADERS OBJECT TO INOUYE GAMING BILL
7/13/1994 A013 TRIBE CAN SUE STATE
7/13/1994 A021 OST CLEARS ROADBLOCKS IN CASINO DEVELOPMENT
7/13/1994 coil CASINOS ADOPTING, CONSIDERING DRUG-TESTING POLICY
7/13/1994 coil XPRAIRIE KNIGHTS A BIG SUCCESS
7/13/1994 coil NIGA GIVES FINAL TESTIMONY BEFORE IGRA IS AMENDED
7/13/1994 C012 TRIBE PROMISES NO GAMING ON BOONE COUNTY LAND
7/13/1994 C012 CHOCTAW CASINO 0PENS--4TH SET FOR VICKSBURG
7/13/1994 C081 TRIBE ANNOUNCES DEAL WITH HARRAH'S TO BUILD CASINO
7/20/1994 AOll KWHITE HOUSE TAKES AIM AT CASINOS TO OFFSET TRADE
7/20/1994 AOll GOVERNORS--GAMING BILL NEEDS WORK
7/20/1994 A071 BET ON CASINO MANAGEMENT AS SMART CAREER PATH
7/27/1994 A012 GAMING BILL OPPOSED ALL-AROUND AT HEARING
7/27/1994 A012 NEW GAMING BILL INTRODUCED
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8/03/199A B093 OFFICIAL GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY FOR NEW CASINO
8/10/1994 AGll NEW GAMING BILL IN WORKS
8/10/1994 A021 CASINO TO REOPEN AFTER 37-DAV SHUTDOWN
8/10/1994 A041 xOJIBWE BAND BUILDS FOR FUTURE
8/10/1994 B025 MESQUAKIE PLAN ADDITION TO CASINO
8/17/1994 A041 kCASINO RAINBOW VIEWED WITH CYNICISM
8/17/1994 A081 GROUNDBREAKING HELD FOR NEW 'LAKE OF THE TORCHES'
8/17/1994 coil CASINOS GIVE TRIBE OPTION TO DIVERSIFY THEIR BUSINES
8/17/1994 C013 ZAH VETOES NAVAJO GAMING ORDINANCE
8/17/1994 C013 CHEROKEE, GOVERNOR REACH GAMING ACCORD
8/17/1994 C013 GAMBLING GROSSES $330 BILLION IN 1993
8/17/1994 C013 CORPORATION FAILS TO BLOCK HO-CHUNK PARKING
8/17/1994 C021 HARRAH'S SIGNS AGREEMENT FOR PROPOSED CASINO
8/17/1994 C021 CASINO OMAHA PROFITS INCREASE QUALITY OF LIFE
8/24/1994 A012 FEDERAL GAMING LAW IN JEOPARDY
8/24/1994 A032 CASINO APPROVED IN DETROIT'S GREEKTOWN
8/24/1994 A071 SPOKANE TRIBE ALLEGES CONSPIRACY IN SLOTS SEIZURE
8/24/1994 B012 OST BACKS GAMING COMPACT REVISION
8/31/1994 AOll XNEW GAMING LEGISLATION A STEP FORWARD
8/31/1994 A041 IT'S GOOD TO SHED SOME LIGHT ON INDIAN GAMING (ED)
8/31/1994 A041 NATIVE AMERICAN CEO'S WERE NOTICEABLY ABSENT ON DAIS
8/31/1994 A051 'WE GET TOO SOON OLDT UNDT TOO LATE SCHMARDT' (L)
8/31/1994 A075 TRIBE SUES TO RECOVER SLOT MACHINES
8/31/1994 B041 CASINO PROFITS PUT TO MANY USES
9/08/1994 A015 xPRAIRIE WINDS JURISDICTION ISSUE REMAINS UNRESOLVED
9/08/1994 A031 PUEBLO LEADERS WANT TO NEGOTIATE QUICKLY ON GAMBLING
9/08/1994 A065 CONFLICT OF INTEREST ALLEGED IN RHODE ISLAND
9/14/1994 AO13 GAMING LEFT UP TO THE NAVAJO PEOPLE
9/14/1994 A031 COURT ALLOWS GAMING PACT SUIT BY TRIBES
9/14/1994 A042 GAMBLING FUELS SECRECY, DISRESPECT AT UPPER SIOU (L)
9/14/1994 coil ^GROUNDBREAKING HELD FOR SPOTLIGHT 29 CASINO
9/14/1994 coil RHODE ISLAND GOVERNOR ACCUSED OF OVERSTEPPING
9/14/1994 C012 GOVERNORS OPPOSE GAMING BILL
9/14/1994 C013 WHAT'S NEXT WITH DETROIT CASINO ISSUE
9/14/1994 C013 CASINO BLACKJACK MAY BE POLITICAL TEST FOR ARIZ GOV
9/14/1994 C013 WAMPANOAG TRIBE LOOKING TO OPEN CASINO
9/14/1994 C013 OVERSEEING INDIAN GAMBLING COSTS MORE THAN IT PAYS
9/14/1994 C021 WISCONSIN TRIBES CAN NOW OFFER VIDEO BLACKJACK
9/21/1994 A044 GREED IN GAMBLING NOT LIMITED TO CASINO MANAGERS (L)
9/21/1994 A071 TRIBES WANT TO WORK WITH NEW GAMING BILL S STATES
9/21/1994 A082 OMAHA, CARTER LAKE REACH RIVERBOAT CASINO SETTLEMENT
9/21/1994 C021 JUDGE TURNS DOWN YST'S BID TO INTERVENE IN LAWSUIT
9/28/1994 A012 KING AVOIDS NEW MEXICO GAMING NEGOTIATIONS
9/28/1994 A012 SRST CHARGED WITH MISUSING GAMING FUNDS
9/28/1994 A044 THE DARK SIDE OF THE CASINO RAINBOW (L)
9/28/1994 A051 DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU SEE ON '60 MINUTES'
9/28/1994 B012 PRAIRIE WINDS AWAITS FINAL CARD
10/05/1994 B024 ROSEBUD CASINO BEGINS CONSTRUCTION
10/05/1994 B062 ^RAISING THE STAKES
10/05/1994 B061 ST CROIX CHIPPEWA GAMBLING JACKPOT--$12,000 PER
10/05/1994 B063 OMAHA TRIBE'S RIVERBOAT SAILS TOWARD COMPETITION
10/05/1994 B071 MICHIGAN TRIBE OPENS CASINO, SUES GOVERNMENT
10/12/1994 A012 DORSEY 8 WHITNEY SUED FOR $100M
10/12/1994 C051 COURT REFUSES TO LET OFFICIALS BAR GAMING
10/12/1994 C051 RIVERBOAT CASINOS--WHO'S WINNING THE GAME?
10/12/1994 C051 POLL SHOWS 55 PERCENT BACK RESERVATION GAMING
10/12/1994 C051 BRITISH COLUMBIA PREMIER SAYS CASINOS 'OUT OF STEP'
10/12/1994 C051 FLORIDIANS OPPOSE CASINOS
10/12/1994 C052 GOVERNOR DENOUNCES DOGTRACK CASINOS
10/12/1994 C052 xGOOD DEAL
10/12/1994 C052 COUSHATTA TRIBAL CASINO TO EMPLOY 1,500
10/12/1994 C052 RECENTLY RECOGNIZED POKAGON BAND MAY FACE LEGAL
10/12/1994 C052 NEIGHBORS OF FOXWOODS CASINO SAY 'TAKE MY HOUSE'
10/12/1994 C071 GAMING IMPACT GOES BEYOND RESERVATIONS
10/12/1994 C075 OPPOSITION ARISES TO PAUGUSSETT CASINO PLANS
10/26/1994 A013 HIGH COURT MAY HEAR GAMING CASE
10/26/1994 A024 JILTED COMPANY TAKES DISPUTE TO COURT
10/26/1994 A031 BANK ACT EXTENDED TO GAMING
10/26/1994 A031 NiGA HOLDS TRIBAL GAMING COMMISSION SEMINAR
11/10/1994 C052 GARY MONTANA TO KEEP LICENSE FOR GRAND RIVER CASINO
11/10/1994 C054 GAMING BOARD STOPS WORKING
11/16/1994 A041 WANNABE RICH? (ED)
11/16/1994 A044 GAMBLING MONEY DOES NOT NECESSARILY STAY (L)
11/16/1994 BlOl CASINO WATCHDOGS STAGE WALK-OUT FOR BACK PAY
11/16/1994 B104 kTHUNDERBIRD GIVE-AWAY
11/16/1994 BlOl CRST TO MANAGE ITS OWN CASINO
11/16/1994 B113 PAWNEE TRIBE TO LAUNCH CASINO
11/16/1994 B113 DREAM FORETELLS OF BLACKJACK WIN
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/16/199A B12I BENJAMIN NAMED VICE PRESIDENT AT HINCKLEY
11/23/1994 A014 JUSTICE SAYS GAMING BILL NEEDS WORK
11/30/1994 AOll FEDERAL COURT SIDES WITH STATE ON GAMING COMPACT
11/30/1994 B012 OST FUNDS GOING TO CASINO SALARIES
12/07/1994 A061 MILWAUKEE BREWERS MAY GET NEW STADIUM
12/07/1994 A063 GAMING OFFICIAL--STATE SHOULD CONSIDER LOCAL OPTION
12/07/1994 ,B012 xA NEW GIG FOR COMEDY DUO--CASINO MANAGEMENT
12/15/1994 B021 FLANDREAU FEELS REPERCUSSIONS FROM VIDEO LOTTERY
12/15/1994 B061 ROSEBUD CASINO TO MOVE INTO NEW DIGS
12/15/1994 coil GAMING A DEAD ISSUE AFTER NAVAJO VOTERS REJECT
12/15/1994 coil UMPgUA CASINO PROVING TO BE BIG TOURIST ATTRACTION
12/15/1994 coil CHIPPEWA PUTTING CASINO PROFITS TO WORK IN AUTO PART
12/15/1994 C012 NEW ENGLAND TRIBE PLANS 3,000-MACHINE CASINO
12/15/1994 C021 STATE OFFICIALS AT ODDS OVER NARRAGANSETT'S CASINO
12/15/1994 C021 HARVARD SYMPOSIUM ADDRESSES INDIAN GAMING
12/22/1994 A041 XTAKE A GOOD LOOK AT THE 'CONTRACT WITH AMERICA'
12/29/1994 A012 xHAROLD MONTEAU--INDIAN GAMING'S FUTURE
12/29/1994 A031 WISCONSIN CASINO EMPLOYEES FIRED OVER BEHAVIOR
12/29/1994 A041 STANDING ROCK'S ECONOMIC FUTURE (ED)
12/29/1994 A081 OMAHA, WINNEBAGO TRIBES PASS ON CASINO PROFITS
12/29/1994 B045 YELLOWHAMMER FILES SUIT OVER LODE STAR CONTRACT
1/05/1995 A031 MONEY POURING IN TO ARIZONA TRIBES' CASINOS
1/19/1995 A013 HIGH COURT SHOWS SUPPORT FOR TRIBAL GAMING
1/19/1995 A053 INDIAN GAMING HARDLY A PANACEA
1/19/1995 A084 DESPITE CASINO SUCCESS, TRIBE STILL RECEIVING FEDERA
1/26/1995 AOll SUPREME COURT ACCEPTS SEMINOLE GAMING CASE
1/26/1995 A012 OST CASINO HITS ON LAST COIN
1/26/1995 A014 FIRST GAMING BILL OF NEW CONGRESS ON TABLE
1/26/1995 A031 GAMING COMMISSION SLOTS UP FOR GRABS
1/26/1995 AOTl COMPANIES MAKE PITCHES TO RACING, GAMING COMMISSION
2/02/1995 B044 SOME DOUBT PAYOFFS AS LEGALIZED GAMBLING OPENS
2/02/1995 B041 WASHINGTON GOVERNOR APPROVES ADDITIONAL GAMBLING
2/16/1995 coil GAMBLING ACT ENCOUNTERS OPPOSITION IN NM
2/16/1995 coil GAMING COMMISSION AT SRST PROPOSES REVISIONS
2/16/1995 coil HOPI TO DECIDE ON CASINO
2/16/1995 C013 BOARD OKAYS NEVADA'S FIRST TRIBAL CASINO
2/16/1995 C023 TEMPORARY CASINO MAY OPEN IN EAGLE BUTTE
2/16/1995 CD31 CASINO DEVELOPER DENOUNCES MD GAMING BILL
2/16/1995 CG32 7 CEDARS CASINO OPENS SECOND CASINO THIS YEAR
2/16/1995 C041 PRAIRIE KNIGHTS RELEASES ECONOMIC IMPACT FIGURES
3/02/1995 BOll YELLOWHAMMER ASKS CROW CREEK FOR MORE THAN $3 MILLIO
3/23/1995 A012 ANTI-INDIAN GAMING FORCES ARE MOBILIZING
3/23/1995 A041 xCASINO PAYOUTS WON'T LAST FOREVER
3/30/1995 A041 xELDER SAYS GAMING SHOULD NOT BE ON NEGOTIATION TABL
4/06/1995 A034 GAMING WAR OF WORDS CONTINUES ON THE HILL
4/13/1995 A015 HO-CHUNK NATION OPPOSES OPENING OF HUDSON CASINO
4/13/1995 A053 DAN COSTNER CRITICIZES CASINO 'MEDIA HYPE' (L)
4/13/1995 B015 RST GAMING DIRECTOR QUITS, THEN STAYS
4/13/1995 B091 JUDGE SHOOTS DOWN TRIBE'S EFFORT TO HAVE SLOT MACHIN
4/20/1995 AOll GAMING CALLED 'INDIAN INDUSTRY'
4/20/1995 A012 NORTH DAKOTA DEMANDS DISCLOSURE OF CASINO PROFITS
4/20/1995 A031 BILL WOULD REQUIRE LOCAL CONTROL OF GAMBLING
4/20/1995 A061 HO-CHUNK PRESIDENT DESCRIBES GAMBLING STUDY AS FLAWE
4/20/1995 A062 CONNECTICUT THREATENS CASINO TOLLS
4/27/1995 A013 CALIFORNIA TRIBES MAY OFFER SLOT MACHINES
4/27/1995 A031 GOV ED SCHAFER VETOES BILL MANDATING TRIBES SHOW BOO
4/27/1995 A071 3 TRIBES DOGGEDLY PURSUE NEW WISCONSIN CASINO
5/11/1995 B121 COPS CITE CRIME RATE HIKE AT FOXWOODS CASINO
5/18/1995 AOll XTHE DARK SIDE OF INDIAN GAMING
5/18/1995 A031 STATE MAY BREAK PACT WITH PEQUOTS
5/18/1995 A091 xPRESCOTTS SAY TRIBAL INTEGRITY IS AT STAKE
5/25/1995 A014 xPRAYERS OFFERED TO HALT COSTNERS' MEGA-PROJECT
5/25/1995 A041 ^COMPACTS JUST LIKE TREATIES, DON'T LIKE 'EM--BREAK
5/25/1995 A051 ARIZONA CASINOS AN 'ODORIFEROUS GAMING MESS'
5/25/1995 A071 XNEW TECHNOLOGY ENTERS GAMING MARKET
6/08/1995 A025 EFFECTS OF INDIAN GAMING TO BE STUDIED
6/08/1995 A041 XSOVEREIGNTY GUARANTEED FOR TRIBES IN THE CONSTITUTI
6/15/1995 A051 CONGRESS DEALS A STACKED DECK (L)
6/23/1995 A051 A HAND UP IS NOT A HANDOUT (1)
7/06/1995 AOll NEW CASINO REGULATIONS BACKED BY WASHINGTON, TRIBES
7/06/1995 A041 xSUMMER REFLECTIONS ON MASCOTS S BIG BUCKS IN GAMBLI
7/06/1995 A051 SAULT STE MARIE WOMAN SEES TROUBLE AHEAD (L)
7/13/1995 A012 CONGRESS EYES CASINO INCOME
7/27/1995 A041 xTRIBAL POWER PLAYS WEAKEN SOVEREIGNTY STANCE FOR AL
7/27/1995 A063 SOUTH DAKOTA'S GAMING AGREEMENTS 'A MESS'
8/03/1995 A024 TRIBES, FEDS SUPPORT MCCAIN GAMING BILL
8/03/1995 A041 xSOVEREIGNTY REQUIRES AN INDIAN COURT OF APPEALS
8/03/1995 B015 CASINO TO OPEN
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/03/1995
8/03/1995
8/10/1995
8/10/1995
8/17/1995
8/17/1995
8/2A/1995
8/2A/1995
8/31/1995
9/21/1995
9/21/1995
9/21/1995
9/21/1995
9/28/1995
10/05/1995
10/05/1995
10/05/1995
10/12/1995
10/12/1995
10/19/1995
10/26/1995
11/09/1995
11/09/1995
11/16/1995
11/16/1995
11/16/1995
11/23/1995
11/23/1995
11/23/1995
12/07/1995
12/07/1995
12/07/1995
12/14/1995
12/14/1995
12/14/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/29/1995
12/29/1995
12/29/1995
12/29/1995
2/19/1991
11/06/1991
12/04/1991
12/18/1991
5/20/1992
11/05/1992
2/04/1993
4/14/1993
1/12/1994
3/09/1994
5/18/1994
6/15/1994
6/29/1994
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
8/24/1995
9/28/1995
11/16/1995
11/23/1994
4/27/1995
5/04/1995
5/11/1995
6/08/1995
6/23/1995
6/23/1995
7/20/1995
9/21/1995
9/21/1995
9/21/1995
9/28/1995
11/16/1995
9/01/1993
B034
C071
A035
A041
A065
A064
AOll
A085
B021
AOll
A014
A062
A062
A012
A013
A041
A041
A031
B023
A021
A062
A041
A074
AOll
A051
A066
A012
A021
A054
AOll
A041
A061
AOll
A034
A041
AOll
A013
A031
A051
A051
B061
AOll
A044
A044
A051
B046
A066
A035
A121
B021
S221
B032
B051
B041
B065
C035
B081
C023
B021
D021
AO 43
A044
B054
B012
BOll
BOll
BOll
B051
BOll
B102
A043
BOll
B012
B012
BOll
A051
B035
GRAND CASINO HINCKLEY JACKPOT
KBUILDING A DREAM--CONTRACTOR LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
GAMING PRAISED BY HO-CHUNK CHAIR
XOLD TIMERS PREDICTED CASINO CHAOS YEARS AGO
SENATE GAMING BILL LOSING KEY SUPPORT
STATE INVESTIGATING GAMBLING INITIATIVE
PROBLEMS PLAGUE TURTLE MOUNTAIN ADMINISTRATION
STATE INVESTIGATING INDIAN GAMBLING INITIATIVE
CROW CREEK STILL JOUSTING WITH YELLOWHAMMER FIRM
XGOP EYES CASINO TAX
XPEQUOTS FORFEIT SOVEREIGNTY FOR CASINO FINANCING
EASTERN SHAWNEE CONDEMN RAID
ONEIDA NATION WINS LAWSUIT
INDIAN GAMING UNDER TAX ATTACK
HOGEN NAMED TO GAMING PANEL
PEQUOTS IN BIG LEAGUE (ED)
KPITY THE CHILDREN, NOT THE MUSEUM
PEQUOTS GET OK FOR OFF-RESERVATION CASINO
NORTH DAKOTA ELDERS BENEFIT FROM CASINO OPERATIONS
TRIBE GETS WALL .STREET TO BACK $250-MILLION CASINO
WASHINGTON STATE VOTERS TO DECIDE ON SLOT MACHINES
SAN CARLOS GAMING OFFICIALS ASK MCCAIN TO STOP (ED)
MID-AMERICA'S LARGEST CASINO UNDERWAY
WASHINGTON STATE GAMING INITIATIVE REJECTED IN ELECT
GAMBLING IS JUST PLAIN EVIL (L)
GAMBLING STUDY BILL OK'ED BY JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
CASINO TAX SHELVED BUT MAY RISE AGAIN
PEQUOT CASINO SEEN AS ANSWER TO CITY'S PROBLEMS
INDIAN COUNTRY PRIORITIES NEED TO BE RE-EVALUATED (L
BRIDGEPORT BID FOR GAMING IS DENIED
XINDIAN CASINO BONANZA IMAGE HIDES FACTS OF RESERV
NEW STUDY DOCUMENTS SUCCESS OF INDIAN CASINO
NORTHWEST GAMING INITIATIVE STILL ALIVE
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION PLANS CASINO
CASINO PROFITS GOING DOWN (ED)
KNEW MEXICO CASINOS MUST CLOSE
BUSINESS COMMUNITY LOOKS FORWARD TO QUINAULT CASINO
TAVERN OWNERS TRY AT GAMING INITIATIVE
MASHANTUCKET PEQUOTS SET GAMING EXAMPLE (L)
NEW BEDFORD MAYOR DOES NOT SEE GAMBLING INDUSTRY AS
3 SLOT MACHINES HIT IN 3 STATES WITHIN 24 HOURS
GAMING COMPANY PLEADS GUILTY TO FEDERAL COURT
NOW IT'S UNANIMOUS--GAMBLING IS ILLEGAL (L)
SHOULD GAMING BECOME A BUSINESS VENTURE? (L)
SD CASINOS 'VICTIMS OF ANTI-SIOUX MENTALITY' (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF GAMES
XFORMER LB TEACHER, STUDENTS INVENT OIL SPILL GAME
'ME' BOARD GAME AID TO RECOVERY
GAMES TOYS FEATURED IN SIOUX MUSEUM EXHIBIT
XMUSEUM DISPLAYS LEARNING GAMES
NOT CALLING IT QUITS--NORTH AMERICAN INDIGENOUS GAME
XGAMES OF CHANCE AN INDIAN TRADITION
DAKOTA AMUSEMENT DONATES GAMES
COLLEGE BOWL SHOWS STUDENT KNOWLEDGE
STANDING ROCK TO REVIVE TRADITIONAL HAND GAME
XOGLALA YOUTH WINS TRIP TO LOS ANGELES
PLAN NOW FOR 1995 NAIG
BERTHOLD READIES FOR INDIGENOUS GAMES
STICKGAME EVENT IN IDAHO
OFFICIALS GEAR UP FOR NORTH AM INDIGENOUS GAMES
GAMES ORGANIZERS HOPE TO RESOLVE DIFFERENCES
VISION OF INDIGENOUS GAMES LOST (L)
INDIGENOUS GAMES DESERVE SUPPORT (L)
BLACK ELK DESCRIBES CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LAKOTA
RESERVATION GANG VIOLENCE COULD BE FUTURE PROBLEM
LAKOTA HOMES DEVELOPS TACTICS TO FIGHT GANG GROWTH
KTACTICS SOUGHT TO COMBAT LAKOTA HOMES GANGS
LIFE ON STREETS EARNS KIDS RESPECT THEY CAN'T GET AT
GANG SLATES MEMORIAL WALK TO BETTER ITS IMAGE
^EXPLORING CAUSES & CURES OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
'THE BOYZ' STREET GANG MARKS MEMORY OF 1972 FLOOD
MORE TO GANG IMAGE THAN SHOWN (L)
KBETRAYING THE OYATE
3 GIRLS INJURED IN SHOTGUN ATTACK
RECOGNIZING GANG TROUBLE
X7TH GEN TAKES POSITIVE APPROACH TO GANG PREVENTION
CRIPS MEMBER SAYS GANG'S HIS ONLY FAMILY (L)
TEACHER INDICTED FOR SELLING MARIJUANA
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6APP STEVEN
GARBAGE
GARCIA NORA
GARCIA PABLO
GARCIA SHANE
GARCIA TAMMY
GARCIA TONY
GARDENING
GARNETTE PAT
GARNETTE ROBERT D
GARNETTE SHIRLEY
GARNIER JON
GARNIER OLIVER
GARREAU JULIE
GARRISON GARY
GASOLINE
GAY ROBERT
GAYTON HENRY JR
GAYTON ROBERT
GEESE
GEIOGAMAH HANAY
GENEALOGY
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
GENETIC TESTING
GENETICS
GEO-SEIS HELICOPTE
GEOGRAPHY
GEORGE KELLER
GEORGE ROZINA
GEORGIA
GERMAN FLORESTINE
GERMAN JUSTIN
GERMANY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1993 A03A
1/05/199A BQll
11/27/1991
8/21/1991
3/18/1992
12/07/1995
10/02/1991
6/10/1992
8/12/1992
9/22/1993
11/03/1993
11/03/1993
3/09/1999
1/05/1995
1/19/1995
9/08/1992
5/27/1992
8/26/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
3/03/1993
8/11/1993
8/25/1993
3/16/1999
5/25/1999
12/31/1992
1/21/1993
3/10/1993
11/09/1995
1/19/1992
11/27/1991
6/29/1999
1/21/1992
9/22/1992
11/29/1993
8/05/1992
1/19/1992
6/30/1993
11/03/1993
8/03/1999
9/08/1999
12/22/1999
9/13/1995
11/16/1995
11/30/1995
2/25/1993
12/31/1991
5/13/1992
5/09/1995
10/05/1995
10/09/1991
10/23/1991
11/27/1991
9/13/1995
6/19/1991
7/29/1991
2/26/1992
6/16/1993
12/07/1999
5/08/1991
12/18/1991
1/08/1992
1/21/1993
1/28/1993
1/26/1999
11/10/1999
12/07/1999
9/21/1999
5/05/1993
9/01/1993
8/31/1999
10/12/1995
6/03/1992
10/29/1992
8/18/1993
9/21/1999
10/05/1999
B095
C091
B061
con
A039
B051
SlOl
B061
A091
B091
B031
B013
B012
B071
A069
A109
A012
B081
B099
A079
B031
B061
Sill
B012
A091
A081
A091
B029
A079
A091
B056
A073
B062
A032
A089
B012
A039
A061
A091
A079
B091
B071
A086
A023
A075
B051
C019
C012
A081
A095
C093
A051
A016
A031
BOll
B019
A051
S-21
B015
B019
B082
B031
BOll
B029
BlOl
A082
A075
A089
A099
B071
B051
B012
A071
BlOl
BOll
EX-TEACHER PLEADS GUILTY IN MARIJUANA DISTRIBUTION
SISSETON TEACHER SENTENCED FOR SELLING MARIJUANA
SEE LANDFILLS, REFUSE S REF DISP, TRASH
EDUCATION CONFERENCE CHAIRS SET
PABLO GARCIA SELECTED AS DIRECTOR OF--EDUCATION PROG
XWINGS RUNNERS FACE WORLD
5fGARCIA--B0RN TO CLAY
KINDIAN ED DIRECTOR WANTS TO UPGRADE TUTOR PROGRAM
KGARCIA MOVES TO IMPROVE EDUCATION
XGARCIA STRINGS LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS
SCHOOLS' INDIAN ED DIRECTOR PROMISES BEST, SEEKS SU
WALKING TIGHTROPE BTWN DIPLOMACY 8 PROTEST ACTI CED)
XGARCIA RESPONDS TO MEANS' CRITICISM
GARCIA—CULTURAL DIFFERENCE ACCOUNTS FOR DROP OUT
XEDUCATION--INDIAN STUDENTS MISSING THE BOAT
XOPPOSITION TO PERDUE'S COMMENTS RING STRONG
OLC PROGRAM FOCUSES ON GARDENING
MAY 30 CEREMONY TO KICK OFF ORGANIC GARDENING
OLC GRADUATES ORGANIC GARDENERS AUG 28
KONE FOR THE ROAD
XSTUDENTS SOW SEEDS OF CHANGE
XCOLLEEN'S GARDENS REAPS ORGANIC SUCCESS
OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULED FOR ORGANIC GARDEN
XOLC GARDENERS HAVE GOOD HARVEST
HOW DOES COLLEEN'S GARDEN GROW?
COLLEEN'S GARDENS--LOOKING TO MOTHER EARTH
*FUNDS SOUGHT FOR 'NEW HEART FOR PAT'
KREMEMBERING A FINE MAN AS A LITTLE SHAVER
XPINE RIDGE REMEMBERS GARNETTE
^MEMORIES FLOOD BACK WHEN OLD SCHOOL DAYS PAL ILL
LONEMAN PRINCIPAL GOES TO MANDERSON
DEATH OF PINE RIDGE TEEN INSPIRES VIDEO
KBASEBALL GIANTS FROM THE RIDGE ARE LEGENDS
GARREAU RECEIVES VOLUNTEER AWARD
AREA POINT OF LIGHT SHINES FOR CHILDREN
XST JOSEPH HONORS DIRECTOR OF THE MAIN
XPBS'S GARRISON LENDS HIS VISION TO LAKOTA
GAS STATION CUTS TAX OFF MEMBER PRICES
GAS PLUMES FOUND IN BATESLAND
NAVAJO COUNCIL QUESTIONS OIL AND GAS CORPORATION
APPEALS COURT SAYS NO TO STATE GAS TAXES
SURVIVAL IS NOT A GAME, IT'S A WAY OF LIFE (L)
NEW GAS MAY BRING BUSINESS TO RESERVATION FUEL PUMPS
USERS OF YELLOWSTONE PIPELINE TO BYPASS RESERVATION
CONOCO FUEL DELIVERIES MUST DETOUR FLATHEAD RESERV
OKLAHOMA TRIBES FIGHT FUEL TAXES
3CFREEZING TEMPERATURES CLAIM LIFE OF PROFESSOR
GAYTON APPOINTED TO ND PAROLE BOARD
XND HIRES GAYTON AS BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRAT
0ST-GF8P SET UP SPECIAL GOOSE HUNT
XGEIOGAMAH AIRS VIEWS ON CONTROVERSY
^PRESERVING INDIAN FAMILY HISTORY BRIDGES CULTURES
GENEALOGY RECORDS SUGGESTED FOR PRESERVING HIST (L)
STATE RESOURCES AID RESEARCH BY GIFTED STUDENTS
'WRITES STRAIGHT' DEFENDS GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY (L)
GA CUTS LOOM
GENES WILL DETERMINE SALISH-KOOTENAI MEMBERSHIP
GENETIC FINGERPRINTS HELP NAB RAPIST
LOOKING HORSE WARNS OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS DNA STUDY
GENETICS STUDY IGNORES ETHICS (L)
KGEO-SEIS HELICOPTERS INC
MARK FRESqUEZ WINS LOCAL GEOGRAPHY BEE
2ND STUDENT PICKED FOR GEOGRAPHY BEE
xFRESqUEZ WINS GEOGRAPHY BEE
WOLF CREEK STUDENTS MAKE FINAL BEE ROUND
WOLF CREEK STUDENT WINS GEOGRAPHY BEE
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE MAPPING RESERVATIONS
KELLER GEORGE, ONEIDA, TO HEAD EASTERN TRIBES GROUP
FT HALL DRIVER APPEALS TO IDAHO SUPREME COURT
LOST TRIBES RECOGNIZED
XBURIAL GROUNDS TO GET DUMPED ON
HELP NEEDED TO SAVE SACRED SITE IN GEORGIA (L)
ALL-DAKOTA ADMIN NOW RUNS SISSETON-WAHPETON COLLEGE
TEENAGE GRADUATE WANTS BETTER LIFE FOR HIS KIDS
KGERMAN REMEMBERED BY OST MEMBERS
ELDERS NEED TO BE AWARE OF CEREMONIES (L)
EASTERN BAND OF CHEROKEE ENTERTAINING VISITORS
GERMAN TV SHOW VISITS PINE RIDGE
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GERMANY
GERONIMO
GERRY FAMILY
GESINGER GERALD
GHOST BEAR DON ROY
GHOST DANCE
GHOST DOG WILLIAM
GHOST HAWK PARK
GHOST HORSE BUCK
GIAGO LYNN
GIAGO MARIE
GIAGO MONIQUE
GIAGO TIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/09/1995 BG41 GERMANS SOLICITED TO FUND OST SOLAR HOMES
12/11/1991 AOll GERONIMO NAME FEUDED OVER
4/21/1993 AG85 MOVIE CO HOPES TO AVOID DELAYS FILMING 'GERONIMO'
6/G2/1993 AG34 COLUMBIA PICTURES BEGINS FILMING UNTITLED GERONIMO
6/3G/1993 AGll GERONIMO RIDES AGAIN--ON THE SET WITH STUDI
6/3G/1993 AG13 TALKING WITH THE CREW
6/3G/1993 AG35 kCONSULTANT HOPES TO GET RID OF MISCONCEPTIONS
8/G4/1993 AG51 DESCENDANTS CAN PAINT BEST PORTRAYAL OF GERONIMO (L)
11/24/1993 AG34 TWO $1G,,GGG SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED BY COLUMBIA PICTURE
12/G8/1993 AGIl FILM CREATES AUTHENTIC MYTHS OF THE OLD WEST
12/G8/1993 AG31 xGERONIMO—THE MAN BEHIND THE BATTLE CRY
12/G8/1993 AG32 TNT PRODUCTION OF GERONIMO LACKS DEPTH
2/1G/1994 AG53 REVIEW OF 'GERONIMO' MOVIES OFF THE MARK (L)
12/29/1994 AG81 LAST LIVING APACHE TO HAVE KNOWN GERONIMO DEAD
4/G1/1992 AG61 KIT WAS TOO QUIET
5/G4/1995 BG61 STATE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMS TRIBAL JURISDICTION
4/G1/1992 AG12 kMARCH WINDS
l/Gl/1991 AG83 'GHOST DANCE' FILM WINS POETRY AWARD
7/27/1995 BGll KRETURN OF GHOST DANCE SHIRT DERAILED
9/14/1995 BGll KSCOTLAND MAY REPATRIATE 189GS GHOST DANCE SHIRT
8/G7/1991 BGll kGHOST DOG TO REPRESENT STATE
5/22/1991 CG13 KLONESOME PINE HAS OWN BEAUTY
7/1G/1991 AG12 kMEDICINE MEN FOR RENT
9/G4/1991 AG53 GHOST HORSE DEFENDED
9/18/1991 AG44 READER DEFENDS GHOST HORSE AND BLACK ELK (L)
3/G2/1994 BG34 GIAGO TO ADDRESS NIEMAN FELLOWS AT HARVARD
lG/26/1994 AG24 GIAGO JOINS DEAN WITTER TEAM
5/G4/1995 AG81 kFROM;PINE RIDGE TO HIGH FINANCE
9/G8/1994 AGll kTIE THAT GOAT!
12/22/1993 BG31,KGIAG0 TO JOIN IN NATIONAL PAGEANT
1/G8/1991 AG41 THE REST IS HISTORY (ED)
3/12/1991 AG14 kGIAGO TO BE HONORED BY HARVARD UNIVERSITY
3/12/1991 AG21 GIAGO TO PRESENT LUSK LECTURE AT SDSU
3/12/1991 AG44 DASCHLE RESPONDS TO GIAGO (L)
3/2G/1991 AG51 DASCHLE DEFENDED FROM GIAGO ATTACK (L)
3/27/1991 AG43 MICKELSON RECOGNIZES GIAGO AT HARVARD (L)
5/G1/1991 AG31 TIM GIAGO TO RECEIVE NCCJ AWARD
5/29/1991 AG12 kNATIONAL RECONCILIATION PUSHED
6/19/1991 AG41 kMOCCASIN TELEGRAPH LIVES!
6/26/1991 AG24 TIM GIAGO WILL RECEIVE SERVICE MEDAL
7/31/1991 AG44 WE MUST FACE THE HARD QUESTIONS OF RACISM (1)
7/31/1991 AG44 AWARENESS INDIAN HISTORY CALLED A KEY (L)
1G/G9/1991 AG41 KWHAT A VEAR-^IN NIEMAN FELLOW FAMILY ,
1G/G9/1991 BG51 GIAGO TO ADDRESS INDIAN EDUCATORS ,
lG/16/1991 AG12 K'TIMES' LOOKS AT EXPANSION.
11/G6/1991 AG61 KGIAGO--WE NEED TO PULL TOGETHER
1/14/1992 AG41 kTIM'S CHOP '91 AWARDS--PREDICTIONS FOR '92 FAME
2/12/1992 AG31 BLAKE, GIAGO TO LECTURE AT HARVARD ^
4/29/1992 AG24 ABERDEEN SCHOOLS TO HEAR GIAGO ON STEREOTYPING
4/29/1992 AG41 kFORGE OF CHILDHOOD HARDSHIP WARMS MEMORIES
5/13/1992 AGll BUSH SIGNS ON TO US YEAR OF RECONCILIATION
5/2G/1992 AG53 STUDENTS ENJOY SPEECH (L)
6/17/1992 AG53 CRISIS BY INNUENDO
7/G1/1992 AG41 KREFLECTION ON WORDS THAT WORKED
7/29/1992 AGll kA LOT OF BULL
9/G2/1992 AG26 'TIMES' PUBLISHER RECEIVES SILVERHEELS AWARD
lG/29/1992 AG65 GIAGO TO LECTURE AT HARVARD
12/31/1992 AG41 K1992--CHANCE ENCOUNTERS AND CHANCE OF LIFETIME
1/14/1993 AG75 NATIONAL NEWS SERVICE DISTRIBUTES GIAGO COLUMN
4/G7/1993 AG41 kHEARING A MESSAGE FROM A GENEROUS MAGPIE
4/G7/1993 BG26 GIAGO TO SPEAK AT UNIV OF MAINE'S CULTURAL AWARENESS
4/G7/1993 BG94 TODAY PUBLISHER TO SPEAK AT COLORADO STATE
4/28/1993 BG14 NATIONAL SPEAKERS TO HIGHLIGHT TOURISM CONFERENCE
5/19/1993 BG54 XGIAGO TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREE
6/3G/1993 BGll xGIAGO SELECTED TO SERVE ON BOARD OF RAPID CITY CHAM
7/G8/1993 AG53 xUSE DILIGENCE, GRIT AGAINST RACISM
7/14/1993 AG41 xREMEMBERING CALM TIMES BEFORE APPROACHING STORMS
8/G4/1993 AG41 LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
1G/G6/1993 AG41 xSIGHTS AND SMELL OF FALL BRING HARVEST OF MEMORIES
lG/27/1993 AG41 BLOOD, SWEAT 8 TEARS ENSURE FREEDOM OF PRESS (ED)
lG/27/1993 AG41 xSO SOMEBODY'S GOT TO DO IT
11/17/1993 AG44 COLUMNIST ACCUSED OF REVERSE RACISM (L)
2/1G/1994 AG35 GIAGO TO SPEAK AT FREEDOM FORUM
2/23/1994 AG61 GIAGO TO APPEAR ON 'BUFFALO NATION JOURNAL'
3/G2/1994 BG34 GIAGO TO ADDRESS NIEMAN FELLOWS AT HARVARD
5/G4/1994 AG41 xWALKING DOWN MEMORY LANE, THINKING OF. CHILDHOOD
5/11/1994 AG31 xTODAY PUBLISHER NOMINATED TO HALL OF FAME
5/25/1994 AG42 CONGRATULATIONS TO TIM GIAGO FROM ANOTHER (L)
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61AG0 TIM
GIBSON CLAY
GILA RIVER CASINO
GILA RIVER RESERV
GILBERT KERRY
GILLIS DEAN
GILLIS KAREN
GILLSON KARL
GIPP BERTHA •
GIPP DAVID
GIRLS INC
GIROUX JENNIFER
GIVEAWAYS
glacier natl park
GLANCY DIANE
GODFREY JOYZELLE
GOELZ PETER
GOES IN CENTER JHO
GOLDEN WEST
GOLF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/01/1994 A041 xPHOTOGRAPH BRINGS BACK MEMORIES OF GOOD TIMES
7/13/1994 A043 GIAGO'S GOODBYE TO RAPID CHAMBER (L)
7/13/1994 A051 PRESSLER SENDS HIS CONGRATULATIONS (L)
9/08/1994 A051 KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK (L)
10/12/1994 B012 GIAGO INDUCTED INTO SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
11/02/1994 A041 kCOOL AUTUMN AIR SPARKS MEMORIES
12/15/1994 A041 ^CATHOLIC CHURCH CAN'T ERASE SINS OF THE PAST
12/29/1994 A044 HE SURE DOESN'T LOOK LIKE JOHN WAYNE (L)
2/02/1995 A041 ifCURRICULUM WAS INTERESTING AT HOLY ROSARY MISSION
4/06/1995 A041 DISINFORMATION HARD TO COMBAT
5/18/1995 B063 GIAGO TO SPEAK AT CHEYENNE RIVER^ ETHETE, WYOMING
6/29/1995 A041 KIT'S 'WATERWORLD' ON THE HIGH PLAINS
7/20/1995 A041 KBOYS WILL BE BOYS
8/31/1995 A041 KFALL--A TIME TO CRY
11/09/1995 A041 ^MEMORIES FLOOD BACK WHEN OLD SCHOOL DAYS PAL ILL
11/09/1995 A051 MASCOT DEBATE JUST A CASE OF DO THE RIGHT THING (L)
11/23/1995 A041 KFACTS OF LIFE S OPPRESSION LEARNED IN SCHOOL YARD
12/21/1995 A041 xCHRISTMAS, A TIME FOR CHILDHOOD INNOCENCE
7/01/1992 A083 GIBSON TO HEAD SBA PROGRAM
12/07/1994 A061 GILA RIVER BREAKS GROUND ON NEW ADDITION
SEE ALSO PIMA-MARICOPA
1/08/1992 B011 KWINTER CHASER CHOSEN AS EPISCOPAL LAY PASTOR
3/04/1992 B065 IRA HAYES MONUMENT UNVEILED
8/12/1992 B041 GILA RIVER MAY PURCHASE CLOSED NURSING HOME
7/28/1993 A065 GILA RIVER TO MANAGE OWN GAMING OPERATION
8/04/1993 S151 KGILA RIVER STILL FLOWING
8/04/1993 S153 ^GOVERNOR REMEMBERS HIS PEOPLE'S ROOTS
8/04/1993 S171 KPHONE SERVICE HOOKS INTO NEEDS
8/04/1993 S174 A GROWING PARK
8/04/1993 S191 KGILA RIVER REVIVES A BOUNTIFUL HARVEST
8/04/1993 S193 KCENTER REPLANTING CULTURAL VALUES
8/04/1993 S201 LEARNING CULTURE IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN
8/04/1993 S204 ^TRAINING NOT JUST FOR JOBS--FOR A LIFETIME
8/04/1993 S211 KNEW FAMILY HEALING THE HURTS
8/04/1993 S212 kTRIBE KEEPS HEALTH HELP IN COMMUNITY
8/04/1993 S221 KARTS 8 CRAFTS CENTER BRINGS PEOPLE TO PAST S PRESEN
8/04/1993 S231 kTRIBAL GOVERNMENT LENDS EAR TO YOUNGER GENERATION
11/03/1993 A072 GILA RIVER TRIBE APPROVES VOTING POLLS FOR CHILDREN
12/07/1995 A081 GILA RIVER TARGETS CASINO CASH TO FIGHT CRIME
6/03/1992 B051 kGRADUATE OF CENTRAL HIGH--NOBODY IS BETTER THAN YOU
3/12/1991 B011 KTRADING GAS MASK FOR HUGS
7/28/1993 A063 GILLIS TO START AS COMMUNITY COLLEGE HEAD
9/29/1993 B065 NM GOVERNOR NAMES THIRD INDIAN TO BENCH
9/02/1992 B131 NATIONAL AWARD TO SIOUX NURSE
12/22/1994 B011 GIPP HOSPITALIZED AFTER HEART ATTACK
11/23/1995 A031 kGIPP NAMED INDIAN EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR
11/06/1991 B031 GIRLS INC OPEN DURING SCHOOL CONFERENCE TIME
1/28/1992 A026 GIRLS INC PLANS CELEBRATION
4/22/1992 A074 PRESIDENT HONORS TEEN CONNECTIONS
5/13/1992 A074 GIRLS INC WINS 1992 EXPANSION AWARD
5/20/1992 A075 GIRLS INC PLANS DINNER, BABY-SITTING CLINIC
7/29/1992 B045 GIRLS INC INVITES GUESTS PLANS MUSEUM VISIT
2/02/1994 B011 TRUST GRANTS $23,800 TO YOUTH SERVICE
11/23/1994 B081 ROSEBUD'S JENNIFER GIROUX WINS SCIENCE S ENGINEER
12/22/1994 Bill GIROUX WINS ENGINEER SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
11/17/1993 B015 BASKETBALL GIVE-AWAY MAY CLASH WITH RULES
12/08/1993 S084 MISCOMMUNICATION ON GIVEAWAY RESOLVED
12/22/1993 A041 kCELEBRATING CHRISTMAS THE LAKOTA WAY
9/08/1994 B094 kSCHEMITZUN GIVEAWAY FEATURES HUGE HONOR DRUM
6/15/1995 B014 GIVEAWAY NOW UNDERWAY
8/07/1991 A053 kPARK-BUSTER AVAILABLE--FOR HIGHER FEE
8/05/1992 A081 kCOMPANY TOLD TO PARK IT
2/26/1991 A095 KGLANCY WINS FIRST ANNUAL NORTH AMERICAN PROSE AWARD
5/04/1994 B032 AUTHOR JOYZELLE GODFREY DISCUSSES WRITERS' ETHICS
3/16/1994 A012 GAMING NOMINATION UP IN AIR
2/25/1993 B114 GOES IN CENTER ELECTED TO ART BOARD
8/14/1991 B072 GOLDEN WEST MANAGER RETIRES AFTER 40 YEARS
9/25/1991 B041 GOLDEN WEST ANNUAL MEETING SET FOR SEPT 28
10/09/1991 B011 GOLDEN WEST DISTRIBUTES $1 MILLION PLUS
3/11/1992 B053 GOLDEN WEST 'FINDS' LOST NOVEMBER BILLING
9/22/1993 B021 GOLDEN WEST TELECOMMUNICATIONS MEMBERSHIP MEETING
10/20/1993 B031 GOLDEN WEST INCUMBENTS RE-ELECTED
12/01/1993 B011 PINE RIDGE WILL ROCK TO MTV
6/16/1993 B071 DAKOTA INDIAN MEMORIAL GOLF RESULTS
7/14/1993 B026 FLANDREAU GOLF TOURNEY CANCELLED
11/03/1993 B114 GOLF COURSE TO BE BUILT ON WISC TRIBAL LANDS
3/16/1994 A063 GOLF TOURNAMENT TO AID SPORTS PROGRAMS
5/04/1994 B061 MILLS FEATURED
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GOLF
GOMBERT GREG
GOMEZ ITEA LICHLI
GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
GONZALES CHARLOTTE
GONZALEZ ANGELA
GONZALEZ GABRIEL
GONZALEZ MARIO
GONZALEZ MONTE
GOOD HOUSE BOBO
GOODART JESSICA
GOODBLANKET MINNIE
GOODEAGLE
GOODHOUSE CEDRIC
GOODLOU CRAIG
GOODROAD MICHAEL
GOODWILL INDUSTRIE
GOODWIN MARIAN
GORDON NE
GORE AL
GORMAN CARL
GORMAN NELSON
GORMAN RC
GORTON SLADE
60SHUTE (TRIBE)
GOSSARD STONE
GOSSEL DAVID
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNORS
GOVT AGENCIES
GOVT RELATIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/15/199A
6/15/199A
7/07/199A
7/13/199A
7/27/199A
9/21/199A
9/28/199A
10/26/1994
11/16/1994
11/23/1994
2/09/1995
3/02/1995
6/23/1995
11/09/1995
11/23/1995
8/03/1995
9/30/1992
5/12/1993
1/14/1992
1/22/1991
1/29/1991
7/27/1994
1/08/1991
12/24/1991
4/06/1995
10/05/1995
10/19/1995
10/26/1995
10/23/1991
11/03/1993
1/15/1991
12/21/1995
6/12/1991
2/23/1995
11/20/1991
3/02/1994
8/11/1993
5/26/1993
2/09/1995
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
5/06/1992
5/06/1992
5/13/1992
5/20/1992
8/26/1992
1/07/1993
3/31/1993
11/09/1995
3/31/1993
3/09/1995
5/04/1994
5/26/1993
9/28/1995
10/12/1995
10/06/1993
1/05/1995
2/02/1995
7/08/1992
B062
C021
C023
B042
BO 45
B061
CO 16
C084
B051
C014
B062
B104
B031
B051
B031
C014
A022
B031
B031
A083
A081
B051
A012
A084
B012
B014
B015
A051
B021
B055
soil
B051
coil
A066
B053
BOll
B033
A081
C051
A032
A015
A012
A044
A012
A061
B061
B103
BOll
B023
A061
S121
A033
S031
A051
A054
A063
A031
A021
B041
7/31/1991
12/10/1992
3/24/1993
3/24/1993
4/07/1993
4/14/1993
5/05/1993
6/23/1993
9/01/1993
4/06/1994
5/11/1994
7/20/1994
9/14/1994
11/10/1994
4/17/1991
8/21/1991
3/12/1991
A041
A034
AO 11
A061
A014
A044
A053
A075
A031
AO 41
B012
AOll
C012
AOll
A073
B015
A051
BEGAV LEADS STANFORD TO NCAA GOLF TITLE
CASINO HOLDS GOLF PROMOTION
FUTURE LOBO WINS TOURNEY
YOUTH SERVED AT ALBUQUERQUE TOURNEY
BEGAY WINS ALBUQUERQUE TITLE
KGOLF EVENT DRAWS 105
TEAM CLAIMS UW GOLF TOURNEY
NIAA WILL HOST GOLF TOURNEY IN LAS VEGAS
KDRIVING FOR SHOW LEADS TO PUTTING FOR DOUGH
GOLF PRO MEETS TRIBAL LEADERS
XTEE OFF WITH STARS AND NIGA
LAS VEGAS PAIUTES DEDICATE GOLF COURSE
DEMERY WINS INDIAN MEMORIAL GOLF CLASSIC
KTODD CiOUNTY SENDS GOLFERS TO STATE FINALS
FRAZIER WINS GOLF TOURNAMENT
NATIVE MUSIC GUIDE AIDS IN EXTENSIVE MARKETING
SCHOOL DISTRICT WANTS APACHE BOY TO CUT BRAID
9E21 EARN BACHELOR'S DEGREES AFTER LONG STRUGGLE
KTWO CHILD CARE WORKERS HONORED
GONZALEZ FAMILY CERTAIN OF DAUGHTER'S SAFE RETURN
LETTERS FROM DAUGHTER--IT'S SCARY!
*50 YEARS TOGETHER
klandmark not sufficient monument says WKSA
KSIOUX MUST UNITE IF HILLS CLAIM TO HAVE A CHANCE
XGONZALEZ RECOGNIZED BY NATIVE LAW CENTRE
XGONZALEZ OUT AS RURAL WATER LEGAL ADVISOR
LAWYER SUES CLIENTS FOR PRIVACY VIOLATION
LAWYER'S WIFE SAYS OST IS THE BIG LOSER (L)
KMONTE GONZALEZ ENLISTS IN ARMY
GONZALEZ DEPLOYED TO DUTY IN SOMALIA
KOFF AND RUNNING!
PRESSLER NOMINATES 2 SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN
sfLAKOTA GIRL SET FIELD HOCKEY AFIRE
GOODEAGLES LEAVE FLANDREAU SCHOOL TO DANCE
AFTER YEAR TRIBE AWARDS GOODHOUSE LOST WAGES
DRUG CHARGES AGAINST RAPID CITY MAN DROPPED
ARTS COUNCIL ELECTS OFFICERS
KCHARITY IN OWNERSHIP DISPUTE OVER PICTOGRAPHS
KMARIAN GOODWIN'S PAINTINGS FEATURED AT MUSEUM
TASK FORCE TO ENSURE FAIRNESS IN CROSS PROBE
CROSS DEATH RULED AS 'NO WRONGDOING'
*THREE CONVICTED IN SIOUX LEAN BEEF RIPOFF
MEMORIAL MARCH PLANNED IN GORDON (L)
XWALK IN GORDON COMMEMORATES CROSS
JUDGE RULES LOAFER VS GORDON BANK CASE TO TRIAL
PORCUPINE SINGERS TO PERFORM IN GORDON
PORCUPINE MAN FILES SUIT AGAINST GORDON OFFICIALS
WILLOW TREE FESTIVAL INVITES PARTICIPANTS
OIL BUSINESS A BIG CHANGE FOR FORMER EDUCATOR
GORE HEARS INDIAN HEALTH CONCERNS
*A VETERAN OF THE ARTS--CARL GORMAN SHARES
NAVAJO SPEAKER ANNOUNCED CANDIDACY FOR PRESIDENCY
KGORMAN--A MASTER ARTIST IN THE SOUTHWEST
SENATE ACTUALLY SPARED BIA PROGRAMS
XINDIAN PROGRAMS WILL BE SLAIN UNDER GORTON'S LEAD
AMENDMENT MAY DOOM GOSHUTE PLANS FOR NUCLEAR WASTE
UTAH TRIBE IN BATTLE OVER BANKRUPT RECYCLING PLANT
KPINE RIDGE HOUSING PROJECT DRAWS ATTENTION OF PEARL
KPOWWOW SPECIAL PLANNED FOR BOY WHO ENJOYED DANCING
SEE GOVT, POLITICS & GOVT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF GOVERNORS
XWESTERN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE NEGLECTS TRIBAL INPUT
GOVERNORS WANT CLINTON TO CURB FEDERAL POWER
TRIBES/STATES HEADED FOR CLASH
POLICY. OF MEDIATION, NEGOTIATION STILL BEST BET FOR
GLOVES COME OFF BETWEEN STATES, TRIBES
WHAT ARE GOVERNORS WHINING ABOUT? (L)
KINDIAN GAMING COMES UNDER FIRE AGAIN
WESTERN GOVERNORS MEET WITH SENATORS ON GAMING
GOVERNORS FIRM ON SCOPE OF INDIAN GAMING
WHICH CANDIDATE IS BEST FOR TRIBES? (ED)
KNATIVE VOTE ESSENTIAL FOR VICTORY
G0VERN0RS--GAMIN6 BILL NEEDS WORK
GOVERNORS OPPOSE GAMING BILL
XJANKLOW PREVAILS
STATE, COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS SET UP TASK FORCE
OST STUDYING DUPLICATION IN FED SERVICES TO TRIBE
INDIAN COUNTRY--NEED FOR RECONSTRUCTION (L)
I
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GOVT RELATIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
GRABER TERRY
GRADUATE STUDENTS
GRADUATES
GRAND CANYON
GRAND CASINOS INC
3/27/1991
6/12/1991
10/02/1991
12/11/1991
1/08/1992
1/08/1992
2/0A/1992
5/27/1992
10/15/1992
3/03/1993
10/27/1993
12/08/1993
5/04/199A
5/0A/199A
5/18/199A
6/08/199A
6/15/199A
6/15/199A
6/29/199A
8/24/199A
10/05/199A
11/23/1994
11/30/1994
2/02/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
4/13/1995
4/20/1995
5/04/1995
5/11/1995
5/11/1995
5/18/1995
6/08/1995
6/15/1995
12/29/1995
9/04/1991
5/12/1993
5/26/1993
6/09/1993
5/11/1994
6/01/1994
8/10/1994
6/01/1995
6/15/1995
6/29/1995
12/29/1995
1/01/1991
2/23/1994
11/16/1994
12/15/1994
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
3/18/1992
7/01/1992
7/15/1992
11/26/1992
12/10/1992
3/20/1991
4/24/1991
4/24/1991
12/04/1991
2/19/1992
3/18/1992
3/18/1992
11/17/1993
9/14/1994
2/05/1991
3/12/1991
3/20/1991
5/08/1991
5/08/1991
6/05/1991
7/17/1991
7/17/1991
8/14/1991
9/25/1991
10/23/1991
GRAND RIVER CASINO
GRANDPARENTS
GRANT RODNEY
GRANTS
AO 41
A036
A061
A044
A034
A041
B073
A041
A035
A031
BO 53
A051
AOll
A033
AOll
A012
AOll
A031
B024
A053
A071
A012
A041
AOll
A012
B012
A013
A024
A021
A051
B021
A051
A021
A041
A044
BOll
B031
B012
B012
B012
C041
C016
A051
B021
B031
AO 44
B014
B051
B121
C014
C013
CO 33
B021
BOll
B041
B014
B012
AOll
BOll
B015
A036
B071
AO 12
A012
B121
A061
A081
B014
AO83
C016
C054
B032
AO 63
A072
A032
B082
B022
KINDIANS NEED A RIGHT TO FAIL
NATIVE LEADERS WARY OF FEDERAL PROPOSAL
KECHO HAUK--LOOPHOLES IN RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
TRIBESj STATE MUST RECONCILE LAWS (L)
KCUOMO CREATES INDIAN OFFICE
XLINES ARE BEING DRAWN IN BATTLE FOR DEMOCRACY
TRADITIONAL ELDERS FORUMS CONTINUE ON FEB 5 8 6
XFEDERALOSAURUS REX RIDES AGAIN
WAHQUAHBOSHKUK--DISBAND THE BIA
CLINTON POLICY INITIATIVES RECOMMENDED BY TRIBES
kbook explores the loss of resources by tribes
DIPPING INTO 'BIG BROTHER'S* POCKET (L)
XPRESIDENT PROMISES HOPE
TRIBES EXPRESS CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM
WHITE HOUSE HEARS URBAN NEEDS
KCLINTON SENDS ASSISTANT TO MEET WITH SIOUX TRIBES
URBAN INDIANS WANT RECOGNITION, FUNDING
CLINTON MAY SEND AIDE TO MEET WITH TRIBES
TRIBAL COLLEGE ASSOC TO HOST LEGISLATIVE WORKSHOP
KWHAT DOES FEDERAL MONEY REALLY BUY?
URBAN INDIANS TALK WITH ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS
JUSTICE LAUNCHES TRIBAL LIAISON OFFICE
JUSTICE TAKING 1ST STEPS TO IMPROVE TRIBAL RELA (ED)
JUSTICE CREATES INDIAN DESK
BABBITT CONVENES CABINETWIDE WORK GROUP
SRST, NORTH DAKOTA WRITE ACCORD TO IMPROVE
XTRIBAL LEADERS TO MEET AGAIN AT WHITE HOUSE
MAY 8 WHITE HOUSE MEETING SCHEDULED FOR URBAN INDIAN
TRIBAL LEADERS ZERO IN ON TREATY OBLIGATIONS
kYANKTON chairman goes to WASHINGTON, BUT
OGLALA DELEGATION GLUM AFTER WHITE HOUSE SUMMIT
DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY BROKEN BY ANGER (L)
XJUSTICE HOLDS SECOND 'LISTENING' CONFERENCE
CAPITOL HILL CUTS IGNORE TREATY COMMITMENTS (ED)
GOVERNMENT STILL AT WAR WITH INDIAN NATIONS (L)
KIHS DOCTOR TO LEAVE; ABERDEEN NOT SUPPORTIVE
SEE STUDENTS GRADUATE
K21 EARN BACHELOR'S DEGREES AFTER LONG STRUGGLE
XWESTERN VO-TECH GRADS HONORED
XSPECIAL CEREMONY TO HONOR GED GRADUATES
KDENIED REQUEST FOR FEATHER CEREMONY
SITTING BEAR HURDLES MANY OBSTACLES TO GRADUATE
XSCHOLARSHIP FUND GRADUATES TWELVE
XYOUNG GRADUATES SETTING OUT ON THE JOURNEY OF LIFE
CENTRAL, STEVENS GRADUATES HONORED
10 SINGLE PARENTS TO GRADUATE FROM JOBS
GRADUATION EXPENSES ARE A PROBLEM (L)
GRAND CANYON AT RISK FROM URANIUM MINING
COPE APPOINTED CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
BENJAMIN NAMED VICE PRESIDENT AT HINCKLEY
XGRAND ENTRANCE
KGRAND CASINO COUSHATTA OPENS DOORS
SRST COUNCIL TO PROBE INTO GRAND RIVER CASINO
^GRANDPARENTS DAY IS ONE OF LOVE
xFOSTER GRANDPARENTS PROGRAM GEARS UP FOR 20TH ANNIV
PART II--UNCIS WHO MAKE UP THE GRANDPARENT PROGRAM
FOSTER GRANDPARENTS PLAN HONORING CEREMONY
GRANDPARENTS HONORED AT ANNIVERSARY
Jf'DANCES' STAR HEADS EFFORT TO AID INFANTS
DANCES STAR DAZZLES OKLAHOMA EXPO
RODNEY GRANT THE MAN SPEAKS FOR THE OPPRESSED
RODNEY GRANT'S TV MOVIE DUE OUT IN FEBRUARY
KRODNEY GRANT IS NARRATOR FOR 'WINTER MOONS'
KNEW 'WINTER MOONS' BALLET BREATHES LIFE INTO LEGEND
KFAME SURPRISES RODNEY GRANT
ACTOR GRANT JOINS CEREMONY FOR NEW CHILDRENS CENTER
KGRANT STARS IN NEW TELEVISION SERIES
SWCC AWARDED GRANTS FOR LIBRARY, VOC-ED
$104,000 GRANT WILL SERVE DISABLED. CHILDREN
SISSETON-WAHPETON TRIBE RECEIVES DEVELOPMENT GRANT
GRANTS LINK STUDENTS TO COMPUTER AGE
HUMANITIES GRANTS--A CHANCE TO SHARE VALUES
PINE RIDGE GET $20 MILLION GRANT
GROUPS SHARE $6.3 MILLION BUSH GRANT
YANKTON SIOUX TRIBES GRANT FUNDS DEVELOPMENT
GRANT SUPPORTS ALASKA RADIOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
URBAN INDIAN HEALTH GETS $37,345 GRANT
GRANT SEEKERS CONFERENCE OCT 30
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GRANTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/1991
11/06/1991
11/06/1991
11/06/1991
11/20/1991
11/20/1991
12/18/1991
1/14/1992
1/21/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
3/11/1992
4/15/1992
4/22/1992
5/20/1992
6/03/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
7/29/1992
8/05/1992
8/12/1992
9/09/1992
9/09/1992
9/09/1992
9/16/1992
9/23/1992
9/30/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
11/26/1992
12/03/1992
12/03/1992
12/03/1992
12/17/1992
12/24/1992
1/14/1993
2/11/1993
2/11/1993
3/24/1993
5/05/1993
5/05/1993
5/19/1993
6/02/1993
6/02/1993
6/30/1993
7/14/1993
7/28/1993
7/28/1993
8/25/1993
9/08/1993
10/06/1993
10/06/1993
11/03/1993
11/17/1993
11/17/1993
11/17/1993
12/29/1993
3/02/1994
3/30/1994
3/30/1994
4/27/1994
6/01/1994
11/10/1994
1/12/1995
2/02/1995
5/11/1995
5/25/1995
6/29/1995
8/24/1995
9/07/1995
12/21/1995
12/29/1995
GRASS SPIDER JULIA 12/11/1991
A066
A074
A076
A115
A094
B051
B075
BOll
A034
B071
B083
B034
B041
B132
B046
A032
B092
A061
B014
B053
B103
B052
coil
A012
A121
B032
A063
A012
B034
BOll
B061
B061
B062
B083
A053
BOll
B031
BlOl
C046
B022
B065
A072
BOll
B031
B036
B125
B051
A073
BOll
B091
BOll
A065
A074
B053
B024
BlOl
B125
B041
B012
B061
B061
AO 15
B071
B071
B081
B081
B041
BOll
A081
B044
B051
B092
B051
B061
B061
B061
B023
A081
$92,447 GRANT WILL ESTABLISH GIFTED ACADEMY
SD TEACHERS ELIGIBLE FOR FELLOWSHIP
GRANT WILL ESTABLISH ACADEMY FOR THE GIFTED
•INDIAN HOUSE" GETS A GRANT FOR PROPERTY
USD GETS $300,000 BUSH GRANT
LAKOTA FUND AMONG THOSE RECEIVING GRANTS
ST FRANCIS BOARD OKS GRANT APPLICATIONS
ROSEBUD EDUCATION SOCIETY TOUCHES MORE THAN TEACHING
KMORE TRIBES APPLY TO GET NUCLEAR WASTE STUDY GRANTS
ARCO GRANT TO TECH TO HELP MINORITY STUDENTS
GRANT BRINGS INDIAN CULTURES INTO SCHOOLS
UPS FOUNDATION GIVES $45,000 FOR EDUCATION
AISES GETS $20,000 GRANT FROM ATST TO AID STUDENTS
SWCC RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
BHSU GRANT WILL TRAIN TEACHERS
THUNDER CHILD WINS $367,800 GRANT
MACARTHUR FOUNDATION AWARDS KlLl RADIO $25,000 GRANT
BUSH PLAYS 'BAIT S SWITCH' GAME WITH BIA GRANTS
SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS GET $170,000 BILINGUAL GRANT
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS RECEIVES GRANT
OST GETS $28,462 PESTICIDES GRANT
BUSH FOUNDATION ANNOUNCES GRANTS
KPHELPS RECEIVES $36,000 NASA GRANT
GRANT WILL HELP INFANTS GET A HEALTHY START
$325,445 DOE GRANT TO OLC
GRANT PUTS LID ON WELLS IN 5 COUNTIES
AlCF GETS $395,000 FOUNDATION FUNDS
LACK OF GRANT FUNDS TO TRIBES SPARK $8 MILLION IDEA
AlCF GETS $150,000 GRANT FROM MELLON FOUNDATION
OST GETS $893,192 GRANT FOR WOMEN'S TREATMENT
TAKINI SCHOOL GETS $31,000 GRANT
CRST GETS TWO GRANTS
RAPID CITY RECEIVES $532,792 HOUSING GRANT
GRANTS AWARDED TO AREA VICTIM ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
FOUNDATIONS SOMETIMES OVERLOOK TRIBES
SRCC GETS VOC-ED GRANT FOR DISABLED
ARTS PROGRAM GETS FUNDS FOR PERFORMING ARTS
PARK SERVICE OFFERS CULTURAL GRANTS
PRESSLER ANNOUNCES EPA GRANTS TO TRIBES
SGU GETS $291,300
PARTNERSHIP GRANT GOES TO MEADE COUNTY SCHOOLS
$3 MILLION CHALLENGE GRANT SEED MONEY FOR TRIBAL COL
504 PROGRAM HELPS ELDERLY REPAIR HOMES
COUNCIL FUNDS STATEWIDE HUMANITIES PROJECTS
CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL GETS MATH, SCIENCE GRANT
NATL NATIVE NEWS WINS AWARD--$100,000 MACARTHUR GRAN
XSICANGU ENTERPRISE CENTER RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
NATIVE 'OLYMPIC TEAM BENEFlTS--$50,000 RED LAKE GRA
LAKOTA FUND RECEIVES $706,000 IN GRANTS
FORD FOUNDATION GIVES $1 MILLION TO NATL MUSEUM
GRANTS SUPPORT ARTS OUTREACH EFFORT FOR TRIBES
$1.4 MILLION AWARDED FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
XNATIVE ACTION DIRECTOR RECEIVES AWARD
STANDING ROCK COLLEGE RECEIVES GRANT TO TRAIN TEACHE
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OFFERS ASSISTANCE FOR ARTIS
COMMUNITY ACTIVIST FELLOWSHIP OFFERS $15,000 BREAK
37 PROGRAMS RECEIVE GRANTS FOR VICTIM ASSISTANCE
RAPID CITY PICKED FOR SCIENCE PILOT
^WELCOME DEL1VERY--UPS DONATING $10,000 TO SCHOOL
COLLEGE FUND ANNOUNCES GRANTS
$25,000 GRANT AWARDED FOR ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIPS
TRIBES RECEIVE $2.2 MILLION TO FIGHT SUBSTANCE ABUSE
COLLEGE STUDENT RECEIVES GRANT FOR 'BIG IDEA'
KGOING FOR GRANTS NEED NOT BE A CRAPSHOOT
4-DAY WORKSHOP SET FOR MAY AT MONTANA STATE
KGOOD GRANT PROPOSALS MUST HAVE CLEAR GOALS
XGRANT PROPOSALS MUST HAVE CLEAR OBJECTIVES
LAKOTA GROUPS TO RECEIVE GRANTS
EAGLE STAFF FUND SURPASSES MILLION-DOLLAR MARK
KPROJECT GRANT
CHEYENNE RIVER WINS GRANT FOR MOBILE SLAUGHTER HOUSE
SINTE GLESKA, EAGLE BUTTE AMONG GRANT RECIPIENTS
KMARTIN NURSING STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM KELLOGG GRANT
OLC RECEIVES KELLOGG FOUNDATION GRANT
ARIZONA SCHOOL DISTRICT RECEIVES GRANT
JEWISH FUND MAKES GRANTS
AISES RECEIVES GRANT FOR SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
HONORING DINNER IS PLANNED AT HALL
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GRASS SUSIE
GRAVES
GRAVESTONES
GRAY CHISSOE
GRAZING
GREANY RANONA
GREAT BRITAIN
GREAT LAKES
GREAT SIOUX NATION
GREEN JERRY
GREEN PARTY
GREEN RAYNA
GREENFIELD DON
GREENPEACE
GREGG PR
GREGG RICKY LYNN
GREY CLOUD ROBERT
GREY EAGLE ROBERT
GREY EAGLE SOCIETY
GREY EYES NASBAH
GREY JANE B
GREYEYES MICHAEL
GREYUIND MARTINA
GRINNELL LUTHER
GRIZZARD LEWIS
GROCERY STORES
GROOMS TRUMAN
GROOMS WILLIAM
GROS VENTRE
GUATEMALA
GUITAR
GUNVILLE WAYNE
GUTHRIE ADRIAN
GUTIERREZ FELIX
GUTIERREZ WILLIAM
GUYANA
GYMNASTICS
HAAR CHARLENE
HAAS HAYES
HABITAT HUMANITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/28/1992 S081
6/15/1995
12/1A/1995
8/28/1991
7/21/1993
11/10/1993
11/10/1993
12/15/1993
1/05/1999
1/26/1999
3/09/1995
2/18/1993
12/29/1999
1/05/1995
11/02/1995
11/23/1995
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
2/26/1991
9/15/1992
7/08/1992
6/09/1993
6/23/1993
1/12/1999
7/07/1999
7/27/1999
10/29/1992
1/26/1999
2/10/1999
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
12/29/1991
9/03/1991
9/29/1991
12/09/1991
7/08/1993
9/18/1991
2/09/1995
3/09/1992
2/19/1992
2/19/1991
9/01/1992
8/26/1992
8/31/1999
9/28/1995
5/13/1992
10/05/1995
3/11/1992
2/09/1992
7/02/1991
5/12/1993
6/23/1993
1/21/1992
1/22/1991
7/10/1991
9/15/1993
11/23/1999
11/23/1999
1/05/1995
9/09/1991
12/29/1999
9/29/1993
11/02/1999
1/05/1995
11/13/1991
7/22/1992
10/15/1992
9/11/1991
2/26/1991
3/27/1991
1/19/1993
3/02/1999
6/22/1999
7/13/1999
BOll
AOll
A093
A061
A019
A029
BO 12
B012
B012
B032
S181
A039
A051
B012
A025
A091
A029
A091
A053
A061
BO 12
A091
B012
B013
B051
BO 12
A051
AO 51
A015
A099
A061
A061
A026
A029
C019
A031
A083
B013
C012
B051
B031
A051
A081
BOll
B012
B069
B071
coil
A023
A112
A091
S229
BOll
B059
A025
A012
S022
AOll
AOll
C091
A039
A039
B093
B012
A039
A071
A092
B019
B095
A081
A075
B031
B021
A053
B012
KSUSIE GRASS-LEADING A COLORFUL LIFE FOR EIGHT DECAD
SEE BURIAL
KBROTHERS LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED
KMONUMENT BUSINESS FAILS IN ITS PROMISE
MR GRAY DESERVED THANKS NOT ACCUSATIONS CD
AN OPEN LETTER TO CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX CD
XNIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL ACCUSED OF SIDING WITH RANCHERS
PRESIDENT ZAH REPEATS CALL FOR END TO FILIBUSTER
CRST RANCHERS UP IN ARMS ABOUT COUNCIL LEASE MOVE
CHEYENNE RIVER RANCHERS FILE INJUNCTIONS
KSENATOR ADDRESSES HEALTH, GAMING, GRAZING
GRAZING FEE DEBATE HITS HOME ON THE RANGE
KRAMONA GREANY--GRANDDAUGHTER OF OMAHA CHIEFS
BRITAIN SETTLES CLAIM WITH NEW ZEALAND'S MAORI
FOR THE OYATE—THE BEST 8 BRIGHTEST WISHES CD
ENVIRONMENTAL 'TTH GENERATION' AMENDMENT BACKED
CONTAMINATION REPORTED DOWN
UNITY WILL MAKE US ONE NATION (ED)
TRIBAL CONCERNS DISCUSSED DURING SIOUX MEETING
IS THERE FREEDOM OF PRESS IN INDIAN COUNTRY (ED)
KTRUST FUNDS SHOULD BE MANAGED BY LAKOTA PEOPLE
XGREAT SIOUX NATION RESERVES WATER BOUNTY
LAKOTA SUMMIT TO DISCUSS ISSUES OF TODAY
IS THE WORD 'UNITY' BECOMING A JOKE? (ED)
KWHOSE CHIEF IS THIS?
GREAT SIOUX NATION FOCUS OF NEW BROCHURE
WOUNDED KNEE MEDAL OF HONOR ARTICLE IN NEB MAGAZINE
KGERMAN REMEMBERED BY OST MEMBERS
ENROLLED OR NOT, GREEN STILL SAYS SHE'S CHEROKEE (L)
READERS GIVE OPPOSING VIEWS ON INDIANNESS (L)
'10 LITTLE INDIANS' REMARK DRAWS SUSPENSION
ONE OF 'TEN LITTLE INDIANS' INSULTED SPEAKS (L)
DOLAND COACH'S ATTITUDE PREJUDICED AND OFFENSIVE
GREENFIELD OFFERS AN APOLOGY OVER SPORTS ARTICLE
COACH RESIGNS AFTER CUSTER ARTICLE
GREENPEACE ENTERS FRAY OVER ROSEBUD DUMP
GOOD ROAD COALITION GREENPEACE AGAINST ROSEBUD LANDF
KOGLALA MAY JOIN GREENPEACE VOYAGE
GREENPEACE ATTACKS PLAN FOR NUCLEAR WASTE ON RES
KSICANGU SUN-TIMES--'HERE TO STAY'
XON THE CONCERT TRAIL WITH RICKY LYNN GREGG
GREY CLOUD GETS LIFE FOR SISSETON MURDER
XJURISDICTION SPELLS LIFE OR DEATH FOR TRIBES
PROTEST LODGED AGAINST GRANT TO GREY EAGLES (L)
XSIOUX WANT HILLS LAND, DISAGREE ON HOW TO GET IT
GREY EAGLES PROTEST DISTRIBUTION PLAN
GREY EAGLES TO OPPOSE DEVILS TOWER CLIMBING
KGREY EYES LISTED IN 'WHO'S WHO'
XJANE B GREY--A SPOKESWOMAN FOR THE AGING
X6REYEYES--THE MAN BEHIND THE ROLE
MARTINA GREYWIND--ANTI-ABORTIONISTS 'LOST THE BABY'
ELDER--PLEA FOR DONATIONS FOR FT BERTHOLD COMM COLL
KGRIZZARD DISPLAYS IGNORANCE
XJOLLIES BAG SUCCESS WITH A GROCERY STORE
EAGLE BUTTE TO HAVE NEW GROCERY STORE
GROOMS SENTENCED
APPEAL FREES WILLIAM GROOMS
SEE ALSO FT BELKNAP RESERV
GROS VENTRE FEAR GOLD MINE CONTAMINATION
HISTORY OF A VARIED LAND
KGUATEMALAN PROTEST
XHOT SPRINGS MAN SEES MAYAN OPPRESSION IN CENTRAL
xROCK GUITARIST INVOLVED WITH EVOLVING
XSTONE SCULPTOR FEATURED ARTIST--UNITED TRIBES EXPO
ALASKA PROSECUTOR DROPS CASE AGAINST BANISHED TEEN
GUTIERREZ SELECTED FOR PACIFIC POST
XMUSIC MAKER
GUYANA CRACKS DOWN ON EXPLOITATION
XTUMBLIN' MUSTANGS
READER BACKS HAAR FOR SENATE (L)
XHAAR NOT FAMILIAR WITH SOME INDIAN ISSUES
HAAS COMPLETES TRIBES PROGRAM
HOUSING MINISTRY WANTS TO BUILD HOMES
XHABITAT FOR HUMANITY REPRESENTATIVES
HABITAT DIRECTOR TO BUILD UP PROGRAM
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY INTERNATIONAL ATTACKS HOUSING
XJIMMY CARTER PROJECT BRINGS EXCITEMENT
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY BRINGS JIMMY CARTER
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HABITAT HUMANITY
HACKER CHARLES
HACKETT-KURTZ CO
HAGEN RICHARD
HA6EN VICKY
HAGEN-COLL HELENE
HAIDA
HAIR
HAISLIP RANDY
HALBRITTER RAY
HALE ALBERT
HALFWAY HOUSE
HALL OF FAME
HALL PAM
HALL TOMMY
HALLUM MATTHEW
HALWOOD FRANKLIN
HAMILTON BUD
HAMPTON INSTITUTE
HAND GLORIA NEISS
HAND SCOTTY
HAND VALERIE NEISS
HANDBALL
HANDGAME
HANDICAPPED
HANEY ENOCH
HANEY KELLY
HANEY MICHAEL
HANGINGS
HANITCHAK PAM
HANSEN BILL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/20/199A
7/20/1994
7/27/1994
7/27/1994
3/02/1995
8/03/1995
5/25/1994
1/26/1995
9/25/1991
3/04/1992
6/10/1992
1/28/1993
1/26/1994
11/02/1994
12/11/1991
9/04/1991
6/15/1994
1/14/1992
7/13/1995
9/22/1993
10/06/1993
12/01/1993
2/23/1994
8/17/1994
12/07/1994
12/15/1994
1/19/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
5/18/1995
9/07/1995
5/29/1991
6/10/1992
5/19/1993
8/18/1993
9/15/1993
1/12/1994
5/11/1994
5/11/1994
5/25/1994
6/15/1994
9/08/1994
10/05/1994
10/12/1994
6/08/1995
10/26/1995
3/09/1994
10/06/1993
12/04/1991
5/08/1991
4/14/1993
4/07/1993
1/22/1991
7/14/1993
1/28/1992
6/08/1994
6/15/1994
5/04/1995
3/27/1991
4/10/1991
7/02/1991
8/14/1991
9/11/1991
12/04/1991
4/22/1992
12/31/1992
12/31/1992
4/28/1993
10/05/1995
11/20/1991
4/08/1992
12/24/1991
3/02/1995
8/24/1995
9/14/1995
10/27/1993
3/09/1995
AOll
A041
A042
A061
B031
B051
B012
A061
BOll
B041
B071
A053
B061
B021
B042
AO53
B051
A013
A061
A031
B051
AOll
A033
A014
A031
A014
AOll
S031
S041
AO 41
A113
A071
B042
B053
AOll
B051
BOll
A031
A063
A042
B062
B031
A062
B012
B066
coil
B065
A044
A061
B015
B093
B012
A026
A035
S241
B051
B083
C121
A065
A082
A141
B071
A013
A061
A023
A015
B023
BO 12
B031
AO 12
A084
A012
A013
A023
AlOl
A071
C063
XFORMER PRESIDENT KICKS OFF EAGLE BUTTE PROJECT
HAMMERING HOME A REAL SUCCESS STORY (ED)
CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBAL CHAIRMAN SAYS THANK (L)
KCARTERS, VOLUNTEERS GO ON HOME BUILDING BLITZ
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY PLANS TO EXPAND ON RES
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY TO START BUILDING NEXT SUMMER
BIA OFFICIAL INDICTED ON BRIBERY CHARGES
BIA OFFICIAL CONVICTED IN CORRUPTION CASE
WORKERS ACCUSE HACKETT-KURTZ CO OF UNFAIRNESS
KCAPITOL GAINS--HOW THE STATE LEGISLATURE WORKS
HAGEN, LUCAS ADVANCE TO GENERAL ELECTION
REP DICK HAGEN REPORTS
HAGEN LOOKS FOR MORE THAN 600 NEW BILLS
ELECTIONS 1994
VICKY HAGEN NEW DEAN AT SISSETON COLLEGE
HAGEN-COLL DEFENDS DECADE-LONG LABOR (L)
TLINGIT, HAIDA TRIBES RECEIVE ALASKA BANK GRANT
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM UPHELD BY COURT IN HAIR-LENGTH BAT
PSEUDO AM INDIAN ARTIST CAUGHT IN VIOLATION OF FED
KONEIDAS PROTEST DEER DECISION
ONEIDA MAY SANCTION DISSENTERS
KDEER BACKS ONEIDA CHIEF
DEER BACKS HALBRITTER
ZAH, HALE WIN NAVAJO PRIMARY
PRESIDENT-ELECT TO SEEK PRIVATE FUNDING FOR INAUGURA
HALE TRANSITION TEAM READIES
KHALE CALLS FOR UNITY IN NAVAJOLAND
KA SHEEP HERDER'S TOUCH--HALE HEADS NAVAJO
XMEETING.OF NATIONS
KNAVAJO'S ALBERT HALE BIG ENOUGH TO FORGIVE
INDIAN NATIONS CONVENE IN DC
BUSBY, MONT., YOUTH HALFWAY HOUSE UNDERWAY
WALN CHOSEN FOR SD HALL OF FAME
BORDEAUX, WHITE EAGLE HONORED BY SD HALL OF FAME
SAC S FOX WOMAN SELECTED TO IOWA HALL OF FAME
XWILMA MANKILLER TO BE INDUCTED IN HALL OF FAME
BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW FOUNDATION AWARDS GRANT
*TODAY PUBLISHER NOMINATED TO HALL OF FAME
SUNDOWN ENSHRINED IN ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
CONGRATULATIONS TO TIM GIAGO FROM ANOTHER (L)
TATER WARD IS NOW PART OF DAKOTA LORE
KCHIEF KICKING BIRD INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
LAFLESCHE INDUCTED INTO NATL WOMEN'S HALL OF FAME
GIAGO INDUCTED INTO SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF FAME
THREE INDUCTED TO HALL OF FAME
KHOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL FOR TOP BARREL RACER
KOGLALA YOUTH WINS TRIP TO LOS ANGELES
THE 'WRONG MAN' CONTINUES TO BE PROSECUTED (L)
x'MOUTH PAINTING' IS NAVAJO ARTIST'S ANSWER TO HANOI
HOT SPRINGS JUMPER SETSSTATE RECORD
HAMILTON GETS A LEG UP ON HIGH JUMP
XHAMPTON STUDENTS COME HOME TO STANDING ROCK
ROSEBUD WOMAN DIES IN HOUSE FIRE
SCOTTY HAND MEMORIAL RODEO SCHEDULED
KHAVE A GOOD HEART, VALERIE NEISS HAND
TOP ATHLETES PICKED TO LEARN NEW SPORT
HANDGAME WINNERS
KTHIRD ANNUAL TRADITIONAL HAND/STICK GAME TOURNEY
SEE ALSO DISABILITY
HOPI CENTER MAY CLOSE—VICTIM OF TRIBAL POLITICS?
GROUP WOULD IMPROVE LIFE FOR THE DISABLED
XPINE RIDGE RESERVATION QUAD SQUAD, A SUPPORT GROUP
TODD SCHOOLS PROVIDE HANDICAPPED SERVICES
HANDICAPPED ARTIST SNARES FIRST PLACE
K'MOUTH PAINTING' IS NAVAJO ARTIST'S ANSWER TO HANOI
SCHOOL ACCUSED OF MISUSING FUNDS FOR HANDICAPPED
COMPLAINTS INVESTIGATED AGAINST SPECIAL SERVICES CO
DAKOTA LINK TO HELP HANDICAP WITH EQUIPMENT
XPROGRAM LINKS EQUIPMENT TO PINE RIDGE HANDICAPPED
KNEW WHEELS--HELPING THE HANDICAPPED
KARTIST-POLITICIAN FROM OKLAHOMA BIDS FOR SENATE
HANEY ENTERS SENATE RACE
RACE SLURS TRIGGER KC CHIEFS SUIT
MANKATO 38 TO BE REMEMBERED
KWIPING THE TEARS
KGATHERING KINSHIP
CANCER EDUCATOR DEAD AT AGE 45
KWARRIOR TAKES THE PLUNGE
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HANSON GORDON
HANTAVIRUS
HARASSMENT
HARBURY JENNIFER
HARCOURT MIKE
HARDIN HIGH SCHOOL
HARE EUGENE
HARE LETA P
HARJO SUZAN SHOWN
HARNEY PEAK SD
HARRIS FRED R
HARRIS RYAN
HART ANN
HART RANCH
HARTZ JIM
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
HARVEY FRED
HARVEY PAUL
HARVEY THERESA
HASKELL BOB
HASKELL JUNIOR COL
haSkell university
HASKELL-HOUDEK LOR
HASKETT ANDREA
HASS JONATHAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/21/1992 A071 KGORDON HANSON--COVERING INDIAN S COWBOY COUNTRY
6/02/1993 AOll FATAL ILLNESS INFECTING THE SOUTHWEST WITH FEAR
6/09/1993 AOll RODENTS MAY BE CARRIER OF MYSTERY ILLNESS
6/09/1993 A031 MYSTERY ILLNESS--HANTAVIRUS LOGISTICS
6/16/1993 A065 MYSTERY ILLNESS CONTINUES TO STALK NAVAJO COUNTRY
6/23/1993 A032 MYSTERY DISEASE SHOULD NOT MEAN RACIAL QUARANTINE
6/30/1993 A012 $6 MILLION APPROVED FOR 'MYSTERY ILLNESS'
6/30/1993 A053 A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE MYSTERY ILLNESS
7/08/1993 A07A FEAR OF ILLNESS CAUSES FRUSTRATION^ RUMORS
9/22/1993 A031 FORT TOTTEN BOY LATEST VICTIM OF HANTAVIRUS
9/22/1993 A034 WHAT TO WATCH FOR AND TIPS ON AVOIDING HANTAVIRUS
10/27/1993 A065 IHS HANTAVIRUS VIDEOTAPE AVAILABLE
11/03/1993 B012 1ST RECORD OF FATAL VIRUS FOUND IN 1991 SD CASE
12/15/1993 COAA NEW MEXICO CONFIRMS 17TH HANTAVIRUS CASE
2/10/1994 A075 NEW MEXICO WOMAN IS IITH TO DIE FROM HANTAVIRUS
3/02/1994 A075 CANYON HANTAVIRUS DRAWS NAVAJO RANGER'S CRITICISM
3/09/1994 A013 NAVAJO IRKED AT HANTAVIRUS' NEW NAME
4/27/1994 A062 NAVAJO NATION SAYS NO TO HANTAVIRUS NAME
5/11/1994 A062 NAVAJO RELUCTANT GUINEA PIGS IN HANTAVIRUS STUDY
6/29/1994 A051 WHEN JOURNALISTS BROUGHT SHAME TO THE NAVAJO NATION
SEE ALSO SEXUAL HARASSMENT
11/10/1994 B071 XADMIRED STUDENT ARRESTED AFTER HARASSMENT INCIDENT
11/23/1994 AOll ^GUATEMALAN PROTEST
10/12/1994 C051 BRITISH COLUMBIA PREMIER SAYS CASINOS 'OUT OF STEP'
3/23/1995 coil ^SHARING LESSONS OF LIFE
3/23/1995 C031 NATIVE STUDENTS FILE GRIEVANCE--AT CONFERENCE
3/30/1995 A015 KKK LITTERS CROW RESERVATION WITH HATE PROPAGANDA
4/06/1995 A044 ALUMNUS PROUD OF HARDIN STUDENTS (L)
12/07/1994 BOll FORMER YANKTON OFFICIAL ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
5/11/1995 C014 STUDENT RECEIVES REIFEL SCHOLARSHIP AT SDSU
1/07/1993 A061 KART FOR INDIANS' SAKE--NATIVE VOICES S VISIONS
9/29/1993 A044 HARJO RESPONDS TO WRITERS SERIES (L)
12/08/1993 A053 SUZAN HARJO--CHURCHILL HAS COME OUT OF HIS CLOSET
7/08/1993 B043 STUDENTS LOST NEAR HARNEY PEAK FOUND
11/12/1992 B031 HUMAN RIGHTS TALK SET AT SDSU
9/18/1991 A053 xASK RYAN
9/18/1991 A071 KTEEN HOLDS CLASSMATES AT GUNPOINT--NO ONE INJURED
1/21/1992 A083 OGLALA TO OPEN EXHIBITION WITH A PRAYER
6/26/1991 B063 HART RANCH SPONSORS NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL DAYS
7/08/1992 A041 xGATEKEEPER HEARS FROM BACK OF BUS
3/12/1991 A014 XGIAGO TO BE HONORED BY HARVARD UNIVERSITY
2/12/1992 A031 BLAKE^ GIAGO TO LECTURE AT HARVARD
10/29/1992 A065 GIAGO TO LECTURE AT HARVARD
5/05/1993 B041 HARVARD RETURNS SACRED FIGURE
3/02/1994 A083 PLUME TO SPEAK AT HARVARD
3/02/1994 B034 GIAGO TO ADDRESS NIEMAN FELLOWS AT HARVARD
6/01/1994 A041 ^PHOTOGRAPH BRINGS BACK MEMORIES OF GOOD TIMES
6/15/1994 B051 SIX STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR HARVARD MED SCHOOL RESEARCH
12/15/1994 C021 HARVARD SYMPOSIUM ADDRESSES INDIAN GAMING
10/12/1995 A061 HARVARD SEEKING AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS
8/03/1995 coil ^INVENTING THE SOUTHWEST FRED HARVEY COMPANY STYLE
1/19/1995 A041 XNAVAJO NATION'S INAUGURATION
5/11/1995 C014 EVERGREEN GRADUATE RECEIVES 'TEACHER OF THE YEAR'
4/15/1992 B071 HASKELL RUNS FOR RE-ELECTION TO STATE SENATE
5/01/1991 A033 HOUSING WOES AT HASKELL AIRED FOR SENATE PANEL
2/12/1992 A071 xTRADITIONAL CEREMONIES PURIFY HASKELL COLLEGE
2/12/1992 A071 SPIRITUALITY MAY BE UNKNOWN LEGACY
2/26/1992 A012 STUDENTS DIVIDED ON EFFECTS OF TUITION AT HASKELL
5/13/1992 A061 XMANKILLER--ONLY INDIANS CAN SOLVE INDIAN PROBLEMS
6/03/1992 A064 HASKELL/ KU SIGN HISTORICAL AGREEMENT FOR EDUCATION
7/29/1992 BlOl $7.1 MILLION FUNDING FOR HASKELL PASSES HOUSE
8/19/1992 coil XHASKELL MEDICINE WHEEL STRENGTHENS CYCLE OF HEALING
10/15/1992 A071 HASKELL SPONSORS 'RETHINKING COLUMBUS'
12/03/1992 B031 HASKELL STUDENTS NAMED TO 'WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS'
10/06/1993 B054 HASKELL COLLEGE ED PROGRAM EARNS ACCREDITATION
10/14/1993 A013 HASKELL STUDENTS, REGENTS JOIN TO FIGHT AGAINST CITY
10/14/1993 A035 UNIVERSITY STUDENTS RALLY AGAINST RACISM
11/03/1993 A012 HASKELL REGENTS DEMAND EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION STOP
11/10/1993 A033 XSTUDENTS MAKING GROUND IN FIGHT AGAINST TRAFFICWAY
11/17/1993 A013 DOCUMENTS REVEAL EXPRESSWAY LATEST ATTEMPT TO GAIN
12/01/1993 B051 xROAD PROJECT THREATENS HASKELL WETLANDS
6/29/1994 B073 HASKELL UNIVERSITY IMPROVES REALTY PROGRAM
9/08/1994 B051 TWO HASKELL STUDENTS ON A MAJIC BUS TOUR
9/21/1994 C024 MATH S SCIENCE CURRICULUM WILL BE UPGRADED AT HASKEL
9/07/1995 B064 HASKELL UNIVERSITY ACCREDITED
8/17/1994 BOll CRST TRIBAL MEMBER WINS ARTS MIDWEST FELLOWSHIP
6/15/1994 B083 TOP COWGIRL AND COWBOY
8/12/1992 B042 JONATHAN HAAS NAMED TO GRAVES PROTECTION REVIEW COMM
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HASTINGS NE
HAT ANNA ALTINA
HAT MARY
HATCHET THOMAS
HATCHETT MANUAL
HATFIELD MARK
HATRED
HATTAN MARY BONSER
HAUDENOSAUNEE
HAUKAAS TOM
HAUSMAN GERALD
HAVASUPAI RESERV
HAWAII
HAWK BRADLEY
HAWK FARLEY
HAWK GERRY WANDA
HAWKINS CLOUD
HAWKINS RUSSELL
HAWKS TOD
HAWLEY CRANSTON
HAYES DAKOTAH
HAYES IRA H
HAYES MARIE
HAYES PATRICK
HAZARDOUS WASTES
HE CROW PAMELA
HE DOG NELLIE BLAC
HEADSTART
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I2/07/199A A08I LAKOTA MAN SEEKS TRIBAL REMAINS IN HASTINGS
1/12/1995 B012 KDEATH PROMPTS RENEWED CONCERN
I/19/I995 B031 EXPOSURE CONFIRMED IN DEATH
12/24/1992 A043 kPOINTS WORTH NOTING AROUND INDIAN COUNTRY
12/24/1992 B041 XFORMER EMPLOYEE QUESTIONS DEATH BY EXPOSURE
9/28/1995 B105 GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN SEXUAL ABUSE CASE
4/15/1992 B023 HATCHETT SENTENCED FOR MANSLAUGHTER
2/11/1993 AOll HATFIELD JOINS INDIAN PANEL
5/18/1995 A055 HATRED NOT A FAMILY VALUE
5/25/1995 A075 GROUP TO SHINE LIGHT ON HATE GROUPS
6/01/1995 BOll KMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS--SICANGU ELDER'S EXPERIEN
SEE IROQUOIS
10/27/1993 AOll LEDGER BOOK ART--HISTORY/ HOT S WORTH A BUNDLE
9/07/1995 coil XCHILDREN'S BOOK TELLS TALES OF ANIMAL ORIGINS
3/17/1993 A071 FLOOD WATERS RAVAGE HAVASUPAI RESERVATION
11/03/1993 B086 HELICOPTERS TRANSPORT CLASSROOMS^ FIRE ENGINE
7/07/1994 A021 HAWAIIANS* STATUS NOW SUBJECT TO REVISION
12/07/1994 Bill HAWAII SOMETHING LESS THAN PARADISE FOR NATIVE PEOP
12/07/1994 Bill BLOOD QUANTUM LIMIT IN LENDING LAW LEAVES MANY ISLAN
12/07/1994 Bill GROUP SEEKS TO TAP INTO $400 MILLION CLINTON PROG
5/25/1995 BOll ^NEITHER RAIN NOR SNOW CAN STOP BRADLEY HAWK
6/26/1991 A036 BOXER EYES OLYMPICS
4/13/1994 B012 DEPT OF CORRECTIONS ADDS MINORITY LIAISON
9/11/1991 A075 HAWKINS SWORN IN FOR BUSH COMMITTEE
1/22/1991 B013 HAWKINS GIVES INAUGURATIONAL ADDRESS JAN 8
3/12/1991 A012 ILLEGAL CONTRIBUTIONS BRING RAP ON KNUCKLES
3/20/1991 A044 NO MORE INDIAN COUNTRY, PLEASE MR PRESIDENT (L)
7/02/1991 A012 XRECALL ON HAWKINS BUILDING
7/24/1991 A012 xSISSETON-WAHPETON DISSENTERS TURN TO BIA
8/07/1991 A044 SISSETON GROUP FIGHTS 'MOCKERY OF SOVEREIGNTY' (L)
7/15/1992 A051 ELECTION YEAR POLITICS ARE DIRTY (L)
10/08/1992 B015 HAWKINS, ROUSSEAU TOP SWST PRIMARY
9/21/1994 B021 xINDICTED BUSINESSMAN POINTS FINGER AT FORMER TRIBAL
11/10/1994 A013 HAWKINS ELECTED AGAIN AS SISSETON-WAHPETON CHAIRMAN
1/12/1995 B031 SISSETON-WAHPETON HOLDS INAUGURATION
5/18/1995 B061 CONSPIRACY CHARGES STILL STAND AGAINST SISSETON-WAHP
6/01/1995 A024 FBI TESTIMONY ZEROES IN ON HAWKINS' DEAL
6/08/1995 A012 xSlSSETON-WAHPETON CHAIRMAN FOUND GUILTY OF CONSPIRA
7/27/1995 BOll CONSPIRACY QUESTION PROMPTS HAWKINS APPEAL
8/17/1995 BOll NEW TRIAL ORDERED FOR RUSSELL HAWKINS
6/17/1992 B012 KDOWN-TO-EAPTH CANDIDATE PICKS UP PINE RIDGE TRASH
1/07/1993 B012 KFT BELKNAP JUDGE HAS SEEN TRAGIC TO COMICAL
10/19/1994 B045 XHAYES NAMED TO LEADERSHIP CONGRESS
3/05/1991 BOll KPIMA, MARICOPAS REMEMBER IRA H HAYES
3/04/1992 B065 IRA HAYES MONUMENT UNVEILED
6/03/1992 A096 ADDRESS CHANGE SAVES FAMILY
12/29/1995 A044 PATRICK HAYES' LEADERSHIP WILL BE MISSED (L)
4/24/1991 B024 YANKTON SIOUX STAND AGAINST WASTE FIRMS SCHEMES
5/29/1991 A094 TOXIC THREAT CONFERENCE SET JUNE 7-9
6/05/1991 A081 ^HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTEt-IT IS OUR PROBLEM
6/12/1991 A012 KOYATE MUST SPEAK TO PROTECT LAND
6/19/1991 B026 EPA FILES AGAINST WASTE BURNING FIRM
6/26/199,1 AOll STATES MUST TAKE WASTE
6/26/1991 A091 xWAYS TO REDUCE HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTES
5/13/1992 B071 XTURTLE MOUNTAIN MEMBERS FILE SUIT ON DUMP ISSUE
5/13/1992 B125 NAVAJOS RECEIVE GRANT TO CLEAN UP HAZARDOUS WASTE
3/02/1994 A064 NAVAJO MAN SAYS ENVIRONMENT SECOND TO MOST AMERICANS
5/29/1991 A083 $1 MILLION AWARDED IN OGLALA WOMAN'S DEATH
5/05/1993 B062 NELLIE HE DOG HONORED MAY 7
1/29/1991 S034 OST HEADSTART PROGRAM GETS FUNDS FOR NEW YEAR
5/15/1991 coil XHEADSTART GETS NEW PLAYGROUND
5/29/1991 A013 xFUTURE LEADERS
8/07/1991 B012 xIRON CLOUD A GRADUATE OF HEADSTART COURSE
10/02/1991 SlOl XTRANSITIONAL HEADSTART 1ST OF ITS KIND IN NATION
10/16/1991 A104 GROUND BROKEN FOR EAGLE BUTTE HEADSTART UNIT
10/23/1991 A071 OGLALA HEADSTART PROGRAM GETS GRANT
11/20/1991 A125 TRANSITIONAL HEADSTART TO PROVIDE MEALS
12/31/1991 A032 XHEADSTART CHRISTMAS JUBILEE
2/19/1992 B034 XHEADSTART STUDYING NEWSPAPERS
3/11/1992 B134 HEAD START RECRUITING STARTS AT CROW CREEK
8/12/1992 S041 XTRANSITIONAL HEADSTART GEARED FOR CULTURE, LANGUAG
9/30/1992 A064 xTHREE AT 4
9/30/1992 C013 CROW CREEK TO FACILITATE SPECIAL HEADSTART TRAINING
2/25/1993 A043 CLINTON--CHILDREN WITH LEAST WILL BE FIRST (L)
6/09/1993 B012 xFUTURE LEADERS
7/08/1993 B061 SD HEAD START BEATS NATIONAL STANDARDS
7/28/1993 BOll HEAD START COALITION CONFERENCE AUG 25
8/04/1993 A012 xDRUMMING UP A HEAD START
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8/0A/1993 B012 UNIQUE HEAD START HELPS CHILDREN ADJUST TO CITY LIFE
8/18/1993 BOAA RST HEAD START SEEKS TOYS
10/20/1993 BOll HEAD START OFFERING ADULT^ CHILDREN FOOD PLAN AT CRO
11/03/1993 B052 SPONSORSHIP ANNOUNCED FOR HEAD START^ PARENT PROGRAM
11/10/1993 B012 XSTRINGS OF SUCCESS
11/10/1993 B012 KTRANSITIONAL PROGRAM GIVES CHILDREN HEAD START
11/17/1993 AOll ^STRINGING ALONG
11/17/1993 B021 KCAREGIVERS EARN CDA CREDENTIALS
11/17/1993 B092 BADLANDS HEAD START TO BEGIN IN MARCH
1/05/1994 B042 VFU DONATES MITTENS TO HEAD START PROGRAM
1/26/1994 B012 xUNDER THE BOARDWALK?
3/30/1994 A032 HEARINGS HELD ABOUT HEAD START
4/06/1994 B042 XGROUND BROKEN FOR NEW HEAD START BUILDING
5/25/1994 A021 HEAD START EXPANSION INCLUDES TRIBES
6/08/1994 B013 PARENTS WATCH FIRST GRADUATION WITH PRIDE
8/03/1994 coil DAKOTA TRANSITIONAL HEAD START, TOKAHE WAONSPE
8/03/1994 C0I2 MILLE LACS GOVT HELPS SAVE HEAD START PROGRAM
9/14/1994 B041 kTHE GRADUATES
12/15/1994 AOll XDECKIN' THE HALLS
1/26/1995 B014 PROMOTING LOVE OF LEARNING IS TOP GOAL
4/27/1995 A013 xSPRING CHICKENS
5/18/1995 B012 ^MOTHER'S DAY SURPRISE
7/27/1995 BOll KBUBBLES AWAY
10/26/1995 B083 xTOKAHE WAONSPE
12/07/1995 B015 kDECK THE HALLS!
SEE GRAVESTONES
4/27/1994 A053 TAKINI NETWORK WORKING ON HOLOCAUST HEALING EFFORT
10/26/1994 B014 RED ROAD RETREAT FOCUS ON RECOVERY
11/16/1994 B021 MITAKUYE OYASIN PROJECT ADDRESSES FETAL ALCOHOL SYND
3/09/1995 C034 BOOK REVEALS 14 RECOVERY STORIES
3/23/1995 C061 Kl4 AM INDIANS SHARE STORIES OF HARDSHIP
4/06/1995 A071 NORTHERN CHEYENNE TO TRAVEL DOWN 'HEALING PATH'
10/05/1995 B031 RED ROAD GATHERING IN 7TH YEAR
12/29/1995 B013 XRECENT GATHERING INSPIRES HEALING FOR COMMUNITIES
SEE ALSO INDIAN HEALTH SERV, MENTAL HEALTH, WELLNESS
2/19/1991 AOll BUSH WOULD SLASH INDIAN HOUSING AND HEALTH
5/22/1991 A025 INDIAN HEALTH ISSUES TO BE COVERED BY RADIO
6/26/1991 A012 RAPID CITY HEALTH GROUP OVERDRAWN
7/02/1991 A081 xCOUNTRIES EXPLORE SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
7/10/1991 A064 BOARD MEMBER TELLS EXPERIENCES CD
8/14/1991 A032 GRANT SUPPORTS ALASKA RADIOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
8/14/1991 C012 MORE INDIAN DOCTORS NEEDED TO IMPROVE HEALTH
8/21/1991 AOll NAVAJOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
8/28/1991 B044 WAYS TO FIX FOOD THAT WILL BE GOOD FOR HEALTH
9/11/1991 A075 SPIRITUALITY-WELLNESS CONFERENCE SET
9/25/1991 A034 POSITIVE LIFESTYLES CAN PREVENT MOST DISEASES
9/25/1991 B031 xHEALTH EFFECTS OF RADIATION EXPLORED INDIANS ALERT
10/30/1991 A062 COMMUNITY HEALTH PROGRAMS INVITED TO ENTER CONTESTS
11/13/1991 A096 SEC SULLIVAN TO VISIT RAPID CITY NOV 13
11/13/1991 B024 DIABETES AND INDIANS--80 PERCENT ARE AFFECTED
11/27/1991 coil CHILDREN COULD BENEFIT FROM ROLLING DOCTORS
1/08/1992 A061 'DOC-IN-A-BOX' SPEAKS OUT ABOUT PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL
2/04/1992 A013 XEDUCATION, HEALTH CUTS SUBSTANTIAL
2/04/1992 A061 HEALTH CARE PANEL PROPOSED
2/04/1992 A063 HEALTH CARE STILL TOP PRIORITY ISSUE
3/11/1992 A015 TRIBES PROTEST BUDGET CUTS
4/29/1992 C023 OLC HEALTH CAREER SUMMER PROGRAM STUDENTS NEEDED
5/13/1992 B075 NEBRASKA MINORITIES FACE GREATEST RISKS
6/24/1992 A023 SPEARS SUSPENDED WITH PAY
6/24/1992 B053 NATIONAL HEALTH CONFERENCE SET FOR AUGUST 15-19
7/22/1992 A085 SPEARS TERMINATED BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
8/19/1992 A053 READER HORRIFIED BY RESERVATION MORTALITY (L)
9/02/1992 A103 HEALTH STUDY SHOULD INCLUDE INDIANS
9/23/1992 B041 BARRIERS MUST BE BROKEN DOWN TO GET HEALTH INFO
9/23/1992 B044 xHEALTH ALWAYS MUST PAY FOR EXPOSURE TO RADIATION
11/05/1992 A053 DON'T BE SCARED TO DEATH OF YOUR HEALTH
11/12/1992 B013 ^CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON BUILDING UP WELLNESS
11/26/1992 B065 NNN EXPANDS ITS HEALTH COVERAGE
12/03/1992 A081 RCIHB SPECIAL MEETING DEC 3
12/17/1992 B012 xELDERS WANT NEW HEALTH ELECTION
12/24/1992 C061 CHIPPEWA WOMAN TO HEAD INDIAN HEALTH HOSPITAL
1/21/1993 A064 TAKING CONTROL--CONFERENCE CONFRONTS REPRODUCTIVE IS
2/18/1993 B053 KFT TOTTEN WOMAN MAKES THE GRADE
3/03/1993 A066 CONFERENCE HELPS WOMEN DISPEL TABOOS
5/12/1993 AOll KROSEBUD THREATENED WITH LOSS OF HEALTH FUNDS
6/23/1993 A032 ZAH LINKS NAVAJO HEALTH WOES TO BAN ON HOUSING
8/04/1993 BOll MOBILE UNIT BRINGS MEDICAL DEVICES
8/04/1993 S212 kTRIBE KEEPS HEALTH HELP IN COMMUNITY
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9/22/1993 A03A WHAT TO WATCH FOR AND TIPS ON AVOIDING HANTAVIRUS
1/19/1994 B031 TEEN CONNECTIONS--LINKING TEEN GIRLS TO HEALTHY CHOI
2/02/1994 B051 SIOUX SAN CLINIC OUTGROWS FACILITIES
4/27/1994 AD82 XBLOOMBERG NOMINATED FOR HEALTH HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
5/04/1994 B073 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE OFFERS HEALTH CAREER PROGRAM
7/07/1994 B012 HEALTH SURVEY LOOKS FOR WARNING SIGNS
10/12/1994 BOll HEALTHY NATIONS PROJECT MOVES INTO SECOND PHASE
10/19/1994 A071 CHEMICAL SPILL IN HEALTH CENTER MAKES 9 ILL
11/23/1994 B051 DIABETES HITS HARD IN INDIAN COUNTRY
12/29/1994 A081 USD APPRENTICE PROGRAM AWARDED 3-YEAR GRANT
1/05/1995 A015 HEALTH WORKER STRICKEN WITH 'FLESH-EATING* BACTERIA
2/02/1995 A081 BIRD NAMED TO PUBLIC HEALTH BOARD
2/16/1995 B031 FEBRUARY IS HEALTHY HEART MONTH AT SIOUX SAN
5/04/1995 B043 IS FLOODING CAUSE OF ILLNESSES?
7/27/1995 coil KDIABETICS USE EXERCISE TO CONTROL DISEASE
7/27/1995 C021 HEALTHY NATIONS GRANTS AWARDED
7/27/1995 C071 ^MINNESOTA HEALTH FAIR A SUCCESS
9/14/1995 B032 MYSTERIOUS PERSIAN GULF ILLNESS--GOVERNMENT SCRUTINY
1/14/1993 A012 ELDERS QUESTION HEALTH BOARD NO-PROFIT STATUS
1/14/1993 A014 BOARD IMPROVES FROM 'MARGINAL' STATUS
2/04/1993 A013 NO NON-PROFIT STATUS FOR RC HEALTH BOARD
2/11/1993 A061 FORMER DIRECTOR DEFENDS HIMSELF AGAINST RCIHB
2/11/1993 A063 WOMEN CLARIFY HEALTH BOARD ISSUES
2/11/1993 B105 RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD PLANS EXPANSION OF PROGRAMS
2/18/1993 B041 ELDERS VOICE CONCERN OVER HIRING OF DRIVERS
2/25/1993 B015 XHEALTH BOARD REGAINS NON-PROFIT
3/03/1993 A051 ELDERS--HEALTH BOARD PULLED PALACE COUP
3/03/1993 BOll RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD PASSES AUDIT AND REVIEW
3/10/1993 A044 HEALTH BOARD IS PUTTING PUBLIC RELATIONS FACE ON (L)
3/17/1993 A061 ROLE OF HEALTH BOARD A MATTER OF DEBATE
3/31/1993 B012 PETITION ASKS FOR BOARD RESIGNATIONS
5/05/1993 A061 HEALTH BOARD UP TO SOMETHING GOOD--OB/GYN PROGRAM
8/18/1993 BOll RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD TERMINATES CHAIRWOMAN
9/01/1993 B013 FORMER RCIHB CHAIRWOMAN CHARGES MISMANAGEMENT
10/06/1993 A072 FINANCIAL CONTROLS, MGMT OF INDIAN HEALTH BOARD HIT
10/20/1993 A044 ELDERS RAISE ISSUES TO CONSIDER FOR ADVIS BOARD (L)
10/27/1993 BOll RCIHB SELECTED TO RECEIVE GRANT
11/03/1993 BOll NEW MEMBERS PICKED FOR LOCAL HEALTH BOARD
12/22/1993 BOll RAPID CITY GETS IHS HIGH RISK CONTRACT
6/08/1994 A025 WHITE PLUME ASKED TO RESIGN OVER FINANCIAL IMPROP
6/22/1994 B012 RCIHB.SELECTS NEW DIRECTOR--NOT WITHOUT CONTROVERSY
6/22/1994 B013 WHITE PLUME OUSTED FROM HEALTH BOARD
6/29/1994 A044 HEALTH BOARD LAYS DOWN THE LAW (L)
6/29/1994 B012 RCIHB NOT HAPPY WITH MEMBER REPLACEMENT CHOICE
7/07/1994 B031 kRCIHB CONSIDERS GROUP'S LETTER
7/20/1994 B012 RCIHB REMOVES ANOTHER BOARD MEMBER
8/31/1994 B015 RCIHB SEEKS CANDIDATES, ELECTION INPUT
9/14/1994 A044 HEALTH BOARD IGNORES HEALTH--CONTINUES SQUABBLES (L)
9/14/1994 B023 HEALTH BOARD JOBS A MERRYtGO-ROUND
9/21/1994 A044 HEALTH BOARD IGNORES ITS OWN RULES (L)
9/21/1994 B012 XHEALTH BOARD RESOLVES TO OUST JIM COURNOYER
10/12/1994 B012 RdHB^ OUSTS MARILYN PRAIRIE
10/12/1994 B013 BOARD GETS CONTRACT EXTENSION
10/19/1994 B034 HEALTH BOARD VACANCY TO BE FILED SOON
10/19/1994 B034 FORMER HEALTH BOARD DIRECTOR RESPONDS TO ALLEGATIONS
10/26/1994 B012 TRIBES FOCUS CRITICAL EYE ON HEALTH BOARD'S ACTIONS
10/26/1994 B013 SPECIAL MEETING INCONCLUSIVE
11/02/1994 B012 RECORD TURNOUT FOR HEALTH BOARD ELECTION
11/10/1994 B014 TURMOIL CONTINUES AT INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
11/16/1994 B012 INDIAN HEALTH BOARD BANK ACCOUNTS FROZEN
11/16/1994 B013 BOARD ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
12/22/1994 A031 INJUNCTION FILED IN CIRCUIT COURT OVER HEALTH BOARD
12/22/1994 A031 HEALTH BOARD EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FIRED
12/22/1994 BOll OST HEALTH BOARD MEETS
12/29/1994 B021 xINDIAN HEALTH BOARD DIRECTOR STILL SUSPENDED
1/05/1995 A044 RESPECT IS AN EARNED VIRTUE (L)
1/12/1995 B021 VICTORIA LEE, NAVAJO, NAMED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
1/19/1995 B031 HEALTH BOARD GOES TO COURT
2/02/1995 A035 HEALTH BOARD CIRCUIT COURT HEARING CONTINUES
2/09/1995 A065 JUDGE RULES NEW HEALTH BOARD IS LEGAL
2/23/1995 B015 PHYSICIANS GIVE HEALTH BOARD ULTIMATUM
2/23/1995 B033 BOARD CHAIRMAN RESPONDS TO DOCTORS' LETTER
10/19/1995 BOll INDIAN HEALTH BOARD LAUNCHING NEW FOR-PROFIT BUSINES
10/26/1995 B021 kFORMER OST PRESIDENT TO HEAD INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
11/23/1995 BOll *ELDERLY TAKE RAPID CITY IND HEALTH BOARD TO TASK
12/21/1995 BOll NEW MEMBERS TO SIT ON RCIHB
12/21/1995 B013 xNEW PLANNER PROMISES SEVERAL HEALTH BOARD CHANGES
12/21/1995 B024 *ELDERS SAY THEY NEED MORE COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
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3/20/1991 AG12 ^OKLAHOMA TRIBES SHORT OF HEALTH CARE
7/10/1991 AOfil LAKOTA MUST TAKE BACK HEALTH CARE (L)
10/30/1991 BOll KBETTER HEALTH CARE EXPLORED FOR MARTIN RESIDENTS
1/28/1992 S311 XELDERLY NEEDS, THIS NATION'S 'BERLIN WALL'
3/11/1992 A053 RESPECT THOSE WHO LEARN, CARE (L)
4/01/1992 A012 XMOVE ON TO SAVE HEALTH CARE
4/01/1992 A034 HEALTH CARE BILL EMPHASIZES TRIBAL CONTROL
4/08/1992 A085 ELDERS LOST IN CARE PLAN
4/08/1992 B044 RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD SCHEDULES APRIL MEETING
4/15/1992 B025 LOWER BRULE IS HOST TO SENATE HEARING
4/22/1992 AOll WELLSTONE BACKS HEALTH BILL
4/22/1992 A012 SENATORS—HEALTH NEEDS CRITICAL
4/29/1992 B023 xNURSlNG CONFERENCE OFFERS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
5/27/1992 A034 REP MlLLER--$20 MILLION FOR FAS
6/24/1992 A013 HEALTH CARE BILL PASSED
7/01/1992 A125 INDIAN HEALTH CONFERENCE SLATED FOR JULY
8/12/1992 A031 KlHS COMMITS TO CHILDREN, CAN'T SAVE RURAL IN-PATIEN
8/26/1992 AlOl XPHYSICIANS DISCUSS THE USE OF 'INDIAN MEDICINE'
9/09/1992 A074 AREA STUDENTS ATTEND INMED SUMMER SESSIONS
10/08/1992 B012 SIOUX SAN MAY GET NEW BUILDINGS
10/15/1992 A072 CONGRESS PASSES INDIAN HEALTH BILL THROUGH 2000
10/22/1992 B061 HEALTH CARE NEEDS DOCTORING
11/12/1992 B012 WORKSHOPS EXAMINE NURSING HOMES, DIABETES
12/10/1992 A064 WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL ESCAPES CLOSURE
2/04/1993 BOll NEW LAW FILLS IN 'MEDIGAP' INSURANCE
2/11/1993 BlOl KNEW HEALTH SUPPLIER HOPES TO MEND RESERVATION NEED
3/10/1993 A081 CULTURAL HURDLES SET BACK HEALTH CARE RESEARCH
3/17/1993 AOll HILLARY HOSTING HEALTH SUMMIT
3/24/1993 A012 *F1RST LADY VOWS HEALTH AID
3/31/1993 A061 GORE HEARS INDIAN HEALTH CONCERNS
4/28/1993 B012 KNURSE WINS $100,000 FOUNDATION AWARD
5/19/1993 B074 ^BORDEAUX STRESSES COLLEGE INPUT ON HEALTH CARE REFO
8/04/1993 SlOl XGOOD HEALTH MEANS GOOD LIFESTYLES
9/15/1993 S171 KNEW MEDICAL CENTERS TO GIVE SENSE OF OWNERSHIP
9/29/1993 AOll HEALTH REFORM GIVES INDIANS A CHOICE
10/06/1993 A031 CLINTON HEALTH PLAN SUPPORTED--SOME QUESTIONS UNANSW
10/06/1993 B123 MEETING SITES ON CLINTON'S HEALTH PLAN
10/27/1993 B024 'HIGH RISK' PROPOSAL ACCEPTED FOR REVIEW
10/27/1993 B071 OMAHA TRIBE EXPANDS HEALTH FACILITY
11/03/1993 A053 TRIBAL LEADERS, ARE YOU LISTENING TO YOUR ELDERS?
11/10/1993 A034 INDIAN HEALTH EXPERTS ENDORSE CLINTON'S CARE PLAN
1/12/1994 A061 LUMMl HEALTH CENTER NOTED FOR STRONG COMMITMENT
1/19/1994 B012 KDASCHLE--CUT BACK THE IHS BUREAUCRACY
1/26/1994 B012 XSENATOR ADDRESSES HEALTH, GAMING, GRAZING
2/16/1994 A041 KHEALTH CARE--ONE OF SEVERAL TREATY PROVISIONS
2/16/1994 A044 PRINTING OFFICIALS' NAMES APPLAUDED (L)
2/16/1994 A053 MEDICINE FOR 1HS--C0Y0TE STYLE
2/23/1994 A013 ^LEADERS TALK HEALTH WITH HILLARY
3/09/1994 A013 TRIBAL LEADERS CRITICAL OF CLINTON HEALTH PLAN
3/09/1994 A031 HEALTH CARE PLAN TO BYPASS SUBCOMMITTEE
3/30/1994 B044 XTRUJILLO VISITS LAKE TRAVERSE RESERVATION
4/06/1994 C061 IHS EMPLOYEE PLAYS KEY ROLE; RECEIVES SPECIAL
4/13/1994 A051 kPUTTING THE PEOPLE FIRST? PRESIDENT'S BUDGET BITTER
4/13/1994 A082 INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE CUTS CRITICIZED
5/04/1994 B073 kDR BEST HONORED AT CONFERENCE
5/25/1994 A034 HEALTH SUMMIT CONTINUES
6/01/1994 AOll KHEALTH CARE REFORM ON THE MOVE
6/01/1994 B012 kMANKILLER URGES OTHERS TO TAKE STAND
6/01/1994 B013 WOMEN'S CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON HEALTH
6/22/1994 AOll xHHS UNSURE OF LEGAL OBLIGATION
6/29/1994 A031 RICHARDSON SUPPORTS HEALTH OBLIGATION
6/29/1994 B034 TRIBE DEDICATES NEW MEDICAL FACILITY
7/07/1994 AOll TREATIES IGNORED IN HEALTH CARE REFORM
7/07/1994 A012 DASCHLE SIDES WITH REID
7/13/1994 A012 SPACE AGE, MAYO CLINIC COMES TO PINE RIDGE
7/27/1994 A044 INDIAN HEALTH CARE IN JEOPARDY (L)
8/03/1994 A071 MAYO TO PROVIDE SERVICES FOR DAKOTA COMMUNITY
8/10/1994 A012 HEALTH PLAN COULD LEAVE TRIBES OUT IN THE COLD
8/31/1994 A014 HEALTH CARE REFORM ON HOLD
9/21/1994 A075 CLINTON HEALTH BILL DECLARED DEAD
9/21/1994 B012 kCLINIC GIVES SHOT IN ARM TO LOCAL COMMUNITY
9/28/1994 B012 MEDICAL VOLUNTEERS 'BLITZ' CRST
10/05/1994 A074 CHICKASAW TO TAKE OVER HEALTH FACILITY
10/12/1994 A072 HEALTH CARE REFORM BILL DEAD
11/10/1994 B075 ELIGIBILITY POLICY FOR CLINIC ANNOUNCED
11/10/1994 C051 NEW SANTEE MEDICAL CLINIC PROVIDES HEALTH CARE
12/15/1994 A082 CDC STUDY SHOWS HIGH HEALTH COST OF POOR EDUCATION
12/22/1994 A061 NAVAJO FIGHTING BOARD'S PLAN TO BUY COMPUTERS
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1/05/1995 BOll VETERANS HEALTH CARE EXPANDED
1/12/1995 BOll NEBRASKA TRIBES BACK NEW IHS AREA HOSPITAL
1/12/1995 B021 NEW HEALTH CARE FACILITY SERVES SANTEE SIOUX
2/16/1995 BOll KHEALTH BLITZ TREATS CRST MEMBERS
2/23/1995 BOll ALL NATIONS HEALTH CLINIC FORCED TO MOVE
3/09/1995 S301 KHEALTH CARE IHS SERVICE UNIT FIGHTS POOR HEALTH
3/09/1995 S321 xHEALTH PLANNING—COMMUNITY RALLIES BEHIND CARE PROP
3/16/1995 B014 xPHYSICIANS, HEALTH BOARD SECURE BUILDING FOR CLINIC
5/04/1995 B072 OMAHA TRIBE PROPOSES PLAN TO COMBINE HEALTH SERVICES
5/25/1995 A014 TRIBAL HEALTH CARE SUCCESS COULD BE CURTAILED
6/08/1995 AOll HOUSE REPUBLICANS SLASH TRIBAL PROGRAMS
7/20/1995 BOll OMAHA TRIBE QUITS PROPOSED IHS HOSPITAL IN WINNEBAGO
7/27/1995 C051 NEW MEXICO STUDY SHOWS ELDER CARE A FAMILY PRIORITY
8/24/1995 A091 xTAKOPID HEALTH CENTER SERVES 200 NORTHWEST TRIBES
8/24/1995 B014 FLANDREAU CLINIC OPENS
8/24/1995 B021 NEW DENTAL CLINIC SERVES STANDING ROCK
9/21/1995 A051 NEW MEXICO IN VANGUARD OF ELDER CARE
10/19/1995 B021 HEALTH GRANTS TO AID AMPUTEES
11/09/1995 B022 NEW ANTELOPE COMMUNITY CHAIRMAN—IMPROVED HEALTH CAR
1/28/1992 A063 PROJECT LAUNCHED TO REDUCE RATE OF INFANT MORTALITY
2/12/1992 B061 HEALTHY START, INDIAN HEALTH BOARD NEED INPUT
2/26/1992 A071 AGENCIES BAND TO SAVE INFANTS
3/04/1992 C051 HEALTHY START SETS MEETINGS
6/10/1992 A053 KHEALTHY START--PROGRAM FOR FUTURE OF INDIAN NATIONS
9/09/1992 A012 GRANT WILL HELP INFANTS GET A HEALTHY START
12/31/1992 BOll HEALTHY START COMMENDED
7/28/1993 B035 HEALTHY START PROGRAM SEEKING ADVISORY COMMITTEE VOL
1/19/1995 B014 KHEALTHY START BABIES HONORED
4/13/1995 B031 THIRD ANNUAL HEALTHY START SPRING WACIPI <
5/18/1995 B074 NEBRASKA'S FIRST LADY VISITS WINNEBAGO HEALTHY START
9/28/1995 BOll XEFFORT THAT SAVES INFANTS MAY END DUE TO CUTBACKS
8/03/1995 coil KINVENTING THE SOUTHWEST FRED HARVEY COMPANY STYLE
8/03/1995 C021 HEARD MUSEUM STAFF EDUCATES PUBLIC ABOUT KACHINA
7/08/1992 B031 SURVEY COULD LEAD TO HEARING LOSS PROGRAMS
7/29/1992 C031 STRONG HEART STUDY—HEART DISEASE IS LEADING CAUSE
6/23/1993 B012 XMELANIE GETS SECOND CHANCE AT LIFE .
7/07/1994 B012 HEALTH SURVEY LOOKS FOR WARNING SIGNS
3/25/1992 AlOl *HEART OF EARTH HELPED LISA SURVIVE
3/25/1992 A105 SCHOOL CELEBRATES 20 YRS OF SUCCESS
1/21/1993 B081 KHEATHERSHAW SELECTED FOR HONOR CHOIR
11/12/1992 B031 RANCHER SENTENCED FOR FATAL WRECK
11/19/1992 BOll SCENIC MAN IN FATAL CRASH JAILED EARLY
10/26/1995 C022 XROOKIE CITES BROTHER, HOWARD HUNTER AS INSPIRATION
6/08/1994 AOll xRIDIN' HARD
SEE ENERGY
11/30/1995 A014 *BISON CO-OP BOARD CLEARS 2 OFFICIALS
12/21/1995 B052 HEIDEMAN RECEIVES AM INDIAN SCHOLARSHIP AT SDSU
9/21/1994 A071 WHITE BUFFALO CALF OWNER HIRES ATTORNEY TO PREVENT
3/12/1991 A095 QUICK-THINKING ROSEBUD JAILER SAVES NEIGHBOR
2/23/1994 A031 ^HENDERSON ON INDIAN ISSUES
2/23/1994 A032 JUSTICE HENDERSON TO RETIRE FROM SD SUPREME COURT
2/02/1994 B014 xCHIEF'CREDITS RECRUITMENT WITH AIDING ENFORCEMENT
11/30/1994 BOll XCHEYENNE AUTHOR TO LEAD USD WORKSHOP
3/12/1991 A091 IHS, SCHOOLS TRY TO CUT HEPATITIS A OFF AT THE PASS
4/10/1991 A012 ^VACCINATION PROGRAM BEGINS--SHOULD HELP PREVENT HEP
4/17/1991 C013 VACCINATIONS SUSPENDED FOR INFORMATION BLITZ
5/01/1991 C014 GUINEA PIG SYNDROME STALLS HEPATITIS VACCINE
5/01/1991 C014 KSEWAGE PLAGUES WHITE CLAY
5/08/1991 A044 VALENTINE DOCTOR URGES VACCINATIONS (L)
5/29/1991 A031 xHEALTH OFFICIALS MEET PEOPLE TO DISPEL VACCINE MYTH
9/18/1991 A044 OFFICIALS EXPLAIN VACCINATION AT STANDING ROCK (L)
1/21/1992 A081 IHS CONFIRMS 24 CASES OF HEPATITIS B IN MONTANA
1/21/1992 B051 EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE OF HEPATITIS A CONTINUES
2/04/1992 B163 HEPATITIS A PROGRAM WINS GOVERNOR'S AWARD
2/19/1992 A061 INNUENDO KILLS HEPATITIS TRIAL
2/26/1992 B015 JUDGE WON'T BAR VACCINE FOR HEPATITIS
11/03/1993 B015 XIHS VIOLATED STANDARDS IN HEPATITIS CASE
11/09/1995 BOll HEPATITIS IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM LAUNCHED
6/02/1993 AOll xSPECIAL HONORS FOR AN UNCI--DEDICATION RECOGNIZES
9/01/1993 B012 KHER MANY HORSES TAKES VOWS
12/24/1991 A061 DEVIL'S LAKE TRIBAL TREASURER WINS SUIT
11/09/1995 B022 NEW ANTELOPE COMMUNITY CHAIRMAN--IMPROVED HEALTH CAR
1/05/1994 A074 BUSINESS HOPES TO REUNITE FAMILIES WITH WORLD WAR II
1/05/1994 A081 *IN DAYS GONE BY--
5/11/1994 B015 SUSPENDED OLC REGISTRAR SAYS ACTION AGAINST HER WAS
, 7/27/1995 B061 HERMAN PLEADS GUILTY
11/30/1995 A084 SUSPECT IN SHOOTING OF TRIBAL OFFICER FACES ADDITION
7/08/1993 A013 SISTER, BROTHERS REUNITE AFTER 40 YEARS
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HERNANDEZ STEVEN
HEYE CENTER
HEVE GEORGE GUSTAV
HIDATSA (TRIBE)
HIGH CRANE DAVID
HIGH EAGLE JASMINE
HIGH ELK VIVIAN
HIGH HORSE PAUL
HIGH PINE BESSIE
HIGH SCHOOLS
HIGHWATER JAMAKE
HIGHWAY PATROL
HIGHWAYS
HIKING
HILBERT VIOLET
HILL CITY SD
HILL NORBERT S
HILL RICHARD SR
HILL RICK
HILL ROSA MINOKA
HILL STEWART
HILL VIRGIL
HILLERMAN TONY
HINCKLEY MN
HIPP JOE
HISTORIC LANDMARKS
HISTORY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/10/1992 B121
10/26/199A
10/19/1995
8/07/1991
6/08/199A
3/24/1993
7/14/1993
7/02/1991
12/29/1994
9/08/1993
10/27/1993
5/15/1991
5/22/1991
5/22/1991
5/29/1991
12/04/1991
5/15/1991
9/21/1994
5/20/1992
6/03/1992
5/19/1993
12/01/1993
2/23/1994
7/27/1994
10/26/1995
4/28/1993
6/15/1994
4/27/1995
8/17/1995
2/19/1992
6/12/1991
10/08/1992
7/13/1994
6/05/1991
3/04/1992
5/11/1994
8/17/1995
6/16/1993
9/01/1993
10/20/1993
3/23/1994
7/07/1994
1/15/1991
1/15/1991
1/22/1991
2/12/1991
3/27/1991
5/15/1991
7/17/1991
8/14/1991
9/04/1991
11/20/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
12/04/1991
1/21/1992
1/28/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
2/19/1992
4/08/1992
5/13/1992
8/05/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/19/1992
8/26/1992
9/23/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
D051
A031
AO 16
B072
B061
BOll
A043
A044
AOll
A044
A094
coil
C014
C014
A041
A025
A074
A012
S031
B012
AOll
B051
B012
B052
AOll
C032
A074
C012
B071
A026
D014
B042
B021
B062
B051
A061
B031
A071
B021
BOll
B012
A041
A083
A045
B015
A093
A041
A053
A053
A044
B063
C014
C043
A053
A095
A063
C041
A053
B031
B043
B071
A041
AO12
A014
C015
A015
A015
A041
A044
A053
coil
C013
C033
*HERNANDEZ TO STAND TRIAL FOR KYLE MURDER
SEE ALSO SMITHSONIAN, MUSEUMS
^AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE FINDS A HOME
BRONX AMERICAN INDIAN MUSEUM IN DECAY
SEE THREE AFFIL TRIBES
KSTABBING CLAIMS ONE LIFE
COSTUME CLASS WINNERS
KHIGH ELK APPLAUDED FOR HER JTPA WORK
CHEYENNE RIVER JTPA PARTICIPANT WINS NATL AWARD
REMEMBERANCE OF PAUL HIGH HORSE'S SPEECH (L)
BESSIE HIGH PINE SENDS HER BLESSINGS (L)
SEE SCHOOLS, NAMES OF HIGH SCHOOLS
KINDIAN WRITERS—REAL OR IMAGINED
HIGHWATER'S VOICE NOT REAL (L)
HIGH COURT REJECTS STATE PETITION IN HIGHWAY CASE
XHIGHWAY RULING SEEN AS TRIBAL WIN
SOUTH DAKOTA CAN'T POLICE RESERVATION ROADS
HIGHWAY DISPUTE VICTORY CELEBRATION IS SATURDAY
TIMES DESERVES AN APOLOGY (ED)
SEE ROADS
KNO MORE RECON MISSIONS UNTIL HIKERS BECOME OF AGE!
CAPITOL HONORS SLATED FOR NEA GRANTEES
*HILL CITY AND CRST WORK TOGETHER TO SAVE 'SUE'
KHILL CITY GALLERY FEATURES LAKOTA FINE ART
*MUSEUM CALLED 'GREATEST RECONCILIATION EFFORT EVER'
FOSSIL HUNTERS INDICTED FOR ALLEGED THEFT ON INDIAN
HILL CITY BUSINESS LEADERS DONATE LAND FOR MUSEUM
*NORBERT HILL TELLS SKILL GRADUATES--MATHEMATICS
MUSEUM OFFICIAL QUITS SMITHSONIAN CITING CONFLICTS
HILL TO LEAD NIGA
STATES STALL GAMING NEGOTIATIONS
GAMING ASSOCIATION RE-ELECTS HILL
DR ROSA MINOKA HILL'S LEGACY AIDS TODAY'S YOUTH
XRODNEY GRANT IS NARRATOR FOR 'WINTER MOONS'
VIRGIL HILL POINTING TOWARD HEARNS REMATCH
VIRGIL HILL RECLAIMS WORLD BOXING LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT
VIRGIL HILL IN BISMARCK BATTLE
KTONY HILLERMAN--AUTHOR PORTRAYS STRENGTH OF NAVAJOS
'DARK WIND' PRODUCER SEEKS NEW STUDIO
X6RAND CASINO OFFERS GAMES FOR KIDS TOO IN HINCKLEY
XHIPP SEEKS HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE
HISTORICAL SOCIETY WON'T WAIT 62 YEARS TO CORRECT
SITE NAMED FOR 1ST NATIVE PHYSICIAN CALLED LANDMARK
PARK SERVICE TO FUND REPAIR OF FLOOD SITES
LANDMARK STATUS SOUGHT FOR WANBLEE DAY SCHOOL
xDESECRATION
XTEACHING AND LEARNING ABOUT IGNORANCE
STATE JOURNAL FOCUSES ON LAKOTA HISTORY
THE TRUTH IS NEVER WRITTEN BY THE WINNER (L)
NOMINEES SOUGHT FOR STATE HISTORY AWARDS
NEW INSTITUTE WILL FOSTER DAKOTA STUDIES
XIS MANIFEST DESTINY COMING FULL CIRCLE?
XLESSON IN WEARING THE BOOT AND MOCCASIN
PUSHING A CULTURE OF SELF-PITY?
LOST HISTORY COULD BE GAINED BY OPENING RECORDS (L)
SDSU STUDENTS MAY LEARN NEW STORIES
REMEMBER SPOTTED TAIL'S LEGACY
STATE RESOURCES AID RESEARCH BY GIFTED STUDENTS
PERSONAL RESEARCH--AMERICAN HISTORY FAILS THE INDIAN
TEN-HOUR DOCUMENTARY TO COVER INDIAN HISTORY
WHY DO WE HAVE INDIAN EDUCATION?
K'NATIVE ROOTS' NURTURES TRUE HISTORY
A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY (L)
KJURISDICTION SPELLS LIFE OR DEATH FOR TRIBES
SHUNK TO SERVE ON STATE HISTORY BOARD
HISTORIANS DOUBT PARTS OF CHIEF SEATTLE'S SPEECH
TIME TO CALL HISTORY HOME (ED)
EDUCATORS DEMAND HISTORY BE REWRITTEN--NEA PASSES
XCITY TEXTBOOK DISTRACTS VIEW OF INDIAN HISTORY
LECTURE SERIES PROMOTES NATIVE PRESENCE
XCOSTNER WILL DANCE WITH HISTORY OF 500 INDIAN NATIO
KCOSTNER DEFENDS PROJECT
KSTEPPING OFF THE PATH OF 500 DESTRUCTIVE YEARS
'500 NATIONS' MEANT TO REFLECT DIVERSITY (L)
MORE THAN A TOKEN LESSON IN VALUES
KNATIVE GIFTS ENDURE BEYOND COLUMBUS MYTH
XMYTHS THAT NURTURE, MYTHS THAT KILL
JOE DE LA CRUZ--THE FUTURE OF TRIBES
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HISTORY
HISTORV-SD
HIWAY 20
HO-CHUNK CASINO
HO-CHUNK NATION
HOAGLAND PETER
HOBBS GUYNN
HOCKEY
HODGE DORIS
HOGAN LINDA
HOGEN PHIL
HOGEN PHILIP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/08/1992 C081 TRIBES CHALLENGED TO SPREAD THE WORD
12/03/1992 A0A5 READER OFFERS TO BE AN ALLY (L>
12/03/1992 A065 CLELAND SEEKS INVESTIGATION IN SCHOOLS' PORTRAYAL OF
12/03/1992 A075 PLAY OFFERS HUMOROUS HISTORY OF CONTINENT
3/31/1993 AOll XDOCUMENTARY PLANS TO. FILL IN WHAT HISTORY BOOKS
7/28/1993 A065 $1.4 MILLION AWARDED FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
8/25/1993 A012 OAK RE-ENACTMENTS STIR OUTRAGE
8/25/1993 A044 RESPONSE TO.'WHITEWASHING' THE AMERICAN HOLOCAUST (L
10/06/1993 A063 NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY HIGHLIGHT OF N PLAINS HISTOR
12/01/1993 B012 HISTORY BOOKS NEGLECT WARRIOR VICTORY
4/27/1994 BOll SINTE GLESKA UNIV TO HOST HISTORIC PRESERVATION
5/11/1994 B081 KMANDAREE TEAM PLACES 1ST IN STATE CONTEST
5/11/1994 Bill AM HISTORY INCOMPLETE WITHOUT NATIVE PERSPECTIVE
6/22/1994 B081 ROSEBUD SURVEY SET
11/10/1994 B071 9EBRITISH TELEVISION CREW EXPLORES ORAL HISTORY
2/09/1995 A041 xCONGRESS' POOR HISTORY OF PROBLEM SOLVING SPELLS
2/16/1995 A053 xTRUE HISTORY WON'T BE FOUND ON STATE'S 'HYSTERICAL'
4/27/1995 A065 PBS SERIES DOCUMENTS HOW THE WEST WAS WON, 8 LOST
4/27/1995 C035 '500 NATIONS'--A HISTORY LESSON
SEE SD HISTORY
BIA SAT ON HANDS, JUDGE RULES FOR HI-WAY 20
HO-CHUNK BOOSTS PAYROLL
SEE ALSO WINNEBAGO (TRIBE)
11/30/1994 A034 WINNEBAGO TRIBE OFFICIALLY BECOMES HO-CHUNK NATION
12/07/1994 B123 HO-CHUNK OPENS CONVENIENCE STORE
4/13/1995 A015 HO-CHUNK NATION OPPOSES OPENING OF HUDSON CASINO
5/11/1995 A014 TRIBAL OFFICIAL'S SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY CALLED INTO COU
7/27/1995 A065 HO-CHUNK RUNOFF VOTE
8/03/1995 B034 UNION TO TRAIN HO-CHUNK
8/10/1995 A035 GAMING PRAISED BY HO-CHUNK CHAIR
8/24/1995 A023 HO-CHUNK NATION BREAKS GROUND FOR DAY CARE FACILITY
8/24/1995 A084 HO-CHUNK NATION ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
10/29/1992 A061 OMAHA MEMBERS RALLY AGAINST REP HOAGLAND
11/26/1992 A044 SEN HOAGLAND BELIEVES INDIANS INCAPABLE (L)
7/08/1992 A083 xDIVISION 1 BALL SAME OLD GAME TO SMALL TOWN GIRL
3/30/1994 B051 xHOBBS NAMED BIG WEST'S BEST
6/12/1991 coil kLAKOTA GIRL SET FIELD HOCKEY AFIRE
11/27/1991 B045 WINTER HAWKS SAY NO TOMAHAWKS
3/10/1993 B054 HOCKEY PLAYER EXPERIENCES RACIAL SLURS DURING GAME
7/27/1995 A065 CHIPPEWA TO HEAD HOCKEY CLUB
9/28/1995 B061 OJIBWE HOCKEY STAR HENRY BOUCHA HONORED
6/09/1993 B031 XDORIS HODGE SELECTED TOP EDUCATOR
2/10/1994 B051 'MEAN SPIRIT' PORTRAYS ENDURING SPIRIT OF OSAGE
3/31/1993 A081 xHOGEN RETURNS TO INDIAN COUNTRY
7/02/1991 A015 xHOGEN WON'T STEP DOWN AS US ATTORNEY
7/24/1991 A031 ^NATIONAL CONGRESS STANDS UP FOR PHIL HOGEN
8/21/1991 A012 FEDS PLAN CRACKDOWN ON GAMBLING
10/02/1991 BOll KHOGEN SQUASHES ILLEGAL GAMBLING EFFORTS
10/30/1991 A085 OGLALAS SUPPORT HOGEN WITH TRIBAL RESOLUTION
12/11/1991 A024 HOGEN LEAVES OFFICE CONFIDENT OF SYSTEM
4/15/1992 A031 KHOGEN.NAMED TRUST WATCHDOG
4/20/1995 A024 PHILIP?HOGEN MAKES SHORT LIST FOR NIGC
10/05/1995 A013 HOGEN NAMED TO GAMING PANEL
12/21/1995 A022 HOGEN SWORN IN AS NEW ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER
SEE SWINE
9/25/1991 B074 kHOMECOMING EVENT SEPT 28 AT HOLBROOK
12/07/1994 B121 kTWO WIN AWARDS FOR SAFELY WORKING 1,000 HOURS
10/16/1991 A016 A UNIQUE CELEBRATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA
12/22/1993 BOll STATE ASKED TO DESIGNATE TWO HOLIDAYS
12/22/1994 A041 WE WISH YOU HAPPY HOLIDAYS (ED)
7/20/1994 A014 kCAN DO!
7/21/1993 B041 kCHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE COWBOYS COMPETE AT NATIONALS
7/06/1995 B031 KHOLLOWAY NAMED BEST ALL-AROUND COWBOY
12/24/1991 A064 KlNDIANS IN MEDIA CREATE RESOURCE CLEARINGHOUSE
3/12/1991 A012 KWIPING AWAY THE TEARS
6/26/1991 A013 XAKA WANCINYAKTAYELO (SEE YOU AGAIN)
9/04/1991 BOll XTRIBUTE TO JAMES HOLY EAGLE
1/28/1992 S033 XMANY-TALENTED JAMES HOLY EAGLE JOINED SPIRIT WORLD
4/20/1994 B024 CROW CREEK'S BENEDICTA HOLY ELK FACE NAMED
8/17/1994 B022 xTHE WAY IT WAS--
8/24/1994 A084 xTHE WAY IT WAS--
2/02/1995 A041 XCURRICULUM WAS INTERESTING AT HOLY ROSARY MISSION
3/09/1994 A071 QUESTIONNAIRE CATEGORY TOO CONFUSING
7/27/1995 A021 CLINTON TO NAME TRUST FUND CZAR
5/15/1991 coil xVAN GIVES HOME START A FOOT IN FRONT DOOR
7/22/1992 B065 HOMESTART PRE-SCHOOL OPENS AT PINE RIDGE
10/19/1994 A014 xMOCKING A CULTURE
10/19/1994 A014 HOMECOMING CEREMONIES SLAMMED BY PROTESTERS
5/22/1991 COIA
8/31/1995 A031
HOGS
HOLBROOK IND SCHOO
HOLIDAY TERRY
HOLIDAYS
HOLLOW HORN LYNDON
HOLLOWAY TRAVIS CA
V HOLT RON
HOLY EAGLE JAMES
HOLY ELK FACE BENE
HOLY ROSARY MISSIO
HOLYOKE COLLEGE
HOMAN PAUL M
HOME START
HOMECOMING
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HOMECOMING
HOMELESS
HOMER DENISE
HOMER ELIZABETH L
HOMER PETER
HOMES
HOMESTAKE MINING
HOMESTEADING
HOMOSEXUALITY
HONOMICHL COLLEEN
HOOP DANCE ACADEMY
HOOPA (TRIBE)
HOPE TONY
HOPI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/26/199A AOAA STUDENTS DON'T APPRECIATE MISUSE OF CULTURE (L)
10/26/1994 CG71 ^CHEERLEADERS FIND HOMECOMING NOTHING TO CHEER ABOUT
12/29/1994 BG41 BENNETT BOARD SNUBS COMMENT ON 'CEREMONY'
2/23/1995 BGll BENNETT COUNTY CONSIDERS HOMECOMING CEREMONY
9/14/1995 AG41 IT'S STILL OFFENSIVE (ED)
9/14/1995 AG54 BENNETT COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD INSENSITIVE (L)
9/14/1995 BGll xPROTESTERS CHARGE RACISM IN HOMECOMING SKIT
1G/G5/1995 BG21 LITTLE WOUND SENDS HOMECOMING MESSAGE
lG/12/1995 BG51 XPINE RIDGE HOMECOMING SUCCESSFUL IN MANY WAYS
lG/19/1995 AGll ^STUDENTS TEACH RESPECT, NOT RACISM
6/17/1992 AGll HOMELESS COUNT UNDERESTIMATED
7/29/1992 B041 VIDEO URGES HOMELESS TO TAKEOVER HOMES
2/02/1994 A031 ^BENEFIT CONCERT FOR THE HOMELESS SET FOR FEB 26
3/G9/1994 B033 x'CRY OF THE REFUGEE' CONCERTS RAISE CONSCIOUSNESS
6/15/1994 A051 A VIEW ON HOMELESS PEOPLE (L)
12/22/1994 BG21 EDUCATION FOR ALL WORKS FOR CHILDREN WITHOUT HOMES
1/12/1995 A041 'SLUMMING' IN THE CITY CAN KILL (ED)
2/16/1995 AG51 HOMELESS PEOPLE PAY PRICE FOR SHELTER'S RULES (L)
9/G8/1994 A021 FIRST WOMAN BIA AREA DIRECTOR--DENISE HOMER
4/2G/1995 AG24 BABBITT APPOINTS NEW DIRECTOR--AM INDIAN TRUST
4/29/1992 SG21 xPETER HOMER--SBA'S LINK TO COMMUNITIES
SEE DWELLINGS, HOUSING
3/G9/1995 AG31 TRIBES OPPOSE HOMESTAKE WATER RIGHTS
9/14/1994 BGll DOCUMENTARY TO BE FILMED IN PIERRE AREA
5/29/1991 AG51 HISTORICAL PARALLELS LEND PERSPECTIVE (L)
1/28/1993 AG41 ^SEPARATING CIVIL RIGHTS FROM PERSONAL CHOICES
7/14/1993 AG53 OF TAILHOOK, HOMOPHOBIA AND SEX HARASSMENT
3/23/1994 AG44 HOMOSEXUALS DON'T WANT TO BE LUMPED WITH CRIM (L)
12/15/1993 BG25 xOGLALA WOMAN NAMED HEAD OF INDIAN CHAMBER
6/12/1991 AG34 ^RECONCILIATION MEDALS GIVEN
3/11/1992 A115 HOOP DANCE ACADEMY GETS OLYMPIC INVITATION
9/23/1992 Alll HOOPA TRIBE TAKES A SISTER
11/G5/1992 SG51 xA CONVERSATION WITH TONY HOPE
1/15/1991 AG71 HOPIS ANGRY OVER DESTRUCTION OF SACRED BUTTE
3/27/1991 AG65 HOPI CENTER MAY CLOSE--VICTIM OF TRIBAL POLITICS?
5/22/1991 AG25 HOPIS STOP INDIAN-STYLE DANCE OF SMOKIS
5/29/1991 AG24 HOPI AND NAVAJO MASKS SOLD DESPITE PROTESTS BY TRIBE
6/G5/1991 AGll HOPI AND NAVAJO MASKS MAY RETURN TO TRIBES
8/G7/1991 BG41 XLEGENDS OF REVERED LAND ARE LONG RUNNING
8/14/1991 CGll TRIBAL MASKS GO HOME FOUNDATION CAN HELP
1G/3G/1991 AlGl NAVAJOS WON'T MOVE OFF HOPI LAND
11/27/1991 BG51 HOPI EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATE IN A MENTORING PROGRAM
12/18/1991 BG85 COURT RETURNS STOLEN MASK TO HOPI CLAN
1/28/1992 AG31 HOPI, NAVAJO FAMILIES HARD HIT BY STORMS
2/12/1992 AG31 HOPI-NAVAJO SQUABBLE GROUNDS TUBA CITY FLIGHTS
2/26/1992 A013 K'DARK WIND' CRITICIZED BY HOPI/NAVAJO TRIBES
2/26/1992 AG61 HOPIS ANGRY OVER PORTRAYAL IN COMICS
3/25/1992 AG31 TOURISTS BARRED FROM ATTENDING HOPI RELIGIOUS CEREMO
3/25/1992 AG91 HOPI RELIGIOUS LEADERS STALEMATE GOVERNMENT
4/G8/1992 AGll BIA MAY ADMINISTER HOPI GOVERNMENT
4/22/1992 AG32 NAVAJO HOPI MEMBERS CLASH IN LAND DISPUTE
6/24/1992 A1G5 HOPI TRYING TO SAVE SHRINES
8/19/1992 B112 HOPIS MOURN LOSS OF FORMER LEADER
1G/G8/1992 DG65 COURT BACKS NAVAJO IN LAND DISPUTE
12/G3/1992 AGll PLAN PROPOSED IN HOPI-NAVAJO FEUD
12/17/1992 AGll JUSTICE DEPT MOVES TO EASE FEARS ON NAVAJO-HOPI PROP
2/18/1993 AG71 NAVAJO-HOPI HEARING SHOWS PERMANENT SOLUTION NEEDED
4/G7/1993 AG15 RAIDERS OF RELIGION
4/G7/1993 B041 THEFT OF THE HOPI WAY--RAIDERS OF RELIGION
4/G7/1993 BG54 kARTIFACT VENDOR SEES NO WRONG IN SELLING
8/G4/1993 AG83 SECOND 'EYES ON THE FUTURE' SEES 4,GGG WITH NEW
8/18/1993 AGll NAVAJO REJECT LEASE IN HOPI LAND DISPUTE
1G/2G/1993 A035 HOPI NATION MOVING TOWARD SOVEREIGNTY
10/27/1993 B031 NAVAJO, HOPI LAND DISPUTE NOT NEAR END
11/G3/1993 AG72 HOPIS TO HOLD FED ELECTION TO AMEND CONSTITUTION
11/17/1993 B121 HOPI DECIDING ON NEW DATE FOR ELECTIONS
12/15/1993 A013 CATTLE IMPOUNDED IN NAVAJO LAND DISPUTE
2/G2/1994 A071 RANGERS SEIZE FIREWOOD ON RELOCATION LANDS
2/16/1994 AG12 HOPI SNAKE PRIEST SEATED AS NEW TRIBAL CHAIRMAN
3/3G/1994 AG24 NAVAJO & HOPI RANGERS CLASH ON ARIZONA RELOCATION
3/3G/1994 AG24 ZAH CALLS FOR FEDERAL INVESTIGATION OF RECENT CLASH
4/G6/1994 AG63 BIA VERSION OF BIG MOUNTAIN CLASH REFUTED
4/13/1994 AG54 REPORTING ON HOPI-NAVAJO CONFLICT SHOULD BE FAIR (L)
5/11/1994 AG34 FAMILIES SPEAK OUT AS RELOCATION DEADLINE LOOMS
5/11/1994 AG71 SECAKUKU CALLS FOR EQUAL TREATMENT FOR HOPI
5/11/1994 BG91 LAWYER SAYS SETTLEMENT MIGHT REQUIRE NAVAJO NATION
5/25/1994 AG32 NAVAJO DECIDING NEW LEASE OFFER BY HOPI
6/G8/1994 AG31 RESULTS CONFIDENTIAL FOR TWO WEEKS
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HOPI
HOPKINS LARRY A
HORN CLOUD WILLIAM
HORNELL BREWING
HOROSCOPES
HORSES
HOSPICE
HOSPITALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/07/199A A025 CLINTON MAY NAME OSETEK TO NAVAJO-HOPI COMMISSION
10/05/1994 A072 HOPI OPPOSE CLINTON NOMINEE
2/09/1995 C082 BOOK ENLIGHTENS CHILDREN ABOUT HOPI LIFESTYLE
2/16/1995 coil HOPI TO DECIDE ON CASINO
7/06/1995 A051 THERE'S MORE TO THE HOPI EAGLE STORY CD
8/03/1995 C021 HEARD MUSEUM STAFF EDUCATES PUBLIC ABOUT KACHINA
8/10/1995 C013 HOPI. NAVAJO STUDENTS COMMUTE TO SCHOOL BY TV
8/17/1995 A044 READER SAYS HOPI PROPHESIES SHOULD BE HEEDED CD
9/14/1995 AOll KHOPI ELDER FIGHTS CHANGE IN VILLAGE
6/15/1995 BOll KBROTHERS LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED
8/19/1992 BOll XHORN CLOUD GAVE MANY GIFTS TO LAKOTA PEOPLE
5/27/1992 A013 OGLALA INVITE HORNELL BREWING TO PINE RIDGE
7/22/1992 AOll PINE RIDGE MEETING WITH HORNELL ON HOLD
2/04/1993 A041 EVEN IF LEGAL. IS IT REALLY RIGHT? (ED)
8/10/1995 B034 NEW TEXT OMITS INDIAN REFERENCES
11/13/1991 B023 LAKOTA HOROSCOPE MAKES DEBUT
2/19/1992 A012 WRONG CRITTERS LASSOED
3/25/1992 A091 DAKOTA PAINT HORSE COMMEMORATION SET MAY 9
5/06/1992 C015 HORSE CULTURE TO RIDE HIGH
5/20/1992 coil XCELEBRATION. REGISTRY HONORS PAINT HORSE
8/19/1992 B023 XWOMEN TAKE OFF IN HORSE RACING AT LOWER BRULE RODEO
9/02/1992 B063 PUBLIC STATION TO AIR 'STORIES OF THE HORSE'
11/26/1992 A013 KBLM TAKES DANN HORSES
12/24/1992 B093 KBIRKELAND ON QUARTER HORSE JUDGING TEAM
2/04/1993 B012 kWHOA!
4/21/1993 BOll NORTH DAKOTA TRIBE SETS SIGHTS ON HORSERACING
6/09/1993 BOll HORSE LOVERS TO GATHER JUNE 16-18
7/14/1993 B013 HORSE CELEBRATION RIDES AGAIN
8/04/1993 B043 xPINE RIDGE HORSE QUIZ BOWL WINNERS ANNOUNCED
9/29/1993 BOll PUBLIC TELEVISION TRACES STORY OF THE HORSE IN SD
3/23/1994 AOll XBOSOM BUDDIES
5/04/1994 B065 WAR PONY RACES IN MANDERSON
5/18/1994 C012 *A DAY AT THE RACES
6/08/1994 B072 COSTUME CLASS WINNERS
6/29/1994 C021 IDAHO-BELGIUM CONNECTION
9/14/1994 B012 XHORSE ROUNDUP STIRS DEBATE AT PINE RIDGE
9/14/1994 B031 OGLALA PLAN HONORS FOR HORSE NATION
10/26/1994 A041 ^INDIANS WERE SKILLED HORSEMEN. NOT 'COWBOYS'
11/30/1994 B012 BIA STILL CORRALLING ROAMING HORSES
9/28/1995 B071 NEZ PERCE LAUNCH HORSE BREEDING PROGRAM
11/02/1995 C081 ^SOUTHWEST MUSEUM EXHIBITION--INTEGRATION OF HORSES
9/28/1994 B021 PINE RIDGE HOSPICE 1ST OF ITS KIND ON RESERVATIONS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF HOSPITALS
1/29/1991 S023 HOSPITAL CONTRACT TORN BETWEEN FREE MARKETS. FEDS
3/20/1991 A082 PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL EARNS ACCREDITATION
4/17/1991 coil KHARD-WON SURGERY UNIT COMPLETES RST HOSPITAL
4/17/1991 C035 ART IS A PEACEFUL MEDICINE AT NEW ROSEBUD HOSPITAL
5/15/1991 C015 ROSEBUD '638' BUST BLAMED ON FEDS
5/22/1991 C022 PART II--ROSEBUD HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING WOES
5/29/1991 con ROSEBUD DOCTOR LEFT--HOUSE WASN'T READY
6/05/1991 B032 PINE^RIDGE GET $20 MILLION GRANT
6/05/1991 B035 WAGNER IHS ADDITION BIDS ABOVE ESTIMATES
6/12/1991 C015 TRIBE LOSES AT ARBITRATION
6/19/1991 con BURNED SUBCONTRACTOR BLAMES VAL-U
6/26/1991 con RST HOUSING CONTRACTS CLOUDED FROM OUTSET
7/24/1991 BOll RST CHAIRMAN LOBBIES FOR MONEY
7/31/1991 B021 MCMC GETS HARD LOOK
8/07/1991 BOll KFIASCO A MILD WORD AT RST MEET
8/21/1991 BOll kUNDERSTAFFING SAPS PINE RIDGE MEDICAL STAFF
10/16/1991 B021 HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION WORKERS DISPUTE CONTINUES
11/20/1991 A012 TIME RUNNING OUT FOR WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 A031 WINNEBAGOS BATTLE IHS FOR FULL-SERVICE HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 B096 HOT SPRINGS TRYING TO SAVE VA SURGERY
11/27/1991 C021 FOLLOWUP MEETING BRINGS BETTER HEALTH CLOSER
1/08/1992 A061 'DOC-IN-A-BOX' SPEAKS OUT ABOUT PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL
2/04/1992 B051 HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING CONTRACT TO BE REVIEWED
2/19/1992 C034 XINVESTIGATION INTO PERSONNEL--ROSEBUD HOSPITAL
3/04/1992 B075 xSIOUX SAN GROUP ISSUES CHALLENGE FOR JAIME LYNN
3/18/1992 A032 STUDY PROPOSES END TO INPATIENT CARE
3/18/1992 B015 ROSEBUD HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING UNITS STILL ON HOLD
4/01/1992 A012KMOVE ON TO SAVE HEALTH CARE
4/08/1992 A053 IHS THREATENS CLOSURE OF EAGLE BUTTE HOSPITAL
4/15/1992 B081 ROSEBUD VOTES TO FIGHT FOR STAFF HOUSING PROJECT
4/15/1992 B086 GROUP COMMITS TO STAFF HOUSING
4/22/1992 A012 SENATORS--HEALTH NEEDS CRITICAL
4/29/1992 A061 IHS LEAVES QUESTIONS ABOUT HOSPITAL CLOSURES
7/01/1992 A125 NEW WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL DISCUSSED
10/08/1992 B012 SIOUX SAN MAY GET NEW BUILDINGS
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11/19/1992 B03A THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES USE $IA9.2 MIL FOR HOSPITAL
12/10/1992 A06A WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL ESCAPES CLOSURE
1/21/1993 BOll RAPID CITY HOSPITAL STEPS CLOSER TO REALITY
1/28/1993 B012 SIX PUBLIC HOSPITALS AT RISK OF CLOSING
A/28/1993 Aa8I ^PROTESTERS DEMAND NEW WINNEBAGO IHS HOSPITAL
7/08/1993 A086 WAGE DISPUTE STALLS HOSPITAL CONSTRUC ON CROW RES
8/0A/1993 S21I KNEW FAMILY HEALING THE HURTS
9/22/1993 B012 LACK OF COMMUNICATION STALLS NEW HOSPITAL OPENING
11/2A/1993 coil KECONOMIC GOOD HEALTH--SIOUX SAN
1/26/199A B015 KHOSPITAL HONORS EMPLOYEE'S 15 YEARS OF SERVICE
A/13/199A A082 COURT ORDER PREVENTS CUTS AT WAGNER HOSPITAL
5/04/199A A071 JUDGE RULES IT WAS WRONG TO CLOSE WAGNER HOSPITAL
5/11/1994 B061 KINDIAN HEALTH SERVICE OFFICIALS INSPECT FT BELKNAP
7/13/1994 B012 NEW IHS HOSPITAL MAY BE HINDERED
8/10/1994 B012 RCIHB SPEEDS UP HOSPITAL PROCESS
9/08/1994 C031 $50 MILLION NAVAJO HOSPITAL DEDICATED
10/05/1994 A074 CHICKASAW TO TAKE OVER HEALTH FACILITY
11/23/1994 B014 WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL MIGHT BE IN JEOPARDY
11/23/1994 B061 CHICKASAW TRIBE TAKES OVER INDIAN HEALTH FACILITY
4/13/1995 A032 KNEW MONTANA IHS HOSPITAL OPENS $5 MILLION UNDER
7/20/1995 BOll OMAHA TRIBE QUITS PROPOSED IHS HOSPITAL IN WINNEBAGO
9/18/1991 A053 KASK RYAN
9/18/1991 A071 KTEEN HOLDS CLASSMATES AT GUNPOINT--NO ONE INJURED
12/24/1991 A053 kHOWLING (WITH LAUGHTER) ABOUT HOSTAGE 'SITUATION'
9/02/1992 A013 kHOSTAGE CRISIS--TROUBLED YOUTH SHOOTS HIMSELF
9/02/1992 A095 BOURLAND FAMILY TAKEN INTO HOSTAGE DRAMA
9/16/1992 A065 KAYTON CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
11/06/1991 A014 KDISCRIMINATION CHARGES FILED AGAINST VA HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 B096 HOT SPRINGS TRYING TO SAVE VA SURGERY
2/12/1992 B066 VISIT A VETERAN FEB 9-15
8/26/1992 B061 VETERANS HOSPITAL INCORPORATES SWEATL0D6ES
1/14/1993 B064 COUPLE FACES MORE CHARGES IN DEATH OF 2-YR-OLD
1/28/1993 A036 DOCTOR REMOVED FROM TORT CLAIM
1/28/1993 BOll COUPLE CHARGED WITH MURDER IN CHILD'S DEATH
4/21/1993 BOll YANKTON DONATES FUNDS TO POWWOW IN HOT SPRINGS
4/20/1994 B012 KIT'S NATIVE AMERICAN AWARENESS MONTH FOR VETS
5/25/1994 S031 KPIONEER TRADING CO--GLIMPSE AT OLD WEST HISTORY
6/29/1994 BOll NEW DIRECTOR NAMED FOR HOT SPRINGS VAMC
11/16/1995 BOll KIDEA IN THE MAKING--NEW URBAN RESERVATION
SEE ALSO MOTELS
12/22/1993 C041 MENOMINEE ANNOUNCE HOTEL PLANS
5/04/1994 B121 ONEIDA NATION ENTERPRISE BOLDLY GOES WHERE NO
10/12/1994 C062 CEREMONY MARKS GRAND CASINO MILLE LACS HOTEL OPENING
5/04/1995 B072 HO-CHUNK HOLDS GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONIES FOR HOTEL
8/31/1995 A031 WINNEBAGO TRIBE OPENS NEW HOTEL
10/12/1995 A023 MALISEET TRIBAL HEADQUARTERS TAKEOVER ENDS PEACEFULL
8/03/1994 AOll HOUMA AWAIT RECOGNITION FINDING
12/22/1994 A013 HOUMA DENIED RECOGNITION
6/15/1994 A061 MOTHER OF BLUDGEONED SON NOT OPTIMISTIC
9/07/1995 C012 KACTOR DAKOTA HOUSE--GETTING LIFE BACK ON TRACK
SEE US CONGRESS, NAMES OF REPRESENTATIVES
6/15/1994 A061 MOTHER OF BLUDGEONED SON NOT OPTIMISTIC
11/02/1995 coil KARTIST BRINGS WOMEN RECOGNITION
5/11/1994 B061 APACHE SCULPTOR PRESENTS CEREMONIAL GIFT TO VICE PRE
6/22/1994 A071 HOUSER SCULPTURE PRESENTED TO JAPAN EMPEROR
10/06/1993 B066 HOUSER SELECTED VICE PRES OF ARTS INSTITUTE
1/29/1991 AOll NO TRUTH IN TRANSFER RUMOR
2/19/1991 AOll BUSH WOULD SLASH INDIAN HOUSING AND HEALTH
3/05/1991 A053 kOPPORTUNITY KNOCKETH, WHO WILL ANSWER THE DOOR?
7/17/1991 AOll MORE INDIAN HOUSING GETS SUBCOMMITTEE NOD
8/14/1991 C033 MONEY AVAILABLE FOR HOUSING PRESERVATION
10/09/1991 A081 CONGRESS APPROVES HOUSING UNITS
10/23/1991 B033 CONGRESS OKS NEW INDIAN HOUSING UNITS
2/12/1992 A075 INDIAN HOUSING VIRTUALLY IGNORED
3/04/1992 A012 BUSH HOUSING PLAN BETRAYS TRUST
3/04/1992 B061 HUD HONORS HOUSING SERVICES
6/03/1992 B034 RST WITHDRAWS FROM HOSPITAL HOUSING PROJECT
6/10/1992 A013 BALANCED BUDGET MAY HURT IMPACT AID, HOUSING
6/17/1992 A031 TRIBAL LEADERS RELUCTANT TO COME TO HOME
7/29/1992 B041 VIDEO URGES HOMELESS TO TAKEOVER HOMES
8/05/1992 B082 HUD GRANTS $3.9 MILLION TO YANKTON
8/19/1992 A031 HOUSING REPORT RECOMMENDS NEW FINANCE AUTHORITY
9/09/1992 A031 HOMES LOANS FOR INDIAN VETS UNLIKELY
9/16/1992 A025 CONGRESS UPS HOUSING FUNDS
9/16/1992 A121 BIA TO FOCUS ON ABUSE OF HOUSING PROGRAM
9/16/1992 A121 TRIBAL COUNCIL OVERHAULS SIOUX HOUSING AUTHORITY
1/21/1993 A025 TRIBES UNDERSCORE HOUSING CRISIS
3/03/1993 B031 kSWST HOUSING AUTHORITY GET AWARD
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3/31/1993 A064 HUD BUCKS WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON
6/23/1993 A031 HOME LOANS AVAILABLE TO INDIAN VETERANS
6/23/1993 A032 ZAH LINKS NAVAJO HEALTH WOES TO BAN ON HOUSING
8/18/1993 BOAl FMHA OPEN HOUSE WILL EMPHASIZE LOW-INTEREST HOUSING
9/15/1993 A041 VOLUNTEER GROUP COMMENTS ON ROSEBUD'S HIP PROGRAM (L
9/15/1993 S061 XDIRECTOR PLANS AHEAD FOR GROWING COMMUNITY
10/27/1993 AG12 HOUSING AND BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM FUNDED BY SENATE
11/17/1993 A073 NEW RESOURCE GUIDE STRIVES TO PROMOTE MORTGAGE LEND
1/12/1994 A015 HUD BACKS TRIBAL FLEXIBILITY
1/26/1994 B141 FMHA HOUSING REPAIR FUNDS NOT BEING USED
2/23/1994 AOll NATIVE HOUSING ESCAPES CLINTON BUDGET AXE
2/23/1994 A071 HUD TO HAVE GREATER SAY IN NATIVE HOUSING
2/23/1994 B055 HUD TARGETS NATIVE HOMEBUYERS WITH MARKETING
3/02/1994 B071 COLLEGE STUDENT RECEIVES GRANT FOR 'BIG IDEA*
3/16/1994 B061 'CONSULTATION 94' WILL TARGET HUD NATIVE HOUSING
3/23/1994 A071 ZAH ANNOUNCES NEW HOME PURCHASE PROGRAM
3/30/1994 A014 KHOUSING BILL WOULD INCREASE FUNDING
4/06/1994 C061 FMHA HOME REPAIR FUNDING AVAILABLE
4/13/1994 B071 ARCHITECTS 8 ENGINEERS CHALLENGED--HOUSING DESIGN
4/13/1994 B072 HUD HONORS INDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES
5/25/1994 S031 A NEW PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE
6/01/1994 B054 FMHA ENCOURAGES GREATER USE OF LOAN PROGRAM
6/22/1994 A034 JUSTICE CRACKS DOWN ON LANDLORDS
6/22/1994 A071 KNESSI PROVES A FRIEND TO NATIVE HOUSING
8/10/1994 A061 NAIHC APPOINTS TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS
8/10/1994 B025 FMHA MUST HEAR FROM TRIBES 'REAL QUICK' ON SET ASIDE
8/24/1994 A053 STEREOTYPES OF INDIAN HOUSING PRESIST
10/26/1994 B033 NEW HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
11/02/1994 A021 NAVAJO BUILDING MORATORIUM LIFTED
11/10/1994 B021 BYINGTONS MAY CAMP OUT IN TIPI
12/07/1994 Bill BLOOD QUANTUM LIMIT IN LENDING LAW LEAVES MANY ISLAN
12/15/1994 A081 CATAWBA AIM TO RENOVATE HOUSING WITH FED'S HELP
12/22/1994 B112 NAVAJO, BANK OFFICIALS WORK TOWARD MAKING HOME FINAN
1/19/1995 B061 FIRST NATIONS FUNDS HOUSING PROGRAMS
2/02/1995 A021 xPINE RIDGE HOUSING PROJECT DRAWS ATTENTION OF PEARL
2/02/1995 B041 FT BELKNAP HOUSING AUTHORITY CHOSEN TO CHAIR UNITED
2/16/1995 A025 CLINTON BUDGET WOULD BOOST INDIAN HOUSING
2/16/1995 A053 CLARIFYING INDIAN HOUSING LOAN GUARANTEE PROG (L)
2/16/1995 B043 NEW HOUSING COMING TO SRST
2/16/1995 C051 XBANK MAKES HOUSING AFFORDABLE FOR UTAH S MONTANA
2/23/1995 AOll kCAMPBELL PUSHES PRIVATE FINANCING FOR HOME OWNERSHI
3/02/1995 B031 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY PLANS TO EXPAND ON RES
3/09/1995 A021 ^PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS WILL CAUSE AM INDIANS TO LOSE
3/23/1995 B031 JOHNSON, DASCHLE ANNOUNCE $7.7 MILLION GRANT FOR HOU
5/04/1995 A081 xINDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES RECEIVE DESIGN AWARDS
6/08/1995 B081 MODERATE-TO-HIGH INCOME INDIANS MAY BE HELPED BY
6/29/1995 AOll kNO SHELTER FROM THE STORM
6/29/1995 A091 kTRIBAL HOUSING SINGLED OUT FOR MAJOR CUTS
6/29/1995 AlOl xTRIBAL HOUSING SUSCEPTIBLE TO ECONOMIC STRESS
6/29/1995 Alll HUD IN CONGRESSIONAL CROSSFIRE
8/03/1995 B053 KATHERINE RED FEATHER THANKS VOLUNTEERS FOR NEW HOME
9/07/1995 B061 HOUSING CUTS MAY CREATE 'DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT'
9/14/1995 B031 STEEL HOUSING PROJECT UNDERWAY
11/30/1995 B013 XA HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
12/21/1995 A071 PARTNERSHIP WITH HOUSING LEADERS FORGED
4/17/1991 AOll FORECLOSURE FRIGHTENS URBAN INDIANS
6/17/1992 B041 FOES OF HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ON GRAVES PETITION
6/12/1991 A083 MONTANA COMMISSION WILL STUDY HOUSING DISCRIMINATION
6/19/1991 A012 CROWS WORK OVERTIME ON HOUSING MESS
7/31/1991 A015 HOUSING FIRINGS TOPIC ON STREET IN CROW LAND
5/15/1991 A073 SPECIAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE TO UNDERSERVED
6/19/1991 B032 FMHA TARGETS ROLETTE, SIOUX COUNTIES FOR AID
5/11/1995 Bill PONCASEEK TAX EXEMPT STATUS FOR HOUSING PROJECT
2/19/1991 B044 HOUSE AND TENANT GROUP RECEIVES HUD AWARD
2/26/1991 A081 HOUSING MINISTRY WANTS TO BUILD HOMES
4/17/1991 A032 FMHA MONEY AVAILABLE BUT RULES HURT INDIANS
5/08/1991 A012 RESIDENTS OPPOSE RENAMING LAKOTA HOMES
5/08/1991 coil ROSEBUD HOUSING PROJECT WILL GO TO GRAND JURY
5/15/1991 C015 ROSEBUD '638' BUST BLAMED ON FEDS
5/15/1991 C014 TRIBE SHUTS DOWN OST CONSTRUCTION
5/22/1991 C022 PART II-^ROSEBUD HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING WOES
5/29/1991 coil ROSEBUD DOCTOR LEFT--HOUSE WASN'T READY
6/05/1991 C015 RST HOUSING--PART IV--LAWSUIT AGAINST COMPANY WITHDR
6/12/1991 C015 TRIBE LOSES AT ARBITRATION
6/12/1991 C015 LONEMAN BOARD HOLDS TO DEADLINE
6/19/1991 coil BURNED SUBCONTRACTOR BLAMES VAL-U
6/26/1991 coil RST HOUSING CONTRACTS CLOUDED FROM OUTSET
7/10/1991 A103 PRAIRIE APARTMENTS NOW RENTING OUT
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7/2A/1991
7/31/1991
8/07/1991
9/18/1991
12/18/1991
2/0<i/1992
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
A/08/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/29/1992
6/10/1992
8/12/1992
10/08/1992
10/15/1992
l/lA/1993
1/21/1993
2/11/1993
2/11/1993
2/11/1993
2/25/1993
3/10/1993
A/28/1993
6/02/1993
7/1A/1993
7/21/1993
9/01/1993
9/15/1993
11/17/1993
2/23/199A
3/02/199A
5/0A/199A
5/18/199A
7/27/199A
8/03/199A
8/10/199A
8/17/199A
8/2A/199A
8/31/199A
9/08/199A
9/08/199A
9/21/199A
10/26/199A
11/10/199A
1/12/1995
3/23/1995
A/20/1995
6/01/1995
6/29/1995
6/29/1995
6/29/1995
8/2A/1995
9/1A/1995
10/05/1995
10/05/1995
11/30/1995
11/30/1995
5/11/1995
11/17/1993
3/09/1995
3/16/1995
6/12/1991
9/0A/1991
3/09/1995
12/15/199A
11/17/1993
1/19/199A
1/26/199A
2/02/199A
1/19/199A
1/26/199A
2/02/199A
2/12/1991
7/1A/1993
BOll
B021
BOll
A106
A015
B051
B015
BOll
COIA
B081
B086
A061
B015
coil
B062
BOll
B031
A073
A053
BOll
BOll
A026
B033
B0A5
BOll
B012
B031
BOll
B031
AOll
A031
B021
B012
BOll
B013
S191
B031
B012
BOll
BOll
BOll
B012
B071
B03A
C051
AOAl
B031
BOIA
B025
A106
Alll
Alll
BOll
B031
B02A
B035
BOll
B012
Bill
B021
A031
BOll
A031
AOll
SlAl
coil
B033
B061
AOll
A012
B061
AOll
A012
AOAl
B012
10/22/1992 A031
RST CHAIRMAN LOBBIES FOR MONEY
MCMC GETS HARD LOOK
KFIASCO A MILD WORD AT RST MEET
SIX RESERVATIONS GET lAO HOUSES
ROSEBUD HOUSING FIASCO NEAR END
HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING CONTRACT TO BE REVIEWED
ROSEBUD HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING UNITS STILL ON HOLD
KOST HOUSING GETS FUNDS TO RENOVATE 1,000 HOMES
IHS WANTS TO FINISH HOUSING PROJECT
ROSEBUD VOTES TO FIGHT FOR STAFF HOUSING PROJECT
GROUP COMMITS TO STAFF HOUSING
STAFF HOUSING UPDATE
OST BUILDING A5 LOW RENTS
kYANKTON puts housing in ORDER--GETS $3.9 MILLION
RAPID CITY RECEIVES $532,792 HOUSING GRANT
HOUSING AUTHORITIES GET HUD GRANTS
HABITAT DIRECTOR TO BUILD UP PROGRAM
MORE FAMILIES SHOULD QUALIFY FOR HOME LOANS
TENANTS GET COLD SHOULDER FROM APT MANAGEMENT (L)
504 PROGRAM HELPS ELDERLY REPAIR HOMES
OST HOUSING BOARD VOWS TO FIGHT REMOVAL
IRON CLOUD PICKED AS NEW OSHA DIRECTOR
FMHA OFFERS HOUSING REPAIR GRANTS
HOUSING FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR SHANNON COUNTY
SUNRISE APARTMENTS CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED
FMHA GETS $2 MILLION FOR HOUSING LOANS
MARTIN GRANTED MORE HOUSING MONEY
OST GETS FUNDS FOR HOMES
HOUSING PRESERVATION GRANT CONTINUES IN SOUTH DAKOTA
LENDING AND HOUSING BIAS IN SD CHARGED BY JUSTICE
SEATING ON HOUSING COMMISSION TO BE FILLED
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY INTERNATIONAL ATTACKS HOUSING
SD SLATED TO RECEIVE $2^9 MILLION HUD GRANT
JUSTICE FILES 4TH SUIT IN RAPID CITY HOUSING INVEST
CISNEROS PLEDGES HOMES FOR PINE RIDGE
KMEN AT WORK
FMHA INCREASES RURAL HOUSING INCOME LIMITS
*OST, LAKOTA OTIPI TO BUILD HOMES
PINE RIDGE LOG HOMES PROJECT UNDER WAY
4 TRIBES TO RECEIVE $13.3 MILLION FOR SINGLE-FAMILY
JUSTICE SUES TRAILER COURT
WATER, POWER CUT TO TRAILER PARK IN MCLAUGHLIN
HOME OWNERSHIP PROSPECTS LOOK BRIGHTER IN RAPID CITY
CHEYENNE RIVER COUNCIL SEEKS LOWER RENTS
*KYLE ELDERLY HOUSING TO OPEN NEXT SPRING
•SLUMMING' IN THE CITY CAN KILL (ED)
ELDERLY HOUSING WORK NEAR COMPLETION
HUD FUNDS CONSTRUCTION ON 4 STATE RESERVATIONS
FEDERAL OFFICIAL VISITS KYLE HOUSING PROJECT
KYLE SENIORS PROJECT OPEN, APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN
XOGLALA SIOUX HOUSING AUTHORITY--DOING SOMETHING
KCHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX--TRIBAL MEMBERS WITH NOWHERE
K90 PINE RIDGE HOMES NOW TARGETED FOR 'RURAL RENEWAL
VA LAUNCHES RESERVATION MORTGAGE PROGRAM
29 FAMILIES FACING EVICTION IN LAKOTA HOMES SHAKEUP
KHOUSING OFFICE PLANS LAYOFFS, MILLIONS CUT
AMERICAN INDIANS HIT HARD BY CITY'S HOUSING SHORTAGE
HOUSING COALITION MAKES OWNERSHIP DREAM COME TRUE
$6 MILLION FOR HOUSING AT WIND RIVER APPROVED
KCAREGIVERS EARN CDA CREDENTIALS
KPONCAS NAMED DWIGHT HOWE CULTURAL DIRECTOR
COLLEGE REMEMBERS STUDENT
OYATE HO EDITORIAL RESULTS IN LIBEL SUIT
FORMER ED OF OYATE HO REFUSES TO RETURN FOR TRIAL
INN MANAGER STAYS AWAKE TO ENTERPRISE OPPORTUNITIES
*LUCKY LADY
SEE US DEPT OF HUD
SON OF A LOCAL WOMAN PARTICIPATES IN US NAVY UN MISS
BROTHERS CLAIM ENTRAPMENT ON EAGLE VIOLATIONS
KCROW EAGLE FEATHER DECISION MAY AFFECT RELIGIOUS
HUGS BROTHERS FOUND GUILTY; RELIG FREEDOM THREATENED
BROTHERS CLAIM ENTRAPMENT ON EAGLE VIOLATIONS
KCROW EAGLE FEATHER DECISION MAY AFFECT RELIGIOUS
HUGS BROTHERS FOUND GUILTY; RELIG FREEDOM THREATENED
KMISGUIDED, ADVOCACY JOURNALISM TWISTS FACTS
KRAPID CITY MAN STRUGGLES TO OVERCOME BACK INJURY
SEE ALSO CIVIL RIGHTS
SOUTH CENTRAL AMERICAN INDIANS STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL
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HUNTER ANNETTE
HUNTER HOWARD SR
HUNTER MADELINE
HUNTER ROBERT
HUNTING
HUQ SYED
HURRICANES
HYBERTSON PAUL A
HYDE DAYTON
HYDRO-QUEBEC
DATE PAPER NOTATION ,
10/22/1992 AOAA TECHNO-DARWINIST GETS UPBRAIDED (L)
1/12/199A AG6A OKLAHOMA COALITION CALLS FOR INTERVENTION IN MEXICO
1/26/1994 A061 CONGRESSMEN NEED TO INTERVENE IN BLOODSHED
3/09/1994 AQ32 CHIAPAS MAYANS PLEAD FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
3/09/1994 BOSS WHAT IS THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHT
4/27/1994 A082 ^BLOOMBERG NOMINATED FOR HEALTH HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
5/04/1994 A061 XUS GOVERNMENT ANSWERS HUMAN RIGHTS COMPLAINT
11/23/1994 AOll KGUATEMALAN PROTEST
12/07/1994 A063 kBEAR KING APPOINTED TO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
12/15/1994 A031 REPORT FINDS RACISM ALIVE 8 THRIVING IN AMERICA
12/22/1994 A081 kHUMAN RIGHTS DAY OBSERVED IN OKLAHOMA
3/09/1995 B031 VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR HUMAN RIGHTS CONFERENCE
4/13/1995 A015 SEN CAMPBELL MAY SIT ON HELSINKI COMMISSION
4/27/1995 A061 ADA DEER ADDRESSES UNITED NATIONS PANEL
11/23/1995 A061 xFROM RWANDA TO HAWAII> INDIGENOUS WOMEN^ FAMILIES
8/26/1992 A041 KINDIAN HUMOR HAS ITS PLACE
9/23/1992 A043 HUMOR CAN MAKE SOME GOOD MEDICINE (L)
10/08/1992 A053 THE TWISTED TALE OF COWLEG'S NAMING
2/11/1993 A053 xROYAL FROLICS AT LAKE PASTURE
7/28/1993 A044 'HOLY MAN* GENTLY TUGGING ON YOUR LEG (L)
4/20/1994 BOll TEACHER CHARGED WITH RAPE OF STUDENT
5/11/1994 B031 TEACHER PLEADS NOT GUILTY
1/21/1993 S091 KLONG-TIME BRONC RIDER CHAMPION STILL GOING
1/26/1995 AOll XMORE THAN A HANDFUL
8/31/1995 AOll XINFR CHAMP HURT AT CROW RODEO
9/07/1995 A033 XRODEO STAR 'IMPROVING,' BENEFIT PLANNED
10/12/1995 coil KCHAMPION BRONC RIDER HOWARD HUNTER OUT OF COMA
11/16/1995 A043 HOWARD HUNTER BENEFIT A HIGHLIGHT AT RODEO (L)
12/15/1993 C041 INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANT SET FOR EDUCATION CONFERENC
4/06/1995 A043 HUNTER DENIES CHARGES CD
8/14/1991 A071 FISH GAME MANAGEMENT CAN YIELD BIG DIVIDENDS
10/30/1991 A083 CARRY TWO LICENSES TO HUNT LOWER BRULE
11/06/1991 A034 LOWER BRULE GAME AND FISH AGREEMENT RESTORED
11/06/1991 B125 YANKTON SIOUX, STATE SETTLE FISH GAME ISSUES
11/13/1991 B062 TRIBE FIGHTS TO HAVE AUTHORITY RECOGNIZED
11/20/1991 A012 JUDGE BATTEY SIDES WITH LOWER BRULE ISSUES INJUNCTIO
11/27/1991 A014 COURT REVERSES CRST HUNTING CASE
11/27/1991 A053 XSTANDS TO GET MEAT AT SAFEWAY THIS YEAR
12/04/1991 A065 BLACKFEET HUNTING PERMITS SUSPENDED
12/04/1991 B042 TRIBAL REGULATORY AUTHORITY ON CORPS LANDS VINDICATE
12/24/1991 A033 xSTATE, TRIBES AGREE TO TALK ABOUT WILDLIFE
3/18/1992 :A031 xAPACHES PROMOTE TROPHY SPORTS
4/01/1992 B061 APPEALS COURT DENIES REHEARING
4/29/1992 A031 COURT DENIES STATE MOTION ON CRST LICENSING
5/06/1992 B051 SUPREME COURT DENIES MOTION TO STOP TRIBAL GAME
7/15/1992 B014 XLOWER BRULE GEARS UP FOR JURISDICTION SHOWDOWN
7/29/1992 B023 YOUTH DEER SEASON TO OPEN
10/08/1992 AOll SUPREME COURT TO HEAR CRST JURISDICTION CASE
10/29/1992 AOll WALRUS HUNTER GETS JAIL TIME IN STING OPERATION
11/05/1992 B051 COOKBOOK DOMESTICATES WILD GAME FOR TABLE
2/18/1993 A071 TREATY RIGHTS SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED AS GIVEAWAY
3/10/1993 A024 COURT JUSTICES PONDER CHEYENNE RIVER CASE
3/10/1993 A053 XELK NEED HELP AT LAKE PASTURE
3/10/1993 A074 MILLE LACS ACCEPT COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT ON FISHING
4/21/1993 A081 MILLE LACS BAND EAGER PUSH FOR UNLIMITED HUNTING
5/05/1993 B112 SENATE SET TO CONSIDER REVISED MILLE LACS BILL
6/30/1993 B071 LOWER BRULE'S COURT BATTLE CONTINUES
10/20/1993 A053 xBIG GAME HUNTING RESTORED--RETURN OF HARVEST CARDS
11/03/1993 B115 LAST CHANCE FOR DEER LICENSE
11/17/1993 A014 1868 TREATY RIGHTS MAY BE FORSAKEN
8/31/1994 C021 JUDGE RULES MILLE LACS BAND RETAINS HUNTING
9/14/1994 B055 REVIEW OF FALL BADLANDS HUNT FOR OST MEMBERS
10/19/1994 AQ51 xCHEYENNE RIVER COUNCIL MADE RIGHT DECISION ON HUNT
11/10/1994 AOll CROW 1868 TREATY ABROGATED
11/16/1994 B012 TRIBE LOSES HUNTING CASE IN FEDERAL COURT
1/12/1995 A032 WYOMING SHOOT CHALLENGED
2/02/1995 AOll MILLE LACS BAND ASSERTING 1837 TREATY RIGHTS
5/11/1995 B064 SUPREME COURT BACKS CHIPPEWA BANDS
8/07/1991 B013 XROSEBUD'S HUQ NAMED TO STATE WATER ADVISORY GROUP
9/02/1992 A012 HURRICANE ANDREW SLAMS FLORIDA, LOUISIANA TRIBES
9/09/1992 A022 HUNDREDS GATHER TO HELP CLEAN UP CHITIMACHA AFTER
11/13/1991 AlOl HYBERTSON SELECTIVE SERVICE DIRECTOR
4/14/1993 A014 xAUTHOR GIVES MASSACRE SURVIVOR LINK TO HER PAST
11/27/1991 B041 XCREE PR WINS POWER PLAY
4/15/1992 A024 CUOMO SUES STATE OVER GAMING PLANS
7/21/1993 A031 xTRIBAL COALITION DAMS HYDRO QUEBEC PROJECT
8/03/1994 A071 COLLEGE TO LIQUIDATE BOND IN HYDRO-QUEBEC
8/24/1994 AOll INNU HUNTING LAND FLOODED FOR ELECTRICITY
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12/07/199A B092 CANADIAN NATIVE GROUPS SCORE VICTORY OVER MASSIVE
4/01/1992 A066 CHADD SUPPORT GROUP MEETS SECOND TUESDAY
10/30/1991 B032 VERLEAN ICE EXPERIENCES 'AS IS' IN BUYING A CAR
4/10/1991 A073 IDAHO PEYOTE LAW GETS NOD FROM GOV
10/23/1991 AlOl JUDGE OVERRIDES TRIBE ON WASTE
1/28/1992 A061 COEUR D'ALENE TO BUILD BINGO HALL
11/05/1992 S131 kNIGA SUPPORT IDAHO TRIBES IN CASINO BAN
11/05/1992 S134 IDAHO TRIBES SPONSORED TV ADS AGAINST BILL
11/05/1992 S294 ANTI-GAMING FORCES OUTSPEND TRIBES
3/24/1993 A035 SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS PARENTAL RIGHTS RULING IN ID
8/18/1993 A086 IDAHO TRIBAL OFFICIALS OFFER $150,000
9/08/1993 B035 BUSINESS PINE RIDGE REJECTED RISES AGAIN IN SHO-BAN
10/14/1993 AOll kECHOHAWK JOINS RACE FOR IDAHO GOVERNOR
12/22/1993 C041 TRIBAL LEADERS—GAMING BEST BET FOR ECONOMIC AID
2/02/1994 A061 MASSACRE DEEMED A MYTH--FATE OF MONUMENT
2/10/1994 A075 IDAHO TRIBAL CENTER OFFERS CADILLAC MED TREATMENT
3/02/1994 A034 EPA ORDERS STEPS TO ENSURE SAFE DRINKING WATER
3/16/1994 B084 BENEWAH MEDICAL CENTER EXPANSION NOW OPEN
4/06/1994 A074 ANDRUS COULD STRIKE INTERIM COMPACTS FOR IDAHO
4/13/1994 A071 IDAHO HOUSE KILLS SALES TAX BREAK FOR KOOTENAI
5/11/1994 A031 ECHOHAWK FILES IITH AMENDMENT DEFENSE
5/18/1994 A071 BONES DON'T PROVE NATIVE BURIAL SITE
5/18/1994 A074 ELDERS BACK BEITELSPACHER OVER ECHOHAWK
6/15/1994 A021 xECHOHAWK WINS, COULD BE NATION'S 1ST NATIVE GOVERNO
6/29/1994 A021 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PLANNING BOMBING RANGE
8/17/1994 A012 FEDS PLAN BOMBING RANGE ON SACRED SITE
12/22/1994 A061 STUDENTS SEE MAJOR BENEFITS FROM MENTOR PROGRAM
1/05/1995 A034 NEZ PERCE, IDAHO REACH ACCORD ON FISHING
3/09/1995 A063 IDAHO GOVERNOR VOWS TO IMPROVE RESERVATION LIFE
7/24/1991 A071 kCAMPUS CARTOON CREATES A STIR WITH IDAHO TRIBE
8/17/1995 B043 STUDENTS JOIN IN FIELD WORK
SEE ETHNIC IDENTITY
ROSEBUD DOCTOR LEFT--HOUSE WASN'T READY
SEE INDIAN HEALTH SERV
SEE ALSO UNIVERSITY OF ILL
3/20/1991 A012 ILLINI MASCOT TEETERS AFTER STUDENTS VOTE
11/13/1991 A015 LEGISLATORS WANT TO SAVE CHIEF ILLINIWEK
4/21/1993 A076 NEW ILLINIWEK STILL ANGERS PROTESTERS
3/16/1994 A034 STATE DISMISSES COMPLAINT BY HANEY OVER MASCOT
5/04/1994 A042 ILLINIWEK IS IRRELEVANT (L)
6/22/1994 A044 EDUCATING IGNORANT PEOPLE WHO PERPETUATE (L)
10/19/1994 A042 U OF ILL STUDENT--CHIEF ILLINIWEK IMAGE DAMAGING (L)
12/14/1995 A013 ILLINI MASCOT TO DANCE ON
3/20/1991 A012 ILLINI MASCOT TEETERS AFTER STUDENTS VOTE
11/13/1991 A015 LEGISLATORS WANT TO SAVE CHIEF ILLINIWEK
11/17/1993 A071 K40TH ANNUAL POW WOW
10/12/1994 C051 RIVERBOAT CASINOS--WHO'S WINNING THE GAME?
SEE CULTURAL IMAGE
9/08/1994 A044 NATIVE AMERICANS ARE IMMIGRANTS (L)
10/26/1994 A051 xCOYOTE COMMENTS ON IMMIGRATION
3/09/1995 A041 ^IMMIGRATION POLICY WOULD HAVE SAVED TRIBES A WHOLE
4/21/1993 B093 KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS MUST HAVE ALL IMMUNIZATIONS
11/03/1993 B041 REMEMBER TO IMMUNIZE THE CHILDREN
8/05/1992 A015 IMPACT AID FUNDS RESTORED
9/30/1992 B091 NIEA STRONG IN FIGHT FOR IMPACT AID
10/27/1993 A073 STUDY FINDS TRIBES UNHAPPY WITH IMPACT AID CONSULTIN
3/02/1994 A061 OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS GET IMPACT AID
3/30/1995 BOll SEN PRESSLER FIGHTS TO KEEP IMPACT AID
6/23/1995 A021 kTRIBES CHALLENGE IMPACT AID CUTS
11/26/1992 AOll INDIAN INAUGURAL BALL PLANNED
12/24/1992 AOll CLINTON INCLUDING TRIBES IN INAUGURATION
12/24/1992 A053 xRUBBING UP AT INAUGURAL BALL
1/21/1993 A012 XHIGH HOPES FOR INDIANS SPARK CLINTON FESTIVITIES
1/21/1993 B012 XROSEBUD YOUTH TAKE PART IN INAUGURAL
1/21/1993 B076 BEAR DON'T WALKS GO TO INAUGURATION
1/28/1993 A012 KINDIAN PARTICIPATION AT INAUGURATION IS ALL-TIME HI
12/29/1993 B014 xROSEBUD GALA INAUGURATION SET DEC 31
11/06/1991 AOll EXEMPTION APPROVED FOR LEASE INCOME
7/29/1992 AOll INDIANS FALL IN POVERTY STATS
5/05/1993 A081 TRUST INCOME EXEMPTION MOVES FORWARD ON HILL
9/08/1993 A054 xDASCHLE'S TRUST EXEMPTION WINS BIG IN QUIET WAY
11/23/1994 B041 EDUCATION HIGH, INCOME LOW FOR SIOUX
12/04/1991 A064 SENATE OKS TRUST INCOME EXEMPTION
2/04/1992 B053 IRS OFFERING FREE TAX HELP
SEE FOURTH OF JULY
SEE ALSO US CONGRESS
3/03/1993 AOll xSENATE EMBRACES INDIAN AFFAIRS PANEL
5/12/1993 A015 SENATE INDIAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE ON CHOPPING BLOCK
5/29/1991 coil
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INDIAN AFFAIRS 7/28/1993 B051 ^DEPARTING BROWN REFLECTS ON HARMFUL MYTHS
9/08/1993 A041 kDEER EXPRESS IS LEAVING STATION, HEADED RIGHT
9/22/1993 A062 CAPITOL HILL VET TO FIGHT FOR RIGHTS OF TRIBAL PEOPL
A/20/199A AGll SENATE PANEL BLASTS BIA BUDGET
6/15/199A CQ2A SENATE COMMITTEE TOLD INDIAN GAMING A BENEFIT
6/15/1994 CG31 TRIBES REMAIN COMMITTED, ABLE TO REGULATE GAMBLING
6/15/1994 CG32 STATES STALL GAMING NEGOTIATIONS
6/22/1994 AG31 GAMING BILL DUE SOON
6/29/1994 AG14 GAMING BILL SEEKS SOLUTIONS
7/G7/1994 AG35 PANEL APPROVES IHS DIRECTOR ELEVATION
7/G7/1994 BGll 60V MILLER APPOINTS CITIZENS TO IND AFFAIRS COMM
7/13/1994 AGll LEADERS OBJECT TO INOUYE GAMING BILL
7/27/1994 AG12 GAMING BILL OPPOSED ALL-AROUND AT HEARING
8/31/1994 AGll xNEW GAMING LEGISLATION A STEP FORWARD
11/16/1994 AGll REPUBLICANS SWEEP CONGRESS
11/16/1994 AG13 HOUSE COMMITTEE MAY GO
11/16/1994 AG21 SENATE COMMITTEE CHANGES FACE
12/G7/1994 AGll KSENATE SHAKE-UP MAY PUT INDIAN AFFAIRS ON LINE
12/G7/1994 AG12 HOUSE IND AFFAIRS COMM WEATHERS REPUBLICAN REVOLUTIO
12/15/1994 AG12 xSENATOR PROMISES REAL BIA REFORM
12/29/1994 AG13 xCAMPBELL VOWS TO STAY SEATED ON IND AFFAIRS PANEL
1/19/1995 AG12 INDIANS SURVIVE 1G4TH CONGRESS--SO FAR
1/19/1995 AG74 HOUSE INDIAN PANEL CHANGES FACE
2/16/1995 AG12 HEALING GENERATION RISES TO MEET TODAY'S CHALLENGES
3/16/1995 AG33 KMCCAIN PROMISES FIGHT FOR PROGRAMS
4/13/1995 AG24 INDIAN AFFAIRS PANEL ASKS FOR BUDGET INCREASE
4/27/1995 AGll CONGRESS REAUTHORIZES CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION LAW
5/11/1995 AG31 JOHN BUSHMAN NAMED LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT FOR INDIAN
SEE ALSO LAKOTA TIMES
1G/G8/1992 AG21 KTIMES A CHANGIN' BUT THE STAFF ISN'T
1G/G8/1992 AG41 WELCOME TO INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY (ED)
lG/22/1992 AG41 A NEWSPAPER BY ANY OTHER NAME--STILL STANDS UP (ED)
11/12/1992 AG61 NAME CHANGE PROMOTES READER RESPONSE
11/26/1992 AG43 NEWSPAPER GIVES DIFFERENT INSIGHT (L)
1/14/1993 AG75 NATIONAL NEWS SERVICE DISTRIBUTES GIAGO COLUMN
2/G4/1993 BG51 SflND COUNTRY TODAY SELECTS ALL-LAKOTA GIRLS TEAM
3/1G/1993 AG51 NEWSPAPER GOOD EDUCATIONAL TOOL (L)
4/G7/1993 BGll TODAY REPORTERS WIN TWO AWARDS
4/G7/1993 BGll kLONE HILL INTERNS AT TODAY OFFICE
5/12/1993 CGll KBOYS ALL-LAKOTA '93 SELECTED
6/G9/1993 AG41 XWINNING FEELS LIKE LOSING
6/23/1993 AG46 WOUNDED KNEE SPECIAL GIVES STRENGTH (L)
6/3G/1993 AG41 THIRTEEN YEARS OF A FREE PRESS AND GOING STRONG (ED)
7/21/1993 AG73 xINDIAN COUNTRY INTERN HEADS TO WASHINGTON
7/28/1993 AG44 GOVERNOR SENDS HIS BEST (L)
8/G4/1993 AG44 GRATEFUL FOR WINDOW ON THE WORLD (L)
9/15/1993 AG25 XREYNOLDS WINS NATIONAL AWARD
9/15/1993 AG52 UST ATTACKS INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY AND CRST CHAIRMAN
9/29/1993 AG41 EDITOR'S DEPARTURE LEAVES GOOD MEMORIES (ED)
lG/27/1993 AG41 BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS ENSURE FREEDOM OF PRESS (ED)
1/12/1994 AG44 INDIAN,COUNTRY TODAY UNLIKE ANY OTHER PAPER (L)
2/G2/1994 AG41 LOOK^^FOR 'SNAP ADS' SOON (ED)
2/G2/1994 AG41 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (ED)
3/G9/1994 CG35 BIGGER AND BETTER
4/G6/1994 AG21 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY WILL FOCUS ON GAMING
4/13/1994 AG41 CLAIRVOYANT, WE'RE NOT (ED)
5/18/1994 DG12XNEWSPAPER GOES SOUTHWEST
7/13/1994 AG41 KSOUTHWEST NEWSPAPER IS THE BIRTH OF A NOTION
7/13/1994 AG44 GOOD NEWS REACHES INSIDE COUNTY JAIL (L)
7/27/1994 AGll xVISITING THE NATIONS, BACK TO SCHOOL IN NEXT WEEK'S
7/27/1994 AG41 A NEW VOICE NOW BEING HEARD IN THE SOUTHWEST (ED)
8/24/1994 AG41 CHALLENGING PREJUDICE (ED)
9/21/1994 AG42 ADA DEER LAUDS NEW NEWSPAPER (L)
lG/19/1994 AG44 HAS INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY STRAYED INTO TABLOID JO (L)
lG/26/1994 AG41 NEWSSTAND PRICE DROPS, THANKS TO READERS (ED)
11/G2/1994 AG42 SOUTHWEST EDITION FILLS A NEED IN INDIAN COUNTRY (L)
12/15/1994 AG41 STANDING UP FOR THE PEOPLE'S RIGHT TO KNOW (ED)
12/22/1994 AG42 ANOTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMER (L)
12/29/1994 AGll INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY NOW PUBLISHES AT CENTRAL PLANT
1/G5/1995 AG51 ICT KEEPS READER IN TOUCH WITH CHILDHOOD HOME (L)
1/12/1995 AGll SOUTHWEST BUREAU CONTINUES TO KEEP QUALITY A PRIORIT
1/12/1995 AG12 COMING SOON-^-A NEW INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY
1/19/1995 AG51 READER SUBSCRIBES TO 'REEL INDIAN ' UPDATE (L)
2/G2/1995 AG43 HAPPY NEW YEAR OR HANPA NU HE? (L)
2/G2/1995 AG44 STUDENT THANKFUL FOR EYE-OPENING NEWSPAPER (L)
2/G9/1995 AG44 COLORADOAN LOVES SOUTHWEST INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY (L)
3/23/1995 AG41 SOMEONE TAMPERED WITH YOUR NEWSPAPER (ED)
4/2G/1995 AG41 LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
INDIAN COUNTRY TOD
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5/11/1995 AOAl WRITERS, ARTISTS, HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO BE HEAR (ED)
6/08/1995 AG51 xSHAKOPEE CHAIRMAN CHARGES NEWSPAPER DISTORTS REALIT
6/29/1995 AQAl LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
9/28/1995 B1G5 ICT WRITER WINS NATIONAL AWARD
1G/G5/1995 AG23 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY TEMPORARILY CLOSES WASH BUREAU
lG/12/1995 AGAl XALTERNATIVE TO WHAT?
12/G7/1995 AGA3 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY IS A BIG HIT DOWN UNDER (L)
12/29/1995 AG25 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY TO RELOCATE SOUTHWEST OFFICE
5/22/1991 AG12 KlHS SUED FOR DISCRIMINATION
5/29/1991 AGll MEASLES EPIDEMIC LINKED TO ONE DEATH
6/G5/1991 BGA3 xRUSSELL NAMED ABERDEEN AREA CONTRACTS OFFICER
7/1G/1991 AG51 SHORTAGE OF PINE RIDGE IHS STAFF (L)
7/iG/1991 AG81 KIHS AND OST HEALTH BOARD--A LAW UNTO THEMSELVES?
7/17/1991 AG76 IHS TO STUDY CANCER FACTORS
7/2A/1991 BG41 xUNTIL THE NEED IS ADDRESSED INDIAN HEALTH SUFFERS
8/G7/1991 AG12 TRANSFER OF IHS DIRECTOR PROMPTS NEAR WALKOUT
8/14/1991 AG61 ROOKS RESPONDS TO CHARGES AGAINST HEALTH BOARD (L)
8/21/1991 AG12 XGROSS ABUSES STILL PLAGUE IHS
8/21/1991 AG51 NAMELESS BACKSTABBING DOESN'T SOLVE PROBLEMS (L)
8/28/1991 AG61 FREE MEDICAL CARE MYTH LAID TO REST
8/28/1991 BGll xCLARKE BESTS IHS, WINS BACK PAY
9/G4/1991 BGll xIHS DOCTOR TO LEAVE; ABERDEEN NOT SUPPORTIVE
9/11/1991 AG53 IHS FAILINGS DISCOURAGING TO STUDENT (L)
1G/G2/1991 AG53 FORMER IHS EMPLOYEE AIRS GRIEVANCES (L)
1G/G9/1991 AG51 CROW AGENCY IHS FAILS TO REPORT RAPE AND ABUSE (L)
lG/23/1991 BG15 IHS OFFICIALS BENNETT COUNTY TALK HEALTH CARE
11/27/1991 AG31 WINNEBAGOS BATTLE IHS FOR FULL-SERVICE HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 CG21 FOLLOWUP MEETING BRINGS BETTER HEALTH CLOSER
12/24/1991 A1G4 IHS MEDICAL WAREHOUSE COULD MEAN 3G NEW JOBS
1/G8/1992 AG12 KIHS SITE SELECTION PREMATURE
1/28/1992 AG26 xIHS CHIEF SLOAN WILL RETURN TO CLINICAL PRACTICE
1/28/1992 BG41 XROSEBUD IHS DIRECTOR CALLED BEFORE COUNCIL
1/28/1992 BG45 KG WAYNE TAPIO SPARKS IHS INVESTIGATION
3/11/1992 A123 DON DAVIS NAMED INTERIM IHS DIRECTOR
3/11/1992 BGll KPASS CREEK TO STUDY BENNETT-IHS PROPOSAL
3/18/1992 AG34 MOTHERS PLEAD FOR FAS LEGISLATION
3/18/1992 AG32 STUDY PROPOSES END TO INPATIENT CARE
4/G1/1992 AG12 KMOVE ON TO SAVE HEALTH CARE
4/G1/1992 AG15 IHS WAFFLES ON SUPPLY CENTER
4/G8/1992 AG53 IHS THREATENS CLOSURE OF EAGLE BUTTE HOSPITAL
4/G8/1992 AG85 ELDERS LOST IN CARE PLAN
4/G8/1992 CG14 IHS WANTS TO FINISH HOUSING PROJECT
4/22/1992 AG15 HOUSE PANEL DISPUTES IHS PLAN
4/29/1992 AG61 IHS LEAVES QUESTIONS ABOUT HOSPITAL CLOSURES
5/2G/1992 AG33 IHS DIRECTOR'S WIFE RECANTS STATEMENTS
5/27/1992 AG36 VANDERWAGEN NAMED AREA INTERIM DIRECTOR
7/G1/1992 A125 INDIAN HEALTH CONFERENCE SLATED FOR JULY
8/G5/1992 AG31 NEBRASKA IHS STAFF COMMENDED
8/12/1992 AG31 KIHS COMMITS TO CHILDREN, CAN'T SAVE RURAL IN-PATIEN
8/12/1992 BG31 EX-ABERDEEN AREA DIRECTOR CLEARED OF CHARGES
9/G9/1992 AG31 HOUSE RECOMMENDS BUDGET INCREASE FOR IHS
9/16/1992 BG24 ROSEBUD IHS EMPLOYEES JOIN UNION
9/23/1992 A1G4 IHS TO BEGIN CANCER STUDY IN ALASKA VILLAGES
lG/22/1992 AG12 NEW HEALTH ACT MAY TELL RHOADES TO HIT THE TRAIL
11/G5/1992AG14 SUPREME COURT ACCEPTS IHS CASE
1/21/1993 BGll YANKTON STUDYING IHS TAKEOVER
2/11/1993 AG71 SIX SURFACE IN IHS DIRECTOR SEARCH
4/21/1993 AG61 PROGNOSIS MAY IMPROVE ON IHS BUDGET REQUEST
4/21/1993 AG65 FIRST LADY SAYS IHS CLINICS MAY BE OPENED TO PUBLIC
4/28/1993 BG43 IHS OFFICER DOES NOT HAVE A STATE LICENSE
5/12/1993 BG31 SHOALWATER OFFICIALS URGE RESPONSE TO INFANT DEATHS
5/12/1993 BG92 DOCTOR WITHOUT LICENSE, IHS AREA DIRECTOR BOTH UNDER
6/G2/1993 AG34 BREAKING THE 'CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE'--ABERDEEN AREA
6/23/1993 AG12 IHS FACES REDUCTIONS
6/3G/1993 BG12 INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE HANGS FIRE ON AMBULANCE INVES
8/18/1993 AG71 LAKOTA NATION WILL MAKE IT DESPITE DIFFICULTIES (L)
9/G1/1993 AG44 PEOPLE NEED TO SUPPORT OST COUNCIL ACTION (L)
9/G8/1993 AG14 TRUJILLO SELECTED FOR IHS POST
9/G8/1993 BG15 KYLE PHARMACY CAN NO LONGER FILL OUTSIDE PRESCRIPTIO
9/22/1993 AGll KIHS HEAD--UNIFICATION NEEDED TO SOLVE PROBLEMS
1G/G6/1993 AG31 CLINTON HEALTH PLAN SUPPORTED--SOME QUESTIONS UNANSW
1G/G6/1993 BGll ABERDEEN AREA IHS HONORS LOCAL SIOUX SAN NURSE
1G/G6/1993 B121 LACK OF FUNDING LEAVES NEW IHS HOSPITAL EMPTY
lG/27/1993 AG14 SENATE FILIBUSTER HOLDS UP INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS
lG/27/1993 BG24 'HIGH RISK' PROPOSAL ACCEPTED FOR REVIEW
11/G3/1993 BG15 KIHS VIOLATED STANDARDS IN HEPATITIS CASE
ll/lG/1993 BG15 DIRECTOR CHOSEN TO HEAD AREA IHS
12/22/1993 AG14 kTRUJILLO NOMINATION OFFICIAL
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1/12/199A A013 IHS TO ABSORB STAFF CUTS
1/19/1994 A013 LINCOLN PROMISES CONSULTATION ON IHS CUTS
1/19/1994 B012 KIHS BELT TIGHTENING SQUEEZES 10 POSITIONS
1/19/1994 BG12 KDASCHLE--CUT BACK THE IHS BUREAUCRACY
2/16/1994 AG12 K$247 MILLION SLASHED FROM IHS BUDGET
3/G9/1994 AG44 IHS BUDGET DOESN'T NEED TO BE SLASHED (L)
3/09/1994 A072 STUDY WILL HELP IHS REDUCE FATAL INJURIES
4/06/1994 A031 SHALALA RESPONDS TO IHS CUTS
4/13/1994 A015 xNEU IHS DIRECTOR CONFIRMED
4/13/1994 A082 INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE CUTS CRITICIZED
5/11/1994 A071 BILL TO BOOST AUTHORITY OF IHS DIRECTOR ON TABLE
5/11/1994 B061 XINDIAN HEALTH SERVICE OFFICIALS INSPECT FT BELKNAP
6/08/1994 AOll KlHS, BIA OPPOSE CHILD ABUSE BILL
6/22/1994 A031 BILL ON THE TABLE TO BOOST AUTHORITY OF IHS DIRECTOR
7/07/1994 AOll TREATIES IGNORED IN HEALTH CARE REFORM
7/07/1994 A032 REDEAGLE NAMED ACTING DIRECTOR OF IHS NASHVILLE
7/07/1994 A035 PANEL APPROVES IHS DIRECTOR ELEVATION
7/27/1994 A044 MORE ON THE IHS CUTBACKS NOW IN THE WORKS (L)
10/05/1994 A051 XANOTHER BEWITCHING DAY WITH THE IHS
12/07/1994 AOll FUTURE OF IHS DISCUSSED WITH TRIBAL CHAIRMEN
12/07/1994 A073 ADVISOR TO DIRECTOR OF IHS BRINGS TRAD VALUES
3/02/1995 AOll xIHS DOCTORS HONORED IN MEMORIAL CEREMONY
3/02/1995 A031 IHS TO ABSORB 230 STAFF CUTS IN '96
4/06/1995 A021 IHS REDESIGN IN THE WORKS
4/20/1995 A053 COYOTE PRAISES IHS HORSE DOCTOR
5/04/1995 A061 FEDERAL PROBE FINDS MANY IHS DOCTORS HAVE RECORDS
5/25/1995 A014 TRIBAL HEALTH CARE SUCCESS COULD BE CURTAILED
6/08/1995 A031 SENATE PASSES BALANCED BUDGET PLAN
7/27/1995 A065 LEADERS REVIEW IHS CUTS
8/24/1995 A024 IHS ESTABLISHES PARTNERSHIP WITH DEFENSE DEPT
11/02/1995 C024 INDIAN HOUSE RELEASES ITS FIRST CD'S
3/27/1991 A053 NORTHERN CHEYENNE LOOKS AT IRA FROM ACROSS OCEAN
4/01/1992 B064 MARTY DEVELOPS INDIAN STUDIES
2/11/1993 A072 $3 MILLION CHALLENGE GRANT SEED MONEY FOR TRIBAL COL
5/05/1993 B125 REGENTS APPROVE INDIAN PROGRAM AT UI
9/29/1993 B021 INSTITUTE OF AM INDIAN STUDIES EXPANDS MISSION--USD
11/13/1991 A041 KHOW INDIAN TACO CAME TO SIOUXLAND '
1/21/1992 A094 PROSECUTOR VOWS TO BLOCK OPERATION OF BINGO PARLOR
4/22/1992 AOll PLUNDERER OF BURIAL MOUNDS PLEADS GUILTY
6/17/1992 A015 MIAMI NATION OF INDIANA DENIED FEDERAL STATUS
4/27/1994 A062 xRELICS ROBBED FROM BURIAL MOUND SUBJECT OF DEBATE
12/10/1992 A034 UNITED NATIONS HEAR TESTIMONY OF INDIGENOUS NATIONS
12/24/1992 A012 xTRIBAL NATIONS AIR CONCERNS BEFORE UNITED NATIONS
1/07/1993 A061 ;*ART FOR INDIANS' SAKE--NAT1VE VOICES S VISIONS
1/07/1993 B064 REPORT--.LOSS OF TRIBAL PEOPLE ENDANGERS WILDLIFE
1/21/1993 A074 RAPID CITY MAYOR RECOGNIZES INDIANS IN PROCLAMATION
3/17/1993 A053 'FIRST NATIONS' MORE APPROPRIATE TITLE THAN NATIVE A
8/18/1993 A022 PAPAL DOCTRINE DIVIDED NATIVES FROM HUMANITY
8/18/1993 A061 PAPAL REVOCATION WOULD RECOGNIZE HISTORIC WRONGS (L)
10/06/1993 AOll ANCIENT PAPAL DECREES LIVE ON
11/24/1993 B012 XDELEGATES TO REPRESENT LAKOTA AT UNITED NATIONS
11/24/1993 B012 COALITrlON FORGES PLAN FOR REPARATION
12/22/1993 B061 X'CIRCLE OF NATIONS' BRINGS INDIGENOUS VISION
2/16/1994 AOll MEXICAN NATIVES WEIGH OPTIONS FOLLOWING REVOLT
3/02/1994 A044 WHEN DOES REFORM TOWARD NATIVE PEOPLES BEGIN? (L)
4/06/1994 C031 BOOK DEALS WITH STRUGGLES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
7/20/1994 A041 xINDIGENOUS CULTURE COULD BE FINAL HOPE FOR SURVIVAL
3/23/1995 B071 RED HAWK LAB^ INC MAKES PRESENTATION
4/27/1995 C082 ABORIGINAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS--A CELEBRATION
6/29/1995 B031 RED CLOUD GRADUATE NAMED TO UN COMMITTEE
12/07/1995 C076 PEOPLE SOUGHT TO CONTRIBUTE IDEAS FOR BOOK
9/07/1995 A062 HONOR EARTH TOUR TARGETS $200,000 FOR ENVIRONMENT
11/02/1995 C041 KINDIGO GIRLS RELEASE BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE
10/29/1992 B081 CRAZY HORSE CHANGES FOCUS OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
SEE MORTALITY
7/17/1991 B012 ROSEBUD'S UNBORN GET SPECIAL ATTENTION
9/25/1991 A015 $65 MILLION PROJECT COULD SAVE BABIES
10/23/1991 A071 OGLALA HEADSTART PROGRAM GETS GRANT
1/28/1992 A063 PROJECT LAUNCHED TO REDUCE RATE OF INFANT MORTALITY
2/12/1992 B061 HEALTHY START, INDIAN HEALTH BOARD NEED INPUT
2/26/1992 A071 AGENCIES BAND TO SAVE.INFANTS
3/04/1992 C051 HEALTHY START SETS MEETINGS
4/08/1992 A071 1986--0NE OF FIVE IHS BIRTHS FROM A TEEN MOM
8/12/1992 C043 SIDS SUPPORT GROUP TO MEET AUG 13
8/12/1992 C051 MAN CHARGED IN INFANTS DEATH
9/09/1992 A012 GRANT WILL HELP INFANTS GET A HEALTHY START
11/12/1992 BOll VIDEO SAYS BREAST-FED BABY IS A HAPPY BABY
12/31/1992 BOll HEALTHY START COMMENDED
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INFANTS
INHALANT ABUSE
INKPADUTA
INOUYE DANIEL
INST OF AM IND ART
INSURANCE
INTELLIGENCE
INTERNAL REVENUE
INTERNET
INTERNSHIPS
INUIT
INUPIAQ
INUPIAT
INVESTMENTS
IOWA
IOWA (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/07/1993 AOIl OST WELCOMES FIRST BABY OF 1993
7/28/1993 B035 HEALTHY START PROGRAM SEEKING ADVISORY COMMITTEE VOL
5/18/1994 A072 POLICE INVESTIGATE ABANDONED NEWBORN
1/19/1995 B014 KHEALTHY START BABIES HONORED
9/28/1995 BGll kEFFORT THAT SAVES INFANTS MAY END DUE TO CUTBACKS
1/21/1993 A031 HELP FOR 'HUFFERS' ONLY GAME IN TOWN
6/16/1993 B031 HISTORICAL SOCIETY WON'T WAIT 62 YEARS TO CORRECT
3/20/1991 AG12 xOKLAHOMA TRIBES SHORT OF HEALTH CARE
4/17/1991 AG53 WILL INDIANS HELP GAIN SOVEREIGNTY?
5/G1/1991 AG16 kBLACK HILLS CLAIM GETS NEW BOOST
5/15/1991 AG53 MICKELSON RESPONDS TO INOUYE PROPOSAL
8/14/1991 AG53 KINOUYE--GETTING TO KNOW HIM AS A FRIEND
4/22/1992 AG33 INOUYE TRADES SHOTS WITH NCAI
7/29/1992 BlGl INOUYE AND MCCAIN TESTIFY FOR NAVAJO ECONOMIC PROPOS
5/12/1993 AG13 INOUYE URGES NEGOTIATION IN GAMING BATTLE
5/26/1993 AG12 POLITICIANS TWO-STEP WITH TRIBES
7/G8/1993 AG15 ARE GAMING TRIBES GETTING THE RUN AROUND?
7/14/1993 AG61 INOUYE DEFENDS GAMING STANCE
8/18/1993 AG54 KANSAS MAYOR ENCOURAGES iNOUYE (L)
.12/01/1993 AG31 SEN INOUYE SAYS GAMING ACT REVISION CLOSE TO RESOLUT
3/16/1994 AG13 INOUYE SAYS GAMING BILL BY JUNE
11/23/1994 BG43 INOUYE WARNS OF WORSHIP OF THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR
12/22/1994 AGll INOUYE--MAKE CONTACT WITH TRIBAL LEADERS
8/17/1995 AG41 XSOUTHWEST 'IGNORAMUS' TRASHES INDIAN ART SCHOOL
10/05/1995 A025 ART STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
11/16/1995 A041 KAN ARTIST'S MIND IS A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE
5/08/1991 S071 KMONICA KING--OWNS NATIONS'S ONLY INDIAN INSURANCE F
4/22/1992 A015 HOUSE PANEL DISPUTES IHS PLAN
2/04/1993 BOll NEW LAW FILLS IN 'MEDIGAP' INSURANCE
3/23/1995 A053 x'BELL CURVE' ALLEGATIONS MUST BE ADDRESSED
8/17/1995 C012 RESEARCH CHALLENGES STANDARDIZED TESTING
SEE US IRS
4/20/1995 A031 INDIAN POLICY CENTER EXPANDS SERVICES
5/18/1995 B041 LITTLE WOUND TO ACCESS INTERNET
7/13/1995 A051 *IF AM INDIANS DON'T GET ON THE INTERNET, THE RACIST
8/31/1995 A031 AMERICAN INDIAN ART ON INTERNET
10/12/1995 B014 MNI SOSE TO PUT WATER RIGHTS HOME PAGE ON INTERNET
8/18/1993 S141 NATIONAL INTERN PROGRAM TAKES SHAPE
4/20/1995 A074 INTERNSHIP HONORS MEMORY OF LEROY TAYLOR
6/23/1995 B023 LAKOTA SUMMER INTERNS IN TRADEMARK STUDY
10/26/1995 B054 FT RANDALL CASINO OFFERING COLLEGE STUDENTS INTERN
12/24/1991 A012 ^CANADIAN ESKIMOS WIN FIFTH OF CANADA
8/25/1993 A023 INUIT SKELETONS RETURNED TO ANCESTRAL HOME
8/24/1995 A081 ANCIENT ESKIMO GIRL'S BODY SPEAKS OF THE PAST
11/24/1993 AOll kPRESERVATION S PROFITS--INUPIAQ BUSINESS
12/01/1993 A012 xINUPIAQ BALANCE PAST AND PRESENT
7/02/1991 A065 NEW YORKER'S FIRST FRESH-COOKED MUKTUK
8/14/1991 C024 xNON-NATIVE GIVES CLEAR VOICE TO NATIVE ALASKANS
9/16/1992 A012 xATOM BOMB TEST WASTE DUMPED NEAR INUPIAT VILLAGE
2/04/1993 A012 ARCTIC SLOPE CORPORATION BALANCES PROFIT, CULTURE
4/14/1993 A074 PIPER JAFFRAY OFFERS FREE INVESTMENT SEMINAR
4/14/1993 B012 kFINANCIAL INVESTMENT--A MONEY TREE IN TRIBAL FUTURE
5/26/1993 A073 ARIZONA SENATOR WANTS TRIBES IN OVERSEAS INVESTMENT
6/16/1993 B124 INTERTRIBAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT TO BE STUDIED
11/10/1993 C012 XRIGHT ACCOUNT AVOIDS NEEDLESS FEES, FRUSTRATIONS
1/12/1994 B061 ^LEARNING WHEN TO WISELY INVEST IN 'RISKY' BUSINESS
1/19/1994 B044 KHOW TO KNOW HOW MUCH RISK YOU CAN TOLERATE
2/02/1994 B054 xMANAGING MONEY IN UNCERTAIN TIMES
3/02/1994 B041 A LOOK AHEAD AT BENEFITS OF NEW COMMUNITY RE-INVEST
3/02/1994 B044 kTWO KEY FACTORS RULE IN JUDGING BOND INVESTMENTS
3/16/1994 B065 XREADING FINANCIALS S KEEPING SCORE OF STOCKS, BOND
4/13/1994 B071 XEDUCATION, COOPERATION KEYS--COMMUNITY RE-INVEST
8/10/1994 B041 COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT--A MATTER OF RESOURCES
9/21/1994 C031 SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTING--2-WAY STREET FOR TRI
10/26/1994 A024 GIAGO JOINS DEAN WITTER TEAM
3/09/1995 A013 SHOSHONE LOSE MILLIONS IN DERIVATIVES INVESTMENT
3/16/1995 B032 WINNEBAGO TRIBE DIVERSIFIES FOR FUTURE
7/29/1992 AOll IOWA GOVERNOR WINNEBAGOS AGAIN REJECT OHIYE CASINO
3/30/1994 A032 WINNEBAGO TRIBE LOBBIES AGAINST STATE GAMING BILL
6/01/1994 A012 MANAGEMENT COMPANY KICKED OUT OF IOWA CASINO
7/07/1994 A034 VANDALS DIG INTO BURIAL SITES
8/17/1994 B012 STUDENTS COMPLAIN OF RACISM
9/08/1994 A024 lOWANS OPPOSE BAN ON INDIAN MASCOTS
9/08/1994 C024 AMES LAND DEVELOPERS LOSE REIMBURSEMENT BID
12/15/1994 AOll IOWA REGENTS DENY PLAN TO INCREASE ENROLLMENT
1/26/1995 A071 COMPANIES MAKE PITCHES TO RACING, GAMING COMMISSION
2/02/1995 A071 IOWA GROUPS MEET TO BATTLE RACISM S DISCRIM
2/26/1992 A012 xIOWA TRIBE SAVED MISSOURI TOWN
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IOWA (TRIBE)
IRAN
IRON CLOUD ALVIN J
IRON CLOUD LAUREL
IRON CLOUD PAUL
IRON CLOUD ROGER
IRON EYES CARL B
IRON FARON
IRON HORSE HARRY G
IRON MOCCASIN L
IRON SHELL NELSON
IRONEYES CARL
IRONROAD ROBERT
IROQUOIS
IRS
IRVING JENNIFER
ISRAEL
ITALY
lUO JIMA
JACKPOT JUNCTION
JACKSON CHARLEY
JACKSON FAMILY
JACKSON JAIME LYNN
JACKSON KATANA
JACKSON LEROY
JACKSON MICHAEL
JACKSON PHIL
JACKSON STEVE
JACOBS MOTORS
JACOBS TED
JAILS
JAMES KEN
JAMES PHILLIP
JAMES STACEY
JANDREAU FRANK
JANDREAU MICHAEL
JANIS ALVIN MICHAE
JANIS ANDREA
JANIS CALVIN
JANIS CHRIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/08/1992 D051 IOWA TRIBE LOOKS TO REVIVE TRADITIONS
12/17/1992 A072 IOWA TRIBE WORKS WITH STATE TO DEVELOP WILDLIFE CODE
5/11/1995 B034 IRAN'S CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN REVEALED BY WOMAN
5/19/1993 B012 xFATHER OF 4 OVERCOMES MANY BARRIERS TO GRADUATE
6/10/1992 B034 KIRON CLOUD GRADUATES FROM GEORGETOWN
2/25/1993 A026 IRON CLOUD PICKED AS NEW OSHA DIRECTOR
8/07/1991 B012 KIRON CLOUD A GRADUATE OF HEADSTART COURSE
12/29/1994 BOll KIRON EYES RECEIVES EXCELLENCE AWARD
2/02/1995 A013 ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPS BUSINESS NEXT TO BATTLE SITE
11/23/1995 B054 KHONORED VETERAN
10/14/1993 A053 RAPID POLICE CHIEF COMMENDS CAPT IRON MOCCASIN (L)
12/24/1991 B113 PARMELEE MAN PLEADS TO ASSAULT
1/21/1992 B032 xFT YATES SOLDIER HONORED FOR SERVICE
12/15/1993 B031 KIRONEYES GRADUATES WITH HONOR
9/28/1995 B105 MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING BIA OFFICER
9/02/1992 B051 KLACROSSE--LIVING LEGACY OF THE IROQUOIS
3/17/1993 A071 KTHE IROQUOIS NATIONAL COUNCIL
11/24/1993 A024 HAUDENASAUNEE MASKS ESCAPE AUCTION
1/19/1994 A071 *IROQUOIS MUSEUM RECEIVES 1ST PLACE EXCELLENCE AWARD
10/26/1994 A051 'FALSE FACE' CARTOON MOCKED NAVAJO PEOPLE (L)
7/27/1995 A021 HAUDENOSAUNEE NATIONS & UN BEGIN HISTORIC ENVIRONMEN
SEE US IRS
6/23/1993 B031 KPINE RIDGE YOUTH USES TITLE TO HONOR VETERANS
5/13/1992 A044 TO THOSE WHO LIVE IN GLASS TIPIS (L)
3/30/1994 B041 KITALIAN STUDENTS VISIT TIOSPA ZINA
3/04/1992 B065 IRA HAYES MONUMENT UNVEILED
11/13/1991 S061 kJACKPOT JUNCTION--NEW 'BUFFALO' FOR THE TRIBES
1/08/1992 AOll LOWER SIOUX--FULL CONTROL OF JACKPOT JUNCTION CASINO
11/05/1992 S021 XNON-INDIAN COMMUNITIES WIN TOO WITH GAMING
3/24/1993 AOll JUDGE RULES LOWER SIOUX PAYMENTS BREAK LAW
10/06/1993 A061 BIA OFFICIAL REPORTEDLY VIOLATED FEDERAL POLICY
12/22/1994 B081 xJACKSON RACES BACK INTO RODEO
10/26/1994 coil XRODEO A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR WORLD CHAMPION JACKSON
1/14/1992 A012 XTINY GIRL NEEDS TRANSPLANTS
3/04/1992 B075 xSIOUX SAN GROUP ISSUES CHALLENGE FOR JAIME LYNN
9/02/1992 B014 KJAIME LYNN JACKSON STILL WAITS FOR TRANSPLANT
12/17/1992 A034 xLIFE FOR JAIME
12/24/1992 BOll xDONATIONS FOR JAIME GO OVER $50,000
1/14/1993 BOll JAIME LYNN DOING GOOD AFTER TRANSPLANT
1/21/1993 A074 JAIME LYNN'S CONDITION IS STEADILY IMPROVING
2/04/1993 BOll JAIME LYNN STILL IN (CRITICAL CONDITION
2/18/1993 B012 XHOSPITAL FAMILY RECALLS LIFE WITH JAIME LYNN
3/10/1993 B081 xJAIME LYNN TAKES FIRST BITE--ALMOST
5/26/1993 AOll JAIME LYNN ADDING 'OUT' TO PATIENT STATUS
8/11/1993 A075 JAIME LYNN IS COMING HOME
6/29/1994 AOll KJAIME LYNN JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
2/16/1994 A071 JACKSON HEADS TO FREE THROW COMPETITION
10/14/1993 A015 NAVAJO ACTIVIST FOUND DEAD IN HIS VEHICLE
10/20/1993 A071 CALL FOR INVESTIGATION OF NAVAJO ACTIVIST'S DEATH
10/20/1993 A071 NAVAJO ENVIRONMENTALIST LEROY JACKSON LAID TO REST
11/10/1993 A024 FAMILY. S FRIENDS QUESTION METHADONE IN JACKSON'S DEA
11/17/1993 A083 'A CURRENT AFFAIR' TO FEATURE JACKSON
12/01/1993 B042 CARE PUSHES ACTIVIST'S WISH
12/22/1993 A031 JACKSON'S AUTOPSY REPORT IS PUZZLING
1/12/1994 A051 READER QUESTIONS CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING LEROY (L)
1/19/1994 A033 US FISH S WILDLIFE RESPONDS TO JACKSON'S LAST LETTER
2/10/1994 A034 BOTTLE WITH METHADONE RESIDUE FOUND IN VAN
4/27/1994 B061 LEROY JACKSON REMEMBERED WITH MEMORIAL RUN
11/27/1991 B091 MICHAEL JACKSON FEATURES INDIANS IN MUSIC VIDEO
7/20/1995 AOll kBULLS COACH CHALLENGES OGLALA YOUTH
7/20/1995 A061 kCHICAGO BULLS COACH GIVES STUDENTS A FEW TIPS
7/24/1991 A012 kSISSETON-WAHPETON DISSENTERS TURN TO BIA
5/08/1991 S181 KTED JACOBS--THE MAN BEHIND JACOBS MOTORS
5/08/1991 S181 KTED JACOBS--THE MAN BEHIND JACOBS MOTORS
SEE PRISONS
9/21/1994 B014 REPORT CITES ABYSMAL CONDITIONS IN RESERVATION JAILS
10/22/1992 B012 KLOCAL OFFICER SECURES RAPID CITY HONOR FOR SUANNE
2/23/1994 B041 kPOLICEMAN PUTS COMMUNITY FIRST
5/18/1995 BOll COP CLEARED IN REIFEL SHOOTING
6/19/1991 B026 PHILLIP JAMES NAMED ACTING SUPERINTENDENT
9/08/1994 B051 TWO HASKELL STUDENTS ON A MAJIC BUS TOUR
7/21/1993 B025 kFRANK JANDREAU TO PASTOR ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
9/16/1992 A064 LOWER BRULE TRIBE RE-ELECTS JANDREAU
7/14/1993 A014 K'AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE'
6/10/1992 B036 KJANIS CAMPLETES BASIC TRAINING
9/30/1992 BOll KA RETIRING STAR
8/05/1992 B045 KJANIS RETURNS AFTER FOUR YEARS
12/24/1991 B041 kBIG CROW, JANIS 8 RICHARDS CHOSEN FOR CLASS A TEAM
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JANIS DAVID
JANIS LISA
JANIS MAXINE
JANIS OLIVER
JANIS WES
JANKLOW BILL
JAPAN
JARESKE JOY
JEFFERSON ACADEMY
JEFFERSON AWARD
JEFFRIES LONNIE
JEMEZ PUEBLO
JENA
JENDRY MICHAEL
JENSEN BENJAMIN
JENSEN COREY
JENSEN DAVID
JEWELRY
JEWISH
JEWISH FUND
JICARILLA APACHE
JIM NATHAN JR
JOB CORPUS
JOBS
JOE BELINDA F
JOHN CHARLEY
JOHN MAURICE
JOHN OTTO
JOHNS DALE
JOHNS HOPKINS
JOHNSON ARTHUR
JOHNSON CL
JOHNSON GARY
JOHNSON MAGIC
JOHNSON MATT
JOHNSON PAUL
JOHNSON TIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/0A/1992 coil KOST VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--JANIS.. .
2/02/1995 B015 xJANIS RECOGNIZED FOR SOBERING POEM
6/15/1994 B034 JANIS CHOSEN FOR LONG-TERM TRAINING IN DENTAL
8/10/1995 B073 kEAGLE FEATHER AWARDED TO DENTAL HYGIENIST
9/18/1991 B031 XSTAYING SOBER TAKES CONSTANT PRACTICE
2/02/1995 B054 xRIDE 'EM COWBOY
5/25/1994 A051 REMEMBER THE JANKLOW YEARS BEFORE YOU VOTE (L)
10/05/1994 A044 BEDDOW HAS INTEGRITY, JANKLOW IS OLD NEWS (L)
10/19/1994 A044 ELECTION WILL BE A TALE OF TWO CANDIDATES (L)
10/19/1994 A044 JANKLOW--BLUE SMOKE BELLOWING CL)
11/10/1994 AOll XJANKLOW PREVAILS
12/22/1994 B012 WHITEBIRD OUT; JANKLOW'S CHOICE UNKNOWN
1/26/1995 B044 xJANKLOW EXPECTED TO GUT LOCAL GOVERNMENT
2/02/1995 B034 xJANKLOW'S TAXATION PLAN WILL HURT RURAL SD
4/13/1995 B024 XJANKLOW HONORS 'QUAD SQUAD'
7/27/1995 A063 SOUTH DAKOTA'S GAMING AGREEMENTS 'A MESS'
8/17/1995 A041 HEAR ABOUT THE PLOT TO TAKE OVER SOUTH DAKOTA? (ED)
9/28/1995 A051 'FIELD MARSHAL' JANKLOW ON THE MOVE (L)
10/19/1995 A041 xGOVERNOR CUSTER?
10/19/1995 B024 JANKLOW COMMENTS PROVOKE CONTROVERSY
10/26/1995 A053 HEY, GOVERNOR JANKLOW, STUDY YOUR HISTORY (L)
11/30/1995 A054 JANKLOW SHOULD CONTINUE ON MICKELSON'S ROAD (L)
11/30/1995 A081 JANKLOW IMPLEMENTS NEW TAX-EXEMPT VEHICLE PLATES
12/29/1995 A054 GOVERNOR ASKED TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN DAY (L)
9/01/1993 B051 MONTANA YOUTH PLACES IN JAPAN GRAND FINALS
4/06/1994 coil DANCE GROUP TO VISIT JAPAN
9/21/1994 BlOl EASTERN BAND OF CHEROKEE ENTERTAINING VISITORS
12/15/1994 C031 JAPANESE THEME PARK SEEKS LOCAL DANCERS
12/07/1994 B051 JARESKE NAMED VISTA VOLUNTEER
12/29/1995 B021 xSTUDENTS FIND SUCCESS SWEET
6/23/1993 B015 BIG CROW RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD
3/23/1995 B024 MARIAN ONE STAR IS 1995 JEFFERSON AWARD WINNER
3/31/1993 B071 xJEFFRIES PLACES THIRD AT STATE 8-BALL POOL TOURNEY
10/20/1993 A031 SMITHSONIAN TO RETURN CEREMONIAL OBJECTS TO JEMEZ PU
8/03/1994 A081 KJEMEZ YOUTH RUN TO WASHINGTON
SEE CHOCTAW
3/25/1992 A084 xBARELY A TEEN, BOY OF YEAR HAS FUTURE PLANNED
12/24/1992 B092 xJENSEN SELECTED STUDENT OF THE MONTH
11/16/1994 B051 XDRIVING FOR SHOW LEADS TO PUTTING FOR DOUGH
3/18/1992 A116 DAVID JENSEN SENTENCED TO LIFE IN BRAVE STABBING
2/26/1991 A084 KCLAYMORE--SILVERSMITH'S ART SENDS MESSAGE
6/03/1992 S061 KJEWELRY CREATIONS CARRY HERITAGE, TRADITION
2/16/1994 B051 XMISSION BUSINESS MAKES IT TO PIERRE
8/03/1994 S261 xHORSE-HAIR BRAIDING BINDS LONG WOLF GENERATIONS
3/09/1995 S171 XFAMILY FOCUSES TALENTS ON TURQUOISE AND SILVER
4/06/1994 A051 SURPRISING SIMILARITIES BETWEEN AM INDS-AM JEWS
12/21/1995 B061 JEWISH FUND MAKES GRANTS
1/01/1991 A084 KJICARILLA APACHE RADIO GOES ON THE AIR
5/15/1991 A072 JICARILLAS PLANT THEIR MILLIONTH PINE SEEDLING
7/29/1992 A021 ATOLE TO LEAD JICARILLA APACHE
12/17/1992 C044 JICARILLA APACHE WATER RIGHTS DISPUTE SETTLED
6/01/1995 A051 ONCE UPON A TIME AT THE IDAHO DEAD EAGLE REPOSITOR
6/23/1995 A051 YES, GRIEF WEIGHS HEAVILY, CUTS DEEPLY (L)
4/10/1991 A094 KICKING HORSE POWWOW SET ON MAY 18
4/10/1991 A095 XSTUDENTS GRADUATE FROM KICKING HORSE
2/26/1992 B051 JOB CORPS GRADUATES AREA STUDENTS
5/06/1992 B024 JOB CORPS TEAM TO VISIT PINE RIDGE
8/18/1993 A086 JOB CORPS BUILDS NEW CENTER ON CHEROKEE LAND
SEE EMPLOYMENT
5/18/1994 B021 STUDENTS TO ATTEND WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
5/25/1994 B071 STUDENTS TO ATTEND WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
1/08/1992 A074 NAVAJO PRESIDENT'S CHIEF OF STAFF DISBARRED
8/21/1991 A012 SHOTGUN STANDOFF AT SENECA JUNCTION
5/18/1994 A061 JANITOR'S RAMPAGE DESTROYS ALASKA SCHOOL
10/08/1992 D084 MEDICINE MAN CONVICTED OF SEXUAL ABUSE
10/27/1993 A023 JOHNS HOPKINS RECEIVES GRANT TO STUDY OBESITY
11/10/1994 A021 KINMATE CONVICTED OF KILLING BLACKCROW
4/13/1995 B074 INMATE SENTENCED IN PRISON KILLING
4/13/1994 B041 CL JOHNSON COMPETING AT BULL RIDING ONLY EVENT
1/05/1994 BOll DIRECTOR REFLECTS ON DEVELOPMENT
11/27/1991 A053 XMAGIC DROPPED BALL ON PROMISCUITY
1/05/1995 BOll THREE NOMINATED TO ACADEMIES
7/10/1991 A053 PHOENIX MAYOR SENDS SIGNAL TO CONGRESS
2/05/1991 A044 TIM JOHNSON CITES RECORD ON INDIANS (L)
4/03/1991 A044 CONGRESSMAN COMMENDS SIOUX WARRIORS CD
5/01/1991 A026.JOHNSON BILL IMPROVES RESERVATION ROADS
5/01/1991 A045 JOHNSON CAN'T DECIDE WHAT'S GOOD FOR SIOUX (L)
5/15/1991 A045 LET'S GET JOHNSON OUT OF CONGRESS (L)
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JOHNSON TIM
JOHNSON WANDA
JONES CHRIS
JONES CORA
JONES CORINNA
JONES DAN C
JONES EHELIO
JONES JOANN
JONES ROSALIE
JONES SHANE
JONES THOMAS D
JONES WILLIAM
JORDAN JOHN.
JORDAN MIKE
JORGENSON MARILYN
JOSEPH Albert
JOSEPH BRIAN
JOSEPH RACHEL
JOSEPH RYAN
JOURDAIN ROGER
JOURNALISM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/29/1991 AOAA REP JOHNSON TELLS READER TO GET FACTS STRAIGHT (L)
10/30/1991 AOIA CONGRESS FACES RECONCILIATION BILL
10/15/1992 B094 XJOHNSON ENVISIONS TRIBAL MANAGEMENT
10/22/1992 A041 XDASCHLE, JOHNSON NEED TO OPEN THEIR HEARTS, MIND
6/23/1993 A031 JOHNSON INTRODUCES WOUNDED KNEE PARK BILL
2/16/I99A B035 ^CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATIONS
3/16/1999 AOll XJOHNSON INTRODUCES MNI WICONI PROJECT LEGISLATION
5/25/1994 A013 JOHNSON TRIES TO BOOST PARK EMPLOYMENT
7/27/1994 B061 xWASHINGTON CONFERENCE
8/17/1994 A044 DRAFT RECORDS WILL SHOW JOHNSON'S TRUE COLORS (L)
. 3/23/1995 B031 JOHNSON, DASCHLE ANNOUNCE $7.7 MILLION GRANT FOR HOU
3/23/1995 C021 JOHNSON RALLIES FOR SUPPORT OF FEDERAL AID
10/05/1995 A044 REP JOHNSON—THERE'S NO 'MASTER PLAN' (L)
9/25/1991 A034 KMISS INDIAN AMERICA--CHALLENGE IS LIFE ITSELF
8/21/1991 A041 DOCTOR CLEARS HERSELF--TOO MANY JONES (L)
1/01/1991 A012 WAR STILL ON OVER ROSEBUD BIA SUPER
1/15/1991 A052 SUPERINTENDENT STANDS ON RECORD (L)
5/22/1991 C025 TRIBE HIRES EX-SENATOR TO GET JONES
8/28/1991 B065 CORA JONES TEMPORARILY REASSIGNED
5/27/1992 B015 xCORA JONES GETS FAREWELL SURPRISE
6/26/1991 C016 XCORINNA JONES OUTSTANDING YOUNG WOMAN OF AMERICA
4/06/1994 C041 FILM COMPETITION WINNERS ANNOUNCED
4/06/1994 B012 xIN THE SWING OF SPRING
7/31/1991 AOll FACTIONS BATTLING OVER WINNEBAGO BINGO
4/20/1995 A061 HO-CHUNK PRESIDENT DESCRIBES GAMBLING STUDY AS FLAWE
4/27/1995 C084 XDANCE INSTRUCTOR AWARDED CHOREOGRAPHER'S FELLOWSHIP
9/04/1991 B033 SHANE JONES ENLISTS AS A NAVY MECHANIC
5/18/1994 D041 XUA ALUMNUS CARRIES 'EARTH BALL' INTO SPACE
9/18/1991 A076 YOUTH DIES IN EARLY MORNING SHOOTING
9/23/1992 A081 COACH GETS CLEAN SLATE
10/08/1992 D012 CONFRONTATION RAISES SCHOOL RIVALRY QUESTIONS
12/17/1992 C012 XCROW CREEK REFUSES TO PLAY THORPES
1/14/1993 A044 A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE ON COACH ISSUE (L)
1/28/1993 A015 xJORDAN SAID TO BE OUT AT PINE RIDGE
3/03/1993 B061 OUSTED COACH FILES CHARGES OF DISCRIMINATION
4/27/1995 B083 DR BASKETBALL
1/12/1994 BOll WANBLEE WOMAN GIVEN STATE HONOR
12/29/1994 A084 GUIDE LEADS SEARCH FOR ANCIENT VILLAGES IN BC
3/02/1994 B071 SD NATIVE STUDENT SELECTED TO ATTEND MILITARY ACADEM
7/02/1991 A075 RACHEL JOSEPH GETS NEA AWARD
8/14/1991 A014 XWASTE RAPID STURGIS NO GOOD
6/12/1991 AO12 KA MAN CALLED ROGER
6/12/1991 B013 KFORCEFUL EFFORT AFFECTED INDIANS THROUGHOUT THE US
6/12/1991 BOll XATTACK ON SOVEREIGNTY RELENTLESS
1/28/1992 S301 XROGER JOURDAIN LOOKED BEYOND TRIBAL POLITICS
7/15/1992 A053 ROGER WHERE ARE YOU?
SEE ALSO MEDIA
1/01/1991 B015 MINORITY JOURNALISTS PLAN '94 CONVENTION
2/12/1991 A041 XMISGUIDED, ADVOCACY JOURNALISM TWISTS FACTS
3/12/1991 A014 XGIAGO TO BE HONORED BY HARVARD UNIVERSITY
3/20/1991 A041 xNEUHARTH DECRIES LACK OF MINORITY JOURNALISTS
4/10/1991 A041 xCOLUMNISTS SHOULD 'DANCE WITH FACTS'!
5/01/1991 A031 TIM GIAGO TO RECEIVE NCCJ AWARD
5/01/1991 A041 TABLOID ARTICLE IS PURE TRASH (ED)
5/01/1991 A074 NEGATIVITY ANGERS RESIDENTS
5/15/1991 A051 WRITER MUST LEAVE DESK TO GET AT THE TRUTH! (L)
5/29/1991 A041 xWHY ISN'T POSITIVE 'NEWS'?
6/05/1991 A041 XBASIC HOMEWORK IS ANSWER
6/26/1991 A024 TIM GIAGO WILL RECEIVE SERVICE MEDAL
7/10/1991 A053 xTRUTH BE TOLD, POSITIVE SPIRITS REIGNS
9/11/1991 A031 XINTERNS 'GRADUATE' HELP MEET NEED FOR MINORITY JOUR
12/24/1991 ,A051 TELEVISION REPORTING CUTS COMMENTARY ON RELIGION (L)
1/08/1992 A075 JOURNALISTS FORM CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
1/21/1992 A071 XGORDON HANSON--COVERING INDIAN S COWBOY COUNTRY
3/11/1992 B054 SDNA INTERNSHIPS
3/18/1992 Alll XTIMES' BUREAU CHIEF WINS JOURNALISM FELLOWSHIP
4/01/1992 A065 AVIS LITTLE EAGLE LIVINGSTON FINALIST
4/08/1992 A012 xNATIVE NEWS SERVICE ON HOLD
4/08/1992 A015 RUMORS OF LIBYAN MONEY UNFOUNDED--NATIVE NEWS
4/22/1992 B055 FREEDOM FORUM AND NCAA TO AID JR SPORT WRITERS
5/06/1992 A024 NAJA SELECTS NEW OFFICERS, SETS GOALS
5/13/1992 B092 XEDITOR WINS FELLOWSHIPS
6/03/1992 A041 xREPORTERS MUST RESPECT TRIBES' SOVEREIGN RULE
6/10/1992 A041 NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS--NOT SO (ED)
7/01/1992 A041 XREFLECTION ON WORDS THAT WORKED
8/05/1992 B054 PROFESSOR HONORED FOR RECRUITMENT
8/19/1992 A051 A TRIBUTE TO FRANK LAPOINTE (L)
8/26/1992 A034 FREEDOM FORUM INVESTS $200,000 IN LAKOTA TIMES
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JOY VERNON
JOZWIAK GERALD
JUAREZ DEBORA
JUDGES
JULIAN TOM
JUMPING EAGLE ROY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/30/1992 A041 KSTOP THE PRESSES--HALT ONE-SIDED REPORTS
9/30/1992 A04A 'ADAPT OR DISAPPEAR' COLUMN CRITICIZED (L)
9/30/1992 A044 CHEYENNE RIVER MAN OFFENDED BY HAMBLIN (L)
10/22/1992 A071 NAJA MOVES OFFICES TO MINNESOTA
11/19/1992 AOAl REPORTING NEWS THAT'S WORTH THE RISK (ED)
12/03/1992 AOAl MAINTAINING THE TRUST OF OUR READERS (ED)
3/31/1993 AOAl «EHIND THE PRESSES--REMEMBERING THE PIONEERS
A/1A/1993 B016 PROMINENT JOURNALISTS TO VISIT INDIAN NEWSPAPERS
A/21/1993 BlOl STILLMAN WINS GOLD APPLE ntwarAftKb
A/28/1993 A031 LESSONS IN LIFE--ARTICLES OFFEND INDIAN COUNTRY
5/05/1993 Bill NAJA CONFERENCE SET FOR MAY 12 THROUGH 15
5/12/1993 AOAl *A TRUE DISCOVERY OF INDIAN COUNTRY
5/19/1993 AOAl XANSWERING THE CALL--RELUCTANTLY
6/02/1993 A031 LAKOTA TIMES FOUNDATION TO RAISE $20>000 FOR SCHOLAR
6/02/1993 A053 ANOTHER WORD ON THE SDNA CONTROVERSY
7/08/1993 B082 SDSU RECEIVES GRANT FOR—JOURNALISM INSTITUTE
9/01/1993 AOAl KJOGGING THE MIND OF REALISTIC REPORTING
9/15/1993 A025 KREYNOLDS WINS NATIONAL AWARD
9/15/1993 AOAl *A LESSON FOR THE MEDIA COVERING INDIAN NATIONS
10/27/1993 AOAl BLOOD, SWEAT 8 TEARS ENSURE FREEDOM OF PRESS (ED)
10/27/1993 AOAl «0 SOMEBODY'S GOT TO DO IT ur rKcaa
3/09/199A AOll JfMINORITY MEDIA ASSOCIATION FOUNDERS TO ARRIVE
3/16/199A AOAl xWHO WOULD WANT TO GO TO A MINORITY CONFERENCE IN...
A/20/199A AOAl *A RESOUNDING 'NO' TO MASCOTS S ATLANTA IN JULY'
5/0A/199A B012 xSTOP THE PRESSES!
5/18/199A A05I TRIBAL NEWSPAPERS--THERE'S TWO SIDES TO EVERY
6/08/199A AOll xSQUIRES SAY MINORITY JOURNALISTS MUST EDUCATE
6/08/199A A023 *NATL LEADER HAMMERS HOME THE MASCOT ISSUE
6/15/199A AOAA,MEDIA CONFERENCE WAS SUCCESS (L)
6/22/199A AOAl XSOME ABC'S FOR TODAY'S MEDIA
6/29/199A A051 WHEN JOURNALISTS BROUGHT SHAME TO THE NAVAJO NATION
8/03/199A A032 MINORITY JOURNALISTS SAVOR FELLOWSHIP AT CONVENTION
8/03/199A B08A STUDENTS, ADVISERS ATTEND SDSU JOURNALISM INSTITUTE
8/03/199A B08A STUDENTS OBTAIN MEDIA EXPERIENCE
10/12/199A AOAl CONFLICT OF INTEREST A TOUGH CALL (ED)
10/19/199A AOAA HAS INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY STRAYED INTO TABLOID JO (L)
12/29/199A AOAl XJOURNALISTS SHOULD DO THEIR RESEARCH BEFORE REPORT
3/09/1995 S251 xCOMMUNICATION ENTERPRISES GET THE WORD OUT
3/23/1995 AOAl SOMEONE TAMPERED WITH YOUR NEWSPAPER (ED)
A/06/1995 AOAl DISINFORMATION HARD TO COMBAT
A/27/1995 AOAl XEVIL IS DESTROYING AMERICA & THE INDIAN RESERVATION
5/11/1995 AOAl WRITERS, ARTISTS, HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO BE HEAR (ED)
6/23/1995 B051 JOURNALISM IN INDIAN COUNTRY--FREEDOMS AT STAKE
6/29/1995 A051 XNATIVE AMERICAN JOURNALISTS ASSOC ACCUSED OF DICTAT
8/31/1995 A051 NATIVE AM JOURNALISTS DID VOTE ON TERM EXTENSION (L)
10/12/1995 A013 XROSE ROBINSON, PIONEER OF INDIAN PRESS, DIES
10/12/1995 A051 xJOURNALISTS—DON'T USE CORRUPT TRIBAL COUNCILS AS
11/02/1995 AOAl SOME NEWSPAPERS KNOW RACISM WHEN THEY SEE IT (ED)
12/07/1995 B031 TWO SHOES WINS FELLOWSHIP
12/29/1995 AOAl XTAKE A WALK IN MY MOCCASINS
SEE PERIODICALS
A/28/1993 A035 FAMILY OF BET LIMIT FOE WAS MAKING MONEY
6/12/1991 A082 POET WANTS TOURISTS TO UNDERSTAND BLACK HILLS HISTOR
12/29/1995 AOll WASHINGTON TRIBES LEFT OUT OF APPOINTMENT PROCESS
A/10/1991 A086 OGLALA TRIBAL JUDGE CONVICTED OF FRAUD
6/12/1991 COIA REMOVAL CASE FOR FORMER OST JUDGE JUNE 12
7/10/1991 A091 XNAVAJO CHIEF JUSTICE HONORED--HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
8/1A/1991 coil ARIZONA JUDGE RETIRES WITH PARTING SHOTS
10/30/1991 A091 ILL HEALTH FORCES NAVAJO JUSTICE TSO INTO RETIREMENT
6/10/1992 BOIA RST JUDGE SULLY GETS BUSH FELLOWSHIP
8/26/1992 BOll xSTANDING ROCK'S NEW CHIEF JUDGE PREPARES FOR CHALLE
9/09/1992 B063 TRIBAL-STATE FORUM SET AT SINTE GLESKA
12/17/1992 B012 JUDGE TERMINATED BY SRST COUNCIL
12/31/1992 B015 JUDGES ADDRESS ISSUES OF FAS
1/07/1993 B012 xFT BELKNAP JUDGE HAS SEEN TRAGIC TO COMICAL
1/21/1993 B013 JUDGE TO RULE ON AGARD DISPUTE
9/15/1993 S051 xCHIEF JUDGE NOTES CODE REVISION AS TOP PRIORITY
9/29/1993 A053 JUDGE RECALL VOTES MAKE A DIFFERENCE (L)
9/29/1993 B065 NM GOVERNOR NAMES THIRD INDIAN TO BENCH
1/19/1994 BOll OST CHIEF JUDGE LEE REAPPOINTED FOR 2ND TERM
2/23/1994 A031 xHENDERSON ON INDIAN ISSUES
2/23/1994 A032 JUSTICE HENDERSON TO RETIRE FROM SD SUPREME COURT
3/23/1994 B031 XTRANDAHL NAMED TO SIXTH CIRCUIT COURT
5/18/1994 A015 MICHAEL BURRAGE CONFIRMED AS FEDERAL JUDGE
8/03/1994 S171 xCOURT SYSTEM EARNS FAVORABLE JUDGMENTS
9/14/1994 A063 SYSTEM OF ELECTING JUDGES IN ARIZ COUNTIES CHALLENGE
7/13/1994 BOll REPATRIATION MIDDLEMAN STIRRING CONTROVERSY
5/18/1994 AOll xFOUR-LEGGED FRIEND
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SUBJECT
KACHINA DOLLS
KAMMEN ROBERT
KANE BRUCE
KANSAS
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
KANSAS CITY MO
KASHTIN
KAUL KATHY
KAULEY MATTHEW
KAW (TRIBE)
KAYTON JEREMIAH
KEE VELMA
KEECHI CHARLES
KEEPSEAGLE MARILYN
KEITH AUSTIN
KEITH COLLETTE
KEITH JODEE LYNN
KEITH MARILYN
KEITH SHAWN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/03/1995 Ca21 HEARD MUSEUM STAFF EDUCATES PUBLIC ABOUT KACHINA
8/12/1992 B061 BOOK BANNED AT CUSTER BATTLEFIELD MUSEUM STORE
7/31/1991 B031 BRUCE KANE HONORED BY VET'S ASSOCIATION
5/01/1991 A031 POLICE SHOOTING FUELS RACIAL TENSIONS IN KANSAS
5/01/1991 A033 HOUSING WOES AT HASKELL AIRED FOR SENATE PANEL
5/08/1991 A023 OFFICERS CLEARED IN KANSAS SHOOTING QUESTION CIVIL
5/29/1991 A032 POLICE WHO SHOT MR SEVIER BACK ON DUTY
7/24/1991 A015 KICKAPOO GIVE KANSAS GOVERNOR INDIAN NAME
8/07/1991 A125 MUSCOGEE NATION URGES TRIBAL SUPPORT
11/13/1991 AOll KANSAS CITY MAYOR OFFERS URBAN ALTERNATIVE CASINO
1/21/1992 A015 KKANSAS* FINNEY SIGNS A KICKAPOO COMPACT
1/21/1992 A033 LEGISLATURE AND GOVERNOR SCRIMMAGE OVER CASINO
1/28/1992 A034 KICKAPOOS MOVE ON CASINO IN SPITE OF PROPOSED LEGISL
2/12/1992 A061 KPOTAWATOMI WOMAN BESTS KANSAS IN COURT
2/12/1992 A061 XKICKAPOOS ARE 'SACRIFICIAL LAMB' IN KANSAS POLITICS
2/19/1992 A071 TINY SAC S FOX TRIBE WANTS SLICE OF GAMBLING PIE
2/26/1992 A015 TRIBES PROTEST KANSAS SENATE SHOOTS DOWN GAMBLING
2/26/1992 A031 XSPIRIT KEEPER REMINDER OF LONG FORGOTTEN PEOPLE
2/26/1992 A034 OUTCROPS REVEAL HISTORY OF PAWNEE
3/04/1992 A014 KICKAPOOS TAKE BEATING IN KANSAS
3/11/1992 A023 FINNEY^ KICKAPOO REWORK GAMBLING COMPACT
3/25/1992 A091 KICKAPOOS WIN BRIDGE BATTLE
3/25/1992 S481 kKANSAS POWWOWS PROVIDE SPECIAL EXPERIENCE
5/27/1992 A015 KICKAPOO SEEK TO BYPASS STATE
6/03/1992 A064 HASKELL, KU SIGN HISTORICAL AGREEMENT FOR EDUCATION
6/24/1992 A014 OKLAHOMA TRIBES TRY GAMBLING LUCK IN KANSAS
7/15/1992 AO12 KANSAS COURT SHOOTS DOWN TRIBE'S GAMING COMPACTS
7/15/1992 A023 OKLAHOMA TRIBES WANT PART OF KANSAS GAMING ACTION
7/29/1992 A022 POTAWATOMI TO FILE SUIT FOR GAMING COMPACT
8/26/1992 A015 KICKAPOO WANT CASINO IN WICHITA
9/16/1992 A091 KICKAPOO AND POTAWATOMI SUE KANSAS
10/08/1992 A081 KICKAPOO, POTAWATOMI FILE SUIT AGAINST KANSAS OVER
11/19/1992 AOll COURT DATE APPROACHES FOR KANSAS TRIBES OVER GAMING
11/19/1992 A031 KANSAS GOVERNOR GETS BEHIND MASCOT ISSUE
12/17/1992 A072 IOWA TRIBE WORKS WITH STATE TO DEVELOP WILDLIFE CODE
2/18/1993 A031 GAMING DUEL UNFOLDS IN KANSAS
2/25/1993 A031 KANSAS LEGISLATORS CALL FOUL FEDERAL JUDGE RULING
3/03/1993 A013 *GAMING BATTLE STILL ON TABLE IN KANSAS
3/17/1993 A013 KANSAS GAMING COMPACTS WALK STATE TIGHTROPE
3/24/1993 AOll COURT RULE SOUGHT FOR KANSAS CASINOS
4/07/1993 A065 GAMING COMPACTS HELD UP IN KANSAS SENATE
4/21/1993 A081 DISTRICT JUDGE GIVES KANSAS TRIBES NEW HOPE IN LAWSU
6/16/1993 B061 xKANSAS SHOP STRIVES TO CHANGE STEREOTYPES
6/23/1993 A021 KANSAS SUPREME COURT TO HEAR GAMING CASE
8/18/1993 A054 KANSAS MAYOR ENCOURAGES INOUYE (L)
12/01/1993 A053 WE MAY MISS GOV FINNEY MORE THAN WE KNOW
12/01/1993 B051 XROAD PROJECT THREATENS HASKELL WETLANDS
5/18/1994 A021 xATTORNEY SAYS KANSAS COMPACT TALKS AT DEAD END
8/24/1995 A084 KICKAPOO CHAIRMAN OBJECTS TO NEW CASINO
11/06/1991 A031 XKANSAS CITY CHIEFS MINSTREL SHOW
12/24/1991 A012 RACE SLURS TRIGGER KC CHIEFS SUIT
7/29/1992 BOll xPROTESTORS MEET KANSAS 'CHIEFS' AT TRAINING CAMP
9/09/1992 A114 CHIEFS PULL SUPPORT OF TOMAHAWK CHOP
10/29/1992 A012 KANSAS CITY REDNECKS--'BRING BACK THE CHOP'
4/29/1992 B043 KANSAS CITY RADIO SHOW FOCUSES ON NATIVE AMERICAN
6/03/1992 A061 CHAIR. QUESTIONS OFFICIAL'S DECISION
10/26/1994 D012 KKASHTIN--ON THE TRAIL TO FAME
1/05/1995 C063 xKASHTIN'S MUSIC SPELLS HOPE
8/19/1992 A012 xPOTAWATOMI WOMAN FIGHTS STATE AND TRIBE OVER TAXES
9/02/1992 A091 XTRIBE SEEKS LEGAL SOLUTION
7/20/1995 A021 KAULEY RESIGNS PHYSICIANS ASSOCIATION
10/08/1992 D071 KAW NATION OFFICIALS WANT HISTORICAL LAND RECOGNIZED
10/08/1992 D074 'VOICES OF THE WIND PEOPLE' TELLS KAW HISTORY
11/26/1992 A012 XKAW WAS STEP FROM PRESIDENCY
11/24/1993 AOll x'GUARDIAN' STATUE HONORS KAW LEGACY
9/02/1992 A013 XHOSTAGE CRISIS--TROUBLED YOUTH SHOOTS HIMSELF
9/02/1992 A095 BOURLAND FAMILY TAKEN INTO HOSTAGE DRAMA
9/16/1992 A065 KAYTON CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING
11/19/1992 B012 XKAYTON FACING LONG TERM IN PRISON
12/03/1992 B012 xKAYTON SENTENCED TO 25 YEARS
4/17/1991 A071 VICTORY IN STATE BEE SPELLS PRIDE FOR NATIVE AM
4/28/1993 B014 NATIONAL SPEAKERS TO HIGHLIGHT TOURISM CONFERENCE
11/23/1994 B071 xKEEPSEAGLE WINS STANDING ROCK SERVICE AWARD
1/14/1993 B031 HABITAT DIRECTOR TO BUILD UP PROGRAM
5/26/1993 A051 XCHAIRMAN INTRODUCES HIS NEW ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
6/22/1994 B053 xKEITH PLACES IN SPANISH EXAMS
10/30/1991 B014 WHITE LANCE PROGRAM HELPS VISUALLY IMPAIRED ELDERLY
5/11/1995 CO13 SHAWN KEITH INITIATED INTO ACADEMIC HONOR FRATERNITY
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KEITH SHIRLEY
KEITH SIDNEY
KEKAHBAH TUILA
KELLER GEORGE
KELLOGG FOUNDATION
KELLY PETRA
KELTNER LANCE
KEMP JACK
KENDALL GORDON
KENNEDY MAUREEN
KENNEDY ROBERT F
KENNEDY ROBERT JR
KENTUCKY
KEPHART ELSIE
KERREY BOB
KERSHEN L MICHAEL
KEUEENAH (TRIBE)
KEY VALERIE
KEYSTONE SD
KICKAPOO
KICKAPOO SCHOOL
KICKING BIRD
KIDNAPPING
KIDNEY DIALYSIS
KIEFFE PATRICK R
KILI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/29/1995 S021 kSIDNEY, SHIRLEY KEITH TRACE TRADITIONS TO FOOLS CRO
8/10/1994 B021 KJTPA SPONSORS CULTURAL WORKSHOP FOR COMMUNITY
6/29/1995 S021 xSIDNEY, SHIRLEY KEITH TRACE TRADITIONS TO FOOLS CRO
2/23/1995 AD24 WARRANT ISSUED FOR ARREST OF TURTLE MT TRIBAL CHAIR
3/02/1995 AOll EXILED CHAIRPERSON OCCUPIES TURTLE MT TRIBAL BUILDIN
7/17/1991 AOll 4 ARIZONA TRIBES SEEK SUPERINTENDENTS OUSTER
11/02/1995 B034 KELLOGGS KICKS IN $1.2 MILLION FOR NURSE EDUCATION
10/29/1992 B012 kGERMAN REMEMBERED BY OST MEMBERS
11/05/1992 B035 REMEMBERING A FRIEND
8/26/1992 A091 XCOMANCHE MUSICIAN WANTS TO DISPEL MYTH
8/05/1992 A032 KEMP BLASTS SENATE ENTERPRISE ZONE PROPOSAL
9/08/1994 B012 xCENTRAL HIGH PRINCIPAL TO HELP INDIAN STUDENTS
6/01/1995 B025 FEDERAL OFFICIAL VISITS KYLE HOUSING PROJECT
6/05/1991 BOll kRFK REMEMBERED--A FRIEND OF THE LAKOTA
6/03/1992 A081 xRFK REMEMBERED AS FRIEND TO LAKOTA
6/24/1992 A044 'TIMES' THANKED FOR KENNEDY TRIBUTE (L)
5/12/1993 B012 xKENNEDY CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON ECONOMICS S ED
5/19/1993 AOll kKENNEDY FAMILY VISITS RAPID CITY FOR 25TH ANNIVERSA
6/02/1993 A061 XKENNEDY VISION RETURNING TO FOCUS AFTER 25 YEARS
9/16/1992 A012 xIN HIS FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS
9/16/1992 A071 xREMEMBERING THE PEOPLE--THE PEOPLE REMEMBER
12/01/1993 B061 XDEFENSE OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS PROTECTS EVERYONE
7/14/1993 A071 ARCHAEOLOGICAL LOOTING ON RISE IN KENTUCKY
9/08/1994 A072 ENTREPRENEUR'S RELATIONSHIP SOURS WITH STATE
2/23/1994 B012 RAPID CITY TEACHER ACCUSED OF ABUSE
2/23/1994 B013 ABUSE INCIDENTS ALLEGEDLY OCCURRED IN 2-WEEK PERIOD
10/09/1991 A034 XKERREY BID DRAWS SUPPORT IN INDIAN COUNTRY
12/31/1991 A093 KERREY TO VISIT MISSION, PINE RIDGE
1/08/1992 A031 xCANDIDATE KERREY ADMITS HE HAS MUCH TO LEARN
1/08/1992 A033 SENATOR KERREY GIVEN A LAKOTA NAME
1/28/1992 A034 XVALANDRA IS FIRST KERREY DELEGATE
2/19/1992 A053 PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE TOOK TIME TO VISIT, LEARN (L)
, 3/04/1992 A031 xCAMPAIGN RUN
6/23/1993 A064 11-YEAR-OLD'S BOOK TO BE PUBLISHED
10/05/1994 B071 MICHIGAN TRIBE OPENS CASINO, SUES GOVERNMENT
8/31/1995 A014 xANGRY MEMBERS STOP TRIBAL BUSINESS
9/14/1995 A123 KEWEENA BAY PROTESTERS COUNT COUP IN MICHIGAN
9/21/1995 A023 PROTESTERS WANT VOTING RIGHTS
10/12/1995 AOll GUNS, THREATS SPARK KEWEENA BAY DISPUTE
10/12/1995 coil APACHE RODEO QUEEN SAYS SPORT NEEDS FAMILY IMAGE
11/09/1995 B022 VALERIE KEY NAMED 'MISS INDIAN RODEO'
11/13/1991 A091 RURAL KEYSTONE FAMILY NEEDS CLOTHING
7/10/1991 A015 KICKAPOO,TAX COLLECTION IGNITES STATE SKIRMISHING
7/24/1991 A015 KICKAPOO GIVE KANSAS GOVERNOR INDIAN NAME
8/07/1991 A081 XKICKAPOO BUFFALO, FOUNDATION FOR A DREAM
11/13/1991 AOll KANSAS CITY MAYOR OFFERS URBAN ALTERNATIVE CASINO
1/21/1992 A015 XKANSAS' FINNEY SIGNS A KICKAPOO COMPACT
1/21/1992 A033 LEGISLATURE AND GOVERNOR SCRIMMAGE OVER CASINO
1/28/1992 A034 KICKAPOOS MOVE ON CASINO IN SPITE OF PROPOSED LEGISL
2/12/1992 A061 XKICKAPOOS ARE 'SACRIFICIAL LAMB' IN KANSAS POLITICS
3/04/1992 A014 KICKAPOOS TAKE BEATING IN KANSAS
3/11/1992 A023 FINNEVi, KICKAPOO REWORK GAMBLING COMPACT
3/25/1992 A091 KICKAPOOS.WIN BRIDGE BATTLE
4/01/1992 A074 KICKAPOO RE-OPEN BINGO--CASINO ON COSTLY HOLD
5/27/1992 A015 KICKAPOO SEEK TO BYPASS STATE ;
6/24/1992 A012 GAMING THREATENED BY NEVADA
8/26/1992 A015 KICKAPOO WANT CASINO IN WICHITA
10/08/1992 A021 KICKAPOO CHAIRMAN WILL NOT ENTER ELECTION RACE
10/08/1992 A081 KICKAPOO, POTAWATOMI FILE SUIT AGAINST KANSAS OVER
10/15/1992 A013 ALL WOMEN ELECTED TO KICKAPOO COUNCIL
4/29/1992 B031 XKICKAPOO SCHOOL BUILDS BASICS WITH CULTURAL VIEW
4/29/1992 B031 XDRIFTWOOD EAGLE INSPIRES STUDENTS TO THINK
9/08/1994 B031 xCHIEF KICKING BIRD INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
9/01/1993 B014 IOWA MAN TAKES KIDS UNDER FALSE PRETENSE
7/31/1991 BOll KYLE GETS 5 NEW KIDNEY DIALYSIS UNITS
9/29/1993 BOll PORCUPINE CLINIC TO OPEN DIALYSIS UNIT
12/22/1993 B091 DIALYSIS UNIT OPENS IN PORCUPINE
12/22/1993 C014 BLACK HILLS DIALYSIS SYSTEMS BRINGS SERVICE CLOSER
1/05/1994 A071 GRAND OPENING SET FOR DIALYSIS UNIT
3/02/1994 B041 xDIALYSIS UNIT DEDICATED AT OMAHA RESERVATION
5/11/1994 S061 XDIALYSIS CENTER LETS COMMUNITY CARE FOR ITS OWN
11/16/1994 B012 XNEW KIDNEY DIALYSIS CENTER SERVING PINE RIDGE
12/07/1994 B061 xNEW DIALYSIS CLINIC TO OPEN IN EAGLE BUTTE
7/08/1993 B041 KIEFFE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO FEDERAL ASSAULT CHARGE
2/26/1991 A031 KILI RADIO CELEBRATES EIGHTH BIRTHDAY
3/04/1992 A033 VANDALS HIT KILI
3/04/1992 C015 XKILI CELEBRATES 9 YEARS
4/08/1992 B023 KILI CELEBRATES MONTH OF CHILD
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KILI
KILLS BACK HOMER
KILLS SMALL JEROME
KILLSNIGHT TANYA
KINDLE WILLIAM
KING BRUCE
KING CHARLENE
KING CORETTA SCOTT
KING DENNIS
KING KIM
KING LANA
KING LARRY
KING MATTHEW
KING MONICA
KING RODNEY
KING STEPHANIE
KINGSLEY NETTIE
KIPP WOODY
KITCHEYAN BUCK
KITTO CECELIA
KITTO RICHARD
KIWANIS
KIYUKAN DOROTHY
KLAMATH (TRIBE)
KMART
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/22/1992 AOAl MESSENGERS LIKE TRIBAL LEADERS SERVE THE PEOPLE (ED)
5/13/1992 A013 KILI STATIC—PROTESTORS CALL FOR NEW MANAGEMENT
5/20/1992 A0I2 xKILI PROTESTORS REJECT MEDIATION PROPOSAL
5/20/1992 B092 MACARTHUR FOUNDATION AWARDS KILI RADIO $25,000 GRANT
5/27/1992 A012 NATIONAL AIM GROUP TO HEAR KILI RADIO DISPUTE
5/27/1992 AOAl RACISM IN ANY FORM MUST COME TO A HALT (ED)
6/03/1992 A031 kKILI CONTROVERSY GOES TO COURT AGAIN
6/10/1992 A033 kKILI MEDIATION TEAM GIVES RECOMMENDATIONS
6/17/1992 A012 KILI BOARD ASKS PROTESTERS TO GO
6/17/1992 A053 CRISIS BY INNUENDO
6/24/1992 A031 xBATTLE FOR KILI RADIO GETTING PHYSICAL
7/01/1992 Ad31 KSTEELE URGES UNITY IN KILI UPHEAVAL
7/01/1992 A042 KILI RADIO SHOULD HAVE FREE-FLOWING INFO (L)
7/08/1992 B035 GARTH BROOKS HITS KILI AIRWAVES
7/15/1992 A041 TUNING IN KILI PROBLEMS, POSSIBILITIES (ED)
7/22/1992 A081 KILI PROGRAM DIRECTOR SUSPENDED
7/29/1992 A053 KILI BOARD ASKS OST PRESIDENT TO REMOVE CAMP
8/05/1992 A053 KLAKOTAS FOR OPEN COMMUNICATION TELL THEIR STORY
8/12/1992 C015 BREWER WANTS TO END KILI DISPUTE
8/19/1992 B015 JUDGE RULES KILI CAMP MUST MOVE
9/02/1992 B012 SPOKESMEN FOR KILI PROTESTORS--DESIRE TO RESOLVE
9/23/1992 AOll TIPIS GONE, PROTESTERS REMAIN AT KILI
11/19/1992 A081 KJUDGE ORDERS FINAL REMOVAL OF KILI PROTEST CAMP
11/26/1992 A035 JUDGE LEE EXTENDS KILI CAMP DEADLINE
12/10/1992 AOll KILI CAMP REMOVAL DATE DISMISSED
12/17/1992 B043 JUDGE ORDERS REMOVAL OF KILI PROTESTORS
2/25/1993 BOll KILI BOARD SELECTS LAMMERS AS NEW MEMBER
9/15/1993 B013 KILI RADIO ELECTS TWO NEW BOARD MEMBERS
5/11/1994 B012 KPINE RIDGE STUDENTS TAKE TO THE AIRWAVES
7/20/1994 B012 kKILI KNOCKED OUT BY LIGHTNING
7/27/1994 BOII KILI BACK ON THE AIR AT LOW POWER
7/27/1994 B021 THREE JOIN KILI BOARD
7/27/1994 B034 RADIO STATIONS WORK TO RAlSE $100,000
7/27/1994 B062 KILI TO AIR NATIONAL CALL-IN PROGRAM
8/03/1994 S251 kKILI FILLS SPECIAL PLACE ON THE AIR
10/19/1994 B012 KILI RADIO GOES TO NEW YORK CITY FOR FUNDRAISING
11/30/1994 AOll XCRST MEMBER TO MANAGE KILI RADIO
2/09/1995 B021 ^PUBLIC BROADCASTING CUTS THREATEN RESERVATION RADIO
2/09/1995 C043 THE VOICE OF THE LAKOTA NATION FILLS THE AIRWAVES
2/09/1995 C044 BIG NAMES DONATE MONEY TO KILI
3/16/1995 B032 KILI RADIO MARKS 12 YEARS ON THE AIR
6/08/1995 BOll PINE RIDGE KILI RADIO CITED AS SUCCESS STORY
8/10/1995 B042 kSPRAGUE RESIGNS AS KILI STATION MANAGER
6/29/1995 A044 TEACHER'S DEATH A LOSS TO THE CHILDREN (L)
9/01/1993 B031 K$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP WINNER CHAMPIONS SOBRIETY, ED
1/08/1991 AOll NEW YEAR'S CASUALITY AT LAME DEER
11/03/1993 A012 XKINDLE ELECTED RST PRESIDENT
1/05/1994 A013 KROSEBUD PREZ SETS 1994 GOALS
7/27/1995 B015 WILLIAM KINDLE SEEKS RE-ELECTION AT ROSEBUD
11/02/1995 BOll KINDLE WINS TOP ROSEBUD COUNCIL RACE
11/09/1995 BOll KINDLE RE-ELECTED TO ROSEBUD PRESIDENCY
9/28/1994 A012 KING AVOIDS NEW MEXICO GAMING NEGOTIATIONS
4/01/1992 B031 NAVAJO STUDENT-MOTHER BUILDING TO HELP OTHERS
12/29/1995 A054 GOVERNOR ASKED TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN DAY (L)
2/04/1992 BOll KKING--YOUNG AND OLD NEED HELP
6/01/1994 A061 ^SPIRITS FINALLY AT PEACE WITH VETERAN
5/12/1993 B075 »KING PARTICIPATES IN MISS INDIAN WORLD •
5/04/1994 C031 GAMING LEADERS APPEAR ON LARRY KING SHOW
4/27/1995 B022 xMATTHEW KING'S TEACHINGS LIVE ON IN NEW BOOK
5/08/1991 S071 KMONICA KING--OWNS NATIONS'S ONLY INDIAN INSURANCE F
6/23/1993 B012 KING ELECTED TO SCHOOL BOARD
5/13/1992 A043 KING DECISION OUTRAGES NATIVE ALLIANCE (L)
3/30/1995 B035 STEPHANIE KING ATTENDS WORLD YOUTH CONFERENCE
12/21/1995 A064 JURY GIVES AWARD IN DEFAMATION LAWSUIT
3/23/1995 S201 xTHE DAY WE ALMOST DIDN'T DANCE
12/07/1994 A015 FORMER APACHE CHAIRMAN PLEADS GUILTY
4/28/1993 B043 IHS OFFICER DOES NOT HAVE A STATE LICENSE
5/12/1993 B092 DOCTOR WITHOUT LICENSE, IHS AREA DIRECTOR BOTH UNDER
5/19/1993 BOll COMPLAINTS AGAINST KITTO FILED WITH MEDICAL BOARDS
8/17/1995 BOll SANTEE MOURN LOSS OF KITTO
8/31/1995 A043 RICHARD KITTO'S DEATH A LOSS FOR NEBRASKA (L)
12/18/1991 A126 KIWANIS HELP CHILDREN
11/16/1994 B041 XKIYUKAN WINS STATE AND NATIONAL AWARDS
8/12/1992 B081 KLAMATH STRUGGLE TO PROTECT SACRED SITES FROM FIRE
8/18/1993 A025 FEDERAL JUDGE RULES IN CHINOOK HARVEST CASE
1/19/1994 A044 CONFEDERATED TRIBES EXPLAINED (L)
7/27/1994 B044 KLAMATH TRIBES SET WALK, RUN
5/08/1991 S081 KRAPID CITY'S KMART SUCCESS SPANS QUARTER OF A CENTU
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KMART
KMHA
KNECHT GARY
KNIFE IVAN
KNOLLWOOD ELEM SCH
KOEHLER PAUL JOHN
KOEHN MICHAEL
KOENIG SANDRA
KOLB QUENTIN F
ROLLER HELMUT
KOLVENBACH PETER H
KOOTENAI (TRIBE)
KOREA
KOZAK PHILIP
KRAFT ROBERT
KRIETLOW KURT
KRISTY VANESSA
KROGH CHRISTOPHER
KU KLUX KLAN
KUKA KING
KUNSTLER WILLIAM
KUWAIT
KWAKIUTL
KYLE ADAM
KYLE HEALTH CENTER
KYLE SD
KYRISS BRYAN
LA LAW
LABONTE KATHY
LABOR DEPT
LABOR UNIONS
LAC DU FLAMBEAU
LACREEK COLL CENT
LACREEK DISTRICT
LACREEK ELECTRIC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/11/1991 J034 KMART GIVES AREA CHILDREN CHANCE TO GIVE
7/28/1993 BIOS SENIOR CITIZEN DAY TO BE HELD AT KMART
5/11/1994 S061 KMHA AIRWAVES BRIDGE FLOOD WATERS
8/10/1994 BDll KMHA TO BE BACK ON AIR, REVISES PROGRAMMING
12/29/1995 BOll ARREST MADE IN MARTIN SHOOTING
4/15/1992 B024 KNIFE SENTENCED FOR MANSLAUGHTER
2/16/1994 B012 ^OLYMPIC FLAME
2/23/1994 B012 RAPID CITY TEACHER ACCUSED OF ABUSE
2/23/1994 B013 ABUSE INCIDENTS ALLEGEDLY OCCURRED IN 2-WEEK PERIOD
3/02/1994 B012 xKNOLLWOOD OLYMPICS AT HALFWAY MARK
3/09/1994 B061 «IN THE NET
3/23/1994 B021 KIN KNOLLWOOD ELEM SCHOOL'S WINTER OLYMPICS
5/18/1995 B044 xKNOLLWOOD HOLDS CULTURAL AWARENESS DAY
10/16/1991 A075 KOEHLER WORK IN SHOW AT MUSEUM
10/26/1994 C051 xDOCTOR PUTS INFR ON LIST OF SPORTING EVENTS
7/28/1993 B033 KOENIG PICKED AS POSTMASTER
12/24/1991 A07I UTE MINISTER IS BUILDING BRIDGES
6/01/1995 C064 KPAINTING WITH RESPECT--KOLLER'S WORK IN RAPID CITY
4/28/1993 B045 xJESUIT WORLD LEADER TO VISIT RED CLOUD
4/13/1994 A071 IDAHO,HOUSE KILLS SALES TAX BREAK FOR KOOTENAI
11/09/1995 A012 FOR 44 YEARS, BASIL BRAVE HEART KEPT QUIET
5/15/1991 A012 KRAPlD VALLEY STORE RESULT OF FOUR-YEAR STRUGGLE
3/02/1994 A084 KRAFT MEETS WITH WAMPANOAG ABOUT CASINO
12/29/1993 B012 DUAL STANDARD ALLEGED FOLLOWING GRAND JURY RULING
6/19/1991 A012 KSNAGGIN* SNAILS
3/02/1994 AOll PLANE CRASH CLAIMS LIVES OF ABERDEEN AREA DOCTORS
2/10/1994 A041 xKKK CROSS BURNING SHOWS LACK OF CONCERN
3/30/1995 A015 KKK LITTERS CROW RESERVATION WITH HATE PROPAGANDA
5/26/1993 S171 BLACKFEET ARTIST FEATURED IN MONTANA
9/14/1995 A031 xKUNSTLER TACKLED TOUGH INDIAN RIGHTS CASES
3/12/1991 B031 TRIBAL MEMBERS MAY FIND WORK REBUILDING KUWAIT
11/03/1993 B081 KWAKIUTL POTLACH EXHIBIT OPENS AT NATL MUSEUM
8/12/1992 BlOl FAMILY QUESTIONS INVESTIGATION OF SHOOTING BY POLICE
2/05/1991 A051 KYLE HEALTH FACILITY PRAISED (L)
2/12/1992 C014 KYLE HEALTH CLINIC THREATENED BY WATER PROBLEMS
7/29/1992 C031 KYLE HEALTH FAIR FUN RUN SLATED
3/05/1991 A014 KYLE COMMUNITY HONORS,ITS GULF WARRIORS, FAMILIES
7/31/1991 BOll KYLE GETS 5 NEW KIDNEY DIALYSIS UNITS
11/13/1991 B014 KYLE PCC GETS A NEW HOME
11/20/1991 B035 KYLE TEACHER TO HELP SET STANDARDS
11/27/1991 C025 KYLE AMBULANCE SERVICE TO SEEK 638 CONTRACT
12/24/1991 B041 xCHRISTMAS AT KYLE
1/14/1992 B025 WAHIYETU WACIPI AT KYLE JAN 24-25
5/06/1992 C015 HOUSING PROJECT TO HELP COMMUNITY
8/26/1992 BOll xKYLE HONORS ITS EMERGENCY STAFF
9/09/1992 B031 ARTS GROUP TO MEET IN KYLE
11/19/1992 BOll MISSING KYLE COUPLE FOUND DEAD NOV 10
12/03/1992 A024 KYLE ELDERS VISIT CALIFORNIA
3/10/1993 A081 xPINE RIDGE REMEMBERS GARNETTE
5/12/1993 BOll TORNADO DOES DAMAGE AT KYLE
9/08/1993 BO15 KYLE PHARMACY CAN NO LONGER FILL OUTSIDE PRESCRIPTIO
4/27/1994 B071 SPECIAL OLYMPICS WILL BE HELD IN KYLE
7/27/1994 BOll GRANT BENEFITS KYLE CHURCH BUILDING PROJECT
8/17/1994 AOll KWOMEN HONORED AT KYLE POW WOW
8/31/1994 B012 LAKOTA VALUES TO BE HEART OF NEW SCHOOL
12/22/1994 B021 KNEW JUVENILE JAIL TO OPEN IN KYLE
2/02/1995 B041 KYLE TO BE HOME OF LAKOTA FUND BUSINESS INCUBATOR
2/02/1995 B071 kKYLE RIDERS DOMINATE ALL-INDIAN RODEO
6/01/1995 B014 groundbreaking HELD FOR LAKOTA TRADE CENTER
6/29/1995 A106 KYLE SENIORS PROJECT OPEN, APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN
7/20/1995 B012 SANTEE SIOUX MAN WINS RIGHT TO PRACTICE HIS RELIGION
2/12/1991 A031 'DANCES WITH SHARKS' ON LA LAW
6/29/1994 B012 kLABONTE NAMED CHIEF NURSING OFFICER AT NATL CONFERE
SEE US DEPT OF LABOR
10/29/1992 A051 DASCHLE'S LOYALTY QUESTIONED (L)
8/03/1995 B034 UNION TO TRAIN HO-CHUNK
SEE ALSO CHIPPEWA
9/16/1992 A123 LAC DU FLAMBEAU VOTERS SETTLE PRIMARY ELECTIONS
8/03/1994 B093 OFFICIAL GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONY FOR NEW CASINO
8/17/1994 A081 GROUNDBREAKING HELD FOR NEW 'LAKE OF THE TORCHES'
9/25/1991 B015 LACREEK COLLEGE CENTER GETS MUCH NEEDED SPACE
8/14/1991 BOll LACREEK DISTRICT PARENTS DRAFT RESOLUTION FOR BIA SC
3/11/1992 BOll KPASS CREEK.TO STUDY BENNETT-IHS PROPOSAL
10/22/1992 B0220LC SEEKS HEALING
4/17/1991 C023 NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AVAILABLE THROUGH LACREEK
11/13/1991 B031 LACREEK ELECTRIC MEMBERS TO BE SURVEYED
3/11/1992 B052 LACREEK ELECTRIC OFFERS $1,000 AWARD
4/15/1992 BQTl LACREEK ELECTRIC DIRECTORS' PETITIONS AVAILABLE
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LACROSSE
LAFFERTY NORMA
LAFLESCHE SUSETTE
LAFORGE JAN
LAFOUNTAIN BRUCE
LAFRAMBOISE CLIFFO
LAFROMBOISE RICHAR
LAKE ANDES SD
LAKE OAHE
LAKE TRAVERSE RES
LAKES
LAKOTA CULTURE
LAKOTA FUND
LAKOTA HOMES
LAKOTA LANGUAGE
LAKOTA TIMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/07/1993
A/27/1995
11/23/1995
9/02/1992
9/22/1993
10/20/1993
10/05/199A
7/31/1991
5/26/1993
1/19/199A
5/12/1993
8/11/1993
11/10/199A
6/12/1991
7/31/1991
8/1A/1991
12/0A/1991
3/2A/1993
12/15/1993
3/27/1991
5/25/1995
5/12/1993
9/21/1995
10/23/1991
11/20/1991
12/11/1991
11/26/1992
12/10/1992
6/02/1993
7/21/1993
5/25/199A
8/03/199A
9/28/199A
2/02/1995
5/18/1995
6/01/1995
11/09/1995
11/30/1995
A/2A/1991
5/08/1991
3/17/1993
3/2A/1993
2/16/199A
3/02/1995
A/27/1995
5/0A/1995
9/21/1995
10/05/1995
10/12/1995
10/12/1995
11/02/1995
11/23/1995
12/07/1995
1/01/1991
1/15/1991
2/26/1991
3/05/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
A/03/1991
A/03/1991
A/17/1991
5/15/1991
8/21/1991
9/11/1991
9/11/1991
10/02/1991
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
11/27/1991
12/0A/1991
12/11/1991
12/11/1991
A085
B023
BO 15
B051
BOIA
A051
A062
AO 15
Sill
A073
SIAA
AOAl
A013
C0A2
B055
AOll
BOAl
BOll
BOll
A092
AOAA
B036
A061
BOll
B051
B013
A081
B012
BOll
B031
S071
S091
BOll
BOAl
B021
BOIA
B021
BOll
A076
AO 12
B012
BOll
A032
BOAl
BOll
BOll
B013
B02A
A051
B013
B033
B051
BOIA
A032
S053
A053
AOAl
A0A5
A0A6
AOAl
A0A5
B033
AO 12
AOll
A031
AOAl
AOAl
AO 12
AOAl
AOAl
AOAA
AOAl
A0A2
AOAA
LACREEK ELECTRIC ANNUAL MEETING SLATED JUNE A
LACREEK ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE SEEKS 6 FOR BOARD
LACREEK ELECTRIC CUSTOMERS GET BREAK ON RATES
KLACR0SSE--L1V1NG LEGACY OF THE IROQUOIS
MOTHER INVESTIGATED FOR USING TRADION TO HEAL CHILD
READERS DEFEND LAFFERTY'S CHOICE OF NATIVE MED (L)
LAFLESCHE INDUCTED INTO NATL WOMEN'S HALL OF FAME
HOUSING FIRINGS TOPIC ON STREET IN CROW LAND
KLAF0UNTA1N--CREAT1VE ENERGY HELPS DESIGN UNFOLD
LAFRAMBOISE JOINS THE MCPETERS COMPANY
KCHAIRMAN IS A FAIR "HORSE-TRADER"
TURTLE MOUNTAIN LEADS THE WAY TO SELF-DETERMIN (ED)
TURTLE MOUNTAIN TURNS 'JIGGERS' OUT
LAKE ANDES SHELTER DEALT A BLOW
LAKE ANDES SUED FOR RACISM, SEXISM
JURY RULES IN FAVOR OF CITY IN DISCRIMINATION CASE
PARENTS ACCUSE LAKE ANDES SCHOOL OF SEGREGATION
LAKE ANDES BODY REMOVAL INVESTIGATION GOES ON
YANKTON TRIBE OBJECTS TO REGIONAL LANDFILL
FORT YATES BRIDGE IS BACK ON TRACK
OAHE AREA LAND STOLEN IN 1944 (L)
SEE SISSETON-WAHPETON
JUSTICE DEPT MAY BACK COEUR D'ALENE IN LAKE CLAIM
THE REAL LAKE WOEBEGONE?
SEE CULTURE LAKOTA
kFAREWELL held for head of LAKOTA FUND
LAKOTA FUND AMONG THOSE RECEIVING GRANTS
KLAKOTA fund endorsed WITH GRANTS TOTALING $40,000
LAKOTA FUND PLANS CELEBRATION DEC 6
LOCAL CONTROL FINALIZED AT LAKOTA FUND
LAKOTA FUND RECEIVES $706,000 IN GRANTS
LAKOTA FUND BACKS CLINTON PROPOSAL
KELSIE MEEKS WINS HONORS FOR LAKOTA FUND
LAKOTA FUND LENDS NEEDED HELP TO OGLALA BUSINESS
LAKOTA FUND SERVES AS MODEL FOR NEW LAW
KYLE TO BE HOME OF LAKOTA FUND BUSINESS INCUBATOR
LAKOTA FUND GROUND BREAKING MAY 23 AT KYLE
GROUNDBREAKING HELD FOR LAKOTA TRADE CENTER
LAKOTA FUND REWARDED FOR BUSINESS LOANS
ELSIE MEEKS RESIGNS AS LAKOTA FUND DIRECTOR
LAKOTA HOMES GETS A CENTER
RESIDENTS OPPOSE RENAMING LAKOTA HOMES
XLAKOTA HOMES STILL SEARCHING FOR CENTER AID
COMMUNITY CENTER MAY BECOME REALITY
WITNESSES ALLEGE POLICE BRUTALITY AT LAKOTA HOMES
kLAKOTA homes OYATE CENTER TO BECOME REALITY
LAKOTA HOMES DEVELOPS TACTICS TO FIGHT GANG GROWTH
KTACTICS SOUGHT TO COMBAT LAKOTA HOMES GANGS
RIVAL LAKOTA HOMES FACTIONS KEEP COMMUNITY CENTER'S
29 FAMILIES FACING EVICTION IN LAKOTA HOMES SHAKEUP
LAKOTA HOMES CENTER BELONGS TO EVERYONE (L)
LAKOTA H0MES--L1TTLE TRANQUILITY AS ELECTIONS NEAR
CONCERNED CITIZENS SWEEP LAKOTA HOMES ELECTIONS
LAKOTA HOMES BOARD MEETS IN SECRET
HOUSING CO-OP TARGET OF LAWSUIT
SEE LANGUAGE
SEE ALSO INDIAN COUNTRY TOD
LAKOTA TIMES CHANGES FROM THE PUBLISHING DAY
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK--ROSEBUD
TIMES PRAISED (L)
A MESSAGE TO OUR READERS (ED)
'PETER PAN' REVIEW GOES TO COLLEGE (L)
'TIMES' OFFERS ENLIGHTENMENT (L)
TIMES ARE 'STILL A CHANGING' (ED)
LAKOTA TIMES GOOD MEDIA (L)
NEW LOOK
SFOUR YEARS IN A ROW FOR 'TIMES'
'TIMES' BOMB THREAT A HOAX
KlNTERNS 'GRADUATE' HELP MEET NEED FOR MINORITY JOUR
XLETTERS WELCOME, IGNORANCE IS NOT
'TIMES' PRICE WILL DROP TO SIX BITS ON OCT 14 (ED)
x'TlMES' LOOKS AT EXPANSION
K'TIMES' VISION TAKES WING, BEGINS TO SOAR
PINE RIDGE ROSEBUD WILL NOT BE FORGOTTEN IN OUR (ED)
COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONIST ARE FINEST (L)
TIMES DESERVES AN APOLOGY (ED)
WASHINGTON OFFICE OPENS (ED)
BUSH GETS WORD ON LESS EXPENSIVE 'TIMES' (L)
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LAKOTA WOMAN
LAME DEER
LAME DEER HIGH SCH
LAME DEER MT
LAME DEER SOCIETY
LAMERE CARESSA
LAMMERS CANDICE
LAMONT RICHARD
LAMONT TILDEN
LAMOTTE LINETTE
LAMPHIERE DALE
LAMPy NANCY STONER
LAND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/18/1991 A012 XBEATING BACK THE TIDE
12/18/1991 A012 XLAKOTA TIMES OPENS WASHINGTON BUREAU
12/18/1991 AOAl XTIMES OPENS DC BUREAU TO KEEP INDIAN COUNTRY AWARE
12/18/1991 A081 TIMES EDITORIAL READ INTO CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
12/29/1991 A012 NEW YORK TIMES INVESTS IN INDIAN COUNTRY'S VOICE
1/19/1992 A099 right TIME FOR LAKOTA TIMES EXPANSION (L)
1/28/1992 A091 RUMOR CONTROL--THERE'S MORE TO IT (ED)
2/19/1992 A093 TIMES WASHINGTON BUREAU PRAISED (L)
2/19/1992 A09iS STUDENTS MAY STUDY FROM NEWSPAPER (L)
2/26/1992 A091 KEEP THOSE CARDS AND LETTERS COMING (ED)
2/26/1992 A075 xTIMES' TEAM LOOKS AHEAD TO TOURNAMENT
3/11/1992 A051 CALL TO DUTY APPRECIATED (L)
3/25/1992 A071 *TIMES TEAM TAKES SECOND IN CITY
3/25/1992 B056 TIMES EDITOR WINS INVESTIGATIVE AWARD
9/01/1992 AG66 kTIMES REPORTER WINS GOLDEN APPLE
9/01/1992 A066 'TIMES' HONORED FOR GIVING VOICE TO INDIAN COUNTRY
9/01/1992 A071 x'LAKOTA TIMES' REORGANIZATION ANNOUNCED
9/15/1992 A051 'TIMES' EFFORTS PRAISED (L)
9/22/1992 A091 MESSENGERS LIKE TRIBAL LEADERS SERVE THE PEOPLE (ED)
5/06/1992 A012 TIMES WINS 9 FIRST PLACES
5/13/1992 A053 NICE TO SEE 'TIMES' ON HOME SHOW (L)
5/13/1992 B092 xEDITOR WINS FELLOWSHIPS
6/10/1992 A091 COLUMNIST READS LAKOTA TIMES FOR UPDATE (L)
6/17/1992 B096 TIMES' ASSOC PUBLISHER TO ADDRESS COUNTY DEMOCRATS
6/29/1992 A091 'TIMES' MARCHES ON--AROUND THE REGION (ED)
.7/08/1992 A091 OF CORPORATIONS AND COMMUNITY INTERESTS (ED)
7/08/1992 A092 OPRAH WINFREY AND ANNIVERSARIES (ED)
7/29/1992 A091 BORDERTOWN BUSINESSES MUST MAKE BETTER 'CENTS' (ED)
8/26/1992 A039 FREEDOM FORUM INVESTS $200^000 IN LAKOTA TIMES
9/30/1992 A091 THE CHANGING FACE OF THE 'TIMES' (ED)
6/02/1993 A031 LAKOTA TIMES FOUNDATION TO RAISE $20,000 FOR SCHOLAR
6/09/1993 B023 LAKOTA TIMES WINS AWARDS
8/25/1993 A015LAKOTAS WANT INPUT IN MOVIE
9/08/1993 A089 XBEDARD SELECTED FOR LEAD ROLE IN 'LAKOTA WOMAN'
11/10/1993 AOAl XFACTS & FIGURES TELL TRUE STORY OF WOUNDED KNEE '73
11/17/1993 AOIA WOUNDED KNEE '73--A LAKOTA WOMAN'S STORY
11/10/1994 A044 'LAKOTA WOMAN' WAS A BIG DISAPPOINTMENT (L)
11/10/1994 A044 MOVIE MAKERS, DENVER POST NEED A HISTORY LESSON (L)
12/07/1994 A053 'LAKOTA WOMAN' GOT IT WRONG (L)
2/09/1995 A051 AN OGLALA LAKOTA WOMAN SPEAKS OUT (L)
9/18/1991 A061 LAME DEER DESCENDANT TELLS ANOTHER SIDE TO STORY
10/23/1991 A043 LAME DEER DESCENDANTS HAVE DOCUMENTS (L)
7/07/1994 A014 LAME DEER HIGH SCHOOL GETS COURT APPROVAL
4/06/1995 A071 $3.1 MILLION TRIBAL OFFICE TO BE BUILT IN LAME DEER
8/28/1991 A012 XIS LAME DEER SOCIETY OF EUROPE REAL
3/30/1994 B014 IOWA GIRL AWAITS LIVER TRANSPLANT
2/04/1993 B031 LAMMERS SELECTED AS LEADERSHIP FELLOW
2/25/1993 BOll KILI BOARD SELECTS LAMMERS AS NEW MEMBER
3/09/1994 C023 XLAMONT HONORED FOR ACADEMICS, ATHLETICS
3/25/1992 A095 AUTOPSY SHOWS LAMONT DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES
6/09/1993 B051 MARTY STUDENT TO ATTEND NATL STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONG
8/10/1994 B013 DRAWING--FORCE BEHIND NEW DOWNTOWN SCULPTURE
5/01/1991 A026 PIERRE WOMAN CITED FOR AIDING CRIME VICTIMS
1/15/1991 S041 THE WORST IS OVER FOR TRIBES
1/22/1991 AOll SHOSHONE STRUGGLE TO RECOVER LAND, WAY OF LIFE
3/20/1991 B014 GROUP ARGUES FOR CULTURAL CENTER
4/03/1991 A062 OST MAY HIKE LAND-USER FEES TO COVER BURIALS
4/03/1991 1014 LAND THEFT CITED FOR UNITED NATIONS
6/12/1991 C015 AFTER 80 YEARS TRIBE WANTS RENT
6/26/1991 A012 TRIBES UNITE TO CONSOLIDATE LAND BASE
6/26/1991 A012 OST LAND USE PLAN COULD PROTECT TRIBES
7/10/1991 A044 LAKOTA MUST GET LAND TO PRESERVE MOTHER EARTH (L)
7/10/1991 A053 PHOENIX MAYOR SENDS SIGNAL TO CONGRESS
7/10/1991 A094 DEVELOPER PROCEEDING ON SWAP OVER CITY'S OPPOSITION
7/24/1991 AOll DEVELOPER NIXES PHOENIX SCHOOL PROPERTY SWAP
7/24/1991 A031 TRUST INCOME EXEMPTION AGAIN BEFORE CONGRESS
8/14/1991 AOll HEARINGS ON TRUST INCOME AUG 27 AT MCLAUGHLIN
8/21/1991 A031 CANADIAN COURT REJECTS TRIBAL CLAIM OVER LAND
9/04/1991 A102 XBLACKFEET IN A STRUGGLE TO PROTECT HOLY GROUND
9/18/1991 A044 MORE ARTICLES ON CULTURE, LAND ARE SUPPORTED (L)
9/25/1991 A015 FLANDREAU BUYS 127 ACRES OF BLACK HILLS LAND
10/09/1991 A041 WHAT WILL WE LEAVE BEHIND FOR OUR CHILDREN? (L)
10/16/1991 A033 ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM CHARGE LODGED--SOUTHWEST TRIBES
10/16/1991 A104 BLACK HILLS LAND SWAP IS PROPOSED
10/30/1991 A012 *20 YEARS LATER--ALASKA NATIVES STILL PRESS CLAIMS
10/30/1991 AlOl NAVAJOS WON'T MOVE OFF.HOPI LAND
11/06/1991 AOll EXEMPTION APPROVED FOR LEASE INCOME
11/06/1991 B014 ROSEBUD LANDS OFFERED FOR LEASE .
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11/13/1991 A103 TAXING PRIVATE INDIAN LANDS BEFORE HiGH COURT
12/11/1991 C065 ASBESTOS CLEANUP HANGS UP PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
12/18/1991 B015 OGLALAS OFFER BIA SETTLEMENT ON LEASE SUIT
12/18/1991 B031 KNEW BLOOD TO HELP TLE TRANSCEND RUMOR MILL
12/18/1991 B085 MANY LIVING ON SENECA LAND REFUSE NEW LEASES
12/24/1991 A012 kCANADIAN ESKIMOS WIN FIFTH OF CANADA
12/24/1991 A074 LUJAN APPROVES PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
1/14/1992 A085 ONEIDA NATION MAY BUY MORE LAND
1/21/1992 A012 SUPREME COURT OKS TAX ON FEE-PATENT LANDS
1/21/1992 A015 AREA LANDOWNERS ARE PAYING TAXES
1/21/1992 A013 'REDSKINS' NEW SITE ON INTERIOR LAND
1/21/1992 A041 KCOURT TAX RULE DRAWS BATTLE LINES AT BORDERS
1/28/1992 B041 YAKIMA RULING--LUNDERMAN TO DEVELOP STRATEGY
2/19/1992 A012 kROSEBUD COUNCIL TAKES $217,000 FROM TLE COFFER
2/26/1992 A012 kSALWAY STEVENS TRY END RUN
3/25/1992 A034 FT PECK TRIBES FIGHT TO MAINTAIN TAX INJUNCTION
3/25/1992 A095 FEDERAL COURT CAN'T GIVE NAVAJO LAND TO PAIUTES
4/22/1992 A032 NAVAJO HOPI MEMBERS CLASH IN LAND DISPUTE
6/03/1992 A064 SISSETON-WAHPETON BILL PASSES CONGRESS
6/10/1992 B015 COUNCIL DECIDES ON PRAIRIE DOGS AND LEASES
6/17/1992 A051 ESCHEAT LAW HURTS HEIRSHIP (L)
6/24/1992 A102 BUSH VETOES SISSETON-WAHPETON BILL
7/15/1992 A012 GAO REPORT CRITICIZES BIA
7/15/1992 A044 UNCHECKED GREED SPELLS DEATH FOR NATIVES (L)
7/22/1992 B013 OST STUDIES EDUCATION, JURISDICTION, LAND ISSUES
7/29/1992 C014 SD CHALLENGES INTERIOR OVER LOWER BRULE TRUST LAND
8/12/1992 A104 GOVT CLOSES PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND DEAL
8/26/1992 BOll GREY EAGLES PROTEST DISTRIBUTION PLAN
9/02/1992 A105 ARIZONA TRIBES THREATEN LAWSUIT OVER LAND SWAP
9/16/1992 B074 ROSEBUD RESERVATION LAND UP FOR LEASE
9/23/1992 A012 KNOTRE DAME RENEGED ON LAND DEAL POTAWATOMI SAY
9/23/1992 Alll ECUADOR GIVES BACK FOREST LAND
9/30/1992 A031 kBIA OPPOSES AGRICULTURE BILL
9/30/1992 A065 PACT MAY SPEED BC LAND CLAIMS
10/08/1992 A025 BIG BEND SETTLEMENT TASK FORCE MEETS
10/08/1992 C042 IVAN MAKIL--RIGHT TO LANDS, RESOURCES
10/08/1992 D065 COURT BACKS NAVAJO IN LAND DISPUTE
10/08/1992 D071 KAW NATION OFFICIALS WANT HISTORICAL LAND RECOGNIZED
10/15/1992 A044 LEGISLATORS POSE A THREAT TO OUR RIGHTS (L)
10/29/1992 A086 JUDGE CHASTISES ATTORNEYS IN PHOENIX SCHOOL SQUABBLE
11/05/1992 A025 JUDGE REFUSES TO STOP PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
11/26/1992 A013 KBLM TAKES DANN HORSES
11/26/1992 B065 SUPREME COURT--SPOKANE TRIBE CAN PURSUE LAND CLAIM
12/03/1992 A061 xCOLOMBIA INDIGENOUS LEADER FEARS 'INTERNAL COMMOTIO
12/17/1992 AOll JUSTICE DEPT MOVES TO EASE FEARS ON NAVAJO-HOPI PROP
12/24/1992 C063 LUJAN, COLLIER SIGN AGREEMENT FOR LAND SWAP
12/31/1992 A012 INTERIOR--NO TRUST LAND FOR GAMING
1/07/1993 A012 SILETZ TRIBE TAKES LUJAN TO COURT
2/18/1993 A012 UTAH TRIBES TO TAKE OVER UTE LANDS
2/18/1993 A071 NAVAJO-HOPI HEARING SHOWS PERMANENT SOLUTION NEEDED
3/17/1993 A082 SOUTH CAROLINA TRIBES SETTLE FOR $50 MILLION
3/31/1993 AOll KPOLITICAL WATERS RISE IN OMAHA RIVER SHIFT TRIALS
3/31/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY CRIES FOUL OVER LAND PUT INTO TRUST
4/14/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TABLE TRUST LAND RES
4/21/1993 A071 OMAHA TRIBE HIT FOR NEAR HALF MILLION IN RIVER CASE
4/28/1993 A041 KTURNING TO TRADITIONS COULD BE LAST HOPE
4/28/1993 A076 OMAHA TRIBE APPEALS RIVER CASE JUDGMENT
5/05/1993 B024 SEN PRESSLER SUPPORTS IMPROVED CARE OF TRIBAL LANDS
5/19/1993 A074 NEVADA DEMONSTRATIONS PLANNED IN SUPPORT OF CLIFFORD
5/26/1993 A085 DEMONSTRATORS MARCH IN SUPPORT OF CLIFFORD DANN
6/16/1993 A053 WRITE IN SUPPORT OF BILL TO CONTROL LAND USE
6/23/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY COMMISSIONERS PROTEST LAND TRANSFERS
7/21/1993 A071 SOUTH CAROLINA'S CATAWBA TRIBE SETTLES WITH STATE
7/28/1993 AOll CATAWBA LAND CLAIMS PUT PRESSURE ON CONGRESS
8/18/1993 AOll NAVAJO REJECT LEASE IN HOPI LAND DISPUTE
8/18/1993 A081 MOHAWKS PURCHASE LAND TO CREATE NEW COMMUNITY
8/25/1993 BOll ROSEBUD LANDS ADVERTISED FOR LEASE
9/01/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OBJECT TO RETURNING TRI
9/08/1993 A061 CROW CREEK SIOUX WANT COMPENSATION FOR LAND
10/20/1993 A073 DANN SISTERS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL AWARD
10/20/1993 B061 PIERRE FIRM TO APPRAISE SHANNON COUNTY LAND
10/27/1993 B031 NAVAJO, HOPI LAND DISPUTE NOT NEAR END
11/10/1993 A024 TENTATIVE AGREEMENT REACHED IN CROW BOUNDARY DISPUTE
12/08/1993 B014 CROW CREEK SEEKS TRUST FUND, LANDS
12/15/1993 A013 CATTLE IMPOUNDED IN NAVAJO LAND DISPUTE
12/15/1993 B015 TRIBES TRY TO BUY BACK LAND
12/22/1993 AOll BORDER DISPUTE SETTLED BETWEEN CROW TRIBE S INTERIOR
1/19/1994 A032 ROSEBUD TRIBAL COUNCIL CANCELS LAND LEASES
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2/02/1994 AG53 xDO INDIANS HAVE LAND RIGHTS?
2/02/1994 A071 RANGERS SEIZE FIREWOOD ON RELOCATION LANDS
2/16/1994 AOll FT BERTHOLD S STANDING ROCK TRIBES GET CONGRESSIONAL
2/16/1994 A032 BABBITT MEETS WITH WESTERN SHOSHONE
3/02/1994 AOll XHOME ON THE RANGE!
3/02/1994 A084 POTAWATOMI TRIBE WINS FEDERAL APPEAL
3/02/1994 BlOl YOU'RE STEALING MY LAND--THE.LONG STORY OF THE DANN
3/09/1994 B051 LAND THEFT, STORY OF LIFE FOR FIRST AMERICANS
3/16/1994 B164 GRANT TO DEVELOP FARM PRODUCTS ON TRIBAL GRAZING
3/30/1994 A024 NAVAJO S HOPI RANGERS CLASH ON ARIZONA RELOCATION
4/13/1994 B012 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE MAY BE FIRST TO MANAGE
4/20/1994 AOll TIMBISHA SHOSHONE FIGHT FOR LAND
4/27/1994 A031 LAWSUIT FILED TO DELAY CROW BORDER SETTLEMENT
5/11/1994 A034 FAMILIES SPEAK OUT AS RELOCATION DEADLINE LOOMS
5/11/1994 B091 LAWYER SAYS SETTLEMENT MIGHT REQUIRE NAVAJO NATION
5/25/1994 A032 NAVAJO DECIDING NEW LEASE OFFER BY HOPI
6/22/1994 AOll SANTEE & FT PECK WANT DISTRIBUTION OF DOCKET 74-A
6/29/1994 A061 LAWSUIT FILED TO MAKE FEDS KEEP PROMISE
7/07/1994 A035 NATION LOOKS FOR LAND CLAIMS SETTLEMENT
7/13/1994 AOll NY ONEIDA NATION WINS SUIT AGAINST METOXEN
9/08/1994 C024 AMES LAND DEVELOPERS LOSE REIMBURSEMENT BID
9/21/1994 A082 OMAHA, CARTER LAKE REACH RIVERBOAT CASINO SETTLEMENT
9/21/1994 C015 OCTOBER CONFERENCE LOOKS AT CHECKERBOARD LAND REFORM
10/05/1994 A072 HOPI OPPOSE CLINTON NOMINEE
10/26/1994 AOll CROW, NORTHERN CHEYENNE SETTLE DISPUTE
12/07/1994 Bill HAWAII SOMETHING LESS THAN PARADISE FOR NATIVE PEOP
12/15/1994 A012 SANDIA PUEBLO SUES BABBITT
12/15/1994 B061 POPCORN CASH CROP HELPS LOWER BRULE
12/29/1994 B012 KOGLALA PARKS AUTHORITY WORKING TO TRANSFORM AREA
1/26/1995 AOll xLAND ACQUISITION UP FOR CHANGE
2/09/1995 A044 BIA CONVENTIONAL WAYS POSE ONLY OBSTACLE (L)
2/23/1995 B031 LANDOWNERS PROPOSE LAND REFORM
3/02/1995 A013 DTCC OPPOSES LAND ACT CHANGES
3/09/1995 A093 INDIAN LAND CONSOLIDATION ACT GOES BACK TO 1ST (L)
3/16/1995 A051 FEDS HAVE TENDENCY TO LOSE, MISUSE 8 MISMANAGE (L)
3/23/1995 A024 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE OPPOSES DUNBAR LAND EXCHA
3/23/1995 A051 INTERIOR MAKES BIG LAND GRAB ON FRACTIONATED LANDS
3/23/1995 A061 AUSTRALIA'S HIGHEST COURT AFFIRMS ABORIGINE LAND RIG
3/30/1995 B053 TRIBES CONSIDER LAND NEAR BEAR BUTTE, BLACK HILLS
4/20/1995 A063 RETURN OF TRIBAL RIVERSIDE LAND SPARKS CONCERNS
4/20/1995 B012 ATTACK ON LAND TRADE CONTINUES
4/27/1995 A041 SOUTH DAKOTA LAND MIGHT BE FREE FOR THE TAKING (ED)
4/27/1995 A044 LAND DEBATE--DIFFERENT ANSWERS NEEDED (L)
4/27/1995 BOll SENATORS DEBATE OAHE ARE/. LAND CLAIMS
5/04/1995 AOll TRIBES SEEK TO RECLAIM SAN DIEGO NAVAL BASE
5/04/1995 A051 'COWBOY 8 INDIAN' CONFLICT CLOUDS OST LAND ISSUE
5/04/1995 A085 LAW SOUGHT TO SETTLE NEZ PERCE LAND DISPUTE
5/04/1995 B013 BREWER 'FRESH MEAT' FOR BIA'S DETRACTORS
5/11/1995 A012 SENECA INDIAN NATION REVALUES LEASES HELD BY CITY
5/25/1995 A031 NEW RULES ON RANGE UNITS
6/08/1995 AOll *PRESSLER--FRIEND OR FOE?
7/13/1995 B012 PRESSLER TAKES ON TRIBES IN SHORELANDS CLAIM CASE
7/20/1995 A051 *AN OPEN LETTER TO SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER (L)
8/17/1995 A053 RETURN OF OAHE ONLY 'LOGICAL' (L)
8/31/1995 BOll KGOLD QUESTION ENTERS DUNBAR RESORT DEBATE
10/05/1995 A044 REP JOHNSON--THERE'S NO 'MASTER PLAN' (L)
10/05/1995 B081 LAND CONSOLIDATION SYMPOSIUM SET FOR OCTOBER
11/02/1995 A015 TRIBES WITH LAND NEED NOT BE POOR
11/09/1995 A062 NEVADA LAND DISPUTE LITERALLY HEATS UP
11/09/1995 A063 COURT RULES FACTION CAN'T OWN LAND
11/16/1995 AOll TRUST LANDS JEOPARDIZED BY FEDERAL COURT DECISION
11/23/1995 A054 REINS LOOSENED, HE COULD MAKE A GAINFUL EXISTENCE (L
11/30/1995 AOll KTRUST LAND RULING SENDS SHOCK WAVES
11/30/1995 A031 CROW OFFICIAL RAPS RACICOT FOR RESERV LAND TRADES
11/30/1995 A041 JfSTATE SHOOTS SELF IN FOOT ON COURT CHALLENGE
12/07/1995 BOll ROSEBUD INCREASES ITS LAND BASE
12/21/1995 AOll ^OPPOSITION TO TRANSFER MEETS WITH PROTESTS
SEE ALSO REFUSE 8 REF DISP
1/01/1991 A023 CONTROVERSY ON ROSEBUD LANDFILL STILL SIMMERING
1/15/1991 A046 LANDFILL ALLOWS THE ROSEBUD TRIBE TO HELP ITSELF (L)
1/15/1991 A053 RESERVATIONS SHOULD NOT BECOME DUMPING GROUND (L)
1/15/1991 S071 ROSEBUD TARGETS BIA, IHS AS DUMP SITE CULPRITS
1/22/1991 A043 DUMP IS MORE THAN JUST A TRIBAL ISSUE
1/29/1991 AOll LANDFILL ISSUES AIR AT MISSION
1/29/1991 A035 PROTESTORS MEET, OFFER PRAYERS AT LANDFILL SITE
2/12/1991 A044 DUMP IS MORE THAN JUST A TRIBAL ISSUE
2/12/1991 A051 A SPIRIT WARNING ON RST DUMPSITE (L)
2/19/1991 A046 UNITE OUR VOICES AGAINST LANDFILL ISSUE (L)
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3/12/1991 A023 ROSEBUD LANDFILL PUT ON HOLD BY LUJAN
4/03/1991 A024 GREENPEACE ENTERS FRAY OVER ROSEBUD DUMP
4/03/1991 A044 RISKS OUTWEIGH GAINS IN ROSEBUD LANDFILLS ISSUE (L)
4/17/1991 A051 CAUTION URGED ON RST DUMP (L)
4/24/1991 C014 GOOD ROAD COALITION GREENPEACE AGAINST ROSEBUD LANDF
5/01/1991 A053 GARBAGE AND BLACK HILLS ISSUE SEEM LOST
5/01/1991 B032 OPPOSITION TO DUMP GROWS, SAYS COALITION
5/01/1991 C033 PETITION IN ON ROSEBUD LANDFILL
5/08/1991 A045 CHILDREN HEED MOTHER EARTH (L)
5/08/1991 A081 CHOCTAWS REJECT $30 MILLION DUMPSITE PLAN
5/08/1991 C016 RST LANDFILL PETITION GETS A CLOSER LOOK
5/22/1991 coil RST GAGS SECRETARY ON LANDFILL PETITIONS
5/22/1991 C025 TRIBE HIRES EX-SENATOR TO GET JONEf
5/29/1991 A094 TOXIC THREAT CONFERENCE SET JUNE 7-9
5/29/1991 C015 xNO RULING YET ON ROSEBUD LANDFILL PETITION
6/05/1991 A053 ROSEBUD DUMP ISN'T JUST AN INDIAN PROBLEM
6/12/1991 A012 KOYATE MUST SPEAK TO PROTECT LAND
6/12/1991 A041 THE LANDFILL AT ROSEBUD (ED)
6/12/1991 A045 TEACH AMERICA THE LAKOTA WAY (L)
6/12/1991 coil KMORAN VOWS TO PRESS ON LANDFILL
7/17/1991 B016 BIA NOT EPA MUST APPROVE LANDFILL STUDY
7/17/1991 B023 DUMP PETITION FORGERIES INVESTIGATION IS DOUBTFUL
7/24/1991 B023 ROSEBUD DIALYSIS WASTE IN LANDFILLS
7/31/1991 B013 *DUMP CLEANUP COMPLETED AT PINE RIDGE
8/14/1991 A041 REFERENDUM A MUST ON ROSEBUD LANDFILL (ED)
8/14/1991 C035 BIKERS PROTEST WASTE DUMP
8/21/1991 A051 FUTURE OF OUR CHILDREN AT STAKE OVER LANDFILLS (L)
8/28/1991 B063 DUMP CLEANUP AT ROSEBUD ON HOLD FOR NOW
9/11/1991 A015 ROSEBUD DUMP A DEAD ISSUE?
9/11/1991 A072 JfPEMBlNA TREATY GROUP SUES BIA, IHS AND TRIBE
9/18/1991 AlOl ROSEBUD TO CELEBRATE DOOMED DUMP
9/25/1991 A076 EPA'S DUMP REGULATIONS AVOID WORST CASE SCENARIO
9/25/1991 BOll *ROSEBUD DUMP SITES CLEAN-UP HITS SNAG
10/23/1991 B022 KSCHMIDT CALLS FOR FIVE-YEAR MORATORIUM ON DUMPS
12/18/1991 A053 *'DECADE OF THE INDIAN' PASSES AND NOTHING TO SHOW
12/18/1991 B081 TOXICS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
1/14/1992 AD44 ANY WASTE DISPOSAL PLANS SHOULD BE DUMPED (L)
1/28/1992 BQ45 RST COMMITTEE MEETS 10 DISCUSS FUTURE OF LANDFILL
2/04/1992 A115 PART OF LANDFILL MAY BE CLOSED
2/04/1992 B055 RSW WILL NOT PURSUE LANDFILL PROPOSAL
2/19/1992 C012 XROSEBUD MEMBERS ANGERED OVER LANDFILL RESURRECTION
3/11/1992 BOll XROSEBUD BURIED IN WASTE DISPOSAL PROBLEMS
4/08/1992 A061 NAVAJO NATIONS FIGHTS ASBESTOS DUMP
4/15/1992 C014 ROSEBUD DUAL LANDFILLS GETTING A CLOSER LOOK
5/20/1992 A061 TRIBES ASKED TO SAVE LONETREE LANDFILL
6/03/1992 B014 SOLID WASTE FORUM--LANDFILLS MUST BE IN COMPLIANCE
6/10/1992 A031 LUJAN--LONETREE WOULD BE LONG-TIME GROWING
6/24/1992 B024 SRST LOOKS AT WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
7/15/1992 A051 WHAT PRICE FOR YOUR MOTHER? (L)
9/16/1992 B013 xCHEYENNE RIVER MAY DUMP CASINO FOR GARBAGE SITE
10/29/1992 BOll YST, COUNTIES FORM GARBAGE DISPOSAL
1/07/1993 B062 CAMPO BAND CLOSER TO LANDFILL, RECYCLING
2/11/1993 A071 PIMA-MARICOPA AND ENV GROUP COME TO TERMS--LANDFILL
2/11/1993 A072 TRIBAL LANDFILL PROJECT UNDER FIRE
2/25/1993 B012 OST LANDFILL OPTIONS COULD INCLUDE BORDER TOWN TRASH
3/17/1993 A021 PIMA-MARICOPA PICK SITE FOR SECOND LANDFILL
5/05/1993 B071 BABBITT OUTLINES REGULATIONS FOR WASTE DUMPS ON TRIB
6/30/1993 B016 MARTIN PINE RIDGE OFFICIALS MEET TO DISCUSS LANDFILL
7/14/1993 A063 EPA ANNOUNCES EXTENSION ON SOLID WASTE GUIDELINES
9/01/1993 A084 xBURIAL GROUNDS TO GET DUMPED ON
10/06/1993 A054 XNUCLEAR WASTE DUMPS, NOT GOOD RESOURCES FOR TRIBES
11/10/1993 A034 SAN DIEGO COUNTY FAILS TO STOP CAMPO TRIBE LANDFILL
12/15/1993 BOll YANKTON TRIBE OBJECTS TO REGIONAL LANDFILL
3/09/1994 B012 xSIOUX NATION SHOPPING CENTER CALLED TO TRIBAL COURT
4/13/1994 B012 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE MAY BE FIRST TO MANAGE
10/12/1994 B023 YANKTON TRIBE FILES FEDERAL SUIT TO STOP WASTE DUMP
12/29/1994 A051 MESSAGE TO CROW CREEK--DON'T STASH THE TRASH (L)
12/29/1994 B161 GARBAGE OPTIONS BEING WEIGHED BY TRIBAL OFFICIALS
1/12/1995 A051 CROW CREEK MUST FIGHT TRASH PLAN (L)
1/26/1995 BOll XOGLALA SIOUX TRIBE MOVES ON NEW LANDFILL
2/23/1995 A044 CROW CREEK WON'T SELL OUT FOR TRASH (L)
6/15/1995 B014 ROSEBUD SETS FEES FOR BUSINESS TRASH REMOVAL
12/07/1995 BOll LANDFILL REGULATIONS RELAXED FOR YANKTON
6/10/1992 A062 LANE RECEIVES OSU'S TOP ALUMNI AWARD
5/22/1991 A051 SEPTUAGENARIAN MUSINGS OF A LAKOTA WOMAN (L)
6/05/1991 AOll SIOUX LANGUAGE COULD BE TAUGHT IN POPLAR
6/26/1991 A085 LAKOTA LANGUAGE GRANT AWARDED
7/02/1991 A061 PRISONER DEFENDS TEACHING LAKOTA (L)
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9/25/1991 BOll SFIS HIRES LAKOTA INSTRUCTORS, CERTIFIES CHEKP^A
11/06/1991 A071 TEXTS LAG BEHIND SURGING INTEREST IN LANGUAGES
2/12/1992 B032 ALASKA'S NATIVE LANGUAGES DISAPPEARING
2/26/1992 AGll BILL TO AMEND VOTING RIGHTS FOR MINORITIES
3/0A/1992 AG61 A HUMAN RIGHTS CRISIS--INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
5/2G/1992 AG84 LAKOTA TONGUE IS TOPIC AT MEETING
6/G3/1992 BG12 SGU LANGUAGE FORUM TO MAKE LAKOTA PART OF CURRICULA
7/G1/1992 AG83 STUDENTS BENEFIT--TEACHERS SPEAK TRADITIONAL LANGUAG
7/G8/1992 AG53 JfRESPECT GROWS FROM TRUE UNDERSTANDING
7/15/1992 BG14 SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS GET $170,GGG BILINGUAL GRANT
8/12/1992 AG21 VOTING RIGHTS PASS CONGRESS
8/12/1992 SGAl *TRANSITIONAL HEAD START GEARED FOR CULTURE, LANGUAG
8/12/1992 S151 JfCRAZY HORSE SCHOOL'S BILINGUAL PROGRAM BOOSTS
9/09/1992 B062 WOUNDED KNEE TO GET BILINGUAL GRANT
10/08/1992 D065 COMPANY OFFERS LANGUAGE TAPES
11/05/1992 AOll BUSH SIGNS LAW THAT PROMOTES NATIVE LANGUAGE
1/28/1993 AOAA LAKOTA STUDIES ADDS CLASS TO CURRICULUM CD
2/18/1993 A061 XLAKOTA S ENGLISH--HALF MADE FOR EACH OTHER
A/lA/1993 B081 FAST WOLF BRINGS LAKOTA TONGUE FROM GRAVEYARD
5/12/1993 B074 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL RECEIVES $99,190 BILINGUAL GRANT
10/27/1993 B051 SINTE GLESKA TO RECEIVE HUMANITIES GRANT
3/09/1994 A053, LETTER QUESTIONS MEANING OF SPIRITUALITY (L)
3/16/1994 B041 JfARAPAHO ELDERS LAUNCH EFFORT TO SAVE LANGUAGE
3/30/1994 A025 FUNDS FOR LANGUAGE GRANTS AVAILABLE
5/18/1994 DOll ARIZONA GRADUATES STUDY LANGUAGES ON RESERVATIONS
6/08/1994 B031 xWORLD WAR II LAKOTA CODE TALKERS USED LANGUAGE
7/20/1994 A044 EDUCATION REFORM NEEDED THROUGHOUT CHEYENNE RIVER (L
7/27/1994 A053 CHEYENNE RIVER READIES LAKOTA LANGUAGE POLICY (L)
8/03/1994 A044 LANGUAGE MAKES A CULTURE (L)
8/03/1994 C055 ONEIDA LANGUAGE CLASSES DRAW MANY
8/10/1994 B012 *SGU, WHITE HAT TO PUBLISH LAKOTA LANGUAGE TEXTBOOK
8/10/1994 C012 HEARINGS SCHEDULED FOR CRST CULTURE CODE
8/31/1994 A044 IN THE SQUABBLING--REMEMBER THE CHILDREN CD
8/31/1994 A053 XBOURLAND BACKS LAKOTA LANGUAGE S CULTURE CODE
11/16/1994 A014 FILM PART OF LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION PROJECT
12/07/1994 A051 LANGUAGE KEY TO CULTURAL SURVIVAL IN MODERN TIME (L)
12/07/1994 A052 NATIVE LANGUAGE CONFERENCE LOOKS TO CHILDREN
12/15/1994 B074 DON'T TALK ENGLISH--EVEN IF YOUR MOUTH'S NOT FULL
12/29/1994 A061 OKLAHOMA UNIV 'TOPS' IN AM IND LANGUAGE COURSES
1/12/1995 A051 LAKOTA LANGUAGE LESSONS LAUDED (L)
1/12/1995 A053 READERS QUESTION LAKOTA LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT (L)
2/09/1995 B044 LANGUAGE DAY PLANNED
2/23/1995 BOll LAKOTA LANGUAGE SUMMIT SUCCESSFUL
3/02/1995 A044 TRIBAL LANGUAGES TANTAMOUNT TO CULTURAL SURVIVAL (L)
3/09/1995 A051 SPEAKING LAKOTA LANGUAGE IS CRITERIA FOR TEACHER (L)
3/09/1995 S371 kTHE LANGUAGE OF LEARNING
3/30/1995 A053 APACHE LANGUAGE KEY TO CULTURE'S SURVIVAL
4/27/1995 B012 PRESSLER SPONSORS BILL TO MAKE ENGLISH OFFICIAL LANG
5/25/1995 A071 NATIVE SPEAKER TEACHES LANGUAGE TO THE YOUNG
11/23/1995 B051 COMPETITION KEEPS LAKOTA LANGUAGE ALIVE
11/23/1995 B054 SCHOOL BOARD OKAYS LANGUAGE CLASSES
12/14/1995 B032 WHITE HAT WRITING LAKOTA LANGUAGE MANUSCRIPT
8/05/1992 BOll *FRANK LAPOINTE REMEMBERED
8/19/1992 A051 A TRIBUTE TO FRANK LAPOINTE (L)
3/17/1993 B071 LAPOINTE REMEMBERED IN SFIS DEDICATION
12/29/1994 A081 GREAT-GRANDSON OF CHIEF STANDING BEAR DIES
5/26/1993 B071 AGARD INDICTED FOR LARCENY
2/02/1994 A044 FAIR TRIAL SOUGHT IN LAROCHE CASE (L)
12/24/1991 A043 LAROSE'S ACTION DISAPPOINTS SOME SANTEE MEMBERS (L)
10/12/1995 B065 ^FLORENCE LARRABEE WINS AWARD
3/27/1991 A061 *INDIAN CENTER, HIGHER PAYING JOBS, LARSON GOALS
3/09/1995 C031 KLISA LARUE PLAYS BY HEART
1/12/1994 B015 SDSU TO HONOR TERRY LARVIE
2/10/1994 A023 UTAH UTES OFFER TO LEASE WATER TO LAS VEGAS
8/14/1991 C014 FORMER CHAIRMAN LASARTE OF COEUR D'ALENE RES DIES
7/06/1995 coil TORONTO WOMAN FINDS RAY OF SUNSHINE SINGING
7/01/1992 A012 xBUNGEEEEEE!!
9/30/1992 BOll KNEW RESCUE MISSION DIRECTOR WANTS TO SET EXAMPLE
9/22/1993 B031 LAVALLIE GIVES HIS-VIEW ON RESIGNATION
2/25/1993 A053 kREMEMBRANCE OF A LITTLE BIG MAN
3/10/1993 A051 READER PRAISES LAVATTA, CAGEY (L)
3/17/1993 A053 REMEMBERING GEORGE LAVATTA (L)
9/28/1995 B065 LAVELLE JOINS LAW SCHOOL FACULTY
10/29/1992 B012 kSCHOLAR CALLS ON POPE TO PULL THE BULL FROM UNDER
12/24/1992 A044 SCHOLARS NEED TO COMMENT ON PAPAL BULL (L)
1/14/1993 A053 NATIONS SHOULD HELP NEWCOMB UPROOT US INDIAN (L)
4/07/1993 B012 KSAYERS EDUCATES NATION WITH SPECIALIZED SEMINARS
8/04/1993 B022 PARALEGAL HIRED AT FORT YATES LEGAL SERVICES
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8/18/1993 A022 PAPAL DOCTRINE DIVIDED NATIVES FROM HUMANITY
lO/lA/1993 A013 ^SOLICITOR GENERAL MAY REVIVE COURT POLICY
1/19/199A A083 INDIAN LAW RESOURCE CENTER ANNOUNCES WRITING COMPET
1/19/199A BOAl NEW PARTNER BRINGS DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE TO LAW
2/10/199A A031 xTRIBAL JUDGES AGREE THAT LAW CODES SHOULD CHANGE
3/09/199A B051 LAND THEFT, STORY OF LIFE FOR FIRST AMERICANS
6/08/199A A081 CONGRESS ADDRESSES FUTURE OF NATIVE COURT SYSTEM
1/19/1995 B061 GRANT AWARDED TO INDIAN LAW RESOURCE CENTER
5/11/1995 B052 INDIAN LAW SEMINAR HELD IN CALIFORNIA
12/21/1995 A034 UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TRYING TO FUND PROGRAM
A/03/1991 AGIA OKLAHOMA AG RULES IN FAVOR OF CROSS-DEPUTIZING
9/25/1991 A012 SHERIFF'S ACTION QUESTIONED IN JUVENILE BEATING
10/16/1991 A012 OKLAHOMA TRIBES INK TREATY
11/20/1991 BOll *RST HEARINGS TO DETERMINE CONTRACTING LAW ENFORCEME
12/0A/199I AOAA UPHOLDS OGLALA SIOUX COUNCIL DECISION (L)
12/11/1991 A051 VETERAN URGES IMPROVEMENT FOR SICANGU LAW ENFORCEMEN
12/2A/1991 A0A5 VETERAN'S RIGHTS STILL A PROBLEM (L)
5/27/1992 A0A2 A FLAMING LIBERAL VIEW FROM A CONSERVATIVE (L)
6/10/1992 A04A OST PUBLIC SAFETY LOSES TO LOW WAGES (L)
7/15/1992 A061 TWO YEARS LATER BIA WON'T FALL IN WITH LINE AUTHORIT
9/02/1992 A082 BIA ACTS AFTER RECENT CONTROVERSY
9/16/1992 A061 NEBRASKA SHOOTINGS SHOW A NEED TO SENSITIZE LAW
9/23/1992 A112 ALASKAN JUSTICE SYSTEM FALLING SHORT
9/23/1992 B014 COURT AUDIT SHOWS LACK OF FOLLOW-UPS
1/07/1993 AOAl A QUESTION OF JUDICIAL INJUSTICE (ED)
A/28/1993 A062 RALLY REMEMBERS SEVIER'S DEATH
12/01/1993 BOIA EX-AREA BIA OFFICER SHOT IN DESERT INVESTIGATION
12/22/1993 B012 MAYOR HONORS LIAISON OFFICER
2/02/199A BOIA *CHIEF CREDITS RECRUITMENT WITH AIDING ENFORCEMENT
2/10/199A BOll SHERIFF CANDIDATES REMINDED ABOUT FILING
5/18/199A BOll BETWEEN LODGES CALLS FOR BEEFED-UP LAW ENFORCEMENT
6/15/199A AOll *RENO MOVES TO IMPROVE TRIBAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
6/15/199A coil COURT SYSTEM, POLICE BUILT AROUND PEQUOT CASINO
9/21/199A BOll CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE TO DEDICATE NEW LAW ENFOR
10/12/199A B012 *CRST DEDICATES NEW FACILITY
10/26/199A BOll ROSEBUD RECEIVES LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT
12/22/199A B07A CHEYENNE RIVER'S MIKE CUNY NAMED TO MARKSMAN
2/16/1995 C063 SD GETS $2.5 MILLION FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
2/23/1995 A015 kHOUSE APPROVES BLOCK GRANTS FOR POLICE HIRING
6/29/1995 BOll ^OFFICERS EXPERIENCE 'BIOSTRESS' WORKSHOP
8/03/1995 AOll WHO'S ON FIRST? WHO'S IN CHARGE?
9/07/1995 A051 BIA POLICE OFFICERS NOT LIKE 'DIRTY HARRY' (L)
12/07/1995 A081 GILA RIVER TARGETS CASINO CASH TO FIGHT CRIME
12/29/1995 AOll TRIBES BARRED FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT MEETING
12/29/1995 BOll LAW ENFORCEMENT NUMBERS INCREASE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
SEE STUDENTS LAW
5/13/1992 A071 KSURGEON GENERAL HONORS IHS RETIREE
10/12/1995 B071 ALL-DAKOTA ADMIN NOW RUNS SISSETON-WAHPETON COLLEGE
6/19/1991 A05A LAWRENCE KAN. AT WORK TO BECOME SAFE FOR INDIANS
6/03/1992 A012 GROUP PROTESTS VERDICT OF BREAD'S DEATH
A/28/1993 A062 RALLY REMEMBERS SEVIER'S DEATH
5/26/1993 S081 KANSAS HAS MUCH TO OFFER FOR ART SHOWS
11/03/1993 A012 HASKELL REGENTS DEMAND EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION STOP
11/17/1993 A013 DOCUMENTS REVEAL EXPRESSWAY LATEST ATTEMPT TO GAIN
8/03/1995 C075 SEVENTH LAWRENCE INDIAN ARTS SHOW TO BE HELD
3/20/1991 A03A A MOVE TO GUARD ALASKANS' RIGHTS
5/22/1991 COIA BIA SAT ON HANDS, JUDGE RULES FOR HI-WAY 20
6/05/1991 C015 RST HOUSING--PART IV--LAWSUIT AGAINST COMPANY WITHDR
8/1A/1991 coil WESTERN SHOSHONE FILE LAWSUIT
9/11/1991 A053 TODAY'S INDIANS ARE FIGHTING AND WINNING
9/18/1991 A081 KCIGARETTES FROM JUNE RAID TO BE RETURNED
10/16/1991 BOIA $10 MILLION LAWSUIT FILED AGAINST BANK
11/27/1991 B053 LAWSUIT FILED TO MAINTAIN GAMING ON RESERVATIONS
12/11/1991 AOll GERONIMO NAME FEUDED OVER
1/08/1992 A012 SANTEE MEMBERS SUE FOR SHARE OF GAMING POT
1/08/1992 A071 NAVAJOS COLLECT $3.2 MILLION FROM SUIT
1/21/1992 B025 KINTEREST CONFLICT CHARGED IN OLC PERSONNEL SUIT
1/28/1992 A062 5 TRIBES ASK TO JOIN SUIT AGAINST ARIZONA
2/0A/1992 AOll LAWSUIT CHALLENGES CROW CREEK TRIBAL OFFICIALS
2/12/1992 A061 *POTAWATOMI WOMAN BESTS KANSAS IN COURT
A/15/1992 coil KDC LAWYERS TO GET ALL OF $299,999 OST SETTLEMENT
A/29/1992 AOll FEDS ADDED TO FLANDREAU SUIT
A/29/1992 A063 RST FILES LAWSUIT AGAINST STATE ON GAMING
5/06/1992 A015 TRIBES SUE FOR STATE ROAD FUNDS
5/13/1992 A025 SHAKOPEES SUING GAMING COMMISSION
5/13/1992 B051 WASHINGTON ATTORNEY CALLS GAMING SUITS FRUITLESS
5/13/1992 B071 ^TURTLE MOUNTAIN MEMBERS FILE SUIT ON DUMP ISSUE
5/27/1992 AOll T REX 'SUE' GOES TO FEDERAL COURT
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6/10/1992 BGIA ETERNITY DUBRAY CASE UNDERWAY
6/ZA/1992 AIDS SEVIERS FILE $3 MILLION LAWSUIT
7/08/1992 A075 PAPER CHASE LEADS LOAFERS AND BANK TO SETTLEMENT
12/10/1992 B012 FLANDREAU 'PER CAPITAr SUIT MOVING FORWARD
12/17/1992 C121 LAWSUIT AGAINST BORDER TOWN LIQUOR STORES REINSTATED
12/24/1992 B031 CONNECTICUT SUES FAMINE RELIEF FUND
1/07/1993 B103 PORCUPINE MAN FILES SUIT AGAINST GORDON OFFICIALS
1/28/1993 A036 DOCTOR REMOVED FROM TORT CLAIM
4/21/1993 A081 DISTRICT JUDGE GIVES KANSAS TRIBES NEW HOPE IN LAWSU
11/17/1993 B012 RAPE VICTIM'S FAMILY SUES OST POLICE FOR $2 MILLION
3/16/1994 B012 xALBUM COVER CASE COULD LOSE DUBRAYS MILLIONS
6/29/1994 A061 LAWSUIT FILED TO MAKE FEDS KEEP PROMISE
9/21/1994 C021 JUDGE TURNS DOWN YST'S BID TO INTERVENE IN LAWSUIT
10/12/1994 A012 DORSEY 8 WHITNEY SUED FOR $100M
12/15/1994 coil JUDGE RULES ON SISSETON-WAHPETON CASINO SUIT
4/13/1995 BOll MEANS TO FILE $1 MILLION SUIT AGAINST CITY
5/04/1995 B065 PRESSLER LAUNCHES BILL TO LIMIT LAWSUITS
6/08/1995 A021 LAWSUIT FILED OVER UTE TRIBAL ELECTION
6/08/1995 A024 COEUR D'ALENE LOTTERY PLAN BRINGS LAWSUIT
6/15/1995 A034 XUNITED STATES ASKS DISMISSAL FROM SUIT
7/06/1995 A061 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FREED UPON DISMISSAL OF LAWSUIT
11/23/1995 BOll *PERKINS RESTAURANT, CITY POLICE SLAPPED WITH LAWSUI
12/21/1995 A064 JURY GIVES AWARD IN DEFAMATION LAWSUIT
3/09/1994 A081 GAMING COMMISSION ORDERS 2 BINGO HALLS CLOSED
8/28/1991 B062 LAW INTERN GIVES FT YATES LEGAL AID BOOST
.1/08/1992 A074 NAVAJO PRESIDENT'S CHIEF OF STAFF DISBARRED
4/01/1992 C024 xVALANDRA TO HEAD UP LAW OFFICE
4/15/1992 coil *DC LAWYERS TO GET ALL OF $2999,999 OST SETTLEMENT
10/08/1992 BOll LAWYERS TO MEET AT GAMING SEMINAR
10/29/1992 A053 SOME WORDS ABOUT LAWYERING ACROSS 2 CULTURES
12/15/1993 C051 LAW FIRM ANNOUNCES ADDITION OF ATTORNEY
12/22/1993 coil xROUBIDEAUX STILL IN LAW AFTER 43 YEARS
5/18/1994 D012 *FUTURE LAWYERS CARVE OUT THEIR PLACE IN HISTORY
4/06/1995 B012 xGONZALEZ RECOGNIZED BY NATIVE LAW CENTRE
9/07/1995 B013 SPECIAL FEDERAL PROSECUTOR, 1ST ON INDIAN RESERV
9/14/1995 A031 XKUNSTLER TACKLED TOUGH INDIAN RIGHTS CASES
12/18/1991 BOll KWARRIOR HONORED, GIVEN MEDALS
10/16/1991 B031 ED LAZARUS AUTOGRAPH SESSION OCT 23
10/23/1991 A031 BLACK HILLS/WHITE JUSTICE--BLACK HILLS WHAT JUSTICE?
10/30/1991 A104 SIOUX CRITICAL OF 'CLAIM' BOOK
1/28/1992 B045 xMEDICINE ROOT DIST WANTS STOP SALES OF LAZARUS BOOK
1/12/1995 B041 XSERIES EVENS WITH RED CLOUD WIN
1/08/1992 A085 OMAHAS NEARLY WIPED OUT BY LEAD POISONING
3/20/1991 A081 CONFERENCE FOCUS IS ON INDIAN STUDIES
1/21/1992 A074 ROSEBUD WOMAN SELECTED FOR MUSEUM BOARD
4/01/1992 B025 DORIS LEADER CHARGE SPEAKS AT USD EVENT
5/13/1992 BOll KLEADER CHARGE CARRIES HER KNOWLEDGE HOME
10/22/1992 A031 ELDER SPEAKS AT CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
11/05/1992 BlOl XLEADER CHARGE CREDITS FILM WITH RAISING SELF-ESTEEM
3/10/1993 B033 LEADER CHARGE WINS $100,000 IN LOTTERY
2/12/1991 A024 TWO AREA STUDENTS SELECTED FOR PRESIDENTIAL LEADERS
3/12/1991 A061 KBEINGc;A LEADER DOESN'T REQUIRE A CRUTCH
3/20/1991 A053 PART II--BE AN EAGLE AMONG TURKEYS
4/10/1991 A045 WHO LEADS LAKOTAS THROUGH '90'S?
5/29/1991 A041 LAKOTA ROLE MODELS NEEDED (ED)
6/12/1991 A012 KA MAN CALLED ROGER
7/02/1991 A053 xTRIBAL OFFICIALS BLEW CHANCE IN CONFERENCE WITH BUS
7/10/1991 A041 KEDDIE BROWN--NOW IS THE TIME FOR CHANGE AT THE TOP
7/17/1991 A031 XWANTED 40 NATIVE AMERICANS TO BECOME COMMUNITY LEAD
7/31/1991 A041 TIRED OF BUREAUCRATIC BALONEY (ED)
7/31/1991 A043 PUBLICIST SHAW DEFENDS BROWN'S ACTIONS (L)
10/09/1991 B035 FORUM WORKS TO SHAPE A NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
10/16/1991 A093 LEADERSHIP PROJECT WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE
11/13/1991 A094 *LEADERSHIP MUST RESPECT LAKOTA HERITAGE
11/13/1991 B074 DAWNENA MUTH PROVES TO BE A STUDENT LEADER
12/11/1991 A013 NCAI ELECTS NEW LEADERSHIP
12/11/1991 B021 ^TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP CAME FROM BOTTOM UP
12/18/1991 A041 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX CHAIRMAN BOURLAND EXEMPL (ED)
12/31/1991 A041 LEADERSHIP DETERMINES THE FUTURE (ED)
3/04/1992 A053 ELECTIONS--WHAT KIND OF LEADERS
4/22/1992 B031 3fl992 INDIAN YOUTH 2000--OYATE TECA LEADERSHIP NOW
5/13/1992 A054 KISSUES FOR CAMPAIGNING IN THE '90S
8/19/1992 coil KA LOOK AT WOMEN LEADERS IN INDIAN EDUCATION
9/09/1992 B014 XMARTY SCHOOL JUNIOR GETS CRASH COURSE IN LIFE
11/26/1992 A045 ENDORSE PEOPLE FOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS (L)
12/10/1992 B061 xWHITE PLUME WINS KODAK LEADERS AWARD
1/28/1993 B013 LEADERSHIP COURSES CAN HELP PARENTS' ROLE IN EDUCATI
2/04/1993 B031 LAMMERS SELECTED AS LEADERSHIP.FELLOW
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LEADERSHIP
LEADING CLOUD DIAN
LEATHER
LEBEAU BEAU
LEBEAU DANE
LEBEAU JEROME
LEBEAU LAWRENCE
LEBEAU LYLE
LEBEAU LYNETTE RAE
LEBEAU MILO
LEBEAU SEBASTIAN
LEBEAUX DUGAN
LECOMPTE KIRA
LECOMPTE MARVIN
LECOMPTE ROCKY
LEE BOB
LEE BROOKE LYNN
LEE CONRAD
LEE FAITH
LEE GEORGE P
LEE HOBART
LEE MILT
LEE PATRICK
LEE RICHARD
LEE VICTORIA
LEECH LAKE (TRIBE)
LEGAL RIGHTS
LEGAL SERVICES
LEGENDS
LEGER DE FERNANDEZ
LEGISLATION
LEGISLATIVE DISTRI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/11/1993 BOBS NEISS, BOURLAND AND LECOMPTE SELECTED OUTSTANDING
3/24/1993 B024 PROJECT TO PROMOTE LEADERSHIP SKILLS
5/05/1993 B051 MARTY RECEIVES LEADERSHIP AWARD
5/19/1993 B053 LEADERSHIP CLASS SEEKS APPLICANTS
6/23/1993 A041 IS THE WORD 'UNITY' BECOMING A JOKE? (ED)
6/30/1993 BOll FREE LEADERSHIP COURSE BEGINS JULY 6
7/14/1993 B035 FORUM, DANCE ON SOBER LEADERSHIP JULY 24
9/29/1993 B045 FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE
10/14/1993 BOSS KELLOGG GIVES $25,000 GRANT TO ESTABLISH COLLECTION
10/20/1993 A071 YOUNG NATIVE LEADERS SOUGHT
11/03/1993 BOll XLOOKING HORSE TO SPONSOR A FORUM
11/24/1993 A041 3£'WE CAN DO IT OURSELVES' ATTITUDE KEY TO--SUCCESS
12/08/1993 B012 xFIFTH-GRADERS LEARN FROM STAR QUILT DIAMONDS
12/15/1993 A041 KUNITED COUNCIL OF INDIAN NATIONS NEEDED TO MEET 21
3/30/1994 B053 UNITY PLANS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
5/18/1994 B023 XROLAND MCBRIDE RECEIVES MINORITY LEADERSHIP AWARD
5/25/1994 B071 STUDENTS TO ATTEND WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
10/19/1994 B045 xHAYES NAMED TO LEADERSHIP CONGRESS
11/30/1994 A021 AID SEEKS BEST AND BRIGHTEST
12/22/1994 AOll INOUYE--MAKE CONTACT WITH TRIBAL LEADERS
4/13/1995 B041 xFILLSPIPE CHOSEN FOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
8/10/1995 B071 XMONTANA YOUTH TO ATTEND NATIONAL FORUM
10/05/1995 A023 GATHERING FOR WOMEN IN TRIBAL COUNCILS SET
10/12/1995 A041 A NEED TO KNOW (ED)
10/19/1995 A064 LEADERSHIP SUMMIT SET FOR DENVER
10/15/1992 BOll SPECIAL PROSECUTER INVESTIGATES WOMAN'S DEATH
5/25/1994 S081 xKNiGHTS LEATHER CREATIONS--A BOOMING BUSINESS
12/14/1995 S031 xFORMER STAR STILL INVOLVED WITH LNI
5/12/1993 B074 XLAKOTA OMNICYE RECEIVES AWARD AT BHSU
4/06/1995 B051 XLOGG AND LEBEAU ARE ALL-STATERS
12/22/1994 B012 XLEBEAU MARKS 50 YEARS SINCE COMBAT IN GERMANY
4/20/1995 B062 RED CLOUD SKIPPER HONORED BY PEERS
11/19/1992 B095 xLEBEAU TO BE CONTESTANT IN MISS SD USA
6/26/1991 A025 MILO LEBEAU FEATURED IN BENEFIT ART SHOW
12/07/1994 A081 LAKOTA MAN SEEKS TRIBAL REMAINS IN HASTINGS
10/26/1995 coil XLEBEAUX RECALLED AS A COWBOY'S COWBOY
7/27/1994 B061 KIRA LECOMPTE RUNNER-UP IN BUSINESS WOMEN COMPET
2/11/1993 B055 NEISS, BOURLAND AND LECOMPTE SELECTED OUTSTANDING
3/12/1991 A093 VICE-CHAIRMAN OF CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE RESIGNS
11/02/1994 B021 ELECTIONS 1994
2/19/1991 A031 XAREA HISTORIAN EXAMINES SHORT-LIVED INDIAN CAVALRY
9/08/1994 B044 xSRST STUDENT IS HENRIETTA NICHOLS SCHOLAR
5/25/1995 A051 WAKPALA MARINE REMEMBERS HIS UNCLE'S LAST MEMORIAL
1/26/1994 B012 xRETIRING COUNSELOR GETS PUNS, PLANTS S PRAISE
2/16/1994 A031 LEE SEEKS NAVAJO PRESIDENCY DESPITE PENDING CHANGE
4/08/1992 B045 TOENAIL REMOVAL COSTS PINE RIDGE MAN HIS LEG
5/06/1992 A024 SPARAGON WANTS ISSUES CLARIFIED
2/16/1995 B032 xRADIO PRODUCER SUCCEEDS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
11/26/1992 A035 JUDGE LEE.EXTENDS KILI CAMP DEADLINE
1/19/1994 BOll OST CHIEF JUDGE LEE REAPPOINTED FOR 2ND TERM
8/03/1994 S171 xCOURT SYSTEM EARNS FAVORABLE JUDGMENTS
11/23/1995 BOll NEW KYLE COURTHOUSE IS ANSWER TO JUDGE LEE'S DREAM
8/05/1992 B054 PROFESSOR HONORED FOR RECRUITMENT
1/12/1995 B021 VICTORIA LEE, NAVAJO, NAMED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SEE ALSO CHIPPEWA
4/28/1993 A051 OPEN LETTER ON CONSTITUTION FOR LEECH LAKE CHIP (L)
8/18/1993 A031 GRAND JURY PROBES POSSIBLE MISUSE OF FUNDS
6/15/1995 A014 xLEECH LAKE LEADERS INDICTED FOR CONSPIRACY
11/23/1995 A013 ^MINNESOTA TRIBES SEEK TRUSTEE GOVERNMENTS
11/26/1992 B065 RIGHTS FUND TO SHARE $100,000 PRIZE
12/10/1992 A034 UNITED NATIONS HEAR TESTIMONY OF INDIGENOUS NATIONS
9/21/1994 B051 xUNITED NATIONS OFFICIAL HEARS BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
11/23/1994 A051 POLITICIANS ARE OUT OF TOUCH (L)
9/14/1995 A051 INTERTRIBAL APPEALS BOARD COULD WORK FOR CHIPPEW (L)
10/29/1992 B035 DAKOTA PLAINS LEGAL GETS $4,000 GRANT
2/18/1993 B052 DAKOTA PLAINS LEGAL SERVICES PICKS NEW DIRECTOR
8/03/1995 A034 INDIAN LEGAL SERVICE'S WINGS CLIPPED BACK
8/17/1995 A021 MILLER TO DIRECT NORTHERN PLAINS PROJECT
8/24/1995 A085 MILLER HIRED TO DIRECT NORTHERN PLAINS PROJECT
9/07/1995 AOll LEGAL HELP DISAPPEARING FOR URBAN INDIAN FAMILIES
11/13/1991 B032 ST FRANCIS STUDENTS READ 8 WRITE ABOUT LAKOTA LEGEND
7/08/1992 A023 CHILDRENS THEATRE PRESENTS LEGEND OF TRICKSTER
2/25/1993 B082 A LEGEND--BEWARE OF IKTOMIS IN HIGH PLACES
8/04/1993 S021 xA LEGEND OF THE AU-AUTHM
9/07/1995 A105 SANTA FE ATTORNEY TO SERVE AS WHITE HOUSE FELLOW
3/25/1992 B031 SD PRIME TIME INVESTIGATES NATIVE AM LEGISLATION
6/29/1994 B024 TRIBAL COLLEGE ASSOC TO HOST LEGISLATIVE WORKSHOP
1/08/1991 A041 X1992 BIG POLITICAL ISSUE TO BE REDISTRICTING
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LEGISLATIVE DISTRI
LEGISLATORS-SD
LEGISLATURE-AK
LEGISLATURE-AZ
LEGISLATURE-CT
LEGISLATURE-IL
LEGISLATURE-KS
LEGISLATURE-MN
LEGISLATURE-MT 91
LEGISLATURE-MT 93
LEGISLATURE-ND
LEGISLATURE-NM
LEGISLATURE-SD 91
LEGISLATURE-SD 92
LEGISLATURE-SD 93
LEGISLATURE-SD 9A
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/08/1991 BOll
6/05/1991 B034
6/26/1991 C015
7/02/1991 A031
7/17/1991 A033
7/31/1991 BOll
7/31/1991 B015
9/25/1991 B085
10/09/1991 A012
12/04/1991 B071
1/28/1992 A012
6/17/1992 B015
6/24/1992 B012
7/14/1993 A041
6/23/1995 Bill
7/10/1991 A031
2/19/1992 0053
3/18/1992 B015
10/15/1992 A044
4/13/1994 B031
5/11/1995 A061
2/23/1994 A071
5/18/1995 A031
5/04/1995 A041
2/10/1994 AOll
5/04/1995 B072
7/24/1991 A035
4/28/1993 A031
12/04/1991 B071
2/16/1995 A044
4/20/1995 A012
2/16/1994 A031
1/15/1991 S161
2/05/1991 A051
2/12/1991 A053
2/19/1991 A054
2/26/1991 A053
9/04/1991 A041
9/04/1991 BOll
1/28/1992 A034
2/04/1992 A061
2/04/1992 A063
2/12/1992 C045
2/26/1992 B031
3/04/1992 B041
3/11/1992 Alll
3/18/1992 A121
3/25/1992 B061
4/01/1992 A071
8/26/1992 A012
8/26/1992 A031
1/21/1993 A051
1/28/1993 A053
2/04/1993 B034
2/04/1993 B071
2/11/1993 B034
2/11/1993 B051
2/18/1993 AOll
2/18/1993 B015
2/18/1993 B034
2/25/1993 B035
3/03/1993 B022
3/10/1993 B024
3/31/1993 B042
9/08/1993 A041
1/26/1994 B031
1/26/1994 B061
2/02/1994 B012
2/10/1994 AOll
2/10/1994 B065
2/10/1994 B063
2/10/1994 B062
2/16/1994 B012
2/16/1994 B031
2/23/1994 B061
2/23/1994 B064
3/02/1994. B012
3/02/1994' B091
POLITICS DEFEAT THIRD INDIAN FOR REDISTRICTING PLAN
FIRST REDISTRICTING HEARING ON THE ROSEBUD
KPEOPLE MUST SPEAK OUT TO GAIN ELECTORAL VOICE
VOTING CLOUT CENTRAL TO REDISTRICTING ISSUE
NEW ROSEBUD REDISTRICTING SCHEME RUNS BIA RED LIGHT
XOPINIONS DIFFER ON DISTRICT 28 REVAMPING PLAN
BIA REJECTS ROSEBUD SECRETARIAL ELECTION
SDPTV TO COVER REDISTRICTING SESSION OCT 3
KOGLALAS MADE PROCESS WORK FOR THEM
THE 49-DISTRICT LEGISLATIVE PLAN PREVAILS IN ND
FT PECK TRIBES SEEK NEW DISTRICTING
ROSEBUD COUNCIL SEATS CHALLENGED
SOLDIER CREEK CHAIRMAN VOWS TO SEEK REPRESENTATION
VEXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION (ED)
VOTING RIGHTS LAWSUIT LAUNCHED IN NEBRASKA
LEGISLATORS WANT APOLOGY--FROM STATE'S CHIEF DEPUTY
KELWOOD IS CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT 27
KLUCAS SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO STATE HOUSE
LEGISLATORS POSE A THREAT TO OUR RIGHTS (L)
XLARRY LUCAS TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
ALASKA RECALL LAW;WOULD IMPACT NATIVE CORPORATIONS
ARIZONA TRIBAL LEADERS MEET WITH STATE LEGISLATORS
STATE MAY BREAK PACT WITH PEQUOTS
^ILLINOIS LEGISLATURE IGNORES FACTS OF RACIAL STEREO
KANSAS LEGISLATORS CONTINUE TO STALL TRIBAL GAMING
INDIAN CASINOS SURVIVE CHALLENGE FROM MINN LEGISLATI
MONTANA STUDY TO KEY ON INDIAN PRISON SENTENCES
MONTANA LEGISLATION PASSES BILL
THE 49-DISTRICT LEGISLATIVE PLAN PREVAILS IN ND
STATE LEGISLATURE HAS RACIST AGENDA ON LINE (L)
NORTH DAKOTA DEMANDS DISCLOSURE OF CASINO PROFITS
MCKIBBEN APOLOGIZES^. STATE LAWMAKERS STILL UNHAPPY
LEGISLATIVE REPORT
LEGISLATIVE REPORT
LEGISLATIVE REPORT
LEGISLATIVE REPORTS ,
LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
POLICY NEEDED TO CONTROL 'ROGUE* AG (ED)
KPOLICY.FLOATED FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
'GOOD FAITH' NEGOTIATIONS BILL IN HOPPER
HEALTH CARE "ANEL PROPOSED
HEALTH CARE STILL TOP PRIORITY ISSUE
SD LEG REPORT--HOUSE EXAMINING TAX^ ENVIRON BILLS
SD LEGISLATIVE REPRT--LEGISLATURE DEBATES TAX RELIEF
*CAPITOL GAINS--HOW THE STATE LEGISLATURE WORKS
PART II--CAPITOL COURTS
PART III--CAPITOL COURTS
PART IV—CAPITOL COURTS
ON BALANCE/'92 SESSION PRODUCTIVE
KONGOING COMMITTEE TO EDUCATE SD LAWMAKERS
DRAFT LEGISLATION FOR 68TH SESSION LEG ASSEMBLY 1993
LEGISLATIVE REPORT
REP DICK HAGEN REPORTS
SD LEGISLATIVE REPORT
LEGISLATORS DEBATE MAKING STATE/TRIBAL PANEL PERM
SD LEGISLATIVE REPORT
TRIBAL CHAIRMEN INVITED TO 'BUSINESS DAY'
SD SENATE CONSIDERS TAX BILL
KSTATES BUSINESS DAY A NO SHOW
SD LEGISLATIVE REPORT
SD LEGISLATIVE REPORT
SD LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
SD LEGISLATIVE REPORTS
XLEGISLATIVE WRAP UP
COSTNER BILL TWO-STEP CAME DOWN ON VALANDRA TOE (ED)
LUCAS EXPECTS PRODUCTIVE SESSION WITH NEW GOVERNOR
HAGEN LOOKS FOR MORE THAN 600 NEW BILLS
KVALANDRA GETS INTO SPIRIT OF REMOVING RACIST MURAL
^LAWMAKERS WAGE WAR ON FAS
HEALTH CARE BILL RAISES QUESTIONS
SENATE PASSES STIFFER PENALTIES FOR HANDGUN
HOUSE LOOKS AT SCHOOLS, PAY RAISES, HEALTH
INTERN BRINGS NEW VIEWS TO CAPITOL
REVIEWING GOVERNOR'S RACE 'WAR CHESTS'
REVENUE ESTIMATES CHANGES INTERESTING
ISSUES HEATING UP ON THE HILL
KCAPITOL MURAL REMOVAL ONE STEP CLOSER TO REALITY
SHOWDOWN BREWING IN LAST DAYS OF SESSION
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LE6ISLATURE-SD 94
LEGISLATURE-SD 95
LEGISLATURE-US 91
LEGISLATURE-US 92
LEGISLATURE-US 93
LEGISLATURE-US 94
LEGISLATURE-US 95
DATE PAPER NOTATION ,
3/02/1994 BlGl INTENSITY PICKS UP IN LEGISLATURE
3/09/1994 B074 FUNDING FOR COLLEGE PASSES HOUSE
3/09/1994 B074 MANY BILLS DEBATED IN REGULAR SESSION
3/23/1994 A064 xSD GOVERNOR SIGNS LAW TO FUND TRIBAL COLLEGES
10/05/1994 AOll PEYOTE BILL AWAITS CLINTON'S SIGNATURE TO BECOME LAW
10/19/1994 B021 RECORD NUMBER OF AM IND CANDIDATES RUNNING
1/19/1995 A053 1995 STATE LEGISLATURE'S MAIN GOAL IS TO CUT TAXES
1/26/1995 B042 xSTATE DEMOCRATS HOPE TO ELIMINATE SCHOOL MANDATES
1/26/1995 B044 KJANKLOW EXPECTED TO GUT LOCAL GOVERNMENT
2/02/1995 B031 ^PROPERTY TAX RELIEF FACES LONG, HARD ROAD
2/02/1995 B034 xJANKLOW'S TAXATION PLAN WILL HURT RURAL SD
2/09/1995 B033 ^DEMOCRATS SHOW PROPERTY TAX RELIEF PLAN
2/09/1995 B041 xTAX PLAN SIHIUR TO JANKLOW'S
2/16/1995 B032 ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS GIVE TAXPAYERS A CHOICE
3/05/1991 BOll CUSTER INDIAN MEMORIAL REINTRODUCED
6/26/1991 AOll HOUSE VOTES NAME CHANGE FOR CUSTER BATTLEFIELD
7/24/1991 A031 TRUST INCOME EXEMPTION AGAIN BEFORE CONGRESS
7/24/1991 A033 CONGRESS ASKED TO REPAIR CHIEF JOSEPH'S GRAVESITE
7/31/1991 A012 CONFLICTS CONTINUE OVER CUSTER BATTLEFIELD NAME
8/07/1991 A081 RED TAPE SEVERED IN JOBS PROGRAMS?
8/07/1991 AlOl CUSTER BATTLEFIELD BILL STALLED UNTIL SEPTEMBER
10/16/1991 A012 PRESIDENT BUSH SIGNS TEMPORARY DURO FIX
10/30/1991 A034 TRIBAL COURT REFORMS BEFORE CONGRESS
11/27/1991 A014 SENATE COMMITTEE APPROVES LUMBEE TRIBE'S RECOGNITION
1/08/1992 A031 CONGRESS EXTENDS BAN--ALASKA NATIVE CORP STOCK
4/01/1992 A034 HEALTH CARE BILL EMPHASIZES TRIBAL CONTROL
4/01/1992 A035 TRIBAL COURTS BILL REVISED
6/10/1992 AOll SENATE VOTES TO CURB SPORTS.BETTING
6/24/1992 A013 HEALTH CARE BILL PASSED
7/08/1992 A012 WASTE MANAGEMENT BILL PASSES SENATE PANEL
8/05/1992 AOll TRIBAL COURTS BILL PASSES HOUSE
10/08/1992 A061 SENATE PASSES DASCHLE'S INDIAN AG BILL
10/15/1992 AOll BUSH SIGNS CRAZY HORSE BREW LAW
10/15/1992 A053 XHOAGLAND'S BILL A GAMBLE ON GAMING WARS
10/15/1992 A072 CONGRESS PASSES INDIAN HEALTH BILL THROUGH 2000
5/26/1993 A024 LAWMAKERS INTRODUCE NEW GAMING BILLS
6/09/1993 A061 BIA SCHOOLS, SUMMER YOUTH SLATED FOR FUNDING
6/23/1993 A024 VETERANS' MEMORIAL BILL MOVES FORWARD
6/23/1993 A031 LUMBEE RECOGNITION BILL MOVES FORWARD
6/23/1993 A031 JENA CHOCTAW RECOGNITION BILL PASSES HURDLE
7/08/1993 B032 BILL INCLUDES FUNDS FOR SOUTH DAKOTA TRIBES
8/04/1993 A062 BILL TO ESTABLISH NATIONAL INDIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
11/10/1993 A031 SELF-GOVERNANCE BiLL IN THE MAKING
11/10/1993 BOll FUNDS WILL FLOW TO MNI WICONI FROM WASHINGTON
11/24/1993 AOll CONGRESS PASSES COURTS BILL
11/24/1993 A031 ^AGRICULTURE BILL SHOULD GIVE TRIBES CONTROL
12/08/1993 A061 kBILL PROVIDES TRIBAL PROGRAMS FLEXIBILITY
12/08/1993 A065 COURTS, AGRICULTURE BILLS BECOME LAW
12/22/1993 AOll K'93 PRODUCTIVE YEAR FOR INDIAN NATIONS
12/22/1993 A024 1993 LEGISLATIVE ROUNDUP
2/16/1994 A012 BILL MAY HELP RESOLVE SOVEREIGNTY QUESTION
3/23/1994 AOll JUDICIARY COMMITTEE PASSES '3 STRIKES' ANTI-CRIME
5/11/1994 AOll SENATOR INTRODUCES BILL TO GIVE TEETH TO CHILD ABUSE
5/11/1994 A071 BILL TO BOOST AUTHORITY OF IHS DIRECTOR ON TABLE
5/25/1994 AOll ^LEGISLATION WON'T BE HELD UP BY STALLED TALKS
6/22/1994 A074 HOUSE PASSES WATER BILL, GIVES $17 MILLION
7/07/1994 AOll SENATE FUNDS MNI WICONI EXPANSION
8/03/1994 A031 CONGRESS DECIDES ON $30 BILLION CRIME BILL
8/31/1994 AOll SENATE APPROVES CRIME BILL
10/12/1994 AOll KHOUSE PASSES WEAKENED TRUST FUNDS BILL
10/12/1994 A071 RECOGNITION PROCESS REDONE
10/12/1994 A072 HEALTH CARE REFORM BILL DEAD
10/19/1994 A012 TRIBAL LEGISLATION WEATHERS CONGRESS AT CLOSE
11/10/1994 A014 CONGRESS PAYS TRIBUTE TO INDIAN VETS
1/26/1995 A014 FIRST GAMING BILL OF NEW CONGRESS ON TABLE
2/16/1995 A012 WOUNDED KNEE BILL ONCE AGAIN ON CONGRESS' AGENDA
2/23/1995 AOll xCAMPBELL PUSHES PRIVATE FINANCING FOR HOME OWNERSHI
2/23/1995 A015 xHOUSE APPROVES BLOCK GRANTS FOR POLICE HIRING
3/02/1995 AOll xBIA FUNDING AXED BY HOUSE GOP LAWMAKERS
3/02/1995 A081 GOP BUDGET HATCHET FALLS ON ADULT ED
3/09/1995 A043 1995-96 APPROPRIATIONS BILL GUTS INDIAN PROJECTS (L)
3/09/1995 A081 HOUSE PANEL APPROVES INDIAN PROGRAM CUTS
3/23/1995 A081 GOP CHOPPING MILLIONS FROM RESERVATION PROGRAM BUDGE
3/30/1995 AOll SENATE RESTORES KEY CUTS
4/06/1995 A034 GAMING WAR OF WORDS CONTINUES ON THE HILL
4/20/1995 AOll GAMING CALLED 'INDIAN INDUSTRY'
4/20/1995 A012 CONGRESS HAMS IT UP WHILE SLASHING TRIBAL PROGRAMS
4/20/1995 A031 BILL WOULD REQUIRE LOCAL CONTROL OF GAMBLING
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LEGISLATURE-US 95
LEGISLATURE-UA
LEGO GRACE
LENDS HER HORSE-LO
LENEAUGH MARLON
LEONARD CARMELITA
LEUKEMIA
LEUPP SCHOOL
LEWIS LUCINDA ANN
LEWIS MERNA
LEWIS VIRGIL
LEWIS WILLIAM
LIBEL
LIBRARIANS
LIERARiSS
LICENSE PLATES
LIFE MAGAZINE
LIGHT KEN
LIMBAUGH RUSH
LINCOLN NE
LINDAUER FREDERICK
LINGO WALTER
LIQUOR
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/0A/1995
5/18/1995
5/25/1995
5/25/1995
5/25/1995
6/01/1995
7/06/1995
7/13/1995
7/20/1995
7/20/1995
7/27/1995
8/03/1995
8/17/1995
8/17/1995
8/17/1995
8/24/1995
9/14/1995
9/21/1995
9/28/1995
10/12/1995
10/26/1995
11/09/1995
12/21/1995
3/20/1991
11/30/1994
2/18/1993
12/24/1992
10/06/1993
12/24/1992
12/24/1992
6/22/1994
8/31/1995
9/28/1995
12/07/1994
5/20/1992
9/14/1994
10/30/1991
10/30/1991
6/12/1991
9/04/1991
12/24/1991
12/07/1994
10/16/1991
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
11/26/1992
4/28/1993
6/30/1993
1/19/1994
1/19/1994
1/19/1994
5/04/1994
5/04/1994
3/09/1995
6/15/1995
5/01/1991
8/14/1991
8/21/1991
8/21/1991
8/21/1991
2/12/1992
3/16/1994
10/26/1995
11/30/1995
4/28/1993
8/11/1993
4/17/1991
5/01/1991
2/11/1993
5/04/1994
12/22/1994
11/23/1995
1/05/1995
AOll
A021
AOll
AOll
A021
A021
A044
A031
A012
A021
A065
A024
AOll
AOll
A065
AOll
B022
A041
A051
A054
A021
B012
A014
A041
A031
B053
B034
Bill
A014
A036
B051
B012
B052
A071
A086
AOll
A091
A091
A031
AOll
A061
A041
A082
B085
B104
D065
B054
B034
B041
A063
A074
B115
B012
B023
S281
B024
A045
AO 12
A041
A044
A053
C045
A031
A023
A081
A031
B083
B013
A044
A041
A041
A035
A071
B071
10/02/1991 A012
10/02/1991 A031
10/09/1991 A034
WELFARE ROLLS--CONGRESS' NEXT TARGET FOR CUTS
ON THE BLOCK--SCORES OF PROGRAMS, AGENCIES
GOP TARGET--$1.5 BILLION IN BIA CUTS
MCCAIN BACKS POWER SHIFT TO TRIBES
PRESIDENT VOWS VETO, BIA MILLIONS STILL AT STAKE
JOB GRANTS TO GO DIRECT TO TRIBES
NEW PROPERTY RIGHTS LAW A RIP-OFF (L)
CLINTON, CONGRESS RESOLVE DIFFERENCES IN SPENDING
BIA OPPOSES TRIBAL RECOGNITION PROCESS
SENATE APPROVES DIRECT TRIBAL JOBS FUNDING
HOUSE FUNDS MNI WICONI
TRIBES, FEDS SUPPORT MCCAIN GAMING BILL
XPARKS FAVORED AS SENATE GUTS BIA
*TRIBES MAY GET DIRECT WELFARE FUNDING
SENATE GAMING BILL LOSING KEY SUPPORT
GOP CUTS COULD SHUT BIA SCHOOLS
WATER SYSTEMS PASS CONGRESS
^POLITICAL ALIGNMENT IS COSTLY FOR TRIBES
SENATE ACTUALLY SPARED BIA PROGRAMS
KINDIAN PROGRAMS WILL BE SLAIN UNDER GORTON'S LEAD
kSENATE weighs retirement plan proposed for INDIAN
*SENATE BILL STOPS OFF-RESERVATION ENFORCEMENT
SENATE BILL COULD REORGANIZE BIA
GIVING INDIANS LEGISLATIVE VOICE
CAMPUS NEWSPAPER EDITOR EXPELLED
*FT TOTTEN WOMAN MAKES THE GRADE
ROSEBUD FUND-RAISER APPOINTS NATIVE AMERICAN DIRECTO
KNEW MISS INDIAN NATIONS TAKES TITLE SERIOUSLY
KSENECA FAMILY SEARCHING FOR A GIFT OF LIFE
A NEED FOR HEALERS
kLAKOTA woman with LEUKEMIA--NOT GIVING UP
KMARROW TRANSPLANT ONLY HOPE FOR BABY
BONE MARROW DRIVE SUCCESSFUL
OFFICIALS DEFEND ACTIONS AT DECREPIT RESERV SCHOOL
SECOND NAVAJO WOMAN DENTIST TAKES UP DRILL
SALT RIVER COMMUNITY RE-ELECTS MAKIL, LEWIS
FBI INVESTIGATES TOHONO O'ODHAM DISTRICT OFFICERS
FBI INVESTIGATES TOHONO O'ODHAM DISTRICT OFFICERS
OYATE HO EDITORIAL RESULTS IN LIBEL SUIT
FORMER ED OF OYATE HO REFUSES TO RETURN FOR TRIAL
DEVIL'S LAKE TRIBAL TREASURER WINS SUIT
KANONYMOUS 'BLACK-LISTING' JUST CRUD FROM GUTTER
RED CLOUD LIBRARIAN AT STATE CONFERENCE
SWCC DEDICATES NEW LIBRARY, RESOURCE CENTER
SIOUX FALLS HELPS ROSEBUD START NEW LIBRARY
LIBRARY PROMOTES CULTURAL DIVERSITY
TAKINI SCHOOL COMMENDED FOR LIBRARY NETWORK
LOWER BRULE RECEIVES LAW LIBRARY GRANT
SISSETON-WAHPETON COMMUNITY COLLEGE FUNDED FOR ARCHI
NAVAJO LIBRARY RECEIVES 700TH BOX OF BOOKS
FOND ,DU LAC TO RECEIVE BOOKS
MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAW REQUEST DONATIONS OF RESEARCH MA
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE CAMPAIGN WINS AWARD
KMARVIN CLIFFORD'S PRESENTATION HELPS FOCUS ATTENTIO
KMODERN MUSEUM'S DESIGN SPRINGS FROM TRADITION
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE LIBRARY WILL BE 1ST ON RESERV
LICENSE PLATES COULD PROMOTE SOVEREIGNTY (L)
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES WILL AID TRIBAL ROADS
TRIBAL LEADERS MUST NOT CAVE IN (ED)
STATE OF SD PUTS PRICE TAG ON TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY (L)
LICENSE PLATE ISSUE DISCUSSED TO DEATH
TODD AND SHANNON COUNTIES MAY GET LICENSE PLATE SALE
XCHEYENNE RIVER COUNCIL PLANS TO ISSUE TRIBAL LICENS
UTAH COURT RULING FAVORS 'REDSKIN' LICENSE PLATE
JANKLOW IMPLEMENTS NEW TAX-EXEMPT VEHICLE PLATES
LESSONS IN LIFE--ARTICLES OFFEND INDIAN COUNTRY
FLUTE-MAKER KEEPS NOTES FLOWING
RADIO HOST ACCUSED OF RACIST VIEWS
RUSH IS RACIST (L>-
kA disconcerting rush of racist static on the air
DITTOHEAD LIMBAUGH ALSO HAS NUMBSKULL (ED)
RADIO STATION TO AIR 'BUFFALO SOUL'
ARTIFACT THIEF CONVICTED
KOORANG INDIANS--ONE OF THE 1ST NFL TEAMS
SEE ALCOHOL, BEER
KCRST MOVING TO REGULATE LIQUOR
KBORDER RUN DRINKING STYLE REINFORCES OLD STEREOTYPE
KBOURLAND CHARGES CONSPIRACY IN TAX NEGOTIATIONS
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LITEFOOT
LITERATURE
LITHUANIA
LITTER
LITTLE BIGHORN
LITTLE CROW
LITTLE EAGLE AVIS
LITTLE EAGLE CATLY
LITTLE EAGLE SD
LITTLE ELK ANGELA
LITTLE ELK DAVID D
LITTLE FINGER WALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/21/1992 A023 JUDGE WEIGHING MERITS IN SRST LIQUOR LICENSE CASE
2/04/1992 AG24 SRST LIQUOR LICENSE SUIT DISMISSED
4/01/1992 BG66 WANBLEE COUPLE SENTENCED FOR ILLEGAL LIQUORS
4/29/1992 AG43 GOVERNOR SHOULD DO SOMETHING REAL (L)
7/22/1992 AG31 JUDGE ORDERS CRST TO STOP LIQUOR ORDINANCES
8/G5/1992 BG14 CROW CREEK COUNCIL RESCINDS ON-SALE LICENSE
12/1G/1992 BGll JUDGE DENIES MOTION IN CRST LIQUOR DISPUTE
12/08/1993 AG12 xCHEVENNE RIVER SIOUX WIN FEDERAL LIQUOR CASE
12/08/1993 A012 NAVAJO LOOK AT LEGALIZING LIQUOR SALES
10/14/1993 AOll TRAPPING AROUND
10/14/1993 B012 kCHEROKEE RAPS OUT MESSAGE IN SONGS
3/09/1995 coil XFROM CONCERT HALLS TO THE BIG SCREEN
8/31/1995 BOll KOUT OF THE CUPBOARD
2/12/1991 B013 WELCH RECEIVES LITERATURE PRIZE
2/19/1992 C012 INDIAN LITERATURE—BELONGS IN CLASSROOMS
11/17/1993 B015 DAKOTA WOMAN TRAVELS TO LITHUANIA
SEE TRASH
1/01/1991 BOll KBOOHER DRAWS STRENGTH FROM WISDOM OF ELDERS
1/15/1991 AOll XLITTLE BIGHORN SURVIVORS MEMORIALIZED
3/05/1991 BOll CUSTER INDIAN MEMORIAL REINTRODUCED
3/20/1991 A072 INDIAN MEMORIAL SUMMIT APRIL 4, 5
5/01/1991 A012 KBATTLEFIELD MEMORIAL WINS SUPPORT
5/01/1991 A025 TOKALA CLIFFORD--TRUTH OF BATTLE MUST BE TOLD
5/08/1991 BOll XPHOTOS OF SIOUX WARRIORS DONATED TO CUSTER BATTLEFI
5/29/1991 A053 kRX FOR INDIAN COUNTRV--A DOSE OF UNITY
6/05/1991 A046 NAME CHANGE BENEFICIAL TO WHOM? (L)
6/19/1991 A053 RENAME BATTLEFIELD, CUSTER WAS A LOSER (L)
6/26/1991 AOll HOUSE VOTES NAME CHANGE FOR CUSTER BATTLEFIELD
7/02/1991 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNE HONOR CUSTER'S TROOPER
7/17/1991 B031 POWWOW SURPRISE--RENO OFFERS SALUTE TO INDIAN DEAD
7/31/1991 A012 CONFLICTS CONTINUE OVER CUSTER BATTLEFIELD NAME
8/07/1991 AlOl CUSTER BATTLEFIELD BILL STALLED UNTIL SEPTEMBER
9/04/1991 A041 KWALLOP--RENAMING CUSTER BATTLEFIELD
10/16/1991 A031 WHO IS BURIED IN CUSTER'S GRAVE?
12/04/1991 A024 BATTLEFIELD NAME BILL AWAITS BUSH SIGNATURE
12/18/1991 A126 BUSH SIGNS BATTLEFIELD NAME CHANGE
4/22/1992 AOll BATTLEFIELD DEDICATION SET
6/10/1992 A012 xCUSTER TAKES ANOTHER STAND
8/12/1992 B061 BOOK BANNED AT CUSTER BATTLEFIELD MUSEUM STORE
9/02/1992 A051 CUSTER BATTLEFIELD MUSEUM SHOULDN'T REPEAT HIST (L)
10/29/1992 B026 OST PREPARES LITTLE BIGHORN CEREMONIES
11/12/1992 A015 NAME CHANGE KICKS CUSTER OFF BATTLEFIELD
11/12/1992 A053 XNAMING OF LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLEFIELD MARKS NEW AGE
11/19/1992 A015 MANY REMEMBERED AT REDEDICATION OF LITTLE BIGHORN
12/03/1992 A044 A VISIT TO LITTLE BIGHORN EVENT (L)
12/03/1992 B015 7TH CAVALRY GENERAL DESCENDANT--APOLOGY TO LAKOTA
6/23/1993 A012 GROUP CALLS FOR LAST STAND OF REENACTMENT
6/23/1993 A024 BATTLE OF LITTLE BIG HORN REGISTRY TO BE FORMED
7/08/1993 B031 RECONCILIATION COMES TO THE 7TH CAVALRY
9/01/1993 A074 XBAKER NAMED SUPERINTENDENT OF LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLE
12/01/1993 B024 NATL PARK SERVICE EXTENDS DEADLINE FOR LITTLE BIGHOR
12/08/1993 B013 US CAVALRY MAY GIVE FLAGS TO LAKOTA VETS
12/22/1993 BOll STATE ASKED TO DESIGNATE TWO HOLIDAYS
12/29/1993 AOll LITTLE BIG HORN PROJECT OPPOSED BY TRIBES
1/19/1994 A044 CUSTER BUFFS NOT BUYING ALL BATTLEFIELD LAND (L)
4/06/1994 B012 7TH CAVALRY ASSOCIATION TO HONOR WARRIORS
6/15/1994 AOll GROUP NAMED TO PLAN LITTLE BIGHORN MEMORIAL
6/15/1994 A014 ADVISORY BOARD NAMED
6/22/1994 B085 PEACE CEREMONY ON BATTLE ANNIVERSARY DRAWS PROTESTS
8/03/1994 B092 xMONUMENTAL THEFT
1/05/1995 A012 LITTLE BIGHORN GRAVE ROBBER CONVICTED
2/02/1995 A012 CROW PURSUE LITTLE BIGHORN TOURIST ATTRACTION
2/02/1995 A013 ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPS BUSINESS NEXT TO BATTLE SITE
3/09/1995 A032 RAPID CITY TO HOST MONUMENT ADVISORY BOARD
4/13/1995 AOll HIGH-TECH PROBE SEEKS REAL 'LAST STAND' SITE
6/01/1995 BOll kTRIBES TO CELEBRATE LITTLE BIGHORN DAY
6/08/1995 B092 LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLEFIELD EMPLOYEE RECEIVES AWARD
6/29/1995 A021 LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLEFIELD DESIGN CONTEST ANNOUNCED
11/16/1995 B031 LITTLE BIGHORN MONUMENT BOARD TO MEET IN RAPID CITY
3/12/1991 A061 XBETNG A LEADER DOESN'T REQUIRE A CRUTCH
3/25/1992 B056 TIMES EDITOR WINS INVESTIGATIVE AWARD
4/01/1992 A065 AVIS LITTLE EAGLE LIVINGSTON FINALIST
4/07/1993 BOll TODAY REPORTERS WIN TWO AWARDS
5/15/1991 A012 KEDITOR FOR A DAY
9/15/1993 A071 LITTLE EAGLE AWARDED $500,000 FOR RADIO STATION
8/03/1994 B082 xLITTLE ELK RECOGNIZED IN ACADEMIC PROGRAM
5/25/1994 S041 'TOKSA AKE' WORTH WAITING FOR
9/21/1994 B035 *THE WAY IT WAS--
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LITTLE HAWK AUDREY
LITTLE HOOP LODGE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
LITTLE
JERIMYAH
MOON WALLAC
PAUL
SHELLS
SKY EDDIE
SPOTTED HOR
THUNDER ETT
THUNDER HER
THUNDER ROS
WHITE RIVER
WIND NICOLE
WINGS
LITTLE WOUND SCHOO
LIVERMONT THOMAS
LIVESTOCK
LIZOTTE JOHN
LOAFER BILLY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I2/0A/1991 BOll kCASE OF DEPOSED PRINCESS IS IN OGLALA TRIBAL COUNCI
12/11/1991 AOAl IN SUPPORT OF OGLALA PRINCESS LITTLE HAWK (L)
5/20/1992 coil xLITTLE HOOP GROWS INTO LEAD ROLE IN ALCOHOL TREAT
5/20/1992 C021 *LITTLE HOOP EMPLOYEES HONORED
5/20/1992 C02A ALCOHOL TREATMENT MEANS GOING MORE THAN HALFWAY
3/09/1994 B012 xTHREE YOUNGSTERS HONORED FOR HEROISM
11/26/1992 A012 xFEATHER GIVES HONOR TO RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC
2/25/1993 B041 kMNI WICONI EFFORTS NET CITIZEN AWARD, MEANS, LITTLE
12/15/1994 A044 MONTANA'S LITTLE SHELLS RECOGNIZED BY STATE (L)
1/01/1991 B014 LITTLE SKY NAMED TO HIGH PLAINS BOARD
5/12/1993 B012 kPINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT AIMS HIGH
5/22/1991 A051 SEPTUAGENARIAN MUSINGS OF A LAKOTA WOMAN (L)
5/26/1993 S141 KLITTLE THUNDER PAINTS 'MINIATURE' STYLE
9/21/1994 B012 ^DISTRICT 33 CANDIDATE ROSALIE LITTLE THUNDER
5/22/1991 C016 LITTLE WHITE GIVES 200 FOLKS A 'SCARE'
1/05/1995 BOll THREE NOMINATED TO ACADEMIES
7/22/1992 A073 LITTLE WINGS ON FAST TRACK
12/22/1993 B051 kMAGAZINES FEATURE 'LITTLE WINGS'
6/08/1994 B052 WINGS CAMP WILL BE HELD IN MID-JULY
7/20/1994 B031 kEAGLES VISIT WINGS RUNNING, CULTURE CAMP
7/20/1994 B043 LITTLE WINGS FLY HIGH AT STATE AAU MEET
1/15/1991 S021 DEEP FREEZE DOESN'T MEAN SCHOOL'S OUT
6/05/1991 C015 LWS SUPERINTENDENT ACCUSED OF ASSAULT
6/19/1991 C035 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL PARTICIPATES IN EAGLE AWARDS PRO
7/24/1991 B034 LITTLE WOUND GRANT FUNDS DAY-CARE
9/18/1991 A103 FOOLS CROW GALLERY TO BE DEDICATED
10/09/1991 B016 ACCREDITATION TEAM DUE AT LITTLE WOUND
10/16/1991 A036 LITTLE WOUND PROGRAM MAKES PARENTS PARTNERS
10/23/1991 BOll *LWS STUDENTS SHOW PRIDE IN FLOWER SHOP PROJECT
12/11/1991 B013 LITTLE WOUND OUT OF SPACE
3/11/1992 B033 SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS NAMED
4/22/1992 B044 LITTLE WOUND STUDENT WINS ART CONTEST
7/08/1992 B012 LWS BREAKS GROUND FOR NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
9/16/1992 BOll KLWS OPENS MIDDLE SCHOOL
11/05/1992 B092 LITTLE WOUND JOINS GIFTED STUDENT STUDY
11/19/1992 B012 kLWS DAYCARE LEADS WAY IN REDUCING DROPOUT RATE
11/26/1992 B012 KART GALLERY PROVIDES BRIDGE TO COMMUNITY
12/10/1992 S071 MUSTANG MANIA IN 1980
12/17/1992 B066 KYLE LISTS HONOR STUDENTS
1/07/1993 B012 *LITTLE WOUND COMMITS TO SKILL PROGRAM
1/21/1993 B081 LWS SPONSORS FINANCIAL AID FORUM
3/31/1993 B012 xGRANDMOTHER TO GRADUATE FROM LWS WITH HONORS
5/05/1993 B061 KAROUND HIM FINDS RESPECT FOR LAKOTA WAY AT PROCTOR
5/12/1993 B015 BRAVE BRINGS TEACHER TV TO LITTLE WOUND
5/19/1993 B064 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL HONOR ROLL
6/02/1993 A044 GRAD SPEAKER HONORED BY OPPORTUNITY (L)
6/16/1993 A025 kARTIST PAINTS MESSAGE OF SPIRITUALITY AT LWS
7/14/1993 A032 LOCAL TEACHER SELECTED FOR MATH PROGRAM AT MSU
2/10/1994 B031 XTEACHER HELPS STUDENTS CRUISE ELECTRONIC SUPERHIGHW
9/08/1994 A041 THANKS TO LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL (L)
9/08/1994 B056 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL HOSTS BACK-TO-SCHOOL POW WOW
9/14/1994 B043 TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD GROWING IN LEAPS AND BOUNDS
10/12/1994 B025 LITTLE WOUND INSTALLS NEW PHONE SYSTEM
11/10/1994 B051 XLITTLE WOUND BAND MAY MAKE MUSIC ON WHITE HOUSE LAW
11/23/1994 B081 ^SNOWSTORM STUMPS STAR PARTY
12/15/1994 B024 xLlTTLE WOUND SCHOOL HONORS ITS NAMESAKE
12/29/1994 A072 BIG FOOT RIDERS, ELDERS & MEDICAL STAFF HONORED
1/05/1995 B031 xLITTLE WOUND SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
3/23/1995 C051 xSCHOOL CROSS GUARD HOLDS HIS OWN
4/20/1995 B035 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL BAND RAISING MONEY
5/11/1995 C013 LITTLE WOUND STUDENTS TO ATTEND MATH, SCIENCE
5/18/1995 B041 LITTLE WOUND TO ACCESS INTERNET
5/18/1995 B043 LITTLE WOUND STAFF GRADUATE
5/18/1995 B044 WARNE, MURPHY TO KEYNOTE LWS GRADUATION
6/08/1995 B025 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL'S MUSTANG NEWS GETS THE SCOOP
6/08/1995 B044 xCHARGING CROW RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR
8/17/1995 C024 PETER ALSOP TO PERFORM AT LITTLE WOUND
10/05/1995 B021 LITTLE WOUND SENDS HOMECOMING MESSAGE
10/19/1995 AOll KSTUDENTS TEACH RESPECT, NOT RACISM
12/21/1995 B081 XLITTLE WOUND WINS THIRD STRAIGHT
1/15/1991 S034 LIVERMONT NAMED TOP STAFF AT ABERDEEN BIA
SEE ALSO CATTLE, SWINE
7/08/1993 BOll WANBLEE MAN DIES ON OPEN RANGE ROAD
7/14/1993 A071 MEETING SCHEDULED FOR LIVESTOCK HOLDERS
2/16/1994 BOll LIVESTOCK REGULATION MEETINGS RESCHEDULED
9/28/1994 B044 KCRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL WEDDING
5/20/1992 A061 JUDGE RULES LOAFER VS GORDON BANK CASE TO TRIAL
7/08/1992 A075 PAPER CHASE LEADS LOAFERS AND BANK TO SETTLEMENT
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LOANS
LOBBYISTS
LOCKE KEVIN
LOCKE PATRICIA
LOCKHART KEVIN
LODE STAR CASINO
LODGE JOE
LOGG ANNABEL
LOGG JASON
LOGGING
LOGOS
LOMAVAYA JOHN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/15/1991 A041 REDI-FUND BECOMES WHITEY-FUND AGAIN (ED)
5/01/1991 AOAT WHERE ARE THOSE REPORTS? (ED)
10/23/1991 BOll KFAREUELL HELD FOR HEAD OF LAKOTA FUND
2/12/1992 B085 NEW LOAN FUND TO SERVE ARTISTS
4/22/1992 B042 SIOUX COUNTY FARMERS CAN GET DISASTER LOANS
7/01/1992 AOll SENATE PANEL APPROVES VETS BILL
9/09/1992 A031 HOMES LOANS FOR INDIAN VETS UNLIKELY
10/08/1992 A012 XNATIVE ACTION NETS $4 MILLION LENDING GOAL
10/08/1992 A014 ARE SD^ NEBRASKA BANKS 'RED LINING'?
10/08/1992 A031 CRA RECONSIDERED--WHAT IT IS AND IS NOT
10/08/1992 D034 ALBUQUERQUE BIA WRITES OFF $5 MILLION IN LOANS
10/22/1992 B061 NA'^^IVE ACTION WRITES BOOK ON CRA FOR TRIBES
11/12/1992 A012 OST SECURES LOAN TO PAY OFF LOAN
11/12/1992 A012 VETS TO GET HOME LOANS
12/24/1992 ClOl MORE LOANS DENIED TO MINORITIES THAN WHITES
1/21/1993 A073 MORE FAMILIES SHOULD QUALIFY FOR HOME LOANS
2/25/1993 B012 NORWEST LOAN CALLED 'NULL 8 VOID' PAYMENTS CONTINUE
3/24/1993 A012 BIA LOANS SLICED FROM STIMULUS PACKAGE
5/26/1993 A044 FORT BERTHOLD MEMBER ADDRESSES CHAIRMAN (L)
6/02/1993 B031 FMHA REMOVES APPLICANT OBSTACLES
7/14/1993 B012 FMHA GETS $2 MILLION FOR HOUSING LOANS
7/28/1993 AG65 SMALL BUSINESS LOANS AVAILABLE AGAIN
8/18/1993 B042 HARD-HIT STANDING ROCK FARMERS CAN GET RELIEF LOANS
9/08/1993 A031 KSEN PRESSLER PLANS SMALL BUSINESS HELP FOR RESERVAT
9/08/1993 B012 FMHA OFFERS PROGRAM FOR RESERVATION RESIDENTS
10/20/1993 B016 ROSEBUD ENTERPRISES HONORED NATIONALLY
11/10/1993 A065 VA REACHES AGREEMENT WITH CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE
11/17/1993 AOll LENDING AND HOUSING BIAS IN SD CHARGED BY JUSTICE
11/17/1993 A073 NEW RESOURCE GUIDE STRIVES TO PROMOTE MORTGAGE LEND
11/17/1993 B031 VA TRIBAL PACT OPENS LOANS FOR SISSETON-WAHPETON VET
3/16/1994 B061 COMMUNITY RE-INVESTMENT ACT COULD BE PRIME TOOL
5/25/1994 S121 CAN BANKS LEND IN INDIAN COUNTRY?
12/07/1994 B114 JUSTICE QUERIED ON DISCRIMINATION LAW ENFORCEMENT
12/15/1994 A053 LENDERS RESIST RESERVATION MORTGAGES
12/22/1994 B112 NAVAJO^ BANK OFFICIALS WORK TOWARD MAKING HOME FINAN
1/12/1995 A044 RESERVATION LAND MORTGAGES NOW GUARANTEED (L)
1/19/1995 B061 FIRST NATIONS FUNDS HOUSING PROGRAMS
1/19/1995 B064 MORTGAGE COMPANY PROPOSES PLAN TO IMPROVE NEW MEXICO
2/02/1995 B041 NEW WAGE GARNISHMENT RULES FOR STUDENT LOANS
2/16/1995 A053 CLARIFYING INDIAN HOUSING LOAN GUARANTEE PROG (L)
5/25/1995 B092 $3 MILLION IN FARM LOAN GUARANTEES STILL UNUSED
6/08/1995 B081 FANNY MAE CLOSE TO DEAL WITH NAVAJO NATION
6/08/1995 B081 MODERATE-TO-HIGH INCOME INDIANS MAY BE HELPED BY
6/15/1995 BOll MORTGAGE PROGRAM UNDER FIRE FOR BEING INSENSITIVE
6/29/1995 A032 LOAN OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRIBES EXPANDED
9/14/1995 B031 VA LAUNCHES RESERVATION MORTGAGE PROGRAM
12/07/1995 AOll BANK DISCRIMINATION FOUND IN TWO STATES
4/10/1991 A014 KPROPOSALS PUT OST HEAD OF LOBBY EFFORTS
1/08/1992 A074 LOBBYISTS NET MORE FOR TRIBAL COFFERS
2/04/1992 A031 TRIBES' LOBBYING SKILLS WILL BE NEEDED
10/05/1995 A054 xLESSONS I LEARNED IN DC
1/28/1992 C084 LOCKE APPOINTED TO ARTS COUNCIL
2/11/1993 B103 LAKOTA FLUTE PLAYER RECEIVES BEN BLACK ELK AWARD
3/03/1993 B031 LOCKE APPOINTED COORDINATOR OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
10/20/1993 BOll HUNKPAPA WOMAN PICKED FOR BAHA'I NATL BOARD
11/06/1991 A114 KEVIN LOCKHART TAKES SECOND IN CONSTRUCTION RODEO
12/29/1994 B021 ^OFFICIALS TARGET OF NEPOTISM, MALFEASANCE CHARGES
12/29/1994 B045 YELLOWHAMMER FILES SUIT OVER LODE STAR CONTRACT
3/02/1995 BOll YELLOWHAMMER ASKS CROW CREEK FOR MORE THAN $3 MILLIO
5/25/1995 B091 CROW CREEK, CASINO FIRM FACE SETTLEMENT DEADLINE
7/06/1995 BOll FEDERAL JUDGE'S RULING MEANS YELLOWHAMMER, CROW CRE
10/27/1993 A035 PROSECUTOR TO ASSIST TRIBES
8/10/1994 B021 LOGG JOINS ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN IN MILITARY
12/22/1994 A014 JfZEROIN' IN
4/06/1995 B051 xLOGG AND LEBEAU ARE ALL-STATERS
8/04/1993 A012 XLUMMI STRUGGLE TO SAVE FOREST
10/06/1993 B041 kFIRST NATIONS FIGHT FOREST DESTRUCTION
10/14/1993 AOll LUMMI NATION FIGHTS FOR ARLECHO CREEK
10/20/1993 A065 BIA REQUESTS LOGGING EXEMPTION
1/12/1994 A034 kTARAHUMARAS BATTLE LOGGING, DRUGS
3/30/1994 A032 ARIZONA TRIBAL SAWMILL TO CLOSE, AT LEAST TEMPORARIL
8/24/1994 A021 LOGGING DISPUTE RAISES CULTURAL, FOREST MANAGEMENT
2/04/1992 B053 KWILDCAT LOGO SYMBOL OF NEW SCHOOL'S PRIDE
2/16/1994 B024 NEW DESIGN SOUGHT FOR SDIEA LOGO
12/15/1994 A031 EASTERN MICHIGAN FIGHTING FOR OLD LOGO
12/22/1994 BOll WATERTOWN SCHOOL DROPS INDIAN LOGO
6/08/1995 A024 NBA WITHDRAWS 'REDSKINS' LOGO
8/17/1994 B041 *HOPI UMP CALLS 'EM AS HE SEES 'EM
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LONE FIGHT ED
LONE HILL MEL
LONE HILL TROYLYNN
LONE WOLF GALVESTO
LONEMAN SCHOOL
LONETREE CLAYTON
LONETREE JILL C
LONEWOLF JEREMIAH
LONG CROW ALVIN
LONG CROW LYLE
LONG ELK KAREN
LONG FOX BRUCE
LONG KNIFE ED JR
LONG LARRY
LONG WARRIOR HUNTE
LONG WOLF
LONG WOLF LLEWELLY
LONGBRAKE BUD
LONGKNIFE ED JR
LOOKING ELK SIMON
LOOKING HORSE ARVO
LOOKING HORSE K
LOOKS TWICE JACKIE
LOOPESKE WINDHAM
LOPEZ LOUISE
LORENTINO DOROTHY
LOS ANGELES CA
LOST BIRD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/02/1992 B112 *LONE FIGHT DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE SATELLITE NETWORK
3/0<i/1992 CQll MOST VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--LONE HILL...
2/23/1994 AGAl BETWEEN LODGES/LONE HILL BEST FOR OST (ED)
3/09/1994 AOll xBETWEEN LODGES S LONE HILL VICTORIOUS
7/20/1995 BOll *10,000 PAYMENT TO MEL LONE HILL QUESTIONED
7/20/1995 B013 DELINQUENT RENT FUELS ATTACK ON OST VICE PRESIDENT
4/07/1993 BOll MLONE HILL INTERNS AT TODAY OFFICE
10/23/1991 B015 LONE WOLF PLEADS GUILTY TO DWI NO DRIVERS LICENSE
5/01/1991 coil MARTIST SKETCHES GIVING NATURE OF LONEMAN SCHOOL
6/05/1991 C015 XLONEMAN SCHOOL HOUSING RESIDENTS ASKED TO VACATE
6/12/1991 C015 LONEMAN BOARD HOLDS TO DEADLINE
10/02/1991 A012 XLONEMAN FLOOR COULD TRIP UP ACCREDITATION
10/23/1991 B015 LONEMAN SCHOOL JOINS RED RIBBON CAMPAIGN
1/08/1992 B014 LONEMAN SCHOOL COOPERATIVE TO PROMOTE ARTISANS
1/14/1992 B024 LONEMAN PRINCIPAL GOES TO MANDERSON
2/12/1992 C014 LONEMAN SCHOOL GYM REPAIRS FUNDED
2/12/1992 C015 LONEMAN POWWOW RECOGNIZES ACHIEVERS
3/18/1992 A014 LONEMAN TEACHERS APPEAL STAFF CUTS
3/25/1992 A021 LONEMAN SCHOOL BOARD MEETING SCHEDULE MIXUP DELAYS
3/25/1992 A053 LONEMAN SCHOOL HAS BEEN LIBERATED
4/08/1992 B066 LONEMAN ANNOUNCES MATH CONTEST WINNERS
9/09/1992 BOll LONEMAN SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING 'STUDENT CENTERED'
9/30/1992 B021 LONEMAN SCHOOL PRINCIPAL TERMINATED
7/14/1993 B033 xLOCAL BOY SELECTED FOR SACRED RUN
8/24/1995 B024 mPRETTY PARK
12/14/1995 AOll GIRLS' TEAM PUT THROUGH GENDER CHECK
12/29/1995 A051 GENDER CHECK FOUND DISGUSTING (L)
10/22/1992 A071 COURT MUST RECONSIDER LONETREE'S SENTENCE
10/19/1994 AOll *ZAH SEEKS JUSTICE FOR MACDONALD
8/03/1994 A071 MISS INDIAN WORLD TOURS WINNEBAGO HOMELAND
9/28/1995 B064 LONEWOLF IN MARINE BASIC
10/06/1993 B104 LONG CROW SENTENCED FOR ASSAULT WITH WEAPON
9/18/1991 A105 FUND RAISING UNDERWAY FOR LYLE LONG CROW
10/06/1993 A014 COURT CODES LIMIT ACCESS IN FT BERTHOLD CUSTODY BATT
4/15/1992 A064 *BRUCE LONG FOX NAMED TO DIRECT RURAL INITIATIVES
9/15/1993 S061 MDIRECTOR PLANS AHEAD FOR GROWING COMMUNITY
7/10/1991 A031 LEGISLATORS WANT APOLOGY--FROM STATE'S CHIEF DEPUTY
7/10/1991 A041 DEPUTY AG LARRY LONG (ED)
7/24/1991 A043 DEPUTY ATTORNEY LONG REPLIES TO EDITORIAL (L)
6/08/1994 BOll VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT IN SEARCH FOR MISSING BOY
6/29/1994 A065 RIVER SEARCH CONTINUES
6/16/1993 AOll MA LONG WAIT FOR LONG WOLF
3/09/1995 BOll MLONG WOLF REMAINS COMING HOME AFTER CENTURY
4/13/1995 B014 OPPOSITION GROWING TO LONG WOLF REPATRIATION
5/04/1995 B041 MOST ELDERS RECRUITED TO SETTLE FAMILY FIGHT
5/25/1995 A021 LONG WOLF REBURIAL QUESTION PUT TO OGLALA ELDERS
8/03/1994 S261 mHORSE-HAIR BRAIDING BINDS LONG WOLF GENERATIONS
6/08/1994 B051 mROUGH RIDE
10/05/1994 B052 MSADDLE BRONC BUSTIN'
2/02/1995 B041 FT BELKNAP HOUSING AUTHORITY CHOSEN TO CHAIR UNITED
12/29/1994 BOll mFORT MEADE CHAPLAIN AWARDED FOR SERVICE
3/12/1991 A051 ALMOST SCAM ALMOST WORKED (L)
9/04/1991 A021 mSACRED PIPE CENTER OF DEBATE
10/02/1991 A043 VICIOUS TONGUES OF IMPOSTERS WILL BE REVEALED (L)
10/02/1991 A051 BIG FOOT RIDER QUESTIONS GREY EAGLES' INTENTIONS (L)
10/16/1991 A043 BLACK ELK WRITES IN DEFENSE OF LOOKING HORSE (L)
12/18/1991 A091 LOOKING HORSE NOMINATED TO WORLD PRAYER SOCIETY
4/29/1992 A035 mUSD TO HONOR PIPE KEEPER WITH DOCTORATE
11/03/1993 BOll MLOOKING HORSE TO SPONSOR A FORUM
1/12/1995 B012 LOOKING HORSE TO TESTIFY AT INTERNATIONAL FORUM
1/12/1995 B034 TRANSCRIPT OF PIPE KEEPER'S SPEECH
1/26/1995 A032 LAKOTA FIRST NATIVE NATION IN UNPO
8/31/1995 A051 MLOOKING HORSE ANSWERS CRITICS
9/21/1995 A051 LOOKING HORSE GUESTS DEFEND CLOSING SUN DANCE (L)
8/14/1991 A041 LOOKING HORSE EARNS AN APOLOGY FROM HAGAN (L)
8/14/1991 A044 AUTHOR DEFENDS KELLY LOOKING HORSE (L)
5/18/1994 B084 WOUNDED KNEE STUDENT--OFF TO CAPITOL HILL
5/25/1994 A061 CONSULTANT WHEELS DEALS FOR ONEIDA NATION
8/05/1992 A105 CHAIRPERSON LOPEZ WINS FIRST RUNOFF ELECTION
9/16/1992 A121 TONTO APACHE LEADER ELECTED CHAIR OF IDDA
12/14/1995 A061 HONOREE'S EDUCATION WAS HISTORIC
5/06/1992 A041 MBURN BABY BURN--1965 REVISITED
5/20/1992 A023 LA RIOTS SHAKE INDIAN COMMUNITY
5/20/1992 A044 LA BLOOD MONEY SHOULD INCLUDE TRIBES (L)
1/28/1993 A065 LA ORGANIZATION TURNS OVER NEW TALKING LEAF
4/28/1993 A053 NIGHTMARE VISION IN LA (L)
2/12/1991 A013 MLOST BIRD SOON TO RETURN HOME
4/10/1991 A012 MLOST BIRD SOCIETY HELPS TO FIND ROOTS
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LOST BIRD
LOTTERY
LOUD HAWK BASIL
LOUD HAWK SAM
LOUDER VALERIE
LOUDNER DONALD
LOUDNER ROVCE
LOUIS ADRIAN
LOUISIANA
LOVATO ERNIE
LOVE
LOVE ANGELA
LOWE CHLORIS A
LOWER BRULE COLL
LOWER BRULE RESERV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/12/1991 A012 KLOST BIRD'S FINAL JOURNEY SET
6/12/1991 A015 NAMESAKE SOCIETY AIDS 10 'LOST' CHILDREN
7/17/1991 Aai2 *LEGEND OF LOST BIRD--JOURNEY TO SPIRIT WORLD
A/22/1992 B063 'LOST BIRD' FUNDING GIFTS TO FIVE GROUPS
A/27/199A AOAA LIFE STORY OF LOST BIRD COULD BE TOLD (L)
10/12/1995 BOll KLOST BIRD'S BONNET FOUND IN OKLAHOMA
SEE ALSO VIDEO LOTTERY
6/2A/1992 AOll CROWS TOSS STATE LOTTERY OFF RESERVATION
3/10/1993 B033 LEADER CHARGE WINS $100,000 IN LOTTERY
3/17/1993 B071 LOTTERY & POLICY TURN RENEW NEBRASKA GAMING DEBATE
4/06/199A A074 ANDRUS COULD STRIKE INTERIM COMPACTS FOR IDAHO
6/01/1994 A051 GO GAMING! NOT! (L)
11/30/1994 AC31 FEDS SAY TRIBE'S LOTTERY IDEA ON TRACK
3/09/1995 A013 TRIBE STARTS NATIONAL LOTTERY
3/30/1995 A015 COEUR D'ALENE TO SHARE LOTTERY PROFITS
4/06/1995 A013 ATTORNEYS GENERAL ATTACK LOTTERY
6/08/1995 A024 COEUR D'ALENE LOTTERY PLAN BRINGS LAWSUIT
9/18/1991 A012 KGRIDIRON GEYSER
2/25/1993 B103 LOUD HAWK RECEIVES POETRY AWARD
1/07/1993 B012 COMMISSIONER SEES ELECTION AS EMPOWERMENT
1/21/1992 A036 VALERIE LOUDER IS NAMED TO WHO'S WHO
11/05/1992 B033 LOUDNER APPOINTED TO VETS PANEL
7/29/1992 A034 LOUDNER CONVICTION
5/08/1991 A041 xPOET ADRIAN LOUIS WRITES ABOUT LIFE
7/29/1992 A041 *THE HARD POETRY OF RESERVATION LIVING
7/29/1992 B071 K'AMONG THE DOG EATERS' POEMS OPEN DOOR TO HEALING
9/02/1992 A012 HURRICANE ANDREW SLAMS FLORIDA, LOUISIANA TRIBES
7/28/1993 A015 STATE SUPPORTS JENA TRIBE'S EFFORT TO BE RECOGNIZED
6/15/1994 C014 OPENING WEEKEND DRAWS $13 MILLION
10/12/1994 C052 COUSHATTA TRIBAL CASINO TO EMPLOY 1,500
12/07/1995 AOll FORMER PUEBLO GOVERNOR URGES MENTAL HEALTH
3/16/1995 A051 LOVE--THE ONLY DRUG HUMANS NEED (L)
11/16/1994 B046 ANGELA LOVE WINS ESSAY CONTEST
8/24/1995 A084 HO-CHUNK NATION ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
5/04/1995 B045 LOWER BRULE GRADUATES FOUR
6/12/1991 A026 LOWER BRULE UNVEILS NEW TOKATA YAPI
6/19/1991 A012 kMICKELSON REFUSES GAMING REQUEST OF LOWER BRULE TRI
7/02/1991 A053 ^SOVEREIGNTY AT STAKE WITH LOWER BRULE ISSUE
9/18/1991 A012 KELDERS OPPOSE LOWER BRULE CASINO
10/30/1991 A083 CARRY TWO LICENSES TO HUNT LOWER BRULE
11/06/1991 A031 'GOLDEN BUFFALO' GAMING HEADED FOR LOWER BRULE
11/06/1991 A034 LOWER BRULE GAME AND FISH AGREEMENT RESTORED
11/13/1991 B062 TRIBE FIGHTS TO HAVE AUTHORITY RECOGNIZED
11/20/1991 A012 JUDGE BATTEY SIDES WITH LOWER 3RULE ISSUES INJUNCTIO
12/04/1991 A015 ELDERS SAY 'NO CASINO'
12/18/1991 A015 LOWER BRULE ELDER PROTESTERS ARRESTED
12/24/1991 A014 LOWER BRULE AND GOVERNOR CLASH OVER MOVING CASINO
12/31/1991 A074 USDA TO STAFF LOWER BRULE OFFICE
1/14/1992 A033 CHAIRMAN SAYS 'BUFFALO' WILL GRAZE DESPITE OPPOSITIO
1/14/1992 B032 KFIREFIGHTERS PRACTICE RESCUE PROCEDURES
3/04/1992 AOll GOLDEN BUFFALO OPENS
4/15/1992 A031 *LOWER BRULE APPLIES FOR $100,000 WASTE GRANT
5/06/1992 AOll GROUP PROTESTS NUCLEAR DUMP
7/15/1992 BOll GOLDEN BUFFALO LIVING UP TO ITS NAME AT LOWER BRULE
7/15/1992 B014 kLOWER BRULE GEARS UP FOR JURISDICTION SHOWDOWN
7/22/1992 B063 LOWER BRULE SETS DATES FOR COUNCIL ELECTIONS
7/29/1992 C014 SD CHALLENGES INTERIOR OVER LOWER BRULE TRUST LAND
9/02/1992 B093 LARGE JACKPOTS AT LOWER BRULE
4/28/1993 B034 LOWER BRULE RECEIVES LAW LIBRARY GRANT
5/26/1993 BOll LOWER BRULE VOCATIONAL PROGRAM EXPANDING
6/09/1993 B024 LOWER BRULE BUS DRIVER MAKES HEROIC STOP
6/30/1993 B071 LOWER BRULE'S COURT BATTLE CONTINUES
7/14/1993 A014 Sf'AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE'
10/14/1993 B012 LOWER BRULE SIOUX AWARDED $2.5 MILLION
12/15/1993 BOll LOWER BRULE HONORS ITS DRUG-FREE STUDENTS
^5/11/1994 B0« NEW^IIsORT FACILITIEs'^ NEAR^COMPLETION
8/17/1994 A044 LAKOTA°WAKANYEJA ARE ROBBED OF FUTURES (L)
9/14/1994 BOll JOBS WORKSHOP AT THE LOWER BRULE'S CONVENTION CENT
11/16/1994 A081 LOWER BRULE SLATED FOR $3 MILLION TO REPAIR ROADS
12/07/1994 BOll LOWER BRULE LOOKS TO ALTERNATIVE |NfRGY
12/15/1994 BOll CULTURE CAMPS TO TAP INTEREST IN TRADITIONS
12/15/1994 B061 POPCORN CASH CROP HELPS LOWER BRULE
12/15/1994 B074 DON'T TALK ENGLISH-EVEN IF YOUR MOUTH'S NOT FULL12/22/1994 Bill kBUSINESS BOOMS, BANK OPENS ON LOWER BRULE RESERV
12/22/1994 B121 TRIBE'S BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OFFICE HELPS ENTREPRENEU
4/13/1995 B021 LOWER BRULE NAMES UTILITY COMMISSION
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LOWER BRULE RESERV
LOWER BRULE SCHOOL
LOWER SIOUX
LOWRY MIKE
LUCAS LARRY
LUCAS MERLE R
LUCERO JOE
LUCIO MACKIE
LUGER JOSEPH
LUJAN MANUEL
LUMBEE
LUMMI (TRIBE)
LUNDERMAN ALEX JR
LUNDERMAN ALEX SR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/25/1995 C022 LOTS TO SEE IN LOWER BRULE
6/23/1995 B012 BUGS THREATEN WATER SUPPLIES
11/09/1995 BG22 ALLIANCE OF TRIBAL TOURISM TO MOVE TO SIOUX FALLS
11/30/1995 AOll XTRUST LAND RULING SENDS SHOCK WAVES
11/30/1995 A091 KSTATE SHOOTS SELF IN FOOT ON COURT CHALLENGE
12/15/1999 BOll LOWER BRULE FORMS NEW YOUTH COUNCIL
12/15/1999 B032 KLOWER BRULE HIGH SCHOOL'S ARMY ROTC IS 1ST IN STATE
1/08/1992 AOll LOWER SIOUX--FULL CONTROL OF JACKPOT JUNCTION CASINO
3/29/1993 AOll JUDGE RULES LOWER SIOUX PAYMENTS BREAK LAW
2/02/1995 B091 WASHINGTON GOVERNOR APPROVES ADDITIONAL GAMBLING
3/18/1992 B015 xLUCAS SEEKS RE-ELECTION TO STATE HOUSE
6/10/1992 B071 HAGEN, LUCAS ADVANCE TO GENERAL ELECTION
1/26/1999 B031 LUCAS EXPECTS PRODUCTIVE SESSION WITH NEW GOVERNOR
9/13/1999 B031 xLARRY LUCAS TO RUN FOR RE-ELECTION
7/07/1999 B051 xLUCAS JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
2/26/1992 B023 SOCIAL WORKER LUCERO JOINS HOSPITAL STAFF
9/27/1999 B012 xLIVING LEGENDS
9/25/1991 B071 LUGER TO BEGIN DERMATOLOGY CLINICS
1/08/1991 A012 XLUJAN SELECTS TASK FORCE FOR BIA REORGANIZATION
3/12/1991 A023 ROSEBUD LANDFILL PUT ON HOLD BY LUJAN
12/29/1991 A012 xLUJAN REJECTS SANTEE'S CASINO BID
12/29/1991 A079 LUJAN APPROVES PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
3/18/1992 AOll LUJAN APPOINTS GRAVES PROTECTION PANEL
5/06/1992 A015 LUJAN REVERSES GAMING SUPPORT
6/10/1992 A015 LUJAN WON'T INTERVENE IN 'REDSKINS' RACE ISSUE
6/10/1992 A031 LUJAN--LONETREE WOULD BE LONG-TIME GROWING
7/01/1992 A025 LUJAN SAYS GAMING IMPROVES ECONOMICS
8/12/1992 A081 LETTERS TO LUJAN--PLEADING COUNCIL BLUFFS CASE
12/29/1992 C063 LUJAN, COLLIER SIGN AGREEMENT FOR LAND SWAP
1/07/1993 A012 SILETZ TRIBE TAKES LUJAN TO COURT
10/23/1991 AOll LUMBEES MAY BE FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED AFTER 100 YEARS
11/27/1991 A019 SENATE COMMITTEE APPROVES LUMBEE TRIBE'S RECOGNITION
3/09/1992 A019 US SENATE TURNS DOWN LUMBEES
8/26/1992 A012 x'LUMBEE' TATANKA WRESTLES WITH IMAGE
9/16/1992 A012 ENROLLMENT FOR SALE--PHONY LUMBEES HURT CREDIBILITY
5/05/1993 A033 LUMBEE BACK IN RECOGNITION MOVE
6/23/1993 A031 LUMBEE RECOGNITION BILL MOVES FORWARD
8/11/1993 A051 TRIBAL PRESIDENTS EXPRESS CONCERNS ABOUT LUMBEE BILL
11/03/1993 A012 HOUSE OK'S LUMBEE RECOGNITION
10/26/1999 AOll WHITE HOUSE WILL MEET WITH TRIBES SEEKING RECOGNITIO
11/23/1995 A021 WHAT'S IN A NAME?
12/19/1995 A051 WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORTER IN ERROR (L)
12/21/1995 A093 ARTICLE CONTAINED 'MIXED INTERPRETATIONS' (L)
3/09/1992 A032 LUMMIS VS GOLF IN WATER STRUGGLE
2/25/1993 A066 LUMMI NATION LEADER DIES
3/03/1993 A031 XLUMMI MOURN LEADER'S PASSING
3/29/1993 A075 TRIBES, LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS LOOK TO UNITY FOR FISH
9/07/1993 A061 LUMMI NATION, WHITE HOUSE BEGIN DIALOGUE
8/09/1993 A012 xLUMMI STRUGGLE TO SAVE FOREST
10/19/1993 AOll LUMMI NATION FIGHTS FOR ARLECHO CREEK
1/12/1999 A061 LUMMi; HEALTH CENTER NOTED FOR STRONG COMMITMENT
9/27/1999 AOll LUMMI-NATION PUTS END TO CASINO RIP-OFF
5/11/1999 B052 LUMMI NATION WORKS TO ENHANCE SHELLFISH RESOURCE
10/05/1999 B061 USDA AWARDS GRANT TO HELP LUMMI NATION
6/29/1995 A013 LUMMI TRIBE IN WATER FIGHT WITH WASHINGTON STATE
7/13/1995 A022 NORTHWEST WATER WAR EMBROILS LUMMI HATION
8/10/1995 A019 LUMMIS THREATENED WITH CUTS
9/21/1995 A063 LUMMI OFFICIALS CALL FOR PROTEST
6/03/1992 A099 OPEN LETTER TO ROSEBUD COUNCIL (L)
6/10/1992 B031 RST COUNCILMAN GOES TO TREATMENT
8/19/1991 B025 LUNDERMAN REFUSES TO BE INTERVIEWED
8/21/1991 A052 xNEVER BELIEVE 'TRUST ME, I AM HERE TO HELP YOU'
8/28/1991 A012 KRST--LUNDERMAN VS VALANDRA
10/30/1991 A015 KLUNDERMAN WILL TAKE RST SEAT IN DECEMBER
11/13/1991 A012 KRELAXED ATMOSPHERE SETS TONE FOR RST MEET
12/18/1991 B051 KCHAIRMAN LUNDERMAN PROMISES ACCOMPLISHMENTS
3/25/1992 BOll xROSEBUD CHAIRMAN SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
9/01/1992 C012 XLUNDERMAN--FEDERAL POLICY 8 SOCIAL DISPARITY
9/08/1992 C012 XLUNDERMAN--FEDERAL POLICY AND SOCIAL DISPARITY
9/15/1992 C012 XLUNDERMAN--FEDERAL POLICY CREATES CASTE SYSTEM
9/15/1992 C015 ROSEBUD CHAIRMAN FIRMLY IN CHARGE AFTER HEART ATTACK
9/22/1992 B012 XLUNDERMAN--WE MUST PROVE WORTHY OF RESPONSIBILITY
5/20/1992 A031 ALEX LUNDERMAN OUT AT ROSEBUD
5/27/1992 A012 XRST CHAIRMEN CHARGED WITH DOUBLE-DIPPING
6/03/1992 A051 IT'S SHAME TO TRASH A GREAT LEADER ALEX LUNDERMAN (L
6/10/1992 A012 ROSEBUD COUNCIL CLOSES RANKS AROUND CHAIRMAN
9/09/1992 A015 LUNDERMAN DIGS IN HARD FOR CHARITY
3/03/1993 B023 LUNDERMAN STRIKES IT BIG AT DEADWOOD
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LUNDERMAN EILEEN
LUNDERMAN RICHARD
LUNDSTROM EDWARD
LUPE RONNIE
LUTHERAN CHURCH
LYLE POINT UA
LYME DISEASE
LYONS OREN
LYTLE JOHN
MACALESTER COLLEGE
MACARTHUR FOUNDATI
MACCONNELLS
MACDONALD JAMES R
MACDONALO PETER
MACDONALD ROCKY
MACKEY KAREN
MACY NE
MAD PLUME EDWARD
MADISON WI
MAGAZINES
MAGNET SCHOOL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/11/1995 B053 LUNDERMAN HONORED BY SBA
A/13/1995 B015 RST GAMING DIRECTOR QUITS^ THEN STAYS
12/2A/1992 B012 KPLANS CHANGE FOR SOMALIA BOUND LAKOTA
1/07/1993 BGll ROSEBUD MEMBER LEAVES FOR SOMALIA
9/1A/199A AG3A LEADER ACCUSED OF BUYING VOTES
SEE CHURCH LUTHERAN
9/21/199A CGAl STRUGGLE FOR FISHING RIGHTS ESCALATES AT LYLE PT, WA
6/22/199A BG12 xSMALL TICK BITE CAUSES BIG PROBLEMS
8/26/1992 AG71 xELDER BLAMES DEATH OF ENVIRONMENT ON DENIAL
9/22/1993 AG41 xLYONS AND ZAH BELIEVE GAMING ACT INVITES STATE JURI
A/29/1992 SG71 ^BUSINESS ADVOCATES CAN HELP PRIME ECONOMIC PUMP
12/G7/199A AG85 COLLEGE STUDENTS USE E-MAIL TO DEMAND ETHNIC STUDIES
6/29/.99A A032 TRIBAL COLLEGE PRESIDENT NAMED MACARTHUR FELLOW
12/G7/199A AG51 GENETICS STUDY IGNORES ETHICS (L)
11/13/1991 AG91 RURAL KEYSTONE FAMILY NEEDS CLOTHING
7/G8/1992 AG15 xLOCAL PALEONTOLOGIST HAD MANY BONES TO PICK
2/G5/1991 AGll MACDONALD FOUND GUILTY ONCE AGAIN
2/12/1991 AGll MACDONALD GETS A5G-DAY JAIL SENTENCE FOR FRAUD
2/26/1991 AG95 COURT FREES MACDONALD TO WORK ON APPEALS
3/G5/1991 AG12 MACDONALDS BACK IN JAIL
3/G5/1991 AGAl xHAS MACDONALD TIME TO ATONE?
3/12/1991 BG12 JUDGE RELEASES MACDONALDS FROM JAIL
3/2G/1991 AG25 MACDONALD GETS 3A-C0UNT INDICTMENT
A/G3/1991 AG55 MACDONALD FACING OVERKILL
A/G3/1991 BGll SUCCESSOR TO NAVAJO TIMES STARTS--BROKE MACDONALD ST
A/lG/1991 AG25 MACDONALD DIDN'T VIOLATE ELECTION LAWS
7/2A/1991 AGll FORMER NAVAJO TOP MAN MACDONALD GETS REPRIEVE
8/G7/1991 AGll MACDONALD INDICTED IN '89 RIOT
9/GA/1991 A1G2 MACDONALD ORDERED TO REPAY NAVAJOS
9/11/1991 AG71 FORMER CHAIRMAN PLEADS INNOCENCE IN '89 RIOT
11/2G/1991 AG35 PETER MACDONALD'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY NEEDS A PUBLISHER
1/G8/1992 AGll NAVAJO SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS CONVICTION OF MACDONALD
1/G8/1992 AG71 NAVAJOS COLLECT $3.2 MILLION FROM SUIT
2/GA/1992 Alll PETER MACDONALD SR TO BEGIN JAIL TIME
2/12/1992 AG32 PETER MACDONALD SERVING SENTENCE ON WEEKENDS
6/1G/1992 AG61 US DISTRICT COURT CONVICTS MACDONALD
6/17/1992 AGAl *LET THE NATION DELIVER ITS JUSTICE .
11/19/1992 AGll MACDONALD CONVICTED OF CONSPIRACY
12/17/1992 AG61 THE GOVERNMENT KNOWS WHAT A GOOD INDIAN IS
5/19/1993 AG36 MACDONALD TRANSFERRED TO FEDERAL PRISON
6/16/1993 AGAl xCAN CLINTON RESTORE HARMONY TO NAVAJO BY PARDON?
11/17/1993 BG81 THE LAST WARRIOR--PETER MACDONALD
12/G1/1993 AG3A MACDONALD SUPPORTERS SAY TREATMENT UNFAIR
12/15/1993 CG53 MACDONALD SEEKS RETURN TO TRIBAL JAIL
1/26/199A AG15 CLOSER-TO-HOME REQUEST FOR MACDONALD DENIED
3/G2/199A AGll ATTORNEYS TELL COURT MACDONALD IS A POLITICAL EXILE
A/G6/199A AG13 xCIVIL RIGHTS BOARD INFORMED ABOUT CONSPIRACY
A/27/199A AG12 xNAVAJO PRESIDENT VISITS MACDONALD IN PRISON
5/25/199A AG13 *MACDONALD THANKS NAVAJO COUNCIL FOR ITS COMPASSION
1G/12/199A AGll ATTORNEYS FIGHT FOR MACDONALD DISMISSALS
1G/19/199A AGll xZAH SEEKS JUSTICE FOR MACDONALD
12/15/199A AG71 HUMOR BRIGHTENS PETER MACDONALD'S GRAY DAYS
A/G6/1995 AGAA PETER MACDONALD STILL FOLLOWING EVENTS (L)
A/27/1995 AGll XNAVAJO COUNCIL PARDONS PETER MACDONALD
5/18/1995 AGAl xNAVAJO'S ALBERT HALE BIG ENOUGH TO FORGIVE
3/G5/1991 AG12 MACDONALDS BACK IN JAIL
3/12/1991 BG12 JUDGE RELEASES MACDONALDS FROM JAIL
3/11/1992 AG21 'ROCKY' MACDONALD GUILTY OF THEFT AND EMBEZZLEMENT
6/G8/1995 BG66 THREE INDUCTED TO HALL OF FAME
5/11/199A Bill MENTAL HEALTH EXPLORED AT EDUCATIONAL FAIR IN MACY
1G/3G/1991 AGll BLACK PLUME WAR SHIRT RECOVERED
9/G8/1993 AG81 XMADISON SCHOOL RENAMED FOR WINNEBAGO ELDER
SEE PERIODICALS
lG/23/1991 AG81 XMAGNET SCHOOL INCORPORATES HOLISTIC WAY OF TEACHING
11/13/1991 AG35 KMAGNET SCHOOL PROMOTES WHOLE PERSON LEARNING
11/13/1991 AG83 MAGNET SCHOOL FOUNDER IS EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR
8/18/1993 S051 xAM IND MAGNET SCHOOL SHOWS POSITIVE GROWTH, POTENTI
5/15/1991 A113 XBRANDY MAGUIRE BAUSCH-LOMB AWARD
A/27/1995 CGll '6GS MUSICIAN REVS UP FOR COMEBACK
3/G9/199A CGAl xSOMETHING'S LOST IN TRANSLATION OF BOOK FOOLS CROW
9/15/1993 SG31 xA BORN LEADER, CHAIRMAN FORESEES THE FUTURE
6/G9/1993 BG3A MINNEHAHA HISTORICAL SOCIETY HONORS 62-YEAR-OLD REQU
6/16/1993 BG31 HISTORICAL SOCIETY WON'T WAIT 62 YEARS TO CORRECT
6/16/1993 BG3A MAKANA NA OTE E 'EN GETS HONOR SONG AFTER 131 YEARS
8/GA/1993 SG31 xPRESIDENT PREFERS HANDS-ON MANAGEMENT
1G/G6/1993 AGll xMAKIL FACES OCT 25 RECALL
lG/lA/1993 AG3A PIMA LEADER SUSPENDED
ll/lG/1993 AGIA IVAN MAKIL RECALLED BY 9 VOTES BUT VOWS. TO WIN NEW
MAGUIRE BRANDY
MAHRT MARTY
MAILS THOMAS E
MAIN WILLIAM
MAKANA NA OTE E'EN
MAKIL IVAN
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MAKIL IVAN
MALANO JOE
MALISEET (TRIBE)
MALONE KARL .
MALT LIQUOR
MAMM06RAPHY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/01/1993 AG14 XMAKIL WINS ELECTION FOLLOWING RECALL
9/14/1994 AOll SALT RIVER COMMUNITY RE-ELECTS MAKIL, LEWIS
9/07/1995 A105 WANNABE CONVICTED OF SELLING EAGLE FEATHERS
SEE HOULTON MALISEET
10/12/1994 B044 MALONE SHOWS HIS HERITAGE
4/15/1992 A012 KCRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR
4/15/1992 A012 OGLALA FIND CRAZY HORSE BRAND HARD TO SWALLOW
4/22/1992 AO15 BIG GUNS AIMED AT CRAZY HORSE BRAND NAME
4/29/1992 A012 kDEAD DAKOTA BEER ALIVE, WELL
4/29/1992 A012 FIRE TURNED UP UNDER CRAZY HORSE BREW
5/06/1992 A024 BATTLE CONTINUES OVER CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR
5/06/1992 A051 CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR IGNITES FIERY LETTER (L)
5/06/1992 A051 PRESSLER--DEFAMATION OF HERO INSULT TO LAKOTA (L)
5/06/1992 A051 MICKELSON--NEW MALT LIQUOR SENDS WRONG MESSAGE (L)
5/06/1992 A051 ALCOHOL IS LELA SECA-^DON'T USE CRAZY HORSE NAME (L)
5/06/1992 A054 DASCHLE--LIQUOR BELITTLES LEGACY OF LAKOTA (L)
5/13/1992 A015 HOUSE PANEL SET SIGHTS ON 'CRAZY HORSE*
5/20/1992 AOll BOURLAND TESTIFIES--HEARING AGAINST CRAZY HORSE BREW
5/20/1992 A044 VENDOR YANKS 'CRAZY HORSE' BREW (L)
5/27/1992 A013 OGLALA INVITE HORNELL BREWING TO PINE RIDGE
6/03/1992 AOll CRAZY HORSEBEER CO WILL COME TO PINE RIDGE
6/24/1992 AOll PROTESTORS TARGET CRAZY HORSE BREW
7/08/1992 A043 SELL BEER; NO TRADE (L)
7/08/1992 A044 BEER--ENOUGH HAS BEEN TAKEN (L)
7/08/1992 A071 CRAZY HORSE LABEL BAN SURVIVES VOTE
7/22/1992 AOll PINE RIDGE MEETING WITH HORNELL ON HOLD
8/05/1992 A012 XCRAZY HORSE MALT BREW CLOSER TO EXTERMINATION
9/09/1992 A012 NEGOTIATIONS WOBBLE BETWEEN TRIBE, BREWER
9/16/1992 AOll SENATE APPROVES BAN ON MALT LIQUOR NAME
9/30/1992 AOll SENATE-HOUSE COMMITTEE BACKS BAN ON CRAZY HORSE
10/15/1992 AOll BUSH SIGNS CRAZY HORSE BREW LAW
1/28/1993 AOll CRAZY HORSE MARKETER GOES TO COURT
4/14/1993 AOll KJUDGE RULES IN FAVOR OF CRAZY HORSE BEER
5/05/1993 A051 ARTICLE, LETTER CAUSE ANGER (L)
6/23/1993 A032 NATIVE COMMUNITY TO BOYCOTT CRAZY HORSE LIQUOR
8/11/1993 A062 ^WASHINGTON RETHINKING ITS BAN ON 'CRAZY HORSE' BEER
9/01/1993 A061 SILENCE ENDS AS DESCENDANTS JUST SAY- NO!
3/09/1994 A041 CRAZY HORSE: MALT LIQUOR HAS ITS DAY IN COURT (ED)
3/23/1994 A051 LAWYER SAYS BATTLE TO SAVE INTEGRITY OF CRAZY H (L)
5/25/1994 A061 XLAKOTA PLEASED WITH BAN ON SALE OF CRAZY HORSE
2/02/1995 AOll CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR CASE BACK IN TRIAL COURT
4/13/1995 A025 CALIFORNIANS OPPOSE SALE OF CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR
8/10/1995 B013 xMALT LIQUOR TRADEMARK REJECTED AS 'OFFENSIVE'
10/05/1995 A021 MINNESOTA JUDGE ENDORSES BAN ON CRAZY HORSE BEER
10/19/1995 A041 INTERNET COMMENT (ED)
12/14/1995 A013 XMINNESOTA BANS BEER
8/03/1994 B012 KSIOUX SAN GETS MAMMOGRAPHY MACHINE
10/19/1994 B023 AVON GRANT FUNDS MAMMOGRAMS
7/27/1995 C041 *MAMM0GRAPHY--A REAL LIFE SAVER
7/27/1995 C014 kEARLY AMERICAN RUM TRADE PROVED 'DEADLY MEDICINE'
SEE THREE AFFIL TRIBES
6/23/1993 B044 VIDEOiDOCUMENTARY ON MANDAN DEPOT ON SALE
1/26/1994 A071 NATIVE ART CLASSES TO BEGIN IN MANDAN
5/04/1994 B065 WAR PONY RACES IN MANDERSON
5/18/1994 C012 *A DAY AT THE RACES
10/05/1994 B012 xPOLLUTED LAGOON PLAGUES MANDERSON
1/05/1995 B041 XSCREEN PRINTING FIRM LAUNCHED IN MANDERSON
11/16/1995 B014 XMANDERSON FIRE
5/15/1991 A041 KIS MANIFEST DESTINY COMING FULL CIRCLE?
1/05/1995 A012 LITTLE BIGHORN GRAVE ROBBER CONVICTED
4/03/1991 B014 xWILMA MANKILLER SPEAKS AT WOMEN'S CONFERENCE APRIL
6/19/1991 A025 MANKILLER RETURNS AS CHIEF FOR CHEROKEE NATION
6/26/1991 A025 XMANKILLER OFFICIAL WINNER OF THE CHEROKEE NATION
9/11/1991 A075 MANKILLER AT FUTURISTIC SYMPOSIUM
12/11/1991 A041 *MANKILLER--A CODE OF ETHICS IMPORTANT
5/13/1992 A061 xMANKILLER-^ONLY INDIANS CAN SOLVE INDIAN PROBLEMS
10/22/1992 A071 MANKILLER WINS NATIONAL HONOR
11/19/1992 B052 MANKILLER--POSITIVE PEOPLE ARE REBUILDING TRIBE
12/17/1992 A012 CLINTON CALLS ON ZAH, MANKILLER
6/09/1993 A064 CHEROKEE CHIEF HOSPITALIZED
6/23/1993 A074 CHIEF MANKILLER DISCHARGED AFTER SURGERY
9/15/1993 B05I xWILMA MANKILLER TO BE INDUCTED IN HALL OF FAME
3/30/1994 A012 xMANKILLER NAMED TO FORD FOUNDATION BOARD
5/04/1994 AOll MANKILLER WILL STEP DOWN AS LEADER
6/01/1994 B012 XMANKILLER URGES OTHERS TO TAKE STAND
9/28/1994 AOll XMANKILLER RECEIVES 'FREE SPIRIT' AWARD
6/08/1995 B083 XMANKILLER URGES INDIANS TO WORK FOR COMMON GOOD
6/29/1995 A013 ^NATIONAL ED ASSOC HONORS MANKILLER, BIG CROW
MANCALL PETER COOP
MANDAN (TRIBE)
MANDAN ND
MANDERSON SD
MANIFEST DESTINY
MANISCALCO RICHARD
MANKILLER WILMA
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MANUELITO BARBARA
MANUFACTURING
MANY FINGERS HELEN
MAORI
MARGHEIM CAROLYN
MARICOPA
MARIJUANA
MARINAS
MARINES
MARKETING
MARKEY PATRICK
MARLEY ROBERT U
MARQUETTE UNIV
MARQUEZ ALFREDO
MARRIAGE
MARSH DANIEL L
MARSHALL CLIFFORD
MARSHALL DANIEL
MARSHALL JERRY
MARSHALL JOSEPH
MARSHALL SHERMAN
MARSHALL THURGOOD
MARTIN JOHN
MARTIN KYLE ROSE
MARTIN PHILLIP
MARTIN ROBERT
MARTIN SAMUEL
MARTIN SD
MARTIN WILLY
MARTIN-KEKAHBAH T
MARTINEZ BRADLEY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/07/1991 AG82 xMANN HEADS RELIGIOUS COALITION
4/20/199A A071 kMIKE MANSFIELD JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
6/23/1995 BG81 COUNSEL RESPONSE--MANUELITO CASE 'WITHOUT MERITS'
SEE ALSO BUSINESS
2/26/1991 AHA CROW CREEK TRIBE LOOKS AT TAPE PLANT
3/2G/1991 AG83 SiSSETON-WAHPETON TRIBE RECEIVES DEVELOPMENT GRANT
5/15/1991 AG71 KBIG PIECE FOR BAG PLANT
11/27/1991 BG51 HOPI EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATE IN A MENTORING PROGRAM
A/29/1992 S1G2 MONTANA'S INDIAN BUSINESSES JOIN FOR SURVIVAL
2/GA/1993 BG12 PINE RIDGE WEAVING TEXTILE DEAL
5/12/1993 S221 kTRIBAL PLANT BLOOMS
3/09/199A CG51 TRIBALLY OWNED MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN MONTANA
3/1G/1993 AGll xA PRAYER FOR BUFFALO'S RETURN
12/29/199A AG3A BRITAIN SETTLES CLAIM WITH NEW ZEALAND'S MAORI
11/12/1992 BG31 NEBRASKA WOMAN CHARGED IN CRASH
12/31/1992 BG12 ALLIANCE WOMAN FINED FOR MURDER
11/13/1991 A112 PIMA^ MARICOPA INDIANS TO BUILD RECYCLING CENTER
5/18/1994 DG31 MARICOPA COMMUNITY THRIVES IN ARIZONA
9/G1/1993 BG35 TEACHER INDICTED FOR SELLING MARIJUANA
ll/lG/1993 AG34 EX-TEACHER PLEADS GUILTY IN MARIJUANA DISTRIBUTION
1/G5/1994 BGll SISSETON TEACHER SENTENCED FOR SELLING MARIJUANA
5/11/1994 BGll RUNNING SHIELD IS SENTENCED FOR FELONY
8/24/1995 A093 TRIBE'S MARINA SOLVES PARKING PROBLEM FOR BOATERS
SEE US MARINES
SEE ALSO BUSINESS
8/17/1994 BGll CRST TRIBAL MEMBER WINS ARTS MIDWEST FELLOWSHIP
3/G2/1995 B115 AWARD-WINNING FIRM NAMES NEW TEAM
6/29/1995 AG32 ST PAUL FIRM WINS MDMA AWARDS
8/24/1995 AGll DENVER COMPANY ACCUSED OF EXPLOITATION
3/G4/1992 BG62 'DARK WIND' PRODUCER SEEKS NEW STUDIO
4/2G/1995 AG62 MARLEY NAMED TO POLICY BOARD
5/11/1994 CGll MARQUETTE LATEST COLLEGE TO CHANGE RACIST TEAM NAME
8/14/1991 CGll ARIZONA JUDGE RETIRES WITH PARTING SHOTS
5/G5/1993 B124 NAVAJO NATION CHANGES MARRIAGE LAWS
7/G8/1993 BG65 XMILK, THOMPSON EXCHANGE VOWS
9/28/1994 BG44 XCRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL WEDDING
6/29/1994 BGll NEW DIRECTOR NAMED FOR HOT SPRINGS VAMC
2/23/1995 BG32 MARSHALL ANNOUNCES BID FOR TRIBAL PRESIDENCY
6/G8/1994 BG12 XONWARD AND UPWARD
12/29/1995 BGll ARREST MADE IN MARTIN SHOOTING
12/G4/1991 BG45 MARSHALL TO HELP WYOMING COLLEGE WITH INDIAN STUDIES
11/G2/1995 CG41 x'WINTER OF THE HOLY IRON' SHOWS STORYTELLING STRENG
8/14/1991 BGll xSHERMAN MARSHALL--CREATE NEW-THINKING ATMOSPHERE
1/28/1993 AG62 XADVOCATE OF INDIAN RIGHTS DIES
4/13/1994 AG44 COLUMNIST'S SATIRE CALLED NEGATIVE STEREOTYPING (L)
3/G4/1992 AG12 xSWEET DREAMS
5/25/1994 AG35 CHIEF WANTS AREA OFFICES SHUT
8/G3/1995 CG71 XBUILDING A DREAM--CONTRACTOR LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
5/18/1994 BG31 OLC GRADUATE NEW RECRUITER AT DWU
4/17/1991 BG51 MARTIN DISINFECTS ITS WATER SYSTEM
5/G8/1991 AG62 MARTIN RADIO STATION SHOULD AIR BY MID-JUNE
7/17/1991 AG74 MARTIN STATION FINISHES STATE PUBLIC NETWORK
9/25/1991 BG15 LACREEK COLLEGE CENTER GETS MUCH NEEDED SPACE
1G/3G/1991 BGll xBETTER HEALTH CARE EXPLORED FOR MARTIN RESIDENTS
12/G4/1991 BG14 PAJOLA OYATE--A COMMUNITY HELPING ITSELF
3/11/1992 B136 NEW MARTIN YOUTH CENTER A SUCCESS
8/G5/1992 BGll MARTIN GROUP WANTS BETTER RACE RELATIONS
2/25/1993 BG12 OST LANDFILL OPTIONS COULD INCLUDE BORDER TOWN TRASH
6/3G/1993 BG16 MARTIN PINE RIDGE OFFICIALS MEET TO DISCUSS LANDFILL
8/11/1993 AG71 xHOUSE EXPLOSION KILLS ONE--TWO SEVERELY BURNED
8/25/1993 BG53 FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER PROGRAM AT MARTIN
5/11/1994 BG51 xSTOCKMEN'S BANK--MANAGEMENT OF BLACKPIPE STATE BANK
8/G3/1994 S121 xFAMILY SUPPORT MAKES VIDEO STORE A STAR ATTRACTION
8/03/1994 S123 xAUTO BUSINESS SHIFTING INTO HIGH GEAR
11/G2/1994 B121 xCHIPPEWA RUNNER MAKES SWITCH TO RACING ON WHEELS
.4/13/1995 AGll BIA RULES IN FAVOR OF MARTIN-KEKAHBAH
6/G1/1995 AGll XTURTLE MOUNTAIN IN TURMOIL
6/G1/1995 AG12 *A REVOLUTION FOR THE CHIPPEWA
1G/G2/1991 AG31 xBRADLEY MARTINEZ ADDS TO...BOXING HONORS
3/25/1992 AG76 MARTINEZ TUNING UP FOR OLYMPIC TRIALS
6/G3/1992 A115 CITY NAMES MARTINEZ TOP INDEPENDENT ATHLETE
6/16/1993 BGll XMARTINEZ TO BOX AT US OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
1G/G6/1993 BG81 xFORMER SD GOLDEN GLOVES TITLIST REACHING NEW HEIGHT
ll/lG/1993 BG61 ONLY VOTES CAN PACK THE PUNCH FOR MARTINEZ
12/22/1993 BG55 xBRADLEY MARTINEZ VOTED OLD SPICE ATHLETE OF YEAR
3/16/1994 AG62 RAPID CITY NATIVE BOXES AT OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER
2/16/1995 BG61 RAPID CITY BOXER NAMED TO SELECT TEAM
3/G2/1995 BG71 MARTINEZ DECISIONS RUSSIAN BOXER
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/27/199A A08A MARTINEZ JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
9/21/1994 B051 MURDER TRIAL PROBES SHOOTING DURING SWAT TEAM RAID
3/31/1993 B012 ^GRANDMOTHER TO GRADUATE FROM LWS WITH HONORS
7/08/1993 AG13 SISTER, BROTHERS REUNITE AFTER 40 YEARS
9/21/1994 B051 *UNITED NATIONS OFFICIAL HEARS BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
2/26/1991 A115 *TRADITION TO TECHNOLOGY, MARTY KEEPS IN STEP
3/20/1991 A083 MARTY SCHOOL IS HOST FOR MID-WINTER WACIPI
4/10/1991 A084 COLORADO MAN CHARGED IN MARTY EMBEZZLEMENT
5/22/1991 B035 MARTY GIRL STUDENT OF YEAR, TWO ELECTED TO NATIONAL
4/01/1992 B064 MARTY DEVELOPS INDIAN STUDIES
6/17/1992 B015 MARTY SCHOOL STAFF PASSES NEW DRUG TESTS
9/09/1992 B014 kMARTY SCHOOL JUNIOR GETS CRASH COURSE IN LIFE
10/29/1992 B084 ENROLLMENT MOUNTS AT MARTY INDIAN SCHOOL
12/24/1992 B091 MIS TO PARTICIPATE IN OBESITY STUDY
1/14/1993 B061 US DEPT OF ENERGY LOANS COMPUTER EQUIP TO MARTY IND
1/28/1993 B046 MARTY INDIAN SCHOOL RUNNERS HONORED
5/05/1993 B051 MARTY RECEIVES LEADERSHIP AWARD
5/12/1993 B075 MIS STUDENT WINS NATIONAL ESSAY CONTEST
5/19/1993 B082 kMIS TEAM PLAYS IN IDAHO
12/01/1993 BOll MARTY INDIAN SCHOOL HONORS ITS STUDENTS
11/30/1994 B044 xMARTY EDUCATORS WIN AWARD
12/22/1994 B064 JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT ENTREPRENEURS TO START BUSINESS
8/17/1995 coil KA 'CLOSE UP' VIEW
12/22/1994 A065 MEDIATOR TO DECIDE FATE OF REMAINS
2/16/1995 C031 CASINO DEVELOPER DENOUNCES MD GAMING BILL
4/27/1995 C041 KHOPI FILMMAKER RATTLES TAOS FILM FESTIVAL
SEE ALSO TEAM NAMES, LOGOS
1/01/1991 A071 ST JOHN FIGHT AGAINST NEGATIVE STEREOTYPING
2/19/1991 B022 MASSACHUSETTS PANEL BACKS ALTERING INDIAN ON SEAL
3/20/1991 A012 ILLINI MASCOT TEETERS AFTER STUDENTS VOTE
4/17/1991 A045 WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE MASCOT? (L)
4/24/1991 A035 INDIANS WANT TEAM NAME CHANGED
9/25/1991 A041 *PIGSKIN MASCOTS--A SEASONAL INSULT
10/23/1991 A041 xMASCOTS SPIRITUALITY AND INSENSITIVITY
10/30/1991 A012 XBRAVES FANS ASSAULT PROTESTORS
10/30/1991 A041 kTALK RADIO--IGNORANCE ADDS INSULT TO INJURY
10/30/1991 A043 MASCOT RACIST MOCKERY MUST STOP SOON (L)
11/06/1991 A051 EDUCATE DON'T FIGHT 'MASCOT' ISSUE
11/06/1991 A071 RESEARCH MAY LEAD TO LAWSUITS AGAINST SPORTS MASCOTS
11/13/1991 A015 LEGISLATORS WANT TO SAVE CHIEF ILLINIWEK
11/13/1991 A041 WE ARE HUMANS, NEVER MASCOTS! (ED)
11/13/1991 A082 INDIAN EDUCATORS CONDEMN PREP MASCOT ISSUE
11/20/1991 A053 SDSU NEEDS CHANGE
11/20/1991 A053 MTIME FOR ENDURING IN SILENCE IS PAST
11/27/1991 AOll COLTS WIELD TOMAHAWKS NEXT
11/27/1991 A025 ARKANSAS STATE TO CONSIDER CHANGE OF MASCOT
11/27/1991 A045 FORGET TRIVIAL, CONCENTRATE ON NEEDS (L)
11/27/1991 A051 MASCOT ISSUE--IGNORANCE NOT SLUR (L)
11/27/1991 B045 WINTER HAWKS SAY NO TOMAHAWKS
12/18/1991 A081 TIMES EDITORIAL READ INTO CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
12/31/1991 A041 3fIN 1992 LET'S SEND MASCOTS SAILING OVER THE OCEAN
12/31/1991 A053 *FOUR-LEGGEDS AND PEOPLE SHOULDN'T BE MASCOTED
1/21/1992 AOll SUPER BOWL PLAN PROTEST
1/21/1992 A053 KREAL INDIANS NEED TO TACKLE MASCOT ISSUE
1/28/1992 AOll SEN WELLSTONE OFFICIALLY JOINS MASCOT RECALL
1/28/1992 BOll *3,000 RALLY AGAINST RACIST MASCOTS
1/28/1992 B031 4. ARRESTED AT PROTEST OF UNIVERSITY MASCOT
2/04/1992 A041 KBRAVE REDSKINS--GEE, MR COOKE, VERY BIGOT OF YOU
2/12/1992 B043 WE CAN COMMUNICATE (L)
2/12/1992 B043 ADD 'SUN DNACE' TO MASCOT LIST (L)
2/12/1992 B044 SOMETIMES EVEN OTHER MINORITIES MISS THE POINT (L)
2/12/1992 B044 PUBLIC EDUCATION EXPOSES FALSE TRADITIONS (L)
2/12/1992 B051 DIGNITY IS ALREADY YOURS (L)
2/12/1992 B052 WHY NOT A SPORTS TEAM HONORING LINCOLN (L)
2/12/1992 B052 READER 'SEES THE LIGHT' (L)
2/12/1992 B055 PASS A LAW AND BAN MASCOT NICKNAMES (L)
2/19/1992 A012 *CHIEF MIAMI, A MASCOT WITH TRIBAL BLESSING
4/01/1992 A041 *MASCOT ISSUE WON'T GO AWAY
4/01/1992 A053 MASCOT NAMES EXPLOIT INDIANS' SPIRITUAL BELIEFS
4/08/1992 A031 ADMINISTRATOR ADVISES SCHOOL MASCOT CHANGE
4/22/1992 A044 UNIVERSITY STAFF SEEKS TO CHANGE MASCOTS (L)
5/27/1992 A031 NAPERVILLE RESIDENTS TRY TO BURY 'REDSKINS'
6/17/1992 A044 MASCOTS LIKENED TO CULTURAL BUTCHERING (L)
6/24/1992 A014 NAPERVILLE MASCOT BITES THE DUST
6/24/1992 A041 *NAPERVILLE GOT IT
7/15/1992 A065 POLL CONSIDERED TO TEST MASCOT WATER
7/22/1992 A012 GROUP WANTS TO REVIVE NAPERVILLE'S 'REDSKIN' MASCOT
7/29/1992 BOll *PROTESTORS MEET KANSAS 'CHIEFS' AT TRAINING CAMP
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7/29/1992 BOll MASCOTS--A HISTORY OF CULTURAL INSENSITIVITV
7/29/1992 B015 A CHRONOLOGY OF THE MASCOT CONTROVERSY
9/09/1992 A114 CHIEFS PULL SUPPORT OF TOMAHAWK CHOP
9/16/1992 A041 kKEEP LOOKING OVER YOUR SHOULDERS, YOU 'R S'
10/15/1992 A041 xTURNING INTO AN IMPORTANT TOPIC ON TALK SHOW STAGE
10/22/1992 AOll WISCONSIN ATTORNEY RULES MASCOTS DISCRIMINATORY
10/29/1992 A012 KANSAS CITY REDNECKS--'BRING BACK THE CHOP'
10/29/1992 AOIA NAPERVILLE MASCOT DISCARDED FOR 'REDHAWKS'
10/29/1992 AOAl MASCOT PROTESTORS NEED YOUR SUPPORT (ED)
11/05/1992 AOll BIG 10 DIRECTOR BLASTS MASCOTS
11/05/1992 A0A4 INDIAN COUNTRY IS FULL OF RACIST MASCOTS (L)
11/05/1992 A0A4 POSITIVE SIDE OF OPEN DIALOGUE ILLUMINATED (L)
11/12/1992 A012 kRACIAL INCIDENT SPARKS MOVE TO DUMP UND MASCOT
11/19/1992 A012 ^PROTESTERS CHALLENGE RACIST MASCOT NAMES
11/19/1992 A031 KANSAS GOVERNOR GETS BEHIND MASCOT ISSUE
11/19/1992 A041 REPORTING NEWS THAT'S WORTH THE RISK (ED)
12/03/1992 A044 GET A LIFE--CELEBRATE YOUR OWN CULTURE (L)
12/03/1992 A053 TIME HAS DOUSED FUROR CREATED BY THE CHOP
12/10/1992 A012 XTURNER PRAISES INDIANS WITH ONE HAND, CHOPS WITH
12/10/1992 S031 kTIME FOR HIGH SCHOOLS TO TAKE A LOOK AT MASCOTS
12/10/1992 S181 XTHE STRUGGLE OF UNLEARNING 'INDIAN' STEREOTYPES
12/17/1992 BOll SRST COUNCIL STANDS BEHIND UND MASCOT FIGHT
12/24/1992 A041 AN OPEN LETTER TO TED TURNER (ED)
12/31/1992 A075 COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST USE OF CHIEF ILLINIWEK
1/14/1993. A012 UND KEEP 'SIOUX' MASCOT NAME
1/14/1993 A041 BRINGING SHAME ON THE PEOPLE (ED)
2/04/1993 A041 kWAITING FOR REPLY FROM BROADCASTER TED TURNER
2/18/1993 A051 HISTORY DEMANDS END TO MASCOTS
3/03/1993 A021 NAVAJO REPS SUPPORT HOUSE MOVE FOR MASCOTS
3/10/1993 A044 SOUTHWEST MASCOT FANS INSULT PLAINS CULTURE (L)
3/10/1993 A064 UND SENATE SUPPORTS DROPPING MASCOT NAME
3/17/1993 A012 MOVE TO REINSTATE NAPERVILLE MASCOT FAILS
3/24/1993 A031 MASCOT PROTESTORS TO PLAY HARDBALL AT BASEBALL OPENE
4/14/1993 A051 WE CAN'T BE HYPOCRITES IN THE ISSUE OF MASCOTS (L)
4/14/1993 B023 PANEL PLANS TO TAKE A LOOK AT MASCOT ISSUE
4/21/1993 A031 xRECONCILIATION PANEL EXAMINES SD MASCOTS
4/21/1993 A076 NEW ILLINIWEK STILL ANGERS PROTESTERS
5/05/1993 A051 MIXED MASCOT MESSAGES (L)
5/26/1993 AOll ^PARENTS, OFFICIALS TO COMBAT RACISM IN RAPID CITY
5/26/1993 A025 COLUMBIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISCARDS MASCOT
6/02/1993 A071 REDSKINS MASCOT BOOSTERS WANT SCHOOL BOARD RECALLED
6/16/1993 A065 SALT LAKE STUDENTS PROTEST DEPICTION OF WARRIOR MASC
6/23/1993 A041 kPEPSICO STAND AGAINST MASCOTS IS THE RIGHT ONE BABY
7/08/1993 A051 WHAT IS THE HONOR GIVEN BY THE SPORTS MASCOTS? (L)
7/28/1993 AOll xSTUDENT STANDS ALONE IN FIGHT AGAINST MASCOTS
8/04/1993 A025 OHIO BILL ENCOURAGES TEAMS TO DROP MASCOTS
8/25/1993 A041 ^PROFILES IN GUTLESSNESS
9/08/1993 A044 GIPP RESPONDS TO MASCOT COLUMN (L)
9/08/1993 A046 SOME JUST DON'T GET MASCOT ISSUE (L)
9/08/1993 BOll WEST JUNIOR HIGH CHANGES MASCOT NAME
9/29/1993 B061 WASHINGTON STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO REVIEW MASCOT
10/20/1993 A041 x'VENGEANCE IS MINE SAYETH GREAT SPIRIT'
11/10/1993 AOll BIG-NOSED MASCOT IS GONE, BUT NAME STAYS
11/17/1993 A041 XSIMPLE TRUTHS IN SIMPLE PLEASURES
11/17/1993 A053 'ZERO TOLERANCE FOR RACISM' CONDONES INDIAN MASCOTS
12/01/1993 A044 TAXPAYER SAYS CHANGING MASCOTS TOO EXPENSIVE (L)
12/08/1993 S061 XHOMECOMING PORTRAYAL OF NATIVE AMS SOON TO CHANGE
1/12/1994 B015 ESTELLINE STUDENTS SEEKING MASCOT CHANGE
1/26/1994 A041 xKANSAS CITY FANS TURN COLUMNIST INTO BRONCO FAN
2/02/1994 AOll MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE DISCONTINUES MASCOT USE
2/02/1994 A044 NATIVE MASCOTS HURT OUR CHILDREN (L)
2/10/1994 A033 MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE SPECIFIES MASCOT POLICY
2/10/1994 A061 RE-EDUCATION WILL IMPROVE PORTRAYAL OF NAT AMS
2/16/1994 A053 TOO MUCH TALK ABOUT MASCOTS, READER SAYS (L)
3/02/1994 A071 ESTELLINE RESIDENTS CIRCULATE PETITION OPPOSING CHAN
3/09/1994 A044 WITH MASCOTS IN NATIVE SCHOOLS, WHY WANT OTHERS (L)
3/16/1994 A034 STATE DISMISSES COMPLAINT BY HANEY OVER MASCOT
3/23/1994 A044 ANGLO AMERICAN ASHAMED OF INDIAN MASCOTS (L)
3/30/1994 A044 A VIKING VIEW ON MASCOTS (L)
4/13/1994 AOll U OF ILL STAFF, STUDENTS SAY CHIEF ILLINIWEK VIOLATE
4/20/1994 A041 KA RESOUNDING 'NO' TO MASCOTS S ATLANTA IN JULY
4/27/1994 A044 NEW YORK HIGH SCHOOL CLASS SEEKS MASCOT CHANGE (L)
5/04/1994 A013 xMEANS ACCUSED OF SELLING OUT FOR $35,000
5/04/1994 B041 IOWA UNIVERSITY BANS RACIST MASCOTS
5/18/1994 A041 xHOW CAN.BLACK BALL PLAYERS CONTINUE TO DISHONOR IN
6/01/1994 A051 TO EASE OPPRESSION--NO MORE LITTLE RED SAMBOS
6/08/1994 A023 xNATL LEADER HAMMERS HOME THE MASCOT ISSUE
6/08/1994 A051 MASCOT CONTROVERSY EASILY DEFINED (L)
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6/22/199A A0A4 EDUCATING IGNORANT PEOPLE WHO PERPETUATE (L)
7/27/1999 A053 DEMEANING STEREOTYPES STOPPED FOR BLACKS—BUT TODAY
9/08/1999 A024 lOWANS OPPOSE BAN ON INDIAN MASCOTS
9/19/1999 A091 xBASEBALL STRIKE--AT LEAST IT GIVES A BREAK FROM HEA
9/19/1999 A051 ILLINOIS COACH COMES TO SEE THE LIGHT
10/05/1999 A091 KLET'S KEEP THE "REDSKINS' WHITE
10/12/1999 A053 A WHITE COLUMNIST'S FAREWELL TO ASU'S INDIAN JOE
10/19/1999 A092 U OF ILL STUDENT--CHIEFILLINIWEK IMAGE DAMAGING (L)
10/26/1999 A099 READER SAYS BEING MASCOT NOT ALL THAT BAD (L)
11/30/1999 A011 STANFORD STUDENTS PROTEST CAMPUS PAPER'S CARICATURE
11/30/1999 A091 KRAISING ARIZONA'S AWARENESS
12/22/1999 A019 UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO DROPS MASCOT
12/22/1999 A099 CALIFORNIA FINDS NO HARMIN RACIAL MASCOT NAMES (L)
12/22/1999 A065 WOLF TO BE NEW MASCOT
1/12/1995 A093 OFFENSIVE CUSTOMS SHOULD BE DROPPED (L)
5/09/1995 A091 *ILLINOIS LEGISLATURE IGNORES FACTS OF RACIAL STEREO
5/11/1995 B061 50 MARCH AGAINST WAHOO AT CLEVELAND INDIANS OPENER
6/23/1995 A053 MASCOT REFLECTS SENSITIVITY
7/06/1995 A091 kSUMMER REFLECTIONS ON MASCOTS & BIG BUCKS IN GAMBLI
7/06/1995 A051 mascots NOT MUCH OF A STRETCH TO NAZI THINKING (L)
7/13/1995 A099 CONGRESSMEN LINE UP IN SUPPORT OF CHIEF ILLINI (L)
7/20/1995 A031 ILLINOIS GOVERNOR SENDS BACK BILL
7/20/1995 A099 CALL TO BOYCOTT SPONSORS OF TEAMS USING MASCOTS (L)
7/27/1995 A099 MASCOTS--WHAT'S ALL THE HUBBUB? (L)
8/10/1995 A019 *ALL-AMERICAN MASCOTS
9/19/1995 A091 IT'S STILL OFFENSIVE (ED)
9/19/1995 A091 SfLET'S KEEP THE 'REDSKINS' WHITE
9/28/1995 A091 HELP END RACIST REPORTS (ED)
9/28/1995 A091 kWORLD SERIES HOPEFULSrWORST OF BOTH WORLDS
10/05/1995 A052 HOW ABOUT THE MARTIN MARTENS? (L)
10/19/1995 B011 KMASCOT HISTORY RECALLED
10/26/1995 A011 GALLUP FILM, FESTIVAL EXAMINES RACISM OF SPORTS
10/26/1995 A091 xINDIAN-NAMED MASCOTS AN ASSAULT ON SELF-ESTEEM
11/02/1995 A035 *SAY IT AIN'T SO TED TURNER
11/02/1995 A051 MITCHELL DAILY REPUBLIC--MASCOT NAMES INSULT NO ONE
11/02/1995 A059 'CHRISTIAN VALUES' DICTATE USE OF RACE-NEUTRAL TEAM
11/02/1995 A051 xLAKOTA MINOR LEAGUE BALLPLAYER CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE
11/02/1995 A051 WAHOO LACKS SENSITIVITY (L)
11/02/1995 A071 K'CHANGE THE NAME, CHANGE THE MASCOT'
11/09/1995 A093 DOCTOR EMBARRASSED BY FELLOW BLACK BASEBALL FANS (L)
11/09/1995 A046 YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE INDIAN TO BE OFFENDED (L)
11/09/1995 A051 NOTHING FUNNY ABOUT RED SAMBOS S UNCLE TOMAHAWKS
11/09/1995 A051 SfEDUCATORS CAN HELP CORRECT MISCONCEPTIONS
11/09/1995 A051 TEAM NAMES A PRODUCT OF SUPERIORITY COMPLEX (L)
11/09/1995 A051 MASCOT DEBATE JUST A CASE OF DO THE RIGHT THING (L)
11/16/1995 A051 BILOXI READER SAW THE LIGHT ON INDIAN MASCOTS (L)
11/16/1995 A054 HAWAII SPORTS ANNOUNCER GETS AN EYE-OPENER (L)
11/16/1995 A071 IN SERIES WAKE, SCHOOLS CHANGE MASCOTS
11/30/1995 A044 CAN'T BEAT SPORTS TEAM MASCOTS, THEN JOIN (L)
11/30/1995 A044 WITHOUT CHANGE, CITIZENS WOULD STILL BE IN CHAINS (L
11/30/1995 A044 IF BRAVES WERE TURKEYS, READER WOULD GOBBLE (L)
11/30/1995 A044 WOMEN-'-WHAT IF TEAM WERE CALLED THE 'BROADS?' (L)
11/30/1995 A051 FED UP WITH MASCOTS; LET BYGONES BE BYGONES (L)
12/14/1995 A013 ILLINI MASCOT TO DANCE ON
SEE PEQUOT
5/29/1991 A024 HOPI AND NAVAJO MASKS SOLD DESPITE PROTESTS BY TRIBE
6/05/1991 A011 HOPI AND NAVAJO MASKS MAY RETURN TO TRIBES
8/14/1991 C011 TRIBAL MASKS GO HOME FOUNDATION CAN HELP
12/18/1991 B085 COURT RETURNS STOLEN MASK TO HOPI CLAN
11/24/1993 A024 HAUDENASAUNEE MASKS ESCAPE AUCTION
5/11/1995 B031 LITTLE THUNDER MASQUAT EARNS BACHELOR'S DEGREE
2/19/1991 B022 MASSACHUSETTS PANEL BACKS ALTERING INDIAN ON SEAL
11/20/1991 A011 DESCENDANTS APPEAL FOR HELP
10/06/1993 A063 EASTERN WATER AUTHORITY WILL SEARCH FOR GRAVES
3/05/1991 A08T OLC PROFESSOR'S VIDEO ASSISTS MATH TEACHERS
4/08/1992 B066 LONEMAN ANNOUNCES MATH CONTEST WINNERS
4/29/1992 C015 xGENEVIEVE CROW WINS NATL MATHEMATICS AWARD
5/06/1992 B032 RED CLOUD STUDENTS WIN IN MATH CONTEST
9/16/1992 B071 OLC PROVIDES RESOURCES FOR MATH, SCIENCE TEACHERS
3/31/1993 B051 MONTANA GETS $6 MILLION TO TRAIN TEACHERS
3/31/1993 B061 *PBS SPECIAL ENCOURAGES STUDENTS IN MATH 8 SCIENCE
3/31/1993 B064 KLOCAL STUDENTS ATTEND MATH, SCIENCE SEMINARS
5/19/1993 B065 SHEILA BOOTH NATIONALLY AWARDED FOR MATHEMATICS
6/09/1993 B051 LOCAL STUDENTS SELECTED FOR SUMMER UPWARD BOUND
7/14/1993 A032 LOCAL TEACHER SELECTED FOR MATH PROGRAM AT MSU
7/27/1994 B012KNORBERT HILL TELLS SKILL GRADUATES--MATHEMATICS
9/21/1994 C024 MATH 8 SCIENCE CURRICULUM WILL BE UPGRADED AT HASKEL
7/20/1995 B083 STUDENTS ATTEND SUMMER MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE PROGRAMS
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MATHEMATICS
MATHESON DAVE
MATHESON DAVID
MATHEWS ALEX
MATLOU STEPHEN
MATTHEWS BELVA
MATTHIESSEN PETER
MATULAS
MAUDLIN STANISLAUS
MAXWELL FREDRIC
MAY CHARLES H
MAYANS
MAYO CLINIC
MCALPINE J LOUIS
MCBRIDE KYLE
MCBRIDE ROLAND
MCCAIN JOHN
MCCLELLAND ASHLEY
MCCLOSKEY GWEN
MCCOY ALICE
MCCRACKEN JEFF
MCDONALD ROBERT L
MCDONALDS
MCDONNELL JANET
MCGRAW TIM
MCGREW R BROWNELL
MCINTOSH WALDO E
MCKAY ALISON
MCKENZIE CARL
MCKENZIE CLAUDE
MCKIBBEN BILLY
MCKINNEY LEONARD
MCLAUGHLIN ED
MCLAUGHLIN HARRY
MCLAUGHLIN MARIE
MCLAUGHLIN PAT
MCLAUGHLIN PHILLIP
MCLAUGHLIN SD
MCNAMEE STEPHEN
MCNEIL RON
MCNEIL RONALD S
MDEWAKANTON
MEADE COUNTY SD
MEAGHER-MILLER THO
MEANS FRANK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/20/1995 BG82 XVICKI ALBERTS WINS IN MATHEMATICS EVENT
10/26/1995 B08A XPROBLEM SOLVING
11/02/1995 B053 ^ENGINEERING STUDENTS HOST SCIENCE^ MATH WORKSHOP
12/14/1995 A081 kGREAT-GRANDFATHER'S CLASSROOM--STILL THE BEST WAY
3/04/1992 A031 STORY TOOK LIBERTIES WITH MATHESON'S MASCOT REMARKS
6/26/1991 AOll INDIANS DESERVE SERVICE
7/10/1991 A031 BIA REVIVES DEPUTY POST
6/01/1994 AOII XPAWNEE PATRIOT
9/28/1995 B105 ICT WRITER WINS NATIONAL AWARD
6/24/1992 B045 xPINE RIDGE WOMAN WINS SCHOLARSHIP
6/19/1991 A041 SPEAKING OF PETER MATTHIESSEN
5/08/1991 S191 KMATULA'Sr-CUSTOMERS COME FIRST
6/15/1994 B012 FATHER STAN HONORED FOR IMPROVING CULTURAL RELATIONS
6/10/1992 A08I AUTHOR CLAIMS PELTIER RENEGED ON BOOK DEAL
6/22/1994 B046 MAY GRADUATES FROM SELLS HIGH SCHOOL
3/09/1994 A032 CHIAPAS MAYANS PLEAD FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
11/23/1994 AOll KHOT SPRINGS MAN SEES MAYAN OPPRESSION IN CENTRAL
7/13/1994 A012 SPACE AGE, MAYO CLINIC COMES TO PINE RIDGE
8/03/1994 A071 MAYO TO PROVIDE SERVICES FOR DAKOTA COMMUNITY
2/19/1992 A064 LACK OF FUNDS KEEPS OSAGE OFF SD BALLOT
12/29/1993 AOll ^HOLDING THE FORT
5/18/1994 B023 XROLAND MCBRIDE RECEIVES MINORITY LEADERSHIP AWARD
4/17/1991 A031 JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENT BILL GOES BEFORE CONGRESS
6/17/1992 A035 MCCAIN ASKS FOR GAMING TASK FORCE IN ARIZONA
7/29/1992 BlOl INOUYE AND MCCAIN TESTIFY FOR NAVAJO ECONOMIC PROPOS
9/23/1992 Alll 21 TRIBAL LEADERS BACK MCCAIN
5/26/1993 A012 POLITICIANS TWO-STEP WITH TRIBES
5/26/1993 A073 ARIZONA SENATOR WANTS TRIBES IN OVERSEAS INVESTMENT
3/30/1994 A014 xHOUSING BILL WOULD INCREASE FUNDING
5/11/1994 AOll SENATOR INTRODUCES BILL TO GIVE TEETH TO CHILD ABUSE
6/22/1994 A031 BILL ON THE TABLE TO BOOST AUTHORITY OF IHS DIRECTOR
8/24/1994 A015 xMCCAIN MOVES TO INCREASE FEMA'S TRIBAL ASSISTANCE
12/15/1994 A012 xSENATOR PROMISES REAL BIA REFORM
3/02/1995 A031 MCCAIN OPPOSES BlA REFORM REPRIEVE
3/16/1995 A033 XMCCAIN PROMISES FIGHT FOR PROGRAMS
4/13/1995 AOll WELFARE REFORM--TRIBAL PROVISIONS LEFT OUT
5/18/1995 A021 MCCAIN VOWS BLOCK GRANTS WILL GO TO TRIBES
5/25/1995 AOll MCCAIN BACKS POWER SHIFT TO TRIBES
11/09/1995 A041 SAN CARLOS GAMING OFFICIALS ASK MCCAIN TO STOP (ED)
11/16/1995 A025 MCCAIN—BABBITT MUST EXPLAIN UNSPENT FUNDS
8/07/1991 A012 xIOWA COURT IGNORES CHILD WELFARE ACT
2/19/1992 C041 GWEN MCCLOSKEY KILLED IN ONE-CAR ACCIDENT FEB 7
3/02/1995 BOll PARENT COMMITTEE WANTS MCCOY REMOVED AS LIAISON
5/11/1994 A062 DRIVE-BY SHOOTING SUSPECT CHARGED
11/16/1994 B041 xROBERT LAME BULL MCDONALD WINS ACADEMIC AWARD
11/23/1994 B084 MONTANA STATE STUDENT WINS BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AWARD
11/03/1993 AOll XWAS IT POLICY OR PREJUDICE?
10/27/1993 B053 xBOOK EXPLORES THE LOSS OF RESOURCES BY TRIBES
3/23/1994 A012 xSONG PULLED FROM NATIONAL AIRWAVES FOR OFFENSIVE
3/16/1994 B151 PHOENIX HEARD MUSEUM RECEIVES COLLECTION OF WESTERN
9/04/1991 AOll FORMER CHIEF OF CREEK NATION DIES AUG 29
10/26/1994 D064 CLASSICAL OPERA MAINSTAY FOR ALASKA NATIVE
1/21/1992 A076 CARL MCKENZIE NEW UST FIELD DIRECTOR
8/24/1995 BOll MCKENZIE CHALLENGED ON ROSEBUD RESIDENCY
SEE KASHTIN
2/16/1994 A031 MCKIBBEN APOLOGIZES, STATE LAWMAKERS STILL UNHAPPY
6/23/1993 B051 xBEADING IS SACRED TO POTAWATOMI CRAFTSMAN
3/27/1991 A061 xHOUSING, EDUCATION, TOURISM MCLAUGHLIN TARGETS
4/17/1991 A015 XCARLYLE AND MCLAUGHLIN RUNOFF APRIL 23
11/23/1994 C021 XSHOOTING HOOPS AGAINST THE SOLDIERS
11/13/1991 B032 ST FRANCIS STUDENTS READ 8 WRITE ABOUT LAKOTA LEGEND
7/21/1993 B045 xSTILL IN THE RING--THE POLITICAL RING THAT IS
2/23/1994 A012 STANDING ROCK COUNCILMAN FIGHTS FOR RIGHTS TO STORY
9/21/1994 B041 XNEVER TOO OLD TO LEARN OR IMPROVE
9/18/1991 A103 XKENAL MARINE WINS FEATHERWEIGHT TITLE
1/28/1992 A053 xMCLAUGHLIN VANDALISM SHOULD BE PROSECUTED, THERE!
2/26/1992 A031 CHILD ABUSE FUELS TENSIONS IN MCLAUGHLIN
7/01/1992 BOll XTEENS PULL 'WHEELIES' OVER PREGNANT WOMAN
3/31/1993 BOll MCLAUGHLIN COMMUNITY WANTS FAIRNESS IN TAXATION
8/25/1993 B012 INDIANS CALL FOR ECONOMIC BOYCOTT AGAINST MCLAUGHLIN
9/08/1994 B012 WATER,, POWER CUT TO TRAILER PARK IN MCLAUGHLIN
10/29/1992 A086 JUDGE CHASTISES ATTORNEYS IN PHOENIX SCHOOL SQUABBLE
10/09/1991 B022 RON MCNEIL HEADS STANDING ROCK COLLEGE
12/22/1993 A061 xRONALD S MCNEIL NAMED PRESIDENT OF AM IND COLL FUND
SEE SHAKOPEE (TRIBE)
1/14/1993 B065 PARTNERSHIP GRANT GOES TO MEADE COUNTY SCHOOLS
11/13/1991 A012 XSCULPTOR PAYS TRIBUTE TO SITTING BULL
2/25/1993 B041 xMNI WICONI EFFORTS NET CITIZEN AWARD, MEANS, LITTLE
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MEANS JOHN W
MEANS JOHNNY
MEANS KAREN
MEANS KIMBERLV
MEANS RITA
MEANS RUSSELL
MEANS SCOTT
MEANS TATEWIN PHEL
MEASLES
MEDALS
MEDIA
MEDICAID
MEDICAL CARE
MEDICAL RESEARCH
MEDICAL SCHOOL
MEDICAL STAFF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/25/1994
5/25/1994
12/24/1991
6/30/1993
2/19/1992
11/12/1992
1/08/1991
5/01/1991
7/31/1991
2/25/1993
11/03/1993
11/03/1993
5/04/1994
10/05/1994
7/13/1995
7/13/1995
4/13/1995
11/23/1995
6/19/1991
4/21/1993
9/01/1993
10/26/1994
10/12/1995
3/20/1991
5/29/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
6/12/1991
6/12/1991
10/02/1991
3/18/1992
1/01/1991
1/29/1991
2/26/1991
2/26/1991
3/20/1991
5/01/1991
5/08/1991
5/29/1991
5/29/1991
6/05/1991
6/12/1991
9/25/1991
11/27/1991
12/18/1991
12/24/1991
1/21/1992
7/01/1992
7/08/1992
8/26/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
9/30/1992
11/03/1993
12/01/1993
1/19/1994
2/16/1994
2/23/1994
3/02/1995
7/06/1995
10/12/1995
9/08/1994
6/08/1995
8/28/1991
8/26/1992
1/28/1993
2/10/1994
3/16/1994
5/19/1993
5/18/1994
6/15/1994
9/14/1995
11/12/1992
3/03/1993
3/10/1993
3/16/1994
8/21/1991
A044
C012
A105
B091
C031
B041
A044
A061
AO 12
A015
A041
B041
A013
A012
A041
A051
BOll
BOll
B031
B095
BOll
B021
BOll
B015
AOll
A052
A081
AOll
A034
BO 31
A121
AO 41
A041
A022
A041
A041
A046
A041
A031
A044
A041
A031
A044
B045
AO 41
A064
A071
AO 12
A041
A041
AO 41
A063
A053
AO 41
A041
A044
AO 41
A044
A041
D031
A041
A072
AOll
A061
AlOl
BO 12
A075
B084
A031
D012
B051
BO 31
AOll
B051
A013
A025
BOll
OST RURAL WATER SUPPLY WORKER RESPONDS (L)
kpassing lane
RAPID CITY POORER WITH LOSS OF CARING LEADER
DREAM INSPIRES 'RUN FOR FREEDOM'
RITA MEANS TO REPRESENT SFIS ON NEW AGENCY BOARD
SFIS BOARD SELECTS MEANS AS VICE PRESIDENT
A LETTER TO RUSSELL (L)
MEANS TOLD STUDENTS 'DANCES' DISGUSTS HIM
kMEANS/BANKS strike on 'MOHICANS' SET
KMEANS REMINISCES
WALKING TIGHTROPE BTWN DIPLOMACY 8 PROTEST ACTI (ED)
KGARCIA RESPONDS TO MEANS' CRITICISM
XMEANS ACCUSED OF SELLING OUT FOR $35^000
KWHOSE CHILD IS IT? RUSSELL MEANS 8 HIS WIFE'S EX
KPOCAHONTA-VIRUS INFECTS NATION 8 RUSSELL MEANS
RUSSELL MEANS GIVES POCAHONTAS 2 THUMBS UP (L)
MEANS TO FILE $1 MILLION SUIT AGAINST CITY
kperkins restaurant, city police slapped with LAWSUI
XTATEWIN PHELPS-MEANS EXCELS IN DANCING
KMEANS RECEIVES AWARDS
KMEANS PLACES IN 'I LOVE DANCE' COMPETITION
XRAPID CITY CENTRAL STUDENT HAS 'SPIRIT OF SD'
XTATEWIN MEANS WINS MISS SOUTH DAKOTA TEEN
NAVAJO NATION FACES MEASLES EPIDEMIC
MEASLES EPIDEMIC LINKED TO ONE DEATH
THE GREAT WRONGS CAN NEVER BE RIGHTED BUT^- (L)
CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED FOR REVOCATION OF MASSACRE MEDALS
JIM THORPE FAMILY WANTS TROPHIES BACK
KRECONCILIATION MEDALS GIVEN
THORPE STILL HASN'T GOTTEN ALL REWARDS HE DESERVED
THORPE MUSEUM SEEKS SUPPORT
SEE ALSO JOURNALISM, BROADCASTING
kROCKY mountain ED SHOULD WALK MILE IN OUR MOCCASINS
KRESPONSIBILITY OF MEDIA DURING WAR
MEDIA BARRED FROM UST 'HILLS' MEETING
IS THERE FREEDOM OF PRESS IN INDIAN COUNTRY (ED)
WHITE MEDIA IS FINALLY GETTING POSITIVE (ED)
LA LAW EPISODE WAS WRONG (L)
MEDIA CAN SOMETIMES CREATE A CONTROVERSY (ED)
XGROUP MEETS^-DEALING WITH OUTSIDE MEDIA DISCUSSED
MEDIA GUILTY OF SUBTLE MISCHARACTERIZATION (L)
XBASIC HOMEWORK IS ANSWER
ND TRIBE'S MEDIA DECISION 'NOT QUICK ONE'
MEDIA INTENTIONS QUESTIONED ON FAMINE RELIEF (L)
MEDIA LEADERS DECRY LACK OF MINORITIES
XTIMES OPENS DC BUREAU TO KEEP INDIAN COUNTRY AWARE
XINDIANS IN MEDIA CREATE RESOURCE CLEARINGHOUSE
NEW INDIAN REFERENCE WORK AVAILABLE
^CONFERENCE EXAMINES MEDIA'S PORTRAYAL OF IND ISSUES
XGATEKEEPER HEARS FROM BACK OF BUS
NEW MEDIA GROUP WANTS TO STRENGTHEN INDIAN VOICE (ED
KLET'S' KEEP PLUGGING AWAY.UNTIL MEDIA UNDERSTANDS
MAINSTREAM MEDIA NEEDS TO ACHIEVE DIVERSITY
XWALKING A MILE IN OTHER'S MOCCASINS
KNEWSPAPER FLU STRIKES NATION'S MASS MEDIA
ENDLESS RACISM--'WE CALLS IT AS WE SEES IT' (ED)
MEDIA SHOULD EDUCATE, NOT BE BITTER OF PAST (L)
Kill RADIO GETS IT RIGHT--'WHO CARES!' (ED)
MEDIA DIDN'T REPORT PRIOR INCIDENTS (L)
INVISIBLE RACE LEFT IN THE DARK (ED)
XMASS MEDIA IMAGES CREATE STEREOTYPES, FALSE IMPRESS
*ALTERNATIVE TO WHAT?
ENTREPRENEUR'S RELATIONSHIP SOURS WITH STATE
HOUSE REPUBLICANS SLASH TRIBAL PROGRAMS
FREE MEDICAL CARE MYTH LAID TO REST
xPHYSICIANS DISCUSS THE USE OF 'INDIAN MEDICINE'
SIX PUBLIC HOSPITALS AT RISK OF CLOSING
IDAHO TRIBAL CENTER OFFERS CADILLAC MED TREATMENT
BENEWAH MEDICAL CENTER EXPANSION NOW OPEN
REPORT SHOWS ALASKA NATIVES USED AS GUINEA PIGS
TRIBE REFUSES TO BE RIBAVIRIN GUINEA PIGS
SIX STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR HARVARD MED SCHOOL RESEARCH
batEsland woman does summer research
MORE INDIANS IN MED SCHOOL
INMED GOES UNDER AUDITOR'S KNIFE--DIRECTOR SUSPENDED
EDUCATION WITH A FOOT IN TWO WORLDS
PROGRESS SHOWN IN MEDICAL SCHOOL OUTREACH PROGRAMS
kUNDERSTAFFING SAPS PINE RIDGE MEDICAL STAFF
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MEDICAL STAFF
MEDICAL STUDENTS
MEDICAL WASTE
MEDICARE
MEDICINE
MEDICINE BEA
MEDICINE BEAR PETE
MEDICINE CREEK COL
MEDICINE CROW TERR
MEDICINE EAGLE C
MEDICINE KOLETTE
MEDICINE MEN
MEDICINE WHEEL
MEDICINE WHEEL WY
MEDICINE WOMEN
MEDINA CARLOS
MEEKS ELSIE
MEEKS GRACIE
MELLEN EDWARD
MELLETTE COUNTY SD
MEMBERSHIP
MEMORIAL DAY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/0A/1991 BOll *IHS DOCTOR TO LEAVE; ABERDEEN NOT SUPPORTIVE
2/19/1992 C03A ^INVESTIGATION INTO PERSONNEL--ROSEBUD HOSPITAL
4/29/1992 A061 STAFF HOUSING UPDATE
SEE STUDENTS MEDICAL
4/03/1991 A066 MELLETTE COUNTY MEDICAL WASTE WILL BE CAPPED
7/24/1991 B023 ROSEBUD DIALYSIS WASTE IN LANDFILLS
2/04/1992 A125 3 CHARGED IN WASTE DUMPING
6/08/1995 AOll HOUSE REPUBLICANS SLASH TRIBAL PROGRAMS
9/22/1993 B014 MOTHER INVESTIGATED FOR USING TRADION TO HEAL CHILD
1/19/1994 A062 DELORME NAMED NEW INMED DIRECTOR
2/23/1994 B064 BROWN PLEDGES QUICK ACTION ON REVIEW OF NUCLEAR MED
3/30/1994 A074 ART AUCTION TO BENEFIT INMED
4/27/1994 A031 kAUCTION ATTRACTS ARTISTS, COLLECTORS
5/11/1994 B082 INDIANS INTO MEDICINE NOW RECRUITING FOR SUMMER
6/22/1994 B051 SRHS STUDENTS EXCEL
8/10/1994 C012 KSTUDENTS ATTEND INMED SUMMER PROGRAM
11/23/1994 B084 MONTANA STATE STUDENT WINS BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AWARD
1/14/1992 A033 kDR MEDICINE EARNS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
2/25/1993 BOll BEA MEDICINE TO BE HONORED AT SDSU
10/05/1995 A051 BEA MEDICINE DEFENDS HER ACTIONS AT SUN DANCE (L)
10/12/1995 A051 RESPECT FUNDAMENTAL CORNERSTONE OF LAKOTA CULTUR (L)
4/10/1991 A082 WHITE RIVER MAN DIES--STRUCK BY CAR
8/24/19.95 AlOl MEDICINE CREEK TRIBAL COLLEGE GROWING
10/09/1991 B021 TERRY MEDICINE CROW PROMOTED
7/29/1992 C045 MEDICINE CROW COMMENDED
8/14/1991 A012 KPAIN ADS CALL HER 'MEDICINE WOMAN'
5/12/1993 A012 xCATCHING DREAMS
6/05/1991 A061 REALITY CONFIRMS 2 VISIONS
7/10/1991 A012 KMEDICINE MEN FOR RENT
7/24/1991 A012 KAFTER THE SWEAT--CAVIAR, WINE S CHEESE
7/24/1991 A053 HOW CAN WE STOP THE FAKES OR DISCREDIT THEM? (L)
7/24/1991 BOll XELDER PETE CATCHES SHARES WISDOM
7/31/1991 A012 *FALSE PROPHETS WILL SUFFER
7/31/1991 A015 LONG ARM OF LAW COULD REACH SHAMAN SHOWMEN
7/31/1991 A051 MEDICINE MAN SCAMS ARE FAR TOO MANY (L)
8/07/1991 A051 IND NATIONS SHOULD SEND MEDICINE MEN INTO PRISON (L)
9/25/1991 A044 EUROPE BECOMES THREAT TO MEDICINE MENS REPUTATION (L
9/25/1991 A044 PAID SPIRITUAL LEADER AT SISSETON-WAHPETON (L)
9/25/1991 A051 LIST OF FAKE MEDICINE MEN SUGGESTED CD
9/25/1991 A053 SCMETHING HAS BEEN LOST WITH MEDICINE MEN
10/23/1991 A043 FRAUDULENT 'MEDICINE PERSONS' VICTIMIZE PEOPLE (L)
1/14/1992 A053 CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO PRACTICE 'BAD MEDICINE'
4/29/1992 A053 A WORD FROM A SURVIVOR OF FALSE TEACHING CD
10/08/1992 D084 MEDICINE MAN CONVICTED OF SEXUAL ABUSE
2/18/1993 S211 ^ROBERT STEAD REMEMBERED--STRONG MEDICINE
3/10/1993 A013 EDUCATION WITH A FOOT IN TWO WORLDS
8/18/1993 A071 ELDERS NEED TO BE AWARE OF CEREMONIES (L)
12/08/1993 A013 kPETE CATCHES--RESPECTED HOLY MAN OF THE LAKOTA
3/30/1995 BOll RETRIAL ORDERED IN COLORADO RAPE CASE
7/27/1995 C031 *TWO DOGSr-TRADITIONAL MEDICINE GREATEST GIFT
8/17/1995 AOll SELF^DECLARED 'MEDICINE MAN' CONVICTED
9/28/1995 A062 'TWO WOLVES' SENTENCING CONTINUED
10/26/1995 A023 SELF-PROCLAIMED 'MEDICINE MAN' GETS PROBATION
8/19/1992 coil *HASKELL MEDICINE WHEEL STRENGTHENS CYCLE OF HEALING
N7/24/1991 A033 LOGGING NOT TOURISM IS MEDICINE WHEEL AGENDA
7/31/1991 Alll *FOREST SERVICE PLAN SPURNED
11/20/1991 A096 BIG HORN MEDICINE EPA STATEMENTS DUE NOV 30
3/17/1993 A081 BIGHORN OFFICIALS REVERSE MEDICINE WHEEL DECISION
7/21/1993 AOll CEREMONY DAYS SET ASIDE AT MEDICINE WHEEL
1/12/1994 A074 MANAGEMENT PLAN TO CONTINUE IN WYOMING BIGHORN MOUNT
2/02/1994 A074 PROTECTION OF MEDICINE WHEEL IS PRIORITY OF TRIBES
8/07/1991 A012 *0H SHINNAH--PROPHET FOR PROFIT
8/14/1991 A012 KPAIN ADS CALL HER 'MEDICINE WOMAN'
8/18/1993 A013 APACHE WOMAN PREACHES USE OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
9/22/1993 A062 SANTEE MOTHER SAYS RACIAL OVERTONES TAINT SONS TRIAL
5/25/1994 S071 kELSIE MEEKS WINS HONORS FOR LAKOTA FUND
11/30/1995 BOll ELSIE MEEKS RESIGNS AS LAKOTA FUND DIRECTOR
8/07/1991 A012 KFLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY
1/19/1995 A081 PILOT BLAMED FOR IHS CRASH
4/03/1991 A066 MELLETTE COUNTY MEDICAL WASTE WILL BE CAPPED
SEE TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP
6/05/1991 A012 xREMEMBERING
6/05/1991 A031 XWOKIKSUYE--WE REMEMBER
5/20/1992 A071 MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE PLANNED FOR TWO LEGENDS .
6/03/1992 B043 MEMORIAL DAY REMEMBERANCE OF LEGENDARY DAKOTA COUPLE
6/01/1994 A053 LET US NEVER FORGET THOSE WHO DIDN'T COME HOME
5/25/1995 B021 LOCAL VIETNAM VETERANS TO MARK MEMORIAL DAY
6/08/1995 B031 XWOKIKSUYE--WE REMEMBER
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MEMORIALS
MEN
MENARD NELLIE
MENCHU RIGOBERTA
MENDOZA LARRY
MENDOZA LILY
MENDOZA NICK
MENIFEE VALLEY
MENINGITIS
MENOMINEE (TRIBE)
MENTAL HEALTH
MENTORS
MENZ RITA MAY
MERCURY
MESA VERDE CO
MESCALERO APACHE
MESQUAKIE (TRIBE)
MESTETH CHARLES
MESTETH CLARICE
MESTETH DAWN
MESTETH MATT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MEMORIALS
10/27/1993 B012 MEMORIAL PROPOSED TO HONOR VETERANS
11/03/1993 B012 MEMORIAL PROPOSED AT BADLANDS
11/17/1993 A029 VIETNAM WOMEN'S MEMORIAL DEDICATED
10/19/1999 A012 BURNETTE MEMORIAL TO ALSO HONOR FEMALE VETS
2/02/1995 A079 CHIEF STANDING BEAR TO BE HONORED IN MONUMENT
3/09/1995 A032 RAPID CITY TO HOST MONUMENT ADVISORY BOARD
9/21/1995 B014 MEMORIAL HONORS IHS DOCTORS KILLED IN 1994
8/19/1992 A056 IS ANYTHING SACRED? (L)
12/24/1992 B031 xGROUP GETS $53,000 GRANT
11/16/1995,A046 OUR MEN MUST RESUME RESPONSIBILTY (L)
9/28/1995 B061 ROSEBUD'S NELLIE MENARD TO RECEIVE 1995 LIVING IND
11/05/1992 A053 READER CALLS PEACE PRIZE WINNER A LEFTIST WARRIOR
2/05/1991 A085 MENDOZA NOMINATED FOR READER'S DIGEST AWARD
9/02/1992 £071 kCITY PROGRAM WORKS ON JOB SUSTAINMENT/SUPPORT
9/21/1994 A012 AIRC BOARD MEMBER QUITS, TIRED OF BEING TOKEN INDIAN
2/16/1995 B014 XWOMEN'S ASSOCIATION FORMS IN RAPID CITY
8/03/1995 B063 KYAQUI MAN TO PERFORM AT CENTRAL STATES FAIR
6/12/1991 A073 RARE RINGING ROCK USED BY PREHISTORIC INDIANS
7/02/1991 A154 HEALTH NURSE WARNS PATIENTS OF MENINGITIS
12/24/1991 A041 xDEER SEEKS CONGRESSIONAL SEAT TO REWRITE HISTORY
11/10/1993 C023 GAMING REVENUES FUND NEW COLLEGE CONSTRUCTION
12/22/1993 C041 MENOMINEE ANNOUNCE HOTEL PLANS
1/19/1994 A063 CASINO COURSES ARE PLANNED
1/19/1994 Bill NEWSPAPER COLLECTION COMPLETED ON MENOMINEE
3/09/1994 A084 WISCONSIN MAN SAYS POLICE & TRIBE OWE HIM $22 MILLIO
5/11/1994 B082 MENOMINEE GET GRANT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
10/05/1994 B061 MENOMINEE TRIBAL ENTERPRISES AWARDED $272,000
8/31/1995 A031 MENOMINEE OPPOSED
6/10/1992 B055 WEST RIVER MENTAL HEALTH UNDERGOES NAME CHANGE
7/15/1992 B053 BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS RECEIVES GRANT
8/04/1993 B031 GRANT PROJECT TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO MENTALLY ILL
9/08/1993 B012 HEALING THROUGH AWARENESS WORKSHOP
10/27/1993 B024 MENTAL ILLNESS WORKSHOP PLANNED
3/02/1994 A044 SKELETAL IHS WILL SUFFER MORE STARVATION (L)
4/27/1994 BOll PUBLIC TELEVISION TO AIR SHOW ON MENTAL ILLNESS
5/11/1994 Bill MENTAL HEALTH EXPLORED AT EDUCATIONAL FAIR IN MACY
9/28/1994 A044 IHS PULLS PLUG ON PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES (L)
10/12/1994 B013 BOARD GETS CONTRACT EXTENSION
11/02/1995 A021 AM IND MENTAL HEALTH PROGS STRESSED BY BUDGET CUTS
12/07/1995 AOll FORMER PUEBLO GOVERNOR URGES MENTAL HEALTH
10/19/1994 B012 xATEWICUNYAPI PROGRAM LOOKING FOR A FEW MENTORS
10/19/1994 B012 REWARDS RUN BOTH WAYS WHEN TEENS, ADULTS TALK .
1/26/1995 B034 MENTORING PROJECT GETS VAN .
9/28/1995 B013 KATEYAPI SOCIETY TEAMS WITH COURTS, SCHOOLS
3/04/1992 A032 FORT PECK RALLIES FOR NEAR-FROZEN TOT
12/15/1994 AOll MERCURY POISONING REAL THREAT TO MINNESOTANS
2/09/1995 A081 LANDMARK SETTLEMENT WILL REDUCE POLLUTION
6/19/1991 BOll MESA VERDE CHALLENGES ITS VISITORS
SEE ALSO APACHE
10/23/1991 A012 xMESCALEROS COURT NUCLEAR STORAGE MARKET
10/30/1991 A031 MESCALEROS COURT NUCLEAR STORAGE MARKET--PART II
12/04/1991 A065 MESCALEROS RE-ELECT WENDELL CHINO
4/29/1992 A015 MESCALERO GET ANOTHER NUCLEAR STUDY GRANT
5/20/1992 A072 INDIAN RESERVATIONS NOT TARGETS
9/09/1992 A081 APACHES CONSIDER BUILDING NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE SITE
9/23/1992 A043 TREAD SOFTLY MESCALEROS OVER YOUR LAND
8/18/1993 A013 APACHE WOMAN PREACHES USE OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
1/05/1994 A034 MESCALEROS CONSIDER NUCLEAR STORAGE
2/10/1994 A014 MESCALERO APACHE SIGN AGREEMENT
3/16/1994 A034 MESCALEROS SEE PROSPERITY IN RADIOACTIVE DUMP
3/30/1994 A024 MINNESOTA POWER COMPANY CLAIMS 24 UTILITIES HAVE
12/07/1994 B124 MESCALERO APACHE TO VOTE SOON--NUCLEAR REACTOR
12/29/1994 A031 MESCALERO APACHE TRIBE ANNOUNCES AGREEMENT
2/09/1995 AOll MESCALERO APACHE REJECT NUCLEAR DUMP
3/16/1995 AOll KMESCALERO NUCLEAR SITE BACK ON TRACK
4/13/1995 A041 MESCALERO APACHE MUST DECIDE NUCLEAR QUESTION (ED)
4/13/1995 A051 HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE SITE—A TOXIC LEGACY (L)
4/20/1995 A051 MESCALERO--NO NUKES (L)
6/08/1995 A025 APACHE CONTINUE WITH NUCLEAR DUMP PLAN
9/14/1995 A051 APACHE--POISONED FOR PROSPERITY'S SAKE? (L)
8/10/1994 B025 MESQUAKIE PLAN ADDITION TO CASINO
2/25/1993 B103 *STUDENTS OF THE MONTH
7/01/1992 A104 PORCUPINE WOMEN TO ATTEND VO-TECH
7/01/1992 A104 PORCUPINE WOMEN TO ATTEND VO-TECH
8/07/1991 A071 kPOWWOW 91--A.TIME FOR LAUGHTER--A TIME FOR TEARS
8/21/1991 B015 ^AMBULANCE SERVICE UNDER INVESTIGATION
6/17/1992 B041 VETERANS POWWOW HONORED MESTETH
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MESTETH MATT
MEStETH STEVE
METHANE GAS
METHODIST CHURCH
MEXICO
MIAMI (TRIBE)
MIAMI FL
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE U
MICKELSON FAMILY
MICKELSON GEORGE
MICROFILM
MIDDLE EAST
MIKKONEN KRVSTI
MILACA MN
MILITARY ACADEMIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/29/199A S121 THE LAST TIME I SAW MATT
4/27/1995 B081 xUANBLEE FIGHTER WINS REGIONAL BOUTS
1/21/1992 A024 UTES SUE OVER METHANE
9/21/1994 B051 LAWYERS SAY UTES UNLIKELY TO APPEAL METHANE OWNERSH
11/23/1995 A022 UTES SUE FOR RIGHTS TO GAS
SEE CHURCH METHODIST
7/17/1991 AOll MEXICO PUTS PEYOTE ON ITS PROTECTED LIST
1/28/1992 C081 'A' STUDENTS EARN TRIP TO MEXICO
5/20/1992 B091 PRHS STUDENTS RETURN FROM MEXICO
1/05/1994 A024 VIOLENCE FLARES IN SOUTHERN MEXICO
1/12/1994 AD34 xTARAHUMARAS BATTLE LOGGING, DRUGS
1/12/1994 A053 IN VIOLENCE AT CHIAPAS, OTHER MEXICO REVEALS ITSELF
1/12/1994 A064 OKLAHOMA COALITION CALLS FOR INTERVENTION IN MEXICO
1/26/1994 A061 CONGRESSMEN NEED TO INTERVENE IN BLOODSHED
2/16/1994 AOll MEXICAN NATIVES WEIGH OPTIONS FOLLOWING REVOLT
3/02/1994 A033 MEXICAN REBELS WANT CANDIDATES TO SIGN AGREEMENT
3/09/1994 A032 ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM PLAGUES MEXICAN BORDER
3/09/1994 A032 CHIAPAS MAYANS PLEAD FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
4/06/1994 A071 MEXICAN REBEL LEADER SAYS FAILURE TO REFORM
5/18/1994 C013 TARAHUMARA RUNNERS WIN MAJOR RACE
12/07/1994 A063 CALL FOR PEACE IN CHIAPAS RAISES HOPE, SKEPTICISM
12/07/1994 B121 MINORITY BUSINESS TO TAP INTO MEXICAN MARKETS
1/19/1995 A081 PEACE TALKS RESUME IN MEXICO
6/23/1995 B052 CHIAPAS REBEL TELLS NAVAJO HE FEARS CIVIL WAR
2/19/1992 A012 xCHIEF MIAMI, A MASCOT WITH TRIBAL BLESSING
6/17/1992 A015 MIAMI NATION OF INDIANA DENIED FEDERAL STATUS
9/09/1992 A035 MIAMI INDIANS TO SUE OVER RECOGNITION
9/23/1992 A012 MIAMI NATION SUES LUJAN AND INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
7/13/1994 C012 TRIBE PROMISES NO GAMING ON BOONE COUNTY LAND
8/19/1992 C015 LECTURE SERIES PROMOTES NATIVE PRESENCE
5/04/1994 coil LAC VIEUX GETTING USED TO REPEATED EXPANSIONS
10/05/1994 B071 MICHIGAN TRIBE OPENS CASINO, SUES GOVERNMENT
10/12/1994 C052 RECENTLY RECOGNIZED POKAGON BAND MAY FACE LEGAL .
2/09/1995 A081 LANDMARK SETTLEMENT WILL REDUCE POLLUTION
3/30/1994 A031 MSU DROPS OUT OF MT GRAHAM PROJECT
5/12/1993 A044 MICKELSON FAMILY THANKFUL FOR SUPPORT (L)
1/08/1991 A053 GOVERNOR WANTS TO BE PART OF HEALING PROCESS
2/19/1991 A036 RECONCILIATION TO CONTINUE FOR 100 YEARS
3/27/1991 A043 MICKELSON RECOGNIZES GIAGO AT HARVARD (L)
4/10/1991 A053 DID GOVERNOR LET STATE OFF THE HOOK?
5/15/1991 A015 GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL DRAWS FIRE
5/15/1991 A053 MICKELSON RESPONDS TO INOUYE PROPOSAL
6/19/1991 A012 XMICKELSON REFUSES GAMING REQUEST OF LOWER BRULE TRI
6/26/1991 A012 ^GOVERNOR'S SINCERITY QUESTIONED
7/10/1991 A035 GOVERNOR RECEPTIVE TO CHANGES AT BEAR BUTTE
7/24/1991 AOll GOV MICKELSON REQUESTS FUNDING FOR YOUTH PROGRAM
10/09/1991 A012 KSUMMIT RESULTS IN AGREEMENT ON SOME ISSUES
10/09/1991 A024 GOV MICKELSON'S ON A 'TRUST RELATIONSHIP'
11/27/1991 A012 KTRIBES CHARGE 'BEHIND BACK TACTICS'
12/24/1991 A014 LOWER BRULE AND GOVERNOR CLASH OVER MOVING CASINO
1/08/1992 A0T4 kTAYLOR, MICKELSON IN DISPUTE OVER TAX
2/12/1992 A051 GOVERNOR TALKING TERMINATION?
4/29/1992 A043 GOVERNOR SHOULD DO SOMETHING REAL (L)
5/06/1992 A051 MICKELSON--NEW MALT LIQUOR SENDS WRONG MESSAGE (L)
5/13/1992 A012 ^GOVERNOR CALLS GAMING ACT UNCONSTITUTIONAL
5/13/1992 A051 MICKELSON NOT PLAYING STRAIGHT (L)
6/17/1992 A063 GOVERNOR'S CUP GETS KIDS FISHING TACKLE
6/17/1992 B031 GOV MICKELSON DRAWS LINE ON CASINO EXPANSION
6/24/1992 A053 A RESPONSE IN THE SPIRIT OF FREE SPEECH
7/01/1992 A025 MICKELSON TO MEET WITH OST OFFICIALS
7/15/1992 A034 OST COUNCIL DISCUSSES 'KEY ISSUES' WITH GOVERNOR
7/29/1992 A05r MISSOURI RIVER PLANS--WHAT WAS PROMISED, WHAT SD GOT
10/15/1992 BOll GOVERNOR URGES COMMUNITIES TO FORM RECONCILIATION
12/17/1992 A021 xGOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL COULD BLOW ROOF OFF SD GAMING
3/03/1993 B032 GOVERNOR SAYS CHEYENNE RIVER—GOOD HOME FOR FOSSIL
4/14/1993 A051 GOVERNOR SHOULD APPOINT INDIAN TO BOARD OF RE6EN (L)
4/21/1993 AOll KSD MOURNS TRAGIC LOSS OF RECONCILIATION GOVERNOR
4/21/1993 A024 GOVERNOR ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE—SUPPORTED RECONCILI
4/21/1993 A041 LOSS OF GOV GEORGE MICKELSON LEAVES DEEP SADNESS (ED
4/27/1994 A041 ^RECONCILIATION EFFORTS WILL NOT FOLLOW MICKELSON
6/24/1992 B014 OGLALA COURT SYSTEM GOES ON FILM
SEE PERSIAN GULF, PERSIAN GULF WAR
5/25/1994 B071 STUDENTS TO ATTEND WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
12/22/1994 A065 WOLF TO BE NEW MASCOT
1/21/1992 B041 INDIANS NOT APPLYING FOR ACADEMY SCHOLARSHIPS
10/08/1992 B062 SERVICE ACADEMY APPLICATION DEADLINE NOV 1
12/29/1993 BOll kPRESSLER MAKES NOMINATIONS FOR MILITARY ACADEMY
3/02/1994 B071SD NATIVE STUDENT SELECTED TO ATTEND MILITARY ACADEM
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MILITARY ACADEMIES
MILITARY SERVICES
MILK MARTINA
MILLE LACS
MILLER BILL
MILLER DARRELL
MILLER DAVID H
MILLER Michael
MILLER RANDY
MILLER ROBERT
MILLER TRUDY F
MILLER WALTER D
MILLS BILLY
MILWAUKEE WI
MINER TED
MINERALS
MINES.S MINING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/05/1995
1/01/1991
1/01/1991
.1/22/1991
2/19/1991
A/17/1991
4/17/1991
8/21/1991
10/23/1991
1/21/1992
1/21/1992
9/09/1992
1/19/1994
8/10/1994
12/29/1994
5/11/1994
2/19/1991
1/21/1992
6/10/1992
3/10/1993
4/21/1993
5/05/1993
9/15/1993
11/10/1993
2/16/1994
3/16/1994
3/16/1994
4/13/1994
5/04/1994
8/03/1994
8/10/1994
8/31/1994
8/31/1994
10/12/1994
11/16/1994
12/22/1994
12/29/1994
2/02/1995
2/16/1995
3/30/1995
6/08/1995
6/29/1995
7/27/1995
6/01/1995
6/01/1995
12/07/1995
4/20/1995
9/23/1992
11/30/1994
9/14/1995
4/29/1992
3/09/1994
8/17/1995
8/24/1995
5/26/1993
6/09/1993
7/08/1993
8/11/1993
12/22/1993
1/12/1994
3/23/1994
7/07/1994
8/07/1991
5/04/1994
5/04/1995
9/28/1995
9/02/1992
5/26/1993
10/06/1993
12/07/1994
8/10/1995
7/21/1993
8/21/1991
8/25/1993
BOll
B021
B025
A041
A031
B024
B026
B041
B021
B031
B034
B064
AOll
B021
BOll
B031
B021
A031
A061
AO74
A081
B112
B041
S141
BO 45
AOll
B061
B071
C012
C012
AO 41
A051
C021
C062
B121
A071
AOll
AOll
A081
A041
BO 92
A021
C071
C044
C044
C013
B043
B121
A021
AO 35
B03r
A071
A021
A085
AO 44
A041
A053
AOll
A044
A044
AO 6 4
BOll
BO51
B061
B071
B034
B064
A071
A072
A061
coil
B041
A031
AOll
1/01/1991 B014
4/03/1991 B015
6/05/1991 AOll
THREE NOMINATED TO ACADEMIES
SWALLOW ENLISTS IN AIRFORCE
kattack him completes basic army training
*YESTERDAY'S MEMORIES REFLECT TODAY'S WAR
KAREA HISTORIAN EXAMINES SHORT-LIVED ALL-INDIAN CAVA
AID OFFERED FAMILIES OF GULF WARRIORS
LEGISLATION TO SUPPORT GULF FAMILIES
SELECTIVE SERV REGISTRATION WILL SAFEGUARD BENEFITS
KMONTE GONZALEZ ENLISTS IN ARMY
KWHITEHAT JOINS SERVICE
KFT YATES AREA MEN JOIN US MARINES
SELECTIVE SERVICE SIGN-UP REMINDER
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE DISCRIMINATION IN MILITARY
LOGG JOINS ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN IN MILITARY
xiRON EYES RECEIVES EXCELLENCE AWARD
KMARTINA MILK TO ATTEND MODELING CONVENTION
MILLE LACS CHIPPEWAS CUT BUREAU TIES, MAKE BIG ECON
CASINO PROFITS TO FUND MILLE LACS PROJECTS
BAND WILL USE GAMING MONEY TO BACK BOND
MILLE LACS,ACCEPT COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT ON FISHING
MILLE LACS BAND EAGER PUSH FOR UNLIMITED HUNTING
SENATE SET TO CONSIDER REVISED MILLE LACS BILL
MILLE LACS BAND OF OJIBWE OPENS GAMING FUNDED SCHOOL
GRAND CASINO HINCKLEY WINS AWARDS
GRAND CASINO PREPARING FOR CHARITY TOURNAMENT
KDESIGN AND EXCELLENCE
MILLE LACS BUILDING WINS DESIGN AWARDS
K$6 MILLION MILLE lACS BAND MUSEUM TO OPEN IN 1996
GRAND CASINO CHANGING LIVES OF MILLE LACS PEOPLE
MILLE LACS GOVT HELPS SAVE HEAD START PROGRAM
KOJIBWE BAND BUILDS FOR FUTURE
MILLE LACS--SUCCESS DIDN'T HAPPEN BY CHANCE (L)
JUDGE RULES MILLE LACS BAND RETAINS HUNTING
CEREMONY MARKS GRAND CASINO MILLE LACS HOTEL OPENING
'WARM HEARTS TO COLD HANDS' MEANS NEW OUTERWEAR
OFFICIALS REVIEWING MILLE LACS BAND'S SPEARING PLANS
6 WISCONSIN CHIPPEWA BANDS ASK TO INTERVENE
MILLE LACS BAND ASSERTING 1837 TREATY RIGHTS
COURT SAYS STATE APPEAL IN MILLE LACS CASE PREMATURE
KELDER SAYS GAMING SHOULD NOT BE ON NEGOTIATION TABL
NEW COMMUNITY CENTERS SLATED FOR MILLE LACS BAND
MILLE LACS BAND PURCHASES LOCAL BANK
^MINNESOTA HEALTH FAIR A SUCCESS
KBILL MILLER--'PILE OF STONES' ROCKS
MIRABAL, MILLER TEAM UP ON 'NATIVE SUITE'
*'THE RAVEN IN THE SNOW,' BILL MILLER, FINDS SUCCESS
CRST STUDENT'S EARTH DAY POSTER WINS NATL RECOGNITIO
AUTHOR AND ADOPTED SON OF DEWEY BEARD DIES
ARAPAHO OFFICER CITED FOR VALOR
BIA COP KILLED IN HELICOPTER CRASH
KDRIFTWOOD EAGLE INSPIRES STUDENTS TO THINK
FORT HALL TEEN HELD IN RESERVATION SLAYING
MILLER TO DIRECT NORTHERN PLAINS PROJECT
MILLER HIRED TO DIRECT NORTHERN PLAINS PROJECT
GOVERNOR PRAISES VERY SPECIAL ARTS (L)
GIVE NEW GOVERNOR A CHANCE AT RECONCILIATION (ED)
AN OPEN LETTER TO SOUTH DAKOTA'S GOVERNOR (L>
KSD GOVERNOR MEETS PRESS ON INDIAN ISSUES
STATE STALEMATE—WHO'S KIDDING WHO? (L)
READER SETS RECORD STRAIGHT FOR ROSEBUD (L)
KSD GOVERNOR SIGNS LAW TO FUND TRIBAL COLLEGES
GOV MILLER APPOINTS CITIZENS TO IND AFFAIRS COMM
*OLYMPIC CHAMP MILLS REMAINS AN INSPIRATION
MILLS FEATURED
OLYMPIAN BILLY MILLS HONORED
OLYMPIAN BILLY MILLS TO HEADLINE USD'S DAKOTA DOME
MILWAUKEE READY FOR INDIAN SUMMER
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL REAPS $3.98 MILLION IN FIRST YEAR
FINANCIAL CONTROLS, MGMT OF INDIAN HEALTH BOARD HIT
MILWAUKEE BREWERS MAY GET NEW STADIUM
XSTUDENTS TACKLE INDIAN CENSUS
*CHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE COWBOYS COMPETE AT NATIONALS
CANADIAN COURT REJECTS TRIBAL CLAIM OVER LAND
MINERAL BOOM IS AT AN END FOR TRIBES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MINES <
GRAND CANYON AT RISK FROM URANIUM MINING
CHEYENNE SEEK PART OF ROYALTIES
BLACK HILLS NOT UNIQUE SO MINING WILL EXPAND
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MINES & MINING
MINI MART
MINK DON REV
MINNEAPOLIS MN
MINNESOTA
MINORITIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/10/1991 A012 GROS VENTRE FEAR GOLD MINE CONTAMINATION
8/1A/1991 A082 MONTANA CONFERENCE TO PROTEST GOLD MINING
8/1A/1991 AD8A CROW COAL DEAL ON HOLD--TOO FEW VOTED
9/11/1991 A015 TRIBES PROPOSE MORATORIUM ON OPEN PIT MINING
9/11/1991 A04A MINING MORATORIUM SENSIBLE (L)
12/2A/1991 AG72 KMINING--MINERAL WEALTH COULD MEAN JOBS
6/17/1992 A015 MINERS HEIRS GET $100,000 APOLOGY
8/05/1992 AOAA TIME TO GET SERIOUS ABOUT ELECTIONS (L)
8/19/1992 Bill TOHONO O'ODHAM FACED WITH MINE CONTAMINATION
9/16/1992 B012 DEVELOPMENT OF ZEOLITE PROMOTED FOR PINE RIDGE
1/07/1993 A012 FT BELKNAP MEMBERS BLAST MINING EXPANSIONIST
5/12/1993 A081 XPEOPLE CHARGE MINES DESTROYING SACRED SITES
5/19/1993 AOBiNAVAJO MINERS COLD WAR CASUALTIES
8/18/1993 A031 STAGE SET FOR CROW CLAIM
9/29/1993 A071 LAGUNA TRIBAL MEMBERS CLEAN UP URANIUM MINE
11/17/1993 A063 WISCONSIN TRIBE RETALIATES AGAINST CO WELCOMING MINE
6/22/199A AOll PROTECTING MOTHER EARTH—CHIPPEWA PROTEST EXXON
1/05/1995 AOll ABANDONED URANIUM MINE THREATENS NAVAJO
1/12/1995 A085 MONTEO MINE DENIED PERMIT
4/20/1995 A061 MONTANA DENIES EXTENSION OF FIRM'S SURFACE MINING
7/27/1995 AOll xSWEET GRASS HILLS--WHERE GOLD WEIGHS HEAVIER
7/27/1995 A065 CHIPPEWA PROTECT WATERSHED
8/10/1995 AOll ^PROTESTERS DEMAND THE PROTECTION OF WOLF RIVER
SEE CONVENIENCE STORES
10/08/1992 D031 ALLIANCE PASTOR SAYS HE WAS DERAILED
10/29/1992 A074 ART INSTITUTE REMOVES PIPES FROM EXHIBITION
12/17/1992 C041 'SUBMULOC SHOW TAKES AN ANGRY LOOK AT COLUMBUS
12/17/1992 C051 XGREAT NAMES LIVE THROUGH ART IN EXHIBIT
3/03/1993 A021 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM EVENTS SET FOR MINNEAPOLIS
6/23/1993 A031 COMMISSIONER CHARGES OFFICERS WITH DISCRIMINATION
2/02/1994 AOll MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE DISCONTINUES MASCOT USE
2/10/1994 A033 MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE SPECIFIES MASCOT POLICY
6/22/1994 A041 NO GOOD DEED GOES UNPUNISHED (ED)
1/19/1995 B032 xARTISTS TO EXHIBIT WORK IN MINNEAPOLIS
7/20/1995 AOll COPS WHO STUFFED INDIAN MEN IN TRUNK FOUND LIABLE
5/08/1991 AOll MINNESOTA SIOUX FIGHT PLAN TO STORE NUCLEAR FUEL
12/18/1991 AOll RED LAKE CONSIDERS CASINO
1/14/1992 AOll SENATOR SEEKS HOLD ON GAMING
1/28/1992 A034 SHAKOPEE SIOUX CHAIRMAN DEFEATED
2/12/1992 AOll CASINOS CUT WELFARE ROLLS
4/22/1992 A023 SCHOOL ACCUSED OF MISUSING FUNDS FOR HANDICAPPED
4/22/1992 A061 TRADITIONAL ELDERS OFFER COURT AN ALTERNATIVE
4/22/1992 A065 MINNESOTA CASINO NEEDS 600 WORKERS
6/17/1992 AOll HOMELESS COUNT UNDERESTIMATED
10/22/1992 A071 NAJA MOVES OFFICES TO MINNESOTA
12/03/1992 A031 STATE CLOSES DETOX CENTER
4/21/1993 A081 MILLE LACS BAND EAGER PUSH FOR UNLIMITED HUNTING
5/05/1993 B116 MINNESOTA ZOO, COMMUNITY CREATE INDIAN EXHIBIT
6/16/1993 A071 OLC EXPANDS TO MINNESOTA
9/29/1993 AOll RULING MAY 'GUT' INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT
9/29/1993 AOll HIGHER POWER TAKES OVER MINNESOTA BURIAL MOUND
12/15/1993 C053 BELTRAMI INMATES TO GET SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
3/16/1994 B081 MINNESOTA CASINOS DONATE $2,001 TO KIDS OF ST JUDE'S
6/22/1994 B041 SQUAW--A WORD THAT OFFENDS
7/13/1994 A033 NONPROFIT GROUP SUES TO PROTECT BURIAL MOUNDS
12/15/1994 AOll MERCURY POISONING REAL THREAT TO MINNESOTANS
12/15/1994 C031 xMINNESOTA POW WOW DRAWS BIG CROWD
12/29/1994 AOll 6 WISCONSIN CHIPPEWA BANDS ASK TO INTERVENE
12/29/1994 B053 MEMORIAL RUN TO MANKATO CONCLUDES
1/12/1995 A031 FEDERAL PROSECUTOR FOCUSES ON RESERVATION CRIME
3/02/1995 A013 MANKATO 38 TO BE REMEMBERED
4/06/1995 B052 MINNESOTA INDIAN SCHOOLS FORM SPORTS CONFERENCE
12/07/1995 A061 NEW STUDY DOCUMENTS SUCCESS OF INDIAN CASINO
1/01/1991 B015 MINORITY JOURNALISTS PLAN '94 CONVENTION
11/27/1991 B045 MEDIA LEADERS DECRY LACK OF MINORITIES
2/26/1992 AOll BILL TO AMEND VOTING RIGHTS FOR MINORITIES
5/13/1992 B075 NEBRASKA MINORITIES FACE GREATEST RISKS
9/02/1992 B131 COLLEGES DISCOURAGE MINORITIES
12/24/1992 ClOl MORE LOANS DENIED TO MINORITIES THAN WHITES
1/28/1993 A041 xSEPARATING CIVIL RIGHTS FROM PERSONAL CHOICES
11/03/1993 B071 COLORADO STATE EXCEEDS MINORITY GRADUATION GOALS
2/10/1994 B034 xBEARING UP UNDER AN OBJECT LESSON
3/09/1994 AOll ^MINORITY MEDIA ASSOCIATION FOUNDERS TO ARRIVE
6/08/1994 AOll xSQUIRES SAY MINORITY JOURNALISTS MUST EDUCATE
6/15/1994 B085 BASEBALL ISSUES MINORITY REPORT
8/03/1994 A032 MINORITY JOURNALISTS SAVOR FELLOWSHIP AT CONVENTION
1/05/1995 B043 MINORITY BUSINESS GROUP TARGETS AID TO SMALL BUSINES
1/05/1995 B043 BUSINESS SOLUTIONS FOR MINORITY-OWNED FIRMS
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MINORITIES
MINOT STATE UNIV
MIRABAL ROBERT
MISS INDIAN AMERIC
MISS INDIAN NATION
MISS INDIAN WORLD
MISSILES
MISSING PERSONS
MISSION SCHOOLS
MISSION SD
•lOHS
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MISSOURI RIVER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/27/1995 A033 CENSUS ADVISORY COMMITTEES FOR MINORITIES NAMED
5/18/1995 A041 STRENGTH IN NUMBERS (ED)
8/24/1995 A051 'SQUEAKY WHEEL' GETS THE GREASE (L)
5/25/1995 B051 TRIBAL MEMBERS JOIN MINOT ALUMNI
10/26/1994 DG31 XROBERT MIRABEL WOWS THE WORLD WITH MUSIC
6/01/1995 C041 KTHE NEW SOUND OF ROBERT MIRABAL
6/01/1995 C044 MIRABAL^ MILLER TEAM UP ON 'NATIVE SUITE'
9/25/1991 A034 KMISS INDIAN AMERICA--CHALLENGE IS LIFE ITSELF
10/06/1993 Bill KNEW MISS INDIAN NATIONS TAKES TITLE SERIOUSLY
2/12/1991 B015 MISS INDIAN WORLD CONTEST
5/12/1993 B075 KKING PARTICIPATES IN MISS INDIAN WORLD
8/03/1994 A071 MISS INDIAN WORLD TOURS WINNEBAGO HOMELAND
12/22/1993 A053 MISSILE SILOS--A MEMORIAL TO THE LATE COLD WAR
1/08/1991 AOll NEW YEAR'S CASUALITY AT LAME DEER
1/08/1991 AOll RAPID CITY GIRL MISSING^ CAR FOUND BURNED
7/08/1993 B043 STUDENTS LOST NEAR HARNEY PEAK FOUND
12/08/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK TEEN REPORTED MISSING.
1/05/1994 B015 KSEARCH CONTINUES FOR MISSING 15-YEAR-OLD
4/20/1994 B012 XSTANDING ROCK BOY'S BODY RECOVERED FROM RIVER
6/08/1994 BOll VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT IN SEARCH FOR MISSING BOY
6/29/1994 A065 RIVER SEARCH CONTINUES
12/07/1994 B012 kSEARCH CONTINUES FOR PORCUPINE MAN
3/16/1995 B031 VETERAN'S DISAPPEARANCE STILL UNSOLVED
SEE ALSO BOARDING SCHOOLS. NAMES OF SCHOOLS
5/01/1991 A041 KSIGNS OF SPRING BRING MISSION MEMORIES
4/29/1992 A041 kFORGE OF CHILDHOOD HARDSHIP WARMS MEMORIES
1/07/1993 A041 KTHE LONELY WINTER CHILL OF A BOARDING SCHOOL
1/07/1993 B063 AIR FORCE BUILDS AN ADDITION FOR MISSION SCHOOL
5/12/1993 AOll kBLACK ROBES..BLACK MEMORIES
11/02/1994 A04I kCOOL AUTUMN AIR SPARKS MEMORIES
12/15/1994 A041 KCATHOLIC CHURCH CAN'T ERASE SINS OF THE PAST
1/29/1991 AOll LANDFILL ISSUES AIR AT MISSION
2/19/1992 C012 BOYCOTT ON AGAINST MISSION BUSINESSES
4/15/1992 C023 RST UPSET OVER SEWAGE DECISION .
4/22/1992 BOll MISSION WATER CLEANUP STALLED
4/29/1992 A063 MISSION SEWAGE OVERLOAD RESOLVED--FOR NOW
7/15/1992 A061 MISSION WATER PROJECT SLOWLY MOVES AXEAD
9/23/1992 B023 GIRL SCOUT RECRUITER TO WORK OUT OF MISSION
6/02/1993 BOll SUNRISE APARTMENTS CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED
9/29/1993 B074 MISSION BUSINESSES HONORED
12/15/1993 BOll 3 CHARGED IN DEATH OF MISSION MAN
12/15/1993 B012 kSTARLITE BLAZE--FIRE INVESTIGATORS CONSIDERING ARSO
1/19/1995 A044 CHIID SERVICES SAYS THANKS TO A SANTA'S HELPER (L)
3/05/1991 BOll kPAPAGOS WORK TO RESTORE OLD MISSION
12/31/1991 A053 MISSIONARIES COLOR OF LITTLE NOTE (L)
1/08/1992 A071 KTOHONO O'ODHAM MISSION RESTORATION ADVANCES
3/11/1992 B025 GRANDMA PALMER NEEDS SOME HELP
9/30/1992 BOll KNEW RESCUE MISSION DIRECTOR WANTS TO SET EXAMPLE
10/08/1992 D031 ALLIANCE PASTOR SAYS HE WAS DERAILED
11/19/1992 B031 PASTOR WANTS TO OPEN FOOD MISSION IN MCLAUGHLIN
12/03/1992 B012 CORNERSTONE MISSION $20,000 IN DEBT SEEKS DONATIONS
12/17/1992 B015 MISSION RISES ABOVE DEBT
12/24/1992 B041 kFORMER EMPLOYEE QUESTIONS DEATH BY EXPOSURE
6/02/1993 A053 READER COMMENTS ON 'BLACK ROBES'
9/22/1993 B031 LAVALLIE GIVES HIS VIEW ON RESIGNATION
4/27/1994 B051 RAPID CITY MISSION PUSHES FAMILIES TO MOVE OUT
12/07/1994 AOll DEMONSTRATORS PICKET CORNERSTONE MISSION
12/15/1994 B012 CHRISTIAN MESSAGE PART OF MISSION
12/22/1994 B071 CORNERSTONE PROTESTERS SAY CHANGE ACCOMPLISHED
1/12/1995 B012 KDEATH PROMPTS RENEWED CONCERN
1/19/1995 BOll NEW CORNERSTONE MISSION DIRECTOR NAMED
2/23/1995 A051 CORNERSTONE MISSION HAS ITS OWN RULES (L)
12/29/1993 A064 CHOCTAWS BREAK GROUND FOR CASINO
7/13/1994 C012 CHOCTAW CASINO 0PENS--4TH SET FOR VICKSBURG
2/12/1992 A081 NO MONEY FOR FACILITIES THAT MOCK SACRED RITES
2/26/1992 A012 KIOWA TRIBE SAVED MISSOURI TOWN
4/03/1991 A061 MISSOURI BRIDGE WOULD LINK FOUR STATE HIGHWAYS
4/24/1991 A012 TRIBES MAY HOLD KEY IN MISSOURI WATER INTEREST
9/11/1991 A015 MISSOURI RIVER TRIBES FIGHT FOR WATER RIGHTS
9/25/1991 A061 KMISSOURI RIVER TRIBES MUST PRESERVE WATER RIGHTS
11/20/1991 A091 WATER RIGHTS COALITION REVS UP FOR NOV 25
6/03/1992 A063 MISSOURI RIVER CONFERENCE JUNE 9
6/24/1992 A071 kUPPER. LOWER BASIN STATES IN COURT BATTLE
7/08/1992 A061 XGREAT SIOUX NATION RESERVES WATER BOUNTY
7/29/1992 A051 MISSOURI RIVER PLANS--WHAT WAS PROMISED. WHAT SD GOT
3/31/1993 AOll KPOLITICAL WATERS RISE IN OMAHA RIVER SHIFT TRIALS
4/21/1993 A071 OMAHA TRIBE HIT FOR NEAR HALF MILLION IN RIVER CASE
10/14/1993 A031 KTRIBES WANT PLUG PULLED ON CORPS WATER CONTROL
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MISSOURI RIVER
MITCHELL GEORGE
MITCHELL SD
MITHLO BILL
MNI SOSE
MNI WICONI
MOBILE HOMES
MOBRIDGE SD
MOCCASINS
MODELING
MOGOLLON CULTURE
MOHAWK (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/14/199A AOll MISSOURI RIVER POWER BID LOST
6/23/1995 BOll TRIBES COULD GET SHORT-CHANGED IN MAJOR MISSOURI RIV
A/13/199A A013 MITCHELL IS REPLACEMENT FRONT-RUNNER
4/20/199A A031 MITCHELL TURNS DOWN HIGH COURT NOMINATION
3/25/1992 A095 AUTOPSY SHOWS LAMONT DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES
8/19/1992 A041 xA SLIGHT CASE OF PREJUDICE IN MITCHELL
7/14/1993 A075 MITHLO, 1 OF LAST APACHES HELD BY ARMY, DEAD AT 105
SEE ALSO MISSOURI RIVER, WATER RIGHTS
11/06/1991 B122 MNI SOSE COALITION PREPARING FOR ACTION
11/20/1991 A091 WATER RIGHTS COALITION REVS UP FOR NOV 25
12/04/1991 A073 MNI SOSE WEAPON FOR WATER WARS
5/20/1992 C031 3 TRIBES JOIN MNI SOSE
6/03/1992 BOll MNI SOSE DEMAND RECOGNITION BY BIA
7/08/1992 A061 DIRTY HANDS REACH ACROSS WIDE MISSOURI RIVER
7/22/1992 B013 MNI SOSE PLANS STRONG MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
10/15/1992 B015 MORE TRIBES JOIN MNI SOSE WATER COALITION
11/26/1992 A061 TRIBES MUST FIGHT FOR THEIR OWN WATER RIGHTS
1/21/1993 B033 MNI SOSE NAMES NEW MEMBERS
3/31/1993 B041 MNI SOSE DIRECTOR STRIVES FOR TEAMWORK
2/10/1994 B012 MNI SOSE BOARD DEFEATS ATTEMPT TO OUST DIRECTOR
9/21/1994 A061 xMNI SOSE TRIBES LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
3/09/1995 BOll MNI-SOSE WANTS WAPA TO NEGOTIATE POWER PRICES
3/09/1995 B021 MNI-SOSE ELECTS EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
4/13/1995 B074 ALLOCATION OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER A MAJOR ISSUE
8/03/1995 BOll MNI SOSE OVERSIGHT BOARD WORKING TO STOP POWER ADMIN
9/14/1995 B021 MNI SOSE TRIBES LEFT OUT IN POWER AGENCY SHAKEUP
4/03/1991 A091 MNI WICONI--DASCHLE OFFERS SENATE GLASS OF CLOUDY
6/05/1991 B031 $2 MILLION OKAYED FOR MNI WICONI
8/07/1991 B031 MNI WICONI HANGING BY A THREAD
8/21/1991 BOll KSUPPORT FOR ROSEBUD STUDY--JUMP START FOR MNI WICON
9/25/1991 A071 INTENT OF LAW COULD SAVE MNI WICONI
9/25/1991 A074 ROSEBUD SIOUX MAY JOIN MNI WICONI PROJECT
10/02/1991 A013 KOGLALA STAND BY MNI WICONI FIRST LANGUAGE
10/30/1991 BOll XMNI WICONI PROJECT TALKS CONTINUE DESPITE SNAGS
2/12/1992 B084 FIGHT WILL CONTINUE FOR MNI WICONI
3/25/1992 A014 ROSEBUD WATER GETS APPROVAL OF COMMITTEE
6/10/1992 B012 MNI WICONI PROJECT TO GO BEFORE OST COUNCIL
7/08/1992 B013 TRAINING EXPLAINS WATER PROJECTS
7/29/1992 A044 ADEQUATE SOURCES OF WATER IGNORED (L)
8/05/1992 A043 SCRAMBLED FACTS DAMAGE MNI WICONI (L)
8/05/1992 A044 DISGRUNTLED EX-WORKER HAS PERSONAL VENDETTA (L)
8/05/1992 AlOl ELDERLY WILL HELP TRANSLATE MNI WICONI
8/19/1992 A053 A HARSH LOOK AT POLITICAL APPOINTEES (L)
9/23/1992 A043 OST MEMBER PREFERS AQUIFERS TO PIPELINE (L)
9/23/1992 B014 $5 MILLION APPROVED FOR MNI WICONI WATER DELIVERY
10/29/1992 B013 OFFICIALS CONDUCT ON-SITE INSPECTION OF WATER NEEDS
2/25/1993 B041 *MNI WICONI EFFORTS NET CITIZEN AWARD, MEANS, LITTLE
7/14/1993 B015 TRIBE URGES NO DELAYS IN WATER PROJECT
10/20/1993 A024 MNI WICONI CLEARS HURDLE—CLEAN WATER FINALLY COMING
11/10/1993 BOll FUNDS WILL FLOW TO MNI WICONI FROM WASHINGTON
3/16/1994 AOll KJOHNSON INTRODUCES MNI WICONI PROJECT LEGISLATION
6/22/1994 A074 HOUSE PASSES WATER BILL, GIVES $17 MILLION
7/07/1994 AOll SENATE FUNDS MNI WICONI EXPANSION
8/10/1994 A012 COMMITTEE OK'S MNI WICONI FUNDS
8/24/1994 B012 xWATER BRINGING CHANGE TO PINE RIDGE PEOPLE
10/05/1994 BOll ROSEBUD, LOWER BRULE JOIN MNI WICONI SYSTEM
7/27/1995 A065 HOUSE FUNDS MNI WICONI
10/26/1995 A051 LAWYER'S WIFE SAYS OST IS THE BIG LOSER (L)
7/22/1992 B065 HIGH WINDS TOTAL OGLALA TRAILER HOUSE
1/28/1992 C084 MOBRIDGE STARTS CULTURE PROGRAMS
7/01/1992 AlOl MOBRIDGE SCHOOL TO HONOR INDIANS
7/22/1992 B06I CASINO HEARING SET
3/30/1995 B024 BEARSHEART RUNS FOR MOBRIDGE SCHOOL BOARD
6/15/1995 B051 MOBRIDGE READIES FOR RODEO
2/10/1994 B012 xFANCY FOOTWEAR
5/11/1994 B031 KMARTINA MILK TO ATTEND MODELING CONVENTION
6/08/1994 B021 XSTYLIN' MAINSTREAM LAKOTA FASHIONS ON CRAZY HORSE
5/29/1991 AOll CATACOMBS YIELD CLUES TO LOST CULTURE
6/30/1993 A073 MOGOLLON REMAINS, ITEMS WILL BE RETURNED TO TRIBE
1/01/1991 A043 WELFARE, NOT COWBOYS, KILLS INDIANS
5/15/1991 A071 MOHAWK PAPER DEFIES BAN, CITES SECRET POWER DEAL
6/12/1991 A082 RETURNING MOHAWKS STRAIN SERVICES
7/31/1991 A053 XSIEGE OF OKA ANNIVERSARY--HOW MOHAWKS LOOK AT HIST
7/31/1991 Alll KPRAYER, SONG REPLACE GUNS AS MOHAWKS HEAL WOUNDS
7/08/1992 AOll COURT ACQUITS MOHAWKS
11/05/1992 S341 MOHAWK OPEN A NEW BINGO BUSINESS
1/28/1993 A074 AKWANSASNE NOTES ON LINE AGAIN
8/18/1993 A081 MOHAWKS PURCHASE LAND TO CREATE NEW COMMUNITY
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MOHAWK (TRIBE)
MOHEGAN (TRIBE)
MOLDENHAUER ILA
MOLE LAKE SAKAOGON
MOLTZEN ROBERTA^
MOMADAY N SCOTT
MONETTE RICHARD
MONO (TRIBE)
MONTANA
MONTANA GARY
MONTANA STATE UNIV
MONTCLAIRS
MONTEAU HAROLD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/29/1993
11/17/1993
2/16/1999
8/10/1999
7/06/1995
8/29/1995
7/07/1999
12/15/1999
12/22/1999
10/19/1995
2/19/1991
11/13/1991
2/09/1992
9/15/1993
9/22/1993
9/29/1993
3/16/1999
3/16/1999
9/21/1999
2/12/1991
3/27/1991
5/22/1991
5/29/1991
6/12/1991
7/29/1991
8/19/1991
1/21/1992
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
2/09/1992
3/25/1992
9/29/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/22/1992
11/05/1992
12/10/1992
3/10/1993
3/31/1993
9/21/1993
9/28/1993
5/26/1993
7/19/1993
7/28/1993
7/28/1993
11/17/1993
1/05/1999
3/09/1999
5/18/1999
7/07/1999
7/27/1999
9/08/1999
10/26/1999
1/12/1995
2/16/1995
9/13/1995
9/20/1995
6/29/1995
7/27/1995
8/03/1995
8/29/1995
11/30/1995
12/19/1995
2/25/1993
11/10/1999
3/30/1999
12/07/1999
3/02/1995
3/23/1995
1/22/1991
9/20/1999
5/11/1999
5/25/1999
7/20/1999
8/10/1999
8/17/1999
9/28/1999
B063
A069
B055
B091
A089
A021
A035
C012
A061
A021
B096
Alll
A121
B053
B052
B031
B161
A081
B071
BOll
All 5
AOll
A071
A083
A035
A082
A081
A012
A066
A121
A039
S102
AO 12
C091
A071
A073
A012
A085
B051
AOll
A013
S171
A065
AO 71
B039
AOll
A012
C051
A031
A021
B092
B063
C061
A085
C051
A023
A061
B072
AOll
A069
A085
A091
A081
B029
C052
B081
B063
B051
C022
B012
AOll
A065
AOll
A012
A023
AOll
A012
PUBLIC BROADCASTING CORP FUNDS MOHAWK RADIO PLAN
GAMING VOTED DOWN.
MOHAWK BREAKING GROUND FOR CASINO
MOHAWK UNVEILS PLANS FOR BASE
NEW YORK HOLDS MOHAWK TRUCKING FIRM 'HOSTAGE*
MOHAWK ENVIRONMENTALISTS CALL EPA PROPOSAL RACIST
NATION LOOKS FOR LAND CLAIMS SETTLEMENT
NEW ENGLAND TRIBE PLANS 3.000-MACHINE CASINO
DARTMOUTH MOVES TO HEAL WOUND WITH CONNECTICUT TRIBE
TRIBE GETS WALL STREET TO BACK $250-MILLION CASINO
KFORMER LB TEACHER, STUDENTS INVENT OIL SPILL GAME
SEE CHIPPEWA
IDAHO WOMAN NEW FOREST DIRECTOR
MOMADAY'S FIRST PLAY DEBUTS FEB 7
N SCOTT MOMADAY TO VISIT ROSEBUD
MOMADAY TO SPEAK AT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
KMOMADAY AND COOK-LYNN TEACH NATIVE AM WRITERS
XAUTHOR PRESENTS WORLD PREMIERE PLAY
MONETTE TAPPED FOR BIA POST
CALIFORNIA TRIBE FIGHTS FOR SACRED BURIAL GROUND
MONTANA TRIBES CAN TAX RAILROAD LINE
MONTANA, WYOMING HIGH SCHOOLS--TECH PROJECT
ILLEGAL TIMBER CUTTING SUBJECT TO TRIBAL FINES
BUSBY, MONT., YOUTH HALFWAY HOUSE UNDERWAY
MONTANA COMMISSION WILL STUDY HOUSING DISCRIMINATION
MONTANA STUDY TO KEY ON INDIAN PRISON SENTENCES
MONTANA CONFERENCE TO PROTEST GOLD MINING
IHS CONFIRMS 29 CASES OF HEPATITIS B IN MONTANA
FT PECK TRIBES SEEK NEW DISTRICTING
FT PECK CHAIRMAN JOINS MONTANA BOARD
FORT PECK BISON RANCHING ON BACK BURNER
FT PECK TRIBES FIGHT TO MAINTAIN TAX INJUNCTION
MONTANA'S INDIAN BUSINESSES JOIN FOR SURVIVAL
KNATIVE ACTION NETS $9 MILLION LENDING GOAL
MONTANA HUMAN RIGHTS CONFERENCE SCHEDULED
CHEYENNE FIGHTING FOR HIGH SCHOOL
BUSH APPROVES EXPANSION OF NEZ PERCE NATIONAL
KMONTANA INDIAN VOTE HAD CLOUT
EUROPEAN 'GREENS' GIVE BLACKFEET LEADER CLOUT WITH
MONTANA GETS $6 MILLION TO TRAIN TEACHERS
MONTANA BENDS TO PRESSURE FROM TRIBES
FEDS PULL PLUG ON MONTANA VIDEO GAMING
BLACKFEET ARTIST FEATURED IN MONTANA
PROPOSAL TO CLOSE COLLEGE MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM NIXE
SALISH-KOOTENAI SAY GAMING TALKS GO NOWHERE
TWENTY TRIBES HOLD SOBRIETY CONFERENCE IN MONTANA
^NORTHERN CHEYENNE GET NOD TO BUILD PUBLIC HIGH SCHO
MONTANA INDIAN GAMBLING SUIT DISMISSED
TRIBALLY OWNED MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN MONTANA
MONTANA LAUNCHES BANK DISCRIMINATION PROBE
GOVERNOR, TRIBE SIGN WATER COMPACT
NEW TRIBAL GAMES IN MONTANA
MONTANA HOSTS NATIVE AM YOUTH OLYMPICS
1ST MONTANA NATIVE AMERICAN OLYMPICS CONCLUDES
MONTEO MINE DENIED PERMIT
XBANK MAKES HOUSING AFFORDABLE FOR UTAH S MONTANA
MONTANA SENATOR ACCUSED OF ANTI-INDIAN REMARKS
MONTANA DENIES EXTENSION OF FIRM'S SURFACE MINING
WATER RIGHTS--ARE MONTANA TRIBES GETTING FAIR SHARE
XSWEET GRASS HILLS--WHERE GOLD WEIGHS HEAVIER
AM INDIAN-OWNED TV STATION TO SERVE CROW, CHEYENNE
MONTANA NEGOTIATES WATER COMPACT WITH N CHEYENNE
WHITE MAN'S BURDEN SURVIVES IN 1990S MONTANA (ED)
KGREAT-GRANDFATHER'S CLASSROOM--STILL THE BEST WAY
MONTANA SIDELINED, CITIES POLITICKING AT YANKTON
GARY MONTANA TO KEEP LICENSE FOR GRAND RIVER CASINO
9-DAY WORKSHOP SET FOR MAY AT MONTANA STATE
MONTANA SCHOOLS TEAM FOR FUTURE AM IND SCIENTISTS
MSU STUDENTS AMONG FIRST TEACHER SCHOLARS
SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED TO NATIVE STUDENTS
DESERT SHIELD BRINGS FT YATES BROTHERS TOGETHER
HAROLD MONTEAU EXPECTED TO CHAIR NAT IND GAMING COMM
WHITE HOUSE INTERVIEWS HAROLD MONTEAU
MONTEAU TAPPED
MONTEAU NEARS CONFIRMATION
MONTEAU CONFIRMATION MOVED UP
MONTEAU SAILS THROUGH HEARING
MONTEAU CONFIRMATION IMMINANT
PARK
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MONTEAU HAROLD
MONTGOMERY CECILIA
MONTILEAUX CHARLES
MONTILEAUX HAWKEVE
MONTOUR DAVID
MOORE DANIELLE
MOORE JOSIAH
MOORE MARRLES
MOORE MELANIE
MOORE PATRICIA
MOORE ROBERT
MOORHEAD STATE U
MORAES ADRIANO
MORAN EMANUEL
MORAN MANUEL .
MORAN RALPH
MORAN TAMARA
MORAN-KOSTER DUSTI
MORGAN CO
MORIN CARY
MORIN MARY
MORRIS ALWYN
MORRISON ART
MORRISON KAYLA
MORROW JEAN
MORTALITY
MOSS JULIA
MOSSEAU MARY Y
MOTELS
MOTHERS DAY
MOTOR VEHICLES
MOTORCYCLES
MOUNDS
MOUNT GRAHAM AZ
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/12/1994 A071 IT'S OFFICIAL^-CHIPPEWA-CREE MAN TO CHAIR NIGC
12/29/199A A012 xHAROLD MONTEAU--INDIAN GAMING'S FUTURE
2/16/1993 S141 XCECILIA MONTGOMERY PROVIDES A STRONG VOICE
9/22/1993 B012 ^MONTGOMERY NOTED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
7/01/1992 A106 MONTILEAUX PLEADS INNOCENT OF CHARGES
2/25/1993 BG12 kVOICE OF SCIENCE
6/05/1991 B022 xSUCCESSFUL ARTIST BELIEVES IN CHOICES
6/22/199A B0AA CHIPPEUA STUDENT TO LEAD DARTMOUTH STUDENT ASSEMBLY
A/21/1993 A07A TOHONO O'ODHAM CHAIRMAN DIES
4/28/1993 A085 JOSIAH MOORE REMEMBERED
11/16/1994 B012 XUHITE EAGLE'S FATHER SPEAKS TO LOCAL STUDENTS
6/23/1993 B012 XMELANIE GETS SECOND CHANCE AT LIFE
2/26/1991 A116 ON DEAN'S LIST
9/18/1991 A075 XROBERT MOORE NAMED TO DASCHLE STAFF
3/09/1994 A064 TRI-COLLEGE NATIVE AMERICAN WEEK SET
5/04/1994 B061 BRAZILIAN WINS BRO
6/26/1991 C011 XMORAN TO HEAD UP SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS
8/12/1992 A012 xRALLY AT THE RIDGE
1/15/1991 S053 FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK--ROSEBUD
1/29/1991 S0A5 MORAN ASKED FOR HELP WITHOUT MEDDLING (L)
4/2A/1991 C031 FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
5/01/1991 C024 FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
6/12/1991 coil XMORAN VOWS TO PRESS ON LANDFILL
8/14/1991 BOll XRALPH MORAN--PROMISES PROGRESS IN SECOND TERM
11/06/1991 A044 RALPH MORAN WISHES SUCCESSORS THE BEST (L)
7/21/1993 A053 MORAN OWED AN APOLOGY--GIVE HIM ROSEBUD VOTE (L)
6/10/1992 A036 xTAMARA MORAN CROWNED LITTLE MISS SOUTHERN HILLS
8/10/1995 B071 XMONTANA YOUTH TO ATTEND NATIONAL FORUM
10/16/1991 A071 XMORGAN CO HIRES FRIENDS TO MAKE WESTERN ITEMS
A/07/1993 A071 xTHE ATOLL THRIVES ON CROW WORDS> ISLAND BEAT
3/09/1995 C051 XBUILDING ON 'NICE GUY' IMAGE, CROW MUSIC SETS HIGH
4/20/1994 B081 xMARY MORIN ANNOUNCES RUN FOR DISTRICT 24
6/12/1991 A011 NATIVE LEADER--UNITE BEHIND SPORTS
5/08/1991 C034 XA COWBOY AT HEART MEETS A HEART FOR THE PEOPLE
10/05/1994 A073 XMORRISON ELECTED TO ACLU NATIONAL BOARD
8/26/1992 A106 MORROW NAMED INTERIM DEAN OF STUDENTS AT USD
1/28/1992 A063 PROJECT LAUNCHED TO REDUCE RATE OF INFANT MORTALITY
2/26/1992 A071 AGENCIES BAND TO SAVE INFANTS
4/01/1992 A065 SIDS SUPPORT GROUP IS BEING ORGANIZED
12/10/1992 A081 SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME TARGETED
5/12/1993 B031 SHOALWATER OFFICIALS URGE RESPONSE TO INFANT DEATHS
9/21/1994 A044 NEWSPAPER CAME THROUGH WHEN OFFICIALS IGNORED (L)
10/12/1994 A061 STUDY FINDS SIDS MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO HIGH INFANT
9/28/1995 BOll xEFFORT THAT SAVES INFANTS MAY END DUE TO CUTBACKS
9/28/1995 BOll xNORTHERN PLAINS INFANT MORTALITY RATE IN DECLINE
8/24/1995 A084 NAT AM WOMEN'S DELEGATION TO ATTEND FORUM IN CHINA
11/30/1994 B044 XMARY YELLOWBOY MOSSEAU GETS CAPTAIN'S RANK
SEE ALSO HOTELS
12/07/1994 B091 STANDING ROCK BUILDING $4 MILLION MOTOR LODGE
12/07/1994 B091 NEW SUPER 8 TO SERVE EAGLE BUTTE VISITORS
3/09/1995 S141 INN MANAGER STAVS AWAKE TO ENTERPRISE OPPORTUNITIES
5/25/1995 B014 STUDENTS CONFIRM BIAS AT SOME LOCAL MOTELS
5/13/1992 B123 CLUB CELEBRATES MOTHERS WACIPI
9/16/1992 A013 FEDS SUE SD OVER MOTOR TAX
9/15/1993 B043 XCHEYENNE RIVER BATTLES STATE OVER MOTOR VEHICLE TAX
2/16/1994 A051 DON'T TAX RESERVATIONS (L)
3/02/1995 A021 CRST WINS IN MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE CASE .
8/21/1991 A041 XUNDER DOG GOES BONKERS OVER BIKERS
4/20/1994 A081 xBIKING ENTHUSIASTS GATHER AT DAYTONA BEACH
SEE BURIAL
12/11/1991 C051 APACHES OFFER PROOF MOUNT GRAHAM SACRED
3/25/1992 AOll VATICAN STATEMENT CLAIMS MT GRAHAM IS NOT SACRED
4/22/1992 A025 JUDGE RULES MT GRAHAM CONSTRUCTION CAN CONTINUE
6/10/1992 A065 FREEDOM OF RELIGION IS DISCUSSION TOPIC
6/17/1992 A071 APACHES TO APPEAL TELESCOPE RULING
9/09/1992 A071 XAPACHE RUN PROTESTS DESECRATION OF MT GRAHAM
1/14/1993 B041 XAPACHE WOMAN FIGHTS TO PRESERVE SACRED SITE
3/10/1993 A051 VATICAN TELESCOPE SHOWING UNHOLY DISRESPECT (L)
4/21/1993 A051 THANKS FOR RELIGION COLUMN (L)
5/05/1993 A075 COLUMBUS NAME TAKEN OFF MOUNT GRAHAM TELESCOPE
6/16/1993 A051 CHANGING COLUMBUS NAME DOESN'T JUSTIFY TELESCOPE (L)
7/14/1993 A035 APACHES MAKE A SACRED RUN TO MOUNT GRAHAM
10/06/1993 A044 COUNCIL SHOWS RESPECT FOR BELIEFS NATIVE PEOPLE (L)
10/27/1993 A053 NON-DESTRUCTIVE OPTIONS NEEDED AT MT GRAHAM (L)
12/29/1993 A044 MT GRAHAM--'ASTRONOMY TECH' SLEAZES ENV PROTECT (L)
12/29/1993 A044 VIRGIN FOREST SACRIFICED FOR TELESCOPE (L)
1/19/1994 A041 BASHA MISLEADS ARIZONANS BY SUPPORTING UA TELESC (L)
1/19/1994 A044 CANDIDATE LACKS RESPECT FOR NATIVE BELIEFS (L)
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MOUNT GRAHAM AZ
MOUNT MARTY COLL
MOUNT RUSHMORE
MOUSSEAU MARY
MOUSSEAUX JANESE
MOUSSEAUX JOHN
KGUSSEAUX KRISSY
MOVIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/02/1994
2/16/1994
3/02/1994
3/23/1994
3/30/1994
4/13/1994
6/29/1994
11/10/1994
2/23/1995
6/01/1995
9/28/1995
2/12/1992
6/17/1992
8/10/1995
5/22/1991
6/26/1991
7/02/1991
7/10/1991
7/10/1991
7/17/1991
7/17/1991
7/24/1991
8/28/1991
5/06/1992
9/02/1992
9/15/1993
9/28/1995
6/17/1992
1/07/1993
4/14/1993
6/05/1991
4/21/1993
4/28/1993
12/29/1995
1/01/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
3/20/1991
4/03/1991
5/01/1991
5/08/1991
6/19/1991
6/26/1991
7/10/1991
7/31/1991
11/06/1991
12/04/1991
12/18/1991
1/14/1992
1/21/1992
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
3/04/1992
4/08/1992
4/08/1992
5/13/1992
5/20/1992
8/26/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
9/16/1992
9/16/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/22/1992
10/29/1992
11/05/1992
11/19/1992
12/03/1992
12/10/1992
12/17/1992
1/14/1993
1/14/1993
1/21/1993
1/28/1993
3/03/1993
A051
A051
A053
A044
A031
A054
coil
A051
A043
A044
A044
A026
A065
coil
A012
B041
AO 41
AO 12
A024
A041
BO 12
A041
A053
A051
A053
A012
B031
B035
BlOl
B072
B033
A014
BO 13
A014
A083
A041
A071
A072
1011
A053
A012
A012
A041
AOll
AO12
A095
A036
B081
B021
A095
B031
AO 13
BOll
B062
A081
A081
B051
A075
AO 15
B131
B132
C012
C014
A044
B051
A072
AOll
Bill
A061
A051
A051
B064
AO 61
B012
A061
BOll
A071
DEFORESTATION SHOULD BE AVENGED (L)
BASHA DISREGARDS TRADITIONS^ BELIEFS (L)
READER SAYS UA PRAISING THEFT OF IND LANDS (L)
MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY, MT GRAHAM EXAMPLES OF (L)
MSU DROPS OUT OF MT GRAHAM PROJECT
MT GRAHAM EPISODE AN AFFRONT (L)
ELDERS HONOR PEAK RUNNERS
TRIBES ARE ON RECORD IN OPPOSITION TO TELESCOPE (L>
APACHE NOT NEUTRAL ON PLANS FOR MT GRAHAM TELES CD
ARIZONA TELESCOPE DEBATER-EAST MEETS WEST (L)
MOUNT GRAHAM PROTECTION NEEDED CD
COLLEGE SPONSORS RECONCILIATION AS AWARENESS THEME
MARTY COLLEGE TO HOST BASKETBALL ALL STARS
FLANDREAU STUDENTS EARN MT MARTY COLLEGE CREDIT
XFIFTH FACE ON MOUNT RUSHMORE?
3EEVENTS PLANNED FOR MOUNT RUSHMORE'S 50TH
CELEBRATION AT MOUNT RUSHMORE NOT FOR INDIANS CED)
^PRESIDENT GETS GIFTS, REMINDER OF HILLS CLAIM
LAKOTA--ABSENCE AT MOUNT RUSHMORE DEDICATION
PARADE ORGANIZERS INSENSITIVE (ED)
xlRONY OR IRONIES
KA HARD LOOK AT RECONCILIATION
^PRESIDENTS AND POODLES, HOW PATRIOTIC
CRAZY HORSE M0UNTA1N--SHADES OF MT RUSHMORE CD
CAN'T PUT A HAPPY FACE--ON A CHANGE FOR THE WORSE
XCHANGES AT RUSHMORE DESECRATING PAHA SAPA
KPRISONERS OF WAR AMONG VETERANS HONORED
MOUSSEAU RECEIVES NURSING DEGREE
MOUSSEAU WILL ENTER ARMY TO STUDY NURSING
MARY MOUSSEAU COMPLETES TRAINING
OST MEMBER PLEADS GUILTY IN RENT THEFT
*A1HEC ATTENDEE DISAPPEARS, FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED
TWO CHARGED IN MURDER OF ST FRANCIS MAN
KHAPPY NEW YEAR!
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MOVIES
•GHOST DANCE' FILM WINS POETRY AWARD
K'DANCES' SUCCESS MAY HAVE DOWN SIDE
'PETER PAN' MAKES INDIANS LOOK BAD
X'GOOD MEDICINE' TO POLISH UP INDIAN IMAGE
DENIRO GROUP SCOUTS STATE FOR 'THUNDERHEART'
CAUTION URGED IN FILM PROFITS (L)
kFOOLS crow guided 'THUNDERHEART' SCRIPT
KTHAT'S SHOW B1Z--THUNDERHEART LAWSUIT IN WORKS
X'THUNDERHEART' IS FLAWED
'BROKEN ARROW' CREDIT GIVEN POSTHUMOUSLY
XMEANS/BANKS STRIKE ON 'MOHICANS' SET
'VISIONARY AWARD' TO BEAR CLAW
RODNEY GRANT'S TV MOVIE DUE OUT IN FEBRUARY
XFILMMAKERS BETTER AT AVOIDING 'TONTO IMAGE'
kLAKOTA perspective--'WIPING OF TEARS' DESERVES FILM
TEN-HOUR DOCUMENTARY TO COVER INDIAN HISTORY
XLAKOTA FILM COMMISSION TO OPEN INDUSTRY DOORS
x'DARK WIND' CRITICIZED BY HOPl/NAVAJO TRIBES
XDOCUMENTARY PLANNED TO SHARE SUANNE'S GOALS
'DARK WIND' PRODUCER SEEKS NEW STUDIO
KlSHl MOVIE BENEFITS COLLEGE FUND
V01GHT--L0SE NATIVE HERITAGE, 'WE DESTROY OURSELVES'
BRANDO WANTS HIS NAME REMOVED FROM COLUMBUS FILM
AUDITIONS planned-Documentary about plains Indian
KCOSTNER WILL DANCE WITH HISTORY OF 500 INDIAN NATIO
NATIVE FILM FESTIVAL SLATED
XPUEBLOS STILL 'SURVIVING COLUMBUS'
FILM INSTITUTE SEEKS ENTRIES FOR AWARDS
NEW SIOUX NATION FILM COMMISSION READY TO RUN
•500 NATIONS' MEANT TO REFLECT DIVERSITY CD
K'LAST OF THE MOHICANS' NOT TRUE END FOR INDIANS
KPRODUCERS ATTACK 'HOLLYWOOD INDIAN'
TEMPE HIGH SCHOOL WILL NOT BAN MOVIE
XENOUGH M0H1CANS--M0V1E BRINGS BACK STEREOTYPES
'LAST OF MOHICANS' ATTACKS INDIANS' DIGNITY
READER-^-REVERSE RACISM HEART OF MOHICAN REVIEW CD
READER RESPONDS TO REVIEW CD
LAKOTA FILM COMMISSION SPONSORS FIRST FESTIVAL
PART 1I--NAT1VE VOICES AND VISIONS FOR 1992
XFILMMAKERS FOCUS ON IMAGES OF THE PEOPLE
WALT DISNEY SEARCHES FOR CARTOON VOICE
COSTNER LOOKS AT EPISODE ON WOUNDED KNEE
XSTARS SHINE AT FIRST 'TOTEM AWARDS'
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/17/1993 S331 x'lNDIAN CARS' SINGER TO PRODUCE POW WOW-MENTARY
4/21/1993 A085 MOVIE CO HOPES TO AVOID DELAYS FILMING 'GERONIMO*
6/02/1993 A034 COLUMBIA PICTURES BEGINS FILMING UNTITLED GERONIMO
6/09/1993 A081 xINUIT ACTOR PREDICTS 'MOHICANS' NOT THE LAST
6/30/1993 A013 TALKING WITH THE CREW
6/30/1993 A035 ^CONSULTANT HOPES TO GET RID OF MISCONCEPTIONS
8/04/1993 A051 DESCENDANTS CAN PAINT BEST PORTRAYAL OF GERONIMO (L)
8/25/1993 A015 LAKOTAS WANT INPUT IN MOVIE
9/08/1993 A084 XBEDARD SELECTED FOR LEAD ROLE IN 'LAKOTA WOMAN'
9/15/1993 A034 NEW WESTERNS FILMED ON NAVAJO NATION
9/15/1993 B012 HBO PREMIERES LAKOTA'S FIGHT FOR THE HILLS
11/17/1993 A014 WOUNDED KNEE '73--A LAKOTA WOMAN'S STORY
12/08/1993 A011 FILM CREATES AUTHENTIC MYTHS OF THE OLD WEST
12/08/1993 A041 *FROM 'MYSTIC WARRIOR' TO 'DANCES'-'A GIANT LEAP
1/05/1994 A064 x'RIVERS' WINS TWO AT AMERICAN INDIAN FILM FEST
1/05/1994 A082 LAKOTA HORSEMAN LANDS ROLES IN MOVIES
2/10/1994 A053 REVIEW OF 'GERONIMO' MOVIES OFF THE MARK (L)
2/10/1994 B041 KFIRST AMERICAN AWARDS AGAIN PICKS ITS BEST
3/16/1994 A071 'WARRIOR CHIEFS' SCREENED AT SUNDANCE FESTIVAL
4/06/1994 C011 'PEYOTE ROAD' SHOWS AMERICA'S DOUBLE-STANDARD
9/08/1994 B021 xNEW FILM FOLLOWS STORY OF WOUNDED KNEE
9/14/1994 B011 DOCUMENTARY TO BE FILMED IN PIERRE AREA
10/26/1994 A062 TNT CAPITALIZES ON WOUNDED KNEE & AIM
10/26/1994 A063 PINE RIDGE RESIDENTS OFFER THEIR VERSION
11/02/1994 A061 SEX, AIDS, GANGS, DEATH SUBJECTS OF TEEN DOCUMENTARY
11/10/1994 A044 'LAKOTA WOMAN' WAS A BIG DISAPPOINTMENT (L)
11/16/1994 A014 KBAMBI SPEAKS ARAPAHO?
11/16/1994 A014 FILM PART OF LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION PROJECT
11/16/1994 A041 XIT'S A NEW KIND OF INDIAN UP ON THE SILVER SCREEN
1/05/1995 C011 INSIDE LOOK INTO THE FILM INDUSTRY
1/05/1995 C03I KLOU DIAMOND PHILLIPS--DIRECTING 'SIOUX CITY'
1/05/1995 C035 'SIOUX CITY'--MODERN STORY WITH SAME OLD PROBLEMS
2/09/1995 C045 ACTOR SOUGHT FOR TOM SAWYER MOVIE
3/09/1995 C011 KFROM CONCERT HALLS TO THE BIG SCREEN
3/09/1995 C075 *PASCHAL--FILMMAKER PLANS TO HONOR OTHERS
3/09/1995 C081 xINDIAN ACTORS NOT ENOUGH--INDIGENOUS COMPOSERS
4/27/1995 C041 *HOPI FILMMAKER RATTLES TAOS FILM FESTIVAL
4/27/1995 C043 ^FILMMAKERS REFLECT ON INDUSTRY
6/01/1995 C023 ^HOLLYWOOD UPDATE
6/01/1995 C031 KONE OF THE BEST OR WORST FILMS ABOUT AM INDIANS?
6/01/1995 C051 KTNT'S 'TECUMSEH'--AMAZING HISTORY UNVEILED
6/08/1995 A081 ^MARKETING POCAHONTAS THE DISNEY WAY
6/15/1995 A061 CRITICS URGED TO SEE 'POCAHONTAS' BEFORE JUDGING
6/23/1995 A013 XCRAZY HORSE MOVIE OFFENDS OGLALA CULTURAL COMM
7/06/1995 C011 KA LABOR OF LOVE
7/06/1995 C014 kSNAKE OIL SALESMAN?
7/06/1995 D011 'POCAHONTAS' RATES AN 'F' IN INDIAN COUNTRY
7/13/1995 A015 xSUMMER SLEEPER MAY BEAT OUT 'POCAHONTAS'
8/03/1995 C011 XA BEHIND THE SCENES LOOK AT INDIAN IN THE CUPBOARD
8/24/1995 A061 xAMERICANIZING OF POCAHONTAS--MISCONCEPTIONS
8/31/1995 A021 XSTEREOTYPES CONTINUE IN FILM, OTHER MEDIA
9/07/1995 C023 FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL TO BE HELD
9/07/1995 C064 HOLLYWOOD UPDATE
9/21/1995 A011 K'CRAZY HORSE' DEBATE SIMMERS
9/21/1995 A093 CITY ELDERS PROTEST MAKING OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
9/28/1995 A011 xPICKETS DEMAND TNT HALT FILMING OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
10/05/1995 C011 WHEN PUSH COMES TO SHOVE, HOLLYWOOD SHOVES INDIANS
10/05/1995 C031 XFIRST IOWA NATIVE FILM, VIDEO FESTIVAL
10/05/1995 C061 x'DOGMEN' WANDERS IN WILDERNESS OF 'WHAT IF'
10/05/1995 C071 ROSE-COLORED LENS--STEREOTYPES TAINT HOLLYWOOD
11/02/1995 C01I XADAM BEACH--DANCING THE WORLD INSIDE OUT
11/02/1995 C015 KMOViE OFFERS INTERESTING, FUNNY LOOK AT LIFE ON REZ
11/23/1995 A054 READER'S 1932 FILM, SHOT AT CROW CREEK, INTEREST (L)
12/07/1995 C045 FILM PRODUCERS SCREEN THEIR WORK WORLDWIDE
12/07/1995 C061 XAMERICAN INDIAN FILM FESTIVAL RECOGNIZES GREATS
12/07/1995 C071 CONQUEST AND KINDNESS COLLIDE IN 'SQUANTO'
9/28/1995 B052 SCHOOL OF MINES LAUNCHES LAKOTA MULTIMEDIA PROGRAM
1/15/1991 A011 XLITTLE BIGHORN SURVIVORS MEMORIALIZED
6/16/1993 A011 XTHE SUN DANCE MURAL
6/16/1993 A025 xARTIST PAINTS MESSAGE OF SPIRITUALITY AT LWS
9/29/1993 B012 xRAINBOW OF HOPE
10/14/1993 A041 CAPITOL PAINTING SHOWS RACISM OF A DIFFERENT CO (ED)
2/02/1994 B012 xVALANDRA GETS INTO SPIRIT OF REMOVING RACIST MURAL
3/02/1994 B012 xCAPITOL MURAL REMOVAL ONE STEP CLOSER TO REALITY
9/21/1994 A011 XSPIRIT OF THE PEOPLE
2/26/1991 A014 xMOHAWK TV NEWSWOMAN SLAIN IN FRONT OF CHILDREN
4/10/1991 A082 ROSEBUD MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER ONE
9/04/1991 A093 REMAINS OF ALLEGED MURDER VICTIM FOUND IN SISSETON
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MURDER TRIALS
MURDOCK BERT
MURPHY CHARLES
MURPHY EVALINA
MURRAY JULIE
MURRAY MALISSA
MUSCOGEE
MUSEUMS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
<i/29/1992
5/20/1992
7/15/1992
7/22/1992
9/16/1992
10/08/1992
12/2A/1992
1/28/1993
2/18/1993
A/28/1993
5/19/1993
6/23/1993
7/21/1993
7/28/1993
10/14/1993
12/15/1993
3/09/1994
3/23/1994
3/30/1994
5/04/1994
5/04/1994
5/25/1994
7/07/1994
8/03/1994
12/15/1994
1/12/1995
4/13/1995
8/31/1995
10/05/1995
11/09/1995
11/30/1995
12/07/1995
7/15/1992
6/15/1995
7/21/1993
9/15/1993
6/01/1995
6/19/1991
8/07/1991
1/22/1991
5/08/1991
6/19/1991
8/07/1991
8/21/1991
9/11/1991
10/16/1991
12/04/1991
12/04/1991
12/18/1991
12/18/1991
1/21/1992
2/12/1992
3/04/1992
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
4/01/1992
4/22/1992
4/22/1992
5/06/1992
6/10/1992
7/01/1992
7/22/1992
7/29/1992
8/05/1992
9/02/1992
9/16/1992
11/19/1992
12/10/1992
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
2/25/1993
3/03/1993
B014
A031
A034
B093
A031
B014
B071
B061
B014
BOll
A035
B013
A031
BOll
B064
BOll
BOll
BOll
A071
A024
BOll
AO 12
A033
A064
BOll
AOll
AO21
A025
B074
B043
BOll
BOll
A084
AO 81
A085
B014
B031
B026
B044
A012
A125
B015
BO 13
BOll
A061
A061
A035
AOll
A035
A065
A121
B012
A074
B086
B061
A121
S261
B022
A065
A083
A085
A061
AOll
BOll
B041
A084
B063
coil
B071
A071
A024
A041
B012
B023
B114
A035
TWO DEATHS CALLED ALCOHOL-RELATED
kkilling sparks support to change system
ONE STAR SENTENCED FOR MANSLAUGHTER
DREAMS TELL THE STORY OF MURDERED WOMAN
KGUARDIANS CHARGED--BEATING DROWNING DEATH OF CHILD
ROSEBUD TO SEEK CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
RED LEAF STABBING IN SD PRISON MAY BE GANG RELATED
INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KILLING
KMOTHER WANTS ANSWERS TO DAUGHTER'S DEATH
COUPLE CHARGED WITH MURDER IN CHILD'S DEATH
SINGLE KILLER UNLIKELY IN STRING OF DEATHS AT YAKIMA
TWO CHARGED IN MURDER OF ST FRANCIS MAN
kALASKA native woman slain in UNSECURED CAMPUS DORM
CHIPPEWA WOMAN FOUND DEAD NEAR ABERDEEN
WOLF POINT WOMAN KILLED AT UTECH
STONEMAN GETS 150 YEARS JAIL FOR BABY DEATH
WINNER TEEN FOUND STABBED TO DEATH
3 CHARGED IN DEATH OF MISSION MAN
FORT HALL TEEN HELD IN RESERVATION SLAYING
YOUTH FOUND MURDERED; NO MOTIVE FOR CRIME
INMATES FACE CHARGES IN DEATH OF RAPID CITY MAN
KFAMILY SAYS MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE WOULD BE SLAP
OKLAHOMA HATE CRIME MOVES FORWARD IN COURT
ACCUSED KILLERS BOUND OVER
EAGLE BUTTE MURDER DEFENDANT RELEASED
RESPECTED CHUMASH ELDER KILLS WIFE
SLAYING SUSPECT TO UNDERGO EVALUATION
TWO YOUTHS CHARGED IN KILLING OF WIND RIVER MAN
INMATE SENTENCED IN PRISON KILLING
MURDER RUMOR UNFOUNDED ,
*WHAT'S PENALTY FOR KILLING A THREE-YEAR-OLD?
AFTER 15 YEARS, 2 ARRESTED IN MURDER CASE
SUSPECT IN SHOOTING OF TRIBAL OFFICER FACES ADDITION
GILA RIVER TARGETS CASINO CASH TO FIGHT CRIME
SEE TRIALS MURDER
COACH HONORED FOR YEARS OF DEDICATION
MURPHY BACK ON COUNCIL
KMURPHY TO ATTEND NURSING CONFERENCE
CULTURAL AWARENESS EVENTS PLANNED
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
XSNAGGIN' SNAILS .
MUSCOGEE NATION URGES TRIBAL SUPPORT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MUSEUMS
LARGE DISPLAY OF CULTURE AT PIERRE'S HERITAGE CENTER
AAA ROUNDS UP INDIAN MUSEUMS
SOUTHERN UTE CULTURAL CENTER IS A DAZZLER
XMUSEUM WILL PUT CULTURAL HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE
XBLACKFEET PLANNING CEREMONY FOR REBURIAL OF REMAINS
ARTS MUSEUM TO OPEN IN SUMMER '92
DICKSON MOUNDS DECISION COMING UP AFTER AGREEMENT
GAMES TOYS FEATURED IN SIOUX MUSEUM EXHIBIT
AK-CHIN'S MUSEUM UNIQUE
XMUSEUM DISPLAYS LEARNING GAMES
BLACK BEAR NAMED BUECHEL MUSEUM DIRECTOR
ROSEBUD WOMAN SELECTED FOR MUSEUM BOARD
SMITHSONIAN OFFERS MUSEUM INTERNSHIPS
SMITHSONIAN SEEKING DESIGN SERVICES FOR MUSEUM
THORPE MUSEUM SEEKS SUPPORT
BUSINESS SUPPORTERS INVITED TO INDIAN MUSEUM CAMPAI6
DICKSON MOUNDS CLOSES WITH VIGIL
ARIZONA MUSEUM PLANS EXHIBIT ON 10 CULTURES
KSPIRIT OF HILLS MUSEUM REFLECTS LAKOTA CULTURE
MEETING TO DISCUSS JOINT MUSEUM
MUSEUM KEEPS BLOOD-SPLATTERED SAIL IN DISPLAY
INDIAN MUSEUM FUND-RAISING GAINING SPEED
KMUSEUM EXHIBITS LAKOTA 'MARK OF DISTINCTION'
XSIX GET MUSEUM IN MOTION
CURATOR FILES PROTEST FOR RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
GOVERNOR OPENS HERITAGE EXHIBIT
SD HERITAGE CENTER SHOWS HISTORY
KNATIVE VIEW OF THE PAST IS FOUND ON 'PATHWAYS'
KMUSEUM CONSIDERS ARTIFACT REPATRIATION REQUEST
MUSEUM MAY EXHIBIT MANIFEST DESTINY DISPLAY
DISUNITY RESULTS IN DYSFUNCTION (ED)
GROUPS UNITE TO GET. MASSACRE ITEMS FROM MUSEUM
LAKOTA GROUPS UNITE FOR REPATRIATION
GOES IN CENTER ELECTED TO ART BOARD
WILLCUTS EXHIBIT AT SIOUX MUSEUM UNTIL MARCH 31
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3/03/1993 AQ31 AZTEC EXHIBIT BREAKS 700,000 ATTENDANCE MARK
5/19/1993 B012 kMUSEUM CALLED 'GREATEST RECONCILIATION EFFORT EVER'
6/16/1993 B121 BEAVER APPOINTED INTERIM DIRECTOR OF MUSEUM
6/23/1993 A03A SMITHSONIAN TO HOLD PUBLIC FORUM
6/23/1993 B044 MUSEUM OFFERS EXHIBITIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
6/30/1993 B091 FORD FOUNDATION GIVES $1 MILLION TO NATL MUSEUM
7/14/1993 A011 'WHO IS INDIAN?' SMITHSONIAN WANTS TO KNOW
7/14/1993 A065 TIBBS FOUNDATION PLANS MUSEUM ROOM
7/21/1993 A044 WHITEWASHING THE AMERICAN HOLOCAUST (L)
8/04/1993 A031 NATL MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN ADDS STAFF
8/04/1993 A044 LETTER MISTAKEN ON MUSEUM MISSION (L)
8/04/1993 S091 KIN THE TRADITION
8/04/1993 S221 kARTS 8 CRAFTS CENTER BRINGS PEOPLE TO PAST 8 PRESEN
8/25/1993 A012 xEXHIBIT EXPOSES STEREOTYPES
9/22/1993 A071 REPATRIATION DEMANDED ACROSS THE COUNTRY
10/20/1993 A03I SMITHSONIAN TO RETURN CEREMONIAL OBJECTS TO JEMEZ PU
10/20/1993 A061 KBREAD NAMED COMMUNITY RELATIONS SPECIALIST—MUSEUM
11/17/1993 B075 SOME MUSEUMS COMPLYING WITH RETURN OF RELICS
12/01/1993 A073 MUSEUMS CONSULT TRIBES ON RELIGIOUS ARTIFACTS
1/19/1994 A071 KIROQUOIS MUSEUM RECEIVES 1ST PLACE EXCELLENCE AWARD
2/23/1994 B051 HILL CITY BUSINESS LEADERS DONATE LAND FOR MUSEUM
3/09/1994 A026 TRIBES, MUSEUMS LOBBY FOR MORE REPATRIATION FUNDING
3/16/1994 B154 MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN LISTS FOUNDING COUNCIL
3/23/1994 A044 MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY, MT GRAHAM EXAMPLES OF (L)
4/13/1994 B071 K$6 MILLION MILLE LACS BAND MUSEUM TO OPEN IN 1996
5/11/1994 B072 NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AM IND RECEIVES $1 MILLION
5/11/1994 S091 KMUSEUM OPENS DOOR TO PAST FOR CHILDREN
5/25/1994 S031 kPIONEER TRADING CO--GLIMPSE AT OLD WEST HISTORY
7/20/1994 B035 BISON IN MIDDLE OF DENVER
8/24/1994 A071 TRIBE PLANS TO OPEN MUSEUM, CHIEF SAYS
9/21/1994 A041 KWELCOME TO THE MUSEUM OF AMERICAN STEREOTYPES
10/05/1994 A073 KOPENING OF THE DICKSON MOUNDS
10/26/1994 D051 kAMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE FINDS A HOME
11/02/1994 A033 PEQUOTS GIVE $10 MILLION TO NEW MUSEUM
11/10/1994 A081 XA NEW BEGINNING FOR GEORGE GUSTAV HEYE CENTER
11/30/1994 A044 NEW YORK MUSEUM JUST A 'SAD JOKE' (L)
12/15/1994 A061 NAVAJO MUSEUM TO HOUSE MEDICINE BUNDLES
12/22/1994 B041 xBUDGET AX COULD SHUT SD'S LARGEST MUSEUM
12/22/1994 B044 MUSEUM AN OUTLET FOR MANY AM INDIAN ARTISTS
1/05/1995 A044 DEf'ENDING CONTEMPORARY NATIVE ART (L)
2/02/1995 A061 TROUBLED NIAGARA MUSEUM MAY BE RESCUED
2/09/1995 C051 xMARIAN GOODWIN'S PAINTINGS FEATURED AT MUSEUM
3/02/1995 A013 HOUSE PANEL SLASHES INDIAN MUSEUM FUNDS
3/09/1995 S271 xNAVAJO CURATORS BRING MUSEUMS TO LIFE
3/09/1995 S281 XMODERN MUSEUM'S DESIGN SPRINGS FROM TRADITION
3/16/1995 A011 SMITHSONIAN HEAD FIGHTS FOR NATL INDIAN MUSEUM
3/16/1995 A041 CONGRESS TRIES TO BREAK YET ANOTHER CONTRACT (L)
3/16/1995 A041 XMUSEUM CUTS ARE YET ANOTHER SYMBOL OF BAD DEAL
3/23/1995 A011 OUTLOOK FOR NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AM INDIANJS BLEAK
3/23/1995 B074 MUSEUM'S FUTURE STILL UP IN THE AIR
3/30/1995 A011 SENATE RESTORES KEY CUTS
7/06/1995 C031 XHEARD MUSEUM FAMILY EXHIBIT GETS A FACE-LIFT
10/05/1995 C041 XOSBURN-BIGFEATHER--CHALLENGING PERCEPTIONS WITH ART
10/19/1995 A031 BRONX AMERICAN INDIAN MUSEUM IN DECAY
10/26/1995 B052 MUSEUM OFFICIAL QUITS SMITHSONIAN CITING CONFLICTS
11/02/1995 C081 XSOUTHWEST MUSEUM EXHIBITION--INTEGRATION OF HORSES
11/23/1995 B054 CANADIAN EXHIBIT NEEDS HELP
11/30/1995 A063 MUSEUMS SCRAMBLE TO MEET NAGPRA DEADLINE
1/08/1992 B014 2ND STUDENT PICKED FOR GEOGRAPHY BEE
1/08/1991 A035 SONGS OF A DIFFERENT FLUTE
11/27/1991 B091 MICHAEL JACKSON FEATURES INDIANS IN MUSIC VIDEO
2/12/1992 B063 XJOSIE WALES' SONG A TRIBUTE TO INDIANS
3/11/1992 A121 XSLIDIN' CLYDE WANTS TO TOUR USA
3/25/1992 S021 xORIGIN OF POWWOW--MUSIC, HONORING AND DANCING
3/25/1992 S031 xFORTY-NINE SONGS SUSTAIN POWWOW SPIRIT YEAR AROUND
3/25/1992 S071 xTO REALLY ENJOY POWWOWS, UNDERSTAND DIFFERENCES
3/25/1992 S511 SPIN A CD BEFORE ATTENDING POWWOW
4/15/1992 A065 GATEMOUTH BROWN TO PLAY WEDNESDAY
4/22/1992 B071 xBROWN BRINGS HIS MUSIC TO RAPID CITY
5/13/1992 B052 xMUSIC HEALED SECOLA, FATHER OF 'INDIAN CARS'
8/05/1992 B082 '60S ROCK LEGENDS TO PLAY AT CASINO
8/12/1992 A105 BALLAD ABOUT BIG CROW WILL DEBUT AT MUSIC ALIVE
8/26/1992 A091 xCOMANCHE MUSICIAN WANTS TO DISPEL MYTH
12/10/1992 B072 'ANCESTRAL VOICES'--MUSIC INSPIRATION
1/14/1993 A061 PART II--NATIVE VOICES AND VISIONS FOR 1992
3/17/1993 S021 xRHYTHMS OF THE HEART BEAT IN POW WOW MUSIC
3/17/1993 S171 XMUSICAL WINDS BLOW FROM NORTH
5/12/1993 S291 xPEOPLE WHO KNOW THE ART OF LIVING
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MUSIC BLUES
MUSIC CHOIR
MUSIC CONCERTS.
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/12/1993
8/11/1993
8/18/1993
lO/lA/1993
10/1A/1993
12/08/1993
A/06/199A
A/27/199A
5/25/199A
8/2A/I99A
10/26/1994
10/26/1994
12/22/1994
1/05/1995
1/05/1995
1/05/1995
1/05/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/16/1995
3/23/1995
3/23/1995
4/20/1995
4/27/1995
4/27/1995
4/27/1995
6/01/1995
6/01/1995
6/01/1995
6/23/1995
6/29/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
8/03/1995
8/03/1995
10/05/1995
11/02/1995
11/02/1995
11/02/1995
12/07/1995
12/07/1995
12/07/1995
12/07/1995
9/16/1992
10/15/1992
1/28/1993
3/17/1993
4/07/1993
2/10/1994
4/06/1994
6/29/1994
10/26/1994
10/26/1994
11/10/1994
2/09/1995
3/09/1995
8/03/1995
11/02/1995
12/07/1995
1/21/1993
10/14/1993
1/01/1991
5/13/1992
10/08/1992
11/12/1992
12/08/1993
2/02/1994
3/09/1994
6/29/1994
4/27/1995
5/11/1995
5/25/1995
S291
B083
A086
AOll
B012
B061
B023
B031
S041
AOll
D061
D061
A035
C012
CO 21
C052
C063
C012
C041
C043
C061
C031
C041
C051
C081
B031
A033
S351
A071
coil
CO 51
C051
C041
€044
CO 44
A053
SI 01
coil
C064
C014
€051
€073
€024
€041
€054
€013
€033
€081
€084
€011
B012
BOll
S331
A071
B041
€013
S091
D012
D061
BO 51
€071
€061
B063
€031
€052
B081
B051
A032
B123
€075
B071
BOll
A031
BO 33
S081
€051
A064
AOll
KALBUM HITS SWEET NOTE WITH A MUS1€AL HISTORY
FLUTE-MAKER KEEPS" NOTES FLOWING
€ONTEST OFFERS RE€0RD1NG €ONTRA€T TO WINNERS
TRAPPING AROUND
k€HEROKEE raps out MESSAGE IN SONGS
KSPRAGUE HITTING THE RIGHT NOTES
INNOVATIVE INVENTIONS PROPEL MUS1€ €AREER
BYU'S 'LAMANITE GENERATION' TO PERFORM IN RAPID
'TOKSA AKE' WORTH WAITING FOR
TOM BEE R0€K1N' TOWARD 50
*R-E-S-P-E-€-T"ROBBY BEE RAPS TO THE TUNE
€AP1T0L RE€ORDS RELEASES 'THE NATIVE AMER1€ANS'
RADIO STATION TO AIR 'BUFFALO SOUL'
KTHE MUS1€AL HEARTBEAT OF ROBBIE ROBERTSON
XFATHER S SON HONORED FOR MUSIOAL €0NTR1BUT10NS
»R XARLOS NAKAl €OLLABORATES ON STAGE
XKASHTIN'S MUS1€ SPELLS HOPE
KFULL-TIME FUN FOR SHENANDOAH
KAT THE €ROSSROADS WITH V1N€E TWO EAGLES
THE V01€E OF THE LAKOTA NATION FILLS THE AIRWAVES
KDREAMS HAVE GOME TRUE FOR PURA FE
KLISA LARUE PLAYS BY HEART
XTHE TWO WORLDS OF A PAUL ORTEGA
KBUILDING ON 'N1€E GUY' IMAGE, GROW MUSIG SETS HIGH
XINDIAN AGTORS NOT EN0UGH--1ND1GEN0US GOMPOSERS
DAKOTA WIND QUINTET PERFORMS MARGH 31
KJUNO AWARDS TO HONOR ABORIGINAL ARTISTS
DRUM GROUPS PROVE ON TAPE--NOT JUST FOR POW WOWS
*€ANADA HONORS ITS NATIVE SONGWRITERS, VOGAL ARTISTS
'60S MUSIGIAN REVS UP FOR GOMEBAGK
*GOSPEL SINGER SPREADS MESSAGE THAT SAVED HIM
GOOL RUNNINGS--ONE OF A KIND MUSIG STORE
KTHE NEW SOUND OF ROBERT MIRABAL
KBILL MILLER--'PILE OF STONES' ROGKS
MIRABAL, MILLER TEAM UP ON ^NATIVE SUITE'
IN MEMORY €F OUR BUD, BUDDY RED BOW (L)
KNATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC AND DANCE ENTERTAIN
TORONTO WOMAN FINDS RAY OF SUNSHINE SINGING
*BLACK THUNDER--R0CK1NG INTO THE MAINSTREAM
NATIVE MUSIC GUIDE AIDS IN EXTENSIVE MARKETING
KFROM MUSIC TO FILM, DUNN WORKS TO EMPOWER NATIVE
KSOME SECRETS OF 'SACRED SPIRITS' REVEALED
INDIAN HOUSE RELEASES ITS FIRST CD'S
KINDIGO GIRLS RELEASE BURY MY HEART At WOUNDED KNEE
CANADIAN ENTERTAINERS, ACTORS SHINE
*'THE RAVEN IN THE SNOW,' BILL MILLER, FINDS SUCCESS
KVOICES OF NATIVE WOMEN CAPTURED ON 'HEARTBEAT'
KTHE BLUES TRAIL THROUGH THE EYES OF TOM WARE
NAKAl PASSES TWO-MILLION SALES MARK
OJIBWA BLUES MAN TO PERFORM AT BHSU
*HEAVY METAL BAND WANTS TO INSTILL PRIDE
7TH GENERATION BAND UNDERGOES CHANGES
K'INDIAN CARS' SINGER TO PRODUCE POW WOW-MENTARY
XTHE ATOLL THRIVES ON CROW WORDS, ISLAND BEAT
K'DREAM MARQUEE' A SWEET DEBUT FOR THE ATOLL
KRED THUNDER SPREADS POSITIVE SPIRITUAL, ENVIRON
XRED THUNDER VOICES POSITIVE SPIRITUAL & ENVIRONMENT
KKASHT1N--0N THE TRAIL TO FAME
KTHE SONGCATCHERS MERGE MUSIC AND DREAMS
KLITTLE WOUND BAND MAY MAKE MUSIC ON WHITE HOUSE LAW
KTIGER TIGER ON THE MUSIC TRAIL
KBURNING SKY SOOTHES THE SOUL
KYAQUl MAN TO PERFORM AT CENTRAL STATES FAIR
K1ND1GEN0US--FIND1NG JOY IN THE BLUES
KTHE BLUES SERVED UP ST CYR STYLE
KHEATHERSHAW SELECTED FOR HONOR CHOIR
NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN'S CHOIR SEEKS 60 SINGERS
KREGONGILIATION CONCERT—SPIRIT HIGH
KNATIVE RIGHTS BENEFIT SPANS 12 HOURS
CONCERTS CELEBRATE DIVERSITY
K5Q0 YEAR CELEBRATION
OAK RIDGE BOYS TOUR TO BENEFIT LOCAL NEEDY
KBENEFIT concert FOR THE HOMELESS SET FOR FEB 26
K'CRY OF THE REFUGEE' CONCERTS RAISE CONSCIOUSNESS
KBUDDY RED BOW, LAKOTA COUNTRY WESTERN SINGER
INDIGO GIRLS PLAN INDIGENOUS TOUR
INDIGO GIRLS EMBARKING ON BENEFIT CONCERT TOUR
KMOOD INDIGO
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MUSIC CONCERTS
MUSIC COUNTRY
MUSIC FESTIVAL
MUSIC OPERA
MUSIC RAP
MUSIC ROCK
MUSIC SINGING
MUSIC TOURS
MUSICALS
MUTCHLER BLANCHE
MUTH DAWNENA
MYERS DAVE
MYSTIC LAKE CASINO
NADEAU VERONICA
NAFTA
NAGEL PEGGY
NAKAI ANDY
NAKAI R CARLOS
NAMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/25/1995 A061 xSHARING CULTURE S STAGE WITH INDIGO GIRLS
7/06/1995 D022 RED NATION CONCERT BREAKS NEW GROUND
8/31/1995 BOll WOMAN SHOT AFTER EAGLE BUTTE CONCERT
9/14/1995 A021 BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE TO PERFORM IN CONCERT
12/15/1994 A061 INDIAN COUNTRY TALENT SEARCH UNDERWAY
1/05/1995 CG61 COUNTRY TALENT SEARCH UNDER WAY
2/09/1995 C012 xON THE CONCERT TRAIL WITH RICKY LYNN GREGG
6/01/1995 C011 KRISING TO THE CHALLENGE OF LIFE
7/31/1991 A101 xTURTLE MOUNTAIN BAND TO BE FEATURED AT 'WE FEST'
6/10/1992 A062 DANES ROCK TO INDIAN BEAT
7/06/1995 C041 KWESTFEST--A CELEBRATION OF DIVERSITY
10/26/1994 D064 CLASSICAL OPERA MAINSTAY FOR ALASKA NATIVE
1/05/1995 C051 KJULIAN B RAPS ABOUT STAYING ON RED ROAD
2/09/1995 C031 xOAKLAND RAP BAND DECLARE W.O.R. ON STEREOTYPES
1/05/1995 C041 kROCK GUITARIST INVOLVED WITH EVOLVING
SEE ALSO SINGERS
5/11/1995 A032 XJOANNE SHENANDOAH TO PERFORM IN SOUTH DAKOTA
9/07/1995 A062 HONOR EARTH TOUR TARGETS $200^000 FOR ENVIRONMENT
5/13/1992 B076 SEATTLE'S SPEECH INSPIRES MUSICAL
1/28/1992 S041 KMUTCHLER--101 YEAR OLD SURVIVED FIRE AND FLOOD
11/10/1993 B091 KSTANDING ROCK ELDER HONORED BY GOVERNOR
12/15/1994 B031 ^BLANCHE MUTCHLER DAY
11/13/1991 B074 DAWNENA MUTH PROVES TO BE A STUDENT LEADER
6/24/1992 A012 FAMINE RELIEF FUND--CHARITY 'GIVE BACK'
5/06/1992 A034 SYMBOLS IN CASINO ADS NOT RIGHT SAYS BELLECOURT
5/13/1992 A011 CASINO TO DROP SYMBOLS
11/05/1992 S101 XTRIBES BET ON PROFESSIONAL FIRMS FOR AD CAMPAIGNS
11/05/1992 S271 *MYSTIC LAKE CASINO RINGS UP COMMUNITY BENEFITS
11/20/1991 B026 VERONICA NADEAU TO MODERATE LAKOTA LEADERSHIP
SEE FREE TRADE
1/12/1995 A025 SCHOLARSHIP FUND TO HONOR PEGGY NAGEL
2/16/1995 A052 PEGGY NAGEL WAS SPARKLING FORCE
4/13/1995 A023 PEGGY NAGEL SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED
4/27/1995 C031 KANCIENT PETROGLYPHS INSPIRE NAKAI
6/19/1991 A051 FLUTIST'S MUSIC FINE, RHETORIC IS APPALLING (L)
1/05/1995 C052 *R CARLOS NAKAI COLLABORATES ON STAGE
12/07/1995 C084 NAKAI PASSES TWO-MILLION SALES MARK
SEE ALSO TEAM NAMES
5/15/1991 A053 NATIVE AMERICAN--A LESSON IN A NAME CALLING
7/02/1991 A041 xGRIZZARD DISPLAYS IGNORANCE
12/04/1991 A041 xWHAT DO YOU CALL AN INDIAN?
12/04/1991 A051 STATES HAVE INDIAN NAMES (L)
1/08/1992 A033 SENATOR KERREY GIVEN A LAKOTA NAME
2/04/1992 B063 SFIS--STUDENTS TO HELP RENAME THE SCHOOL
2/26/1992 A061 ARIZONA LAWMAKER WOULD OUTLAW OFFENSIVE NAMES
3/11/1992 A053 NATIVE AMERICANS OR AMERICAN INDIANS
7/01/1992 A015 BILL SEEKS TO CURB USE OF NAMES TO PROMOTE ALCOHOL
7/22/1992 A041 *A GOVERNMENT FOR THE PEOPLE
7/22/1992 A042 WHY NOT PROFIT FROM EXPLOITATION (L)
9/02/1992 A053 CAN'T PUT A HAPPY FACE--ON A CHANGE FOR THE WORSE
1/28/1993 A055 WHAT'S IN A NAME (L)
2/04/1993 A041 EVEN IF LEGAL, IS IT REALLY RIGHT? (ED)
3/10/1993 A074 RESIDENTS DISCUSS NEW NAME FOR 'DEAD INDIAN ROAD'
3/17/1993 A053 'FIRST NATIONS' MORE APPROPRIATE TITLE THAN NATIVE A
3/24/1993 A051 A LITTLE 'NOTES' HELPS RACIAL UNDERSTANDING
3/31/1993 A051 CUSTER RIDDEN OUT FROM SCHOOL'S NAME (L)
4/07/1993 A011 KSQUAW--A NAME THAT HURTS
4/07/1993 A011 TWISTING A WORD TOWARD RACISM
4/07/1993 A031 BLACK GROUP PROUD TO BE 'SQUAWS'
5/05/1993 A031 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CHOOSE DIGNITY OVER 'SQUAW HILL'
7/21/1993 A041 PUTTING OUT THE CALL FOR A LITTLE DECORUM (ED)
9/29/1993 A013 OREGON TO RENAME SQUAW BUTTE
9/29/1993 B012 kFEMALE EDUCATORS' CLUB CHANGES OFFENSIVE NAME
10/27/1993 B012 SISSETON-WAHPETON FIRST TO DROP 'SIOUX' FROM NAME
11/03/1993 A041 *NEWSPAPER FLU STRIKES NATION'S MASS MEDIA
11/24/1993 B011 'SQUAW VALLEY' NAME CHANGED IN RAPID CITY
12/15/1993 A013 NAVAJO CONSIDER NAME CHANGE
12/29/1993 B014 ZIMIGA WORKS TO ERASE 'SQUAW' NAMES FROM MAPS
1/12/1994 A012 NAVAJO OPPOSE NAME CHANGE
1/26/1994 A051 NAVAJO NAME CHANGE STUPID (L)
2/02/1994 A021 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL VOTES AGAINST CONSIDERING NAME
2/02/1994 A044 NAME CHANGE A MOVE TO WHITE MAN'S WAY (L)
3/09/1994 A071 QUESTIONNAIRE CATEGORY TOO CONFUSING
3/16/1994 B012 xDEBATE ON RENAMING ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL
4/27/1994 A064 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL TABLES NAME CHANGE TO DINE
4/27/1994 B012 ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL NAME GOES BY THE WAYSIDE
5/25/1994 A041 COLUMBUS COLUMN NOT AMUSING (ED)
6/22/1994 B041 SQUAW--A WORD THAT OFFENDS
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NAMES
NAPERVILLE XL
NAPESNE OLLIE
NAPS
NARRA6ANSETT
NASHVILLE TN
NATIONAL
NATIVE AMER DAY
NATIVE AMER PREP
NATIVE AMER RIGHTS
NATIVE PEOPLES
NATIVE VOICES
NATL COLLEGE-RC
NATL CONG AM IND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/13/1994 AOAA STICK WITH THE MELLIFLUOUS MONIKERS (L)
1/26/1995 A07A NAMES AT DETENTION CENTER CALLED INSULTING
6/01/1995 B015 COUNCIL MULLS NAME CHANGE
8/24/1995 AQ53 WAS IT JUST TIT FOR TAT? (L)
9/21/1995 A061 THE REAL LAKE WOEBEGONE?
5/27/1992 A031 NAPERVILLE RESIDENTS TRY TO BURY 'REDSKINS'
6/24/1992 AOIA NAPERVILLE MASCOT BITES THE DUST
6/2A/1992 AOAl kNAPERVILLE GOT IT
7/22/1992 A012 GROUP WANTS TO REVIVE NAPERVILLE'S 'REDSKIN' MASCOT
10/29/1992 A014 NAPERVILLE MASCOT DISCARDED FOR 'REDHAWKS'
12/24/1992 AOll NAPERVILLE STUDENTS TRY FIRST AMENDMENT
3/17/1993 A012 MOVE TO REINSTATE NAPERVILLE MASCOT FAILS
1/28/1992 S161 *OLLIE FLYING HORSE--STORYTELLERS THEME RESPECT ONE
2/04/1992 B041 KBOARDING SCHOOL DISMANTLED FAMILIES & CULTURES
5/11/1995 coil NEW NATIVE AMERICAN PREP SCHOOL OPENS DOORS
5/19/1993 A071 NARRAGANSETT TRIBE DIVIDING OVER MEMBERSHIP CLAIMS
3/02/1994 A084 MORE THAN AO HOPEFULS ON TRIBAL BALLOT
9/08/1994 A065 CONFLICT OF INTEREST ALLEGED IN RHODE ISLAND
10/12/199A C051 COURT REFUSES TO LET OFFICIALS BAR GAMING
12/15/199A C021 STATE OFFICIALS AT ODDS OVER NARRAGANSETT'S CASINO
7/07/199A A032 REDEAGLE NAMED ACTING DIRECTOR OF IHS NASHVILLE
SEE NATL
9/25/1991 AOAl SOUTH DAKOTA FACT--OCT 14 IS NATIVE AMERICAN DAY (ED
10/16/1991 A016 A UNIQUE CELEBRATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA
10/23/1991 B021 NATIVE AMERICAN DAY CELEBRATED
7/01/1992 AlOl MOBRIDGE SCHOOL TO HONOR INDIANS
9/16/1992 AOll OST CALLS THE WORLD TO WITNESS OCT 12
9/16/1992 AOAl SALE AWAY, COLUMBUS (ED)
10/08/1992 B112 CITY OF SIOUX FALLS DECLARES NATIVE AMERICAN DAY
10/22/1992 A04A YOUTH CHAMPIONS EDUCATION OVER IGNORANCE (L)
10/22/1992 BOIA K06LALA STEP FORWARD WITH SPECIAL WALK
10/06/1993 A063 FOUR SELECTED TO RECEIVE RECONCILIATION AWARDS
10/06/1993 A072 NATIVE AMER DAY CELEBRATION SCHEDULED OCT 8 BATESLAN
10/05/1994 A012,NATIVE AMERICAN DAY THE FORGOTTEN HOLIDAY IN SD
10/05/1994 A041 WHOSE HOLIDAY IS IT ANYWAY? (ED)
10/19/1995 A041 *GOVERNOR CUSTER?
10/26/1995 A053 HEY, GOVERNOR JANKLOW, STUDY YOUR HISTORY (L)
12/29/1995 A054 GOVERNOR ASKED TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN DAY (L)
SEE NAPS
3/09/1995 C054 SILVER WAVE PRESENTS CONTRIBUTION TO NATIVE AM RIGHT
4/17/1991 A081 SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM SELECTS 'NATIVE PEOPLES'
5/08/1991 S131 KNATIVE PEOPLE'S--A PUBLICATION DEDICATED TO THE AR
12/22/1993 A084 K'NATIVE PEOPLES' RECOGNIZED FOR MAGAZINE COVER
9/30/1992 A062 MAGAZINE TAKES OVER VOICE FOR 'NATIVE NEVADAN'
8/18/1993 S033 NATIONAL COLLEGE OFFERS HOTEL, RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
12/15/1993 A071 WOUNDED HEAD NAMED TO PROGRAM
4/10/1991 A035 NCAI ASKS TRIBAL OFFICIALS FOR TESTIMONY AGAINST DUR
7/24/1991 A031 *NATIONAL CONGRESS STANDS UP FOR PHIL HOGEN
10/09/1991 B035 FORUM WORKS TO SHAPE A NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
10/16/1991 A053 KARE TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS LISTENING?
12/04/1991 A053 *NCAI AGENDA SEEMS LIVELY
12/11/1991 A013 NCAI ELECTS NEW LEADERSHIP
12/11/1991 A053 KBUT WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY
,12/24/1991 A031 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, GAMING TOPICS BEFORE NCAI
12/31/1991 A081 RESOLUTION PASSED TO SUPPORT INDIAN RELIGIOUS ACT
2/12/1992 AOll NCAI DIRECTOR OUSTED
2/12/1992 A053 NCAI STATUS AND A FEW QUESTIONS
3/04/1992 A051 FORMER INTERIM NCAI HEAD ASKS TO CLEAR RECORD (L)
3/11/1992 AOll NCAI NAMES NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
4/22/1992 A033 INOUYE TRADES SHOTS WITH NCAI
5/20/1992 A033 NCAI DENOUNCES ARIZONA CASINO RAIDS
8/12/1992 B041 HONORING EVENTS TO HIGHLIGHT NCAI CONVENTION
10/22/1992 A012 NCAI TACKLES TOUGH ISSUES
10/22/1992 A051 YEAR OF THE INDIAN
2/25/1993 A053 xREMEMBRANCE OF A LITTLE BIG MAN
7/14/1993 A014 NATL CONGRESS ACCUSES BIA OF 'OLD GUARD TACTICS'
10/14/1993 A065 NATIONAL CONGRESS AWARDED GRANT
11/17/1993 B071 DEER, BROWN TO ADDRESS CONVENTION
12/15/1993 A041 xUNITED COUNCIL OF INDIAN NATIONS NEEDED TO MEET 21
1/19/1994 AOll TRIBES DEMAND CONSULTATION ON BIA CUTS
3/09/1994 A031 NCAI, BLACK STATE LEGISLATORS JOIN FORCES
3/16/1994 A081 NCAI CHOOSES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
5/11/1994 A064 NCAI CONSIDERING HALL OF INDIAN NATIONS
11/23/1994 B043 INOUYE WARNS OF WORSHIP OF THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR
10/12/1995 A041 A NEED TO KNOW (ED)
10/26/1995 A041 LEADERS MUST LEAD (ED)
10/26/1995 A051 SUMMIT PROMPTS INDIAN COUNTRY CALL TO ACTION
10/26/1995 A081 JfNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS CANDIDATES
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NATL CONG AM IND
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NATL GUARD
NATL INDIAN GAMING
NATL INDIAN UNIV
NATL NATIVE NEWS
NATL PARK SERVICE
NATL POLICY
NATL SCIENCE FOUND
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/09/1995 A015 xALLEN TAKES HELM AS NCAI PONDERS FEDERAL REFORMS
12/07/1995 A041 FRESH LEADERSHIP AT NCAI (ED)
7/08/1992 A02A XBORDEAUX GETS.HIGH HONOR FROM NEA
10/12/1999 A073 NIEA CELEBRATES 25 YEARS
6/29/1995 A013 xNATIONAL ED ASSOC HONORS MANKILLER, BIG CROW
11/16/1995 A061 NATL IND ED ASSOC RESPONDS TO ACCUSATIONS
12/14/1995 A033 NATIONAL INDIAN EDUCATION ASSOC ELECTS OFFICERS
12/21/1995 A051 FORMER BOARD MEMBER RESPONDS TO CHARGES (L)
4/14/1993 A041 A DIFFERENT VIEW OF BET REFERENDUM, PANAMA TRIP (ED)
11/16/1995 A013 XNY TRIBES AVOID WAR, ENTER NEGOTIATIONS
11/20/1991 A031 NEW GAMING REGS COULD IMPEDE TRIBES WITHOUT COMPACTS
12/18/1991 A012 TRIBES UNIFORM IN CRITICISM OF GAMING COMMISSION
3/11/1992 A015 HOPE—COMMISSION NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR (NAMING ACT
4/15/1992 A012 kKANSAS GOVERNOR ISSUES CHALLENGE
4/29/1992 A051 FINNEY GETS PAT ON BACK FROM CHOCTAW TRIBE (L)
5/20/1992 A015 STATES CAN LOSE CONTROL OF GAMING COMPACTS
6/03/1992 A015 7 TRIBES SUE GAMING PANEL
6/03/1992 A031 THIRD SUIT FILED AGAINST GAMING COMMISSION
6/17/1992 A015 GAMING BOARD REACTS TO SUITS
11/05/1992 S051 XA CONVERSATION WITH TONY HOPE
11/05/1992 S131 XNIGA SUPPORT IDAHO TRIBES IN CASINO BAN
4/28/1993 AOll HILL TO LEAD NIGA
12/15/1993 A012 NEW GAMING COMMISSION LEADERSHIP EXPECTED
2/23/1994 A075 COMMISSION THREATENS WITH FINES, JAIL TIME
2/23/1994 A074 OPEN SEATS LEFT ON GAMING COMMISSION
3/16/1994 A012 GAMING NOMINATION UP IN AIR
4/20/1994 AOll HAROLD MONTEAU EXPECTED TO CHAIR NAT IND GAMING COMM
4/27/1994 A031 NATIONAL INDIAN GAMING ASSOC ELECTS BOARD
5/04/1994 C012 xTRIBAL GAMING OFFICIALS SPEND YEAR FIGHTING
5/11/1994 A065 WHITE HOUSE INTERVIEWS HAROLD MONTEAU
5/25/1994 AOll MONTEAU TAPPED
7/13/1994 coil NIGA GIVES FINAL TESTIMONY BEFORE IGRA IS AMENDED
7/20/1994 A012 MONTEAU NEARS CONFIRMATION
8/10/1994 A023 MONTEAU CONFIRMATION MOVED UP
8/17/1994 AOll MONTEAU SAILS THROUGH HEARING
8/31/1994 A041 IT'S GOOD TO SHED SOME LIGHT ON INDIAN GAMING (ED)
8/31/1994 A041 NATIVE AMERICAN CEO'S WERE NOTICEABLY ABSENT ON DAIS
9/28/1994 A012 MONTEAU CONFIRMATION IMMINANT
9/28/1994 A051 DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU SEE ON '60 MINUTES'
10/12/1994 A071 IT'S OFFICIAL--CHIPPEWA-CREE MAN TO CHAIR NIGC
10/26/1994 A031 NIGA HOLDS TRIBAL GAMING COMMISSION SEMINAR
11/10/1994 A041 BAD SIGN FROM 'NEW' INDIAN GAMING COMM (ED)
12/29/1994 A012 xHAROLD MONTEAU--INDIAN GAMING'S FUTURE
1/26/1995 A031 GAMING COMMISSION SLOTS UP FOR GRABS
2/09/1995 B062 xTEE OFF WITH STARS AND NIGA
4/20/1995 A024 PHILIP HOGEN MAKES SHORT LIST FOR NIGC
4/27/1995 A074 GAMING ASSOCIATION RE-ELECTS HILL
5/25/1995 A021 GAMING REGULATORS COMPLAIN THEY NEED MORE STAFF
6/08/1995 A041 xSOVEREIGNTY GUARANTEED FOR TRIBES IN THE CONSTITUTI
7/27/1995 A015 FORMER MINN PROSECUTOR COULD BE SEATED ON NIGC
8/03/1995 B034 NIGA CRITICIZES COURT OPINION
12/21/1995 A022 HOGEN SWORN IN AS NEW ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER
11/13/1991 A036 ^NATIONAL INDIAN UNIVERSITY NEEDS GUIDANCE
11/26/1992 B065 NNN EXPANDS ITS HEALTH COVERAGE
5/05/1993 B125 NATL NATIVE NEWS WINS AWARD--$100,000 MACARTHUR GRAN
1/26/1994 A072 xFIFE LEAVES NATIVE NEWS
1/21/1993 A071 BOOHER NAMED COORDINATOR--NEW PARK SERVICE POSITION
10/20/1993 B021 PARK SERVICE TO FUND REPAIR OF FLOOD SITES
12/01/1993 B024 NATL PARK SERVICE EXTENDS DEADLINE FOR LITTLE BIGHOR
5/25/1994 A013 JOHNSON TRIES TO BOOST PARK EMPLOYMENT
8/03/1994 A031 HOUSE APPROVES PARK SERVICE BILL
8/10/1994 AOll NATIONAL PARK SERVICE REVIEWS DEVILS TOWER POLICY
9/21/1994 B042 PINE RIDGE NATIVE GETS TOP PARK POST
1/08/1991 A035 NATIONAL POLICY CENTER OPENS
9/30/1992 A051 ANSWERING CHAVERS FACTS S OPINIONS FOR THE RECORD (L
11/26/1992 A051 REGARDING THE NATL INDIAN POLICY RESEARCH CENTER (L)
2/04/1993 A052 GNAWING ON THE BONES OF POLICY CONTENTION
.3/03/1993 A031 CLINTON POLICY INITIATIVES RECOMMENDED BY TRIBES
6/09/1993 A044 PARKER RESPONDS TO COLUMN (L)
7/21/1993 A051 A CENTER FOR ALL NATIONS (L)
12/29/1993 A013 PARKER LEAVES POLICY CENTER
3/16/1994 B163 NATIONAL POLICY CONFERENCE TARGETS TOURISM, ECONOMIC
4/20/1994 A053 XONE ORGANIZATION NEEDED TO REPRESENT TRIBES
2/16/1995 A031 EX-SENATE STAFFER HEADS POLICY CENTER
3/02/1995 B104 BOB ARNOLD APPOINTED DIRECTOR OF NATL IND POLICY
4/20/1995 A031 INDIAN POLICY CENTER EXPANDS SERVICES
10/26/1995 A051 SUMMIT PROMPTS INDIAN COUNTRY CALL TO ACTION
2/12/1991 B015 SCIENCE FOUNDATION AWARDS AVAILABLE
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NATL SERVICE
NATURAL GAS
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5/05/1993 BG36 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL GETS MATH, SCIENCE GRANT
11/02/1995 B012 XBLESSING MARKS $12 MILLION GIFT TO COLLEGES
7/13/I99A A065 NNVCC GRANTED $2 MILLION FROM CLINTON'S AMERICORP
9/16/1992 A091 NATURAL GAS STATION BOOSTS FT PECK ECONOMY
8/25/1993 AOll MINERAL BOOM IS AT AN END FOR TRIBES
3/09/199A A072 FT PECK TRIBES SIGN NATURAL GAS AGREEMENT
9/08/199A C02A SOUTHERN UTE BUY NATURAL GAS
11/02/199A B013 NATURAL GAS PIPELINE COULD SERVICE RESERVATION
A/13/1995 B012 xNATURAL GAS PIPELINE TO SERVE PINE RIDGE
2/19/1991 B014 KANNIE WAUNEKA--A NAVAJO ELDER WORKING FOR HER PEOPL
3/20/1991 B015 NAVAJO NATION FACES MEASLES EPIDEMIC
3/27/1991 A02A NAVAJOS PLAN SECOND PLANT--MAKE CAR PARTS
4/10/1991 A025 MACDONALD DIDN'T VIOLATE ELECTION LAWS
5/29/1991 A024 HOPl AND NAVAJO MASKS SOLD DESPITE PROTESTS BY TRIBE
6/05/1991 AOll HOPl AND NAVAJO MASKS MAY RETURN TO TRIBES
,6/05/1991 B021 KTONY H1LLERMAN--AUTH0R PORTRAYS STRENGTH OF NAVAJOS
7/10/1991 A091 BfNAVAJO CHIEF JUSTICE HONORED--HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
7/24/1991 AOll FORMER NAVAJO TOP MAN MACDONALD GETS REPRIEVE
8/07/1991 AOll MACDONALD INDICTED IN '89 RIOT
8/21/1991 AOll NAVAJOS FOCUS ON HEALTH
8/21/1991 A053 LICENSE PLATE ISSUE DISCUSSED TO DEATH
9/04/1991 A102 MACDONALD ORDERED TO REPAY NAVAJOS
9/11/1991 A071 FORMER CHAIRMAN PLEADS INNOCENCE IN '89 RIOT
10/23/1991 A102 NAVAJOS HALT RESERVATION-BASED PIPELINE PROJECT
10/30/1991 A091 ILL HEALTH FORCES NAVAJO JUSTICE TSO INTO RETIREMENT
10/30/1991 AlOl NAVAJOS WON'T MOVE OFF HOPl LAND
11/06/1991 A081 NAVAJO BID FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM NIX BOOTLEGGERS
11/06/1991 A083 ZAH WARNS HIGH COURT THREATENS SOVEREIGNTY
11/13/1991 A103 NAVAJOS PROPOSE TAXES TO OFFSET MINING LOSSES
11/13/1991 A106 SOME NAVAJOS EYE GAMBLING TO RAISE MONEY
11/27/1991 B051 UTAH-NAVAJO TRUST FUND IS INVESTIGATED
12/04/1991 AOll PAYOFFS TO NAVAJOS 'STANDARD'
12/11/1991 C051 NAVAJO WOOL BLANKET COMPANY SUCCESSFUL, $59 EACH
12/11/1991 C061 TRUSTEE TO HANDLE NAVAJO OIL ROYALTIES
12/18/1991 B085 HELICOPTERS SEARCH FOR TRAPPED FAMILIES
1/08/1992 AOll NAVAJO SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS CONVICTION OF MACDONALD
1/08/1992 A071 NAVAJOS COLLECT $3.2 MILLION FROM SUIT
1/08/1992 A074 NAVAJO PRESIDENT'S CHIEF OF STAFF DISBARRED
1/14/1992 A084 ARIZONA, NAVAJO SIGN DISPUTE PACT
1/28/1992 A031 HOPl, NAVAJO FAMILIES HARD HIT BY STORMS
2/12/1992 A031 HOPl-NAVAJO SQUABBLE GROUNDS TUBA CITY FLIGHTS
2/12/1992 A031 NAVAJO POLICE FACE $3.3 MILLION DEFICIT
2/26/1992 A013 K'DARK WIND' CRITICIZED BY HOPl/NAVAJO TRIBES
3/11/1992 A115 NAVAJO PRESIDENT WANTS DEPT OF EDUCATION
3/25/1992 A095 NAVAJO TEAM WINS ALL-INDIAN SCIENCE BOWL
3/25/1992 A095 FEDERAL COURT CAN'T GIVE NAVAJO LAND TO PAIUTES
4/08/1992 A025 UTAH NAVAJOS SEEK OWN TRIBAL AGENCY
4/08/1992 A061 NAVAJO NATIONS FIGHTS ASBESTOS DUMP
4/22/1992 A032 NAVAJO HOPl MEMBERS CLASH IN LAND DISPUTE
4/22/1992 A063 ZAH VETOES BUDGET--VETO OVERRIDDEN
5/20/1992 A086 SECOND NAVAJO WOMAN DENTIST TAKES UP DRILL
6/10/1992 A061 FlVEi'TRADlTlONAL NAVAJO PEOPLE FILE SUIT
6/17/1992 A015 MINERS HEIRS GET $100,000 APOLOGY
6/17/1992:A041 kLET THE NATION DELIVER ITS JUSTICE
7/01/1992 A063 NAVAJO NATION SHOULD OPERATE NATIONAL SITES
7/01/1992 A083 STUDENTS BENEF1T--TEACHERS SPEAK TRADITIONAL LANGUAG
7/29/1992 BlOl INOUYE AND MCCAIN TESTIFY FOR NAVAJO ECONOMIC PROPOS
8/12/1992 B031 NAVAJO NATION GEARS UP FOR ENTERTAINING FAIR
8/19/1992 AOll $394,000 GRANT EMBARKED TO TRAIN NAVAJO TEACHERS
8/19/1992 A081 KSUIT CALLS FOR CLOSING OF NAVAJO JAILS
8/26/1992 AOll NAVAJO NATION OFFICIALS AGREE TO CLOSE JAILS
9/02/1992 A015 NAVAJO OFFICIAL SUGGESTS CORRALING AIDS VICTIMS
9/09/1992 A035 HILLARY CLINTON TO JOIN NAVAJO NATION FAIR
10/08/1992 AOll NAVAJO MAY CHANGE NAME
10/08/1992 D041 NAVAJO WOMAN WORKS TO WARN ABOUT FAS
10/08/1992 D065 COURT BACKS NAVAJO IN LAND DISPUTE
10/08/1992 D065 NAVAJOS MAY BOYCOTT FARM1N6T0N
10/29/1992 A041 kREPEATING HORROR OF RACIAL VIOLENCE
11/05/1992 A071 NAVAJO NATION MAY BOYCOTT FARMINGTON BUSINESSES
11/12/1992 B021 KNAVAJO'S PICTURES TELL A TALE OF TWO WORLDS
11/19/1992 AOll MACDONALD CONVICTED OF CONSPIRACY
11/19/1992 B045 NAVAJO TRADITIONAL THEME PARK PROPOSED
12/03/1992 AOll PLAN PROPOSED IN HOPl-NAVAJO FEUD
12/03/1992 A012 CENSUS FIGURES M1SLEAD1NG--NAVAJ0 CLAIM TO BE LARGES
12/10/1992 A053 NAVAJO PEOPLE AND THE REPUBLICAN RECORD
12/17/1992 AOll JUSTICE DEPT MOVES TO EASE FEARS ON NAVAJO-HOPl PROP
2/18/1993 AOll ZAH CRITICIZES SENTENCE DISPARITY IN RANCH CASE
2/18/1993 A071 NAVAJO-HOPl HEARING SHOWS PERMANENT SOLUTION NEEDED
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3/03/1993 AG35 WINDOW ROCK SCENE DEBUTS AT NAVAJO NATION
3/2A/1993 AG71 xWINDOW ROCK SCENE AIMS TO MEET NEEDS OF NAVAJO
A/14/1993 AG71 XNAVAJO PEACEMAKERS HELP MAKE SETTLEMENT
5/G5/1993 B124 NAVAJO NATION CHANGES MARRIAGE LAWS
5/12/1993 AGAl *A TRUE DISCOVERY OF INDIAN COUNTRY
5/19/1993 AG36 MACDONALD TRANSFERRED TO FEDERAL PRISON
5/19/1993 AG81 NAVAJO MINERS COLD WAR CASUALTIES
6/G2/1993 AGll FATAL ILLNESS INFECTING THE SOUTHWEST WITH FEAR
6/G9/1993 AGll RODENTS MAY BE CARRIER OF MYSTERY ILLNESS
6/G9/1993 AG31 MYSTERY ILLNESS--HANTAVIRUS LOGISTICS
6/16/1993 AG41 xCAN CLINTON RESTORE HARMONY TO NAVAJO BY PARDON?
6/16/1993 AG65 MYSTERY ILLNESS CONTINUES TO STALK NAVAJO COUNTRY
6/23/1993 AG32 ZAH LINKS NAVAJC HEALTH WOES TO BAN ON HOUSING
6/23/1993 AG32 MYSTERY DISEASE SHOULD NOT MEAN RACIAL QUARANTINE
6/3G/1993 AG12 $6 MILLION APPROVED FOR 'MYSTERY ILLNESS'
6/3G/1993 AG53 A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE MYSTERY ILLNESS
7/G8/1993 AGA3 NAVAJO SOVEREIGNTY RAINBOW IS FADING (L)
7/G8/1993 AG7A FEAR OF ILLNESS CAUSES FRUSTRATION, RUMORS
7/G8/1993 BG56 NAVAJO SOFTBALL TEAM TAKES STATE GOLD
7/28/1993 AG6A NAVAJO INTERNS AT DOE FOR SUMMER
7/28/1993 BG71 xDONATED WOOL EN ROUTE TO ARIZONA
8/GA/1993 A083 SECOND 'EYES ON THE FUTURE' SEES 4,GGG WITH NEW
8/18/1993 AGll NAVAJO REJECT LEASE IN HOPI LAND DISPUTE
8/18/1993 A031 NAVAJO WANT BETTER PROTECTION LAWS FOR TREES
8/18/1993 SG83 YOUTH AMBASSADORS CARRY MESSAGES OF HEALTHY, DRUG-FR
9/G8/1993 AG33 WOMEN VETS INVITED ON NAVAJO MARCH TO WASHINGTON
9/15/1993 AG3A NEW WESTERNS FILMED ON NAVAJO NATION
9/29/1993 AG71 NAVAJO NATION ERASING 'REDLINE BANKING'
1G/G6/1993 AG72 COUNTIES MAINTAIN ROADS ON NAVAJO RESERVATION
1G/2G/1993 AG61 *NAVAJO NATION URGES SUB-COMMITTEE--TRIBES REGULATE
1G/2G/1993 AG65 MEMBERS PARTICIPATE IN GOVERNMENT
1G/2G/1993 AG65 TRADEMARK FOR ARTS AND CRAFTS
1G/2G/1993 AG71 CALL FOR INVESTIGATION OF NAVAJO ACTIVIST'S DEATH
1G/2G/1993 AG71 NAVAJO ENVIRONMENTALIST LEROY JACKSON LAID TO REST
lG/27/1993 AG31 ZAH ATTENDS CEREMONY FOR DAM RECONSTRUCTION
lG/27/1993 AG61 NAVAJO NATION TO DISCUSS FIRST OIL S GAS CORP
lG/27/1993 BG31 NAVAJO, HOPI LAND DISPUTE NOT NEAR END
11/G3/1993 AG3A NAVAJO COUNCIL QUESTIONS OIL AND GAS CORPORATION
11/G3/1993 AGAl ^NEWSPAPER FLU STRIKES NATION'S MASS MEDIA
11/G3/1993 BG61 NAVAJO COUNCIL TABLES GAMING RESOLUTION
11/G3/1993 BG61 NAVAJO NATION TO PURCHASE NM RANCH
11/G3/1993 BG66 PUPILS USING NAVAJO WAYS FOR LEARNING
11/G3/1993 BG81 354 NAVAJO STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
11/G3/1993 BG82 FORGET POLITICS, PROSECUTE CRIMES, URGES ONE NAVAJO
ll/lG/1993 AG61 xHEALING THE WOUNDS OF WAR
11/17/1993 AG83 ZAH NIXES RANCH PURCHASE
11/17/1993 BG61 DR TAKES TO THE AIR TO MAKE HIS ROUNDS
11/17/1993 BG71 NAVAJO TO PROVIDE CLOTHES FOR 46,GGG STUDENTS
11/17/1993 BG81 THE LAST WARRIOR--PETER MACDONALD
12/G1/1993 AG14 CIVIL LAWSUIT OF MAJOR PROPORTIONS TO BE TRIED IN TR
12/G1/1993 A034 MACDONALD SUPPORTERS SAY TREATMENT UNFAIR
12/G1/1993 AG61 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL APPROVES TRIBAL OIL S GAS CO
12/G1/1993 AG71 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL VOTES TO KEEP BANKRUPT SAWMILL
12/G1/1993 BG41 NAVAJO MOVE TOWARD LEGALIZING GAMBLING
12/G1/1993 BG42 CARE PUSHES ACTIVIST'S WISH
12/G1/1993 BG46 NAVAJO TEACHER PROGRAM GETS NATIONAL AWARD
12/G8/1993 AG12 NAVAJO LOOK AT LEGALIZING LIQUOR SALES
12/08/1993 A071 OIL DRILLERS BACK OFF AFTER PROTEST
12/15/1993 A013 CATTLE IMPOUNDED IN NAVAJO LAND DISPUTE
12/15/1993 AG13 NAVAJO CONSIDER NAME CHANGE
12/15/1993 BG81 NAVAJO FORM HUMAN BLOCKADE TO STOP DRILLING
12/15/1993 CG53 MACDONALD SEEKS RETURN TO TRIBAL JAIL
12/15/1993 CG64 NAVAJO DECLARE AIDS MONTH
12/22/1993 BG81 xUNIQUELY NAVAJO
1/G5/1994 AG31 NAVAJO TRIBAL OFFICIALS ORDER THRIFTWAY STORES CLOSE
1/12/1994 AGll TEXAS OIL COMPANY SLAPS TRIBAL COUNCILMAN WITH RESTR
1/12/1994 AG12 NAVAJO OPPOSE NAME CHANGE
1/12/1994 AG24 TRIBAL COURT AWARDS ARCHITECT $165,GGG IN DEFAULT
1/19/1994 AG12 *NEW MEXICO & NAVAJO NATION UNITE TO LOCATE DEADBEAT
1/19/1994 AG12 RESOLUTION GIVES NAVAJO PRESIDENT POWER TO PARDON
1/19/1994 AG63 NAVAJO LIBRARY RECEIVES 7GGTH BOX OF BOOKS
1/26/1994 AGll *NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL CALLS FOR REMOVAL OF TIPIS
1/26/1994 AG15 CLOSER-TO-HOME REQUEST FOR MACDONALD DENIED
1/26/1994 AG51 NAVAJO NAME CHANGE STUPID (L)
2/G2/1994 AG21 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL VOTES AGAINST CONSIDERING NAME
2/G2/1994 AG25 NAVAJO COUNCIL POSES MORATORIUM ON OIL 8 GAS DRILLIN
2/G2/1994 AG34 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL POSTPONES DECISION
2/G2/1994 AG44 NAME CHANGE A MOVE TO WHITE MAN'S WAY (L)
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2/02/1994 A065 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL TABLES PRISONER PARDON LAW
2/02/1994 A071 RANGERS SEIZE FIREWOOD ON RELOCATION LANDS
2/10/1994 A082 ELECTION CHANGED TO GENERAL ELECTION DATE
2/10/1994 A082 NAVAJO GAMING PLANS ARE BEING FORMALIZED
2/10/1994 A082 NAVAJO RED CROSS AIDS EARTHQUAKE VICTIMS
2/10/1994 A083 PAGE MAYOR MEETS WITH NAVAJO NATION OFFICIALS
2/10/1994 B045 NAVAJO WEAVING EXHIBIT LOOMS ON SD ART MUSEUM SCHED
2/16/1994 A031 LEE SEEKS NAVAJO PRESIDENCY DESPITE PENDING CHANGE
2/16/1994 A031 FEDERAL AUDIT FINDS MISMANAGEMENT AT NAVAJO SCHOOL
2/23/1994 A051 TIME FOR A NEW SHERIFF (L)
2/23/1994 A064 NAVAJO BEGIN RACE FOR TRIBAL PRESIDENT
3/02/1994 AOll ATTORNEYS TELL COURT MACDONALD IS A POLITICAL EXILE
3/02/1994 A031 GRAND JURY INDICTS TWO NAVAJO OFFICIALS
3/02/1994 A064 NAVAJO MAN SAYS ENVIRONMENT SECOND TO MOST AMERICANS
3/02/1994 A075 CANYON HANTAVIRUS DRAWS NAVAJO RANGER'S CRITICISM
3/09/1994 A013 NAVAJO IRKED AT HANTAVIRUS' NEW NAME
3/09/1994 A061 COUNCIL VOTES IN FAVOR OF FEES FOR COUNCILMAN
3/16/1994 A032 NAVAJO CODE TALKERS THANKED
3/23/1994 A071 ZAH ANNOUNCES NEW HOME PURCHASE PROGRAM
3/30/1994 AOll ZAH REBUKES VICE PRESIDENT FOR RUNNING FOR TOP
3/30/1994 A024 NAVAJO & HOPI RANGERS CLASH ON ARIZONA RELOCATION
3/30/1994 A024 ZAH CALLS FOR FEDERAL INVESTIGATION OF RECENT CLASH
3/30/1994 A032 ARIZONA TRIBAL SAWMILL TO CLOSE, AT LEAST TEMPORARIL
4/06/1994 A063 BIA VERSION OF BIG MOUNTAIN CLASH REFUTED
4/06/1994 A083 FEDERAL COMPTROLLER OF CURRENCY PAYS A VISIT
4/13/1994 AOll INDICTED NAVAJO MAN ACCUSES ZAH OF COLLUSION
4/13/1994 A031 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL ASKS PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT
4/13/1994 A034 INJURED NAVAJO WOMAN CALLS FOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
4/13/1994 A051 DINE CARE STANDING STRONG BEHIND NAVAJO FORESTS (L)
4/13/1994 A054 REPORTING ON HOPI-NAVAJO CONFLICT SHOULD BE FAIR (L)
4/20/1994 A034 JUDGE SAYS LAND EXCHANGE FAVORED BIG OIL COMPANIES
4/20/1994 B031 JfBATTLEFIELD IS IN THE MIND FOR--COLLEGE BOWL
4/27/1994 A044 ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED IN NAVAJO NATION (L)
4/27/1994 A062 NAVAJO NATION SAYS NO TO HANTAVIRUS NAME
4/27/1994 A064 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL TABLES NAME CHANGE TO DINE
4/27/1994 A073 NAVAJO GAMING ACT STALLS
4/27/1994 A071 NAVAJO NATION VOTES DOWN PARDON LAW
5/04/1994 A012 NAVAJO COUNCIL DELEGATES FEAR PROSECUTION HIT-LIST
5/04/1994 A033 NAVAJO SPEAKER ANNOUNCED CANDIDACY FOR PRESIDENCY
5/11/1994 A013 NAVAJO GAMING RULES TABLED
5/11/1994 A034 FAMILIES SPEAK OUT AS RELOCATION DEADLINE LOOMS
5/11/1994 A062 NAVAJO RELUCTANT GUINEA PIGS IN HANTAVIRUS STUDY
5/11/1994 B071 NAVAJO COUNCIL CALLS FOR RETURN OF OUT-OF-STATE
5/11/1994 B074 ZAH APPLAUDS COURT'S BAN ON ALCOHOL SALES
5/11/1994 B091 LAWYER SAYS SETTLEMENT MIGHT REQUIRE NAVAJO NATION
5/18/1994 D012 TRIBE REFUSES TO BE RIBAVIRIN GUINEA PIGS
5/18/1994 D012 NAVAJO PRESIDENT'S RACE IS ON, SOME HOPE FOR NEW
5/18/1994 D071 YOU CAN STILL GET YOUR KICKS ON ROUTE 66
5/25/1994 A013 XMACDONALD THANKS NAVAJO COUNCIL FOR ITS COMPASSION
5/25/1994 A032 NAVAJO DECIDING NEW LEASE OFFER BY HOPI
5/25/1994 S071 NAVAJO NATION IS TAKING CONTROL OF ITS RESOURCES
6/01/1994 A012 PLUMMER GROUNDED AGAIN
6/01/1994 A015 KNAVAJO THRIFTWAY TRIAL SET
6/01/1994 B041 TRIBAL JURISDICTION CONTROVERSY SURFACES IN LABOR
6/08/1994 A014 NAVAJO COUNCILMAN ALLEGES VENDETTAS
6/08/1994 A031 RESULTS CONFIDENTIAL FOR TWO WEEKS
6/15/1994 A014 UNSOLVED NAVAJO MURDERS, SEX CRIMES STAGGERING
6/29/1994 A051 WHEN JOURNALISTS BROUGHT SHAME TO THE NAVAJO NATION
7/07/1994 A025 CLINTON MAY NAME OSETEK TO NAVAJO-HOPI COMMISSION
7/13/1994 A065 NNYCC GRANTED $2 MILLION FROM CLINTON'S AMERICORP
8/10/1994 B051 125 NAVAJO FIND EMPLOYMENT ON PRE-'SCRUBBER'
8/17/1994 A072 HARBINGERS OF ILL WILL, HEALTH PLAGUE NAVAJO
8/17/1994 C013 ZAH VETOES NAVAJO GAMING ORDINANCE
8/31/1994 A071 TALKER GUILTY OF FEDERAL BRIBERY CHARGES
9/08/1994 C031 $50 MILLION NAVAJO HOSPITAL DEDICATED
9/14/1994 A013 GAMING LEFT UP TO THE NAVAJO PEOPLE
10/12/1994 AOll ATTORNEYS FIGHT FOR MACDONALD DISMISSALS
11/02/1994 A021 NAVAJO BUILDING MORATORIUM LIFTED
11/10/1994 A061 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT HINDERS TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT
12/07/1994 A031 PRESIDENT-ELECT TO SEEK PRIVATE FUNDING FOR INAUGURA
12/07/1994 B114 JUSTICE QUERIED ON DISCRIMINATION LAW ENFORCEMENT
12/15/1994 A014 HALE TRANSITION TEAM READIES
12/15/1994 A061 NAVAJO MUSEUM TO HOUSE MEDICINE BUNDLES
12/15/1994 coil GAMING A DEAD ISSUE AFTER NAVAJO VOTERS REJECT
12/22/1994 A061 NAVAJO FIGHTING BOARD'S PLAN TO BUY COMPUTERS
12/22/1994 B112 NAVAJO, BANK OFFICIALS WORK TOWARD MAKING HOME FINAN
1/05/1995 AOll ABANDONED URANIUM MINE THREATENS NAVAJO
1/19/1995 AOll JfHALE CALLS FOR UNITY IN NAVAJOLAND
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1/19/1995 A041 KNAVAJO NATION'S INAUGURATION
3/02/1995 A014 KCANYON DE CHELLY
3/09/1995 S021 INTRODUCING--THE DINE'
3/09/1995 S031 xA SHEEP HERDER'S TOUCH--HALE HEADS NAVAJO
3/09/1995 S041 xNAVAJO NURTURE 3 BRANCH SYSTEM
3/09/1995 S051 ^GOVERNMENT DIVISIONS TEND TO NEEDS OF 220,000
3/09/1995 S081 *RELATIVELY SPEAKING--CLANSHIP HELPS KEEP PEACE
3/09/1995 S091 xREPLANTING THE WAY OF THE DINE*
3/09/1995 SlOl KUORDS OF WEAPONS--CODETALKER FINDS 'FORBIDDEN' LANG
3/09/1995 S141 XFINDING JOBS FOR THE NATION
3/09/1995 S151 LIMITATION FAR FROM FLATTERY TO NAVAJO ARTISANS
3/09/1995 S181 XWALKING AMONG BEAUTY
3/09/1995 S191 NAVAJO NAiION DIRECTORY
3/09/1995 S241 XFARM SHIPS 'NAVAJO PRIDE' AROUND THE NATION
3/09/1995 S251 XCOMMUNICATION ENTERPRISES GET THE WORD OUT
3/09/1995 S262 STRIKING VISTAS, ENDURING CULTURE BECKON TOURISTS
3/09/1995 S271 XNAVAJO CURATORS BRING MUSEUMS TO LIFE
3/09/1995 S281 XMODERN MUSEUM'S DESIGN SPRINGS FROM TRADITION
3/09/1995 S342 xNATION EMPHASIZES EDUCATION AS KEY TO SELF-SUFFICIE
3/09/1995 S371 XTHE LANGUAGE OF LEARNING
4/27/1995 AOll KNAVAJO COUNCIL PARDONS PETER MACDONALD
5/18/1995 A041 KNAVAJO'S ALBERT HALE BIG ENOUGH TO FORGIVE
6/08/1995 B081 FANNY MAE CLOSE TO DEAL WITH NAVAJO NATION
6/23/1995 B053 1989 NAVAJO RIOT CASE—CRUCIAL RULING AWAITED
6/29/1995 A051 NAVAJO SCHOOLS SUFFER FROM LACK OF ACCREDITATION
7/06/1995 A051 THERE'S MORE TO THE HOPI EAGLE STORY (L)
8/10/1995 C013 HOPI, NAVAJO STUDENTS COMMUTE TO SCHOOL BY TV
9/07/1995 B061 NORWEST TO ESTABLISH MORTGAGE REP
10/19/1995 A034 WORLD'S EARLIEST KNOWN FROG FOUND ON NAVAJO RES
12/24/1991 A072 VALARIO CHOSEN FOR NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDEN
8/03/1994 A014 NAVAJO COLLEGE TO STAY OPEN
3/09/1995 S331 kCOMMUNITY COLLEGE'S EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY
3/09/1995 S341 KNCC SCIENCE PROGRAM GETS TOP GRADES S TOP GRADS
3/09/1995 S391 xDINE' EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY HELPS TO BRIDGE CULTURAL
4/03/1991 BOll SUCCESSOR TO NAVAJO TIMES STARTS--BROKE MACDONALD ST
11/20/1991 A033 NAVAJO TIMES TO BE APPRAISED BEFORE POSSIBLE SALE
6/23'1995 B051 JOURNALISM IN INDIAN COUNTRY--FREEDOMS AT STAKE
SEE US NAVY
3/09/1994 A064 TRI-COLLEGE NATIVE AMERICAN WEEK SET
8/10/1994 C022 STUDENTS COMPLETE PHARMACY PROGRAM
8/10/1995 C023 STUDENTS LEARN PHARMACY SKILLS
3/05/1991 B015 MARINE GENERAL'S REFERENCE OFFENSIVE
3/20/1991 A051 MARINES APOLOGIZE FOR GENERAL NEAL (L)
12/0A/1991 A024 SANTEES LIVE IN ISOLATION, DEPENDENCY
6/24/1992 AlOl SHOOTING BRINGS INVESTIGATION OF NEB JUSTICE SYSTEM
7/01/1992 A125 NEW WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL DISCUSSED
8/12/1992 AlOl SHOOTING RAISES RACE QUESTIONS
9/09/1992 A031 GRAND JURY CLEARS POLICE OFFICER IN SHOOTING DEATH
9/16/1992 A061 NEBRASKA SHOOTINGS SHOW A NEED TO SENSITIZE LAW
10/08/1992 D031 ALLIANCE PASTOR SAYS HE WAS DERAILED
12/17/1992 C121 LAWSUIT AGAINST BORDER TOWN LIQUOR STORES REINSTATED
3/17/1993 B071 LOTTERY & POLICY TURN RENEW NEBRASKA GAMING DEBATE
A/21/1993 A085 RACE RELATIONS UNDER STUDY IN NEBRASKA
A/21/1993 B031 KUS CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL TO REVIEW NEB CUSTODY CASES
5/05/1993 AOll kRACE RELATIONS IN WEST NEBRASKA GET FED HEARING
6/09/1993 A013 TRIBES SCORE IN NEBRASKA GAMING
7/28/1993 B105 NEBRASKA HEALTH OFFICE OUTLINES WIC GUIDELINES
9/22/1993 BOll NEBRASKA CHILD CARE PROVIDERS TO GET $250,000
lO/lA/1993 B031 DEADLINE APPROACHES FOR NEBRASKA FAMILY FUNDS
11/03/1993 B075 11 APPOINTED TO CIVIL RIGHTS PANEL IN NEBRASKA
11/03/1993 B082 PUBLIC HEARING SET ON NEW CHILD CARE REGULATIONS
12/01/1993 B042 NEW TOLL-FREE NUMBER GIVES NEBRASKA ROAD CONDITIONS
10/19/1994 BOll NEBRASKA HONORS AMERICAN INDIANS
12/11/1991 A031 kNEBRASKA COLLEGE FORGING EXPANSION PLANS
10/29/1992 B085 NICC GETS GRANTS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION
11/19/1992 B044 KNICC PRESIDENT CALLS OMAHA NEWSPAPER BIASED
1/26/1995 C031 kNICC OFF TO A GREAT START
9/28/1995 B071 BUSHYHEAD TAKES OVER AS PRESIDENT OF NEB IND COMMUN
6/19/1991 B025 NEBRASKA HISTORICAL SOCIETY LOSES SUIT
8/24/1995 A084 KICKAPOO CHAIRMAN OBJECTS TO NEW CASINO
8/28/1991 A043 BLACK ELK'S VISION LIVES IN BANCROFT NEB (L)
1/14/1992 BOll KCLEVE NEISS--GOOD MAN IN AN EMERGENCY
2/11/1993 B055 NEISS, BOURLAND AND LECOMPTE SELECTED OUTSTANDING
11/17/1993 A071 KNEW ORG TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN TOURISM
5/04/1995 C014 NELSON TOP JUNIOR AT MANDERSON SMOKER
5/18/1994 B051 EPA RECOGNIZES TWO AREA TRIBAL MEMBERS
10/20/1993 B012 PARENTS CHARGE DISCRIMINATION BY WAUBAY SUPERINTENDA
3/23/199A BOll WAUBAY FIRES SCHOOL HEAD
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5/18/1995 B07A NEBRASKA'S FIRST LADY VISITS WINNEBAGO HEALTHY START
1/28/1992 Sill JfMOOT NELSON—SPORTS WAS STEADY IN HIS LIFE
6/22/199A B061 *MOOT NELSON'S ATHLETIC CAREER RECALLED
8/03/199A A012 NEZ PERCE FACE NEO-NAZI INVASION
6/22/1994 A071 XNESSI PROVES A FRIEND TO NATIVE HOUSING
9/02/1992 A051 DUTCH STUDENTS SEEK CONTACTS CD
1/12/1995 B012 LOOKING HORSE TO TESTIFY AT INTERNATIONAL FORUM
1/12/1995 BG34 TRANSCRIPT OF PIPE KEEPER'S SPEECH
SEE ALSO INTERNET
11/26/1992 8054 TAKINI SCHOOL COMMENDED FOR LIBRARY NETWORK
6/15/1994 B041 NATIVE AMERICAN COMPUTER NETWORK LAUNCHED
6/15/1994 B041 HOW TO USE INDIANNET COMPUTER SYSTEM
3/09/1995 A031 NETWORK WILL LINK AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITIES
8/31/1995 A031 INDIANET MOVES TO CAPITAL
8/31/1995 BOll WOMAN SHOT AFTER EAGLE BUTTE CONCERT
3/20/1991 A041 icNEUHARTH DECRIES LACK OF MINORITY JOURNALISTS
10/16/1991 A012 X'TIMES' LOOKS AT EXPANSION
10/16/1991 A04I K'TIMES' VISION TAKES WING, BEGINS TO SOAR
6/17/1992 AO12 NEVADA RESORTS TARGET TRIBES
7/08/1992 A013 NEVADA INVESTS HEAVILY IN CONGRESS
9/23/1992 A041 xHEY NEVADA, PLACE YOUR BETS ON INDIANS
10/08/1992 A012 INDIAN GAMING BIG TARGET--NEVADA SPENDS THOUSANDS
11/26/1992 B112 NEVADA WORRIED BY PALM SPRINGS CASINO
2/18/1993 A012 NEVADA CASINOS CALL A TRUCE IN WAR WITH TRIBES
2/25/1993 A066 NEVADA SENATOR PLANS ELIMINATION IND AFFAIRS PANEL
5/19/1993 A074 NEVADA DEMONSTRATIONS PLANNED IN SUPPORT OF CLIFFORD
6/02/1993 A014 NEW JERSEY, NEVADA RAISE GAMING STAKE
12/01/1993 B014 EX-AREA BIA OFFICER SHOT IN DESERT INVESTIGATION
1/19/1994 Bill ORGANIZATIONS JOIN FORCES TO PROTECT BURIAL 8 CEREM
2/16/1995 C013 BOARD OKAYS NEVADA'S FIRST TRIBAL CASINO
1/19/1995 B051 UO SCHOLARSHIP HONORS NEVAQUAYA
4/20/1994 B041 »A NOTCH ABOVE THE REST
7/27/1994 A081 UNM BASKETBALL STANDOUT SAYS DREAMS CAN COME TRUE
6/15/1994 coil AGREEMENT WITH NEW BEDFORD COULD BE REACHED
12/21/1995 A051 NEW BEDFORD MAYOR DOES NOT SEE GAMBLING INDUSTRY AS
6/02/1993 B036 *TWO FEATURED ARTISTS SELECTED FOR 1993 DAKOTA ARTS
10/06/1993 B123 NEW HOLY'S QUILLWORK CHOSEN FOR ARTS DISPLAY
7/27/1995 A012 KQUILL ART A FAMILY LEGACY
9/01/1993 B023 NEW HOLY SENTENCED TO 16 MONTHS IN PRISON
9/04/1991 B031 TAKINI, NJ STUDENTS COMPLETE CULTURAL EXCHANGE
7/01/1992 A063 WOUNDED KNEE EXCHANGE STUDENTS LEAVE FOR NJ
6/02/1993 A014 NEW JERSEY, NEVADA RAISE GAMING STAKE
11/30/1995 A063 NEW JERSEY'S RAMAPOUGH CHARGE BIA DISCRIMINATES
8/14/1991 coil SUMMIT CHARTS NEW COURSE OF COOPERATION
9/11/1991 A035 ARTS MUSEUM TO OPEN IN SUMMER '92
9/25/1991 A083 KPICURIS ACQUIRE SUBSIDIZED STAKE IN HOTEL
9/02/1992 B092 NEW MEXICO TRIBES UNITE--VOTER REGISTRATION
9/09/1992 A122 PUEBLO MALL TO OPEN IN 1994
9/23/1992 A043 TREAD SOFTLY MESCALEROS OVER YOUR LAND
11/05/1992 A071 NAVAJO NATION MAY BOYCOTT FARMINGTON BUSINESSES
2/11/1993 A071 NM ROAD PROPOSED THROUGH PETROGLYPH MONUMENT
3/03/1993 A021 NAVAJO, REPS SUPPORT HOUSE MOVE FOR MASCOTS
3/10/1993 A044 SOUTHWEST MASCOT FANS INSULT PLAINS CULTURE (L)
5/05/1993 A074 ISLETA PUEBLO RECEIVES ENVIRONMENT RECOGNITION
7/28/1993 A065 EATON APPOINTED TO INDIAN COMMISSION
8/04/1993 A024 GROUPS TRY TO BLOCK ROAD ON NEW MEXICO SACRED SITE
11/03/1993 B061 NAVAJO NATION TO PURCHASE NM RANCH
11/17/1993 A073 SANDIA PUEBLO SETS HIGH WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
11/17/1993 A083 ZAH NIXES RANCH PURCHASE
12/15/1993 C044 NEW-MEXICO CONFIRMS 17TH HANTAVIRUS CASE
1/19/1994 A012 KNEW MEXICO 8 NAVAJO NATION UNITE TO LOCATE DEADBEAT
1/26/1994 A074 THIRTEEN NEW MEXICO PUEBLO GOVERNORS NAMED
3/23/1994 A081 ZAH SUPPORTS SIGNING OF NEW MEXICO DUAL TAXATION
4/06/1994 C044 ARTS INSTITUTE TO SHOWCASE GRADUATES' WORK
4/20/1994 A034 NEW MEXICO COUNTY SETTLES VOTING RIGHTS CASE
9/28/1994 A012 KING AVOIDS NEW MEXICO GAMING NEGOTIATIONS
12/07/1994 A063 GAMING 0FF1CIAL--STATE SHOULD CONSIDER LOCAL OPTION
1/19/1995 B064 MORTGAGE COMPANY PROPOSES PLAN TO IMPROVE NEW MEXICO
2/16/1995 coil GAMBLING ACT ENCOUNTERS OPPOSITION IN NM
9/21/1995 A051 NEW MEXICO IN VANGUARD OF ELDER CARE
12/21/1995 AOll KNEW MEXICO CASINOS MUST CLOSE
12/29/1995 A044 NOW IT'S UNANIMOUS--GAMBLING IS ILLEGAL (L)
1/08/1991 A082 YELLOW BOY IS 1991 NEW YEAR'S BABY
1/15/1991 SO34 KNEW YEAR'S BABY GETS GIFTS
1/08/1992 A012 KLAUGHTER GOES A LONG WAY
1/08/1992 A021 NEW YEAR'S BABY JOINS LAKOTA NATION
1/08/1992 AlOl KINTO •92--LAUGHTER, THE BEST MEDICINE
1/07/1993 AOll OST WELCOMES FIRST BABY OF 1993
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NEW YEAR
NEW YORK
NEW YORK NY
NEW YORK TIMES
NEW ZEALAND
NEWBERRY LIBRARY
NEWCOMB STEVE
NEWS
NEWSPAPERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/29/1995 AOIA atHAPPY NEW YEAR!
6/05/1991 A025 SENEGAS EYE $60 MILLION FROM FEDS^ NY STATE
9/11/1991 A033 SOVEREIGNTY REBORN IN SENECA NATION
10/09/1991 AOll CREE CHIEF ASKS NEW YORK TO DROP ELECTRICAL CONTRACT
12/18/1991 B085 MANY LIVING ON SENECA LAND REFUSE NEW LEASES
10/22/1992 AOll SENECA NATION BOYCOTTS SCHOOLS
7/28/1993 A071 SENECA GAMBLING FOES SHUT DOWN TRIBE GAS STATION
11/17/1993 A064 GAMING VOTED DOWN
11/17/1993 B121 NEW YORK COURT RULES FOR TAX COLLECTION ON RESERVATI
6/15/199A A031 NEW YORK WINS CIGARETTE TAX CASE
7/13/1994 AOll NY ONEIDA NATION WINS SUIT AGAINST METOXEN
12/07/1994 A035 COURT RULES AGAINST MERCHANTS
12/22/1994 A074 NEW GAS MAY BRING BUSINESS TO RESERVATION FUEL PUMPS
11/16/1995 A013 KNY TRIBES AVOID WAR, ENTER NEGOTIATIONS
1/05/1995 A014 AICH CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY
1/05/1995 B041 BIG APPLE COMMUNITY HOUSE TO SERVE URBAN INDIAN POP
12/24/1991 A012 NEW YORK TIMES INVESTS IN INDIAN COUNTRY'S VOICE
8/31/1994 C014 'DOWN UNDER BOYS' TRAVEL TO NEW ZEALAND
12/29/1994 A034 BRITAIN SETTLES CLAIM WITH NEW ZEALAND'S MAORI
1/21/1992 A083 OGLALA TO OPEN EXHIBITION WITH A PRAYER
10/29/1992 B012 XSCHOLAR CALLS ON POPE TO PULL THE BULL FROM UNDER
1/01/1991 AOll 1990 IN REVIEW
1/01/1991 A053 »A VIEW THROUGH THE PAST YEAR'S COLUMNS
2/12/1992 B064 KNEW CO-ANCHOR WANTS FIRST-HAND CITY KNOWLEDGE
4/08/1992 A012 kNATIVE NEWS SERVICE ON HOLD
4/08/1992 A015 RUMORS OF LIBYAN MONEY UNFOUNDED--NATIVE NEWS
6/10/1992 A041 NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS? NOT SO! (ED)
12/31/1992 AOll 1992 IN REVIEW
12/31/1992 A041 K1992--CHANCE ENCOUNTERS AND CHANCE OF LIFETIME
1/14/1993 A075 NATIONAL NEWS SERVICE DISTRIBUTES GIAGO COLUMN
5/05/1993 B125 NATL NATIVE NEWS WINS AWARD--$100,000 MACARTHUR GRAN
12/29/1993 AOll 1993 IN REVIEW
6/22/1994 A041 KSOME ABC'S FOR TODAY'S MEDIA
1/05/1995 AOll THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE NEWSWORTHY OF 1994
5/04/1995 A041 WHOSE NEWS DO WE USE? (ED)
11/30/1995 A051 INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY SHOULD FOCUS ON REAL NEWS (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS
1/15/1991 S041 BIRTH PANGS AND A WORD IN SEASON (ED)
2/19/1991 B025 OYATE HO SELECTED AS NAME FOR DEVIL LAKE NEWSPAPER
3/20/1991 A041 knEUHARTH DECRIES LACK OF MINORITY JOURNALISTS
5/15/1991 A012 KFOUR YEARS IN A ROW FOR 'TIMES'
6/19/1991 A016 OYATE HO MAY GET REVIEW OF CONTENTS BEFORE PUBLICATI
9/18/1991 B013 KSICANGU SUN-TIMES--'HERE TO STAY'
10/02/1991 BOll KENTERPRISE EYAPAHA--FOR THE COMMUNITY
10/16/1991 A075 THRIFTWAY CHAIN PULLS NAVAJO PAPER OFF SHELVES
11/06/1991 A041 WHAT IS THE JOB OF A NEWSPAPER? (ED)
11/13/1991 A093 NEW RAPID CITY WEEKLY DUE NOV 29
11/20/1991 A033 NAVAJO TIMES TO BE APPRAISED BEFORE POSSIBLE SALE
12/24/1991 A061 KMANDERSON NEWSPAPER F0LDS--5TH FAILURE IN A DECADE
12/24/1991 A061 ALASKA'S OLDEST NEWSPAPER ON HOLD
1/21/1992 A012 KFINANCES STOP PRESSES OF NAVAJO NATION TODAY
1/28/1992 A041 WHAT IS A LEGAL NEWSPAPER (ED)
2/04/1992 A041 REMEMBER TO MIND OUR OWN BUSINESSES (ED)
2/19/1992 AOll NICKNAMES DROPPED
2/19/1992 B034 KHEAD START STUDYING NEWSPAPERS
3/25/1992 A095 SEATTLE TRIBUNE DROPS NICKNAMES AS OFFENSIVE
4/01/1992 A064 CORRECTIONS--SEATTLE TIMES
4/08/1992 B025 KYANKTON TRIBE WILL REVIVE SIOUX MESSENGER IN JUNE
4/22/1992 A031 PRESS GROUP TO HONOR BORDEAUX
5/13/1992 B015 SPECIAL EDITION OF ENTERPRISE EYEPAHA HITS STREETS
6/24/1992 B051 BADD NEWS--A REFRESHING LOOK AT ENTERTAINMENT
9/09/1992 AOll MICMAC NEWS SHUTS DOWN
9/30/1992 A062 MAGAZINE TAKES OVER VOICE FOR 'NATIVE NEVADAN'
10/29/1992 A041 BUY INDIAN (ED)
11/19/1992 B044 KNICC PRESIDENT CALLS OMAHA NEWSPAPER BIASED
12/24/1992 AOll PRESS ROLLS AGAIN FOR TUNDRA TIMES
1/28/1993 A065 LA ORGANIZATION TURNS OVER NEW TALKING LEAF
1/28/1993 A074 AKWANSASNE NOTES ON LINE AGAIN
2/18/1993 A022 kNEZ PERCE PAPER ROLLS OFF THE PRESS
3/03/1993 A053 A TE>:TB00K THAT'S NEVER BEHIND THE TIMES
4/14/1993 B016 PROMINENT JOURNALISTS TO VISIT INDIAN NEWSPAPERS
4/28/1993 BOll NIE COURSE SET FOR JUNE
6/02/1993 A053 ANOTHER WORD ON THE SDNA CONTROVERSY
6/09/1993 A041 kWINNING FEELS LIKE LOSING
6/30/1993 A041 THIRTEEN YEARS OF A FREE PRESS AND GOING STRONG (ED)
9/15/1993 A014 TURTLE MOUNTAIN NEWSPAPER--A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH
9/22/1993 A013 EDITOR RESIGNS FROM AMERICAN INDIAN POST
9/22/1993 A053 kAMERICAN INDIAN POST EDITOR SHOWS HONOR IN RESIGNAT
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NEWSPAPERS
NEWTON KING DIANE
NEZ PERCE
UEZ PERCE TRAIL
FALLS NY
EVA •
• • . vi:i !50N .
NlC&'nfiE PATCHES
NI6HTH0RSE CAMPBEL
NIKE
NIRO SHELLEY
NISQUALLY (TRIBE)
NIXON RICHARD
NO NECK DELORES
NO.NECK KATHY
NO NECK MARTIN
NO WATER SD
NOISY HAWK LYNELLE
NOLAN TED
NOLINE MIKE
NOMEE CLARA
NONVIOLENCE
NOOKSACK (TRIBE)
NORRIS CHARLES .
NORTH DAKOTA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/03/1993
1/19/1994
2/02/1994
2/10/1994
3/16/1994
4/06/1994
4/06/1994
5/18/1994
5/18/1994
6/22/1994
6/22/1994
7/13/1994
8/03/1994
8/24/1994
8/31/1994
11/30/1994
1/05/1995
3/23/1995
6/08/1995
6/23/1995
10/12/1995
2/26/1991
7/24/1991
8/21/1991
10/30/1991
11/20/1991
10/08/1992
11/05/1992
2/18/1993
6/29/1994
8/03/1994
10/05/1994
11/30/1994
1/05/1995
5/04/1995
9/28/1995
12/14/1995
7/31/1991
2/02/1995
3/23/1995
3/02/1994
3/16/1994
3/20/1991
AOll *HOT OFF THE PRESS--TURTLE MOUNTAIN TIMES
Bill NEWSPAPER COLLECTION COMPLETED ON MENOMINEE
AOll MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE DISCONTINUES MASCOT USE
A033 MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE SPECIFIES MASCOT POLICY
A032 CHAIRWOMAN ATTEMPTS TO BLOCK PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPE
A032 XNEWSPAPER EDITOR CANNED BY COUNCIL
A041 JfTRIBAL NEWSPAPERS ARE THE VOICE OF THE COUNCIL
A051 TRIBAL NEWSPAPERS--THERE'S TWO SIDES TO EVERY
D012 KNEWSPAPER GOES SOUTHWEST
A041 NO GOOD DEED GOES UNPUNISHED (ED)
A044 TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS STIFLE FREEDOM OF PRESS (L)
A041 KSOUTHWEST NEWSPAPER IS THE BIRTH OF A NOTION
A041 KEXPLORING LIFE IN THE BIG CITY 8 'VALLEY OF THE SUN
A041 KUNINTENDED RACIAL IGNORANCE CAN MAR BEST OF NEWSPAP
A075 INTER-TRIBAL TIMES TO ROLL OFF PRESS OCT 1, 1994
AOll STANFORD STUDENTS PROTEST CAMPUS PAPER'S CARICATURE
A041 XSD NEWSPAPERS CAN STOP CIRCLING THEIR WAGONS
AGAl SOMEONE TAMPERED WITH YOUR NEWSPAPER (ED)
B025 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL'S MUSTANG NEWS GETS THE SCOOP
B051 JOURNALISM IN INDIAN COUNTRY--FREEDOMS AT STAKE
AD41 KALTERNATIVE TO WHAT?
AG14 XMOHAWK TV NEWSWOMAN SLAIN IN FRONT OF CHILDREN
AG33 CONGRESS ASKED TO REPAIR CHIEF JOSEPH'S GRAVESITE
AG64 NEZ PERCE WANT CHIEF'S PIPE BACK
AG51 KTHE SAGA OF CHIEF JOSEPH'S PIPE
AG43 BIG HOLE NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD EXPLAINED (L)
DGll NEZ PERCE MEMBERS PROTEST NON-INDIAN COACH
AG73 BUSH APPROVES EXPANSION OF NEZ PERCE NATIONAL PARK
AG22 *NEZ PERCE PAPER ROLLS OFF THE PRESS
CG21 IDAHO-BELGIUM CONNECTION
AG12 NEZ PERCE FACE NEO-NAZI INVASION
BG71 NEZ PERCE TO ISSUE LICENSES TO NON-INDIANS
AG34 JURISDICTION CONFUSES NEZ PERCE
AG34 NEZ PERCE> IDAHO REACH ACCORD ON FISHING
AG85 LAW SOUGHT TO SETTLE NEZ PERCE LAND DISPUTE
BG71 NEZ PERCE LAUNCH HORSE BREEDING PROGRAM
AG65 NEZ PERCE PROTEST RETURN OF ARTIFACTS TO OHIO
AG24 *NEZ PERCE TRAIL MARKED AS LEGACY
AG61 TROUBLED NIAGARA MUSEUM MAY BE RESCUED
BG74 MUSEUM'S FUTURE STILL UP IN THE AIR
BG31 KEVA NICHOLS JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
BG31 TRIBE'S RESOLUTION HONORS MEMORY OF EVA NICHOLS
AG12 ^OKLAHOMA TRIBES SHORT OF HEALTH CARE
SEE NAMES, TEAM NAMES, MASCOTS
DISTRIBUTION OF NICOTINE PATCHES IN PLANNING STAGES
SEE CAMPBELL BEN NIGHTHORSE
AGll NIKE APOLOGIZES FOR RACIST AD
CG51 EXHIBIT BY NIRO IS AN EXERCISE OF LIBERATION
AG85 NISQUALLY LEADER CHARGES GOP OUT TO ELIMINATE AM IND
AG41 NIXON--HIS DETERMINATION TO STOP TERMINATION (ED)
AG51 TRIBUTE--NIXON WAS THE ONE FOR INDIAN COUNTRY (L)
AG54 READER--NIXON WAS A TRUE FRIEND (L)
AG12 XA REAL SWINGER
AGll XMONKEY'N AROUND
BG23 ICY ROAD CLAIMS TWO LIVES
BG12 XNO WATER FAMILIES STILL WAITING FOR HOMES
BG63 SDSU NATIVE AM CLUB ELECTS NOISY HAWK PRESIDENT
AG65 CHIPPEWA TO HEAD HOCKEY CLUB
AGll WAR--ARIZONA MOURNS APACHE MARINE WARRIOR
AG71 XCROW CHAIRWOMAN TO STAY IN JOB FRUSTRATED WITH
AG71 MEASURE FAILS TO STRIP ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS
AG64 XNOMEE STAVES OFF ANOTHER OVERTHROW ATTEMPT
AG12 NOMEE WINS RE-ELECTION
AGll WHO'S IN CHARGE? SECOND VOTE OUSTS CROW CHAIRMAN
AG41 A NEW YEAR'S LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
CG61 NOOKSACK TRIBE PLANTS CHUM SALMON EGGS
BG42 WRESTLER FILES SUIT OVER STEREOTYPING
AG72 XPEMBINA TREATY GROUP SUES BIA, IHS AND TRIBE
A113 FIFTH OF STATE'S ACCIDENTS LINKED TO ND INDIANS
BG45 CANCER HITS ALL-TIME HIGH FOR NORTH DAKOTA NATIVES
BG71 THE 49-DISTRICT LEGISLATIVE PLAN PREVAILS IN ND
BG42 SIOUX COUNTY FARMERS CAN GET DISASTER LOANS
AG31 ND TRIBES TO EXPAND GAMBLING OPERATIONS
S331 NORTH DAKOTA SIGNS COMPACTS
BG31 DUBRAY RESERVED ABOUT BUFFALO SLAUGHTER HOUSE
AG81 ND WORKERS LAID OFF FOR LACK OF TRIBAL PROJECT MONEY
AG65 CASINO IS A SOURCE OF PRIDE IN NORTH DAKOTA
BG12 ND TRIBES, CORPS OF ENGINEERS SIGN REPATRIATION PACT
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6/10/1992 B012
7/15/1992
3/09/1995
5/04/1995
4/27/1994
5/04/1994
5/18/1994
4/08/1992
4/13/1994
12/29/1995
2/23/1994
11/09/1995
7/27/1995
2/05/1991
8/14/1991
10/14/1993
1/12/1994
5/25/1994
7/07/1994
1/01/1991
2/16/1995
12/07/1994
9/11/1991
11/06/1991
11/27/1991
12/04/1991
4/22/1992
8/05/1992
11/05/1992
1/14/1993
5/19/1993
7/28/1993
10/14/1993
•h.
SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH DAKOTA STATE
NORTH MIDDLE SCHOO
NORTHERN ARIZONA U
NORTHERN CHEYENNE
NORTHERN STATE U
NORTHERN STATES PO
5/I1/199A B081 KMANDAREE TEAM PLACES 1ST IN STATE CONTEST
2/16/1995 B012 SRST, NORTH DAKOTA WRITE ACCORD TO IMPROVE
4/27/1995 A031 GOV ED SCHAFER VETOES BILL MANDATING TRIBES SHOW BOO
8/24/1995 A024 ND TRIBAL LEADERS AT WHITE HOUSE
SEE NDSU
10/26/1995 B024 POINTS OF LIGHT DIRECT NORTH MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
11/23/1995 B054 KELLEN RETURN FROM SCOUT WINS RACE
8/10/1995 C013 HOPI^ NAVAJO STUDENTS COMMUTE TO SCHOOL BY TV
SEE CHEYENNE (TRIBE)
2/16/1994 B051 COFFEEHOUSE BREWING ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT
5/18/1994 B021 STUDENTS TO ATTEND WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
11/26/1992 B)03 DAKOTA FIGHTING NSP NUKE WASTE
3/30/1994 Ak24 MINNESOTA POWER COMPANY CLAIMS 24 UTILITIES HAVE
9/14/1994 A053 MDEWAKANTON DAKOTA PEOPLE FORCED TO COPE
SEE UTE
9/29/1993 B051 NORTHROP SUPPORT OF NATIVE AM BUSINESSES HONORED
5/11/1994 S071 KNORTHROP
5/08/1991 B014 NORWEGIAN JOURNALISTS STUDY PINE RIDGE NOW, FUTURE
6/08/1995 B092 LITTLE BIGHORN BATTLEFIELD EMPLOYEE RECEIVES AWARD
9/23/1992 A012 XNOTRE DAME RENEGED ON LAND DEAL POTAWATOMI SAY
9/30/1992 A026 NEGOTIATIONS WITH NOTRE DAME CONTINUING
4/29/1992 A012 *NOVELLO--'I AM OUTRAGED'
5/13/1992 A071 XSURGEON GENERAL HONORS IHS RETIREE
SEE RADIOACTIVE WASTES
11/30/1995 B015 xNUGENT WILL DONATE DEER MEAT TO ELDERS
1/01/1991 A081 NURSES NOW ABLE TO GET BACHELOR'S DEGREE AT OLC
1/08/1991 A033 $289,655 AWARDED FOR VOC-ED TO UNITED TRIBES
2/05/1991 BOll 'NURSE OF YEAR' JUST WANTS TO TEACH, CARE FOR OTHERS
2/12/1991 B015 RAIN PROJECT RECRUITS NURSES FOR UND
3/27/1991 Alll kLAKOTA CITED FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICE
8/21/1991 coil CR LAKOTA NURSING PROGRAM HAS NEW HOME '
8/28/1991 BOll kCLARKE BESTS IHS, WINS BACK PAY
10/23/1991 A072 NURSING PROGRAM MARKS GROWTH WITH DEDICATION
2/12/1992 C031 ROSEBUD HOSPITAL EXPANSION IS BURDENING NURSING
2/26/1992 B044 77 EARN SPECIAL NURSE CERTIFICATION
4/29/1992 B023 XNURSING CONFERENCE OFFERS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
6/10/1992 B036 OLC NURSING PROGRAM GETS $4,650 GRANT
6/17/1992 B035 MOUSSEAU RECEIVES NURSING DEGREE
7/29/1992 C031 US WEST DONATES $15,000 TO PINE RIDGE, ROSEBUD NURSI
9/02/1992 B131 NATIONAL AWARD TO SIOUX NURSE
9/16/1992 A046 GOOD EXPERIENCE AT PINE RIDGE IHS (L)
1/07/1993 BlOl MOUSSEAU WILL ENTER ARMY TO STUDY NURSING
6/23/1993 B041 IHS NURSES TO STUDY MANAGEMENT AT SDSU
6/30/1993 B071 SEVEN GRADUATE FROM ND COLLEGE OF NURSING
7/21/1993 B031 *MURPHY TO ATTEND NURSING CONFERENCE
7/28/1993 BlOl PIPER NOMINATED FOR NURSE OF THE YEAR
8/25/1993 B053 FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER PROGRAM AT MARTIN
9/15/1993 B026 CULTURAL AWARENESS EVENTS PLANNED
10/06/1993 BOll ABERDEEN AREA IHS HONORS LOCAL SIOUX SAN NURSE
10/14/1993 BOll RAPID CITY REGIONAL NURSE HONORED
12/22/1993 B012 TRIBAL COLLEGE GRADUATES ITS FIRST SEVEN STUDENTS
3/30/1994 A081 ASU TO HOLD NATL IND NURSING CONFERENCE
6/29/1994 B012 XLABONTE NAMED CHIEF NURSING OFFICER AT NATL CONFERE
1/12/1995 BOll LAKE ANDES WOMAN NAMED TO NURSING ADVISORY BOARD
5/04/1995 B045 NURSING PROGRAM NOW ACCREDITED
6/29/1995 B051 XMARTIN NURSING STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM KELLOGG GRANT
7/20/1995 B061 UNITED TRIBES NURSING PROGRAM EARNS NATIONAL ACCRED
9/28/1995 B054 MASTER'S GRADS
11/02/1995 B034 KELLOGGS KICKS IN $1.2 MILLION FOR NURSE EDUCATION
9/04/1991 A015 xNURSING HOME STALLED, MAY LOSE FUNDING
5/06/1992 coil XOST, STATE JOIN FORCES FOR NURSING HOME
6/03/1992 B014 XPRESSLER SUPPORTS NURSING HOME
8/12/1992 B041 GILA RIVER MAY PURCHASE CLOSED NURSING HOME
11/12/1992 B012 WORKSHOPS EXAMINE NURSING HOMES, DIABETES
9/21/1994 A012 PHOENIX SCHOOL TAKES ON A NEW LOOK
7/27/1995 A063 SOUTH DAKOTA'S GAMING AGREEMENTS 'A MESS'
12/21/1995 BOll PRESIDENTS NEED GIFT OF TIME
8/19/1992 A053 READER HORRIFIED BY RESERVATION MORTALITY (L)
9/02/1992 C014 BUFFALO--GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH
8/24/1994 A044 AVIS LITTLE EAGLE ON TARGET WITH COMMODITIES (L)
10/12/1994 A044 READER LOOKING FOR BODYBUILDERS, SUPERHEROES (L)
9/30/1992 BOll EAGLE BUTTE MAYOR ASKED TO RESIGN
12/17/1992 C031 PMANDAN-HIDATSA FINDS FAMILY ROOTS AFTER 62 YEARS
1/15/1991 S164 A REVIEW OF 'TRIBAL GOVERNMENT'
1/21/1993 B076 WOMEN DEMAND INQUIRY INTO HANDLING OF TRIBAL
10/26/1994 B081 kO'DANIEL NAMED CITIZEN OF THE MONTH
10/22/1992 B031 EAGLE BUTTE ATTORNEY CALLS MAYOR'S FIRING ILLEGAL
2/18/1993 A074 SECRETARY PLEDGES TO SUPPORT TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
NORTHERN UTE
NORTHROP CORP
NORWEGIANS
NOT AFRAID CATHY
NOTRE DAME
NOVELLO ANTONIA
NUCLEAR WASTES
NUGENT TED
NURSING
NURSING HOMES
NUTRITION
0 HARA CINDY
0'BRIAN BOB
O'BRIEN SHARON
O'CONNOR HUBERT
O'DANIEL DELORES
O'HARA CINDY
O'LEARY HAZEL
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OAK NE
OBESITY
OCCOM SAMSON
OELRICHS SD
OGLALA (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/25/1993 A012 OAK RE-ENACTMENTS STIR OUTRAGE
12/2A/1992 B091 MIS TO PARTICIPATE IN OBESITY STUDY
10/27/1993 AG23 JOHNS HOPKINS RECEIVES GRANT TO STUDY OBESITY
10/12/1994 A044 READER LOOKING FOR BODYBUILDERS, SUPERHEROES (L)
12/22/1994 A061 DARTMOUTH MOVES TO HEAL WOUND WITH CONNECTICUT TRIBE
2/02/1994 B061 xLONG-TIME OELRICHS BUSINESS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
SEE ALSO PINE RIDGE RESERV
1/29/1991 A015 CENSUS DECLINE MAY HURT TRIBES
2/12/1991 A014 OST COUNCIL STIRS PROTEST TRYING TO ELIMINATE SCAMS
3/12/1991 A041 IT'S TIME FOR OST TO REPORT (ED)
4/03/1991 A062 OST MAY HIKE LAND-USER FEES TO COVER BURIALS
4/10/1991 A014 STANDING ROCK WOMAN OUSTED--SHE'S NOT OGLALA
4/10/1991 A041 PEOPLE WAIT FOR ANSWERS (ED)
4/10/1991 A041 WHY IS TRIBE DISCRIMINATING (ED)
4/10/1991 A086 OGLALA TRIBAL JUDGE CONVICTED OF FRAUD
4/24/1991 A014 OST POSITION IGNITES MASSACRE SITE BATTLE
5/01/1991 C022 OST OKAYS EDUCATION TASK FORCE
5/01/1991 C024 TRIBES RECEIVE EPA GRANT
5/08/1991 C033 OST COUNCIL OUSTS AL DREAMER AS DISTRICT CHAIRMAN
5/15/1991 C014 TRIBE SHUTS DOWN OST CONSTRUCTION
6/05/1991 A012 icOST OVERDRAWN $150,000
6/05/1991 A041 WHO'S KIDDING WHOM? (ED)
6/26/1991 A012 OST LAND USE PLAN COULD PROTECT TRIBES
7/17/1991 A015 KOST CENSUS COULD SHRINK COUNCIL SIZE
7/17/1991 BOll $80,000 AVAILABLE AT OGLALA NATION POWWOW
7/24/1991 B021 OST CASH FLOW PROBLEM IS SAID TO BE EASING UP
8/07/1991 A071 *POWWOW 91--A TIME FOR LAUGHTER--A TIME FOR TEARS
8/21/1991 B015 OST STUDYING DUPLICATION IN FED SERVICES TO TRIBE
9/11/1991 A091 OGLALA NATION RODEO TO BE BIGGER AND BETTER
9/18/1991 A041 PIPE OF CRAZY HORSE BELONGS WITH HIS PEOPLE (ED)
9/25/1991 A015 OST WINS $187,773
9/25/1991 B041 OST COUNCILMEN IN WASHINGTON TO AID OF WHITE CLAY
10/09/1991 A012 XOGLALAS MADE PROCESS WORK FOR THEM
10/09/1991 A034 SALWAY RESISTS COUNCIL'S MANDATE TO DROP OUT OF UST
10/09/1991 BOll OST SETS OCT COMMODITY SCHEDULE
10/16/1991 B015 WHITE PLUME.RESIGNS AS OST EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
10/23/1991 A071 OGLALA HEADSTART PROGRAM GETS GRANT
10/30/1991 A041 CUT OUT CHILDISHNESS & GET DOWN TO BUSINESS (ED)
10/30/1991 A085 OGLALAS SUPPORT HOGEN WITH TRIBAL RESOLUTION
11/06/1991 B021 EAGLE NEST REPRESENTATIVE BROWN ASKED TO RESIGN
11/20/1991 A041 WHY NOT A WGMAN FOR OST PRESIDENT? (ED)
11/27/1991 C032 PINE RIDGE FAMILIES LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
12/04/1991 A044 UPHOLDS OGLALA SIOUX COUNCIL DECISION (L)
12/04/1991 BOll *CASE OF DEPOSED PRINCESS IS IN OGLALA TRIBAL COUNCI
12/18/1991 B015 OGLALAS OFFER BIA SETTLEMENT ON LEASE SUIT
12/18/1991 B015 OST COURT WORKERS TO TREAT AREAS ELDERLY
1/14/1992 A041 ELECTION TIME IS HERE AGAIN--SPEAK TO THE PEOPLE (ED
1/14/1992 A044 OST COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP RESTRICTIONS UNFAIR (L)
1/14/1992 B014 INDIGENT BURIAL INCREASE LOST IN BIA CONFUSION
1/14/1992 B014 SIX-WAY RACE FOR CHAIRMAN FACES VOTERS IN OGLALA
1/21/1992 BOll *SALWAY CHARGES CORRUPTION KEPT HIM FROM SUCCESS
1/21/1992 BOll *OST COUNCIL MEMBERS RESPOND TO SALWAY'S CHARGES
1/28/1992 C082 AREA MERCHANTS HELP CHILDREN
2/04/1992 BOll xBETWEEN LODGES--USE EXISTING RESOURCES
2/04/1992 BOll xRED SHIRT--TRIBAL INVENTORY IS NEEDED
2/04/1992 BOll KWILSON--ATTRACT INDUSTRY, EMPLOY VETS
2/04/1992 BOll XKING--YOUNG AND OLD NEED HELP
2/04/1992 BOll *FIRE THUNDER--YOUTH, BUILDINGS A PRIORITY
2/04/1992 B013 STEELE--DECLINES TO BE INTERVIEWED
3/11/1992 A012 STEELE WINS AS OST PRESIDENT
3/25/1992 BOll xOST HOUSING GETS FUNDS TO RENOVATE 1,000 HOMES
4/01/1992 C014 OST APRIL 14 INAUGURATION--BORDEAUX KEYNOTE SPEAKER
4/01/1992 C023 PETITIONS CIRCULATED FOR OST OFFICERS
4/15/1992 coil *DC LAWYERS TO GET ALL OF $299,999 OST SETTLEMENT
4/15/1992 coil COUNCIL TO DECIDE HOW TO SPEND $187,000
4/15/1992 C026 PETITIONS CIRCULATED FOR OST OFFICERS
4/22/1992 A012 *TAKING CHARGE
4/22/1992 B012 xNEW OST LEADER TAKES CHARGE
5/06/1992 A044 LAWYERS FEE INCLUDED MANY UNTOLD AWARDS (L)
5/06/1992 C015 HOUSING PROJECT TO HELP COMMUNITY
6/03/1992 B014 xPRESSLER SUPPORTS NURSING HOME
6/10/1992 A044 OST PUBLIC SAFETY LOSES TO LOW WAGES (L)
6/17/1992 B021 XCARLOW EARNS NATL RECOGNITION FOR SERVICE
6/24/1992 B014 OGLALA COURT SYSTEM GOES ON FILM
7/01/1992 A025 MICKELSON TO MEET WITH OST OFFICIALS
7/01/1992 B015 OST ASKS AIR FORCE HALT LOW FLIGHTS DURING SUN DANCE
7/08/1992 A032 OST HAS NO ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS
7/15/1992 A034 OST COUNCIL DISCUSSES 'KEY ISSUES' WITH GOVERNOR
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7/22/1992 B013 OST STUDIES EDUCATION, JURISDICTION, LAND ISSUES
7/29/1992 A044 COUNCILUOHEN ENRAGED WITH EDITORIAL CD
7/29/1992 A053 KILI BOARD ASKS OST PRESIDENT TO REMOVE CAMP
7/29/1992 B103 OST GETS $28,462 PESTICIDES GRANT
7/29/1992 coil kOST COUNCIL MEMBERS QUESTION MISSING $36,000
8/12/1992 B021 OGLALA PUT ON THEIR BEST
8/12/1992 C052 SPECIAL NEEDS SERVICES AVAILABLE
8/26/1992 BOll GREY EAGLES PROTEST DISTRIBUTION PLAN
8/26/1992 B031 RESULTS RELEASED FOR OGLALA NATION POWWOW
9/16/1992 A121 TRIBAL COUNCIL OVERHAULS SIOUX HOUSING AUTHORITY
9/23/1992 B014 COURT AUDIT SHOWS LACK OF FOLLOW-UPS
10/08/1992 Bill OST COMMEMORATES 500 YEARS WITH EVENTS
10/22/992 B014 xOGLALA STEP FORWARD WITH SPECIAL WALK
11/12/1992 A012 OST SECURES LOAN TO PAY OFF LOAN
11/19/1992 B015 RED TAPE TANGLE PUTS STRANGLEHOLD ON OST FUNDS
12/03/1992 A012 KREVOLT GATHERS AGAINST UST
12/24/1992 B051 REPORT FROM OGLALA SIOUX FOOD BANK
1/07/1993 B012 COMMISSIONER SEES ELECTION AS EMPOWERMENT
1/14/1993 A071 CONTRACT SCHOOLS--OST DEPT OF ED USURPS AUTHORITY
2/11/1993 A044 OST MEMBER—INDIAN PEOPLE EXPLOIT EACH OTHER (L)
2/11/1993 BOll OST HOUSING BOARD VOWS TO FIGHT REMOVAL
2/25/1993 A026 IRON CLOUD PICKED AS NEW OSHA DIRECTOR
2/25/1993 B012 OST LANDFILL OPTIONS COULD INCLUDE BORDER TOWN TRASH
3/03/1993 B015 xOST LOOKS AT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
4/21/1993 B012 SfTEXTILE PLANT'PACKS UP, FOLDS ON OST DEAL
4/21/1993 B014 BOOTMAKER TAKES STEPS TOWARD OST
4/28/1993 B043 DRUG MONEY PRESENTED TO OST POLICE
5/05/1993 A075 OST COUNCIL HONORS ELDER WHO SERVED ON 1ST COUNCIL
5/12/1993 B012 OST COURT BACKLOG SLOWED WARRANT FOR AMBULANCE
5/19/1993 B015 OGLALA SELECTS CASINO COMPANY
6/02/1993 A041 *FOUR-YEAR TERMS OFFER STABILITY, ECONOMIC GOOD FORT
6/16/1993 BOll OLD BUILDING AT RED SHIRT DEMOLISHED
6/23/1993 A025 OGLALA SIOUX COUNCIL OPENS DOOR TO DISTRICT AMBULANC
6/30/1993 A061 OST COUNCIL PASSES RESOLUTION AGAINST SCHOOL BOARD
7/08/1993 B012 sDISTRICT CHAIRMEN PROTEST COUNCIL ACTION
7/14/1993 B015 OST PUSHES FOR PRISON INVESTIGATION
7/14/1993 B015 TRIBE URGES NO DELAYS IN WATER PROJECT
7/21/1993 A031 OGLALA TO INK LONG-AWAITED STATE GAMING COMPACT
7/21/1993 B012 KOST COUNCIL MAY GET PAY RAISE
8/11/1993 B015 OST TO REVAMP TROUBLED CREDIT OFFICE
8/18/1993 B012 xCOCA-COLA RENEGES ON SPONSORING OGLALA NATION POW W
8/25/1993 A041 OGLALA SIOUX CASINO DEAL IS A DEAD MAN'S HAND (ED)
8/25/1993 B012 kROCKYFORD ROAD UNPAVED UNTIL SPRING
9/01/1993 A043 COKE APOLOGIZES TO OGLALA NATION (L)
10/06/1993 B012 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE IN DRIVERS SEAT OF AMBULANCE SER
10/06/1993 B031 OST JUDGE RULES PRISONER MUST RETURN TO PEN
11/17/1993 B012 RAPE VICTIM'S FAMILY SUES OST POLICE FOR $2 MILLION
11/17/1993 B095 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE COMMODITY NOV DIST SCHEDULE
12/15/1993 B012 xPAY RAISES IN WORKS FOR OGLALA GOVERNMENT
12/29/1993 BOll OST MEMBERS ANNOUNCE FOR CANDIDACY
1/05/1994 A044 OST PAY RAISES CALLED SELF-SERVING (L)
1/05/1994 B015 OST SET FOR LARGEST ELECTION IN TRIBAL HISTORY
1/19/1994 BOll OST CHIEF JUDGE LEE REAPPOINTED FOR 2ND TERM
1/26/1994 A044 VOTE TO END TRIBAL GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION (L)
1/26/1994 B012 TWO OGLALA DISTRICTS REJECT GAMING COMPACT
2/02/1994 BOll WAKPAMNI JOINS CASINO OPPOSITION
2/02/1994 B012 ^CANDIDATES FORUM--OST PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS
2/23/1994 B012 xOST REPATRIATING AND REBURYING RELATIVES
2/23/1994 B025 OST POLICY FOR NAT AM GRAVES PROTECTION & REPATRIATI
3/02/1994 A012 NAME CHANGE IN THE WIND FOR OGLALA TRIBAL CASINO
3/16/1994 A041 WE NEED TO STAND BEHIND OST'S NEW ADMIN (ED)
3/16/1994 B031 TRIBE'S RESOLUTION HONORS MEMORY OF EVA NICHOLS
4/06/1994 A061 APRIL 12 INAUGURATION SET FOR OGLALA LEADER
4/20/1994 BOll OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE TO OFFER TRAINING
4/20/1994 B012 WILBUR BETWEEN LODGES SWORN IN
4/20/1994 B012 OST POLICE LIABILITY COULD BE $2 MILLION
5/18/1994 A041 PEOPLE SHOULD DECIDE CASINO PLANS (ED)
5/18/1994 BOll BETWEEN LODGES CALLS FOR BEEFED-UP LAW ENFORCEMENT
5/18/1994 B012 PEOPLE TO DECIDE FATE OF PRAIRIE WIND
6/01/1994 Ad43 TRIBE PUT CART BEFORE HORSES, NOW THE PEOPLE PAY (L)
6/01/1994 A044 PROPOSED PRAIRIE WINDS CASINO BROUGHT HOPE (L)
6/01/1994 A044 READER APPALLED AT DISRESPECT FOR TRIBAL OFFICIALS (
6/01/1994 B012 XSIGN OF THE TIMES
6/08/1994 B012 xTURNKEY GAMING PRESSES AHEAD WITH PRAIRIE WIND
6/15/1994 A011 OST VOTE BACKS CASINO
6/15/1994 A044 PINE RIDGE RESIDENTS WARNED OF GAMING PITFALLS (L)
6/22/1994 A011 OST PUSHES FOR SHARE OF FEDERAL HYDROPOWER
6/22/1994 B081 MONEY,NEEDED TO APPEAL CUSTODY RULING
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7/07/199A A031 OST FIGHTING APPEAL IN CUSTODY CASE
7/13/1999 A021 OST CLEARS ROADBLOCKS IN CASINO DEVELOPMENT
7/13/1999 B013 OST ADOPTS TOUGH POLICY ON ATTENDANCE
7/20/1999 B012 CRACKDOWN SOUGHT ON EAGLE FEATHER TRADE
7/27/1999 BG12 JUDGE RULES OST PUBLIC SAFETY OWES $100,000
7/27/1999 B061 ^WASHINGTON CONFERENCE
8/03/1999 A091 SANTAS HONORED WITH OGLALA FLAG (L)
8/03/1999 B012 BIG CROWDS EXPECTED FOR PINE RIDGE FAIR
8/03/1999 S021 XINTR0DUC1NG--THE OGLALA LAKOTA PEOPLE
8/03/1999 S031 XNEW OGLALA PRESIDENT SPEAKS LANGUAGE OF THE PEOPLE
8/03/1999 S091 PEELING BACK THE LAYERS OF GOVERNANCE
8/03/1999 S051 XA STROLL THROUGH NINE OGLALA DISTRICTS
8/03/1999 S091 LAKOTA FUND LENDS NEEDED HELP TO OGLALA BUSINESS
8/03/1999 S191 RESOURCE DIRECTORY--OST PROGRAMS
8/03/1999 S171 XCOURT SYSTEM EARNS FAVORABLE JUDGMENTS
8/03/1999 S271 LAKOTA STILL NOT SOLD ON BLACK HILLS SETTLEMENT
8/17/1999 B051 KA DAY AT THE FAIR
8/29/1999 B012 OST BACKS GAMING COMPACT REVISION
9/19/1999 B031 OGLALA PLAN HONORS FOR HORSE NATION
9/28/1999 B012 OGLALA POW WOW SHOWS HUGE DEFICIT
12/29/1999 B012 xYOUNG VOLUNTEERS STAFF SEARCH S RESCUE UNIT
1/05/1995 B022 OST, STATE SIGN ENVIRONMENTAL PACT
1/12/1995 AOll OST TO INVESTIGATE PRAIRIE WIND OPERATION
1/26/1995 BOll XOGLALA SIOUX TRIBE MOVES ON NEW LANDFILL
2/02/1995 B019 ONEC GEARS UP FOR BIA STREAMLINING
3/09/1995 B031 TRIBE'S SUPREME COURT NULLIFIES STEELE'S EXTRADITION
3/09/1995 B032 GRAZING FEE DEBATE HITS HOME ON THE RANGE
9/13/1995 BOll ROSEBUD, OGLALA TO EXPLORE JOINT BUFFALO SOCIETY
5/09/1995 B091 *OST ELDERS RECRUITED TO SETTLE FAMILY FIGHT
5/11/1995 A019 XIMPEACHMENT MOVEMENT TARGETS BETWEEN LODGES ADMIN
5/11/1995 A099 DISTRICTS IGNORED BY BETWEEN LODGES (L)
5/11/1995 BOll PRAIRIE THUNDER STILL ROLLING TOWARD PRAIRIE WIND
5/11/1995 coil XOST COUNCIL HONORS RED CLOUD PLAYERS 8 COACHES
5/18/1995 A033 CASINO BUY-OUT PLAN FUELS RECALL DRIVE AT PINE RIDGE
5/25/1995 A021 LONG WOLF REBURIAL QUESTION PUT TO OGLALA ELDERS
6/23/1995 A013 xCRAZY HORSE MOVIE OFFENDS OGLALA CULTURAL COMM
6/29/1995 B019 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE OFFERS TO MANAGE BADLANDS PARK
7/06/1995 A013 OST CRITICS SAY ARAB BANK DEAL MERELY A 'SCAM'
7/06/1995 B012 OST GETS PROGRAM FUNDS IN LUMP SUM
7/20/1995 A019 OST COUNCIL KILLS ARAB BANK DEAL
8/03/1995 BOll KSUN DANCE CLOSED TO OUTSIDERS
8/10/1995 A051 OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE NEEDS FAIR & IMPARTIAL JUDIC (L)
8/10/1995 B012 OST COURT GRANTS INJUNCTION--CRAZY HORSE MOVIE CASE
8/17/1995 B012 XOGLALA NATION FAIR & RODEO ATTRACTS YOUNG S OLD
9/07/1995 A051 HEY OST! PAY UP! (L)
9/07/1995 BOll xWATER PROJECT LAWSUIT TARGETS OST OFFICIALS
9/21/1995 BOll OST OFFICIALS IN HOT WATER
10/05/1995 BOll KOST DISTRICTS ADOPT COMPUTER ACCOUNTING
10/05/1995 B035 xHOUSING OFFICE PLANS LAYOFFS, MILLIONS CUT
10/26/1995 BOIA COURT BUILDING DEDICATED
10/26/1995 B029 OST GRANTED YEAR'S EXTENSION ON SOLID WASTE PROGRAM
11/23/1995 BOll NEW:^KYLE COURTHOUSE IS ANSWER TO JUDGE LEE'S DREAM
12/21/1995 BOll XOST DINNER & PARTY JOYOUS, BITTERSWEET
12/21/1995 B013 OGLALA CASINO GETS APPROVAL
12/29/1995 A094 WHERE DID THE OST'S MONEY COME FROM? (L)
12/29/1995 B013 RED CROSS WORKS WITH TRIBE TO ESTABLISH LOCAL CHAPTE
1/01/1991 A081 NURSES NOW ABLE TO GET BACHELOR'S DEGREE AT OLC
1/15/1991 Sill xWORDS FROM CHILDHOOD INSPIRE ADULT QUEST
2/26/1991 Alll OLC ENROLLMENT SETS SPRING RECORD
3/05/1991 A031 STUDENTS MAKE DIFFERENCE AT OLC
3/05/1991 A081 OLC PROFESSOR'S VIDEO ASSISTS MATH TEACHERS
3/12/1991 A035 OLC ENROLLMENT SOARING
3/12/1991 A092 OLC ARTIST SALUTES SPIRITUAL TRADITION
6/19/1991 coil XOLC CENTERS NEED MORE SPACE FOR STUDENTS
6/26/1991 coil XONE LITTLE, TWO LITTLE--
7/24/1991 B032 3 AREA COLLEGES GET $50,000 GRANTS FROM US WEST
9/04/1991 A044 HEARTFELT THANKS (L)
9/11/1991 B015 KROUBIDEAUX RESIGNS; CHARGES SEX DISCRIMINATION AT
11/06/1991 BOll CUDMORE RESIGNS FROM OLC
12/11/1991 A062 'INDIAN GIVERS' AUTHOR LAUNCHES OLC LECTURES
12/11/1991 B021 KTRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP CAME FRCiM BOTTOM UP
1/21/1992 B025 xINTEREST CONFLICT CHARGED IN OLC PERSONNEL SUIT
2/12/1992 C031 XOLC STRIVES FOR CREDIBILITY ON BUSINESS SIDE
2/12/1992 C031 COUPLES INVESTMENT EARNS $5,000 FOR OLC
2/26/1992 B015 OLC ENROLLMENT UP
3/18/1992 A105 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE BOARD ELECTION RESULTS
3/25/1992 B031 OLC DANCE CLUB TOURING SWEDEN
4/01/1992 B051 OLC TRUSTEES ELECTION CERTIFIED
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4/08/1992 8071 OLC PROGRAM FOCUSES ON GARDENING
4/15/1992 A071 xFRED BUSH NAMED OLC EXTENSION TUTOR
4/29/1992 A031 GOOD HUMOR FLAVORS OLC AWARDS
4/29/1992 C023 OLC HEALTH CAREER SUMMER PROGRAM STUDENTS NEEDED
6/10/1992 B036 OLC NURSING PROGRAM GETS $4>650 GRANT
6/24/1992 B074 GED PROGRAM CELEBRATES lOTH GRADUATION
7/08/1992 B014 OLC GRADUATES 73 STUDENTS
8/05/1992 B086 OLC RECIPIENT OF CRAZY HORSE PAINTING
8/26/1992 A104 OLC GRADUATES ORGANIC GARDENERS AUG 28
9/02/1992 B081 xSTUDENTS SOW SEEDS OF CHANGE
9/09/1992 A121 $325,445 DOE GRANT TO OLC
9/09/1992 B014 xOLC STAFF MOURNS LOSS OF RESPECTED CO-WORKER
9/16/1992 B071 OLC PROVIDES RESOURCES FOR MATH, SCIENCE TEACHERS
10/22/1992 B022 OLC SEEKS HEALING
11/26/1992 B012 LAKOTA DISCUSS EXPLOITATION OF RELIGION
2/11/1993 B012 KOLC GETS HIGH MARKS, ACCREDITED FOR 5 YEARS
2/25/1993 A023 XFREEZING TEMPERATURES CLAIM LIFE OF PROFESSOR
3/17/1993 S291 XOGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE DANCERS
6/16/1993 A071 OLC EXPANDS TO MINNESOTA
7/08/1993 BOll OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE ANNOUNCES JOB CHANGES
7/28/1993 B012 XOLC STUDENTS MEET NATURAL RESOURCES IN HOME SETTING
7/28/1993 B012 BENNETT COUNTY PROJECT CLOSER TO REALITY
8/11/1993 A074 OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULED FOR ORGANIC GARDEN
8/25/1993 B031 xOLC GARDENERS HAVE GOOD HARVEST
9/29/1993 B073 COLLEGE GETS GRANT TO AID DISADVANTAGED
10/06/1993 BOll OLC SINTE GLESKA JOIN USD IN TRAINING
1/12/1994 A076 OLC DANCE CLUB PLANS POW WOW
3/23/1994 B012 xSCHIZOPHRENIA EXPLORED AT OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE
4/27/1994 B013 TALK OF CUTS FORCES BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
5/04/1994 B012 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE CAMPAIGN WINS AWARD
5/04/1994 B073 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE OFFERS HEALTH CAREER PROGRAM
5/11/1994 B015 SUSPENDED OLC REGISTRAR SAYS ACTION AGAINST HER WAS
8/03/1994 S221 xOGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE GIVES ED A MORE FAMILIAR FACE
8/24/1994 B021 INDICTMENTS INCLUDE ALLEGED THEFT OF OLC FUNDS
11/16/1994 B041 QUILL-WORK ARTISANS TO GATHER IN KYLE
12/22/1994 B061 PINE RIDGE COLLEGE STUDENTS SCORE HIGH ON ESSAY
1/12/1995 A025 OLC NAMES NEW PRESIDENT
3/23/1995 BOll xSHORTBULL EYES NEW DEGREE PROGRAMS AT OLC
5/04/1995 B045 NURSING PROGRAM NOW ACCREDITED
6/08/1995 B014 xOlC INSTRUCTOR WINS $30,000 SCHOLARSHIP
6/15/1995 B024 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE LIBRARY WILL BE 1ST ON RESERV
6/23/1995 B014 ECHOHAWK TO SPEAK AT OLC CEREMONIES
7/13/1995 B021 OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE GRANTS DIPLOMAS
7/27/1995 B061 HERMAN PLEADS GUILTY
8/24/1995 B061 OLC RECEIVES KELLOGG FOUNDATION GRANT
11/02/1995 B012 xBLESSING MARKS $12 MILLION GIFT TO COLLEGES
11/02/1995 B034 KELLOGGS KICKS IN $1.2 MILLION FOR NURSE EDUCATION
11/16/1995 BOll ^COLLEGES TEAM UP TO GIVE AM IND STUDENTS BOOST
11/13/1991 B032 OGLALA HOME CATCHES FIRE
11/27/1991 C022 SECOND HOUSE FIRE IN 10 DAYS IS SUSPICIOUS
12/04/1991 B031 OGLALA FIRE CHIEF WINS NATIONAL AWARD
1/21/1992 BOll KOGLALA WATER TRUCK DREAM COME TRUE FOR 144 FAMILIES
7/15/1992 BOll KOGLALA GETS SLICE OF PIZZA BUSINESS
7/22/1992 B065 HIGH WINDS TOTAL OGLALA TRAILER HOUSE
7/27/1994 AOll ARSON SUSPECTED IN TWO OGLALA FIRES
8/07/1991 A012 kOH SHINNAH--PROPHET FOR PROFIT
8/28/1991 A051 TRIP TO RESERVATION REVEALS REAL LAKOTA PEOPLE (L)
10/09/1991 A071 OH SHINNAH RESPONDS TO 'PROPHET FOR PROFIT' STORY
12/31/1991 A044 EX-HUSBAND DEFENDS PROPHET OSHINNAH (L)
10/09/1991 A086 DAY OF MOURNING IN OHIO OCT 12
7/14/1993 AOll NON-INDIAN SUN DANCERS BRING OHIO INDIAN PROTEST
12/29/1993 A083 OHIO SOBRIETY POW WOW PLANNED
4/06/1995 A074 SIX ARRESTED AFTER PRAYER AT OHIO SERPENT MOUND
8/07/1991 A081 REMAINS UNEARTHED AT FLOOD-CONTROL SITE
12/31/1991 A091 CALIFORNIA BAY WAS HOME TO LOST OHLONES
12/31/1991 A093 SAN JOSE CONSTRUCTION UNCOVERS OHLONE BURIAL
2/19/1991 B046 xFORMER LB TEACHER, STUDENTS INVENT OIL SPILL GAME
3/20/1991 A034 A MOVE TO GUARD ALASKANS' RIGHTS
3/27/1991 A031 BLACKFEET, UNOCAL REACH AGREEMENT FOR OIL RECOVERY
4/10/1991 A071 ALASKA SUED FOR VALDEZ OIL SPILL
9/11/1991 AOll OIL SPILL BLACKENS ALASKA NATIVES LIFESTYLES
10/23/1991 AlOl EXXON-VALDEZ SETTLEMENT OK'D
12/11/1991 C061 TRUSTEE TO HANDLE NAVAJO OIL ROYALTIES
8/25/1993 AOll MINERAL BOOM IS AT AN END FOR TRIBES
10/27/1993 A061 NAVAJO NATION TO DISCUSS FIRST OIL S GAS CORP
11/03/1993 A034 NAVAJO COUNCIL QUESTIONS OIL AND GAS CORPORATION
12/01/1993 A061 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL APPROVES TRIBAL OIL & GAS CO
12/29/1994 A034 ^OKLAHOMA TRIBAL OFFICIAL ASKS FOR RECORDS
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11/09/1995
8/21/1991
9/04/1991
10/16/1991
3/10/1993
12/08/1993
12/15/1993
1/12/1994
2/02/1994
2/02/1994
3/09/1994
4/20/1994
7/20/1995
3/20/1991
8/26/1992
3/23/1994
4/13/1994
4/20/1994
12/22/1994
8/03/1995
12/07/1995
3/20/1991
4/03/1991
4/03/1991
4/24/1991
5/29/1991
10/09/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
4/08/1992
4/29/1992
6/24/1992
7/01/1992
7/08/1992
7/15/1992
7/22/1992
9/02/1992
9/16/1992
11/12/1992
1/14/1993
11/03/1993
11/10/1993
1/12/1994
2/02/1994
2/23/1994
3/02/1994
3/02/1994
5/11/1994
6/15/1994
6/15/1994
7/13/1994
9/14/1994
11/30/1994
1/05/1995
2/02/1995
11/30/1995
4/24/1991
11/27/1991
11/10/1993
, 4/27/1995
4/27/1995
5/04/1995
5/04/1995
5/04/1995
5/11/1995
5/18/1995
5/18/1995
9/15/1993
10/06/1993
4/13/1995
8/05/1992
5/11/1994
8/14/1991
11/10/1993
B023
AO 11
A102
A095
A085
A071
B081
AOll
A025
A034
A061
A034
A041
A012
A104
B071
B071
A031
B112
A071
C033
A012
A014
A022
A015
B012
A031
A084
A012
AlOl
A012
A084
AOll
A014
A016
A051
A023
A041
A063
A015
A071
AO 14
B075
S141
A064
A014
AOll
A012
A06T
B081
coil
C021
C081
A031
AOll
A023
A081
A086
A025
AO71
A071
AOll
A044
A013
A065
B031
A051
A051
A051
B013
B061
A033
B083
S231
B062
BlOl
OIL BUSINESS A BIG CHANGE FOR FORMER EDUCATOR
REFUGE DRILLING OPPOSED '
XBLACKFEET IN A STRUGGLE TO PROTECT HOLY GROUND
*INUPIATS SELLING OUT FOR OIL'
EUROPEAN 'GREENS' GIVE BLACKFEET LEADER CLOUT WITH
OIL DRILLERS BACK OFF AFTER PROTEST
NAVAJO FORM HUMAN BLOCKADE TO STOP DRILLING
tribal councilman with RESTR
NAVAJO COUNCIL POSES MORATORIUM ON OIL & GAS DRILLIN
NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL POSTPONES DECISION
COUNCIL VOTES IN FAVOR OF FEES FOR COUNCILMAN
JUDGE SAYS LAND EXCHANGE FAVORED BIG OIL COMPANIES
A QUESTION OF BALANCE? (ED)
SEE ALSO CHIPPEWA
OJIBWA SEEKING REMEDIES FOR VIOLENCE-TORN RESERVE
XAFTER RICING
FOND DU LAC COLLEGE TO HOST OJIBWE ART EXPO
K$6 MILLION MILLE LACS BAND MUSEUM TO OPEN IN 1996
SANDY LAKE OJIBWA ANNOUNCE BREAK WITH MILLE LACS
INVESTIGATORS PROBING 6-FIGURE SALARIES FOR OJIBWE
RELATIVES PONDER FATE OF REMAINS OF OJIBWA RELATIVES
'FIRST AMERICANS JOURNAL' EXPLORES TRIBAL ISSUES
SEE QUEBEC . ,
*OKLAHOMA TRIBES SHORT OF HEALTH CARE
OKLAHOMA AG RULES IN FAVOR OF CROSS-DEPUTIZING
FIVE MEMBERS OF OKLAHOMA TRIBAL ELECTION BOARD COULD
BLOOD DEGREE HOLDS UP PEYOTE BILL IN OKLAHOMA
*RED EARTH FESTIVAL FOR WORLD
OKLAHOMA 'YEAR OF THE INDIAN' TRIBUTE TO CULTURE
OKLAHOMA TRIBES SIGN POLICE AGREEMENTS
OKLAHOMA TRIBES INK TREATY
OKLAHOMA TALENT REGISTRY--EDGE TO INDIAN PERFORMER
KARTIST-POLITICIAN FROM OKLAHOMA BIDS FOR SENATE
HANEY ENTERS SENATE RACE
OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE PASSES FULL FAITH CREDIT BILL
OKLAHOMA TRIBES TRY GAMBLING LUCK IN KANSAS
APPEALS COURT UPHOLDS PAN ON STATE TAX
KTHE TOBACCO WARS
OKLAHOMA TRIBES WANT PART OF KANSAS GAMING ACTION
*A GOVERNMENT FOR THE PEOPLE
OKLAHOMA TRIBES CLOSER TO SETTLEMENT
OKLAHOMA TRIBE LOSES GAMING SUIT IN COURT
SUPREME COURT TO HEAR TAX CASE
US FILES AGAINST TRIBE
COURT DECISION PAVES WAY FOR OKLAHOMA GAMING
APPEALS COURT ALLOWS OKLAHOMA TRIBES TO OPERATE ELEC
OKLAHOMA COALITION CALLS FOR INTERVENTION IN MEXICO
XLAWMAKERS PLAN TO KILL CONSOLIDATION BID
^TENSIONS RISE IN PLANNING FOR OKLAHOMA BIA CONSOLID
*BIA BACKS OFF PLANS FOR OKLAHOMA AREA OFFICE CONSOL
OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS GET IMPACT AID
OKLAHOMA STUDENTS ENJOYING A SURGE IN TRIBAL SPIRIT
TRIBES SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO RUN OWN CASINOS
GAMING ON THE GULF, LAS VEGAS STYLE
COMPANY SEEKS PROTECTION FROM LOCAL PROSECUTORS
COURT ALLOWS GAMING PACT SUIT BY TRIBES
OKLAHOMA TRIBAL COURTS TAKE CUT
OFFICIALS COUNTER-ATTACK AFTER BIA INTERVENTION
OKLAHOMA TRIBES MULL BIA OFFICE CHANGES
OKLAHOMA TRIBES FIGHT FUEL TAXES
OKLAHOMA CITY MAYOR NAMES URBAN INDIAN PANEL
HOUSE PANEL OKS STUDY FOR OKLAHOMA CITY CENTER
RED EARTH PRESENTS 'ASPECTS OF THE WARRIOR'
TERROR STRIKES IN THE HEARTLAND
TRAITOR BOMBED OKLAHOMA CITY (L)
^MEMORIAL BALLOONS
CHEROKEE-ARAPAHO VOLUNTEERS RESPOND TO OKLAHOMA CitY
*REMEMBERING OKLAHOMA CITY
HATE GROUPS TARGETED INDIAN PEOPLE LONG BEFORE OKLA
EVIL COMES TO MANKIND IN MANY WAYS (L)
DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY BROKEN BY ANGER (L)
DAKOTA PHD HONORED BY ACHIEVEMENT
^OKLAHOMA STUDENTS WORK ON REAL-LIFE ENVIRON PROBLEM
VANDALS BREAK TIPI POLES
OKROI APPOINTED INSTRUCTOR AT SWCC
XONE HIDATSA LIFE
BLACK HAWK WOMAN RETURNED TO COUNCIL
MONTANA GOVERNOR HONORS CROW ELDER
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11/02/1994 BOll 'LAKOTA WOMAN' AUTHOR ARRESTED
9/30/1992 coil KCHIPPEUA WOMAN CHOSEN AS MISS INDIANS NATIONS II
3/20/1991 BOll KMONTANA YOUTH IS OLYMPIC HOPEFUL
6/12/1991 AOll JIM THORPE FAMILY WANTS TROPHIES BACK
8/07/1991 B041 KLEGENDS OF REVERED LAND ARE LONG RUNNING
8/07/1991 B051 kOLYMPIC CHAMP MILLS REMAINS AN INSPIRATION
11/06/1991 A115 XRAPID CITY'S BOB BENNETT OLYMPIC HOPEFUL
3/04/1992 A031 KINDIAN OLYMPIAN SALUTE PLANNED APRIL 24 AND 25
3/11/1992 A115 HOOP DANCE ACADEMY GETS OLYMPIC INVITATION
3/25/1992 A076 MARTINEZ TUNING UP FOR OLYMPIC TRIALS
4/22/1992 B051 INDIAN OLYMPIC TEAM PROPOSED
5/06/1992 BOll xOLYMPIANS HONORED IN HISTORIC EVENT
5/13/1992 B031 OLYMPIC TRIALS MAY GIVE RUNNER SOME EXPOSURE
7/01/1992 A076 ATHLETES COMPETE AT OLYMPIC TRIALS
7/22/1992 A074 WORLD ESKIMO-INDIAN OLYMIPCS BEGIN
8/12/1992 B072 SIOUX RUNNER TAKES MEDAL IN OLYMPICS
11/26/1992 B042 UNION MAKES OLYMPIC PLANS
12/17/1992 coil BUTCHER PLACES IN THE NATL JUNIOR OLYMPICS
3/10/1993 B045 UNION EXTENDS INVITATION TO CANADIANS
6/02/1993 A073 NATIVE 'OLYMPIC TEAM BENEFITS--$50>000 RED LAKE GRA
6/16/1993 BOll KMARTINEZ TO BOX AT US OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
9/22/1993 B045 XJAVELIN TOSS TAKES ST CYR TO JUNIOR OLYMPICS
7/13/1994 B041 INDIAN OLYMPIC MOVEMENT NEEDS EMERGENCY MONEY
8/17/1994 B044 INTER-TRIBAL OLYMPICS TO BEGIN IN JULY 1995
8/31/1994 C014 ESKIMO OLYMPICS TRADING CARDS A BIG HIT
9/08/1994 B063 MONTANA HOSTS NATIVE AM YOUTH OLYMPICS
10/26/1994 C061 1ST MONTANA NATIVE AMERICAN OLYMPICS CONCLUDES
7/20/1995 AOll *1996 OLYMPIC HOPEFUL BOWS OUT
10/05/1995 C034 ARTWORK SOUGHT FOR OLYMPIC-RELATED EXHIBIT
10/26/1995 B072 OLYMPIC YOUTH CAMP
12/14/1995 B051 *JIM THORPE'S BEGINNINGS--FROM OKLAHOMA TO OLYMPICS
12/29/1995 AOll *OLYMPIC COMMITTEE APOLOGIZES FOR ERROR
4/15/1992 B023 SPECIAL OLYMPICS MEET AT KYLE MAY 1
5/06/1992 BOll kCOMPETITION WITH HEART--SPECIAL OLYMPICS
4/28/1993 B064 SPECIAL OLYMPICS MEET MAY 13
4/27/1994 B071 SPECIAL OLYMPICS WILL BE HELD IN KYLE
5/11/1994 coil XEVERYONE A WINNER AT SPECIAL OLYMPICS
8/28/1991 A035 STOLEN ARTIFACTS RETURNED TO OMAHAS
9/04/1991 A015 XOMAHA SACRED BUFFALO HIDE BACK HOME
9/18/1991 AOll PRAIRIE EDGE GAMING WILL MANAGE OMAHA CASINO
1/08/1992 A085 OMAHAS NEARLY WIPED OUT BY LEAD POISONING
4/08/1992 A033 OMAHAS SEEK TO REPLACE SANTEE SIOUX IN CASINO PLAN
8/05/1992 AOll BROWN, OMAHA TRIBE MEET AGAIN OVER CASINO
8/12/1992 A081 LETTERS OT LUJAN--PLEADING COUNCIL BLUFFS CASE
10/29/1992 A061 OMAHA MEMBERS RALLY AGAINST REP HOAGLAND
2/18/1993 S181 XRAMONA GREANY--GRANDDAUGHTER OF OMAHA CHIEFS
3/31/1993 AOll KPOLITlCAL WATERS RISE IN OMAHA RIVER SHIFT TRIALS
4/21/1993 A071 OMAHA TRIBE HIT FOR NEAR HALF MILLION IN RIVER CASE
4/28/1993 A076 OMAHA TRIBE APPEALS RIVER CASE JUDGMENT
10/27/1993 B071 OMAHA TRIBE EXPANDS HEALTH FACILITY
12/15/1993 C031 OMAHA ANNOUNCE BENEFIT CHECKS
12/22/1993 C031 OMAHA, WINNEBAGO PROFIT FROM CASINO EARNINGS
12/29/1993 A064 BLACKBIRD RECEIVES ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
1/05/1994 A071 GRAND OPENING SET FOR DIALYSIS UNIT
3/02/1994 B041 XDIALYSIS UNIT DEDICATED AT OMAHA RESERVATION
3/16/1994 B154 OMAHA TRIBE 1ST TO RECEIVE DIRECT VA LOANS
5/04/1994 BOll OMAHA TRIBE SUSPENDS COUNCILMAN WEBSTER
5/04/1994 B021 OMAHA TRIBE LEASES LAND FOR RIVERBOAT GAMBLING
8/17/1994 C021 CASINO OMAHA PROFITS INCREASE QUALITY OF LIFE
8/31/1994 B041 CASINO PROFITS PUT TO MANY USES
9/21/1994 A082 OMAHA, CARTER LAKE REACH RIVERBOAT CASINO SETTLEMENT
10/05/1994 B063 OMAHA TRIBE'S RIVERBOAT SAILS TOWARD COMPETITION
12/15/1994 A034 OMAHA TRIBAL MEMBERS SUE OVER COUNCIL SALARIES
12/29/1994 A081 OMAHA, WINNEBAGO TRIBES PASS ON CASINO PROFITS
1/12/1995 BOll NEBRASKA TRIBES BACK NEW IHS AREA HOSPITAL
1/26/1995 A071 COMPANIES MAKE PITCHES TO RACING, GAMING COMMISSION
5/04/1995 B072 OMAHA TRIBE PROPOSES PLAN TO COMBINE HEALTH SERVICES
6/23/1995 Bill VOTING RIGHTS LAWSUIT LAUNCHED IN NEBRASKA
7/20/1995 BOll OMAHA TRIBE QUITS PROPOSED IHS HOSPITAL IN WINNEBAGO
8/03/1995 B031 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL FIGHTS AGRICULTURE BILL AMENDME
8/10/1995 B062 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL OPPOSES AMENDMENT
9/14/1995 B041 OMAHA ENVIRONMENTAL CODE ATTACKED
10/12/1995 B061 OMAHA TRIBE ADOPTS PESTICIDE CODE
8/12/1992 BlOl FAMILY QUESTIONS INVESTIGATION OF SHOOTING BY POLICE
11/19/1992 B044 *NICC PRESIDENT CALLS OMAHA NEWSPAPER BIASED
4/15/1992 coil KOMPA OYATE CENTER TEACHES CLIENTS
6/22/1994 B051 XLAKOTA WOMAN WITH LEUKEMIA--NOT GIVING UP
3/23/1995 BOll *ONE FEATHER SISTERS PROMOTE INDIAN BONE MARROW BANK
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ONE FEATHER SANDRA
ONE FEATHER SANTAN
ONE HORN BILLIE JO
ONE SKUNK SAMPSON
ONE STAR MARIAN
ONE STAR ROY BRUNO
ONEIDA (TRIBE)
ONIZUKA ELLISON S
ONONDAGA NATION
ONTARIO
OOPIK ARVO
OPERA
OPPRESSION
OREGON .
OREGON STATE UNIV
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ORITZ DICK
ORLANDO FL
ORR DENNY
ORTEGA A PAUL
ORTIZ CHARLOTTE
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ORTIZ SIMON
OSAGE (TRIBE)
OSBURN-BIGFEATHER
OSETEK PETER J
OSNABURGH RESERV
OUTLAND JAMES
OWEN ART
OWEN BERNARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/20/1994 B035 FT LEWIS STUDENTS ELECT THEIR 1ST AMERICAN INDIAN
4/20/1995 B042 KRED CLOUD GRADUATE HONORS FT LEWIS COLLEGE STAFF
3/23/1995 BOll *ONE FEATHER SISTERS PROMOTE INDIAN BONE MARROW BANK
6/29/1995 BG13 *REACH FOR THE SKY
11/10/1993 A071 WORLD WAR II HERO REMEMBERED
3/23/1995 B024 MARIAN ONE STAR IS 1995 JEFFERSON AWARD WINNER
4/29/1992 A034 ONE STAR SENTENCED FOR MANSLAUGHTER
11/13/1991 S091 IS IT COLD OUTSIDE?--PLAY BINGO ON TELEVISION
1/14/1992 A085 ONEIDA NATION MAY BUY MORE LAND
10/29/1992 A033 kONEIDA CRITICIZE BUSH'S 'CHOP'
4/21/1993 A065 CUOMO SIGNS THE FIRST ONEIDA CASINO COMPACT
6/09/1993 A071 'NO STOPPING' ONEIDAS AS INTERIOR APPROVES COMPACT
8/18/1993 A012 KDEER ENCOUNTERS 1ST MAJOR POLITICAL STORM
9/01/1993 A031 ADA DEER WAITS ON ONEIDA DECISION ISSUE FOR 45 DAYS
9/22/1993 A031 xONEIDAS PROTEST DEER DECISION
9/29/1993 A031 DEER SIDESTEPS ONEIDA LEADERSHIP DILEMMA
10/06/1993 B051 ONEIDA MAY SANCTION DISSENTERS
11/17/1993 B065 ONEIDA WOMAN JOINS PR FIRM
12/01/1993 AOll XDEER BACKS ONEIDA CHIEF
2/23/1994 A033 DEER BACKS HALBRITTER ,
5/04/1994 B121 ONEIDA NATION ENTERPRISE BOLDLY GOES WHERE NO
5/25/1994 A061 CONSULTANT WHEELS DEALS FOR ONEIDA NATION
7/13/1994 AOll NY ONEIDA NATION WINS SUIT AGAINST METOXEN
8/03/1994 C055 ONEIDA LANGUAGE CLASSES DRAW MANY
8/10/1994 A024 ONEIDA TO CREATE COMPUTER COMPANY
9/21/1994 C031 SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTING--2-WAY STREET FOR TRI
11/16/1994 B104 XTHUNDERBIRD GIVE-AWAY
5/25/1995 A071 KNEW TECHNOLOGY ENTERS GAMING MARKET
9/21/1995 A062 ONEIDA NATION WINS LAWSUIT
11/09/1995 A063 COURT RULES FACTION CAN'T OWN LAND
2/02/1994 A041 KCHALLENGER ASTRONAUT REMEMBERED
12/31/1991 A021 TAX WOES PLAGUE ONONDAGA BUSINESSES
10/06/1993 B054 ONONDAGA PULL ELECTRIC PLUG ON LOCAL-OWNED BUSINESS
4/13/1994 A074 ONONDAGA NATION BUSINESS BLOCKADE ENTERS 2ND YEAR
9/08/1994 C024 ONONDAGA DAMAGE CIGARETTE BUYER'S VAN
3/27/1991 A033 ONTARIO UNVEILS PACKAGE TO AID NATIVE COMMUNITIES
3/02/1994 AOll PLANE CRASH CLAIMS LIVES OF ABERDEEN AREA DOCTORS
SEE MUSIC OPERA
9/07/1995 A051 OPPRESSION FOUGHT BEST WITH WEAPONS OF TRADITION
7/10/1991 A091 PEYOTE PERMITTED IN OREGON
2/19/1992 AOll NICKNAMES DROPPED
8/12/1992 B081 KLAMATH STRUGGLE TO PROTECT SACRED SITES FROM FIRE
3/10/1993 A074 RESIDENTS DISCUSS NEW NAME FOR 'DEAD INDIAN ROAD'
5/26/1993 B042 OREGON TRIBES SEEK PROTECTION OF SACRED SITES
9/29/1993 A013 OREGON TO RENAME SQUAW BUTTE
10/20/1993 B031 TRIBES, OREGON DISPUTE SALMON POLICY
8/24/1995 A024 SBA OPENS BUSINESS INFORMATION CENTERS IN OREGON
11/23/1995 A074 OREGON'S SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM CREDITED IN JUMP IN AM
6/10/1992 A062 LANE RECEIVES OSU'S TOP ALUMNI AWARD
10/27/1993 A051 BREAKING THE BERING STRAIT BARRIER (L)
10/12/1994 A044 FIRST AMERICANS ARE NOT IMMIGRANTS (L)
2/16/1995 AOll KA SRECTRE OF THE 'PTE' PEOPLE
4/20/1994 B041 kVETERAN RUNNER OFFERS TIPS FOR BEGINNERS
12/24/1991 AlOl ORLANDO MARKET CALLED FIASCO
1/08/1991 A061 POLICE OFFICER--TREATING PEOPLE WITH DIGNITY, RESPEC
3/09/1995 C041 KTHE TWO WORLDS OF A PAUL ORTEGA
8/12/1992 S081 K73-YEAR OLD COLLEGE GRADUATE STRESSES IMPORTANCE OF
9/15/1993 AOll INDIAN WRITERS--THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE COULD BE
10/14/1993 A044 DISCUSS IDENTITY, BUT NOT THIS WAY (L)
10/27/1993 A044 WALTZING WITH GENERIC WANNABES (L)
6/23/1993 B044 COOK-LYNN, ORTIZ TO PRESENT AT BIG WIND CONFLUENCE
1/19/1995 B053 AUTHOR ORTIZ TO VISIT USD JAN 23-26
1/26/1995 B031 AMERICAN INDIAN POET GIVES WORKSHOP
2/02/1995 BOll KORTIZ VISITS WITH USD STUDENTS
2/10/1994 B051 'MEAN SPIRIT' PORTRAYS ENDURING SPIRIT OF OSAGE
3/02/1994 A072 OSAGE GOVERNMENT SWITCHES TO TWO COUNCILS
10/05/1994 A061 KlST COMMEMORATION EVER HELD FOR OSAGE REIGN OF TERR
12/29/1994 A034 kOKLAHOMA TRIBAL OFFICIAL ASKS FOR RECORDS
10/19/1995 A063 OSAGE WORK WITH UNIVERSITY FOR REPATRIATION
10/05/1995 C041 KOSBURN-BIGFEATHER--CHALLENGING PERCEPTIONS WITH ART
7/07/1994 A025 CLINTON MAY NAME OSETEK TO NAVAJO-HOPI COMMISSION
10/05/1994 A072 HOPI OPPOSE CLINTON NOMINEE
3/20/1991 A012 OJIBWA SEEKING REMEDIES FOR VIOLENCE-TORN RESERVE
3/27/1991 A012 OJIBWA COURT 'CHAOTIC--NATIVE AID PACKAGE UNVEILED
3/27/1991 A033 ONTARIO INDIAN BAND FIGHTS ALCOHOL PROBLEM
5/04/1994 B041 xTURNER LOST 'GOODWILL' AT OWN GAMES
5/11/1995 AOll KFEEDING HIS HORSES .
9/15/1993 B056 RETIRED DOC STILL GOING STRONG
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OWLS
OVATE HO
OVATE NETWORKING
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PALM SPRINGS CA
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PALOMAR COLLEGE
PANETTA LEON
PANTHER KENDRA
PAPAGO
PAPAL BULLS
PARADES
PARENT AND CHILD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/18/1993 B031 ^PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL PLAYER KEEPS ANCESTRY ALIVE
10/20/1993 A065 BIA REQUESTS LOGGING EXEMPTION
2/19/1991 B025 OVATE HO SELECTED AS NAME FOR DEVIL LAKE NEWSPAPER
6/12/1991 A031 OVATE HO EDITORIAL RESULTS IN LIBEL SUIT
6/19/1991 A016 OVATE HO MAY GET REVIEW OF CONTENTS BEFORE PUBLICATI
9/04/1991 AOll FORMER ED OF OVATE HO REFUSES TO RETURN FOR TRIAL
12/24/1991 A061 DEVIL'S LAKE TRIBAL TREASURER WINS SUIT
3/04/1992 A033 OVATE NETWORKING MOVING TO ROSEBUD
11/05/1992 A022 TRIBES TO SHARE ANA FUNDS WITH PACIFIC ISLANDERS
3/02/1994 B015 YOUTH GROUP DEDICATES MONTH TO VICTIM OF DRUNK
10/16/1991 A082 RED CLOUD LIBRARIAN AT STATE CONFERENCE
6/16/1993 B074 XLAKOTA MAN BOXES FORMER TOP CONTENDERS IN RUSSIA
2/10/1994 A083 PAGE MAYOR MEETS WITH NAVAJO NATION OFFICIALS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PAGEANTS
1/01/1991 B021 KSTILWELL CROWNED MISS INDIAN USA
2/12/1991 B015 MISS INDIAN WORLD CONTEST
5/01/1991 A026 COMANCHE WINS MISS INDIAN WORLD TITLE
6/26/1991 B012 xBEING A PRINCESS IS SERIOUS BUSINESS
6/26/1991 B015 xMISS BLACK HILLS NATION TO WEAR NEW CROWN
9/11/1991 A092 QUEEN CONTEST A FIRST FOR GREAT PLAINS RODEO
11/13/1991 B072 *RED LAKE MISS IS FIRST NATIVE PRINCESS
1/28/1992 A051 REMEMBER THESE YOUNG TRIBAL AMBASSADORS (L)
2/04/1992 B063 TEEN PAGEANT SEEKS SD GIRLS
2/19/1992 A053 FOR LAKOTA OF ROSEBUD--MISS ROSEBUD PAGEANT (L)
5/20/1992 C031 MISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE COMPETES IN STATE
6/10/1992 A036 XTAMARA MORAN CROWNED LITTLE MISS SOUTHERN HILLS
7/01/1992 B022 *RAVETTE PROVOST PRAISES PAGEANT EXPERIENCE
8/05/1992 B053 *MISS TEEN CANDIDATE
9/09/1992 A121 xNEW MISS PINE RIDGE IS CROWNED
9/30/1992 coil xCHIPPEWA WOMAN CHOSEN AS MISS INDIANS NATIONS II
9/30/1992 C021 ^NORTHERN CHEYENNE TEEN HEADS TO PAGEANT
11/19/1992 B095 *LEBEAU TO BE CONTESTANT IN MISS SD USA
1/14/1993 B066 PAGEANT SEEKS CONTESTANTS
5/05/1993 B056 DECORY WINS MISS INDIAN UTAH STATE
6/09/1993 B054 KELLEE BREWER TO COMPETE IN SD PAGEANT
12/15/1993 A072 *STONE PLACES FOURTH IN TEEN PAGEANT
12/22/1993 B031 XGIAGO TO JOIN IN NATIONAL PAGEANT
8/03/1994 B034 *WOMAN TO COMPETE FOR MISS TEEN ALL-AMERICAN
8/24/1994 A021 PAGEANT CONTESTANT TO PROCEED WITH DANCE PLANS
9/14/1994 AOll MISS SOUTH DAKOTA MOCKS NATIVE AMERICA, GROUP SAYS
11/30/1994 B043 NATASHA KAYE CROSS NAMED MISS OGLALA
7/13/1995 B012 *MISS BLACK HILLS NATION
7/13/1995 B022 *FORMER SOUTH DAKOTAN WINS MISS RODEO TITLE
7/20/1995 B061 xDAKOTA WOMAN EXCELS IN MRS MINNESOTA PAGEANT
10/12/1995 BOll *TATEWIN MEANS WINS MISS SOUTH DAKOTA TEEN
11/09/1995 B022 VALERIE KEY NAMED 'MISS INDIAN RODEO'
2/19/1992 C024 xJAMIE PAIER LEGISLATIVE PAGE
3/25/1992 A095 FEDERAL COURT CAN'T GIVE NAVAJO LAND TO PAIUTES
4/28/1993 A071 INTERFERENCE FORCES MASS EXIT FROM PAIUTE LEGAL
1/05/1994 A034 LEADERSHIP CHANGES AT PYRAMID LAKE
3/02/1995 B104 LAS VEGAS PAIUTES DEDICATE GOLF COURSE
12/04/1991 B014 PAJOLA OYATE--A COMMUNITY HELPING ITSELF
4/29/1992 A013 kPALE MOON GETS THE BOOT, CAN'T PROVE SHE'S INDIAN
11/13/1991 A053 *PALE MOON ASKS, 'ARE YOU A REAL INDIAN?'
4/17/1991 B051 SISTER CHARLES PALM NAMED TO STATE HUMANITIES GROUP
11/26/1992 B112 NEVADA WORRIED BY PALM SPRINGS CASINO
12/24/1991 B041 XGRANDMA PALMER'S FIRE BURNS BRIGHT IN WANBLEE
3/11/1992 B025 GRANDMA PALMER NEEDS SOME HELP
3/09/1995 C045 FOUR HANDS WEAVING
7/20/1994 A035 TRIBES INVITED TO BUDGET MEETING
12/29/1994 B055 TWO NAMED TO ALL-RUSHMORE
SEE ALSO TOHONO O'ODHAM RES
3/05/1991 BOll SfPAPAGOS WORK TO RESTORE OLD MISSION
10/29/1992 B012 JfSCHOLAR CALLS ON POPE TO PULL THE BULL FROM UNDER
12/24/1992 A044 SCHOLARS NEED TO COMMENT ON PAPAL BULL (L)
8/18/1993 A022 PAPAL DOCTRINE DIVIDED NATIVES FROM HUMANITY
8/18/1993 A061 PAPAL REVOCATION WOULD RECOGNIZE HISTORIC WRONGS (L)
10/06/1993 AOll ANCIENT PAPAL DECREES LIVE ON
5/01/1991 B021 *PINE RIDGE AREA PARADES TO PREVENT ABUSE
10/02/1991 A051 GOVERNOR TRIVIALIZES...7TH CAVALRY PARADE (L)
11/13/1991 A104 CHRISTOBOL COLON IS PARADE MARSHAL
11/27/1991 AOll INDIAN PARADE EARLY, REVERSE
11/27/1991 B045 NIGHTHORSE-CAMPBELL NAMED ROSE PARADE GRAND MARSHAL
10/15/1992 A012 *COLUMBUS DAY DIES IN DENVER
8/17/1994 B012 *PARADE IN PINE RIDGE
9/21/1994 A081 COLUMBUS DAY PARADE CANCELLED ONCE AGAIN
10/12/1994 BOll PARADE TO BE HELD IN RAPID CITY
1/22/1991 B013 STRENGTHENING PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT WORKSHOP
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PARENT AND CHILD
PARENT COMMITTEES
PARISIAN EDWARD
PARKER ALAN
PARKER MITCHELL
PARKS
PARKWAY RESTAURANT
PARMELEE SD
PAROLE BOARD-ND
PARRIS JIM
PARSONS SEAN
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PASTERNAK CAROLYN
PATENTS
PATERNITY
PATIENTS
PATRIOTISM
PATTEN MAJEL
PATTERSON LORETTA
PATTON WADE
PAUGUSSETT (TRIBE)
PAULSEN DON
PAWN SHOPS
PAWNEE (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/05/1991 AG82 PARENTAL WORKSHOP SUCCESSFUL
2/19/1991 AG61 *THE FUTURE OF OUR NATION--THE TAKOJAS
3/27/1991 AG51 WHERE HAVE PRAYING PARENTS GONE? (L)
8/21/1991 CGAl PROJECT TAKOJA SERVES RAPID CITY INDIAN YOUTHS
9/25/1991 BG71 KYELLOW ROBE--IT'S UP TO PARENTS TO GIVE KIDS DIRECT
lG/16/1991 AG36 LITTLE WOUND PROGRAM MAKES PARENTS PARTNERS
11/G6/1991 BGll KDUBRAY--WE ARE EXAMPLES FOR OUR YOUTH
11/06/1991 BG31 YFS OFFERING PARENTING CLASSES
11/13/1991 AG31 PARENT INVOLVEMENT
11/13/1991 BGIA KYLE PCC GETS A NEW HOME
11/20/1991 A126 RAPID CITY YFS TO OPERATE NEW PARENT CHILD CENTER
12/0A/1991 A053 CHILD CARE WORKER FRUSTRATED--'THINK OF YOUR KIDS'
2/26/1992 A074 ^CHILDREN MEET OUR EXPECTATIONS
3/11/1992 A121 IMPROVED PARENTING SKILLS MAY HELP CUT YOUTH CRIME
3/25/1992 B022 kBOOKS ON 'PARENTING THE TRADITIONAL WAY' IN MAKING
4/08/1992 A071 1986--0NE OF FIVE IHS BIRTHS FROM A TEEN MOM
4/29/1992 B023 RAPID CITY PARENTS URGED TO GO CRUISING
9/09/1992 B044 CLASS HELPS PARENTS GET INVOLVED IN CHILD'S ED
1/28/1993 B013 LEADERSHIP COURSES CAN HELP PARENTS' ROLE IN EDUCATi
3/10/1993 A014 RELEARNING THE CARE OF THE 'SACRED BEINGS'
3/24/1993 A035 SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS PARENTAL RIGHTS RULING IN ID
4/07/1993 B015 PARENTS URGED TO BECOME ACTIVE IN AREA SCHOOLS
4/14/1993 BOll PARENT LEADERSHIP COURSES PLANNED
6/16/1993 B012 FORUM SPEAKER--PREJUDICE BEGINS AT HOME
10/06/1993 B012 kOGLALA WOMAN FINDS MAN OF DREAMS--HER FATHER
11/17/1993 B034 SCHOOL PROGRAM FOCUSES ON HOW TO DEAL WITH ANGER
12/29/1993 B012 *PARENT CHILD CENTER EDUCATES FAMILIES IN LOVING ENV
4/27/1994 BOll PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE ELECTION
6/08/1994 A051 kCOYOTE SAYS MAYBE THE PARENTS SHOULD GRADUATE
6/29/1994 A075 PARENTS NEEDED FOR LAKOTA PARENT SUMMER ACADEMY
8/10/1994 B012 PARENT ACADEMY BUILDS FUTURES
9/14/1994 B042 PARENTS WHO CARE INVITED TO CONFERENCE
11/10/1994 A051 KSOMETIMES 'TERRIBLE TWOS' GROW TO BE TERRIBLE TEENS
11/30/1994 B012 XRURAL AMERICA HELPS LAUNCH HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
12/22/1994 B021 SIOUX FALLS SUPPORT GROUP WORKS WITH PARENTS
12/29/1994 B012 *KIDS GREET CLAUS
5/11/1995 B052 'KIDS NEED US' PANEL WARNS
11/13/1991 A034 PARENT COMMITTEE THRIVES ON BYLAWS
6/09/1993 A073 kPARENT COMMITTEE DETERMINED TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
11/10/1994 B012 PARENTS STRUGGLE WITH QUESTION OF NON-INDIAN PARTIC
5/20/1992 AOll BIA EDUCTION DIRECTOR RESIGNS
6/17/1992 B064 PARISIAN TIES RESIGNATION TO NEEDS OF FAMILY
5/19/1993 A053 SO WHO REALLY REPRESENTS INDIAN TRIBES?
6/02/1993 A044 READER DEFENDS PARKER, TRUDELL (L)
12/29/1993 A013 PARKER LEAVES POLICY CENTER
5/11/1994 B082 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBER NAMED TO WATER RIGHTS
SEE ALSO NATL PARK SERVICE
1/01/1991 BOll XBOOHER DRAWS STRENGTH FROM WISDOM OF ELDERS
11/05/1992 A073 BUSH APPROVES EXPANSION OF NEZ PERCE NATIONAL PARK
11/19/1992 B045 NAVAJO TRADITIONAL THEME PARK PROPOSED
12/03/1992 BlOl PARK,SERVICE OFFERS CULTURAL GRANTS
2/11/1993 B044 WOUNDED'KNEE PARK BILL INTRODUCED INTO CONGRESS
12/29/1994 B012 XOGLALA PARKS AUTHORITY WORKING TO TRANSFORM AREA
8/24/1995 A031 NEW DENVER PARK TO HONOR PLAINS TRIBES
8/24/1995 B024 XPRETTY PARK
10/09/1991 A044 RAPID CITY RESTAURANT MANAGER RUDE (L)
4/20/1995 BOll FAMILY SERVED EVICTION NOTICE BY COMMUNITY
12/31/1991 A075 GAYTON APPOINTED TO ND PAROLE BOARD
11/02/1994 AOll TRUST FUNDS BILL IS IN, BUT DIRECTOR IS OUT
11/10/1994 A071 KBIA REAFFIRMS PARRIS DECISION
12/24/1992 A014 KSENECA FAMILY SEARCHING FOR A GIFT OF LIFE
3/09/1995 C075 KPASCHAL--FILMMAKER PLANS TO HONOR OTHERS .
7/21/1993 AOll WAL-MART CONSIDERS PLAN TO RESPECT BURIAL SITE
12/15/1993 C051 LAW FIRM ANNOUNCES ADDITION OF ATTORNEY
6/23/1995 B023 LAKOTA SUMMER INTERNS IN TRADEMARK STUDY
10/05/1994 A012 *WHOSE CHILD IS IT? RUSSELL MEANS & HIS WIFE'S EX
3/27/1991 A095 ^UNDERSTANDING LAKOTA CULTURE COULD IMPROVE CARE
5/11/1995 A041 *PATRIOTISM, THE LAST REFUGE
12/29/1994 A081 LAST LIVING APACHE TO HAVE KNOWN GERONIMO DEAD
12/29/1993 A071 WOMAN ADMITS DISTRIBUTING KICKBACK MONEY
2/12/1992 B061 *WADE PATTON OFFERS DIFFERENT ARTIST PERSPECTIVE
12/03/1992 B012 kTURQUOISE BEAUTY
9/29/1993 BOll PATTON WINS AWARD FOR 'COLOURED CHOKER' PHOTO
10/12/1994 C075 OPPOSITION ARISES TO PAUGUSSETT CASINO PLANS
8/14/1991 B072 GOLDEN WEST MANAGER RETIRES AFTER 40 YEARS
3/03/1993 A053 kWHEN AN INDIAN FELLA BECOMES JUST A PAWN
8/04/1993 B015 FLOWER AND PAWN SHOP BLOOMS ON PINE RIDGE
6/19/1991 B025 NEBRASKA HISTORICAL SOCIETY LOSES SUIT
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PAY RAISES
PAYNE RICHARD A
PEACE
PEACE PIPE AGENCY
PEARL HARBOR
PEARMAN MARSHALL
PEASE LEONARD JR
PEASE-WINDY BOY JA
PECHOTA CHRISTOPHE
PECHOTA GARY
PELTIER DUANE
PELTIER LEONARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/26/1992 A031 KSPIRIT KEEPER REMINDER OF LONG FORGOTTEN PEOPLE
2/26/1992 A034 OUTCROPS REVEAL HISTORY OF PAWNEE
11/16/1994 B113 PAWNEE TRIBE TO LAUNCH CASINO
7/27/1995 B032 SMITHSONIAN RETURNS PAWNEE SCOUTS' REMAINS
10/16/1991 A033 THREE TRIBES VOTE FOR RAISE DESPITE DEFICIT
2/19/1992 A015 SALARIES HIKED IN DEFICIT BUDGET
1/05/1995 C014 BOOK SPOTLIGHTS MOVIE IDOLS--PAST S PRESENT
6/12/1991 AOll 1991 PEACE RUN UNPRECEDENTED EVENT
6/24/1992 A081 XCROSS-CONTINENT RUN REACHES REGION
8/19/1992 B081 xSURVIVORS MAKE SPIRITUAL RUN
6/23/1993 A033 PEACE RUN TO ARRIVE JULY 14
3/09/1995 S081 ^RELATIVELY SPEAKING—CLANSHIP HELPS KEEP PEACE
6/23/1995 A041 KIT'S A CRIME TO OVERLOOK OUR TRADITIONAL JUSTICE
8/31/1995 A051 kLOOKING HORSE ANSWERS CRITICS
8/12/1992 B051 kPEACE PIPE AGENCY—MODELING, ACTING FIRM WANTS
12/11/1991 BOll KILLNESS KEPT ENDS POOR BEAR FROM BUSH'S SIDE
9/28/1994 B012 kBACK HOME
5/01/1991 A012 XTHREE COUNCILMEN OUSTED AT CROW CREEK
6/29/1994 A032 TRIBAL COLLEGE PRESIDENT NAMED MACARTHUR FELLOW
9/25/1991 B084 PECHOTA ACCEPTED AT KEMPER MILITARY SCHOOL
2/12/1992 B076 PECHOTA TO STEP DOWN AT LOCAL CEMENT PLANT
4/21/1993 A012 KMEDICAL ARTS
9/18/1991 A041 KJUSTICE FOR EVERYONE, MR ELLISON
9/18/1991 A061 ELLISON RESPONDS TO EDITORIAL ON AIM AND PELTIER
10/09/1991 A012 kPELTIER APPEAL HINGING ON PROSECUTION 'SWITCH'
10/09/1991 A053 KYET ANOTHER CHAPTER IN THE SAGA OF PELTIER'S CASE
12/11/1991 A081 MAGISTRATE NIXES PELTIER RETRIAL
12/18/1991 B085 PELTIER DONATIONS CRITICIZED
1/28/1992 AOll PELTIER COURT BRIEFS DUE
4/22/1992 A041 kTIME TO AIM FOR HEALING LEGACY IN INDIAN COUNTRY
6/10/1992 A081 AUTHOR CLAIMS PELTIER RENEGED ON BOOK DEAL
8/19/1992 A081 SENATOR URGES INQUIRY INTO PELTIER CASE
11/12/1992 AOll PELTIER CASE BEFORE BENCH
12/24/1992 A031 MINNEAPOLIS COUNCIL MEMBER WITHDRAWS RESOLUTION
7/08/1993 A083 PELTIER'S APPEAL FOR NEW TRIAL IS DENIED
12/29/1993 A041 CAN FAMILIES OF MURDERED FBI AGENTS FORGIVE PELT (ED
1/19/1994 A051 AIM ACTIVIST ENTITLED TO PARDON (L)
3/02/1994 A044 READER WRITES, 'DON'T ACCEPT A FALSE VERDICT' (L)
7/13/1994 B031 KPINE RIDGE WOMAN FASTS FOR PELTIER'S RELEASE
7/13/1994 B031 KDAVE CHIEF FEATURED IN WASHINGTON POST
7/20/1994 A073 WALK FOR JUSTICE CONCLUDES, FREEDOM FOR PELTIER DEMA
7/06/1995 AOll CONGRESSIONAL DEMOCRATS ASK CLINTON TO FREE PELTIER
6/15/1995 A014 KLEECH LAKE LEADERS INDICTED FOR CONSPIRACY
10/14/1993 BOll WINNER TEEN FOUND STABBED TO DEATH
10/19/1994 B012 REWARDS RUN BOTH WAYS WHEN TEENS, ADULTS TALK
SEE STATE PENITENTIARY
6/09/1993 A063 KROBERT PENN EXHIBIT AT USD
6/30/1993 B084 PENN'S ART CONVEYS OLD WAYS
5/11/1994 B071 PENN STATE OFFERS GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS FOR NAT AMS
4/20/1994 B084 PENN NAMED NORTH AM IND PROSE AWARD WINNER
5/05/1993 B064 kPENNEY GRADUATES FROM SDSU
1/26/1994 A071 INDIVIDUAL SOUGHT FOR COUNTY SEAT
SEE CHURCH PENTECOSTAL
7/31/1991 A044 AWARENESS INDIAN HISTORY CALLED A KEY (L)
9/11/1991 A041 KLETTERS WELCOME, IGNORANCE IS NOT
11/16/1994 BOll KYLE RESIDENTS FEATURED IN PEOPLE MAGAZINE
7/02/1991 A091 PEOPLE OF THE EARTH OFFER COMFORT, WISDOM
7/17/1991 A044 PEOPLE OF EARTH APPRECIATE REVIEW IN LAKOTA TIMES (L
4/29/1992 A032 PEPSI ADOPTS PROJECT 2000
5/01/1991 A034 CONNECTICUT TRIBE GETS NOD--CAN START CASINO
5/08/1991 A074 NOT ALL EXPERTS AGREE PEQUOT VICTORY ONE OF SOVEREIG
5/22/1991 A025 CONNECTICUT WILL COOPERATE WITH PEQUOTS ON CASINO FO
6/12/1991 A053 AN ESSAY ON THE NEW WIGWAM CASINO
7/31/1991 AOll 2,000 WANT CASINO JOBS IN CONNECTICUT
9/08/1993 A061 CONNECTICUT TRIBE OPENS 2ND CASINO--ONE OF LARGEST
10/06/1993 A034 MASHANTUCKET PEQUOT POWWOW A HIT
6/15/1994 coil COURT SYSTEM, POLICE BUILT AROUND PEQUOT CASINO
8/31/1994 B045 CONNECTICUT TRIBE GIVES MONEY TO IOWA DEMOCRATS
9/08/1994 B091 kSCHEMITZUN '94 PROMISING BIG PURSES
10/12/1994 C052 NEIGHBORS OF FOXWOODS CASINO SAY 'TAKE MY HOUSE'
11/02/1994 A033 PEQUOTS GIVE $10 MILLION TO NEW MUSEUM
1/19/1995 A084 DESPITE CASINO SUCCESS, TRIBE STILL RECEIVING FEDERA
2/16/1995 C044 PEQUOTS COMPETE FOR DWINDLING BIA FUNDS
4/20/1995 A062 CONNECTICUT THREATENS CASINO TOLLS
5/11/1995 B122 PEQUOT COURT PROBES CASINO EMPLOYEES' AT-HOME CARD
5/18/1995 A031 STATE MAY BREAK PACT WITH PEQUOTS
9/21/1995 A014 KPEQUOTS FORFEIT SOVEREIGNTY FOR CASINO FINANCING
10/05/1995 A041 PEQUOTS IN BIG LEAGUE (ED)
PEMBERTON ALFRED
PENEAUX SHAWN
PENISKA KEVIN
PENITENTIARY
PENN ROBERT
PENN STATE U
PENN WILLIAM
PENNEY SARAH
PENNINGTON CO SD
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
PEOPLE MAGAZINE
PEOPLE OF EARTH
PEPSI
PEQUOT (TRIBE)
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PEQUOT (TRIBE)
PERDUE RICHARD
PEREZ MARGARET
PERIODICALS
PEROT ROSS
PERPICH MARY
PERSIAN GULF WAR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/05/1995
10/12/1995
10/19/1995
11/23/1995
12/07/1995
12/21/1995
3/23/199A
1/19/1995
1/19/1995
2/02/1995
2/02/1995
2/02/1995
2/02/1995
2/16/1995
11/17/1993
5/08/1991
10/23/1991
11/27/1991
3/03/1993
3/2A/1993
6/09/1993
12/22/1993
9/21/1995
10/29/1992
10/29/1992
7/08/1993
9/09/1991
1/08/1991
1/15/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/22/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
1/29/1991
2/05/1991
2/05/1991
2/05/1991
2/05/1991
2/12/1991
2/12/1991
2/12/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
2/26/1991
2/26/1991
2/26/1991
3/05/1991
3/05/1991
3/05/1991
3/12/1991
3/12/1991
3/12/1991
3/12/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
3/27/1991
3/27/1991
A/03/1991
A/03/1991
A/17/1991
A051 PRESS BARRED FROM REPORTING ON SCHEMITZUN CD
A031 PEQUOTS GET OK FOR OFF-RESERVATION CASINO
AOll PEQUOTS'-MONEV AT THE ROOT OF ALL POLITICS
A021 PEQUOT CASINO SEEN AS ANSWER TO CITY'S PROBLEMS
AOll BRIDGEPORT BID FOR GAMING IS DENIED
A051 MASHANTUCKET PEQUOTS SET GAMING EXAMPLE (L)
B021 RAPID CITY SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER SAYS NO TO GRANT
BOll XSCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT SAYS OFFICE OF IND ED
B012 KOPPOSITION TO PERDUE'S COMMENTS RING STRONG
AOAl SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRMAN'S IGNORANCE SHINES THROUG (ED)
A051 LOCAL SCHOOLS REALLY NEED INDIAN ED MONEY (L)
A053 CUTTING INDIAN EDUCATION WOULD BE ILLEGAL (L)
A051 PERDUE SHOULD SHOW JUST A LITTLE RESPECT (L)
A051 PERDUE'S STAND DISTURBING (L)
A063 KAIHEC ELECTS PEREZ PRESIDENT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PERIODICALS
S131 MNATIVE PEOPLE'S--A PUBLICATION DEDICATED tO THE AR
AlOl 'WINDS OF CHANGE' WINS AWARD
9255 MAGAZINE EARNS ALL-STATE AWARDA035 WINDOW ROCK SCENE DEBUTS AT NAVAJO NATION
A071 KWINDOW ROCK SCENE AIMS TO MEET NEEDS OF NAVAJO
BOll HOWARD VALANDRA MAKES NATIONAL BUSINESS MAGAZINE
^295 PEOPLES' RECOGNIZED FOR MAGAZINE COVERAG63 TRIBAL COLLEGE JOURNAL MOVES TO COLORADO
AGAA PEROT INSPIRES AN APATHETIC VOTER (L)
AG53 KSTANDS IN THE MUD IS STUCK ON ROSS PEROT
AG7A PEROT WILL BE IN RAPID CITY JULY 16
AG91 MARY PERPICH TO COORDINATE BUSH PROJECT
AG32 VETERAN ASKS IF INDIANS WILL GET FAIR TREATMENT
AGA3 THE ABC'S OF AMERICA'S ADVENTURE
AGll *AREA COUNT 25G IN GULF CRISIS
AG16 KDO NOT CRY; HOLD THE FAITH, FAMILIES TOLD
AGIA *TURTLE MOUNTAIN 'BUFFALOES' CARRY WATER FOR TROOPS
AGAl LAKOTA REMAIN SILENT WARRIORS (ED)
AG41 XYESTERDAY'S MEMORIES REFLECT TODAY'S WAR
A046 AN INDIAN'S VIEWPOINT OF THE PERSIAN GULF CRISIS (L)
AG61 *FAMILIES CAN ONLY WATCH AND WAIT
A083 GONZALEZ FAMILY CERTAIN OF DAUGHTER'S SAFE RETURN
B012 DESERT SHIELD BRINGS FT YATES BROTHERS TOGETHER
AG12 KPINE RIDGE VET WANTS MORE FOR GULF WARRIORS
AG41 ^RESPONSIBILITY OF MEDIA DURING WAR
AGA3 SIGNING UP AND BAILING OUT
AG53 PRIME TIME WAR IS PERSONALIZED
AG81 LETTERS FROM DAUGHTER--IT'S SCARY!
AG86 WALK HONORS MILITARY
SG71 9fTHE HOME FRONT
S085 SIOUX NATION OFFERS FREE FAX SERVICE FOR WAR FAMILIE
AOll WAR--ARIZONA MOURNS APACHE MARINE WARRIOR
AG33 SUPPORT RALLY SET FOR FEB 9
AGAA DESERT STORM MAKES WOUNDED KNEE A FOOTNOTE
AG61 ^MOTHERS WORST FEAR--DAUGHTER'S CAPTURE
AGll KRALLYING FOR OUR WARRIORS
AG3A KSUPPORTING THE TROOPS
AGA2 THIS WAR IS DIFFERENT (ED)
AGll kLAKOTA MOTHER MOURNS SON KILLED IN GULF GROUND ACTI
AG45 MOTHER SEES NEED TO EXPLORE LESSONS DESERT STORM (L)
AG52 OGLALA WARRIOR OFFERS THANKS FOR CARE PACKAGE
BG33 THOSE IN SAUDI ARABIA
BOAl DONATIONS SOUGHT TO SEND MEDICINE WHEELS TO MIDEAST
B0A3 WANBLEE FAMILIES SUPPORT TROOPS WITH FLAGS PRAYER
AGIA WARRIORS FAMILIES FEAR NEWS AS WAR HEATS UP
AG15 OGLALA WOMAN WIDOWED BY SAUDI CHOPPER CRASH
AG35 JCOGLALA MOTHER SENT 3 TO GULF, HAS NO HOME
AGA6 IS BUSH USING WAR TO DISTRACT THE PEOPLE? (L)
AGll MEMORIAL SERVICE PLANNED FOR GULF VICTIM
S2J5 COMMUNITY HONORS ITS GULF WARRIORS, FAMILIESBG15 MARINE GENERAL'S REFERENCE OFFENSIVE
AGll 3GG PAY RESPECTS
AG12 KLAST HOUR CLAIMS WYOMING WARRIOR
AGAl IT'S TIME FOR OST TO REPORT (ED)
BGll XTRADING GAS MASK FOR HUGS
AG16 CONGRESS SALUTES INDIAN MILITARY
AGAA NO MORE INDIAN COUNTRY, PLEASE MR PRESIDENT (L)
AGll KVET SAYS INNOCENTS DIE
AGA4 BUSH ACKNOWLEDGES 'INDIAN COUNTRY' ERROR (L)
AGAA CONGRESSMAN COMMENDS SIOUX WARRIORS (L)
IGll *COMMUNITY HONORS FIRST OF MANY TO RETURN
BG21 BECKY'S DAD FAR AWAY. BUT SHE MAKES PLANS
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PERSIAN GULF WAR
PESTICIDES
PETER PAN
PETERSON DONNA MEA
PETR06LYPHS
PETZ STEVE
PEWENOFKIT JAY PAT
PEWEUARDY CORNEL
PEWS
PEYOTE
PFLEYER LOWELL
PHARMACEUTICALS
PHARMACISTS
PHARMACY
PHELPS STACY
PHILIP MORRIS CO
PHILLIPS LOU DIAMO
PHIPPS HILARIA
PHOENIX AZ
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/17/1991 B021 FAMILIES MAY BE IN TROUBLE
A/17/1991 B02A AID OFFERED FAMILIES OF GULF WARRIORS
A/17/1991 B026 LEGISLATION TO SUPPORT GULF FAMILIES
A/2A/1991 A053 xTRIBAL HERITAGE DEMANDS WE DO NOT FOLLOW BLINDLY
A/2A/1991 coil KA FAMILY AT ARMS
5/08/1991 C031 ROUILLARD--HOME FROM THE DESERT
5/29/1991 A072 xWAR IS OVER BUT PAIN IS STILL THERE FOR WIDOW
6/26/1991 A0A6 LAKOTA MOTHER SALUTES TROOPS (L)
7/02/1991 A071 kWHAT WOULD THE ODDS BE?
7/17/1991 A051 DESERT STORM WIDOW THANKS PRESIDENT (L)
7/2A/1991 B026 JfRAPID CITY MAN CITED BY NAVY
7/2A/1991 B036 kFRAZIER RETURNS WITH 82ND AIRBORNE TROOPS
12/18/1991 BOll KWARRIOR HONORED, GIVEN MEDALS
12/2A/1991 A013 XCHRISTMAS SPIRIT SHINING THROUGH HARDSHIPS OF WAR
1/21/1992 B032 XFT YATES SOLDIER HONORED FOR SERVICE
7/08/1992 B015 CEREMONY WILL REMEMBER THE FALLEN WARRIORS
7/15/1992 A071 kFALLEN WARRIORS HONORED IN RELEASING CEREMONY
3/16/1995 B071 GULF WAR VETS MAY RECEIVE DISABILITY COMPENSATION
9/14/1995 B032 MYSTERIOUS PERSIAN GULF ILLNESS--GOVERNMENT SCRUTINY
7/01/1992 A085 GRASSHOPPER SPRAYING PROJECT SNAGS OVER PESTICIDE US
7/29/1992 B103 OST GETS $28,462 PESTICIDES GRANT
10/08/1992 D043 XDIG DEEPER INTO GROUND WATER POLLUTION
9/14/1995 B041 OMAHA ENVIRONMENTAL CODE ATTACKED
10/12/1995 B061 OMAHA TRIBE ADOPTS PESTICIDE CODE
2/19/1991 A071 'PETER PAN' MAKES INDIANS LOOK BAD
4/22/1992 A032 XPETERSON FUNDS FOR DISTRICT 28-A
2/26/1992 A031 XSPIRIT KEEPER REMINDER OF LONG FORGOTTEN PEOPLE
2/26/1992 A034 OUTCROPS REVEAL HISTORY OF PAWNEE
2/11/1993 A071 NM ROAD PROPOSED THROUGH PETROGLYPH MONUMENT
4/28/1993 AOll XHIGHWAY THREATENS ANCIENT PETROGLYPHS ..
5/05/1993 B112 WYOMING PETROGLYPHS ARE BEING DESTROYED
9/29/1993 A071 SIX-LANE ROAD THROUGH PETROGLYPH NATL MONUMENT
10/12/1994 A064 ANCIENT DRAWINGS ARE OF GREAT SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
4/27/1995 C031 XANCIENT PETROGLYPHS INSPIRE NAKAI
11/23/1994 B026 TAKINI COUNSELORS SELECTED FOR ASSOCIATION OFFICES
8/31/1994 C014 PEWENOFKIT NAMED TO ALL-STARS
11/13/1991 A035 XMAGNET SCHOOL PROMOTES WHOLE PERSON LEARNING
11/13/1991 A083 MAGNET SCHOOL FOUNDER IS EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR
6/09/1993 B032 xCORNEL PEWEWARDY SELECTED FOR BUSH FOUNDATION PROG
8/24/1995 B032 CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL DONATES PEWS
4/10/1991 A073 IDAHO PEYOTE LAW GETS NOD FROM GOV
4/24/1991 A015 BLOOD DEGREE HOLDS UP PEYOTE BILL IN OKLAHOMA
7/10/1991 A091 PEYOTE PERMITTED IN OREGON
7/17/1991 AOll MEXICO PUTS PEYOTE ON ITS PROTECTED LIST
7/24/1991 A071 xCAMPUS CARTOON CREATES A STIR WITH IDAHO TRIBE
8/07/1991 AOll NATIVE AM CHURCH VOTES FOR LEGALIZED PEYOTE USE
10/16/1991 A061 XECHO HAWK--INDIAN RELIGION 'MINER'S CANARY'
3/18/1992 A012 TRIBES CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
2/11/1993 A021 KIOWA URGES TIGHTENING OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL
2/18/1993 A012 TRIBES REPEAT CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
8/17/1994 A012 PEYOTE ISSUE ON HOLD
8/24/1994 A044 'PEYOTE SOCIETY' IS NOT THE OLDEST--RELIG GROUP (L)
10/05/1994 AOll PEYOTE BILL AWAITS CLINTON'S SIGNATURE TO BECOME LAW
10/19/1994 AOll PEYOTE BILL PROMPTS OFFENSIVE HUMOR
9/22/1993 B025 WHAT YOU SEW, YOU SHALL REAP
5/29/1991 A012 XWINNEBAGOS LAUNCH DRUG COMPANY
1/08/1992 A012 xIHS SITE SELECTION PREMATURE
4/01/1992 A015 IHS WAFFLES ON SUPPLY CENTER
10/29/1992 AOll LILLY ENTERS PACT TO STUDY HERBAL REMEDIES
2/04/1992 B093 xIHS PHARMACIST WINS SURGEON GENERAL'S MEDAL
7/21/1993 B031 WANBLEE HEALTH CENTER NAMED 1992 PHARMACY OF YEAR
9/08/1993 B015 KYLE PHARMACY CAN NO LONGER FILL OUTSIDE PRESCRIPTIO
8/10/1994 C022 STUDENTS COMPLETE PHARMACY PROGRAM
8/10/1995 C023 STUDENTS LEARN PHARMACY SKILLS
8/12/1992 coil xPHELPS RECEIVES $36,000 NASA GRANT
3/02/1995 Bill PHILIP MORRIS GRANTS $300,000 TO FIRST NATIONS
1/05/1995 C031 XLOU DIAMOND PHILLIPS--DIRECTING 'SIOUX CITY'
6/24/1992 B074 RED CLOUD TEACHER EARNS PROGRAM SLOT
3/20/1991 B014 GROUP ARGUES FOR CULTURAL CENTER
7/10/1991 A053 PHOENIX MAYOR SENDS SIGNAL TO CONGRESS
7/10/1991 A094 DEVELOPER PROCEEDING ON SWAP OVER CITY'S OPPOSITION
7/24/1991 AOll DEVELOPER NIXES PHOENIX SCHOOL PROPERTY SWAP
9/11/1991 AOll FEDS ASKING FOR BIDS ON PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL
12/11/1991 C065 ASBESTOS CLEANUP HANGS UP PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
12/24/1991 A074 LUJAN APPROVES PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
8/12/1992 A104 GOVT CLOSES PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND DEAL
9/02/1992 A031 PEACE AND DIGNITY RUNNERS REACH PHOENIX
9/02/1992 A105 ARIZONA TRIBES THREATEN LAWSUIT OVER LAND SWAP
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PHOENIX AZ
PHOTOGRAPHS
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICIANS
PICOTTE CENTER
PICOTTE HAROLD
PICOTTE LISA
PICOTTE MABEL
PICTOGRAPHS
PICURIS (TRIBE)
PIERRE SD :
PIGS
PILCHER DENNIS
PIMA
PIMA-MARICOPA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/29/1992
11/05/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
12/24/1992
3/16/1994
8/03/1994
9/21/1994
7/06/1995
6/22/1994
7/07/1994
7/13/1994
7/20/1994
7/27/1994
8/03/1994
8/10/1994
8/17/1994
8/24/1994
8/31/1994
9/08/1994
9/14/1994
9/14/1994
9/21/1994
10/05/1994
10/12/1994
11/23/1994
12/15/1994
7/06/1995
12/11/1991
5/27/1992
8/19/1992
11/12/1992
12/03/1992
9/29/1993
10/20/1993
11/10/1993
5/18/1994
7/07/1994
11/16/1994
3/09/1995
4/20/1995
7/29/1992
11/05/1992
5/12/1993
9/01/1993
9/25/1991
10/20/1993
9/09/1992
5/26/1993
10/27/1993
10/27/1993
9/25/1991
4/08/1992
6/03/1992
7/29/1992
7/14/1993
7/14/1993
10/06/1993
10/14/1993
10/20/1993
10/05/1995
9/02/1992
9/09/1992
9/16/1992
8/04/1993
8/04/1993
8/04/1993
3/05/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
1/08/1992
2/04/1992
6/17/1992
6/24/1992
2/11/1993
A086 JUDGE CHASTISES ATTORNEYS IN PHOENIX SCHOOL SQUABBLE
A025 JUDGE REFUSES TO STOP PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND SWAP
B045 NAVAJO TRADITIONAL THEME PARK PROPOSED
B045 SAN CARLOS APACHE WATER RIGHTS BILL SIGNED
C063 LUJAN, COLLIER SIGN AGREEMENT FOR LAND SWAP
B151. PHOENIX HEARD MUSEUM RECEIVES COLLECTION OF WESTERN
A041 KEXPLORING LIFE IN THE BIG CITY S 'VALLEY OF THE SUN
A012 PHOENIX SCHOOL TAKES ON A NEW LOOK
C031 *HEARD MUSEUM FAMILY EXHIBIT GETS A FACE-LIFT
B091 *THE WAY IT WAS--
B044 *THE WAY IT WAS—
B091 KTHE WAY IT WAS—
B021 *THE WAY IT WAS--
A081 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
B034 *THE WAY IT WAS--
B034 kTHE way IT WAS--
B022 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
A084 *THE WAY IT WAS--
COll KTHE WAY IT WAS--
B035 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
A071 KVISION QUEST--A PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY
B031 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
B035 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
A071 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
C031 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
B084 KTHE WAY IT WAS--
B021 KPHOTOGRAPHER-PRIEST DISCUSSES 'VISION QUEST'
C072 KPORTRAITS OF CONTEMPORARY LEADERS COMING TO RAPID
BOll KLIVING SICANGU CULTURE SCORES IN SWEDEN
BOll KPHOTOGRAPHER WANTS TO CAPTURE CULTURE
B012 LOOKING AT THE WORLD THROUGH YOUNG EYES
B021 KNAVAJO'S PICTURES TELL A TALE OF TWO WORLDS
B012 KTURQUOISE BEAUTY
BOll PATTON WINS AWARD FOR 'COLOURED CHOKER' PHOTO
B012 KCHILDREN'S VISION MAKES AN EYE OPENING EXHIBIT
AG61 kHEALING THE WOUNDS OF WAR
D035 KAGELESS WISDOM OF THE AMERICAN WEST
A081 RETHA GAMBARO COMMITTED TO CULTURAL INHERITANCE
B035 CROWD OF 2,200 SEE DON DOLL'S PHOTOGRAPHY
C051 EXHIBIT BY NIRO IS AN EXERCISE OF LIBERATION
B031 KPHOTOS TAKEN BY YOUNG LAKOTAS ON EXHIBIT
B021 SCHWARZENEGGER PROMOTES EXERCISE PROJECT
B041 EXERCISE CAN HELP BALANCE DIABETICS
C012 ACTOR SCHWARZENEGGER TO BE IN WINDOW ROCK
SEE DOCTORS
A071 SITE NAMED FOR 1ST NATIVE PHYSICIAN CALLED LANDMARK
A012 SHERIFF'S ACTION QUESTIONED IN JUVENILE BEATING
B012 kWICISTA TECA-rNEW EYES
B014 KMARTY SCHOOL JUNIOR GETS CRASH COURSE IN LIFE
A081 KCHARITY in OWNERSHIP DISPUTE OVER PICTOGRAPHS
AOll K'COUNTS COUP ON CROW'
AOll LEDGERi BOOK ART-hHISTORY, HOT 8 WORTH A BUNDLE
A083 KPICURIS ACQUIRE SUBSIDIZED STAKE IN HOTEL
B083 EFFORT UNDERWAY TO IDENTIFY SKULL IN PIERRE YARD
B055 PILC GRADUATES GET FISHING EQUIPMENT
B025 USA BOXING TO MEET IN PIERRE
A065 TIBBS FOUNDATION PLANS MUSEUM ROOM
A071 MEETING SCHEDULED FOR LIVESTOCK HOLDERS
A063 NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY HIGHLIGHT OF N PLAINS HISTOR
A041 CAPITOL PAINTING SHOWS RACISM OF A DIFFERENT CO (ED)
B061 PIERRE FIRM TO APPRAISE SHANNON COUNTY LAND
B051 THREE AREA SCHOOLS GET EDUCATION PROJECT GRANTS
SEE SWINE
A082 OLC EMPLOYEE KILLED IN AUTO WRECK
B014 KOLC STAFF MOURNS LOSS OF RESPECTED CO-WORKER
A044 CASA REMEMBERS FRIEND IN PILCHER (L)
S021 KA lEGEND OF THE AU-AUTHM
SlOl KOLD TRADITIONS INSPIRE NEW STYLE
S221 KTRADITIONAL PIMA HOSPITALITY
SEE ALSO GILA RIVER RESERV, SALT RIVER RESERV
BOll KPIMA, MARICOPAS REMEMBER IRA H HAYES
A112 PIMA; MARICOPA INDIANS TO BUILD RECYCLING CENTER
A104 PIMA-MARICOPA COMMUNITY COULD TAKE GOLF LINKS
A071 PIMA-MARICOPA OPPOSE FREEWAY PLAN
A115 PART OF LANDFILL MAY BE CLOSED
A021 PIMA-MARICOPA RECLAIM REMAINS
A061 KCENTURY-LONG WATER BATTLE WON
A071 PIMA-MARICOPA AND ENV GROUP COME TO TERMS--LANDFILL
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PIMA-MARICOPA
PINE CASSANDRA
PINE RIDGE CREEK
PINE RIDGE ELEM SC
PINE RIDGE HIGH SC
PINE RIDGE HOSP
PINE RIDGE RESERV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/17/1993
8/04/1993
8/04/1993
10/06/1993
1/05/1994
4/24/1991
5/08/1991
3/11/1992
4/29/1992
12/17/1992
2/25/1993
8/18/1993
11/30/1994
4/10/1991
10/02/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
12/04/1991
1/28/1992
4/22/1992
5/20/1992
6/10/1992
10/08/1992
12/17/1992
12/31/1992
1/07/1993
1/07/1993
1/14/1993
1/28/1993
3/24/1993
4/21/1993
5/05/1993
5/12/1993
6/16/1993
6/16/1993
7/28/1993
8/18/1993
9/22/1993
12/01/1993
3/30/1994
5/11/1994
9/14/1994
1/26/1995
2/23/1995
4/20/1995
6/08/1995
10/12/1995
11/30/1995
4/10/1991
7/17/1991
9/25/1991
9/25/1991
11/06/1991
1/28/1992
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
4/08/1992
7/01/1992
8/25/1993
9/22/1993
10/06/1993
7/13/1994
8/03/1994
1/26/1995
5/25/1995
10/26/1995
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
5/08/1991
6/05/1991
7/02/1991
7/10/1991
7/17/1991
7/24/1991
A021
5021
5022
AOll
B026
A025
C021
B031
coil
B091
B105
SO 23
B041
A085
A084
B014
A031
A034
A051
C021
C081
B045
B091
B061
D012
C012
A044
A044
A051
B064
A015
B012
B095
B051
B012
B041
B043
B034
S021
B041
B071
B012
B012
B051
B013
B051
B042
B061
B051
A054
A086
B051
AOll
BOll
BO 14
B045
C015
B023
B045
B036
B051
B012
B124
B012
S181
B041
A054
BO 51
A012
A071
coil
B014
B031
A031
A081
B041
B041
PIMA-MARICOPA PICK SITE FOR SECOND LANDFILL
KINTRODUCING THE PIMA-MARICOPA PEOPLE
KTHE HISTORY OF A STRONG CONFEDERATION
kMAKIL faces OCT 25 RECALL
PINE PARTICIPATES IN JUNIOR OLYMPICS
EPA INVESTIGATIONS SEWAGE DUMPING IN PINE RIDGE CREE
PINE RIDGE ELEMENTARY GETS ARTIST-IN-RESIDENT
PINE RIDGE STUDENTS LOG A FIRST IN AREA SPELLING
STATE SAYS WATER NOT CONTAMINATED AT PINE RIDGE
PINE RIDGE ELEMENTARY LISTS HONOR ROLL
PINE RIDGE ELEMENTARY SECOND QUARTER HONOR ROLL
ELEMENTARY TO PUBLISH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER
PINE RIDGE KIDS TELL WHY THEY'RE THANKFUL
PINE RIDGE STUDENTS PROVIDE INPUT AT AIDS CONFERENCE
HOMECOMING BONFIRE IS HIGH SCHOOL AT ITS BEST
12 PINE RIDGE STUDENTS INJURED IN BUS CRASH
SFIS CALLS OFF REGULAR GAMES WITH PINE RIDGE
COACH BRADFORD DEFENDS SELF AND SQUAD
OFFICIALS ACTIONS DECRIED--GIRLS B-BALL FRACAS (L)
BRADFORD CLEARED--SFIS MUST PUT HOUSE IN ORDER
•A' STUDENTS EARN TRIP TO MEXICO
PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL ACCREDITATION RENEWED
PRHS STUDENTS RETURN FROM MEXICO
KSTEPPING OFF THE COURT
CONFRONTATION RAISES SCHOOL RIVALRY QUESTIONS
3(CR0W CREEK REFUSES TO PLAY THORPES
FOND MEMORIES OF PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL (L)
SCHOOL RIVALRIES HAVE GONE TOO FAR (L)
TOURNAMENT ACTION NOT VALUES WE WANT TO TEACH (L)
PINE RIDGE SCHOOLS.TO BE VISITED BY COUNSELOR
KJORDAN SAID TO BE OUT AT PINE RIDGE
XCEREMONY KICKS OFF WORK ON NEW PINE RIDGE SCHOOL
PINE RIDGE, COTTIER SHINE IN SCHOLASTIC CONTEST
PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL ADDS CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLASS
XPINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT AIMS HIGH
PRHS STUDENTS EXCEL IN ATHLETICS AND ACADEMICS
PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL ANNOUNCES HONOR ROLL
PINE RIDGE GRADUATES 27
PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS COMBINING CULTURE 8
xPINE RIDGE COACH OLD NUMBER RETIRED, CAREER BEGINNI
PINE RIDGE HIGH SCHOOL HONOR ROLL ANNOUNCED
KPINE RIDGE WIZARDS
kpine ridge students take to the airwaves
XMAKING A FIELD GOAL
KOPEN HOUSE SHOWCASES NEW SCHOOL
KWINTERFEST ROYALTY
PINE RIDGE DORM MANAGER RECEIVES SPECIAL AWARD
MONEY CRUNCH TEAMS UP PINE RIDGE, RED CLOUD TRACK
KPINE RIDGE HOMECOMING SUCCESSFUL IN MANY WAYS
CONGRATULATIONS DUE TO PINE RIDGE THORPES (L)
PINE RIDGE SURGICAL UNIT HAS REOPENED
XHEALTH BOARD MEMBER KNEW 'HOW TO GET RID OF THEM'
CO-OP MEDICAL ROTATION SET
WORKERS ACCUSE HACKETT-KURTZ CO OF UNFAIRNESS
RITCHIE 'BURNS OUT' AT PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL
XG WAYNE TAPIO SPARKS IHS INVESTIGATION
IHS RECRUITERS HIRING STAFF FOR PINE RIDGE HOSP
SOCIAL WORKER LUCERO JOINS HOSPITAL STAFF
TOENAIL REMOVAL COSTS PINE RIDGE MAN HIS LEG
DOCTORS REUNION JULY 10
PINE RIDGE HOSP TO HOST MEDICAL RESIDENTS FROM INDIA
LACK OF COMMUNICATION STALLS NEW HOSPITAL OPENING
THREE DOCTORS FINISH ROTATION IN PINE RIDGE
XSTAFFING CUTS CRITICIZED
*NEW HOSPITAL PLUGS INTO STATE-OF-THE-ART MEDICINE
KMODERN DAY HERO
OGLALA HOSPITAL NEEDS LEADERSHIP TRANSFUSION (L)
PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL ACCREDITED
SEE ALSO OGLALA (TRIBE)
XPINE RIDGE MAY GET TV STATION
RESERVATION PAINTED WITH HEAVY BRUSH
XPINE RIDGE BIA SUPERINTENDENT REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE
NORWEGIAN JOURNALISTS STUDY PINE RIDGE NOW, FUTURE
GERALD BIG CROW HEADS PARK BOARD
VOTING CLOUT CENTRAL TO REDISTRICTING ISSUE
KIHS AND OST HEALTH BOARD--A LAW UNTO THEMSELVES?
HEALTH CARE WORKERS UNIONIZE AT PINE RIDGE
XUNTIL THE NEED IS ADDRESSED INDIAN HEALTH SUFFERS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/04/1991 AD15 XNURSING HOME STALLED, MAY LOSE FUNDING
9/11/1991 A031 PINE RIDGE FIRE MAN-MADE
9/18/1991 BG13 xUAR SURPLUS FOOD TO BE DISTRIBUTED
11/06/1991 BGll KMORAN PUTS SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS ON ROLL
11/2G/1991 AG34 PINE RIDGE OFFICIALDOM UNDERGOING A FACE LIFT
12/G4/1991 AG65 'FLOWERING TIPI SPIRIT' TO BE SHARED
12/18/1991 B085 PELTIER DONATIONS CRITICIZED
12/24/1991 B014 PINE RIDGE EDUCATION GETS SHOT IN ARM
I/G8/1992 AG61 'DOC-IN-A-BOX' SPEAKS OUT ABOUT PINE RIDGE HOSPITAL
3/25/1992 BG65 HIGH COURT SIDES WITH TRIBAL COURT
4/29/1992 CG13 IN HISTORIC MOVE, MONEY ARRESTED ON PINE RIDGE
5/G6/1992 BG24 JOB CORPS TEAM TO VISIT PINE RIDGE
5/G6/1992 CGll xOST, STATE JOIN FORCES FOR NURSING HOME
6/G3/1992 AGll CRAZY HORSE BEER CO WILL COME TO PINE RIDGE
6/17/1992 BG12 xDOWN-TO-EARTH CANDIDATE PICKS UP PINE RIDGE TRASH
6/24/1992 AG51 TRAVELER APPRECIATES RETURN OF FUNDS (L) \
7/G1/1992 AG85 GRASSHOPPER SPRAYING PROJECT SNAGS OVER PESTICIDE US
7/G1/1992 BGll XFOSTER GRANDPARENTS PROGRAM GEARS UP FOR 2GTH ANNIV
7/29/1992 AG41 xTHE HARD POETRY OF RESERVATION LIVING
8/19/1992 AG54 TOURIST ENJOYS VISIT WITH OGLALA (L)
8/26/1992 BG34 BADLANDS ASSOC ANNOUNCES PINE RIDGE BOOKLET
9/16/1992 BG12 DEVELOPMENT OF ZEOLITE PROMOTED FOR PINE RIDGE
11/G5/1992 BG12 FIRST INDIAN BOYS, GIRLS CLUB STARTING UP
12/G3/1992 AG35 ARGUMENT LEADS TO SHOOTING DEATH OF DOMINIC SAUBEL
12/1G/1992 AG41 KNOT-SO-HIDDEN SIGNS OF HOPE AMONG THE PEOPLE
1/14/1993 BG64 TRIBE, FEDS PUT BITE ON PINE RIDGE BOOTLEGGER
1/28/1993 BGll 7TH GENERATION BAND UNDERGOES CHANGES
2/G4/1993 B012 PINE RIDGE WEAVING TEXTILE DEAL
2/11/1993 BG12 PINE RIDGE COUNCIL PROMOTES CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MINOR
2/25/1993 AG21 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE UNDER LICENSE REVIEW
2/25/1993 AG41 XYESTERDAY IS NO MORE
2/25/1993 AG71 kREMEMBERING WOUNDED KNEE--VIEW FROM PINE RIDGE
3/G3/1993 BG41 XPINE RIDGE SLOWLY OVERCOMING HURDLES
4/G7/1993 AG41 HEROES ARE THOSE WHO STAY (ED)
4/14/1993 B064 DOCTOR ROTATION PROGRAM BEGINS AT PINE RIDGE
4/28/1993 B012 XPROGRAM LINKS EQUIPMENT TO PINE RIDGE HANDICAPPED
5/G5/1993 AG51 READER SEES GRIM FUTURE (L)
6/02/1993 BGll LAKOTA FUND RECEIVES $706,GGG IN GRANTS
6/G2/1993 BG34 FREE RABIES CLINIC SET FOR PINE RIDGE AREA
6/G9/1993 AG33 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE RULED A HEALTH RISK
6/23/1993 BG12 INDIAN-OWNED BUSINESS TO OPEN AT GORDON JUNCTION
6/3G/1993 BG16 MARTIN PINE RIDGE OFFICIALS MEET TO DISCUSS LANDFILL
8/G4/1993 BG12 BOMBERS CHANGE COURSE TO AVOID DISRUPTING CEREMONIES
8/11/1993 BG12 KYOUTH CENTER BECOMES OFFICIAL
9/G1/1993 AG13 PINE RIDGE TO HOST ADA DEER ROUNDTABLE
9/G8/1993 BG35 BUSINESS PINE RIDGE REJECTED RISES AGAIN IN SHO-BAN
1G/G6/1993 B125 WISCONSIN SCOUTS VISIT PINE RIDGE
1G/2G/1993 AG24 MNI WICONI CLEARS HURDLE--CLEAN WATER FINALLY COMING
lG/27/1993 BGll MEDICAL RESIDENTS SERVE IN PINE RIDGE
11/G3/1993 AG44 STAND UP AND SPEAK OUT (L) ^
11/G3/1993 AG61 EDUCATING THE GOVT ABOUT THE MEANING OF LOCAL CONTRO
11/24/1993 CGll KPINE-RIDGE FUTURE FEATURE?
12/G1/1993 BGll PINE RIDGE WILL ROCK TO MTV
12/G8/1993 AG53 25G CELEBRATE FOUR WINDS GROUNDBREAKING
1/G5/1994 AG12 KMOONRISE OVER SLIM BUTTES
1/12/1994 BG12 PINE RIDGE POSSIBLE SITE FOR PROPOSED FEDERAL PRISON
2/G2/1994 BG21 PRISON DISCUSSION CONTINUES FOR OST
2/23/1994 BG12 xNO WATER FAMILIES STILL WAITING FOR HOMES
3/G9/1994 BG12 xSIOUX NATION SHOPPING CENTER CALLED TO TRIBAL COURT
3/3G/1994 B153 PINE RIDGE DESIGNATES APRIL AS CHILD ABUSE AWARENESS
4/G6/1994 BG31 xTHE LONG AND BUMPY ROADS OF PINE RIDGE
5/G4/1994 BG12 PINE RIDGE RUBBLE ROADS EATING CARS
5/G4/1994 B013 KDASCHLE PROMISES TO PATCH THINGS UP
6/22/1994 BGll PINE RIDGE CASINO AWAITS GO-AHEAD
6/29/1994 AG54 A LAKOTA WARRIOR OPINION (L)
6/29/1994 BG34 TRIBE DEDICATES NEW MEDICAL FACILITY
7/G7/1994 BGll PINE RIDGE PROGRAM BRINGS IN DOCTORS
7/G7/1994 BG31 KPINE RIDGE BECOMES SCIENCE LAB FOR STUDENTS
7/13/1994 AG12 SPACE AGE, MAYO CLINIC COMES TO PINE RIDGE
7/13/1994 AG51 RECOLLECTIONS OF PINE RIDGE SUN DANCE (L)
7/27/1994 AGll KVISITING THE NATIONS, BACK TO SCHOOL IN NEXT WEEK'S
7/27/1994 BG22 'QUAD SQUAD' ATTACKS OBSTACLES FOR DISABLED
8/G3/1994 SG81 ECONOMIC IMPACT OVERFLOWS RESERVATION BORDERS
8/G3/1994 SG93 INDIAN-OWNED BUSINESSES BRING JOBS TO PINE RIDGE
8/G3/1994 S191 xMEN AT WORK
8/G3/1994 S211 XOGLALA NATION BIDS VISITORS WELCOME
8/G3/1994 S231 KPINE RIDGE RESERVATION SCHOOLS BRING LIGHT TO CHILD
8/17/1994 BG12 *OST, LAKOTA OTIPI TO BUILD HOMES
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8/24/1994 BOll PINE RIDGE LOG HOMES PROJECT UNDER WAY
8/24/1994 B012 XUATER BRINGING CHANGE TO PINE RIDGE PEOPLE
9/08/1994 A015 xPRAIRIE WINDS JURISDICTION ISSUE REMAINS UNRESOLVED
9/14/1994 BG12 xHORSE ROUNDUP STIRS DEBATE AT PINE RIDGE
9/28/1994 BGI2 PRAIRIE WINDS AWAITS FINAL CARD
9/28/1994 BG12 OST PASSES ADA RESOLUTION
9/28/1994 BG21 PINE RIDGE HOSPICE 1ST OF ITS KIND ON RESERVATIONS
1G/G5/1994 BGll GERMAN TV SHOW VISITS PINE RIDGE
1G/G5/1994 BG62 kRAISING THE STAKES
11/G2/1994 AG12 PRAIRIE WIND CASINO OPENS WITHOUT CONTRACT
11/G2/1994 BG13 NATURAL GAS PIPELINE COULD SERVICE RESERVATION
11/16/1994 B1G4 xOPEN FOR BUSINESS
12/G7/1994 BG12 FORMER SIOUX CITY MAYOR 'SENTENCED* TO PINE RIDGE
12/29/1994 AG61 PINE RIDGE DOCTOR HONORED BY ALMA MATER
2/G2/1995 AG21 kPINE RIDGE HOUSING PROJECT DRAWS ATTENTION OF PEARL
2/G9/1995 BG41 GERMANS SOLICITED TO FUND OST SOLAR HOMES
4/13/1995 BG12 xNATURAL GAS PIPELINE TO SERVE PINE RIDGE
5/G4/1995 AG51 'COWBOY S INDIAN' CONFLICT CLOUDS OST LAND ISSUE
5/25/1995 AG31 NEW RULES ON RANGE UNITS
6/29/1995 Alll XOGLALA SIOUX HOUSING AUTHORITY--DOING SOMETHING
7/2G/1995 AG61 xHOOP DREAMS AND LESSONS LEARNED
8/G3/1995 BG51 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY TO START BUILDING NEXT SUMMER
8/24/1995 BGll K9G PINE RIDGE HOMES NOW TARGETED FOR 'RURAL RENEWAL
1G/G5/1995 BGll COURT ORDERS BIA DOORS LOCKED
lG/26/1995 B024 TOURISTS LAUNCH COAT DRIVE AFTER VISITING PINE RIDGE
12/14/1995 AG44 LOCAL BUSINESSES GIVE GIFTS TO PINE RIDGE (L)
12/14/1995 BG12 xDEER FROM ILLINOIS
12/21/1995 B034 GROUP VOWS NOT TO LET TRAGEDY REPEAT ITSELF
12/29/1995 BG13 ENERGY ASSISTANCE COMES THROUGH BEFORE SHUTDOWN
2/19/1991 BG41 PARENTS EXPRESS CONCERN ABOUT SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION
2/26/1991 AG14 PINE RIDGE SCHOOL BOARD WOULD OUST BRAVE HEART
5/G8/1991 CG16 GRANTS LINK STUDENTS TO COMPUTER AGE
6/G5/1991 BG33 SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION UPHELD
12/G4/1991 BOll PINE RIDGE MARKSMEN TAKE AIM ON DROPOUTS
9/18/1991 BGll PINE RIDGE VILLAGE DAYS RESULTS
9/18/1991 BG21 xPROVOST SELECTED MISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
12/G4/1991 BG75 PINE RIDGE ARTISTS TO GET WORK PHOTOGRAPHED FOR $1
12/11/1991 BGll AREA AGENCIES COOPERATE ON PINE RIDGE TEEN CENTER
1/14/1992 BG14 PINE RIDGE 'OFFICER' HAS A BARK AND BITE
1/28/1992 BG41 ^STUDENTS REACH OUT WITH VIDEO
4/22/1992 BG43 FIRE DESTROYS HOUSE OF PINE RIDGE FAMILY
5/2G/1992 CG31 MISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE COMPETES IN STATE
5/2G/1992 CG31 PINE RIDGE TO AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS
6/G3/1992 BG31 PINE RIDGE POLICE GET $262 FUR SHARE IN DRUG BUST
6/G3/1992 BG55 CAMP CARNIVALS VISIT AREA
6/G3/1992 SG75 RED CLOUD SHOW OPENS JUNE 7 NATIONS LARGEST OF ITS
6/17/1992 BG13 kMISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
7/29/1992 AG25 DELBERT BREWER NAMED PINE RIDGE BIA SUPER
8/26/1992 BG56 NEW FACILITIES COMMEMORATE TWO PINE RIDGE ATHLETIC
9/G9/1992 A121 XNEW MISS PINE RIDGE IS CROWNED
lG/22/1992 BGll KPINE RIDGE COMMODITY PROGRAM EARNS FED CONTRACT
11/19/1992 BG95 ANNUAL TOY GIVE-AWAY AT PINE RIDGE NOV 25
12/G3/1992 BG15 RAPID CITY'S EXCESS DEER MAY GO TO PINE RIDGE
12/G3/1992 BG24 PINE RIDGE FAMILY LOSES EVERYTHING IN HOUSE FIRE
12/17/1992 BG71 AUSTRALIAN DANCE TROUPE BROADENS CULTURAL GARDEN ON
12/31/1992 BG12 XPINE RIDGE YOUTH GROUP ADOPTS A HIGHWAY
1/21/1993 BG82 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS ARE NAMED
1/28/1993 BG16 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE APPLIES FOR HARDSHIP, FACES
3/31/1993 BG34 ^CHILDREN DANCE TO A DIFFERENT TUNE
5/19/1993 B062 CHILDREN REFLECT ON CULTURE, POW WOWS
5/19/1993 BG71 PINE RIDGE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY TAKES HONORS
6/16/1993 AG61 PINE RIDGE AMBULANCE SERVICE IN LIMBO
6/3G/1993 B012 INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE HANGS FIRE ON AMBULANCE INVES
6/3G/1993 BG15 PINE RIDGE MOVES TO PUT HEALTH CARE HOUSE IN ORDER
7/14/1993 AG35 RED CLOUD, OLOL ACCEPTING SCHOOL BOARD APPLICATIONS
7/14/1993 Bai2 PINE RIDGE TRIBAL POLICE UNDERPAID SAY OFFICIALS
7/28/1993 BG33 KOENIG PICKED AS POSTMASTER
9/22/1993 BG14 SOUP KITCHEN OFF TO A GOOD START
11/G3/1993 BG55 SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE OPENS UP IN PINE RIDGE
1/12/1994 BG12 xCHILDREN'S VILLAGE NEARS IITH YEAR
1/19/1994 BG23 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE ANNOUNCES CHRISTMAS DECORATING WI
1/19/1994 B071 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE PRESENTS SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 17TH YE
4/06/1994 C062 'PATHS CROSSING VI' SET FOR PINE RIDGE
6/15/1994 BG12 xPINE RIDGE CHURCH OFFERS REWARD--VANDALISM
8/03/1994 Sill K'BIG BAT' BUILDING STRONG BUSINESS FOUNDATION
8/03/1994 S201 KTO THE CHILDREN OF PINE RIDGE
8/03/1994 S271 ALL WELCOME TO THE TABLE
11/10/1994 C053 *PINE RIDGE BIG BAT'S TO CELEBRATE REOPENING
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PINKYS
PINON AZ
PIPE
PIPE ON HEAD ALVIN
PIPE ON HEAD DOYLE
PIPELINES
PIPER MARY
PIPESTEM QUENTIN
PIPESTONE
PIRO-MANSO-TIWA
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
PLANNING
PLANTS
PLATTSBURGH NY
PLAYGROUNDS
PLAYS -
PLEA BARGAIN
PLENTY ARROWS LYDI
PLUME DAVID ALBERT
PLUME PAUL
PLUMMER BRUCE
PLUMMER MARSHALL ,
POCAHONTAS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/16/199<»
11/16/1994
8/10/1995
12/21/1995
5/08/1991
3/09/1995
7/17/1991
8/28/1991
,9/04/1991
9/18/1991
10/02/1991
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
10/30/1991
1/08/1992
3/25/1992
4/29/1992
6/17/1992
8/05/1992
10/22/1992
10/29/1992
5/05/1993
6/09/1993
6/23/1993
12/07/1994
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
9/16/1992
8/03/1994
7/28/1993
10/06/1993
4/21/1993
6/26/1991
7/10/1991
7/22/1992
3/03/1993
7/21/1993
9/21/1994
6/01/1995
6/23/1995
9/08/1994
10/29/1992
8/10/1994
4/29/1992
7/31/1991
8/07/1991
3/02/1994
6/15/1995
3/30/1994
4/13/1994
4/27/1994
6/01/1994
1/21/1993
3/09/1995
6/01/1995
6/08/1995
6/15/1995
6/15/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
7/13/1995
7/13/1995
7/27/1995
7/27/1995
7/27/1995
8/03/1995
8/03/1995
8/03/1995
8/03/1995
8/03/1995
BOll PIZZA HUT TO OPEN SOON AT PINE RIDGE
B012 KNEW KIDNEY DIALYSIS CENTER SERVING PINE RIDGE
B042 PLANS TO BE DISCUSSED FOR NEW PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
B033 PINE RIDGE TO AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS
S091 *PINKY'S--A TEAM OF WOMEN WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY
S321 KHEALTH PLANNING--COMMUNITY RALLIES BEHIND CARE PROP
A012 KSACRED PIPE KEEPER FEARS FEDS WILL STEP IN
A063 POWER TRIPPING WITH PIPE WILL BRING DOWNFALL (L)
A021 kSACRED pipe CENTER OF DEBATE
A041 PIPE OF CRAZY HORSE BELONGS WITH HIS PEOPLE (ED)
A044 PEOPLE MUST RESPECT THE PIPE AND THEMSELVES (L)
A051 BIG FOOT RIDER QUESTIONS GREY EAGLES' INTENTIONS (L)
A044 CHIPPS ASKS SUPPORT ON CRAZY HORSE'S PIPE (L)
A043 BLACK ELK WRITES IN DEFENSE OF LOOKING HORSE (L)
A051 KTHE SAGA OF CHIEF JOSEPH'S PIPE
A075 PIPE CARRIER TO BLESS NATIONAL CEREMONY
BOll SICANGU GROUP GIVES PIPE TO INMATES
A035 KUSD JO HONOR PIPE KEEPER WITH DOCTORATE
B141 CHIEF RED CLOUD PIPE BAG STOLEN
A061 A MESSAGE FOR THE PEOPLE (L)
B022 KTHE WAY OF THE PIPE
AQ74 ART INSTITUTE REMOVES PIPES FROM EXHIBITION
B112 DARTMOUTH ENDS CONTROVERSIAL PIPE CEREMONY
Aa33 OST MEMBERS DOUBT VALIDITY OF CRAZY HORSE PIPE
AG24 GROUP PROTESTS SALE OF SACRED ITEMS IN COLORADO
BG12 KDISCOVERED IN TRUNK IN VIRGINIA. PIPE RETURNED
AG53 A CRITICAL LESSON IN LAKOTA WAY (L)
AG81 INMATE FIGHTS COUNTY TO SMOKE PIPE
BG81 OGLALA MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
BG83 KPIPE ON HEAD NAMED ACTIVITIES COORDINATOR AT USD
SEE WATER PIPELINES. NAMES OF PIPELINES
BlGl .PIPER NOMINATED FOR NURSE OF THE YEAR
BGll ABERDEEN AREA IHS HONORS LOCAL SIOUX SAN NURSE
B1G4 PIPESTEM RETAINS DANCE TITLE
AG26 SPIRITUAL RUN WILL START JULY 8
A1G5 ANNUAL PIPESTONE RUN IS UNDERWAY
BG62 SPIRITUAL RUN BEGINS JULY 13
BG23 YANKTON SEEKS SUPPORT FOR PIPESTONE ISSUE
BG12 CONTROVERSY CHIPS AWAY AT PIPESTONE
AG82 PIRO-MANSO-TIWA TRIBE SEEKS FEDERAL RECOGNITION
AG41 KCHAMBER TURNS TAIL WHEN RIGHT WING ROARS
A051 THANKS FOR POINT OF VIEW WELL TAKEN (L)
AG36 QUINAULT EARNS NATIONAL PLANNING CERTIFICATION
AGll LILLY ENTERS PACT TO STUDY HERBAL REMEDIES
BG41 MOHAWK UNVEILS PLANS FOR BASE
CGll KSTUDENT DREAMS TRANSLATED INTO TIMBERS & TUNNELS
SEE DRAMA
SEE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
BGll KNOW IS THE TIME TO SOBER UP
A1G3 KNO-ACCOUNT CHECK MAN MAKES MOST WANTED
AG83 PLUME TO SPEAK AT HARVARD
BGll KBROTHERS LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED
AGll ZAH REBUKES VICE PRESIDENT FOR RUNNING FOR TOP
AG31 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL ASKS PRESIDENT. VICE PRESIDENT
AG64 ZAH AND PLUMMER TO SEPARATE ADMINISTRATION
AG12 PLUMMER GROUNDED AGAIN
AG61 WALT DISNEY SEARCHES FOR CARTOON VOICE
CG45 WALT DISNEY WORLD SEEKING TALENT
CG31 KONE OF THE BEST OR WORST FILMS ABOUT AM INDIANS?
AG81 KMARKETING POCAHONTAS THE DISNEY WAY
AG51 POCAHONTAS ACTUALLY A KIDNAP VICTIM (L)
AG61 CRITICS URGED TO SEE 'POCAHONTAS' BEFORE JUDGING
CG14 kSNAKE oil SALESMAN?
DGll 'POCAHONTAS' RATES AN 'F' IN INDIAN COUNTRY
DGll KWHAT DO YOU THINK OF 'POCAHONTAS'?
DG13 K'POCAHONTAS' OVERKILL
DG14 DO WE TEACH HISTORY OR FICTION TO OUR CHILDREN? (L)
DG14 IT'S SCARY--'NO ONE GETS IT' (L)
AG41 KPOCAHONTA-VIRUS INFECTS NATION & RUSSELL MEANS
AG51 RUSSELL MEANS GIVES POCAHONTAS 2 THUMBS UP (L)
AG51 CHANGING THE FACTS OF HISTORY EASY IN DISNEY'S (L)
AG51 SELF-PROCLAIMED 'REDNECK'--® PROUD OF IT (L)
AG53 FILM STEREOTYPES WOMEN. TOO (L)
AG51 STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT MOVIE 'POCAHONTAS' HITS MARK (L)
AG53 'POCAHONTAS' PREVIEWS BAD. BUT MOVIE WORSE (L)
AG53 'POCAHONTAS' PROMPTS MEMORIES OF PARENTS' PREJUD (L)
AG55 QUIT THE DISNEY BASHING. ALREADY (L)
AG53 ELDERS AND CHILDREN. NEVER STOP LEARNING (L)
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PODIATRY
POETRY
POINSETTIA
POITRA SANDRA
POITRA-POWELL ROBI
POKAGON (TRIBE)
POLAROID CORP
POLICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/24/1995 A05I NOVIE REVIEWERS FORGOT DISNEY HAKES FAIRY TALES (L)
8/24/1995 A06I KAMERICANIZING OF POCAHONTAS--MISCONCEPTIONS
10/19/1995 B021 HEALTH GRANTS TO AID AMPUTEES
5/08/1991 A04I xPOET ADRIAN LOUIS WRITES ABOUT LIFE
6/12/1991 A072 RAPID CITY POET CITED FOR HIS WORK
7/29/1992 A041 kTHE HARD POETRY OF RESERVATION LIVING
7/29/1992 B071 x'AMONG THE DOG EATERS' POEMS OPEN DOOR TO HEALING
10/08/1992 C054 THE TRAIL
2/25/1993 B103 LOUD HAWK RECEIVES POETRY AWARD
1/26/1995 B031 AMERICAN INDIAN POET GIVES WORKSHOP
2/02/1995 BOll kORTIZ VISITS WITH USD STUDENTS
2/02/1995 B015 xJANIS RECOGNIZED FOR SOBERING POEM
11/02/1995 C081 WATERCOLOR AND POETRY--ART BURGESS ROYE STYLE
12/24/1992 A012 xMIDNIGHT CLEAR
5/11/1994 B065 POITRA-CONLEY WINS FELLOWSHIP; WILL INTERN
4/20/1995 B024 POITRA NAMED INDIAN ART EXPO DIRECTOR
4/06/1994 A032 kNEWSPAPER EDITOR CANNED BY COUNCIL
SEE POTAWATOMI
XP0LAR0ID> VA DEVELOP WORK FOR SD VETERANS
SEE ALSO LAW ENFORCEMENT, HIGHWAY PATROL
1/08/1991 A061 POLICE OFFICERS-TREATING PEOPLE WITH DIGNITY, RESPEC
5/01/1991 A031 POLICE SHOOTING FUELS RACIAL TENSIONS IN KANSAS
5/08/1991 A023 OFFICERS CLEARED IN KANSAS SHOOTING QUESTION CIVIL
5/29/1991 A032 POLICE WHO SHOT MR SEVIER BACK ON DUTY
6/05/1991 A016 SLAIN MAN'S MOTHER FIGHTS FOR HIS RIGHTS
7/02/1991 A043 STANDING ROCK WOMAN UPSET AT POLICE ACTIONS (L)
10/09/1991 A084 OKLAHOMA TRIBES SIGN POLICE AGREEMENTS
10/16/1991 A031 XPOLICE BULLETS END LIFE OF SUICIDAL TEEN
10/16/1991 A032 WILLIAM A BEARSHIELD IS HONORED
1/08/1992 A074 POLICE GIVE TOYS TO CHILDREN
1/21/1992 A034 INDIAN COUNTRY POLICE MEMORIAL NOMINEES NEEDED
2/12/1992 A031 NAVAJO POLICE FACE $3.3 MILLION DEFICIT
2/26/1992 B024 ROSEBUD OFFICER SUSPENDED DURING RAPE INVESTIGATION
3/25/1992 A044 RAPID CITY POLICE CHIEF'S RESPONSE CHALLENGED (L)
5/06/1992 A073 xMEN IN BLUE WANT YOU!
6/03/1992 B031 PINE RIDGE POLICE GET $262 FOR SHARE IN DRUG BUST
6/10/1992 A082 THREE MEN CONVICTED IN OFFICER SHOOTING
6/10/1992 B072 JURY DECIDES NOT TO INDICT ROSEBUD POLICE OFFICER
7/08/1992 A044 POLICE NEED MORE TRAINING, RESPECT FOR OTHERS (L)
8/12/1992 BlOl FAMILY QUESTIONS INVESTIGATION OF SHOOTING BY POLICE
9/09/1992 A031 GRAND JURY CLEARS POLICE OFFICER IN SHOOTING DEATH
1/14/1993 B031 RST TO CONSIDER CONTRACTING POLICE DEPT FROM BIA
3/10/1993 B012 xROSEBUD'S FINEST ARE ROSEBUD'S OWN
6/23/1993 A012 POLICE RLZFERENDUM BID STALLED AT CHEYENNE RIVER
6/23/1993 A031 COMMISSIONER CHARGES OFFICERS WITH DISCRIMINATION
6/30/1993 A044 BOARD DIDN'T ACT ON A MERE TECHNICALITY (L)
7/14/1993 B012 PINE RIDGE TRIBAL POLICE UNDERPAID SAY OFFICIALS
10/14/1993 A053 RAPID POLICE CHIEF COMMENDS CAPT IRON MOCCASIN (L)
10/20/1993 A044 TRIBAL POLITICS MAY RID YANKTON TRIBE OF FINEST (L)
11/17/1993 A061 TRIBAL MEMBERS SAY BIA POLICE BRUTALITY COMMON
11/17/1993 B012 RAPE VICTIM'S FAMILY SUES OST POLICE FOR $2 MILLION
11/17/1993 B125 BIA OFFICIALS--POLICE BRUTALITY REPORTS WRONG
12/01/1993 B021 FEDERAL HEARINGS PLANNED ON BIA BRUTALITY REPORTS
12/15/1993 C031 TRIBE WANTS BIA OFF RESERVATION
1/05/1994 A044 BIA POLICE HAVE MANY SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET (L)
2/16/1994 A032 WITNESSES ALLEGE POLICE BRUTALITY AT LAKOTA HOMES
2/16/1994 A065 FEDERAL OFFICIAL RULES BIA WITHHELD INFORMATION
2/23/1994 B041 xPOLICEMAN PUTS COMMUNITY FIRST
3/09/1994 A084 WISCONSIN MAN SAYS POLICE 8 TRIBE OWE HIM $22 MILLIO
4/20/1994 B012 OST POLICE LIABILITY COULD BE $2 MILLION
8/03/1994 B012 COP CARDS SHOW REAL-LIFE HEROES
8/10/1994 A061 STATE TROOPERS CAN TICKET TRIBE ON RESERVATION
8/24/1994 B012 xRAPID CITY POLICE RESTRAINT METHODS PROMPT THREAT
9/08/1994 A024 INTER-PUEBLO SWAT TEAM SEEKS IMMUNITY
9/08/1994 A061 SILENT WITNESS PROGRAM FOR SALT RIVER POLICE
9/21/1994 B051 MURDER TRIAL PROBES SHOOTING DURING SWAT TEAM RAID
11/10/1994 B021 ALLEGATION--RAPID CITY POLICE BARGE INTO HOMES
11/10/1994 B075 ROSEBUD'S POLICE FORCE ADDING 8 NEW OFFICERS
11/30/1994 A021 ARAPAHO OFFICERi; CITED FOR VALOR
5/04/1995 A044 VIOLENT POLICE PART OF THE PROBLEM (L)
5/18/1995 A044 RESERVATION COPS GET NO RESPECT CD
6/29/1995 BOll EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM HELPING COPS COPE
7/20/1995 AOll COPS WHO STUFFED INDIAN MEN IN TRUNK FOUND LIABLE
9/14/1995 A035 BIA COP KILLED IN HELICOPTER CRASH
11/09/1995 AOll SIOUX CITY REJECTS AM INDIAN POLICE CANDIDATES
11/16/1995 A071 DO POLICE PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTS SHOW BIAS?
11/23/1995 BOll XPERKINS RESTAURANT, CITY POLICE SLAPPED WITH LAWSUI
11/30/1995 B051 PINE RIDGE POLICE OFFICERS CITED FOR BRAVERY
I/I2/199A B061
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POLICE
POLICY
POLITICS S GOVT
POLLS
POLLUTION
POMO
PONCA (TRIBE)
PONCA DARRELL DEAN
POOL
POOLEV ALBERT .
POOR BEAR ENOS
POOR THUNDER SHIRL
POOSPATUCK RESERV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/07/1995 AGAA
1/08/1991
1/22/1991
A/03/1991
7/31/1991
10/30/1991
2/0A/1992
3/11/1992
3/25/1992
7/22/1992
8/05/1992
9/02/1992
10/22/1992
10/29/1992
11/05/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
11/26/1992
12/03/1992
12/10/1992
12/10/1992
12/24/1992
12/24/1992
1/21/1993
2/04/1993
3/03/1993
3/17/1993
6/09/1993
8/18/1993
12/01/1993
3/30/1994
4/20/1994
6/29/1994
7/07/1994
9/08/1994
10/05/1994
11/16/1994
11/23/1994
4/13/1995
5/11/1995
5/25/1995
5/25/1995
9/21/1995
10/26/1995
11/16/1995
11/23/1995
11/23/1995
2/26/1991
7/15/1992
2/11/1993
5/08/1991
9/11/1991
10/08/1992
11/26/1992
1/07/1993
10/05/1994
2/09/1995
4/17/1991
10/20/1993
8/03/1994
3/09/1995
3/23/1995
4/13/1995
5/11/1995
7/13/1994
3/31/1993
12/11/1991
6/29/1994
7/17/1991
8/28/1991
12/11/1991
1/14/1992
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
2/18/1993
4/06/1994
12/24/1991
A041
A053
A051
A053
AO 53
A044
Alll
A041
A015
A056
A053
A053
A053
A035
A032
A032
A045
A012
A071
A073
A053
A074
B081
B071
A031
S451
A044
B012
A053
A051
A041
A061
A044
B045
A042
A053
A041
A053
B012
A041
BOll
A041
BOll
A051
AOll
A054
A044
A065
AO 12
A088
B031
D043
AO 31
B064
B012
A081
A022
AOll
A071
A031
BOll
B033
Bill
BOll
B071
C051
B073
B044
A012
BOll
A012
A015
S221
AO 41
C061
AOll
ARE RAPID CITY COPS LIKE LA'S MARK FUHRMAN? (L)
SEE NATL POLICY
*1992 BIG POLITICAL ISSUE TO BE REDISTRICTING
*STILL ASKING, WHO SPEAKS FOR US INDIANS?
DISHONESTY SHAMES AMERICA (L)
KTHE DEMAGOGUES IN PIN-STRIPED SUITS
*SEARCH^FOR POLITICAL POWER MAKES FOR STRANGE BEDFEL
DON'T FORGET THE COUNCIL AFTER THE VOTE (L)
PART II--CAPITOL COURTS
•STATES SHOULD REALIZE 'INDIAN WARS' ARE OVER
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION--GET OUT THE INDIAN VOTE
ATTITUDES ARE THE PROBLEM (L)
LAKOTAS NEED TO BECOME POLITICALLY VISIBLE (L)
COYOTE SAYS 1992 POLITICIANS AS DIRTY AS COLUMBUS
•STANDS IN THE MUD IS STUCK ON ROSS PEROT
TRIBAL MEMBERS INTEREST GROWING IN US POLITICS
NEW ADMINISTRATION TRANSITION SPECULATION GROWS
•INDIAN COUNTRY HOPEFUL FOR CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
ENDORSE PEOPLE FOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS (L)
•CLINTON TRANSITION INCLUDES INDIANS
CLINTON TRANSITION TEAM OPENS DOOR FOR TRIBES
CLINTON INCLUSION POLICY--MORE THAN CAMPAIGN PROMISE
•RUBBING UP AT INAUGURAL BALL
TRIBAL LEADERS OFFER PRIORITIES TO CLINTON
STUDENTS ACCEPTED FOR PRESIDENTIAL SEMINAR
LEGISLATORS DEBATE MAKING STATE/TRIBAL PANEL PERM
CLINTON POLICY INITIATIVES RECOMMENDED BY TRIBES
TRYING TO STOP THE MUSIC
PARKER RESPONDS TO COLUMN (L)
•CAMPBELL DISCUSSES ISSUES OF TODAY
LIMITS OF POLITICAL POWER
•A QUARTER OF A CENTURY LATER, COLUMNIST STILL
LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER (ED)
•DUCHENEAUX EXPERIENCES LIFE ON BOTH SIDES
MORE NATIVE INVOLVEMENT NEEDED IN STATE POLITICS (L)
SELECTION PROCESS FOR US SENATE YOUTH PROGRAM
HEY AMERICA--WAKE UP! (L)
INDIAN NATIONS SHOULD USE POLITICAL MUS(:LE (L)
NEW ADMINISTRATIONS NEED TO BE GIVEN CLEAN SLAT (ED)
•INDIAN COUNTRY MUST EDUCATE CONGRESS
•SIOUX NATION SAYS LET'S HAVE A 'PARTY'
WHO'S THE TRICKSTER? (ED)
INDIAN GROUP SEEKS TO 'PRIVATIZE' PRESSLER
•POLITICAL ALIGNMENT IS COSTLY FOR TRIBES
TRIBAL VOTING CLOUT COULD IMPACT ELECTIONS
TIME TO DRAFT GREGG BOURLAND FOR US SENATE (L)
GOVERNMENT GRIDLOCK TAKES TOLL ON BIA
DEMOCRATS TAX SUCCESS, SO WHY NOT VOTE REPUBL? (L)
POLLING THROUGH HISTORY
POLL CONSIDERED TO TEST MASCOT WATER
POLL SHOWS PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR GAMING
NO PLACE ON EARTH IS SAFE FROM MAN-MADE POLLUTION
FERTILIZER FOR THOUGHT
•DIG DEEPER INTO GROUND WATER POLLUTION
POLLUTANTS THREATEN HEALTH OF WISCONSIN TRIBES
EPA--WISCONSIN TRIBES AT GREATEST RISK
•POLLUTED LAGOON PLAGUES MANDERSON
LANDMARK SETTLEMENT WILL REDUCE POLLUTION
SETTLEMENT MEANS NO BINGO PARLOR
STATUE RAISES RACISM CHARGE
PONCA POW WOW PLANNED
•PONCAS NAMED DWIGHT HOWE CULTURAL DIRECTOR
PONCAS REGAIN FEDERAL RECOGNITION, RESTORE CULTURE
PONCAS HOLD FIRST TRADITIONAL DINNER DANCE
PONCA SEEK TAX EXEMPT STATUS FOR HOUSING PROJECT
MISSION MAN CHARGED IN 6-COUNT SEX CHARGE INDICTMENT
•JEFFRIES PLACES THIRD AT STATE 8-BALL POOL TOURNEY
NAVAJO WOOL BLANKET COMPANY SUCCESSFUL, $59 EACH
POOLEY APPRECIATES SHEEP IN NEW BUSINESS
•ELDER ENOS POOR BEAR SALUTED BY COMMUNITY
•POOR BEAR—LAST OF OLD CHIEFS
•ILLNESS KEPT ENOS POOR BEAR FROM BUSH'S SIDE
•ENOS POOR BEAR GIVEN LOVING LIVING TRIBUTE
•ENOS POOR BEAR DIES
•ENOS POOR BEAR LED LIKE CHIEFS OF OLD
•LIVING IN THE MEMORY OF A TRUE LAKOTA INSPIRATION
IHS EMPLOYEE PLAYS KEY ROLE; RECEIVES SPECIAL
MERCHANTS SMOLDERING OVER TAX-FREE SMOKES
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POPCORN
POPE JOHN PAUL II
POPLAR MT
POPULATION
PORCUPINE DAY SCHO
PORCUPINE SD
PORCUPINE SINGERS
PORK
PORTER JOSEPH
PORTER MURRAY
POSTERS
POTAWATOMI
POTTERY
POURIER BAT
POURIER DAVE
POURIER GLORIA
POURIER HUBERT
POURIER LARRY T
POURIER PATRICIA
POURIER SONNY
POURIER-LONG JANEL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/15/199A B061 POPCORN CASH CROP HELPS LOWER BRULE
4/03/1991 AG41 ^DEFENDERS OF COLUMBUS ENLIST THE POPE
11/05/1992 B114 EXAMINING THE POPE AND THE 'NEW WORLD'
8/11/1993 A044 AN OPEN LETTER TO POPE JOHN PAUL II (L)
2/26/1992 A064 DAKOTA SPEAKERS SAY POPLAR BRD STARTING AT WRONG END
1/29/1991 A015 CENSUS DECLINE MAY HURT TRIBES
2/12/1991 A014 CENSUS UPDATE--STATE URBAN INDIAN POP GROWING
2/12/1991 A041 1990 CENSUS FIGURES NEED HARD LOOK CED)
2/26/1991 A091 CENSUS NUMBERS SOAR IN IDENTITY OF NATIVE AMERICANS
4/03/1991 A053 ATTENTION WANNABEES--LEAVE INDIANS ALONE!
4/17/1991 A081 ALASKANS SHOW INCREASE-STILL LOSE GROUND
7/10/1991 A051 RELIGION UNDERLYING COURSE OF NAT AM INCREASES (L)
12/18/1991 B045 INCREASED POP SHOULD EQUAL INCREASED TAX SHARE
10/08/1992 C075 EXPERT--PEOPLES REACHING 'PRE-COLUMBUS' POPULATION
1/12/1995 A021 1970S BABY BOOM RECORDED ON SOUTH DAKOTA
11/09/1995 A044 NUMBERS TELL THE TRUE STORY (L)
6/05/1991 A044 PORCUPINE PARENT DECRIES LACK OF SCHOOL PROGRESS (L)
6/10/1992 BOll TRUJILLO RESIGNS FROM PORCUPINE SCHOOL
6/17/1992 A044 TRUJILLO DIDN'T TAKE CREDIT HE EARNED IT (L)
6/24/1992 B021 CONCERNS CONTINUE TO PLAGUE STAFF AT PORCUPINE
7/01/1992 A044 RJ TRUJILLO RESIGNATION WILL LEAVE GAP (L)
7/01/1992 A044 TEACHER PRAISES FORMER PORCUPINE PRINCIPAL (L)
7/15/1992 A044 PORCUPINE SCHOOL FRUSTRATIONS CONTINUE (L)
7/22/1992 B025 PORCUPINE SCHOOL BOARD SUSPENDED
8/05/1992 B031 PARENTS ASK FOR TRUJILLO TO RETURN TO PORCUPINE
1/14/1993 B012 PORCUPINE SCHOOL LOSES ACCREDITATION
12/22/1993 BOll PORCUPINE SCHOOL REGAINS ACCREDITATION
1/19/1994 B013 PORCUPINE SCHOOL REGAINS ITS STATUS
8/10/1994 C031 PORCUPINE DAY SCHOOL START SET
5/15/1991 A046 POLITICS HAMPER PURCHASING PORCUPINE STORE (L)
5/15/1991 A061 DID BIA FAVORITISM SKEW SALE OF STORE? (L)
8/07/1991 B024 KILI GRANT TO ENHANCE PROGRAMMING
9/18/1991 B021 ARE BIGFOOT REPORTS FOR REAL?
10/30/1991 B032 HIGHWAY WORKERS--WHO'S RUNNING PORCUPINE PROJECT
12/04/1991 B033 FIRST RESPONDERS CERTIFIED AT PORCUPINE
10/29/1992 BOll GRASS FIRE BURNS NEAR PORCUPINE
12/24/1992 B012 kSOUP KITCHEN OPENS IN PORCUPINE
5/05/1993 B065 xTEN PARTICIPATE IN MEDICAL INITIAL RESPONDER COURSE
8/25/1993 A044 OPEN LETTER TO JOHN STEELE--TRIBAL CONTROL OF ED (L)
9/29/1993 BOll PORCUPINE CLINIC TO OPEN DIALYSIS UNIT
9/21/1994 B012 xCLINIC GIVES SHOT IN ARM TO LOCAL COMMUNITY
12/15/1994 B064 FEW ATTEND PORCUPINE MEETING ON POVERTY
1/21/1992 B024 KYLE NEW YEAR WACIPI HONORS SINGERS
8/26/1992 B061 PORCUPINE SINGERS TO PERFORM IN GORDON
SEE SWINE
3/11/1992 B042 WESTERNERS SUPPORT PORTER RESEARCH ON CRAZY HORSE
7/06/1995 C033 kPORTER SINGS BLUES RESERVATION STYLE
1/05/1995 B012 xPOSTER TO AID EDUCATION
7/17/1991 A012 KPOTAWATOMI GENERAL COUNCIL TO MEET GOVERNOR
9/18/1991 A081 KCIGARETTES FROM JUNE RAID TO BE RETURNED
11/13/1991 S071 KPOTAWATOMIS RETURN TO MENOMONEE VALLEY
7/29/1992 A022 POTAWATOMI TO FILE SUIT FOR GAMING COMPACT
8/19/1992 A012 xPOTAWATOMI WOMAN FIGHTS STATE AND TRIBE OVER TAXES
9/02/1992 A091 xTRIBE SEEKS LEGAL SOLUTION
9/23/1992 A012 XNOTRE DAME RENEGED ON LAND DEAL POTAWATOMI SAY
9/30/1992 A026 NEGOTIATIONS WITH NOTRE DAME CONTINUING
10/08/1992 A081 KICKAPOO, POTAWATOMI FILE SUIT AGAINST KANSAS OVER
2/18/1993 A031 JUDGE VOIDS OKLAHOMA COMPACT
5/26/1993 A071 MILWAUKEE SCHOOL REAPS $3.98 MILLION IN FIRST YEAR
6/23/1993 B051 xBEADING IS SACRED TO POTAWATOMI CRAFTSMAN
3/02/1994 A084 POTAWATOMI TRIBE WINS FEDERAL APPEAL
8/10/1994 A024 POTAWATOMI WIN FEDERAL RECOGNITION
10/12/1994 C052 RECENTLY RECOGNIZED POKAGON BAND MAY FACE LEGAL
12/29/1994 A031 WISCONSIN CASINO EMPLOYEES FIRED OVER BEHAVIOR
1/19/1995 A021 TRIBE SIGNS SEVEN-YEAR DEAL WITH FULL HOUSE RESORTS
11/10/1993 coil KPOTTERY BUFF
11/10/1993 coil ARTISANS MOLD TALENT INTO CREATION OF SIOUX POTTERY
12/07/1995 coil KGARCIA--BORN TO CLAY
11/27/1991 C015 TIYOSPE PROPANE TO GIVE PROFITS BACK TO PEOPLE
8/03/1994 Sill x'BIG BAT' BUILDING STRONG BUSINESS FOUNDATION
5/11/1995 B021 OGLALA DELEGATION GLUM AFTER WHITE HOUSE SUMMIT
10/12/1994 B023 POURIER TAKES REINS AS ACTING DIRECTOR OF SACRED HIL
10/19/1994 A024 CORRECTION
2/18/1993 S031 xHOBERT POURIER--A LEGENDARY COWBOY MEMORIALIZED
6/01/1995 C051 KFROM INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY TO SHOW BUSINESS--POURIE
1/26/1995 B041 KMODERN DAY HERO
4/01/1992 B081 SCENIC ELDER IS HERO AT ACCIDENT
2/04/1992 B096 RAPID CITY WOMAN EARNS MASTERS
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POVERTY
POWELL JOHN HENRY
POWERS-WORD KELLI
POWWOW
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/17/1991 A064 GOVERNMENT POLITICS UNDERMINE POTENTIAL
6/26/1991 A053 HELPING POOR PEOPLE NOT STYLISH IN TODAY'S SOCIETY
7/02/1991 A043 IS INDIAN POVERTY SACRED? IF NOT WHY PROTECT IT (L)
7/10/1991 A081 KWORLD'S POOREST GET CLEAR PRIORITY AT SUNDSVALL
2/12/1992 A053 GAMBLING OFFERS ESCAPE FROM POVERTY
4/01/1992 A031KPOVERTY, LACK OF HOPE DRIVE YOUTH TO SUICIDE
7/29/1992 AOll INDIANS FALL IN POVERTY STATS
9/23/1992 B041 RACISM POVERTY CONTRIBUTE TO HIGH CANCER DEATH
2/11/1993 A012 TEN YRS LATER--SHANNON STILL POOREST COUNTY IN NATI
11/30/1994 BOll PUBLIC TELEVISION TO DISCUSS SD POVERTY
12/15/1994 B064 FEW ATTEND PORCUPINE MEETING ON POVERTY
11/17/1993 B031 XMANY WINTERS WARRIOR
1/26/1994 S051 KHISTORY OF RODEO--PLANTS ROOTS FOR POWERS-WORD
3/20/1991 A083 MARTY SCHOOL IS HOST FOR MID-WINTER WACIPI
3/27/1991 A071 APRIL 6 POWWOW FUNDRAISER FOR RAPID CITY CENTER
4/10/1991 A094 KICKING HORSE POWWOW SET ON MAY 18
6/26/1991 B012 xBEING A PRINCESS IS SERIOUS BUSINESS
6/26/1991 B012 x'COME DANCE WITH US' THEME OF BLACK HILLS POWWOW
6/26/1991 B015 XMISS BLACK HILLS NATION TO WEAR NEW CROWN
7/10/1991 A071 XBIG BANG BOOM!
7/17/1991 BOll $80,000 AVAILABLE AT OGLALA NATION POWWOW
7/17/1991 B031 POWWOW SURPRISE--RENO. OFFERS SALUTE TO INDIAN DEAD
7/17/1991 B034 BROTHERHOOD DAYS--LEARNINGEXP AS WELL AS A POWWOW
8/07/1991 A07I XPOWWOW 91--A TIME FOR LAUGHTER—A TIME FOR TEARS
8/14/1991 A074 TRADITIONALISTS TO DISCUSS SACRED LANDS AT CROW FAIR
8/21/1991 B031 OGLALA NATION POWWOW RESULTS
8/21/1991 B052 WAKPALA POWWOW, MISSION REUNION SET AUG 23-25
9/04/1991 B035 UST POWWOW, ARTS EXPO IN BISMARCK SEPT 5 TO 28
9/04/1991 B035 INMATES SCHEDULE POWWOW SEPT 28
10/23/1991 A045.ELDERS APPRECIATED FOR ATTENDING WACIPI (L)
10/30/1991 A046 CELEBRATION RICH IN CULTURAL AWARENESS (L)
11/13/1991 B071 NEBRASKA INDIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE FALL FESTIVAL
11/20/1991 A121 XALL-SCHOOL WACIPI IS A HIT WITH CITY
1/14/1992 B025 WAHIYETU WACIPI AT KYLE JAN 24-25
1/21/1992 B024 KYLE NEW YEAR WACIPI HONORS SINGERS
2/12/1992 C015 LONEMAN POWWOW RECOGNIZES ACHIEVERS
3/11/1992 B035 AMERICAN HORSE DANCERS COMPLETE PLAN* FUND-RAISER
3/25/1992 S021 XORIGIN OF POWWOW--MUSIC, HONORING AND DANCING
3/25/1992 S031 XFORTY-NINE SONGS SUSTAIN POWWOW SPIRIT YEAR AROUND
3/25/1992 S071 XTO REALLY ENJOY POWWOWS, UNDERSTAND DIFFERENCES
3/25/1992 SlOlxFOURTH GENERATION RED BOW DANCER TO DEBUT THIS YEAR
3/25/1992 S171 ^SURVIVAL AND PRIDE HEART OF A POWWOW
3/25/1992 S221 POWWOW CIRCUIT 1992
3/25/1992 S261 CORTEZ POWWOW SUPPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS
3/25/1992 S272 HOOP DANCING ADDED TO BLACK HILLS POWWOW
3/25/1992 S272 DENVER MARCH POWWOW MARKS BEGINNING OF SEASON
3/25/1992 S341 XMAORIS, AZTEC AND WEST AFRICANS GUEST TO TIINOWIT
3/25/1992 S381 TRADITIONAL DANCES STEM FROM LEGEND, NATURE AND FUN
3/25/1992 S461 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
3/25/1992 S481 xKANSAS POWWOWS PROVIDE SPECIAL EXPERIENCE
3/25/1992 S511 SPIN A CD BEFORE ATTENDING POWWOW
4/01/1992 BOll XNATTON GATHERS AT DENVER
4/29/1992 B054 ROSEBUD POWWOW SEASON APPROACHES
5/13/1992 B121 ALBUQUERQUE GATHERING OF NATIONS POWWOW WINNERS
5/13/1992 B123 CLUB CELEBRATES MOTHERS WACIPI
5/20/1992 B092 AMERICAN HORSE DANCERS WIN CONTEST
6/17/1992 A044 DANCING BILLBOARDS ABOUND AT POWWOWS (L)
6/17/1992 A061 VIETNAM VETS PUT ON RODEO POWWOW
6/17/1992 B041 VETERANS POWWOW HONORED MESTETH
7/01/1992 S031 BLACK HILLS POWWOW CONTINUES STRONG TRADITION
7/08/1992 A044 TAKE CARE WITH POWWOW PARTICIPATION (L)
.7/08/1992 B041 XPOWWOW SPECIAL PLANNED FOR BOY WHO ENJOYED DANCING
7/15/1992 A012 WACIPI DRAWS RECORD CROWD
7/15/1992 AlOlKSISSETON WACIPI CONSIDERED OLDEST CONTINUOUS POWWOW
7/22/1992 B031 PLANNERS PLEASED WITH BLACK HILLS POWWOW
7/29/1992 A081 XDRUMMER SHARES DREAMS IN SONGS
8/05/1992 B085 PINE RIDGE GEARS UP FOR ANNUAL POWWOW
8/12/1992 B021 OGLALA PUT ON THEIR BEST
8/12/1992 B031NAVAJO NATION GEARS UP FOR ENTERTAINING FAIR
8/19/1992 A056 OGLALA NATION BEST POWWOW CD
8/26/1992 B023 PRISONERS PLAN POWWOW
8/26/1992 B031 RESULTS RELEASED FOR OGLALA NATION POWWOW
9/02/1992 B031 UNITED TRIBES CELEBRATES ITS 23RD POWWOW SEASON
9/02/1992 B093XLAST POWWOW.OF THE SEASON
9/30/1992 AlOl xPOWWOW HONORS ELDERS '
10/08/1992 B041 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS GEAR UP FOR WACIPI
10/15/1992 A081 XSCHOOLS EMBRACE. CULTURAL DIVERSITY
12/03/1992 B031 NACT POWWOW PLANNED^ DEC 13
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POWWOW
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/1A/1993 AOAA GANG COLORS HAVE NO PLACE AT POW WOWS (L)
3/17/1993 S021 kRHYTHMS OF THE HEART BEAT IN POW WOW MUSIC
3/17/1993 S061 xCOLOR OF POW WOW CAPTURED IN KEEPSAKE BOOK
3/17/1993 S091 xEVENTS THAT TAKE PLACE DURING POW WOW CELEBRATIONS
3/17/1993 S171 XMUSICAL WINDS BLOW FROM NORTH
3/17/1993 S231 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
3/17/1993 S251 XBLACK HILLS POW WOW ADDS ATTRACTIONS
3/17/1993 S271 KEAGLE MOUNTAIN SINGERS--DIFFERENT SOUND
3/17/1993 S331 x'INDIAN CARS' SINGER TO PRODUCE POW WOW-MENTARY
3/17/1993 S401 FLORIDA FIASCO STRANDS DANCERS AND SINGERS
3/17/1993 SA21 POW WOW GOERS MUST BEWARE OF NON-INDIAN PROFITEERS
3/17/1993 S471 TRADITIONAL DANCES STEM FROM LEGEND^ NATURE 8 FUN
3/17/1993 S491 POW WOW ACROSS THE NATION
3/17/1993 S581 TERMS USED AT POW WOWS
3/17/1993 S601 DENVER MARCH FIRST MAJOR POW WOW
3/24/1993 BOll TAKINI STUDENTS PLACE HIGH IN POW WOW
4/21/1993 A051 OGLALA NATION POW WOW AREA GETS TOO DUSTY (L)
4/21/1993 BOll RAPID CITY SCHOOLS SEARCH FOR POWWOW PLANNING MEMBER
4/21/1993 BOll YANKTON DONATES FUNDS TO POWWOW IN HOT SPRINGS
5/19/1993 B062 CHILDREN REFLECT ON CULTURE, POW WOWS
7/14/1993 A073 POW WOW ART SHOW WINNERS ANNOUNCED
7/14/1993 B041 xAROUND THE DRUMBEAT
8/18/1993 A053 xPOW WOW VENDORS GETTING MORE UNTRADITIONAL
8/18/1993 B012 xCOCA-COLA RENEGES ON SPONSORING OGLALA NATION POW W
9/22/1993 BOll XRAPID CITY SCHOOLS GEAR UP FOR WACIPI
9/22/1993 B035 ST JOSEPHS CELEBRATES AMERICAN INDIAN DAY
9/22/1993 B064 BLACK HILLS POW WOW NAMED IN TOP 100 EVENTS
10/06/1993 A034 MASHANTUCKET PEQUOT POWWOW A HIT
11/17/1993 A071 X40TH ANNUAL POW WOW
12/01/1993 B041 HOLIDAY POWWOW BRINGS TOGETHER DIFFERENT NATIONS
12/15/1993 C033 CHEYENNE STAGE POW WOW
12/29/1993 A083 OHIO SOBRIETY POW WOW PLANNED
1/12/1994 A076 OLC DANCE CLUB PLANS POW WOW
1/26/1994 B071 TACA WACIPI OKOLAKIYE POW WOW RESULTS
4/06/1994 C071 BLACK HILLS STATE UNIVERSITY SET FOR LAKOTA POW WOW
4/13/1994 BOll DAKOTA WESLEYAN POW WOW CANCELED
4/20/1994 A051 MARCH POW WOW PARTICIPANTS THANKED (L)
5/18/1994 B012 xA GOOD TIME HAD BY ALL--BENNETT COUNTY POW WOW
6/15/1994 BOll POW WOW PREVIEW SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY
6/29/1994 A014 NORTHERN CHEYENNE POW WOW.CELEBRATES WATER AGREEMENT
6/29/1994 S012 XTIME FOR A JOURNEY TO THE SACRED PAHA SAPA
6/29/1994 S071 XPOW WOW PERILS OF PAULINE
6/29/1994 Sl21 THE LAST TIME I SAW MATT
6/29/1994 S141 LOCAL POW WOW ATTRACTIONS
6/29/1994 S151 WHEN THE EAGLE FEATHER DROPS
6/29/1994 S211 ROLE OF LAKOTA WOMEN HONORED AT POW WOW
6/29/1994 S221 xWINTER'S WORK MEANS NEW FINERY FOR SUMMER'S POW WOW
7/13/1994 A071 xBLACK HILLS POW WOW A MAJOR SUCCESS
7/20/1994 B012 BOARD HAPPY WITH POW WOW TURNOUT
8/03/1994 A071 CALIFORNIA POW WOW SET FOR SEPTEMBER
8/03/1994 A071 PONCA POW WOW PLANNED
8/03/1994 B012 BIG CROWDS EXPECTED FOR PINE RIDGE FAIR
8/10/1994 AOll XFAIR WEATHER
8/17/1994 AOll XWOMEN HONORED AT KYLE POW WOW
8/17/1994 B051 xA DAY AT THE FAIR
8/31/1994 BOll POW WOW TO BE HELD AT PENITENTIARY
9/08/1994 BOll POW WOW TO BE HELD AT PENITENTIARY
9/08/1994 B056 LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL HOSTS BACK-TO-SCHOOL POW WOW
9/08/1994 B091 XSCHEMITZUN '94 PROMISING BIG PURSES
9/08/1994 B094 CHAMPION DANCERS WON BIG
9/08/1994 B094 XSCHEMITZUN GIVEAWAY FEATURES HUGE HONOR DRUM
9/28/1994 B012 OGLALA POW WOW SHOWS HUGE DEFICIT
10/05/1994 B041 TWO WACIPIS MARK ARTS SHOW
10/19/1994 A033 GOURD DANCING ONE OF MANY HIGHLIGHTS--INFR POW WOW
10/26/1994 A044 CRUDE JOKES 8 SEXUALLY EXPLICIT LANGUAGE HAVE NO (L)
11/10/1994 BOll CENTER POW WOW TO HONOR VETERANS
12/07/1994 A081 POW WOW KICKS OFF 31ST CONSECUTIVE SEASON
12/07/1994 B031 xGRAND ENTRY
12/15/1994 C031 XMINNESOTA POW WOW DRAWS BIG CROWD
12/29/1994 B031 XUSD LAUNCHES JOBS PROGRAM, HOSTS TIOSPAYE
1/12/1995 B012 NEW YEAR OBSERVED WITH RED ROAD POW WOW
1/19/1995 B041 XTHOMAS HONORED AT SANTEE WACIPI
1/26/1995 B053 2ND ANNUAL BOYS 8 GIRLS CLUB YOUTH POW WOW SUCCESS
3/02/1995 B043 xBLACK HILLS POWWOW BOARD ELECTS OFFICERS
3/23/1995 S021 A FEW TIPS ON ENJOYING THE POW WOW
3/23/1995 S051 XWHISTLES--THE CONTROVERSY HEATS UP IN IND COUNTRY
3/23/1995 S131 HEYOKA RESURRECTED FOR BLACK HILLS POW WOW
3/23/1995 S201 XTHE DAY WE ALMOST DIDN'T DANCE
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3/23/1995
3/23/1995
A/13/1995
5/18/1995
6/01/1995
6/29/1995
6/29/1995
6/29/1995
6/29/1995
7/13/1995
7/20/1995
7/20/1995
7/20/1995
7/20/1995
8/03/1995
8/31/1995
9/07/1995
9/07/1995
10/05/1995
11/23/1995
7/2A/1991
1/15/1991
6/10/1992
4/1A/1993
9/1A/199A
1/21/1992
5/20/1992
11/26/1992
3/03/1993
8/03/199A
9/1A/199A
5/11/1995
11/23/1995
5/25/1995
6/15/1995
8/10/1995
9/07/1995
10/12/199A
10/19/199A
11/02/199A
11/10/199A
11/16/199A
11/30/199A
1/12/1995
1/26/1995
1/26/1995
3/16/1995
5/0A/1995
5/11/1995
5/18/1995
12/21/1995
1/15/1991
1/22/1991
3/27/1991
12/18/1991
A/06/1995
8/17/1995
1/12/1995
3/02/199A
7/17/1991
A/08/1992
5/05/1993
5/18/1995
5/18/1995
11/10/1993
5/0A/199A
5/11/199A
5/18/1995
5/18/1995
12/29/1995
10/23/1991
1/1A/1993
2/25/1993
S261
S331
B031
BOIA
COIA
B015
soil
S031
S081
A013
AOAA
BO 12
B021
B031
AOAA
AOAA
BOAl
coil
A051
A05A
A012
S022
B015
AOll
A031
A091
A072
B103
A081
A071
A053
A012
A033
B091
BOIA
B06A
C071
B012
B03A
A012
AOAl
BlOA
B012
AOll
A012
B03A
BOll
B032
BOll
A033
B013
A0A5
A016
A051
A091
A07A
COIA
AOAl
B071
B012
B065
A061
A091
AlOA
S021
coil
AOll
AOll
AOll
A032
A072
B06A
BlOl
1/08/1991 A053
3/0A/1992 C03A
5/06/1992 A051
POW WOW LISTINGS FROM ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
ELDERS REMINISCE ABOUT OLD POW WOW DAYS
THIRD ANNUAL HEALTHY START SPRING WACIPI
HEYOKA POW WOW EVENT NO JOKE TO SOME LAKOTA
BRAINE TREKS THE POW WOW HIGHWAY
PENITENTIARY POW WOWS END
LOTS TO SEE & DO AT 1995 BLACK HILLS POWWOW
POW WOWS GREW FROM TRAGEDY OF WOUNDED KNEE
TIPS FOR ENJOYING THE POW WOW, WITHOUT OFFENDING
kBLACK hills POW WOW
BLACK HILLS POW WOW THE BEST (L)
STATE NOW BANS RELATIVES FROM INMATE POW WOWS
K1995 BLACK HILLS POW WOW PROMOTES CROSS-CULTURAL
KPAHA SAPA--A PEOPLES' GATHERING
•BORN AGAIN' INDIANS SHOULD GET A LIFE (L)
BLACK HILLS POW WOW ASSOCIATION LOOKS FORWARD (L)
*WAKTE GLI--VICTORY DANCE
^PREPARING FOR SCHEMITZUN '95
ND COPS CRACK DOWN ON POW WOW BUT ALLOW (L)
INDIAN COUNTRY PRIORITIES NEED TO BE RE-EVALUATED (L
^SURVIVING AND SUCCEEDING IN URBAN SETTING
ROSEBUD DECLARES WAR ON PRAIRIE DOGS
COUNCIL DECIDES ON PRAIRIE DOGS AND LEASES
KSPRINGTIME FOR PISPIZA
CRST PRAIRIE DOG PROGRAM IN JEOPARDY
PRAIRIE ISLAND SIOUX CONSIDER NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE
INDIAN RESERVATIONS NOT TARGETS
DAKOTA FIGHTING NSP NUKE WASTE
FINANCIAL TROUBLE AT TREASURE ISLAND
MAYO TO PROVIDE SERVICES FOR DAKOTA COMMUNITY
MDEWAKANTON DAKOTA PEOPLE FORCED TO COPE
KPRAIRIE ISLAND TRIBAL COUNCIL ACCUSED OF ILLEGALITI
COUNCIL RE-ELECTED AT PRAIRIE ISLAND COMMUNITY
COOKS AT STANDING ROCK SPICE UP COMMODITY FARE
PRAIRIE KNIGHTS OPENS NEW 70-ROOM LODGE
CASINO CHEFS RECOGNIZED
PRAIRIE KNIGHTS CASINO CELEBRATES OPENING OF LODGE
RCIHB OUSTS MARILYN PRAIRIE
FORMER HEALTH BOARD DIRECTOR RESPONDS TO ALLEGATIONS
PRAIRIE WIND CASINO OPENS WITHOUT CONTRACT
BAD SIGN FROM 'NEW' INDIAN GAMING COMM (ED)
XOPEN FOR BUSINESS
OST FUNDS GOING TO CASINO SALARIES
OST TO INVESTIGATE PRAIRIE WIND OPERATION
OST CASINO HITS ON LAST COIN
PRAIRIE WIND CASINO OPENING NEARS
OST PLANS TO TAKE OVER PRAIRIE WIND CASINO
PRAIRIE WIND CASINO STILL OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
PRAIRIE THUNDER STILL ROLLING TOWARD PRAIRIE WIND
CASINO BUY-OUT PLAN FUELS RECALL DRIVE AT PINE RIDGE
OGLALA CASINO GETS APPROVAL
PRAYERIS POWERFUL HELP IN RECONCILING (L)
*D0 NOT CRY; HOLD THE FAITH, FAMILIES TOLD
WHERE HAVE PRAYING PARENTS GONE? (L)
LOOKING HORSE NOMINATED TO WORLD PRAYER SOCIETY
SIX ARRESTED AFTER PRAYER AT OHIO SERPENT MOUND
CLINTON--CHILDREN CAN PRAY IN SCHOOL
KSINGLE MOTHERS A CRISIS TRIBES SHOULD BE ADDRESSING
COLLEGE STUDENT RECEIVES GRANT FOR 'BIG IDEA'
SEE RACE RELATIONS
ROSEBUD'S UNBORN GET SPECIAL ATTENTION
EMTS TO STUDY PREGNANCY TRAUMA
HEALTH BOARD UP TO SOMETHING GOOD--OB/GYN PROGRAM
kPRESCOTTS SAY TRIBAL INTEGRITY IS AT STAKE
^RELATIVES SEEKING MEMBERSHIP AND BENEFITS
LEONARD PRESCOTT--A VISION OF PROSPERITY
PRESCOTT WINS AWARD
LEONARD PRESCOTT OUSTED
XTHE DARK SIDE OF INDIAN GAMING
POWER PLAY--A CONSTITUTION TO STIFLE THE OPPOSITION
KPRESCOTT TO CHALLENGE CROOKS FOR CHAIRMAN
NURSING PROGRAM MARKS GROWTH WITH DEDICATION
PINE RIDGE SCHOOLS TO BE VISITED BY COUNSELOR
PRESENTATION COLLEGE HONOR ROLL
SEE JOURNALISM
AN OPEN LETTER FROM SENATOR PRESSLER
PRESSLER OPPOSES SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOL AID CUTS
PRESSLER--DEFAMATION OF HERO INSULT TO LAKOTA (L)
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6/03/1992 BOIA xPRESSLER SUPPORTS NURSING HOME
11/05/1992 BQ82 xPRESSLER PICKED AS UN DELEGATE
12/10/1992 A051 TAKING A LOOK BACK ON YEAR OF RECONCILIATION (L)
12/17/1992 C0A6 PRESSLER ANNOUNCES EPA GRANTS TO TRIBES
1/21/1993 A031 PRESSLER JOINS JUDICIARY WITH INDIAN AGENDA
3/2A/1993 B032 xSTUDENTS AND SENATOR MEET
5/05/1993 B02A SEN PRESSLER SUPPORTS IMPROVED CARE OF TRIBAL LANDS
9/08/1993 A031 XSEN PRESSLER PLANS SMALL BUSINESS HELP FOR RESERVAT
12/29/1993 BOll kPRESSLER MAKES NOMINATIONS FOR MILITARY ACADEMY
3/02/199A B033 xSEN PRESSLER MEETS WITH UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS
3/02/1994 B035 XSEN PRESSLER MEETS WITH IRON CLOUD OF OLCC
4/06/1994 B041 IN WINTER'S WAKE DELEGATION ASKS HELP FOR STANDING R
7/13/1994 A051 PRESSLER SENDS HIS CONGRATULATIONS (L)
3/16/1995 AOll KPRESSLER'S INQUIRY OF PBS STAFF BACKFIRES IN TIME
3/30/1995 BOll SEN PRESSLER FIGHTS TO KEEP IMPACT AID
4/27/1995 B012 PRESSLER SPONSORS BILL TO MAKE ENGLISH OFFICIAL LANG
5/04/1995 B065 PRESSLER LAUNCHES BILL TO LIMIT LAWSUITS
6/08/1995 AOll ifPRESSLER--FRIEND OR FOE?
6/23/1995 AOll POLITICAL MANEUVERS CONTINUE OVER EXCESS CORPS LANDS
6/23/1995 A041 PRESSLER STIRS RACIAL FLAMES (ED)
6/29/1995 A031 PRESSLER CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF BIA CONSTRUCTION
7/13/1995 B012 PRESSLER TAKES ON TRIBES IN SHORELANDS CLAIM CASE
7/20/1995 A051 kAN OPEN LETTER TO SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER (L)
8/17/1995 B031 DASCHLE, PRESSLER BACK SCIENCE CENTER OVER TRIBES
8/24/1995 B035 *MEETING OF THE MINDS
8/24/1995 B064 xCAPITOL VISIT
12/21/1995 A043 PRESSLER PRAISED FOR COMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATION (L)
12/21/1995 B051 PRESSLER NOMINATES 2 SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN
DIA 6/09/1993 B053 XPRETENDS-EAGLE EARNS CAMPUS LEADER TITLE
6/01/1994 AOll PRETTY EAGLE, LAST OF CROW WAR CHIEFS, TO COME HOME
9/16/1992 A034 *ADA DEER WINS PRIMARY
9/16/1992 A123 LAC DU FLAMBEAU VOTERS SETTLE PRIMARY ELECTIONS
12/04/1991 BOll XCASE OF DEPOSED PRINCESS IS IN OGLALA TRIBAL COUNCI
12/04/1991 B044 MYRA RAVENSHEAD NAMED CULTURAL EXCHANGE PRINCESS
4/29/1992 B053 WOLF CREEK PRINCIPAL ATTENDS CONVENTION
10/29/1992 B042 WOLF CREEK PRINCIPAL WINS NATIONAL AWARD
6/09/1993 B032 kCORNEL PEWEWARDY SELECTED FOR BUSH FOUNDATION PROG
10/27/1993 B013 PRINCIPAL ACCUSED OF ASSAULTING STUDENT
7/22/1992 BOll *PRIDE IN PRINTING LED TO CAREER OF CLASSY WORK
6/01/1995 A061 KA POW WOW'S JOURNEY
10/14/1993 B022 ARTIST TAKES UP ST JOSEPH RESIDENCY
9/04/1991 B035 INMATES SCHEDULE POWWOW SEPT 28
10/16/1991 A031 COUNTY INMATES CAN NOW PRACTICE SPIRITUALITY
1/14/1992 A013 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM UPHELD BY COURT IN HAIR-LENGTH BAT
3/25/1992 BOll SICANGU GROUP GIVES PIPE TO INMATES
4/22/1992 A053 LEARNING THE HARD WAY (L)
4/22/1992 A053 LAKOTA LIVE IN EL RENO FACILITY (L)
4/29/1992 A044 INMATE SPEAKS ON REGAINING TREATY RIGHTS (L)
8/05/1992 A086 PRISONERS RUN FOR HEALTHY LAND
8/26/1992 B023 PRISONERS PLAN POWWOW
12/17/1992 B061 SD INMATES GROUP GETS NON-PROFIT STATUS
4/14/1993 A081 PRISONER WINS BIG BATTLE FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
4/14/1993 A081 AM INDIAN BELIEFS S PRACTICES--A REPORT
5/12/1993 A044 AN INSIDE STORY FROM INSIDE SIOUX FALLS (L)
5/12/1993 A051 NAMING PRISON INJUSTICES (L)
5/26/1993 A051 A VOICE FROM OUT OF PRISON (L) ^ ^
7/08/1993 A061 A VOICE CRIES OUT FROM THE BELLY OF THE BEAST (L)
9/29/1993 B013 TRIBAL COURT GETS STEELE CASE FIRST
10/27/1993 AOll PRISONER RELIGIOUS RIGHTS ENDANGERED
11/03/1993 A031 SENATE VOTES TO PROTECT AM INDIAN RELIGION
12/15/1993 A051 PRISON STORIES MUST BE TOLD (L)
12/15/1993 B012 SUMMIT EXPLORES INMATE NEEDS
12/15/1993 C053 BELTRAMI INMATES TO GET SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
5/04/1994 A012 *FAMILY SAYS MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE WOULD BE SLAP
5/04/1994 A044 TRADITIONAL WAYS BRING INNER STRENGTH (L)
5/11/1994 B071 NAVAJO COUNCIL CALLS FOR RETURN OF OUT-OF-STATE
7/20/1994 A053 PRISONER ASKS--TEACH RELIGION THE RIGHT WAY (L)
7/27/1994 A044 NATIVE AM RELIGIOUS PRACTICES BANNED IN--TEXAS (L)
9/28/1994 A044 TEACHER OF TRADITIONAL WAYS SEEKS HELP (L)
10/05/1994 A051 TRAGEDIES TOUGHER FOR INMATES (L)
10/05/1994 A051 SD STATE PENITENTIARY IN PERMANENT LOCK-DOWN (L)
11/10/1994 A051 DISCRIMINATION ALIVE IN NEBRASKA (L)
11/10/1994 B041 JfPRISONERS SAY LIFE IN PRISON FILLED WITH ABUSE
12/07/1994 B021 ROSEBUD TRIBAL MEMBER IMPRISONED IN PUERTO RICO
12/15/1994 A034 ACTIVIST CRITICIZES MANUAL HE WANTED DEVELOPED12/22/19^4 A051 SD INMATE QUESTIONS WHY PUBLIC IGNORES THOSE WHO (L)
1/05/1995 A044 PRISON POLICY OVERRIDES TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY (L)
2/09/1995 BOll FUGITIVE STEELE FEARS FOR HIS LIFE WHILE ON THE RUN
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2/16/1995 A081 INMATE FIGHTS COUNTY TO SMOKE PIPE
3/30/1995 BG14 ESCAPEE STEELE NABBED IN DENVER
A/06/1995 AG71 TEXAS PRISONER WINS RIGHT TO USE SACRED PIPE
SANTEE SIOUX MAN WINS RIGHT TO PRACTICE HIS RELIGION
8/17/1995 A055 DON'T SETTLE ON RELIGIOUS RIGHTS (L)
11/09/1995 B022 PAROLE BOARD SAYS NO TO TONY RIOS
12/29/1995 A051 INMATES NOT ALLOWED TO PRACTICE RELIGIOUS BELIEF (L)
SEE ALSO STATE PENITENTIARY
2/19/1991 A053 INCARCERATION NOT ANSWER FOR ALL FELONS (L)
5/29/1991 A051 PRISON SENTENCE IS A KIND OF DEATH (L)
7/2A/1991 A035 MONTANA STUDY TO KEY ON INDIAN PRISON SENTENCES
8/07/1991 A051 IND NATIONS SHOULD SEND MEDICINE MEN INTO PRISON (L)
8/07/1991 A051 INMATE PLEADS FOR HELP TO PRACTICE HIS RELIGION CD
5/06/1992 A044 CEREMONIES BROUGHT TO EL RENO APPRECIATED CD
8/19/1992 A023 PRISON RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES INTERRUPTED
8/19/1992 A081 «UIT CALLS FOR CLOSING OF NAVAJO JAILS
8/26/1992 AOll NAVAJO NATION OFFICIALS AGREE TO CLOSE JAILS
5/12/1993 .A053 WHAT HAPPENED TO THE DREAM OF HARMONY? CD
8/18/1993 AOAA WE NEED TO THINK TWICE ON PRISON ISSUE CD
9/15/1993,AOAA THERE IS CORRUPTION IN THE PEN CD
1/12/199A B012 PINE RIDGE POSSIBLE SITE FOR PROPOSED FEDERAL PRISON
2/02/1994 B021 PRISON DISCUSSION CONTINUES FOR OST
2/16/1994 A044 MONEY OVERSEES PRISON OFFICIALS CD
3/30/1994 A071 BUFFALO SKULL DONATED TO INMATES
4/13/1994 B012 DEPT OF CORRECTIONS ADDS MINORITY LIAISON
4/27/1994 A012 XNAVAJO PRESIDENT VISITS MACDONALD IN PRISON
5/11/1994 A051 NO CEREMONIES, STONES, FEATHERS OR BONES CD
10/05/1994 A044 TREATY TRIBES SHOULD START A PRISON CD
11/30/1994 BOll SOUTH DAKOTA PRISON CROWDING CRITICAL
4/27/1995 A051 SIMPLY STATED, JAILS DON'T WORK FOR THE PEOPLE CD
10/19/1995 B015 LAWYER SUES CLIENTS FOR PRIVACY VIOLATION
3/09/1995 S241 *FARM SHIPS 'NAVAJO PRIDE' AROUND THE NATION
11/16/1995 B023 USDA TO DISTRIBUTE FRESH PRODUCE AT STANDING ROCK
4/03/1991 A081 PROJECT PHOENIX REPAIRS YOUNG LIVES
4/10/1991 A094 PROJECT PHOENIX CITED AS MODEL PROGRAM
3/04/1992 C015 FIRINGS PROMPT INVESTIGATION OF PROJECT PHOENIX
3/11/1992 BOll JANIS REINSTATED 3 EX-PROJECT PHOENIX EMPLOYEES LIMB
4/08/1992 B024 'THUNDERHEART' PREMIERE BENEFITS PROJECT PHOENIX
9/18/1991 BOll KNEW DIRECTOR, FACE LIFT AT PROJECT RECOVERY
11/06/1991 A044 PROJECT RECOVERY STAFF GREATLY APPRECIATED CD
11/02/1995 B013 JfPROJECT TAKOJA WALK FOR DRUG-FREE
SEE ALSO TAXATION
1/21/1992 A012 SUPREME COURT OKS TAX ON FEE-PATENT LANDS
1/21/1992 A015 AREA LANDOWNERS ARE PAYING TAXES
1/21/1992 A041 KCOURT TAX RULE DRAWS BATTLE LINES AT BORDERS
1/28/1992 B041 YAKIMA RULING--LUNDERMAN TO DEVELOP STRATEGY
5/13/1992 BOll KBORDEAUX SAYS TAX HIKE WOULD BENEFIT ALL
6/09/1993 AOll kLAKOTA ELDER LOSES HOME
1/19/1995 A053 1995 STATE LEGISLATURE'S MAIN GOAL IS TO CUT TAXES
2/02/1995 B031 KPROPERTY TAX RELIEF FACES LONG, HARD ROAD
2/09/1995 B033 KDEMOCRATS SHOW PROPERTY TAX RELIEF PLAN
2/16/1995 B032 ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS GIVE TAXPAYERS A CHOICE
9/11/1991 B042 PROVOST RECEIVES GOULD SCHOLARSHIP
12/18/1991 B071 KSDSU DOCTORAL CANDIDATE PROFILES RESERVATION ENTREP
9/22/1993 A013 EDITOR RESIGNS FROM AMERICAN INDIAN POST
9/22/1993 A053 ^AMERICAN INDIAN POST EDITOR SHOWS HONOR IN RESIGNAT
9/18/1991 B021 KPROVOST SELECTED MISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
11/13/1991 A012 kCHAMPION CRUSADERS
5/20/1992 C031 MISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE COMPETES IN STATE
6/17/1992 B013 KMISS PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
7/01/1992 B022 KRAYETTE PROVOST PRAISES PAGEANT EXPERIENCE
3/23/1994 B012 *LISA PRUE'S WORK PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL BOOK
5/04/1995 A024 CONGRESSWOMAN ATTACKS INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT
SEE SPIRITUALITY
12/29/1994 A061 kPROFESSOR URGES SD STUDENTS TO EXPLORE PSYCHOLOGY
5/04/1995 A051 kWHEN THE WORLD TURNS UPSIDE DOWN, GOOD CAN COME OUT
!9?i effects of radiation explored INDIANS ALERT11/06/1991 A113 FIFTH OF STATE'S ACCIDENTS LINKED TO ND INDIANS
12/04/1991 B033 FIRST RESPONDERS CERTIFIED AT PORCUPINE
1/14/1992 B014 PINE RIDGE VOFFICER' HAS A BARK AND BITE
6/10/1992 A044 OST PUBLIC SAFETY LOSES TO LOW WAGES (L)
8/24/1994 A053 OST SHOULD PUT PUBLIC SAFETY ON PROBATION (L)
9/14/1994 B051 PUBLIC SERVICE GRANT TO BENEFIT SCHOOL, SPORTS PROG
SEE UTILITIES
1/21/1993 A041 REACH OUT AND TOUCH A REPUBLICAN (ED)
5/13/1992 B112 SCHOLARSHIPS OPEN FOR PUBLISHING COURSE
9/02/1992 B132 kPUEBLOS STILL 'SURVIVING COLUMBUS'
9/29/1993 A071 LAGUNA TRIBAL MEMBERS CLEAN UP URANIUM MINE
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1/26/199A A07A THIRTEEN NEW MEXICO PUEBLO GOVERNORS NAMED
5/I1/199A B092 NUCLEAR WASTE COMPANY INITIATES MEETING WITH PUEBLO
9/D8/199A A02A INTER-PUEBLO SWAT TEAM SEEKS IMMUNITY
9/08/1994 AG31 PUEBLO LEADERS WANT TO NEGOTIATE QUICKLY ON GAMBLING
11/10/1994 A064 PUEBLO, ENERGY DEPT SET TO SIGN HISTORICAL ACCORD
12/15/1994 A012 SANDIA PUEBLO SUES BABBITT
1/19/1995 A014 XPUEBLO GIVE DEER 'NO CONFIDENCE* VOTE
3/16/1995 A022 PUEBLO PURSUES OWN NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN
4/13/1995 A041 xPUEBLO'S BANISHMENT OF WRITER JUSTIFIED
4/06/1994 A054 OO'HENUMPA CHIEF PUFFING EYES RETURNS (L)
12/07/1995 C041 kHEART OF THE BEAST THEATRE EXPLORES ANCESTORS, CULT
2/09/1995 C061 ifDREAMS HAVE COME TRUE FOR PURA FE
8/03/1995 B031 XPUYALLUP SCHOOL BUILT WITHIN THE CIRCLE
8/24/1995 A091 PUYALLUP PROSPER THANKS TO COURT FIGHT OVER FISH
8/24/1995 A092 MISSION OF THE PUYALLUP--'THE GENEROUS PEOPLE*
8/24/1995 A091 xTAKOPID HEALTH CENTER SERVES 200 NORTHWEST TRIBES
8/24/1995 A093 xTRIBE INVESTS IN SALMON FISHERY
8/24/1995 A093 TRIBE'S MARINA SOLVES PARKING PROBLEM FOR BOATERS
8/24/1995.AlOl xCOOPERATION KEY TO SOLVING FAMILY VIOLENCE
8/24/1995 A122 HERMAN DILLON WEIGHS IN AS NEW PUYALLUP CHAIRMAN
SEE PAIUTE (TRIBE)
9/30/1992 A053 kTHAT BIRD QUAYLE SHOULD MARRY MURPHY
1/01/1991 A043 WELFARE, NOT COWBOYS, KILLS INDIANS
5/15/1991 AOll NATIVE GROUP SEEKS PEACE WITH OTTAWA
5/15/1991 A071 MOHAWK PAPER DEFIES BAN, CITES SECRET POWER DEAL
7/31/1991 A053 xSIEGE OF OKA ANNIVERSARY--HOW MOHAWKS LOOK AT HIST
7/31/1991 Alll KPRAYER, SONG REPLACE GUNS AS MOHAWKS HEAL WOUNDS
12/04/1991 A031 ALTERNATIVE PARADE FOCUSES ON HYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECT
7/08/1992 AOll COURT ACQUITS MOHAWKS
8/24/1994 AOll INNU HUNTING LAND FLOODED FOR ELECTRICITY
12/07/1994 B092 CANADIAN NATIVE GROUPS SCORE VICTORY OVER MASSIVE
4/17/1991 AOll QUEEN ISABELLA MAY BE CANONIZED
12/07/1994 S081 *TRADITI0NS REMAIN IN VILLAGE OF QUEETS
6/09/1993 AOll xLAKOTA ELDER LOSES HOME
11/30/1995 BOll XCAR DEALERS COLLIDE OVER OWNERSHIP OF LAKOTA
10/06/1993 B123 NEW HOLY'S QUILLWORK CHOSEN FOR ARTS DISPLAY
11/16/1994 B041 QUILL-WORK ARTISANS TO GATHER IN KYLE
7/27/1995 A012 *QUILL ART A FAMILY LEGACY
10/19/1994 B041 kDAN QUILT MAKES 'WHO'S WHO' LIST
6/01/1995 B031 kYOUTH TELLS STUDENTS STAYING IN SCHOOL IS 'COOL'
SEE ALSO BLANKETS
2/11/1993 B093 TRENTON FACTORY MAKES TRADITIONAL QUILTS
9/15/1993 BOll PIERRE HOSTS STATE QUILT SHOW
3/09/1995 B043 CHADRON QUILT FESTIVAL PLANNED FOR MAY
10/26/1995 B024 POINTS OF LIGHT DIRECT NORTH MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
3/17/1993 AOll DELACRUZ RESIGNS
4/06/1994 AOll KQUINAULT NATION ELECTS CAPOEMAN-BALLER 1ST WOMAN
5/11/1994 AOll KQUINAULT NATION ORDERS DELACRUZ'S GRANDSONS FROM
9/08/1994 coil XTRIBES FLOURISH WITHOUT BUREAUCRACY
10/05/1994 AOll *HOME FIRES
12/07/1994 S021 *WELCOME TO THE LAND OF THE QUINAULT
12/07/1994 S031 kQUINAULT LEADER NURTURED FOR TOP POST
12/07/1994 S031 kHOLDING THE PURSE STRINGS PLEASES QUINAULT
12/07/1994 S041 *PRIDE RETURNS THROUGH QUINAULT ENTERPRISE
12/07/1994 S051 *FROM LAND 8 SEA--THE NATION HARVESTS ITS RESOURCES
12/07/1994 SlOl KYOUNG ARTIST BLOSSOMS FROM OLD ROOTS
12/07/1994 Sill QUINAULT DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
6/23/1995 A021 xTRIBES CHALLENGE IMPACT AID CUTS
9/07/1995 A052 KQUINAULT PRESIDENT PREDICTS DISASTER
11/23/1995 AOll GOVERNMENT GRIDLOCK TAKES TOLL ON BIA
12/14/1995 A034 QUINAULT INDIAN NATION PLANS CASINO
12/21/1995 A013 BUSINESS COMMUNITY LOOKS FORWARD TO QUINAULT CASINO
3/09/1994 A041 kQUIRK WRONG IN LUMPING INDIANS WITH CRIMINALS
6/08/1994 B072 COSTUME CLASS WINNERS
5/27/1992 B012 RABIES VACCINATIONS TO BE GIVEN FOR PINE RIDGE AREA
6/02/1993 B034 FREE RABIES CLINIC SET FOR PINE RIDGE AREA
SEE ALSO RECONCILIATION, DISCRIMINATION
1/01/1991 A051 THIS IS THE GENERATION TO RIGHT THE WRONG (L)
1/01/1991 A071 ST JOHN FIGHT AGAINST NEGATIVE STEREOTYPING
1/15/1991 A034 OFFICERS SOUGHT FOR INDIAN/WHITE RELATIONS COMMITTEE
1/15/1991 A053 WOUNDED KNEE, A MONUMENT IN ITSELF
1/22/1991 A044 READER ANSWERS ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS EDITOR (L)
,1/29/1991 A041 MAGAZINE FEATURES ANOTHER SAMPLE OF UNTRUTH (ED)
2/26/1991 A044 WE MUST LOOK BEYOND SKIN COLOR (L)
3/05/1991 B0i5 MARINE GENERAL'S REFERENCE OFFENSIVE _
3/20/1991 A044 NO MORE INDIAN COUNTRY, PLEASE MR PRESIDENT (L)
3/20/1991 A051 MARINES APOLOGIZE FOR GENERAL NEAL (L)
3/27/1991 A041 kINDIANS NEED A RIGHT TO FAIL
PYRAMID LAKE PAIUT
QUAYLE DAN
QUEBEC
QUEEN ISABELLA
QUEETS UA
QUICK BEAR CORNELI
QUICK BEAR DUANE
QUILLWORK
QUILT DANIEL
QUILTS
QUINAULT (TRIBE)
QUIRK WILLIAM
RABAGO JUSTIN
RABIES
RAdE RELATIONS
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3/27/1991 A044 FORGIVE, PUSH ON WITH FUTURE (L)
3/27/1991 A095 KUNDERSTANDING LAKOTA CULTURE COULD IMPROVE CARE
A/17/1991 B013 RADIO HOST ACCUSED OF RACIST VIEWS
5/01/1991 AGAA RUSH IS RACIST (L)
5/01/1991 A051 POWER IN INDIAN HANDS! USE IT IN HEALING (L)
5/01/1991 A053 GRENIER SHOULD VISIT RESERVATIONS (L)
5/15/1991 AOAA FUTURE OFFERS RENEWED HOPE (L)
5/15/1991 A061 CHICAGO READER RESPONDS ON BEHALF NON-NAT AMERICANS
5/15/1991 B013 INDIAN-WHITE RELATIONS GROUP ELECTION JUNE 13
6/19/1991 A05A LAWRENCE KAN. AT WORK TO BECOME SAFE FOR INDIANS
6/26/1991 A0A4 PEOPLE, NOT RACES, ARE GOOD OR BAD (L)
6/26/1991 A0A5 RACISM ALIVE IN AREA BORDERTOWNS (L)
7/10/1991 A04A ARUNDEL'S GRANDDAUGHTER ASKS FOR FORGIVENESS (L)
7/17/1991 B033 DONOVIN SPRAGUE HEADS INDIAN-WHITE RELATIONS COMM
7/2A/1991 A0<»1 *A HARD LOOK AT RECONCILIATION
7/24/1991 A053 THE LATE JAY FURLONG WILL BE HONORED ON AUG 10 (L)
7/31/1991 A053 KTHE DEMAGOGUES IN PIN-STRIPED SUITS
, 8/07/1991 A043 READER--WON'T SPEND ANOTHER DIME IN RAPID CITY (L)
8/07/1991 A061 CANADIAN TASTES RACISM IN RAPID CITY (L)
8/07/1991 A125 MUSCOGEE NATION URGES TRIBAL SUPPORT
8/21/1991 B061 ^CULTURAL CLASH REVERBERATES "FROM THE RIVER'S EDGE'
9/25/1991 A051 USE ANGER TO BECOME FREE (L)
10/02/1991 A044 DON'T PERPETUATE RACIAL HATRED (L)
10/02/1991 A051 GOVERNOR TRIVIALIZES...7TH CAVALRY PARADE (L)
10/09/1991 A046 GROUCHY GOURMET PUZZLES READER (L)
10/16/1991 A033 ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM CHARGE LODGED--SOUTHWEST TRIBES
11/06/1991 A044 SICK OF INDIAN MOANS (L)
11/06/1991 A051 LET'S BURY PAST DISAGREEMENT (L)
11/06/1991 Alll XWHITE EAGLE WOULD CORRECT MISCONCEPTIONS
11/06/1991 Alll JfSESAME STREET TO FOCUS ON UNDERSTANDING RACE RELATI
11/13/1991 A012 NATIVE PHILOSOPHY CAN OVERCOME ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM
11/13/1991 A041 WE ARE HUMANS, NEVER MASCOTS! (ED)
11/13/1991 A044 STAND UP AND BE COUNTED; NOW! (L)
11/20/1991 A051 GROW UP JOAN ROSSI RACIST ATTITUDE IS OUTDATED (L)
11/20/1991 A051 ROSSI SHOULD GET A LIFE (L)
11/20/1991 A051 ROSSI--DO YOUR RESEARCH (L)
11/27/1991 B091 MICHAEL JACKSON FEATURES INDIANS IN MUSIC VIDEO
12/18/1991 A051 APPEAL FOR ACCEPTANCE (L)
12/18/1991 A053 READER FINDS TEACHER'S COMMENTS RACIST (L)
12/18/1991 A061 DOLAND COACH'S ATTITUDE PREJUDICED AND OFFENSIVE
12/24/1991 A026 COACH RESIGNS AFTER CUSTER ARTICLE
12/24/1991 A071UTE MINISTER IS BUILDING BRIDGES
1/08/1992 A053 REMEMBER THE PAST, THEN DON'T REPEAT IT
1/14/1992 A044 HOW CAN WE RESPECT 'IGNORANT' PEOPLE? (L)
1/14/1992 A051 NEW US ATTORNEY ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
1/21/1992 A051 THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT (L)
1/21/1992 A061 GROUP HARASSMENT ACKNOWLEDGED
1/28/1992 A031 *YMCA WORKS TO IMPROVE INDIAN/WHITE RELATIONS
2/04/1992 A051 INDIAN PEOPLE SHOULD STOP WHINING (L)
2/12/1992 A041 *'REDNECK' REVIVAL UNBECOMING FOR SD
2/19/1992 A051 WIEDERHOLD S GREEN NEED TO WAKE UP TO REALITY (L)
2/19/1992 A051 A RESPONSE TO IGNORANT RACISM (L)
2/19/1992 A053 A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY (L)
2/19/1992 B031 XJURISDICTION SPELLS LIFE OR DEATH FOR TRIBES
2/26/1992 A031 CHILD ABUSE FUELS TENSIONS IN MCLAUGHLIN
2/26/1992 A046 WIEDERHOLD'S IGNORANCE KEEPS UNDERSTANDING AWAY (L)
2/26/1992 A05I INDIAN PROBLEMS AREN'T HISTORY--READ THE PAPERS (L)
3/04/1992 A044 WIEDERHOLD NO FRIEND OF NATIVE AMERICANS (L)
3/04/1992 A053 KSTANDS' REFUGE MAY BE ATLANTIS
3/11/1992 A044 WHO ARE THE DUMB ONES MR WIEDERHOLD? (L)
3/11/1992 A051 SOME OPINIONS ARE BEST KEPT TO YOURSELF (L)
3/25/1992 A041 A THOUSAND POINTS OF DARK (ED)
4/01/1992 A043 'CAN WE END RACISM WHILE I'M STILL YOUNG' (L)
4/01/1992 A066 'TIMES' HONORED FOR GIVING VOICE TO INDIAN COUNTRY
4/08/1992 A025 CANDY COMPANY MAKES APOLOGY TO STUDENTS
4/08/1992 A044 FIGHTING SIDE-BY-SIDE MADE ENEMIES FRIENDS (L)
4/15/1992 AO13 RODNEY COLUMN SPARKS PROTEST
4/15/1992 A053 RODNEY SHOULD REFORM> APOLOGIZE OR RESIGN (L)
4/22/1992 A051 SOME PEOPLE ARE LISTENING (L)
4/22/1992 A053 xAN UNFRIENDLY VISIT FROM DEMON PREJUDICE
4/29/1992 A053 AN APOLOGY TO INDIANS, SORT OF
5/06/1992 A041 TEACHING ABOUT OTHERS BRINGS US TOGETHER (ED)
5/06/1992 A071 XRESERVATION VISIT BRIDGES CULTURES
5/13/1992 AO12 xWALK IN GORDON COMMEMORATES CROSS
5/13/1992 A041 xTEACH THE CHILDREN WELL--END THE RACISM
5/13/1992 A043 KING DECISION OUTRAGES NATIVE ALLIANCE (L)
5/13/1992 A044 TO THOSE WHO LIVE IN GLASS TIPIS (L)
5/13/1992 A054 KANDY RODNEY DAY RILES COYOTE
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5/27/1992 A041 RACISM IN ANY FORM MUST COME TO A HALT (ED)
6/10/1992 A044 STUDENTS SAY THIS IS OUR WAY, MR ROONEY (L)
6/24/1992 AG41 XNAPERVILLE GOT IT
7/01/1992 AG41 A STILL BEATING HEART OF DARKNESS (ED)
7/G1/1992 AG51 COWBOYS KEEP MESSIN' UP
7/G8/1992 AG53 kRESPECT GROWS FROM TRUE UNDERSTANDING
7/15/1992 AG51 ANTI-SEMITISM IS A DISEASE (L)
7/15/1992 AG91 STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT RACISM WITH ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
7/22/1992 AG41 xA GOVERNMENT FOR THE PEOPLE
7/22/1992 BG23 BYINGTONS BELIEVE WE CAN ALL GET ALONG
8/G5/1992 BGll MARTIN GROUP WANTS BETTER RACE RELATIONS
8/12/1992 AlGl SHOOTING RAISES RACE QUESTIONS
8/19/1992 AG41 KA SLIGHT CASE OF PREJUDICE IN MITCHELL
8/19/1992 BG51 TIYOSPAYE NETWORK AIMS TO BRIDGE RACIAL GAP
8/26/1992 AG44 PREJUDICE IS UGLY REGARDLESS OF COLOR (L)
8/26/1992 AG44 HARMONY NEED UNDERSTANDING (L)
8/26/1992 BG73 TODD COUNTY SCHOOL WORKSHOP CONFRONTS RACISM
9/G2/1992 AG41 XLET'S KEEP PLUGGING AWAY UNTIL MEDIA UNDERSTANDS
9/G2/1992 AG51 BRAVO FOR SPEAKING LAKOTA MIND (L)
9/G2/1992 AG63 MAINSTREAM MEDIA NEEDS TO ACHIEVE DIVERSITY
9/G9/1992 AG44 CALLING ON WRITERS NOT CALL DOWN OTHERS (L)
9/G9/1992 AG53 PICKANINNY OF ILLINIWEK--NO RACISM ACCEPTABLE (L)
9/16/1992 AG51 MCCOY'S REMARKS SEEM ON RACIST SIDE, SAYS READER (L)
9/3G/1992 AG53 LEARNING RESPECT MEANS JOINING TOGETHER (L)
1G/G8/1992 CG51 MEMORIES OF RACISM LIVE LONG
1G/G8/1992 DG65 NAVAJOS MAY BOYCOTT FARMINGTON
lG/15/1992 AG44 HAIRCUT WAS A HUMILIATING EXPERIENCE (L)
lG/22/1992 AG44 IGNORANCE SHOULD BE TOLERATED, FORGIVEN (L)
lG/29/1992 AG33 XONEIDA CRITICIZE BUSH'S 'CHOP'
lG/29/1992 BG41 INDIAN-WHITE PANEL PLANS AWARDS BANQUET
11/G5/1992 AG44 AN OFFER OF A VIEW PAST THE END OF A NOSE (L)
11/12/1992 AG12 XRACIAL INCIDENT SPARKS MOVE TO DUMP UND MASCOT
11/26/1992 AG43 NEWSPAPER GIVES DIFFERENT INSIGHT (L)
12/1G/1992 AG12 XTURNER PRAISES INDIANS WITH ONE HAND, CHOPS WITH
12/1G/1992 AG24 PROTESTERS RALLY AGAINST CINCINNATI REDS OWNER
12/1G/1992 AG64 CHICAGO COMMUNITY FIGHTS TO CLEAR AIRWAVES OF RACISM
12/17/1992 BG51 THE BROKEN CIRCLE--TOUCHING ON ISSUES OF RACISM IN A
12/24/1992 AG41 WRONG OF FANS FOR NAMECALLING TACTICS (L)
12/31/1992 AG44 READER WARNS DON'T FALL TO REVERSE RACISM (L)
12/31/1992 AG44 FUTURE CALLS FOR RACIAL UNDERSTANDING (L)
12/31/1992 AG51 RESPONSE TO HANEY--EDUCATE OURSELVES (L)
1/G7/1993 AG44 SCHOOL RIVALRIES HAVE GONE TOO FAR (L)
1/G7/1993 AG51 TOURNAMENT ACTION NOT VALUES WE WANT TO TEACH (L)
1/G7/1993 BG35 RACISM REARS HEAD ON HIGH SCHOOL COURT
2/G4/1993 AG44 THE DREAMS OF LAKOTA STUDENTS (L)
2/11/1993 AG41 KA DISCONCERTING RUSH OF RACIST STATIC ON THE AIR
2/18/1993 AG44 AN OPEN LETTER TO MARGE SCHOTT, TEAM OWNER (L)
3/1G/1993 AG41 kWHAT'S IN A WORD? RACISM
3/1G/1993 BG12 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS ASKED TO IMPLEMENT RACISM POLICY
3/1G/1993 BG54 HOCKEY PLAYER EXPERIENCES RACIAL SLURS DURING GAME
3/17/1993 AG44 BE CAREFUL OF CALIFORNIA INJUSTICE SYSTEM (L)
3/24/1993 AG44 FINDING THE RIGHT WORDS IS IMPORTANT (L)
3/24/1993 AG53 BATTLING RACISM, FIGHTING FOR GAMING
3/31/1993 AG84 BISMARCK STUDENTS SUBJECTED TO RACIAL SLURS
4/G7/1993 AGll TWISTING A WORD TOWARD RACISM
4/14/1993 AG41 A DIFFERENT VIEW OF BET REFERENDUM, PANAMA TRIP (ED)
4/14/1993 AG85 COALITIONS UNITE IN PROTEST AT ATLANTA BRAVES OPENER
4/21/1993 AG41 kTIME TO GO DEEPER THAN COLOR OF PEOPLE'S SKIN
4/21/1993 AG71 KSPAT OVER CARNEGIE BUILDING EXPOSES RACISM IN SIOUX
4/21/1993 AG85 RACE RELATIONS UNDER STUDY IN NEBRASKA
4/28/1993 AG44 WRITER COULD LEARN FROM THOSE HE RIDICULED (L)
4/28/1993 AG44 CORNELIUS LETTER REVEALS OLD THINKING (L)
4/28/1993 AG41 CULTURES, COLORS BRIGHTEN THE WORLD (L)
4/28/1993 AG51 ATTORNEY--EDITORIAL BIGOTED (L)
5/G5/1993 AGll kMARCH AGAINST RACISM
5/G5/1993 AGll xRACE RELATIONS IN WEST NEBRASKA GET FED HEARING
5/G5/1993 BG35 XROBBINSDALE, WOLF CREEK STUDENTS BREAK CULTURAL BAR
5/19/1993 AG21 ANCHORAGE SCHOOL TO OFFER CLASSES FIGHTING PREJUDICE
5/19/1993 AG61 RACISM--'SOMEDAY WE WILL HAVE EQUAL RIGHTS'
5/26/1993 AGll xPARENTS, OFFICIALS TO COMBAT RACISM IN RAPID CITY
5/26/1993 AG61 RACISM IS AGE OLD DISEASE PLAGUING MANKIND
6/G2/1993 AG14 xRALLIES GENERATE PROMISES OF ACTION AGAINST RACISM
6/G2/1993 AG41 NEWSHOUNDS NEED TO DIG BEYOND THE BIG NAMES (ED)
6/G2/1993 AG71 KOOL 92 APOLOGIZES FOR TREATMENT OF RACISM ISSUE
6/16/1993 BG12 FORUM SPEAKER--PREJUDICE BEGINS AT HOME
6/23/1993 AG32 MYSTERY DISEASE SHOULD NOT MEAN RACIAL QUARANTINE
6/23/1993 AG41 XPEPSICO STAND AGAINST MASCOTS IS THE RIGHT ONE BABY
6/3G/1993 AG44 INMATE SAYS PEN IS A RACIST INSTITUTION (L)
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RACE RELATIONS 6/30/1993 AG51 READER BIDS SOUTH DAKOTANS LOVE ONE ANOTHER (1)
7/08/1993 AOn xTRUMP> DJ RIDICULE INDIAN MARRIAGES
7/08/1993 A0A2 THROW AWAY YOUR TV (ED)
7/08/1993 A053. KUSE DILIGENCE, GRIT AGAINST RACISM
7/14/1993 B015 OST PUSHES FOR PRISON INVESTIGATION
7/21/1993 A044 GET OFF THE REZ AND INTO THE REAL WORLD (L)
7/21/1993 A044 WHITEWASHING THE AMERICAN HOLOCAUST (L)
7/21/1993 A053 RACIAL STEREOTYPES BAD FOR BUSINESS
7/28/1993 AOll SENATORS TAKE STAND AGAINST RACISM
7/28/1993 A044 STOP ALL RACISM, EVERYWHERE (L)
7/28/1993 BlOl COULL TO CO-CHAIR COMMITTEE ON INDIAN/WHITE RELATION
7/28/1993 B102 ASSOC OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES PLANS STATEWIDE RECONCIL
8/04/1993 A044 AN ODIOUS DIATRIBE SPREADS ENLIGHTENMENT (L)
8/11/1993 A041 KRACIST CARTOONS--WE ARE NOT AMUSED
8/11/1993 A044 EXPECT LITTLE CHANGE IN SPORTS RACISM (L)
8/11/1993 B012 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS CLOSER TO IMPLEMENTING RACISM POL
9/01/1993 A012 KWAPATO SAYS FCC LAUGHS OFF TRUMP RADIO COMMENTS
9/01/1993 A046 SHOULD HAVE LISTENED TO THE NATIVE (L)
9/22/1993 A044 'RIGHT ON* TO GIAGO FOR HIS COLUMN (L)
9/29/1993 A051 A NEW PRIDE FOR EVERYONE (L)
9/29/1993 A053 SCHOOL TEAM MAKES GOOD RACIAL MOVE
10/14/1993 A035 UNIVERSITY STUDENTS RALLY AGAINST RACISM
10/14/1993 A041 CAPITOL PAINTING SHOWS RACISM OF A DIFFERENT CO (ED)
10/14/1993 A044 INDIANS WON'T BE EQUALS UNTIL THEY STOP ASKING (L)
10/14/1993 A051 READER ANSWERS 'BIGOTED' CHARGES POINT BY POINT (L)
10/14/1993 Ad53 THANK GOD FOR NON-INDIANS WHO KHOW THEIR HISTORY (L)
10/20/1993 AOll STATUE RAISES RACISM CHARGE
10/27/1993 A041 *S0 SOMEBODY'S GOT TO DO IT
11/03/1993 AOll *WAS IT POLICY OR PREJUDICE?
11/03/1993 A044 EDUCATOR'S EFFORT TO RECONCILE CENTURIES-OLD WRO(L)
11/03/1993 A051 READER SAYS IGNORANT LETTER WRITER NEEDS ATTITUD (L)
11/10/1993 B012 DESECRATION OF SWEATLODGES BLAMED ON CULTURAL IGNORA
11/17/1993 A053 'ZERO TOLERANCE FOR RACISM' CONDONES INDIAN MASCOTS
11/24/1993 A041 BEING POLITICALLY CORRECT--DIFFERENT THAN BEING (ED)
11/24/1993 A051 ICECAT FANS, OPEN YOUR EYES (L)
11/24/1993 A051 MENDING RELATIONS MEANS A BRIGHTER FUTURE (L)
12/01/1993 A041 ENDLESS RACISM--'WE CALLS IT AS WE SEES IT' (ED)
12/15/1993 AOll INSTITUTIONAL RACISM FOCUS OF HEARING
12/15/1993 B014 WOUNDED KNEE PART OF CHURCH RACISM STUDY
12/22/1993 A051 LIFE IS LEARNING FROM MISTAKES (L)
12/29/1993 A044 WHITE PEOPLE AREN'T ALL EVIL, MEAN, STUPID (L)
1/05/1994 A041 RACISM SHOULD NOT BE CLOAKED IN POL CORRECT DEF
1/12/1994 A044 STILL TAKING ONE STEP FORWARD, TWO STEPS BACK (L)
1/12/1994 A071 RACISM WORKSHOP SET FOR JAN 14
1/19/1994 A041 KMEMORIES OF GLENDA FAYE THAYER
1/19/1994 A051 CULTURAL IDENTITY DESTROYED WHEN ALL CALLED NATIV (t
2/02/1994 A031 kDISMISSAL OF RACISM ALLEGATIONS PROMPTS PARENTS
2/02/1994 A051 NATION MISUNDERSTOOD IN LETTER (L)
2/10/1994 A041 XKKK CROSS BURNING SHOWS LACK OF CONCERN
2/10/1994 A083 PAGE MAYOR MEETS WITH NAVAJO NATION OFFICIALS
2/10/1994 B013 RACISM REVEALED IN SISSETON CLASS TALK
2/10/1994 B043 SEXHIBITION PUTS RACISM UNDER PUBLIC SCRUTINY
2/16/1994 A031 MCKIBBEN APOLOGIZES, STATE LAWMAKERS STILL UNHAPPY
2/16/1994 A044 REILLEY BLIND TO TRUTH OF WHITE MAN (L)
2/23/1994 A044 MEDIA DIDN'T REPORT PRIOR INCIDENTS (L)
2/23/1994 A044 RESIDENTS REACH OUT AFTER ABERDEEN INCIDENT (L)
2/23/1994 A044 FIGHT RACISM WITH FREEDOM OF SPEECH (L)
3/09/1994 A041 CRAZY HORSE MALT LIQUOR HAS ITS DAY IN COURT (ED)
3/09/1994 A041 KQUIRK WRONG IN LUMPING INDIANS WITH CRIMINALS
3/09/1994 A051 DON'T CONFUSE 'INDIAN TIME' WITH RUDENESS (L)
3/16/1994 A044 AN OPEN MIND CLOSES DOOR ON RACIST ATTITUDES (L)
3/23/1994 A041 LAKOTA PEOPLE TO LOSE A GOOD LEADER (ED)
3/30/1994 A075 TIPI DESECRATION ANGERS MANY OKLAHOMA STUDENTS
4/06/1994 A044 RESERVATION--A CONCENTRATION CAMP BY ANOTHER (L)
4/06/1994 A051 SURPRISING SIMILARITIES BETWEEN AM INDS-AM JEWS
4/06/1994 A051 IN WAKE OF ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL FUROR (L)
4/06/1994 A051 RECALLING WHEN BEING INDIAN WAS SHAMEFUL (L)
4/13/1994 A044 COLUMNIST'S SATIRE CALLED NEGATIVE STEREOTYPING (L)
4/13/1994 A061 *CRY FOR JUSTICE—TIPI DESECRATION PROMPTS RALLY
4/27/1994 A051 A CHILDHOOD MYTH SHATTERED--LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAI
5/04/1994 A033 OKLAHOMA HATE CRIME MOVES FORWARD IN COURT
5/04/1994 A051 GLORIFICATION OF BUFFALO SOLDIERS RAISES RACIAL DIV
5/18/1994 A044 CEREMONY BAN ANOTHER WALL FACED BY LAKOTA (L)
5/18/1994 A051 IGNORANCE BREEDS PREJUDICE, BUT EDUCATION (L)
5/25/1994 A041 COLUMBUS COLUMN NOT AMUSING (ED)
5/25/1994 A044 LITTLE-KNOWN PEOPLE ALSO BATTLE RACISM (L)
6/01/1994 A051 TO EASE OPPRESSION-tNO MORE LITTLE RED SAMBOS
6/08/1994 A041 LAK0TA-7TH CAVALRY CEREMONY WILL HONOR GENOCID (ED)
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6/08/199A A041 KCENSORSHIP, VETERANS HARASSMENT, MARK RETURN
6/I5/199A B012 FATHER STAN HONORED FOR IMPROVING CULTURAL RELATIONS
6/29/1999 A099 MISREPRESENTATION OF INDIAN PEOPLE IN POL CORREC (L)
6/29/1999 A059 HISTORY TELLS A DASTARDLY TALE (L)
7/07/1999 A091 KLINES ARE BEING DRAWN IN BATTLE FOR DEMOCRACY
7/27/1999 9091 XREDNECK REVIVAL A SAD FACT OF LIFE IN THE 1990S
7/27/1999 A053 DEMEANING STEREOTYPES STOPPED FOR BLACKS--BUT TODAY
8/03/1999 A012 NEZ PERCE FACE NEO-NAZI INVASION
8/10/1999 A091 INDIANS ARE BEING TOLERATED NOT WELCOMED (ED)
8/10/1999 A099 PREJUDICE IS A TWO-WAY STREET (L)
8/17/1999 AD51 LAKOTA ELDER SAYS GOD PUNISHES WRONG DOING (L)
8/17/1999 B012 STUDENTS COMPLAIN OF RACISM
8/29/1999 A091 CHALLENGING PREJUDICE (ED)
8/29/1999 A091 ^UNINTENDED RACIAL IGNORANCE CAN MAR BEST OF NEWSPAP
8/31/1999 AOll SELKIRK MEETS WITH OU INTERIM PRESIDENT
9/19/1999 A091 CLOSED MINDS CANNOT SEE PREJUDICE (ED)
9/21/1999 AOll OU STUDENT ENDS HIS FAST
9/21/1999 A053 STEPHEN SELKIRK'S DEDICATION MADE A DIFFERENCE
9/21/1999 A081 UNIVERSITY REMOVES SEAL DEPICTING VANQUISHED INDIAN
10/05/1999 A051 LEARN FROM THE PAST TO MOVE INTO THE FUTURE (L)
10/05/1999 BOll HEALING RACISM TOPIC OF SESSIONS
11/02/1999 A099 TRIMBLE SISTERS SHOULD BE COMMENDED (L)
11/10/1999 A053 TWO CULTURES MAY BE COMING TOGETHER (L)
11/16/1999 A093 THROUGH EYES OF AN EASTERNER, FOOTBALL (L)
11/16/1999 A051 BENNETT COUNTY HOMECOMING FALLOUT (L)
11/23/1999 A099 WHY DO SOME PEOPLE WANT TO DESTROY AM IND LIFE? (L)
12/07/1999 A099 FURTHER COMMENT ON BENNETT COUNTY HOMECOMING (L)
12/07/1999 A081 STUDENTS WANT GOP GROUP TO APOLOGIZE FOR POEM
12/15/1999 A031 REPORT FINDS RACISM ALIVE S THRIVING IN AMERICA
12/15/1999 A099 WINNEBAGO MAN ANSWERS ISSUES RAISED BY LETTER (L)
12/29/1999 A099 THANKS, BUT NO THANKS, TO A NEW 'HELPER' (L)
12/29/1999 A051 REAWAKENING OF AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE WILL GROW (L)
12/29/1999 B091 BENNETT BOARD SNUBS COMMENT ON 'CEREMONY'
1/05/1995 A092 EAST COAST ENCOURAGEMENT FOR OGLALA LAKOTA TEEN (L)
1/12/1995 A099 MONTANAN SAYS 'QUIT WHINING' (L)
1/12/1995 A053 CALIFORNIA INMATE SAYS HE'S WHIPPED FOR IGNORANC (L)
1/19/1995 A051 NON-INDIANS NOW THE MINORITY (L)
1/19/1995 B032 DISCUSSION GROUP TO DEAL WITH RACISM IN PUBLIC PLACE
1/26/1995 A093 WRITER SAYS WE ALL SHOULD PRAY FOR LESS FORTUNAT (L)
2/02/1995 A091 SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRMAN'S IGNORANCE SHINES THROUG (ED)
2/02/1995 A099 LETTER WRITER NEEDS HISTORY LESSON (L)
2/02/1995 A071 IOWA GROUPS MEET TO BATTLE RACISM S DISCRIM
2/16/1995 A091 kWANAMAKER EXPEDITION--A GLIMPSE AT A FORGOTTEN
2/16/1995 A051 IGNORANCE IS TERRIBLE DISEASE (L)
2/23/1995 AOll STATION TRIES TO RIGHT WRONGS WITH TRIBES
2/23/1995 A041 BENNETT COUNTY SHOULD ACT NOW TO END RACISM (ED)
2/23/1995 AOAl KAFFIRMATIVE ACTION OUT OF FAVOR, BUT--WAS NEEDED
2/23/1995 A054 NEW YORKER FINDS 'EINSTEIN FROM MISSOULA' WEIRD (L)
3/02/1995 AOAl xWE'RE NOT YOUR INDIANS ANYMORE
3/09/1995 A041 USING PEOPLE OF COLOR TO CAMOUFLAGE WHITE CRIME (ED)
3/09/1995 AOAl KIMMIGRATION POLICY WOULD HAVE SAVED TRIBES A WHOLE
3/09/1995 A091 kHARDBALL POLITICS S SOFTBALL SCIENCE = BELL 'CURVE
3/23/1995 A053 X'BELL CURVE' ALLEGATIONS MUST BE ADDRESSED
3/23/1995 C031 NATIVE STUDENTS FILE GRIEVANCE--AT CONFERENCE
3/30/1995 A015 KKK LITTERS CROW RESERVATION WITH HATE PROPAGANDA
3/30/1995 A0A4 WHERE DO KIDS GET THOSE IDEAS? (L)
3/30/1995 A099 GENEALOGIST FIGHTS RACIST ATTITUDES (L)
3/30/1995 A051 WHO IS REALLY INDIAN? (L)
4/06/1995 B052 WILL SDHSAA CLOCK TICK DOWN ON RACISM?
4/13/1995 A023 MONTANA SENATOR ACCUSED OF ANTI-INDIAN REMARKS
4/13/1995 A044 AM IND VOICES NOW HEARD, BUT SOME WILL NEVER LIS (L)
4/13/1995 A051 'WRITES STRAIGHT' DEFENDS GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY (L)
4/20/1995 A053 BLOOD, SWEAT S TEARS SECURED AMERICA (L)
4/27/1995 A051 WE'RE ALL THE SAME, ONLY DIFFERENT STEREOTYPES
4/27/1995 A05I WASICU COULD LEARN FROM HISTORY (L)
5/11/1995 A041 KPATRIOTISM, THE LAST REFUGE
5/11/1995 A051 HATE GROUPS TARGETED INDIAN PEOPLE LONG BEFORE OKLA
5/18/1995 A041 STRENGTH IN NUMBERS (ED)
5/25/1995 A044 JUST A SLICE OF THE AMERICAN PIE (L)
5/25/1995 A075 GROUP TO SHINE LIGHT ON HATE GROUPS
6/23/1995 A044 500 YEAR ROAD TO RECOVERY IS REASON FOR RELIGIOU (L)
6/23/1995 A044 TODAY IS A GOOD DAY TO FIGHT HARD AND WIN (L)
7/06/1995 A041 JUST TOO MUCH TO BEAR? (ED)
7/06/1995 D014 IT'S SCARY--'NO ONE GETS IT' (L)
7/27/1995 A051 CHANGING THE FACTS OF HISTORY EASY IN DISNEY'S (L)
7/27/1995 A051 SELF-PROCLAIMED 'REDNECK'--8 PROUD OF IT (L)
8/10/1995 A044 'REDNECK' OUT OF HARMONY WITH HIMSELF (L)
8/10/1995 A044 'ASSIMILATED' INDIAN DEPLORES RACISM (L)
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SUBJECT
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
RADON
RAETHER ROGER
RAILROADS
RAIN FORESTS
RAINY RIVER COLL
RAMAPOUGH
RAMON PAULINE
RANCH
RANCHERS
RANDALL ROLAND
RANDOM HOUSE
RAPE
RAPID CITY JOURNAL
RAPID CITY SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/24/1992 C031 DON'T CLEAN UP CAPE THOMPSON, SCIENTISTS URGE
1/28/1993 A062 CHEMEHUEVIS OPPOSE WASTE DUMP
4/14/1993 A061 WHITEWASHING NATIVE ENVIRONMENTALISM
7/08/1993 Aa83 GREENPEACE ATTACKS PLAN FOR NUCLEAR WASTE ON RES
10/06/1993 A054 xNUCLEAR WASTE DUMPS, NOT GOOD RESOURCES FOR TRIBES
10/06/1993 A063 AMENDMENT MAY DOOM GOSHUTE PLANS FOR NUCLEAR WASTE
12/15/1993 A031 *NEW NUCLEAR WASTE OFFICIAL PLEDGES NEGOTIATIONS FOR
1/05/1994 A034 MESCALEROS CONSIDER NUCLEAR STORAGE
2/02/1994 AO11 ENERGY DEPARTMENT INITIATES REVIEW OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
2/10/1994 A014 MESCALERO APACHE SIGN AGREEMENT
3/16/1994 A034 MESCALEROS SEE PROSPERITY IN RADIOACTIVE DUMP
3/30/1994 A024 MINNESOTA POWER COMPANY CLAIMS 24 UTILITIES HAVE
5/11/1994 B092 NUCLEAR WASTE COMPANY INITIATES MEETING WITH PUEBLO
9/14/1994 A053 MDEWAKANTON DAKOTA PEOPLE FORCED TO COPE
11/10/1994 A064 PUEBLO, ENERGY DEPT SET TO SIGN HISTORICAL ACCORD
12/07/1994 B124 MESCALERO APACHE TO VOTE SOON--NUCLEAR REACTOR
12/29/1994 A031 MESCALERO APACHE TRIBE ANNOUNCES AGREEMENT
2/09/1995 AOll MESCALERO APACHE REJECT NUCLEAR DUMP
3/16/1995 AOll KMESCALERO NUCLEAR SITE BACK ON TRACK
3/16/1995 A022 PUEBLO PURSUES OWN NUCLEAR WASTE PLAN
3/16/1995 A053 RADIOACTIVE RACISM? NATIVE AMERICANS 8 NUCLEAR WASTE
4/13/1995 A041 MESCALERO APACHE MUST DECIDE NUCLEAR QUESTION (ED)
4/13/1995 A051 HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE SITE—A TOXIC LEGACY (L)
4/20/1995 A051 MESCALERO--NO NUKES (L)
5/04/1995 A024 INVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN TOXIC WASTE DUMPING
5/04/1995 A044 NUKE WASTE BEATS CASINO BUCKS (L)
6/08/1995 A025 APACHE CONTINUE WITH NUCLEAR DUMP PLAN
9/14/1995 A051 APACHE--POISONED FOR PROSPERITY'S SAKE? (L)
8/21/1991 AOll SPOKANES WARY OF RADON
9/23/1992 B044 *HEALTH ALWAYS MUST PAY FOR EXPOSURE TO RADIATION
11/10/1993 BlOl SCHOOLS GET A CHECKUP FOR SAFE SCHOOLS MONTH
9/21/1994 B021 *INDICTED BUSINESSMAN POINTS FINGER AT FORMER TRIBAL
2/12/1991 BOll MONTANA TRIBES CAN TAX RAILROAD LINE
1/08/1992 A031 BLACKFEET TAX CASE FILED IN SUPREME COURT
10/29/1992 AOll LILLY ENTERS PACT TO STUDY HERBAL REMEDIES
10/06/1993 B041 *FIRST NATIONS FIGHT FOREST DESTRUCTION
6/15/1994 B073 *TWO SISSETON STUDENTS EXCEL AT RAINY RIVER
11/30/1995 A063 NEW JERSEY'S RAMAPOUGH CHARGE BIA DISCRIMINATES
8/04/1993 S221 ^TRADITIONAL PIMA HOSPITALITY
2/19/1992 C012 TRIBAL RANCH AT CENTER OF DEBATE OVER HIRING
4/15/1992 C015 ROSEBUD CHAIRMAN FIRMLY IN CHARGE AFTER HEART ATTACK
10/22/1992 B031 AMERICAN INDIAN LIVESTOCK ASSOC TO MEET
11/19/1992 B012 COOPERATIVE FOUNDED TO BRING BACK BUFFALO
10/06/1993 A051 RANCHER FED UP WITH EASTERNERS, GOVT SHEEP RANCH (L)
11/03/1993 B061 NAVAJO NATION TO PURCHASE NM RANCH
11/17/1993 A083 ZAH NIXES RANCH PURCHASE
12/15/1993 B012 CRSt RANCHERS UP IN ARMS ABOUT COUNCIL LEASE MOVE
11/02/1994 B023 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE PLANS YOUTH RANCH
1/05/1994 B012 CHEYENNE RIVER RANCHERS FILE INJUNCTIONS
2/16/1994 BOll CHEYENNE RIVER RANCHERS GETTING NATL SUPPORT
5/11/1994 S051 *CATTLE PROGRAM LENDS HOPE TO RANCHERS
11/23/1995 B054 CANADIAN EXHIBIT NEEDS HELP
4/27/1995 BOll ^THINKING OF ROLAND
4/06/1994 B012 KCOURT RULES SUNDANCE STORY OFF LIMITS FOR RANDOM
2/19/1992 A035 ABUSE BILL COULD CLOSE GENDER GAP
2/26/1992 BOll GENETIC FINGERPRINTS HELP NAB RAPIST
2/26/1992 B024 ROSEBUD OFFICER SUSPENDED DURING RAPE INVESTIGATION
5/13/1992 A044 TRIBE SENTENCING TOO LAX ON RAPISTS (L)
9/30/1992 A031 HOUSE PANEL APPROVES ABUSE AND RAPE BILL
11/17/1993 B012 RAPE VICTIM'S FAMILY SUES OST POLICE FOR $2 MILLION
4/20/1994 BOll TEACHER CHARGED WITH RAPE OF STUDENT
4/20/1994 B012 OST POLICE LIABILITY COULD BE $2 MILLION
5/11/1994 B031 TEACHER PLEADS NOT GUILTY ^
7/27/1994 B012 JUDGE RULES OST PUBLIC SAFETY OWES $100,000
3/30/1995 BOll RETRIAL ORDERED IN COLORADO RAPE CASE
4/13/1995 A044 OSCAR BRAVE EAGLE WRONGLY ACCUSED (L)
9/07/1995 B035 OST'S $100,000 AWARD TO RAPE VICTIM UPHELD
11/23/1995 B021 JURY FINDS PHILLIP STEELE GUILTY OF 1992 RAPE
10/09/1991 A041 IT'S ABOUT TIME RAPID CITY JOURNAL (ED)
2/26/1992 A041 RAPID CITY JOURNAL DISPLAYS IGNORANCE (ED)
8/19/1992 A013 RAPID CITY JOURNAL COLUMN PROMPTS RESIGNATION
6/08/1994 A041 kCENSORSHIP, VETERANS HARASSMENT, MARK RETURN
11/02/1995 A041 SOME NEWSPAPERS KNOW RACISM WHEN THEY SEE IT (ED)
1/15/1991 A015 RAPID CITY INDIAN ED STILL ELIGIBLE FOR FUNDS
1/29/1991 A123 RAPID CITY GETS NEW SHOPPING CENTER, WAL-MART _
3/27/1991 A071 APRIL 6 POWWOW FUNDRAISER FOR RAPID CITY CENTER
4/24/1991 BOll KIDEA OF INDIAN CENTER WELL RECEIVED
6/05/1991 A012 *SPRING STORMS SPARK MEMORIES OF '72
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6/05/1991
6/05/1991
6/26/1991
8/07/1991
8/21/1991
8/21/1991
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
11/20/1991
11/20/1991
11/27/1991
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
3/11/1992
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
A/01/1992
A/08/1992
A/08/1992
A/15/1992
A/15/1992
A/22/1992
A/22/i992
A/22/1992
A/22/1992
A/22/1992
5/06/1992
5/13/1992
6/03/1992
6/03/1992
6/03/1992
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
7/29/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
9/02/1992
9/23/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/08/1992
10/22/1992
10/22/1992
10/29/1992
11/12/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
12/03/1992
AO 61
A072
A012
A0A3
coil
COAl
A012
A091
A093
A092
A093
A121
A125
A126
B075
A026
A031
coil
B076
B082
A115
AOIA
AOAA
A081
A081
A083
A091
S201
5271
5272
A035
BOAl
BOAA
A071
A076
A081
A083
A085
B0A3
B071
A085
A012
A091
A091
A096
All5
B051
A012
B051
B051
B055
A061
A081
B051
BO 55
B055
B0A5
AOIA
A105
B075
SOAl
SlOl
C071
AlOl
A075
B012
BOAl
B061
B062
A012
B012
BOAl
A013
BOll
B012
B015
B03A
A081
XFLOOD ETCHED IN MEMORIES
KROLL CALL OF FLOOD VICTIMS
RAPID CITY HEALTH GROUP OVERDRAWN
READER--WON'T SPEND ANOTHER DIME iN RAPID CITY (L)
RAPID CITY SCHOOLS OFFER SPECIAL HELP
PROJECT TAKOJA SERVES RAPID CITY INDIAN YOUTHS
SHERIFF'S ACTION QUESTIONED IN JUVENILE BEATING
RAPID CITY GEARING UP FOR RED RIBBON CAMPAIGN WEEK
LEADERSHIP PROJECT WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE
17 VIE FOR INDIAN HEALTH BOARD VACANCIES
NEW RAPID CITY WEEKLY DUE NOV 29
*ALL-SCHOOL WACIPI IS A HIT WITH CITY
TRANSITIONAL HEADSTART TO PROVIDE MEALS
RAPID CITY YFS TO OPERATE NEW PARENT CHILD CENTER
RAPID CITY SCHOOLS TO ASK FOR NEARLY $200,000
GIRLS INC PLANS CELEBRATION
*YMCA WORKS TO IMPROVE INDIAN/WHITE RELATIONS
KINDIAN RODEO FIRST FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
PECHOTA TO STEP DOWN AT LOCAL CEMENT PLANT
INDIANS EVENTS AID SUCCESS OF STOCK SHOW
ARTS AUCTION TO SUPPORT LOCAL CASA PROGRAM
RAPID CITY YDP STAFF IN CONFLICT
RAPID CITY POLICE CHIEF'S RESPONSE CHALLENGED (L)
KDARLENE DEWITT SEEKS SEAT ON RC COMMON COUNCIL
KAREN BULMAN SEEKS RE-ELECTION IN CITY'S APRIL lA
BILL ECHTERLING SEEKS RETURN TO SCHOOL BOARD
KSTATE CONFERENCE LEARNING EXP FOR LAKOTA YOUTH
KDANCE THEATRE ENRICHED LIVES OF RAPID CITY FAMILY
MRAPID CITY WOMAN STRINGS SUCCESS FROM BEADS
HOOP DANCING ADDED TO BLACK HILLS POWWOW
CENTRAL HIGH RUNS COUNTER TO NATL SUICIDE PATTERN
atRAPlD CITY STUDENTS WIN SCIENCE FAIR TRIPS
RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD SCHEDULES APRIL MEETING
KCENTER COULD PROVIDE HEART, UNITY
RAPID CITY CLEANUP VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
KSUMMER ACADEMY OFFERING NEW HELP FOR INDIAN STUDENT
KSPIRIT OF HILLS MUSEUM REFLECTS LAKOTA CULTURE
RAPID CITY PLANS EARTH DAY ACTIVITY
RAPID CITY HOSPITAL OFFERING EMT CLASS
XBROWN BRINGS HIS MUSIC TO RAPID CITY
MEETING TO DISCUSS JOINT MUSEUM
XRIPPLING STAIRCASE
XMEMORIES OF 1972 FLOOD LINGER TODAY
KSTORMS SPARK MEMORIES OF 1972 RAPID CITY FLOOD
ADDRESS CHANGE SAVES FAMILY
CITY NAMES MARTINEZ TOP INDEPENDENT ATHLETE
XGARCIA MOVES TO IMPROVE EDUCATION
XSWEET HOUR OF SONG--20 YEAR FLOOD MEMORIAL
XOUT OF D1SASTER--20 YEARS LATER
XCANDIDATES PREPARE FOR NOV 3 ELECTION RACES
NEW SALES TAX EFFECTIVE JULY 1
NEW PRESIDENT SELECTED BY LOCAL CHARITY
XKIDS MAKE STRIDES IN THRILLERS' CAMP
KSUMMER ACADEMY FILLS SKILL VOIDS
LOCAL ARTIST UNVEILS PAINTING FOR UNITED WAY
CITY BUS SERVICE TO UNITE PEOPLE AND OPPORTUNITIES
CENTRAL STATES FAIR ADD INDIAN EVENTS FOR FIRST TIME
XCITY TEXTBOOK DISTRACTS VIEW OF INDIAN HISTORY
FOSSILS TO BE DISCUSSED AUG 25-26
NATIVE AMER CRAFTS CULTURE HIGHLIGHTED AT CENTRAL ST
XTRANSITIONAL HEAD START GEARED FOR CULTURE, LANGUAG
XGARCIA STRINGS LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS
XCITY PROGRAM WORKS ON JOB SUSTAINMENT/SUPPORT
PARENTS URGED TO VOTE IN AREA SCHOOLS ELECTION
RAPID CITY TITLE V ELECTION RESULTS
SIOUX SAN MAY GET NEW BUILDINGS
RAPID CITY SCHOOLS GEAR UP FOR WACIPI
RAPID CITY CANDLE VIGIL SET FOR OCT 8
RAPID CITY RECEIVES $532,792 HOUSING GRANT
*UST MOVING TO RAPID CITY
XLOCAL OFFICER SECURES RAPID CITY HONOR FOR SUANNE
INDIAN-WHITE PANEL PLANS AWARDS BANQUET
TOURNEY THREATENS TO LEAVE RAPID CITY
RAPID CITY WOMAN ACCUSED OF HIDING CHILD APPEARS
XKAYTON FACING LONG TERM IN PRISON
UNSIGNED FORMS COST RAPID CITY SCHOOLS $40,000
RAPID CITY MAYOR'S BANQUET CANCELLED
RCIHB SPECIAL MEETING DEC 3
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12/03/1992 B012 CORNERSTONE MISSION $20,000 IN DEBT SEEKS DONATIONS
12/03/1992, B015 RAPID CITY'S EXCESS DEER MAY GO TO PINE RIDGE
12/10/1992 A085 COUNCIL EXTENDS DEER STAY
12/17/1992 B012 xELDERS WANT NEW HEALTH ELECTION
12/17/1992 B012 LAKOTA INVITE TO STAY IN RAPID CITY
12/17/1992 B015 MISSION RISES ABOVE DEBT
12/24/1992 A071 OGLALA LEAVE HOTEL OVER INTERRUPTION OF CEREMONY
12/31/1992 A015 COMPLAINTS INVESTIGATED AGAINST SPECIAL SERVICES CO
1/14/1993 A012 ELDERS QUESTION HEALTH BOARD NO-PROFIT STATUS
1/14/1993 A014 BOARD IMPROVES FROM 'MARGINAL' STATUS
1/14/1993 A031 KRAPID CITY CHAMBER LACKS NATIVE VOICES
1/14/1993 A031 VOICES READY TO SPEAK
1/14/1993 A075 SPECIAL EVENTi, FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
1/14/1993 B063 POTATOES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
1/21/1993 A042 THE DEER HUNTERS (ED)
1/21/1993 A074 RAPID CITY MAYOR RECOGNIZES INDIANS IN PROCLAMATION
1/21/1993 BOll RAPID CITY HOSPITAL STEPS CLOSER TO REALITY
1/28/1993 B031 MCLAUGHLIN PROCLAIMS 1993 YEAR OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE
1/28/1993 B041 kAREA BOXERS LEARN THE ROPES
2/04/1993 A013 NO NON-PROFIT STATUS FOR RC HEALTH BOARD
2/11/1993 A041 BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW PROVES IT WORKS WHEN WE (ED)
2/11/1993 A061 FORMER DIRECTOR DEFENDS HIMSELF AGAINST RCIHB
2/11/1993 A063 WOMEN CLARIFY HEALTH BOARD ISSUES
2/11/1993 B034 xPROGRAM PAIRS FRIENDS WITH BLACK HILLS WORKSHOP RES
2/11/1993 BlOl KNEW HEALTH SUPPLIER HOPES TO MEND RESERVATION NEED
2/11/1993 BIOS RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD PLANS EXPANSION OF PROGRAMS
2/18/1993 A046 CITY MOVING TOWARD BETTER RELATIONSHIP (L)
2/18/1993 B041 ELDERS VOICE CONCERN OVER HIRING OF DRIVERS
2/25/1993 B015 kHEALTH BOARD REGAINS NON-PROFIT
3/03/1993 AOSl BUSINESSMAN QUESTIONS RC CHAMBERS MOTIVES (L)
3/03/1993 BOll RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD PASSES AUDIT AND REVIEW
3/10/1993 A044 HEALTH BOARD IS PUTTING PUBLIC RELATIONS FACE ON (L)
3/10/1993 BOll CHAMBER SPONSORS CULTURAL SEMINAR
3/10/1993 B012 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS ASKED TO IMPLEMENT RACISM POLICY
3/10/1993 B012 kCENTER PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT SKILLS
3/17/1993 A061 ROLE OF HEALTH BOARD A MATTER OF DEBATE
3/17/1993 B013 KCANDIDATES VIE FOR SEATS ON APRIL 13 BALLOT
3/24/1993 BOll COMMUNITY CENTER MAY BECOME REALITY
3/24/1993 B015 KCULTURAL SEMINAR A SUCCESS
3/31/1993 B012 PETITION ASKS FOR BOARD RESIGNATIONS
4/07/1993 B015 PARENTS URGED TO BECOME ACTIVE IN AREA SCHOOLS
4/14/1993 BOll PARENTS CALL IN CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE
4/21/1993 A014 kAIHEC ATTENDEE DISAPPEARS, FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED
4/21/1993 BOll RAPID CITY SCHOOLS SEARCH FOR POWWOW PLANNING MEMBER
4/21/1993 B012 kNORTH JR HIGH STUDENTS EXCEL AT NATL SCIENCE FAIR
4/21/1993 B014 EDUCATION CANDIDATES LEARN FROM ELECTION
4/28/1993 B012 kRAPID CITY SCHOOLS TUTORING PROGRAM TARGETED
5/05/1993 AOll kMARCH AGAINST RACISM
5/05/1993 A061 HEALTH BOARD UP TO SOMETHING GOOD--OB/GYN PROGRAM
5/05/1993 BOll RCSD BUDGET CUTS SPARE TUTOR PROGRAM FOR NOW
5/05/1993 B035 KROBBINSDALE, WOLF CREEK STUDENTS BREAK CULTURAL BAR
5/19/1993 AOll KKENNEDY FAMILY VISITS RAPID CITY FOR 25TH ANNIVERSA
5/19/1993 B053 LEADERSHIP CLASS SEEKS APPLICANTS
5/26/1993 AOll KPARENTS, OFFICIALS TO COMBAT RACISM IN RAPID CITY
5/26/1993 A041 VOICES HAVE BEEN HEARD; NOW SCHOOLS MUST ACT (ED)
6/02/1993 A014 XRALLIES GENERATE PROMISES OF ACTION AGAINST RACISM
6/02/1993 A041 NEWSHOUNDS NEED TO DIG BEYOND THE BIG NAMES (ED)
6/02/1993 B034 CENTRAL STATES FAIR SET FOR AUG 6-15
6/09/1993 A073 kPARENT COMMITTEE DETERMINED TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
6/30/1993 BOll KGIAGO SELECTED TO SERVE ON BOARD OF RAPID CITY CHAM
6/30/1993 BOll FREE LEADERSHIP COURSE BEGINS JULY 6
7/08/1993 A074 PEROT WILL BE IN RAPID CITY JULY 16
7/14/1993 B012 KRAPID CITY MAN STRUGGLES TO OVERCOME BACK INJURY
7/14/1993 B033 RENEGADES TAKE FIRST AT PAHA SAPA TOURNEY
7/14/1993 B033 GREAT PLAINS RODEO RESULTS
7/14/1993 B035 FORUM, DANCE ON SOBER LEADERSHIP JULY 24
7/28/1993 B016 GROUP VOWS TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN EDUCATION
7/28/1993 B035 HEALTHY START PROGRAM SEEKING ADVISORY COMMITTEE VOL
7/28/1993 BlOl PIPER NOMINATED FOR NURSE OF THE YEAR
7/28/1993 BlOl COULL TO CO-CHAIR COMMITTEE ON INDIAN/WHITE RELATION
8/04/1993 BOll ELECTIONS SET FOR JOM BOARD IN RAPID CITY
8/11/1993 A071 PROGRAM TRAINS UNEMPLOYED FOR OCCUPATIONS IN HIGH DE
8/11/1993 B012 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS CLOSER TO IMPLEMENTING RACISM POL
8/11/1993 B033 ARTS COUNCIL ELECTS OFFICERS
8/18/1993 BOll RAPID CITY HEALTH BOARD TERMINATES CHAIRWOMAN
8/18/1993 S031 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS WARM UP FOR ANNUAL ED WACIPI
9/01/1993 B013 FORMER RCIHB CHAIRWOMAN CHARGES MISMANAGEMENT
9/08/1993 BOll WEST JUNIOR HIGH CHANGES MASCOT NAME
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9/15/1993 A073 TWO ELECTED IN RAPID CITY JOM BOARD
9/22/1993 BOll kRAPID CITY SCHOOLS GEAR UP FOR WACIPI
9/22/1993 B012 kMONTGOMERY NOTED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
9/22/1993 B031 KRAPID CITY SCHOOLS TAKING STEPS TO HELP INDIAN STUD
9/22/1993 B031 LAVALLIE GIVES HIS VIEW ON RESIGNATION
9/22/1993 B061 SCHOOLS' INDIAN ED DIRECTOR PROMISES BEST, SEEKS SU
10/27/1993 BOll RCIHB SELECTED TO RECEIVE GRANT
11/03/1993 BOll NEW MEMBERS PICKED FOR LOCAL HEALTH BOARD
11/03/1993 BOAl RAPID CITY PICKED FOR SCIENCE PILOT
11/03/1993 B052 SPONSORSHIP ANNOUNCED FOR HEAD START, PARENT PROGRAM
11/03/1993 B053 SCHOOLS GETTING NEW SIGNS OF TIMES REGARDING FIREARM
11/03/1993 BUS BOXING SMOKER TO BE HELD IN RAPID CITY NOV 6
11/03/1993 B115 SKI SWAP SET FOR NOV 5-6
11/10/1993 B051 RAPID CITY WORKS TO BRING INFR TO TOWN
11/17/1993 B033 HOSPITAL EMERGENCY TRAFFIC REROUTED
11/17/1993 B034 SCHOOL PROGRAM FOCUSES ON HOW TO DEAL WITH ANGER
11/26/1993 BOll 'SQUAW VALLEY' NAME CHANGED IN RAPID CITY
11/26/1993 coil KECONOMIC GOOD HEALTH--SIOUX SAN
12/01/1993 B016 CONFERENCE WILL FOCUS ON WORKING WITH FAS/E
12/08/1993 A061 PRAIRIE EDGE STATUE PUTS HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE (ED)
12/08/1993 B012 kPRAIRIE EDGE DEDICATES STATUE TO LAKOTA NATION
12/15/1993 A061 FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE--LAKOTA INVITATIONAL (ED)
12/22/1993 BOll RAPID CITY GETS IHS HIGH RISK CONTRACT
12/29/1993 A082 xCOMMUNITY FORUM SLATED FOR JAN 8
12/29/1993 B012 KPARENT CHILD CENTER EDUCATES FAMILIES IN LOVING ENV
12/29/1993 B012 KSACRED HILLS TREATMENT AND TRAINING CENTER TO OPEN
12/29/1993 B023 KSACRED HILLS SPEAKERS PRAISE RELEVANT TREATMENT
1/05/1996 AOll AMERICAN INDIAN RELIEF COUNCIL OF RAPID CITY SUED
1/12/1996 B03r KMIDNIGHT ALTERNATIVES RESUMES
1/19/1996 B015 'TALKING CIRCLES' HELP TEENS COPE
1/26/1996 B012 KRETIRING COUNSELOR GETS PUNS, PLANTS 8 PRAISE
2/02/1996 A012 INFR RODEO SET TO THRILL RAPID CITY AUDIENCES IN '96
2/02/1996 A031 kDISMISSAL OF RACISM ALLEGATIONS PROMPTS PARENTS
2/02/1996 B016 KCHIEF CREDITS RECRUITMENT WITH AIDING ENFORCEMENT
2/02/1996 B051 KPRAIRIE EDGE CONTINUES ITS WORK IN PROGRESS
2/23/1996 A066 RAPID CITY SITE OF RELIGIOUS ATTACK (L)
2/23/1996 8061 kPOLICEMAN PUTS COMMUNITY FIRST
3/02/1996 BOll UNITY CONFERENCE SET FOR MARCH 15
3/09/1996 B023 KEDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE, PARENTS CALL FOR ALL-INDIAN
3/09/1996 B033 K'CRY OF THE REFUGEE' CONCERTS RAISE CONSCIOUSNESS
3/23/1996 A062 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS CLEARED OF DISCRIMINATION CHARGES
3/23/1996 B021 RAPID CITY SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER SAYS NO TO GRANT
6/06/1996 B062 KGROUND BROKEN FOR NEW HEAD START BUILDING
6/27/1996 BOll PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE ELECTION
6/27/1996 B031 ALL-INDIAN SCHOOL MAY BREAK SOCIETY'S EDUCATIONAL
6/27/1996 B051 RAPID CITY MISSION PUSHES FAMILIES TO MOVE OUT
6/27/1996 B081 SYMPOSIUM WILL ADDRESS BOGUS NATIVE ART
5/18/1996 BOll JUSTICE FILES 6TH SUIT IN RAPID CITY HOUSING INVEST
5/25/1996 B012 LACK OF CANDIDATES LEAVES COMMITTEE DISAPPOINTED
5/25/1996 B016 BAD HEART BULL NOT RUNNING
6/01/1996 B012 TITLE V WANTS SCHOOL DISTRICT TO COMMIT MORE
6/01/1996 B013 GROUP DECIDES TO TRY IT AGAIN
6/15/1996 B012 KDELORES WORKS TO DISPEL STIGMAS--CHILDREN'S SERV
6/22/1996 A026 kTALLENT NO LONGER OFFICIAL NAME FOR SCHOOL
6/22/1996 B012 RCIHB SELECTS NEW DIRECTOR--NOT WITHOUT CONTROVERSY
6/29/1996 A066 HEALTH BOARD LAYS DOWN THE LAW (L)
6/29/1996 B012 RCIHB NOT HAPPY WITH MEMBER REPLACEMENT CHOICE
7/07/1996 B031 KRCIHB CONSIDERS GROUP'S LETTER
7/07/1996 coil KGOODFELLOWS SHOW WHY SUMMERTIME IS SOFTBALL
7/13/1996 A063 GIAGO'S GOODBYE TO RAPID CHAMBER (L)
7/13/1996 B012 NEW IHS HOSPITAL MAY BE HINDERED
7/20/1996 B012 RCIHB REMOVES ANOTHER BOARD MEMBER
8/03/1996 B012 COP CARDS SHOW REAL-LIFE HEROES
8/03/1996 C012 KPROJECT ACHIEVE GRADUATES 39 STUDENTS
8/10/1996 B012 RCIHB SPEEDS UP HOSPITAL PROCESS
8/17/1996 BOll WINNING ENTRIES FOR PUBLIC ARTWORK ON DISPLAY
8/26/1996 B023 INDIAN CHILD WELFARE FUNDS TO BENEFIT RAPID CITY
8/31/1996 B015 RCIHB SEEKS CANDIDATES, ELECTION INPUT
9/08/1996 A016 SURVEY ADDRESSES NEED FOR INDIAN SCHOOL
9/08/1996 B012 KCENTRAL HIGH PRINCIPAL TO HELP INDIAN STUDENTS
9/16/1996 B023 HEALTH BOARD JOBS A MERRY-GO-ROUND
9/16/1996 B062 PARENTS WHO CARE INVITED TO CONFERENCE
9/21/1996 B012 KHEALTH BOARD RESOLVES TO OUST JIM COURNOYER
9/21/1996 B071 HOME OWNERSHIP PROSPECTS LOOK BRIGHTER IN RAPID CITY
9/21/1996 C012 KCAREER LEARNING CENTER GIVES RAPID CITIANS A HAND
10/05/1996 B012 INVESTIGATORS PROBE RAPID CITY DISCRIMINATION
10/19/1996 A061 RODEO-^-THE 'BIG ENCHILADA' (ED)
10/19/1996 B012 DAYS INN MAY BE TARGET OF BOYCOTT
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11/02/199A AOll THIS YEAR'S INFR A SUCCESS
11/02/199A A015 JfRAPID CITY TO HOST BIA ECONOMIC SUMMIT
11/10/199A A021 XINFR PUMPS $3 MILLION INTO RAPID CITY ECONOMY
11/10/1994 BOll NATIONAL EDUCATION FORUM SLATED HERE
11/10/1994 B021 ALLEGATION—RAPID CITY POLICE BARGE INTO HOMES
11/16/1994 B012 *WHITE EAGLE'S FATHER SPEAKS TO LOCAL STUDENTS
12/15/1994 B031 FRIENDSHIP HOUSE REFUTES ALLEGATIONS OF DISCRIM
12/22/1994 B071 CORNERSTONE PROTESTERS SAY CHANGE ACCOMPLISHED
1/05/1995 B013 KEDUCATION--INDIAN STUDENTS MISSING THE BOAT
1/12/1995 A053 xRAPID CITY DESERVES SPECIAL INDIAN CENTER SCHOOL
1/12/1995 A061 KLEADERS REFLECT ON SUB-PAR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
1/12/1995 BOll BIA OFFICE MIGHT MOVE TO RAPID CITY
1/12/1995 BO12 XDEATH PROMPTS RENEWED CONCERN
1/19/1995 BOll KSCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT SAYS OFFICE OF IND ED
1/19/1995 B012 KOPPOSITION TO PERDUE'S COMMENTS RING STRONG
2/02/1995 BOll PARENTS, EDUCATORS VOICE CONCERNS ABOUT TITLE V
2/02/1995 B013 COMMUNITY RALLIES TO SUPPORT INDIAN EDUCATION
2/09/1995 BOll xCOMMUNITY URGED TO ATTEND SCHOOL BOARD MEETING
3/02/1995 BOll PARENT COMMITTEE WANTS MCCOY REMOVED AS LIAISON
3/02/1995 BOll AMERICAN IND DANCE THEATRE MAKES STOP IN RAPID
3/16/1995 B032 COMMITTEE MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS TO SCHOOL BOARD
3/30/1995 BOll MOTHER CALLS FOR REMOVAL OF SCHOOL LIAISON OFFICER
4/06/1995 A014 AM IND RELIEF COUNCIL CLOSES ITS RAPID CITY OFFICE
4/13/1995 BOll MEANS TO FILE $1 MILLION SUIT AGAINST CITY
4/27/1995 BOll LAKOTA HOMES DEVELOPS TACTICS TO FIGHT GANG GROWTH
4/27/1995 B012 ELECTION SET FOR RC INDIAN ED ADVISORY BOARD
5/04/1995 BOll XTACTICS SOUGHT TO COMBAT LAKOTA HOMES GANGS
5/11/1995 BOll LIFE ON STREETS EARNS KIDS RESPECT THEY CAN'T GET AT
6/01/1995 A041 kCHAMBER TURNS TAIL WHEN RIGHT WING ROARS
6/01/1995 B041 xA MOLDING OF YOUNG MINDS
6/08/1995 B051 GANG SLATES MEMORIAL WALK TO BETTER ITS IMAGE
6/23/1995 B102 'THE BOYZ' STREET GANG MARKS MEMORY OF 1972 FLOOD
7/13/1995 B013 INUPIAT ESKIMO FIRM PLANS RAPID CITY OFFICE
8/03/1995 B083 SIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM DODGES BUDGETARY BULLET
8/03/1995 C054 RAPID CITY ARTS COUNCIL GETS BUSH GRANT
8/17/1995 A051 READING, WRITING S RACISM PREVALENT IN RC SCHOOLS (L
8/31/1995 B014 RAPID CITY'S SCHOOL BOARD JETTISONS AFFIRMATIVE ACTI
8/31/1995 B041 IS LOW TURNOUT FOR RACISM FORUM AN INDICATOR?
9/21/1995 A044 RACISM RAMPANT IN RAPID CITY SCHOOLS (L)
9/21/1995 BOll XBETRAYING THE OYATE
9/21/1995 B012 3 GIRLS INJURED IN SHOTGUN ATTACK
9/28/1995 B013 xATEYAPI SOCIETY TEAMS WITH COURTS, SCHOOLS
9/28/1995 B023 xTOUGH NEW ATTENDANCE POLICY TARGETS TARDY STUDENTS
10/05/1995 B081 LAND CONSOLIDATION SYMPOSIUM SET FOR OCTOBER
10/12/1995 coil XCITY READIES FOR NATL IND FINALS RODEO ACTION
10/26/1995 BOll xINDIAN EDUCATION WEEK OBSERVED IN RAPID CITY
10/26/1995 B024 POINTS OF LIGHT DIRECT NORTH MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
11/02/1995 BOll SIOUX ADDITION'S IN HOT WATER SAYS HUD
11/16/1995 BOll XIDEA IN THE MAKING--NEW URBAN RESERVATION
11/16/1995 BOll XCENTRAL HIGH SCHOLARS DEFY STEREOTYPES
11/30/1995 BOll AMERICAN INDIANS HIT HARD BY CITY'S HOUSING SHORTAGE
11/30/1995 B012 HOUSING COALITION MAKES OWNERSHIP DREAM COME TRUE
12/07/1995 C084 XOBTAINING TIPIS MAIN GOAL FOR NEW RAPID ARTS COMMIT
5/18/1995 B063 RAPP--TRIBES SHOULD COOPERATE, BOOT BIA
5/08/1991 A085 BIOGRAPHY OF MARY C RAUGUST
12/04/1991 B044 MYRA RAVENSHEAD NAMED CULTURAL EXCHANGE/^PRINCESS
6/02/1993 B031 BADLANDS READING COUNCIL FORMED
1/14/1992 A012 XELDERS DRAW BEAD ON DEER TRIBE
3/11/1992 A012 K'REAL SEX' OFFENDS CHEROKEES--TRIBE DEMANDS APOLOGY
4/15/1992 A043 TIME TO CLIP WINGS OF FALSE SHAMANS (L)
1/14/1993 A014 'DEER TRIBE' MOVE BRINGS PROTESTS
9/16/1992 A053 REAGAN, BUSH PERPETUATE STEREOTYPE WITH REMARKS (L)
1/21/1993 A074 HASKELL COWBOY HOPES TO REUNITE WITH RODEO CLUB
4/17/1991 A025 EX-CROW CHAIRMAN SURRENDERS
6/29/1994 B073 HASKELL UNIVERSITY IMPROVES REALTY PROGRAM
SEE ALSO RACE RELATIONS
1/01/1991 A032 ^RECONCILIATION CONCERT--SPIRIT HIGH
1/08/1991 A041 THE REST IS HISTORY (ED)
1/08/1991 A053 GOVERNOR WANTS TO BE PART OF HEALING PROCESS
1/08/1991 A053 AN OPEN LETTER FROM SENATOR PRESSLER
1/08/1991 A053 DASCHLE HOPES RECONCILIATION WILL RIGHT WRONGS
1/15/1991 A045 PRAYER IS POWERFUL HELP IN RECONCILING (L)
2/19/1991 A036 RECONCILIATION TO CONTINUE FOR 100 YEARS
2/19/1991 A052 RESPONSIBILITY FOR RECONCILIATION MUST BE SHARED (L)
3/05/1991 A051 TRUTH WILL SET AMERICA FREE (L)
4/10/1991 A053 DID GOVERNOR LET STATE OFF THE HOOK?
5/01/1991 A031 TRIBE-CITY COALITION PROPOSED BY CRST CHAIRMAN
5/08/1991 AOll RECONCILIATION COUNCIL BACKS SIOUX CLAIMS PLAN
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5/08/1991 A033 reconciliation BACKS SIOUX CLAIMS PLAN
5/29/1991 A012S(NATIONAL RECONCILIATION PUSHED
6/12/1991 A034 kRECONCILIATION MEDALS GIVEN
6/19/1991 B033 14 JOIN CRST RECONCILIATION
6/26/1991 AG12 kGOVERNOR'S SINCERITY QUESTIONED
6/26/1991 BG65 RECONCILIATION COUNCIL TO SPONSOR CEREMONY
7/1G/1991 AG13 *WHITEBIRD STEPS DOWN-SATISFIES FIRST DEMAND
yiG/1991 AG34 EDUCATORS SAY RECONCILIATION'S BEEN A PR TOOL
7/17/1991 AG41 ^RECONCILIATION REMAINS IN HANDS OF COMMUNITIES
7/17/1991 AG53 STATE SHOULDN'T LET RECONCILIATION
7/24/1991 AG41 KA HARD LOOK AT RECONCILIATION
7/24/1991 AG43 SD INMATES TO SPONSOR BLACK HILLS SYMPOSIUM (L)
7/24/1991 AG51 KEEP GOVERNMENT OUT OF RECONCILIATION EFFORTS (L)
7/31/1991 AG44 RECONCILIATION CO-CHAIR ANSWERS MICKELSON tL)
7/31/1991 AG44 WE MUST FACE THE HARD QUESTIONS OF RACISM (L)
7/31/1991 BG54 RECONCILIATION PUBLICATION IS ANNOUNCED
8/G7/1991 BG13 KWHITEBIRD KEEPS POSITIVE ATTITUDE
8/14/1991 AG61 INMATE SUGGESTS RECONCILIATION RUN ACROSS STATE (L)
BUTTE step toward reconciliation (L)
9/G4/1991 AG44 READER PLEASED WITH RECONCILIATION EFFORTS (L)
9/18/1991 AG12 ,KA, NEW LOOK AT RECONCILIATION MOVEMENT
1G/G9/1991 AG12 KSUMMIT RESULTS IN AGREEMENT ON SOME ISSUES
1G/G9/1991 AG24 GOV MICKELSON'S ON A 'TRUST RELATIONSHIP'
1G/G9/1991 AG41 IT'S ABOUT TIME RAPID CITY JOURNAL (ED)
lG/23/1991 AG12 «D RECONCILIATION COULD GO NATIONAL
1G/3G/1991 AG14 CONGRESS FACES RECONCILIATION BILL
11/G6/1991 AG14 NATION RECONCILIATION BILL MAKES HEADWAY
reconciliation bill needs grassroots suppor
^2^^ COLLEGE SPONSORS RECONCILIATION AS AWARENESS THEME2/19/1992 AG41 xPEOPLE MUST RECONCILE
national reconciliation passes senate awaits house
3/25/1992 BG55 SACRED HEART STUDENTS WORK ON RECONCILIATION
4/29/1992 AG31 RECONCILIATION BILL READY FOR COMMITTEE ACTION
5/G6/1992 AG24 HOUSE PASSES YEAR OF RECONCILIATION
5/13/1992 AGll BUSH SIGNS ON TO US YEAR OF RECONCILIATION
5/27/1992 AG42 BISHOP CHAPUT HAPPY FOR RECONCILIATION (L)
5/27/1992 AG44 STUDENT SAYS STATE FAILED TO RECONCILE (L)
8/19/1992 AG35 EDUCATION GROUP DROPS FROM COUNCIL ON RECONCILIATION
8/19/1992 AG41 RECONCILIATION IS WORKING (ED)
8/19/1992 con *HASKELL MEDICINE WHEEL STRENGTHENS CYCLE OF HEALING
9/3G/1992 CG31 RED CLOUD 5TH GRADE STUDENTS VOICE OPINIONS
lG/15/1992 BGll GOVERNOR URGES COMMUNITIES TO FORM RECONCILIATION
11/G5/1992 AG41 kCHANGES COME SLOWLY BUT SOMETIMES THEY DO COME
12/1G/1992 AG51 TAKING A LOOK BACK ON YEAR OF RECONCILIATION (L)
12/31/1992 BGll COUNCIL FOR RECONCILIATION TO MEET JAN 8
12/31/1992 BG31 RECONCILIATION AND ROUNDBALL--A STORY LINE OF
4/21/1993 AGll *SD MOURNS TRAGIC LOSS OF RECONCILIATION GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE--SUPPORTED RECONCILI
4/21/1993 AG31 KRECONCILIATION PANEL EXAMINES SD MASCOTS
5/19/1993 AG15 BROKAW CALLS FOR RECONCILIATION IN REAL WORLD
5/19/1993 AG44 RECONCILIATION MUST COME FROM THE HEART (L)
BG12 *MUSEUM CALLED 'GREATEST RECONCILIATION EFFORT EVER'
6/G9/1993 AG41 GIVE NEW GOVERNOR A CHANCE AT RECONCILIATION (ED)
7/G8/1993 BG31 RECONCILIATION COMES TO THE 7TH CAVALRY
^BSOC OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES PLANS STATEWIDE RECONCIL
^295 ^2^"^ selected to receive reconciliation awards12/G8/1993 AG44 RECONCILIATION BUILDS BRIDGES FOR THE FUTURE (L)
12/22/1993 AG44 STATE STALEMATE--WHO'S KIDDING WHO? (L)
4/2G/1994 AG51 INFORMATION NEEDED ON RECONCILIATION (L)
A041 KRECONCILIATION EFFORTS WILL NOT FOLLOW MICKELSON
5/G4/1994 AG44 OGLALA SAYS RECONCILIATION ISN'T WORKING IN SD (L)
6/29/1994 AG54 NO WONDER RECONCILIATION IS IMPOSSIBLE DREAM (L)
8/G3/I994 BG13 BEDDOW URGES MORE EFFORTS IN RECONCILIATION
11/16/1994 BG31 VERMILLION RALLY SENDS MESSAGE TO EAST RIVER COMMON
1/G5/1995 AG41 kSD NEWSPAPERS CAN STOP CIRCLING THEIR WAGONS
ll/lG/1993 CG23 SHAKOPEE DAKOTA PLAN TO BUILD RECREATION CENTER
3/16/1994 AG62 RECREATION DIRECTORS SET FOR INDIANA CONFERENCE
B031 KWE MUST COLLABORATE ON WAYS OF MAKING LESS TRASH
11/13/1991 A112 PIMA, MARICOPA INDIANS TO BUILD RECYCLING CENTER
6/G3/1992 BG55 STUDENTS RECYCLE
11/26/1992 BG51 KCRAZY HORSE STUDENTS COLLECT, USE FUNDS TO REPAINT
1/G7/1993 BG62 CAMPO BAND CLOSER TO LANDFILL, RECYCLING
1/12/1994 BG61 KPOLAROID, VA DEVELOP WORK FOR SD VETERANS
7/13/1994 AG81 BLACKFEET TRIBE TO OPEN REGIONAL RECYCLING CENTER
1/G5/1995 AG31 UTAH TRIBE IN BATTLE OVER BANKRUPT RECYCLING PLANT
7/14/1993 AG32 LOCAL TEACHER SELECTED FOR MATH PROGRAM AT MSU
3/12/1991 'AG92 OLC ARTIST SALUTES SPIRITUAL TRADITION
8/31/1994 AG42 LOOKING FOR TOM RED BLANKET (L)
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3/31/1993 A012 XRED BOW JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
3/31/1993 A041 JOURNEY TO THE SPIRIT WORLD (ED)
6/09/1993 BDll MAYOR, PANEL PROCLAIM BUDDY RED BOW DAY
6/29/1994 S081 xBUDDY RED BOW, LAKOTA COUNTRY WESTERN SINGER
6/23/1995 AD53 IN MEMORY OF OUR BUD, BUDDY RED BOW (L)
3/25/1992 SlGl kFOURTH GENERATION RED BOW DANCER TO DEBUT THIS YEAR
6/17/1992 B141 CHIEF RED CLOUD PIPE BAG STOLEN
8/19/1992 AG44 A CALL FOR PAST WRONGS TO BE RIGHTED (L)
9/16/1992 AG44 RED CLOUDS PROUD OF THEIR FAMILY HERITAGE (L)
7/G7/1994 BG12 xDESECRATION
8/G3/1994 BG12 xVOLUNTEER
1/19/1995 AG51 THOUGHTLESS VANDALISM MARS A GOOD SAMARITAN'S (L)
3/G9/1995 AG91 KEEPERS OF THE DREAM PASS ON HIGHWAY 18 (L)
9/28/1995 AG14 RED CLOUD'S DESCENDANTS THREATEN FILM WITH LAWSUIT
1G/G5/1995 AGll xTURNER NETWORK PRODUCERS MEET WITH RED CLOUD
1/G5/1994 AG81 XIN DAYS GONE BY--
5/G1/1991 AG41 xSIGNS OF SPRING BRING MISSION MEMORIES
5/29/1991 CG14 RED CLOUD CITED AS DRUG-FREE SCHOOL
8/21/1991 CGll XRED CLOUD TEACHERS BRUSH UP ON HEALTH FOR SUMMER FU
1G/G2/1991 SG71 OPINION—ESSAYS BY RED CLOUD INDIAN SCHOOL STUDENTS
lG/23/1991 AG51 OFFICIALS ACTIONS DECRIED--GIRLS B-BALL FRACAS (L)
lG/23/1991 AG71 RED CLOUD CELEBRATES LUNCH WEEK
11/13/1991 AG61 XLAKOTA CROWN GOES TO RED CLOUD
11/27/1991 CGll XLACK OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE EMBARRASSES YOUNG LAKOT
2/26/1992 BG45 RED CLOUD SHOW AWARDS TOP $1G,GGG
3/18/1992 Alll CHUCK CUNY STEPS DOWN AT RED CLOUD
5/G6/1992 BG32 RED CLOUD STUDENTS WIN IN MATH CONTEST
6/G3/1992 BG55 STUDENTS RECYCLE
6/24/1992 BG74 RED CLOUD TEACHER EARNS PROGRAM SLOT
7/G1/1992 A1G4 RED CLOUD LISTS HONOR ROLL
8/12/1992 CGll XFRED BROWN JR HONORED WITH $46,GGG
8/12/1992 SG61 xRED CLOUD INDIAN SCHOOL PULLS FORWARD IN SPITE
8/26/1992 BG35 ARTS COORDINATOR TO VISIT RED CLOUD SCHOOL
1G/G8/1992 DG12 CONFRONTATION RAISES SCHOOL RIVALRY QUESTIONS
11/12/1992 AG44 SCHOOL POLICY CHANGE ISN'T RIGHT (L)
11/12/1992 BG64 RED CLOUD EASES RULES
11/19/1992 BG92 RED CLOUD SCHOOL LISTS HONOR ROLL
1/G7/1993 AG44 SCHOOL RIVALRIES HAVE GONE TOO FAR (L)
2/25/1993 B1G3 LOUD HAWK RECEIVES POETRY AWARD
3/24/1993 BG64 RED CLOUD 4-H CLUB ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
4/21/1993 BG91 RED CLOUD ANNOUNCES THIRD QUARTER HONOR ROLL
4/28/1993 B045 XJESUIT WORLD LEADER TO VISIT RED CLOUD
5/12/1993 BGll RED CLOUD STUDENTS GO TO WASHINGTON
5/19/1993 BG65 SHEILA BOOTH NATIONALLY AWARDED FOR MATHEMATICS
6/G2/1993 BG15 RED CLOUD 8TH-GRADE EARN THEIR WAY TO THE CAPITOL
7/G8/1993 BG64 RED CLOUD SPONSORS 24TH ART SHOW
7/14/1993 AG35 RED CLOUD, OLOL ACCEPTING SCHOOL BOARD APPLICATIONS
9/G1/1993 BG12 xRED CLOUD EXHIBIT MAKES SHOWING AT CHADRON
11/17/1993 BG91 PINE RIDGE SCHOOL ANNOUNCES STUDENT HONORS
12/15/1993 AG51 PROUD OF THE SHOW 'LADY SADERS' (L)
6/G8/1994 BG33 MORE THAN $1G,GGG FOR 1994 RED CLOUD INDIAN ART
6/22/1994 BG41 RCHS STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
6/22/1994 BG55 RED CLOUD SCHOOL NAMES ADMINISTRATORS
6/22/1994 BG61 CRUSADERS HEAD TO STATE RODEO FINALS
8/1G/1994 BG34 xTHE WAY IT WAS--
1/19/1995 AG44 RED CLOUD STUDENTS CALL ON OST COUNCIL (L)
3/16/1995 AG12 XWE ARE THE CHAMPIONS
3/16/1995 BlGl xRED CLOUD RULES IN CLASS A
5/11/1995 BG12 OUR LADY OF LOURDES RESCUED
5/11/1995 CGll XOST COUNCIL HONORS RED CLOUD PLAYERS 8 COACHES
6/G8/1995 B061 MONEY CRUNCH TEAMS UP PINE RIDGE, RED CLOUD TRACK
9/21/1995 AG43 SCHOOL BOARD WARNS BENNETT SCHOOL--BOYCOTT LIKE (L)
9/28/1995 BG65 RED CLOUD TAPS BORDEAUX
lG/19/1995 BG61 xRED CLOUD REIGNS DOWN ON LAKOTA COUNTRY
11/G9/1995 BG71 XSCHOOL OF MINES ALUMNUS DONATES SPACE PAINTING
11/23/1995 BG31 xRED CLOUD FALLS TO LENNOX IN STATE A TOURNEY
11/3G/1995 BG31 xRED CLOUD NABS FIFTH IN STATE
11/3G/1995 BG31 CRUSADERS 'SHOW AND PROVE' THEIR EXCELLENCE
12/29/1995 BG13 RED CROSS WORKS WITH TRIBE TO ESTABLISH LOCAL CHAPTE
5/29/1991 BG12 xRED EARTH FESTIVAL FOR WORLD
6/26/1991 CG23 ZEPHIER PLACES FIRST IN JEWELRY AT RED EARTH
1/G8/1992 AG75 ARTISTS INVITED TO RED EARTH FESTIVAL
4/29/1992 CG13 RED ELK DIES IN CAR FIRE
8/03/1995 BG53 KATHERINE RED FEATHER THANKS VOLUNTEERS FOR NEW HOME
7/17/1991 A051 RED FEATHER SOCIETY EXPLAINED (L)
8/31/1995 AG53 FOUNDER OF RED FEATHER SOCIETY RESPONDS (L)
7/G1/1992 BG41 RED HAND HOPES TO SERVICE NATIVE DEAF COMMUNITY
7/15/1992 BG55 RED HAND ELECTS OFFICERS, CIRCULATES STATE SURVEY
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3/23/1995 B071 RED HAWK LAB, INC MAKES PRESENTATION
8/21/1991 B051 RED HORSE LODGE RECEIVES $16,988 FOR YOUTH PROGRAM
10/26/1994 BO12 RED HORSE LODGE GROUP HOMES PREPARE FOR FUTURE
5/25/1995 BOll K'RUFF" ROAD AHEAD
6/29/1995 B021 HE'D WALK 1,000 MILES FOR A RED HORSE
8/10/1995 Boll HIKER FINISHES 1,000 MILE WALK FOR YOUTH
9/16/1992 B071 RED LEAF STABBING IN SD PRISON MAY BE GANG RELATED
1/28/1992 S022 xNELLIE RED OWL MOURNS LOSS OF 'INDIAN WAY'
9/30/1992 A071 XA TRIBUTE TO NELLIE RED OWL
3/16/1995 BOll XTATANKA
9/07/1995 C051 *THE BEST OF THE BEST--NORTHERN PLAINS ARTISTS
6/12/1991 C014 REMOVAL CASE FOR FORMER OST JUDGE JUNE 12
2/04/1992 BOll KRED SHIRT--TRIBAL INVENTORY IS NEEDED
6/29/1995 B031 RED CLOUD GRADUATE NAMED TO UN COMMITTEE
8/03/1994 B013 'RED SHIRT THRUWAY' HEARS COMPLETION
11/12/1992 B044 TEACHERS HONORED AT RED SHIRT TABLE
4/06/1994 C013 KRED THUNDER SPREADS POSITIVE SPIRITUAL, ENVIRON
6/29/1994 S091 XRED THUNDER VOICES POSITIVE SPIRITUAL 8 ENVIRONMENT
6/23/1993 B035 FORT PECK FORMER TRIBAL CHAIRMAN DIES
5/25/1994 coil KMICHELLE RED WILLOW—BORN TO SUCCEED
12/07/1994 B012 KSEARCH CONTINUES FOR PORCUPINE MAN
3/16/1995 B031 VETERAN'S DISAPPEARANCE STILL UNSOLVED
7/07/1994 A032 REDEAGLE NAMED ACTING DIRECTOR OF IHS NASHVILLE
3/04/1992 B062 'DARK WIND' PRODUCER SEEKS NEW STUDIO
SEE ECONOMIC DEVELOP
1/19/1995 B032 XARTISTS TO EXHIBIT WORK IN MINNEAPOLIS
10/14/1993 B013 COMMUNITY EFFORT AIDS ILL WOMAN IN SISSETON
9/07/1995 B013 SPECIAL FEDERAL PROSECUTOR, 1ST ON INDIAN RESERV
1/26/1995 C061 XLOCAL DESIGNER KNOWN FOR CUSTOM WESTERN WEAR
4/29/1992 B053 WOLF CREEK PRINCIPAL ATTENDS CONVENTION
5/20/1992 C033 REEVES SELECTED STATE PRINCIPAL
10/29/1992 B042 WOLF CREEK PRINCIPAL WINS NATIONAL AWARD
7/14/1993 B052 xREEVES RETIRES AFTER 26 YEARS
10/05/1995 C051 xACTOR ENCOURAGES YOUTH TO LOOK TO CREATOR
5/15/1991 A072 JICARILLAS PLANT THEIR MILLIONTH PINE SEEDLING
SEE ALSO LANDFILLS, HAZARDOUS WASTES., RADIOACTIVE WA
1/15/1991 A053 RESERVATIONS SHOULD NOT BECOME DUMPING GROUND (L)
8/28/1991 B041 INCINERATORS (l)--WHY CAN'T WE JUST BURN TRASH?
9/11/1991 B031 KWE MUST COLLABORATE. ON WAYS OF MAKING LESS TRASH
2/04/1992 B055 RSW WILL NOT PURSUE LANDFILL PROPOSAL
6/03/1992 A041 RESPECT THE EARTH OR ALL IS A WASTE (ED)
7/08/1992 A012 WASTE MANAGEMENT BILL PASSES SENATE PANEL
10/20/1993 A061 xNAVAJO NATION URGES SUB-COMMITTEE--TRIBES REGULATE
10/26/1995 B024 OST GRANTED YEAR'S EXTENSION ON SOLID WASTE PROGRAM
3/04/1992 A032 REGENTS NAMED, NO INDIANS SERVE s
4/14/1993 A051 GOVERNOR SHOULD APPOINT INDIAN TO BOARD OF REGEN (L)
6/01/1995 B044 TRIBAL STUDENTS RECEIVE REGENTS' SCHOLAR DIPLOMAS
2/25/1993 A066 NEVADA SENATOR PLANS ELIMINATION IND AFFAIRS PANEL
7/07/1994 AOll TREATIES IGNORED IN HEALTH CARE REFORM
7/07/1994 A012 DASCHLE SIDES WITH REID
7/13/1994 B081 XCALIFORNIA WOMAN SEEKS MOTHER
5/22/1991 BOl XBEN REIFEL'S SERVICE REVIEWED AS VISITOR CENTER IS
5/04/1995 BOll XPOLICE PROBE SHOOTING
5/18/1995 BOll COP CLEARED IN REIFEL SHOOTING
SEE ALSO SPIRITUALITY
1/29/1991 A061 LOOKING HORSE GIVES HARD LESSON IN SPIRITUALITY
7/10/1991 A051 RELIGION UNDERLYING COURSE OF NAT AM INCREASES CD
7/24/1991 A053 MICHIGAN CATHOLIC CHURCH INCORPS INDIAN TRADITIONS
7/31/1991 A061 WE NEED TO PROTECT OUR SACRED LAKOTA WAYS
7/31/1991 B041 XBOOKS ON LAKOTA RELIGION LEND SOME PERSPECTIVE
8/07/1991 A051 INMATE PLEADS FOR HELP TO PRACTICE HIS RELIGION (L)
8/07/1991 A082 xMANN HEADS RELIGIOUS COALITION
10/09/1991 A061 XECHO HAWK--SACRED SITES LAWS NEEDED
10/09/1991 B014 RECONCILIATION--AREA CHURCHES TO SHARE SPIRITUALITY
11/06/1991 AOll ALASKAN CHURCHES APOLOGIZE TO INDIANS
11/27/1991 A043 WHY I AM BEING THANKFUL ON THANKSGIVING (L)
11/27/1991 A051 CAUTION—NOT ALL NON-INDIANS ARE CHRISTIANS (L)
12/24/1991 A051 TELEVISION REPORTING CUTS COMMENTARY ON RELIGION (L)
12/31/1991 A053 MISSIONARIES COLOR OF LITTLE NOTE (L)
1/14/1992 A053 KIN GOD'S HOUSE THERE ARE MANY LANGUAGES
11/26/1992 B012 LAKOTA DISCUSS EXPLOITATION OF RELIGION
2/11/1993 B041 KCATHOLIC CHURCH HIRES DECORY AS BRIDGE TO PEOPLE
2/18/1993 BOll NEW PROGRAM OFFERS THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
4/07/1993 B041 THEFT OF THE HOPI WAY--RAIDERS OF RELIGION
4/14/1993 A081 AM INDIAN BELIEFS 8 PRACTICES--A REPORT
5/19/1993 A044 IF CHRIST'S WAYS WERE FOLLOWED (L)
6/30/1993 A051 READER SAYS WALKING RED ROAD IS NATURAL RELIGION (L)
9/01/1993 A051 DOESN'T THE POPE KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON? (L)
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9/08/1993 AGll HOOP SPIRIT SAVES DAY AT WORLD PARLIAMENT
9/22/1993 AGAA MISUSE OF RELIGION GETTING OUT OF HAND (L)
1G/G6/1993 AGII ANCIENT PAPAL DECREES LIVE ON
ll/lG/1993 AG51 MIXING RESPECT AND RELIGION (L)
11/17/1993 AG53 ON SELF DELUSION. HYPOCRISY AND GREED (L)
12/G8/1993 AG44 DEFEAT. DESPAIR NOT A PROUD LEGACY CD
12/29/1993 AG53 ON CHRIST AND CHRISTIANITY (L)
6/29/1994 AGll KNEW AGE ASSAULT ON BEAR BUTTE DECRIED
7/G7/1994 AG51 GENEROSITY SHOULD HAVE PLACE IN ANY RELIGION
7/2G/1994 AG53 PRISONER ASKS--TEACH RELIGION THE RIGHT WAY CD
8/24/1994 AG44 'PEYOTE SOCIETY* IS NOT THE OLDEST--RELIG GROUP CD
11/23/1994 AGll AUTHOR MEETS GOD IN BEST-SELLING BOOK
4/27/1995 CG51 kGOSPEL SINGER SPREADS MESSAGE THAT SAVED HIM
6/29/1995 BG51 AM INDIAN RELIGIOUS LEADERS GATHER IN BISMARCK
8/17/1995 BG63 RELIGION EXAMINED IN AUG 24 SHOW
8/24/1995 AG44 BIBLE NOT NEEDED ON RED ROAD CD
9/14/1995 AG24 NEW BOOK LISTS POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
12/14/1995 AG41 BIBLE MAY CLARIFY UNDERSTANDING CD
7/31/1991 AG15 LONG ARM OF LAW COULD REACH SHAMAN SHOWMEN
8/14/1991 AG44 PRISONER DECRIES SELLING RELIGIOUS RITES CD
8/14/1991 A061 COLORADO INMATES NEED HELP WITH RELIGIOUS CEREMON CL
9/25/1991 AGll INDIANS WANT GUARANTEE OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOMS
1G/G2/1991 AG61 XECHO HAWK--LOOPHOLES IN RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
lG/16/1991 AG61 kECHO HAWK--INDIAN RELIGION 'MINER'S CANARY'
lG/23/1991 AlGl RELIGIOUS RIGHTS BILL OPPOSED
11/G6/1991 AG81 NAVAJO BID FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM NIX BOOTLEGGERS
11/2G/1991 AGll SITES RITES FIGHT ALLIES WANTED
12/31/1991 AG53 KHOTTEST RELIGIOUS WAR OF CENTURY GETS STILL HOTTER
12/31/1991 AG81 RESOLUTION PASSED TO SUPPORT INDIAN RELIGIOUS ACT .
1/G8/1992 AG85 OFFICIALS GATHER TO DISCUSS RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
1/14/1992 AG13 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM UPHELD BY COURT IN HAIR-LENGTH BAT
3/G4/1992 AG61 A HUMAN RIGHTS CRISIS--INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
3/11/1992 AG61 A HUMAN RIGHTS CRISIS--INDIAN RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
3/18/1992 AG12 TRIBES CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
.6/1G/1992 AG65 FREEDOM OF RELIGION IS DISCUSSION TOPIC
8/19/1992 AG23 PRISON RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES INTERRUPTED
9/G9/1992 AG41 KKEEPING THE FAITH--REJECTING POLITICS OF INTOl ERANC
9/3G/1992 AG22 SCHOOL DISTRICT WANTS APACHE BOY TO CUT BRAID
1G/G8/1992 CG13 GAIASHXIB0S--RELI6I0US FREEDOM AND SACRED LAND
lG/15/1992 AG71 HASKELL SPONSORS 'RETHINKING COLUMBUS'
12/1G/1992 AG15 CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM REPEATED
12/17/1992 AG41 hTIME TO GUARD FREEDOM FOR EVERYONE'S RELIGION
2/11/1993 AG21 KIOWA URGES TIGHTENING OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL
2/18/1993 AG12 TRIBES REPEAT CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
2/25/1993 AG43 FIRST AMERICANS LACK RELIGIOUS PROTECTION CL)
3/G3/1993 AGll kSACRED SITES IN DANGER
3/G3/1993 AG21 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM EVENTS SET FOR MINNEAPOLIS
3/G3/1993 BG31 LOCKE APPOINTED COORDINATOR OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
3/24/1993 AG41 KNO FIRST AMENDMENT FOR THE FIRST AMERICANS
3/31/1993 AG51 PRAISE FOR THOSE WHO SEEK CHANGE CL)
4/14/1993 AG81 PRISONER WINS BIG BATTLE FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
4/21/1993 AG53 NON-INDIANS TAKE FREEDOM OF RELIGION FOR GRANTED
5/12/1993 AGll RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL PASSES FIRST HURDLE
5/12/1993 AG53 WHAT HAPPENED TO THE DREAM OF HARMONY? CL)
6/G2/1993 AGll SENATE MOVES TOWARD RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
7/28/1993 AG51 kSUPPORT NEEDED NOW FOR INDIAN RELIGIONS
9/15/1993 AGll RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL PASSES MAJOR HURDLES
lG/27/1993 AGll PRISONER RELIGIOUS RIGHTS ENDANGERED
11/G3/1993 AG31 SENATE VOTES TO PROTECT AM INDIAN RELIGION
12/G1/1993 AG65 1993 RELIGIOUS RESTORATION ACT BRINGS CLOSER RELIGIO
12/15/1993 CG53 BELTRAMI INMATES TO GET SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
1/26/1994 AGll KCROW EAGLE FEATHER DECISION MAY AFFECT RELIGIOUS
1/26/1994 AG12 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL IS FLAWED. TRIBAL LEADERS SAY
2/G2/1994 AG12 HUGS BROTHERS FOUND GUILTY; RELIG FREEDOM THREATENED
3/3G/1994 BG12 SMOKE FREE RULES HINDER RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
4/G6/1994 AGll NARROW RELIGIOUS BILL PROTECTING RIGHTS OF FEDERALLY
4/G6/1994 CGll 'PEYOTE ROAD' SHOWS AMERICA'S DOUBLE-STANDARD
4/13/1994 AG54 MT GRAHAM EPISODE AN AFFRONT CL)
5/11/1994 A041 TROUBLE STILL STIRS AT STATE PRISON CD
5/11/1994 AG51 NO CEREMONIES. STONES. FEATHERS OR BONES CL)
6/G8/1994 A044 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT SUPPORTED BY STUDENT CL)
7/27/1994 A044 NATIVE AM RELIGIOUS PRACTICES BANNED IN--TEXAS CL)
8/1G/1994 AG51 INDIAN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS SEPARATE S UNEQUAL
8/17/1994 AGll RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL STALLED IN CONGRESS
8/17/1994 AG12 PEYOTE ISSUE ON HOLD
8/31/1994 AG12 RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION CLAIMED IN FEDERAL SUIT
1G/G5/1994 AGll PEYOTE BILL AWAITS CLINTON'S SIGNATURE TO BECOME LAW
ll/lG/1994 AG61 UTAH WILDLIFE DEPT CHARGED WITH RUFFLING EAGLE FEATH
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/07/199A AOII DEMONSTRATORS PICKET CORNERSTONE MISSION
12/15/199A A03A ACTIVIST CRITICIZES MANUAL HE WANTED DEVELOPED
12/15/1994 B012 CHRISTIAN MESSAGE PART OF MISSION
12/22/1994 Bdl2 BHSU STUDENT CLAIMS SHE'S BEING HARASSED
2/16/1995 A081 INMATE FIGHTS COUNTY TO SMOKE PIPE
3/23/1995 S091 FEDS CRACK DOWN ON EAGLE FEATHER MARKET
4/06/1995 AG71 TEXAS PRISONER WINS RIGHT TO USE SACRED PIPE
4/06/1995 A074 SIX ARRESTED AFTER PRAYER AT OHIO SERPENT MOUND
6/01/1995 A051 ONCE UPON A TIME AT THE IDAHO DEAD EAGLE REPOSITOR
7/20/1995 B012 SANTEE SIOUX MAN WINS RIGHT TO PRACTICE HIS RELIGION
8/17/1995 A055 DON'T SETTLE ON RELIGIOUS RIGHTS (L)
12/29/1995 A051 INMATES NOT ALLOWED TO PRACTICE RELIGIOUS BELIEF (L)
SEE ALSO BONES, BURIAL
3/20/1991 BOll SMITHSONIAN TO RETURN INDIAN ARTIFACTS, BONES
6/05/1991 AOll 200 YEAR OLD BONES FOUND NEAR ANGOON ALASKA
8/07/1991 A081 REMAINS UNEARTHED AT FLOOD-CONTROL SITE
8/21/1991 A061 XBLACKFEET PLANNING CEREMONY FOR REBURIAL OF REMAINS
9/04/1991 AG12 *REPATRIATION--THE FIRST RETURN
9/04/1991 A061 xHOMECOMING WITH THE SPIRIT WIND
10/16/1991 A081 CHIEF GALL'S GRAVE OPENED, REMAINS INTACT
11/13/1991 Alll KREMAINS OF BLACKFEET ANCESTORS
12/24/1991 A071 UCLA DEVELOPS POLICY ON REMAINS
1/21/1992 A095 COMANCHE ANCESTORS GIVEN A SACRED REST
3/25/1992 A014 ANCIENT TOMB DESTROYED BY ARTIFACT HUNTERS
4/08/1992 A061 DICKSON MOUNDS CLOSED WITH PIPE CEREMONY
4/08/1992 B083 CROW CREEK MASSACRE LECTURE TOPIC
4/08/1992 B083 EFFORT UNDERWAY TO IDENTIFY SKULL IN PIERRE YARD
6/17/1992 A021 PIMA-MARICOPA RECLAIM REMAINS
9/02/1992 BlOl ^MEMORIAL BEGINS HEALING PROCESS
10/15/1992 A012 XSTOLEN MASSACRE ITEMS FOUND
2/11/1993 A044 BATTLE SITE REMAINS REMIND OF OUR FRAILTY (L)
3/24/1993 A012 REMAINS IN SD LACK FINAL REST
5/26/1993 B042 OREGON TRIBES SEEK PROTECTION OF SACRED SITES
6/30/1993 A073 MOGOLLON REMAINS, ITEMS WILL BE RETURNED TO TRIBE
8/18/1993 A081 CHEYENNE, ARAPAHO REMAINS RETURNED TO TRIBES
8/25/1993 A023 INUIT SKELETONS RETURNED TO ANCESTRAL HOME
9/08/1993 A066 SOUTHERN UTE MAN TO REPATRIATE 8,000 YR OLD FIND
10/14/1993 A071 REMAINS OF DULL KNIFE'S BAND MAKE FINAL JOURNEY HOME
10/14/1993 B012 ND TRIBES, CORPS OF ENGINEERS SIGN REPATRIATION PACT
11/17/1993 B075 SOME MUSEUMS COMPLYING WITH RETURN OF RELICS
11/24/1993 A015 A GRISLY MASSACRE TROPHY IS RETURNED
1/12/1994 A053 xNAT AM GRAVES PROTECTION S REPATRIATION ACT GOOD
2/23/1994 B012 XOST REPATRIATING AND REBURYING RELATIVES
2/23/1994 B025 OST POLICY FOR NAT AM GRAVES PROTECTION 8 REPATRIATI
3/09/1994 A026 TRIBES, MUSEUMS LOBBY FOR MORE REPATRIATION FUNDING
3/23/1994 A051 IGNORANCE OF SCIENTIFIC WORLD BAFFLES READER (L)
4/06/1994 A054 OO'HENUMPA CHIEF PUFFING EYES RETURNS (L)
4/20/1994 A044 ANOTHER VIEW ON RETURNING SACRED REMAINS (L)
5/11/1994 B032 BOOK PROVIDES VIEW ON GRAVE ROBBING
6/01/1994 AOll PRETTY EAGLE, LAST OF CROW WAR CHIEFS, TO COME HOME
8/03/1994 A044 CHEYENNE RIVER COMMITTEE GETS REPATRIATION GRANT (L)
10/19/1994 A031 SPECIALIST CALLED IN TO HANDLE RE-INTERMENT OF BONE
12/07/1994 A081 LAKOTA MAN SEEKS TRIBAL REMAINS IN HASTINGS
12/22/1994 A065 MEDIATOR TO DECIDE FATE OF REMAINS
1/05/1995 A012 LITTLE BIGHORN GRAVE ROBBER CONVICTED
1/05/1995 A013 ARTIFACT THEFTS STRIKE AT THE HEART OF BELIEFS
2/23/1995 BO13 xANCESTORS RETURNED HOME TO CRST
3/09/1995 A031 REPOSITORY PLANNED FOR REPATRIATION
3/09/1995 BOll xLONG WOLF REMAINS COMING HOME AFTER CENTURY
4/13/1995 BOll YANKTONS MOURN ANCESTORS' REMAINS
4/13/1995 B032 NAGPRA MEETING ADDRESSES REPATRIATION
5/04/1995 B041 *OST ELDERS RECRUITED TO SETTLE FAMILY FIGHT
6/23/1995 B085 WHITE MOUNTAIN SLEUTH RECOVERS LOST ARTIFACTS
7/27/1995 B032 SMITHSONIAN RETURNS PAWNEE SCOUTS' REMAINS
8/03/1995 A071 RELATIVES PONDER FATE OF REMAINS OF OJIBWA RELATIVES
8/10/1995 B064 INTERIOR SECRETARY AWARDS $2.2 MILLION IN REPATRIAT
8/24/1995 A085 MUSEUM RETURNS HUMAN REMAINS TO BLM
10/19/1995 A063 OSAGE WORK WITH UNIVERSITY FOR REPATRIATION
10/26/1995 B052 MUSEUM OFFICIAL QUITS SMITHSONIAN CITING CONFLICTS
11/23/1995 AOll TRIBES STRUGGLE WITH REPATRIATION
11/23/1995 A025 REBURIAL SENSITIVE ISSUE
11/30/1995 A063 MUSEUMS SCRAMBLE TO MEET NAGPRA DEADLINE
9/15/1993 AOll US ATTORNEY GENERAL RENO LOOKS AT INDIAN COUNTRY
2/16/1994 A031 xCRA CONFERENCE SPOTLIGHTS INDIAN COUNTRY
6/15/1994 AOll KRENO MOVES TO IMPROVE TRIBAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
5/18/1995 A051 JANET RENO SHOULD REMEMBER WOUNDED KNEE (L)
6/08/1995 A021 ATTORNEY GENERAL RENO DETAILS PLAN FOR MAGISTRATE
11/24/1993 B012 COALITION FORGES PLAN FOR REPARATION
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REYER CAROLYN
REYNOLDS ARTHUR
REYNOLDS JERRY
REYNOLDS RODNEY
REYOS JAMES HARRY
RHOADES EVERETT
RHODE ISLAND
RHODES SCHOLARS
RICE KELLY
RICEHILL ERNIE
RICH MARC
RICHARD SAGE
RICHARDS ANN
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RICHARDS JAMES
RICHARDS LONNIE
RICHARDS PETE
RICHARDSON BILL
RIDGELY GAIL
RILEY RAMON
RINGER NICOLETTE
RIO GRANDE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE REMAINS, ARTIFACTS
1/21/1993 A06A TAKING CONTROL--CONFERENCE CONFRONTS REPRODUCTIVE IS
9/09/1992 A053 xSILVER-SPOON SUCKERS MAKE COYOTE ROAR
12/03/1992 A041 xTHIS ADMINISTRATION CAN BE BEGINNING OF SOMETHING N
12/10/1992 A053 NAVAJO PEOPLE AND THE REPUBLICAN RECORD
1/21/1993 A041 REACH OUT AND TOUCH A REPUBLICAN (ED)
2/11/1993 A041 «A DISCONCERTING RUSH OF RACIST STATIC ON THE AIR
.4/07/1993 A014 43 REPUBLICANS THREATEN JOBS
5/05/1993 A044 REPUBLICANS QUICK TO DOLE OUT TO RICH (L)
5/19/1993 A041 RESERVATIONS WILL SUFFER BECAUSE OF REPUBLICANS (ED)
11/02/1994 A045 REPUBLICAN TRACK RECORD BAD (L)
11/14/1994 AOll REPUBLICANS SWEEP CONGRESS
12/22/1994 AOll INOUYE--MAKE CONTACT WITH TRIBAL LEADERS
12/22/1994 A041 XTAKE A GOOD LOOK AT THE 'CONTRACT WITH AMERICA'
1/05/1995 A051 THE REPUBLICAN REVOLUTION 8 WHAT IT MEANS
3/09/1995 AOll xCAMPBELL JUMPS SHIP
5/04/1995 A085 NISQUALLY LEADER CHARGES GOP OUT TO ELIMINATE AM IND
11/23/1995 A054 DEMOCRATS TAX SUCCESS, SO WHY NOT VOTE REPUBL? (L)
8/26/1992 A051 QUESTIONS EFFECTIVENESS OF 'INDIAN THINK TANK'
3/10/1993 A081 CULTURAL HURDLES SET BACK HEALTH CARE RESEARCH
8/04/1993 A062 BILL TO ESTABLISH NATIONAL INDIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
4/20/1994 BlOl TRIBAL RESEARCH CENTER TO OFFER ADVANCED STUDY
11/23/1994 A044 'DISSOLVE' THE RESERVATIONS? (L)
12/15/1994 A081 RETURNING PROFESSIONALS REVIVE RESERVATION LIFE
12/29/1994 A051 REAWAKENING OF AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE WILL GROW (L)
11/16/1995 BOll XIDEA IN THE MAKING--NEW URBAN RESERVATION
1/19/1995 A021 TRIBE SIGNS SEVEN-YEAR DEAL WITH FULL HOUSE RESORTS
1/26/1995 BOll CROW CREEK PLANS RESORT
2/16/1995 A012 ^LEADERS, ELDERS UPSET OVER DUNBAR RESORT
4/06/1995 B014 STATE EYING CROW CREEK RESORT PROPOSAL
5/04/1995 AOll XDAN COSTNER DIGS IN 8 DEFENDS DUNBAR PROJECT
5/25/1995 A014 kPRAYERS OFFERED TO HALT COSTNERS' MEGA-PROJECT
8/17/1995 BOll KBOURLAND MODIFIES STANCE ON DUNBAR RESORT
8/31/1995 BOll KGOLD QUESTION ENTERS DUNBAR RESORT DEBATE
6/10/1992 A031 *FRENCH TO FEAST LAKOTA STYLE
7/15/1992 BOll XOGLALA GETS SLICE OF PIZZA BUSINESS
4/06/1994 B071 RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
8/03/1994 SlOl JfCUNY TABLE CAFE SERVES UP WARM COMPANY
11/16/1994 BOll PIZZA HUT TO OPEN SOON AT PINE RIDGE
9/07/1995 A021 NEW MISSOURI RESTAURANT EXPLOITS INDIAN THEMES
11/23/1995 BOll sPERKINS RESTAURANT, CITY POLICE SLAPPED WITH LAWSUI
3/16/1994 B071 BLACKFEET BANK ISSUES TAX-DEFERRED, RETIREMENT
10/26/1995 A021 *SENATE WEIGHS RETIREMENT PLAN PROPOSED FOR INDIAN
11/23/1995 B054 KELLEN RETURN FROM SCOUT WINS RACE
SEE ALSO TAXATION, SALES TAX
3/12/1991 AOll NEW SALES TAX STIRS CONTROVERSY
12/24/1991 A081 *PERSEVERANCE OF LAKOTA WOMEN SALUTED
2/09/1995 A016 CHAIRMAN NAMED IN WRONGFUL ELECTION RESULTS
9/15/1993 A025 kREYNOLDS WINS NATIONAL AWARD
6/22/1994 B062 REYNOLDS WRAPS UP STEER WRESTLING TITLE
9/22/1993 AOll PROSECUTER CHANGES MIND ABOUT APACHE ACCUSED OF KILL
5/29/1991 A031 KHEALTH OFFICIALS MEET PEOPLE TO DISPEL VACCINE MYTH
10/22/1992 A012 NEW HEALTH ACT MAY TELL RHOADES TO HIT THE TRAIL
9/08/1994 A065 CONFLICT OF INTEREST ALLEGED IN RHODE ISLAND
9/14/1994 coil RHODE ISLAND GOVERNOR ACCUSED OF OVERSTEPPING
10/12/1994 C051 COURT REFUSES TO LET OFFICIALS BAR GAMING
12/24/1992 A051 PRIDE--WE SHOULD BE PROUD OF SCOTT BEAR DON'T WALK
12/24/1992 B081 xBEAR DON'T WALK BECOMES UM'S 27TH RHODES SCHOLAR
9/01/1993 A071 TEXAS WOMAN DIES IN SWEAT CEREMONY
11/27/1991 A012 KINDIAN CENTER DIRECTOR THRIVES ON OBSTACLES
3/23/1994 B044 RICH EARNS 'SPIRIT OF SU' AWARD
10/12/1995 AOll XCROSS COUNTRY RUNNER
7/01/1992 A024 xTEXAS GOVERNOR VISITS ROSEBUD
1/29/1991 A012 KPINE RIDGE VET WANTS MORE FOR GULF WARRIORS
2/26/1991 AOll *SOME LOVE TAPS
12/04/1991 BOll KVIETNAM ORDEAL WAS A BEGINNING FOR CHUCK RICHARDS
11/10/1994 A014 kDECORATED WARRIOR
12/24/1991 B041 xBIG CROW, JANIS 8 RICHARDS CHOSEN FOR CLASS A TEAM
12/10/1992 A044 WENDELL CHINO, EDDIE BROWN DENOUNCE INSPECTOR GE (L)
3/27/1991 AOll *VET SAYS INNOCENTS DIE
5/11/1995 B021 OGLALA DELEGATION GLUM AFTER WHITE HOUSE SUMMIT
1/14/1993 AOll JfHOUSE CREATES INDIAN AFFAIRS PANEL
6/29/1994 A031 RICHARDSON SUPPORTS HEALTH OBLIGATION
12/15/1994 A034 JfRICHARDSON LOOKING INTO lAIA COMPLAINTS
9/30/1992 B021 LONEMAN SCHOOL PRINCIPAL TERMINATED
6/23/1995 B085 WHITE MOUNTAIN SLEUTH RECOVERS LOST ARTIFACTS
4/01/1992 B063 VEBLEN SENIOR WINS BJUGSTAD SCHOLARSHIP
11/17/1993 A073 SANDIA PUEBLO SETS HIGH WAJER QUALITY STANDARDS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/27/1993 B012 XRIOS FACES HOUSING EVICTION
8/21/1991 AG31 *JUVENILE MAY BE TRIED AS ADULT AFTER CITY STABBING
9/04/1991 Aa33 TONY RIOS HEARING POSTPONED
9/11/1991 A044 SUPPORT FOR TONY RIOS AGAINST DISCRIMINATION (L)
11/13/1991 A015 SMOTHER SAYS JUDGE'S DECISION IS BIASED
12/04/1991 A031 SMOTHER DENIED ACCESS INFORMATION
12/04/1991 A051 DOES ANYONE CARE? (L)
12/11/1991 A044 TONY RIOS--A SYMBOL OF 500 YEARS OF OPPRESSION (L)
12/24/1991 A105 RIOS FACES FOUR FELONY CHARGES
12/31/1991 A044 RIOS CASE REVEALS A DUAL STANDARD OF JUSTICE (L)
12/31/1991 A061 IS RIOS BEING DENIED ADULT AND JUVENILE RIGHTS? (L)
1/08/1992 A013 STONY RIOS FACES FOUR FELONY TRIALS
1/21/1992 A074 RIOS PLEADS INNOCENT, DEFENSE TEAM HALVED
1/28/1992 A044 CAN RIOS GET A FAIR TRIAL IN RAPID CITY (L)
2/04/1992 A012 sRIOS GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER
2/12/1992 B061 LOCAL REACTION TO RIOS VERDICT HAS BEEN MIXED
2/19/1992 B075 sRIOS SCARED OF TODAY AND UNKNOWN TOMORROW
2/26/1992 A041 SSD JUSTICE OFTEN NOT BLIND TO RACE
2/26/1992 A071 RIOS WAIVES RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL OF SECOND CHARGE
3/04/1992 B082 TONY RIOS RECEIVES NATIONAL SUPPORT
3/11/1992 A044 RIOS TRIAL SEEMS LIKE 'LYNCH MOB' JUSTICE (L)
3/25/1992 A014 JUDGE GIVES RIOS 8 YEARS
9/16/1992 A044 TONY RIOS, SHOW THEM YOU HAVE RIGHT STUFF (L)
5/12/1993 B013 HIGH COURT UPHOLDS TONY RIOS CONVICTION
5/19/1993 B014 kTONY RIOS' MOTHER CALLS FOR HELP FROM STATE OFFICIA
6/09/1993 A051 WHY MUST TONY RIOS BE IN ADULT PRISON? (L)
6/16/1993 A031 MOM THREATENS INT'L REPERCUSSIONS OVER RIOS TRANSFER
11/09/1995 B022 PAROLE BOARD SAYS NO TO TONY RIOS
8/07/1991 AOll MACDONALD INDICTED IN '89 RIOT
9/11/1991 A071 COURNOYER RE-ELECTED BY YANKTONAIS.
5/06/1992 A041 «BURN BABY BURN--1965 REVISITED
5/20/1992 A023 LA RIOTS SHAKE INDIAN COMMUNITY
5/12/1993 A031 INMATES RIOT, PROTEST RACIAL 8 RELIGIOUS DISCRIM
4/06/1994 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNE TREASURER SUSPENDED
5/04/1994 AOll NORTHERN CHEYENNE TREASURER BOOTED
12/24/1992 A025 kTHIEF RIVER CASINO ON THE ROLL
9/28/1994 B044 xCRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL WEDDING
2/18/1993 SlOl atCENTENARIAN ATTRIBUTES LONG LIFE TO FAITH
7/14/1993 AOll *ROLLER DERBY
11/09/1995 B051 XCROSS COUNTRY CHAMPION
5/01/1991 A026 JOHNSON BILL IMPROVES RESERVATION ROADS
5/22/1991 coil KHIGHWAY RULING SEEN AS TRIBAL WIN
5/22/1991 C014 SOUTH DAKOTA CAN'T POLICE RESERVATION ROADS
7/02/1991 A073 RESERVATION ROAD FUNDING INCREASED
8/14/1991 A012 SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES WILL AID TRIBAL ROADS
9/25/1991 A012 STATE'S FAILED HIGHWAY CASE COST HALF A MILLION
10/23/1991 A012 POTHOLES SHOW IN RESERVATION ROAD FIX
10/30/1991 A014 TRIBES MUST LOBBY FOR HIGHWAY FUNDS
10/30/1991 B032 HIGHWAY WORKERS—WHO'S RUNNING PORCUPINE PROJECT
11/27/1991 B051 FORT MOHAVE SEEK $4 MILLION FROM ARIZONA FOR ROAD
12/04/1991 A015 JOBS BILL PROVIDES $1 BILLION FOR ROADS
12/11/1991 A036 RESERVATIONS WILL SHARE IN $76 MILLION FOR HIGHWAYS
1/08/1992 A071 PIMA-MARICOPA OPPOSE FREEWAY PLAN
1/14/1992 A081 TRAFFIC JURISDICTION CASE AWAITING HIGH COURT
4/01/1992 A012 RESERVATION ROADS ON BUSH 'HIT LIST'
4/29/1992 A063 ANOTHER HIGH NOON ON HIGHWAY PROJECT
5/06/1992 A015 TRIBES SUE FOR STATE ROAD FUNDS
6/10/1992 A051 STATE'S ATTEMPTS TO PERSUADE ARE OUT OF LINE
6/24/1992 A053 A RESPONSE IN THE SPIRIT OF FREE SPEECH
6/24/1992 A054 SEN PAUL VALANDRA ANSWERS MICKELSON
7/29/1992 C014 HIGHWAY REPAIR STILL ON ROAD AFTER LATEST STATE-TRIB
8/12/1992 coil KCRST COUNCIL GIVES GREEN LIGHT TO HIGHWAY AGREEMENT
12/10/1992 A061 BIA LOOKS AT SHORTFALL IN ROAD FUNDING
12/31/1992 B012 xPINE RIDGE YOUTH GROUP ADOPTS A HIGHWAY
2/11/1993 A071 NM ROAD PROPOSED THROUGH PETROGLYPH MONUMENT
2/25/1993 A023 CLINTON ECONOMIC PLAN FAVORS SCHOOLS, ROADS
3/10/1993 A074 RESIDENTS DISCUSS NEW NAME FOR 'DEAD INDIAN ROAD'
4/28/1993 AOll kHIGHWAY THREATENS ANCIENT PETROGLYPHS
8/25/1993 B012 kROCKYFORD ROAD UNPAVED UNTIL SPRING
9/22/1993 B082 SD RECEIVES $2.1 MILLION TO REBUILD HIGHWAYS AND BRI
9/29/1993 A071 SIX-LANE ROAD THROUGH PETROGLYPH NATL MONUMENT
10/06/1993 A072 COUNTIES MAINTAIN ROADS ON NAVAJO RESERVATION
11/03/1993 A012 HASKELL REGENTS DEMAND EXPRESSWAY CONSTRUCTION STOP
11/17/1993 A013 DOCUMENTS REVEAL EXPRESSWAY LATEST ATTEMPT TO GAIN
12/01/1993 B042 NEW TOLL-FREE NUMBER GIVES NEBRASKA ROAD CONDITIONS
12/01/1993 B051 xROAD PROJECT THREATENS HASKELL WETLANDS
3/30/1994 A041 RESERVATION ROADS NEED REPAIRS NOW (ED)
4/06/1994 B031 xTHE LONG AND BUMPY ROADS OF PINE RIDGE
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ROBBERY
ROBERTS AARON
ROBERTS CHRIS
ROBERTS JOHN S ISA
ROBERTS SIMON
ROBERTSON CHUCK
ROBERTSON CREI6HT0
ROBERTSON ROBBIE
ROBIDEAU KAREN
ROBINSON ROSE
ROBINSON STORMEV
ROCHELLE MARS
ROCK MYRON SR
ROCKBOY CLARENCE
ROCKEFELLER DAVID
ROCKS
ROCKY BOY RESERV
ROCKYFORD SD
RODEOS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/0A/199A B012 PINE RIDGE RUBBLE ROADS EATING CARS
5/0A/199A B013 xDASCHLE PROMISES TO PATCH THINGS UP
6/08/199A A061 XBIA BLAMED FOR POOR ROADS IN FT BELKNAP
8/03/199A B013 'RED SHIRT THRUUAY' HEARS COMPLETION
9/08/1994 C031 DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION TO AWARD COMMUNITY ACCESS
9/14/1994 AD44 DRUNKS OR POTHOLES--WHICH IS WORSE? (L)
9/14/1994 A044 WEEDS DON'T HELP (L)
9/14/1994 A045 WOUNDED KNEE ROAD--AN ACCIDENT WAITING (L)
9/14/1994 A051 UNSAFE AT ANY SPEED (L)
9/14/1994 A051 BIA—GET OFF YOUR BUTTS (L)
9/14/1994 A052 A HEALTH THREAT (L)
9/14/1994 A052 RISK TO BUSES (L)
11/16/1994 A081 LOWER BRULE SLATED FOR $3 MILLION TO REPAIR ROADS
3/02/1995 A081 BIA ROAD FORMULA DECLARED UNFAIR
3/09/1995 BOll RESERVATION COUNTIES JUST AS SAFE AS REST OF STATE
3/09/1995 B014 OYATE TRAIL PROMOTES CULTURE
8/24/1995 B015 DEVILS LAKE ROAD WORK APPROVED
11/24/1993 A014 FORMER CASINO WORKERS NABBED IN GAMING HUNT
9/28/1995 A051 BREAK-IN VICTIM WANTS ACTION (L)
9/11/1991 A013 HANDICAPPED ARTIST SNARES FIRST PLACE
3/17/1993 S061 xCOLOR OF POW WOW CAPTURED IN KEEPSAKE BOOK
6/03/1992 B043 MEMORIAL DAY REMEMBERANCE OF LEGENDARY DAKOTA COUPLE
9/07/1995 AlOl BANISHED YOUTH NOW VICTIM OF CRIME
6/22/1994 B012 RCIHB SELECTS NEW DIRECTOR—NOT WITHOUT CONTROVERSY
12/22/1994 A031 HEALTH BOARD EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FIRED
6/22/1994 BOll INDIAN BISHOP CONSECRATED
10/26/1994 D061 CAPITOL RECORDS RELEASES 'THE NATIVE AMERICANS'
1/05/1995 C012 KTHE MUSICAL HEARTBEAT OF ROBBIE ROBERTSON
4/20/1995 A071 kCANADA HONORS ITS NATIVE SONGWRITERS, VOCAL ARTISTS
4/29/1992 A071 KABUSE VICTIMS MUST FIND COURAGE 'TO TELL'
10/12/1995 A013 xROSE ROBINSON, P^IONEER OF INDIAN PRESS, DIES
9/30/1992 C021 ^NORTHERN CHEYENNE TEEN HEADS TO PAGEANT
11/03/1993 B082 THUNDER CHILD DIRECTOR TO LEAD PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIAT
11/23/1994 B051 XLIVING WITH DIABETES MEANS MAKING ADJUSTMENTS
9/28/1994 B04r ROCKBOY TO RECEIVE LIVING INDIAN TREASURE AWARD
5/11/1994 B072 NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AM IND RECEIVES $1 MILLION
6/12/1991 A073 RARE RINGING ROCK USED BY PREHISTORIC INDIANS
8/03/1994 C045 VACATION INCENTIVE PROVIDED FOR ROCKY BOY STUDENTS
8/25/1993 B012 kROCKYFORD ROAD UNPAVED UNTIL SPRING
1/22/1991 A031 HILLS STOCK SHOW AND RODEO TO HONOR NATIVE AMERICANS
7/24/1991 A061 PAST OGLALA RODEO VOLUNTEERS-SET RECORD STRAIGHT (L)
7/24/1991 A062 SOME PEOPLE STILL HAVEN'T BEEN PAID (L)
9/11/1991 A091 OGLALA NATION RODEO TO BE BIGGER AND BETTER
9/11/1991 A092 *GREAT PLAINS RODEO FINALS 'NOTHING SHORT OF GREAT F
9/11/1991 A092 QUEEN CONTEST A FIRST FOR GREAT PLAINS RODEO
9/25/1991 5084 GREAT PLAINS RODEO WINNERS ANNOUNCED
11/06/1991 A114 KEVIN LOCKHART TAKES SECOND IN CONSTRUCTION RODEO
12/04/1991 C021 INDIAN NATIONAL FINALS RODEO
1/28/1992 con KINDIAN RODEO FIRST FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
1/28/1992 con KGROWING GREAT PLAINS IS STRONGEST RODEO REGION
1/28/1992 C014 RODEO IS A LIFE LIKE NONE OTHER
2/04/1992 A072 AREA COWBOYS, COWGIRLS RIDE TO WINS IN RODEO
3/25/1992 A071 xMONTANA MAN RIDES TO TOP
4/29/1992 BOll xCOWBOYS LEARN THE HARD WAY
5/13/1992 B025 ANNUAL CRAZY HORSE TRIBUTE FEATURES RODEO & ART SHOW
5/20/1992 B021 xCOWBOYS ATTEND RODEO SCHOOL
5/27/1992 A012 kRIDE 'EM COWBOY
6/17/1992 A061 kRIDING HIGH--REGIONAL RODEO WINNERS CROWNED
6/17/1992 A061 VIETNAM VETS PUT ON RODEO POWWOW
6/17/1992 A065 UPCOMING RODEOS
6/17/1992 B015 MEMORIAL RODEO REMEMBERS RIDERS
7/01/1992 A071 kRIDE 'EM--STATE FINALISTS TRY TO HANG ON
7/22/1992 A071 kFROM THE HART--RODEO ROUNDS UP TOP TALENT
8/05/1992 A071 BRIGHT IDEAS HELP STATE'S FIRST TRIBAL COLLEGE RODEO
8/05/1992 con ROPER CREDITS HORSE SENSE FOR WINNINGS
8/05/1992 C012 KCOLOMBE RETURNS HOME TO RODEO
8/19/1992 B023 XWOMEN TAKE OFF IN HORSE RACING AT LOWER BRULE RODEO
9/16/1992 Alll HART RANCH SADDLES UP FOR RODEO FINALS
9/23/1992 A085 KFISHER ON TOP FOR GPIRA ROUND-UP
12/03/1992 B045 OKLAHOMA, NEW MEXICO WINNERS TO INFR FINALS
1/21/1993 A074HASKELL COWBOY HOPES TO REUNITE WITH RODEO CLUB
1/21/1993 S021 kGREAT PLAINS ALL INDIAN RODEO SUCCESS
1/21/1993 S091 *LONG-TIME BRONC RIDER CHAMPION STILL GOING
2/04/1993 B081 kSTOCK SHOW A CROWD PLEASER
. 5/12/1993 BOll WALL SCORES HIGH AT PINE RIDGE RODEO
5/12/1993 C031 kTIBBS 'MATCH OF CHAMPIONS' WILL SUPPORT RODEO
5/26/1993 B062 CRAZY HORSE STAMPEDE GEARS UP
6/02/1993 A081 kCRAZY HORSE RODEO LEAVES BULLS AHEAD
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6/23/1993 B032 SISSETON'S 3 AMI60S GEAR UP FOR RODEO FINALS
6/30/1993 BG51 XFOUR 60 TO NATIONAL RODEO
7/08/1993 BOIA kSUSAN BOENSCH WINS MISS RODEO COLORADO
7/19/1993 A035 SCOTTY HAND MEMORIAL RODEO SCHEDULED
7/14/1993 B033 GREAT PLAINS RODEO RESULTS
7/21/1993 B041 *CHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE COWBOYS COMPETE AT NATIONALS
9/01/1993 B051 OGLALA NATION RODEO RESULTS LISTED
9/08/1993 B012 M'SMILEY* SIERRA GETS THAT NATURAL HIGH FROM BULLRID
10/06/1993 B086 SD RODEO FINALS SCHEDULED
10/27/1993 A064 INDIAN NATIONAL FINALS RODEO SET FOR NOV 18-21
11/10/1993 B051 RAPID CITY WORKS TO BRING INFR TO TOWN
12/01/1993 B031 XLOCAL COWBOYS RETURN FROM INFR AS WORLD CHAMPIONS
1/26/1994 A033 INDIAN EVENTS SET FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
1/26/1994 S031 XRODEO IS A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR WILLIAMS
1/26/1994 S051 XHISTORY OF RODEO--PLANTS ROOTS FOR POWERS-WORD
2/02/1994 A012 INFR RODEO SET TO THRILL RAPID CITY AUDIENCES IN '94
2/02/1994 A082 XAMERICAN INDIAN DAY FILLED WITH ACTION, COLOR
4/13/1994 B041 CL JOHNSON COMPETING AT BULL RIDING ONLY EVENT
4/27/1994 B061 RODEO UNDER ATTACK
5/04/1994 BOSl XWHITEMAN MORE THAN A RODEO STAR
5/04/1994 B061 BRAZILIAN WINS BRO
5/18/1994 C021 EARLY RODEOS PREPARE COWHANDS FOR REGIONAL
5/25/1994 C033 CRAZY HORSE RODEO SET
6/01/1994 C014 AMIOTTE SWEEPS ALL-AROUND
6/01/1994 C033 REGIONAL RODEOS
6/08/1994 B061 xTHRILLS AND SPILLS AT CRAZY HORSE STAMPEDE
6/15/1994 B062 TATER WARD IS NOW PART OF DAKOTA LORE
6/15/1994 B083 TOP COWGIRL AND COWBOY
6/15/1994 B083 MAJOR JAMES RODEO SET
6/22/1994 B061 CRUSADERS HEAD TO STATE RODEO FINALS
6/22/1994 B062 REYNOLDS WRAPS UP STEER WRESTLING TITLE
6/22/1994 B065 DUPREE, ISABEL TOP RODEO
6/22/1994 B081 MOBRIDGE RODEO TO BEGIN JULY 2
6/29/1994 C012 xTOP PREP HANDS COMPETE FOR COVETED TRIP
7/13/1994 B043 BULLS AND MORE AT EAGLE BUTTE
7/13/1994 B044 RED CLOUD BULLRIDER PLACES SIXTH AT STATE
7/27/1994 B041 RODEO ACTION ON TOP FOR PINE RIDGE
8/03/1994 B012 BIG CROWDS EXPECTED FOR PINE RIDGE FAIR
8/10/1994 A051 XJUST ISN'T FAIR INSTALLING THOSE ELECTRIC EARS
8/31/1994 coil OGLALA NATION RODEO RESULTS
9/28/1994 A061 XGREAT PLAINS COWBOYS, COWGIRLS RIDIN' TOWARDS INFR
9/28/1994 A061 X30,000 EXPECTED FOR INDIAN NATIONAL FINALS
10/05/1994 B051 *'93 INFR RODEO ACTION
10/05/1994 B051 INDIAN NATL FINALISTS FROM PRAIRIE INDIAN RODEO ASSO
10/05/1994 B052 xSADDLE BRONC BUSTIN'
10/05/1994 B052 ALBERTA WOMAN QUALIFIES FOR 2 EVENTS IN INFR
10/12/1994 AOll XFINAL TURN TO THE INFR
10/12/1994 coil XLOOK OUT BELOW! :
10/12/1994 coil XENDSLEY SIX YEARS STRONG AT INFR
10/12/1994 coil TAYPOTAT FAMILY QUALIFIES FOUR FOR INFR
10/12/1994 C012 SADDLE BRONC RIDING ONE OF HIGHLIGHTS OF INFR
10/12/1994 C013 XSCHMUTZ WILL ANNOUNCE INFR
10/12/1994 C012 ROCKY MOUNTAIN RODEO ASSOCIATION QUALIFIERS
10/12/1994 C014 WHITEMAN NOTCHES 9TH TRIP
10/19/1994 A041 RODEO--THE 'BIG ENCHILADA' (ED)
10/26/1994 A013 xIT'S SHOWTIME!
10/26/1994 coil SUTTON FAMILY NO STRANGER TO RODEO
10/26/1994 C012 BUCKING BRONCS TO BE FEATURED DURING INFR
10/26/1994 coil XRODEO A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR WORLD CHAMPION JACKSON
10/26/1994 C013 x'DOG THAT STEER
10/26/1994 C014 WESTERN FASHIONS PART OF INFR STYLE SHOW
10/26/1994 coir INDIAN RODEO BECOMING MORE POPULAR
10/26/1994 C021 TODD WARD TRIES AGAIN AT INFR
10/26/1994 C051 XDOCTOR PUTS INFR ON LIST OF SPORTING EVENTS
10/26/1994 C052 A LIFETIME OF RODEO WITH FAMILY TO PROVE IT
11/02/1994.AOll THIS YEAR'S INFR A SUCCESS
11/02/1994 B081 XSCENES FROM THE RODEO
11/02/1994 B081 FASHION SHOW DISPLAYS VARIETY OF WESTERN WEAR
11/10/1994 A021 XINFR PUMPS $3 MILLION INTO RAPID CITY ECONOMY
11/30/1994 A051 RODEO CONTESTANTS SAY IT'S TIME TO END DIS (L)
12/22/1994 B081 XTOP INDIAN HORSEMEN 8 WOMEN COMPETE
12/22/1994 B081 xJACKSON RACES BACK INTO RODEO
12/22/1994 B091 xTHE VOICE OF INDIAN RODEO
,1/26/1995 C051 XSTOCK SHOW RODEOS MAY DRAW 1,000 CONTESTANTS
1/26/1995 C051 xPRCA RODEOS PIT TOP RIDERS AGAINST BEST STOCK
2/02/1995 B054 XRIDE 'EM COWBOY
2/02/1995 B071 xKYLE RIDERS DOMINATE ALL-INDIAN RODEO
2/23/1995 B072 xCOWBOY RIDES TO A NEW LIFE
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3/23/1995 BOAl xINDIAN YOUTH RODEO SCHOOL SET FOR JUNE 2-4
4/27/1995 B071 INFR BOARD MAKES RULES CHANGES
6/15/1995 B051 MOBRIDGE READIES FOR RODEO
7/06/1995 B031 XHOLLOWAY NAMED BEST ALL-AROUND COWBOY
8/31/1995 AGll xINFR CHAMP HURT AT CROW RODEO
9/07/1995 A033 xRODEO STAR 'IMPROVING,' BENEFIT PLANNED
9/07/1995 B013 XCASH COWS
9/14/1995 B041 OGLALA LAKOTA NATION RODEO WINNERS LISTED
10/12/1995 coil KCITY READIES FOR NATL IND FINALS RODEO ACTION
10/12/1995 coil XCHAMPION BRONC RIDER HOWARD HUNTER OUT OF COMA
10/12/1995 coil APACHE RODEO QUEEN SAYS SPORT NEEDS FAMILY IMAGE
10/12/1995 C021 NATIONAL INDIAN RODEO CHAMPIONS OF THE PAST
10/12/1995 C031 ROPING S RIDING JUST A FAMILY AFFAIR
10/12/1995 C034 WILBUR BUCKMAN SAW EARLY DAYS OF RODEO
10/12/1995 C042 EAST JOINS FINALS RODEO ASSOCIATION
10/12/1995 C044 18 FROM ARIZONA QUALIFY
10/12/1995 C051 EAST REGION SENDING 18
10/12/1995 C051 BIRCH CREEK QUALIFIES
10/12/1995 C053 GREAT PLAINS QUALIFIERS LISTED
10/12/1995 C061 FOR VICTORIA WESLEY-RANDALL/ RODEO IN THE BLOOD
10/26/1995 coil KREADY FOR ACTION
10/26/1995 con XLEBEAUX RECALLED AS A COWBOY'S COWBOY
10/26/1995 con KHOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL FOR TOP BARREL RACER
10/26/1995 C012 XFISHER'S GOAL--A BAREBACK COMEBACK
10/26/1995 C021 XVOICE BROTHERS LEARNED ROPES FROM THEIR UNCLE
10/26/1995 C022 xROOKlE CITES BROTHER, HOWARD HUNTER AS INSPIRATION
10/26/1995 C031 RODEO EVENT ROUNDUP
10/26/1995 C051 WESTERN STATES INDIAN RODEO ASSOCIATION REGION II
10/26/1995 C051 CANADIAN QUALIFIERS
10/26/1995 C052 xROPE THAT STEER
10/26/1995 C051 SOUTHWEST INDIAN RODEO ASSOCIATION RODEO RESULTS
10/26/1995 C062 XBRONC BEAUTY
11/09/1995 A013 xRODEO FINALS
11/09/1995 B051 xNATIONAL FINALS RODEO ACTION HIGH
11/16/1995 A043 HOWARD HUNTER BENEFIT A HIGHLIGHT AT RODEO (L)
11/23/1995 B054 CANADIAN EXHIBIT NEEDS HELP
9/15/1993 BOll RODRIGUEZ MAKES YELLOW JACKETS DEFENSIVE TEAM
11/23/1994 C014 GOLF PRO MEETS TRIBAL LEADERS
1/08/1991 A051 A JOURNAL ENTRY FROM THE RIDE (L)
3/16/1994 A015 RGESSEL NAMED AS BIA DEPUTY CHIEF
1/19/1995 AOll BABBITT NAMES ROESSEL TO TOP POST
8/05/1992 B053 XMISS TEEN CANDIDATE
7/28/1993 B061 XROGERS GRADUATES WITH HONOR
7/20/1995 B081 xROGERS GETS DARTMOUTH AWARD
1/19/1995 B044 COUPLE LIVING TRADITIONALLY IN MODERN LAKOTA SOCIETY
12/04/1991 A033 xDONOVIN SPRAGUE AND BLUESMAN JIMMY ROGERS
8/18/1993 B014 STATE SELECTS ROGERS FOR ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
1/19/1994 A071 NATIVE PERFORMERS HEAD TO ROME
8/03/1994 AOll RESPECTED CHUMASH ELDER KILLS WIFE
12/11/1991 A081 HONORING DINNER IS PLANNED AT HALL
4/14/1993 A081 PRISONER WINS BIG BATTLE FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
4/13/1994 A034 INJURED NAVAJO WOMAN CALLS FOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
5/11/1995 B034 IRAN'S CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN REVEALED BY WOMAN
3/25/1992 A061 HE SAID--TEAM MASCOT NAMES ARE NOT TRIBES WORST PRO
3/25/1992 A063 SHE SAID--COLUMNIST SPEAKS FROM IGNORANCE NEED TO UN
4/15/1992 A013 ROONEY COLUMN SPARKS PROTEST
4/15/1992 A053 ROONEY SHOULD REFORM, APOLOGIZE OR RESIGN (L)
4/22/1992 A044 ROONEY SHOULD STICK TO TRIVIALIZING TRIVIA (L)
4/22/1992 A051 A LETTER TO ANDY ROONEY (L)
4/29/1992 A053 AN APOLOGY TO INDIANS, SORT OF
5/13/1992 A054 xANDY ROONEY DAY RILES COYOTE
6/10/1992 A044 STUDENTS SAY THIS IS OUR WAY, MR ROONEY (L)
6/08/1995 A041 HEY, ANDY ROONEY, GET A GRIP ON REALITY (ED)
1/01/1991 A012 WAR STILL ON OVER ROSEBUD BIA SUPER
5/01/1991 C024 TRIBES RECEIVE EPA GRANT
8/28/1991 BOll XRST CODE PUTS 'LAKOTA' BACK IN EDUCATION
8/28/1991 B065 CORA JONES TEMPORARILY REASSIGNED
.9/25/1991 A074 ROSEBUD SIOUX MAY JOIN MNI WICONI PROJECT
9/25/1991 BOll XCOURT DATE PUTS ROSEBUD GEN ELECTION IN DOUBT
10/09/1991 A016 RST FOUND GUILTY OF DISCRIMINATION
11/13/1991 A012 XRELAXED ATMOSPHERE SETS TONE FOR RST MEET
11/20/1991 BOll XRST HEARINGS TO DETERMINE CONTRACTING LAW ENFORCEME
12/04/1991 BOll XRST--BETTERMENT THROUGH UNITY AND EDUCATION
12/18/1991 B015 RST COUNCIL GRILLS PROGRAM HEADS
12/18/1991 B045 XCHAIRMAN'S ASSOCIATION COMES UNDER FIRE, SCHMIDT
12/18/1991 B051 XCHAIRMAN LUNDERMAN PROMISES ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1/28/1992 B041 YAKIMA RULING--LUNDERMAN TO DEVELOP STRATEGY
1/28/1992 B045 RST COMMITTEE MEETS TO DISCUSS FUTURE OF LANDFILL
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2/12/1992 coil *BURNETTE UNGAGGED--FORMER SECRETARY TALKS
2/19/1992 A012 KROSEBUD COUNCIL TAKES $217,000 FROM TLE COFFER
2/19/1992 A015 SALARIES HIKED IN DEFICIT BUDGET
2/19/1992 C053 AMBASSADORS AT LAST
3/11/1992 A012 KYST PROPOSES JOINT CASINO PROJECT TO ROSEBUD TRIBE
3/18/1992 B013 ROSEBUD SUPER REFERENDUM IS IN COMMITTEE
3/25/1992 BOll *ROSEBUD CHAIRMAN SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
A/08/1992 B065 ROSEBUD TRIBE SETS WEEK OF THE CHILD
A/08/1992 C012 KLUNDERMAN--FEDERAL POLICY AND SOCIAL DISPARITY
A/08/1992 COIA IHS WANTS TO FINISH HOUSING PROJECT
A/15/1992 A02A GAMING D1SPUTE--RST HEADED FOR COURT
A/15/1992 BOAl xSlCANGU TEENS CHALLENGE ADULTS TO LISTEN
A/22/1992 BOll MISSION WATER CLEANUP STALLED
A/22/1992 B012 *LUNDERMAN--WE MUST PROVE WORTHY OF RESPONSIBILITY
5/06/1992 B0A2 ROSEBUD STUDENTS GET TO SEE DC
5/20/1992 A031 ALEX LUNDERMAN OUT AT ROSEBUD
6/03/1992 A015 MYERS' $500,000 CAN'T BE FOUND ON ROSEBUD
6/03/1992 B03A RST WITHDRAWS FROM HOSPITAL HOUSING PROJECT
6/10/1992 A012 ROSEBUD COUNCIL CLOSES RANKS AROUND CHAIRMAN
6/17/1992 B015 ROSEBUD COUNCIL SEATS CHALLENGED
9/09/1992 BOll ROSEBUD WANTS A PIECE OF THE GAMBLING ACTION
9/16/1992 B082 RST AWARDED GRANT TO LOCATE PEOPLE FOR SSI
10/08/1992 A075 ROSEBUD CASINO PROPOSAL GOES NORTH
11/26/1992 A081 ROSEBUD CASINO AWAITS COMPACT
12/17/1992 A012 *ROSEBUD JOINS STAMPEDE FROM UST
12/17/1992 B012 BLOOD QUANTUM ELECTION CANCELLED AT ROSEBUD
l/lA/1993 B031 RST TO CONSIDER CONTRACTING POLICE DEPT FROM BIA
1/21/1993 B012 BOYD CLEARED OF WRONGDOING
2/11/1993 B014 GOVERNOR SIGNS OFF ON ROSEBUD TRIBE CASINO
3/10/1993 B012 XROSEBUD'S FINEST ARE ROSEBUD'S OWN
3/24/1993 B012 TAX CHANGE TAKES BITE OUT OF RST BUDGET
4/21/1993 BG12 XFAMILY SUSPECTS BEATING IN SON'S DEATH
5/12/1993 AOll KROSEBUD THREATENED WITH LOSS OF HEALTH FUNDS
5/19/1993 AOll SETTLEMENT TALKS ONGOING IN AIDS CASE
5/19/1993 B012 ROSEBUD TRIBE DISBANDS GALAXY ELECTRONICS PROJECT
5/26/1993 B015 ROSEBUD CASINO BREAKS GROUND
6/02/1993 B012 RST REPORT SHOWS $840,000 COLLECTED IN SURPLUS
6/09/1993 B012 KGRAND JURY INVESTIGATES ROSEBUD TRAVEL RECORDS
6/30/1993 B014 XCARL WALN ANNOUNCES FOR ROSEBUD
7/28/1993 B031 ROSEBUD WIC OPEN HOUSE AUG 1
7/28/1993 B031 AUGUST ROSEBUD WIC SCHEDULE
10/06/1993 B012 XSTATE SENATOR--MORE CAN BE DONE AT HOME
11/03/1993 A012 XKINDLE ELECTED RST PRESIDENT
11/03/1993 B045 SINTE GLESKA, ROSEBUD COUNCIL SUPPORT YOUTH CENTER
11/10/1993 B015 XVALANDRA STILL WILLING TO QUIT SENATE FOR COUNCIL
11/17/1993 BOll VALANDRA ABLE TO HOLD 2 POSTS
12/29/1993 B014 xROSEBUD GALA INAUGURATION SET DEC 31
1/05/1994 A013 xROSEBUD PREZ SETS 1994 GOALS
1/19/1994 A032 ROSEBUD TRIBAL COUNCIL CANCELS LAND LEASES
2/02/1994 A044 INJUSTICE DONE TO COUNCIL MEMBER (L)
2/16/1994 B031 ROSEBUD GETS MORE ENERGY AID
4/27/1994 A071 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE RECEIVES APPROVAL TO CONSTRUCT
5/18/1994 B012 HUNDREDS FLOCK FOR JOBS AT ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE CASIN
10/19/1994 B045 XGOOD WILL
10/26/1994 BOll ROSEBUD RECEIVES LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT
11/02/1994 B012 ROSEBUD UTILITIES BOARD TO FLEX ITS MUSCLE
11/02/1994 B023 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE PLANS YOUTH RANCH
11/10/1994 B075 ROSEBUD'S POLICE FORCE ADDING 8 NEW OFFICERS
11/23/1994 AOll ROSEBUD COUNCIL CALLS FOR AIRC INVESTIGATION
2/23/1995 B032 MARSHALL ANNOUNCES BID FOR TRIBAL PRESIDENCY
4/13/1995 BOll ROSEBUD, OGLALA TO EXPLORE JOINT BUFFALO SOCIETY
4/13/1995 B015 RST GAMING DIRECTOR QUITS, THEN STAYS
6/01/1995 BOll ROSEBUD JOINS CHAIRMEN'S COUNCIL
8/17/1995 B023 ROSEBUD EYES TRADE CORRIDOR FROM CANADA TO MEXICO
10/26/1995 B014 WATER AWARD GOES TO ROSEBUD
12/07/1995 BOll ROSEBUD INCREASES ITS LAND BASE
12/07/1995 B034 RST'S LEGAL CODE TO BE UPDATED
12/15/1994 B061 ROSEBUD CASINO TO MOVE INTO NEW DIGS
2/02/1995 A013 xA GRAND OPENING
2/02/1995 BOll ROSEBUD CASINO OPENS AFTER SMOOTH CHANGEOVER
1/14/1992 BOll ROSEBUD EDUCATION SOCIETY TOUCHES MORE THAN TEACHING
12/24/1992 B034 ROSEBUD FUND-RAISER APPOINTS NATIVE AMERICAN DIRECTO
5/01/1991 B031 PROJECT ROSEBUD HELPS YOUNGSTERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
2/12/1991 A051 A SPIRIT WARNING ON RST DUMPSITE (L)
2/19/1991 B044 HOUSE AND TENANT GROUP RECEIVES HUD AWARD
3/12/1991 A023 ROSEBUD LANDFILL PUT ON HOLD BY LUJAN
4/03/1991 A024 GREENPEACE ENTERS FRAY OVER ROSEBUD DUMP
4/03/1991 A044 RISKS OUTWEIGH GAINS IN ROSEBUD LANDFILLS ISSUE (L)
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4/17/1991 coil *HARD-WON SURGERY UNIT COMPLETES RST HOSPITAL
4/17/1991 C035 ART IS A PEACEFUL MEDICINE AT NEW ROSEBUD HOSPITAL
4/24/1991 CG14 GOOD ROAD COALITION GREENPEACE AGAINST ROSEBUD LANDF
5/08/1991 coil ROSEBUD HOUSING PROJECT WILL GO TO GRAND JURY
5/08/1991 C016 RST LANDFILL PETITION GETS A CLOSER LOOK
5/15/1991 C015 ROSEBUD >638' BUST BLAMED ON FEDS
5/22/1991 coil RST GAGS SECRETARY ON LANDFILL PETITIONS
5/22/1991 C016 LITTLE WHITE GIVES 200 FOLKS A 'SCARE'
5/22/1991 C022 PART II--ROSEBUD HOSPITAL STAFF HOUSING WOES
5/22/1991 C025 TRIBE HIRES EX-SENATOR TO GET JONES
5/29/1991 C015 xNO RULING YET OF ROSEBUD LANDFILL PETITION
6/05/1991 A053 ROSEBUD DUMP ISN'T JUST AN INDIAN PROBLEM
6/05/1991 C015 RST HOUSING--PART IV--LAWSUIT AGAINST COMPANY WITHDR
6/12/1991 C015 AFTER 80 YEARS TRIBE WANTS RENT
6/12/1991 C015 TRIBE LOSES AT ARBITRATION
6/26/1991 coil RST HOUSING CONTRACTS CLOUDED FROM OUTSET
7/02/1991 A031 VOTING CLOUT CENTRAL TO REDISTRICTING ISSUE
7/17/1991 A033 NEW ROSEBUD REDISTRICTING SCHEME RUNS BIA RED LIGHT
7/24/1991 BOll RST CHAIRMAN LOBBIES FOR MONEY
7/24/1991 B031 xRONALD VALANDRA IS RUNNING FOR TRIBAL PRESIDENT
7/31/1991 B015 BIA REJECTS ROSEBUD SECRETARIAL ELECTION
8/07/1991 BOll KFIASCO A MILD WORD AT RST MEET
8/14/1991 A041 REFERENDUM A MUST ON ROSEBUD LANDFILL (ED)
8/14/1991 C035 BIKERS PROTEST WASTE DUMP
8/28/1991 B063 DUMP CLEANUP AT ROSEBUD ON HOLD FOR NOW
9/11/1991 A015 ROSEBUD DUMP A DEAD ISSUE?
9/18/1991 AlOl ROSEBUD TO CELEBRATE DOOMED DUMP
9/25/1991 B015 MOWED LAWNS AND PRAIRIE DOGS HELP FOIL ARSONISTS
9/25/1991 BOll XROSEBUD DUMP SITES CLEAN-UP HITS SNAG
10/16/1991 B024 ROSEBUD CASINO--A WAY OF PROFIT
10/23/1991 B022 xSCHMIDT CALLS FOR FIVE-YEAR MORATORIUM ON DUMPS
11/06/1991 B014 ROSEBUD LANDS OFFERED FOR LEASE
11/20/1991 BOll RST BUSINESS LICENSE DECISION A 'VICTORY'
12/04/1991 B071 GRANDPARENTS HONORED BY ROSEBUD WIC STAFF
12/11/1991 A051 VETERAN URGES IMPROVEMENT FOR SICANGU LAW ENFORCEMEN
12/18/1991 A015 ROSEBUD HOUSING FIASCO NEAR END
1/28/1992 B041 XROSEBUD IHS DIRECTOR CALLED BEFORE COUNCIL
1/28/1992 C083 ROSEBUD ACCEPTING GRAZING PERMIT BIDS
2/12/1992 C031 ROSEBUD HOSPITAL EXPANSION IS BURDENING NURSING
2/19/1992 C012 xROSEBUD MEMBERS ANGERED OVER LANDFILL RESURRECTION
2/26/1992 B015 ROSEBUD'S 'IMPLIED CONSENT' WILL REGULATE NON-MEMBER
2/26/1992 B024 ROSEBUD OFFICER SUSPENDED DURING RAPE INVESTIGATION
3/11/1992 BOll XROSEBUD BURIED IN WASTE DISPOSAL PROBLEMS
3/11/1992 B015 ELECTION IMPACTS INDIAN EDUCATION
3/11/1992 B063 AMBULANCE FACILITY BUILT AT MILK'S CAMP
3/18/1992 B035 RST ED COMMITTEE WILL SCREEN SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES
3/25/1992 A014 ROSEBUD WATER GETS APPROVAL OF COMMITTEE
4/15/1992 B081 ROSEBUD VOTES TO FIGHT FOR STAFF HOUSING PROJECT
4/29/1992 A061 STAFF HOUSING UPDATE
5/06/1992 coil XRENEWING WAHPE OYATE (TREE NATION)
5/06/1992 C023 XYOUTH CENTER--STANDING ON THEIR OWN
5/20/1992 A036 ROSEBUD VOTER REGISTRATION IS MAY 22
6/17/1992 B033 POST 125 OFFICERS SELECTED FOR 1992
6/24/1992 B012 SOLDIER CREEK CHAIRMAN VOWS TO SEEK REPRESENTATION
7/01/1992 A024 xTEXAS GOVERNOR VISITS ROSEBUD
8/12/1992 C053 RST AMBULANCE, HOSPITAL HANDLE TWO DISASTERS
9/16/1992 B074 ROSEBUD RESERVATION LAND UP FOR LEASE
9/23/1992 B014 ROSEBUD COMMUNITY BINGO HALL COULD BECOME CASINO
10/08/1992 B104 SIOUX FALLS HELPS ROSEBUD START NEW LIBRARY
10/22/1992 B072 ROSEBUD DR--NOT GUILTY OF REVEALING AIDS VICTIM NAME
12/10/1992 A041 XNOT-SO-HIDDEN SIGNS OF HOPE AMONG THE PEOPLE
12/17/1992 BOll GAMING IS A GO ON ROSEBUD
12/31/1992 BOll HELP NEEDED FOR FIRE VICTIMS
5/19/1993 B051 XSICANGU ENTERPRISE CENTER RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
5/26/1993 B012 PLAN COULD DRY UP ROSEBUD WATER PROBLEMS
5/26/1993 B081 GRASSROOTS TRIBAL FOUNDATION OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
6/16/1993 A071 DAKOTA AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT ROSEBUD SYMPOSIUM
6/23/1993 BOll JULY 2 SESSION ON ROSEBUD SEEKS TOURISM BROCHURE
8/18/1993 A035 TOURISM ON ROSEBUD TASK FORCE AGENDA
8/25/1993 BOll ROSEBUD LANDS ADVERTISED FOR LEASE
8/25/1993 BOll BROWN HIRED AS TALENT SEARCH COUNSELOR
9/01/1993 A053 PEEKING OUT FROM THE CLOAK OF PATERNALISM (L)
9/15/1993 A041 VOLUNTEER GROUP COMMENTS ON ROSEBUD'S HIP PROGRAM (L
10/06/1993 B121 LACK OF FUNDING LEAVES NEW IHS HOSPITAL EMPTY
10/20/1993 B016 ROSEBUD ENTERPRISES HONORED NATIONALLY
12/15/1993 B031 DANCE CLUB BRINGS TRADITIONAL RHYTHM TO BONESTEEL
5/18/1994 B012 FESTIVITIES SET TO HONOR ROSEBUD ELDERS
6/22/1994 B081 ROSEBUD SURVEY SET
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ROSEBUD RESERV
ROSENBAUM DEBRA
ROSS AC
ROSS ALLEN
ROSS CHUCK
ROSS PERCY
ROSSEAU JERRY
ROSSI JOAN
ROUBIDEAUX CAROLYN
ROUBIDEAUX MARGARE
ROUBIDEAUX RAMON
ROUGH SURFACE CAND
ROUILLARD ROD
ROULETTE CLYDE
ROUSSEAU LORRAINE
ROY JOYCE
ROY STEVEN A
ROYAL RIVER CASINO
ROYE BURGESS
RUBIO ANTHONY
RULEAUX DON
RUMMAGE SALE
RUNNELS VIC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/03/199A
10/05/1999
11/02/1999
8/29/1995
9/07/1995
11/09/1995
7/20/1995
12/19/1995
6/05/1991
9/23/1992
1/21/1993
6/16/1993
1/26/1999
8/19/1991
9/09/1991
10/09/1991
7/31/1991
9/11/1991
12/09/1991
12/09/1991
12/09/1991
12/09/1991
9/06/1999
9/11/1991
12/22/1993
11/09/1995
11/23/1995
11/30/1995
5/08/1991
3/11/1992
10/08/1992
11/12/1992
1/19/1993
8/09/1993
8/11/1993
8/18/1993
8/25/1993
9/01/1993
10/27/1993
12/01/1993
1/12/1995
8/12/1992
, 1/08/1991
1/15/1991
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
3/12/1991
6/19/1991
8/21/1991
11/13/1991
12/31/1991
12/31/1991
1/08/1992
2/04/1992
9/02/1992
12/10/1992
12/31/1992
1/07/1993
1/07/1993
3/31/1993
5/26/1993
11/24/1993
12/08/1993
2/02/1994
6/29/1994
9/14/1994
11/16/1994
2/16/1995
7/06/1995
8/24/1995
11/02/1995
10/08/1992
5/18/1994
7/08/1993
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
5/26/1993
5/26/1993
A044
B024
B013
BOll
BO 13
B022
B094
B023
C0I5
BOll
B012
A071
A031
C035
A041
B014
B015
B015
A041
A044
A045
A052
B051
B015
coil
BOll
BOll
A051
C031
A121
B015
B071
BO 12
A021
B012
A015
B015
A081
BOll
B012
A031
C031
A015
AO 11
AO 24
A024
A023
A026
B051
5021
A071
A072
A015
B161
AlOl
A061
A012
A013
A044
B015
B012
BOll
BOll
B054
B073
coil
B121
C032
BOll
B042
C081
B061
B054
B071
S031
AO 22
AOll
5022
VISITOR MISSES ROSEBUD'S TRADITION, CULTURE (L)
ROSEBUD CASINO BEGINS CONSTRUCTION
NATURAL GAS PIPELINE COULD SERVICE RESERVATION
K90 PINE RIDGE HOMES NOW TARGETED FOR 'RURAL RENEWAL
MILITARY SURPLUS DESTINED FOR ROSEBUD HOMES
NEW ANTELOPE COMMUNITY CHAIRMAN--IMPROVED HEALTH CAR
KDEBRA ROSENBAUM NEW CONFEDERATED EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MROSS TO SIGN BOOKS AT WALDENBOOKS
LWS SUPERINTENDENT ACCUSED OF ASSAULT
'MITAKUYE OYASIN' TRANSLATED INTO GERMAN
KROSS RECEIVES EDUCATION AWARD
DAKOTA AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT ROSEBUD SYMPOSIUM
KLAKOTA CULTURE EMPHASIS OF TOUR BY DR CHUCK ROSS
PHILANTHROPIST ROSS AIDS PARMELEE MAN
ROSS IS AN INSENSITIVE CLOD (ED)
SINGLE MOTHERS BENEFIT FROM PERCY ROSS MISTAKE
KBLOOMBERG GETS BLOODIED
FINE, SENTENCE TOO LITTLE SAYS VICTIM OF PUNCH
RED CLOUD STUDENT UPSET WITH ROSSI (L)
ALL WASICU AREN'T LIKE JOAN ROSSI (L)
ROSSI TRY LIVING ON A ROCK! (L)
DEAR JOAN LEARN HISTORY (L)
XROUBIDEAUX WINS TOP AWARD
KROUBIDEAUX RESIGNS; CHARGES SEX DISCRIMINATION AT
KROUBIDEAUX STILL IN LAW AFTER 43 YEARS
AFTER 15 YEARS, 2 ARRESTED IN MURDER CASE
ROUGH SURFACE; MURDER CASE GOES TO TRIAL AFTER 15 YEA
CANDI ROUGH SURFACE'S BROTHER SPEAKS OUT (L)
ROUILLARD--HOME FROM THE DESERT
xSLIDIN' CLYDE WANTS TO TOUR USA
HAWKINS, ROUSSEAU TOP SWST PRIMARY
SISSETON-WAHPETON ELECTS WOMAN AS TRIBAL LEADER
KROUSSEAU HAS HER DAY AT SWST INAUGURAL
SISSETON-WAHPETON COUNCIL SUSPENDS ITS CHAIRWOMAN
CALL FOR AUDIT BRINGS ROUSSEAU'S SUSPENSION
ROUSSEAU REINSTATED AT SISSETON-WAHPETON
COUNCIL SUSPENDS ROUSSEAU AGAIN
OUSTED CHAIRWOMAN VOWS COURT BATTLE
ROUSSEAU FILES RESTRAINING ORDER AGAINST COUNCIL
DISSENSION SHAKES GOVT OF SISSETON-WAHPETON NATION
FEDERAL PROSECUTOR FOCUSES ON RESERVATION CRIME
KSJIS PRESIDENT ELECTED TO PROVINCIAL BOARD
JURISDICTION FANS FLAMES AT CASINO
CASINO TO REMAIN OPEN UNTIL HEARING
NO WINNERS IN FLANDREAU CASINO CONTROVERSY YET
JUDGE ENGBERG EXTENDS CASINO DEADLINE UNTIL MARCH
FLANDREAU CASINO SOLD TO RAPID CITY FIRM
ROYAL RIVER CASINO LOOKING TO EXPAND
EXPANSION PLANS SET FOR ROYAL RIVER CASINO
XROYAL RIVER CASINO IS RAGING SUCCESS
FLANDREAU CASINO GIVES MOODY COUNTY ECONOMY BOOST
SANTEE-STATE AT ODDS OVER POKER
STATE FORCES $20,000 FROM ROYAL RIVER
CASINO COINS AID CHARITIES
FST TO CO-MANAGE CASINO
FLANDREAU SLOWLY MOVES TOWARD CASINO EXPANSION
FLANDREAU CASINO PROFITS IN LIMBO
FLANDREAU FREEZE PUTS CHILL ON ELDERS
FLANDREAU RESIDENTS TELL THEIR SIDE OF STORY (L)
JUDGE THAWS FST FUNDS
FST MAY PAY OUT $700,000 TO OFF-RESERVATION MEMBERS
FLANDREAU UP FOR BIGGER SHARE OF ITS GAMING POT
ROYAL RIVER UNDER NEW MANAGER
ROYAL RIVER CASINO EXTENDS HOURS
CASINO TRAINING PAYS BACK IN SPADES
ROYAL RIVER OFFERING ON-LINE PROGRESSIVE SLOT MACHIN
ROYAL RIVER CASINO STAFF RECEIVE GREAT SERVICE AWARD
LARGEST SLOT PAYOUT AWARDED AT SD TRIBAL CASINO
CASINO WORKERS ALLEGE BOSS WATCHED THEM UNDRESS
JACKPOTS UP AT ROYAL RIVER
WATERCOLOR AND POETRY—ART BURGESS ROYE STYLE
INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KILLING
XSPEARFISH ART SHOW
TALKING CIRCLE PRESENTS RUMMAGE SALE 8 RAFFLE
XHILL CITY GALLERY FEATURES LAKOTA FINE ART
ARTIST RUNNELS RECOVERING FROM HEART ATTACK
KWHITE HAWK'S DREAM
XISHNALA WECHA GALLERY EMPHASIZES 'FINE' ART
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RUNNELS VIC
RUNNING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/16/1994 B041 «VIC AND HIS FRIEND> ART
10/26/1994 BG12 XLAKOTA ART GALLERY EVICTED FROM HILL CITY SHOP
SEE ALSO TRACK ATHLETICS
8/07/1991 B041 xLEGENDS OF REVERED LAND ARE LONG RUNNING
8/07/1991 B041 CROSS COUNTRY COACHES--OUTLET FOUND TO TAP TALENT
8/07/1991 B051 ^OLYMPIC CHAMP MILLS REMAINS AN INSPIRATION
8/14/1991 A012 WINGS ON THEIR HEELS
8/14/1991 A014 1992 SURVIVORS RUN NEEDS VOLUNTEER HELP
10/30/1991 A081 RUNNERS TO SOAR IN WINGS REGIONALS
11/13/1991 A071 XRUNNERS TAKE WING OVER NORTHERN PLAINS
12/04/1991 C031 XNO MONEY MAY GROUND LITTLE WINGS RUNNERS
12/11/1991 C031 KINDIAN RUNNERS FIRST IN TAC^USA NATIONALS
1/14/1992 A085 DENNIS BANKS ORGANIZES SACRED RUN
3/18/1992 B061 KWINGS RUNNERS FACE WORLD
4/01/1992 B061 SOBRIETY RUN TO PROMOTE DRUG, ALCOHOL PREVENTION
4/15/1992 A061 KYOUTHS TO RUN 15,000 MILES FOR THE FUTURE
5/06/1992 B053 SRST RUNNERS SUPPORT SOBRIETY
5/13/1992 B031 OLYMPIC TRIALS MAY GIVE RUNNER SOME EXPOSURE
6/24/1992 A081 KCROSS-CONTINENT RUN REACHES REGION
6/24/1992 A091 xMAKING A SACRED RUN
7/22/1992 A073 LITTLE WINGS ON FAST TRACK
7/29/1992 B024 RED NATION'S RUN FOR UNITY
8/05/1992 A086 PRISONERS RUN FOR HEALTHY LAND
8/12/1992 B072 SIOUX RUNNER TAKES MEDAL IN OLYMPICS
8/19/1992 B081 xSURVIVORS MAKE SPIRITUAL RUN
9/02/1992 A031 PEACE AND DIGNITY RUNNERS REACH PHOENIX
9/09/1992 A071 XAPACHE RUN PROTESTS DESECRATION OF MT GRAHAM
9/09/1992 A071 xSACRED RUN ON SPIRITUAL AS WELL AS PHYSICAL JOURNEY
9/09/1992 A114 FLAME SPIRIT FIRE WILL BURN IN MANY NATIONS
10/29/1992 A065 RUNNERS NEEDED TO TAKE FLIGHT OVER NORTHERN PLAINS
11/12/1992 B012 9EG0ING THE DISTANCE
11/12/1992 B061 RUNNERS COMPETE FOR SPOTS ON WINGS CROSS COUNTRY
12/10/1992 B055 xWINGS TEAMS SOAR IN KENOSHA RUN
1/21/1993 B043 ACOMA MAN RUNS INTO SUCCESS AND SHARES IT
1/28/1993 B046 MARTY INDIAN SCHOOL RUNNERS HONORED
3/03/1993 B012 KEAGLE STAFFS LEAD HUNKPAPA INTO BATTLE
4/28/1993 B061 WHIRLWIND HORSE MEMORIAL RUN WINNERS LISTED
6/23/1993 A033 PEACE RUN TO ARRIVE JULY 14
6/23/1993 B084 SACRED HOOP RUN TO FINISH AT BEAR BUTTE JUNE 25
6/30/1993 B091 DREAM INSPIRES 'RUN FOR FREEDOM'
7/14/1993 A035 APACHES MAKE A SACRED RUN TO MOUNT GRAHAM
7/14/1993 B033 xLOCAL BOY SELECTED FOR SACRED RUN
7/14/1993 B034 THREE RUNNERS HEAD FOR SOUTHWEST
7/28/1993 B041 xWINGS RUNNERS STRIKE GOLD IN NORTH AMERICAN GAMES
8/11/1993 A041 KRUNNER'S HOPES LOOKING UP FOR TRIP DOWN UNDER
9/01/1993 B023 ^DISTANCE RUNNING TAKES THUNDER HAWK DOWN UNDER
10/27/1993 B083 RAPID CITY TO HOST THE MIDWEST'S FINEST
11/03/1993 Bill SMITH JOINS WINGS AS FIRST PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
11/03/1993 B115 6TH ANNUAL WINGS SELECTION RACE AT ZUNI PUEBLO
11/17/1993 B053 SIPI WARRIORS FIRST RANKED JUCO CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
11/17/1993 B053 NATIVE AMER RUNNERS EXPECTED TO COMPETE IN USA TRACK
11/17/1993 B053 TAKINI 1993 RUNNERS-UP IN STATE B CROSS COUNTRY MEE
11/24/1993 B053 X'WINGS' RUNNERS FLOCK TO MISSOULA TO COMPETE
12/08/1993 B041 K'WINGS' RUNNERS FINISH STRONG IN MONTANA
12/22/1993 B051 XMAGAZINES FEATURE 'LITTLE WINGS'
1/05/1994 B026 PINE PARTICIPATES IN JUNIOR OLYMPICS
3/09/1994 C021 MONTANA RUNNERS IN SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
3/23/1994 B043 LAYS BAD, ROACH WIN BIG CROW ROAD RACE
4/13/1994 B053 WHIRLWIND HORSE RUN SET AT BLACK HILLS STATE
4/13/1994 B062 WINGS START NEW RUNNING PROGRAM
4/20/1994 B041 xVETERAN RUNNER OFFERS TIPS FOR BEGINNERS
4/20/1994 B041 RED NATIONS PREPARES SACRED RUN TO ATLANTA
4/20/1994 B052 SUCCESS COMES WITH TRAINING
4/27/1994 B061 LEROY JACKSON REMEMBERED WITH MEMORIAL RUN
5/04/1994 B061 xRUN HONORS KEVIN WHIRLWIND
5/11/1994 C011 WINGS' NEW PROGRAM AIMED AT YOUNG RUNNERS
5/11/1994 C031 ANNUAL SOBRIETY RUN ON TAP IN DENVER
5/18/1994 C013 KWETZEL 'MASTERS' RUNNING
5/18/1994 C013 TARAHUMARA RUNNERS WIN MAJOR RACE
5/25/1994 coil xPROGRAM SEEKS TO DISCOVER NEXT BILLY MILLS
5/25/1994 C011 SACRED HILLS RUN IN JUNE
6/08/1994 B052 WINGS CAMP WILL BE HELD IN MID-JULY
6/29/1994 C011 ELDERS HONOR PEAK RUNNERS
7/27/1994 B044 UNITED TRIBES RUN S WALK ON TOP
7/27/1994 B044 KLAMATH TRIBES SET WALK, RUN
8/03/1994 A081 xJEMEZ YOUTH RUN TO WASHINGTON
8/31/1994 C011 XRECORD RUN
11/02/19,94 B121 kCHIPPEWA RUNNER MAKES SWITCH TO RACING ON WHEELS
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SUBJECT
SACRED SITES
SAFETY
SAFIRE WILLIAM
SA6INAU CHIPPEUA
SAINTE-MARIE BUFFV
SALAMANCA NY
SALARIES
SALES TAX
DATE PAPER NOTATION
B041 XAPACHE WOMAN FIGHTS TO PRESERVE SACRED SITE
A031 TREATY COUNCIL NIXES PROPOSAL FOR COMMISSION
AOll kSACRED sites IN DANGER
A081 BIGHORN OFFICIALS REVERSE MEDICINE WHEEL DECISION
A015 RAIDERS OF RELIGION
AOll XHIGHWAY THREATENS ANCIENT PETROGLYPHS
A053 OPEN FORUM ON CASINOS AND CULTURAL SITES
B012 NATL FOREST SERVICE WORKS TO PROTECT SACRED, RELIGIO
A081 XPEOPLE CHARGE MINES DESTROYING SACRED SITES
B012 CONTROVERSY CHIPS AWAY AT PIPESTONE
A051 KSUPPORT NEEDED NOW FOR INDIAN RELIGIONS
A024 GROUPS TRY TO BLOCK RPAD ON NEW MEXICO SACRED SITE
A051 DOESN'T THE POPE KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON? (L)
A053 NON-DESTRUCTIVE OPTIONS NEEDED AT MT GRAHAM (L)
A071 VH-1 FOCUSES ON NATIVE AMERICAN SACRED SITES
A044 EXPLOITING THE SACRED CALLED DEGRADING (L)
Ad74 MANAGEMENT PLAN TO CONTINUE IN WYOMING BIGHORN MOUNT
A074 PROTECTION OF MEDICINE WHEEL IS PRIORITY OF TRIBES
B023 xTRIBES FIGHT TO KEEP PIPELINE AWAY FROM BEAR BUTTE
AOll KNEW AGE ASSAULT ON BEAR BUTTE DECRIED
A021 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PLANNING BOMBING RANGE
AOll NATIONAL PARK SERVICE REVIEWS DEVILS TOWER POLICY
A012 FEDS PLAN BOMBING RANGE ON SACRED SITE
A044 HELP NEEDED TO SAVE SACRED SITE IN GEORGIA (L)
B012 GREY EAGLES TO OPPOSE DEVILS TOWER CLIMBING
B012 LAKOTA ADAMANT--NO CLIMBING ON MAHTO TIPI
A051 TRIBES ARE ON RECORD IN OPPOSITION TO TELESCOPE (L)
B012 xSTATE SEEKS ADVICE ON BEAR BUTTE PLAN
B012 CRST RESCUES SACRED SITE FROM ROAD BUILDERS
A033 CLINTON TO PROTECT SACRED SITES
AOll XSWEET GRASS HILLS—WHERE GOLD WEIGHS HEAVIER
B021 XROCK CLIMBING BAN TERMED SUCCESSFUL
A012 SHOTS FIRED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA OVER SUN DANCE
B032 STATE PROMOTES BUCKLING UP
coil ARE YOU READY FOR WINTER?
coil SAFE WINTER DRIVING IS NO ACCIDENT
C062 SAFETY TIPS ADVISED WHEN CHOOSING TOYS
B084 WOUNDED KNEE STUDENT--OFF TO CAPITOL HILL
B031 STANDING ROCK WORKS WITH STATES ON TRAFFIC SAFETY
BOll RESERVATION COUNTIES JUST AS SAFE AS REST OF STATE
A041 XRANTING WILLIAM SAFIRE FUELS SLOW BURN
A074 MID-AMERICA'S LARGEST CASINO UNDERWAY
A061 ELECTIONS, TAXES S ENROLLMENT PLAGUE SAGINAW
A021 BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE TO PERFORM IN CONCERT
A012 SENECA INDIAN NATION REVALUES LEASES HELD BY CITY
A031 SENECA NATION TO EVICT 21 SALAMANCA CITY RESIDENTS
A015 SALARIES HIKED IN DEFICIT BUDGET
A053 FT BERTHOLD PEOPLE SHOULD VOICE DISSATISFACTION
B012 PINE RIDGE TRIBAL POLICE UNDERPAID SAY OFFICIALS
B012 XPAY RAISES IN WORKS FOR OGLALA GOVERNMENT
SEE ALSO TAXATION, REVENUE
AOll NEW SALES TAX STIRS CONTROVERSY
AO12 XPOTAWATOMI GENERAL COUNCIL TO MEET GOVERNOR
A061 XPOTAWATOMI WOMAN BESTS KANSAS IN COURT
B055 NEW SALES TAX EFFECTIVE JULY 1
A012 XPOTAWATOMI WOMAN FIGHTS STATE AND TRIBE OVER TAXES
A082 TWO TRIBES FIGHT OVER TAXATION RIGHTS
A091 XTRIBE SEEKS LEGAL SOLUTION
AOll SD SENATE CONSIDERS TAX BILL
A071 IDAHO HOUSE KILLS SALES TAX BREAK FOR KOOTENAI
A035 COURT RULES AGAINST MERCHANTS
A041 ARMY DESTROYS SALINAN CULTURE (ED)
B071 MONTANA COLLEGE HOSTS MEDIA ARTISTS
SEE ALSO FLATHEAD RESERV, KOOTENAI (TRIBE)
A034 CONFEDERATED TRIBES PREPARE TO OWN DAM
A031 GENES WILL DETERMINE SALISH-KOOTENAI MEMBERSHIP
A053 XPARK-BUSTER AVAILABLE--FOR HIGHER FEE
AOll XMONTANA TRIBE DROPS ECONOMIC HAMMER
A071 SALISH-KOOTENAI SAY GAMING TALKS GO NOWHERE
B031 XSALISH ARTIST WANTS TO BREAK MISCONCEPTIONS WITH WO
C024 MONTANA TRIBES FILE GAMING SUIT AGAINST STATE
A061 SALISH-KOOTENAI SEEK AID FOR TEAMS
coil CONFEDERATED SALISH & KOOTENAI OPEN CULTURAL CENTER
C021 KWATAKNUK RESORT SPELLS SUCCESS FOR SALISH & KOOTENA
A071 TRIBES SEEK CONTROL OVER NATIONAL BISON RANGE
A061 DEBATE LOOMS IN MONTANA ON PROPOSED BISON RANGE
AlOl RACISM FLARES AT MONTANA MEETING ON BISON RANGE
A025 FEDERAL JUDGE RULES IN CHINOOK HARVEST CASE
l/lA/1993
2/11/1993
3/03/1993
3/17/1993
A/Q7/1993
A/28/1993
5/05/1993
5/05/1993
5/12/1993
7/21/1993
7/28/1993
8/04/1993
9/01/1993
10/27/1993
11/24/1993
1/05/1994
1/12/1994
2/02/1994
6/22/1994
6/29/1994
6/29/1994
8/10/1994
8/17/1994
8/31/1994
8/31/1994
9/14/1994
11/10/1994
11/23/1994
12/22/1994
6/01/1995
7/27/1995
7/27/1995
9/07/1995
11/12/1992
12/15/1993
12/15/1993
12/15/1993
5/18/1994
11/10/1994
3/09/1995
1/28/1992
11/09/1995
11/16/1995
9/14/1995
5/11/1995
6/29/1995
2/19/1992
1/21/1993
7/14/1993
12/15/1993
3/12/1991
7/17/1991
2/12/1992
6/17/1992
8/19/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
2/18/1993
4/13/1994
12/07/1994
7/13/1995
6/08/1995
7/10/1991
7/24/1991
8/07/1991
4/14/1993
7/28/1993
9/08/1993
11/10/1993
3/16/1994
9/08/1994
9/21/1994
12/07/1994
5/04/1995
9/07/1995
8/18/1993
SALINAN
SALISH KOOTENAI CO
SALISH-KOOTENAI
SALMON
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
SALMON
SALOMON MICHAEL
SALT LAKE CITY UT
SALT RIVER PROJECT
SALT RIVER RESERV
lO/lA/1993
10/20/1993
12/08/1993
1/05/1999
6/15/1999
9/08/1999
9/28/1999
10/05/1999
2/16/1995
7/06/1995
8/29/1995
8/29/1995
9/07/1995
7/13/1999
6/16/1993
8/31/1999
6/29/1992
8/09/1993
8/09/1993
8/09/1993
8/09/1993
8/09/1993
8/09/1993
8/09/1993
10/19/1993
11/10/1993
12/01/1993
5/11/1999
9/08/1999
. 9/19/1999
1/15/1991
2/12/1991
6/05/1991
10/09/1991
1/19/1992
1/21/1992
1/21/1992
2/09/1992
2/12/1992
10/26/1995
2/10/1999
6/03/1992
3/23/1995
9/30/1992
10/05/1995
11/16/1995
9/16/1992
11/12/1992
10/12/1995
10/12/1995
A071
B031
A061
A031
B099
C015
A051
B065
CO 61
C071
A091
A093
AlOl
AOll
A065
A071
AO 61
S031
S031
S051
S061
S083
S091
SlOl
A039
A019
A019
AO 15
A061
AOll
S053
A031
B036
A039
B029
BOIl
BOll
A093
A099
B021
AOll
A115
B031
A069
AOll
A021
B012
BOll
C031
C031
SALWAY HAROLD
SALWAY ORVILLE
SALWAY SHARON
SALZGIVER CRAIG
SAMISH
SAMP ROLLY
SAMPSON BETTY
SAMPSON MEL
SAN CARLOS APACHE
SAN DIEGO CA
SAND CREEK CO
SANDIA PUEBLO
SANDIN TONY
SANTA FE NM
SANTA YNEZ casino
SANTA YNEZ RESERV
SANTEE (TRIBE)
! 5/09/1995
2/26/1991
11/29/1993
12/08/1993
5/27/1992
8/26/1992
7/06/1995
6/15/1999
8/03/1999
6/08/1995
1/15/1991
2/19/1991
9/29/1991
5/08/1991
9/25/1991
11/20/1991
12/09/1991
12/09/1991
12/11/1991
12/29/1991
1/08/1992
1/08/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
AOll
A051
A015
A099
BOll
A053
D022
C012
AOll
B071
AOll
B021
AOll
A026
A015
B055
A012
A029
A012
AO 12
A012
B092
A091
A099
OPINION AWARDS SALMON CATCH TO CALIFORNIA TRIBES
TRIBES. OREGON DISPUTE SALMON POLICY
STATE BANS SUBSISTENCE FISHING
TULALIP PROGRAM STUDY FINISHED
SPRING CHINOOK RUN ESTABLISHED AT TULALIP
TRIBES SETTLE SALMON DISPUTE WITH GOVERNMENT
IT'S ELECTRICITY TURBINES THAT KILL NORTHWEST SALMON
FEDS AGREE TO SUPPLEMENT ENDANGERED SALMON STOCKS
NOOKSACK TRIBE PLANTS CHUM SALMON EGGS
STILLAGUAMISH TRIBE IS FEATURED IN VIDEO RELEASE
PUYALLUP PROSPER THANKS TO COURT FIGHT OVER FISH
KTRlBE INVESTS IN SALMON FISHERY
FRASER FISH FIGHT CENTERS ON SOCKEYES '
KREADY TO RIDE
SALT LAKE STUDENTS PROTEST DEPICTION OF WARRIOR MASC
OFFENSIVE SCULPTURE IS ORDERED REMOVED
KCENTURY-LONG WATER BATTLE WON
SEE ALSO PIMA-MARICOPA
XSALT RIVER REMEMBERING
^PRESIDENT PREFERS HANDS-ON MANAGEMENT
KWELL-SOWN SEEDS REAP A UNIQUE SHOPPING CENTER
KHOME-GROWN BUSINESSES ADD FLAVOR OF SUCCESS
GOOD GRADES EXPECTED FOR EDUCATION PROJECTS
KIN THE TRADITION
KGOOD HEALTH MEANS GOOD LIFESTYLES
PIMA LEADER SUSPENDED
IVAN MAKIL RECALLED BY 9 VOTES BUT VOWS TO WIN NEW
kmakil wins election following recall
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION NIGHTMARE FOR SALT RIVER PiMA
SILENT WITNESS PROGRAM FOR SALT RIVER POLICE
SALT RIVER COMMUNITY RE-ELECTS MAKIL. LEWIS
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK--P1NE RIDGE
SALWAY ELECTED A SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM TRUSTEE
UST PRESIDENT CALLS FOR MORE NATIONAL ACTION
SALWAY RESISTS COUNCIL'S MANDATE TO DROP OUT OF UST
SALWAY PICKED FOR OXFORD WHO'S WHO
KSALWAY CHARGES CORRUPTION KEPT HIM FROM SUCCESS
KOST COUNCIL MEMBERS RESPOND TO SALWAY'S CHARGES
ANY GOVERNMENT REQUIRES A SKILLED DRIVER (L)
DEANN SALWAY DEFENDS HUSBAND HAROLD (L)
KFORMER OST PRESIDENT TO HEAD INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
KWHITE HILLS (PAHA SKA)
KFORMER THORPE FINDS SUCCESS IH ARIZONA
MEDICAL RESIDENTS TO WORK AT PINE RIDGE
JUDGE SIDES WITH SAMISH OVER BIA
INTERIOR MUST CEASE CLOSED DOOR DECISIONS
KINTERIOR OK'S SAMISH RECOGNITION
JUDGE FRUSTRATED BY DELAYS IN FLANDREAU SUIT
JUDGE RULES FINAL SAY IN FST ELECTION SUIT
ROPING & RIDING JUST A FAMILY AFFAIR
FAMILY AFFAIRROPING S RIDING JUST A
SEE APACHE
TRIBES SEEK TO RECLAIM SAN DIEGO NAVAL BASE
RECALLING TWO FLAGS OF DISHONOR (L)
A GRISLY MASSACRE TROPHY IS RETURNED
CHRISTMAS SEASON--A TIME TO REFLECT (L)
SEE PUEBLO
KPHOTOGRAPHER WANTS TO CAPTURE CULTURE
SANTA FE INDIAN MARKET GREAT SUCCESS
RED NATION CONCERT BREAKS NEW GROUND
XCASINO OPENING ON THE WAY TO SUCCESS
RESPECTED CHUMASH ELDER KILLS WIFE
KCHUMASH TRIBE DOESN'T HORSE AROUND WITH SECURITY
SEE ALSO FLANDREAU RESERV. SANTEE RESERV
CASINO TO REMAIN OPEN UNTIL HEARING
SANTEE SIOUX GET FIRST GO AHEAD FOR TRIBAL CASINO
SANTEE SIOUX SEEK YES FOR CASINO
TRIBE SUES ITS FORMER PRESIDENT
FLANDREAU BUYS 127 ACRES OF BLACK HILLS LAND
THREE FLANDREAU RESIDENTS INDICTED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
KSANTEES LOOK TO LUJAN FOR BACKING
SANTEES LIVE IN ISOLATION. DEPENDENCY
KHIGH STANDARDS HELP SANTEE BUSINESS VENTURE
KLUJAN REJECTS SANTEE'S CASINO BID
SANTEE MEMBERS SUE FOR SHARE OF GAMING POT
TRIBE STARTS BUFFALO HERD
PER CAPITA PAYMNTS NOT GOOD USE OF GAMING PROFIT (ED
BASIC 1SSUE5 OUTLINED IN SANTEE SUIT (L)
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SANTEE (TRIBE)
SANTEE NE
SANTEE RESERV
SARGEANT MELISSA
SASKATCHEWAN
SATIACUM ROBERT
SAUBEL DOMINIC
SAULT STE MARIE
SAUNDERS MICHAELA
SAUPITTY JANET
SAVILLA ELMER M
SAVERS KEN
SAZUE ROXANNE
SCHAFER ED
SCHALER KAREN
SCHEMITZUN
SCHERICH JANET
SCHIEFFER KEVIN
SCHIZOPHRENIA
SCHLEICHER RUTH
SCHMIDT IKE
SCHMUTZ RANDY
SCHOLARSHIPS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/12/1992 A053 SANTEE SUIT NOT MEANT TO THREATEN TRIBE
2/12/1992 A075 SANTEE SIOUX CLAIM MONEY NOT PAYMENTS, LIFESTYLES GR
3/04/1992 AGll SANTEE WON'T GIVE UP ON CASINO EFFORTS
4/08/1992 A033 OMAHAS SEEK TO REPLACE SANTEE SIOUX IN CASINO PLAN
4/29/1992 AOll FEDS ADDED TO FLANDREAU SUIT
5/13/1992 A012 xFLANDREAU PETITIONS DEMAND RECALL
5/20/1992 A031 PETITIONERS AGAINST FST OFFICIALS WANT RECALL
6/03/1992 AOll SANTEE SIOUX CHAIRMAN RESIGNS
6/03/1992 A012 xFLANDREAU'S CHAIRMAN OUSTED
6/03/1992 A025 SCHUMACHER WANTS TRIBE INVOLVED
6/10/1992 AOll TAYLOR SUES ON RECALL ELECTION
6/17/1992 A012 FLANDREAU HEARING CONTINUES
7/01/1992 A035 FLANDREAU DECISION COULD TAKE WEEKS
12/10/1992 B012 FLANDREAU 'PER CAPITA' SUIT MOVING FORWARD
12/31/1992 A012 FLANDREAU CASINO PROFITS IN LIMBO
2/11/1993 B014 3 ON FLANDREAU COUNCIL FACE RECALL PETITION
3/03/1993 BOll FLANDREAU SANTEE MAKES PLANS FOR HOG BREEDING
3/03/1993 B015 FLANDREAU RECALL DECISION LIKELY BY END OF MONTH
3/31/1993 B015 JUDGE THAWS FST FUNDS
4/07/1993 B012 JUDGE RULES FLANDREAU PETITIONS INVALID
5/26/1993 B012 FST MAY PAY OUT $700,000 TO OFF-RESERVATION MEMBERS
7/14/1993 B026 FLANDREAU GOLF TOURNEY CANCELLED
6/22/1994 AOll SANTEE 8 FT PECK WANT DISTRIBUTION OF DOCKET 74-A
8/03/1994 B041 XFLANDREAU CAMP PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR CULTURAL
11/30/1994 B021 FLANDREAU SANTEE SEEK RETURN OF SCHOOL LANDS
1/12/1995 B021 NEW HEALTH CARE FACILITY SERVES SANTEE SIOUX
8/03/1995 B015 RECONCILIATION SOUGHT
8/17/1995 BOll SANTEE MOURN LOSS OF KITTO
11/10/1994 C051 NEW SANTEE MEDICAL CLINIC PROVIDES HEALTH CARE
1/19/1995 B041 KTHOMAS HONORED AT SANTEE WACIPI
5/11/1994 C044 ATTORNEY SAYS COURT DECISION WOULD SETTLE GAMING
11/30/1994 A044 SHAKOPEE MDEWAKANTON DAKOTA WEALTH (L)
12/29/1993 B012 DUAL STANDARD ALLEGED FOLLOWING GRAND JURY RULING
3/09/1994 B012 SENTENCING UNFAIRNESS UPSETS CROW CREEK VICTIM'S FAM
11/16/1994 A044 WRITER SEEKS CORRESPONDENCE (L)
4/17/1991 AOll INDIAN RIGHTS ADVOCATE DIES
12/03/1992 A035 ARGUMENT LEADS TO SHOOTING DEATH OF DOMINIC SAUBEL
1/07/1993 A071 STICKY ISSUE OF ENROLLMENT--SAULT STE MARIE CHIPPEWA
11/17/1993 A051 tribal MEMBER QUESTIONS LEGALITY OF SAULT STE M (L>
5/11/1994 B091 SAULT STE MARIE TO OPEN 3 MORE CASINOS
5/25/1995 B053 MICHAELA SAUNDERS WINS ND HONOR
5/01/1991 A026 COMANCHE WINS MISS INDIAN WORLD TITLE
1/01/1991 A053 KA VIEW THROUGH THE PAST YEAR'S COLUMNS
4/07/1993 B012 xSAYERS EDUCATES NATION WITH SPECIALIZED SEMINARS
4/15/1992 B031 KSAZUE--SEPARATION OF POWERS NEEDED
4/27/1995 A031 GOV ED SCHAFER VETOES BILL MANDATING TRIBES SHOW BOO
2/12/1992 B064 KNEW CO-ANCHOR WANTS FIRST-HAND CITY KNOWLEDGE
9/08/1994 B091 xSCHEMITZUN '94 PROMISING BIG PURSES
9/08/1994 B094 CHAMPION DANCERS WON BIG
9/08/1994 B091 'REAL INDIANS' IN A CONNECTICUT COURT
9/08/1994 B094 XSCHEMITZUN GIVEAWAY FEATURES HUGE HONOR DRUM
9/07/1995 coil XPREPARING FOR SCHEMITZUN '95
10/05/1995 A051 PRESS BARRED FROM REPORTING ON SCHEMITZUN (L)
12/29/1995 A054 PHOTOGRAPHER ONLY GAVE ONE SIDE TO STORY (L)
1/26/1994 B015 XHOSPITAL HONORS EMPLOYEE'S 15 YEARS OF SERVICE
10/23/1991 A026 COURT IS IN OUT ON US ATTORNEY CANDIDATE
12/11/1991 A013 XUS ATTORNEY MAKES TRIBAL INTRODUCTIONS
1/14/1992 A051 NEW US ATTORNEY ENTERS GUILTY PLEA
2/19/1992 B034 SCHIEFFER OUTLINES HIS GOALS
4/14/1993 B012 xSCHIEFFER RESIGNS TO OPEN LAW FIRM
3/23/1994 B012 xSCHIZOPHRENIA EXPLORED AT OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE
12/17/1992 C121 LAWSUIT AGAINST BORDER TOWN LIQUOR STORES REINSTATED
11/12/1992 A053 FORMER ROSEBUD VP WEIGHS IN AGAINST UST
10/12/1994 C013 XSCHMUTZ WILL ANNOUNCE INFR
1/08/1991 A031 NATIONAL COLLEGE AID POLICY WON'T AFFECT SD INDIANS
1/29/1991 S081 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS
2/12/1991 B015 UCLA ESTABLISHES INDIAN FELLOWSHIPS
4/17/1991 C023 NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AVAILABLE THROUGH LACREEK
8/14/1991 C012 XSCHOLARSHIPS ARE LEGACY- OF 'WOLVES'
9/11/1991 B042 PROVOST RECEIVES GOULD SCHOLARSHIP
10/09/1991 B014 LAKOTA NATION TOURNEY INITIATES SCHOLARSHIPS
10/09/1991 B023 SWCC AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS
10/23/1991 A024 INDIAN COLLEGE FUND WILLED $3.6 MILLION
10/23/1991 A103 NATIVE AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
10/23/1991 B022 NATIVE AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
10/30/1991 A066 $5 MILLION AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT MINORITY MED STUDENT
1/08/1992 A075 SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR SHATTUCK-ST. MARY
1/21/1992 B041 INDIANS NOT APPLYING FOR ACADEMY SCHOLARSHIPS
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3/1I/I992 B052 LACREEK ELECTRIC OFFERS $1,000 AWARD
3/25/1992 S261 CORTEZ POWWOW SUPPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS
4/01/1992 B063 VEBLEN SENIOR WINS BJUGSTAD SCHOLARSHIP
4/15/1992 B024 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
4/22/1992 A031 SD METHODISTS OFFER SCHOLARSHIPS
5/06/1992 A022 KELO-TV FUNDS BROADCAST SCHOLARSHIP
5/13/1992 B112 SCHOLARSHIPS OPEN FOR PUBLISHING COURSE
5/20/1992 C031 PINE RIDGE TO AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS
8/05/1992 B084 F8M BANK GIVES SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
8/12/1992 coil XFRED BROWN JR HONORED WITH $46,000
available for displaced hohemakers
8/12/1992 C055 SWCC GETS $4,611 IN SCHOLARSHIPS
9/30/1992 C025 LAKOTA NATION INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT SCHOLARSHIP
10/08/1992 B126 TCHS SEEKS SCHOLARSHIP APPLICANTS
10/29/1992 B082 TOURNAMENT SCHOLARSHIP DONATED BY MEMORIAL FUND
12/10/1992 B065 TECHNICAL COLLEGE STUDENT EARNS NIEA'S TOP HONOR
1/14/1993 B066 PAGEANT SEEKS CONTESTANTS
1/21/1993 B082 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS ARE NAMED
4/14/1993 BlOl AM INDIAN ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS EIGHT SCHOLARSHIPS
5/05/1993 B063 *STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS AT SDSU
5/12/1993 B071 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
5/19/1993 B073 ZEPHIER SELECTED FOR SCHOLARSHIP
5/26/1993 B081 GRASSROOTS TRIBAL FOUNDATION OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
LAKOTA TIMES FOUNDATION TO RAISE $20,000 FOR SCHOLAR
6/09/1993 B054 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE ANNOUNCES 1993 SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
6/16/1993 B073 SHANGREAUX AWARDED $1000 SCHOLARSHIP
11/03/1993 B021 CRAZY HORSE SCHOLARSHIPS TOP $133,550
11/03/1993 B081 354 NAVAJO STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
11/03/1993 Bill LAKOTA NATION INVITATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS IN 3RD YR
11/17/1993 B061 $25,000 GRANT AWARDED FOR ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIPS
11/24/1993 A034 TWO $10,000 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED BY COLUMBIA PICTURE
12/08/1993 B016 11 TO RECEIVE LAKOTA NATION INVITATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
12/29/1993 A0I4 *HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING FACES CUTS
1/05/1994 A074 AM IND ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS
1/19/1994 B071 PINE RIDGE VILLAGE PRESENTS SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 17TH YE
2/16/1994 B042 RETAIL GROUP WILL AWARD A BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP
3/02/1994 A034 FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM BARELY ALIVE
3/09/1994 B064 'GERONIMO* SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS ANNOUNCED
3/23/1994 B044 SCHOLARSHIP FUND GROWS WITH $31,000 ESTATE GIFT
4/06/1994 B071 RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS
4/06/1994 B081 SDSU STUDENTS GET NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
5/04/1994 A082 AIHEC HONORS OUTSTANDING COLLEGE STUDENTS
5/04/1994 B032 BLACK HILLS STATE UNIVERSITY HONORS 1993-94 STUDENTS
5/18/1994 DOll SCHOLARSHIP FUND ANNOUNCES AWARD--IN EDUCATION
6/22/1994 B041 RCHS STUDENTS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
7/27/1994 A014 REPORT SLAMS COSTS OF ADMIN IN HIGHER ED PROGS
8/03/1994 C041 VAN PETT SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
8/10/1994 coil DAKTRONICS ESTABLISHES ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
8/10/1994 coil YOU CAN ATTEND COLLEGE FREE ON SCHOLARSHIP
8/10/1994 C016 KSCHOLARSHIP FUND GRADUATES TWELVE
8/10/1994 C033 UW-MADISON INITIATES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
8/24/1994 BOll BIG CROW SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS ANNOUNCED
8/31/1994 A053 THERE'S MORE TO THE STORY ABOUT BIA (L)
9/08/1994 B041 AREA STUDENT RECIPIENT OF PRESIDENT'S SCHOLARSHIP
9/08/1994 B044 *SRST STUDENT IS HENRIETTA NICHOLS SCHOLAR
11/02/1994 A061 ^SCHOLARSHIP FUND ESTABLISHED TO HONOR WHITE EAGLE
11/10/1994 A041 *AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS NEED HIGHER ED OPP
I/12/I995 AOll HIGHER EDUCATION GRANTS AT RISK--AGAIN
2/09/1995 B031 AM IND ARTS COUNCIL OF DALLAS AWARDS FALL
2/23/1995 A061 ED DEPT SLASHES INDIAN HIGHER ED GRANTS
3/23/1995 C022 SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED TO NATIVE STUDENTS
4/13/1995 A023 PEGGY NAGEL SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED
4/20/1995 B034 DAKTRONICS FUNDS SDSU SCHOLARSHIP
4/27/1995 B014 kTRIMBLES RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
5/11/1995 C013 KWHIRLWIND HORSE SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
6/01/1995 B044 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
6/01/1995 B044 TRIBAL STUDENTS RECEIVE REGENTS' SCHOLAR DIPLOMAS
8/17/1995 C012 DR ROSA MINOKA HILL'S LEGACY AIDS TODAY'S YOUTH
10/19/1995 B024 COTTIER CITED FOR SCHOLARSHIP
11/23/1995 A074 OREGON'S SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM CREDITED IN JUMP IN AM
12/21/1995 B033 PINE RIDGE TO AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS
SS^l SDSU STUDENTS RECEIVE CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSH
12/29/1995 B061 SCHOLARSHIPS TOP 1,000
2/19/1991 B041 PARENTS EXPRESS CONCERN ABOUT SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION
3/27/1991 A065 KSCHOOL CANDIDATES AGREE BOARD NOT REPRESENTATIVE
2/19/1992 C031 RITA MEANS TO REPRESENT SFIS ON NEW AGENCY BOARD
3/18/1992 B035 RST ED COMMITTEE WILL SCREEN SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES
6/03/1992 A061 THREE WKDS EMPLOYEES TERMINATED
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6/03/1992 BOH TCSB ELECTIONS SET FOR JUNE 16
6/03/1992 B031 VOTE IMPORTANT IN TODD COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION
10/08/1992 A075 RAPID CITY TITLE V ELECTION RESULTS
10/08/1992 B121 ST FRANCIS INDIAN SCHOOL BOARD MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
A/21/1993 B014 EDUCATION CANDIDATES LEARN FROM ELECTION
A/21/1993 BOAl ONE VACANCY ON SHANNON BOARD
6/30/1993 A061 OST COUNCIL PASSES RESOLUTION AGAINST SCHOOL BOARD
7/1A/1993 A035 RED CLOUD, OLOL ACCEPTING SCHOOL BOARD APPLICATIONS
2/09/1995 BOH xCOMMUNITY URGED TO ATTEND SCHOOL BOARD MEETING
2/23/1995 BOH XSCHOOL BOARD VOTES FOR TITLE IX FUNDING
SEE FUNDING
5/15/1991 A0A5 TEACHER UPSET NO SECONDS FOR HER STUDENTS (L)
6/26/1991 A0A5 KITCHEN STAFF DEFENDS RULES (L)
8/25/1993 BOAl FREE AND REDUCED PRICE MEALS OFFERED SCHOOL CHILDREN
A/29/1992 S032 ifDRAPEAUX GAMBLED ON OWN HIS OWN ADVICE 8 WON
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SCHOOLS, BOARDING SCHOOLS
SEE ALSO EDUCATION
2/05/1991 AOAl kDEMOCRATIC SCHOOL SUCCEEDS--PUPILS MAKE DECISIONS
3/05/1991 AOH NORTHERN CHEYENNES WANT OWN HIGH SCHOOL
6/05/1991 AOAA PORCUPINE PARENT DECRIES LACK OF SCHOOL PROGRESS (L)
8/07/1991 A1A2 NORTHERN CHEYENNES SEEK SUPPORT FOR OWN HIGH SCHOOL
8/1A/1991 BOH LACREEK DISTRICT PARENTS DRAFT RESOLUTION FOR BIA SC
8/21/1991 C013 HIGHLIGHTS OF AREA SCHOOLS
8/28/1991 BOH BIA SCHOOLS GET BAD REPORT CARD
9/11/1991 AOH FEDS ASKING FOR BIDS ON PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL
10/30/1991 A061 CONTEST TO NAME NEW LAPLANT SCHOOL
10/30/1991 B032 BENNETT SCHOOLS' FUNDS MAY BE SHORT $295,500
1/28/1992 B061 NEW TODD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL OPEN DOORS
A/22/1992 A023 SCHOOL ACCUSED OF MISUSING FUNDS FOR HANDICAPPED
5/20/1992 A061 BUDGET SHORTFALL THREATENS SCHOOLS FUNDED BY BIA
8/05/1992 A071 GROUP CALLS SCHOOLS TO UNITE
8/12/1992 AlOA GOVT CLOSES PHOENIX SCHOOL LAND DEAL
8/12/1992 SHI ASSOCIATION PUTS EVERYONE ON SAME TEAM
8/19/1992 C015 LECTURE SERIES PROMOTES NATIVE PRESENCE
9/02/1992 C073 SIX STATE SCHOOLS IMPLEMENT NATIVE AM CURRICULUM
9/23/1992 AlOl PARENTS URGED TO VOTE IN AREA SCHOOLS ELECTION
10/15/1992 A081 KSCHOOLS EMBRACE CULTURAL DIVERSITY
10/22/1992 A071 CHEYENNE FIGHTING FOR HIGH SCHOOL
11/19/1992 B015 UNSIGNED FORMS COST RAPID CITY SCHOOLS $A0,000
11/26/1992 AOH PLANS UNVEILED FOR DULUTH INDIAN SCHOOL
11/26/1992 AOAl kWHEN TV EDUCATION REPLACES REAL LEARNING
12/03/1992 A065 CLELAND SEEKS INVESTIGATION IN SCHOOLS' PORTRAYAL OF
l/lA/1993 A071 CONTRACT SCHOOLS--OST DEPT OF ED USURPS AUTHORITY
l/lA/1993 B065 PARTNERSHIP GRANT GOES TO MEADE COUNTY SCHOOLS
2/25/1993 A023 CLINTON ECONOMIC PLAN FAVORS SCHOOLS, ROADS
3/10/1993 A053 RUN-DOWN INDIAN SCHOOLS SHOULD BE PART OF CLINTON IN
3/17/1993 A08A BIA'S PLAN TO REPROGRAM FUNDS WILL PAY FOR SHORTFALL
A/07/1993 B015 PARENTS URGED TO BECOME ACTIVE IN AREA SCHOOLS
A/lA/1993 BOH PARENTS CALL IN CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE
A/21/1993 AOIA BIA SCHOOLS IN DANGER OF MORE CUTS
5/12/1993 A086 NORTHERN CHEYENNE CLOSER TO GAINING LOCAL SCHOOL
5/19/1993 AOH BIA SCHOOLS FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
5/26/1993 AOAl VOICES HAVE BEEN HEARD; NOW SCHOOLS MUST ACT (ED)
5/26/1993 A061 RAISING THE QUESTION OF WHY BIA SCHOOLS AREN'T ACCRE
6/09/1993 A061 BIA SCHOOLS, SUMMER YOUTH SLATED FOR FUNDING
6/16/1993 A031 SENATE SLASHES NEW FUNDING FOR BIA SCHOOLS
6/23/1993 A031 SENATE RESUMES BIA SCHOOL BILL DEBATE
7/08/1993 A081 BUREAU SCHOOLS SLATED TO RECEIVE $21 MILLION
7/1A/1993 B012 CONTRACT SCHOOLS WORKING TO GET MONEY FROM WASHINGTO
8/18/1993 AOH NORTHERN CHEYENNE STRUGGLE FOR HIGH SCHOOL
9/15/1993 BOAl MILLE LACS BAND OF OJIBWE OPENS GAMING FUNDED SCHOOL
11/03/1993 B053 SCHOOLS GETTING NEW SIGNS OF TIMES REGARDING FIREARM11/10/199^8101 SCHOOLS GET A CHECKUP FOR SAFE SCHOOLS MONTH
11/17/1993 AOH *NORTHERN CHEYENNE GET NOD TO BUILD PUBLIC HIGH SCHO
1/05/I99A B012 KEEPING KIDS IN SCHOOL IS PROJECT'S GOAL
1/12/199A B012 NORTH MIDDLE SCHOOL PUSHES SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
1/19/199A Bill AFTER 25 YEARS OF SERVICE, RED SCHOOL HOUSE RECHART
2/02/199A A031 JfDISMISSAL OF RACISM ALLEGATIONS PROMPTS PARENTS
2/16/199A A03I FEDERAL AUDIT FINDS MISMANAGEMENT AT NAVAJO SCHOOL
2/16/199A B012 WANBLEE SCHOOL WILL CLOSE AT YEAR'S END
3/02/1999 A053 xTRIBES, SCHOOLS MUST WORK TOGETHER
3/02/1999 B012 DACTS TO THE FEDS--'LET GO OF OUR FUNDS'
3/09/1999 B023 kEDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE, PARENTS CALL FOR ALL-INDIAN
3/16/1999 B012 kDEBATE ON RENAMING ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL ^
9/06/1999 B091 WHILE SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOLS STRUGGLE, THE FEDS FIDDLE
9/20/1999 B071 LOCAL SCHOOL OFFICIALS STILL FRUSTRATED^
9/27/1999 B012 ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL NAME GOES BY THE WAYSIDE
9/27/1999 B031 ALL-INDIAN SCHOOL MAY BREAK SOCIETY'S EDUCATIONAL
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5/25/1994 A053 xSCHOOLS LIKE HOMES SHOULD BE FREE OF CONFLICT
6/08/1994 A023 NORTHERN CHEYENNE READY FOR THEIR 1ST HIGH SCHOOL
6/22/1994 A024 xTALLENT NO LONGER OFFICIAL NAME FOR SCHOOL
6/29/1994 BOll JACOBS. SASSE WIN SHANNON COUNTY ELECTIONS
7/07/1994 A014 LAME DEER HIGH SCHOOL GETS COURT APPROVAL
7/07/1994 A041 TRIBAL SCHOOLS BOUND BY HYPOCRITICAL SYSTEM CED)
7/27/1994 A051 kSHAMEFUL INCIDENTS IN SCHOOLS SHOULD BE STOPPED
8/03/1994 C031 atSCHOOLS GEAR UP FOR FALL. ANOTHER ACADEMIC YEAR
8/03/1994 S231 kPINE RIDGE RESERVATION SCHOOLS BRING LIGHT TO CHILD
8/31/1994 B012 LAKOTA VALUES TO BE HEART OF NEW SCHOOL
9/08/1994 A014 SURVEY ADDRESSES NEED FOR INDIAN SCHOOL
9/08/1994 B012KCENTRAL HIGH PRINCIPAL TO HELP INDIAN STUDENTS
10/05/1994 B012 DAKOTA AREA SCHOOLS CAUGHT IN CATCH 22
10/05/1994 B012 INVESTIGATORS PROBE RAPID CITY DISCRIMINATION
10/19/1994 A014 HOMECOMING CEREMONIES SLAMMED BY PROTESTERS
1/12/1995 A053 *RAPID CITY DESERVES SPECIAL INDIAN CENTER SCHOOL
1/26/1995 B042 kSTATE DEMOCRATS HOPE TO ELIMINATE SCHOOL MANDATES
2/09/1995 A041 TRIBAL SCHOOLS SLIGHTED BY THE BIA (ED)
2/16/1995 B023 OUR LADY OF LOURDES TO SHUT DOWN
3/09/1995 A051 WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ALL-INDIAN SCHOOL? (L)
3/16/1995 A053 KWISDOM AS KNOWLEDGE—CULTURALLY & RELEVANTLY APPLIE
4/06/1995 AO13 DACTS PLAN HEADS TO CAPITOL HILL
4/06/1995 B052 WILL SDHSAA CLOCK TICK DOWN ON RACISM?
4/13/1995 B091 CRITICS SAY MODEL SCHOOL--A FAILURE
5/11/1995 B012 OUR LADY OF LOURDES RESCUED
6/29/1995 A051 NAVAJO SCHOOLS SUFFER FROM LACK OF ACCREDITATION
8/03/1995 B031 JepUYALLUP SCHOOL BUILT WITHIN THE CIRCLE
8/17/1995 A051 READING. WRITING S RACISM PREVALENT IN RC SCHOOLS (L
8/24/1995 AOll GOP CUTS COULD SHUT BIA SCHOOLS
8/31/1995 AOll DACTS INITIATIVE SUPPORTED
9/07/1995 A031 MILLIONS SOUGHT FOR DAKOTA SCHOOLS
9/07/1995 B023 BUDGET SCISSORSr-THE MOST USED TOOL
9/07/1995 B061 ARIZONA SCHOOL DISTRICT RECEIVES GRANT
9/28/1995 B023 kTOUGH NEW ATTENDANCE POLICY TARGETS TaRDY STUDENTS
9/28/1995 B052 RAPID CITY SCHOOLS SEEK INDIAN CULTURE VOLUNTEERS
11/09/1995 A071 SCHOOL DISPUTE FUELED BY MISTRUST
12/29/1995 A024 BIA SCHOOLS TO SHARE $2.2 MILLION FOR REFORM
12/10/1992 A024 PROTESTERS RALLY AGAINST CINCINNATI REDS OWNER
12/17/1992 A041 A SCHOTT HEARD 'ROUND THE WORLD (ED)
2/18/1993 A044 AN OPEN LETTER TO MARGE SCHOTT. TEAM OWNER (L)
8/25/1993 B031 NEW US ATTORNEY SCHREIER RESPECTS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
6/03/1992 A025 SCHUMACHER WANTS TRIBE INVOLVED
7/29/1992 B051 kNAMING HONOR RETURNS TO HAUNT AREA FAMILY
8/12/1992 A051 PHILOSOPHER'S WIFE DISPUTES STORY'S LINE (L)
9/09/1992 A051 VIEWS OF SCHUON FROM DIFFERING ANGLES (L)
9/09/1992 A051 READER FINDS PROOF OF ATTITUDE IN LETTER TONE (L)
9/09/1992 A051 PIPE 'RE-ENACTMENT' NOT A SLAP AT SACRED (L)
9/09/1992 A051 PSEUDO-RITUALS WILL HURT LAKOTA WAY (L)
9/09/1992 A053 REFLECTIONS OF FORMER PARTC IN SCHUON GATHERING (L)
7/29/1992 B021 SCHWARZENEGGER PROMOTES EXERCISE PROJECT
5/12/1993 C012 ACTOR SCHWARZENEGGER TO BE IN WINDOW ROCK
6/09/1993 A081 *INUIT ACTOR PREDICTS 'MOHICANS' NOT THE LAST
2/12/1991 B015 SCIENCE FOUNDATION AWARDS AVAILABLE
11/06/1991 A026 AISES CONFERENCE TO BRIDGE TWO WORLDS
11/20/1991 B035 KYLE TEACHER TO HELP SET STANDARDS
2/26/1992 B041 AISES GETS $20,000 GRANT FROM AT8T TO AID STUDENTS
3/11/1992 B033 SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS NAMED
3/25/1992 A095 NAVAJO TEAM WINS ALL-INDIAN SCIENCE BOWL
4/08/1992 B021 FUTURE SCIENTISTS WIN AT BISMARCK
4/08/1992 B041 KRAPID CITY STUDENTS WIN SCIENCE FAIR TRIPS
6/17/1992 B072 UPWARD BOUND STUDENTS ATTEND SCIENCE CAMP
7/01/1992 B045 kSKILL OFFERS STUDENTS OPPORTUNITY TO GROW
7/08/1992 B041 kSKILL ACADEMY GRADUATES 29
7/29/1992 B041 KSIX GET MUSEUM IN MOTION
9/16/1992 B071 OLC PROVIDES RESOURCES FOR MATH. SCIENCE TEACHERS
11/26/1992 B103 STUDENTS FEATURED IN SCIENCE MAG
1/07/1993 B012 KLITTLE WOUND COMMITS TO SKILL PROGRAM
3/31/1993 B051 MONTANA GETS $6 MILLION TO TRAIN TEACHERS
3/31/1993 B061 xPBS SPECIAL ENCOURAGES STUDENTS IN MATH & SCIENCE
3/31/1993 B064:XLOCAL STUDENTS ATTEND MATH. SCIENCE SEMINARS
4/21/1993 B012 *NORTH JR HIGH STUDENTS EXCEL AT NATL SCIENCE FAIR
,5/05/1993 B036 CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL GETS MATH. SCIENCE GRANT
5/05/1993 B051 TEACHERS SELECTED FOR AISES WORKSHOP
5/05/1993 B054 kFORT YATES STUDENTS ATTEND SCIENCE FAIR
6/09/1993 B051 LOCAL STUDENTS SELECTED FOR SUMMER UPWARD BOUND
7/08/1993 B032 UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSTS PROGRAM
, 8/11/1993 B031 AREA EDUCATORS ATTEND SCIENCE WORKSHOP
10/06/1993 B061 xOKLAHOMA STUDENTS WORK ON REAL-LIFE ENVIRON PROBLEM
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10/27/1993 B023 NEW AISES CHAPTER FORMED IN SPEARFISH
11/03/1993 BOAl RAPID CITY PICKED FOR SCIENCE PILOT
11/17/1993 B061 $25,000 GRANT AWARDED FOR ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIPS
11/17/1993 B065 COLO UNIV CERT PACT ADDRESSES LACK OF INDIAN SCIENTI
1/05/199A A061 AM IND S ALASKAN NATIVE STUDENTS FORM SCIENCES ORG
1/12/199A A082 HAWAIIAN AISES CHAPTER FORMED
2/10/1994 BOll SCIENCE CAMP WINS $80,000 FOR SUMMER
2/10/1994 B012 xLOCAL STUDENTS LAUNCHING SKILL OUT OF THIS WORLD
2/10/1994 B022 SKILL LINKS NASA WITH INDIAN COUNTRY
3/09/1994 A061 INTER-TRIBAL SCIENCE BOWL WINNERS NAMED.
3/23/1994 A051 IGNORANCE OF SCIENTIFIC WORLD BAFFLES READER (L)
3/30/1994 B012 ifPINE RIDGE WIZARDS
4/13/1994 B071 INTEL DONATES COMPUTER GEAR TO ENGINEERING SOCIETY
5/11/1994 AOll ACOMA PUEBLO PROPOSED AS MILITARY TELESCOPE SITE
5/18/1994 B021 LAKOTA STUDENTS AWARDED NASA SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
7/07/1994 A014 XA LEARNING EXPERIENCE
7/07/1994 B031 xPINE RIDGE BECOMES SCIENCE LAB FOR STUDENTS
8/10/1994 coil CONTRIBUTION TO STRENGTHEN TRIBES PROGRAM
9/21/1994 C024 MATH & SCIENCE CURRICULUM WILL BE UPGRADED AT HASKEL
10/19/1994 B012 xHUGHES GRANT TO FUND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
11/10/1994 B051 XMISTY BRAVE. LITTLE WOUND TEACHER. CHOSEN FOR NATIO
11/10/1994 C051 AISES NAMED DE NOMIE DEPUTY DIRECTOR
11/23/1994 B081 ROSEBUD'S JENNIFER GIROUX WINS SCIENCE 8 ENGINEER
12/07/1994 B063 MONTANA SCHOOLS TEAM FOR FUTURE AM IND SCIENTISTS
12/22/1994 A061 STUDENTS SEE MAJOR BENEFITS FROM MENTOR PROGRAM
3/09/1995 S341 XNCC SCIENCE PROGRAM GETS TOP GRADES S TOP GRADS
3/23/1995 C022 SUMMER SCIENCE CAMP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS NEARS
4/20/1995 B041 SUMMER SCIENCE CAMP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS
5/11/1995 C013 LITTLE WOUND STUDENTS TO ATTEND MATH. SCIENCE
5/11/1995 C013 XBISSONETTE TAKES 1ST AT SCIENCE S ENGINEERING FAIR
7/20/1995 B083 STUDENTS ATTEND SUMMER MATHEMATICS. SCIENCE PROGRAMS
8/10/1995 C023 SCIENCE PROGRAM BRINGS AM IND STUDENTS TO U OF IOWA
11/02/1995 B053 xENGINEERING STUDENTS HOST SCIENCE. MATH WORKSHOP
11/23/1995 AOll CONFERENCE URGES BLEND OF TECHNOLOGY S TRADITION
5/05/1993 B121 xCOOK COLLEGE AND THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL--SCISSONS ENCOU
4/20/1995 BOll xGHOST SHIRT REMAINS IN SCOTLAND FOR NOW
7/27/1995 BOll xRETURN OF GHOST DANCE SHIRT DERAILED
8/17/1995 A044 WALLACE CLAN SUPPORTS INTERNATIONAL REPATRIATION (L)
9/14/1995 BOll XSCOTLAND MAY REPATRIATE 1890S GHOST DANCE SHIRT
6/10/1992 B072 JURY DECIDES NOT TO INDICT ROSEBUD POLICE OFFICER
6/22/1994 B046 SCOUT TO GRADUATE FROM POLICE ACADEMY
1/07/1993 B103 PORCUPINE MAN FILES SUIT AGAINST GORDON OFFICIALS
8/07/1991 B065 BECKY ALBERT PRESIDES AT SCOUTING SEMINAR
7/29/1992 C042 AREA SCOUTS ATTEND SEMINAR
9/23/1992 B023 GIRL SCOUT RECRUITER TO WORK OUT OF MISSION
6/30/1993 B075 AMERICAN INDIAN SCOUTING ANNUAL SEMINAR
10/06/1993 B125 WISCONSIN SCOUTS VISIT PINE RIDGE
9/04/1991 A034 xSTONE SCULPTOR FEATURED ARTIST--UNITED TRIBES EXPO
9/25/1991 A012 XTHREE TON STATUE GIVEN TO SURVIVORS ASSOCIATION
11/06/1991 A044 SCULPTURE REPRESENTS BEAUTY OF THE LAKOTAS (L)
11/13/1991 A012 XSCULPTOR PAYS TRIBUTE TO SITTING BULL
4/29/1992 B031 XDRIFTWOOD EAGLE INSPIRES STUDENTS TO THINK
6/03/1992 S051 XBIG ELK--MOLDING CLAY WITH SPIRIT OF ITS OWN
7/01/1992 B015 XSITTING BULL PROJECT CLOSER TO REALITY
9/23/1992 BOll xWOUNDED KNEE STATUE GETS CALIFORNIA HOME
5/12/1993 S293 xBROTHERS CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
5/26/1993 Sill KLAFOUNTAIN--CREATIVE ENERGY HELPS DESIGN UNFOLD
6/02/1993 B016 xWOUNDED KNEE SCULPTURE TO STAY ON COAST ONE YEAR
1/05/1994 B012 xREFLECTIONS IN BRONZE
5/11/1994 B061 APACHE SCULPTOR PRESENTS CEREMONIAL GIFT TO VICE PRE
6/22/1994 A071 HOUSER SCULPTURE PRESENTED TO JAPAN EMPEROR
7/07/1994 A081 RETHA GAMBARO COMMITTED TO CULTURAL INHERITANCE
8/10/1994 B013 DRAWING--FORCE BEHIND' NEW DOWNTOWN SCULPTURE
8/31/1994 A071 OFFENSIVE SCULPTURE IS ORDERED REMOVED
10/16/1991 A075 KOEHLER WORK IN SHOW AT MUSEUM
10/30/1991 A063 ARTHUR AMIOTTE HONORED BY BROOKINGS MUSEUM
2/10/1994 B045 NAVAJO WEAVING EXHIBIT LOOMS ON SD ART MUSEUM SCHED
12/04/1991 B075 PINE RIDGE ARTISTS TO GET WORK PHOTOGRAPHED FOR $1
1/28/1992 C084 LOCKE APPOINTED TO ARTS COUNCIL
8/26/1992 B035 ARTS COORDINATOR TO VISIT RED CLOUD SCHOOL
6/02/1993 B031 ARTS COUNCIL SEEKS INPUT ON RURAL CULTURAL TOURISM
7/14/1993 BOll GRANTS SUPPORT ARTS OUTREACH EFFORT FOR TRIBES
10/20/1993 B016 LAKOTA COUPLE PLAN ART CLASS
11/17/1993 BOll NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR GOVERNORS AWARDS
11/24/1993 BOll SISSETON-WAHPETON GETS $2,500 GRANT
3/09/1994 B041 OYATE TRAIL TOURISM REPORT RELEASED
5/04/1994 BOll SD ARTS COUNCIL ANNOUNCES GRANT AWARDS
1/14/1993 B012 PORCUPINE SCHOOL LOSES ACCREDITATION
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SUBJECT
SDSU
SEAFIRST FOUNDATIO
SEALS DAVID
SEARS JOHN
SECAKUKU FERRELL
SECOLA KEITH
SEDONA AZ
SEGREGATION
SEKAQUAPTEUA ABBOT
SELBACH SUSAN
SELF-ESTEEM
SELF-GOVERNMENT
SELKIRK STEPHEN
SEMINOLE (TRIBE)
SENATORS
SENECA (TRIBE)
SENECA JUNCTION
SENIOR DAWN
SEOUTEWA ALEX
SERGIE SOPHIE
SESAME STREET
SEVERSON PHILIP
SEVIER GREGORY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/03/1995
8/1Q/1995
9/28/1995
10/12/1995
11/09/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
6/17/1992
6/17/1992
7/13/1995
7/27/1995
3/25/1992
2/16/199A
5/11/1994
5/13/1992
3/17/1993
8/28/1991
12/04/1991
8/19/1992
7/08/1993
4/24/1991
2/19/1992
4/08/1992
7/15/1992
11/05/1992
11/26/1992
7/08/1993
5/11/1994
12/07/1994
10/26/1995
7/13/1994
8/31/1994
9/21/1994
9/21/1994
9/29/1993
1/26/1995
6/05/1991
9/11/1991
12/18/1991
7/22/1992
10/22/1992
1/07/1993
7/28/1993
1/19/1995
2/02/1995
2/09/1995
2/16/1995
2/23/1995
3/09/1995
3/30/1995
4/06/1995
4/06/1995
4/06/1995
4/13/1995
5/04/1995
5/11/1995
6/29/1995
7/20/1995
8/03/1995
8/17/1995
12/21/1995
8/21/1991
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
5/19/1993
5/08/1991
6/26/1991
11/06/1991
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
3/05/1991
6/05/1991
10/16/1991
6/24/1992
4/28/1993
B093
C013
B035
B071
B063
B051
B052
A062
A041
A053
A051
AO 51
A(il2
A012
A071
B052
S331
A031
B041
B112
B063
A045
B082
C014
A044
BlOl
BOll
A053
A044
A044
A041
A061
AOll
AOll
A053
A072
AOll
A025
A033
B085
AOll
AOll
B061
A071
A065
A031
A061
A032
AOll
AOll
AOll
AOll
A012
A013
AOll
AOll
A012
A031
B091
A061
A062
AOll
A012
B031
Alll
A031
AOll
A026
Alll
coil
B042
A081
A016
A031
A105
A062
SISSETON-WAHPETON/ SDSU JOIN FORCES IN NEW PROJECT
STUDENT AIDED BY EMERGENCY FUND
KSTUDENTS EXPERIENCE AEROSPACE AT SDSU
KNATIVE WRITERS ATTEND RETREAT AT SDSU
SDSU NATIVE AM CLUB ELECTS NOISY HAWK PRESIDENT
SDSU STUDENTS RECEIVE CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSH
HEIDEMAN RECEIVES AM INDIAN SCHOLARSHIP AT SDSU
SEAFIRST FOUNDATION FUNDS NETWORK
POISONED ARROWS FROM A 'WANNABE' (ED)
CRISIS BY INNUENDO
'POW WOW HIGHWAY' AUTHOR RESPONDS TO CRITICISM
DAVID SEALS HITS MOTHER LODE WITH CRAZY HORSE (L)
KRINGER
HOPl SNAKE PRIEST SEATED AS NEW TRIBAL CHAIRMAN
SECAKUKU CALLS FOR EQUAL TREATMENT FOR HOPl
KMUSIC HEALED SECOLA^ FATHER OF 'INDIAN CARS'
K'INDIAN CARS' SINGER TO PRODUCE POW WOW-MENTARY
BAD VIBES ROCK NEW AGE MECCA--MODERN MYSTICS CLASH
PARENTS ACCUSE LAKE ANDES SCHOOL OF SEGREGATION
HOPIS MOURN LOSS OF FORMER LEADER
FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENT ON ROTATION AT PINE RIDGE
INDIAN STUDENT SELF ESTEEM IS SUFFERING (L)
PROJECT CHARLIE MEETING FEB 20 AT CLEGHORN GYM
WOLF CREEK STUDENTS SELF-ESTEEM TESTED AT HERMOSA
FIND OUT WHO YOU ARE--DREAM MORE (L)
KLEADER CHARGE CREDITS FILM WITH RAISING SELF-ESTEEM
SCHOOLS WORK TO PROMOTE SELF-ESTEEM
XUSE DILIGENCE^ GRIT AGAINST RACISM
CHILDREN SUFFER FROM POOR SELF-ESTEEM (L)
STRANGERS MEET ON THE ROAD TO MARTIN (L)
KlNDlAN-NAMED MASCOTS AN ASSAULT ON SELF-ESTEEM
SEE SOVEREIGNTY, TRIBAL GOVERNMENT
KOU STUDENT PROTESTS UNIVERSITY HANDLING OF TlPl INC
SELKIRK MEETS WITH OU INTERIM PRESIDENT
OU STUDENT ENDS HIS FAST
STEPHEN SELKIRK'S DEDICATION MADE A DIFFERENCE
JUDGE RULES AGAINST SEMINOLES
SUPREME COURT ACCEPTS SEMINOLE GAMING CASE
SEE US CONGRESS, NAMES OF SENATORS
SENECAS EYE $60 MILLION FROM FEDS, NY STATE
SOVEREIGNTY REBORN IN SENECA NATION
MANY LIVING ON SENECA LAND REFUSE NEW LEASES
SENECA PROTEST ENDS WITH AGREEMENT TO TALK
SENECA NATION BOYCOTTS SCHOOLS
BANISHED SENECA SUE TRIBE OVER TREASON
SENECA GAMBLING FOES SHUT DOWN TRIBE GAS STATION
COURT RESCHEDULES CONTEMPT HEARING
SENECA NATION LEADERS IMPEACH PRESIDENT
VIOLENCE ERUPTS IN SENECA NATION PRESIDENTIAL DISPUT
SENECA FACTIONS DIVIDED OVER LEADER
SENECA DISPUTE LEADS STATE, FEDS TO GET INVOLVED
XFIREFIGHT ERUPTS, BETWEEN SIDES IN SENECA DISPUTE
XTHREE KILLED IN SENECA DISPUTE
DEATH 8 POLITICS LEAVE SENECA IN DISARRAY
HE SA1D--B0WEN SAYS HE IS ELECTED LEADER
SHE SA1D--BUCKT00TH CLAIMS LEADERSHIP
BIA BACKS BOWEN AS SENECA NATION PRESIDENT
BANISHMENT OF SENECA MEMBERS UPHELD BY FEDS
SENECA INDIAN NATION REVALUES LEASES HELD BY CITY
SENECA NATION TO EVICT 21 SALAMANCA CITY RESIDENTS
BINGO BARRICADES GO UP IN NEW YORK
SENECA BINGO HALL REOPENS
NO INDICTMENTS IN SENECA SHOOTING
BANISHED SENECAS AWAIT COURT DECISION
SHOTGUN STANDOFF AT SENECA JUNCTION
WYOMING ARTIST GUIDING PINE RIDGE STUDENTS
ZUNl ARTIST HONORED BY GOVERNOR
kalaska native woman slain in unsecured campus dorm
SESAME STREET WILL FILM ON CROW RESERVATION
SESAME STREET TO VISIT CROWS
XSESAME STREET TO FOCUS ON UNDERSTANDING RACE RELATl
KlS IT REALLY BIG BIRD?
CRAZY HORSE STUDENTS WIN TICKETS TO SESAME STREET SH
OLC PROFESSOR'S VIDEO ASSISTS MATH TEACHERS
SLAIN MAN'S MOTHER FIGHTS FOR HIS RIGHTS
XPOLICE BULLETS END LIFE OF SUICIDAL TEEN
SEVIERS FILE $3 MILLION LAWSUIT
RALLY REMEMBERS SEVIER'S DEATH
- 268 -
SUBJECT
SEVIER JACKIE
SEWAGE
SEXUAL ABUSE
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SHAKOPEE (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/03/1992 S162 XSEVIER--LE6EN0S ARE SUBJECTS OF PASTELS
1/08/1991 A031 EIGHT TRIBES FUNDED FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS
4/2A/I991 A025 EPA INVESTIGATIONS SEWAGE DUMPING IN PINE RIDGE CREE
5/01/1991 COIA KSEWAGE PLAGUES WHITEXLAY
10/30/1991 BOll XWHITE CLAY SEWAGE SOLUTION DUE DEC 1 OR FINES BEGIN
A/15/1992 C023 RST UPSET OVER SEWAGE DECISION
A/29/1992 A063 MISSION SEWAGE OVERLOAD RESOLVED--FOR NOW
5/26/1993 B012 PLAN COULD DRY UP ROSEBUD WATER PROBLEMS
10/05/199A B012 KPOLLUTED LAGOON PLAGUES MANDERSON
10/26/199A AOll PROTESTERS ARRESTED FOR BLOCKADING SEWAGE DUMP
8/03/1995 B031 SYCUAN MAKES BIG SPLASH WITH NEW WATER PLANT
9/07/1995 B035 WOUNDED KNEE SCHOOL LAGOON UNDER REPAIR
9/1A/1995 AOll KHOPI ELDER FIGHTS CHANGE IN VILLAGE
A/2A/1991 C015 SEX ABUSE—IT HAS GOT TO STOP
1/21/1992 B05A GROOMS SENTENCED .
3/0A/1992 A076 DR SLOAN INDICTED FOR SEXUAL CONTACT WITH CHILD
3/11/1992 A116 FAWBUSH GETS 241 MONTH JAIL SENTENCE
3/18/1992 A025 DR SLOAN CHARGED WITH SEX WITH MINOR
4/29/1992 A071 NEW ABUSE VIDEO UNVEILED
4/29/1992 A071 KABUSE SMOTHERS THE,TRUTH
5/13/1992 A071 XBALD EAGLE IS GRANTED FIFTH CONTINUANCE
5/20/1992 A044 TEACH CHILDREN ABOUT SEX ABUSE (L)
6/17/1992 A021 CHEYENNE PASS LANDMARK ABUSE LAW
6/17/1992 B035 WAKPALA SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER GUILTY OF ABUSE
7/29/1992 A031 SEX ABUSE CASE TEARS FAMILIES ON BOTH SIDES
7/29/1992 A034 LOUDNER CONVICTION
8/26/1992 B021 MAN SENTENCED FOR SEX ABUSE OF 5-YEAR-OLD
9/02/1992 B131 CHEYENNE SEX CODES PASSED
9/30/1992 A031 HOUSE PANEL APPROVES ABUSE AND RAPE BILL
9/30/1992 B015 SLOAN ADMITS FAKING SEXUAL ABUSE REPORTS
10/08/1992 A016 PRIESTS FACE ABUSE CHARGES
10/08/1992 D084 MEDICINE MAN CONVICTED OF SEXUAL ABUSE
1/21/1993 B076 WOMEN DEMAND INQUIRY INTO HANDLING OF TRIBAL
3/24/1993 A085 TRIBES SHOULD TAKE LEGAL STEPS TO PROTECT MEMBERS
5/26/1993 A015 XBISHOP URGES ABUSE VICTIMS TO COME FORWARD
11/03/1993 AOll FEDS CHARGED WITH IGNORING SEXUAL ABUSE
11/10/1993 A051 DISBELIEVING OUR CHILDREN (L)
3/09/1994 AOll NY 'SHAMAN* CHARGED FOR BIZARRE RITUAL v
3/16/1994 A051 IT'S A CRIME FOR TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS TO CONSIDER POL
7/13/1994 BOll MISSION MAN CHARGED IN 6-COUNT SEX CHARGE INDICTMENT
5/04/1995 B024 MOLESTERS CRIPPLE OUR FUTURE
6/08/1995 B021 xNATIVE ACTION'S GAIL SMALL HONORED
6/23/1995 B062 SEX INDICTMENT SHADES CHOCTAW ELECTION
9/28/1995 B105 GUILTY PLEA ENTERED IN SEXUAL ABUSE CASE
11/06/1991 A053 KCOYOTE GETS HARASSED EVERY NOON ON TRIBES TAB
11/20/1991 A061 SEXUAL HARASSMENT WIDESPREAD IN GOVT SERVICE
11/27/1991 A061 WHITES. FILE MORE HARASSMENT COMPLAINTS THAN INDIANS
7/14/1993 A053 OF TAILHOOK/ HOMOPHOBIA AND SEX HARASSMENT
4/06/1994 A051 COUNCIL-OF-12 TRIES TO SILENCE WOMANS LIP ORG
8/10/1994 BOll WOMEN SETTLE SEX DISCRIMINATION SUIT
4/06/1995 A043 HUNTER DENIES CHARGES (L)
1/28/1992 A034 SHAKOPEE SIOUX CHAIRMAN DEFEATED
5/13/1992 AOll CASINO TO DROP SYMBOLS
5/13/1992 A025 SHAKOPEES SUING GAMING COMMISSION
11/05/1992 S271 KMYSTIC LAKE CASINO RINGS UP COMMUNITY BENEFITS
11/05/1992 S291 xBINGO BECOMES A 'DISAPPEARING ACT'
11/10/1993 coil SHAKOPEE DAKOTA FIND SURE BET FOR EC GROWTH
11/10/1993 C023 SHAKOPEE DAKOTA PLAN TO BUILD RECREATION CENTER
11/10/1993 S021 LEONARD PRESCOTT--A VISION OF PROSPERITY
11/24/1993 C033 LITTLE SIX DONATING $500^000
4/27/1994 B061 NEW FITNESS CENTER PLANNED
5/11/1994 AOll LEONARD PRESCOTT OUSTED
8/17/1994 coil CASINOS GIVE TRIBE OPTION TO DIVERSIFY THEIR BUSINES
2/09/1995 A033 KSHAKOPEE COMMUNITY PAYS OFF FMHA WATER, SEWER BONDS
5/18/1995 AOll KTHE DARK SIDE OF INDIAN GAMING
5/18/1995 A013 A JOURNEY DOWN THE MDEWAKANTON DAKOTA TRAIL
5/18/1995 AOll POWER PLAY--A CONSTITUTION TO STIFLE THE OPPOSITION
5/18/1995 AOll XQUESTIONABLE ENROLLEES DETERMINE MEMBERSHIP
5/18/1995 A091 XELDER FIGHTS FOR RETURN OF CULTURE
5/18/1995 A091 XPRESCOTTS SAY TRIBAL INTEGRITY IS AT STAKE
5/18/1995 A104 XRELATIVES SEEKING MEMBERSHIP AND BENEFITS
5/25/1995 AOll DEER DEFLECTS SHAKOPEE PLAN TO LOOSEN ENROLLMENT REQ
6/08/1995 A012 BIA ORDERS NEW ELECTIONS FOR SHAKOPEE COMMUNITY
6/08/1995 A051 xSHAKOPEE CHAIRMAN CHARGES NEWSPAPER DISTORTS REALIT
6/15/1995 AOll XSHAKOPEE INTEGRITY, SOVEREIGNTY AT ISSUE
6/15/1995 A034 XUNITED STATES ASKS DISMISSAL FROM SUIT
6/29/1995 B031 85-YEAR-OLD WOMAN FIGHTS FOR CHANGE AT PRIOR LAKE
7/06/1995 A061 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FREED UPON DISMISSAL OF LAWSUIT
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SHAKOPEE (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SHALALA DONNA
SHAMANISM
SHANGREAUX BRENDA
SHANGREAUX ELROY
SHANGREAUX MIKE
SHANNON COUNTY SD
SHAW CARL
SHAW ROBIN D
SHAWNEE (TRIBE)
SHEDEEDS HOME CENT
SHEEHAN JOHN J
SHEEP
SHELLFISH
SHELTERS
7/27/1995
8/10/1995
8/17/1995
8/24/1995
9/14/1995
9/28/1995
11/16/1995
11/30/1995
12/29/1995
12/29/1995
4/06/1994
6/16/1993
8/19/1992
3/20/1991
2/12/1991
2/26/1991
6/26/1991
7/02/1991
7/31/1991
11/06/1991
2/12/1992
3/04/1992
7/15/1992
11/26/1992
1/07/1993
2/11/1993
4/21/1993
4/28/1993
6/23/1993
7/14/1993
7/21/1993
10/20/1993
6/29/1994
11/23/1995
7/31/1991
7/27/1994
9/29/1993
9/21/1995
12/10/1992
3/03/1993
5/05/1993
8/24/1995
1/05/1995
5/11/1994
1/15/1991
2/05/1991
2/05/1991
2/19/1991
3/05/1991
5/01/1991
5/15/1991
5/29/1991
5/29/1991
6/12/1991
9/11/1991
10/30/1991
11/06/1991
11/13/1991
8/26/1992
3/17/1993
5/19/1993
12/07/1994
3/02/1995
6/08/1995
8/24/1995
2/09/1995
5/11/1995
12/03/1992
10/23/1991
12/11/1991
12/10/1992
9/15/1993
5/01/1991
12/14/1995
5/12/1993
AO 11
A051
A014
A054
A044
A054
A012
AOll
A031
A032
A031
B073
A084
BO 11
A014
AOll
coil
A155
Boil
BOll
C045
C034
B014
BOll
B012
A012
B041
B045
B086
B052
B062
B061
BOll
B051
A041
A012
B075
A062
B012
A043
B065
B014
A034
B052
A065
A012
A084
A026
A015
coil
C013
A082
coil
C042
B045
A065
B014
B015
B015
A071
BOll
B033
B013
BOll
B021
C012
A032
B015
BOll
B016
S151
S191
A012
B031
B031
SHENANDOAH JOANNE
SHERIDAN PHILIP
SHERMAN GERALD
SHEVLIN MOE
SHIELDS GEORGINA
SHIELDS RANDY
SHIELDS-KIRKIE DAW
SHOALWATER RESERV
SHOES
2/11/1993 B093
SHAKOPEE SUE BIA FOR ENROLLMENT INTERFERENCE
CROOKS RESPONDS TO 'VICIOUS TONE' OF COLUMN (L)
SHAKOPEE'S BATTLE DRAWS AIM CRITICISM
SHAKOPEE PLEA FOR HELP (L)
CAN'T PROVE AFFILIATION? KICK 'EM OUT (L)
IN THE SPIRIT OF CRAZY HORSE (L)
kSHAKOPEE 'SERIES' ENDS UP IN COURT
KLAWSUITS FLY IN SHAKOPEE DISPUTE OVER MEMBERSHIP
kcrooks announces run for re-election
KPRESCOTT TO CHALLENGE CROOKS FOR CHAIRMAN
SHALALA RESPONDS TO IHS CUTS
SEE MEDICINE MEN, MEDICINE WOMEN
SHANGREAUX AWARDED $1000 SCHOLARSHIP
KYLE MAN PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO SELLING WINE
KMONTANA YOUTH IS OLYMPIC HOPEFUL
BURIAL COSTS AIRED AT COUNTY MEETING
KSHANNON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS TURN DEAF EARS ON BURI
KMORAN TO HEAD UP SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS
JULY COST SHARE AVAILABLE FOR SHANNON COUNTY
KOPINIONS DIFFER ON DISTRICT 28 REVAMPING PLAN
KMORAN PUTS SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS ON ROLL
TODD AND SHANNON COUNTIES MAY GET LICENSE PLATE SALE
PRESSLER OPPOSES SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOL AID CUTS
SHANNON COUNTY SCHOOLS GET $170,000 BILINGUAL GRANT
SCHOOLS WORK TO PROMOTE SELF-ESTEEM
COMMISSIONER SEES ELECTION AS EMPOWERMENT
TEN YRS LATER--SHANNON STILL POOREST COUNTY IN NATI
ONE VACANCY ON SHANNON BOARD
HOUSING FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR SHANNON COUNTY
CONROY STILL ON SHANNON BOARD
KREEVES RETIRES AFTER 26 YEARS
SHANNON COUNTY QUALIFIES FOR AID
PIERRE FIRM TO APPRAISE SHANNON COUNTY LAND
JACOBS, SASSE WIN SHANNON COUNTY ELECTIONS
SHANNON COUNTY HOSTS SPEECH CONTEST
TIRED OF BUREAUCRATIC BALONEY (ED)
KLONG-TIME BIA SPOKESMAN SHAW RETIRES
ROBIN D SHAW ENTERS MARINES
EASTERN SHAWNEE CONDEMN RAID
KFIRE DESTROYS SHEDEED'S
PLAY FAIR FOR THE SAKE OF CULTURAL PRIDE (L)
SHEDEED'S TO REOPEN
GENERAL VISITS EAGLE BUTTE
BIGHORN SHEEP TO TAKE THE TRAIN TO WIND RIVER
LUMMI NATION WORKS TO ENHANCE SHELLFISH RESOURCE
$25,000 DONATED FOR GIRLS' HOME
K'INDIAN HOUSE' MAY BE FORCED TO SHUT DOOR
ABUSE SHELTER BECOMES AGENCY OF EPISCOPAL FOUNDATION
ABUSE SHELTER OPEN--HEARING SET FEB 28
SOCIETY REGAINS SHELTER BUT FACES EVICTION
kEVICTION NOTICE--WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN SHELTER
FBI ENTERS SHELTER DISPUTE
INJUNCTION SOUGHT SO SHELTER CAN BE BUILT
WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN SOCIETY TO MOVE JULY 1
LAKE ANDES SHELTER DEALT A BLOW
MISSION ABUSE SHELTER IN NEW QUARTERS
VIOLENCE NOT LAKOTA TRADITION--SHELTER CAN HELP
WATCHFUL HOME SHELTER HELPS 120 WOMEN
EMERGENCY SHELTERS TO AID HOMELESS YOUTH
FT YATES SHELTER OFFERS SAFE HAVEN
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN INCREASING
STANDING ROCK DOMESTIC ABUSE PROGRAM TO ADD ON
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SHELTER OPENS AT STANDING ROCK
kLACK OF FUNDS COULD CLOSE NEW YOUTH SHELTERS
KIDS CAUGHT IN ALCOHOLIC HOMES CAN FIND REFUGE
BIA BUDGET CUTS CLOSE CHILDREN'S SHELTER DOORS
kfull-time fun For shenandoah
XJOANNE SHENANDOAH TO PERFORM IN SOUTH DAKOTA
7TH CAVALRY GENERAL DESCENDANT--APOLOGY TO LAKOTA
KFAREWELL HELD FOR HEAD OF LAKOTA FUND
GERALD SHERMAN NAMED TO MARTIN CITY COUNCIL
XMOE SHEVLIN REMEMBERED
XARTIST'S WORK PORTRAYS HER PHILOSOPHY
XTHREE COUNCILMEN OUSTED AT CROW CREEK
SHIELDS-KIRKIE RECOGNIZED FOR CHILD CARE WORK
SHOALWATER OFFICIALS URGE RESPONSE TO INFANT DEATHS
SEE ALSO MOCCASINS
XDAKOTA BOOT AND MOCCASIN SPLITS AT SEAMS
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SUBJECT
SHOES
SHOOTINGS
SHORTBULLARTHUR
SHORTBULLTHOMAS
SHORTBULLVANESSA
SHORTEYFRANK
SHOSHONE
SHUNKHAROLD
SITANKA
SIBERIA
SICANGU
SICANGUSUN-TIMES
SIERRACLUB
SIERRAMELVIN.
SIERRASELENA
SILETZ(TRIBE)
SILVERHEELSAWARD
SIMERMEYERED
SIMONPAUL
DATEPAPERNOTATION
4/21/1993BO14BOOTMAKERTAKESSTEPSTOWARDOST
fuelsracialtensionsinKansas
5/08/1991A023OFFICERSCLEAREDINKANSASSHOOTINGQUESTIONCIVIL 5/29/1991A032POLICEWHOSHOTMRSEVIERBACKONDUTY
9/18/1991A076YOUTHDIESINEARLYMORNINGSHOOTING
10/16/1991A031xROLICEBULLETSENDLIFEOFSUICIDALTEEN
1/08/1992A044REACHINGFORCOMFORTFROMTHEPAINOFLOSS(L)
2/04/1992A014*WISCONSINFEUDERUPTSINGUNFIRE
2/12/1992A032TASKFORCETOENSUREFAIRNESSINCROSSPROBE
6/10/1992A082THREEMENCONVICTEDINOFFICERSHOOTING
^}2}investigationofnebjusticesystem 8/12/1992AlOlshootingRAISESRACEQUESTIONS
INVESTIGATIONOFSHOOTINGBYPOLICE
«2t?forracerelationscd 925}policeofficerinshootingdeath
9/16/1992A061NEBRASKASHOOTINGSSHOWANEEDTOSENSITIZELAW
921fSgGUMENTleadstoshootingdeathofDOMINICSAUBEL 12/10/1992A034BRAZILIANSHOTINDISPUTEOVERTIMBER
officerwhoshot4inbar
12?}SUSPECTINTURTLEMTN-AREAKILLING !2}5officershotindesertinvestigation
5/11/1994AG62DRIVE-BYSHOOTINGSUSPECTCHARGED
12/07/1994A033AFFIDAVITSFILEDINMULTIPLESHOOTING
3/16/1995B012SIOUXCITYWOMAN'SDEATHQUESTIONED
3/23/1995A061AIMWANTSGRANDJURYINVESTIGATIONINSIOUXCITY
3/30/1995AOllxTHREEKILLEDINSENECADISPUTE
5/04/1995BOllKPOLICEPROBESHOOTING
5/18/1995BOllCOPCLEAREDINREIFELSHOOTING
8/17/1995A062NOINDICTMENTSINSENECASHOOTING
8/31/1995BOllWOMANSHOTAFTEREAGLEBUTTECONCERT
9/21/1995B0123GIRLSINJUREDINSHOTGUNATTACK
12/21/1995B014STEADCHARGEDINROSEBUDSHOOTING
12/29/1995BOllARRESTMADEINMARTINSHOOTING
1/28/1992A071*SORROWINSPIRES'CHILDRENOFWOUNDEDKNEE'COLLECTI
1/12/1995A025OLCNAMESNEWPRESIDENT
3/23/1995BOllkSHORTBULLEYESNEWDEGREEPROGRAMSATOLC
12/14/1995B032KVANESSASHORTBULLDANCESIN'NUTCRACKER'
2/04/1992A034kTAKINGORDERS
1/22/1991AOllSHOSHONESTRUGGLETORECOVERLAND,WAYOFLIFE
8/14/1991coilWESTERNSHOSHONEFILELAWSUIT
10/09/1991A053KCHAIRMANCOYOTEJUSTNOTONEOFBUSH'SBOYS
5/20/1992A071^OPPONENTSOFNUCLEARWASTESHARESTRATEGIES
5/19/1993A074NEVADADEMONSTRATIONSPLANNEDINSUPPORTOFCLIFFORD
5/26/1993A085DEMONSTRATORSMARCHINSUPPORTOFCLIFFORDDANN
6/02/1993A086DANNFILESAPPEALOF9-MONTHSENTENCE
6/30/1993A071BLOODQUANTUMFEUDSVEXINGSHOSHONEBUSINESSCOUNCIL
112}SHOSHONE,UTESTUDENTSLEARNTOPREPAREFORCOLLEGE 9/08/1993B035BUSINESSPINERIDGEREJECTEDRISESAGAININSHO-BAN
10/20/1993A073DANNSISTERSRECEIVEINTERNATIONALAWARD
2/16/1994A032BABBITTMEETSWITHWESTERNSHOSHONE
3/02/1994BlOlYOU'RESTEALINGMYLAND--THELONGSTORYOFTHEDANN
3/09/1994B051LANI1?:tHEFT,STORYOFLIFEFORFIRSTAMERICANS
3/16/1994A082SHOSHONEDIVIDEDOVERENROLLMENT
4/20/1994AOllTIMBISHASHOSHONEFIGHTFORLAND
5/04/1994A061XUSGOVERNMENTANSWERSHUMANRIGHTSCOMPLAINT
8/17/1994A012FEDSPLANBOMBINGRANGEONSACREDSITE
10/19/1994A071KSHOSHONE-BANNOCKGROUPSUPPORTSREPUBLICAN
3/09/1995A013SHOSHONELOSEMILLIONSINDERIVATIVESINVESTMENT
5/11/1995AOllCALIFORNIADESERTPROTECTIONACTPUTSSHOSHONEBACK
7/13/1995AOllLANDLESSCALIFORNIATRIBEMAYGETAHOME
4/08/1992B043SHUNKTOSERVEONSTATEHISTORYBOARD
12/31/1991A012*SITANKA
1/14/1993A051ANCESTORSJOINWITHWHITELIGHTNINGONSITANKA(L) 12/07/1995A031SMITHSONIANSCIENTISTSSEARCHFORAMERICA'SROOTS
SEEROSEBUD(TRIBE)
9/18/1991B013KSICANGUSUN-TIMES--'HERETOSTAY'
10/19/1995A063SIERRACLUBWANTSSCALEBACKWATERPROJECTTOBENEFI
9/08/1993B012Jf'SMILEY'SIERRAGETSTHATNATURALHIGHFROMBULLRID
3/09/1994B012KTHREEYOUNGSTERSHONOREDFORHEROISM
12/11/1991C065KDETERMINATIONCHANGESSILETZTRIBETERMINATION
1/07/1993A012SILETZTRIBETAKESLUJANTOCOURT
,9/02/1992A026'TIMES'PUBLISHERRECEIVESSILVERHEELSAWARD
6/29/1995A031EDSIMERMEYERNAMEDINDIANEDUCATIONDIRECTOR
7/31/1991A053kTHEDEMAGOGUESINPIN-STRIPEDSUITS
10/15/1992B014KSENSIMONCAMPAIGNSFORCLINTON
11/26/1992A044PAULSIMONSUGGESTSBANKFORPINERIDGE(L)
5/18/1995A055HATREDNOTAFAMILYVALUE
6/08/1995A025EFFECTSOFINDIANGAMINGTOBESTUDIED
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SINA6UA
SINGERS
SINTE GLESKA COLL
SINTE GLESKA UNIV
SIOUX ADDITION
SIOUX CITY lA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/21/1991 A035 SINAGUA POTS WILL BE EXHIBITED
9/02/1992 BOll xTUO BULLS COLLECTION OF LAKOTA SONGS RELEASED
10/29/1992 A0I2 XUAKINYAN TECA SING WITH THEIR HEARTS
1/21/1993 S041 KEAGLE MOUNTAIN SINGERS--UNIQUE SOUND
3/17/1993 S271 xEAGLE MOUNTAIN SINGERS--DIFFERENT SOUND
3/17/1993 S611 XBLACK WHISTLE SINGERS CARRY ON CROW TRADITION
3/31/1993 A012 XRED BOW JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
4/06/1994 coil KCOUNTRY ARTIST HONORS NATIVES WHILE MAKING IT BIG
10/26/1994 D014 xCANADA'S NORTHERN LIGHT SHINES SOUTH
10/26/1994 D061 *R-E-S-P-E-C-T--ROBBY BEE RAPS TO THE TUNE
2/09/1995 C012 kON THE CONCERT TRAIL WITH RICKY LYNN GREGG
2/09/1995 C041 xAT THE CROSSROADS WITH VINCE TWO EAGLES
2/09/1995 C061 kDREAMS HAVE COME TRUE FOR PURA FE
5/11/1995 A032 XJOANNE SHENANDOAH TO PERFORM IN SOUTH DAKOTA
6/01/1995 C061 KSMALL TAKES A SHOT AT THE 'BIG TIME'
7/06/1995 C033 xPORTER SINGS BLUES RESERVATION STYLE
1/08/1991 A083 SINTE GLESKA STUDENTS TO EDIT MEMORIAL RIDE VIDEO
1/15/1991 S081 THE EARLY YEARS AT SINTE GLESKA
1/15/1991 S082 FROM A CUBBYHOLE TO A PLACE OF HOPE
4/10/1991 A026 'FOOL HISTORY' READERS THEATRE AT SGC APRIL 16
5/01/1991 AOll BORDEAUX--INDIAN UNIVERSITY NEEDED
6/12/1991 A012 ^CITIBANK DONATES $500,000 TO SGC
7/10/1991 A104 CULTURAL TEACHER TRAINING COMPLETED
7/24/1991 B032 3 AREA COLLEGES GET $50,000 GRANTS FROM US WEST
11/20/1991 B016 SGC TO HOST FUNDRAISING CONFERENCE
12/24/1991 B035 xSGC SEEKING COMPENSATION FOR EDUCATING NON-INDIANS
2/04/1992 A012 KIT'S A UNIVERSITY
2/04/1992 A091 KINTRODUCING SINTE GLESKA UNIVERSITY
4/22/1992 A031 PRESS GROUP TO HONOR BORDEAUX
5/13/1992 B094 BULL BEAR HONORED BY AICF
5/20/1992 A084 LAKOTA TONGUE IS TOPIC AT MEETING
6/03/1992 B012 SGU LANGUAGE FORUM TO MAKE LAKOTA PART OF CURRICULA
6/03/1992 B045 SGU EDUCATION FORUM JUNE 11
7/15/1992 B016 SGU TO GET FOUR-YEAR BUSINESS DEGREE
8/05/1992 A071 BRIGHT IDEAS HELP STATE'S FIRST TRIBAL COLLEGE RODEO
8/05/1992 BOll kSTUDENT VIDEO IS GOOD MEDICINE AT SINTE GLESKA
8/12/1992 S021 KCOLLEGE'S FOUNDING VISION PLANTED SEEDS OF SINTE GL
8/19/1992 C032 FRANK TO SPEAK AT SGU GRADUATION
9/09/1992 B063 TRIBAL-STATE FORUM SET AT SINTE GLESKA
12/24/1992 B022 SGU GETS $291,300
1/14/1993 B035 SGU ADDS VIDEO, FLIGHT AND OUTDOOR CLASSES
2/18/1993 B012 kBORDEAUX, DOUVILLE HONORED FOR SERVICE TO SGU
3/31/1993 B051 SINTE GLESKA UNIV, CITIBANK PROJECT
5/19/1993 B051 kSICANGU ENTERPRISE CENTER RECEIVES $20,000 GRANT
7/28/1993 B044 SINTE GLESKA TO OFFER CLASSES AT ST FRANCIS
10/06/1993 BOll OLC SINTE GLESKA JOIN USD IN TRAINING
10/27/1993 B051 SINTE GLESKA TO RECEIVE HUMANITIES GRANT
11/03/1993 B045 SINTE GLESKA, ROSEBUD COUNCIL SUPPORT YOUTH CENTER
11/10/1993 BOll BEAUVAIS ACCEPTS DEANSHIP AT SGU
11/10/1993 C022 SINTE GLESKA ESTABLISHES TRIBAL MANAGEMENT
3/09/1994 B041 SINTE GLESKA PLANS CONSTRUCTION OF MULTI-PURPOSE
3/09/1994 C031 COLLEGES CLASH AT SINTE GLESKA
4/27/1994 BOll SINTE GLESKA UNIV TO HOST HISTORIC PRESERVATION
6/08/1994 A044 SINTE GLESKA—A LEARNING EXPERIENCE (L)
8/03/1994 C014 xSGU SEMINARS TEACH TEACHERS HOW TO TEACH
8/10/1994 B012 kSGU, WHITE HAT TO PUBLISH LAKOTA LANGUAGE TEXTBOOK
10/05/1994 B032 KFIFTY DEGREES ISSUED BY SINTE GLESKA UNIVERSITY
12/07/1994 BlOl USD TO WORK WITH SINTE GLESKA ON RESEARCH EFFORT
12/22/1994 B065 MAZASKA MEETS IN RAPID CITY
12/29/1994 A063 kGRANT TO SINTE GLESKA UNIV PROVIDES $50,000
1/26/1995 B031 AMERICAN INDIAN POET GIVES WORKSHOP
5/25/1995 B092 SINTE GLESKA, EAGLE BUTTE AMONG GRANT RECIPIENTS
8/17/1995 C024 SINTE GLESKA UNIVERSITY RECEIVES NEW GRANT
8/24/1995 B024 SINTE GLESKA UNIV BUILDING BOOM GETS $250,000
11/02/1995 BOll SIOUX ADDITION'S IN HOT WATER SAYS HUD
9/11/1991 A031 SIOUX CITY CULTURAL FESTIVAL DESIGNED TO CHANGE ATTI
11/27/1991 A012 KINDIAN CENTER DIRECTOR THRIVES ON OBSTACLES
7/29/1992 B103 WAR EAGLE COMMISSION TO MEET AUG 2
11/19/1992 B031 OPPOSITION FORMS TO SIOUX CITY'S BASEBALL TEAM NAME
12/10/1992 B051 kFIGHT CONTINUES WITH SIOUX CITY SOOS
12/17/1992 coil SIOUX CITY 'SOOS' WILL DROP TEAM NICKNAME
2/25/1993 A053 REDSKINS--NO NEW NAME, NO NEW STADIUM
4/21/1993 A071 kSPAT OVER CARNEGIE BUILDING EXPOSES RACISM IN SIOUX
12/22/1994 B012 TOXIC BLAST FORCES WINNEBAGO EVACUATION
3/16/1995 A021 RALLY TO HONOR KIMBERLY FRAZIER
3/16/1995 B012 SIOUX CITY WOMAN'S DEATH QUESTIONED
3/23/1995 A061 AIM WANTS GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION IN SIOUX CITY
11/09/1995 AOll SIOUX CITY REJECTS AM INDIAN POLICE CANDIDATES
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SIOUX CITY lA
SIOUX FALLS SD
SIOUX INDIAN MUSEU
SIOUX LEAN BEEF
SIOUX NATION SHOPP
SIOUX POTTERY
SIOUX SAN HOSPITAL
SIOUX SEWN
SIPI
SISSETON HIGH SCHO
SISSETON SD
SISSETON-UAHPETON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/16/1995 A071 DO POLICE PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTS SHOW BIAS'
11/20/1991 A09A GAMING REPORT IS INCONCLUSIVE
8/26/1992 BD71 EDUCATION CONVENTION SLATED FOR SIOUX FALLS
10/08/1992 B104 SIOUX FALLS HELPS ROSEBUD START NEW LIBRARY
10/08/1992 B112 CITY OF SIOUX FALLS DECLARES NATIVE AMERICAN DAY
6/09/1993 B034 MINNEHAHA HISTORICAL SOCIETY HONORS 62-YEAR-OLD REQU
8/11/1993 BOll TEEN DIES IN POLICE SHOOTING
9/22/1993 B052 NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBAL ARTS SHARES TRADITION, CULTUR
10/05/1999 B091 ^NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBAL ARTS SHOW
12/22/1999 B021 SIOUX FALLS SUPPORT GROUP WORKS WITH PARENTS
9/25/1991 B089 SIOUX MUSEUM SETS WINTER HOURS
12/09/1991 A035 GAMES TOYS FEATURED IN SIOUX MUSEUM EXHIBIT
12/18/1991 A121 KMUSEUM DISPLAYS LEARNING GAMES
5/06/1992 A083 ifPOTTERY WORKS ON DISPLAY
7/01/1992 S051 xSIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM TO FEATURE DOLLS
2/10/1999 B012 KFANCY FOOTWEAR
3/09/1995 C071 SIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM EXHIBITS CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION
8/03/1995 B083 SIOUX INDIAN MUSEUM DODGES BUDGETARY BULLET
11/06/1991 A012 BATES 8 CO WILL PAY FOR BLEEDING SIOUX LEAN BEEF
5/06/1992 A012 KTHREE CONVICTED IN SIOUX LEAN BEEF RIPOFF
5/22/1991 coil SIOUX NATION CENTER HAS NEW LOOK FOR ITS CUSTOMERS
5/08/1991 S161 *SIOUX POTTERY--A COMPANY WITH QUALITY RATHER THAN
10/06/1993 BOll ABERDEEN AREA IHS HONORS LOCAL SIOUX SAN NURSE
1/19/1999 B012 KIHS BELT TIGHTENING SQUEEZES 10 POSITIONS
2/02/1999 B051 SIOUX SAN CLINIC OUTGROWS FACILITIES
2/16/1999 B012 SIOUX SAN STAFF CUTS SPARK CONTROVERSY
8/03/1999 B012 XSIOUX SAN GETS MAMMOGRAPHY MACHINE
11/10/1999 BOll CHARGE FILED AGAINST SIOUX SAN HOSPITAL
2/16/1995 B031 FEBRUARY IS HEALTHY HEART MONTH AT SIOUX SAN
9/27/1995 BOll SWEATS A HIT AT SIOUX SAN HOSPITAL
7/27/1995 C023 SPIRITUALITY 8 HEALING STRESSED IN BLACK HILLS SUBST
9/07/1995 BOll SIOUX SAN TO CUT EMERGENCY SERVICES
9/28/1995 B069 SIOUX SAN EYE CLINIC OPENS
10/12/1995 BOll KEYE CAMERA TAKES A PEEK INSIDE
5/08/1991 S151 kSOMETHING DIFFERENT AT SIOUX SEWN
7/07/1999 coil KSIPI BUILDS POWERHOUSE RUNNING TEAM OVERNIGHT
8/03/1999 C012 kSTUDENTS GAIN EXPERIENCE ON SUPERCOMPUTER
12/19/1995 B059 RUNNER EARNS HONORS AT SIPI
2/09/1992 A03I SISSETON PARENTS PROTEST TEAM CUTS AS DISCRIMINATION
2/10/1999 B013 RACISM REVEALED IN SISSETON CLASS TALK
8/09/1993 B013 SISSETON DRENCHED IN FLOOD WATERS
9/20/1999 B083 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES CURRICULUM CONFERENCE
1/01/1991 B039 GROUP DISCUSSES WAYS OF PROTECTING SACRED SITES
1/22/1991 B013 HAWKINS GIVES INAUGURATIONAL ADDRESS JAN 8
2/05/1991 A081 SWCC AWARDED GRANTS FOR LIBRARY, VOC-ED
3/12/1991 A012 ILLEGAL CONTRIBUTIONS BRING RAP ON KNUCKLES
3/20/1991 A083 SISSETON-WAHPETON TRIBE RECEIVES DEVELOPMENT GRANT
3/27/1991 A093 NEW INSTITUTE WILL FOSTER DAKOTA STUDIES
5/15/1991 A071 KBIG PIECE FOR BAG PLANT
5/15/1991 B019 SUMMIT CONFERENCE SET FOR JUNE 1-5
5/29/1991 A085 SWCC SOFTBALLERS WIN DIDLEY TOURNEY
6/12/1991 A031 INTERNATIONAL SIOUX FORM 3 COMMISSIONS
7/02/1991 A012 XRECALL ON HAWKINS BUILDING
7/29/1991 A012 kSISSETON-WAHPETON DISSENTERS TURN TO BIA
7/29/1991 B032 3 AREA COLLEGES GET $50,000 GRANTS FROM US WEST
7/31/1991 B056 US WEST PROMOTES CULTURE AND SUCCESS
7/31/1991 B055 TRIBE WANTS STATE SALES TAX TO COMBAT--BOOZE
8/07/1991 A099 SISSETON GROUP FIGHTS 'MOCKERY OF SOVEREIGNTY' (L)
8/19/1991 C039 SISSETON-WAHPETON REGISTRATION IS SET
8/21/1991 ClOl SISSETON WAHPETON COLLEGE EARLY ENROLLMENT UP 12'/.
9/09/1991 A012 *REPATRIATION—THE FIRST RETURN
9/09/1991 A061 xHOMECOMING WITH THE SPIRIT WIND
9/11/1991 B093 SWCC ENROLLMENT UP BY 15 PERCENT
9/25/1991 A099 PAID SPIRITUAL LEADER AT SISSETON-WAHPETON (L)
10/09/1991 B023 SWCC AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS
12/11/1991 B092 VICKY HAGEN NEW DEAN AT SISSETON COLLEGE
12/29/1991 Bill NEW DIRECTOR TO AID SWCC TRANSFERS
1/19/1992 B031 2 SENTENCED IN EMBEZZLEMENT CASE
3/11/1992 B132 SWCC RECEIVES $20>000 GRANT
9/08/1992 B02I CASINO'S LUCKY STREAK SPURS EXPANSION
9/22/1992 A071 BUSH THREATENS DASCHLE BILL
5/06/1992 B031 CELEBRATION TO HONOR DAKOTAS
5/20/1992 A081 XPATS ON THE BACK ENCOURAGE STUDENTS
6/03/1992 A069 SISSETON-WAHPETON BILL PASSES CONGRESS
6/17/1992 B031 GOV MICKELSON DRAWS LINE ON CASINO EXPANSION
6/17/1992 B032 SWCC SELECTED FOR NATIONAL PROJECT
6/17/1992 B072 THIRTY DIPLOMAS AWARDED AT COLLEGE GRADUATION
6/29/1992 A102 BUSH VETOES SISSETON-WAHPETON BILL
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7/15/1992 A051 ELECTION YEAR POLITICS ARE DIRTY (L)
7/15/1992 AlOl icSISSETON WACIPI CONSIDERED OLDEST CONTINUOUS POWWOW
7/29/1992 AOIA 7-YEAR-OLD SNATCHED IN CUSTODY CASE
8/05/1992 BOBA F8M BANK GIVES SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
8/12/1992 C055 SWCC GETS $4^611 IN SCHOLARSHIPS
9/02/1992 BlOl xMEMORIAL BEGINS HEALING PROCESS
9/09/1992 BOll xSlSSETON WOMAN FIGHTS ON FOR CHILD
10/08/1992 B015 HAWKINS, ROUSSEAU TOP SWST PRIMARY
10/08/1992 B081 SMALL LAKES TO BE STOCKED WITH WALLEYE
10/08/1992 B085 SWCC DEDICATES NEW LIBRARY, RESOURCE CENTER
11/12/1992 B071 SISSETON-WAHPETON ELECTS WOMAN AS TRIBAL LEADER
12/17/1992 B043 SWCC DEAN NAMES 37 TO LIST
1/07/1993 A034 SWST TRIBAL EXECS SAY FAREWELL AT DINNER
1/14/1993 BO12 KROUSSEAU HAS HER DAY AT SWST INAUGURAL
3/03/1993 B031 kSWST HOUSING AUTHORITY GET AWARD
3/31/1993 A034 SISSETON ELDER HURT AT NEW AGE MEETING
6/23/1993 B032 SISSETON'S 3 AMIGOS GEAR UP FOR RODEO FINALS
6/30/1993 B041 SISSETON-WAHPETON COMMUNITY COLLEGE FUNDED FOR ARCHI
7/21/1993 BOll DAKOTA SEEKS GAMING CHANGES
7/28/1993 A034 SISSETON-WAHPETON CASINO A GO DESPITE OBJECTIONS OF
7/28/1993 B012 RAINS WASHING LAKE TRAVERSE FAMILIES OUT OF HOMES
8/04/1993 A021 SISSETON-WAHPETON COUNCIL SUSPENDS ITS CHAIRWOMAN
8/11/1993 B012 CALL FOR AUDIT BRINGS ROUSSEAU'S SUSPENSION
8/18/1993 A015 ROUSSEAU REINSTATED AT SISSETON-WAHPETON
8/25/1993 B015 COUNCIL SUSPENDS ROUSSEAU AGAIN
9/01/1993 A051 SISSETON-WAHPETON MEMBER WANTS ANSWERS (L)
9/01/1993 A081 OUSTED CHAIRWOMAN VOWS COURT BATTLE
10/14/1993 B013 COMMUNITY EFFORT AIDS ILL WOMAN IN SISSETON
10/27/1993 BOll ROUSSEAU FILES RESTRAINING ORDER AGAINST COUNCIL
10/27/1993 B012 SISSETON-WAHPETON FIRST TO DROP 'SIOUX' FROM NAME
11/17/1993 B031 VA TRIBAL PACT OPENS LOANS FOR SISSETON-WAHPETON VET
11/24/1993 BOll SISSETON-WAHPETON GETS $2,500 GRANT
12/01/1993 B012 DISSENSION SHAKES GOVT OF SISSETON-WAHPETON NATION
12/22/1993 B012 TRIBAL COLLEGE GRADUATES ITS FIRST SEVEN STUDENTS
12/22/1993 B015 SISSETON-WAHPETON SIGN BANK AGREEMENT
1/05/1994 BOll DIRECTOR REFLECTS ON DEVELOPMENT
2/16/1994 A015 KSISSETON-WAHPETON CENTER OF SURPLUS SUPPLY SCANDAL
3/02/1994 B012 xSISSETON SOCKED WITH SNOW
3/30/1994 B044 xTRUJILLO VISITS LAKE TRAVERSE RESERVATION
4/20/1994 B031 xBATTLEFIELD IS IN THE MIND FOR--COLLEGE BOWL
4/27/1994 B043 SISSETON-WAHPETON TO ENTER CASINO BUSINESS
5/25/1994 B031 SISSETON-WAHPETON COMM COLLEGE HOLDS 12TH ANNUAL
6/01/1994 BOll TRIBE RESOLD EQUIPMENT EVEN WHEN TOLD NOT TO
6/01/1994 BOll AUDITOR--TRIBE'S RECORDS ON PROPERTY DEAL
7/13/1994 A031 LACK OF VOTERS MAKES SISSETON WAHPETON ELECTION NOT
9/21/1994 B021 xINDICTED BUSINESSMAN POINTS FINGER AT FORMER TRIBAL
9/28/1994 BOll SISSETON-WAHPETON REBUILDING BINGO HALL
10/26/1994 A024 JILTED COMPANY TAKES DISPUTE TO COURT
11/16/1994 BlOl SISSETON-WAHPETON TRIBE BREAKS GROUND ON NEW CASINO
12/07/1994 BlOl USD TO WORK WITH SINTE GLESKA ON RESEARCH EFFORT
12/15/1994 coil JUDGE RULES ON SISSETON-WAHPETON CASINO SUIT
1/12/1995 B031 SISSETON-WAHPETON HOLDS INAUGURATION
1/12/1995 B032 NEW SISSETON-WAHPETON COUNCIL TACKLES CUSTODY CASE
1/26/1995 A061 BIA OFFICIAL CONVICTED IN CORRUPTION CASE
5/04/1995 B061 SISSETON WAHPETON COMMUNITY COLLEGE HONORS GRADS
5/11/1995 B102 XDAKOTA AWARENESS
5/11/1995 coil SISSETON WAHPETON DAKOTA NATION HONORS GRADUATES
5/18/1995 B061 CONSPIRACY CHARGES STILL STAND AGAINST SISSETON-WAHP
6/01/1995 A024 FBI TESTIMONY ZEROES IN ON HAWKINS' DEAL
6/08/1995 A012 xSISSETON-WAHPETON CHAIRMAN FOUND GUILTY OF CONSPIRA
7/27/1995 BOll CONSPIRACY QUESTION PROMPTS HAWKINS APPEAL
8/03/1995 B015 CASINO TO OPEN
8/03/1995 B093 SISSETON-WAHPETON, SDSU JOIN FORCES IN NEW PROJECT
8/17/1995 BOll NEW TRIAL ORDERED FOR RUSSELL HAWKINS
9/14/1995 B031 COUNSELING COURSE OFFERED
10/12/1995 B071 ALL-DAKOTA ADMIN NOW RUNS SISSETON-WAHPETON COLLEGE
6/01/1994 C041 SITTING BEAR HURDLES MANY OBSTACLES TO GRADUATE
5/01/1991 B035 KYOUNG LAKOTA SCHOLAR WILL STUDY SITTING BULL
5/08/1991 B016 XSITTING BULL'S INDIAN NAME WILL LIVE ON
11/13/1991 A012 KSCULPTOR PAYS TRIBUTE TO SITTING BULL
3/18/1992 A113 xSIOUX BLESSING PLANNED FOR SITTING BULL WEAPONS
4/01/1992 coil XSITTING BULL'S GRANDAUGHTER--SET RECORD STRAIGHT
7/01/1992 B015 xSITTING BULL PROJECT CLOSER TO REALITY
8/26/1992 B061 SITTING BULL WELCOMED TO HALL OF FAME
9/02/1992 A044 SINGING THE PRAISE OF A GREAT LEADER (L)
10/22/1992 A065 MEMORIAL SET FOR SITTING BULL DESCENDANT
1/21/1993 B012 XSITTING BULL NECKLACE TO BE RETURNED
3/31/1993 A071 xDOLLMAKERS PLAY GAMES WITH SITTING BULL NAME
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8/0A/1993 AOAl xBOOK LACKS LAKOTA VIEW
4/06/1994 BOll DESCENDANT SEEKS TO PROTECT SITTING BULL NAME
4/13/1994 A044 SITTING BULL MONUMENT IS DISGRACE TO ALL PEOPLE (L)
7/13/1994 BG91 kTHE WAY IT WAS--
7/20/1994 A044 COMMITTEE TO REVIEW REPATRIATION OF ARTIFACTS (L)
8/03/1994 B034 kTHE WAY IT WAS--
9/14/1994 B031 *THE WAY IT WAS--
12/15/1994 A087 SRC EXHIBIT TO HONOR SITTING BULL
8/03/1995 B015 SITTING BULL REUNION
10/19/1995 BOll JfSITTING BULL'S 1885 WILD WEST CONTRACT FOUND
11/03/1993 B115 SKI SWAP SET FOR NOV 5-6
12/15/1993 B054 NAT'L DISABLED VETERANS WINTER SPORTS CLINIC APRIL 1
2/10/1994 B012 xLOCAL STUDENTS LAUNCHING SKILL OUT OF THIS WORLD
2/10/1994 B022 SKILL LINKS NASA WITH INDIAN COUNTRY
7/07/1994 B031 XPINE RIDGE BECOMES SCIENCE LAB FOR STUDENTS
7/27/1994 B012 XNORBERT HILL TELLS SKILL GRADUATES--MATHEMATICS
4/20/1995 B041 SUMMER SCIENCE CAMP FOR MINORITY STUDENTS
6/08/1995 B052 STUDENTS READY TO LEARN SUMMER SCIENCE SKILLS
3/09/1994 A012 xALL IN THE FAMILY ,
3/09/1995 C063 xWARRIOR TAKES THE PLUNGE
11/19/1992 A015 XFOG THINS AROUND UST FINANCES
11/26/1992 A012 CROW CREEK DEMANDS UST RESTRUCTURE^ SKYE RESIGN
2/18/1993 A041 WITHHOLDING INFO FROM THE PRESS HURTS ALL (ED)
9/01/1993 AOll XCRST FILES CHARGES AGAINST SKYE
6/30/1993 A035 xCONSULTANT HOPES TO GET RID OF MISCONCEPTIONS
4/27/1995 C013 xHUMBLE ADVICE ON BECOMING AN ACTOR
9/28/1995 A054 SKYHAWK RETRACTS ENDORSEMENT OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
10/05/1995 C021 XSKYHAWK RELINQUISHES MOVIE ROLE
9/30/1992 B015 SLOAN ADMITS FAKING SEXUAL ABUSE REPORTS
12/29/1995 A031 LANDOWNER FIGHTS EASEMENT TO YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
1/28/1992 A026 KIHS CHIEF SLOAN WILL RETURN TO CLINICAL PRACTICE
3/04/1992 A076 DR SLOAN INDICTED FOR SEXUAL CONTACT WITH CHILD
3/18/1992 A025 DR SLOAN CHARGED WITH SEX WITH MINOR
5/20/1992 A033 IHS DIRECTOR'S WIFE RECANTS STATEMENTS
8/12/1992 B031 EX-ABERDEEN AREA DIRECTOR CLEARED OF CHARGES
SEE US SMALL BUSINESS
7/28/1993 A074 xNATIVE ACTION DIREC.TOR RECEIVES AWARD
6/08/1995 B021 XNATIVE ACTION'S GAIL SMALL HONORED
6/01/1995 C061 KSMALL TAKES A SHOT AT THE 'BIG TIME'
5/11/1994 C042 UNIV OF ALASKA PROFESSOR NOT NATIVE
10/12/1995 A064 EPA SETTLES DISCRIMINATION SUIT
12/07/1994 A073 ADVISOR TO DIRECTOR OF IHS BRINGS TRAD VALUES
8/17/1995 AOll SELF-DECLARED 'MEDICINE MAN' CONVICTED
9/28/1995 A062 'TWO WOLVES' SENTENCING CONTINUED
10/26/1995 A023 SELF-PROCLAIMED 'MEDICINE MAN' GETS PROBATION
9/25/1991 A024 ARTIST JAUNE SMITH TO DELIVER OSCAR HOWE MEM LECTURE
9/08/1993 B031 xSALISH ARTIST WANTS TO BREAK MISCONCEPTIONS WITH WO
5/18/1995 A091 xELDER FIGHTS FOR RETURN OF CULTURE
6/29/1995 B031 85-YEAR-OLD WOMAN FIGHTS FOR CHANGE AT PRIOR LAKE
11/03/1993 Bill SMITH JOINS WINGS AS FIRST PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
7/20/1995 AOll *1996iVOLYMPIC HOPEFUL BOWS OUT
3/09/1995 SlOl XWORDS' OF WEAPONS--CODETALKER FINDS 'FORBIDDEN' LANG
8/31/1994 A012 RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION CLAIMED IN FEDERAL SUIT
12/22/1994 Bill XSMITH JOINS USD PROGRAMS
2/12/1991 A031 SALWAY ELECTED A SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM TRUSTEE
3/20/1991 BOll SMITHSONIAN TO RETURN INDIAN ARTIFACTS, BONES
4/17/1991 A081 SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM SELECTS 'NATIVE PEOPLES'
8/07/1991 A061 xMUSEUM WILL PUT CULTURAL HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE
9/04/1991 A012 XREPATRIATION--THE FIRST RETURN
9/04/1991 A061 XHOMECOMING WITH THE SPIRIT WIND
2/12/1992 A065 SMITHSONIAN TO SELECT 34 INTERNS IN SUMMER PROGRAMS
2/12/1992 B086 SMITHSONIAN OFFERS MUSEUM INTERNSHIPS
3/04/1992 B061 SMITHSONIAN SEEKING DESIGN SERVICES FOR MUSEUM
3/11/1992 A125 x'SEEDS OF CHANGE' SHOWS CULTURE EXCHANGE
6/23/1993 A034 SMITHSONIAN TO HOLD PUBLIC FORUM
7/08/1993 A071 ASPEN FESTIVAL TO RAISE MUSEUM FUNDS
7/14/1993 AOll 'WHO IS INDIAN?' SMITHSONIAN WANTS TO KNOW
8/18/1993 A081 CHEYENNE, ARAPAHO REMAINS RETURNED TO TRIBES
10/20/1993 A031 SMITHSONIAN TO RETURN CEREMONIAL OBJECTS TO JEMEZ PU
11/03/1993 B081 KWAKIUTL POTLACH EXHIBIT OPENS AT NATL MUSEUM
1/19/1994 A082 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO SELECT 30 INTERNS
3/16/1994 B154 MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN LISTS FOUNDING COUNCIL
4/06/1994 A013 xRHYTHM AND ROOTS
4/06/1994 coil DANCE GROUP TO PERFORM AT SMITHSONIAN
5/11/1994 B072 NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AM IND RECEIVES $1 MILLION
9/21/1994 A041 XWELCOME TO THE MUSEUM OF AMERICAN STEREOTYPES
10/26/1994 D051 XAMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE FINDS A HOME
11/02/1994 A033 PEQUOTS GIVE $10 MILLION TO NEW MUSEUM
SMALL BUSINESS ADM
SMALL GAIL
SMALL MARGIE
SMELCER JOHN
SMITH BOB
SMITH CYNTHIA A
SMITH DAVID TWO WO
SMITH JAUNE
SMITH LOUISE BLUES
SMITH MAURICE
SMITH RAYMOND
SMITH ROBERT
SMITH TANA
SMITHSONIAN
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11/10/199A A081 KA NEW BEGINNING FOR GEORGE GUSTAV HEYE CENTER
2/09/1995 AGll CRST WARNS SMITHSONIAN TO GIVE BACK SACRED OBJECTS
3/02/1995 A013 HOUSE PANEL SLASHES INDIAN MUSEUM FUNDS
3/16/1995 AOll SMITHSONIAN HEAD FIGHTS FOR NATL INDIAN MUSEUM
3/23/1995 AOll OUTLOOK FOR NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AM INDIAN IS BLEAK
7/27/1995 B032 SMITHSONIAN RETURNS PAWNEE SCOUTS' REMAINS
9/07/1995 C023 FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL TO BE HELD
9/07/1995 C033 FREE SMITHSONIAN BROCHURE AVAILABLE
10/26/1995 B052 MUSEUM OFFICIAL QUITS SMITHSONIAN CITING CONFLICTS
12/07/1995 A031 SMITHSONIAN SCIENTISTS SEARCH FOR AMERICA'S ROOTS
A/17/1991 A0I5 OKLAHOMA'S SMOKE SHOP TAXES TROUBLING
SEE ALSO TOBACCO, CIGARETTES
9/11/1991 A053 KTHAT'S WHEN A SMOKE WAS A SMOKE
11/06/1991 AOAA IS HOSPITAL SMOKING BAN A RESTRAINT ON RELIGION (L)
12/18/1991 A051 SMOKE-FREE WORKPLACE DOESN'T INFRINGE ON SACRED (L)
7/29/1992 C041 SMOKING PUTS LUNG CANCER IN LEAD FOR INDIANS
9/16/1992 AOAA GOVERNOR DESERVES THANKS FOR BANNING OF SMOKING (L)
11/19/1992 B052 SMOKING HIGH FOR INDIANS
A/06/1995 A053 XSMOKING ETIQUETTE ACCORDING TO COYOTE
11/06/1991 AOAl kTHIS SNAKE IS A PRINCE AMONG MEN
6/30/1993 AOIA xTRIBUTE TO REUBEN SNAKE--'HUMBLE SERPENT' JOURNEYS
8/17/199A A072 HARBINGERS OF ILL WILL, HEALTH PLAGUE NAVAJO
8/31/199A A021 GROUP CRITICAL OF SNAPPLE LABEL
6/29/1995 AOll xTHE SNAFU OVER SNAPPLE
12/07/199A B033 ^VIRGINIA DRIVING HAWK SNEVE TO RETIRE FROM CLASSROO
8/17/1995 B071 xPRAIRIE EDGE HOSTS SIGNING
10/26/1995 B02A SNEVE NAMED CITIZEN OF THE MONTH
1/21/1992 B051 SNIDER HONORED
1/19/199A A07A SNIDER SELECTED TO WHO'S WHO
A/20/1995 BOll xSNOW STORM DISABLES RESERVATIONS
5/0A/1995 B012 RESERVATIONS DIG OUT FROM SPRING SNOWS
5/08/1991 SOAl XRHYTHMS OF SOAR SOUND SUCCESS
SEE ALCOHOL
3/20/1991 BOll XMONTANA YOUTH IS OLYMPIC HOPEFUL
11/03/1993 B055 SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE OPENS UP IN PINE RIDGE
2/10/199A BOll SOCIAL SECURITY SERVICES AVAILABLE IN PINE RIDGE
9/28/199A BOll SOCIAL SECURITY TO OPEN PINE RIDGE OFFICE
A/15/1992 A06A xBRUCE LONG FOX NAMED TO DIRECT RURAL INITIATIVES
9/16/1992 B082 RST AWARDED GRANT TO LOCATE PEOPLE FOR SSI
11/2A/1993 C033 LITTLE SIX DONATING $500,000
12/08/1993 AOll xFROM HELL TO HAVEN--A CHILDREN'S STORY
11/30/199A B012 xRURAL AMERICA HELPS LAUNCH HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
12/29/199A B012 xGRANT TO IMPROVE SERVICES TO CHILDREN
1/05/1995 AOIA AICH CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY
1/19/1995 AOAA CHILD SERVICES SAYS THANKS TO A SANTA'S HELPER (L)
11/09/1995 B035 CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES EXPANDS SCHEDULE
11/23/1995 B051 IVA JUMPING ELK TUCKER NAMED OUTSTANDING HELPER
11/30/1995 B051 xCHEYENNE RIVER CRISIS HOTLINE GIVES CALLERS HOPE
11/09/1995 B071 XSCHOOL OF MINES ALUMNUS DONATES SPACE PAINTING
5/29/1991 A085 SWCC SOFTBALLERS WIN DIDLEY TOURNEY
7/17/1991 AOAA WOMEN TREATED POORLY AT PAHA SAPA SOFTBALL (L)
7/31/1991 B051 BLAZERS WIN FLYING BY SOFTBALL TOURNEY
A/22/1992 B051 STAYING AFLOAT WITH FUNDS LOW SOFTBALL TEAM CHALLENG
7/15/1992 A085 WANTED--FAST PITCH SOFTBALL PLAYERS
7/08/1993 B056 NAVAJO SOFTBALL TEAM TAKES STATE GOLD
7/1A/1993 B033 RENEGADES TAKE FIRST AT PAHA SAPA TOURNEY
7/21/1993 BOAA NORTH AMERICANS WIN TOURNAMENT FOR THIRD YEAR
8/25/1993 A071 NORTH AMERICANS MAKING DEBUT NATIONALLY--SOFTBALL TE
7/07/1994 coil XGOODFELLOWS SHOW WHY SUMMERTIME IS SOFTBALL
7/07/1994 coil xSOFTBALL HELPS BOYS FIND ADULT ROLE MODELS
7/13/1994 B054 OKLAHOMA SOFTBALL PLAYER ON TRACK FOR OLYMPIC BERTH
8/10/1994 B071 XNORTH AMERICANS ADVANCE TO WORLD TOURNEY
8/17/1994 B042 xFORT THOMPSON YOUNG GUNS IN TUSCALOOSA TOURNAMENT
6/24/1992 B012 SOLDIER CREEK CHAIRMAN VOWS TO SEEK REPRESENTATION
10/26/1995 B083 SOLEN HIGH STUDENTS FINISH SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS
2/12/1991 A031 CALIFORNIA APPEAL PROVES CONFUSING
3/25/1992 A051 BE WARY OF DONATION REQUESTS (L)
4/22/1992 A044 BYRD NAME USED WITHOUT CONSENT (L)
SEE REFUSE 8 REF DISP
12/24/1992 B012 xPLANS CHANGE FOR SOMALIA BOUND LAKOTA
1/07/1993 BOll ROSEBUD MEMBER LEAVES FOR SOMALIA
11/03/1993 B055 GONZALEZ DEPLOYED TO DUTY IN SOMALIA
12/22/1993 B021 xOST FLAG FLIES IN SOMALIA
SEE ALSO SINGERS
3/23/1994 A012 XSONG PULLED FROM NATIONAL AIRWAVES FOR OFFENSIVE
3/23/1994 A044 READER SAYS COUNTRY SONG EMBODIES WORST FORM OF (L)
4/13/1994 A044 READER TAKES NO OFFENSE TO 'INDIAN OUTLAW' (L)
4/13/1994 A051 xTHE NEWEST HOT COUNTRY TUNE IN COYOTE NATION
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SONGS12/07/1994A052NATIVELANGUAGECONFERENCELQQV^Tnphtinocu
SgOLUKPATRICK10/29/1992AOllWALRUSHUNTER^TSJAILTIMEINST^
SOUTHAMERICAfsHSOUTH^CENTRAL^AMERICANI^FORSURVIVAL
SOUTHCAROLINA'
SOUTHDAKOTA7/28/1993AOllCATAWBALANDCLAIMSPUTPRESSUREONCONGRESS
IoUTHERN^Ut"®"8/17/1994B012|TUDENTSCOMPLAINOFRACISM IoUTHwIItINDINSTCOllINVENTINGTHESOUTHWESTFREDHARVEYCOMPANYSTYLE
ioVEREIGNTY'^^^^"3/16/1995B061PIOI'glOR^SAYS^AM^INDIANS^HAVEBEENOBLITERATED
VAVAlVi§8JiWashington
1/20/1991AoiiWARRIOr'^INSTINCT^CANWINSOvlREIGiSfY' 4/10/1991A053JfTRIBALSOVEREIGNTYvNEEDSSUPPORT(L^
J/17/1991A053WILLINDIANSHELPGAINSOVErSgNTY' 4/24/1991A041PLANFORSOVEREIGNTYNOW(ED)
VAVAlVi2811li!ff''i§N8fe25PRiE88SD''f8"2IfA!S''8S'iffibJTv SonSaTTACKOHloIiREI3NfY''RELENTLESS°'"
^255PENALTYAMENDMENTAVICTORYFORSOVEREIGNTY 7/02/1991A053^SOVEREIGNTYATSTAKEWITHLOWERBRULEISSUE
SOVEREIGNTYMEETINGATBEARBUTTE
7/10/1991A015KICKAPOOTAXCOLLECTIONIGNITESSTATESKIRMISHTMR
7/17/1991A012*POTAWATOMIGENERALCOUNCILTOMEETGOVERNOR
7/17/1991A061TOOMANYVOICES>WHOSPEAKSFORINDIANS
7/24/1991A012*TRIBALLEADERSSEPARATEFROMBEARBUT^GROUP
o/2o/iaoi*2»^SISSETONGROUPFIGHTS'MOCKERYOFSOVEREIGNTY'(L) A035ONTARIORECOGNIZESSOVEREIGNTYRIGHT
8/28/1991A053TRIBESMUSTSPEAKONCRIMEBILL--SOVEREIGNTY'
8/28/1991A065TRIBALGOVT--COURTSMOCKTRIBALSOVEREIGNTY(L)
^2?lSOVEREIGNTYREBORNINSENECANATION^ i2/?f/}22Ja2^2KCRSTmovingtoregulateliquor 10/16/1991A041GAMBLING--AMEANSOFSURVIVALFORTRIBES(ED)
^2i?SOVEREIGNTYPREVAIL^-DUROCASEOVERTURN^^ ^2f?WARNSHIGHCOURTTHREATENSSOVEREIGNTY
11/13/1991A051RETURNOFTRIBALAUTHORITY--AIDINMENDINGHOOPtl•>
11/13/1991S051CASINORAIDSOUTRAGEOUS-'lNVADESSOVEREIGNTY^^^
|/i|/nil2815 2/26/1992B015ROSEBUD'S'IMPLIEDCONSENT'WILLREGULATENnu-MEMRPP 3/25/1992A041«TATESSHOULDREALIZE-INDIANWARS^^^
9/28/1992A053RSTCHAIRMAN--SOUTHDAKOTA'HOSTILE'LASTFRONTIER
fi/ic/ioQoA2fiCOLUMBUS—indigenouspeoplesurvive 4/15/1992A012xKANSASGOVERNORISSUESCHALLENGE
9/15/1992A041DON'TGAMBLESOVEREIGNTY(ED)
^9^?'SOMETHINGFORNOTHING'SOVEREIGNTYNOTREAL(L)
VAVAlllJSasovereignty(ED)
E«EfoSg^gglT^?ii?^cVf|JS?S?^i85EREIGNRULE PROBLEMSKNOWNOBORDERS S146CONFERENCEAIRSCONCERNSONEARTHANDSOVEREIGNTY
VAlAlll?2i?CONSTITUTIONALCHANGESSTRENGTHEN^rst ^25iGOVERNMENTFORTHEPEOPLE
7/29/1992A053XAPLANFORAMERICANINDIANNATIQNHQOn 8/19/1992A061GOVERNMENTWANTSTOSTRIPSOVEREIGNTYTOTHEBONES
ir/dAlU§811
.2/18/19112853Io»ERe{gNTy"aNDlilE^Aw"*'- 3/03/1993A041XNOGAMESWITHSOVEREIGNTY
K/?o/J22ia2?ccfy??.!;'•r-SS""-®reform'CORNERSTONEOFSOVEREIGNTY' 5/19/1993A015SACANDFOXWINMAJORCOURTVICTORYy
9/09/1993A044YOUNGMUSTJOININSELF-GOVERNANCE(L) 6/16/1993A015HIGHCOURTBLOCKSCRST
6/16/1993A041WHEREDOESTHEBUCKSTOPININDIANCQUNTPV?rpn-k 6/16/1993A044SOVEREIGNTYJEOPARDIZED'BYTOOMANYCHIEF^
!2J?UNIFICATIONACCORDAGREEMENTCONSIDEREDATTRIBALSU ?/22/J22i^CONSIDERINGUN-CONSTITUTIONALIDEASSU
7/08/1993A043NAVAJOSOVEREIGNTYRAINBOWISFADING(L)
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SOVEREIGNTY
SOVIET UNION
SPACE SHUTTLE
SPAIN
SPARAGON JUDO
SPEARFISHING
SPEARS PAT
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
SPEECHES
SPEED LIMIT
SPELLING BEE
SPENCE PEGGY
SPIDER BRITINI
SPIEGEL
SPIRIT OF DAKOTA
SPIRITUALITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/14/1993 A044 •SHORTSIGHTEDNESS* MAY BE DEATH OF SOVEREIGNTY (L)
7/28/1993 A015 HIGH COURT NOMINEE ASKED TO ADDRESS SOVEREIGNTY ISSU
8/18/1993 A041 xOLD-TIMERS KNEW THAT IDENTITY MEANT SURVIVAL
8/25/1993 A015 ELDER GROUP MISREPRESENTS THE SIOUX NATIONS
8/25/1993 A041 OGLALA SIOUX CASINO DEAL IS A DEAD MAN'S HAND (ED)
8/25/1993 B031 NEW US ATTORNEY SCHREIER RESPECTS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
9/08/1993 A061 LAKOTA GROUP RESPONDS TO GONZALEZ'S COMMENTS
9/22/1993 A041 TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY--NO PRICE TAG--COSTNER BILL (ED)
9/22/1993 AG5I INDIAN NATIONS NEED SYMBOLS (L)
10/06/1993 A041 ENROLLMENT GUARDS SOVEREIGNTY (ED)
10/20/1993 AOll ALASKA VILLAGES CLOSER TO SOVEREIGNTY
10/20/1993 A012 xTRUMP SLAMS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
10/20/1993 A014 NAFTA MAY CLIP NATIVE TREATY RIGHTS
10/20/1993 A035 HOPI NATION MOVING TOWARD SOVEREIGNTY
11/03/1993 A061 EDUCATING THE GOVT ABOUT THE MEANING OF LOCAL CONTRO
11/17/1993 A041 TRIBES SOVEREIGN RIGHT TO SAY WHO'S 'INDIAN' (ED)
12/29/1993 A051 RE—RULE OF PROBABILITY--PRESENCE OF PATERNALISM
2/10/1994 A04I HAS SOVEREIGNTY BEEN FORGOTTEN? (ED)
2/16/1994 A012 BILL MAY HELP RESOLVE SOVEREIGNTY QUESTION
4/13/1994 A041 xSOVEREIGNTY SHOULD NOT MEAN IGNORE THE PROBLEM
5/11/1994 A014 TALKS WITH TRIBES CONTINUE
5/18/1994 A012 INTERIOR DEPT THREATENS TRIBES WITH LOSS OF SOVEREIG
5/18/1994 A013 TRIBES COULD LOSE THEIR SOVEREIGNTY
6/15/1994 AOll KRENO MOVES TO IMPROVE TRIBAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
7/07/1994 A041 XLINES ARE BEING DRAWN IN BATTLE FOR DEMOCRACY
8/31/1994 A041 NATIVE AMERICAN CEO'S WERE NOTICEABLY ABSENT ON DAIS
9/08/1994 A044 INDIAN PEOPLE OF AMERICA NEED AUTONOMY (L)
9/08/1994 A053 ESSENCE OF TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
6/15/1995 AOll XSHAKOPEE INTEGRITY, SOVEREIGNTY AT ISSUE
7/13/1995 A044 NATIONS NEED TO FLEX VOTING POWER (L)
7/27/1995 A041 xTRIBAL POWER PLAYS WEAKEN SOVEREIGNTY STANCE FOR AL
8/03/1995 A041 xSOVEREIGNTY REQUIRES AN INDIAN COURT OF APPEALS
8/31/1995 A044 SOVEREIGNTY--SHOULD PASSPORTS BE REQUIRED? (L)
9/14/1995 A013 XAIM PONDERS SOVEREIGNTY--CRUCIAL ISSUE OF 1990S
9/28/1995 A053 WHO SHOULD REALLY CARRY GREEN CARDS? (L)
10/26/1995 A014 SAN DIEGO SUMMIT SET FOR OCTOBER 29
11/23/1995 A041 WILL WE WEATHER THE STORM? (ED)
4/10/1991 A061 XSOVIET NORTHERN NATIVE PEOPLE BECOME ORGANIZED
2/10/1994 B012 xLOCAL STUDENTS LAUNCHING SKILL OUT OF THIS WORLD
5/18/1994 D041 xUA ALUMNUS CARRIES 'EARTH BALL' INTO SPACE
11/09/1995 B071 xSCHOOL OF MINES ALUMNUS DONATES SPACE PAINTING
3/25/1992 B015 TODD COUNTY STUDENTS ARE BOUND FOR SPANISH MAIN
5/06/1992 A024 SPARAGON WANTS ISSUES CLARIFIED
1/28/1993 A036 DOCTOR REMOVED FROM TORT CLAIM
SEE FISHING
6/24/1992 A023 SPEARS SUSPENDED WITH PAY
7/22/1992 A085 SPEARS TERMINATED BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
2/11/1993 A061 FORMER DIRECTOR DEFENDS HIMSELF AGAINST RCIHB
SEE EDUCATION SPECIAL
SEE OLYMPICS SPECIAL
6/08/1995 B041 xCALHOUN WINS TOP SPOT IN SPEECH EVENT
11/23/1995 B051 SHANNON COUNTY HOSTS SPEECH CONTEST
12/21/1995 B054 SIX SCHOOLS GO TO SHANNON COUNTY SPEECH CONTEST
8/21/1991 B044 REDUCED SPEED TO BE ENFORCED AT ROSEBUD
4/17/1991 A071 VICTORY IN STATE BEE SPELLS PRIDE FOR NATIVE AM
3/11/1992 B031 PINE RIDGE STUDENTS LOG A FIRST IN AREA SPELLING
2/09/1995 C082 BOOK ENLIGHTENS CHILDREN ABOUT HOPI LIFESTYLE
8/31/1995 B043 KYLE TEEN DIES IN CRASH
7/01/1992 B041 SPIEGEL STORE PLANS TO HIRE NATIVE AMERICANS
10/02/1991 B016 FIRE THUNDER 'SPIRIT OF DAKOTA' 1991 NOMINEE
10/26/1994 B021 xRAPID CITY CENTRAL STUDENT HAS 'SPIRIT OF SD'
SEE ALSO RELIGION
1/29/1991 A061 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HANBLECEYA S VISION QUEST
3/05/1991 A051 SECRETS OF SPIRIT MUST BE SACRED (L)
3/05/1991 A051 'DANCES' TAUGHT MIGHTY LESSONS (L)
3/12/1991 A043 SPIRITUAL TRADITION GOES ON TRIAL
3/20/1991 A071 FAST HORSE SPEARHEADS SPIRITUAL SEMINAR
5/01/1991 A051 POWER IN INDIAN HANDS! USE IT IN HEALING (L)
5/15/1991 BOll XA JOURNEY TO HEALING
5/22/1991 A014 YAQUI WOMAN TEACHING LAKOTA SPIRITUALITY
5/22/1991 A044 POWER IN INDIAN HANDS, SPIRIT POWER (L)
6/19/1991 A043 IS THUNDERHEART THREAT TO LAKOTA SPIRITUALITY? (L)
7/02/1991 A012 LAKOTA RITUALS BEING SOLD
7/10/1991 A012 XMEDICINE MEN FOR RENT
7/17/1991 A012 XSACRED PIPE KEEPER FEARS FEDS WILL STEP IN
7/24/1991 A012 xAFTER THE SWEAT--CAVIAR, WINE 8 CHEESE
7/31/1991 A012 xFALSE PROPHETS WILL SUFFER
7/31/1991 A061 XSHARING SPIRITUALITY FOR MORE THAN NECESSITIES
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SPIRITUALITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/07/1991 A012 kOH SHINNAH--PROPHET FOR PROFIT
8/07/1991 A041 kSPIRITUALITV COMES FROM THE HEART, NOT FROM A BOOK
8/07/1991 A0A4 TIMES SPIRITUALITY ARTICLES SHED LIGHT ON RASCALS (L
8/07/1991 A053 LAWS OF PIPE FREE LAKOTA FROM JUDGMENT (L)
8/14/1991 A012 XPAIN ADS CALL HER 'MEDICINE WOMAN'
8/14/1991 A044 PRISONER DECRIES SELLING RELIGIOUS RITES (L)
8/21/1991 A012 KSUN DANCES TAKE PLACE ON ARTIFICIAL TURF
8/21/1991 A053 sfDR COYOTE SELLS 'SPIRITS' FOR REVENOOO
8/28/1991 A012 KIS LAME DEER SOCIETY OF EUROPE REAL
8/28/1991 A031 BAD VIBES ROCK NEW AGE MECCA--MODERN MYSTICS CLASH
8/28/1991 A051 DON'T SUN DANCE WITH WOLVES (L)
8/28/1991 A061 NEW AGE FAD WILL FALL TO TRADITIONALISTS
8/28/1991 A061 ABUSE DISAPPOINTS FRIEND OF LAKOTA (L)
8/28/1991 A065 WANTED--A LEGITIMATE TEACHER TO PROVIDE SPIRITUAL GU
9/11/1991 A051 PROUD ATHEIST PROCLAIMS MOTHER EARTH ONLY DEITY (L)
9/11/1991 A051 HILL CITY READER OFFENDED BY SERIES (L)
9/11/1991 A075 SPIRITUALITY-WELLNESS CONFERENCE SET
9/18/1991 A043 LAKOTA TIMES SPIRITUAL, PIPE SERIES EXCELLENT (L)
9/18/1991 A044 READER DEFENDS GHOST HORSE AND BLACK ELK (L)
10/09/1991 B014 RECONCILIATION—AREA CHURCHES TO SHARE SPIRITUALITY
10/16/1991 A031 COUNTY INMATES CAN NOW PRACTICE SPIRITUALITY
10/23/1991 A016 'TICKET TO RIDE' ON THE GOOD RED ROAD
10/23/1991 A041 KMASCOTS SPIRITUALITY AND INSENSITIVITY
10/23/1991 A044 A TIME WHEN SPIRITUALITY WAS LESS COMPLICATED (L)
11/20/1991 A044 SOVEREIGNTY AND SPIRITUALTIY LINKED (L)
11/27/1991 A053 LET BROKEN PEOPLE HEAL THEMSELVES
11/27/1991 coil XLACK OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE EMBARRASSES YOUNG LAKOT
12/18/1991 A044 TAKE CARE WITH TRADITIONS ADVISES PIPE CARRIER (L)
1/14/1992 A053 CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO PRACTICE 'BAD MEDICINE'
1/21/1992 A081 KSPIRITUAL ORPHANS PEDDLE RELIGION IN GREAT ROUND
2/12/1992 A071 KTRADITIONAL CEREMONIES PURIFY HASKELL COLLEGE
2/12/1992 A071 SPIRITUALITY MAY BE UNKNOWN LEGACY
3/04/1992 A053 ELECTIONS--WHAT KIND OF LEADERS
3/11/1992 A041 XTRYING TO PULL MISTAKEN IMAGES OFF SHELVES
3/11/1992 A061 CHILDREN NEED SPIRITUALITY IN TEACHINGS
3/18/1992 A012 xFAME SURPRISES RODNEY GRANT
3/25/1992 A051 THE KEY TO SPIRITUALITY AND TO SELF-RESPECT (L)
3/25/1992 A053 TRIBAL ECONOMIES--TECHNOLOGY WITH A HUMAN FACE
3/25/1992 BOll SICANGU GROUP GIVES PIPE TO INMATES
4/01/1992 A044 SELLING NATIVE AMERICAN SPIRITUALITY MUST STOP (L)
4/01/1992 A053 MASCOT NAMES EXPLOIT INDIANS' SPIRITUAL BELIEFS
4/08/1992 A051 LAKOTA SPIRITUALITY FOR SHARING (L)
4/15/1992 A043 TIME TO CLIP WINGS OF FALSE SHAMANS (L)
5/06/1992 A044 CEREMONIES BROUGHT TO EL RENO APPRECIATED (L)
5/20/1992 A054 DON'T DENY SPIRITUAL ORDER (L)
6/17/1992 B046 BLACK HILLS GATHERING UNITES ELDERS WORLDWIDE
6/24/1992 BOll KCOMPLETING THE CIRCLE HELPS WOMAN HEAL OTHERS
7/29/1992 A044 EXPLOITATION IS A BIG BUSINESS OUT EAST (L)
8/19/1992 A056 IS ANYTHING SACRED? (L)
8/19/1992 B081 KSURVIVORS MAKE SPIRITUAL RUN
8/19/1992 B084 XACTOR-USES FAME TO UNIFY PEOPLE
8/26/1992 A071 xELDER'BLAMES DEATH OF ENVIRONMENT ON DENIAL
10/08/1992 C013 GAIASHKIBOS--RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND SACRED LAND
10/08/1992 C055 PRAY FOR THE WORLD--ELIMINATE THE GREED
12/17/1992 A044 'TIS THE SEASON FOR HUMAN SPIRIT (L)
12/17/1992 A051 SPIRITUAL WAYS SHOULDN'T BE TAKEN TO GRAVE (L>
1/14/1993 A041 XAPPLY A LITTLE SKEPTICISM WITH PHONY 'INDIANS'
2/18/1993 A044 WE MUST ALL MAKE THAT JOURNEY FOR CHANGE (L)
3/17/1993 A041 xIN THE SPIRIT OF THE BUFFALO
3/17/1993 A053 TRADITIONS SHOULD NOT DISAPPEAR (L)
3/31/1993 A034 SISSETON ELDER HURT AT NEW AGE MEETING
4/07/1993 A044 LEARNING FROM THOSE WITH MUCH TO TEACH (L)
4/07/1993 B091 NEW AGE BELIEVERS FLOCK TO MISUSE TRIBAL CEREMONIES
5/12/1993 A053 WOMAN DEFENDS "EARTH SPIRITUALITY"
5/12/1993 A065 BOULDER SHOP REMOVES TOBACCO TIES FROM STORE
5/19/1993 A051 SD PENITENTIARY INCIDENT RAISES SPIRITUALITY QUE (L)
6/23/1993 A044 JUST SAY NO TO NEW AGE SUN DANCES (L)
7/14/1993 A014 DONATIONS FOR CEREMONY CALLED 'LOVE OFFERINGS'
7/28/1993 A044 'HOLY MAN' GENTLY TUGGING ON YOUR LEG (L)
7/28/1993 A044 'NEW AGER' CALLS FOR COMING TOGETHER (L)
8/11/1993 A052 RESPECT SPIRITUALITY OF OTHERS (L)
8/18/1993 A044 ABUSE OF THE SACRED FALLS HARDEST ON YOUTH (L)
8/18/1993 A071 ELDERS NEED TO BE AWARE OF CEREMONIES (L)
9/08/1993 A044 NEW AGE TAKEOVER OF NATIVE WAYS BEING REALIZED (L)
9/29/1993 AG41 xCATHOLIC PRIEST'S COLUMN BELITTLES INDIAN SPIRITUAL
11/17/1993 BG84 LEARNING FROM EAGLE, LIVING WITH COYOTE
12/G8/1993 AG51 OUR CREATOR DID NOT MAKE A HELL ON EARTH (L)
12/15/1993 AG53 SPIRITUAL WAYS SAVE ,'SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE'
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SUBJECT
ST FRANCIS SCHOOL
ST JOHN JERED JAY
ST JOHN VALDON
ST JOHN'S UNIV
ST JOSEPHS IND SCH
ST LABRE SCHOOL
ST PAUL MN
STABBIN6S
STAHN RUG6LES
STALLIN6S RICHARD
STANDING BEAR
STANDING BEAR WAND
STANDING ELK DON
STANDING ROCK COLL
STANDING ROCK RES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/03/1992 BG14 SFIS CLASS SALUTATORIAN URGES GAIN BACK RESPECT
6/10/1992 BOIA SFIS LEADERSHIP DECISION EXPECTED SOON
6/17/1992 B03A SFIS EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH RECOGNIZED
6/17/1992 B074 STUDENTS CELEBRATE PROM WITH 'PROM TIL DAWN' PARTY
7/15/1992 BOIA ROSEBUD COURT LEAVES ST FRANCIS BOARD INTACT
8/05/1992 BOll xFRANK LAPOINTE REMEMBERED
9/02/1992 B092 ST FRANCIS STUDENTS ATTEND GIFTED CAMP
9/09/1992 B035 DANCER TO INSTRUCT ST FRANCIS STUDENTS
10/08/1992 B121 ST FRANCIS INDIAN SCHOOL BOARD MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
11/12/1992 B041 SFIS BOARD SELECTS MEANS AS VICE PRESIDENT
11/19/1992 B091 SFIS BOARD ACTS ON CHANGES, SPORTS INCIDENT
11/19/1992 B094 SFIS GIFTED PROGRAM OFFERS SPECIAL EVENTS
1/14/1993 B061 SFIS REVAMPING TO INCLUDE OUTCOME-BASED ED, DAY CARE
2/25/1993 B105 ST FRANCIS SCHOOL BOARD WANTS SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
3/17/1993 B071 LAPOINTE REMEMBERED IN SFIS DEDICATION
3/31/1993 A086 SFIS TAKES CARE OF CONTRACT MATTERS
4/21/1993 B061 SABBATICAL LEAVE OFFERED TO SFIS STAFF
5/26/1993 B051 SFIS STUDENTS AIR CONCERNS OVER TEACHERS
6/02/1993 A071 THRILLERS SCHEDULE CAMPS FOR ST FRANCIS, EAGLE BUTTE
7/28/1993 B044 SINTE GLESKA TO OFFER CLASSES AT ST FRANCIS
8/18/1993 B012 SFIS BOARD REDUCES PER DIEM RATE FOR BOARD MEETINGS
11/10/1993 B064 XDO THE BARTMAN--
10/05/1994 B012 XBURNED MISSION SCHOOL BRINGS MIXED MEMORIES
5/11/1995 C013 XTAKINI STUDENT TO ATTEND AISES MATHEMATICS
10/23/1991 A086 TAKINI'S ST JOHN IS OUTSTANDING
11/24/1993 A062 ST JOHN'S ELIMINATES ITS 'REDMEN' NICKNAME
6/15/1994 B084 ST JOHN'S CHOPS NAME
8/12/1992 C031 xSJIS PRESIDENT ELECTED TO PROVINCIAL BOARD
7/14/1993 B031 ST JOSEPHS SCHOOL STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN PROJECT AC
7/28/1993 B046 ST JOSEPHS INDIAN SCHOOL TO HOST CULTURAL EXCHANGE F
9/22/1993 B035 ST JOSEPHS CELEBRATES AMERICAN INDIAN DAY
4/20/1995 B031 XPHOTOS TAKEN BY YOUNG LAKOTAS ON EXHIBIT
6/10/1992 B043 xTHESE CHILDREN ARE MEDICINE
6/16/1993 B121 BEAVER APPOINTED INTERIM DIRECTOR OF MUSEUM
8/18/1993 S051 XAM IND MAGNET SCHOOL SHOWS POSITIVE GROWTH, POTENTI
1/19/1994 Bill AFTER 25 YEARS OF SERVICE, RED SCHOOL HOUSE RECHART
SEE ASSAULT
3/02/1994 AOll PLANE CRASH CLAIMS LIVES OF ABERDEEN AREA DOCTORS
12/15/1993 A031 KNEW NUCLEAR WASTE OFFICIAL PLEDGES NEGOTIATIONS FOR
12/29/1994 A081 GREAT-GRANDSON OF CHIEF STANDING BEAR DIES
2/02/1995 A074 CHIEF STANDING BEAR TO BE HONORED IN MONUMENT
5/18/1994 B031 WANDA STANDING BEAR HONORED
11/09/1995 B023 OIL BUSINESS A BIG CHANGE FOR I^ORMER EDUCATOR
5/29/1991 A086 FORMER TRIBAL CHAIRMAN RECEIVES HONORARY DEGREE
10/09/1991 B022 RON MCNEIL HEADS STANDING ROCK COLLEGE
3/11/1992 B135 kMARKETING STUDENTS COMPETE AT WAHPETON
4/08/1992 B072 STANDING ROCK COLLEGE STARTS LIBRARY ADDITION
12/03/1992 BOll SRCC GETS VOC-ED GRANT FOR DISABLED
8/25/1993 B053 STANDING ROCK COLLEGE RECEIVES GRANT TO TRAIN TEACHE
3/09/1994 B025 CULTURAL CEREMONIES SET FOR FT YATES IN MARCH
5/11/1994 C041 RUN FUNDS SCHOOL MATERIALS
12/15/1994 A087 SRC EXHIBIT TO HONOR SITTING BULL
12/22/1994 B061 FUTURE TEACHERS DONATE TV TO FAMILY VIOLENCE CENTER
6/01/1995 B043 15 GRADUATE FROM STANDING ROCK COLLEGE
2/12/1991 A044 TRIBAL COUNCIL MUST ACT ON BEHALF OF ALL (L)
2/19/1991 A014 STANDING ROCK TAKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR WATER
2/19/1991 B045 MONUMENT HILL PROJECT LAUNCHED
3/27/1991 A045 STANDING ROCK VOTERS NEED YOUNG REPORT (L)
4/24/1991 B022 STANDING ROCK FORT BERTHOLD AMENDS SOUGHT
5/22/1991 A051 SRSC DESERVING OF PAY RAISE? (L)
7/02/1991 A043 STANDING ROCK WOMAN UPSET AT POLICE ACTIONS (L)
7/17/1991 A075 SRST GEARS UP FOR PRIMARY
8/14/1991 C031 YOUTH PILOT PROJECT COMPLETES ONE YEAR
8/21/1991 B052 WAKPALA POWWOW, MISSION REUNION SET AUG 23-25
9/18/1991 A031 PUBLIC SAFETY ON STANDING ROCK QUESTIONED
10/09/1991 B041 SRST WANT TO REGULATE RESERVATION BUSINESSES
10/16/1991 A016 kHUNKPAPA RADIO TO REACH THE PEOPLE
11/06/1991 A012 SRST COULD BE PAID $90 MILLION--CONGRESS HUNTS FOR
11/20/1991 A012 BUSH OPPOSES SRST COMPENSATION BILL
11/20/1991 B053 AFTER YEAR TRIBE AWARDS GOODHOUSE LOST WAGES
11/27/1991 A012 kTRIBES CHARGE 'BEHIND BACK TACTICS'
11/27/1991 A071 STANDING ROCK REVISES BUSINESS LICENSE ORDINANCE
12/31/1991 A032 kSRST CHAIRMAN GIVES ANNUAL REPORT
1/21/1992 A023 JUDGE WEIGHING MERITS IN SRST LIQUOR LICENSE CASE
2/04/1992 A024 SRST LIQUOR LICENSE SUIT DISMISSED
2/19/1992 C051 COUNCILMAN SUBMITS LETTER OF RESIGNATION
2/26/1992 A053 STANDING ROCK SIOUX COURT SYSTEM NEEDS REVAMPING
3/25/1992 B054 CROW CREEK SENIORS SIGN UP WITH MARINES
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5/06/1992 AG15 STANDING ROCK TRIBE PUSHES FOR CASINO
5/G6/1992 AG34 COURT RULES SRST CANNOT BE SUED
5/G6/1992 BG53 SRST RUNNERS SUPPORT SOBRIETY
5/2G/1992 BG91 STANDING ROCK PLANS GRADUATION
6/G3/1992 BG43 COUNCIL VOTES ON AGREEMENT WITH GAMING COMPANY
6/17/1992 BG99 ASBESTOS REMOVAL TEMP CLOSES STANDING ROCK HOSPITAL
6/26/1992 BG26 SRST LOOKS AT WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
7/15/1992 BG16 SRST HASHES OUT GAMING COMPACT
8/12/1992 CG15 SRST, STATE SIGN GAMING COMPACT
S21J new chief judge prepares for challe8/26/1992 BG21 MEDIATOR PROGRAM KEEPS SRST FAMILIES OUT OF COURT
9/G9/1992 BG16 STANDING ROCK GAMING GOES DOUBLE OR NOTHING
emergency staff learns to cope with the horrors
11/G5/1992 S261 SRST SIGNS GAMING COMPACTS WITH TWO STATES
11/12/1992 AG75 SRST CANCEL CONTRACT WITH GAMING COMPANY
TO OPEN FOOD MISSION IN MCLAUGHLIN
12/17/1992 BGll SRST COUNCIL STANDS BEHIND UND MASCOT FIGHT
12/17/1992 B012 JUDGE TERMINATED BY SRST COUNCIL
S2JS JfHISTORIC FINDS STEER SRST TOWARD NEW CASINO SITE3/03/1993 BG12 *EAGLE STAFFS LEAD HUNKPAPA INTO BATTLE
3/03/1993 B012 SfCOLD SNAP AT SRST FUELS HEAT PRICE CRISIS
3/17/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK INKS SD CASINO DEAL
3/26/1993 B012 FOUR DEATHS COULD BE TIP OF LYSOL CASELOADS
3/26/1993 B061 STANDING ROCK AT STATE
6/07/1993 B012 *HAMPTON STUDENTS COME HOME TO STANDING ROCK
5/05/1993 A053 OPEN FORUM ON CASINOS AND CULTURAL SITES
5/05/1993 B012 STANDING ROCK PICKS SITE, CANCELS DEVELOPER--CASINO
5/19/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK DOMESTIC ABUSE PROGRAM TO ADD ON
5/19/1993 BOll SRST BIDS FOR PERCENT OF FOOD COMPANY
5/26/1993 BOll ELK TO SHARE STANDING ROCK'S WILDLIFE RESERVE
6/16/1993 A066 HEADS UP, STANDING ROCK ELECTION NEARS (L)
6/16/1993 B066 STANDING ROCK SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
6/23/1993 B016 CANDIDATES FILE FOR STANDING ROCK SLOTS
6/30/1993 A065 ^STANDING ROCK HONORS A HERO ROBERT SUNDANCE
6/30/1993 B012 KKOLA AIR WAVES CLOSER TO REALITY
7/08/1993 A066 CALL FOR SRST CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES (L)
7/28/1993 B012 TAKEN ALIVE, AGARD IN THE RUNNING FOR SRST CHAIRMAN
8/11/1993 BOll SRST WARNED OF INFECTED FLEAS
8/25/1993 BOll STANDING ROCK BRINGS TRUCK DRIVING SCHOOL TO RESERVA
8/25/1993 B051 PROGRAM PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT TRAINING FOR RESERVATION
9/08/1993 BOll SRST SIGNS CONTRACT WITH CLOVERDALE FOOD SERVICES
9/29/1993 A053 JUDGE RECALL VOTES MAKE A DIFFERENCE (L)
9/29/1993 A066 VIDEO NETWORK EXPANDS TO STANDING ROCK
10/06/1993 B016 TAKEN ALIVE TAKES REINS--STANDING ROCK PICKS COUNCIL
12/22/1993 coil ^STANDING ROCK HOPES TO COUNT COUP 8 PROFITS
1/12/1996 B061 STANDING ROCK TO REVIVE TRADITIONAL HAND GAME
1/19/1996 A051 OFFICIALS DENYING MEMBERS FREEDOM TO HAVE SAY IN (L)
2/02/1996 A066 IMPROVEMENT SEEN AT STANDING ROCK (L)
2/16/1996 AOll FT BERTHOLD S STANDING ROCK TRIBES GET CONGRESSIONAL
2/23/1996 A053 FBI IGNORED OTHER COVER-UP IN WAKPALA DISTRICT (L)
3/02/1996 A051 IRA, GOVERNMENT DEPENDENT TO MONARCHIAL COLONIAL (L)
3/09/1996 A012 ALL SYSTEMS GO FOR STANDING ROCK RADIO STATION
3/16/1996 BOll STANDING ROCK TO HONOR ITS VETERANS
3/23/1996 A066 KEEP POLITICAL DIRTY LINEN OUT OF THE PAPER (L)
3/23/1996 B012 STANDING ROCK APPROVES CASINO PROFIT SHARING
6/06/1996 B061 IN WINTER'S WAKE DELEGATION ASKS HELP FOR STANDING R
5/06/1996 B031 KDECADE IN COURT
5/11/1996 BOll PROGRAM REVIEW FINDS STANDING ROCK VIOLATIONS
5/11/1996 Bill CLASS OF 1996 TO GRADUATE FROM STANDING ROCK
5/18/1996 A066 STANDING ROCK NEEDS NEW CONSTITUTION (L)
5/18/1996 B021 KENTUCKY WOMAN--HOPES FOR KEEPING KAYLA ARE DASHED
6/01/1996 A066 PERHAPS PER CAP PAYMENTS, SAY STANDING ROCK (L)
6/22/1996 B051 SRHS STUDENTS EXCEL
7/13/1996 B081 ^CALIFORNIA WOMAN SEEKS MOTHER
7/20/1996 A066 COMMITTEE TO REVIEW REPATRIATION OF ARTIFACTS (LI
9/21/1996 B062 GENERATION RETREAT PLANNED ON STANDING ROCK
9/28/1996 A012 SRST CHARGED WITH MISUSING GAMING FUNDS
.11/10/1996 B031 STANDING ROCK WORKS WITH STATES ON TRAFFIC SAFETY
11/10/1996 C056 GAMING BOARD STOPS WORKING
11/16/1996 BlOl CASINO WATCHDOGS STAGE WALK-OUT FOR BACK PAY
11/23/1996 B071 kKEEPSEAGLE WINS STANDING ROCK SERVICE AWARD
12/07/1996 B032 MINNESOTA COLLEGE CLASS EXPLORES CULTURE
12/07/1996 B033 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SHELTER OPENS AT STANDING ROCK
12/07/1996 B091 STANDING ROCK BUILDING $6 MILLION MOTOR LODGE
12/29/1996 A061 STANDING ROCK'S ECONOMIC FUTURE (ED)
1/26/1995 A066 SHARING WEALTH A TRADITION OF STANDING ROCK (L)
2/16/1995 A051 A PLEA FROM A LAKOTA WARRIOR IN SOUTHWEST (L)
2/16/1995 B012 SRST, NORTH DAKOTA WRITE ACCORD TO IMPROVE
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STANDING ROCK RES
STANDING SOLDIERS
STANDS HAZEL
STANFORD UNIV
STANLEY RAYMOND
STANNARD DAVID E
STARITA JOE
STARR ROBERT LOUIS
STATE GOVERNMENT
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/23/1995
3/23/1995
A/06/1995
A/13/1995
A/2G/1995
A/20/1995
A/27/1995
6/01/1995
6/08/1995
6/15/1995
6/23/1995
6/29/1995
7/13/1995
7/20/1995
8/17/1995
8/2A/1995
9/1A/1995
11/09/1995
11/16/1995
12/21/1995
12/21/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
9/0A/1991
A/lA/1993
5/19/1993
8/10/199A
11/30/199A
1/05/1995
3/30/1995
12/15/199A
6/15/1995
10/29/1992
6/15/1995
6/22/199A
12/10/1992
2/11/1993
8/18/1993
7/07/199A
8/0V1995
8/26/1992
9/16/1992
10/08/1992
3/10/1993
5/12/1993
5/12/1993
5/12/1993
5/19/1993
6/02/1993
6/30/1993
7/08/1993
7/1A/1993
9/15/1993
10/06/1993
12/15/1993
3/09/199A
3/30/199A
5/11/199A
7/07/199A
8/31/199A
9/08/199A
9/28/199A
10/05/199A
11/10/199A
11/10/199A
11/16/199A
11/30/199A
1/12/1995
6/29/1995
7/20/1995
STATE PENITENTIARY
B OA3
coil
C033
COAl
B031
B031
BO A3
B03A
A063
B035
BOll
AO AA
AOll
BOIA
AOll
AOAA
B012
A051
A053
B021
B031
B021
B023
AOll
B071
BOll
B012
AO A3
B081
A031
C021
AOll
A051
A081
A07A
AOAl
A081
B051
BOll
A03A
A015
A086
AOAA
A013
B023
B071
B061
B0A5
A031
AOAA
A051
A051
A051
AOAA
A061
B015
AOAA
B031
A051
C032
B012
AOAl
AOAA
BOll
BOll
AOAl
A051
BOAl
BOAl
BOll
A051
BOll
B015
B012
STATUES
11/2A/1993 AOll
NEW HOUSING COMING TO SRST
GAMING COMMISSION AT SRST PROPOSES REVISIONS
SRST COUNCIL TO PROBE INTO GRAND RIVER CASINO
PRAIRIE KNIGHTS RELEASES ECONOMIC IMPACT FIGURES
LANDOWNERS PROPOSE LAND REFORM
JOHNSON, DASCHLE ANNOUNCE $7.7 MILLION GRANT FOR HOU
TRIBAL COURT UPHOLD REMOVAL OF OFFICERS
NEW RADIO STATION TO BEGIN BROADCASTING
RETURN OF TRIBAL RIVERSIDE LAND SPARKS CONCERNS
HOOPS FOR EDUCATION RAISES FUNDS FOR CHILDREN
SENATORS DEBATE OAHE AREA LAND CLAIMS
COUNCIL JUST A LITTLE TOO COZY ^L)
KPRESSLER--FR1END OR FOE?
MURPHY BACK ON COUNCIL
POLITICAL MANEUVERS CONTINUE OVER EXCESS CORPS LANDS
STANDING ROCK COUNCIL IGNORES VOTERS (L)
PRESSLER TAKES ON TRIBES IN SHORELANDS CLAIM CASE
KAN OPEN LETTER TO SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER (L)
RETURN OF OAHE ONLY 'LOGICAL' (L)
NEW DENTAL CLINIC SERVES STANDING ROCK
STEEL HOUSING PROJECT UNDERWAY
STANDING ROCK CASINO FUNDS GROUP HOME
USDA TO DISTRIBUTE FRESH PRODUCE AT STANDING ROCK
KOPPOSITION TO TRANSFER MEETS WITH PROTESTS
STANDING ROCK HOSTS NEARLY 100 STUDENTS
KMIRACLE OF LOVE SAVES CHILD FROM LIFE IN COMA
STAND SOLDIER FAMILY FACES CHALLENGES UNDAUNTED
OST ADMINISTRATOR URGES USE OF HOMEGROWN TALENT (L)
FAST WOLF BRINGS LAKOTA TONGUE FROM GRAVEYARD
STANFORD UNIV TURNS AROUND RETENTION RATE, UPGRADES
STANFORD'S ENGINEERING SCHOOL HOSTS SUMMER CAMP
STANFORD STUDENTS PROTEST CAMPUS PAPER'S CARICATURE
kSKELETONS in THE CLOSET COME OUT TO HAUNT
ENGINEERING RECEIVES $690,590 FROM SLOAN
SAN CARLOS INAUGURATES NEW LEADERS
CAPITOL HILL CUTS IGNORE TREATY COMMITMENTS (ED)
KAMERICAN H0L0CAUST--L1BERAT1NG 'REALM OF THE ETC
KNEW BOOK PROFILES DULL KNIFE FAMILY OF PINE RIDGE
KEYSTONE WOMAN CHARGED IN DEATH
SEE ALSO POLITICS S GOVT
GOVERNORS WANT CLINTON TO CURB FEDERAL POWER
BABBITT TAKES ON GOVERNORS OVER GAMING
IDAHO TRIBAL OFFICIALS OFFER $150,000
MORE NATIVE INVOLVEMENT NEEDED IN STATE POLITICS (L)
KSTATE GOVT SAYS--'YANKTON RESERVATION DOESN'T EXIST
SEE ALSO PRISONS, PRISONERS
PRISONERS PLAN POWWOW
RED LEAF STABBING IN SD PRISON MAY BE GANG RELATED
INMATE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO KILLING
KTEAM TAKES HONORS AT BENCH PRESS CLASSICS
INMATES RIOT, PROTEST RACIAL 8 RELIGIOUS DISCRIM
AN INSIDE STORY FROM INSIDE SIOUX FALLS (L)
NAMING PRISON INJUSTICES (L)
SD PENITENTIARY INCIDENT RAISES SPIRITUALITY QUE (L)
SD INMATE FRUSTRATED BY PRISON SITUATION (L)
INMATE SAYS PEN IS A RACIST INSTITUTION (L)
A VOICE CRIES OUT FROM THE BELLY OF THE BEAST (L)
OST PUSHES FOR PRISON INVESTIGATION
THERE IS CORRUPTION IN THE PEN (L)
OST JUDGE RULES PRISONER MUST RETURN TO PEN
PRISON STORIES MUST BE TOLD (L)
PRISON TOURNAMENT PLANNED FOR MARCH 25-27 IN WYOMING
SMOKE FREE RULES HINDER RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
TROUBLE STILL STIRS AT STATE PRISON (L)
PEOPLE SHOULD QUESTION WHY PEN SUICIDE HAPPENED (L)
POW WOW TO BE HELD AT PENITENTIARY
POW WOW TO BE HELD AT PENITENTIARY
INMATE ALLEGES ABUSE (L)
SD STATE PENITENTIARY IN PERMANENT LOCK-DOWN (L)
KPRISONERS SAY LIFE IN PRISON FILLED WITH ABUSE
PENITENTIARY RIOT--OR 'DISTURBANCE'--RECALLED
PRISON SUICIDE PROMPTS INVESTIGATION
INMATE HOPES JANKLOW APPOINTS NEW WARDEN (L)
INMATE'S SUICIDE UNDER INVESTIGATION
PENITENTIARY POW WOWS END
STATE NOW BANS RELATIVES FROM INMATE POW WOWS
SEE ALSO SCULPTURE ,
K'GUARDIAN' STATUE HONORS KAW LEGACY
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STATUES
STEAD BARRY D
STEAD ROBERT
STEELE DUANE
STEELE JOHN
STEELE PHILLIP
STEEN JOMAY
STEFFEN DAVID
STEREOTYPE
STERILIZATION
STEVENS ERNIE
STEVENS HIGH SCHOO
STEVENS KEN
STEVENS PHIL
STEWART JOHN
STIDHAM THOMAS
STIFFARM LOREN
STILLAGUAMISH
STILLMAN PAMELA
STILWELL CHENOA
STOCK SHOW
STOCKBRIDGE-MUNSEE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/08/1993
12/08/1993
12/22/1993
10/26/1994
12/21/1995
2/18/1993
9/29/1993
12/24/1991
2/04/1992
2/12/1992
3/04/1992
3/04/1992
3/11/1992
4/01/1992
4/22/1992
4/22/1992
7/01/1992
3/03/1993
5/05/1993
12/22/1993
2/10/1994
9/23/1992
10/06/1993
1/12/1994
2/02/1994
2/02/1994
4/13/1994
1/05/1995
2/09/1995
2/23/1995
3/02/1995
3/09/1995
3/30/1995
5/18/1995
8/03/1995
9/07/1995
11/23/1995
4/03/1991
5/11/1995
A041
B012
A051
B012
B014
S211
B013
A061
B013
A012
A041
coil
A012
C014
AO 12
B012
A031
B041
B016
B012
A012
B014
B031
A031
A051
BOll
B015
AO 44
BOll
B031
BOll
B031
B014
A043
B015
A043
B021
A065
B051
8/24/1994
10/26/1995
9/18/1991
6/15/1995
5/25/1995
3/27/1991
3/04/1992
4/22/1992
5/26/1993
8/11/1993
12/22/1993
1/12/1994
8/03/1994
6/08/1995
9/15/1993
7/06/1995
4/07/1993
4/21/1993
1/01/1991
8/14/1991
2/05/1991
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
1/14/1993
1/21/1993
2/04/1993
2/11/1993
2/25/1993
1/12/1994
1/26/1994
1/26/1994
2/02/1994
1/26/1995
2/10/1994
3/16/1994
3/16/1994
A081
A081
A071
B021
B053
A013
A012
A051
A042
A014
A041
B012
B012
B066
S081
C071
BOll
BlOl
B021
A065
A073
coil
C031
C024
B082
A075
S021
B081
AO41
A043
BOll
A033
A041
A082
C051
A075
A031
A032
PRAIRIE EDGE STATUE PUTS HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE (ED)
STATUE TO LAKOTA NATION
STATUE DOESN'T CAPTURE TRUE SPIRIT (L)
*BIGFOOT STATUE DONATED TO OST
STEAD CHARGED IN ROSEBUD SHOOTING
SfROBERT STEAD REMEMBERED—STRONG MEDICINE
TRIBAL COURT GETS STEELE CASE FIRST
KMANDWSON NEWSPAPER F0LDS--5TH FAILURE IN A DECADE
STEELE--DECLINES TO BE INTERVIEWED
KSTEELE, BETWEEN LODGES TAKE PRIMARY
DON'T VOTE JUST FOR ONE MAN (ED)
*OST PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--STEELE...
STEELE WINS AS OST PRESIDENT
INAUGURATION--BORDEAUX KEYNOTE SPEAKER
ktaking charge
KNEW OST LEADER TAKES CHARGE
KSTEELE URGES UNITY IN KILI UPHEAVAL
KPINE RIDGE SLOWLY OVERCOMING HURDLES
KSTEELE OPPOSES WOUNDED KNEE BILL
KTWO HATS IN OST PRESIDENTIAL RING
BETWEEN LODGES S STEELE TO FACE OFF--OST PRESIDENT
100-YEAR SENTENCE TO BE APPEALED
OST JUDGE RULES PRISONER MUST RETURN TO PEN
SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS STEELE RAPE CONVICTION
RELEASE WEAKENS CREDIBILITY (L)
JUDGE RELEASES STEELE
STEELE APPEALS EXTRADITION ORDER
PRISON POLICY OVERRIDES TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY (L)
FUGITIVE STEELE FEARS FOR HIS LIFE WHILE ON THE RUN
BARNETT ASKS FOR FBI HELP IN CAPTURING STEELE
NATIONWIDE MANHUNT CONTINUES FOR PINE RIDGE ESCAPEE
TRIBE'S SUPREME COURT NULLIFIES STEELE'S EXTRADITION
ESCAPEE STEELE NABBED IN DENVER
STEELE CASE A TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE (L)
STEELE TRIAL DELAYED
PHILLIP STEELE CONFIDENT DUE PROCESS WILL RELEASE (L
JURY FINDS PHILLIP STEELE GUILTY OF 1992 RAPE
TAKINI TEACHERS RECEIVE AWARDS
STEFFEN NAMED 'UNSUNG HERO'
SEE CULTURAL IMAGE
SHOCKING STERILIZATION STATISTICS SURFACE
KNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS CANDIDATES
KTEEN HOLDS CLASSMATES AT GUNPOINT--NO ONE INJURED
CENTRAL, STEVENS GRADUATES HONORED
KELKS NAME STEVENS CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
WOULD-BE-CHIEF SLAPPED ON WRIST
KCHEYENNE RIVER CENSORS STEVENS
STEVENS HELPS SIOUX TOO (L)
MISPLACED GENEROSITY? (ED)
STEVENS STILL PUSHING BLACK HILLS SETTLEMENT
BLACK, HILLS CLAIM 8 PHIL STEVENS' CHARITIES (ED)
KWHOSE CHIEF IS THIS?
KVOLUNTEER
THREE INDUCTED TO HALL OF FAME
KCOMMUNITY COUNCIL TAKES ACTIVE ROLE IN EDUCATION
STILLAGUAMISH TRIBE IS FEATURED IN VIDEO RELEASE
TODAY REPORTERS WIN TWO AWARDS
STILLMAN WINS GOLD APPLE
KSTILWELL CROWNED MISS INDIAN USA
IMPORTANT TO KNOW LANGUAGE VALUES AND HISTORY (L)
NATIVE AMERICAN DAY--EARLY INDIANS HAD SUPERIOR SOC
KINDIAN RODEO FIRST FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
KSPECIAL ATTRACTIONS—INDIAN ART AND FASHION SHOW
ARTISANS DEBUT AT STOCK SHOW
INDIANS EVENTS AID SUCCESS OF STOCK SHOW
SPECIAL EVENTS FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
SPECIAL EVENTS SCHEDULED FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
kstock show a crowd PLEASER
BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW PROVES IT WORKS WHEN WE (ED)
INDIAN DAY AT STOCK SHOW WAS AWESOME (L)
BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW FOUNDATION AWARDS GRANT
INDIAN EVENTS SET FOR BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW
AMERICAN INDIAN DAY AT STOCK SHOW A MUST (ED)
KAMERICAN INDIAN DAY FILLED WITH ACTION, COLOR
KSTOCK SHOW RODEOS MAY DRAW 1,000 CONTESTANTS
COURT RULES RESERVATION BOUNDARIES ARE UNDIMINISHED
MONEY AT ROOT OF TRIBAL FEUD
CHAIRWOMAN ATTEMPTS TO BLOCK PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPE
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STOCKBRIDGE-MUNSEE
STOCKS
STONE ARTHUR RAYMO
STONE CHILD COLL
STONE LORETTA
STONEMAN ARNINE
STORHS
STORYTELLING
STRACHAN MICHELE
STRAIN DAVID
STRAIN MARC
STREISAND BARBARA
STRINGER WILLIAM
STROM LEON
STUDENT AID
STUDENTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/13/199A A07I JUDGE SETS HEARING REGARDING STOCKBRIDGE-MUNSEE
7/07/199A AOlI THREATS OF VIOLENCE IN POLITICAL FEUDING SHUTS DOWN
8/10/1994 A021 CASINO TO REOPEN AFTER 37-DAY SHUTDOWN
1/08/1992 A031 CONGRESS EXTENDS BAN—ALASKA NATIVE CORP STOCK
9/21/1995 A023 PIPER JAFFRAY AGREES TO $2 MILLION SETTLEMENT
2/10/1994 A034 YANKTON TRIBAL LEADER JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
7/31/1991 A105 STONE CHILD JULY INSTITUTE FOCUSED ON ENVIRONMENT
4/07/1993 B065 STONE CHILD HOOPSTERS CAPTURE TWO TROPHIES
, 1/12/1995 A025 SCHOLARSHIP FUND TO HONOR PEGGY NAGEL
12/15/1993 A072 kSTONE PLACES FOURTH IN TEEN PAGEANT
7/28/1993 JIOll STONEMAN GETS 150 YEARS JAIL FOR BABY DEATH
12/14/1995 A034 PACIFIC NORTHWEST FLOODS B STORMS IMPACT TRIBES
9/02/1992 B063 PUBLIC STATION TO AIR 'STORIES OF THE HORSE'
10/29/1992 B082 STORYTELLER COMING TO ARENA
11/26/1992 BOll GUEYMI OF PANAMA TO VISIT LITTLE EAGLE
11/26/1992 B091 KSTORYTELLER SAYS DEEPER SACREDNESS PART OF HIS WORK
3/09/1994 A086 STORYTELLING IN MARCH
9/21/1994 B071 NATIVE STORYTELLER BRINGS TALES TO LIFE
3/02/1995 A053 HUMOROUS TALES FROM OLD-TIME STORYTELLER (L)
4/27/1995 coil kHBO PUTS NEW TWIST ON FAIRY TALES
11/02/1995 C041 K'WINTER OF THE HOLY IRON' SHOWS STORYTELLING STRENG
10/12/1994 BOll STRACHAN WINS GOOD APPLE AWARD
3/04/1992 B071 XDAVE STRAIN SCORES WITH BOOKS NOT BASKETS
6/30/1993 A014 XBEST 'COWBOYS' ARE 'COWGIRLS'
12/29/1993 B091 xCARLOW AND STRAIN SELECTED FOR CLASS A ALL-STATE TE
7/27/1995 A061 STAR'S 'LUCK' A BAD DEAL
11/16/1994 B113 DREAM FORETELLS OF BLACKJACK WIN
8/12/1992 B071 LONG-TIME ATHLETE HEADS SPORTS FEST
10/23/1991 A084 DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS TO GET NATIONAL FOCUS
11/27/1991 A081 ARIZONA TRIBES CALL FOR TUITION WAIVERS.
12/11/1991 A044 UNIVERSITY STUDENTS GET LESSON IN POLITICS (L)
8/10/1995 CO13 STUDENT AIDED BY EMERGENCY FUND
1/29/1991 A071 XLAKOTA WAYS SHARED WITH CONNECTICUT STUDENTS
.3/27/1991 A115 ASTON RECOGNIZED BY USA TODAY
9/11/1991 BOll KTODD COUNTY TEACHERS PREPARING--STUDENT NEEDS 2000
10/02/1991 S071 OPINION--ESSAYS BY RED CLOUD INDIAN SCHOOL STUDENTS
10/30/1991 A066 $5 MILLION AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT MINORITY MED STUDENT
10/30/1991 A066 $92,447 GRANT WILL ESTABLISH GIFTED ACADEMY
11/06/1991 A076 GRANT WILL ESTABLISH ACADEMY FOR THE GIFTED
11/27/1991 A024 TOUGH ADVOCATES NEEDED FOR CHILDREN
1/21/1992 A061 GROUP HARASSMENT ACKNOWLEDGED
1/21/1992 B051 SNIDER HONORED
2/04/1992 B051 TRIBAL STUDY DISCOURAGES FUTURE OFFICERS
2/12/1992 B071 ARCO GRANT TO TECH TO HELP MINORITY STUDENTS
4/01/1992 B031 AWARENESS DAYS FOCUS ON DRUG, ALCOHOL ABUSE
4/08/1992 A025 CANDY COMPANY MAKES APOLOGY TO STUDENTS
4/08/1992 B041 xRAPID CITY STUDENTS WIN SCIENCE FAIR TRIPS
4/22/1992 A081 XSUMMER ACADEMY OFFERING NEW HELP FOR INDIAN STUDENT
5/06/1992 B015 STATE ACTIVITIES GROUP WANTS MORE FOR STUDENTS
5/20/1992 A081 xPATS ON THE BACK ENCOURAGE STUDENTS
6/03/1992 S171 xSTUDENT EXHIBIT TO SHOW UNIQUE IMAGERY
7/08/1992 B041 xSKILL ACADEMY GRADUATES 29
7/15/1992 A091 STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT RACISM WITH ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
9/02/1992 A051 DUTCH STUDENTS SEEK CONTACTS (L)
9/09/1992 BOll LONEMAN SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING 'STUDENT CENTERED'
9/30/1992 C031 RED CLOUD 5TH GRADE STUDENTS VOICE OPINIONS
11/05/1992 B092 LITTLE WOUND JOINS GIFTED STUDENT STUDY
1/21/1993 B081 STUDENTS ACCEPTED FOR PRESIDENTIAL SEMINAR
2/04/1993 A044 THE DREAMS OF LAKOTA STUDENTS (L)
3/17/1993 B012 STUDENTS PLANT DREAMS OF A CAREER HARVEST
6/09/1993 B051 LOCAL STUDENTS SELECTED FOR SUMMER UPWARD BOUND
6/09/1993 B051 MARTY STUDENT TO ATTEND NATL STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONG
7/08/1993 B012 XSTUDENTS ENGAGE IN CHALLENGES OF MIND AND BODY
8/04/1993 B042 xSTUDENTS ATTEND PROGRAM FOR INDIANS INTO MEDICINE
8/18/1993 SlOl SHOSHONE, UTE STUDENTS LEARN TO PREPARE FOR COLLEGE
11/24/1993 B012 XTECH THANKFUL FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS
12/08/1993 B012 XFIFTH-GRADERS LEARN FROM STAR QUILT DIAMONDS
12/15/1993 BOll LOWER BRULE HONORS ITS DRUG-FREE STUDENTS
1/19/1994 A082 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO SELECT 30 INTERNS
1/19/1994 BOll SAVINGS BOND CONTEST OPEN TO SD STUDENTS
1/19/1994 B031 KFATHERHOOD PROGRAM BEGINS ITS SEARCH FOR MENTORS
1/19/1994 B035 WHY INSTITUTE THESE PROGRAMS?
3/02/1994 B081 AREA SCHOOLS HONOR THEIR TOP STUDENTS
4/20/1994 B091 SCHOLASTIC HONOR ROLL STUDENTS LISTED
6/22/1994 B051 SRHS STUDENTS EXCEL
7/07/1994 A014 xA LEARNING EXPERIENCE
7/07/1994 B031 XPINE RIDGE BECOMES SCIENCE LAB FOR STUDENTS
7/07/1994 B035 X7TH GRADER RECEIVES HIGH HONOR FROM MIDDLE SCHOOL
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STUDENTS
STUDENTSCOLLEGE
STUDENTSEXCHANGE
STUDENTSGRADUATE
STUDENTSLAW
STUDENTSMEDICAL
STUDIWES
STURGISSD
SUBSTANCEABUSE
SUGAR
SUICIDE
DATEPAPERNOTATION
7/07/199A
7/20/1999
8/03/1999
8/03/1999
.8/03/1999
8/10/1999
8/10/1999
9/08/1999
11/16/1999
12/22/1999
1/12/1995
3/23/1995
6/08/1995
8/17/1995
11/16/1995
2/12/1991
3/05/1991
11/13/1991
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
11/26/1992
3/31/1993
9/19/1993
5/19/1993
6/09/1993
8/18/1993
11/03/1993
11/03/1993
12/29/1993
3/09/1999
5/09/1999
6/15/1999
7/07/1999
8/03/1999
10/26/1999
12/22/1999
2/02/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
3/23/1995
8/10/1995
11/23/1995
9/09/1991
7/01/1992
8/25/1993
12/21/1995
9/02/1992
5/11/1999
12/07/1999
6/23/1993
3/16/1999
5/09/1999
11/16/1999
11/30/1999
9/27/1995
6/30/1993
5/11/1999
8/21/1991
8/11/1993
6/15/1999
12/11/1991
9/01/1992
9/01/1992
9/01/1992
9/01/1992
9/01/1992
9/08/1992
9/08/1992
7/15/1992
9/02/1992
9/30/1992
1/28/1993
2/09/1993
6/29/1999
7/07/1999
11/16/1999
12/22/1999
B099
B021
B082
C012
C095
coil
C012
B091
A081
A061
A061
C021
B099
coil
BOII
A076
A031
A032
B031
B031
B103
A075
B051
A031
B053
S191
B071
B081
A061
B069
A082
B051
B025
C091
B071
B061
B09l
B031
B081
C091
coil
A079
BO31
A063
B012
B071
B062
B071
A079
B099
A025
B021
B091
B093
B091
AOll
A069
A091
AOll
Aq92
A099
A031
A031
A031
Ad35
A09I
A071
A075
B023
B019
coil
B061
B025
A029
A099
BOll
A051
KTHEWAYITWAS--
*THEWAVITWAS--
WHO'SWHOAMONGHIGHSCHOOLSTUDEN
*PROJECTACHIEVEGRADUATES39STUDENTS
VACATIONINCENTIVEPROVIDEDFORROCKYBOYSTUDENTS
CONTRIBUTIONTOSTRENGTHENTRIBESPROGRAM
"STUDENTSATTENDINMEDSUMMERPROGRAM
SWIFTBIRDSTUDENTSINBUFFALOBUSINESS
CISNEROSHONORSCALENDARCONTESTWINNERS
studentsseemajorbenefitsfrommentorprogram kleadersreflectonsub-parstudentachievement
YOUTH2000CONFERENCEAPPROACHES
^CHARGINGCROWRECOGNIZEDBYGOVERNOR
distributedtohelpstudentsacquirejobskil kcentralhighscholarsdefystereotypes
NATIONALSTUDENTCONFERENCE
STUDENTSMAKEDIFFERENCEATOLC
COLLEGETRANSITION
INDIANSTUDENTSINCREASEATSDSU
STUDENTNUMBERSUPATSDSMST
STUDENTSFEATUREDINSCIENCEMAG
®"^eligrightsviolated COLLEGEBOWLSHOWSSTUDENTKNOWLEDGE
AROUNDRETENTIONRATE,UPGRADES
KPRETENDS-EAGLEEARNSCAMPUSLEADERTITLE
NATIONALINTERNPROGRAMTAKESSHAPE
GRADUATIONGOALS
RECEIVESCHOLARSHIPS
UNITEDTRIBESTECHCOLLEGESTUDENTSMAKE'WHO'SWHO'
-'GERONIMO'SCHOLARSHIPWINNERSANNOUNCED
AIHECHONORSOUTSTANDINGCOLLEGESTUDENTS
512IMIiSffSAEgSRSJir"" VANPETTSCHOLARSHIPSAWARDED
SUANNEBIGCROWCLUB'SSTAFFMEMBERSHEADBACK
yanktonstudentsmarkendoffirstsemester
NEWWAGEGARNISHMENTRULESFORSTUDENTLOANS
DALLASAWARDSFALL
STUDENTSFINDMORETHANBUFFALOMEAT
SUMMERINTERNSHIPSAVAILABLEFORCOLLEGESTUDENTS
MINORITYSTUDENTSEARNBETTERLIVINGTHRUCHEMISTRY
OREGON'SSCHOLARSHIPPROGRAMCREDITEDINJUMPINAM
TAKINI,NJSTUDENTSCOMPLETECULTURALEXCHANGE
WOUNDEDKNEEEXCHANGESTUDENTSLEAVEFORNJ
^EXCHANGEPROGRAMSTRENGTHENSFRENCHCONNECTION
STANDINGROCKHOSTSNEARLY100STUDENTS
MASSACHUSETTSACADEMYRECRUITSGRADSTUDENTS
PENNSTATEOFFERSGRADUATEFELLOWSHIPSFORNATAMS
LAWSTUDENTSRECEIVEINTERNSHIPS
CUSTUDENTWINSNATIONALMEDICALFELLOWSHIP
PROGRESSSHOWNINMEDICALSCHOOLOUTREACHPROGRAMS
MEDICALSTUDENTSTOTRAINATHOSPITAL
KROBERTLAMEBULLMCDONALDWINSACADEMICAWARD
^STANDINGROCKTRIBALMEMBERWINSMEDICALSCHOLARSHI
xMEDICALSTUDENTSTOTRAINATFTYATESIHSHOSPITAL
GERONIMORIDESAGAIN-ONTHESETWITHSTUDI
WESSTUDIRECEIVESAMERICANSPIRITAWARD
XUNDERDOGGOESBONKERSOVERBIKERS
*COLORADOSENATORTAKESTIMEOUTATSTURGISRALLY
ISSTURGISRALLYHELDONSACREDGROUND?(L) SEEALCOHOL,DRUGS
READER'SOPINION--THEBITTERTRUTHABOUTSUGAR(L) *POVERTY,LACKOFHOPEDRIVEYOUTHTOSUICIDE
MOTHERSPEAKSTOHELPOTHERS
RECOGNIZINGSIGNSSAVESLIVES
CENTRALHIGHRUNSCOUNTERTONATLSUICIDEPATTERN
SUICIDE-WHENTEEN-AGERSFORGET(ED)rRittKN SUICIDEONLYONEPROBLEMTEENSFACE
BREAKUPOFRELATIONSHIPMAYBECRITICALFORTEENS
CROWCREEKYOUTH'SSUICIDEMAYCALLHELPFOROTHERS
CROWCREEKCOMMUNITYTHROWSLIFELINETOTEENS
*CROWCREEKSTUDENTS'PERFORMANCE
KDRIVENBYA'LOVEBEYONDALLOTHERS'
USNOTNEGLIGENTINWHITERIVERHANGINGDEATH
SUICIDERAMPANTAMONGNATIVEYOUTH
PEOPLESHOULDQUESTIONWHY-PENSUICIDEHAPPENED(L)
PRISONSUICIDEPROMPTSINVESTIGATION
PINERIDGEPHYSICIANTALKSABOUTPREVENTINGTEENSUI
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SUBJECT
SUICIDE
SULLIVAN LOUIS
SULLY JANEL V
SUN DANCE
SUNDANCE ROBERT
SUNDLUN BRUCE
SUNDCWN JACKSON
SUNNYVALE CA
SUPEL TOM
SUPER BOWL
SUPREME COURT
SUPREME
SUPREME
SUPREME
SUPREME
SUPREME
SUPREME
COURT-CA
COURT-IA
COURT-ID
COURT-KS
COURT-ND
COURT-SD
SUPREME COURT-US
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/29/1994
1/12/1995
3/23/1995
5/25/1995
11/16/1995
11/30/1995
11/13/1991
6/10/1992
4/10/1991
8/21/1991
8/28/1991
2/19/1992
7/01/1992
7/01/1992
10/22/1992
1/07/1993
1/21/1993
6/23/1993
7/14/1993
6/22/1994
7/07/1994
7/13/1994
6/29/1995
8/03/1995
8/17/1995
8/31/1995
8/31/1995
8/31/1995
9/07/1995
9/21/1995
10/05/1995
6/30/1993
8/11/1993
2/23/1994
4/06/1994
9/14/1994
5/11/1994
11/16/1995
6/01/1994
1/21/1992
1/28/1992
1/28/1992
7/10/1991
1/08/1992
7/15/1992
3/02/1994
3/09/1994
4/06/1995
6/01/1995
6/08/1995
8/21/1991
8/03/1994
9/21/1994
2/02/1994
10/16/1991
12/17/1992
5/12/1993
1/12/1994
2/23/1994
5/04/1995
6/08/1995
3/12/1991
3/12/1991
4/17/1991
4/17/1991
6/26/1991
7/24/1991
8/14/1991
10/16/1991
1/08/1992
1/21/1992
1/21/1992
10/08/1992
11/05/1992
11/12/1992
11/26/1992
12/10/1992
1/28/1993
A051
BOll
B042
A051
A031
B051
A096
B014
A033
A012
A061
A043
B015
B015
A051
A053
A044
A044
AOll
A053
A031
A051
S021
BOll
A044
A051
A053
A053
A012
A051
A051
A065
A061
A012
B012
coil
A063
A071
C032
AOll
A012
BOll
AOll
AOll
A015
A012
A041
B041
BOll
A051
AO 31
BOll
A082
AO 12
AO 23
B074
B013
A031
A032
B061
BOll
BOll
B014
AOll
A081
AOll
A061
A041
A061
A031
A012
A041
AOll
A014
A071
B065
A015
A062
TEEN SUICIDE RATE IS RISING
INMATE'S SUICIDE UNDER INVESTIGATION
RESEARCHERS ASSESS SUICIDE RISK AMONG INJURED
XSUICIDAL THOUGHT CAN BE DETECTED S DERAILED
AM INDIAN SUICIDE RATES HIGHER THAN EXPECTED
*CHEYENNE RIVER CRISIS HOTLINE GIVES CALLERS HOPE
SEC SULLIVAN TO VISIT RAPID CITY NOV 13
RST JUDGE SULLY GETS BUSH FELLOWSHIP
WANBLEE SUNDANCE TO MEET APRIL 14
XSUN DANCES TAKE PLACE ON ARTIFICIAL TURF
PRISONERS URGE LAKOTA TO START NEW CENTURY WITH SUN
SUN DANCE IS NOT A 'SPECTATOR SPORT' (L)
OST ASKS AIR FORCE HALT LOW FLIGHTS DURING SUN DANCE
LAST SUN DANCE AT GREEN GRASS AUG 10
PROTECTING THE SACRED CEREMONY (LJ
kthey understood about honor and respect
GROUNDSKEEPER CANNOT PLEASE EVERYONE CD
JUST SAY NO TO NEW AGE SUN DANCES (L)
NON-INDIAN SUN DANCERS BRING OHIO INDIAN PROTEST
BLACK CROW SUN DANCE GROUNDS NOT FOR SALE (L)
SUN DANCE AIDS RISK ASSESSED
RECOLLECTIONS OF PINE RIDGE SUN DANCE (L)
•SIDNEY, SHIRLEY KEITH TRACE TRADITIONS TO FOOLS CRO
•SUN DANCE CLOSED TO OUTSIDERS
RESPECTED ELDER SAYS SUN DANCE SECURITY OBNOXIOU (L)
•LOOKING HORSE ANSWERS CRITICS
THERE'S TWO SIDES TO SUN DANCE DISPUTE
FOUNDER OF RED FEATHER SOCIETY RESPONDS (L)
SHOTS FIRED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA OVER SUN DANCE
LOOKING HORSE GUESTS DEFEND CLOSING SUN DANCE (L)
BEA MEDICINE DEFENDS HER ACTIONS AT SUN DANCE (L)
•STANDING ROCK HONORS A HERO ROBERT SUNDANCE
•SUNDANCE IS DEAD--EXAMPLE LIVES ON
STANDING ROCK COUNCILMAN FIGHTS FOR RIGHTS TO STORY
•COURT RULES SUNDANCE STORY OFF LIMITS FOR RANDOM
RHODE ISLAND GOVERNOR ACCUSED OF OVERSTEPPING
SUNDOWN ENSHRINED IN ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
IN SERIES WAKE, SCHOOLS CHANGE MASCOTS
ANGLER RATTLED
SUPER BOWL PLAN PROTEST
•3,000 PROTEST AT SUPER BOWL .
•3,000 RALLY AGAINST RACIST MASCOTS
EIGHT TRIBES FORM INDIAN SUPREME COURT
NAVAJO SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS CONVICTION OF MACDONALD
HIGH COURT COULD SET JURISDICTION PRECEDENT
SUPREME COURT REDUCES NORTHERN UTE RESERVATION
•QUIRK WRONG IN LUMPING INDIANS WITH CRIMINALS
TERRITORY SUPREME COURT TO OFFER 3RD LEVEL OF TRIBAL
ROSEBUD JOINS CHAIRMEN'S COUNCIL
SUPREME COURT IDEA A BAD ONE (ED)
CANADIAN COURT REJECTS TRIBAL CLAIM OVER LAND
COURT AFFIRMS STATE'S POWER TO PROTECT BURIAL MOUNDS
FT HALL DRIVER APPEALS TO IDAHO SUPREME COURT
•KANSAS COURT RULES INDIAN GAMING OUT OF ITS JURIS
HIGH COURT OVERTURNS TRIBAL JURISDICTION
FYTEN APPOINTED AS CHIEF JUSTICE CLERK
HIGH COURT UPHOLDS TONY RIOS CONVICTION
SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS STEELE RAPE CONVICTION
JUSTICE HENDERSON TO RETIRE FROM SD SUPREME COURT
STATE SUPREME COURT AFFIRMS TRIBAL JURISDICTION
COW FIGHT GENERATES LANDMARK STATE COURT DECISION
SUPREME COURT--TRIBAL STATUS OF ALASKA COMMUNITIES
HIGH COURT RULES STATES CAN TAX GOODS
HIGH COURT UPHOLDS PREFERENCE
DURO HEARINGS ARE UNDERWAY
STATES MUST TAKE WASTE
BIASED MINDS ON HIGH COURT COULD BE FATAL
THOMAS MAY BE BETTER THAN STATUS QUO
•ECHO HAWK--INDIAN RELIGION 'MINER'S CANARY'
BLACKFEET TAX CASE FILED IN SUPREME COURT
SUPREME COURT OKS TAX ON FEE-PATENT LANDS
•COURT TAX RULE DRAWS BATTLE LINES AT BORDERS
SUPREME COURT TO HEAR CRST JURISDICTION CASE
SUPREME COURT ACCEPTS IHS CASE
SUPREME COURT TO HEAR TAX CASE
SUPREME COURT--SPOKANE TRIBE CAN PURSUE LAND CLAIM
CALL FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM REPEATED
•ADVOCATE OF INDIAN RIGHTS DIES
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SUPREME COURT-US
SURPLUS
SURVIVORS RUN
SUTTON FAMILY
SWAGGER RUSSELL
SWALLEV LARRY
SWALLOW FAWN
SWALLOW MICHAEL
SWALLOW STEVEN
SWAN JAMES
SWAN KELLY
SWAN MADONNA
SWANSON BEA
SWEATLODGES
SWEDEN
SWEEPSTAKES
SWEETGRASS
SWENSON CASEY
SWIFT BIRD PETE
SWIFT HAWK PHYLLIS
SWINE :
SWINOMISH (TRIBE)
SWIRES JOBETH REEV.
SYCUAN (TRIBE)
SYMINGTON FIFE
SZABO BRIAN
SZABO PAUL
TABORSHAK JOHN G
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/03/1993 AOIA *CRST IN DUEL WITH STATE AT HIGH COURT
4/21/1993 AG61 SUPREME COURT WILL HEAR UTE CASE
5/26/1993 AG12 SUPREME COURT OVERTURNS IHS CHILDREN'S CASE
6/G9/1993 AG15 IS BABBITT BEING FITTED FOR HIGH COURT ROBES?
6/16/1993 AG15 HIGH COURT BLOCKS CRST
6/3G/1993 AG44 SUPREME COURT DECISION HAS RIPPLE EFFECT (L)
7/G8/1993 AG41 WE COULD USE MORE FRIENDS OF THE COURT (ED)
7/28/1993 AG15 HIGH COURT NOMINEE ASKED TO ADDRESS SOVEREIGNTY ISSU
lG/14/1993 AG13 *SOLICITOR GENERAL MAY REVIVE COURT POLICY
4/13/1994 AG12 SUPREME COURT JUSTICE BLACKMUN--STEPS DOWN
4/13/1994 AG13 MITCHELL IS REPLACEMENT FRONT-RUNNER
4/2G/1994 AG31 MITCHELL TURNS DOWN HIGH COURT NOMINATION
5/11/1994 AG25 INTERIOR SECRETARY BABBITT IN RUNNING FOR HIGH COURT
5/18/1994 AG12 CLINTON CHOOSES BREYER
6/29/1994 AG12 KSUPREME COURT REFUSES APPEAL; CHEYENNE RIVER VICTOR
8/G3/1994 AG61 SENATE APPROVES BREYER
8/1G/1994 AG51 INDIAN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS SEPARATE 8 UNEQUAL
lG/26/1994 AG13 HIGH COURT MAY HEAR GAMING CASE
lG/26/1994 AG31 COURT LETS 'SUE* DECISION STAND
1/12/1995 AG15 CHICKASAW TAX CASE TO BE HEARD BY SUPREME COURT
1/19/1995 AG13 HIGH COURT SHOWS SUPPORT FOR TRIBAL GAMING
1/26/1995 AGll SUPREME COURT ACCEPTS SEMINOLE GAMING CASE
1/26/1995 AG64 JUDGE RULES BOUNDARY CHANGE WON'T VOID CONVICTION
5/11/1995 BG64 SUPREME COURT BACKS CHIPPEWA BANDS
6/23/1995 AG13 HIGH COURT SPLITS CHICKASAW TAX CASE
5/18/1994 BG33 MILITARY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT ON SALE AT ELLSWORTH
5/25/1994 BG12 BIA OFFICIAL INDICTED ON BRIBERY CHARGES
6/G1/1994 BGll TRIBE RESOLD EQUIPMENT EVEN WHEN TOLD NOT TO
6/G1/1994 BGll AUDITOR--TRIBE'S RECORDS ON PROPERTY DEAL
5/18/1995 BG61 CONSPIRACY CHARGES STILL STAND AGAINST SISSETON-WAHP
9/G7/1995 BG13 MILITARY SURPLUS DESTINED FOR ROSEBUD HOMES
8/14/1991 AG14 1992 SURVIVORS RUN NEEDS VOLUNTEER HELP
lG/26/1994 CGll SUTTON FAMILY NO STRANGER TO RODEO
12/1G/1992 BG65 TECHNICAL COLLEGE STUDENT EARNS NIEA'S TOP HONOR
7/22/1992 AG81 KILI PROGRAM DIRECTOR SUSPENDED
l/Gl/1991 BG21 SWALLOW ENLISTS IN AIRFORCE
8/26/1992 BGll ^STANDING ROCK'S NEW CHIEF JUDGE PREPARES FOR CHALLE
12/G7/1994 A033 AFFIDAVITS FILED IN MULTIPLE SHOOTING
12/15/1994 A021 SLAYING SUSPECT TO UNDERGO EVALUATION
1/G7/1993 AG31 DONOR FEELS BUFFALOED BY STALLED SWAN SONG
6/23/1993 AGll kSPLISH SPLASH
1/28/1992 SG74 XMADONNA SWAN--A LAKOTA WOMAN'S StORY
8/G3/1994 BGll ACTIVIST BEA SWANSON DIES OF CANCER AT 65
8/26/1992 BG61 VETERANS HOSPITAL INCORPORATES SWEATLODGES
5/12/1993 AG61 ASPEN SWEATLODGES GET HEAT FROM UTES
9/G1/1993 AG71 TEXAS WOMAN DIES IN SWEAT CEREMONY
ll/lG/1993 BG12 DESECRATION OF SWEATLODGES BLAMED ON CULTURAL IGNORA
12/29/1993 AG13 SWEATLODGE DESECRATERS FACE JAN PROSECUTION
4/13/1994 BG12 *LAK0TA SWEAT LODGE CARDS—MISREPRESENTATIONS
11/16/1994 BG31VERMILLI0N RALLY SENDS MESSAGE TO EAST RIVER COMMON
11/16/1994 BG31 GROUP ,GATHERING MARKS ANNIVERSARY OF DESECRATION
2/G2/1995 AG53 KCHARGE YOUR SWEAT ON YOUR VISA CARD
4/27/1995 BGll SWEATS A HIT AT SIOUX SAN HOSPITAL
3/G5/1991 AG12 SWEDES, LAKOTA STUDY IN A CULTURAL EXCHANGE
12/11/1991 BGll XLIVING SICANGU CULTURE SCORES IN SWEDEN
3/25/1992 BG31 OLC DANCE CLUB TOURING SWEDEN
5/27/1992 BGll KPHOTOGRAPHER WANTS TO CAPTURE CULTURE
1/G8/1992 AG13 CAR TAX TARNISHES NEW YEAR'S DREAM
6/G1/1994 BG43 THUNDER CHILD TREATMENT CENTER--SWEETGRASS CROP
7/G7/1994 AG31 OST FIGHTING APPEAL IN CUSTODY CASE
12/14/1995 BGll XCOURT DECISION SERVES AS MODEL
6/12/1991 AG41 A TRIBUTE TO MR PETE SWiFT BIRD (ED)
6/22/1994 BG12 KSMALL TICK BITE CAUSES BIG PROBLEMS
12/1G/1992 BGll FLANDREAU PLANS PORK CONFINEMENT OPERATION
3/G3/1993 BGll FLANDREAU SANTEE MAKES PLANS FOR HOG BREEDING
4/2G/1995 AG12 CONGRESS HAMS IT UP WHILE SLASHING TRIBAL PROGRAMS
3/G2/1994 BG53 SWINOMISH TRIBE CREATES NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES
lG/12/1994 AGll *FINAL TURN TO THE INFR
5/18/1994 BG91 SYCUAN CASINO EMPLOYEES FOIL CREDIT CARD FORGERS
2/16/1995 CG13 SYCUAN CARAVAN FOOD TO SISTER TRIBE IN BAJA
8/G3/1995 BG31 SYCUAN MAKES BIG SPLASH WITH NEW WATER PLANT
3/1G/1993 AG13 SYMINGTON BAN ON ARIZONA GAMING DRAWS ANGER
9/14/1994 CG13 CASINO BLACKJACK MAY BE POLITICAL TEST FOR ARIZ GOV
9/21/1994 AG13 BASHA TO FACE SYMINGTON IN ARIZ GUBERNATORIAL RACE
5/25/1995 AG41 kCOMPACTS JUST LIKE TREATIES, DON'T LIKE 'EM--BREAK
6/G1/1994 CG31 SZABO HONORED
2/16/1994 BG51 *MISSION BUSINESS MAKES IT TO PIERRE
7/2G/1994 AGll WINNEBAGO MAN HASSLED BY LAW OVER EAGLE FEATHER
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TAFOYA CALVIN
TAHOLAH WA
TAHOMA CENTER
TAIL VICTOR E
TAKEN ALIVE DONNA
TAKEN ALIVE JESSE
TAKEN ALIVE ROBERT
TAKES WAR BONNETT
TAKINI NETWORK
TAKINI SCHOOL
TAKINI SD
TALKER FRANK
TALL BEAR NEVA
TALL JOANN
TALLBEAR LEE ANN
TALLBULL BILL
TALLENT ANNIE
TALLMAN PATRICK
TAMPA FL
TANKS
TAOS NH
TAOS PUEBLO
TAPAHE LOREN
TAPIO G WAYNE
TAPIO JOE
TARAHUMARA
TATANKA
TAXATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/28/1993
11/16/199A
11/27/1991
3/12/1991
5/01/1991
9/0A/1991
3/17/1993
, 8/10/199A
7/28/1993
10/06/1993
5/01/1991
5/13/1992
9/29/1993
4/27/199A
1/22/1991
2/05/1991
3/12/1991
A/03/1991
6/12/1991
7/31/1991
8/21/1991
9/0A/1991
10/23/1991
1/21/1992
5/13/1992
8/19/1992
9/09/1992
9/30/1992
10/08/1992
11/26/1992
2/11/1993
2/11/1993
2/18/1993
3/2A/1993
3/31/1993
6/02/1993
11/17/1993
7/13/199A
8/03/199A
8/2A/199A
9/1A/199A
9/1A/199A
9/1A/199A
10/19/199A
A/20/1995
A/20/1995
6/29/1995
A/2A/1991
A/13/199A
5/18/199A
8/31/199A
6/17/1992
A/28/1993
A/06/199A
1/28/1993
A/20/199A
3/16/199A
A/06/199A
A/27/199A
6/22/199A
7/20/199A
A/13/199A
5/11/199A
1/22/1991
10/19/199A
1/01/1991
3/2A/1993
9/18/1991
12/2A/1991
1/28/1992
11/13/1991
1/12/199A
8/26/1992
9/23/1992
2/12/1991
2/19/1991
BOIA
B061
BOAl
A0A3
AOll
A106
A012
B075
B012
BOIA
B035
B092
AOAl
A053
B016
A085
A095
A065
COAA
B051
C031
B031
A086
B055
B095
C032
B035
C025
B061
B05A
B012
B056
B07A
BOll
B035
B03A
B053
BOll
COAl
BOll
BOll
BOAl
B0A5
BOAl
BOAl
BOAl
B0A3
B023
AOll
D02A
A071
A06A
BOll
B012
B033
A086
B012
A051
B012
A02A
A0A2
BOll
B081
AOIA
A071
B015
A071
BOll
AOAA
B0A5
AOAl
A03A
A012
A0A3
BOll
AOll
NATIONAL SPEAKERS TO HIGHLIGHT TOURISM CONFERENCE
KCHITWINS CONCLUDE FOOTBALL SEASON
XTAHOMA INDIAN CENTER OPEN
SPIRITUAL TRADITION GOES ON TRIAL
TAIL SENTENCED FOR SMUGGLING FEATHERS
LAKOTA MAN HARASSED OVER FEATHERS
FEDS RAID OGLALA CRAFTSMAN
XTAKINI COACH TO ATTEND OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER
TAKEN ALIVE, AGARD IN THE RUNNING FOR SRST CHAIRMAN
TAKEN ALIVE TAKES REINS--STANDING ROCK PICKS COUNCIL
KYOUNG LAKOTA SCHOLAR WILL STUDY SITTING BULL
KEDITOR WINS FELLOWSHIPS
EDITOR'S DEPARTURE LEAVES GOOD MEMORIES (ED)
TAKINI NETWORK WORKING ON HOLOCAUST HEALING EFFORT
TAKINI SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER RESIGNS
MENDOZA NOMINATED FOR READER'S DIGEST AWARD
NEW TECHNOLOGY COMES TO TAKINI
TAKINI TEACHERS RECEIVE AWARDS
TAKINI COACH WILL RETURN
TAKINI SCHOOL WINS EXPERIMENTAL STATUS
TAKINI SCHOOL ELIMINATES FS AND TEACHERS!
TAKINI, NJ STUDENTS COMPLETE CULTURAL EXCHANGE
TAKINI'S ST JOHN IS OUTSTANDING
TAKINI SCHOOL PLANS GYM DEDICATION
TAKINI TO HOST EDUCATION FORUM
TAKINI RECEIVES CURRICULUM GRANT
TAKINI BOOTS UP ITS COMPUTER NUMBERS
NEW MENTOR PROJECT UNDERWAY AT TAKINI
TAKINI SCHOOL GETS $31,000 GRANT
TAKINI SCHOOL COMMENDED FOR LIBRARY NETWORK
KNIGHT COURT
TAKINI SCHOOL LIST HONOR ROLL
TAKINI STUDENTS WRITE THEIR WAY TO HONORS
TAKINI STUDENTS PLACE HIGH IN POW WOW
TAKINI DRUG PLAN MERITS A LOOK
TAKINI TEACHER WINS FELLOWSHIP
TAKINI 1993 RUNNERS-UP IN STATE B CROSS COUNTRY MEE
SEVEN VIE FOR TAKINI SCHOOL BOARD SEATS
SUMMER TECHNOLOGY RETREAT AT TAKINI
TAKINI SCHOOL HOSTS REVIEW OF ITS MISSION
ELDERS NEEDED AT TAKINI
STUDENT-PARENT-TEACHER COMMITTEE--TAKINI SCHOOL
SCHOOL HIGH ON TECHNOLOGY
TAKINI SCHOOL MARKS 6TH YEAR IN COMPLIANCE WITH CODE
TAKINI SCHOOL BOARD WINS NATIONAL HONOR
AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT VISITS TAKINI
TAKINI'S TOP STUDENT WRITERS NAMED
TAKINI STUDENTS TO GET INVOLVED IN COMMUNITY
INDICTED NAVAJO MAN ACCUSES ZAH OF COLLUSION
TALKER KEEPS TALKING ABOUT CONTROVERSY
TALKER GUILTY OF FEDERAL BRIBERY CHARGES
TALL BEAR SELECTED FOR US VOLLEYBALL
JOANN TALL RECIPIENT OF $60,000 AWARD
KACTIVISM PART OF SPIRITUALITY FOR JOANN TALL
KTALLBEAR NAMED INDEPENDENT TELEVISION OUTREACH MANA
TALLBULL NAMED TO PRESERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL
KDEBATE ON RENAMING ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL
IN WAKE OF ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL FUROR (L)
ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL NAME GOES BY THE WAYSIDE
KTALLENT NO LONGER OFFICIAL NAME FOR SCHOOL
RENAMING OF ANNIE TALLENT SCHOOL NOTED WITH SADNESS
RARE KIDNEY DISEASE STRIKES GORDON BOY
FLORIDA CONFERENCE TO EDUCATE FUTURE LEADERS
KTURTLE MOUNTAIN 'BUFFALOES' CARRY WATER FOR TROOPS
CHEMICAL SPILL IN HEALTH CENTER MAKES 9 ILL
KAUTHOR NEEDS RESEARCH SKILLS BEFORE ATTACKING
KWINDOW ROCK SCENE AIMS TO MEET NEEDS OF NAVAJO
KTAPIO RE-ELECTED AT PINE RIDGE VILLAGE
TRIBE'S 'DON'T CARE' IRRITATES WANBLEE WOMAN (L)
KG WAYNE TAPIO SPARKS IHS INVESTIGATION
KNOW INDIAN TACO CAME TO SIOUXLAND
KTARAHUMARAS BATTLE LOGGING, DRUGS
K'LUMBEE' TATANKA WRESTLES WITH IMAGE
WRESTLING WITH BELITTLING THE SACRED (L)
SEE ALSO SALES TAX, PROPERTY TAX, REVENUE
SEE ALSO INCOME TAX
MONTANA TRIBES CAN TAX RAILROAD LINE
TAX EQUITY PROPOSED FOR SIOUX RESERVATIONS
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SUBJECT
TAXATION
TAYLOR JONATHAN
TAYLOR JOSEPH
TAYLOR LEE
TAYLOR LEROY H
TAYLOR RANDY
TAYPOTAT FAMILY
TEACHERS
TEAM names
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/04/1995 A081 INDIAN FIRMS, CASINO PROFITS OBJECT OF IRS INVESTME
6/08/1995 A041 HEY, ANDY RODNEY, GET A GRIP ON REALITY (ED)
6/23/1995 A013 HIGH COURT SPLITS CHICKASAW TAX CASE
7/27/1995 A044 NEW YORK OUT TO TAX RESERVATIONS (L)
9/21/1995 AOll *GOP EYES CASINO TAX
9/28/1995 A0I2 INDIAN GAMING UNDER TAX ATTACK
10/19/1995 A051 NEW INCOME TAXED TO HILT (L)
11/09/1995 A041 SAN CARLOS GAMING OFFICIALS ASK MCCAIN TO STOP (ED)
11/16/1995 A013 XNY TRIBES AVOID WAR, ENTER NEGOTIATIONS
11/23/1995 A012 CASINO' TAX SHELVED BUT MAY RISE AGAIN
11/30/1995 A061 BLACKFEET TAX CHALLENGED IN MONTANA
11/30/1995 A086 OKLAHOMA TRIBES FIGHT FUEL TAXES
8/24/1995 AOll EASTERN CHEROKEE CHIEF TARGET OF IMPEACHMENT
10/05/1995 A034 CHEROKEE CANDIDATE LOSES RE-ELECTION BID
10/26/1995 A016 FORMER CHEROKEE CHIEF IMPEACHED
7/31/1991 A031 ifMISSIONARY IS SUBJECT OF 'UNDER TWO HEAVENS'
7/31/1991 B041 KUNBELIEVABLE TALE OF MISGUIDED CHRISTIAN ETHICS
3/20/1991 AOll TAYLOR INDICTED FOR FRAUD
3/27/1991 A024 FLANDREAU TRIBE CHAIRMAN GIVEN TIME TO HIRE LAWYER
7/24/1991 B034 LEE TAYLOR PLEADS GUILTY--VOWS TO CARRY ON
9/11/1991 A012 FLANDREAU CHAIRMAN LEE TAYLOR SENTENCED
1/08/1992 A014 kTAYLOR, MICKELSON IN DISPUTE OVER TAX
4/08/1992 A066 FLANDREAU CHAIRMAN RUNS FOR STATE HOUSE
5/13/1992 A012 xFLANDREAU PETITIONS DEMAND RECALL
6/03/1992 A012 KFLANDREAU'S CHAIRMAN OUSTED
6/10/1992 AOll TAYLOR SUES ON RECALL ELECTION
9/30/1992 B013 TAYLOR AND ALLEN DROP SUIT
4/20/1995 A074 INTERNSHIP HONORS MEMORY OF LEROY TAYLOR
2/23/1995 B072 KCOWBOY RIDES TO A NEW LIFE
10/12/1994 coil TAYPOTAT FAMILY QUALIFIES FOUR,FOR INFR
2/05/1991 A085 MENDOZA NOMINATED FOR READER'S DIGEST AWARD
2/12/1991 B015 SCIENCE FOUNDATION AWARDS AVAILABLE
4/03/1991 A065 TAKINI TEACHERS RECEIVE AWARDS
4/10/1991 A081 LAKOTA CULTURE TO BE STUDIED BY TEACHERS
7/24/1991 A053 THE LATE JAY FURLONG WILL BE HONORED ON AUG 10 (L)
9/11/1991 BOll afTODD COUNTY TEACHERS PREPARING--STUDENT NEEDS 2000
9/25/1991 BOll SFIS HIRES LAKOTA INSTRUCTORS, CERTIFIES CHEKPA
11/06/1991 A074 SD TEACHERS ELIGIBLE FOR FELLOWSHIP
11/20/1991 B035 KYLE TEACHER TO HELP SET STANDARDS
11/27/1991 A061 GRASSROOTS EDUCATORS NEED CHANCE TO SHARE TO
12/24/1991 B014 PINE RIDGE EDUCATION GETS SHOT IN ARM
1/08/1992 A085 MIDWEST HASN'T ADDED MANY INDIAN TEACHERS
1/28/1992 B053 WOLF CREEK SQUEALS ON GOOD TEACHER
1/28/1992 B055 kMISTY BRAVE HONORED AS EDUCATION PIONEER
3/11/1992 B061 TEACHERS BEING INVITED TO EXPLORE MANY CULTURES
5/13/1992 A071 *TEACHERS NEED TO BE SENSITIVE, RESPECTFUL
8/19/1992 AOll $394,000 GRANT EMBARKED TO TRAIN NAVAJO TEACHERS
9/23/1992 B122 US WEST EARMARKS $1.2 MILL FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCAT
11/12/1992 B044 TEACHERS HONORED AT RED SHIRT TABLE
3/24/1993 A051 ACADEMICS AND INDIANS (L)
3/24/1993 A051 A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE (L)
5/05/1993 B051 TEACHERS SELECTED FOR AISES WORKSHOP
6/09/1993 B031 xDORIS HODGE SELECTED TOP EDUCATOR
8/11/1993 B031 AREA EDUCATORS ATTEND SCIENCE WORKSHOP
11/24/1993 B061 LITTLE WOUND INSTRUCTOR FEATURED ON TEACHER TV
12/01/1993 B046 NAVAJO TEACHER PROGRAM GETS NATIONAL AWARD
3/09/1994 B045 TEACHERS LEARN CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN CLASSROOM
8/03/1994 C014 KSGU SEMINARS TEACH TEACHERS HOW TO TEACH
9/21/1994 A053 TEACHER HOPES HER AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS WILL (L)
11/10/1994 B051 XMISTY BRAVE, LITTLE WOUND TEACHER, CHOSEN FOR NATIO
3/02/1995 B051 MSU STUDENTS AMONG FIRST TEACHER SCHOLARS
3/09/1995 A051 SPEAKING LAKOTA LANGUAGE IS CRITERIA FOR TEACHER (L)
5/11/1995 C014 EVERGREEN GRADUATE RECEIVES 'TEACHER OF THE YEAR'
6/08/1995 B071 MONTANA COLLEGE HOSTS MEDIA ARTISTS
SEE ALSO MASCOTS, NAMES OF TEAMS
2/19/1991 B025 UNIVERSITY DROPS INDIAN NICKNAME
4/24/1991 A035 INDIANS WANT TEAM NAME CHANGED
6/19/1991 A043 NICKNAMES ARE RACIST AND DO MISREPRESENT (L)
10/30/1991 A012 KBRAVES FANS ASSAULT PROTESTORS
10/30/1991 A041 XTALK RADIO--IGNORANCE ADDS INSULT TO INJURY
11/06/1991 A031 XKANSAS CITY CHIEFS MINSTREL SHOW
11/06/1991 A031 'REDSKINS' SHOULD GO SAYS VIRGINIA GOVERNOR
11/06/1991 A053 GET WITH THE PROGRAM JANE FONDA
11/20/1991 A053 SDSU NEEDS CHANGE
11/20/1991 A053 KTIME FOR ENDURING IN SILENCE IS PAST
11/27/1991 A025 ATLANTA BRAVES, BEGIN TALKS ON NAME CHANGE
11/27/1991 A025 ARKANSAS STATE TO CONSIDER CHANGE OF MASCOT
1/08/1992 A053 GIVING A LESSON IN EMPATHY
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TEAM NAMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/21/1992 AOll SUPER BOWL PLAN PROTEST
1/21/1992 A013 'REDSKINS' NEW SITE ON INTERIOR LAND
1/21/1992 A053 kREAL INDIANS NEED TO TACKLE MASCOT ISSUE
1/28/1992 A012 k3,000 PROTEST AT SUPER BOWL
1/28/1992 AOAA A VIEW OF THE MASCOT CONTROVERSY (L)
2/0A/1992 AOAl *BRAVE REDSKINS-rGEE, MR COOKE, VERY BIGOT OF YOU
2/12/1992 A081 NO MONEY FOR FACILITIES THAT MOCK SACRED RITES
2/12/1992 BOAl CONTINUE TO EDUCATE THE IGNORANT (L)
2/12/1992 B041 PLEASE TAKE NO OFFENSE (L)
2/12/1992 BOAl ARE THERE NON-RACIST MASCOT CHOICES (L)
2/12/1992 BOAS READER SAYS 'LIGHTEN UP' (L)
2/12/1992 B0A5 HAVE MINORITIES GONE MAD (L)
2/12/1992 BD51 TRYING TO TAKE SMALL STEPS (L)
2/12/1992 B051 SOME SUGGESTED NAME CHANGES (L)
2/12/1992 B051 STILL LEARNING ABOUT PREJUDICE (L)
2/12/1992 B052 MANY INDIANS DO NOT AGREE (1)
2/12/1992 BG5A FOOTBALL SYMBOLS ARE ANOTHER KICK TO INDIANS (L)
2/12/1992 BG5A THE GAME ISN'T OVER (L)
2/12/1992 BG55 PINE THE DO-GOODERS DOWN (L)
2/12/1992 BG85 KMAYBE NOW HE KNOWS HOW NATIVE AMERICANS FEEL
2/19/1992 AGll NICKNAMES DROPPED
3/GA/1992 AG15 DC COUNCIL TO CONSIDER 'REDSKINS' PROTEST
3/GA/1992 AG31 STORY TOOK LIBERTIES WITH MATHESON'S MASCOT REMARKS
3/GA/1992 AG51 STANDING ROCK MAN STANDS AGAINST RACIST NAMES (L)
3/11/1992 AGll 'REDSKINS' NAME CHANGE EARNS COUNCIL SUPPORT
3/18/1992 AGll DC RADIO STATION WON'T SAY 'REDSKINS'
3/25/1992 AG61 HE SAID--TEAM MASCOT NAMES ARE NOT TRIBES WORST PRO
3/25/1992 AG95 SEATTLE TRIBUNE DROPS NICKNAMES AS OFFENSIVE
A/Gl/1992 AGAl xMASCOT ISSUE WON'T GO AWAY
4/01/1992 AG64 CORRECTIONS--SEATTLE TIMES
4/15/1992 AGll BRAVES DON'T PLAN TO STOP THE CHOP
4/22/1992 AG44 HOW IS TERM 'REDSKINS' AN HONOR (L)
4/29/1992 AG53 AN APOLOGY TO INDIANS, SORT OF
5/G6/1992 AG34 HIGH SCHOOL DROPS NAME
6/1G/1992 AG15 LUJAN WON'T INTERVENE IN 'REDSKINS' RACE ISSUE
8/G5/1992 AG44 ILLINOIS RESIDENT SUPPORTS MASCOT NAME CHANGE (L)
8/G5/1992 AlGl kKANSAS CITY CHIEFS FACE SECOND ROUND OF PROTESTS
9/G2/1992 AG44 REFLECTIONS ON PRIDE AND PREJUDICE (L)
9/09/1992 AGll WILDER SIDESTEPS 'REDSKINS' TEAM NAME CHANGE
9/16/1992 A012 ACTION TAKEN TO CHOP 'REDSKINS' TRADEMARK
11/19/1992 AG44 THE STORY OF THE OREGONIAN DECISION (L)
11/19/1992 BG31 OPPOSITION FORMS TO SIOUX CITY'S BASEBALL TEAM NAME
12/10/1992 BG51 xFIGHT CONTINUES WITH SIOUX CITY SOOS
12/17/1992 AG41 A SCHOTT HEARD 'ROUND THE WORLD (ED)
12/17/1992 CGll SIOUX CITY 'SOOS' WILL DROP TEAM NICKNAME
12/24/1992 AGll NAPERVILLE STUDENTS TRY FIRST AMENDMENT
2/11/1993 AG51 UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM BLASTED (L)
2/25/1993 AG53 REDSKINS--NO NEW NAME, NO NEW STADIUM
3/17/1993 AG51 CHOPPING AND CHANTING SEND WRONG MESSAGE (L)
4/14/1993 AG53 CONTROVERSY SHOWS NEED TO CHANGE NAME
4/21/1993 A041 *TIME TO GO DEEPER THAN COLOR OF PEOPLE'S SKIN
4/21/1993 AG53 ARVADAlHIGH SCHOOL--A NAME RIGHTLY CHANGED
5/G5/1993 AG41 *DENVER POST STILL DOESN'T GET IT
7/G8/1993 AG12 kSEN NIGHTHORSE STALKS REDSKINS
7/14/1993 AG53 TIME FOR 'REDSKINS' TO RETIRE
8/G4/1993 AGll 'REDSKINS' ON THE RUN
9/22/1993 BG71 SCHOOL CHANGES TEAM NAME
9/29/1993 A053 SCHOOL TEAM MAKES GOOD RACIAL MOVE
11/G3/1993 AG51 PERPETRATING RACISM IN THE NAME OF TEAM (L)
ll/lG/1993 AGll INTERIOR SPEECHLESS ON 'REDSKIN' ISSUE
ll/lG/1993 AGll BIG-NOSED MASCOT IS GONE, BUT NAME STAYS
11/17/1993 AG44 HANK AARON--PEOPLE OF COLOR MUST STAND TOGETHER (L)
11/24/1993 AG41 BEING POLITICALLY CORRECT--DIFFERENT THAN BEING (ED)
11/24/1993 AG62 ST JOHN'S ELIMINATES ITS 'REDMEN' NICKNAME
1/19/1994 AG53 SCHOOL BOARD SHOULD RETIRE REDMEN NAME (L)
2/16/1994 AG51 RESPECT FOR NATIVE CULTURE OVERDUE (L)
3/16/1994 AG12 'REDSKINS' CHALLENGED BY RULING
3/23/1994 AG41 »DROP THE CHOP! USING INDIANS AS MASCOTS IS A FORM
3/3G/1994 AG51 FIGHTING STEREOTYPES--WE STILL NEED TO CONVINCE
4/G6/1994 AG44 ALL RACIAL STEREOTYPING SHOULD BE CONDEMNED (L)
4/13/1994 BG53 PREP TEAM NAMES CHALLENGED
5/11/1994 CGll MARQUETTE LATEST COLLEGE TO CHANGE RACIST TEAM NAME
6/15/1994 BG84 ST JOHN'S CHOPS NAME
6/22/1994 AG41 NO GOOD DEED GOES UNPUNISHED (ED)
8/17/1994 AG53 WOULD YOU CHEER FOR THE DENVER DARKIES?
9/08/1994 AGll WASHINGTON FOOTBALL TRADEMARK CHALLENGED
9/14/1994 AG41 *BASEBALL STRIKE--AT LEAST IT GIVES A BREAK FROM HEA
11/23/1994 AG41 kCOURT CASE MAY BRING END TO PROFITS-RACIST NICKNAME
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TEAM NAMES
TECHNOLOGY
TECUMSEH
TEEN-AGERS
TEETERS CHARLENE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELEPHONES
TELESCOPES
TELEVISION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/26/1995 AOAA HOW ABOUT A TEAM NAMED MISSOULA REDNECKS' (L)
10/12/1995 AGA4 FIGHT INJUSTICE, NOT INNOCENT SPORTS NICKNAMES (L)
10/26/1995 A043 ABOUT THAT WORLD SERIES— (L)
10/26/1995 AOAA SOME OF THE IMMIGRANTS TO THIS LAND UNDERSTAND (L)
10/26/1995 A046 RACISM COMES IN MANY FORMS (L)
11/02/1995 AOll 'RACIST' SERIES CONFRONTED
11/02/1995 A041 WORLD SERIES TEAMS PROVE DOUBLE STANDARD EXISTS
11/02/1995 A051 MITCHELL DAILY REPUBLIC--MASCOT NAMES INSULT NO ONE
11/02/1995 A071 X'CHANGE THE NAME, CHANGE THE MASCOT'
11/09/1995 A04A A MORE RELEVANT NAME--CLEVELAND MOONDOGS (L)
11/09/1995 A051 TEAM NAMES A PRODUCT OF SUPERIORITY COMPLEX (L)
12/29/1995 A051 ^BOUT NAMES AND THINGS THAT ARE SACRED
12/29/1995 B051 NBA TEAM TO CHANGE NAME
3/27/1991 A115 MONTANA, WYOMING HIGH SCHOOLS--TECH PROJECT
10/22/1992 A0A4 TECHNO-DARWINIST GETS UPBRAIDED (L)
1/07/1993 AOll SMALL FIRM WINS $5 MILLION CONTRACT
3/03/1993 B055 KNEWLY ELECTED NAVAJO TEEN LOOKS TOWARD FUTURE
8/03/199A COAl SUMMER TECHNOLOGY RETREAT AT TAKINI
9/14/1994 B045 SCHOOL HIGH ON TECHNOLOGY
3/16/1995 B051 QUAD SQUAD RECEIVES $11,000 GRANT
6/01/1995 C051 KTNT'S 'TECUMSEH'--AMAZING HISTORY UNVEILED
6/01/1995 C051 kFROM INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY TO SHOW BUSINESS--POURIE
SEE YOUTH
2/09/1995 C051 TEETERS RECEIVES $4,500 ARTS GRANT
4/29/1992 S131 VOICE AND DATA COMPANY FOUNDED
7/29/1992 BlOl SATELLITE COULD LINK TRIBAL COLLEGES
9/02/1992 B112 kLONE FIGHT DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE SATELLITE NETWORK
6/23/1993 A064 PROJECT ESTABLISHES TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
9/29/1993 A064 VIDEO NETWORK EXPANDS TO STANDING ROCK
1/19/1994 A073 FOND DU LAC COMMUNITY COLLEGE ORIGINATES TELECOURSE
5/04/1994 BlOl 'HIGHER' EDUCATION FOR CRAZY HORSE STUDENTS
5/25/1994 S091 MESCOM A NATIVE BUSINESS TODAY
6/15/1994 B041 WILL THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY BYPASS TRIBES?
12/07/1994 B053 AMERICAN INDIAN DISTANCE LEARNING NETWORK
6/15/1995 B0I3 MULTITRIBE UTILITY BOARD TO MEET AT EAGLE BUTTE
6/29/1995 B014 LAKOTA UTILITY COUNCIL MEETS
8/10/1995 C013 HOPI, NAVAJO STUDENTS COMMUTE TO SCHOOL BY TV
8/31/1995 A031 INDIANET MOVES TO CAPITAL
11/23/1995 B054 CHECOTS TO SERVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS BOARD
12/21/1995 A043 PRESSLER PRAISED FOR COMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATION (L)
12/21/1995 A062 NATIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP MEETS, EXPANDS
5/29/1991 C023 ECONOMICS SPELLED END TO BADLANDS/PLAINS DIRECTORY
4/15/1992 B021 PINE RIDGE AREA PHONE OUTAGE LINKED TO HOSTAGE CRISI
7/22/1992 A041 FIRST IMPRESSIONS CAN BE THE DEEPEST (ED)
10/08/1992 B045 US WEST OFFERS HOME MESSAGE SERVICE
8/04/1993 S171 XPHONE SERVICE HOOKS INTO NEEDS
1/26/1994 A053 *CRST TO FOOT COST OF PHONE BILL FOR ELDERS
10/12/1994 B025 LITTLE WOUND INSTALLS NEW PHONE SYSTEM
2/02/1995 B012 JURISDICTION ISSUES CLOUD CRST TELEPHONE BUYOUTS
5/11/1994 AOll ACOMA PUEBLO PROPOSED AS MILITARY TELESCOPE SITE
SEE ALSO BROADCASTING
2/12/1991 A031 'DANCES WITH SHARKS' ON LA LAW
5/01/1991 A012 KPINE RIDGE MAY GET TV STATION
8/21/1991 A031 US WEST FUNDS WILL HELP KIDS SURVIVE TV
9/25/1991 B085 SDPTV TO COVER REDISTRICTING SESSION OCT 3
12/04/1991 A036 RODNEY GRANT'S TV MOVIE DUE OUT IN FEBRUARY
1/28/1992 A035 ABC TO AIR FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME DRAMA FEB 3
2/12/1992 A061 *IN THE "WHITE MAN'S IMAGE"
2/12/1992 B064 KNEW CO-ANCHOR WANTS FIRST-HAND CITY KNOWLEDGE
2/19/1992 C026 SATELLITE OUTAGE MAY OCCUR SOON
3/04/1992 B062 TV MAKES BUS RIDE SEEM SHORTER
3/11/1992 A012 K'REAL SEX' OFFENDS CHEROKEES--TRIBE DEMANDS APOLOGY
3/25/1992 B031 SD PRIME TIME INVESTIGATES NATIVE AM LEGISLATION
4/08/1992 AOll HBO CUTS CHEROKEE REFERENCE IN 'REAL SEX'
4/08/1992 A051 PBS PROGRAM TOUCHED READER (L)
4/08/1992 A053 K'REAL SEX' SHAMAN MAKES QUICK BUCK WITH FAKE SEX
4/08/1992 B064 SD PRIME TIME EXPLORE HEALING SIOUX NATION
4/15/1992 B035 FILM PRODUCERS OFFER INTERNSHIP
6/17/1992 A031 'EIGHTH FIRE' TO LIGHT UP NBC SCREEN
7/08/1992 A042 OPRAH WINFREY AND ANNIVERSARIES (ED)
8/05/1992 A032 KPBS'S GARRISON LENDS HIS VISION TO LAKOTA
9/23/1992 Alll TEEN ELECTION SPECIAL CANNED
10/08/1992 C041 BUFFALO NATION JOURNAL MAKING DEBUT OCT 12
10/08/1992 D065 TV SHOW TAKES PULSE OF ALASKA
12/24/1992 B095 PIZZA-SIZED TV SATELLITE DISH
1/28/1993 B033 kTALLBEAR NAMED INDEPENDENT TELEVISION OUTREACH MANA
3/31/1993 AOll KDOCUMENTARY PLANS TO FILL IN WHAT HISTORY BOOKS
3/31/1993 B061 kPBS SPECIAL ENCOURAGES STUDENTS IN MATH S SCIENCE
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TELEVISION
TELEVISION cable
TEMOKE FRANK
TEMPE AZ
TEMPLE MERLE
TEN FINGERS KEELY
TENNESSEE
TENNIS
TESTING
TEWAUINA MILFREO
TEXAS
TEXTBOOKS
TEXTILES
THANKSGIVING
THAVER GLENDA FAVE
THEATRE
THEFT
THEISZ RONNIE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/05/1993
5/19/1993
7/08/1993
7/21/1993
9/29/1993
9/29/1993
9/29/1993
10/20/1993
11/17/1993
12/01/1993
12/15/1993
2/10/199A
2/23/199A
A/27/199A
6/08/199A
7/13/199A
9/08/199A
9/1A/199A
9/28/199A
10/05/199A
11/02/199A
11/30/199A
1/12/1995
3/23/1995
A/27/1995
A/27/1995
6/15/1995
8/03/1995
12/07/1995
12/10/1992
2/0A/1993
5/26/1993
9/15/1993
10/26/199A
11/23/199A
A/27/1995
1/22/1991
10/29/1992
8/18/1993
12/01/1993
12/01/1993
8/03/199A
10/19/199A
1/28/1993
8/17/1995
8/07/1991
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
7/01/1992
8/19/1992
2/0A/1993
3/03/1993
8/10/199A
6/29/199A
10/02/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
12/0A/1991
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/2A/1993
11/23/1995
1/19/199A
A/07/1993
A/07/1993
10/06/1993
10/27/1993
A/13/199A
7/27/199A
5/11/1995
5/11/1995
11/23/1995
2/19/1992
AOAA WRITE TO NETWORK, DEMAND APOLOGY (L)
A0A5 CHANGES AT SD PUBLIC TELEVISION EXPLAINED (L)
A0A2 THROW AWAY YOUR TV (ED)
52?? NATIONAL DOCUMENTARY52J? PEOPLE' UPSETS CROW NATION|026 PTviHoIiiuiSiED"
BOll FARNSWORTH to take over public TV POST
S2?? CURRENT AFFAIR' TO FEATURE JACKSONBOll PINE RIDGE WILL ROCK TO MTV
S2J? TNT'S 'THE BROKEN CHAIN'?2^J "FIRST AMERICAN AWARDS AGAIN PICKS ITS BESTA061 GIAGO TO APPEAR ON 'BUFFALO NATION JOURNAL'
12?? TO AIR SHOW ON MENTAL ILLNESSBOll 'NATIVE VIEW' TO AIR ON PRAIRIE PUBLIC TELEVISION
£25? "-OCAL PROSECUTORS525? STUDENT WILL APPEAR IN SD PUBLIC TV SERIA061 XGRANT STARS IN NEW TELEVISION SERIES
A051 DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU SEE ON '60 MINUTES'
BOll GERMAN TV SHOW VISITS PINE RIDGE
A061 SEX, AIDS, GANGS, DEATH SUBJECTS OF tEEN DOCUMENTARY
BOll PUBLIC TELEVISION TO DISCUSS SD POVERTY
A021 COSTNER BANKROLLS '500 NATIONS' SERIES
A061 AWARD WINNERS INCLUDE MAINE SCHOOL CHILDREN
A065 PBS SERIES DOCUMENTS HOW THE WEST WAS WON, 8 LOST
C035 '500 NATIONS'--A HISTORY LESSON
A061 ^WISCONSIN SPEARFISHING STRUGGLE CHRONICLED
52?? AM INDIAN-OWNED TV STATION TO SERVE CROW, CHEYENNEC033 'FIRST AMERICANS JOURNAL' EXPLORES TRIBAL ISSUES
52?? INDIANS.WITH ONE HAND, CHOPS WITHAOAA TNT BLASTED FOR POOR PROGRAMMING CHOICES (L)
B072 MAJOR CABLE CHANNELS JOIN NEW SATELLITE TV SERVICE
B012 HBO PREMIERES LAKOTA'S FIGHT FOR THE HILLS
A062 TNT CAPITALIZES ON WOUNDED KNEE S AIM
AOIA CNN TO AIR REPORT ON AIRC
coil "HBO PUTS NEW TWIST ON FAIRY TALES
AOll SHOSHONE STRUGGLE TO RECOVER LAND, WAY OF LIFE
AO11 TEMPE HIGH SCHOOL WILL NOT BAN MOVIE
S091 JfTEACHER BRINGS CULTURES OF MANY TO TEMPE
BO12 KCOWBOY AND INDIAN
B031 KLOCAL COWBOYS RETURN FROM INFR AS WORLD CHAMPIONS
B081 *TEN FINGERS TO ATTEND WELLESLEY COLLEGE
A031 SPECIALIST CALLED IN TO HANDLE RE-INTERMENT OF BONE
B096 INDIAN TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS SLATED FOR MAY
C012 RESEARCH CHALLENGES STANDARDIZED TESTING
BOAl KLEGENDS OF,REVERED LAND ARE LONG RUNNING
B061 KWINGS RUNNERS FACE WORLD
A051 DON'T FORGET TEXAS RESERVATIONS (L)
A024 KTEXAS GOVERNOR VISITS ROSEBUD
BlOl TRIBAL MEMBERS FACE HARDSHIP IN URBAN TEXAS
AOAA TURNmOF the CENTURY TEXTS MISLED CHILDREN (L)
A035 TRIB'aL' OFFICIALS SAY TEXTBOOK DISTORTS
52i? WHITE HAT TO PUBLISH LAKOTA LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKB073 POOLEY APPRECIATES SHEEP IN NEW BUSINESS
A0A6 SHOULD INDIAN PEOPLE CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING? (L)
AOll INDIAN PARADE EARLY, REVERSE
A033 THANKSGIVING WITH NATIVE AMERICAN FLAVOR
A0A2 THANKSGIVING (ED)
A073 ROSEBUD OFFERS FREE TURKEY DINNER THURSDAY
A031 ALTERNATIVE PARADE FOCUSES ON HYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECT
AOAl XTHANKFUL FOR EARTH'S GIFTS--FOR OUR SURVIVAL
B091 BENNETT COUNTY SCHOOLS PLAN CULTURAL EVENTS
B095 ANNUAL TOY GIVE-AWAY AT PINE RIDGE NOV 25
A0A2 THANKSGIVING DAY (ED)
B013 kTALKING TURKEY
AOAl *MEMORIES OF GLENDA FAYE THAYER
SEE DRAMA
SEE ALSO EMBEZZLEMENT
A015 RAIDERS OF RELIGION
12?? WAY—RAIDERS OF RELIGION52?? E2SHI5 POSTAL worker on probation for theftA031 FORMER FT MCDOWELL CONSULTANT INDICTED
AOAA THEFT OF GRAVE DECORATIONS IS DEPLORABLE (L)
AD83 ANASAZI REVENGE FOLLOWS POT THIEVES
AOAA POW WOW THIEF PREYS ON LITTLE GIRL (L)
B06A THREE INDICTED ON GRAVE THEFT CHARGES
AD71 ARTIFACT THIEF CONVICTED
CGI2 INDIAN LITERATURE--BELONGS IN CLASSROOMS
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SUBJECT
THIN ELK GENE
THIN ELK TED
THOMAS ANTHONY
THOMAS CLARENCE
THOMAS CRAIG
THOMAS JANET
THOMAS MARY
THOMAS RANDY
THOMAS STEPHANIE
THOMAS VERONICA
THOMPSON KARLENE
THOMPSON TOMMY
THORPE JIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/1991
11/26/1992
2/12/1992
1/19/1995
7/2A/1991
8/1A/1991
1/19/199A
12/31/1991
10/26/1995
12/15/1996
12/03/1992
12/22/1996
12/21/199t
10/12/1996
6/12/1991
10/02/1991
3/18/1992
1/05/1995
11/30/1995
12/16/1995
12/29/1995
1/15/1991
2/19/1991
10/16/1991
11/19/1992
1/07/1993
1/16/1993
2/11/1993
3/17/1993
6/21/1993
5/19/1993
7/28/1993
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
5/11/1996
6/29/1996
6/29/1996
9/16/1996
12/07/1996
5/18/1995
5/25/1995
7/27/1995
10/12/1995
11/02/1995
11/30/1995
12/16/1995
5/26/1993
10/16/1991
2/26/1991
6/22/1992
11/03/1993
9/01/1993
10/15/1992
7/26/1991
7/17/1991
2/19/1991
6/03/1991
5/08/1991
6/19/1991
6/19/1991
6/26/1991
7/02/1991
8/28/1991
8/28/1991
2/12/1992
6/01/1992
6/01/1992
6/08/1992
6/08/1992
9/07/1995
9/16/1995
THREE AFFIL TRIBES
B061
AO 16
coil
B061
AO 61
A061
A031
A075
A081
A036
AO 12
B012
B051
C052
AOll
B031
A121
B071
B031
B051
AOll
AO 15
B022
A033
B036
B063
B012
A066
A063
BOll
A081
A065
S021
S056
S071
S071
S073
S091
S091
S171
S231
A066
A061
B033
B061
A066
A071
A065
B023
A021
A031
A031
S131
A075
A021
A032
B082
B023
A012
A012
A076
A073
1011
A012
AO 12
A063
A061
A012
AOll
A025
coil
AO13
A025
A031
B026
A105
B032
XDOMESTIC V10LENCE--HEAL1NG IS THE KEY
XTHIN ELK—HEALING THROUGH FEELING
KTED THIN ELK TALKS ABOUT THUNDERHEART
KTHOMAS HONORED AT SANTEE WACIPI
BIASED MINDS ON HIGH COURT COULD BE FATAL
THOMAS MAY BE BETTER THAN STATUS QUO
REP TO SEEK SENATE SEAT
KND GOVERNOR HONORS FORT YATES WOMAN
^NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS CANDIDATES
ACTIVIST CRITICIZES MANUAL HE WANTED DEVELOPED
KME AND MY SHADOW
BHSU STUDENT CLAIMS SHE'S BEING HARASSED
PRESSLER NOMINATES 2 SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN
GOVERNOR DENOUNCES DOGTRACK CASINOS
JIM THORPE FAMILY WANTS TROPHIES BACK
THORPE STILL HASN'T GOTTEN ALL REWARDS HE DESERVED
THORPE MUSEUM SEEKS SUPPORT
KOORANG 1ND1ANS--0NE OF THE 1ST NFL TEAMS
CAMPAIGN BEGINS FOR JIM THORPE
KJIM THORPE'S BEG1NN1NGS--FR0M OKLAHOMA TO OLYMPICS
KOLYMPIC COMMITTEE APOLOGIZES FOR ERROR
SEE ALSO FT BERTHOLD RESERV
RECALL ON FOR THREE AFFILIATED TRIBAL CHAIR
THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES ENDORSES INDIAN ED CONF
THREE TRIBES VOTE FOR RAISE DESPITE DEFICIT
THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES USE $169.2 MIL FOR HOSPITAL
THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES ADOPT ENVIRONMENT LAWS
FT BERTHOLD OFFICIALS TAKE $20>000 BONUSES-WOMAN SUE
OPEN LETTER TO COUNCIL OF THREE AFFILIATED TRIBE (L)
WILKINSON'S FATE SHOULD LIE IN HANDS OF PEOPLE (L)
NORTH DAKOTA TRIBE SETS SIGHTS ON HORSERACING
ND WORKERS LAID OFF FOR LACK OF TRIBAL PROJECT MONEY
CASINO IS A SOURCE OF PRIDE IN NORTH DAKOTA
A TIMELINE IN HISTORY
KRETURN OF THE BUFFALO NATION
XTRIBE PLUGS INTO ELECTRONICS
KNORTHROP
LCM BUILDS STRONG JOB FOUNDATIONS
KMUSEUM OPENS DOOR TO PAST FOR CHILDREN
KRAISING ROOF ON CENTER BUILDS COMMUNITY SPIRIT
KCASEY> TRIBE MAKE COOPERATION A FAMILY AFFAIR
kONE HIDATSA LIFE
ERASING THE HOMELAND AND HISTORY OF A PEOPLE (L)
LAWSUIT FILED TO MAKE FEDS KEEP PROMISE
JUDGE ORDERS TRIBE'S BRASS TO REPAY BONUS
CASINO HELPING TRIBE TO MEET PAYROLL
FBI PROBE RESULTS IN DEAD AIR ON TRIBAL RADIO
NATIVE SPEAKER TEACHES LANGUAGE TO THE YOUNG
911 SERVICE DEBATED
NORTH DAKOTA ELDERS BENEFIT FROM CASINO OPERATIONS
NORTH DAKOTA CASINO OBJECT OF $36 MILLION DAMAGE
ELECTION FRAUD ALLEGATIONS INVESTIGATED AT FT BERTH
BALLOT TAMPERING CHARGES DENIED
KS0BR1ETY> SPIRITUALITY BROUGHT ARTIST SUCCESS
THRIFTWAY CHAIN PULLS NAVAJO PAPER OFF SHELVES
THUNDER CHILD RECEIVES GIFT FROM AREA ARTIST
THUNDER CHILD WINS $367>800 GRANT
THUNDER CHILD DIRECTOR TO LEAD PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIAT
KDISTANCE RUNNING TAKES THUNDER HAWK DOWN UNDER
^REFLECTIONS ON A FLAG
XAFTER THE SWEAT--CAV1AR> WINE 8 CHEESE
FORMER TRIBAL JUDGE SENTENCED FOR BANK FRAUD
INDIAN ACTORS NEEDED FOR SPRING FILM
DENIRO GROUP SCOUTS STATE FOR 'THUNDERHEART'
KFOOLS CROW GUIDED 'THUNDERHEART' SCRIPT
XTHAT'S SHOW BIZ--THUNDERHEART LAWSUIT IN WORKS
IS THUNDERHEART THREAT TO LAKOTA SPIRITUALITY? (L)
K'THUNDERHEART' IS FLAWED
'THUNDERHEART' LAWSUIT DROPPED
THUNDERHEART IS A WRAP
TECH CREW CONTRACT AGAINST INDIANS
kTED THIN ELK TALKS ABOUT THUNDERHEART
K'THUNDERHEART' A RISKY MIXTURE OF FACT> FICTION
'THUNDERHEART' SNEAK PREVIEW SET FOR APRIL 2
KPUBLIC 0P1N10N--0F THE MOVIE 'THUNDERHEART'
'THUNDERHEART' PREMIERE BENEFITS PROJECT PHOENIX
TIBBITTS APPOINTED TO TOURISM CONFERENCE
KYLE RESIDENT TIBBITTS APPOINTED TO WHITE HOUSE TOUR
THREE STARS ELTON
THRIFTWAY
THUNDER CHILD
THUNDER HAWK CRYST
THUNDER Hawk MARTI
THUNDER MARY
THUNDERHAWK FERON
THUNDERHEART
TIBBITTS TOMMY
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SUBJECT
TIBBS CASEY
TICE JUDGE MERTON
TICKS
TIGER LEE
TIGER LISA
TIGER STEPHEN
TILLMAN CHARLES 0
TIMBER
TIMBER LAKE SD
TIMBISHA SHOSHONE
TIME
TIMMER JOHN
TIONA HORACE
TIOSPA ZINA SCHOOL
TIPIS
TIPPECONNIC JOHN U
TLINGIT
TOBACCO
TOBACCO FRENCHEE A
TOBACCO NARVEL
TODD COUNTY SCHOOL
TODD COUNTY SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/1A/1993 A065 TIBBS FOUNDATION PLANS MUSEUM ROOM
5/29/1991 A051 TICE COMPLIMENTS OST COURT SYSTEM (L)
7/08/1993 B013 IHS WARNS OF TICK DISEASES
2/09/1995 C071 *TIGER TIGER ON THE MUSIC TRAIL
10/08/1992 A081 *ARTIST STRICKEN WITH AIDS WAS LOW-RISK
8/18/1993 A031 MUSCOGEE-CREEK WOMAN TELLS YOUTH OF AIDS RISK
2/09/1995 C071 *TIGER TIGER ON THE MUSIC TRAIL
12/29/199A A034 *OKLAHOMA TRIBAL OFFICIAL ASKS FOR RECORDS
5/22/1991 AOll ILLEGAL TIMBER CUTTING SUBJECT TO TRIBAL FINES
5/20/1992 A012 TRIBES LEFT OUT OF HILLS TIMBER HARVEST MONEY
12/10/1992 A034 BRAZILIAN SHOT IN DISPUTE OVER TIMBER
12/01/1993 A071 NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL VOTES TO KEEP BANKRUPT SAWMILL
7/22/1992 BOll XMUSEUM EXHIBITS LAKOTA 'MARK OF DISTINCTION'
SEE SHOSHONE
1/05/1994 A041 *THE EVOLUTION OF 'INDIAN TIME'
1/26/1994 A044 TIME HAS A PLACE IN MODERN SOCIETY (L)
8/31/1994 A044 DOES MILLENIUM FORETELL A CRITICAL SHOWDOWN? (L)
10/15/1992 B041 *TIMMER—SOVEREIGNTY WILL NOT SURVIVE
12/29/1994 A044 HORACE TIONA--A TRUE SIOUX WARRIOR (L)
11/06/1991 B121 TIOSPA ZINA REPRESENTED IN TEST REVIEW
8/12/1992 S131 TIOSPA ZINA RISES FROM BATTLE FOR CULTURAL LEARNING
3/30/1994 B041 *ITALIAN STUDENTS VISIT TIOSPA ZINA
7/22/1992 B031 BUSINESS PROVIDES CULTURAL LINK
1/26/1994 AOll XNAVAJO NATION COUNCIL CALLS FOR REMOVAL OF TIPIS
3/30/1994 A075 TIPI DESECRATION ANGERS MANY OKLAHOMA STUDENTS
4/13/1994 A061 kCRY FOR JUSTICE--TIPI DESECRATION PROMPTS RALLY
5/04/1994 A066 OKLAHOMA TAKES ACTION IN TIPl INCIDENT
5/25/1994 S021 WOLF POINT MAN LAUNCHES NEW MONTANA TIPI FIRM
7/07/1994 A044 OU TIPI INCIDENT CAN'T BE FORGOTTEN (L)
7/13/1994 A061 KOU STUDENT PROTESTS UNIVERSITY HANDLING OF TIPI INC
7/27/1994 A083 STUDENTS RALLY AGAINST TIPI INCIDENT
9/28/1994 BOll WANT TO PUT UP YOUR TIPI? BETTER GET A PERMIT
11/10/1994 B021 BYINGTONS MAY CAMP OUT IN TIPI
4/13/1995 A033 VANDALS BREAK TIPI POLES
12/07/1995 C084 kOBTAINING TIPIS MAIN GOAL FOR NEW RAPID ARTS COMMIT
8/05/1992 A036 TIPPECONNIC NAMED DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS
3/03/1993 A051 A NEEDED LESSON IN TLINGIT (L)
4/06/1994 A031 TLINGIT-HAIDA TO ENTER BUDGET PLAN
6/15/1994 B051 TLINGIT, HAIDA TRIBES RECEIVE ALASKA BANK GRANT
9/08/1994 AOll TLINGIT TEENS BANISHED TO ISLAND
10/19/1994 A071 FILMMAKERS SPEND TIME WITH BANISHED TEENS
7/08/1992 A051 *THE TOBACCO WARS
3/17/1993 S551 kTOBACCO LID DEALER OFFERS 'NO MORE LIP'
5/12/1993 A065 BOULDER SHOP REMOVES TOBACCO TIES FROM STORE
6/01/1994 B053 TOBACCO TAX INITIATIVE THREATENS--SOVEREIGNTY
6/29/1994 S202 SACRED USES OF TOBACCO
8/10/1995 B071 KRED CLOUD STUDENT LISTED IN WHO'S WHO
5/20/1992 C016 NARVEL TOBACCO HONORED FOR WRITING SKILLS
2/19/1991 B044 TODD COUNTY BOARD HAS 5 FINALISTS FOR SUPT
8/14/1991 B071 TODD SCHOOLS PROVIDE HANDICAPPED SERVICES
8/28/1991 B015 STATE; GIVES TODD COUNTY '3RS' GRANT
9/11/1991 BOll *TODD'COUNTY TEACHERS PREPARING--STUDENT NEEDS 2000
1/21/1992 B013 KTCSD WILL BUS STUDENTS TO NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
2/04/1992 B053 *WILDCAT LOGO SYMBOL OF NEW SCHOOL'S PRIDE
3/11/1992 B015 ELECTION IMPACTS INDIAN EDUCATION
3/25/1992 B015 TODD COUNTY STUDENTS ARE BOUND FOR SPANISH MAIN
5/13/1992 BOll KTCHS BAND ON THE ROLL
6/03/1992 BOll TCSB ELECTIONS SET FOR JUNE 16
6/03/1992 B031 VOTE IMPORTANT IN TODD COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION
6/10/1992 A043 ROSEBUD TRIBE URGED GET OUT AND VOTE (L)
6/10/1992 BOll EDUCATORS RALLY VOTERS TO TODD COUNTY POLLS
6/24/1992 B014 SPLIT VOTE COSTS TRIBE A SEAT ON TCSB
8/19/1992 C033 TODD COUNTY DISTRICT OFFERS SPECIAL SERVICES
8/26/1992 B073 TODD COUNTY SCHOOL WORKSHOP CONFRONTS RACISM
9/30/1992 C024 TC SCHOOLS LOOK FOR CONCERNED VOLUNTEERS
10/08/1992 B126 rCHS SEEKS SCHOLARSHIP APPLICANTS
11/26/1992 B103 SDIEA HONORS TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS
12/10/1992 B063 TODD COUNTY STUDENTS SELL ITEMS FOR CHRISTMAS
1/28/1993 B012 *TCMS SELECTED FOR ARCHITECT DESIGN AWARD
COUNTY SCHOOL PLANS CAREER FAIR FOR STUDENTS
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT MONEY WASTING SHOULD (L)
2/02/1994 B012 xCATCHING A DREAM--TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS
6/15/1994 B015 kTEACHER SAYS ABUSE COMPLAINT IGNORED
11/23/1995 B051 TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS WIN RICHARDS AWARD
7/24/1991 A031 IMPACT AID SURVIVES BUSH BUDGET REQUEST
12/18/1991 B045 INCREASED POP SHOULD EQUAL INCREASED TAX SHARE
12/24/1991 B014 KTODD COUNTY BUSING PROBLEMS CONTINUE
1/08/1992 B015 TODD COUNTY SCHOOLS PLAN PUBLIC MEETINGS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
TODD COUNTY SD 1/28/1992
2/12/1992
5/13/1992
10/05/1995
10/30/1991
1/08/1992
12/03/1992
A/21/1993
A/28/1993
10/20/1993
11/03/1993
11/03/1993
11/10/1993
8/I0/199A
12/07/1995
6/12/1991
9/07/1995
3/23/1995
3/09/1995
6/2A/1992
6/2A/1992
6/2A/1992
7/15/1992
7/15/1992
5/12/1993
7/27/199A
9/21/199A
12/07/199A
5/25/199A
3/03/1993
9/29/1993
3/12/1991
3/12/1991
3/27/1991
A/03/1991
A/10/1991
A/10/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/1991
5/22/1991
5/29/1991
5/29/1991
6/26/1991
6/26/1991
6/26/1991
8/28/1991
12/31/1991
3/25/1992
7/01/1992
7/01/1992
8/12/1992
8/26/1992
3/10/1993
A/28/1993
5/19/1993
6/02/1993
6/23/1993
8/18/1993
8/18/1993
9/15/1993
9/22/1993
10/06/1993
10/27/1993
11/17/1993
1/26/199A
1/26/199A
1/26/199A
3/02/199A
3/09/199A
3/16/199A
3/23/199A
5/25/199A
7/07/199A
8/03/199A
11/16/199A
1/05/1995
TOHONO O'ODHAM RES
TOKATA VAPI
TONE-KEI
TONKAWA (TRIBE)
TONTO APACHE
TOOTOOSIS GORDON
TORNADOES
TORRES BUZZ
TORRES LOU
TOTEM AWARDS
TOTEM POLES
TOURISM
B061
C0A5
BOll
B051
A091
A071
BlOl
A07A
A085
A035
A072
B071
S08A
AOIA
A08A
A026
coil
A066
coil
A012
BOll
B032
A065
BOll
BOll
B012
C02A
BOAl
S061
A071
A012
A023
AO 53
A091
BOll
A033
A055
COIA
A053
A012
B012
B012
B051
B062
B063
A035
A071
A031
A063
S05A
A081
AO 53
AOAl
BOIA
B012
B031
BOll
A035
BOAl
S151
B06A
B031
AOll
A071
A031
A031
B02A
B053
BOAl
B163
B062
BO 71
B013
S211
B031
AOAl
NEW TdDD COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL OPEN DOORS
TODD AND SHANNON COUNTIES MAY GET LICENSE PLATE SALE
^BORDEAUX SAYS TAX HIKE WOULD BENEFIT ALL
THREE AREA SCHOOLS GET EDUCATION PROJECT GRANTS
SEE ALSO PAPAGO
FBI INVESTIGATES TOHONO O'ODHAM DISTRICT OFFICERS
KTOHONO O'ODHAM MISSION RESTORATION ADVANCES
TOHONO O'ODHAM'S LAWYER SAYS AUDIT OUTDATED
TOHONO O'ODHAM CHAIRMAN DIES
JOSIAH MOORE REMEMBERED
SAN XAVIER DISTRICT MAY SECEDE FROM TOHONO O'ODHAM
SAN XAVIER DIST VOTES TO SECEDE FROM TOHONO O'ODHAM
TOHONO O'ODHAM HIRE FIRM TO TEST PLANT AIR QUALITY
TOHONO O'ODHAM NATION OPENS CASINO
TOHONO O'ODHAM BORDER—MILITARY AIDS TRIBAL
BATTERED WOMEN SEEK HELP AS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RISES
LOWER BRULE UNVEILS NEW TOKATA YAPl
XPREPARING FOR SCHEMITZUN '95
BIA TAKES SIDES IN TONKAWA ELECTION
SEE APACHE
KCATCHING UP WITH ACTOR GORDON TOOTOOSIS
KTREEHOUSE IN A TORNADO ^
KTORNADO LEAVES $4.5 MILLION IN DAMAGES
KDESTRUCTIVE TWISTER TURNS MYSTERY AND MIRACLES
CASINO EMPLOYEES HELP TORNADO VICTIMS
KHEROIC 13-YEAR-OLD HELP FAM1LY--FT THOMPSON TORNADO
TORNADO DOES DAMAGE AT KYLE
xTORNADO WARNING!
WINNEBAGO CONTRIBUTE $25,000 FOR TORNADO RELIEF
KLOCH ORMAN MONSTER?
SMALL BUSINESS ASSOC HONORS OUTSTANDING NATIVE AM
KSTARS SHINE AT FIRST 'TOTEM AWARDS'
*TOPPLED TOTEM
OST OPENS TOURISM OFFICE IN PINE RIDGE
KT0UR1SM--A LABORATORY FOR COOPERATION
TOURISM SEMINAR SET MARCH 27 AT PINE RIDGE
KSYMPOSIUM WILL PROMOTE TOURISM IN INDIAN COUNTRY
TOURISM CONFERENCE THURSDAY
'DANCES' CAN BENEFIT TRIBES
CONSULTANT SUGGESTS--BU1LD ON UNIQUE LAKOTA IMAGE
INDIANS EYE EUROPEAN CASH
TOURISTS 'LEARN' OF INDIAN LIFESTYLES
'TIMES' OFFERS TRAVEL TIPS WITH INDIAN PERSPECTIVE
XSOUTH UNIT OF BADLANDS OPENS TO BUSY SEASON
KPLACES TO VISIT IN THE HILLS
'DANCES WITH T0UR1ST'--M0VES INTO HIGH GEAR
TOURISM SEASON KICKS OFF WITH IMPRESSIVE NUMBERS
BADLANDS VISITATION BOOMING
FLANDREAU CASINO GIVES MOODY COUNTY ECONOMY BOOST
TOURISTS BARRED FROM ATTENDING HOPl RELIGIOUS CEREMO
NAVAJO NATION SHOULD OPERATE NATIONAL SITES
AAA RANKS BLACK HILLS THE PLACE TO TRAVEL
SINCERE DOUBTS--'TOURISM' DIMINISHES LAKOTA CEREMONl
SANTE FE INDIAN MARKET GREAT SUCCESS
TRIBES MUST RIDE GIFT HORSE COSTNER BILL RODE (ED)
NATIONAL SPEAKERS TO HIGHLIGHT TOURISM CONFERENCE
AVENUES FOR TOURISM OPEN UP
ARTS COUNCIL SEEKS INPUT ON RURAL CULTURAL TOURISM
JULY 2 SESSION ON ROSEBUD SEEKS TOURISM BROCHURE
TOURISM ON ROSEBUD TASK FORCE AGENDA
CONSULTANTS HIRED TO DIRECT OYATE TRAIL
KTOURISM SHOWCASES A UNIQUE WAY OF LIFE
OYATE TRAIL COMMUNITY MEETINGS SCHEDULED
KTRIBES FOCUS ON TOURISM TRADE
KMIDDLE EASTERN BUSINESS MAN ACCUSED OF EXPLOITING
KNEW ORG TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN TOURISM
KLAKOTA culture emphasis of tour by DR chuck ROSS
KALLIANCE OF TRIBAL TOURISM DEVELOPS PLANS FOR FUTUR
STATE NEEDS SUMMER TOURISM COUNSELORS
INDIAN COUNTRY TOURISM 2000 CONFERENCE IN DENVER
OYATE TRAIL TOURISM REPORT RELEASED
NATIONAL POLICY CONFERENCE TARGETS TOURISM, ECONOMIC
TRIBAL TOURISM ADVOCATES, FT RANDALL PLAN APRIL
OYATE TRAIL ASSOCIATION ORGANIZES
GREAT SIOUX NATION FOCUS OF NEW BROCHURE
KOGLALA NATION BIDS VISITORS WELCOME
TRIBAL ALLIANCE WANTS TOURISTS TO STOP BYPASSING RES
IT'S INDIAN COUNTRY THAT ATTRACTS MEDIA (ED)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
TOURISM
TOXINS
TOYS
TRACK ATHLETICS
TRADE
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
TRADING POSTS
TRAHANT MARK
TRAIL OF TEARS
TRANDAHL KATHLEEN
TRANSPLANTS
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
A/06/1995
4/06/1995
4/06/1995
5/04/1995
5/25/1995
5/25/1995
9/07/1995
9/14/1995
9/14/1995
11/09/1995
3/09/1994
12/04/1991
12/18/1991
11/19/1992
12/31/1992
1/07/1993
11/24/1993
12/15/1993
1/05/1994
12/15/1994
12/21/1995
5/29/1991
6/12/1991
10/23/1991
4/01/1992
4/01/1992
4/29/1992
5/13/1992
6/03/1992
9/02/1992
9/16/1992
10/29/1992
4/14/1993
4/28/1993
5/26/1993
7/08/1993
9/22/1993
11/17/1993
4727/1994
5/11/1994
5/18/1994
5/25/1994
5/25/1994
6/01/1994
6/01/1994
6/08/1994
7/07/1994
7/20/1994
8/10/1994
10/05/1994
10/19/1994
11/16/1994
12/07/1994
12/07/1994
12/07/1994
12/29/1994
4/13/1995
4/20/1995
5/04/1995
10/26/1995
10/26/1995
11/02/1995
11/09/1995
11/16/1995
12/14/1995
12/29/1995:
5/08/1991
1/21/1992
3/25/1992
12/03/1992
3/23/1994
9/02/1992
B041
C054
B014
S262
BOll
BO 14
B024
B043
C022
C021
A105
B031
B032
B022
A032
A035
AO 11
B095
B012
A044
C025
C062
A082
B071
A081
coil
C041
A012
BOll
B015
BOll
B031
A012
B054
A103
B051
B093
B052
B061
B054
B045
B053
B062
C023
C021
CO 13
C035
coil
C034
B051
coil
B043
B075
C013
B061
B051
B041
B043
B044
B051
BlOl
B061
coil
B061
B071
B021
B051
B051
B054
B051
S051
A012
A095
AO 61
B031
B014
ATTA RECEIVES $12^000
INDIAN VILLAGE WON'T REOPEN IN SPRING
OVATE TRAIL PROMOTES CULTURE
STRIKING VISTAS, ENDURING CULTURE BECKON TOURISTS
KATTA WORKS TOWARD TRIBAL TOURISM
TRIBAL TOURISM AS MEANS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TOURIST CAMP PROPOSAL WILL PROMOTE CULTURE
TRIBAL TOURISM CONFERENCE SET
LOTS TO SEE IN LOWER BRULE
PLACES TO VISIT
TIBBITTS APPOINTED TO TOURISM CONFERENCE
BADLANDS TOURISM DOWN
KYLE RESIDENT TIBBITTS APPOINTED TO WHITE HOUSE TOUR
ALLIANCE OF TRIBAL TOURISM TO MOVE TO SIOUX FALLS
ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM PLAGUES MEXICAN BORDER
GAMES TOYS FEATURED IN SIOUX MUSEUM EXHIBIT
BIA GIVES 'BEARS' TO CHILDREN
ANNUAL TOY GIVE-AWAY AT PINE RIDGE NOV 25
XGIFTS GALORE
SPECIAL PEOPLE MADE TOYS FOR TOfS A SUCCESS (L)
ST CROIX CASINO JOINING DRIVE TO FIND TOYS FOR TOTS
SAFETY TIPS ADVISED WHEN CHOOSING TOYS
GUESTS OF ST CROIX 8 HOLE IN THE WALL CASINOS DONATE
CALIFORNIA GIVES TOYS AND FOOD TO RESERVATIONS
CHRISTMAS TOYS 8 CANDY DELIVERED TO RESERVATIONS
XA DAY AT THE BLEACHERS
CROW CREEK WINS STATE TRACK RELAY
XCHARIOTS OF FIRE
XLITTLE WINGS JOINS THE YMCA
AREA COACHES ASSESS 1992 TRACK PROSPECTS
XLITTLE WOUND MEET BLOWS BY
xTRACK COMPETITION HEATS UP
XSIBLING RIVALRY
SIPI CALLS OUT TO AREA RUNNERS
XTAKINI'S BUTCHER CUTS THROUGH PACK FOR 4TH PLACE
XAREA TEAMS TOP IN REGION 5A MEET
HAMILTON GETS A LEG UP ON HIGH JUMP
LITTLE WOUND TRACK SEES ACTION
REGIONAL TRACK MEETS RESULTS
XSOUTHWEST INSTITUTE EARNS SECOND IN NATL MARATHON
XJAVELIN TOSS TAKES ST CYR TO JUNIOR OLYMPICS
NATIVE AMER RUNNERS EXPECTED TO COMPETE IN USA TRACK
XTOP PERFORMANCES AT LITTLE WOUND INVITATIONAL
TOP ATHLETES PICKED AT LITTLE WOUND
MOBRIDGE/ FAITH TAKE TOP HONORS AT SIOUX RELAYS
XEAGLE HAWK ENJOYS THE LONG 3,DOOM STEEPLECHASE
IN TOP 10 •
XSTATE TRACK TITLES ARE DECIDED
WHITEGRASS WINS
xHardin javelin thrower earns trip to junior
XSIPI], BUILDS POWERHOUSE RUNNING TEAM OVERNIGHT
LITTLE WINGS, FLY HIGH AT STATE AAU MEET
XTAKINI COACH TO ATTEND OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER
EAGLEMAN PLACES IN CROSS COUNTRY
INDIAN COUNTRY STRIDERS RANK HIGH IN RUNNER MAGAZINE
BLACK BEAR WINS BOYS STATE CLASS B CROSS COUNTRY
XSIPI TAKES TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL HONORS
COACHES AND RUNNERS HONORED
NAVAJO TO RUN IN USATF FINALS
WINGS OF SOUTHERN PLAINS CLAIM 8TH AT USATF
XRUNNERS TO YOUR MARK, SNOW'S OFF THE OVAL
HOT SPRINGS BISON DOMINATE OWN INVITATIONAL
XTRACK TEAMS GET BACK IN THE BLOCK
XPINE RIDGE BOYS TAKE RACE TO STATE
XTHE TEAM TO BEAT
XPINE RIDGE SCHOOLS VICTORIOUS AT STATE
XCROSS COUNTRY CHAMPION
XRYAN MELTS COMPETITION ON PATH TO NATIONALS
RUNNER EARNS HONORS AT SIPI
XCROW STUDENT ATHLETE SHINES IN PREP SCHOOL
SEE BUSINESS
SEE BUSINESS
XLAKOTA TERRITORY TRADING POST A BARGAIN HUNTERS DE
XFINANCES STOP PRESSES OF NAVAJO NATION TODAY
MARK TRAHANT TAKES SALT LAKE JOB
'TRAIL OF TEARS' BEING RETRACED
XTRANDAHL NAMED TO SIXTH CIRCUIT COURT
XJAIME LYNN JACKSON STILL WAITS FOR TRANSPLANT
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SUBJECT
TRANSPLANTS
TRANSPORTATION
TRASH
TRAVEL
TREATIES
TREES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/2A/1992
12/2A/1992
12/31/1992
l/lA/1993
1/21/1993
1/21/1993
2/04/1993
2/18/1993
5/26/1993
8/11/1993
3/30/1994
6/29/1994
3/23/1995
7/27/1995
8/31/1995
2/02/1995
4/06/1995
6/08/1995
8/21/1991
8/28/1991
9/11/1991
3/11/1992
4/15/1992
4/15/1992
3/24/1993
3/09/1994
6/15/1995
6/19/1991
4/29/1992
5/12/1993
6/09/1993
8/03/1994
10/05/1994
2/26/1991
3/12/1991
3/27/1991
4/17/1991
4/24/1991
5/08/1991
5/29/1991
7/24/1991
7/31/1991
8/07/1991
9/11/1991
9/18/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
2/26/1992
4/01/1992
4/08/1992
4/15/1992
4/29/1992
6/10/1992
9/02/1992
9/02/1992
9/30/1992
10/08/1992
2/11/1993
2/18/1993
10/20/1993
11/17/1993
2/16/1994
3/23/1994
5/25/1994
6/08/1994
11/10/1994
12/29/1994
2/02/1995
3/02/1995
3/30/1995
5/25/1995
8/03/1995
8/31/1995
9/21/1995
12/14/1995
A014
BOll
B012
BOll
A041
A074
BOll
B012
AOll
A075
B014
A053
BOll
coil
B012
A071
BOll
B071
A053
B041
B031
BOll
A076
B081
A041
B012
B014
BOll
S124
S275
B012
C045
BOll
A055
A051
AOll
A081
A023
A012
AOll
A051
A053
A053
A053
A091
A053
A012.
A044
A085
A041
B035
A044
A041
A063
B072
A065
C042
A031
A071
A014
A014
A041
A051
B012
A012
AOll
AOll
AO 44
A041
B054
A044
AOll
AOll
A014
A041
5/15/1991 A072
5/15/1991 Alll
KSENECA FAMILY SEARCHING FOR A GIFT OF LIFE
XDONATIONS FOR JAMIE GO OVER $50,000
XFUNDS SOUGHT FOR 'NEW HEART FOR PAT'
JAIME LYNN DOING GOOD AFTER TRANSPLANT
XREMEMBERING A FINE MAN AS A LITTLE SHAVER
JAIME LYNN'S CONDITION IS STEADILY IMPROVING
JAIME LYNN STILL IN CRITICAL CONDITION
XHOSPITAL FAMILY RECALLS LIFE WITH JAIME LYNN
JAIME LYNN ADDING 'OUT' TO PATIENT STATUS
JAIME LYNN IS COMING HOME
IOWA GIRL AWAITS LIVER TRANSPLANT
DONOR NEEDED FOR NEWBORN (L)
KONE FEATHER SISTERS PROMOTE INDIAN BONE MARROW BANK
BONE MARROW REGISTRY URGENT
XMARROW TRANSPLANT ONLY HOPE FOR BABY
TRANSPORTATION SUMMIT SET FOR APRIL
KATTA WORKS TOWARD TRIBAL TOURISM
TRANSPORTATION PLANNERS' OBJECTIVE TO IMPROVE SERVIC
KTRASHY ALTAR ENFORCES 'DIRTY INDIAN'
INCINERATORS (l)--WHY CAN'T WE JUST BURN TRASH?
XWE MUST COLLABORATE ON WAYS OF MAKING LESS TRASH
XROSEBUD BURIED IN WASTE DISPOSAL PROBLEMS
RAPID CITY CLEANUP VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
LITTERING IS AGAINST THE LAW ON ROSEBUD
TRASH IS NOT TRADITIONAL (ED)
XSIOUX NATION SHOPPING CENTER CALLED TO TRIBAL COURT
ROSEBUD SETS FEES FOR BUSINESS TRASH REMOVAL
MESA VERDE CHALLENGES ITS VISITORS
TRAVEL FIRM OPENS, SPECIALIZES IN BUSINESS, LEISURE
XBUSINESSWOMAN EXPANDS HER HORIZONS
XGRAND JURY INVESTIGATES ROSEBUD TRAVEL RECORDS
VACATION INCENTIVE PROVIDED FOR ROCKY BOY STUDENTS
GERMAN TV SHOW VISITS PINE RIDGE
TREATIES MUST BE HONORED NOW (L)
INDIAN COUNTRY--NEED FOR RECONSTRUCTION (L)
UNITED NATIONS AGREES TO HEAR ABOUT TREATIES
AUSTRIANS DEMONSTRATE SUPPORT FOR US INDIANS
DEFENDANT IS ELATED AS TREATY RIGHTS UPHELD
XTREATY TEMPER TANTRUMS
UN WILL CATALOG BROKEN TREATIES WITH INDIANS
KEEP GOVERNMENT OUT OF RECONCILIATION EFFORTS (L)
XSIEGE OF OKA ANN1VERSARY--H0W MOHAWKS LOOK AT HIST
XPARK-BUSTER AVA1LABLE--F0R HIGHER FEE
TODAY'S INDIANS ARE FIGHTING AND WINNING
FORT LARAMIE TREATY OF 1868 WORKSHOP SET
XCHAIRMAN COYOTE JUST NOT ONE OF BUSH'S BOYS
OKLAHOMA TRIBES INK TREATY
EDUCATION ABOUT TREATIES NEEDED BY ALL (L)
THE HILLS CLAIM IN BRIEF
XGRASS STILL GROW, PROMISES SHOULD STILL HOLD
FILM PRODUCERS OFFER INTERNSHIP
INMATE SPEAKS ON REGAINING TREATY RIGHTS (L)
XTREATY PROBLEMS KNOW NO BORDERS
OKLAHOMA TRIBES CLOSER TO SETTLEMENT
HERITAGE DAYS AT FT LARAMIE FEATURE TREATY SPEECHES
PACT MAY SPEED BC LAND CLAIMS
IVAN MAK1L--R1GHT TO LANDS, RESOURCES
TREATY COUNCIL NIXES PROPOSAL FOR COMMISSION
TREATY RIGHTS SETTLEMENT DESCRIBED AS GIVEAWAY
NAFTA MAY CLIP NATIVE TREATY RIGHTS
1868 TREATY RIGHTS MAY BE FORSAKEN
XHEALTH CARE--ONE OF SEVERAL TREATY PROVISIONS
XGOVT TREATY PAPER ONLY GOOD IN THE OUTHOUSE
SIOUX TRIBES' STRATEGY SESSION WELL ATTENDED
XCLINTON SENDS ASSISTANT TO MEET WITH SIOUX TRIBES
CROW 1868 TREATY ABROGATED
6 WISCONSIN CHIPPEWA BANDS ASK TO INTERVENE
AND DOES HE REALLY THINK TREATIES NOW VOID? (L)
XWE'RE NOT YOUR INDIANS ANYMORE
TREATIES ARE IMPERATIVE TO TRIBE'S SURVIVAL
TREATIES WERE A CONTRACT TOO (L)
XTRIBE'S 1858 TREATY ATTACKED
XTREATIES ABROGATED BY CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
TREATIES VOIDED, PROTESTERS SAY
XTREATY STRUGGLES SHIFT FROM COURTROOMS TO CONGRESS
SEE ALSO LOGGING, TIMBER, FORESTRY
JICARILLAS PLANT THEIR MILLIONTH PINE SEEDLING
TREE PLANTING PART OF SUMMER YOUTH PROJECTS
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SUBJECT
TRIBAL COURTS
TRIBAL EMP RIGHTS
TRIBAL GOVERNMENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/1991 A034 TRIBAL COURT REFORMS BEFORE CONGRESS
11/20/1991 BOIA KLEE TO TESTIFY FOR JURISDICTION ON CIVIL RIGHTS CAS
11/27/1991 A012 CIVIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT COULD BE DAMAGING
12/0A/1991 A065 BIA HAS SPECIAL TRIBAL COURT FUNDS AVAILABLE
2/12/1992 A032 *TRIBES NEED AID TO NURTURE TRADITIONAL JUSTICE
2/19/1992 coil COURT SYSTEM IN REFORM AT ROSEBUD
2/26/1992 A053 STANDING ROCK SIOUX COURT SYSTEM NEEDS REVAMPING
3/25/1992 A053 CRST CHAIRMAN'S REPORT, BOURLAND EXAMINES CONSTITUTI
3/25/1992 B065 HIGH COURT SIDES WITH TRIBAL COURT
A/01/1992 A035 TRIBAL COURTS BILL REVISED
A/06/1992 A031 xCHEYENNE RIVER MAN CHALLENGES CRIMES ACT
A/15/1992 A015 WHITE HOUSE JUDGES COURT BILL
A/22/1992 A061 TRADITIONAL ELDERS OFFER COURT AN ALTERNATIVE
A/22/1992 BOAl UI LAW PROFESSOR NAMED TO CRST COURT
A/29/1992 AOll OKLAHOMA LEGISLATURE PASSES FULL FAITH CREDIT BILL
5/13/1992 B12A xCLERKS OF COURT MEET, ELECT NEW BOARD
5/27/1992 A015 COURTS BILL CRITICIZED
6/2A/1992 A113 TRIBAL COURTS BILLS MOVE AHEAD
6/2A/1992 BOIA OGLALA COURT SYSTEM GOES ON FILM
8/05/1992 AOll TRIBAL COURTS BILL PASSES HOUSE
8/12/1992 AOll SENATE PASSES TRIBAL COURTS BILL
8/26/1992 B021 MEDIATOR PROGRAM KEEPS SRST FAMILIES OUT OF COURT
9/23/1992 BOIA COURT AUDIT SHOWS LACK OF FOLLOW-UPS
1/21/1993 B013 JUDGE TO RULE ON AGARD DISPUTE
2/18/1993 A053 SOVEREIGNTY AND THE LAW
A/28/1993 A071 KJUDGES AND TRIBES SPLIT OVER COURTS BILL
5/12/1993 SlAl PEOPLE CUT A POLITICAL TIE TO JUSTICE
7/28/1993 A071 SENATE OK'S COURT BILL
9/29/1993 B013 TRIBAL COURT GETS STEELE CASE FIRST
11/10/1993 AOAA INDIAN COUNTRY COURTS CAN DO IT BETTER (L)
11/2A/1993 AOll CONGRESS PASSES COURTS BILL
12/08/1993 A065 COURTS, AGRICULTURE BILLS BECOME LAW
2/02/199A A051 RELEASE WEAKENS CREDIBILITY (L)
2/10/199A A031 xTRIBAL JUDGES AGREE THAT LAW CODES SHOULD CHANGE
2/10/199A A031 kCHASING HORSE SUGGESTS USE OF TRADITIONAL SYSTEM
A/13/199A AOAl ^SOVEREIGNTY SHOULD NOT MEAN IGNORE THE PROBLEM
6/08/199A A081 CONGRESS ADDRESSES FUTURE OF NATIVE COURT SYSTEM
9/1A/199A A02A BANISHMENT CASE COULD EXPAND ROLE OF TRIBAL COURTS
11/30/199A AOll OKLAHOMA TRIBAL COURTS TAKE CUT
2/09/1995 A033 BIA FINALLY MOVING ON COURTS BILL
3/02/1995 B035 DAKOTA TERRITORY SUPREME COURT TO BE FORMED
4/06/1995 BOAl TERRITORY SUPREME COURT TO OFFER 3RD LEVEL OF TRIBAL
6/01/1995 A031 FLATHEAD CASE RAISES SEPARATION OF POWER ISSUE
6/01/1995 BOIA TRIBAL COURTS TO OVERSEE HUD TRIBAL HOUSING LAWS
6/08/1995 A021 ATTORNEY GENERAL RENO DETAILS PLAN FOR MAGISTRATE
6/08/1995 BOll COW FIGHT GENERATES LANDMARK STATE COURT DECISION
8/2A/1995 A08A NON-INDIAN MUST TAKE CASE TO TRIBAL COURT
10/26/1995 BOIA COURT BUILDING DEDICATED
11/23/1995 BOll NEW KYLE COURTHOUSE IS ANSWER TO JUDGE LEE'S DREAM
A/03/1991 1011 KTERO MOTION FAILS APPEAL IS PROMISED
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TRIBES, SOVEREIGNTY
1/15/1991 S16A A REVIEW OF 'TRIBAL GOVERNMENT'
2/19/1991 BOll LAWSUIT FILED SEEKING RECOVERY OF $AA7,000 CROW TRIB
A/10/1991 A031 KCRST MEMBERS ROCK CHAIRMAN'S ADM BOAT
A/10/1991 AOAl PEOPLE WAIT FOR ANSWERS (ED)
A/17/1991 A073 STATE, COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS SET UP TASK FORCE
5/15/1991 A09A HIGH COURT REJECTS STATE PETITION IN HIGHWAY CASE
5/29/1991 A012 xSIOUX PLAN TRADITIONAL GOVERNMENT
6/05/1991 A012 DEVILS LAKE TRIBE ELECTS JUDGE BELGARDE
6/12/1991 AOAl THE LANDFILL AT ROSEBUD (ED)
6/12/1991 AOAl KDON'T SELL OUT FOR FEW SLOTS
6/12/1991 B013 XFORCEFUL EFFORT AFFECTED INDIANS THROUGHOUT THE US
7/2A/1991 AOAl CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE MUST COME FROM WITHIN (ED)
7/31/1991 AOll WHITE EARTH CENTER OCCUPIED BY DISSIDENTS
,8/07/1991 A121 KDO CANADIAN INDIANS NEED SELF-GOVERNMENT?
8/28/1991 A085 CCST COUNCIL MEMBERS REINSTATED FOR PRESENT
9/0A/1991 BOll *POLICY FLOATED FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
9/18/1991 AOll SELF-GOVERNANCE STUDIED BY ABERDEEN AREA
9/18/1991 A051 LET'S GO TO CONGRESS FOR CHANGES (L)
9/25/1991 B0A6 CRST WILL HEAR ELDERS AND YOUTHS
10/16/1991 A053 xARE TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS LISTENING?
10/23/1991 A105 MORE TRIBES PREPARE FOR SELF-GOVERNANCE
10/23/1991 B015 ^TRADITIONAL GOVT GROUP SETS WINTER MEETINGS
10/30/1991 AOll WHITE EARTH MEMBERS PROTEST CORRUPTION
12/0A/1991 AOll PAYOFFS TO NAVAJOS 'STANDARD'
12/11/1991 AOAl *MANKILLER--A CODE OF ETHICS IMPORTANT
12/11/1991 AOAA TRIBES, STATE MUST RECONCILE LAWS (L)
12/18/1991 B087 DOE FORMALIZED INTERACTION WITH TRIBES
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SUBJECTDATEPAPERNOTATION
TRIBALGOVERNMENT12/24/1991A031
12/31/1991A094
1/21/1992BOll
1/21/1992BOll
1/28/1992S3G1
2/04/1992AG43
2/G4/1992BG51
5/13/1992AG51
6/G3/1992AG41
7/29/1992AG44
1G/G8/1992AG44
12/10/1992AG44
12/31/1992AG53
6/02/1993A041
7/08/1993B012
7/21/1993A053
9/29/1993B053
10/27/1993A031
11/10/1993A031
11/24/1993A041
12/01/1993A053
2/10/1994A071
6/08/1994A012
7/13/1994A013
8/03/1994A041
9/08/1994coil
10/19/1994A051
11/23/1994B041
12/07/1994S031
2/09/1995A021
3/09/1995A053
4/20/1995A041
5/11/1995B112
5/25/1995B091
6/15/1995A044
8/03/1995A021
10/19/1995A051
10/26/1995A051
TRIBALLANDENTERP12/18/1991B031
TRIBALLEADERS
1/01/1991
1/15/1991
1/29/1991
3/05/1991
3/27/1991
4/24/1991
7/24/1991
7/31/1991
8/21/1991
9/18/1991
1/08/1992
3/04/1992
3/04/1992
5/13/1992
5/27/1992
6/10/1992
8/19/1992
10/15/1992
12/24/1992
1/07/1993
2/18/1993
4/28/1993
6/23/1993
7/21/1993
8/18/1993
8/18/1993
9/15/1993
10/14/1993
10/27/1993
1/05/1994
1/19/1994
1/26/1994
2/02/1994
2/16/1994
3/09/1994
3/16/1994
3/23/1994
4/06/1994
AO41
A015
SO41
A041
A024
A012
A012
A041
A041
AO61
BOll
A041
A044
A012
A012
A012
B112
A013
A074
AO34
A041
A085
A074
A051
A031
A041
S031
A034
A073
AO34
A012
A074
A065
A012
A013
AOll
A014
AOll
•Ho.
SIOUXTRIBESDECRYATTACKS,EXPLAINGOVERNMENT
JfLAKOTAWARRIORCAREDouvtKwntNi *SALWAVCHARGESCORRUPTIONKEPTHiMFROMSUCCESS
*OSTCOUNCILMEMBERSRESPONDTOSALWAY'SCHARGES
XROGERJOURDAINLOOKEDBEYONDTRIBALPOLITICS
ANYGOVERNMENTREQUIRESASKILLEDDRIVER(L) TRIBALSTUDYDISCOURAGESFUTUREOFFICERS
TRIBALGOVERNMENTFAILINGTHEPEOPLE(L)
XREPORTERSMUSTRESPECTTRIBES'SOVEREIGNRULE
5REVIEH?N6"«2%T"?HiYENNERiSer"'"''" economicGOODFORT
KDISTRICTCHAIRMENPROTESTCOUNCILACTION
REORGANIZATIONGOVERNMENTSIGNORETREATIES(L) NAFTA.IGNORESNATIVE.PEOPLE'SGOVERNMENTS
SELF-GOVERNANCE,THEWAVEOFTHEFUTURE
themaking
LiSfrfTO-SUCCESS
TRIBECANSUESTATE
BERUNLIKECORPORATION(ED)
XTRIBES.FLOURISHWITHOUTBUREAUCRACY
TIMEFORTRIBALLEADERSTOBEGINRESTORIN
BABBITTSAYSTRIBESMAYTAKEOVERPOWERDAMS
KHOLDINGTHEPURSESTRINGSPLEASESQUINAULT
xTOOBADBUTIKTOMI'SROLEFILLEDBYLAWYERS8
F0Rf'SfEs'fg5lA[''SSSSfTlif'' READERSAYSTHROWTHEBUMS.OUT(L)
XBIATAKESAPPROPRIATIONSHIT
THEANSWERTOTRIBALBUDGETCUTS(L)
SUMMITPROMPTSINDIANCOUNTRYCALLTOACTION
cci''.?kS°S.I2"'"'•ETRANSCENDRUMORMILL leaders,leadership
ANEWYEAR'SLETTERFROMTHEPUBLISHER(ED)
RECALLONFORTHREEAFFILIATEDTRIBALCHAIR
CHAIRMENGETARAINCHECK(ED)
XHASMACDONALDTIMETOATONE?
FLANDREAUTRIBECHAIRMANGIVENTIMETOHIRELAWYER
KBUSH-TRIBALMEETINGISSYMBOLIC
*TRI|ALleadersseparatefrombearBUTtEGROUP CONFERENCENEGLECTSTRIBALINPUT
TRIBALLEADERSMUSTNOTCAVEIN(ED)
SFF,''DESCENDANTTELLSANOTHERSIDETOSTORY POSSIBLEFOROSTPRESIDENT
DON'TVOTEJUSTFORONEMAN(ED)
OSTGENERAL--ELECTSPIRITUAL-BASEDPEOPLE(L)
XFLANDREAUPETITIONSDEMANDRECALL
XRSTCHAIRMENCHARGEDWITHDOUBLE-DIPPING
'^'^nksaroundchairman
HOPISMOURNLOSSOFFORMERLEADER
ALLWOMENELECTEDTO,KICKAPOOCOUNCIL
'^PTERSURGERY ACENTERFORALLNATIONS(L)
GRANDJURYPROBESPOSSIBLEMISUSEOFFUNDS
XOLD-TIMERSKNEWTHATIDENTITYMEANTSURVIVAL
TRIBALLEADERSHEARGAMINGWARNINGS
LEADERSHIPCHANGESATPYRAMIDLAKE
RESOLUTIONGIVESNAVAJOPRESIDENTPOWERTOPARDOM
THIRTEENNEWMEXICOPUEBLOGOVERNORSNAMED
NAVAJONATIONCOUNCILTABLESPRISONERPARDONLAW
,HOPISNAKEPRIESTSEATEDASNEWTRIBALCHAIRMAN
triballeaderscriticalofCLINTONHEALTHPLAN
FULFILLSPROMISE,INVITESTRIBALLEADERS
XAGENDASETFORCLINTONMEETING
XQUINAULTNATIONELECTSCAPOEMAN-BALLER1STWOMAN
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TRIBAL LEADERS
TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/06/1994 AD44 CLEAN BACKYARDS BEFORE CLINTON SUMMIT (L)
4/2D/1994 B0I2 WILBUR BETWEEN LODGES SWORN IN
4/27/1994 AOll xCLINTON SUMMIT AGENDA SET
4/27/1994 A071 NAVAJO NATION VOTES DOWN PARDON LAW
5/04/1994 AOll ^PRESIDENT PROMISES HOPE
5/04/1994 A033 TRIBES EXPRESS CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM
5/11/1994 A014 TALKS WITH TRIBES CONTINUE
5/11/1994 S021 KCHAIRMAN DRIVEN BY TRIBAL NEEDS
5/18/1994 AOll KTRIBAL VOICES ON THE ISSUES HEARD AT ALBUQUERQUE
5/18/4994 D012 NAVAJO PRESIDENT'S RACE IS ON, SOME HOPE FOR NEW
6/01/1994 A044 READER APPALLED AT DISRESPECT FOR TRIBAL OFFICIALS C
7/20/1994 A033 WOMEN TRIBAL LEADERS INVITED TO WHITE HOUSE
8/03/1994 A012 XFIRST LADY MEETS WITH WOMEN TRIBAL LEADERS
8/03/1994 A041 TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS MUST BE RUN LIKE CORPORATION (ED)
12/07/1994 B023 DAKOTA TERRITORY TRIBAL CHAIRMEN ORGANIZE
12/07/1994 BlOl KELLER GEORGE, ONEIDA, TO HEAD EASTERN TRIBES GROUP
12/15/1994 A074 SAN CARLOS INAUGURATES NEW LEADERS
12/22/1994 AOll XWOMEN TRIBAL LEADERS MEET WITH HILLARY CLINTON
1/19/1995 A014 TRIBAL CHAIRMEN SERVE EVICTION NOTICE TO UST
1/19/1995 A015 CHAIRMEN'S COUNCIL GAINS MOMENTUM
1/19/1995 A022 BIA AREA DIRECTOR'S LIST SHORTENED BY ONE
2/09/1995 B014 CHAIRMEN DENOUNCE BIA STREAMLINE PLANS
2/23/1995 AOll SENECA DISPUTE LEADS STATE, FEDS TO GET INVOLVED
3/02/1995 A013 DTCC OPPOSES LAND ACT CHANGES
3/02/1995 B035 DAKOTA TERRITORY SUPREME COURT TO BE FORMED
3/23/1995 A015 DTCC MEET FOR 6TH TIME, SOLIDARITY GROWS
3/30/1995 B041 CHAIRMEN'S COUNCIL ATTRACTS TRIBAL LEADERSHIP ATTENT
3/30/1995 B042 CORPS OFFERS ASSISTANCE TO TRIBES
3/30/1995 B042 STATES TAKE INTEREST IN ICWA
3/30/1995 B053 TRIBES CONSIDER LAND NEAR BEAR BUTTE, BLACK HILLS
3/30/1995 B054 TREATIES ARE IMPERATIVE TO TRIBE'S SURVIVAL
4/06/1995 AOll DEATH S POLITICS LEAVE SENECA IN DISARRAY
4/13/1995 A013 XTRIBAL LEADERS TO MEET AGAIN AT WHITE HOUSE
4/20/1995 AOll TURTLE MOUNTAIN 'SIX-PACK' TURNED OUT TO PASTURE
5/04/1995 A021 TRIBAL LEADERS ZERO IN ON TREATY OBLIGATIONS
5/04/1995 B013 BISON COOPERATIVE SEEKS TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S SUPPORT
5/11/1995 A051 XYANKTON CHAIRMAN GOES TO WASHINGTON, BUT
5/11/1995 B021 OGLALA DELEGATION GLUM AFTER WHITE HOUSE SUMMIT
6/01/1995 BOll ROSEBUD JOINS CHAIRMEN'S COUNCIL
6/01/1995 B015 COUNCIL MULLS NAME CHANGE
6/29/1995 BOll COSTNER LAND SWAP ATTACKED BY DAKOTA AREA TRIBAL
8/17/1995 BOll NEW TRIAL ORDERED FOR RUSSELL HAWKINS
8/17/1995 BOll SANTEE MOURN LOSS OF KITTO
8/24/1995 A024 ND TRIBAL LEADERS AT WHITE HOUSE
9/14/1995 A013 TRIBES CONVERGE ON CAPITOL TO STOP BUDGET CUTS
10/26/1995 A041 LEADERS MUST LEAD (ED)
3/12/1991 A041 XBIG INCREASES IN 1990 CENSUS NOT NECESSARILY GOOD
10/30/1991 A044 BLOOD QUANTUM IS DIMINISHING (L)
6/24/1992 Alll CANADIAN WOMEN WORRY ABOUT. CHANGES
12/10/1992 A041 ANOTHER LOOK AT PER CAPITA PAYMENTS (ED)
12/17/1992 B012 BLOOD QUANTUM ELECTION CANCELLED AT ROSEBUD
1/07/1993 A071 STICKY ISSUE OF ENROLLMENT--SAULT STE MARIE CHIPPEWA
1/07/1993 A074 WHO IS NATIVE AMERICAN?
5/19/1993 A071 NARRAGANSETT TRIBE DIVIDING OVER MEMBERSHIP CLAIMS
6/30/1993 A071 BLOOD QUANTUM FEUDS VEXING SHOSHONE BUSINESS COUNCIL
6/30/1993 B014 TRIBAL ID CARDS TOO EASY TO FORGE SAYS LAW ENFORCEME
7/08/1993 AOll LAKOTA DAUGHTER SEEKS ENROLLMENT
7/28/1993 A051 DON'T JUDGE BY BLOOD (L)
8/18/1993 A041 XOLD-TIMERS KNEW THAT IDENTITY MEANT SURVIVAL
8/18/1993 A044 WHITE CALF ARTICLE GIVES ENCOURAGEMENT (L)
9/08/1993 AOll KINDIAN WRITERS—REAL OR IMAGINED
9/15/1993 AOll INDIAN WRITERS--THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE COULD BE
9/15/1993 A061 A PROPOSED PLAN TO WHAT MAKES AN INDIAN
9/29/1993 A044 HARJO RESPONDS TO WRITERS SERIES (L)
10/06/1993 AOll INDIAN WRITERS—GOOD, BAD, COULD BE--PART III
10/06/1993 A041 ENROLLMENT GUARDS SOVEREIGNTY (ED)
10/06/1993 A044 NON-ENROLLED NATIVE TAKES PRIDE NOT ADVANTAGE (L)
10/06/1993 A051 WOODEN WANNABE DRIVES WEDGES AMONG PEOPLE
11/17/1993 A041 TRIBES SOVEREIGN RIGHT TO SAY WHO'S 'INDIAN' (ED)
12/01/1993 A044 CHURCHILL STRIKES BACK AT CRITICS (L)
12/15/1993 A044 'IDENTITY POLICE' PROTECTING SOVEREIGNTY (L)
12/22/1993 A044 COLORADO NEWSPAPER SIDES WITH WARD (L)
12/22/1993 A053 A THREAT TO SOVEREIGNTY--ILLEGAL INDIAN ALIENS
1/26/1994 A051 ENROLLED OR NOT, GREEN STILL SAYS SHE'S CHEROKEE (L)
2/10/1994 A051 READERS GIVE OPPOSING VIEWS ON INDIANNESS (L)
3/16/1994 A044 BACK WHEN BEING INDIAN WAS BAD (L)
3/16/1994 A082 SHOSHONE DIVIDED OVER ENROLLMENT
4/06/1994 B061 THERE'S MORE TO INDIAN-NESS THAN BLOOD QUANTUMS (L)
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TRICKSTER
TRIMBLE CHARLES E
TRIMBLE CORRI
TRIMBLE SARAH
TRUCKERS
TRUDELL DICK
TRUE BLOOD JAMIE
TRUEBLOOD JESSE
TRUEBLOOD LINDY
TRUJILLO LEWIS
TRUJILLO MICHAEL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/13/1994 A044 WHEN IT COMES TO PER CAPITA^ READER WANTS (L)
10/12/1994 AD51 *THE OLD MAN AND THE TRIBAL ROLLS COMMITTEE
11/16/1994 AG41 WANNABE RICH? (ED)
12/15/1994 AG51 XWARD CHURCHILL FINDS A HOME WITH UNITED KEETOOWAH
1/12/1995 BG32 NEW SISSETON-WAHPETON COUNCIL TACKLES CUSTODY CASE
1/26/1995 AG51 TODAY'S ENROLLMENT REQUIREMENTS WILL CREATE TROUBLE
5/11/1995 AG12 xPRAIRIE ISLAND TRIBAL COUNCIL ACCUSED OF ILLEGALITI
5/18/1995 AGll KQUESTIONABLE ENROLLEES DETERMINE MEMBERSHIP
5/25/1995 AGll DEER DEFLECTS SHAKOPEE PLAN TO LOOSEN ENROLLMENT REQ
7/27/1995 AGll SHAKOPEE SUE BIA FOR ENROLLMENT INTERFERENCE
8/17/1995 AG14 SHAKOPEE'S BATTLE DRAWS AIM CRITICISM
8/24/1995 AG24 SAC AND FOX NATION WILL DECIDE BLOOD QUANTUM ISSUE
9/21/1995 AG23 PROTESTERS WANT VOTING RIGHTS
3/12/1991 BGll SUPREME COURT--TRIBAL STATUS OF ALASKA COMMUNITIES
3/G4/1992 AG14 US SENATE TURNS DOWN LUMBEES
7/29/1992 AG14 «BIA DENIES TERMINATION MEDIA REPORT
9/G9/1992 AG35 MIAMI INDIANS TO SUE OVER RECOGNITION
9/16/1992 A012 ENROLLMENT FOR SALE--PHONY LUMBEES HURT CREDIBILITY
9/23/1992 AG12 MIAMI NATION SUES LUJAN AND INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
9/23/1992 AG22 FEDERAL RECOGNITION SLAMMED
9/3G/1992 AG64 JUDGE SIDES WITH SAMISH OVER BIA
lG/29/1992 AG14 BUSH VETOES RECOGNITION OF JENA CHOCTAW
5/G5/1993 AG33 LUMBEE BACK IN RECOGNITION MOVE
5/G5/1993 AG75 LOST TRIBES RECOGNIZED
5/26/1993 AG44 AN OPEN LETTER TO GOVERNOR OF GEORGIA (L)
7/28/1993 AG15 STATE SUPPORTS JENA TRIBE'S EFFORT TO BE RECOGNIZED
8/11/1993 AG51 TRIBAL PRESIDENTS EXPRESS CONCERNS ABOUT LUMBEE BILL
1G/2G/1993 AGll ALASKA VILLAGES CLOSER TO SOVEREIGNTY
11/G3/1993 AG12 HOUSE OK'S LUMBEE RECOGNITION
2/16/1994 AG12 BILL MAY HELP RESOLVE SOVEREIGNTY QUESTION.
4/2G/1994 AG31 SANDY LAKE OJIBWA ANNOUNCE BREAK WITH MILLE LACS
5/18/1994 AG12 INTERIOR DEPT THREATENS TRIBES WITH LOSS OF SOVEREIG
5/18/1994 AG13 TRIBES COULD LOSE THEIR SOVEREIGNTY
8/G3/1994 AGll HOUMA AWAIT RECOGNITION FINDING
8/1G/1994 AG24 POTAWATOMI WIN FEDERAL RECOGNITION
8/17/1994 AGll HOUSE MEMBERS SLAM RECOGNITION PROCESS
9/21/1994 AG82 PIRO-MANSO-TIWA TRIBE SEEKS FEDERAL RECOGNITION
lG/12/1994 AG71 RECOGNITION PROCESS REDONE
lG/19/1994 AGll JENA CHOCTAW RECOGNITION IMMINENT
lG/26/1994 AGll WHITE HOUSE WILL MEET WITH TRIBES SEEKING RECOGNITIO
11/16/1994 AGll UNRECOGNIZED TRIBES FINALLY GET GOVT ATTENTION
11/23/1994 AG71 TRIBES SEEK PERMISSION TO PROBE JUDGE'S MENTAL HEALT
12/15/1994 AG44 MONTANA'S LITTLE SHELLS RECOGNIZED BY STATE (L)
12/22/1994 AG13 HOUMA DENIED RECOGNITION
12/29/1994 AGll MOWA BAND DENIED FEDERAL RECOGNITION
7/13/1995 AG41 ARMY DESTROYS SALINAN CULTURE (ED)
7/2G/1995 AG12 BIA OPPOSES TRIBAL RECOGNITION PROCESS
1G/G5/1995 AGll INTERIOR MUST CEASE CLOSED DOOR DECISIONS
11/G9/1995 AG63 COURT RULES FACTION CAN'T OWN LAND
11/16/1995 AG21 ^INTERIOR OK'S SAMISH RECOGNITION
11/23/1995 AG21 WHAT'S IN A NAME?
11/3G/1995 AG63 NEW JERSEY'S RAMAPOUGH CHARGE BIA DISCRIMINATES
12/14/1995 AG5T WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORTER IN ERROR (L)
8/21/1991 AG65 ^ORIGINAL 'TRICKSTER' PLAY PRESENTED IN MONTANA
10/G2/1991 BG41 THE TRICKSTERS AND MR COLUMBUS
2/25/1993 BG82 A LEGEND—BEWARE OF IKTOMIS IN HIGH PLACES
9/G8/1993 A012 xIKTOMI AND THE CHOKECHERRIES
8/1G/1994 CG31 xTRIMBLE SPEAKS AT CHADRON STATE COMMENCEMENT
lG/26/1994 CG71 ^CHEERLEADERS FIND HOMECOMING NOTHING TO CHEER ABOUT
ll/lG/1994 AG44 TRIMBLE SISTERS GIVE THANKS FOR SUPPORT (L)
4/27/1995 BG14 kTRIMBLES RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
lG/26/1994 CG71 ^CHEERLEADERS FIND HOMECOMING NOTHING TO CHEER ABOUT
ll/lG/1994 AG44 TRIMBLE SISTERS GIVE THANKS FOR SUPPORT (L)
4/27/1995 BG14 kTRIMBLES RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
7/17/1991 BG42 xOGLALA TRUCKERS GRADUATE
8/25/1993 BGll STANDING ROCK BRINGS TRUCK DRIVING SCHOOL TO RESERVA
5/19/1993 AG53 SO WHO REALLY REPRESENTS INDIAN TRIBES?
6/G2/1993 AG44 READER DEFENDS PARKER^ TRUDELL (L)
3/G9/1994 BG12 KTHREE YOUNGSTERS HONORED FOR HEROISM
1/G7/1993 BG36 JfTRUEBLOOD HELPS DWU WIN FIRST CONFERENCE TITLE
9/18/1991 BGll *NEW DIRECTOR, FACE LIFT AT PROJECT RECOVERY
11/G9/1995 BG63 xLINDY TRUEBLOOD WINS RECOGNITION IN 'WHO'S WHO'
12/21/1995 AG81 CHRISTMAS TOYS & CANDY DELIVERED TO RESERVATIONS
9/G8/1993 AG14 TRUJILLO SELECTED FOR IHS POST
9/22/1993 AGll xIHS HEAD--UNIFICATION NEEDED TO SOLVE PROBLEMS
12/22/1993 AG14 xTRUJILLO NOMINATION OFFICIAL
3/3G/1994 BG44 kTRUJILLO VISITS LAKE TRAVERSE RESERVATION
4/13/1994 AG15 KNEW IHS DIRECTOR CONFIRMED
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TRUJILLO RJ
TRUMP DONALD
TRUSLER SUZANNE
TRUST FUNDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/10/1992 BGll TRUJILLO RESIGNS FROM PORCUPINE SCHOOL
8/05/1992 B031 PARENTS ASK FOR TRUJILLO TO RETURN TO PORCUPINE
5/05/1993 A014 ^MILLIONAIRE TRUMP SUES OVER GAMING
5/05/1993 A053 KINDIAN GAMING COMES UNDER FIRE AGAIN
5/12/1993 A0A4 AN OPEN LETTER TO "THE DONALD" (L)
6/16/1993 AOll 'THE DONALD' TRIES TO TRUMP TRIBES
7/08/1993 AOll XTRUMP^ DJ RIDICULE INDIAN MARRIAGES
7/21/1993 AOAl «A TRUMPED-UP CONVERSATION ON LOW-BROW RADIO SHOW
7/21/1993 A053 A THUMPING FOR 'THE DONALD' TRUMP (L) \
7/28/1993 A053 KSTORY OF BONES GETS TO HEART OF THE GAME
8/04/1993 A053 TRUMP'S GILDED TOWER SHOULD BE TRANSPLANTED
8/11/1993 A044 TEENAGER APPALLED BY TRUMP COMMENTS (L)
8/25/1993 A061 xTRUMP HIRES BIG GUNS TO FIGHT INDIAN GAMING
9/01/1993 A012 XWAPATO SAYS FCC LAUGHS OFF TRUMP RADIO COMMENTS
10/14/1993 A012 XMOGUL SEES MOB IN INDIAN GAMING
10/20/1993 A012 XTRUMP SLAMS TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
11/10/1993 A044 STANDING STRONG 8 SOBER ON MOTHER EARTH (L)
11/10/1993 A053 TRUMPED-UP ASSAULT ON INDIAN GAMING
11/10/1993 A053 GAMBLING REMARKS BY 'THE DONALD' HAVE RACIST RING
11/10/1993 S201 GAMING WRONGLY ATTACKED BY 'THE TRUMP'
11/17/1993 A053 xTHE DONALD LAYS A LOSING WAGER
12/29/1993 A041 XTED AND JANE, DONALD AND MARLA--STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
6/16/1993 B064 TRUSLER HONORED FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS
1/15/1991 AOll AUDIT SHOWS $7 MILLION MISSING IN HILLS ACCOUNT
5/22/1991 A016 $2 BILLION MISSING FROM TRUST
9/18/1991 A016 TRUST FUNDS TO BE SETTLED
9/18/1991 A053 WILL BIA EVER BRING ACCOUNTING SYSTEM TO ORDER? (L)
9/25/1991 A015 OST WINS $187,773
11/27/1991 B051 UTAH-NAVAJO TRUST FUND IS INVESTIGATED
12/11/1991 C061 TRUSTEE TO HANDLE NAVAJO OIL ROYALTIES
12/31/1991 A032 xTRIBAL TRUST FUND RECONCILIATION TROUBLED
2/04/1992 AOll BLACK HILLS ACCOUNT MORE THAN $300 MILLION
2/04/1992 A031 CLEAN UP MANAGEMENT, THEN RECONCILE TRUST FUNDS
2/04/1992 A064 TRIBAL TRUST FUNDS MEETING RESULTS
3/04/1992 B061 TERMINATION OF ANDERSON AUDIT URGED
4/08/1992 A012 BIA MISMANAGEMENT BLASTED
4/15/1992 A031 XHOGEN NAMED TRUST WATCHDOG
4/15/1992 A053 XTRUST FUNDS SHOULD BE MANAGED BY LAKOTA PEOPLE
4/15/1992 coil COUNCIL TO DECIDE HOW TO SPEND $187,000
7/15/1992 A012 GAD REPORT CRITICIZES BIA
8/19/1992 A013 INDIAN TRUST FUNDS PUT ON BIA'S FRONT BURNER
10/15/1992 B012 $240 MILLION SETTLEMENT COULD BUY VOTES
10/22/1992 A015 TRUST BILL TO OFFER TRIBES CONTROL
11/05/1992 B021 TRIBES TO TAKE TRUST FUND CONCERNS TO DC
1/21/1993 A013 SHOULD TRIBES LET LOCAL BANKS INVEST TRUST FUNDS?
2/04/1993 A012 CHARGES OF MISMANAGEMENT FORCE BUREAU TO REGROUP
2/04/1993 A014 xBLACK HILLS MONEY NOT PART OF TRUST PROPOSAL
2/04/1993 A053 XVIEWING THE HISTORY, FUTURE OF TRUST FUNDS
5/05/1993 A081 TRUST INCOME EXEMPTION MOVES FORWARD ON HILL
5/12/1993 A071 xTRUST FUNDS REFORM IMMINENT
6/30/1993 A061 BIA MISMANAGEMENT PROMPTS NEW TRUST FUND REFORM ACT
9/08/1993 A054 XDASCHLE'S TRUST EXEMPTION WINS BIG IN QUIET WAY
10/06/1993 A014 INTERIOR DEPT BACKS TRUST FUNDS REFORM LEGISLATION
12/08/1993 B014 CROW CREEK SEEKS TRUST FUND, LANDS
4/20/1994 A013 XDESPITE 12 YEARS OF CRITICISM, BIA HANGS IN ON TRUS
7/13/1994 A012 TRIBES READY TO SUE OVER TRUST FUNDS
8/24/1994 B051 LAWMAKERS COMMIT TO TRUST FUND REFORM
10/12/1994 AOll XHOUSE PASSES WEAKENED TRUST FUNDS BILL
10/19/1994 A041 XIN THE HANDS OF THE BIA, TRUST HAS MANY MEANINGS
11/02/1994 AOll TRUST FUNDS BILL IS IN, BUT DIRECTOR IS OUT
11/10/1994 A071 XBIA REAFFIRMS PARRIS DECISION
2/02/1995 A061 INTER-TRIBAL MONITORING GROUP TACKLES TRUST MISMANAG
4/20/1995 A024 BABBITT APPOINTS NEW DIRECTOR--AM INDIAN TRUST
7/27/1995 A021 CLINTON TO NAME TRUST FUND CZAR
SEE LAND
5/29/1991 B042 XVILLAGE RECREATES LIVING HISTORY OF CHEROKEE LIFE
11/17/1993 B084 LEARNING FROM EAGLE, LIVING WITH COYOTE
1/12/1994 A024 TRIBAL COURT AWARDS ARCHITECT $165,000 IN DEFAULT
12/14/1995 A033 NATIONAL INDIAN EDUCATION ASSOC ELECTS OFFICERS
3/09/1994 A061 COUNCIL VOTES IN FAVOR OF FEES FOR COUNCILMAN
10/26/1995 coil XREADY FOR ACTION
7/10/1991 A091 XNAVAJO CHIEF JUSTICE HONORED--HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD
10/30/1991 A091 ILL HEALTH FORCES NAVAJO JUSTICE TSO INTO RETIREMENT
7/07/1994 C023 FUTURE LOBO WINS TOURNEY
7/13/1994 B042 YOUTH SERVED AT ALBUQUERQUE TOURNEY
4/10/1991 A071 TB STILL TAKING TOLL OF INDIAN POP
4/01/1992 B084 TUBERCULOSIS CASES MORE THAN DOUBLE
6/23/1993 A031 GRANT FUNDS AVAILABLE TO FIGHT SPREAD OF TUBERCULOSI
TRUST LAND
TSA-LA-GI VILLAGE
TSIMMU
TSINHNAHJINNIE TSO
TSINIGINE ALLEN
TSO ANDREW
TSO RODERICK
TSO TOM
TSOSIE JASON
TUBERCULOSIS
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TULALIP (TRIBE)
TULSA OK
TUMA BILL
TUNDRA TIMES
TURNER TED
TURNING HEART JEFF
TURTLE MOUNTAIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
1/05/1994 AD3I TULALIP PROGRAM STUDY FINISHED
6/15/1994 BG44 SPRING CHINOOK RUN ESTABLISHED AT TULALIP
2/16/1995 CQ63 TRIBE PASSES AIR QUALITY RESOLUTION
4/20/1994 AG64 INDIAN CHAMBER PLANS TO HOST 3RD ANNUAL TRADE SHOW
5/G4/1995 BG32 MAY SUMMIT TO ADDRESS AMERICAN INDIAN FAMILIES
8/21/1991 CGll KRED CLOUD TEACHERS BRUSH UP ON HEALTH FOR SUMMER FU
12/24/1991 AG61 ALASKA'S OLDEST NEWSPAPER ON HOLD
12/24/1992 AGll PRESS ROLLS AGAIN FOR TUNDRA TIMES
12/10/1992 AG12 xTURNER PRAISES INDIANS WITH ONE HAND, CHOPS WITH
12/24/1992 AG41 AN OPEN LETTER TO TED TURNER (ED)
2/04/1993 A041 xWAITING FOR REPLY FROM BROADCASTER TED TURNER
2/25/1993 A043 TURNER BROADCASTING RESPONDS TO LETTER (L)
12/29/1993 A041 KTED AND JANE, DONALD AND MARLA-^STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
11/30/1994 A044 TURNER NETWORK STILL SHOWS STEREOTYPE FILMS (L)
11/02/1995 A035*SAY IT AIN'T SO TED TURNER
11/12/1992 B012 *GOING THE DISTANCE
1/22/1991 A014 *TURTLE MOUNTAIN 'BUFFALOES' CARRY WATER FOR TROOPS
7/31/1991 AlOl iETURTLE MOUNTAIN BAND TO BE FEATURED AT 'WE FEST'
9/11/1991 A072 XPEMBINA TREATY GROUP SUES BIA, IHS AND TRIBE
1/08/1992 A012 XIHS SITE SELECTION PREMATURE
4/01/1992 A015 IHS WAFFLES ON SUPPLY CENTER
5/13/1992 B071 xTURTLE MOUNTAIN MEMBERS FILE SUIT ON DUMP ISSUE
1/07/1993 AOll TURTLE MOUNTAIN TRIBE OPENS CASINO
1/21/1993 B071 *PEMBINA BAND MEMBER SEEKS SPLIT FROM TURTLE MT
2/11/1993 B093 TRENTON FACTORY MAKES TRADITIONAL QUILTS
2/18/1993 B051 TURTLE MOUNTAIN BAND SIGNS LETTER OF INTENT
5/12/1993 S021 *INTRODUCING THE TURTLE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE
5/12/1993 S021 MANY CULTURES PASSED THIS CROSSROAD
5/12/1993 S051 kAN ELDER REMEMBERS
5/12/1993 S061 *EDUCATION--THE BEST RESOURCE OF THE PEOPLE
5/12/1993 S121 *TURTLE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
5/12/1993 S141 6 X 12 MILES OF TURTLE MOUNTAIN
5/12/1993 S141 PEOPLE CUT A POLITICAL,TIE TO JUSTICE :
5/12/1993 S144 kCHAIRMAN IS A FAIR "HORSE-TRADER"
5/12/1993 S201 KDOCTORS BRING THEIR MEDICINE HOME TO THE PEOPLE
5/12/1993 S211 *TURTLE MOUNTAIN PROFITS FROM BUYING INDIAN
5/12/1993 S211 KHITTING THE JACKPOT
5/12/1993 S221 KTRIBAL PLANT BLOOMS
5/12/1993 S224 XJOLLIES BAG SUCCESS WITH A GROCERY STORE
5/12/1993 S241 KTECHNOLOGY OPENS WORLD TO TURTLE MOUNTAIN
5/12/1993 S251 kEVEN A SMALL BUSINESS CAN MAKE IT BIG
5/12/1993 S271 *SON BUILDS UP FAMILY BUSINESS
5/12/1993 S275 kBUSINESSWOMAN EXPANDS HER HORIZONS
5/12/1993 S283 HOME-GROWN BUSINESSES
5/12/1993 S291 KPEOPLE WHO KNOW THE ART OF LIVING
5/12/1993 S291 *ALBUM HITS SWEET NOTE WITH A MUSICAL HISTORY
5/12/1993 S293 *BROTHERS CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
5/12/1993 S301 KHERE THE PAST S PRESENT WILL MEET THE FUTURE
7/08/1993 B074 FUNDS SOUGHT FOR DRUG ELIMINATION PROGRAM
8/11/1993 A041 TURTLE.MOUNTAIN LEADS THE WAY TO SELF-DETERMIN (ED)
9/15/1993 A014 TURTLE MOUNTAIN NEWSPAPER--A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH
10/20/1993 B031 SEARCH ON FOR SUSPECT IN TURTLE MTN-AREA KILLING
11/03/1993 AOll KHOT OFF THE PRESS--TURTLE MOUNTAIN TIMES
3/30/1994 AOll TURTLE MOUNTAIN COUNCIL ASKS FOR REMOVAL OF IHS
4/06/1994 A032 ^NEWSPAPER EDITOR CANNED BY COUNCIL
4/20/1994 AOll TURTLE MT CHIPPEWA, FT TOTTEN SIOUX JOIN FORCES
4/20/1994 A031 TURTLE MOUNTAIN COUNCIL ASKS FOR EXTENDED LEAVE OF
6/15/1994 B083 RUN/WALK FOR SOBRIETY
11/10/1994 A013 TURTLE MOUNTAIN TURNS 'JIGGERS' OUT
2/23/1995 A024 WARRANT ISSUED FOR ARREST OF TURTLE MT TRIBAL CHAIR
3/02/1995 AOll EXILED CHAIRPERSON OCCUPIES TURTLE MT TRIBAL BUILDIN
3/16/1995 A013 RECALL ELECTIONS POSSIBLE AT TURTLE MOUNTAIN
3/23/1995 AOll TURTLE MOUNTAIN NEGOTIATIONS BREAK DOWN
4/13/1995 AOll BIA RULES IN FAVOR OF MARTIN-KEKAHBAH
4/20/1995 AOll TURTLE MOUNTAIN 'SIX-PACK' TURNED OUT TO PASTURE
5/04/1995 A061 TURTLE MOUNTAIN SEATS NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS
5/04/1995 B064 BIA PONDERS DECISION ON TURTLE MT POLITICAL FEUD
5/11/1995 A064 BIA DUCKS RULING ON TURTLE MOUNTAIN RECALL
6/01/1995 AOll KTURTLE MOUNTAIN IN TURMOIL
6/01/1995 A012 xA REVOLUTION FOR THE CHIPPEWA
6/01/1995 AOll *ANOTHER ELECTION--OR INDICTMENT--FOR THE 'SIX PACK'
6/01/1995 A013 ELECTION QUESTION UP IN AIR
6/01/1995 A084 *ELDER'S VISION TIES PAST AND PRESENT
6/15/1995 A012 TURTLE MOUNTAIN--NEW ELECTIONS TERMED 'BOGUS'
7/06/1995 A043 TURTLE MOUNTAIN FEUD DISCOURAGING (L)
7/06/1995 A081 BIA BACKS TURTLE MOUNTAIN TRIBAL COUNCIL RECALL
8/24/1995 AOll PROBLEMS PLAGUE TURTLE MOUNTAIN ADMINISTRATION
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TURTLE MOUNTAIN
TUSCARORA (TRIBE)
TUTORING
TWAIN SHANIA
TWIG6S CLYDE
TWISS GAVLA
TWISS JOHN
TWISS MAMIE J
TWISS T'MARA
TWISS THOMAS
TWO BEARS SHANTELL
TWO BULLS DARWIN
TWO BULLS MARTY
TWO BULLS MATT
TWO BULLS ROBERT
TWO BULLS-PHALIN L
TWO CHARGER MARIE
TWO CROW AUBREY
TWO DOGS RICK
TWO EAGLES VINCE
TWO SHOES MINNIE
TYON RODNEY
TYRANNOSAURUS REX
UCLA
UNDER BAGGAGE RICH
UNDERWOOD GINNY
UNEMPLOYMENT
UNIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/05/1995 A014 TURTLE MOUNTAIN WINS DELAY
4/27/1995 A071 TUSCARORA TRIBE 'POWERLESS' IN FEUD WITH UTILITY
5/04/1995 A024 INVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN TOXIC WASTE DUMPING
10/30/1991 B046 SFIS PARENTS CAN BE TUTORS
3/31/1993 B051 SINTE GLESKA UNIV, CITIBANK PROJECT
4/28/1993 B012 XRAPID CITY SCHOOLS TUTORING PROGRAM TARGETED
5/05/1993 BOll RCSD BUDGET CUTS SPARE TUTOR PROGRAM FOR NOW
6/01/1995 coil JtRISING TO THE CHALLENGE OF LIFE
4/01/1992 A051 'I HAVE A LEGISLATIVE DREAM' (L)
1/28/1992 B041 xROSEBUD IHS DIRECTOR CALLED BEFORE COUNCIL
4/03/1991 A064 xTWISS GRADUATES FROM BASIC TRAINING
8/10/1994 BOll TWISS CHARGED WITH EMBEZZLEMENT
12/29/19V4 B055 TWO NAMED TO ALL-RUSHMORE
7/13/1995 BOll DEATH IN WHITE CLAY UNDER INVESTIGATION
8/03/1995 B015 DEATH ACCIDENTAL
11/30/1994 B043 ^STANDING ROCK TRIBAL MEMBER WINS MEDICAL SCHOLARSHI
12/07/1994 B121 XTWO WIN AWARDS FOR SAFELY WORKING 1,000 HOURS
6/09/1993 A042 GOOD LUCK, MARTY (ED)
11/06/1991 A012 KMATT S NELLIE--THE GOLDEN YEARS
1/28/1992 S141 KMATT AND NELLIE--50 YEARS OF NO SECRETS
7/22/1992 B066 MATT AND NELLIE TWO BULLS TO BE HONORED
8/12/1992 BOll K50 YEARS FOR THIS INDIAN LOVE SONG--MATT S NELLIE
9/02/1992 BOll xTWO BULLS COLLECTION OF LAKOTA SONGS RELEASED
10/08/1992 B015 TWO BULLS LOSE HOME IN BLAZE
12/03/1992 A044 AN ELDER'S THANKS FROM HER HEART (L)
3/17/1993 S021 xRHYTHMS OF THE HEART BEAT IN POW WOW MUSIC
9/22/1993 B065 MATT AND NELLIE TWO BULLS RECEIVE SD LIVING INDIAN
7/21/1993 B012 XTWO BULLS TO LEAVE ST MATTHEWS
4/06/1994 C066 TWO BULLS NAMED TO WHO'S WHO
6/17/1992 B046 TIMES' ASSOC PUBLISHER TO ADDRESS COUNTY DEMOCRATS
3/02/1995 B043 xBLACK HILLS POWWOW BOARD ELECTS OFFICERS
5/04/1995 A081 xFROM PINE RIDGE TO HIGH FINANCE
5/08/1991 C034 xA COWBOY AT HEART MEETS A HEART FOR THE PEOPLE
9/09/1992 BOll XMAKING TRACKS AT PINE RIDGE IHS
7/27/1995 C031 xTWO DOGS--TRADITIONAL MEDICINE GREATEST GIFT
7/02/1991 A091 PEOPLE OF THE EARTH OFFER COMFORT, WISDOM
2/09/1995 C041 xAT THE CROSSROADS WITH VINCE TWO EAGLES
12/07/1995 B031 TWO SHOES WINS FELLOWSHIP
11/24/1993 C031 xTYON EARNS TECH AWARD, HONORED BY COON'S MOTORS
SEE DINOSAURS, FOSSILS
2/12/1991 B015 UCLA ESTABLISHES INDIAN FELLOWSHIPS
12/24/1991 A071 UCLA DEVELOPS POLICY ON REMAINS
1/08/1992 A075 UCLA TO HOST INDIAN CHILD WELFARE MEET
5/11/1995 B052 INDIAN LAW SEMINAR HELD IN CALIFORNIA
8/10/1994 B013 DRAWING--FORCE BEHIND NEW DOWNTOWN SCULPTURE
7/13/1994 A021 OKLAHOMA JOURNALIST NAMED TO NEW POST
10/16/1991 A091 RULES CHANGE FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT CLAIMANTS
12/11/1991 B015 SOUTH DAKOTANS MAY QUALIFY FOR EXTENDED BENEFITS
12/24/1991 AOll CASINO SAID TO CUT JOBLESS RATE
4/15/1992 C012 XLUNDERMAN--FEDERAL POLICY CREATES CASTE SYSTEM
8/12/1992 A012 1990 CENSUS SHOWS INDIANS STILL HIGH IN UNEMPLOYMENT
2/25/1993 A023 TRIBES COVERED IN UNEMPLOYMENT TAX BILL
8/11/1993 B031 DISASTER UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS EXPANDED
7/07/1994 B044 MAXIMUM UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS GO UP JULY 1
9/08/1994 A012 FORT PECK DECLARES STATE OF EMERGENCY
9/08/1994 BOll RESERVATION JOBLESS RATE BUCKS STATE TREND
10/26/1995 A053 OPEN QUESTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF CONGRESS (L)
2/26/1991 A051 UNION OFFICIAL DEFENDS BIA EMPLOYEES (L)
7/17/1991 B041 HEALTH CARE WORKERS UNIONIZE AT PINE RIDGE
8/28/1991 A025 TECH CREW CONTRACT AGAINST INDIANS
SEE CHURCH UCC
8/24/1994 A071 TRIBE PLANS TO OPEN MUSEUM, CHIEF SAYS
9/08/1994 A031 XKEETOOWAH BAND'S MOVE WELCOMED BY SOME
12/15/1994 A051 XWARD CHURCHILL FINDS A HOME WITH UNITED KEETOOWAH
3/27/1991 AOll UNITED NATIONS AGREES TO HEAR ABOUT TREATIES
4/03/1991 1014 LAND THEFT CITED FOR UNITED NATIONS
5/29/1991 AOll UN WILL CATALOG BROKEN TREATIES WITH INDIANS
4/08/1992 A061 ROLL OVER COLUMBUS--INDIGENOUS PEOPLE SURVIVE
11/05/1992 B082 xPRESSLER PICKED AS UN DELEGATE
12/10/1992 A034 UNITED NATIONS HEAR TESTIMONY OF INDIGENOUS NATIONS
12/24/1992 A012 xTRIBAL NATIONS AIR CONCERNS BEFORE UNITED NATIONS
8/25/1993 A015 ELDER GROUP MISREPRESENTS THE SIOUX NATIONS
11/24/1993 B012 XDELEGATES TO REPRESENT LAKOTA AT UNITED NATIONS
9/21/1994 B051 xUNITED NATIONS OFFICIAL HEARS BLACK HILLS CLAIMS
4/27/1995 A061 ADA DEER ADDRESSES UNITED NATIONS PANEL
6/29/1995 B031 RED CLOUD GRADUATE NAMED TO UN COMMITTEE
7/27/1995 A021 HAUDENOSAUNEE NATIONS & UN BEGIN HISTORIC ENVIRONMEN
9/14/1995 B024 ANPETU LUTA OTIPI RECEIVES UN RECOGNITION
UNITED CHURCH OF C
UNITED KEETOOWAH
UNITED NATIONS
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UNITED SIOUX TRIBE
UNITED TRIBES
UNITED TRIBES COLL,
UNITED WAY
UNIVERSITIES
UNIVERSITY OF AK
UNIVERSITY OF AR
UNIVERSITY OF AZ
UNIVERSITY OF HI
UNIVERSITY OF ILL
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA,
DATE > PAPER NOTATION
2/26/1991
2/26/1991
6/05/1991
9/11/1991
10/09/1991
10/09/1991
1/21/1992
3/11/1992
A/08/1992
, 4/29/1992
10/22/1992
10/22/1992
11/05/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
11/12/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/19/1992
11/26/1992
12/03/1992
12/10/1992
12/17/1992
12/17/1992
12/17/1992
12/24/1992
1/07/1993
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
2/11/1993
2/18/1993
3/24/1993
9/01/1993
9/15/1993
9/15/1993
9/15/1993
9/22/1993
1/12/1995
1/19/1995
1/26/1995
11/02/1995
1/08/1991
7/27/1994
2/26/1991
3/27/1991
7/21/1993
9/01/1993
12/29/1993
8/31/1994
4/20/1995
5/11/1995
7/20/1995
7/15/1992
9/30/1992
5/11/1994
10/19/1995
11/17/1993
3/02/1994
5/18/1994
3/16/1995
6/01/1995
1/12/1994
6/08/1995
1/28/1992
12/31/1992
4/21/1993
4/13/1994
10/19/1994
5/04/1995
7/13/1995
7/20/1995
12/14/1995
3/04/1992
5/05/1993
7/08/1993
1/05/1994
AOll KSIOUX TRIBES CHALLENGED TO DEVLOP UNITED FRONT
A022 MEDIA BARRED FROM UST 'HILLS' MEETING
B036 UST PRESIDENT CALLS FOR MORE NATIONAL ACTION
A015 TRIBES PROPOSE MORATORIUM ON OPEN PIT MINING
A012 KSUMMIT RESULTS IN AGREEMENT ON SOME ISSUES
A034 SALWAY RESISTS COUNCIL'S MANDATE TO DROP OUT OF UST
A071 NATIONAL SIOUX COUNCIL CAN BE TRIBES' EYES, EARS
A115 UST CREDIT CONFERENCE IN HURON MARCH 18-20
B021 FUTURE SCIENTISTS WIN AT BISMARCK
A031 UNITED SIOUX TRIBES MEET
A012 *UST MOVING TO RAPID CITY
A053 *UNITED SIOUX TRIBES TO PULL UP ITS STAKES
A0I2 BOURLAND QUITS UST OVER GAG OF INFORMATION
AO41 WHAT IS UST HIDING FROM THE PEOPLE? (ED)
A053 FORMER ROSEBUD VP WEIGHS IN AGAINST UST
B012 BOURLAND ASKS FOR FULL UST DISCLOSURE
A015 KFOG THINS AROUND UST FINANCES
A031 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBAL COUNCIL VOTE PULL OUT OF
A053 *CRST PULLS FROM UNITED SIOUX TRIBES
A053 KHATS OFF TO CHAIRMAN BOURLAND
A012 CROW CREEK DEMANDS UST RESTRUCTURE, SKYE RESIGN
A012 KREVOLT GATHERS AGAINST UST
A012 *EX-UST OFFICE MANAGER SAYS INVESTIGATION NEEDED
A012.XROSEBUD JOINS STAMPEDE FROM UST
A042 READER ASKS WHAT GOOD IS UST (L)
A044 AN OPEN LETTER TO MICHAEL JANDREAU (L)
B012 XBIG EAGLE CALLS FOR GREAT SIOUX NATION SHOWDOWN
A044 ONLY CORRUPT CHAIRMEN SUPPORT UST, SAYS WELLS (L)
A012 EX-UST EMPLOYEE QUESTIONS FINANCES
A015 CONTROVERSY HINDERS HILLS BILL PROGRESS
A031 TREATY COUNCIL NIXES PROPOSAL FOR COMMISSION.
A041 WITHHOLDING INFO FROM THE PRESS HURTS ALL (ED)
B012 TIME OF DECISION ON UST COULD BE NEAR
AOll *CRST FILES CHARGES AGAINST SKYE
AQ41 UST RAISES PIRATE FLAG AGAINST INDIANS (ED)
A052 UST ATTACKS INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY AND CRST CHAIRMAN
AD52 *TIME FOR ACTION ON UNITED SIOUX TRIBES
A013 EDITOR RESIGNS FROM AMERICAN INDIAN POST
AOll CHAIRMEN LOOK AT DISMANTLING UST
A014 TRI8AL CHAIRMEN SERVE EVICTION NOTICE TO UST
A041 GOOD RIDDANCE, UST (ED)
A015 *UNITED SIOUX TRIBES EVICTED
A033 $289,655 AWARDED FOR VOC-ED TO UNITED TRIBES
B044 UNITED TRIBES RUN S WALK ON TOP
A116 CONTRACT TO CONTINUE EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
A115 UTTC WILL SHARE $2.3 MILLION GRANT
B064 WOLF POINT WOMAN KILLED AT UTECH
B035 UTTC APPROVED FOR DEGREE GRANTING
A061 UNITED TRIBES TECH COLLEGE STUDENTS MAKE 'WHO'S WHO'
e012 LADY THUNDERBIRDS TAKE SLOW PITCH TITLE
B024 POITRA NAMED INDIAN ART EXPO DIRECTOR
C014 UTTC^CELEBRATES GRADUATION
B061 UNITED TRIBES NURSING PROGRAM EARNS NATIONAL ACCRED
B055 LOCAL ARTIST UNVEILS PAINTING FOR UNITED WAY
C023 WHITE EAGLE STARS IN UNITED WAY VIDEO
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV, NAMES OF UNIVERSITIES
C042 UNIV OF ALASKA PROFESSOR NOT NATIVE
A063 OSAGE WORK WITH UNIVERSITY FOR REPATRIATION
A076 COMMUNICATION PROGRAM OFFERED IN ARIZONA
AO53 READER SAYS UA PRAISING THEFT OF IND LANDS (L)
DGll ARIZONA GRADUATES STUDY LANGUAGES ON RESERVATIONS
AG44 U OF ARIZONA IS MONEY MILL MASQUERADING AS EDUC (L)
AG44 ARIZONA TELESCOPE DEBATE--EAST MEETS WEST (L)
AG82 HAWAIIAN AISES CHAPTER FORMED
BG51 RUNS AFTER FINISHES UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
BG31 4 ARRESTED AT PROTEST OF UNIVERSITY MASCOT
AG75 COMPLAINT FILED AGAINST USE OF CHIEF ILLINIWEK
AG76 NEW ILLINIWEK STILL ANGERS PROTESTERS
AGll U OF ILL STAFF, STUDENTS SAY CHIEF ILLINIWEK VIOLATE
AG42 U OF ILL STUDENT--CHIEF ILLINIWEK IMAGE DAMAGING (L)
AG41 kILLINOIS LEGISLATURE IGNORES FACTS OF RACIAL STEREO
AG44 CONGRESSMEN LINE UP IN SUPPORT OF CHIEF ILLINI (L)
AG31 ILLINOIS GOVERNOR SENDS BACK BILL
AG13 ILLINI MASCOT TO DANCE ON
AG31 IOWA HAS CLEARINGHOUSE ON INDIAN DEFENSE ISSUES
B125 REGENTS APPROVE INDIAN PROGRAM AT UI
BG32 UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSTS PROGRAM
AG61 AM iND 8 ALASKAN NATIVE STUDENTS FORM SCIENCES ORG
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UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
UNIVERSITY OF ME
UNIVERSITY OF MT
UNIVERSITY OF ND
UNIVERSITY OF NE
UNIVERSITY OF NM
UNIVERSITY OF OK
UNIVERSITY OF SO
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY OF WA
UNIVERSITY OF WI
UNIVERSITY OF WY
UNPO
UNRUH FRANCINE
UP WITH PEOPLE
UPPER SIOUX RESERV
UPWARD BOUND
URANIUM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/0A/199A BOAl IOWA UNIVERSITY BANS RACIST MASCOTS
8/10/1995 CG23 SCIENCE PROGRAM BRINGS AM IND STUDENTS TO U OF IOWA
4/07/1993 BG26 GIAGO TO SPEAK AT UNIV OF MAINE'S CULTURAL AWARENESS
lG/29/1992 AG83 MONTANA UNIVERSITY NETS GRANT
3/G9/1994 AG64 UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON WIDE
2/12/1991 BG15 RAIN PROJECT RECRUITS NURSES FOR UNO
lG/23/1991 AG81 UNO STUDENTS SELECT OFFICERS
2/12/1992 BG84 ND UNIVERSITY SERIES HONORS INDIAN WOMEN
2/26/1992 BG44 77 EARN SPECIAL NURSE CERTIFICATION
11/12/1992 AG12 kRACIAL INCIDENT SPARKS MOVE TO DUMP UND MASCOT
12/17/1992 BGll SRST COUNCIL STANDS BEHIND UND MASCOT FIGHT
1/14/1993 AG12 UND KEEP 'SIOUX' MASCOT NAME
3/G3/1993 BG51 INMED GOES UNDER AUDITOR'S KNIFE--DIRECTOR SUSPENDED
3/1G/1993 AG61 XFARRIS RESIGNS AS AUDIT CONTINUES
3/1G/1993 AG64 UND SENATE SUPPORTS DROPPING MASCOT NAME ^
4/14/1993 AG53 CONTROVERSY SHOWS NEED TO CHANGE NAME
6/3G/1993 BG71 SEVEN GRADUATE FROM ND COLLEGE OF NURSING
8/G4/1993 BG42 XSTUDENTS ATTEND PROGRAM FOR INDIANS INTO MEDICINE
5/G4/1994 BG21 MEDICAL STUDENTS TO TRAIN AT HOSPITAL
5/11/1994 BG82 INDIANS INTO MEDICINE NOW RECRUITING FOR SUMMER
8/1G/1994 CG12 XSTUDENTS ATTEND INMED SUMMER PROGRAM
9/28/1995 BG54 MASTER'S GRADS
5/13/1992 B1G2 ENTRIES DUE ON JULY 1 FOR PROSE AWARD
6/17/1992 AG71 STUDENT FACE LOSS OF SERVICES AT UNM
1G/G8/1992 DG65 LIBRARY PROMOTES CULTURAL DIVERSITY
5/11/1994 AGll ACOMA PUEBLO PROPOSED AS MILITARY TELESCOPE SITE
2/G5/1991 BG21 UNIV OF OKLAHOMA OFFERS TUITION WAVER
5/13/1992 BG76 AUTHORS TO MEET JULY 7
3/3G/1994 AG75 TIPI DESECRATION ANGERS MANY OKLAHOMA STUDENTS
4/13/1994 AG61 *CRY FOR JUSTICE--TIPI DESECRATION PROMPTS RALLY
5/G4/1994 AG66 OKLAHOMA TAKES ACTION IN TIPI INCIDENT
5/18/1994 DG35 XAGELESS WISDOM OF THE AMERICAN WEST
7/G7/1994 AG44 OU TIPI INCIDENT CAN'T BE FORGOTTEN (L)
7/13/1994 AG61 xOU STUDENT PROTESTS UNIVERSITY HANDLING OF TIPI INC
7/27/1994 AG83 STUDENTS RALLY AGAINST TIPI INCIDENT
8/31/1994 AGll SELKIRK MEETS WITH OU INTERIM PRESIDENT
9/21/1994 AGll OU STUDENT ENDS HIS FAST
9/21/1994 AG53 STEPHEN SELKIRK'S DEDICATION MADE A DIFFERENCE
12/29/1994 AG61 OKLAHOMA UNIV 'TOPS' IN AM IND LANGUAGE COURSES
1/19/1995 BG51 UO SCHOLARSHIP HONORS NEVAQUAYA
12/22/1994 AG14 UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO DROPS MASCOT
SEE USD
12/21/1995 AG34 UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TRYING TO FUND PROGRAM
4/G8/1992 AG74 FIGURES SHOCK UW UNIVERSITY ADVOCATES
8/1G/1994 CG33 UW-MADISON INITIATES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
12/G7/1994 AG81 STUDENTS WANT GOP GROUP TO APOLOGIZE FOR POEM
8/1G/1995 CGll KSTUDENTS TACKLE INDIAN CENSUS
12/22/1993 B122 K'DANCES WITH WOLVES' ACTOR FILMS VIDEO
1/26/1995 AG32 LAKOTA FIRST NATIVE NATION IN UNPO
7/2G/1995 BG61 KDAKOTA WOMAN EXCELS IN MRS MINNESOTA PAGEANT
9/16/1992 CG13 PUEBLO ON CAST OF 'UP WITH PEOPLE'
9/14/1994 AG42 GAMBLING FUELS SECRECY, DISRESPECT AT UPPER SIOU (L)
6/17/1992 BG72 UPWARD BOUND STUDENTS ATTEND SCIENCE CAMP
2/11/1993 BG54 UPWARD BOUND STUDENTS TO ATTEND PRESIDENTIAL CLASSRO
7/G8/1993 BG12 XSTUDENTS ENGAGE IN CHALLENGES OF MIND AND BODY
8/31/1995 AG31 UPWARD BOUND RECEIVES 5-YEAR FEDERAL GRANT
SEE ALSO MINES 8 MINING
l/Gl/1991 BG14 GRAND CANYON AT RISK FROM URANIUM MINING
9/25/1991 AG15 ARAPAHOE'S HEALTH UNDERMINED BY URANIUM POISONING
12/18/1991 BG81 TOXICS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
6/17/1992 AG15 MINERS HEIRS GET $1GG,GGG APOLOGY
5/19/1993 AG81 NAVAJO MINERS COLD WAR CASUALTIES
1/G5/1995 AGll ABANDONED URANIUM MINE THREATENS NAVAJO
SEE CITIES 8 TOWNS
9/25/1991 BG82 URBAN INDIAN HEALTH GETS $37,345 GRANT
6/17/1992 AG32 URBAN HEALTH CLINIC GETS NEW PHYSICIAN
4/G8/1992 BG63 DELMAR ONE FEATHER ENLISTS IN AIR FORCE
7/G1/1992 BG15 OST ASKS AIR FORCE HALT LOW FLIGHTS DURING SUN DANCE
1/G7/1993 BG63 AIR FORCE BUILDS AN ADDITION FOR MISSION SCHOOL
6/29/1994 AG21 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PLANNING BOMBING RANGE
8/17/1994 AG12 FEDS PLAN BOMBING RANGE ON SACRED SITE
1/G5/1995 BGll xCHANKU TO SEE DUTY IN ICELAND
1/26/1995 AG41 xCITIES FIGHT AIR BASE CLOSURE WHILE THEY IGNORE
3/23/1995 CG54 AIR FORCE ROTC HELPS PROVIDE EDUCATION
12/21/1995 BG51 PRESSLER NOMINATES 2 SOUTH DAKOTA WOMEN
9/G2/1992 BG72 ARMY OFFERS ENLISTMENT BONUS
2/11/1993 BG44 xBOOTH COMPLETES BASIC TRAINING
2/25/1993 BG51 xVADER PADDLES UPSTREAM TOWARD CORPS PARTNERSHIP
URBAN AREAS
URBAN INDIAN HEALT
US AIR FORCE
US ARMY
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US ARMY
US ARMY CORPS
US ATTORNEY
US BUR OF INDIANS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/14/1993 A075 MITHLO, 1 OF LAST APACHES HELD BY ARMY, DEAD AT 105
3/30/1995 B042 CORPS OFFERS ASSISTANCE TO TRIBES
4/27/1995 BOll SENATORS DEBATE OAHE AREA LAND CLAIMS
6/08/1995 AOll *PRESSLER--FR1END OR FOE?
6/23/1995 AOll POLITICAL MANEUVERS CONTINUE OVER EXCESS CORPS LANDS
8/10/1995 B014 kSTATE LIMITS ACCESS TO RESERVATION CORPS LAND
12/21/1995 AOll KOPPOSITION TO TRANSFER MEETS WITH PROTESTS
SEE ATTORNEY US
l/Pl/1991 A012 WAR STILL ON OVER ROSEBUD BIA SUPER
1/01/1991 A081 ABERDEEN AREA EDUCATION OFFICE TO STAY OPEN
1/08/1991 A012 *LUJAN SELECTS TASK FORCE FOR BIA REORGANIZATION
1/15/1991 AOll AUDIT SHOWS $7 MILLION MISSING IN HILLS ACCOUNT
1/15/1991 A015 RAPID CITY INDIAN ED STILL ELIGIBLE FOR FUNDS
1/15/1991 A022 $95 MILLION IN DISCREPANCIES LEAD TO BIA CRACKDOWN
1/15/1991 S034 LIVERMONT NAMED TOP STAFF AT ABERDEEN
1/29/1991 A012 *TASK FORCE SEES HOPE FOR BIA REORGANIZATION
1/29/1991 A044 BIA ACCOUNTING SYSTEM QUESTIONED (L)
2/05/1991 A031 BUSH ASKS $1.9 BILLION TO BUILD ON BIA REFORM
2/12/1991 A053 *B1A MUST PROVE COMMITMENT TO BUY INDIAN ACT
!2i} CUT BUREAU TIES, MAKE BIG ECON2/26/1991 A031 BIA TASK FORCE MISSION OUTLINED
2/26/1991 A051 UNION OFFICIAL DEFENDS BIA EMPLOYEES (L)
3/05/1991 A083 BIA RECOGNIZES SEVEN EMPLOYEES
3/27/1991 A021 kBIA ROLE ADVOCATE NOT ADMINISTRATOR
3/27/1991 A041 WAKPALA FINALLY GETS HEARING (ED)
4/03/1991 A053 TOTAL REVAMP OF BUREAU OF INDIAN URGED
4/17/1991 C015 BIA REALIGNMENT CONSULTATIONS CALLED A FAKE
5/15/1991 A061 DID BIA FAVORITISM SKEW SALE OF STORE? (L)
5/15/1991 A091 BIA REORGANIZATION TASK FORCE--FOCUS ON EDUCATION
5/22/1991 A016 $2 BILLION MISSING FROM TRUST
5/22/1991 C014 BIA SAT ON HANDS, JUDGE RULES FOR HI-WAY 20
6/05/1991 A016 TASK FORCE MAKES BIA STUDY REPORT
6/19/1991 A016 GA CUTS LOOM
6/26/1991 AOll INDIANS DESERVE SERVICE
6/26/1991 A024 STAND TAKEN ON GA CUTS
7/02/1991 AOll FAMILY BLAMES BIA FOR WRONGFUL DEATH
7/10/1991 A031 BIA REVIVES DEPUTY POST
7/10/1991 A041 KEDDIE BROWN--NOW IS THE TIME FOR CHANGE AT THE TOP
7/17/1991 AOll 4 ARIZONA TRIBES SEEK SUPERINTENDENTS OUSTER
7/17/1991 A033 NEW ROSEBUD REDISTRICTING SCHEME RUNS BIA RED LIGHT
7/17/1991 B016 BIA NOT EPA MUST APPROVE LANDFILL STUDY
7/24/1991 A012 *S1SSET0N-WAHPET0N DISSENTERS TURN TO BIA
7/31/1991 B015 BIA REJECTS ROSEBUD SECRETARIAL ELECTION
8/07/1991 A105 CRST LOOKS TO TAKE CONTRACTS FROM BIA
8/14/1991 AOll HEARINGS ON TRUST INCOME AUG 27 AT MCLAUGHLIN
8/14/1991 A061 BIA REORGANIZATION LACKS COMMUNICATION TO PEOPLE (L)
8/14/1991 C032 WAKPALA SCHOOL STILL WAITING TO BE BIA FUNDED
8/28/1991 BOll BIA SCHOOLS GET BAD REPORT CARD
9/11/1991 A012 ,*'1DEAL AGENCIES' GOAL OF TASK FORCE
?2?^ "-OSE IN TRIBAL COURT TRAINING REVISION9/18/1991 A016 TRUST FUNDS TO BE SETTLED
ITS DAY IN COURT ON TRAINING POLICY REVISION
9/18/1991 A051 TIRED OF BALONEY--EDDIE BROWN GETS INVITATION (L)
9/18/1991 A053 WILL BIA EVER BRING ACCOUNTING SYSTEM TO ORDER' (L)
9/25/1991 A015 OST WINS $187,773
10/02/1991 A053 KFORUM IS OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN
10/02/1991 BOll *B1A SUPER BELIEVES IN OPEN DOOR POLICY
10/23/1991 A105 MORE TRIBES PREPARE FOR SELF-GOVERNANCE
10/30/1991 B023 PARENTS MAY SUE BIA OVER BUS ACCIDENT
11/06/1991 A091 NEW COMMISSIONER DRAFTS ECONOMIC PLAN
11/13/1991 AlOl BIA INFLATED VALUES, BY MILLIONS
WAVAU} ^2$i WHITES FILE MORE HARASSMENT COMPLAINTS THAN INDIANS12/04/1991 A065 BIA HAS SPECIAL TRIBAL COURT FUNDS AVAILABLE
12/11/1991 AOll BIA TO AID NEW MEXICO PLANNING
12/18/1991 AOll BIA GIVES 'BEARS' TO CHILDREN
12/18/1991 B015 OGLALAS OFFER BIA SETTLEMENT ON LEASE SUIT
36TR1BAL TRUST FUND RECONCILIATION TROUBLED
1/14/1992 B014 INDIGENT BURIAL INCREASE LOST IN BIA CONFUSION
1/21/1992 A081 BIA OFFICES SHOULD MAKE DECISIONS
2/04/1992 A012 *TASK FORCE REWORKS BUDGETING PROCESS
^2^1 i^lean up management, then reconcile trust funds2/04/1992 A064 TRIBAL TRUST FUNDS MEETING RESULTS
2/19/1992 A031 *ABERDEEN AREA TRIBAL OFFICIALS VOICE CONCERNS
2/26/1992 A034 NATL INDIAN ADVISORY COMMISSION BILL DRAFTED
3/04/1992 C053 *ROSEBUD BIA EMPLOYEES RECOGNIZED FOR SERVICE
3/11/1992 A021 LUJAN ESTABLISHES BIA GAMING OFFICE
4/08/1992 AOll BIA MAY ADMINISTER HOPl GOVERNMENT
4/08/1992 A012 BIA MISMANAGEMENT BLASTED
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
US BUR OF INDIANS A/08/1992 A015 KBROWN DEFENDS BUDGET
A/G8/1992 AG36 BIA--FLANDREAU GAMING PAYMENTS NOT AUTHORIZED
5/13/1992 AG66 BIA SCHEDULES ITS EDUCATION CONSULTATIONS •
5/2G/1992 AGll BIA EDUCTION DIRECTOR RESIGNS
5/2G/1992 AG61 BUDGET SHORTFALL THREATENS SCHOOLS FUNDED BY BIA
5/2G/1992 AG64 FIRST BUDGET HEARING 'HISTORIC
5/27/1992 BGIA BIA EMPLOYEES TO PICKET AGAINST EDUCATION CUTS
5/27/1992 BG15 *CORA JONES GETS FAREWELL SURPRISE
6/G3/1992 AG61 BUSH PLAYS 'BAIT 8 SWITCH' GAME WITH BIA GRANTS
6/G3/1992 BGll MNI SOSE DEMAND RECOGNITION BY BIA
6/17/1992 AG15 MIAMI NATION OF INDIANA DENIED FEDERAL STATUS
6/17/1992 BG64 PARISIAN TIES RESIGNATION TO NEEDS OF FAMILY
7/15/1992 AG12 GAO REPORT CRITICIZES BIA
7/15/1992 AG61 TWO YEARS LATER BIA WON'T FALL IN WITH LINE AUTHORIT
7/29/1992 AGIA «IA DENIES TERMINATION MEDIA REPORT
7/29/1992 AG25 DELBERT BREWER NAMED PINE RIDGE BIA SUPER
8/G5/1992 AG51 BIA TASK FORCE CRITICIZED
8/12/1992 AGIA REPORT SLAPS BIA--LACK OF INTEREST IN ALCOHOL ABUSE
8/12/1992 AG53 ^REORGANIZATION NEEDS REORGANIZING
8/19/1992 AG13 INDIAN TRUST FUNDS PUT ON BIA'S FRONT BURNER
9/G2/1992 AG82 BIA ACTS AFTER RECENT CONTROVERSY
9/16/1992 A121 BIA TO FOCUS ON ABUSE OF HOUSING PROGRAM
9/16/1992 BG81 DENVER EPA CITES BUSINESSES, BIA FOR VIOLATIONS
9/3G/1992 AG31 kBIA OPPOSES AGRICULTURE BILL
1G/G8/1992 DG3A ALBUQUERQUE BIA WRITES OFF $5 MILLION IN LOANS
lG/15/1992 AG35 WAHQUAHBOSHKUK—DISBAND THE BIA
lG/29/1992 AG13 LEADING BIA CONTRACTOR CONTROLLED BY NON-INDIANS
11/G5/1992 AG14 BLAZE CONTRACTS BALLOONING AS TROUBLE GROWS
11/19/1992 BG15 RED TAPE TANGLE PUTS STRANGLEHOLD ON OST FUNDS
11/26/1992 BG65 BROWN MAY RETURN TO UNIVERSITY
11/26/1992 B1G2 TASK FORCE TABLES BIA ADMINISTRATIVE REORGANIZATION
12/03/1992 AG75 COURT DECISION REAFFIRMS EAGLE FEATHER
12/10/1992 A061 BIA LOOKS AT SHORTFALL IN ROAD FUNDING
1/14/1993 BOll BIA REFERS COURNOYER SUSPENSION TO TRIBAL FORUM
1/14/1993 B031 RST TO CONSIDER CONTRACTING POLICE DEPT FROM BIA
1/21/1993 AOll BIA TO RELOCATE OFFICE OUT OF INTERIOR
2/04/1993 A012 CHARGES OF MISMANAGEMENT FORCE BUREAU TO REGROUP
2/04/1993 A015 BIA REORGANIZATION CRITICIZED DURING PANEL HEARING
2/18/1993 B051 xBIA WORKERS EARN SERVICE AWARDS
3/24/1993 A012 BIA LOANS SLICED FROM STIMULUS PACKAGE
4/14/1993 A012 CLINTON CALLS FOR BIA BUDGET INCREASES
4/21/1993 A014 BIA SCHOOLS IN DANGER OF MORE CUTS
4/21/1993 A071 JOHN TIPPECONNIC--BIA, TRIBAL COLLEGES SAME AGENDA
4/28/1993 A031 BIA--NO MORE MONEY FOR CASINOS
5/05/1993 A014 KPRESIDENT DRAGS HIS FEET ON INDIAN DESK
5/12/1993 A071 kTRUST FUNDS REFORM IMMINENT
5/19/1993 AOll BIA SCHOOLS FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
5/26/1993 A061 RAISING THE QUESTION OF WHY BIA SCHOOLS AREN'T ACCRE
6/16/1993 A031 SENATE SLASHES NEW FUNDING FOR BIA SCHOOLS
6/23/1993 A031 SENATE RESUMES BIA SCHOOL BILL DEBATE
6/23/1993 B024 XFORT YATES EMPLOYEES HONORED
6/30/1993 A061 BIA MISMANAGEMENT PROMPTS NEW TRUST FUND REFORM ACT
7/08/1993 A081 BUREAU SCHOOLS SLATED TO RECEIVE $21 MILLION
7/14/1993 A014 NATL CONGRESS ACCUSES BIA OF 'OLD GUARD TACTICS'
7/14/1993 B012 CONTRACT SCHOOLS WORKING TO GET MONEY FROM WASHINGTO
7/21/1993 AOll *STANDING OVATION FOR DEER
7/21/1993 AOll TRIBES FACE SHORTFALL FROM BIA CRUNCH
7/28/1993 A061 FEDERAL SPENDING DOWN FOR TRIBES
7/28/1993 B051 kDEPARTING BROWN REFLECTS ON HARMFUL MYTHS
8/18/1993 A012 SfDEER ENCOUNTERS 1ST MAJOR POLITICAL STORM
9/01/1993 A031 ADA DEER WAITS ON ONEIDA DECISION ISSUE FOR 45 DAYS
9/08/1993 AOll *TRIBES, CONGRESS, FOUNDATIONS, ADA DEER ADD HOPE
9/08/1993 A014 DEER CALLS FOR HELP IN BIA SHAKE-UP
10/06/1993 A014 INTERIOR DEPT BACKS TRUST FUNDS REFORM LEGISLATION
10/06/1993 A06I BIA OFFICIAL REPORTEDLY VIOLATED FEDERAL POLICY
10/20/1993 A065 BIA REQUESTS LOGGING EXEMPTION
10/27/1993 A014 SENATE FILIBUSTER HOLDS UP INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS
11/03/1993 A023 FILIBUSTER HOLDS UP INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS
11/10/1993 A025 OFFICE FOR WOMEN S FAMILIES IN THE BIA?
11/17/1993 A061 TRIBAL MEMBERS SAY BIA POLICE BRUTALITY COMMON
11/17/1993 B125 BIA OFFICIALS--POLICE BRUTALITY REPORTS WRONG
12/01/1993 A053 LIMITS OF POLITICAL POWER
12/01/1993 B021 FEDERAL HEARINGS PLANNED ON BIA BRUTALITY REPORTS
12/15/1993 C031 TRIBE WANTS BIA OFF RESERVATION
12/22/1993 B102 ND SENATOR BLASTS BIA OVER SCHOOL
12/29/1993 A051 RE--RULE OF PROBABILITY--PRESENCE OF PATERNALISM
1/05/1994 A044 BIA POLICE HAVE MANY SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET (L)
1/12/1994 A012 JOBS MAY GO AT BIA
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SUBJECT
US BUR OF INDIANS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/19/1994
1/19/1994
2/02/1994
2/10/1994
2/16/1994
2/23/1994
3/02/1994
3/16/1994
3/16/1994
3/16/1994
3/30/1994
4/06/1994
4/20/1994
4/20/1994
4/27/1994
5/18/1994
5/25/1994
6/08/1994
6/08/1994
6/08/1994
7/27/1994
9/08/1994
9/14/1994
10/19/1994
11/02/1994
11/10/1994
12/15/1994
1/05/1995
1/12/1995
1/19/1995
1/19/1995
1/26/1995
1/26/1995
2/02/1995
2/02/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/09/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/16/1995
2/23/1995
3/02/1995
3/02/1995
3/02/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
3/23/1995
3/23/1995
3/30/1995
4/13/1995
4/13/1995
4/20/1995
5/04/1995
5/04/1995
5/11/1995
5/11/1995
5/25/1995
5/25/1995
6/08/1995
6/29/1995
7/06/1995
7/06/1995
7/13/1995
7/20/1995
7/27/1995
8/03/1995
8/17/1995
8/17/1995
8/24/1995
8/24/1995
8/31/1995
8/31/1995
8/31/1995
AOll
A024
A014
AOll
A065
AOll
A012
A015
A081
B021
A051
A063
AOll
A013
B083
D044
A035
AOll
A053
A061
A012
A021
A013
A041
AOll
A071
A012
A023
BOll
A022
A041
AOll
A031
A081
B014
A033
A041
A044
B014
A081
BOll
B013
C044
A012
AOll
A031
A081
A053
A093
B013
B014
A044
A066
B031
AOll
AOll
AO 73
B013
B064
A064
B112
AOll
AOll
A012
A031
A012
AO81
AOll
A012
AOll
A021
AOll
B014
A014
A081
A031
BOll
B023
TRIBES DEMAND CONSULTATION ON BIA CUTS
SENATOR MEETS WITH INDIAN WOMEN ON BILL FOR BIA
XLAWMAKERS PLAN TO KILL CONSOLIDATION BID
^ite out of economic
"^ULES BIA WITHHELD INFORMATION
OKLAHOMA BIA CONSOLID
OKLAHOMA AREA OFFICE CONSOL
ROESSEL NAMED AS BIA DEPUTY CHIEF
MONETTE TAPPED FOR BIA POST
KWEBB NAMED EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
*A QUARTER OF A CENTURY LATER, COLUMNIST STILL
ijs.ypiisy. mountain clash refutedSENATE PANEL BLASTS BIA BUDGET
criticism, bia hangs in on trus
*COMPTON, DECORY RECEIVE BIA HONORS
AGRICULTURE REGULATIONS
CHIEF WANTS AREA OFFICES SHUT
KIHS, BIA OPPOSE CHILD ABUSE BILL
BIA DID NOT 'CREATE* THE SOKAOGON CHIPPEWA (L)
KBIA BLAMED FOR POOR ROADS IN FT BELKNAP
KLONG-TIME BIA SPOKESMAN SHAW RETIRES
FIRST WOMAN BIA AREA DIRECTOR--DENISE HOMER
FEDERAL STAFF REDUCTIONS
?iMcI'^i..H5FiTpr HAS MANY MEANINGSTRUST FUNDS BILL IS IN, BUT DIRECTOR IS OUT
KBIA REAFFIRMS PARRIS DECISION
KSENATOR PROMISES REAL BIA REFORM
AFTER BIA INTERVENTION
BIA OFFICE MIGHT MOVE TO RAPID CITY
BIA AREA DIRECTOR'S LIST SHORTENED BY ONE
DEER IS 'DAMNED IF SHE DOES S DAMNED IF SHE (ED)
XLAND ACQUISITION UP FOR CHANGE
DEER SAYS BIA AREA OFFICES WILL CLOSE
OKLAHOMA TRIBES MULL BIA OFFICE CHANGES
ONEC GEARS UP FOR BIA STREAMLINING
BIA FINALLY MOVING ON COURTS BILL
TRIBAL SCHOOLS SLIGHTED BY THE BIA (ED)
BIA CONVENTIONAL WAYS POSE ONLY OBSTACLE (L)
CHAIRMEN DENOUNCE BIA STREAMLINE PLANS
BIA BUDGET A WINNER, BUT NOT A SURE THING
CHAIRMEN REBUKE BIA, REQUEST REMOVAL FROM
AREA DIRECTOR'S LIST REVISED
PEQUOTS COMPETE FOR DWINDLING BIA FUNDS
*BIA'S PLAN TO STREAMLINE PUT ON HOLD
*BIA FUNDING AXED BY HOUSE GOP LAWMAKERS
MCCAIN OPPOSES BIA REFORM REPRIEVE
BIA ROAD FORMULA DECLARED UNFAIR
HOW THE BIA IS KILLING MY TRIBE
INDIAN LAND CONSOLIDATION ACT GOES BACK TO 1ST (L)
BIA CRITICIZED BY DDI INSPECTOR GENERAL
DACTS OFFERS SAVINGS PROPOSAL
ABERDEEN AREA BIA OFFICE SHOULD BE AXED (L)
BIA TAKES SIDES IN TONKAWA ELECTION
BIA'S BREWER NAMED ABERDEEN DIRECTOR
BIA BACKS BOWEN AS SENECA NATION PRESIDENT
BIA RULES IN FAVOR OF MARTIN-KEKAHBAH
BIA TARGETS FIRE DANGERS IN RESERVATION BUILDINGS
BREWER 'FRESH MEAT' FOR BIA'S DETRACTORS
BIA PONDERS DECISION ON TURTLE MT POLITICAL FEUD
BIA DUCKS RULING ON TURTLE MOUNTAIN RECALL
praises tribes for managing programs
GOP TARGET--$1.5 BILLION IN BIA CUTS
MCCAIN BACKS POWER SHIFT TO TRIBES
BIA ORDERS NEW ELECTIONS FOR SHAKOPEE COMMUNITY
PRESSLER CALLS FOR INVESTIGATION OF BIA CONSTRUCTION
BIA BALKS AT SHAKEUP PLAN naiKuuiiun
BIA BACKS TURTLE MOUNTAIN TRIBAL COUNCIL RECALL
BIA FACES ANNUAL $214 MILLION CUTS
BIA OPPOSES TRIBAL RECOGNITION PROCESS
SHAKOPEE SUE BIA FOR ENROLLMENT INTERFERENCE
*BIA,TAKES APPROPRIATIONS HIT
KPARKS FAVORED AS SENATE GUTS BIA
ABERDEEN FEARS EFFECTS OF BIA CUTS
BIA LOSES BUDGET BATTLE
CONGRESS FORCES BIA REORGANIZATION
BABBITT SAYS BIA CUTS 'FIG LEAF'
*BIA'S BREWER TAKES HEAVY FLAK
KCOALITION PONDERS CUTBACKS IN BIA EDUCATION SUPPORT
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SUBJECT
US BUR OF INDIANS
US BUR OF LAND
US CIA
US CONGRESS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/1A/1995 AOIA BABBITT TELLS CLINTON—VETO INTERIOR BILL
9/21/1995 AOIA TREATIES VOIDED, PROTESTERS SAY
9/21/1995 AOIA OUTSPOKEN BIA DIRECTOR DEMOTED
9/21/1995 A041 WHERE WERE THEY? (ED)
9/28/1995 A051 SENATE ACTUALLY SPARED BIA PROGRAMS
9/28/1995 A054 *CONGRESS DOESN'T SAY IT, BUT TERMINATION IS GOAL
9/28/1995 B013 *175 ABERDEEN BIA STAFF TO LOSE JOBS IN CUTBACKS
10/05/1995 A013 BIA SLASHES 1,800 JOBS i-uiBALRb
10/05/1995 AOIA TURTLE MOUNTAIN WINS DELAY
10/05/1995 BOll COURT ORDERS BIA DOORS LOCKED
10/05/1995 BOll *TRIBES RALLY TO RESCUE BREWER FROM BIA DEMOTION
10/05/1995 B051 DASCHLE SAYS ABERDEEN STAFF CUTS NOT AS DEEP AS
10/19/1995 A061 COURT DENIED CROW BID TO SAVE BIA JOBS
10/26/1995 A053 BURY THE BIA—TRIBES CAN DO THE JOB MUCH BETTER CD
10/26/1995 B014 CUTS BEGIN IN ABERDEEN AREA otntK ilj
11/02/1995 A044 BIA CORRUPTION HAS SPREAD TO TRIBES (L)
11/09/1995 BOll INJUNCTION STOPS YANKTON BIA LAYOFFS
11/16/1995 A025 MCCAIN--BABBITT MUST EXPLAIN UNSPENT FUNDS
11/23/1995 AOll GOVERNMENT GRIDLOCK TAKES TOLL ON BIA
11/30/1995 A021 BIA GOES BACK TO WORK
11/30/1995 A051 WHO REALLY NEEDS 12,000 BIA WORKERS? (L)
12/21/1995 A014 SENATE BILL COULD REORGANIZE BIA
12/21/1995 A015 THE NEW BIA MIGHT LOOK LIKE THIS
12/29/1995 A024 BIA SCHOOLS TO SHARE $2.2 MILLION FOR REFORM
2/19/1992 A012 WRONG CRITTERS LASSOED
11/26/1992 A013 *BLM TAKES DANN HORSES
11/09/1995 A062 NEVADA LAND DISPUTE LITERALLY HEATS UP
10/23/1991 AlOl CIA HONORS AMERICAN INDIANS
11/27/1991 A051 JOINING CIA IS A SELL OUT (L)
10/08/1992 D053 CIA WANTS TO RECRUIT MORE NATIVE AMERICANS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF MEMBERS OF CONGRESS
SEE ALSO LEGISLATURE-US, INDIAN AFFAIRS
1/01/1991 A044 WKSA MEMBER ACCEPTS SENATE APOLOGY FOR MASSACRE (L)
3/12/1991 A053 *INDIANS DESERVE REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS TOOi
3/25/1992 A032 CRIME BILL FAILS IN SENATE
5/06/1992 A024 HOUSE PASSES YEAR OF RECONCILIATION
5/13/1992 B076 MENOMINEE RUNNING FOR CONGRESS
5/20/1992 A041 YOUTH CHALLENGED TO SEEK VOICE IN CONGRESS (ED)
6/03/1992 A061 *CANDIDATES CAMPAIGN FOR CONGRESS
6/03/1992 A064 SISSETON-WAHPETON BILL PASSES CONGRESS
8/12/1992 AOll SENATE PASSES TRIBAL COURTS BILL
8/12/1992 A021 VOTING RIGHTS PASS CONGRESS
8/12/1992 A031 SENATE PANEL APPROVES 'BUY INDIAN' AMENDMENTS
9/09/1992 A031 HOUSE RECOMMENDS BUDGET INCREASE FOR IHS
9/09/1992 A041 INDIAN VOTE, INDIAN VOICE (ED)
9/16/1992 A061 CONGRESS--LITTLE TIME, MUCH TO DO
11/26/1992 A012 kKAW WAS STEP FROM PRESIDENCY
11/26/1992 A026 INDIANS IN CONGRESS
1/14/1993 AOll KHOUSE CREATES INDIAN AFFAIRS PANEL
1/21/1993 A031 PRESSLER JOINS JUDICIARY WITH INDIAN AGENDA
2/11/1993 AOll HATFIELD JOINS INDIAN PANEL
2/11/1993 A021 KIOWA URGES TIGHTENING OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL
2/11/1993 A025 INDIAN VETERANS MEMORIAL BILL INTRODUCED
2/11/1993 B044 WOUNDED KNEE PARK BILL INTRODUCED INTO CONGRESS
2/25/1993- A023-TRIBES COVERED IN UNEMPLOYMENT TAX BILL
NEVADA SENATOR PLANS ELIMINATION IND AFFAIRS PANEL
3/03/1993 AOll *SENATE EMBRACES INDIAN AFFAIRS PANEL
3/24/1993 A031 NEW BILL COULD REFORM 'CORNERSTONE OF SOVEREIGNTY'
3/31/1993 AOll SENATE STALLS CLINTON STIMULUS PLAN
4/07/1993 A014 43 REPUBLICANS THREATEN JOBS
5/05/1993 A071 SENATE APPROVES PLAN FOR INDIAN EPA OFFICE
5/12/1993 A015 SENATE INDIAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE ON CHOPPING BLOCK
5/26/1993 A033 LAWMAKERS WANT ADDITIONAL INFO ON INDIAN GAMING
6/02/1993 AOll SENATE MOVES TOWARD RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
6/16/1993 A014 PROPOSED GAMING CHANGES
6/16/1993 A031 SENATE SLASHES NEW FUNDING FOR BIA SCHOOLS
6/16/1993 A053 WRITE IN SUPPORT OF BILL TO CONTROL LAND USE
6/30/1993 A073 HOUSE ASKED TO LEAVE GAMING AS IS
7/14/1993 A041 VEXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION (ED)
7/28/1993 AOll SENATORS TAKE STAND AGAINST RACISM
7/28/1993 AOll CATAWBA LAND CLAIMS PUT PRESSURE ON CONGRESS
7/28/1993 A071 SENATE OK'S COURT BILL
8/04/1993 A071 INDIAN GAMING GAINING CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT
8/11/1993 A014 CLINTON BUDGET PLAN SQUEAKS BY CONGRESS
8/11/1993 A031 ACT MAKES VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN SERIOUS OFFENSE
8/11/1993 A051 TRIBAL PRESIDENTS EXPRESS CONCERNS ABOUT LUMBEE BILL
11/03/1993 A012 HOUSE OK'S LUMBEE RECOGNITION
11/03/1993 A023 FILIBUSTER HOLDS UP INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS
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SUBJECT
US CONGRESS
US DEPT OF AG
US DEPT OF DEFENSE
US DEPT OF EDUCAT
US DEPT OF ENERGY
US DEPT OF HUD
US DEPT OF INTERIO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/03/1993
12/01/1993
12/29/1993
3/30/1994
3/30/1994
5/04/1994
8/17/1994
8/17/1994
8/24/1994
8/31/1994
11/16/1994
11/16/1994
11/16/1994
12/07/1994
12/07/1994
12/07/1994
12/22/1994
1/05/1995
1/12/1995
1/19/1995
1/19/1995
3/16/1995
4/13/1995
5/18/1995
5/18/1995
7/06/1995
7/13/1995
8/31/1995
10/05/1995
10/05/1995
10/19/1995
12/14/1995
12/31/1991
10/05/1994
1/07/1993
8/24/1995
9/09/1992
1/14/1993
12/29/1993
2/23/1995
2/19/1991
12/18/1991
1/14/1993
7/28/1993
8/18/1993
2/02/1994
11/10/1994
2/19/1991
6/17/1992
8/12/1992
3/31/1993
1/12/1994
2/10/1994
2/10/1994
2/23/1994
2/23/1994
3/16/1994
4/06/1994
4/13/1994
6/22/1994
7/27/1994
10/26/1994
11/16/1994,
3/09/1995
4/20/1995
4/27/1995
5/04/1995
6/01/1995
6/29/1995
12/31/1992
12/31/1992
1/21/1993
1/28/1993
2/11/1993
3/31/1993
5/12/1993
10/06/1993
A031 SENATE VOTES TO PROTECT AM INDIAN RELIGION
1993 RELIGIOUS RESTORATION ACT BRINGS CLOSER RELIGIO
*A MARSHALL AID PLAN NEEDED FOR INDIAN COUNTRY
A031 MAJORITY LEADER RACE UNDERWAY
A031 HOUSE CANNOT AGREE ON CRIME BILL
C013 SENATE HEARING PROBES GAMING
AOll HOUSE MEMBERS SLAM RECOGNITION PROCESS
AOll RELIGIOUS FREEDOM BILL STALLED IN CONGRESS
B051 LAWMAKERS COMMIT TO TRUST FUND REFORM
A014 HEALTH CARE REFORM ON HOLD
AOll REPUBLICANS SWEEP CONGRESS
A013 HOUSE COMMITTEE MAY GO
A021 SENATE COMMITTEE CHANGES FACE
AOll kSENATE shake-up MAY PUT INDIAN AFFAIRS ON LINE
58^1 99"? weathers republican revolutiotribal LOBBYISTS SET STRATEGY FOR NEW CONGRESS
at the 'CONTRACT WITH AMERICA*
AOll 104TH CONGRESS WILL KEEP BUSY
AOll EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING COULD BE TARGETS IN NEW CONGRES
A012 INDIANS SURVIVE 104TH CONGRESS--SO FAR
A074 HOUSE INDIAN PANEL CHANGES FACE
92K9Sill ®''eak yet another contract (dA044 CONGRESS HAS CONTRACT OUT ON MANY PROGRAMS (L)
A021 MCCAIN VOWS BLOCK GRANTS WILL GO TO TRIBES
BOll JfCONGRESS HONORS LAKOTA CODE TALKERS
AOll NEW CASINO REGULATIONS BACKED BY WASHINGTON, TRIBES
A012 CONGRESS EYES CASINO INCOME ninoiun,
A041 BUFFALO SLAUGHTER, PART II (ED)
A024 SENATE TAKES WAPA OFF AUCTION BLOCK
A054 KLESSONS I LEARNED IN DC
a2J? CAMPBELL LANDS APPROPRIATIONS§I?hggles shift from courtrooms to congress
A074 USDA TO STAFF LOWER BRULE OFFICE
B061 USDA AWARDS GRANT TO HELP LUMMI NATION
AOll SMALL FIRM WINS $5 MILLION CONTRACT
Ap24 IHS ESTABLISHES PARTNERSHIP WITH DEFENSE DEPT
A121 $325,445 DOE GRANT TO OLC
B065 PARTNERSHIP GRANT GOES TO MEADE COUNTY SCHOOLS
A014 *HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING FACES CUTS
A061 ED DEPT SLASHES INDIAN HIGHER ED GRANTS
A075 ENERGY DEPT DRAFTS INDIAN POLICY
B087 DOE FORMALIZED INTERACTION WITH TRIBES
B061 US DEPT OF ENERGY LOANS COMPUTER EQUIP TO MARTY IND
,A064 NAVAJO INTERNS AT DOE FOR SUMMER
S033 DOE SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
AOll ENERGY DEPARTMENT INITIATES REVIEW OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
A064 PUEBLO, ENERGY DEPT SET TO SIGN HISTORICAL ACCORD
SEE ALSO HOUSING
B044 HOUSE AND TENANT GROUP RECEIVES HUD AWARD
A031 TRIBAL LEADERS RELUCTANT TO COME TO HOME
con *YANKT0N puts housing in 0RDER--GETS $3.9 MILLION
A064 HUD BUCKS WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON
A015 HUD BACKS TRIBAL FLEXIBILITY
A044 HUD AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE PEOPLE (L)
A083 FT BERTHOLD HOUSING AUTHORITY RECEIVES GRANT
f1H5 TO HAVE GREATER SAY IN NATIVE HOUSINGB055 HUD TARGETS NATIVE HOMEBUYERS WITH MARKETING
B061 'CONSULTATION 94' WILL TARGET HUD NATIVE HOUSING
A025 HUD CHALLENGES NATIVE ARCHITECTS S ENGINEERS
B072 HUD HONORS INDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES
A071 *NESSI PROVES A FRIEND TO NATIVE HOUSING
B013 CISNEROS PLEDGES HOMES FOR PINE RIDGE
6033 NEW HOUSING S URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
AOGl CISNEROS HONORS CALENDAR CONTEST WINNERS
A021 *PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS WILL CAUSE AM INDIANS TO LOSE
B014 HUD FUNDS CONSTRUCTION ON 4 STATE RESERVATIONS
AOll TERROR STRIKES IN THE HEARTLAND
A081 KINDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES RECEIVE DESIGN AWARDS
B014 TRIBAL COURTS TO OVERSEE HUD TRIBAL HOUSING LAWS
Alll HUD IN CONGRESSIONAL CROSSFIRE
A012 INTERIOR-tNO TRUST LAND FOR GAMING
A015 BABBITT TO HEAD INTERIOR
A012 BABBITT VOWS A 'SACRED TRUST'
A012 KBABBITT VOWS TO LISTEN, WILL SIT AT MEETING WITH TR
AOll BABBITT HEARS ASST SECRETARY PRESENTATIONS
A014 KADA DEER FRONT RUNNER FOR INTERIOR
A013 J6ADMINISTRATI0N OFFICIALLY PICKS DEER FOR POST
A014 INTERIOR DEPT BACKS TRUST FUNDS REFORM LEGISLATION
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11/03/1993 A023 FILIBUSTER HOLDS UP INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS
11/10/1993 AOll INTERIOR SPEECHLESS ON 'REDSKIN' ISSUE
11/10/1993 A024 PRESIDENT ZAH REPEATS CALL FOR END TO FILIBUSTER
11/24/1993 A031 INTERIOR SIGNS WATER COMPACT WITH NORTHERN CHEYENNE
12/22/1993 AOll BORDER DISPUTE SETTLED BETWEEN CROW TRIBE S INTERIOR
5/18/1994 A012 INTERIOR DEPT THREATENS TRIBES WITH LOSS OF SOVEREIG
6/08/1994 A012 INTERIOR CHANGES SELF-GOVERNANCE BILL
6/29/1994 A031 INTERIOR BILL SETS TRIBAL FUNDS
7/13/1994 A012 TRIBES READY TO SUE OVER TRUST FUNDS
12/07/1994 A015 INTERIOR SETTLES $85 MILLION IN CROW LAND, MINERALS
1/19/1995 AOll BABBITT NAMES ROESSEL TO TOP POST
1/19/1995 A041 DEER IS 'DAMNED IF SHE DOES 8 DAMNED IF SHE CED)
2/02/1995 A061 INTER-TRIBAL MONITORING GROUP TACKLES TRUST MISMANAG
2/09/1995 A021 INTERIOR LISTS PROGRAMS THAT MAY BE TRIBALLY OWNED
3/09/1995 B013 BIA CRITICIZED BY DDI INSPECTOR GENERAL
3/23/1995 A051 INTERIOR MAKES BIG LAND GRAB ON FRACTIONATED LANDS
5/11/1995 B112 INTERIOR REPORT PRAISES TRIBES FOR MANAGING PROGRAMS
6/01/1995 A021 BABBITT SELECTS CHIPPEWA LAWYER FOR INTERIOR JOB
10/05/1995 AOll INTERIOR MUST CEASE CLOSED DOOR DECISIONS
12/21/1995 A013 INTERIOR BUDGET APPROVED
8/21/1991 BOll RST PRIMARY BRINGS FEDERAL PRESENCE
5/12/1993 B036 JUSTICE DEPT MAY BACK COEUR D'ALENE IN LAKE CLAIM
11/24/1993 B013 FEDERAL JUSTICE--BANKS, LANDLORDS PENALIZED
1/26/1994 A0I2 SETTLEMENT REACHED WITH BANKS DISCRIMINATING AGAINST
6/22/1994 A034 JUSTICE CRACKS DOWN ON LANDLORDS
9/14/1994 A063 SYSTEM OF ELECTING JUDGES IN ARIZ COUNTIES CHALLENGE
11/23/1994 A012 JUSTICE LAUNCHES TRIBAL LIAISON OFFICE
11/23/1994 A014 JUSTICE SAYS GAMING BILL NEEDS WORK
11/30/1994 A041 JUSTICE TAKING 1ST STEPS TO IMPROVE TRIBAL RELA (ED)
2/02/1995 AOll JUSTICE CREATES INDIAN DESK
6/08/1995 A021 XJUSTICE HOLDS SECOND 'LISTENING' CONFERENCE
1/21/1992 A013 JTPA FUNDS ENDANGERED
2/26/1992 A024 SIMON ASKS LABOR DEPT TO RETHINK INDIAN JTPA PROGRAM
3/18/1992 A024 JTPA GRANTEES, NOT LABOR, CAN BEST DETERMINE NEEDS
9/16/1992 A061 INDIAN JTPA LAW STRENGTHENED
2/04/1993 AOll RESTRICTIONS ON INDIAN JTPA GRANTEES PLANNED
9/22/1993 A021 LABOR WITHDRAWS INDIAN PROGRAM 'REDIRECTION'
1/12/1994 A071 LABOR DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES GRANTS TO AID CHILDREN
2/23/1994 A064 xJOB TRAINING A LOSER IN LABOR BUDGET
3/23/1994 A084 GOVT WATCHDOG REPORTS LABOR, TRIBES SUFFER POOR
5/11/1994 A065 LABOR DEPARTMENT BACKS UP PROMISES
5/25/1994 A034 LABOR FILLS NATIVE POST
9/08/1994 C031 DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION TO AWARD COMMUNITY ACCESS
2/26/1991 A113 EPA GRANT HELPS PROTECT CRS WATER
4/24/1991 A025 EPA INVESTIGATIONS SEWAGE DUMPING IN PINE RIDGE CREE
5/01/1991 C024 TRIBES RECEIVE EPA GRANT
6/19/1991 B026 EPA FILES AGAINST WASTE BURNING FIRM
8/21/1991 A012 SHOTGUN STANDOFF AT SENECA JUNCTION
9/25/1991 A076 EPA'S DUMP REGULATIONS AVOID WORST CASE SCENARIO
10/09/1991 B043 CHEYENNE RIVER, YANKTON GET EPA GRANTS
10/30/1991 BOll XWHITE CLAY SEWAGE SOLUTION DUE DEC 1 OR FINES BEGIN
12/24/1991 A074 EPA MOVES REGIONAL OFFICE
6/03/1992 B014 SOLID WASTE FORUM--LANDFrLLS MUST BE IN COMPLIANCE
7/15/1992 A061 MISSION WATER PROJECT SLOWLY MOVES AHEAD
8/05/1992 A105 EPA GRANTS $86,283 FOR WATER PROJECTS
8/19/1992 B031 FT PECK WATER CONTAMINATION UNDER CONTROL SAYS EPA
9/16/1992 B081 DENVER EPA CITES BUSINESSES, BIA FOR VIOLATIONS
12/17/1992 C046 PRESSLER ANNOUNCES EPA GRANTS TO TRIBES
5/05/1993 A071 SENATE APPROVES PLAN FOR INDIAN EPA OFFICE
5/05/1993 B024 SEN PRESSLER SUPPORTS IMPROVED CARE OF TRIBAL LANDS
7/14/1993 A063 EPA ANNOUNCES EXTENSION ON SOLID WASTE GUIDELINES
12/22/1993 A034 $1.1 MILLION AWARDED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
7/20/1994 A034 EPA CREATING NEW OFFICE
9/08/1994 A051 EPA COMMITTED TO IMPROVING ENVIRONMENT (L)
10/19/1994 B041 RUNS AFTER WINS EPA SCHOLARSHIP
12/07/1994 B091 WILLIAMS NAMED DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICE
8/24/1995 A021 MOHAWK ENVIRONMENTALISTS CALL EPA PROPOSAL RACIST
8/24/1995 A024 EPA REGION 7 MAKES GRANTS TO TRIBES
10/12/1995 A064 EPA SETTLES DISCRIMINATION SUlT
12/07/1995 BOll LANDFILL REGULATIONS RELAXED FOR YANKTON
4/17/1991 A032 FMHA MONEY AVAILABLE BUT RULES HURT INDIANS
4/17/1991 A053 kFMHA REGULATIONS POSE CATCH 22 FOR INDIANS
5/15/1991 A073 SPECIAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE TO UNDERSERVED
6/19/1991 B032 FMHA TARGETS ROLETTE, SIOUX COUNTIES FOR AID
7/17/1991 A073 EMERGENCY AID AVAILABLE TO AREA FARMERS
8/14/1991 C033 MONEY AVAILABLE FOR HOUSING PRESERVATION
2/11/1993 BOll 504 PROGRAM HELPS ELDERLY REPAIR HOMES
3/10/1993 B033 FMHA OFFERS HOUSING REPAIR GRANTS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/31/1993
6/02/1993
6/02/1993
7/IA/1993
8/0A/1993
8/18/1993
9/08/1993
1/26/199A
12/07/1994
2/09/1995
5/15/1991
8/21/1991
3/25/1992
5/27/1992
8/12/1992
9/30/1992
6/09/1993
5/25/1994
6/29/1994
11/10/1994
2/23/1995
5/18/1995
6/01/1995
6/19/1991
7/31/1991
10/30/1991
11/20/1991
2/26/1992
5/05/1993
2/04/1992
2/25/1993
6/30/1993
11/10/1993
3/30/1994
5/04/1995
3/25/1992
9/29/1993
9/28/1995
3/31/1993
2/16/1994
3/23/1994
9/04/1991
11/17/1993
5/04/1995
8/14/1991
2/12/1992
7/28/1993
10/06/1993
5/19/1993
7/28/1993
8/18/1993
5/11/1995
2/26/1991
11/06/1991
12/04/1991
5/06/1992
7/24/1991
7/31/1991
8/14/1991
8/21/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
7/29/1992
9/23/1992
10/08/1992
5/12/1993
5/12/1993
12/07/1994
3/27/1991
9/25/1991
11/20/1991
12/24/1991
2/12/1992
4/01/1992
4/29/1992
8/26/1992
8/26/1992
A084 FMHA TO ELECT NEW COMMITTEE
BOll SUNRISE APARTMENTS CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED
B031 FMHA REMOVES APPLICANT OBSTACLES
B012 FMHA GETS $2 MILLION FOR HOUSING LOANS
B033 FMHA FUNDING FOR MINORITIES AVAILABLE
B041 FMHA OPEN HOUSE WILL EMPHASIZE LOW-INTEREST HOUSING
B012 FMHA OFFERS PROGRAM FOR RESERVATION RESIDENTS
B141 FMHA HOUSING REPAIR FUNDS NOT BEING USED
B091 STATE GAINS $3.2 MILLION IN FEDERAL FARM LOAN PROG
A033 kSHAKOPEE COMMUNITY PAYS OFF FMHA WATER, SEWER BONDS
C013 FBI ENTERS SHELTER DISPUTE
A012 FBI PROBE UNDERWAY ON CROW CREEK
AD12 FBI SAYS NO CRIME IN GAMING
AG41 KFEDERALOSAURUS REX RIDES AGAIN
CG26 WANBLEE OFFICER FIRED UPON FBI INVESTIGATING
A1G4 FBI INVESTIGATION CALLED FOR MCDOWELL GAMING
AG71 FBI BONE HUNT PAYS HILL CITY A SECOND VISIT
AG73 ACLU FILES COMPLAINT FOR UNLAWFUL SEARCH
AG13 FBI RAIDS LITTLE BIGHORN CASINO
AG41 EVEN THE FBI ENJOYS FREEDOM OF SPEECH (ED)
BG31 BARNETT ASKS FOR FBI HELP IN CAPTURING STEELE
AG64 FBI PROBE RESULTS IN DEAD AIR ON TRIBAL RADIO
AG24 FBI TESTIMONY ZEROES IN ON HAWKINS' DEAL
BG26 PHILLIP JAMES NAMED ACTING SUPERINTENDENT
Alll XFOREST SERVICE PLAN SPURNED
AG12 SURPLUS LAND COULD BE FOOTHOLD IN HILLS ISSUE
AG96 BIG HORN MEDICINE EPA STATEMENTS DUE NOV 30
AG12 KSALWAY STEVENS TRY END RUN
BG12 NATL FOREST SERVICE WORKS TO PROTECT SACRED, RELIGIO
BG53 IRS OFFERING FREE TAX HELP
AG23 TRIBES COVERED IN UNEMPLOYMENT TAX BILL
B091 BUSINESS WITH IRS BY PHONE
C023 IRS SEEKS SHORTED PAYMENTS
BG71 IRS WORKING TO BECOME MORE USER-FRIENDLY
AG81 INDIAN FIRMS, CASINO PROFITS OBJECT OF IRS INVESTME
BG54 CROW CREEK SENIORS SIGN UP WITH MARINES
BG75 ROBIN D SHAW ENTERS MARINES
BG64 LONEWOLF IN MARINE BASIC
A082 OGLALA TRIBAL MEMBER COULD BE 1ST INDIAN US MARSHAL
B014 XECOFFEY CHOSEN AS US MARSHAL
B0I2 KECOFFEY SWORN IN AS FEDERAL MARSHAL
B033 SHANE JONES ENLISTS AS A NAVY MECHANIC
B033 SON OF A LOCAL WOMAN PARTICIPATES IN US NAVY UN MISS
AGll TRIBES SEEK TO RECLAIM SAN DIEGO NAVAL BASE
A061 ROSEBUD POSTMASTER EXPLAINS PROCESSES (L)
BG82 POSTMASTER GIVES ZIP TIP
BG33 KOENIG PICKED AS POSTMASTER
BGll FORMER POSTAL WORKER ON PROBATION FOR THEFT
AG36 SBA HAS NEW LEADER
A065 SMALL BUSINESS LOANS AVAILABLE AGAIN
BGll NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR SMALL BUSINESS HONOREE
B053 LUNDERMAN HONORED BY SBA
SEE SUPREME COURT-US
Alll VA NEEDS OFFICE SPACE FOR COUNSELOR
A014 KDISCRIMINATION CHARGES FILED AGAINST VA HOSPITAL
BG56 VETERANS BENEFITS MINI-CONFERENCE AT NORRIS
BG33 VA COUNSELOR COMES TO FT YATES
BG32 3 AREA COLLEGES GET $5G,GGG GRANTS FROM US WEST
BG56 US WEST PROMOTES CULTURE AND SUCCESS
BG66 KWHITE IS US WEST INTERN
AG31 US WEST FUNDS WILL HELP KIDS SURVIVE TV
AG12 US WEST INVESTS $2 MILLION IN TRIBAL COLLEGES
AG31 US WEST EFFORT BUILDS ANOTHER BRIDGE TO INDIANS
CG31 US WEST DONATES $15,GGG TO PINE RIDGE, ROSEBUD NURSI
B122 US WEST EARMARKS $1.2 MILL FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCAT
BG45 US WEST OFFERS HOME MESSAGE SERVICE
AG81 US WEST CALLS FOR MORE INDIAN-OWNED BUSINESSES
BG92 US WEST CONTRIBUTES $5G,GGG TO CRAZY HORSE BUILDING
BG91 AM INDIAN CONTRACTORS RECOGNIZED AT DEDICATION
A115 ASTON RECOGNIZED BY USA TODAY
AG24 ARTIST JAUNE SMITH TO DELIVER OSCAR HOWE MEM LECTURE
AG94 USD GETS $30G,0GG BUSH GRANT
AG64 FREEDOM FORUM GRANTS $25G,GGG TO USD
BG21 *USD NAMES EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH COUNSELORS
BG25 DORIS LEADER CHARGE SPEAKS AT USD EVENT
A035 *USD TO HONOR PIPE KEEPER WITH DOCTORATE
A106 MORROW NAMED INTERIM DEAN OF STUDENTS AT USD
B021 COLUMBUS SPOOF TO LAND AT USD
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5/26/1993 B075 USD'S FINANCIAL OFFICER WANTS TO HELP STUDENTS
5/26/1993 B102 *KVLE GRANDMOTHER'S GRAD—TRIBUTE TO PERSISTENCE
6/09/1993 A063 acROBERT PENN EXHIBIT AT USD
6/09/1993 B051 SD UNIV AFFILIATED PROGRAM RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD
6/30/1993 B0A3 LOCAL YOUTH LEARNING THE ARTS
8/0A/1993 BOll REGION YOUTH JOIN GOVERNOR'S CAMP
8/25/1993 BOll BROWN HIRED AS TALENT SEARCH COUNSELOR
9/01/1993 B031 x$I,000 SCHOLARSHIP WINNER CHAMPIONS SOBRIETY, ED
9/15/1993 B013 DAKOTA PHD HONORED BY ACHIEVEMENT
9/15/1993 B026 HOWE MEMORIAL LECTURE TO BE HELD SEPT 23
9/29/1993 B021 INSTITUTE OF AM INDIAN STUDIES EXPANDS MISSION--USD
10/06/1993 BOll OLC SINTE GLESKA JOIN USD IN TRAINING
12/08/1993 B03I KUSD TIOSPAYE COUNCIL
3/02/1994 BOll ENTRIES SOUGHT FOR ART CONTEST
3/16/1994 B022 XUNIVERSITY OF SD'S PATTY WELLS RECEIVES REGIONAL
4/06/1994 C021 OSCAR HOWE SUMMER ART INSTITUTE AT USD
5/04/1994 B032 AUTHOR JOYZELLE GODFREY DISCUSSES WRITERS' ETHICS
5/11/1994 Bill AM HISTORY INCOMPLETE WITHOUT NATIVE PERSPECTIVE
5/11/1994 B113 KCRAWFORD PERFORMS AT VERMILLION
5/18/1994 B031 XUSD NATIVE ALUMNI HONORED
5/25/1994 B074 USD HOLDS 107TH SPRING GRADUATION
6/22/1994 B054 WEDDELL GRADUATES FROM USD
8/03/1994 B083 xPIPE ON HEAD-NAMED ACTIVITIES COORDINATOR AT USD
9/21/1994 BOll TIOSPAYE COUNCIL AT USD IS ON THE MOVE
10/19/1994 BOll USD STUDENTS TO MARK DESECRATION
10/19/1994 B012 xHUGHES GRANT TO FUND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
10/26/1994 B014 RED ROAD RETREAT FOCUS ON RECOVERY
11/10/1994 B071 *BRITISH TELEVISION CREW EXPLORES ORAL HISTORY
11/30/1994 BOll KCHEYENNE AUTHOR TO LEAD USD WORKSHOP
12/07/1994 BlOl USD TO WORK WITH SINTE GLESKA ON RESEARCH EFFORT
12/22/1994 Bill acSMITH JOINS USD PROGRAMS
12/22/1994 Bill COOK-LYNN HONORED AT USD
12/29/1994 A081 USD APPRENTICE PROGRAM AWARDED 3-YEAR GRANT
12/29/1994 B031 XUSD LAUNCHES JOBS PROGRAM, HOSTS TIOSPAYE
1/19/1995 B053 AUTHOR ORTIZ TO VISIT USD JAN 23-26
2/02/1995 BOll *ORTIZ VISITS WITH USD STUDENTS
3/02/1995 B051 *FACULTY, STAFF MEET TO CELEBRATE NEW USD
6/08/1995 B054 USD SEEKS VOLUNTEERS FOR SISSETON ARCHAEOLOGY DIG
8/10/1995 B074 *TALENT SEARCH
8/10/1995 C021 STUDENTS WIN TOP ART PRIZES
9/28/1995 B034 OLYMPIAN BILLY MILLS TO HEADLINE USD'S DAKOTA DOME
9/28/1995 B065 LAVELLE JOINS LAW SCHOOL FACULTY
10/05/1995 B031 RED ROAD GATHERING IN 7TH YEAR
11/02/1995 B034 KELLOGGS KICKS IN $1.2 MILLION FOR NURSE EDUCATION
11/09/1995 B031 XUSD'S RED ROAD GATHERING A HEALING EXPERIENCE
12/21/1995 B053 XUSD STUDENT RECEIVES CASE INTERNSHIP
1/21/1992 A071 NATIONAL SIOUX COUNCIL CAN BE TRIBES' EYES, EARS
11/27/1991 B051 UTAH-NAVAJO TRUST FUND IS INVESTIGATED
4/08/1992 A025 UTAH NAVAJOS SEEK OWN TRIBAL AGENCY
2/18/1993 A012 UTAH TRIBES TO TAKE OVER UTE LANDS
4/21/1993 A061 SUPREME COURT WILL HEAR UTE CASE
5/05/1993 B056 DECORY WINS MISS INDIAN UTAH STATE
10/06/1993 A063 AMENDMENT MAY DOOM GOSHUTE PLANS FOR NUCLEAR WASTE
2/02/1994 A025 NAVAJO COUNCIL POSES MORATORIUM ON OIL S GAS DRILLIN
11/10/1994 A061 UTAH WILDLIFE DEPT CHARGED WITH RUFFLING EAGLE FEATH
1/26/1995 A064 JUDGE RULES BOUNDARY CHANGE WON'T VOID CONVICTION
2/16/1995 C051 XBANK MAKES HOUSING AFFORDABLE FOR UTAH 8 MONTANA
10/26/1995 A023 UTAH COURT RULING FAVORS 'REDSKIN' LICENSE PLATE
6/19/1991 BOll SOUTHERN UTE CULTURAL CENTER IS A DAZZLER
1/21/1992 A024 UTES SUE OVER METHANE
9/02/1992 A053 KCOYOTE REZ GAMBLIN' WITH SOVEREIGNTY
9/09/1992 A025 UTES OPEN COLORADO'S FIRST INDIAN CASINO
11/05/1992 S341 UTE MOUNTAIN CASINO BRINGS COLO NEWEST GAMING
12/24/1992 C104 SOUTHERN UTES TO OPEN SMALL CASINO & TRAINING CENTER
2/18/1993 A012 UTAH TRIBES TO TAKE OVER UTE LANDS
4/21/1993 A061 SUPREME COURT WILL HEAR UTE CASE
5/12/1993 A061 ASPEN SWEATLODGES GET HEAT FROM UTES
8/18/1993 SlOl SHOSHONE, UTE STUDENTS LEARN TO PREPARE FOR COLLEGE
9/08/1993 A066 SOUTHERN UTE MAN TO REPATRIATE 8,000 YR OLD FIND
2/10/1994 A023 UTAH UTES OFFER TO LEASE WATER TO LAS VEGAS
3/02/1994 A012 SUPREME COURT REDUCES NORTHERN UTE RESERVATION
3/16/1994 A051 xCOYOTE NATION PROVES NORTHERN UTE'S BUSINESS TAX IS
6/08/1994 B073 UTES TRY TO LURE FISHERMEN
9/08/1994 C024 SOUTHERN UTE BUY NATURAL GAS
9/21/1994 B051 LAWYERS SAY UTES UNLIKELY TO APPEAL METHANE OWNERSH
6/08/1995 A021 LAWSUIT FILED OVER UTE TRIBAL ELECTION
6/23/1995 A013 UTE ELECTION CONTROVERSY DIVIDES TRIBE
10/19/1995 A063 SIERRA CLUB WANTS SCALE BACK WATER PROJECT TO BENEFI
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/23/1995 A022 UTES SUE FOR RIGHTS TO GAS
6/19/1991 BOll kLESSER-KNOWN UTE MOUNTAIN PARK STRUGGLES
1/28/1993 A055 UTILITIES NOT PAYING FOR PACS (L)
11/02/199A B012 ROSEBUD UTILITIES BOARD TO FLEX ITS MUSCLE
A/13/1995 B021 LOWER BRULE NAMES UTILITY COMMISSION
5/11/1995 A031 SD TRIBES SCHEDULE REGIONAL TRIBAL UTILITIES FORUM
6/15/1995 B013 MULTITRIBE UTILITY BOARD TO MEET AT EAGLE BUTTE
6/29/1995 BOIA LAKOTA UTILITY COUNCIL MEETS
8/0A/1993 AOAl xBOOK LACKS LAKOTA VIEW
A/28/1993 B073 INNOCENT IGNORANCE CAN BE ERADICATED
12/01/1993 B012 HISTORY BOOKS NEGLECT WARRIOR VICTORY
A/10/1991 A012 KVACCINATION PROGRAM BEGINS--SHOULD HELP PREVENT HEP
A/17/1991 C0r3 VACCINATIONS SUSPENDED FOR INFORMATION BLITZ
5/01/1991 COIA GUINEA PIG SYNDROME STALLS HEPATITIS VACCINE
5/29/1991 A031 *HEALTH OFFICIALS MEET PEOPLE TO DISPEL VACCINE MYTH
1/21/1992 B051 EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE OF HEPATITIS A CONTINUES
2/19/1992 A061 INNUENDO KILLS HEPATITIS TRIAL
2/26/1992 B015 JUDGE WON'T BAR VACCINE FOR HEPATITIS
A/08/1992 AOAA WHERE ARE ETHICS IN VACCINE TESTS ON CHILDREN (L)
2/25/1993 B051 KVADER PADDLES UPSTREAM TOWARD CORPS PARTNERSHIP
6/19/1991 coil BURNED SUBCONTRACTOR BLAMES VAL-U
A/01/1992 C02A KVALANDRA TO HEAD UP LAW OFFICE
10/02/1991 B021 KVALANDRA RECOGNIZED FOR BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
A/29/1992 SlAl *FIRST COMPUTER CONCEPTS RIDING HIGH
6/09/1993 BOll HOWARD VALANDRA MAKES NATIONAL BUSINESS MAGAZINE
2/23/199A B051 BUSINESSMAN PROVES THAT SUCCESS IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
7/27/1995 B026 VALANDRA SELECTED FOR TUCK SCHOOL
8/1A/1991 B06A JOSPEH VALANDRA HEADS KENTUCKY OPTICAL CO
10/05/1995 B051 xMARIA VALANDRA FINALIST IN STATE COMPETITION
1/29/1991 S0A3 SAY IT AIN'T S0> PAUL! (L)
6/26/1991 C015 *PEOPLE MUST SPEAK OUT TO GAIN ELECTORAL VOICE
1/28/1992 A03<t *VALANDRA IS FIRST KERREY DELEGATE
3/09/1992 B091 KCAPITOL GAINS--HOW THE STATE LEGISLATURE WORKS
4/08/1992 A066 KVALANDRA SEEKS RE-ELECTION BUT DISTRICT 27
6/24/1992 A054 SEN PAUL VALANDRA ANSWERS MICKELSON
1/14/1993 B066 VALANDRA NAMED TO CHILD CARE TASK FORCE
9/08/1993 A041 COSTNER BILL TWO-STEP CAME DOWN ON VALANDRA TOE (ED)
10/06/1993 B012 KSTATE SENATOR--MORE CAN BE DONE AT HOME
11/10/1993 B015 KVALANDRA STILL WILLING TO QUIT SENATE FOR COUNCIL
11/17/1993 BOll VALANDRA ABLE TO HOLD 2 POSTS
2/02/1994 B012 KVALANDRA GETS INTO SPIRIT OF REMOVING RACIST MURAL
10/19/1994 B021 KSTATE SENATE DISTRICT 27 RACE
10/05/1995 B026 RON VALANDRA HONORED BY SBA OFFICE
6/12/1991 A012 KOYATE MUST SPEAK TO PROTECT LAND
7/24/1991 B031 KRONALD VALANDRA IS RUNNING FOR TRIBAL PRESIDENT
8/14/1991 BOll KRONALD VALANDRA--WOULD STABILIZE TRIBAL GOVT
8/28/1991 A012 KRST--LUNDERMAN VS VALANDRA
11/16/1995 B031 kROSEBUD WOMAN WORKS TO EXPAND ARTISTIC HORIZONS
5/08/1991 S061 KVALANDRAS--THE HARD LESSONS OF RUNNING A BUSINESS
12/24/1991 A072 VALARIO CHOSEN FOR NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDEN
11/10/1993 C024 CASINO MAY BENEFIT NEBRASKA BORDER TOWN
4/10/1991 A053 KC'MON MR VALENTINE APOLOGIZE TO INDIANS NOW" (L)
6/17/1992 A063 VALENTINO NAMED FIS ATHLETE OF YEAR
12/07/1994 B012 FORMER SIOUX CITY MAYOR 'SENTENCED' TO PINE RIDGE
5/06/1992 B022 VAN NORMAN TO RUN FOR HOUSE SEAT
6/01/1994 B061 kVAN NORMAN WILL FIGHT FOR TRIBES
11/02/1994 B021 ELECTIONS 1994
4/06/1995 A071 TEXAS PRISONER WINS RIGHT TO USE SACRED PIPE
3/20/1991 A012 OJIBWA SEEKING REMEDIES FOR VIOLENCE-TORN RESERVE
9/18/1991 A031 PUBLIC, SAFETY ON STANDING ROCK QUESTIONED
1/28/1992 A053 KMCLAUGHLIN VANDALISM SHOULD BE PROSECUTED, THERE"
2/19/1992 coil COURT SYSTEM IN REFORM AT ROSEBUD
3/04/1992 A033 VANDALS HIT KILI
3/11/1992 A025 kWOUNDED KNEE MARKER SCARRED
4/15/1992 B022 VANDALS CUT POWER AT SHARPS CORNER
5/05/1993 B112 WYOMING PETROGLYPHS ARE BEING DESTROYED
11/03/1993 A053 KENTERTAININ' THOUGHTS 'BOUT CURBIN' VANDALISM ON RE
11/17/1993 BOll VERMILLION REACTS TO DESECRATIONS
12/29/1993 A013 SWEATLODGE DESECRATERS FACE JAN PROSECUTION
2/23/1994 A044 RAPID CITY SITE OF RELIGIOUS ATTACK (L)
3/30/1994 B051 CEB COACH'S HOME VANDALIZED AFTER TOURNEY
4/13/1994 A044 COACH DESERVES PRAISE, NOT VANDALISM (L)
5/18/1994 A061 JANITOR'S RAMPAGE DESTROYS ALASKA SCHOOL
6/15/1994 B012 kPINE RIDGE CHURCH OFFERS REWARD--VANDALISM
7/07/1994 A034 VANDALS DIG INTO BURIAL SITES
10/19/1994 BOll USD STUDENTS TO MARK DESECRATION
10/26/1994 BOll CEMETERY IN FT THOMPSON VANDALIZED
11/16/1994 B031 GROUP GATHERING MARKS ANNIVERSARY OF DESECRATION
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VANDALISM
VANDERWAGEN WILLIA
VARGAS MARIA
VASQUEZ JAMES
VEIT GAE
VENEGAS MICHAEL
VENEGAS MIKE
VENEZUELA
VERMILLION DUANE
VERMILLION SD
VETERANS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I/19/I995 A051 THOUGHTLESS VANDALISM MARS A GOOD SAMARITAN'S (L)
3/30/1995 BDII kVANDALS STRIKE PINE RIDGE CEMETERY
A/13/1995 A033 VANDALS BREAK TIPI POLES
A/20/1995 BOll FAMILY SERVED EVICTION NOTICE BY COMMUNITY
5/27/1992 A036 VANDERWAGEN NAMED AREA INTERIM DIRECTOR
2/12/1992 B073 MARIA VARGAS WILL KEEP CAR WON FROM COKE COMPANY
6/08/1995 B071 xCHUMASH TRIBE DOESN'T HORSE AROUND WITH SECURITY
1/08/1992 BOAA CROW CREEK WOMAN HITS IT BIG WITH BUSINESS
6/22/199A AOIA KEVERYBODY POW WOW!
11/05/1992 A012 kCLEANEO OUT
10/1A/1993 B061 YANOMAMI MASSACRE PART OF LARGER GENOCIDE
2/19/1992 C051 COUNCILMAN SUBMITS LETTER OF RESIGNATION
9/02/1992 BOll STANDING ROCK DISTRICT TREASURER INDICTED
9/30/1992 BOll EX-COUNCILMAN PLEADS INNOCENT TO EMBEZZLEMENT
8/18/1993 BOll VERMILLION SENTENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
11/10/1993 B012 DESECRATION OF SWEATLODGES BLAMED ON CULTURAL IGNORA
11/17/1993 BOll VERMILLION REACTS TO DESECRATIONS
12/29/1993 A013 SWEATLODGE DESECRATERS FACE JAN PROSECUTION
11/16/199A B031 VERMILLION RALLY SENDS MESSAGE TO EAST RIVER COMMUN
I1/I6/199A B03I GROUP GATHERING MARKS ANNIVERSARY OF DESECRATION
12/22/1994 B041 xBUDGET AX COULD SHUT SD'S LARGEST MUSEUM
1/19/1995 B032 DISCUSSION GROUP TO DEAL WITH RACISM IN PUBLIC PLACE
1/08/1991 A032 VETERAN ASKS IF INDIANS WILL GET FAIR TREATMENT
1/29/1991 A012 KPINE RIDGE VET WANTS MORE FOR GULF WARRIORS
3/05/1991 BOll KPIMA. MARICOPAS REMEMBER IRA H HAYES
3/20/1^91 A016 CONGRESS SALUTES INDIAN MILITARY
4/03/1991 A071 *WARRIOR SOCIETY TRADITION
4/03/1991 1011 kCOMMUNITY HONORS FIRST OF MANY TO RETURN
5/01/1991 A026 CONGRESS EXTENDS APPRECIATION TO VETS
5/01/1991 C034 XWALK FOCUSED ON VETERANS ISSUES
5/01/I99I C035 VETERANS TO MARCH AGAIN IN MAY
6/05/1991 coil KVETERANS WALK ACROSS STATE TO BRING ATTENTION TO IS
6/26/1991 B065 RECONCILIATION COUNCIL TO SPONSOR CEREMONY
7/31/1991 B031 BRUCE KANE HONORED BY VET'S ASSOCIATION
11/06/1991 A026 NORTHERN CHEYENNE PLAN VETS DAY EVENTS
11/20/1991 A071 KWE HONOR YOU
11/20/1991 B035 VETERANS HONORED AT SFIS TRIBUTE
11/27/1991 A081 PTSD BILL OFFERS SPECIFIC AID FOR INDIAN VETERANS
11/27/1991 C031 *SALUTE TO FALLEN COMRADES
12/04/1991 BOll KVIETNAM ORDEAL WAS A BEGINNING FOR CHUCK RICHARDS
12/04/1991 B056 VETERANS BENEFITS MINI-CONFERENCE AT NORRIS
12/24/1991 A045 VETERAN'S RIGHTS STILL A PROBLEM CD
12/3I/I99I A051 SOME FORGET TO HIRE THE VET (L)
1/28/1992 C086 FLANDREAU VETS' PROMOTION TO BUY TWO VANS
2/12/1992 B066 VISIT A VETERAN FEB 9-15
4/01/1992 A033 POSSIBLE VFW POST CONSIDERED FOR ROSEBUD
4/08/1992 A044 FIGHTING SIDE-BY-SIDE MADE ENEMIES FRIENDS (L)
^5/20/1992 A036 VETERANS CEREMONY PLANNED FOR HOLIDAY
'^5/20/1992 C034 AKICITA MANI--SOLDIER WHO WALKS VETERANS WALK 1992
6/10/1992 B054 OPENINGS FOR VETERANS
6/17/1992 A061 VIETNAM VETS PUT ON RODEO POWWOW
6/17/1992 B033 POST 125 OFFICERS SELECTED FOR 1992
6/17/1992 B041 VETERANS POWWOW HONORED MESTETH
6/24/1992 B041 XVETS LOG MILES TO PROMOTE AWARENESS
7/0I/I992 AOII SENATE PANEL APPROVES VETS BILL
7/08/1992 B015 CEREMONY WILL REMEMBER THE FALLEN WARRIORS
7/15/1992 A012 AMOVING WALL
7/15/1992 A053 xVETERANS' LOVE FOR PEACE MUST HAVE BEEN STRONG
8/26/1992 B061 VETERANS HOSPITAL INCORPORATES SWEATLODGES
9/02/1992 B131 INDIAN VET MEMORIAL PROPOSED
9/09/1992 A031 HOMES LOANS FOR INDIAN VETS UNLIKELY
9/09/1992 B064 FORT YATES VET REP AT TRIBAL OFFICE
10/22/1992 A044 CANDIDATE VOWS AGGRESSIVE SUPPORT FOR VETS CD
10/22/1992 B012 BEAR SOLDIER DISTRICT WINS VETS PROGRAM
11/05/1992 B033 LOUDNER APPOINTED TO VETS PANEL
II/05/I992 B091 FORT YATES VETS COUNSELOR VISITS
11/12/1992 A012 VETS TO GET HOME LOANS
11/12/1992 A051 VETERANS REMEMBER WAR--AND AFTER
11/19/1992 B061 KSD VETS JOIN MARCH TO THE WALL
12/03/1992 BlOl VETERANS HONORED AT TOMB OF UNKNOWN SOLDIER
2/11/1993 A025 INDIAN VETERANS MEMORIAL BILL INTRODUCED
5/05/1993 B012 KGROUP SEEKS SUPPORT--NATIVE AMERICAN WAR DEAD MEMOR
5/12/1993 A044 PARALYZED VETERANS OF AMERICA SEEK MEMBERS (L)
6/23/1993 A024 VETERANS' MEMORIAL BILL MOVES FORWARD
6/23/1993 A031 HOME LOANS AVAILABLE TO INDIAN VETERANS
6/23/1993 B031 XPINE RIDGE YOUTH USES TITLE TO HONOR VETERANS
7/21/1993 B035 PROFILES OF VETERANS
9/08/1993 A033 WOMEN VETS INVITED ON NAVAJO MARCH TO WASHINGTON
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SUBJECT
VETERANS
VIARRIAL GERALD
VICTIMS
VIDEO GAMES
VIDEO LOTTERY
VIDEOS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1993
11/10/1993
11/10/1993
11/10/1993
11/10/1993
11/17/1993
11/17/1993
11/17/1993
11/29/1993
12/15/1993
1/05/1999
1/05/1999
1/05/1999
1/12/1999
1/12/1999
1/19/1999
1/19/1999
2/23/1999
3/02/1999
3/09/1999
3/16/1999
3/16/1999
3/16/1999
9/20/1999
9/20/1999
5/11/1999
6/01/1999
6/15/1999
6/22/1999
6/22/1999
6/29/1999
9/21/1999
10/19/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
11/10/1999
12/22/1999
1/05/1995
3/09/1995
9/13/1995
5/25/1995
6/08/1995
8/10/1995
9/19/1995
9/19/1995
9/28/1995
10/26/1995
11/02/1995
11/09/1995
11/09/1995
11/09/1995
11/23/1995
9/08/1999
9/21/1999
9/03/1991
5/01/1991
10/09/1991
10/08/1992
10/06/1993
AOll KTIOSPAVE LIVES ON IN CONROV FAMILY VET MEMORIAL
A091 LAKOTA MEN WERE PROUD VETERANS (ED)
A065 VA REACHES AGREEMENT WITH CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE
A071 WORLD WAR 11 HERO REMEMBERED
A071 TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR HEADSTONES ANNOUNCED
A029 VIETNAM WOMEN'S MEMORIAL DEDICATED
B012 PROJECT HELPS TO HEAL VIETNAM'S INJURIES
B031 VA TRIBAL PACT OPENS LOANS FOR SISSETON-WAHPETON VET
A099 CARTOON A FITTING TRIBUTE TO VETERANS (L)
WINTER sports clinic APRIL 1
A026 VETERANS EXPOSED TO AGENT ORANGE SOUGHT
A031 KD-DAY BADGES WILL BE GIVEN TO WORLD WAR 11 VETS
S2I? REUNITE FAMILIES WITH WORLD WAR 11B061 KPOLAROID, VA DEVELOP WORK FOR SD VETERANS
B069 VA LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD JOBS
A031 DISABLED VETERANS TO GET BENEFIT INCREASE
A081 VA INSURANCE DIVIDENDS ANNOUNCED
Bdil SvETS WKK^^^ quick ACTION ON REVIEW OF NUCLEAR MED
B071 MILITARY REUNION DATES ANNOUNCED
BOll STANDING ROCK TO HONOR ITS VETERANS
B093 VA SAYS MORE AID AVAILABLE FOR AGENT ORANGE
B159 OMAHA:TRIBE 1ST TO RECEIVE DIRECT VA LOANS
A015 ALASKA NATIVE VETERANS' PENSION BILL ON THE MOVE
B012 xlT'S NATIVE AMERICAN AWARENESS MONTH FOR VETS
B071 KFT BELKNAP HONORS WORLD WAR 11 VETERANS
A053 LET US NEVER FORGET THOSE WHO DIDN'T COME HOME
B012 KAKICITA MANl WALKERS EYE VIETNAM
A091 POST 308 SEEKS LAKOTA CODE TALKERS (L)
B012 *D-DAY, KOREAN WAR VETERAN FOUGHT THE HARD FIGHT
BG12 ^HONORING
A012 PHOENIX SCHOOL TAKES ON A NEW LOOK
A012 BURNETTE MEMORIAL TO ALSO HONOR FEMALE VETS
AG19 KDECORATED WARRIOR
AG19 CONGRESS PAYS TRIBUTE TO INDIAN VETS
BGll CENTER POW WOW TO HONOR VETERANS
BG12 *REMEMBER OUR VETERANS NOVEMBER 11
BG12 KLEBEAU MARKS 5G YEARS SINCE COMBAT IN GERMANY
BGll VETERANS HEALTH CARE EXPANDED
SlGl KVIETNAM VETERANS FACE A DIFFERENT BATTLE
AG31 KFRENCH SOCIETY SEEKS IDENTITY OF AM INDIAN SOLDIER
BG21 LOCAL VIETNAM VETERANS TO MARK MEMORIAL DAY
BGll VIETNAM VETERANS WALK FOR THE CHILDREN
BG61 WWII VETS TO BE HONORED AT FAIR
BG31 VA LAUNCHES RESERVATION MORTGAGE PROGRAM
B032 MYSTERIOUS PERSIAN GULF 1LLNESS--G0VERNMENT SCRUTINY
BG31 XPRISONERS OF WAR AMONG VETERANS HONORED
A061 TRIBES SAY NO TO LAND TRANSFER FOR VETERANS CEMETERY
AG95 HONOR OUR WARRIORS ON VETERAN'S DAY (L)
AGll KTRADITIONAL WAYS HELP VIET VET FIND PEACE
A019 RAPID CITY CENTER HELPS VETERANS HEAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
AG12 FOR 99 YEARS, BASIL BRAVE HEART KEPT QUIET
BG59 ^HONORED VETERAN
AG29 INTER-PUEBLO SWAT TEAM SEEKS IMMUNITY
BG51 MURDER TRIAL PROBES SHOOTING DURING SWAT TEAM RAID
AG19 TWO ROSEBUD MEN BEATEN
AG26 PIERRE WOMAN CITED FOR AIDING CRIME VICTIMS
BG22 DOMESTIC, VIOLENCE MONTH OBSERVED
B083 GRANTS AWARDED TO AREA VICTIM ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
B125 37 PROGRAMS RECEIVE GRANTS FOR VICTIM ASSISTANCE
SEE GAMES
VIDEO LOTTERY COSTS MORE THAN IT PAYS (L)
INDIAN CASINOS SURVIVE CHALLENGE FROM MINN LEGISLATI
SEE ALSO MOVIES
AG83 SINTE GLESKA STUDENTS TO EDIT MEMORIAL RIDE VIDEO
AG79 DEATH OF PINE RIDGE TEEN INSPIRES VIDEO
BG91 XSTUDENTS REACH OUT WITH VIDEO
AG71 NEW ABUSE VIDEO UNVEILED
S121 UPSTREAM PRODUCTIONS INC CELEBRATES IG YEARS
BG91 VIDEO URGES HOMELESS TO TAKEOVER HOMES
BGll KSTUDENT VIDEO IS GOOD MEDICINE AT SINTE GLESKA
AGll BIG FOOT RIDE VIDEO ELIGIBLE FOR OSCAR
BG91 KVIDEO TELLS STORY OF SUANNE
BG12 KJUSTUS' OPEN VIDEO STORE IN MARTIN
BG35 SGU ADDS VIDEO, FLIGHT AND OUTDOOR CLASSES
BG29 CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL RELEASES VIDEO
BG99 VIDEO DOCUMENTARY ON MANDAN DEPOT ON SALE
AG65 IHS HANTAVIRUS VIDEOTAPE AVAILABLE
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10/12/1999 A051
5/09/1995 B072
1/08/1991
11/27/1991
1/28/1992
9/29/1992
9/29/1992
7/29/1992
8/05/1992
8/12/1992
9/09/1992
10/29/1992
1/19/1993
9/28/1993
6/23/1993
10/27/1993
SUBJECT
VIDEOS
VIETNAM
VIOLENCE
VIRGIN ISLANDS
VIRGINIA TECH
VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
VITALIS WADE
VIZENOR GERALD
VOCATIONAL EDUC
VOICE ORIN
VOICE TED
VOIGHT JON
VOLLANT FLORENT
VOLLEYBALL
VOLLVBALL
VOLUNTEERS
VOTER REGISTRATION
VOTERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/27/1993 BG51 VIDEO COLLECTION SHOWCASES FIRST PEOPLES
2/16/1994 B016 OPPORTUNITIES OPEN FOR TV PRODUCTIONS
4/06/1994 C041 FILM COMPETITION WINNERS ANNOUNCED
8/03/1994 S121 kFAMILY SUPPORT MAKES VIDEO STORE A STAR ATTRACTION
3/09/1995 C075 XPASCHAL--FILMMAKER PLANS TO HONOR OTHERS
3/23/1995 B021 XVIDEO USED TO EDUCATE CHILDREN IS INACCURATE
6/08/1995 B071 MONTANA COLLEGE HOSTS MEDIA ARTISTS
12/07/1995 C051 'MUST SEE* VIDEO LOOKS AT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE ALSO VETERANS
12/04/1991 BOll KVIETNAM ORDEAL WAS A BEGINNING FOR CHUCK RICHARDS
6/17/1992 A061 VIETNAM VETS PUT ON RODEO POWWOW
11/19/1992 B061 KSD VETS JOIN MARCH TO THE WALL
11/17/1993 A024 VIETNAM WOMEN'S MEMORIAL DEDICATED
11/17/1993 B012 PROJECT HELPS TO HEAL VIETNAM'S INJURIES
6/01/1994 A061 ^SPIRITS FINALLY AT PEACE WITH VETERAN
6/15/1994 B012 kAKICITA MANI WALKERS EYE VIETNAM
7/13/1994 A051 VET PLANS RETURN TO VIETNAM (L)
8/17/1994 A042 HOW TO JOURNEY DOWN VIETNAM MEMORY LANE (L)
3/09/1995 SlOl KVIETNAM VETERANS FACE A DIFFERENT BATTLE
5/25/1995 A051 WAKPALA MARINE REMEMBERS HIS UNCLE'S LAST MEMORIAL
5/25/1995 B021 LOCAL VIETNAM VETERANS TO MARK MEMORIAL DAY
7/27/1995 A041 VIETNAM STIRS MEMORIES (ED)
8/24/1995 A051 COYOTE PROWLED AROUND IN-COUNTRY
11/09/1995 AOll JfTRADITIONAL WAYS HELP VIET VET FIND PEACE
SEE ALSO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
10/14/1993 A041 xREGARDLESS OF THE AIM, VIOLENCE ISN'T THE ANSWER
9/08/1994 A053 MAKING SENSE OF A SENSELESS ACT
5/22/1991 AOll PRE-COLUMBIAN SITES BURIED BY DEVELOPMENT DOLLARS
9/21/1994 A081 UNIVERSITY REMOVES SEAL DEPICTING VANQUISHED INDIAN
SEE BLIND
5/18/1994 B051 EPA RECOGNIZES TWO AREA TRIBAL MEMBERS
10/02/1991. B041 THE TRICKSTERS AND MR COLUMBUS
SEE EDUCATION VOCATION
10/26/1995 C021 xVOICE BROTHERS LEARNED ROPES FROM THEIR UNCLE
10/26/1995 C021 XVOICE BROTHERS LEARNED ROPES FROM THEIR UNCLE
4/08/1992 A081 VOIGHT--LOSE NATIVE HERITAGE, 'WE DESTROY OURSELVES'
SEE KASHTIN
6/17/1992 A064 TALL BEAR SELECTED FOR US VOLLEYBALL
2/18/1993 C013 FALCONS SOAR TO TOP SPOT
3/31/1993 B071 ALL-STATE VOLLEYBALL TEAM IS CHOSEN
3/09/1994 C031 BENNETT COUNTY WINS STATE A VOLLEYBALL TITLE
1/19/1995 C012 PINE RIDGE CLAIMS SFIS INVITATIONAL
2/09/1995 B063 TODD COUNTY VOLLEYBALL TEAM POSTS 3-2 MARK
2/16/1995 B061 STANDING ROCK STARTS VOLLEYBALL PROGRAM
2/16/1995 B062 kST FRANCIS SWEEPS LITTLE WOUND IN TWO
2/23/1995 B072 VOLLEYBALL SEASON ENDS WITH INVITATIONALS
4/20/1995 B062 FOUR LADY FALCON NETTERS RECOGNIZED
1/15/1991 S132 SFIS V-BALLERS INVADE STATE POLL
1/21/1992 B056 GARREAU RECEIVES VOLUNTEER AWARD
4/22/1992 A073 AREA POINT OF LIGHT SHINES FOR CHILDREN
2/11/1993 B034 ^PROGRAM PAIRS FRIENDS WITH BLACK HILLS WORKSHOP RES
3/10/1993 B012 'CHICK' BIG CROW AMONG JEFFERSON AWARD RECIPIENTS
6/02/1993 B012 PROGRAM PROMOTES SIFTING OF VOLUNTEERS
12/29/1994 B012 XYOUNG VOLUNTEERS STAFF SEARCH S RESCUE UNIT
3/04/1992 A061 ALIGNING TRIBAL, FEDERAL ELECTIONS WILL BE POWERFUL
5/20/1992 A036 ROSEBUD VOTER REGISTRATION IS MAY 22
9/02/1992 B092 NEW MEXICO TRIBES UNITE--VOTER REGISTRATION
10/08/1992 BOll KVOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE FOR CRST ELECTIONS OCT
10/15/1992 A041 REGISTER TO VOTE IN NEXT ELECTION (ED)
9/28/1994 A041 REGISTER TO VOTE NOW (ED)
10/19/1994 B012 DEMOCRATS LAUNCH 'INDIAN VOTE' REGISTRATION DRIVE
11/02/1994 BOll 77 WHO REGISTERED CANNOT VOTE NOV 8
11/02/1994 BOll DEMOCRATS REGISTER 2,000 INDIAN VOTERS
1/05/1995 A053 KTRIBES' VOTING CLOUT DOESN'T REACH FULL POTENTIAL
10/05/1995 B051 LEADERS HOPE TO FLEX INDIAN VOTE MUSCLE
1/08/1991 A041 K1992 BIG POLITICAL ISSUE TO BE REDISTRICTING
4/03/1991 A041 GET OUT AND VOTE! (ED)
6/05/1991 A044 CROW CREEK VOTERS URGED TO TURN OUT (L)
7/10/1991 A043 STANDING ROCK VOTERS TAKE HEED! (L)
2/26/1992 AOll BILL TO AMEND VOTING RIGHTS FOR MINORITIES
4/01/1992 A053 IT'S TIME TO GET OUT THE 'INDIAN VOTE' FOR POWER
7/22/1992 A015 DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION--GET OUT THE INDIAN VOTE
8/12/1992 A021 VOTING RIGHTS PASS CONGRESS
10/15/1992 A053 INDIAN PEOPLE MUST GET INVOLVED IN ELECTION
10/29/1992 A041 GET OUT AND VOTE (ED)
12/10/1992 A012 ^MONTANA INDIAN VOTE HAD CLOUT
11/03/1993 A072 GILA RIVER TRIBE APPROVES VOTING POLLS FOR CHILDREN
3/02/1994 A041 THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGING--CAST A VOTE (ED)
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SUBJECT
VOTERS
VOTING DISTRICTS
WAAWANYANKA OTI
WACIPI
WADENA DARRELL
WAGNER SD
WAHPETON IND SCHOO
WAHPETON ND
WAHQUAHBOSHKUK
WAKPALA SCHOOL
WAL-MART
WALES JOSIE
WALKER CURTIS JR
WALKER REBA
WALKING
WALKING EAGLE M
WALKSALONG WILLIAM
WALL SD
WALL STREET JOURN
WALLACE THEODORA
WALLENSTEIN NANCY
WALLENTINE DOUGLAS
WALLOP MALCOLM
WALN CARL
WALN JOE
WAMPANOAG
WANAMAKER EXPED
WANATEE JEAN A
WANBLEE SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/20/1994 A034 NEW MEXICO COUNTY SETTLES VOTING RIGHTS CASE
5/11/1994 B012 KNATIVE VOTE ESSENTIAL FOR VICTORY
5/18/1994 A041 PEOPLE SHOULD DECIDE CASINO PLANS (ED)
4/13/1995 B032 INDIAN VOTE CAN CONTROL STATE GOVERNMENT
5/25/1995 BOll INDIAN GROUP SEEKS TO 'PRIVATIZE' PRESSLER
10/12/1995 A051 INDIAN VOTE WIELDS REAL POWER (L)
10/26/1995 BOll TRIBAL VOTING CLOUT COULD IMPACT ELECTIONS
10/26/1995 B013 GETTING OUT THE INDIAN VOTE
12/21/1995 A044 SAY WHAT YOU FEEL NEEDS TO BE SAID BY VOTING (L)
SEE LEGISLATIVE DISTRI
ABUSE SHELTER OPEN--HEARING SET FEB 28
WATCHFUL HOME SHELTER HELPS 120 WOMEN
SEE POWWOW
6/17/1992 B041 WADENA WINS LANDSLIDE FOR 5TH WHITE EARTH TERM
1/08/1991 A015 WAGNER SHOE VENTURE COLLIDES WITH REDI-FUND
1/15/1991 A015 REDI-FUND TURN DOWN NEW FOOTWEAR VENTURE
6/05/1991 B035 WAGNER IHS ADDITION BIDS ABOVE ESTIMATES
3/11/1992 B133 AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT CLAIMS 2 NEAR WAGNER
10/29/1992 BOll FOOTWEAR COMPANY OPENS ITS DOORS
10/27/1993 B013 PRINCIPAL ACCUSED OF ASSAULTING STUDENT
11/03/1993 A053 WAGNER SCHOOL BOARD WHITEWASHES ACTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
4/13/1994 A082 COURT ORDER PREVENTS CUTS AT WAGNER HOSPITAL
5/04/1994 A071 JUDGE RULES IT WAS WRONG TO CLOSE WAGNER HOSPITAL
12/22/1993 B102 ND SENATOR BLASTS BIA OVER SCHOOL
4/27/1994 A012 WAHPETON STAFF BACK FROM FORCED EXILE
6/15/1994 A044 WAHPETON INDIAN SCHOOL HAS MORE TO OFFER (L)
4/13/1995 B091 CRITICS SAY MODEL SCHOOL--A FAILURE
7/14/1993 A023 WAHPETON INDIAN SCHOOL PLACED IN LOCAL CONTROL
10/15/1992 A035 WAHQUAHBOSHKUK--DISBAND THE BIA
3/27/1991 A041 WAKPALA FINALLY GETS HEARING (ED)
8/14/1991 C032 WAKPALA SCHOOL STILL WAITING TO BE BIA FUNDED
6/17/1992 B035 WAKPALA SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER GUILTY OF ABUSE
1/29/1991 A123 RAPID CITY GETS NEW SHOPPING CENTER, WAL-MART
7/21/1993 AOll WAL-MART CONSIDERS PLAN TO RESPECT BURIAL SITE
2/12/1992 B063 KJOSIE WALES' SONG A TRIBUTE TO INDIANS
9/30/1992 B033 DOMESTIC DISPUTE LEADS TO DEATH
8/07/1991 A012 TRANSFER OF IHS DIRECTOR PROMPTS NEAR WALKOUT
6/03/1992 B041 WALK KICKS OFF PLANNING FOR YOUTH CENTER
6/24/1992 A092 SOBRIETY WALK MOVES CHADRON IN RIGHT DIRECTION
6/24/1992 B041 kVETS LOG MILES TO PROMOTE AWARENESS
10/22/1992 B014 kOGLALA STEP FORWARD WITH SPECIAL WALK
1/14/1993 A051 ANCESTORS JOIN WITH WHITE LIGHTNING ON SI TANKA (L)
9/08/1993 A033 WOMEN VETS INVITED ON NAVAJO MARCH TO WASHINGTON
11/03/1993 B012 K'TYING ONE ON' SHOULD MEAN A RED RIBBON
6/15/1994 B012 kAKICITA MANI WALKERS EYE VIETNAM
6/15/1994 B071 *VOLKSMARCH
10/19/1994 BOll SOBRIETY MARCH TO HONOR CHILDREN
5/04/1995 C121 NICE FIELD TURNS OUT FOR WHIRLWIND HORSE MEMORIAL
6/08/1995 BOll VIETNAM VETERANS WALK FOR THE CHILDREN
6/15/1995 B024 ^WALKING
6/29/1995 B021 HE'D,WALK 1,000 MILES FOR A RED HORSE
8/03/1995 AlOl *YOUNG HOLD THE FUTURE--ELDERS HOLD THE WISDOM
8/10/1995 BOll HIKER FINISHES 1,000 MILE WALK FOR YOUTH
10/19/1995 B051 WALK FOR SOBRIETY
10/26/1995 B051 KNEARLY 100 MARCH FOR SOBRIETY AT RED SCAFFOLD
2/26/1992 B054 FT ,THOMPSON GIRL LIVING OUT WISH COME TRUE
5/18/1994 D021 NORTHERN CHEYENNE OFFICIAL SAYS NO ONE LISTENED
4/15/1992 B021 PINE RIDGE AREA PHONE OUTAGE LINKED TO HOSTAGE CRISI
5/12/1993 BOll WALL SCORES HIGH AT PINE RIDGE RODEO
11/26/1992 A041 ARROGANCE AND IGNORANCE ON WALL ST (ED)
I/22/199I BOll TRIBAL PLANNER RESIGNS
,2/12/1991 A044 TRIBAL COUNCIL MUST ACT ON BEHALF OF ALL (L)
12/24/1991 Bill NEW DIRECTOR TO AID SWCC TRANSFERS
7/15/1992 A091 FLUTIST--ORAL HISTORY TELLS HIM HE IS LAKOTA
9/04/1991 A041 KWALLOP--RENAMING CUSTER BATTLEFIELD
6/30/1993 B014 XCARL WALN ANNOUNCES FOR ROSEBUD
6/10/1992 B042 WALN CHOSEN FOR SD HALL OF FAME
11/20/1991 AOll DESCENDANTS APPEAL FOR HELP
3/02/1994 A084 KRAFT MEETS WITH WAMPANOAG ABOUT CASINO
6/15/1994 coil AGREEMENT WITH NEW BEDFORD COULD BE REACHED
9/14/1994 C013 WAMPANOAG TRIBE LOOKING TO OPEN CASINO
2/16/1995 A041 kWANAMAKER EXPEDITION--A GLIMPSE AT A FORGOTTEN
8/18/1993 AOll SAC 8 FOX WOMAN SELECTED TO IOWA HALL OF FAME
4/10/1991 A033 WANBLEE SUNDANCE TO MEET APRIL 14
8/14/1991 B013 WANBLEE LEGION POST RECOGNIZED BY GOV MICKELSON
10/30/1991 A065 TIOSPAYES TO GATHER AT WANBLEE
11/20/1991 A071 XWE HONOR YOU
11/27/1991 C031 *SALUTE TO FALLEN COMRADES
2/19/1991 A026
11/06/1991 B014
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UANBLEE SD
WAPATO TIM
WAR BONNETT JEREMY
WARD BART
WARD EDISON
WARD SARAH
WARD TATER
WARD TODD
WARE TOM MAUCHATV
WARM DAY JONATHAN
WARNE BEVERLY
WARNE JIM
WARNER JOSEPH
WARRIOR MOTEL
WARRIORS
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON DC
WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON REDSKIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/24/1991 B041 XGRANDMA PALMER'S FIRE BURNS BRIGHT IN WANBLEE
3/25/1992 B012 WANBLEE FIREFIGHTERS PASS FIRST TEST
8/12/1992 C026 WANBLEE OFFICER FIRED UPON FBI INVESTIGATING
1/28/1993 B046 WANBLEE BOXERS QUALIFY FOR NATL TOURNAMENT
7/21/1993 B031 WANBLEE HEALTH CENTER NAMED 1992 PHARMACY OF YEAR
2/16/1994 B012 WANBLEE SCHOOL WILL CLOSE AT YEAR'S END
3/23/1994 BO11 LANDMARK STATUS SOUGHT FOR WANBLEE DAY SCHOOL
6/22/1994 B064 WANBLEE BALL TEAM SEEKS FUNDS
9/15/1993 AG31 xNIGA DIRECTOR URGES TRIBES TO UNIFY FOR GAMING
2/11/1993 A012 x'SUE' ISN'T ONLY DINOSAUR
7/13/1994 B045 EAGLE BUTTE GRAD HEADS DOWN UNDER
8/25/1993 BQ24 kWARD INDUCTED INTO AVIATION HALL OF FAME
2/16/1994 B012 INTERN BRINGS NEW VIEWS TO CAPITOL
6/15/1994 B062 TATER WARD IS NOW PART OF DAKOTA LORE
10/26/1994 C021 TODD WARD TRIES AGAIN AT INFR
12/07/1995 C081 XTHE BLUES TRAIL THROUGH THE EYES OF TOM WARE
4/27/1995 coil XART FORECAST--WARM DAY TURNING HOT
2/05/1991 BOll 'NURSE OF YEAR' JUST WANTS TO TEACH, CARE FOR OTHERS
4/10/1991 A095 SON OF OGLALA WOMAN PLAYS FOOTBALL IN SPAIN
12/14/1995 B031 MCLAUGHLIN MAN SENTENCED IN ARSON CASE
4/24/1991 B021 WARRIOR MOTEL MAY RIDE INTO SUNSET
1/01/1991 A062 ETERNAL FLAME CALLED FOR TO HONOR TRUE SOLDIERS (L)
1/22/1991 A041 LAKOTA REMAIN SILENT WARRIORS (ED)
3/20/1991 A051 WARRIOR INSTINCT CAN WIN SOVEREIGNTY (L)
4/03/1991 A071 *WARRIOR SOCIETY TRADITION
4/10/1991 A061 INDIANS MUST DISCOVER THE WARRIOR INSIDE
5/08/1991 BOll KPHOTOS OF SIOUX WARRIORS DONATED TO CUSTER BATTLEFI
11/13/1991 A094 JfLEADERSHIP MUST RESPECT LAKOTA HERITAGE
12/31/1991 A094 xLAKOTA WARRIOR CARED
11/10/1993 A071 RED EARTH PRESENTS 'ASPECTS OF THE WARRIOR'
5/25/1994 B041 ^POSSESSIONS OF A WARRIOR
1/29/1991 A012 TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY ON TRIAL IN WASHINGTON
2/26/1991 A091 NORTHWEST TRIBES PLANNING BET ON GAMING TO BRING REV
3/20/1991 A041 GIVING INDIANS LEGISLATIVE VOICE
1/14/1992 A081 TRAFFIC JURISDICTION CASE AWAITING HIGH COURT
1/14/1993 A054 HANGING--NOT THE FIRST
3/24/1993 ri075 TRIBES, LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS LOOK TO UNITY FOR FISH
8/04/1993 AOll ^WASHINGTON STATE SHRINKING TIDELAND RIGHTS
8/11/1993 A062 ^WASHINGTON RETHINKING ITS BAN ON 'CRAZY HORSE' BEER
9/29/1993 B061 WASHINGTON STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO REVIEW MASCOT
3/16/1994 A033 TRIBES TO BUILD CASINOS AT LAKE CHELAN, ELMER CITY
7/13/1994 C081 TRIBE ANNOUNCES DEAL WITH HARRAH'S TO BUILD CASINO
8/17/1994 C021 HARRAH'S SIGNS AGREEMENT FOR PROPOSED CASINO
8/24/1994 A071 SPOKANE TRIBE ALLEGES CONSPIRACY IN SLOTS SEIZURE
10/12/1994 C051 POLL SHOWS 55 PERCENT BACK RESERVATION GAMING
11/23/1994 A071 TRIBES SEEK PERMISSION TO PROBE JUDGE'S MENTAL HEALT
12/29/1994 A013 WASHINGTON TRIBES' RIGHTS TO PRIVATE TIDELANDS
2/02/1995 B041 WASHINGTON GOVERNOR APPROVES ADDITIONAL GAMBLING
2/16/1995 C054 WASHINGTON STATE WANTS TO END CIGARETTE SALES DISPUT
2/16/1995 C063 STATE CLOSES CRAB FISHERY EARLY
3/02/1995 A051 TREATY RIGHTS CAUSE WASHINGTON STATE CITIZENS TO (L)
8/17/1995 A064 STATE INVESTIGATING GAMBLING INITIATIVE
8/24/1995 A085 STATE INVESTIGATING INDIAN GAMBLING INITIATIVE
10/26/1995 A062 WASHINGTON STATE VOTERS TO DECIDE ON SLOT MACHINES
11/16/1995 AOll WASHINGTON STATE GAMING INITIATIVE REJECTED IN ELECT
12/14/1995 AOll NORTHWEST GAMING INITIATIVE STILL ALIVE
12/21/1995 A031 TAVERN OWNERS TRY AT GAMING INITIATIVE
12/29/1995 AOll WASHINGTON TRIBES LEFT OUT OF APPOINTMENT PROCESS
3/04/1992 A015 DC COUNCIL TO CONSIDER 'REDSKINS' PROTEST
5/06/1992 B042 ROSEBUD STUDENTS GET TO SEE DC
7/01/1992 AOll INDIAN MUSEUM FUND-RAISING GAINING SPEED
6/02/1993 B015 RED CLOUD 8TH-GRADE EARN THEIR WAY TO THE CAPITOL
7/13/1994 B031 KDAVE CHIEF FEATURED IN WASHINGTON POST
1/21/1992 AOll SUPER BOWL PLAN PROTEST
1/21/1992 A013 'REDSKINS' NEW SITE ON INTERIOR LAND
1/28/1992 A012 X3,000 PROTEST AT SUPER BOWL
1/28/1992 BOll K3,000 RALLY AGAINST RACIST MASCOTS
3/11/1992 AOll 'REDSKINS' NAME CHANGE EARNS COUNCIL SUPPORT
3/18/1992 AOll DC RADIO STATION WON'T SAY 'REDSKINS'
4/22/1992 A044 HOW IS TERM 'REDSKINS' AN HONOR? (L)
7/29/1992 AOll 'REDSKINS' MAY MOVE TO VIRGINIA
9/09/1992 AOll WILDER SIDESTEPS 'REDSKINS' TEAM NAME CHANGE
9/16/1992 A012 ACTION TAKEN TO CHOP 'REDSKINS' TRADEMARK
9/16/1992 A041 kKEEP LOOKING OVER YOUR SHOULDERS, YOU 'R S'
9/30/1992 A012 MASS PROTEST PLANNED FOR REDSKINS GAME
9/30/1992 A044 ELDER TAKES OFFENSE TO REDSKINS DEFENSE (L)
12/10/1992 AOll WASHINGTON REDSKINS TO STAY IN DC
2/25/1993 A053 REDSKINS--NO NEW NAME, NO NEW STADIUM
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WASHINGTON REDSKIN
WASHITA RIVER OK
WASTEWATER
WATER
WATER PIPELINES
WATER QUALITY
WATER RIGHTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/08/1993
7/1A/1993
8/0A/1993
11/10/1993
3/16/199A
9/08/199A
1G/05/199A
10/26/1994
11/23/1994
12/08/1993
12/08/1993
12/15/1993
4/03/1991
6/05/1991
6/26/1991
7/02/1991
8/07/1991
8/07/1991
8/21/1991
9/25/1991
10/02/1991
10/30/1991
1/14/1992
1/21/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
3/25/1992
4/01/1992
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
7/01/1992
7/08/1992
7/29/1992
7/29/1992
8/05/1992
8/05/1992
8/05/1992
8/19/1992
10/15/1992
10/29/1992
2/18/1993
5/19/1993
11/10/1993
6/22/1994
7/07/1994
8/10/1994
9/21/1994
2/09/1995
3/23/1995
6/29/1995
10/19/1995
11/02/1995
4/27/1994
6/22/1994
4/22/1992
4/29/1992
6/24/1992
7/15/1992
8/19/1992
10/08/1992
5/05/1993
10/14/1993
10/20/1993
11/17/1993
1/12/1994
3/02/1994
3/16/1994
6/23/1995
4/24/1991
9/11/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
10/23/1991
11/06/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
A012
A053
AO 11
AOll
A012
AOll
A041
AOll
A041
A044
A065
B061
A091
B031
A014
A155
B013
B031
BOll
B041
A013
BOll
B044
BOll
B084
C014
AO 14
A051
A063
B012
AlOl
B013
A051
coil
AlOl
A105
BO 46
A082
B012
B013
A053
A081
BOll
A074
A021
A012
A061
A033
B071
A041
A063
BOll
B012
B023
BOll
coil
A076
A061
B031
D043
A074
B034
A024
A073
A044
A034
A025
B012
A012
A015
A053
A061
A053
B122
A044
AO 91
XSEN NIGHTHORSE STALKS REDSKINS
TIME FOR 'REDSKINS' TO RETIRE
'REDSKINS' ON THE RUN
INTERIOR SPEECHLESS ON 'REDSKIN'
'REDSKINS' CHALLENGED BY RULING
WASHINGTON FOOTBALL TRADEMARK CHALLENGED
KLET'S KEEP THE 'REDSKINS' WHITE
MARYLAND BLOCKS WASHINGTON STADIUM
KCOURT CASE MAY BRING END TO PROFITS-RACIST NICKNAME
CHRISTMAS SEASON--A TIME TO REFLECT (L)
CHEYENNE REMEMBER MASSACRE
KREMEMBERING WASHITA--125 YRS AFTER MASSACRE
SEE SEWAGE
MNI WICONI--DASCHLE OFFERS SENATE GLASS OF CLOUDY
$2 MILLION OKAYED FOR MNI WICONI
ELDERS' CHALLENGE COULD NULLIFY STATE WATER COMPACT
JULY COST SHARE AVAILABLE FOR SHANNON COUNTY
KROSEBUD'S HUQ NAMED TO STATE WATER ADVISORY GROUP
MNI WICONI HANGING BY;A THREAD
XSUPPORT FOR ROSEBUD STUDY--JUMP START FOR MNI WICON
OST COUNCILMEN IN WASHINGTON TO AID OF WHITE CLAY
KOGLALA STAND BY MNI WICONI FIRST LANGUAGE
KMNI WICONI PROJECT TALKS CONTINUE DESPITE SNAGS
WHITE CLAY DISTRICT GIFTED WITH WATER TANK
XOGLALA WATER TRUCK DREAM COME TRUE FOR 144 FAMILIES
FIGHT WILL CONTINUE FOR MNI WICONI
KYLE HEALTH CLINIC THREATENED BY WATER PROBLEMS
ROSEBUD WATER GETS APPROVAL OF COMMITTEE
CRST FORMS ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE (L)
MISSOURI RIVER CONFERENCE JUNE 9
MNI WICONI PROJECT TO GO BEFORE OST COUNCIL
BLACK CLOUD EARNS WATER CLASSIFICATION
TRAINING EXPLAINS WATER PROJECTS
MISSOURI RIVER PLANS--WHAT WAS PROMISED, WHAT SD GOT
FUNDING APPROVED FOR MAJOR WATER PROJECTS
ELDERLY WILL HELP TRANSLATE MNI WICONI
EPA GRANTS $86,283 FOR WATER PROJECTS
TRIBES AWARDED WATER GRANTS
SENATE FUNDS AREA WATER PROJECTS
$240 MILLION SETTLEMENT COULD BUY VOTES
OFFICIALS CONDUCT ON-SITE INSPECTION OF WATER NEEDS
*'WATER COMMOTION' PRESSURE OVERFLOWS
ND WORKERS LAID OFF FOR LACK OF TRIBAL PROJECT MONEY
FUNDS WILL FLOW TO MNI WICONI FROM WASHINGTON
HOUSE PASSES WATER BILL, GIVES $17 MILLION
GOVERNOR, TRIBE SIGN WATER COMPACT
COMMITTEE OK'S MNI WICONI FUNDS
KMNI SOSE TRIBES LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
kshakopee community pays off fmha water, sewer bonds
kLAKOTA SPRINGS TO TACKLE BIG NAMES IN PREMIUM
KIT'S .'WATERWORLD' ON THE HIGH PLAINS
SIERRA CLUB WANTS SCALE BACK WATER PROJECT TO BENEFI
SIOUX ADDITION'S IN HOT WATER SAYS HUD
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PIPELINES
PINE RIDGE MAN SAYS WATER PIPELINE CONTRACTOR ALL WE
KTRIBES FIGHT TO KEEP PIPELINE AWAY FROM BEAR BUTTE
MISSION WATER CLEANUP STALLED
STATE SAYS WATER NOT CONTAMINATED AT PINE RIDGE
FRAZER WATER CONTAMINATED
MISSION WATER PROJECT SLOWLY MOVES AHEAD
FT PECK WATER CONTAMINATION UNDER CONTROL SAYS EPA
KDIG DEEPER INTO GROUND WATER POLLUTION
ISLETA PUEBLO RECEIVES ENVIRONMENT RECOGNITION
POSSIBILITY OF DISEASE REMAINS IN FLOOD WAKE /
MNI WICONI CLEARS HURDLE--CLEAN WATER FINALLY COMING
SANDIA PUEBLO SETS HIGH WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
READER SETS RECORD STRAIGHT FOR ROSEBUD (L)
EPA ORDERS STEPS TO ENSURE SAFE DRINKING WATER
CHEMICALS FROM CLOSED DUMP MAY HAVE TAINTED WATER
BUGS THREATEN WATER SUPPLIES
TRIBES MAY HOLD KEY IN MISSOURI WATER INTEREST
MISSOURI RIVER TRIBES FIGHT FOR WATER RIGHTS
TODAY'S INDIANS ARE FIGHTING AND WINNING
KMISSOURI RIVER TRIBES MUST PRESERVE WATER RIGHTS
KTRIBAL WATER IS NOT 'SAFETY VALVE'
MNI SOSE COALITION PREPARING FOR ACTION
WYOMING TRIBES' WATER RIGHTS CLARIFIED (L)
WATER RIGHTS COALITION REVS UP FOR NOV 25
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WATER RIGHTS
WATER SYSTEMS
WATERS JOHN DAVID
WATERTOWN SD
WATKINS WILMA
WATT STANLEY
WAUBAY SD
WAUNEKA ANNIE
WAYNE STATE COLLEG
WEAPONS
WEASEL DALE
WEASEL MARY ROSE
WEATHER
WEATHERFORD JACK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/20/1991 AG9A TRIBES EYE WYOMING WATER FIGHT
12/04/1991 A061 TRIBES BECOMING VITAL FORCE IN WATER MARKETING
12/04/1991 A073 MNI SOSE WEAPON FOR WATER WARS
3/04/1992 A032 LUMMIS VS GOLF IN WATER STRUGGLE
5/06/1992 A034 BLACK HILLS TREATY MEETING FOCUSES ON WATER RIGHTS,
5/20/1992 C031 3 TRIBES JOIN MNI SOSE
6/03/1992 BOll MNI SOSE DEMAND RECOGNITION BY BIA
6/24/1992 A053 A DISCOURAGING WORD FOR WESTERN COURTS
6/24/1992 A061 XCENTURY-LONG WATER BATTLE WON
6/24/1992 A071 KUPPER, LOWER BASIN STATES IN COURT BATTLE
6/24/1992 A075 WYOMING TRIBES TO REVIEW WATER RIGHTS
7/08/1992 A061 KGREAT SIOUX NATION RESERVES WATER BOUNTY
7/08/1992 A061 DIRTY HANDS REACH ACROSS WIDE MISSOURI RIVER
7/22/1992 A051 KTRI-COUNTY WATER—CRST CHAIRMAN WANTS CONTROL
7/22/1992 B013 MNI SOSE PLANS STRONG MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
8/19/1992 A053 A HARSH LOOK AT POLITICAL APPOINTEES (L)
10/15/1992 B015 MORE TRIBES JOIN MNI SOSE WATER COALITION
11/19/1992 B045 SAN CARLOS APACHE WATER RIGHTS BILL SIGNED
11/26/1992 A061 TRIBES MUST FIGHT FOR THEIR OWN WATER RIGHTS
12/17/1992 C044 JICARILLA APACHE WATER RIGHTS DISPUTE SETTLED
3/31/1993 B041 MNI SOSE DIRECTOR STRIVES FOR TEAMWORK
6/23/1993 A061 kWATER SYMPOSIUM--TRIBES URGED TO ASK CONGRESS
10/14/1993 A031 XTRIBES WANT PLUG PULLED ON CORPS WATER CONTROL
11/24/1993 A031 INTERIOR SIGNS WATER COMPACT WITH NORTHERN CHEYENNE
1/05/1994 AOll PROGRESS MADE IN WYOMING WATER RIGHTS TALKS
1/05/1994 A013 KROSEBUD PREZ SETS 1994 GOALS
1/19/1994 A022 WATER RIGHTS SYMPOSIUM TO BE HELD
2/10/1994 A023 UTAH UTES OFFER TO LEASE WATER TO LAS VEGAS
2/16/1994 A061 NAFTA STREAMLINES NAVAJO HAY SALESj WATER TROUBLES
5/11/1994 B082 OMAHA TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBER NAMED TO WATER RIGHTS
3/09/1995 A031 TRIBES OPPOSE HOMESTAKE WATER RIGHTS
6/15/1995 B081 WATER RIGHTS CONFERENCE SET FOR SIOUX FALLS
6/29/1995 A013 LUMMI TRIBE IN WATER FIGHT WITH WASHINGTON STATE
6/29/1995 B062 TRIBAL WATER RIGHTS SAID AT RISK
6/29/1995 B072 WATER RIGHTS--ARE MONTANA TRIBES GETTING FAIR SHARE
7/13/1995 A022 NORTHWEST WATER WAR EMBROILS LUMMI NATION
8/03/1995 BOll MNI SOSE OVERSIGHT BOARD WORKING TO STOP POWER ADMIN
8/10/1995 A014 LUMMIS THREATENED WITH CUTS
8/10/1995 A024 COURT RULES THAT WATER RIGHTS BELONG TO TRIBES
8/24/1995 A085 MONTANA NEGOTIATES WATER COMPACT WITH N CHEYENNE
9/14/1995 B021 MNI SOSE TRIBES LEFT OUT IN POWER AGENCY SHAKEUP
10/12/1995 B014 MNI SOSE TO PUT WATER RIGHTS HOME PAGE ON INTERNET
2/19/1991 A014 STANDING ROCK TAKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR WATER
4/17/1991 B051 MARTIN DISINFECTS ITS WATER SYSTEM
8/07/1991 A105 WHITE CLAY OVERFLOW CONTINUES
9/25/1991 A071 INTENT OF LAW COULD SAVE MNI WICONI
9/25/1991 A074 ROSEBUD SIOUX MAY JOIN MNI WICONI PROJECT
9/23/1992 B014 $5 MILLION APPROVED FOR MNI WICONI WATER DELIVERY
5/26/1993 B012 PLAN COULD DRY UP ROSEBUD WATER PROBLEMS
7/08/1993 A084 OGLALA CONSTRUCTION GROUP WANTS CONTRACT
7/14/1993 B015 TRIBE URGES NO DELAYS IN WATER PROJECT
3/16/1994 AOll *JOHNSON INTRODUCES MNI WICONI PROJECT LEGISLATION
10/05/1994 BOll ROSEBUD, LOWER BRULE JOIN MNI WICONI SYSTEM
7/20/1995 BOll *10,000 PAYMENT TO MEL LONE HILL QUESTIONED
9/07/1995 BOll *WATER PROJECT LAWSUIT TARGETS OST OFFICIALS
9/14/1995 B022 WATER SYSTEMS PASS CONGRESS
9/21/1995 BOll OST OFFICIALS IN HOT WATER
10/05/1995 B014 xGONZALEZ OUT AS RURAL WATER LEGAL ADVISOR
6/24/1992 B051 KYOUNG ARTIST TO HIT THE 'BIG TIME'
9/02/1992 C051 K'BUDS ON THE REZ' DEBUTS
8/11/1993 BOll MANY ATTEND DAKOTA SIOUX CASINO GRAND OPENING
12/08/1993 S061 *HOMECOMING PORTRAYAL OF NATIVE AMS SOON TO CHANGE
12/22/1994 BOll WATERTOWN SCHOOL DROPS INDIAN LOGO
1/08/1992 BOll WILMA WATKINS' DEATH CREATES A VOID IN KYLE
7/07/1994 BOll EAGLE BUTTE MURDER DEFENDANT RELEASED
10/20/1993 B0l2 PARENTS CHARGE DISCRIMINATION BY WAUBAY SUPERINTENDA
3/23/1994 BOll WAUBAY FIRES SCHOOL HEAD
2/19/1991 B014 XANNIE WAUNEKA--A NAVAJO ELDER WORKING FOR HER PEOPL
12/29/1993 A064 BLACKBIRD RECEIVES ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
3/18/1992 A113 *SIOUX BLESSING PLANNED FOR SITTING BULL WEAPONS
10/20/1993 B016 LAKOTA COUPLE PLAN ART CLASS
12/15/1994 B012 *LAKOTA ARTISTS VISIT STEVENS HIGH
12/15/1994 B012 kLAKOTA ARTISTS VISIT STEVENS HIGH
11/05/1992 B015 WINTER WISE HAVE BEST CHANCE OF COLD SURVIVAL
3/02/1994 B012 xSISSETON SOCKED WITH SNOW
6/23/1995 A013 kCOOLIN' OUT
12/04/1991 B025 AUTHOR OF 'INDIAN GIVERS' DUE IN KYLE
12/11/1991 A062 'INDIAN GIVERS' AUTHOR LAUNCHES OLC LECTURES
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WEATHERFORD JACK
WEAVER MARK JR
WEAVING
WEBB KENNETH DEAN
WEBSTER BOBBI
WEBSTER EDWARD
WEDDELL JAMES
WEDDELL JULIE R
WEDDINGS
WEIGHT LIFTING
WELCH JAMES
WELFARE
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
WELLNESS
WELLS
WELLS PATTY
WELLS WALLACE
WELLSTONE PAUL
WESLEY-RANDALL VIC
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV
WEST W RICHARD
WESTERN AREA POWER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/11/1991
10/08/1992
6/29/1994
5/12/1993
8/04/1993
11/03/1993
2/10/1994
3/09/1995
3/16/1994
11/17/1993
5/04/1994
7/08/1993
6/22/1994
3/30/1995
2/12/1991
6/19/1991
10/12/1995
12/07/1995
1/01/1991
3/27/1991
4/10/1991
5/08/1991
7/29/1992
9/15/1993
11/10/1993
5/04/1994
6/29/1994
7/20/1994
1/26/1995
3/02/1995
4/13/1995
5/04/1995
8/10/1995
8/17/1995
9/21/1995
11/23/1995
12/07/1995
8/03/1994
2/04/1992
9/23/1992
11/12/1992
3/03/1993
3/03/1993
3/03/1993
6/23/1995
3/12/1991
5/13/1992
9/09/1992
10/05/1994
3/16/1994
5/01/1991
2/04/1992
1/28/1992
4/22/1992
10/12/1995
9/16/1992
8/07/1991
9/15/1993
6/29/1994
3/09/1995
3/09/1995
4/13/1995
4/13/1995
6/23/1995
8/03/1995
9/14/1995
10/05/1995
11/09/1995
7/14/1993
9/22/1993
11/24/1993
A062 BOOK GIVES CLEARER PICTURE OF GIFTS
coil *NATIVE GIFTS ENDURE BEYOND COLUMBUS MYTH
A053 DONOR NEEDED FOR NEWBORN (L)
S031 KREWEAVING TRADITIONS
S091 *IN THE TRADITION
A012 ^'FINISHED IN BEAUTY'
B045 NAVAJO WEAVING EXHIBIT LOOMS ON SD ART MUSEUM SCHED
C045 FOUR HANDS WEAVING
B021 XWEBB NAMED EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
B065 ONEIDA WOMAN JOINS PR FIRM
BOll OMAHA TRIBE SUSPENDS COUNCILMAN WEBSTER
A053 AN OPEN LETTER TO SOUTH DAKOTA'S GOVERNOR (L)
B054 WEDDELL GRADUATES FROM USD
SEE MARRIAGE
BlOl *POWERLIFTING '95
B013 WELCH RECEIVES LITERATURE PRIZE
A053 KAN OPINION OF 'THE INDIAN LAWYER'
B071 KNATIVE WRITERS ATTEND RETREAT AT SDSU
A022 CUSTER GIVEN TOO MUCH EMPHASIS
A043 WELFARE, NOT COWBOYS, KILLS INDIANS
A033 ONTARIO INDIAN BAND FIGHTS ALCOHOL PROBLEM
AOll WELFARE WOMEN BATTLE FOR RIGHTS
A012 kLAKOTA woman TAKES ON WELFARE SYSTEM
A061 FOR LAKOTA WELFARE OF PEOPLE FIRST, GENEROSITY A MUS
B012 SEVEN INDICTED FOR WELFARE FRAUD, CRACKDOWN BEGINS
S223 COUNTIES SHOW DROP IN WELFARE
A013 GAMBLING TAX REJECTED FOR WELFARE REFORM
A031 WELFARE REFORM INCLUDES TRIBES
A053 WELFARE REFORM SOMETIMES BACKFIRES (L)
A031 WELFARE REFORM DEBATE GATHERS STEAM
A043 POOREST COUNTIES IN NATION NEED HELPING HAND (L)
AOll WELFARE REFORM--TRIBAL PROVISIONS LEFT OUT
AOll WELFARE ROLLS--CONGRESS' NEXT TARGET FOR CUTS
AOll WELFARE REFORM INCLUDES TRIBES
AOll KTRIBES MAY GET DIRECT WELFARE FUNDING
A062 DASCHLE OFFERS TRIBAL AMENDMENT
A031 HISTORY-MAKING WELFARE BLOCK GRANTS GO TO TRIBES
A051 LAKOTA FAMILIES MAKING IT ON THEIR OWN (L)
B081 KTEN FINGERS TO ATTEND WELLESLEY COLLEGE
B095 WOMEN'S WELLNESS INFORMATION SWAP
B041 BARRIERS MUST BE BROKEN DOWN TO GET HEALTH INFO
B013 KCONFERENCE FOCUSES ON BUILDING UP WELLNESS
A061 WORKSHOP TEACHES WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
A064 OWNING UP TO GUILT IS FIRST STEP TO HEALING
A066 CONFERENCE HELPS WOMEN DISPEL TABOOS
B021 PIERRE WELLNESS CONFERENCE SET
A095 ARSENIC IN WELLS AT GRASS MOUNTAIN
B025 PROGRAM COORDINATOR SHARES INFO ON WATER WELLS
B032 GRANT PUTS LID ON WELLS IN 5 COUNTIES
A051 KANOTHER BEWITCHING DAY WITH THE IHS
B022 KUNIVERSITY OF SD'S PATTY WELLS RECEIVES REGIONAL
A012 KTHREE COUNCILMEN OUSTED AT CROW CREEK
AOll LAWSUIT CHALLENGES CROW CREEK TRIBAL OFFICIALS
AGll SEN WELLSTONE OFFICIALLY JOINS MASCOT RECALL
AOll WELLSTONE BACKS HEALTH BILL
C061 FOR VICTORIA WESLEY-RANDALL, RODEO IN THE BLOOD
CG12 UNIVERSITY FOCUSES ON PROMOTING CULTURE
AG61 KMUSEUM WILL PUT CULTURAL HISTORY IN PERSPECTIVE
BG26 HOWE MEMORIAL LECTURE TO BE HELD SEPT 23
AG71 KTRIBES CLAIM BARRIERS TO HYDRO POWER
BGll MNI-SOSE WANTS WAPA TO NEGOTIATE POWER PRICES
BG13 SALE OF WAPA POSSIBLE
BG71 KPOST CARDS CALL FOR PROTEST
BG74 ALLOCATION OF HYDROELECTRIC POWER A MAJOR ISSUE
BGll TRIBES COULD GET SHORT-CHANGED IN MAJOR MISSOURI RIV
BOll MNI SOSE OVERSIGHT BOARD WORKING TO STOP POWER ADMIN
BG21 MNI SOSE TRIBES LEFT OUT IN POWER AGENCY SHAKEUP
AG24 SENATE TAKES WAPA OFF AUCTION BLOCK
BG21 TRIBES TO TAP WAPA POWER
SEE ALSO WESTERN VO-TECH
BG35 VO-TECH CHANGES NAME
BG73 WESTERN DAKOTA ENROLLS RECORD 75G
BG12 KTECH THANKFUL FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS
SEE SHOSHONE
SEE ALSO WESTERN DAKOTA TEC
BG12 KWESTERN VO-TECH GRADS HONORED
BG31 LOCAL STUDENTS TO ATTEND WESTERN VO-TECH
BG35 VO-TECH CHANGES NAME
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WESTERN DAKOTA TEC
WESTERN SHOSHONE
WESTERN VO-TECH
5/Z6/1993
7/14/1993
7/14/1993
SUBJECT
WESTON FAMILY
UESTON MO
WETSIT LARRY
WETZEL WALT
WHALEN JEFF
WHIFFLE LASHAY
WHIRLWIND HORSE LO
WHIRLWIND MARIA
WHIRLWIND SCARLET
WHIRLWIND SOLDIER
WHISTLES
WHITE AARON
WHITE BUFFALO SOC
WHITE BULL DOUG
WHITE CALF VIRGINI
WHITE CLAY CREEK
WHITE CLAY DAM
WHITE CLAY DISTRIC
WHITE CLAY NE
WHITE EAGLE
WHITE EAGLE MELVIN
WHITE EARTH RESERV
WHITE ELMER
WHITE EYES SILAS
WHITE EYES STELLA
WHITE GRASS DUSTIN
WHITE HAT ALBERT
WHITE HAT ANNE
WHITE HAT HAROLD
WHITE HORSE JACKIE
WHITE IAN
WHITE JEANNE
WHITE LAKE SD
WHITE LANCE FROG
WHITE LAVONNE
WHITE MARY
WHITE MT AFACHE
WHITE FIFE LISA
WHITE FLUME ALEX
WHITE FLUME JESSIC
WHITE FLUME WYOMA
WHITE RIVER
WHITE SHIELD FHYLL
DATE FAFER NOTATION
6/26/1991 A061 ^OVERCOMING A WORLD OF HURT
7/13/199A B092 LAKOTA TRADING FOST SEEKS NATIVE ARTS AND CRAFTS
7/31/1991 A053 3fWETSIT--A KEY TO FOLITICAL SALVATION IN FORT FECK?
5/18/199A C013 xWETZEL 'MASTERS' RUNNING
A/27/199A B012 FINE RIDGE MAN SAYS WATER FIFELINE CONTRACTOR ALL WE
5/11/1994 A053 OST RURAL WATER SUFFLY DIRECTOR ANSWERS ARTICLE (L)
9/15/1993 B053 xWHIFFLE RECEIVES RECOGNITION
1/29/1991 soil KEDUCATION IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
1/29/1991 SG32 BRIGHT EYES AND A SHINING EXAMFLE
10/26/1994 A013 KIT'S SHOWTIME!
10/06/1993 BOll FORMER FOSTAL WORKER ON FROBATION FOR THEFT
2/19/1992 B021 kDANBURY MINT DOLL AD QUESTIONED
7/31/1991 B023 kWHIRLWIND SOLDIER TOOK LAKOTA WAYS TO CAFITAL CITY
12/11/1991 BOll KLIVING SICANGU CULTURE SCORES IN SWEDEN
3/23/1995 S051 KWHISTLES--THE CONTROVERSY HEATS UF IN IND COUNTRY
5/04/1994 B041 KFINE RIDGE BOXER HAS GOD IN HIS CORNER
7/14/1993 AOll NON-INDIAN SUN DANCERS BRING OHIO INDIAN FROTEST
7/14/1993 A014 DONATIONS FOR CEREMONY CALLED 'LOVE OFFERINGS'
3/30/1994 B051 CEB COACH'S HOME VANDALIZED AFTER TOURNEY
4/13/1994 A044 COACH DESERVES FRAISE, NOT VANDALISM (L)
6/22/1994 A044 IT'S RIGHT FOR CRST TO HONOR WHITE BULL (L)
7/08/1993 AOll LAKOTA DAUGHTER SEEKS ENROLLMENT
5/01/1991 C014 KSEWAGE FLAGUES WHITE CLAY
8/07/1991 A105 WHITE CLAY OVERFLOW CONTINUES
10/30/1991 BOll KWHITE CLAY SEWAGE SOLUTION DUE DEC 1 OR FINES BEGIN
7/17/1991 B012 WHITE CLAY DAM REFAIRS ARE UNDERWAY
1/14/1992 B044 WHITE CLAY DISTRICT GIFTED WITH WATER TANK
4/08/1992 B024 WHITE CLAY GETS SIXTH AMBULANCE
10/29/1992 B013 OFFICIALS CONDUCT ON-SITE INSFECTION OF WATER NEEDS
10/27/1993 BOll DREAMER SELECTED DISTRICT CHAIRMAN
7/13/1995 BOll DEATH IN WHITE CLAY UNDER INVESTIGATION
11/06/1991 Alll KWHITE EAGLE WOULD CORRECT MISCONCEFTIONS
2/04/1992 A115 WHITE EAGLE TO FERFORM AT ARTS AWARDS
2/19/1992 A031 kTRIBAL ARTS CELEBRATION MARCH 20
7/01/1992 S041 KWHITE EAGLE FERFORMANCE WILL UNITE CULTURES
9/30/1992 C023 WHITE EAGLE STARS IN UNITED WAY VIDEO
5/19/1993 B053 BORDEAUX, WHITE EAGLE HONORED BY SD HALL OF FAME
9/01/1993 A012 KWHITE EAGLE TESTS HIV FOSITIVE
9/01/1993 A075 WILLOW TREE FESTIVAL SEFT 11
10/14/1993 A024 WHITE EAGLE TO FERFORM AT CRAZY HORSE MEMORIAL
4/20/1994 BlOl WHITE EAGLE--INSTRUMENT OF HOFE FOR THOSE WITH AIDS
11/02/1994 A061 kSCHOLARSHIF FUND ESTABLISHED TO HONOR WHITE EAGLE
11/16/1994 B012 KWHITE EAGLE'S FATHER SFEAKS TO LOCAL STUDENTS
1/05/1995 B012 KWHITE EAGLE COMES HOME TO MISSION
7/13/1995 AOll KWHITE EAGLE'S VOICE IS STILLED, BUT HIS SONG STILL
5/29/1991 A086 FORMER TRIBAL CHAIRMAN RECEIVES HONORARY DEGREE
7/31/1991 AOll WHITE EARTH CENTER OCCUFIED BY DISSIDENTS
10/30/1991 AOll WHITE EARTH MEMBERS FROTEST CORRUFTION
11/13/1991 S041 AFFLICANTS SWAMF WHITE EARTH CASINO
6/17/1992 B041 WADENA WINS LANDSLIDE FOR 5TH WHITE EARTH TERM
9/07/1995 AOll GRAND JURY INDICTS WHITE EARTH OFFICIALS
10/19/1995 A044 WHITE EARTH NEEDS NEW WARRIORS (L)
11/23/1995 A013 kMINNESOTA TRIBES SEEK TRUSTEE GOVERNMENTS
5/11/1995 B053 WHITE WINS DEVIL'S LAKE ELECTION
3/16/1994 A044 READER FINDS LOST FRIEND IN FEB 16 ISSUE (L)
7/28/1993 B104 KWHITE EYES COMFLETES BASIC TRAINING
3/09/1994 C021 MONTANA RUNNERS IN SFORTS ILLUSTRATED
8/10/1994 B012 KSGU, WHITE HAT TO FUBLISH LAKOTA LANGUAGE TEXTBOOK
12/14/1995 B032 WHITE HAT WRITING LAKOTA LANGUAGE MANUSCRIFT
7/27/1995 A031 FUND RAISING SUITS ANNE WHITE HAT
6/08/1995 B021 kLONG ROAD HOME
7/02/1991 A154 WHITE HORSE TO BE HONORED
8/31/1995 A0l4 kCAMFIN' OUT AT CROW
12/29/1994 B021 KINDIAN HEALTH BOARD DIRECTOR STILL SUSFENDED
9/22/1993 B071 SCHOOL CHANGES TEAM NAME
10/30/1991 B014 WHITE LANCE FROGRAM HELFS VISUALLY IMFAIRED ELDERLY
7/13/1994 B031 KFINE RIDGE WOMAN FASTS FOR FELTIER'S RELEASE
8/14/1991 B066 KWHITE IS US WEST INTERN
SEE AFACHE
1/21/1993 B012 KROSEBUD YOUTH TAKE FART IN INAUGURAL
10/16/1991 B015 WHITE FLUME RESIGNS AS OST EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
12/10/1992 B061 KWHITE FLUME WINS KODAK LEADERS AWARD
6/08/1994 A025 WHITE FLUME ASKED TO RESIGN OVER FINANCIAL IMFROF
6/22/1994 B013 WHITE FLUME OUSTED FROM HEALTH BOARD
5/22/1991 A031 WHITE RIVER RESIDENTS EVACUATED THREE TIMES
12/31/1992 BOll HELF NEEDED FOR FIRE VICTIMS
3/30/1994 BOll RESIGNATION ACCEFTED
6/15/1994 B015 kTEACHER SAYS ABUSE COMFLAINT IGNORED
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SUBJECT
WHITE THOMAS
WHITE WING DALLAS
WHITEBIRD FRANCIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
WHITEFACE SETH
WHITEGRASS DUSTIN
WHITEHAT JACQUELYN
WHITEHORSE ANNIE G
WHITELEAF VIRGINIA
WHITEMAN HIGH E
WHITEMAN PHILLIP
8/0A/1993 S153 ^GOVERNOR REMEMBERS HIS PEOPLE'S ROOTS
5/11/1995 AOIA TRIBAL OFFICIAL'S SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY CALLED INTO COU
7/10/1991 A013 XWHITEBIRD STEPS DOWN—SATISFIES FIRST DEMAND
8/07/1991 B013 *WHITEBIRD KEEPS POSITIVE ATTITUDE
12/03/1992 BOll WHITEBIRD ELECTED NACIE CHAIRMAN
12/22/199A B012 WHITEBIRD OUT; JANKLOW'S CHOICE UNKNOWN
9/02/1992 A0A4 SHOOTING DOES NOT SPEAK WELL FOR RACE RELATIONS (L)
9/09/1992 A031 GRAND JURY CLEARS POLICE OFFICER IN SHOOTING DEATH
6/01/199A C034 WHITEGRASS WINS
1/21/1992 B031 XWHITEHAT JOINS SERVICE
9/08/1993 A081 xMADISON SCHOOL RENAMED FOR WINNEBAGO ELDER
7/01/1992 B041 RED HAND HOPES TO SERVICE NATIVE DEAF COMMUNITY
11/23/1994 B021 XWOUNDED KNEE ARTIFACTS UNVEILED AT KYLE CEREMONY
3/25/1992 A071 XMONTANA MAN RIDES TO TOP
5/04/1994 B051 XWHITEMAN MORE THAN A RODEO STAR
10/12/1994 C014 WHITEMAN NOTCHES 9TH TRIP
2/26/1991 AlOl XWHITESELL MAY HANG 'EM UP AFTER 30
4/03/1991 A031 KCOACH WAS MAN 'WHO GAVE HIS ALL'
1/26/1995 A061 TRIBAL ELDER STATESMAN WHITMAN DEAD AT 81
9/18/1991 B021 ROSEBUD WIC REMINDS RESIDENT OF ELIGIBILITY RULES
12/04/1991 B071 GRANDPARENTS HONORED BY ROSEBUD WIC STAFF
6/24/1992 B023 WIC ANNOUNCES NEW GUIDELINES
8/26/1992 B024 SEPTEMBER WIC CLINIC SCHEDULE
9/30/1992 C013 *OYATE NETWORKING DONATES TO WIC
11/05/1992 B084 NOVEMBER WIC ROSEBUD SCHEDULE
12/03/1992 B032 DECEMBER WIC ROSEBUD SCHEDULE
3/24/1993 B034 APRIL WIC ROSEBUD SCHEDULE
4/14/1993 B061 KROSEBUD WIC PROMOTES BREASTFEEDING
7/28/1993 B031 ROSEBUD WIC OPEN HOUSE AUG 1
7/28/1993 B031 AUGUST ROSEBUD WIC SCHEDULE
7/28/1993 B105 NEBRASKA HEALTH OFFICE OUTLINES WIC GUIDELINES
9/22/1993 B083 ROSEBUD WIC SCHEDULE FOR OCTOBER
11/03/1993 B042 WIC CLINIC SCHEDULE SET FOR MONTH OF NOV
6/23/1993 BOll CHIPPEWA WOMAN FOUND DEAD NEAR ABERDEEN
4/27/1994 A051 A CHILDHOOD MYTH SHATTERED—LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAI
SEE- FIRES'.
12/24/1991 A033 *STATE, TRIBES AGREE TO TALK ABOUT WILDLIFE
5/20/1992 A044 TRIBAL LICENSING CALLS FOR COOPERATION (L)
12/17/1992 A072 IOWA TRIBE WORKS WITH STATE TO DEVELOP WILDLIFE CODE
1/07/1993 B064 REPORT--LOSS OF TRIBAL PEOPLE ENDANGERS WILDLIFE
5/26/1993 BOll ELK TO SHARE STANDING ROCK'S WILDLIFE RESERVE
10/14/1993 A082 FISH AND WILDLIFE BILL ON THE MOVE
11/10/1994 A061 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT HINDERS TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT
8/21/1991 AOn REFUGE DRILLING OPPOSED
10/30/1991 A092 US ENERGY POLICIES THREATEN YUKON CARIBOU
8/10/1995 B014 *STATE LIMITS ACCESS TO RESERVATION CORPS LAND
11/23/1995 A024 TRIBAL DEPUTIES TO GUARD REFUGE DURING SHUTDOWN
5/12/1993 S051 *AN ELDER REMEMBERS
1/15/1991 A015 RECALL ON FOR THREE AFFILIATED TRIBAL CHAIR
3/17/1993 A043 WILKINSON'S FATE SHOULD LIE IN HANDS OF PEOPLE (L)
5/11/1994 S021 *CHAIRMAN DRIVEN BY TRIBAL NEEDS
3/03/1993 A035 WILLCUTS EXHIBIT AT SIOUX MUSEUM UNTIL MARCH 31
5/26/1993 S041 *MICHAEL WILLCUTS' WORK MODERN IN METHOD, TRADITIONA
2/05/1991 A071 kWILLIAMS AND REE BORN IN 'SMOKE OUT'
6/17/1992 B044 JfCOMEDY DUO TO PERFORM
8/26/1992 A041 KINDIAN HUMOR HAS ITS PLACE
9/02/1992 B034 WILLIAMS AND REE TO BE AT FORT RANDALL CASINO
9/23/1992 A043 HUMOR CAN MAKE SOME GOOD MEDICINE (L)
12/07/1994 B012 KA NEW GIG FOR COMEDY DUO--CASINO MANAGEMENT
8/05/1992 con ROPER CREDITS HORSE SENSE FOR WINNINGS
12/01/1993 B031 KLOCAL COWBOYS RETURN FROM INFR AS WORLD CHAMPIONS
1/26/1994 S031 MRODEO IS A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR WILLIAMS
8/03/1994 A071 COLLEGE TO LIQUIDATE BOND IN HYDRO-QUEBEC
4/21/1993 B012 xFAMILY SUSPECTS BEATING IN SON'S DEATH
1/12/1995 BOll INMATE'S SUICIDE UNDER INVESTIGATION
4/06/1994 con XCOUNTRY ARTIST HONORS NATIVES WHILE MAKING IT BIG
1/07/1993 BOll JUDGE GIVES DEADLINE IN DINOSAUR LAWSUIT
12/22/1993 B015 xCOURT RULES SUE-A-SAUR BELONGS WITH WILLIAMS
8/24/1994 B012 xRAPID CITY POLICE-RESTRAINT METHODS PROMPT THREAT
6/12/1991 C041 XOGLALA MAN ON TRIAL BOARD
3/02/1994 B051 TULALIP'S TERRY WILLIAMS WINS APPOINTMENTS
12/07/1994 B091 WILLIAMS NAMED DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICE
12/07/1994 B032 MINNESOTA COLLEGE CLASS EXPLORES CULTURE
12/04/1991 B055 BOARD PLANS MAGIC FOR WILLOW TREES
8/26/1992 B061 PORCUPINE SINGERS TO PERFORM IN GORDON
3/31/1993 BOll WILLOW TREE FESTIVAL INVITES PARTICIPANTS
9/01/1993 A075 WILLOW TREE FESTIVAL SEPT 11
3/09/1995 S171 xFAMILY FOCUSES TALENTS ON TURQUOISE AND SILVER
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WHITESELL NEIL
WHITMAN CARL JR
WIC PROGRAM
WICKRE MONICA
WILDER LAURA
WILDFIRES
WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE REFUGE
WILKIE ELMA
WILKINSON WILBUR
WILLCUTS MICHAEL
WILLIAMS AND REE
WILLIAMS BRADY
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
WILLIAMS DALE
WILLIAMS HARVEY J
WILLIAMS JERRY
WILLIAMS MAURICE
WILLIAMS RANDY
WILLIAMS RICHARD
WILLIAMS TERRY
WILLMAR COMM COLL
WILLOW TREE FESTIV
WILSON EUNICE
SUBJECT
WILSON
WILSON
WILSON
WILSON
WILSON
WILSON
HOLLY
JUSTIN
KENNETH
PETE
REX
RICHARD
WILSON SAUNIE K
WILTZ ROGER
WIND CAVE SD
WIND RIVER RESERV
WINDOW ROCK AZ
WINGS OF AMERICA
WINNEBAGO (TRIBE)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/13/1991 A051 WILSON, BROWN DOING THEIR JOBS FOR THE PEOPLE (L)
3/09/1995 S171 KFAMILV FOCUSES TALENTS ON TURQUOISE AND SILVER
12/21/1995 A071 CENTER GAINS ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEE
7/28/1993 B073 CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR AGREES TO MEET WITH TRIBES ON GA
5/08/1991 BQ16 kLOCAL MARINE IS TOPS FOR APRIL
8/28/1991 AOAl PAST TIME FOR TIRADES TO CEASE (ED)
2/25/1993 AOll 20 YEARS OF ANGUISH
2/0A/1992 BOll JfWILSON--ATTRACT INDUSTRY, EMPLOY VETS
10/27/1993 B013 PRINCIPAL ACCUSED OF ASSAULTING STUDENT
11/03/1993 A053 WAGNER SCHOOL BOARD WHITEWASHES ACTIONS OF PRINCIPAL
7/01/1992 S151 XWIND CAVE--BEGINNING
2/16/1995 AOll KA SPECTRE OF THE 'PTE' PEOPLE
9/25/1991 A015 ARAPAHOE'S HEALTH UNDERMINED BY URANIUM POISONING
10/23/1991 A083 CRISIS TEAM HELPS STUDENTS FACE 4 DEATHS
10/23/1991 A084 WIND RIVER MOURNS LOSS OF OUR TEENS
11/13/1991 A044 WYOMING TRIBES' WATER RIGHTS CLARIFIED (L)
11/20/1991 A094 TRIBES EYE WYOMING WATER FIGHT
6/24/1992 A075 WYOMING TRIBES TO REVIEW WATER RIGHTS
8/25/1993 AOll MINERAL BOOM IS AT AN END FOR TRIBES
9/15/1993 B031 LAWSUIT SETTLED OVER SEVERANCE TAXES
9/29/1993 A062 WYOMING COUNTY LEGAL BATTLE WITH WIND RIVER
1/05/1995 A034 BIGHORN SHEEP TO TAKE THE TRAIN TO WIND RIVER
5/11/1995 Bill $6 MILLION FOR HOUSING AT WIND RIVER APPROVED
8/10/1995 A024 COURT RULES THAT WATER RIGHTS BELONG TO TRIBES
8/07/1991 AOll ARIZONA SCHOOL NAMED IN CONTRACTING SCAM
3/24/1993 A071 *WINDOW ROCK SCENE AIMS TO MEET NEEDS OF NAVAJO
2/23/1995 AOll xWINDOW ROCK
8/14/1991 A012 WINGS ON THEIR HEELS
3/04/1992 A031 *INDIAN OLYMPIAN SALUTE PLANNED APRIL 24 AND 25
3/18/1992 B061 kWINGS RUNNERS FACE WORLD
12/10/1992 B055 *WINGS TEAMS SOAR IN KENOSHA RUN
6/30/1993 B061 CASTILLO NAMED OUTREACH PROGRAM COORDINATOR BY WINGS
7/28/1993 B041 kWINGS RUNNERS STRIKE GOLD IN NORTH AMERICAN GAMES
9/15/1993 B012 *NAVAJO ARTIST DONATES ART TO WINGS OF AMERICA
11/03/1993 Bill SMITH JOINS WINGS AS FIRST PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND
11/17/1993 B053 NATIVE AMER RUNNERS EXPECTED TO COMPETE IN USA TRACK
11/24/1993 B053 *'WINGS' RUNNERS FLOCK TO MISSOULA TO COMPETE
12/08/1993 B041 *'WINGS' RUNNERS FINISH STRONG IN MONTANA
3/02/1994 B064 WINGS OF AMERICA RECEIVES GRANT FROM TACO BELL
4/13/1994 B062 WINGS START NEW RUNNING PROGRAM
5/11/1994 coil WINGS' NEW PROGRAM AIMED AT YOUNG RUNNERS
4/06/1995 B051 WINGS RUNNER NOMINATED FOR AWARD
10/05/1995 B053 *WINGS NAMES BENDS NEW NORTHWEST COORDINATOR
10/26/1995 B074 WINGS ANNOUNCES QUALIFYING RACES
11/16/1995 B051 ^NORTHERN PLAINS WINGS OFF TO BOSTON
11/23/1995 B034 SCORECARD--WINGS OF THE SOUTHERN PLAINS NATIONAL TEA
11/23/1995 B035 SCORECARD--WINGS OF THE NORTHWEST NATIONAL TEAM
11/30/1995 B033 SCORECARD--WINGS OF THE SOUTHWEST NATIONAL TEAM
12/29/1995 B053 KWINGS OF AMERICA SOAR THROUGH NATIONAL FINALS
SEE ALSO HO-CHUNK NATION
1/15/1991 AOll SHUTDOWN OF WISCONSIN WINNEBAGO TRIBE ENDS
5/22/1991 AOll WINNEBAGO TRIBE LOOKS TO REOPEN WINN-A-BINGO HALL
5/29/1991 A012 kWINNEBAGOS LAUNCH DRUG COMPANY
7/31/1991 AOll FACTIONS BATTLING OVER WINNEBAGO BINGO
11/20/1991 A012 TIME RUNNING OUT FOR WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL
11/27/1991 A031 WINNEBAGOS BATTLE IHS FOR FULL-SERVICE HOSPITAL
12/04/1991 A034 kPART III--HOW WINNEBAGOS TOOK ON WASHINGTON
12/31/1991 A012 WINNEBAGO CHAIRMAN DEFENDS CASINO DECISION
2/04/1992 A014 ^WISCONSIN FEUD ERUPTS IN GUNFIRE
4/15/1992 A081 OUSTED WINNEBAGO CASINO MANAGER COULD GET MILLIONS
7/01/1992 A125 NEW WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL DISCUSSED
7/29/1992 AOll IOWA GOVERNOR WINNEBAGOS AGAIN REJECT OHIYE CASINO
10/08/1992 D051 WINNEBAGOS DEMAND AMENDED GAMING COMPACT
12/10/1992 A064 WINNEBAGO HOSPITAL ESCAPES CLOSURE
4/28/1993 A081 ^PROTESTERS DEMAND NEW WINNEBAGO IHS HOSPITAL
4/28/1993 A085 kEARTH DAY CELEBRATED BY WINNEBAGO NATION
6/30/1993 A014 kTRIBUTE TO REUBEN SNAKE--'HUMBLE SERPENT' JOURNEYS
9/08/1993 A081 kMADISON SCHOOL RENAMED FOR WINNEBAGO ELDER
9/29/1993 B051 WINNEBAGO NATION PLANS LONGHOUSE OFFICE COMPLEX
11/10/1993 S161 $20 MILLION GOLDEN NICKEL EXPANSION
12/15/1993 A064 JOHN D DECORA--TOO EARLY GONE
12/22/1993 coil CASINO SKYROCKETS WINNEBAGO EMPLOYMENT
12/22/1993 C031 OMAHA, WINNEBAGO PROFIT FROM CASINO EARNINGS
12/29/1993 A071 WOMAN ADMITS DISTRIBUTING KICKBACK MONEY
2/02/1994 B061 WINNEBAGO NATION BOOSTS WISCONSIN ECONOMIC STATUS
3/02/1994 B041 CASINOS FUND EDUCATION AND LAND PURCHASES
3/16/1994 B163 CASINOS FUND CULTURAL PRESERVATION, WINNEBAGO
3/30/1994 A032 WINNEBAGO TRIBE LOBBIES AGAINST STATE GAMING BILL
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UINNEBAGO (TRIBE)
UINNEBAGO HIGH SCH
UINNEBAGO NE
WINTER
WINTER CHASER VIVI
WINTERS LOUIE
WINTERS LOUIE S M
WINTERS THELMA
WISCONSIN
WITT FLOYD
WITT SANTEE
WITT WADE JAMES
WOIWODE LARRY
WOLF CREEK ELEM SC
WOLF CREEK MOTEL
WOLF CREEK SCHOOL
WOLF RON
WOLF WILLIE
WOLVES
WOMEN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
<i/13/199A
5/0A/199A
8/17/1994
9/21/1994
11/23/1994
11/30/1994
12/29/1994
1/12/1995
2/09/1995
3/16/1995
3/16/1995
3/23/1995
3/23/1995
3/23/1995
3/23/1995
4/13/1995
5/04/1995
5/04/1995
7/27/1995
10/19/1995
5/25/1994
3/16/1995
12/22/1994
12/15/1993
12/15/1993
12/15/1993
12/15/1993
12/15/1993
1/19/1994
1/26/1994
2/16/1994
2/23/1994
1/08/1992
6/16/1993
10/02/1991
1/12/1994
3/30/1994
4/08/1992
10/22/1992
11/26/1992
1/07/1993
10/06/1993
11/03/1993
11/10/1993
11/17/1993
2/02/1994
6/15/1994
7/07/1994
9/14/1994
9/14/1994
10/12/1994
10/12/1994
4/27/1995
6/15/1995
5/27/1992
6/16/1993
6/16/1993
7/13/1994
6/02/1993
10/29/1992
10/30/1991
12/04/1991
1/28/1992
4/08/1992
5/20/1992
5/20/1992
1/28/1993
5/05/1993
5/18/1995
12/07/1995
12/11/1991
12/04/1991
2/25/1993
9/21/1995
10/26/1995
4/03/1991
4/10/1991
4/10/1991
B092
C012
C013
C024
B014
A034
A081
BOll
A016
B032
B041
BOll
B015
B031
C054
A061
B072
B072
B012
A014
B052
B041
B012
coil
coil
C012
C015
C016
B012
AOll
B023
AO 12
BOll
B012
S021
B012
B012
A036
AOll
A031
B064
B125
B114
S223
A063
B061
C024
AOll
C013
C021
C052
C071
A071
A061
A064
AOll
A025
B044
B036
B042
BOll
B032
B053
C014
C016
C033
B031
B035
B042
BOll
A03I
A064
Bill
A063
A064
B014
AOll
A044
UINNEBAGO OPPOSE PLANNED TAX ON CASINOS
KBIGGER
CORPORATION FAILS TO BLOCK HO-CHUNK PARKING
UINNEBAGO CONTRIBUTE $25,000 FOR TORNADO RELIEF
UINNEBAGO HOSPITAL MIGHT BE IN JEOPARDY
UINNEBAGO TRIBE OFFICIALLY BECOMES HO-CHUNK NATION
OMAHA, UINNEBAGO TRIBES PASS ON CASINO PROFITS
NEBRASKA TRIBES BACK NEW IHS AREA HOSPITAL
CHAIRMAN NAMED IN WRONGFUL ELECTION RESULTS
UINNEBAGO TRIBE DIVERSIFIES FOR FUTURE
CONSTRUCTION SEASON WILL BE BIG AT UINNEBAGO
UINNEBAGO PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM RESTRUCTURES CURRICUL
MALL WILL PROVIDE RETAIL AND BUSINESS SPACE
ELDERS TO HAVE NEW CENTER AT UINNEBAGO
UINNEBAGO LOOK TO FUTURE OF YOUTH
WINNEBAGO'S BISON HERD NOT JUST ANOTHER *HOME ON THE
OMAHA TRIBE PROPOSES PLAN TO COMBINE HEALTH SERVICES
HO-CHUNK HOLDS GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONIES FOR HOTEL
UINNEBAGO CHAIR'S CLAIM OF SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY REJECT
•94 UINNEBAGO ELECTION PROBED
UINNEBAGO GRADUATES 11
^COMPUTER LAB PRIDE OF UINNEBAGO SCHOOL
TOXIC BLAST FORCES UINNEBAGO EVACUATION
ARE YOU READY FOR WINTER?
SAFE WINTER DRIVING IS NO ACCIDENT
PREPARATION PREVENTS DISASTER FROM STORMS
ELDERS MUST TAKE CARE IN THE COLD
WINTERTIME QUIZ--NOT A TEST TO FAIL
*A TOUCH OF FROST
XSLIP SLEDDING AWAY
KSHOVELING OUT
XDARNED GROUNDHOG!
XWINTER CHASER CHOSEN AS EPISCOPAL LAY PASTOR
KWINTERS HONORED FOR 10 YEARS SERVICE
KCHILDREN'S VILLAGE--DEDICATION & LOVE OF COUPLE
^CHILDREN'S VILLAGE NEARS IITH YEAR
LOST BIRD--3G-YEAR QUEST FOR MISSING" DAUGHTERS
WISCONSIN BAND OF CHIPPEWA TO START SPEARFISHING
WISCONSIN ATTORNEY RULES MASCOTS DISCRIMINATORY
POLLUTANTS THREATEN HEALTH OF WISCONSIN TRIBES
EPA--WISCONSIN TRIBES AT GREATEST RISK
WISCONSIN SCOUTS VISIT PINE RIDGE
GOLF COURSE TO BE BUILT ON WISC TRIBAL LANDS
COUNTIES SHOW DROP IN WELFARE
WISCONSIN TRIBE RETALIATES AGAINST CO WELCOMING MINE
UINNEBAGO NATION BOOSTS WISCONSIN ECONOMIC STATUS
SENATE COMMITTEE TOLD INDIAN GAMING A BENEFIT
THREATS OF VIOLENCE IN POLITICAL FEUDING SHUTS DOWN
OVERSEEING INDIAN GAMBLING COSTS MORE THAN IT PAYS
WISCONSIN TRIBES CAN NOW OFFER VIDEO BLACKJACK
GOVERNOR DENOUNCES DOGTRACK CASINOS
GAMING IMPACT GOES BEYOND RESERVATIONS
3 TRIBES DOGGEDLY PURSUE NEW WISCONSIN CASINO
^WISCONSIN SPEARFISHING STRUGGLE CHRONICLED
MISSING WANBLEE MAN FOUND DEAD NEAR ALLEN
XTHE SUN DANCE MURAL
KARTIST PAINTS MESSAGE OF SPIRITUALITY AT LWS
RED CLOUD BULLRIDER PLACES SIXTH AT STATE
*TWO FEATURED ARTISTS SELECTED FOR 1993 DAKOTA ARTS
WOLF CREEK PRINCIPAL WINS NATIONAL AWARD
XWOLF CREEK MOTEL--BREWER BRINGS VISION TO LIGHT
WOLF CREEK STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT LIFESAVING
WOLF CREEK SQUEALS ON GOOD TEACHER
WOLF CREEK STUDENTS SELF-ESTEEM TESTED AT HERMOSA
NARVEL TOBACCO HONORED FOR WRITING SKILLS
REEVES SELECTED STATE PRINCIPAL
WOLF CREEK STUDENTS MAKE FINAL BEE ROUND
KROBBINSDALE, WOLF CREEK STUDENTS BREAK CULTURAL BAR
STUDENTS HONORED AT WOLF CREEK
FLANDREAU COUNCIL ASKS FOR INVESTIGATION OF BASKETBA
kLAKOTA man 'TREATS' WORKPLACE
ZOO PACK KILLS RARE MEXICAN WOLF
'THE LAST WOLF' OFFERS WOLF CLAN PARALLELS WITH LAKO
ARAPAHOS WELCOME WOLVES TO YELLOWSTONE
ALLIANCE WORKS TO GIVE 'BIG, BAD WOLF' A BREAK
KWILMA MANKILLER SPEAKS AT WOMEN'S CONFERENCE APRIL
WELFARE WOMEN BATTLE FOR RIGHTS
NATIVE WOMEN PLEAD FOR HELP WITH CEREMONY (L)
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SUBJECT
WOMEN
WOMENABUSED
WOODNANCY
WOODARDCHARLES
WOODRUFFBUTTE
WOODSMARYE
WORKAHOLISM
WORLDWARI
WORLDWARII
DATEPAPERNOTATION
5/29/1991A082INJUNCTIONSOUGHTSOSHELTERCANBEBUILT
5/29/1991A083LOCALWOMEN'SADVOCATERECEIVESSTEINEMAWARD
8/07/1991AG35MARYPATCUNEYCITEDINWISCONSIN
9/18/1991AGllINDIANSISTERHOODNETWORKOFTHREENATIONS
12/2A/1991AG81*PERSEVERANCEOFLAKOTAWOMENSALUTED
1/28/1992S271CROWTRIBEPROCLAIMS'YEAROFELDERSANDWOMEN'
2/GA/1992B095WOMEN'SWELLNESSINFORMATIONSWAP
2/12/1992BG84NDUNIVERSITYSERIESHONORSINDIANWOMEN
3/GA/1992BG52ELECTRICCO-OPEARNSAPEARL
3/25/1992BG5APROJECTMEDICINEWHEELHOSTFORWOMENSGROUP
A/01/1992CG23PINERIDGEBUSINESSDEVELOPMENT-$150,G00GRANT 6/2A/1992AlllCANADIANWOMENWORRYABOUTCHANGES
8/19/1992coilKALOOKATWOMENLEADERSININDIANEDUCATION
10/08/1992BOllOSTGETS$893,192GRANTFORWOMEN'STREATMENT
10/15/1992A013ALLWOMENELECTEDTOKICKAPOOCOUNCIL
1/21/1993A06ATAKINGCONTROL--CONFERENCECONFRONTSREPRODUCTIVEIS
1/28/1993A072GROUPFIGHTSFORWOMEN'SRIGHTSi^crKuuuunwtla
2/18/1993Sill*POSTERSERIESPAYSTRIBUTETOLAKOTAUNCI
3/03/1993A061WORKSHOPTEACHESWOMENEMPOWERMENT
3/03/1993A066CONFERENCEHELPSWOMENDISPELTABOOS
3/2A/1993B02APROJECTTOPROMOTELEADERSHIPSKILLS
A/07/1993AOll*SQUAW--ANAMETHATHURTS
A/07/1993AOllTWISTINGAWORDTOWARDRACISM
A/07/1993A031BLACKGROUPPROUDTOBE'SQUAWS'
7/08/1993B071TALKINGCIRCLEPRESENTSRUMMAGESALE&RAFFLE
7/21/1993A051SEXISMISN'TTRADITIONAL(L)
7/28/1993B061CRIMINALIZATIONOFALCOHOLISM--AFEMINISTVIEW
8/0A/1993B051TWISTEDHISTORYDECLARESWOMENA'THREAT'
8/11/1993A031ACTMAKESVIOLENCEAGAINSTWOMENSERIOUSOFFENSE
9/15/1993B051KWILMAMANKILLERTOBEINDUCTEDINHALLOFFAME
11/03/1993B051WOMEN'SCIRCLESEEKINGDONATIONSFORPROGRAM
11/10/1993A025OFFICEFORWOMENSFAMILIESINTHEBIA'
11/17/1993A02AVIETNAMWOMEN'SMEMORIALDEDICATED
1/19/199AA02ASENATORMEETSWITHINDIANWOMENONBILLFORBIA
3/02/199ABOllUNITYCONFERENCESETFORMARCH15
3/30/1994B044WOMEN'SHISTORYFOCUSOFHISTORICALSOCIETYMEETING
4/20/1994B024STATEHISTORICALSOCIETY--HIGHLIGHTSROLEOFAM
4/20/1994B024CROWCREEK'SBENEDICTAHOLYELKFACENAMED
5/18/1994B021STUDENTSTOATTENDWOMEN'SLEADERSHIPSEMINAR
5/25/1994A051DROPPINGSEXISMSPUTTINGWOMENINPOWER
5/25/1994BOllLAKOTAWOMENHONOREDATSHOW
5/25/1994B071STUDENTSTOATTENDWOMEN'SLEADERSHIPSEMINAR
6/01/1994B012*MANKILLERURGESOTHERSTOTAKESTAND
6/01/1994B013WOMEN'SCONFERENCEFOCUSESONHEALTH
6/29/1994S211ROLEOFLAKOTAWOMENHONOREDATPOWWOW
7/20/1994A033WOMENTRIBALLEADERSINVITEDTOWHITEHOUSE
8/03/1994A012*FIRSTLADYMEETSWITHWOMENTRIBALLEADERS
8/10/1994B021LOGGJOINSORGANIZATIONFORWOMENINMILITARY
8/17/1994AOllBfWOMENHONOREDATKYLEPOWWOW
9/14/1994B012*CANCERSTUDYWANTSANSWERTOLAKOTAMYSTERY
12/15/1994B014CERVICALCANCERDEATHRATE4TIMESAVERAGE
12/22/1994AOllXWOMENTRIBALLEADERSMEETWITHHILLARYCLINTON
2/16/1995B014*WOMEN'SASSOCIATIONFORMSINRAPIDCITY
3/09/1995A061CONFERENCETOCELEBRATE'YEAROFTHEWOMAN'
3/16/1995BOllSDNATIVEWOMENATGREATERRISKOFACQUIRINGAIDS
6/08/1995B021XNATIVEACTION'SGAILSMALLHONORED
7/13/1995B012*BLACKHILLSTRIPRENEWSYANKTONWOMEN'SFAITH
7/27/1995C045ROSEBUDWELLWOMEN'SCLINICTOHELPINEARLYCANCER
8/24/1995A084NATAMWOMEN'SDELEGATIONTOATTENDFORUMINCHINA
10/05/1995A023GATHERINGFORWOMENINTRIBALCOUNCILSSET
11/02/1995coil*ARTISTBRINGSWOMENRECOGNITION
11/23/1995A061*FROMRWANDATOHAWAII,INDIGENOUSWOMEN,FAMILIES
12/07/1995C033xVOICESOFNATIVEWOMENCAPTUREDON'HEARTBEAT'
SEEABUSEDWOMEN
1/01/1991B015KAUTHORNEEDSRESEARCHSKILLSBEFOREATTACKING
7/31/1991B054RECONCILIATIONPUBLICATIONISANNOUNCED
1/15/1991A071HOPISANGRYOVERDESTRUCTIONOFSACREDBUTTE
6/24/1992A105HOPITRYINGTOSAVESHRINES
8/04/1993B022PARALEGALHIREDATFORTYATESLEGALSERVICES
11/13/1991A081WORKAHOLICS,PROCESSADDICTSAFFECTEDUCATION
12/11/1991A031kLAKOTAMAN'TREATS'WORKPLACE
SEEALSOVETERANS
AUTHORSEEKSWWISTORIES
SEEALSOVETERANS
11/10/1993A061XHEALINGTHEWOUNDSOFWAR
6/08/1994B031*WORLDWARIILAKOTACODETALKERSUSEDLANGUAGE
6/22/1994A041POST308SEEKSLAKOTACODETALKERS(L)
12/22/1994B012*LEBEAUMARKS50YEARSSINCECOMBATINGERMANY
3/31/1993B015
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
WORLD WAR II 3/09/1995
A/13/1995
5/18/1995
8/03/1995
8/10/1995
7/31/1991WORSHIP
WOUNDED HEAD ROBER 12/15/1993
WOUNDED KNEE 1/01/1991
1/01/1991
1/01/1991
1/01/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
1/08/1991
1/15/1991
1/15/1991
1/15/1991
1/15/1991
1/15/1991
1/29/1991
2/12/1991
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
3/12/1991
3/20/1991
A/10/1991
A/10/1991
A/2A/1991
A/2A/1991
A/2A/1991
A/2A/1991
5/08/1991
5/08/1991
5/15/1991
6/12/1991
6/26/1991
7/02/1991
7/17/1991
7/2A/1991
9/25/1991
10/09/1991
11/06/1991
11/13/1991
12/0A/1991
12/2A/1991
12/31/1991
12/31/1991
12/31/1991
1/08/1992
1/28/1992
3/11/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
5/13/1992
5/20/1992
5/27/1992
6/2A/1992
7/08/1992
7/08/1992
7/22/1992
8/05/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/12/1992
8/19/1992
8/19/1992
8/19/1992
9/09/1992
9/23/1992
10/15/1992
11/12/1992
SlOl
A031
BOll
B015
B061
A033
A071
AOAA
A053
A061
A083
AOll
AO 12
A0A5
AO 52
A053
A053
A081
AOAA
A053
A083
S051
S061
AOAl
A013
BOll
A051
A031
A03A
A012
AOIA
AOIA
A031
A051
B015
A016
AOAl
A012
A012
AOAl
A031
A012
A051
AO 12
A016
BOIA
BOll
B071
B061
A012
AOAA
All!
A051
A071
A025
AOAA
BOll
AO 31
A031
BOll
AOAA
BOll
BOll
AOIA
B031
AOAl
AOAA
AOAA
AOAA
A053
A105
A012
A0A3
AOAA
A061
BOll
A012
A051
*WORDS OF WEAPONS--CODETALKER FINDS 'FORBIDDEN' LANG
*FRENCH SOCIETY SEEKS IDENTITY OF AM INDIAN SOLDIER
XCONGRESS HONORS LAKOTA CODE TALKERS
V-J DAY POW WOW
WWII VETS TO BE HONORED AT FAIR
EPISCOPALIANS OPEN CONVENTION WITH NAT AM TRADITIONS
WOUNDED HEAD NAMED TO PROGRAM
WKSA MEMBER ACCEPTS SENATE APOLOGY FOR MASSACRE (L)
WHAT OF WOUNDED KNEE TOMORROW?
IS AN APOLOGY BEYOND AMERICA'S HUMANITY? (L)
'GHOST DANCE' FILM WINS POETRY AWARD
XMENDING THE SACRED HOOP
kLANDMARK not sufficient monument says WKSA
RIDERS PUT ASIDE PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT (L)
THE GREAT WRONGS CAN NEVER BE RIGHTED BUT-- (L)
GOVERNOR WANTS TO BE PART OF HEALING PROCESS
XSIOUX SUFFERED UNDER SUPERIOR FORCE
CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED FOR REVOCATION OF MASSACRE MEDALS
READER EXPRESSES CONDOLENCES (L)
WOUNDED KNEE, A MONUMENT IN ITSELF
STATE JOURNAL FOCUSES ON LAKOTA HISTORY
NOW IT IS BEAUTIFUL, PEACEFUL AND QUIET (L)
XVOICES OF THE PEOPLE
MAGAZINE FEATURES ANOTHER SAMPLE OF UNTRUTH (ED)
XLOST BIRD SOON TO RETURN HOME
MONEY IS AVAILABLE TO STUDY A WOUNDED KNEE MONUMENT
RECALLING TWO FLAGS OF DISHONOR (L)
XWOUNDED KNEE EXHIBIT PAINS SOME
MONUMENT OR MEMORIAL?
*LOST BIRD SOCIETY HELPS TO FIND ROOTS
^PROPOSALS PUT OST HEAD OF LOBBY EFFORTS
OST POSITION IGNITES MASSACRE SITE BATTLE
PROPOSED B1LL--W0UNDED KNEE NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
CRS SURVIVORS UP IN ARMS (L)
DASCHLE SETS WOUNDED KNEE DEVELOPMENTAL MEETING
XMEMORIALGETS NOD
MEDIA CAN SOMETIMES CREATE A CONTROVERSY (ED)
KDIVERSE GROUPS UNITE, PUSH FOR MEMORIAL
*LOST BIRD'S FINAL JOURNEY SET
ARMY CAMPAIGN RIBBONS WRONG FOR WOUNDED KNEE (L)
LAST WOUNDED KNEE SITE HEARING HELD
KLEGEND OF LOST BIRD--JOURNEY TO SPIRIT WORLD
PLEASE NON-LAKOTAS DON'T STEAL MY BLOOD (L)
KTHREE TON STATUE GIVEN TO SURVIVORS ASSOCIATION
CRST GROUP WANTS BONES
WOUNDED KNEE TO HOST MEETING NOV 6
KWOUNDED KNEE MEMORIAL COMMITTEE WILL DEVELOP PLAN
NEW LIGHT ON WOUNDED KNEE
KWOUNDED KNEE MASSACRE REVISITED
KSl TANKA
REMEMBERING WOUNDED KNEE 1890 (L)
*PART 11--THE BETRAYED AT WOUNDED KNEE
A DIFFERENT VISION OF WOUNDED KNEE (L)
XSORROW INSPIRES 'CHILDREN OF WOUNDED KNEE'.COLLECTl
KWOUNDED KNEE MARKER SCARRED
WOUNDED KNEE DESCENDANTS HARASSED (L)
KCONGRESS COULD GET WOUNDED KNEE MEM BILL IN APRIL
WOUNDED KNEE BILL STALLED
WOUNDED KNEE MEETING HEARING VOTE WAS 14-1
XOST TO HEAR. STALLED WOUNDED KNEE BILL
ABOUT THE MASSACRE AT WOUNDED KNEE (L)
MASSACRE V1CT1MS--1N MIDDLE OF BATTLE FOR CONTROL
OST COMMITTEE REVAMPS WOUNDED KNEE BILL
XWOUNDED KNEE BILL PASSES OST
DEMONSTRATION TO PROTEST PLAN FOR MASSACRE SITE
WOUNDED KNEE BILL DESERVES A CHANCE (ED)
A PEEK BEHIND THE PROTEST CURTAIN (L)
WOUNDED KNEE DESERVES BETTER CARE (L)
PARK SUPERINTENDENT OUTLINES NPS PLANS (L)
PUTTING THE HOOP OF THE NATION IN ORDER
FASTING SET FOR WOUNDED KNEE AUG 13
^NATIONAL PARK AT WOUNDED KNEE COULD BECOME REALITY
ANOTHER SIDE TO WOUNDED KNEE DEBATE (L)
UNETHICAL POLITICS DIVIDE COMMUNITY (L)
KCITING THE HISTORIANS 'TRUTH' OF WOUNDED KNEE
XWOUNDED knee STATUE GETS CALIFORNIA HOME
*STOLEN MASSACRE ITEMS FOUND
HOPING FOR MORE HEALING OF WOUNDED KNEE (L)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
WOUNDED KNEE 12/10/1992
12/31/1992
12/31/1992
1/07/1993
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
1/28/1993
2/0A/1993
2/0A/1993
2/11/1993
2/18/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
2/25/1993
3/10/1993
3/17/1993
3/17/1993
A/07/1993
5/05/1993
5/26/1993
6/02/1993
6/16/1993
6/23/1993
6/23/1993
7/1A/1993
7/28/1993
8/04/1993
11/10/1993
11/17/1993
12/08/1993
12/15/1993
12/22/1993
12/29/1993
6/22/1994
7/27/1994
8/03/1994
9/08/1994
10/26/1994
10/26/1994
10/26/1994
11/02/1994
11/23/1994
11/23/1994
12/22/1994
12/29/1994
1/05/1995
1/12/1995
2/16/1995
3/09/1995
3/30/1995
4/20/1995
4/20/1995
5/11/1995
5/18/1995
5/18/1995
5/18/1995
6/29/1995
6/29/1995
7/27/1995
9/14/1995
10/05/1995
12/29/1995
WOUNDED KNEE JOE 10/29/1992
WOUNDED KNEE SCHOO 12/04/1991
1/28/1992
4/29/1992
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
7/01/1992
9/09/1992
2/04/1993
A071 KMUSEUM CONSIDERS ARTIFACT REPATRIATION REQUEST
A012 *A HORSEBACK TRIBUTE
B071 KWOUNDED KNEE REMEMBERED--THE BETRAYAL AT
BOll lO-YEAR-OLD GETS FEATHER FOR WOUNDED KNEE RIDE
A041 DISUNITY RESULTS IN DYSFUNCTION (ED)
BOll COSTNER LOOKS AT EPISODE ON WOUNDED KNEE
B012 GROUPS UNITE TO GET MASSACRE ITEMS FROM MUSEUM
B023 LAKOTA GROUPS UNITE FOR REPATRIATION
B012 KVISIT TO ARTIFACTS TOUCHES DELEGATION WITH SADNESS
B013 PUBLIC RESPONSE NEEDED FOR WOUNDED KNEE PARK
B044 WOUNDED KNEE PARK BILL INTRODUCED INTO CONGRESS
A021 WOUNDED KNEE REUNION PLANNED
AOll XLOOKING BACK AT WOUNDED KNEE
AOll 20 YEARS OF ANGUISH
AOll TAKING A1M--WHAT HAPPENED IN 1973?
A015 KMEANS REMINISCES
A041 KYESTERDAY IS NO MORE
A063 OCCUPATION SET BACK SPORTS 10 YRS SAY COACHES
A071 KREMEMBERING WOUNDED KNEE--V1EW FROM PINE RIDGE
BOll DEFENSE COMMITTEE ORGANIZES REUNION
B015 ARTIFACT REPATRIATION MEETING SET MARCH 1
A033 XUNITY IS KEY TO REPATRIATION
A051 ONE READER'S VIEW OF WOUNDED KNEE STORIES (L)
A051 A DIFFERENT VIEW OF COVERAGE (L)
A041 HEROES ARE THOSE WHO STAY (ED)
B016 KSTEELE OPPOSES WOUNDED KNEE BILL
A051 QUESTIONING ALTERNATIVES AT WOUNDED KNEE SITE (L)
B016 XWOUNDED KNEE SCULPTURE TO STAY ON COAST ONE YEAR
B015 IMPASSE OVER WOUNDED KNEE BILL BROKEN
A031 JOHNSON INTRODUCES WOUNDED KNEE PARK BILL
A046 WOUNDED KNEE SPECIAL GIVES STRENGTH (L)
A051 FIGHTING OVER WOUNDED KNEE (L)
A041 KA NATIVE SON'S LOOK AT THE WIZARD OF OZ AND TOTO
AOll SENATE CONSIDERS WOUNDED KNEE PARK
AGAl XFACTS 8 FIGURES TELL TRUE STORY OF WOUNDED KNEE '73
A014 WOUNDED KNEE '73--A LAKOTA WOMAN'S STORY
A044 CHRISTMAS SEASON--A TIME TO REFLECT (L)
BG14 WOUNDED KNEE PART OF CHURCH RACISM STUDY
BGll STATE ASKED TO DESIGNATE TWO HOLIDAYS
BG41 XWOUNDED KNEE REMEMBERED
BG81 WOUNDED KNEE PARK PLAN STALLED IN CONGRESS
BG51 WOUNDED KNEE MEDAL OF HONOR ARTICLE IN NEB MAGAZINE
AG51 NEW JERSEY MAN MAKES JOUPNEY TO WOUNDED KNEE (L)
BG21 KNEW FILM FOLLOWS STORY OF WOUNDED KNEE
AG44 PORTRAYAL OF WOUNDED KNEE 1973 NOT TRUE (L)
AG62 TNT CAPITALIZES ON WOUNDED KNEE 8 AIM
AG63 PINE RIDGE RESIDENTS OFFER THEIR VERSION
BG12 WOUNDED KNEE ARTIFACTS RETURNED TO PINE RIDGE
AG41 CUSTER'S 7TH CAVALRY RESPONSIBLE FOR CARNAGE (L)
BG21 KWOUNDED KNEE ARTIFACTS UNVEILED AT KYLE CEREMONY
BGll RIDE TO MARK WOUNDED KNEE
BlGl KWOUNDED KNEE REMEMBERED
AGll KA RIDE THROUGH HISTORY
BG12 KTRADITION PASSES ON TO SEVENTH GENERATION
AG12 WOUNDED KNEE BILL ONCE AGAIN ON CONGRESS' AGENDA
AG13 KWOUNDED KNEE 189G, 1973 REVISITED
AG12 KWOUNDED KNEE OCCUPIED BY PROTESTERS
AG51 MAKING A KILLING AT WOUNDED KNEE? (L)
BGll KGHOST SHIRT REMAINS IN SCOTLAND FOR NOW
AG43 ICE FAMILY DEFENDING WOUNDED KNEE (L)
AG51 JANET RENO SHOULD REMEMBER WOUNDED KNEE (L)
BGll CHEYENNE RIVER BACKS PARK AT WOUNDED KNEE
BG32 WOUNDED KNEE PARK LEGISLATION TIME LINE
A043 CHARLATANS SELL LIES ABOUT WOUNDED KNEE (L)
SG31 POW WOWS GREW FROM TRAGEDY OF WOUNDED KNEE
BOll KRETURN OF GHOST DANCE SHIRT DERAILED
BOll KSCOTLAND MAY REPATRIATE 189GS GHOST DANCE SHIRT
CG63 KAUTHOR TRACES BIG FOOT'S STEPS TO WOUNDED KNEE
AG61 KTHE BETRAYAL AT WOUNDED KNEE CREEK
BG41 KWOUNDED KNEE HONORED WITH PLAQUE
AG12 KSLIP SLIDIN' AWAY
CG81 STUDENTS SPONSOR CANDIDATE FORUM
CGll KSTUDENT DREAMS TRANSLATED INTO TIMBERS 8 TUNNELS
AG61 THREE WKDS EMPLOYEES TERMINATED
AG44 WOUNDED KNEE DISTRICT SUPPORTS BOARD (L)
AG63 WOUNDED KNEE EXCHANGE STUDENTS LEAVE FOR NJ
BG62 WOUNDED KNEE TO GET BILINGUAL GRANT
BG12 DISPUTES PLAGUE WOUNDED KNEE SCHOOL
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WOUNDED KNEE SCHOO 9/01/1993 BGIA IOWA MAN TAKES KIDS UNDER FALSE PRETENSE
11/17/1993 Bai2 KWELCOME DELIVERY--UPS DONATING $10,000 TO SCHOOL
5/09/1999 B023 JfMARVIN CLIFFORD'S PRESENTATION HELPS FOCUS ATTENTIO
9/07/1995 B035 WOUNDED KNEE SCHOOL LAGOON UNDER REPAIR
9/03/1991 A063 BRAVO TO ATTEND WRESTLING TRAINING
8/26/1992 A012 K'LUMBEE' TATANKA WRESTLES WITH IMAGE
9/23/1992 A093 WRESTLING WITH BELITTLING THE SACRED (L)
3/03/1993 B061 THORPE WRESTLER GOES TO STATE
9/01/1993 B051 MONTANA YOUTH PLACES IN JAPAN GRAND FINALS
9/13/1999 B093 HARLEM MATMEN SUCCEED
12/07/1999 B092 WRESTLER FILES SUIT OVER STEREOTYPING
12/15/1999 B081 JfSQUEEZE PLAY
1/26/1995 C013 WRESTLING.INVITATIONALS SHOWCASED
2/02/1995 B052 BENNETT COUNTY WARRIORS CLAIM WEST RIVER TOURNEY
2/09/1995 B061 CHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE ROLLS OVER COMPETITION
2/16/1995 B062 BENNETT COUNTY CLAIMS EDGEMONT INVITATIONAL
3/16/1995 B112 THORPES CAP SUCCESSFUL MAT SEASON
5/09/1995 C019 TRIO FROM BELCOURT NATIONAL QUALIFIERS
11/27/1991 B095 9 OR MORE LURED TO DEATH IN OREGON
9/01/1993 B013 FORMER RCIHB CHAIRWOMAN CHARGES MISMANAGEMENT
8/17/1995 B071 XCROW CREEK GRAD TO TOUR PERSIAN GULF
SEE ALSO AUTHORS, BOOKS
2/05/1991 B015 POETS, PROSE SOUGHT FOR PUBLICATION
2/05/1991 B015 AMERICAN NATIVE PRESS SEEKS PAPERS
2/05/1991 B015 WRITERS CONFERENCE SET FOR JUNE
9/18/1991 B073 SYMPOSIUM FOR INDIAN WRITERS SEPT 26 TO 28
11/13/1991 B031 WYOMING ARTIST GUIDING PINE RIDGE STUDENTS
9/22/1992 B055 FREEDOM FORUM AND NCAA TO AID JR SPORT WRITERS
5/13/1992 B102 ENTRIES DUE ON JULY 1 FOR PROSE AWARD
5/20/1992 C016 NARVEL TOBACCO HONORED FOR WRITING SKILLS
10/08/1992 C013 *MYTHS THAT NURTURE, MYTHS THAT KILL
2/18/1993 B079 TAKINI STUDENTS WRITE THEIR WAY TO HONORS
3/29/1993 B061 CONFERENCE HEARS NATIVE VOICES
6/30/1993 B075 OPPORTUNITY FOR NATIVE AMERICAN WRITERS
9/01/1993 A071 WRITING SAMPLES SOUGHT FROM TEENAGE GIRLS
9/29/1993 B031 KMOMADAY AND COOK-LYNN TEACH NATIVE AM WRITERS
1/19/1999 A083 INDIAN LAW RESOURCE CENTER ANNOUNCES WRITING COMPET
3/23/1999 B012 xLlSA PRUE'S WORK PUBLISHED IN NATIONAL BOOK
9/20/1999 B089 PENN NAMED NORTH AM IND PROSE AWARD WINNER
9/08/1999 B091 WRITERS' RETREAT SCHEDULED FOR SEPT 18-21
11/16/1999 B096 ANGELA LOVE WINS ESSAY CONTEST
12/07/1999 A079 kASU GROUP SHARES CULTURE & HISTORY FROM THE HEART
12/22/1999 B061 PINE RIDGE COLLEGE STUDENTS SCORE HIGH ON ESSAY
6/29/1995 B093 TAKINI'S TOP STUDENT WRITERS NAMED
10/12/1995 B071 KNATIVE WRITERS ATTEND RETREAT AT SDSU
1/19/1995 BOll NEW CORNERSTONE MISSION DIRECTOR NAMED
9/19/1999 C012 JfCOUNTRY'S QUEEN
3/27/1991 A115 MONTANA, WYOMING HIGH SCHOOLS--TECH PROJECT
11/13/1991 A099 WYOMING TRIBES' WATER RIGHTS CLARIFIED (L)
5/20/1992 A071 KOPPONENTS OF NUCLEAR WASTE SHARE STRATEGIES
6/29/1992 A075 WYOMING TRIBES TO REVIEW WATER RIGHTS
5/05/1993 B112 WYOMING PETROGLYPHS ARE BEING DESTROYED
8/25/1993 AOll MINERAL BOOM IS AT AN END FOR TRIBES
9/15/1993 B031 LAWSUIT SETTLED OVER SEVERANCE TAXES
9/29/1993 A062 WYOMING COUNTY LEGAL BATTLE WITH WIND RIVER
11/03/1993 B082 THUNDER CHILD DIRECTOR TO LEAD PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIAT
11/17/1993 B072 CROW JOIN OPPOSITION TO ELECTRIC PLANT
1/05/1999 AOll PROGRESS MADE IN WYOMING WATER RIGHTS TALKS
1/19/1999 A031 REP TO SEEK SENATE SEAT
5/25/1999 A069 ACCUSED KILLERS BOUND OVER
6/01/1999 B093 THUNDER CHILD TREATMENT CENTER--SWEETGRASS CROP
1/12/1995 A032 WYOMING SHOOT CHALLENGED
1/26/1995 A069 PANEL APPROVES HATE CRIME BILL
9/27/1995 B071 WIHS STANDOUTS RECOGNIZED
11/16/1995 A059 MAYBE WYOMING TRIBES SHOULD SEEK FOREIGN AID (L)
8/18/1993 S091 *TEACHER BRINGS CULTURES OF MANY TO TEMPE
1/15/1991 A079 YAKIMA STILL STANDS GROUND FOR FISHING SITE
11/13/1991 A103 TAXING PRIVATE INDIAN LANDS BEFORE HIGH COURT
5/20/1992 A072 INDIAN RESERVATIONS NOT TARGETS
2/18/1993 A035 SINGLE KILLER UNLIKELY IN STRING OF DEATHS AT YAKIMA
8/10/1999 A031 INTERIOR SECRETARY TO TAG ALONG WITH HOTSHOT CREW
9/29/1992 S129 TRAVEL FIRM OPENS, SPECIALIZES IN BUSINESS, LEISURE
1/29/1991 A095 YANKTON CITES TRIBAL SELL OUT OF JURISDICTION
9/29/1991 B029 YANKTON SIOUX STAND AGAINST WASTE FIRMS SCHEMES
6/19/1991 B031 YANKTON SIOUX CASINO COULD OPEN THIS WEEK
6/19/1991 B031 TRIBE OUTRAGED BY BUFFALO SHOOTINGS
6/26/1991 A026 SPIRITUAL RUN WILL START JULY 8
7/17/1991 A072 YANKTON SIOUX TRIBES GRANT FUNDS DEVELOPMENT
WRESTLING
WRIGHT DOUGLAS
WRIGHT MARY
WRIGHT SUSAN C
WRITING
WYATT ED
WYNETTE TAMMY
WYOMING
YACKYTOOAHNIPAH M
YAKIMA RESERVATION
YAKIMA WA
YANKTON (TRIBE)
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YANKTON (TRIBE)
VANKTON DELANE
YANKTON ROGER
YANKTON SO
YANKTON SIOUX COLL
YANOMAMI (TRIBE)
YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT
YAZZIE KERENTHIA
YELLOW BOY BRANDON
YELLOW BOY CORY
YELLOW BOY SHAUN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/11/1991 AOAA YST MEMBERS NEED TO SUPPORT POSITIVE ACTION (L)
9/11/1991 A071 COURNOYER RE-ELECTED BY YANKTONAIS
10/09/1991 BOAS CHEYENNE RIVER, YANKTON GET EPA GRANTS
11/06/1991 B125 YANKTON SIOUX, STATE SETTLE FISH GAME ISSUES
1/14/1992 AOll YANKTON SIOUX PLAN CASINO COMPLEX ADDITION
2/26/1992 AOll CASINO PROFITS TO AID TREATMENT CENTER
3/11/1992 A012 KYST PROPOSES JOINT CASINO PROJECT TO ROSEBUD TRIBE
3/11/1992 B063 AMBULANCE FACILITY BUILT AT MILK'S CAMP
4/01/1992 B041 xYANKTON CASINO RINGS UP POSITIVE CHANGE
4/08/1992 B025 kYANKTON TRIBE WILL REVIVE SIOUX MESSENGER IN JUNE
5/20/1992 B092 YANKTON HOSTS UNIFICATION SUMMIT JUNE 8
7/01/1992 A125 YANKTON SIOUX MAY BUILD ETHANOL PLANT
8/05/1992 B081 YANKTON MEMBERS GRADUATE FROM GAMING PROGRAM
8/05/1992 B082 HUD GRANTS $3.9 MILLION TO YANKTON
8/12/1992 coil kYANKTON PUTS HOUSING IN ORDER--GETS $3.9 MILLION
10/08/1992 BlOl YST TAKES OVER CASINO OPERATION
10/29/1992 BOll YST, COUNTIES FORM GARBAGE DISPOSAL
11/05/1992 S141 KYANKTON CASINO'S PROFITS HELP COMMUNITY
11/26/1992 A045 YST BUSINESS COMMITTEE SHOULD SHOW STATEMENTS (L)
12/10/1992 B012 XSCAM CHARGES THREATEN CASINO
12/17/1992 B041 GRAND JURY TAKES UP CASINO INVESTIGATION
1/07/1993 A015 COURNOYER DEMANDS RETURN TO POST
1/21/1993 AOll REINSTATEMENT DEBATED AT YST
1/21/1993 BOll YANKTON STUDYING IHS TAKEOVER
1/28/1993 B012 SEESAW RIDE CONTINUES OVER CASINO
2/11/1993 B012 REMOVAL AFOOT AT YANKTON AS CASINO FACT-FINDERS
2/11/1993 B093 kDAKOTA BOOT AND MOCCASIN SPLITS AT SEAMS
2/18/1993 A013 KCOURNOYER TO FIGHT REMOVAL FROM OFFICE
2/18/1993 B012 KYANKTON OFFERS 'UNIVERSITY WITHIN A CASINO'
2/25/1993 B012 NORWEST LOAN CALLED 'NULL S VOID' PAYMENTS (TONTINUE
2/25/1993 B024 MONTANA SIDELINED, CITIES POLITICKING AT YANKTON
3/03/1993 AOll kYANKTON CHAIRMAN REINSTATED
3/03/1993 B023 YANKTON SEEKS SUPPORT FOR PIPESTONE ISSUE
3/10/1993 BOll YST OFFICIALS BACK AT FULL STRENGTH
8/04/1993 A071 kYANKTON BLAZES TRAIL TO DC IN DEFENSE OF CASINO
9/08/1993 A033 YANKTON ELECTS NEW TOP MAN
10/20/1993 A044 TRIBAL POLITICS MAY RID YANKTON TRIBE OF FINEST (L)
10/20/1993 B012 YANKTON MAN TO HEAD COLLEGE
12/15/1993 BOll YANKTON TRIBE OBJECTS TO REGIONAL LANDFILL
12/15/1993 B015 TRIBES TRY TO BUY BACK LAND
1/26/1994 BOll INTERNSHIP TO TEACH TRIBAL MANAGEMENT
2/10/1994 A034 YANKTON TRIBAL LEADER JOURNEYS TO SPIRIT WORLD
9/21/1994 C021 JUDGE TURNS DOWN YST'S BID TO INTERVENE IN LAWSUIT
10/12/1994 B023 YANKTON TRIBE FILES FEDERAL SUIT TO STOP WASTE DUMP
11/30/1994 B044 KMARTY EDUCATORS WIN AWARD
4/13/1995 BOll YANKTONS MOURN ANCESTORS' REMAINS
6/23/1995 AOll KYANKTON SIOUX TRIBE BACK ON SD MAP
7/06/1995 BOll PREDICTED CHAOS AT YANKTON JUST A DUD
7/13/1995 B012 kBLACK HILLS TRIP RENEWS YANKTON WOMEN'S FAITH
8/03/1995 AOll KTRIBE'S 1858 TREATY ATTACKED
8/03/1995 A013 KSTATE GOVT SAYS--'YANKTON RESERVATION DOESN'T EXIST
8/03/1995 AOll WHO'S ON FIRST? WHO'S IN CHARGE?
8/03/1995 A012 KCASINO NOW COUNTY'S BIGGEST EMPLOYER
8/03/1995 A091 kYANKTON ELDERLY CELEBRATE--WITH CAUTION
8/03/1995 AlOl KYOUNG HOLD THE FUTURE--ELDERS HOLD THE WISDOM
8/03/1995 A121 KYANKTON RESERVATION HITS ECONOMIC JACKPOT
8/24/1995 B014 DELORIA SEEKS SUPPORT ON COURT BRIEF
9/14/1995 A053 SD GREEN WITH ENVY & JANKLOW SINGING THE BLUES (L)
9/28/1995 A051 'FIELD MARSHAL' JANKLOW ON THE MOVE (L)
11/09/1995 BOll INJUNCTION STOPS YANKTON BIA LAYOFFS
12/07/1995 BOll LANDFILL REGULATIONS RELAXED FOR YANKTON
7/08/1993 BOll WANBLEE MAN DIES ON OPEN RANGE ROAD
7/29/1992 BlOl YANKTON CLEARED OF 'SHAKE DOWN' INVESTIGATION
1/01/1991 A085 KCULTURAL PROGRAM FORMED AT YANKTON CENTER
12/22/1994 B061 YANKTON STUDENTS MARK END OF FIRST SEMESTER
8/25/1993 A026 71 AND TWO UNBORN ARE SLAIN IN BRAZIL
9/01/1993 A024 NO EVIDENCE FOUND OF BRAZIL MASSACRE
9/01/1993 A051 JUSTICE SOUGHT FOR YANOMAMI BROTHERS (L)
10/14/1993 B061 YANOMAMI MASSACRE PART OF LARGER GENOCIDE
11/27/1991 B053 LAWSUIT FILED TO MAINTAIN GAMING ON RESERVATIONS
12/24/1991 A071 YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT SUE FOR GAMING RIGHTS
9/16/1992 A123 YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT TRIBE OPENS CASINO
10/22/1992 A023 YAVAPAI REJOICE AT RETURN OF ARTIFACTS
3/03/1993 B055 KNEWLY ELECTED NAVAJO TEEN LOOKS TOWARD FUTURE
1/08/1991 A082 YELLOW BOY IS 1991 NEW YEAR'S BABY
1/15/1991 S034 KNEW YEAR'S BABY GETS GIFTS
1/29/1991 S071 KTHE HOME FRONT
4/28/1993 A012 kROAD WARRIOR
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YELLOW CLOUD PAUL
YELLOW CLOUD TODD
YELLOW FRANCIS
YELLOW ROBE JARVIS
YELLOW ROBE LUKE
YELLOW ROBE ROSEBU
YELLOW ROPE DEBBIE
YELLOWBACK BRIAN
YELLOWBIRDS
YELLOWHAIR LYMAN
YELLOWHAWK JIM
YELLOWSTONE
YELLOWTAIL SHANNON
YELLOWTAIL THOMAS
YELLS EAGLE RACHEL
YMCA
YOUNG ALGIN
YOUNG BEAR SEVERT
YOUNG BULL BEAR AB
YOUNG FAMILY
YOUNG IRVIN E
YOUNG IRVIN SR
YOUTH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/21/1993 A051 NORFOLK MAN SEEKS PAUL YELLOW CLOUD (L)
9/07/1995 C051 kTHE BEST OF THE BEST—NORTHERN PLAINS ARTISTS
8/03/1995 BGll KART THAT SPEAKS
8/31/199A coil KRECORD RUN
12/22/1993 B012 kGOODBYE MR YELLOW ROBE
12/22/1993 BG12 MAYOR HONORS LIAISON OFFICER
1I/3G/1995 BG31 YELLOW ROBE WINS OFFICIALS' HONOR
3/16/199A BG33 DANCE INSTITUTE'S EVENT OF THE YEAR WILL HONOR
5/25/199A BG12 KIN A SONG
8/11/1993 BGll TEEN DIES IN POLICE SHOOTING
5/G8/1991 S121 xYELLOWBIRD'S--A SUCCESS STORY AT PINE RIDGE
11/G9/1995 AGll xTRADITIONAL WAYS HELP VIET VET FIND PEACE
7/G6/1995 CG61 XENCOURAGING CHILDREN WITH ART
12/GA/1991 AG65 WAYWARD BISON MAY BE DOOMED
6/3G/1993 BG73 YELLOWSTONE THROUGH NATIVE EYES
9/1A/199A AG21 GROUP PROPOSES SAVING YELLOWSTONE BISON
1/12/1995 AG31 YELLOWSTONE BISON MEET COMES TO SD
1/12/1995 AG3A MORE THAN IGG BISON KILLED IN YELLOWSTONE
2/G9/1995 BG81 STUDENTS FIND MORE THAN BUFFALO MEAT
2/16/1995 AG65 MORE BISON KILLED, COUNT NEARING 3GG
2/23/1995 BG25 ITBC PROPOSES SOLUTION TO BISON PROBLEM
9/21/1995 AG63 ARAPAHOS WELCOME WOLVES TO YELLOWSTONE
11/G2/1995 BG13 TRIBES WANT YELLOWSTONE BISON
12/29/1995 BG51 xCROW STUDENT ATHLETE SHINES IN PREP SCHOOL
12/G1/1993 AG31 xCROW SUN DANCE CHIEF TRAVELS TO SPIRIT WORLD
5/26/1993 B1G2 kKYLE GRANDMOTHER'S GRAD--TRIBUTE TO PERSISTENCE
12/31/1991 AG12 KYMCA ACCUSED OF AGE DISCRIMINATION
1/G8/1992 AG43 MORE YMCA DISCRIMINATION OUTLINED (L)
1/28/1992 AG31 *YMCA WORKS TO IMPROVE INDIAN/WHITE RELATIONS
9/G1/1992 BGll KLITTLE WINGS JOINS THE YMCA
12/G7/199A AG81 POW WOW KICKS OFF 3lST CONSECUTIVE SEASON
5/11/1995 BG52 YMCA DOUBLES INDIAN MEMBERS
8/G3/1995 BG72KALGIN YOUNG PROMOTED
9/G1/1993 AGA2 xSEVERT YOUNG BEAR (ED)
9/G7/1995 CG71 xYOUNG BEAR BOOK MISSES THE MARK
lG/19/1995 BG15 YOUNG BULL BEAR DIES IN CUSTODY
11/26/1992 AG81 SHELTER SOUGHT BY PARMELEE FAMILY
3/12/1991 AG95 QUICK-THINKING ROSEBUD JAILER SAVES NEIGHBOR
12/01/1993 BGIA EX^AREA BIA OFFICER SHOT IN DESERT INVESTIGATION
1/15/1991 SG71 KNEW CLUB PROMOTES SOBRIETY, KID STYLE
3/G5/1991 AG13 YOUTH CAMP IS UNDER FIRE
3/12/1991 AG94 STUDENTS PLANNING YOUTH CONFERENCE
3/2G/1991 AG53 INDIAN YOUTH OF TODAY LIVE IN TWO WORLDS
3/20/1991 AG53 PART II--BE AN EAGLE AMONG TURKEYS
4/10/1991 AG91 STUDENTS TRAVEL TO GIVE TESTIMONY ON BREAKING ADDICT
5/08/1991 A071 kYOUTH TARGETED FOR ALCOHOL-FREE SOCIETY IN FUTURE
5/08/1991 BGll STUDENTS FEEL POSITIVE ABOUT YOUTH CONFERENCE
5/15/1991 Alll TREE PLANTING PART OF SUMMER YOUTH PROJECTS
5/22/1991 BOl BRAINERD INDIAN SCHOOL SPIRIT LIVES ON IN YOUTH CAMP
7/24/1991 AOll ,GOV MICKELSON REQUESTS. FUNDING FOR YOUTH PROGRAM
8/07/1991 A035 BUFFALO VISIONS CAMP SERVED NEEDY YOUTHS
8/21/1991 B051 RED HORSE LODGE RECEIVES $16,988 FOR YOUTH PROGRAM
8/28/1991 A035 INDIAN YOUTHS TO PUBLISH COOKBOOK
9/11/1991 A041 ONLY WE CAN HELP OUR YOUTH (ED)
9/18/1991 A053 kASK RYAN
9/18/1991 B013 KLESSONS LEARNED AT CAMP COURAGE
10/02/1991 S081 KUNITY GIVES NATIVE AMERICAN YOUTHS POWER
10/09/1991 A053 THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO CORSON COUNTY JUVENILE CRIME
11/13/1991 B015 EMERGENCY SHELTERS TO AID HOMELESS YOUTH
12/11/1991 BOll AREA AGENCIES COOPERATE ON PINE RIDGE TEEN CENTER
12/31/1991 A024 CHILDRENS WELFARE TOPS PUBLIC SAFETY MEETING
1/14/1992 B054 PINE RIDGE DANCE CELEBRATES SOBRIETY
1/28/1992 B051 SFIS BACKS YOUTH CONFERENCE
2/04/1992 B063 TEEN PAGEANT SEEKS SD GIRLS
3/11/1992 A121 IMPROVED PARENTING SKILLS MAY HELP CUT YOUTH CRIME
3/11/1992 B136 NEW MARTIN YOUTH CENTER A SUCCESS
3/25/1992 A091 KSTATE CONFERENCE LEARNING EXP FOR LAKOTA YOUTH
4/01/1992 A031 kPOVERTY, LACK OF HOPE DRIVE YOUTH TO SUICIDE
4/01/1992 A041 SUICIDE--WHEN TEEN-AGERS FORGET (ED)
4/08/1992 A071 SUICIDE ONLY ONE PROBLEM TEENS FACE
4/08/1992 A071 1986--0NE OF FIVE IHS BIRTHS FROM A TEEN MOM
4/08/1992 A075 BREAKUP OF RELATIONSHIP MAY BE CRITICAL FOR TEENS
4/08/1992 B061 SUMMER CAMPS AVAILABLE FOR INDIAN YOUTHS
4/15/1992 A061 kYOUTHS TO RUN 15,000 MILES FOR THE FUTURE
4/15/1992 B041 KSICANGU TEENS CHALLENGE ADULTS TO LISTEN
4/22/1992 B031 K1992 INDIAN YOUTH 2000--OYATE TECA LEADERSHIP NOW
4/22/1992 B063 YOUNG ARTISTS CONTEST OPEN
5/20/1992 A041-YOUTH CHALLENGED TO SEEK VOICE IN CONGRESS (ED)
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6/03/1992 BQ55 CAMP CARNIVALS VISIT AREA
7/15/1992 B023 CROW CREEK YOUTH'S SUICIDE MAY CALL HELP FOR OTHERS
7/29/1992 B023 YOUTH DEER SEASON TO OPEN
8/19/1992 A051 ONE OF TOMORROW'S LEADERS SPEAKS OUT (L)
8/19/1992 BG12 LOOKING AT THE WORLD THROUGH YOUNG EYES
8/26/1992 B051 xA KNOCKOUT--ALI AND NEW FOUNDATION FORM WINNING
9/02/1992 B014 CROW CREEK COMMUNITY THROWS LIFELINE TO TEENS
9/16/1992 B022 ALCOHOLISM MEET TO FOCUS ON YOUTH
9/23/1992 Alll TEEN ELECTION SPECIAL CANNED
9/30/1992 coil KCROW CREEK STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE
12/31/1992 B012 XPINE RIDGE YOUTH GROUP ADOPTS A HIGHWAY
2/11/1993 B012 PINE RIDGE COUNCIL PROMOTES CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MINOR
3/17/1993 A014 xCLINTON BACKS SUMMER JCBS
3/24/1993 A081 STUDENTS LEARN SECRETS CAN KILL^ ESPECIALLY IF AIDS
6/09/1993 A061 BIA SCHOOLS^ SUMMER YOUTH SLATED FOR FUNDING
6/16/1993 A061 SUMMER JOB PROSPECTS ARE CRUMBLING
6/30/1993 B043 LOCAL YOUTH LEARNING THE ARTS
6/30/1993 B075 WEEK-LONG YOUTH ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING SCHEDULED
7/08/1993 A071 CLINTON SIGNS SUMMER JOBS BILL
7/21/1993 B032 PBS SEEKS TEENS FOR NATIONAL DOCUMENTARY
7/21/1993 B033 CONGRESS ADDS 520 YOUTH JOBS
8/04/1993 BOll REGION YOUTH JOIN GOVERNOR'S CAMP
8/04/1993 S193 xCENTER REPLANTING CULTURAL VALUES
8/04/1993 S231 xTRIBAL GOVERNMENT LENDS EAR TO YOUNGER GENERATION
8/11/1993 B012 KYOUTH CENTER BECOMES OFFICIAL
8/18/1993 A044 ABUSE OF THE SACRED FALLS HARDEST ON YOUTH (L)
8/18/1993 S083 YOUTH AMBASSADORS CARRY MESSAGES OF HEALTHY, DRUG-FR
8/25/1993 B051 PROGRAM PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT TRAINING FOR RESERVATION
9/01/1993 A071 WRITING SAMPLES SOUGHT FROM TEENAGE GIRLS
9/15/1993 BOll GRAND RIVER PROJECT OFFERS YOUTH EMPLOYMENT TRAINING
9/15/1993 B053 xWHIPPLE RECEIVES RECOGNITION
9/15/1993 S161 XSENIOR CITIZEN, YOUTH FACILITY TO CREATE OPPORTUNIT
10/20/1993 A071 YOUNG NATIVE LEADERS SOUGHT
12/22/1993 B081 XUNIQUELY NAVAJO
1/19/1994 B015 'TALKING CIRCLES' HELP TEENS COPE
1/19/1994 B031 XFATHERHOOD PROGRAM BEGINS ITS SEARCH FOR MENTORS
1/19/1994 B031 TEEN CONNECTIONS--LINKING TEEN GIRLS TO HEALTHY CHOI
1/19/1994 B035 WHY INSTITUTE THESE PROGRAMS?
2/16/1994 A032 WITNESSES ALLEGE POLICE BRUTALITY AT LAKOTA HOMES
3/02/1994 B015 YOUTH GROUP DEDICATES MONTH TO VICTIM OF DRUNK
3/30/1994 B053 UNITY PLANS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
5/11/1994 B081 FLORIDA CONFERENCE TO EDUCATE FUTURE LEADERS
6/29/1994 A024 SUICIDE RAMPANT AMONG NATIVE YOUTH
6/29/1994 B024 xNEW CASA VOLUNTEERS SWORN IN
6/29/1994 C022 FORT BERTHOLD TAPS FUTURE LEADERS
7/07/1994 B012 BOARD FORMED TO ADDRESS TEEN ISSUES
7/13/1994 A065 NNYCC GRANTED $2 MILLION FROM CLINTON'S AMERICORP
7/27/1994 A081 UNM BASKETBALL STANDOUT SAYS DREAMS CAN COME TRUE
7/27/1994 B033 RESPONSIBLE DRINKING STRESSED DURING—YOUTH SESSION
7/27/1994 B042 NEW TRIBAL GAMES IN MONTANA
8/03/1994 A081 XJEMEZ YOUTH RUN TO WASHINGTON
8/03/1994 A081 YOUTH LAUNCH CANOE JOURNEY TO BRING ISSUES TO LIGHT
9/21/1994 A051 SPIRITUALITY LEADS THE WAY FOR YOUTH (L)
9/21/1994 B042 GENERATION RETREAT PLANNED ON STANDING ROCK
10/19/1994 B012 xATEWICUNYAPI PROGRAM LOOKING FOR A FEW MENTORS
10/19/1994 B045 xGOOD WILL
11/02/1994 A061 SEX, AIDS, GANGS, DEATH SUBJECTS OF TEEN DOCUMENTARY
11/02/1994 B023 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE PLANS YOUTH RANCH
11/30/1994 B014 xFOR LAKOTA TEEN, IT HELPS TO HAVE HEROES
12/15/1994 BOll LOWER BRULE FORMS NEW YOUTH COUNCIL
1/05/1995 A034 GUYANA CRACKS DOWN ON EXPLOITATION
1/12/1995 A041 XSINGLE MOTHERS A CRISIS TRIBES SHOULD BE ADDRESSING
1/19/1995 A044 9 OUT OF 10 TIMES, TEENS GET ALCOHOL FROM ADULTS (L)
2/02/1995 A012 xINNOVATIVE CROW PROGRAM RECEIVES RECOGNITION
2/16/1995 A012 HEALING GENERATION RISES TO MEET TODAY'S CHALLENGES
3/02/1995 A085 SUMMER YOUTH JOBS TARGETED BY GOP
3/02/1995 B021 TROUBLED TEENS LIVING VICTIMS OF FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDR
3/23/1995 B041 xINDIAN YOUTH RODEO SCHOOL SET FOR JUNE 2-4
3/23/1995 C054 WINNEBAGO LOOK TO FUTURE OF YOUTH
3/30/1995 B013 XRAPID CITY YOUTH HONORED FOR COURAGE & BRAVERY
3/30/1995 B035 STEPHANIE KING ATTENDS WORLD YOUTH CONFERENCE
4/27/1995 B051 xGUIDING STEPS TO STAY ON TRACK
5/11/1995 BOll LIFE ON STREETS EARNS KIDS RESPECT THEY CAN'T GET AT
6/08/1995 BOll KIDS CAUGHT IN ALCOHOLIC HOMES CAN FIND REFUGE
6/23/1995 BOll xEXPLORING CAUSES S CURES OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
7/27/1995 C061 xARIZONA YOUTH CONFERENCE ENCOURAGES HEALTHY LIFESTY
8/03/1995 A091 xLEARNING COMMUNITY VALUES
8/03/1995 AlOl xYOUNG HOLD THE FUTURE--ELDERS HOLD THE WISDOM
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN NV
YUKON
ZAH PETERSON
ZELEZNIK LARRY
ZEPHIER ALVIN
ZEPHIER ANDY
ZEPHIER CHETTER
ZEPHIER FREEMAN
ZEPHIER HARLEY L
ZEPHIER MITCHELL
ZEPHIER ROSALEE
ZEPHIER RUTH
ZIMI6A ARTHUR
ZIMIGA CHARLIE
ZIOLKOWSKI KORCZAK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/10/1995
9/28/1995
10/26/1995
12/07/1995
12/1A/1995
12/29/1995
2/19/1991
2/26/1991
A/10/1991
8/1A/I991
8/1A/1991
10/23/1991
11/06/1991
11/20/1991
12/18/1991
3/18/1992
A/01/1992
A/15/1992
A/22/1992
5/06/1992
6/03/1992
6/2A/1992
7/08/1992
11/05/1992
2/18/1993
A/lA/1993
7/08/1993
11/03/1993
11/2A/1993
1/12/199A
1/12/199A
2/02/199A
2/23/199A
7/07/199A
10/26/199A
12/07/199A
3/02/1995
9/1A/1995
9/1A/1995
9/28/1995
12/1A/1995
2/02/199A
10/30/1991
12/17/1992
6/23/1993
9/22/1993
9/22/1993
10/27/1993
11/10/1993
11/17/1993
3/23/199A
3/30/199A
A/13/199A
A/13/199A
A/27/199A
A/27/199A
5/0A/199A
5/18/199A
8/17/199A
8/17/199A
10/19/199A
3/09/199A
A/13/1995
1/15/1991
12/17/1992
6/2A/1992
10/12/1995
6/26/1991
6/03/1992
6/10/1992
9/08/199A
A/13/1995
5/19/1993
8/18/1993
12/29/1993
12/21/1995
6/10/1992
8/28/1991
B07A
B013
B072
C08A
B011
A031
A061
A112
A09A
A012
C031
A08A
B031
A126
A083
AOIA
A031
A071
A07A
C023
B0A1
A013
B0A5
B012
B07A
B091
B032
B0A5
B062
A071
B031
B011
B023
B012
B012
B031
B013
B02A
B031
B011
A065
A011
A092
A012
A032
A011
A0A1
A031
AO 2 A
A083
A081
A011
A011
A031
A012
A06A
A082
D02A
A01A
C013
A011
A08A
B071
A061
A012
B0A5
B023
C023
S061
B053
C011
B071
B073
B0AA
B01A
B013
B061
A0A1
*TALENT SEARCH
*ATEYAPI SOCIETY TEAMS WITH COURTS, SCHOOLS
OLYMPIC YOUTH CAMP
KOBTAINING TIPIS MAIN GOAL FOR NEW RAPID ARTS COMMIT
YOUTH COUNCIL TO PROMOTE TEEN EMPOWERMENT
LANDOWNER FIGHTS EASEMENT TO YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
*THE FUTURE OF OUR NATION--THE TAKOJAS
STANDING ROCK ELDER HELPING DEPENDENT YOUTHS
PROJECT PHOENIX CITED AS MODEL PROGRAM
TREATMENT CENTER FOR THE YOUNG ONES
YOUTH PILOT PROJECT COMPLETES ONE YEAR
DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS TO GET NATIONAL FOCUS
YFS OFFERING PARENTING CLASSES
RAPID CITY YFS TO OPERATE NEW PARENT CHILD CENTER
ADOLESCENT RED ROAD OFFERS NEW HOPE FOR TEENS
RAPID CITY YDP STAFF IN CONFLICT
RECOGNIZING SIGNS SAVES LIVES
KYOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM REACTIVATED
PRESIDENT HONORS TEEN CONNECTIONS
*YOUTH CENTER--STANDING ON THEIR OWN
WALK KICKS OFF PLANNING FOR YOUTH CENTER
$7.3 MILLION TO AID YOUTH PROGRAMS
KYOUTH PROGRAM WORKERS NAMES
FIRST INDIAN BOYS, GIRLS CLUB STARTING UP
YOUTH CENTER OFFERS PROGRAMS FOR AFTER SCHOOL
STUDENTS UNITE TO PROTEST CLOSING OF YOUTH CENTER
YOUTH SERVICE AWARD OFFERED
SINTE GLESKA, ROSEBUD COUNCIL SUPPORT YOUTH CENTER
*ST JOSEPH HONORS DIRECTOR OF THE MAIN
LABOR DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES GRANTS TO AID CHILDREN
KMIDNIGHT ALTERNATIVES RESUMES
TRUST GRANTS $23,800 TO YOUTH SERVICE
YOUTH AT RISK TRUST FUND GRANTS AVAILABLE
BOARD FORMED TO ADDRESS TEEN ISSUES
RED HORSE LODGE GROUP HOMES PREPARE FOR FUTURE
TEEN CONNECTIONS HELPS TEENAGE GIRLS TO BETTER LIFE
klack of funds could close new youth shelters
ANPETU LUTA OTIPI RECEIVES UN RECOGNITION
GROUP FUNDS YOUTH PROJECT
K7TH GEN TAKES POSITIVE APPROACH TO GANG PREVENTION
FT BELKNAP COLLEGE WILL PARTICIPATE IN SAFEFUTURES
ENERGY DEPARTMENT INITIATES REVIEW OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
US ENERGY POLICIES THREATEN YUKON CARIBOU
CLINTON CALLS ON ZAH, MANKILLER
ZAH LINKS NAVAJO HEALTH WOES TO BAN ON HOUSING
KZAH ZAPS IGRA
KLYONS AND ZAH BELIEVE GAMING ACT INVITES STATE JURl
ZAH ATTENDS CEREMONY FOR DAM RECONSTRUCTION
PRESIDENT ZAH REPEATS CALL FOR END TO FILIBUSTER
ZAH NIXES RANCH PURCHASE
ZAH SUPPORTS SIGNING OF NEW MEXICO DUAL TAXATION
ZAH REBUKES VICE PRESIDENT FOR RUNNING FOR TOP
INDICTED NAVAJO MAN ACCUSES ZAH OF COLLUSION
NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL ASKS PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT
KNAVAJO PRESIDENT VISITS MACDONALD IN PRISON
ZAH AND PLUMMER TO SEPARATE ADMINISTRATION
KZAH CAUTIONS COUNCIL ABOUT GAMING
TALKER KEEPS TALKING ABOUT CONTROVERSY
ZAH, HALE WIN NAVAJO PRIMARY
ZAH VETOES NAVAJO GAMING ORDINANCE
KZAH SEEKS JUSTICE FOR MACDONALD
WISCONSIN MAN SAYS POLICE & TRIBE OWE HIM $22 MILLIO
ZEPHIERS NAMED CITIZENS OF THE MONTH
KZEPHIER HONORED
kHOKA HEY!
ZEPHIER NAMED OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE
EXTRA ALLEGES NEGLIGENCE ON SET OF 'CRAZY HORSE'
ZEPHIER PLACES FIRST IN JEWELRY AT RED EARTH
KJEWELRY CREATIONS CARRY HERITAGE, TRADITION
ZEPHIER TO CREATE PIECE FOR COUNTRY/WESTERN STAR
KWHISPERING THUNDER GALLERY PRESENTS FINEST
ZEPHIERS NAMED CITIZENS OF THE MONTH
ZEPHIER SELECTED FOR SCHOLARSHIP
ZIMIGA TO ASSIST IN FOUNDATION OUTREACH PROJECT
ZIMIGA WORKS TO ERASE ^SQUAW' NAMES FROM MAPS
KNEW PLANNER PROMISES SEVERAL HEALTH BOARD CHANGES
KSTEPPING OFF THE COURT
KMAN ON MOUNTAIN HAS NAME
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SUBJECT
ZIOLKOUSKI KORCZAK
ZIOLKOWSKI RUTH
ZOO
ZUERN TED
ZUNI
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/20/1992 A071
6/19/1991 B025
12/2A/1991 A041
1/G8/1992 AQ41
5/05/1993 B116
9/29/1993 AO<fl
4/2A/1991 A035
11/13/1991 Alll
5/05/1993 B041
11/03/1993 B115
11/17/1993 B071
5/18/1994 D071
MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE PLANNED FOR TWO LEGENDS
RUTH ZIOLKOWSKI HONORED BY TECH
LAKOTA DESERVE BIGGER VOICE--CRAZY HORSE MT (ED)
REMEMBER FOUNDATION OF CRAZY HORSE MOUNTAIN (ED)
MINNESOTA ZOO, COMMUNITY CREATE INDIAN EXHIBIT
*CATHOLIC PRIEST'S COLUMN BELITTLES INDIAN SPIRITUAL
ANTHROPOLOGIST HELPS ZUNIS WITH $25 MILLION
ZUNI ARTIST HONORED BY GOVERNOR
HARVARD RETURNS SACRED FIGURE
6TH ANNUAL WINGS SELECTION RACE AT ZUNI PUEBLO
KIN DAYS GONE BY--TRADITIONAL CUTS
YOU CAN STILL GET YOUR KICKS ON ROUTE 66
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